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Power Plant Library

Power plant practice complctt-. in

ciudlng mathematics, boilers, englnt~..~

electricity, turbines and rcfrigero.inn.

Now the most used engineers’ llhrsry

in existence. Has enabled tliousaiitiri

of men to pus the most rigid exam

inations. 2.500 pages. L500 illustra

tlons. Eight handsome volumes.

hound in tho tough T pattern of

cin.li. its durable as leather. Price

$i2. payable $i.00 our month.

Factory Management

.\ set of books mitten by ieadlnit

it-ithoriiies. to hel men flt themselves

.0 take complete c arge of the shot) or

factory. (‘overs industrial organiza

tion. iuiniliiistrstion, purchasinit.

iniuiufiwturlng costs and accounts.

engliiecrinit of shops, factories anti

power plants. 8 volumes. 2.300 Dfleti.

iiil1_\' illustrated. Bound in serni—iicxi

hie ltnraiol. Piioo $20. pagable 82 in

ton daya anti $3 por mont .

Croft Library of

Practical Electricity

\\‘i:l1oiit question of more practical

\'llii\‘ than anything of the kind ever

attempts-d in the world oi’ eiectr‘lclt.\'.

Enables you to know electricity as ex

‘parts know it. Mstheinatics. practical

electricity. electrical iiiachlnery. cen

irni .~itl!l0li9, wiring fur light anti

You-er, wiring of flnlsht-d huilding=.

llllillliilllflll. 8 flexible volumes.

lYlCl(t-‘l size. 3,000 pages. Price SIG.

llltvablo 82 per montii.

lron and Steel Library

The high positions in the great iron

and sioei world are now attaiiiahie

through this library which is written

hv authorities actiially engaged in this

work. liii-taliurgy. foundry work, blast

riiriiaces i-onstrui-tion. operation anti

products. rcfractorlea. A complain

Il'(lii and steel library. Seven volumes.

over 3.000 pages. Fully illustrated.

Price complete $24. Invabia 83 per

month.

Machine Shop

Library

Machine shop practice complete.

Writtt-n by eight prat1.lca.l men. well

known in the machine sho world.

Now the standard in Arno ca. l\'o

otin-r set of books on the subject ever

equalled it in popularity. hiatheina

tics. rirawing and design, composition

and heat treatment of steel, gears.

tool \\'ork. rlntlinii. figs and fixtures.

screw inoclilnes. dies. etc. 9 volumes.

3,000 pan-a. Price SIS. payable $2

per month.

Metal Mining Library

Heroin is brought together in nlnti

flt‘XllJl.\'-llfiulltl volumes the very meat

of metal inlninii nrsctlce in America.

Exainliiatious, principles of l'iililliliI~

tirnberinii. thousands of wnrkliig de

tails, ore tlreitslng. survoyiiig, account

inir. costs. All the information you

nt-ed to reach the hizli positions in tin

niliiing \\'nrlii. The most lfil.I‘lt'l\'

llftllllrilli soiri-ii by plain worth anti

|llll§U'llll()ll:\. Prlee $24, payable $3

per month.

Coal Mining Library

(‘mil nilninir and colilery practici

compl--to. lnciiitling outside and inside

\1‘lli'l&—ht72l\ inuclianlcs and eiiIlneei'—

iniz. Of ssiilstaiico to every man in tho

biiiiin-.~ss, from the lowest paid insn to

tln- in-orator. It is now looked upon

us ii iI€t‘P.\\lli)'. and ls containing the

secrets of iniceess in coal miniinr. Pi

volumes. 3.000 mares. 1.700 illus

trations. Price ‘I . Ilylllfl $1 II"

month.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., lnc.,

New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:——l wish to stay that my salary has been raised

$500 since l got one of the McGraw-Hill Home Study Couraea,

and l figure on getting $300 more very soon. I thank you

very much.

Yours truly,

E. O. Hentz, Clinton, S. C.

What would a $500 or an $800 raise in salary

mean to you? We have thousands of letters from

men in every walk of life who have bettered them

selves through the aid of a McGraw-Hill Home

Study Course.

Right zit this stage of your life an iiivcstment of

only $12 to $24 might mean your turning point.

You can spend ten times this sum without gaining a

better or more accurate technical education than is

afforded by zi '.\IcGraw-Hill Home Study Course.

Your last chance to purchase

licilraw-liill ilome Study(iourses

At the old prices

_Prices of the McGraw-Hill Home Study Courses

_will have to be advanced very soon. Great increases

in all costs of manufacture make this absolutely nec

essary. You haye but a limited time to order at the

old prices mentioned in the coupon below.

  

A complete technical education

in your own home

The McGraw-Hill Home Study Courses are not corre

spondence coursa, and are not sold at correspondence

course prices. All the facts are laid bare before you, in

easily understood form. A few minutes spent with one of

these courses each day will soon give you mastery of the

subject treated.

65,000 men succeeding through

these courses

Over 65,000 men in the industrial world are using the

McGraw-Hill Home Study Courses as a means of reaching

the high positions. Letters are received in every mail telling

of large advances in salary due to these Courses.

Ten days’ free trial

return coupon

merely

Fill out the coupon below and return to us before prices

advance. We

wi shi 7 . - -

fig r>F/refxa/111/M//0/1601/,000

McGrnw-Hill am Co., Ino., 239 w. am St.. n.

A $500 raise in salary I

1

select for ten

days’ free t

inspection. If

not satisfac

tory retum at

our expense.

If wanted,

send the small

monthly pay

ments called

for.

i

i

(‘i-iitleiiien: Scnti for ten day ' 1' in ti '1, llll\'\‘ checked below: ! we spec 0“ the ubnry

I Croft’! Electrlci . $16--nayuiile $2 per mom“

| ibtaeliino Shop L brary. $ih'—po_vni;it- $2 per month,

[ llron and Steel Library, $2-i—p:iyohls $3 per mtmm_

| lliiining Llhrnry $lT~y~:t\'~.i'ilu $3 per inoiiili.

I lCoiii Niniiip Library. sl(i—llB_\'ill)l(' $2 |\er month.

I iPower Plant Librlry. $l2—-payiilile $1 per month.

i]FaoioI1 Maniipement. $'_’.O~[1lynl)le $3 per month.

if siiitlshicinry I will send first payment in ten day! and the

=aint- flillfllllll each month until paid. if not wanted i will

Ti‘ lii'll lllt‘ l‘|0(7l(S Ill. _\'l\lll' t1.Kll('il80.

Slunaiuro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Residence Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gib! and State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Your employer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

His address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Your occupation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JED 10-19
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-\I"‘\KI'\C' GAS ENGINE IA('KI'N(’b ‘ ' ' ‘ " ‘ ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' 24 No question of science is shrouded in more mystery than

By Arthur Al/red Alexander this.

E. recognize the brahin as ah bit of gray lallllfll’ I]’8IfiIl8

. . . .. . etween our ears t at is t e seat ot—w at? ntelli
PU“F‘R TAKE OFF FOR Lu'H1 AL IOMOBILP" ' ' ' 25 gence? Lite? Energy? The actual brain we ltnow has for

itfs cznstlituents tgied samerilements that are in tlighremaindfir
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B)’ Charles E. Muller that bClldl'6CtI and controls that potential force that aniinates
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mind, we are able to control this muscular energy intelli entl .
3 Y

ll we are injured on the head, many times we lose "intelli

-'\ TALK WITH RADIO BEGINNERS - - - - - - - ~ - ' - - 30 gent" control of our bodily forces, proving more or less con

clusively that the brain is extremely sensitive to physical

_ T disturbances.

A THREI?'PO0T FIAJNG MODEL NIEUPORT SPEED 3 HE distinction between mind and matter is just as vague

SCOLT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - ' 1 as the relation of matter to energy in the human system.

Bv Elmer Ross We C8I;l1C8lllyd\.ln(lCI8l8l'ld thlel body as a stat of potential force,
V but un eratan ing the "inte igence" of t is force is quite an

other problem.

4\I-ETALLURGY FOR BEGINNERS - ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' 34 HEN life becomes extinct, what becomes of the energy

By E, Husky that it possessed at the last heart beat? What becomes

of that vitalizing force that gives viiarmth to our bodies; that

causes us to breath, move and thin P As men of science, we

CONSTRUCTION OF APPARA1-‘V-S ON STA_\-D_,\RD17'ED cannot believe that this energy is clestroyed—the laws of the

P VELS 36 conservation of energy would make such a conclusion quite

A‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' impossible. But the question still remains: What becomes of it?

B)’ M- B- 51"?" Probably the energy is still there, but has merely lost its

"intelligence"l—its minterindg influ.ence.h Galvani'T experiment

with the frog eg wou ten to prove t at muscu ar energy is

THE RADIO DEPARTMENT - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - 39 present in a dead organism, but merely lack: direction.

ERE will probably come a day when these problems will

, _ b l t . M l t' ii h b f~*\'I>I~~\' CRYSTAL RECE-"Mi Fm‘ D*1§“‘°‘">- - 4° fered:. 'i§'\1"i,§\:a:¢i¢i1ii'i§¢ aieaiilefip aTnil'°m§.. Zi°.¢i.°§.'l,°i

not satisfied with vague theories. Proof must come by direct

conduct by investigators that are satisfied with nothing but

H1GH'FREQUE-NC" RESISTANCE ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' ' 44 the cold facts, bare of doubt and superstition.

 

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES,

H I Editor.
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Taught By A Practical Man

And In Your Own Home

Put Part of Your Spare Time

To a Good Purpose

A HOME STUDY COURSE FOR AMBITIOUS MEN

  

 

Y course of instruction is vastly different from the general run of correspondence work, as it is actually an

extension of a consulting engineering experience, which gives my students the opportunity of becoming

familiar with electricity as applied to everyday work, and as applied to their particular needs.

My Real Purpose

My real purpse is to reach those who have not a lot of time and

money to devote to an electrical education, and to give them .

what they need. By working in various branches of the elec

trical industry, I leamed that there were many men who had an

eamest desire to get into the electrical field, but could not do so

because they did not have the time and money to go to a school

teaching this work., I also learned that a large proportion of

men engaged in electrical work, could not make the progress

they desired, because they lacked the technical details which are

necessary to the man who reaches the top. It is these men I

want, and it is these men who need me. Hundreds of such men

have come to realize that my instruction and advice has been of

untold value to them, and that my institution is run on a sound

basis and with a view of giving them what they want.

Not a Cut and Dried Book Plan

In addition to my practical and consulting experience, I have

designed instruction courses for various educational institutions,

which has given me an unusual opportunity to study the teach

ing business from a practical standpoint. I have carefully noted

what men wanted and what they needed, in order to make good,

and I have designed and written my instructions with a view of

meeting these conditions. Letters from my students are sufficient

proof that I have succeeded and the results they are getting

through my instruction and help is very gratifying to me.

' Beginners and Experienced_Men

My course of study and service suit both beginners and experi

enced men, but I cannot do it all alone, nor do I wish to give

this impression. My students must be eamest, and be willing to

do their share of the work in order to make a success of it

Where I find students who are not willing to do their work as I

Fifty-Fifty I

suggest, I return their money and ask them to discontinue, as I

stated above, this course is for ambitious men, not triflers.

Among my students are beginners, electricians, foremen, main

tainers, repair men, armature winders, power-house helpers,

power-house foremen, Navy electricians, Chief Navy electricians,

chief electricians, Chief City Electricians and Contractors. These

men are taking my course and find my instruction and my help

of value to them. Not only are they satisfied, but they are

sending me more students. In several places I have nearly all

the men in the plant taking my work together.

What I Can Do

What I can do and will do is to help you whenever the oppor

tunity offers. This statement is broad but I make good on it

in every particular. A student never asks a question, or asks

for help of any kind, but that every efiort is made to see that

he gets what he wants. I do not say that I shall fit you to

qualify as an electrical engineer in a couple of months, as it

cannot be done. Neither do I say that you will earn fifty or

one hundred dollars a week when you complete this work with

me, because they are things over which I have no control. As

a matter of fact, there are men I have taught who are electrical

engineers today, and others are earning very large salaries, but

what you become, or how much you may eventually earn, is

mainly UP TO YOU. I do my part, and if you do yours by

following my instructions and advice, you will have the same

opportunities as others to make good.

Results of My Efforts

These three facts stand out to show how my work is accepted. '

Practical men recommend my course to others.

Over 65 per cent. of my students are engaged in the elec

trical business.

Over 11 per cent. of my enrollment was obtained through

satisfied students.

Iy huolnou In run on nn ninolutnly 50-50 huh with my students. By that I mun I nm lust I

no much oonoornod with his vulture nnd orooronu no I un with the money he and: mo. nnd

nid the eolnunrntivoiy low

nrion I not. nnd I givo the Instruction and other holy nu dotnled In my eatnlon.

union I return Ito iuli value.

tint I moot Illm nt Inst hall-way on any nroooaitlon. I nm

nothing true. nlvo nothing iron. and do not expect nnytilin

I YORKE BURC-ES,

I oller I BURGI-‘_§S ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,

No student is normittod to any ior III! oouno In lull on start nl. the nvmcntr being mndo In I 751 5"‘ 42nd s"”" chl°"°' lmnfl"

lnonthly installments. Alto. student! Ilnvn "l0.'I|'IVI|OQQ ot Iiiooontlnulnn the course Ii they

rIn otter. and thInd It In not lust what Ill

money from rnen whom I nrn not holoinl.not expect nnd I do not win

Apparatus, Instruments, Material, Etc.

detailed in the cntnlol. nre included In the course and nre n pnrt of the regular instruction

Cwtntn electrical nrmnrnius, instruments. material. charts, drafting Implements, etc, as I

for which them Ls no extra chnrza as it is covered hy the regular monthly payments. I

Fill Out Coupon or

Write me and I shall promptly rendrvou one or my cntnlon which contains full lnrormnuuu I

reqnrrllnu my course nnii tho service ofler.

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

payment: tlol nt the some timo. no I do

  

| Gentlemen:—

Send me catalog describing your course in Electricity.

NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

| srxre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I751 E. 42nd St., Chicago, III.

Plrasc mvniinn FIvF.n\'n.-xv ENGINEERING MAcAzi:~:i".
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you need to know.

AWKINS
Electrical Guides

place electricity at your fingers’ ends. They

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can turn right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain every day

languagt-—n0 wasted w0rds—0nly what you need to

know—full of up-to—the-minute electrical knowledge.

$1 3 The guides are a complete course in electrical en

giiicering.

They will help you in ewry detail of the d:iy's_work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket—

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until you have mastered its contents.

3,500 pages of actual information and 4,700 illustrations. (_)nce you see

these books and put them into actual use you will never again want to be

without them. Try it at our expense.

r_o EARN MORE—LEARN mom:

It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—asIc

them all the questions you can _thinlt of—use them in our work—st_udy t_hem—pick

up some information that will increase your earning a ility. \Ve will ship you the

entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure gold does not object to being

tested. Keep them for seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get along

without thcin. return them to us and owe us nothing. ‘

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay $1.00 _down and remit the

balance of $9.00 on the easy ayment of $1.00 a month till paid tor.

Use the coupon to get the olts. It will pay you many times over.

......."l'!=.?.§..li.‘.fii.‘..""" T H 5 0 - A U 9 5 |- 3' '3 0 -

12 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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Run inis FAKIIAL Lib] uF LUNII-.i\la|

Ia. i Contains 348 Dllfll. 388 illustrations. Electrical sizns and

£Ymb0l.9—siltIc and current eieet.ricity— riniary i'39ll9——C0iilli.iCll)Yl

and insu.lai.on—rsai.atancs and oonduc vity--insgiiatisni—lni1uo

tion ooiis—dynamo princ.inias—<:is-sses oi dyna.moa—annaiuras—

windings-—comn.iutailon—brushu. etc.

Io. 2 Contains 348 pans, 394 illustrations. Motor principles-—

arrnaiure re_aoiion—motnr uartln¢—caioulat.Ions—-brake horse

power—aeiection and installation of dynsmos and I:flDl0i‘I—Ill

ranomeiers — standard cells — airrent measurement — resistance

me:s-urenient—-voltnaeters—Iai.tmetars——watth0ur |:neters—operai.lon

of dynamo1—onsratiori of motors, etc.

lo. 3 Onntsins I00 , 423 illustrations. Distribution systems

—wirea and Iiro atlons—lnsids. outside and underground

Iirinp,-—sisrn ls.s.hel"s—-iilhtning protect.ion—recti1iers—slorage bat

tary systems, BLC.

 

  

  
  

by using your set oi

HAWKINS Electrical .

Guides Every Day.'

They tell you lust what ,

\

iiawkina Guides are worth double their

THIS COUPON BRINGS THE GUIDES

Is. 4 Contains 2'-'0 i;/ares. 319 illustrations. Alternating current

prIndDlea—-alternating current dia;rams—ths power factor-—

alternator principles-—alternator eonstruciion—windinzs. etc.

IO. 5 Contains 320 pages. 614 illustrations. A. C. Mntors—sy||.

ehronous an-i induction motor prinelpias~A. C, commutator

motors —— induction mowrs — transformers: loses, construction,

emmections. tesLa-ounnsr-iers—reeLiiieis. etc,

la. 6 Contains N3 Dans. 472 illustrations. Alternaiin cm-rem

l7!lAmr—Iwitd1ing dnices—curront brea.irers—relays—ixhtniiit:

wotector arsnaraiuo-re|uiatin¢ devices-synchronous wndgngflg

—1ndicatlnz devices—i.iieters—poIer factor 1m11¢;w|-,_q“, mm;

msas1i.rement—swiieh boards. ew.

Ia. 7 Contains 31 pages, 379 iikistrations Alternating current,

Ilri.nI power stations-—mrbInes: managemom, gglgcflgnl iouuon

erection. testing, running. care and renair~teiephones, etc,

Ia, 8 Contains 332 pans, 436 Illtistrallona. Teiezranh—simuita_

naous teiegi-a_i-hy and teierihony—Iireleas—eiactrolye1a ba||,__

olectric lizhung-photometry, etc.

Ila. 9 Conialmt 322 DIRL1. 621 illustrations. Electric railwa,ys—<

electric locumo_ii\-s-s—c.-ir lighting—irolley car operation_m|,,.

eellancoiis .I»'I)iICSKlOI'l.§—ll]fi'ii)n picturea—¢aa engine tgiiitiui-i—

automobile self~si.artv-rs and lighting sratqns, aioctrlc Iehlclrz, etc,

price, I have been able to secure hllhfl

pay and a better position with their aid.

K. W. hlonard.

Bum, Erskine Light & Power Plant.

Erskine, Minn.

H.000 Saved

The tan dollars I invested in Hawkins

Ilecirlcll Guides nstiod the company

by whom l am employed somewhere

around 85.000,

The knowledge lainod from your hooks

enabled me to save a transformer house.

whereas a year ago I aliould have

thought myself in [teat danger and

have run

I

I

I

I

I

I

Use this letter as you please as I am |

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

72 Fifth Avenue, N. Y,

truly thankful for hsrinz the little Ion- “Ch momh um“ bud‘

ders. A. L. Foster, Ophsr, Colo.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

Io. I0 C-nntalns 513 mm. 59:» illustraiioris. EIeVll0i's—Cri3.iioti Handy to Carfl slur-ature .

-—pnrnpa—a.Lr iximnn-s~:~urs—ei-.=eiric l)elLIiiI—-el0t'iI’I(' W0ldln|— The great beauty of them is that you

soldering and hra.zin_¢—-indtm.rial slsctrol.Ysis~elactro~plating~— can carry iheru in your pocket. That mm Mm

I180!-i'i>-LEiI!i’ii"6l1il"l-3-f'l!’I. aw. suits ma for I never want to be without F "

Also a crmsplae 126 page ready reference index of the complete “"1 F» S. Collins.

llirary. This indfl h_li been Manned to render easily accessible Richardson Engineering Co., Hartford, Employed by

all the rut information contained in the l0 electrical gum». (‘arm

There are over 13.500 cross refermces. You .

Ind what you want to know instantly. h Residence . . . . . . . . ..

on Y us: THE COUPON~
»_-_?— L Rsierencr 5 E on

,-_——_---__-I---—-.----—

THEO_ AUDEL L COMPANY

Please submit mo for uaminatlon

Hawkins Electrical Guides (price $1

Glchi. Ship at once. prepaid. the 10 nun

bsra. if satisfactory I agree i0 send you 1

'1'-hm 59'?" dli'B and to further mall you l

i
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on the skilled work of

  

BES T PRACTICAL BOOKS

The Modern Gasoline Automobile, Its Design, Con

strucdon, Operation.

By Vicros W. Pact, M.S.A.E. _ This is the most complete, practical

and up-ts-date treatise on gasoline automobiles and their component

parts ever published. I_n the new revised and enlarged 1919 edition,

all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance

are fully and completely described and in language anyone can

nndershnd. i000 pages. 1000 illustrations.

Price, SSJO

The Model T Ford Car, Its Construc

_ tion, Operation and Repair, Includ

‘MM—oDELT' ing the Ford Farm Tractor.

T

By Vicros W. Pack. This is the most com

‘ lete and practical instruction book ever ub

' ished on the Ford car. A high grade, eoth

bound book, printed on the best paper, illus

trated by specially made drawing and _Fhoto

graphs. _Al parts of the F_ord odelare described and illustrated in a comprehensive

inanner—nothing is left for the reader to ess

st. The construction is fully treated an of

ei-ating grinciple made clear to everyone. 3 0

pages, l 6 illustrations. Price, $1.00

How to Run an Automobile. .

By Vicroa W. Pact. This treatise gi_ves concise instructions for

starting and running _all_ makes of gasoline automobiles, ho_w to care

for them, and give distinctive features of control. Describes every

step for shifting gears, controlling engines. 178 pages. 72 illus

trations.

Price, $1.00

Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame.

By M. Ksirn Dunrunr. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to

be used, its care, and how to construct necessary shop equipment.

Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile parts, in a

manner understandable by everyone. 167 pages, fully illustrated.

Price, $1.25

AN unoriiniaiyfn I

  

Dies; Their Construction and Use for the Modern

Working of Sheet Metals.

By J. V. Wooswonn. A new b_ook_ by s practical man, for those

w o wish to know the latest practice in the working of flieet metals.

It shows how _dies are deai ed, made and used, and those who are

engaged in this line of wor can secure many valuable suggestions.

Sixth revised edition. 525 illustrations, 394 pages. Cloth.

Price, $3.80

Automobile Repairing Made Easy.

By Vicroa W. Pact. A thoroughl practical

book containing com let: directions or making

r irs to all parts 0 the motor car mechanism.

ritten in a thorough but non-technical man

ner. This book also contains Special Instruc

tions on Electric Starting,’ Lighting and_ Igni

tion Systcms Tire Re airing and Rebuilding.

Autogenous weldin raring and. Soldering,

Heat Treatment of teel Latest Timing Prac

tice, Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motor etc.etc. You will never "Get Stuck" on algob ii

you own this book. 1,000 ecially iris e en

avin s on 500 plates. l,05 pages (5% x 8).

l fol ing plates. Price, $3.50

  

Machine Shop Arithmetic.

B Coi.viii-Cnsiuv. Most piilar book for shop men. Shows how

ali shop problems are worlre out and “why." Includes change gears

for cutting any threads; drills, taps, shrink and force fits; metric

system of measurements and threads. Used by all classes of

mechanics and for instruction in Y. M. C. A. and other schools.

Seventh edition. 131 pages. Price, 00:.

Standard Practical Plumbing.

By R. M. STAIIUCK. This is a comglcte treatise and covers the sub

ject of modern plumbing in all its ranches. It treats exhaustively

t e plumber and the theor underlying plumb

ing devices and operations, and commends itsel at once to anyone

working in any branch of the plumbing trade. A large amount of

space is devoted to a very complete and practical treatment of the

subjects of bot water supply, circulation and range boiler work.

Another valuable feature is the special chapter on drawin for

lumhers. The illustrations, of which there are three hundre and

orty~seven, one hundred being full-page plates, were drawn express

ly for this book and show the most modern and best American prac

_tice in plumbing construction. 65/1 x 9%. Cloth, 406 pages, 347

illustrations. Price, $3.50

 

American Stationary Engineering.

By W. E. Cums. A new book by a well-known author. Begins at

the boiler room and takes in the whole power plant. Contains the

result of years of racticaj experience in all sorts of en 'ne rooms

and gives exact in urination that cannot be found elsew ere. It’s

plain enough for practical men and yet of value to those h_igh in_ the

profession. Has a complete examination for a license. Third edition

revised and enlarged. 345 pages. 131 illustrafions. Cloth.

Prles, $2.50

Brazing and Soldering.

By suns F. Hoiuuii-. The only book that shows on just how to

han le any job of brazing or soldering that comes a ong; it tells ou

what mixture to use, how to make a urnace if ou need one. ull

of valuable kinks. The fifth edition oi this ok has just been

ublished, and to it much new matter and a large number of tested

ormulas for all kinds of solders and fluxes have been added.

Price, S50

Drafting of Cains.

By Louis ROUILLION. The laying out of cams is a serious roblem

unless you know how to go at it right. This puts you on t e right

road for practically any kind of cam you are likely to run up against.

Third edition. 35 cents

House Wiring.

B5 THOIIAI W. Porn. Describing and illustrating up-to-date i_neth

o s of installing electric light wiring. Intended for the electrician,

helper and apprentice. Contains just the information needed for suc

cessful wiring of a building. l25 pages, fully illustrated, flexible

cloth. Price, 80¢.

Electric Wiring, Diagrams and Switchboards.

By Nswroii HAIIISOI, with additions by Tnoiuu Porn. This is

the onl complete wo_rk issued showing and telling you what you

should now about direct and alternating current wiring. _ _lt is a

ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and

mathematics, arithmetic being used throughout. It is in every respect

a handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on wirin

for the wire-man, foreman contractor or electrician. Second revise

edition. 303 pages, l30 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $2.00

High Frequency Apparatus, Its Construction and

Practical Application.

By THOMAS Snin.rY Curris. The most comprehensive and thor

ough work on this interesting subject ever produced. The book is

essentiallfy practical in its treatment and it constitutes an accurate

record o the researches of its author over a period of several years,

during which time dozens of coils were built and experimented with.

248 pages. Fully illustrated. Price, $2.50

The Lathe—Its Design, Construction and Operation,

With Practical Examples of Lathe Work.

By Oscar E. Psiisioo. A new revised edition, and the only complete

American work on the subject, written by a man who knows not only

how work ought to be done, but who a so knows how to do it, and

how to convey this knowledge to others. It is strictly up~to-date in

its descriptions and illustrations. A number of diflicult machining

operations are described at length and illustrated. The new edition

has nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations. Price, $3.00

Henley's Twentieth Century Book of Recipes, Formulas

and Processes.

Edited by Gsiinnirs D. Hiscox. The most valuable techno-chemical

formula: book published, including over 10,000 selected scientific,

chemical, technological and practical reci es and processes. This

book of 800 pages is the most com lcte ok of recipes ever pub

lished, giving thousands of recipes or the manufacture of valuable

articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, ractical ideas and secret

processes are revealed within its pa es. _ t covers every brand: of

the useful arts in every respect. ontains an immense number of

formulas that every one ought to have that are not found in any

other work. New edition. Cloth binding. $3.00. Half Morocco

binding, Price. $0.00

Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Sys

tems.

By Vic-ros W. PAGE. A practical treatise on

modern starting and ignition system practice.

This_ ractical volume has been written with

specia reference to the requirements of the

non-technical reader desiring easily understood

explanatory matter relating to all types of au

tomobile ignition, starting and lighting systems.

It can be understood b anyone even without

electrical knowledge. earl 500 pages. 297

specially made engravings. ew edition.

Price, $2.00

  

 

(U Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE—Our new Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request.

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dept. E. E. 2 West 45th Street, New York

Please mention Evsnvmw ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Electricity ~

lle av
no longer necessary to go to school or serve an ap- This is the 1920 edition—new from cover to cover—chuck

prenticeship to leam electricity. With this new library full of the latest methods and most recent discoveries in

of APPLIED PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY you leam this fascinating field. Everything is written in plain, good

right at home—in your spare time without interfering

with your present work.

Any big job that you want in the electrical field is yours

if you will train yourself to fill it. It only takes an hour

old U. S. language by 27 of the greatest experts in the busi

ness. The eight volumes with 3800 pages make up a com

plete course in electrical engineering. It's a home study

course for the beginner and a handy reference guide for

or two a day with these books.

Ii! P31 for ;<1>g30i;;)Y";§

Irained "Ell $500b_00 3

year are waiting for men who can

qualify as Electrical Engineers—Sub

station Operators -Troublemen—

SwitchboardOperators—DynamoTend

ers——Electricians. Electricity is the

greatest force in the world and it is

growing bigger and bigger every day.

More and more men are needed all

the expert combined.

4"" 1"" i£.i:::::
NE somebranch

of electricity you will never have to look

for a job. The job and the big pay will

be looking for you. You can't dodge a

good job if you have the “know how"

under your hat. Let these 27 great en

gineers help you to the best kind of job

with their books.

Send the coupon below and get them

for FREE examination. See our free

What the §}§c'§r§c*;§y~"»g*

Iooltsfeach Elem...

Measurements—Electric Wiring—Un

derwriter‘s Electrical Requirements—

Theory, Calculation, Design and Con

struction of Direct Current Generators

and Motors—Types of Generators and

Motors—Management of Electrical Ma.

chinery—Electric Lighting—Alternating

Current Machinery-_Power Transmis

sion-—Electric Railways_Self-Propelledthe time. Why don't you get into

this big paying field now 05¢; be10w_

‘l'he World’: Greatest

Electrical looks

l.0llllDtoY0lI

RailwayCars-TracklessTrolley—Power

Stations—Switchboards and Switching—

Storage BlYt¢l'leS—Ap|,)|l€d Electro-cliemistry—

lilectnc Elev.-itors—Electrit: Weldin and Heat

ing — Wirel- as Telegraphy and elephony -

Land and Submarine Telegraphy.

Free Service
electrical books we give a one year membership '

in this society. This entitles you to consult our

engineers and experts on any electrical prob

lem. Write as often as ou like. Ask as

many question as you 1' for one year.

  

lmorlcall I

_ _ Iechnlul

We will lend you this wonderful library to use in your own home or shop a Qpglqly |

whole week FREE. It won't cost you one cent. DON'T SEND ANY MONEY. our. E-351

]ust fill out and mail the coupon today and the set of eight volumes will come chicane, ll. 8. I. I

to you by express collect. You be the judge and find out for yourself what the

books will do for you. Use them as you please. Show them to your friends

and get their opinion. Then if you have any doubt as to their value send them

back at our expense and you won't owe us anything.

Qnlv 1 Cents a Dav
If you like the books r ftcr a week's examination you pay us only $2.00 and the same amount

each month until $24.80 is paid. This is only 50 cents a week—7 cents a nay. You can't afford

to pass up a better job on these easy temis. MAIL THE COUPON NOW.

American Technical Society

Dent. E-357' IIICAGG

Please send me the 8-v0l

iimii silt of lfileclrical En- I

giiitx-ring i'or7 d:iv:<' examin

ation. shipping chiirgua collect.

If l decide to buyl will st-iv} $2.00

within 7 days nod blllI.ll‘N.‘l' zit the

rate o_f $2.00 ii month until $_'»l an has

been paid. Then you will send me a

receipt showing that the set of books I

and the Consulting Membership are miiie

and fully paid for. lfl wtint to gt-t along

w't‘v-iiit the hooks, I will return them. after

7 days, at your 0Xp\.‘l'l80.

Send it

llow

$‘

I
Name ..................................................................... .. |

Add:-cu ............................................................................. .. I

I.‘- 'tl‘(II(‘? . ............. .. I

ljiiZ}ii~ii—

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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QOCFUIVIP CUT ‘L

' NGBURr;|NGP|p|-;AND

-g<§£'GVf~RE>Yr z roamcog,’

OPPY red bags, tidy red

tins, handsome pound and

half-pound tin humidors—and

that classy, practical pound

crystal glass humidor with

sponge moistener top that keeps

the tobacco in such perfect con

dition.

R. J. Reynold: Tobacco Co.

\Vinston-Salem, N. C.

O use arguing about it, or

making chin music in a minor

key! Ifyou’ve got thejimmy-pipe

notion or cigarette rolling ’em

idea cornered in your smokeappe

tite, slip in a few liberal loads of

Prince Albert! And, you’ll sign

the longest lease you can hook up

to on about the cheerfulest brand

of in-and-out-door sport that ever

did ramble up Broadway or down

Lost Creek trail!

Boiled down to regular old

between-us-man-talk, Prince

Albert kicks the “pip” right

out of a pipe! Puts pipe pleas

ure into the 24-hours-a-day joy’us

class! Gives smokers more fun to

the square inch than they, or you,

!>R1m:|-:

LBERT

Copyright lbll by

R. J. Reynold: Tobacco C0.

  

ever dug out of a pipe before!

Prince Albert makes a pipe or

cigarette a peace party at both

ends and the middle! Just hums

and hums the soothingest sym

phony of smoke content that ever

sifted its happy way into a

man’s system! P. A. is so fra

grant, so fascinating in flavor, so

refreshing!

And,you run plumb-fair against

the astounding fact that Prince

Albert can’t bite your tongue or

parch your throat! Because, our

exclusive patented process cuts

out bite and parch! Why, you

can’t get orders in fast enough to

try to buy up the supply for a

long, long spell!

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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PRACTICAL MECHANICS

FOR EVERYDAY MEN

VOLUME 8

EVERY
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The Patrol Boat “Lucifer”

HE boat, Lucifer, is a scale

model of the sixty-foot craft

built in the early part of the war

by the Greenport Basin and Construc

tion Company for the Russian Govem

  

The model gun which

is mounted between -

the cabins

nient. Some of

these boats were re

fused by Russia for

financial reasons

and were sold in

this country.

The dimensions

of the model are

roughly as follows;

Length, 36 inches;

beam, 6 inches;

draft of hull, 1%

inches. Other dimensions may be taken

from the drawings. With the exception

of the heavy work of digging out the

hull, Lucifer was built entirely in a

study with the necessary tools kept in a

desk drawer.

The hull was gouged out of a solid

piece of sugar pine in the conventional

way, using templates to insure the two

sides being the same. By cutting out

the stern and putting in a transom

n;’p- »_.~___,p_ _

By Martyn Baker

piece afterward, much labor is saved

in hollowing out the hull. It was made

so thin that a seventy-five watt nitrogen

bulb just showed light through the

sides. The deck is an eight-inch piece

of mahogany lined with a

. gauge and pencil to imi

tate planking. It was rc

enforced at cach end of

the openings

for the de c k

h o u s e s by

pieces of soft

  

A close view al the cabin showing the details of the deck fittings

wood glued and screwed on athwart

ship. A short section in the stern is

easily removable to give access to the

steering gear. The two deck houses are

made of mahogany. The rounding front

to the forward house was jig-sawed out

of a two-ply piece and finished with

file and sandpaper.

To the average model maker, the hull

and upperworks so far explained pre

sent no unusual difficulties, but the

question of presentable fittings is in

deed a perplexing one to those who have

not access to the little castings and

stampings from which professional

model fittings are made.

  

The bow of the

' boat showing

fittings

It is h e re

that the ex

perince gained

in making Lu

rifer may be of

help to many,

for, with one

exception, all

the fittings

w e r e m a Cl e

from s t 0 c k

easily obtain

able at the corner hardware store.

The instruments used were the ordi

nary assortment of light metal working

tools, and included in particular a set

of the little assorted shapes of files

knows as “Swiss” files, a good alcohol

blow torch, and several small sharp

punches and cold chisels. The stock

comprised sheet brass in three thick

nesses, a little heavier plate brass, a half

dozen sizes of brass wire with drills
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to fit each size, and brass rod and tub

ing bought as needed. In addition to

this, was some assorted pieces of sawed

brass in several thicknesses and widths.

This was used only in making the little

fittings that were Cut from the solid.

For soldering, the combined solder

and flux in paste form known as “No

korode” was found very convenient; in

fact, some of the more delicate jobs

would have been impossible without it.

For holding work together, fine black

iron wire was used as solder does not

stick to it readily. In complicated

places, wet rags kept one part of the

work from unsoldering while the rest

was being done. A surprisingly small

quantity of solder is needed——the less

used the better, for

it only makes a

messy job. These

few hints contain the

meat of a long and

varied experience in

building up fittings

with solder.

Many s m a l l e r

parts, such as cleats,

chocks, hoisting

hooks, etc., were cut

out of solid metal.

This is a very satis

factory process, but

one which requires

considerable pa

tience. The method is to saw ofi a

block of brass big enough to make the

fitting, but no bigger, to rough the thing

out as much as possible with hacksaw

and drill and then to take the “Swiss”

files and cut it to shape. The finish is

put on by two grades of emery cloth

and the polish with crocus cloth and oil.

Little fittings, even the tiniest, may be

made absolutely perfect in this way, for

the blow holes and imperfections of

castings are absent.

 

Starting from the bow of Lucifer and

working aft, the fittings were made as

follows: The bow plate and chain lead

were made of sheet brass cut and bent

to shape and soldered. The anchor

davit was heavy wire with the end flat

tened to allow the tackle hook to pass

through. The cleat was made of wire

soldered into holes in the davit.~ In

passing, I may say the spring wire is

the kind to use, for its strength is some

times needed and it may be easily an

nealed by heating it red hot and plung

ing it into cold water. The little

eyebolt in the deck under the davit as

well as the others holding the rigging

were made of a loop of wire soldered

into two holes in a tiny square of brass.

  

A vie'w 0] the finished boat resting in its cradle

The projecting ends are poked through

holes in the deck and clinched. If the

reverse side is not accessible, the bolt is

made of a ring in the end of a single

wire and is driven into a snug hole.

The ground tackle took quite a while,

as it involved considerable detail. The

capstan was turned by means of a drill

frame held in a vise. The cutting tool

was a file. It was chucked by a short

rod threaded into the base which after

ward fastened it to the deck. The chain

plate was cut from sheet with little

semi-circles of wire soldered 3.1'0t1I1d the

forward side of the openings and filed

smooth. The anchors themselves were

made from castings and were the one

fitting mentioned above not made from

ordinary stock. However, the writer

has since made several anchors from

solid metal which were the equal in

every way of those on Lucifer. The

cross cars were made of wire with lit

tle wire rings soldered on and filed to

shape for the balls. The shackles were

made of fine wire. The chain cable

was originally a piece of eyeglass chain

which is obtainable in several sizes.

The dead-men or snubbing posts were

made of mahogany with brass pins, but

could be easily made

of square rod and

polished. The shore

line leads were made

'.. of sheet and wire,

‘*‘ but cutting from

solid would produce

a neater fitting.

Port hole rims are

best turned on a

lathe, but in the ab

sence of such a ma

chine, short sections

of brass tubing cut

square and allowed

to project very slight

ly from the side

make excellent rims. The inside is

painted black. Railing stanchions were

a stumbling block for a long time, but

the problem was finally solved by mak

ing them of heavy wire with just the

end annealed and squeezed somewhat

flat in the vise. The flattened end was

then drilled with a fine drill and neatly

rounded off. The slight taper that full

size stanchions usually have is not

missed, but if the builder has patience

enough, they may be cut with file and
  

Scale in Inches
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emery before the flattening process. The

rail is unannealed wire stretched as

tight as it could be pulled with pliers.

Soft wire was first used, but it stretched

so after being put on as to hang in

loops between the stanchions.

The two machine guns fore and aft

  

 

The signal bridge was made almost

entirely of wire soldered together. The

three strips of sheet through which the

grating bars run must be identical, and

to secure this they were cut longer than

necessary and the ends temporarily

soldered together so that it was only

This view shows the deck plans of the Lucifer

were made of wire and sheet soldered.

The after one also controls the twin

rudders by a simple system of arms and

connecting rods. This does away with

any fitting for steering that was not on

the prototype. The hatches to the crew's

quarters and to the engine room were

made of sheet brass, the four sides in

one piece and the top another. They

are held on by pinning through the

sides to a block of soft wood screwed to

the deck.

The conning tower was made of fair

ly heavy sheet cut and bent to shape.

Before bending, the ports were cut by

drilling around them and then using a

cold chisel and finishing with a file.

The roof is soldered to the under side

of the angle formed by bending over

the top of the sides. A beading of wire

was soldered to the after edge of the

sides, and a rim of fine wire soldered

around each port. This was a lengthy

process, but well worth the trouble, for

it gave a finished appearance that was

otherwise lacking. The tower was

pushed up through an opening in the

deck house cut the exact shape and

held by a flange on the under side. The

searchlight was made from a 32 caliber

pistol shell with the ventilation boxes,

etc., soldered on. The base was made,

after much deliberation, from an old

collar button which had the proper

shape.
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necessary to file and drill one piece of

metal instead of three. When they were

ready for the bars, the surplus ends

were cut ofi' and the three pieces were

absolutely alike. In soldering the bars,

as little solder as possible was put on

the under side, and the heat applied to

a different bar and strip each time so

as to avoid melting out the rest. The

railing is obviously of wire.

The mast is hard wood carefully

tapered and smoothed. The tendency

of most amateurs is to get all spars too

thick, and the boat's appearance is thus

greatly marred. The diamond yard

arm was easily made of wire and fast

ened on by bindings of very fine wire.

The skylight over the engine room

was made similar to the hatches, with

the openings cut in by the cold chisel

and file process. Celluloid makes ex

cellent glass. The companionway slide

on the after house was also made much

the same way. It was first laid out

fiat on paper, then the brass was cut

and bent to shape and ends soldered in.

The three-pounder mounted amid

ships took time and patience, but the

result was altogether satisfactory. The

conical mount was made of sheet with

the openings cut out and a fine wire

rim soldered around each. Here again

the time expended in this fussy job is

amply repaid. It was topped by the

little drum which contains the spring

5
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in a well known cheap watch. This

drum has teeth in its periphery, and

forms part of the pointing mechanism.

The barrel was made of two sizes oi

tubing with a wire soldered around the

muzzle to give the bell shape. The

square breech was made of sheet and

soldered on. The barrel is held in a

carriage made of a large piece of tubing

cut away except for a ring at each

end, a lengthwise strip down each side

and a half ring underneath where the

trunnions come. The recoil cylinders

were pieces of rod soldered to the top

of this carriage. The carriage swung

in a fork made of heavy sheet soldered

to a disc which in turn is free to re

volve on top of the conical mount. A

pair of arms soldered on form the bear

ings of the worm gear which was made

by soldering a few turns of fine wire

properly spaced on a heavier wire and

filing it to shape. The hand wheel was

a gear from the same watch as the top

of the cone, the teeth being removed.

The elevating mechanism consists of a

sector of another gear soldered to one

arm of the fork and a gear with pinion

combined engaging this, and turning in

the carriage. The pointing and train

ing action is rather delicate and will

not stand rough handling.

The strut for the propeller shaft was

cut out of solid metal, but could be

easily built up from a short piece of

tube and some heavy sheet. The stuff

ing box was made on a lathe at a later

time, but a good one can be made from

a piece of tubing larger than the shaft

with a plug in each end drilled to fit

the shaft. This is filled with grease.

The propeller is best made as described

in a recent issue of EVERYDAY Encr

NEERING, by the built-up process.

I have left the description of the ven

tilators till the last, for they are per

haps the most perplexing problem of all

parts. The smaller ones were cast of a

zinc-tin alloy in a plaster of paris

mold, and the two larger ones in front

beaten from very soft thin copper over

an iron form, but both these methods

have their disadvantages for the ama

teur.

as 1

  

  

Front Side

TRAP VENTILATOR

l
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Airplane Models and Wind Tunnel Tests

By Victor Page, M. S. A.

HERE seems to be an impression

on the part of many uninformed

people that model making is not

serious work and that it is chiefly a

hobby or pastime indulged in by men

seeking mechanical recreation. In many

lines of mechanical endeavor model

making has an unquestioned practical

value and is the means of carrying on

experiments with new inventions at

much less cost and with greater ease

than would be possible if the experi

mental work was done with full-sized

mechanism. Model making is serious

work that calls for a high degree of

mechanical skill when it is used as an

adjunct to either scientific or mechan

ical development. ‘

Scale lllodels Valuable

This is especially true of the small

airplanes that are used in wind tunnel

tests. It has been known for some time

that experiments on scale models of both

ships and aircraft afforded a means of

obtaining valuable information on

tunnel offers the important advantage

that it is easier to measure the forces

acting upon it, and to change its posi

tion relative to the air stream fiow lines

at will.

It is not always easy to apply results

obtained with models to full size ma

chines, asthere is apt to be an error in

the change of co-efficients when passing

from a small to a full scale, but ex

perience is of value in this connection

as in many others, and in the majority

of cases the corrections necessary in ap

plying with tunnel data are known with

considerable accuracy.

Models Must Be Accurate

The models used. must be

made with great precision and

of materials that are not apt

to change their shape appre

ciably. For this reason, mod

els of aerofoils are usually

made of brass and machined

with micrometrical exactness,

most experiments being made

E.

Utility of Wind Tunnel

The utility of a wind tunnel can be

appreciated when one is familiar with

the mass of data that can be obtained

by its use. It is not possible to go into

this subject to any extent in an article

of limited scope, but an example can

be given that will be understood easily

by all. As will be apparent in accom

panying line drawing, an airplane may

be divided into two main assemblies,

one comprising the lifting surfaces; the

other, the parts needed to carry the

motor and passengers and to which the
  

1--.

  

View 0/ the model making department 0] a prominent aircraft manufacturer shows the importance attached to production 0/ accurate

scale models of airplanes and their components for wind tunnel tests. Some of the Curtis: airplane and seaplane models produced and

various parts used in trials are shown in cabinet at the right

which the action of full size vessels and

airplanes could be based. The prob

lems studied with models relate chiefly

to the performance of a movable body

in a fluid, as in naval architecture

where a small hull is towed at various

speeds in a special tank of water,

known as a “towing basin” or in the

field of aeronautical engineering where

a fixed model is tested in a moving air

stream, the velocity of which may be

varied as conditions demand. The sta

tionary model method used in the wind

with 18" by 5" wings. Seaplane hulls,

fuselage shapes and other members of

that class are made of wood, highly

polished and as exactly as skilled work

men can produce them. A complete

airplane for tests calls for extremely

accurate location and assembly of the

various parts, as well as precise repro

duction of the members comprising the

assembly. An error on a 1/ 12th scale

model would be much greater in the

calculations involving a full size ma

chine so accuracy is essential.

wings are attached. Obviously, each of

these assemblies offers a definite resist

ance to forward movement of the plane

through the air.

The non-lifting parts offer a para

sitic resistance that should be reduced

to the lowest point, the lifting members

or aerofoils offer a resistance that is

utilized in part for supporting the en

tire structure and which is resolved into

lift and drag components. The aero

foil form should be such that the former

is as high as -possible and the latter as
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low as can be obtained. The resistance

of an airplane varies with the design.

The proportionate parasitic resistance

is about as follows: Fuselage and

wings 62 per cent., landing gear 16 per

cent., tail plane. fin, rudder and eleva

tor 7 per cent., and wires struts and

 

Expert model maker at work on miniature rc

production of nine cylinder rotary airplane

motor mounted at front end of nacelle for twin

motored biplane

fittings of the wing structure 15 per

cent. The reduction of any of these

items will increase the efficiency of the

airplane, i. e., it will fly faster with

less power without decreasing the

weight carried.

By the aid of the wind tunnel weigh

ing mechanism these percentages can

he determined in pounds or fractions

thereof, this enabling the designer to

figure the horsepower required to attain

a certain speed and numerous other

points in~ design. The complete air

plane may be tested and its resistance

measured or any of the parts may be

tried out distinct from the assembly

and the influence of change of form,

location or size determined. Loening

states that 10 pounds of air resistance

saved by the better shaping of a part

or placing it so it will present its best

angle to the air will result in a saving

in power that will permit of carrying

70 or 80 pounds more weight on the

machine. Air resistances are measured

by supporting the body in the air stream

and weighing its reaction to the moving

air, the velocity of the air being changed

to simulate high and low speed flight

conditions.

As an example of the development

work possible with the wind tunnel, the

first trials of a model seaplane hull

showed that it would offer considerable

resistance without contributing any use

ful lift in the air. Its shape was

changed several times and finally a

form was evolved that not only had less

resistance but that contributed a certain

direct lift to help carry its weight while

it was in flight. The form that had the

least air resistance was also found to

be the most efficient when planing on

nel installed in the laboratory of the

Curtiss Engineering Corporation at

Garden City, L. 1., outlines a typical

apparatus of this nature. It consists of

three main parts, the central one of

two rooms incorporating the two experi

mental chambers. The model is placed

in the upper one through which the air

stream passes, the measurements are re

corded in the lower one which is below

the air current. A large horn-shaped

collector is placed at one side, this car

rying a cellular or honeycomb partition

to straighten out the air stream before

it passes around the model. The dif

fuser is a long discharge conduit ex

tending from the experimental chamber.

The air flow is induced by an aerial

propeller I2 feet in diameter, driven by

rt 400 horsepower Curtiss airplane en

gine. The speed of the air stream may

be varied from 50 to over 100 miles

per hour. The aerodynamic balance is

so sensitive that it will measure forces

acting on the model to 1/10,000 part

of a pound. The collector and diffuser

conduits are built of wood with external

framing, the experimental chamber fol

The modern airplane consists of two main as

semblies as depicted below and resistance of

each must be known in computing characteris

tics 0] the design and power needed for flight

lower left __

Wing ‘

Parts of Airplane

that carry the Weight

10>-/er /9/ghr /V/ng---""‘

/nrerp/ane

Sfrurs F/_y/‘rig

V,-f Mres

 

Par-rs‘ of Airplane

the water in starting a flight and more

effective in landing.

Typical Wind Tunnel

The sectional view of the wind tun

57'01?/'//Zer‘ ‘ \_ i

..Cenfer Sec?/on Sfrufs

 

 

Vertical

  

v Horlronral Srab/7/zer

/1 frs on/y ifg/ven pos/'7/V0

any/e of/he/dence

/nferp/ane

Sm/rs

  

lows the usual light wood building con

struction. The size of the tunnel can

be readily estimated from the illustra

tions.
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Mounting Models for Test

There is no more difficult part of an

investigation into the forces acting on

a model than the increase of resistance

due to the supports. The difficulty de

pends on the kind of model tested. If

the resistance of a sphere, or a square

plate in normal presentation, was be

ing investigated, it is unlikely that any

appreciable error would be introduced

by the assumption

that the correction to

be applied is a given

measurement of the

resistance of the sup

ports in the absence

of the model. In

the measurement of

the resistance of a

“streamline” body,

however, an entirely

different state of af

fairs exists. The re

sistance of an air

ship model 6 ft.

long and 0.5 ft. in

diameter is in some

cases only a b 0 u t

1/100th of that of

a square plate whose

area is equal to that

of the maximum

ream mm- .\v
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thought would appear too heavy to per

mit accurate measurements, but it is

extremely sensitive. The balance con

sists of two main parts, the lower of

which carries the weighing arms and

moment apparatus, and the upper

which projects upward through the floor

of the experimental chamber and carries

the model under test. The upper part

of the balance can be tumed upon the

lo\ver one, and the model thus rotated

 

 

rm some " '_'[ '~ ,4
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the adjustment, and the weighing arms

are accurately counterbalanced to se

cure maximum sensitiveness of measure

ments.

The wind tunnel is not only valuable

in measuring resistance to flight but it

also gives valuable information relative

to balance and stability, location and

angle of incidence of aerofoils, stream

line fuselage forms and effect of con

trols. Much of the development noted in

modern aeronautical

engineering can be

attributed to wind

tunnel experimenta

tion.

By testing models,

the great expense en

tailed in construct

ing full size ma

chines that might not

be successful after

completion and the

waste of time inci

dental to this meth

od is eliminated.

The expense in

volved is but a frac

tion of that called

for by the old “rule

of thumb” system

and lives of valuable

test pilots are saved.
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The wind tunnel of the Curtiss Engineering Corporation is a good example of this important apparatus /or studying aerodynamics

in the laboratory. The views at the top show how the model is supported by the weighing mechanism in front of the honey

comb arrangement used to straighten out the air stream. The other view gives a good idea 0/ the size o] the discharge opening

cross-section of the airship model.

Even though such a model is supported

on a spindle about 0.3 in. in diameter,

an error amounting in some cases to as

much as 20 per cent. of the model re

sistance would be introduced if this

method of measuring spindle resistance

were adopted. In the test of some

models, several altemative methods of

test are available. Thus in experiments

with aerofoils the method which is

sometimes adopted is to mount the

model with its span vertical on a spin

dle screwed into its end.

_ Weighing Mechanism

The weighing mechanism is very sub

stantial in construction and on first

of the difiuser

through any desired angle about the

vertical axis from outside the channel,

and without stopping the wind.

The balance is supported on a single

point resting in a hollow cone. This

cone is rigidly fixed to a heavy casting,

which is firmly bolted to a bed and is

perfectly free from contact with the

channel itself. The support is at the

intersection of the center lines of the

two weighing arms, which are set along

and normal to the wind direction. The

balance has three degrees of freedom,

and is arranged in such a manner that

moments can be measured about the

center line of each arm and about the

vertical axis of the balance. A jockey

weight is provided on each beam for

A curious application of the Wheat

stone bridge to giving the depth of wa-_

ter or fuel in airplane tanks has been

proposed. Two wires are inclosed in a

tube immersed in the tank. The liquid

in the tank has access to one of them

only. Each wire is in circuit in its own

arm of the bridge. The liquid operates

to cool the wire to which it has access,

thus keeping down its resistance, and as

this cooling action is greater or less as

the wire is more or less immersed in the

liquid the galvanometer and connections

are calibrated to give the depth of fluid

in the tank. The higher the level of

the liquid the greater will the cooling

effect be and lower the resistance.
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Mechanical and Optical Pyrometers

ing temperatures up to 1,500 deg.

F. may be of the expanding ele

ment type, the actuating or heat-rec0rd

ing element being a rod of graphite or

copper contained in a steel tube. The

lower end of this member is securely

held while the upper end can move as

the rod lengthens out under the influ

ence of the heat. The degree of ex

pansion varies directly as the increase

in temperature and the greater the heat

the more the rod lengthens out. This

movement is transmitted to a pointer

by suitable mechanism

and the scale calibrated

in degrees centigrade or

Fahrenheit or both, as

desired.

While both the metal

case and copper rod ex

pand from the heat, the

copper has a much

greater co-efiicient of

expansion than the case

so its lengthening will

produce a movement of

the needle through suit

able multiplying gear,

as shown in accom

panying illustration.

Other ty p e s depend

upon the expansion of

mercury, still others on

the principle of the

Bourdon spring tube

used in measuring air,

steam and other fluid

pressures.

Expanding Rod Type

If one refers to the

illustration, Fig. 1, the

interior construction of

an expanding rod type

will be easily under

stood. The relatively

slight movement of the

Fod will be multiplied

by the segment and

pinion gearing actuat

ing the pointer shaft.

The end of the expand

ing copper rod is cupped out and a

short toggle rod pointed at both ends

is .used to join the cupped lever on the

toothed segment to the rod end. The

parts are held in contact by a coil

spring so there will be no lost motion

and all rod movement, either on ex

pansion or contraction will be trans

mitted to the segment, from there to

the pinion and then to the pointer. The

gearing is such that the oscillating mo

tion of the segment imparts almost a

complete rotation to the pointer shaft.

PYROMEThRS used for measur

By Joseph Stanley

The Pyroscope and Its Use

Certain drawbacks had been enough

to prevent the optical pyrometer from

coming into practical use until the pyro

scope was introduced in 1910. This

instrument does not employ prisms

made of rare and costly minerals. or

electric apparatus of great delicacy. A

plain oil lamp is used, which gives the

desired constancy in a much better way.

The optical arrangement shown at Fig.

3 is of admirable simplicity and so de

signed as to endure rough usage under

the conditions which these instruments

Toggle Pod» i.

Indicating End

..--P/ug forAnchoring

Copper Rod
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parts and their relation to each other

have to be applied, as in foundries,

steel mills, forge shops and heat-treat

ing departments specially in the pres

ence of corrosive atmosphere.

The personal element often thought

to be a serious objection in the use of

optical pyrometers, is of little or no

importance. The principle used is one

to compare light intensities. Although

in the type A pyroscope the natural heat

colors are shown, which is an advantage

in general practice, the color is n_ot a

factor upon which successful reading

1 _ Sizcfionol View

- , _ oflndicqtlng

depends. A color-blind person, there

fore, can read temperatures as well as

one having nomial eyesight, likewise if

a green or blue glass be interposed be

tween the eye, the pyroscope and the

heated metal, faithful temperature read

ings can still be obtained. This is be

cause, as before stated, readings ulti

mately depend upon comparison of light

intensity. »

The use of such an instrument is a

great advantage and its low price makes

it possible for small shops that could

not profitably install an electric pyrom

eter outfit to carry on

heat-treatments w i t h

much greater accuracy

than possible when col

ors are gauged with the

unaided eye. Two

scales are provided, one

reading from 1,200

deg. F. to 2,100 dc

grees, the other read

ing from 2,000 deg. F.

to 3,000 degrees.

Optical Pyrometer

Easily Read

The method of oper

ation is very simple

and easily grasped by

the practical mechanic.

Ordinary kerosene oil

is put in the container

of the lamp. Open

glass door B, Fig. 2,

and light the wick as

in any ordinary lamp

and adjust flame to

normal height (about

J4 inch) by the knob

K. Have flame low

until wick is warmed

up, then set as ‘above.

The variations of the

flame cannot affect the

readings unlem entirely

too low to cover re

End

flector R or h i g h

enough to smoke. The

instrument is now

ready for work. By

looking at the hot metals, etc., through

eye-piece C, one will clearly see the

object the same as through a telescope.

Focus by turning knurled ring E.

Next tum knob F, which works the

colored diaphragm and controls the light

in-tensity of the comparison reflector R

until practically no diflerence can be

seen between redness of. "said reflector

and the work. You can best tell this

by going a shade higher or lower until

balanced. Now look at indicator H

on graduated ‘druiti G and take the tem
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perature reading. If it is desired to

set the instrument at a given tempera

ture, figure so that- the work can be

all heated up to a certain degree, then

lock by the set screw M.

The telescope can be used in any

desired position on its pivot. All fine

lenses are protected by glass shields,

which, when broken,

can be replaced at

trifling cost. To clean

the 'glass facing the

lamp, which through

carelessness may take

on dust or soot, release

set screw I, and pull

out by drum G, and

wipe with a clean rag

or chamois skin. Any

soot accumulating in

chimney can be re

moved by turning cap

J and at the same time

pulling up and remov

ing it.

Locotractors in

South Africa

CONTEMPOR

ARY states that

owing to the high cost

of operating the usual

forms of motor truck

in South Africa, a

modification of the

truck tractor is being

used in a way that

promises b oth cheap

and efficient transport.

Roads are very poor and dur

ing the rainy season are often

impassable. The light rail

way is advocated as the solu

tion and suitable motive power

is believed to have been defin

itely discovered in a gasoline

locotractor, a special form of

machine intended to take the

place of the locomotive on

pioneer light railways. When

the usual railroad system is

followed, a ballasted bed and

heavy rails are needed to carry

at locomotive of usual con

struction and the railroad cost

per mile is very high. The

locotraction system uses load

carrying cars running wholly

upon rails. The ‘guiding por

tion of the locotractor also

runs on the rails, but the driv

ing wheels, shod with solid

rubber tires, run on prepared

strips of road metal on each

side of the railway track and

have greater traction, thus for

a given horsepower and weight

the ‘hauling power is stated to

be four times as great as with

ordinary locomotives having

driving wheels running on

tracks.

. ,6/ass Door

High Candlepower

Projectors

REVIOUS attempts to improve the

efficiency of projectors have been in

A Ger

man experimenter has augmented the

luminosity of the

the direction of optical effect.

specific surface
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Fig. 2—The Shore pyroscope, an instrument for determining degree of high tem

peratures by optical means

Kerosene Limp

R = Compurtson Reflector

 

Fig. 3—Diagram showing arrangement of lens, lamp flame and

romparison reflertor in Shore pyrosrope

searchlight arc-lamp and has been able

to attain a searchlight efficiency of five

times that formerly obtained with the

same current consumption and optical

arrangements.

Instead of using the ordinary 38-mm.

diameter pure carbons, he employed

high-efficiency carbons 16 mm. in

diameter. The negative

carbon is p 1 a c e d

obliquely upward op

posite the horizontal

positive, which is ll

mm. in diameter. The

carbon ends are played

upon by a fiat spirit

' flame which cools the

incandescent ends of

the carbon, as the pas

sage of the current is

no longer limited to the

ends but reaches the

inner parts of the car

bons. This causes -.1

considerable increase in

the temperature of the

carbon crater, and the

latter burns very deeply

into the thin carbon

rod, giving a small,

round, and intensely

bright crater opening

which, when projected,

appears as a circular

luminous disk and has

a much higher specific

luminous intensity than

the usual large but flat

crater in the ordinary

type of searchlight.

_'l‘l1e energy consumption is

much better, as the voltage

with a current of 150 amp. is

not 60 volts as ordinarily but

reaches 75 to 80 volts. The

carbons are kept in constant

rotation by a small electric

motor to ensure even burning.

To keep the crater of the posi

tive carbon in the focus of the

parabolic mirror the carbon is

displaced by an electromag

netic device with the aid of a

selenium cell. Experiments

show the light intensity of

such searchlights to attain

500,000,000 candlepower. The

new system makes it possible

to construct very compact pro

jectors of high power.

§fand7!‘0'

Casf /ran
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SHEET (.‘OPPl~lR was first

made in America at Canton,

Mass., in 1801, by Colonel

Revere. The first founder who

worked in brass in America

was Joseph Jenks, who made

brass and iron at Lynn, Mass.,

in 1646. In 1653 silver coins

were cast in Massachusetts.
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Notes on Model Airplane

Construction

By H. c. Ellis

HE flying qualities of any model.

particularly a racer, depend on

the methods and thoroughness in

design and construction as well as the

workmanship. The model must be

able to withstand very hard knocks and

yet be light. The only way such a

model can be turned out is by a good

knowledge of the materials used and

how to fasten them strongly together.

All wood must be straight grained

and light, the frames, fuselages and

spars being of spruce or cypress. All

parts possible should be made from

split bamboo, which is the best ma

terial for ribs, skids, braces, etc. It

is easily split with a knife and should

always be joined together by binding

with strong fine linen thread and cover

ing with glue. Nails should never be

used on bamboo. Bending is always

accomplished by steaming the material

while working it. Reed and rattan

are worked the same as bamboo and

used for skids, planes, rudders, etc.

All metal parts should be small and

light as possible, yet strong. Steel is

considered the best and strongest by

many for any metal part of a model.

but brass and aluminum have their re

spective uses also. Small flat or round

nose pliers are very useful in handling

sheet metal and wires. In joining parts

of the same material, the metals must

be soldered wherever possible. When

joined to wood or bamboo, strong thread

  

Ce//u/0/d

5r/-/p _
  

Hera! Band-I’

and glue are the proper materials to use

to make a satisfactory joint.

In covering a plane or tail the quick

est and best way in my experience is to

glue the cloth or bamboo fibre paper to

the frame and allow to dry. Then give

the covering one or two coats of Aero

Varnish or “dope,” which strengthens

the surface and makes it taut and

smooth. The fuselages, elevators, rud

ders, etc., are covered in the same man

ner. The dope is easily applied in thin

coats with an ordinary brush.

The propellers in all cases must be

as near perfect as possible as regards

balance, and should turn in their bear

ings with minimum friction. Bearings

must be accurately made, strong and

light, also well oiled when model is in

___ use. Wherever possible the propellers

---- .» are protected by skids, which also

enable the model to raise from the

ground \\_'lien wheels are attached.

    

"Fine W/‘re or

Sfronq Thread
  

 

Various Methods of Wing Constmrlion

  

Lashed

J0/nf

PLATE ONE

  

Plate One shows construction of

bamboo and wood planes, both single
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and double surfaced, showing methods

of joining parts. The single surfaced

wings, being lighter and much easier to

assemble than other kinds, have found

favor almost universally with the aero

'1

._|

f?_‘@*'-_-i/—~’-{__"_f11‘_ ,5,

gr-'"—---L-1 I 7

______"_" PM Single Propeller

Detachatxe Fastener . 5

rm

I

Rear Hook

The illustration at Fig. G, Plate One,

shows method of joining ribs to enter

ing and trailing edge strips, and is self

explanatory. Many different shapes

and sizes of fittings, cut from the sheet

5/nd w/f/1

77'/read
  

Double Propeller

Front Hook

Showing how they are fastened
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lock C/amp

M/f\_ 5‘ Washer
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plane flyers. The simplest type of

plane is shown at A; this consists of

two strips of equal size for the edges of

the frame, joined by the required num

ber of ribs, usually equal distances

apart. B illustrates a single-surfaced

plane. The spar, as will be noticed, is

placed above the ribs, the entering and

trailing edge strips below. C gives a

good idea of trailing knife edges which

are always more or less flexible.

At D, the correct method of con

struction to secure light and strong

double surface frames is compared with

the old, heavy style which, generally

speaking, caused that class of support

ing surface to be labeled “too weighty.”

A two spar, double surfaced wing with

a trailing knife edge as at E is the

most satisfactory wing as regards effi

ciency. An alternative method of wing

building is given at F, which is the

semi-double surfaced plane.
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PLATE THREE

aluminum or brass are used to a certain

extent, being bound to the wood mem

bers and then glued as in H.

Plate Two clearly shows a variety of

parts, at (A) built-up fuselage for scale

'/|s"x ‘/1."

B (I m bo o

'/s"Sq. '/a"x‘/4"

model, (B) rib, (C) propeller hanger.

(D) shaft and bearing, (E) wire skid

for front of machine, (F) splice, (G)

butt joint, lashed, (H) bearing spar

and bearings attached in place on

frame_ (I) bearing block, (J) double

frame hook, (K) bamboo skid for rear,

  

(L) cross joint, (M) butt joint of frame

and propeller spar. All these details

can be easily understood by the reader

interested in such matters.

Plate Three, Figs. A, B and C, show

different types of motor hooks and how

they are fastened to the motor stick.

Sketches at D and E show types of

wood block propeller shaft bearing

hangers and propeller shafts. Figs. F

and G show two types of aluminum

propeller hangers, the forms being sim

ple, light and practical and capable of

easy duplication by the model maker.

There is perhaps no other part that is

so necessary to secure good success with

a model as the bearings and shafts. All

the strain or pull of the twisted strands

of the rubber motor comes directly on

the bearings, and they must be made

strong and assembled to turn with as

little friction as possible. Small ball

bearing shafts have been found of little

value for flying models. The best all

round shaft and bearing is shown in

Plate Three, Fig. H. The diagram at

Fig. I shows bearing used for light

racing models. That at Fig. J shows a

wooden bearing block as used in the as

sembly at A. Fig. K shows a solid

turned bearing that is used in type E

propeller.

Plate Four shows sections that give

sizes of wood, bamboo and rattan which

have been found most satisfactory in

the construction of model aeroplanes.

Making Granulated Brazing

Spelter

-—-'1‘here are two common methods of

preparing brazing “spelter”, one by

pouring the molten alloy into a tank of

water and the other by breaking up

heated bars in a mortar. In either case

the alloy is carefully made in graphite

crucibles, there being no difierence in

this part of the work, while the dross

is very carefully skimmed off the metal

surface before pouring. In the “wet”

process the molten metal is poured

through a sieve of suitable mesh into a

tank and when enough has been poured,

the water is drained off and the metal

dried and graded for size through wire

PLATE FOUR

sieves. In the dry process, the metal

is formed into bars which are heated

to the granulating temperature and then

smashed up in an iron mortar with a,

heavy pestle of the same material, re

heating being done as necessary. Grad

ing is the same as in the first process.
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A Sawing Attachment for a Bench Lathe

HERE are many model makers

I who are making boats, railway

cars, wooden models, etc., that

have a bench lathe and use it for wood

turning also. Herewith is a descrip

tion of a. small scroll saw which is in

tended for fine wood work and which

will make a handy addition to the

model engineer’s shop. The design is

simple and requires but a few patterns.

The attachment is run from the spindle

of a lathe using a plate to drive the

machine, or, if the builder wishes, he

can construct a small side bracket and

make a pulley for the same. This will

make the machine a unit by itself.

Note that the assembled drawing has

all the parts marked with letters. The

same also applies to the details. Fol

lowing is a description of the parts:

Part A. The base is cast iron. The

first operation is to surface the bottom

as per drawing. After this is done,

drill a §¢§ in. hole, drill set screw hole

and tap }»§ in. A slot is then cut for

the clamp bolt. .

Parts B and C. The upper and low

er brackets are cast iron. These two

blocks should be drilled in pairs so as

to insure perfect aligning of holes. In

part B, drill a. hole and tap M4 in. The

set screw for this hole should have :1

tit on one end 3/16 in. in diameter so

as to fit in the spline in the spindle rod

and keep same in position. The set

screw should have a very tight fit so

that it will not work loose while run

ning.

Part D. The driving block is cast

iron. Mill S/16 in. The slot is S/16 in.

deep. If a milling machine is not at

hand, a 5/16 in. hole can be drilled

and then broken open on the side. An

operation of this kind may be recalled

in an article published in this paper

on Speedy, Jr. steam engine. Drill a

}§ in. hole and tap M; in. for set screw.

Part E. This is the driving plate

and is cast in iron. A % in. hole is

drilled in the center and at a % in.

radius from the center plate. Another

hole is drilled to accommodate a 5/16

in. pin. When the stud is put in place

a. 1/16 in. hole is drilled through the

periphery of the disc through the stud.

Into this 1/16 in. hole a pin is placed.

The driving plate is 2 in. in diameter

as noted on the drawing and it should

also be case hardened to prevent wear.

In the % in. center hole a No. 1 Morse

taper shank is driven.

Part F. This is the table bracket

and it should be cast in iron like the

rest of the parts. A §»§- in. hole is

drilled in its center. A X, in. hole is

drilled into this and tapped to receive
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a. set screw. Four holes are then drilled

as shown at a. 13/16 in. radius to re

ceive wood screws. These four holes

are countersunk.

Part G. This is the saw bracket. A

V; in. hole is drilled .002 in. oversize

so as to have a pressed fit on the end

of the spindle. A l/§ in. pin hole is

also drilled in this member. The

bracket is not pinned to the spindle

Part J. This is the lower saw stud

and it should have a pressed fit in the

saw frame, a 1/16 in. pin hole being

drilled completely through as shown.

A X; in. pin is used for holding the

saw in place.

' Part K. This is the upper stud and

one end is filed half way as shown and

a l/§ in. pin is used for holding the

saw. This also applies to Part J.

SAWING ATTACHMENT

FOR BENCH LATHE

,§'Sow Connects Here

fr—r3'/2"-i>’

,015+<=n¢¢fromLatheI
-Bedtocem‘crof$pindIe

3.’

until the saw frame is made. The

screw holes should be transferred from

the saw frame to the bracket. The as

sembled view shows to which side the

saw frame is located. _

Part H. The wood table used is 6

ins. in diameter, % in. thick with a

2 in. recess, %; in. deep, to accommo

date the bracket F. Drill a % in.

hole for the saw through the table.

Part I. The saw frame is made of

V2 in. square cold rolled steel bent as

shown in the drawing. The two X; in.

holes are for screws and they should be

transferred from this to the spindle

bracket which has two Z; in. tapped

holes on a V2 in. radius.

Driving Pip 5A6" Diarn.

No.1 Morse Taper

 

Parts M and N. M and N are the

column and spindle rods and they are

made from cold rolled steel stock with

a bright finish.

The saws used on the small sawing

attachment can be purchased at any

hardware store and they are what is

known as 6 in. coping saws. The saws

have looped ends which are very con

venient for holding them to the saw

frame. The price for these saws range

from 12 cents to 45 cents per dozen.

The capacity of the sawing attach

ment can be increased by making the

Part I (shown in the drawing on this

page) larger. Larger saw blades must

then be used.
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Fitting Gas Engine Piston Rings

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

S all gas engine pistons must be

free to move up and down in the

cylinder with minimum friction

it is evident that to allow for heating

and expansion they must be less in di

ameter than the bore of the cylinder.

The amount of freedom or clearance

It has theoretical advantages in that it

is supposed to make a tighter joint than

the other form, as it is claimed its ex

pansion due to heat is more uniform.

The piston rings must be split in order

that they may be sprung in place in the

piston grooves and also that they can

  

Fig. 1—Concentric ring at A, eccentric ring at B. The lap joint shown at C is widely used

as is the diagonal cut at E. The straight butt joint at D should be utilized with pinned rings

and is seldom employed at the present time

provided varies with the construction of

the engine, but it is usual to provide

from .005 to .010 of an inch to com

pensate for the expansion of the piston,

due to heat and also to leave sufficient

clearance for the introduction of lubri

cant between the working surfaces in

automobile motors. Obviously, if the

piston were not provided with packing

rings, this amount of clearance would

enable a portion of the gases produced

when the charge is exploded to escape

by it into the engine crank case.

The packing members or piston

rings, as they are called, are split rings

of cast iron or steel which are sprung

into suitable grooves machined on the

exterior of the piston, three or four of

these being the usual number supplied

if they are the simple form, though

three or four light steel rings may be

used in each groove if multiple rings

are employed. These have sufficient

elasticity so that they bear tightly

against the cylinder wall and thus make

a gas-tight joint. Owing to the limited

amount of surface in contact with the

cylinder wall, the liberal use of lubri

cating oil, and the elasticity of the split

rings the amount of friction resulting

from the contact of properly fitted rings

and the cylinder is not of enough mo

ment to cause any damage and the pis

ton is free to slide up and down in the

cylinder bore.

These rings are made in two forms

as outlined at Fig. 1. The design shown

at A is termed a “concentric ring” be

cause the inner circle is concentric with

the outer one and the ring is of uniform

;hi¢1.;n@55 at all points. The ring shown

at B is called an “eccentric ring,” and

it t thicker at one part than the other.

expand to conform to the cylinder bore

curvature, the types of split joints com

monly used, being as outlined at C, D

and E, Fig. 1. The butt joint at D is

seldom used now.

In order to avoid the leakage that is

present with simple rings a number of

compound rings of various types have

been offered on the open market and

some have been adopted by engine

builders. Various designs of this na

ture are shown at Fig. 2. The con

If gas has been blowing by the ring

or if these members have not been fit

ting the cylinder properly the points

where the gas has passed will be evi

denced by burnt, brown or roughened

portions of the polished surface of the

piston and rings. The point where this

discoloration will be noticed more often

is at the thin end of an eccentric ring,

the discoloration being present for about

Y; inch or Q./4 inch each side of the slot.

It may be possible that the rings were

not true when put in. This made it

possible for the gas to leak by in small

amounts initially which increased due

to continued pressure until quite a large

area for gas escape had been created.

Piston Ring Manipulation

Removing piston rings is a dificult

operation if the proper means ar_e not

taken, but is a comparatively simple

one when the trick is known. The tools

required are very simple, being three

strips of thin steel about X; inch wide

and 4 or 5 inches long and a pair of

spreading tongs made up of M4 inch

diameter key-stock tied in the center

with a copper wire to form a hinge.

The construction is such that when the

hand is closed and the handles brought

together the- other end of the expander

spreads out, an action just opposite to

that of the conventional pliers. The

method of using the tongs and the metal

  

Fig. 2—The use of a ring expander and sheet metal strips to remove and replace rings in the

piston grooves is clearly shown at A and B. Various types of compound and leak-proof

rings are shown at left. At the right, a simple piston ring clamp to close rings so the cylinder

can be slipped over the pistons and its use are outlined

struction of these rings is clearly shown

in the illustrations. The simple ring

still remains the most popular among

engine btfllders as it is easiest to fit and
is the most enduring. i

strips is clearly indicated at Fig. 2.

At A the ring expander is shown

spreading the ends of the rings suffi

ciently to insert the pieces of sheet

metal between one of the rings and the
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piston. Grasp the ring as shown at B,

pressing with the thumbs on the top

of the piston and the ring will slide ofi

easily, the thin metal strips acting as

guide members to prevent the ring from

catching in the other piston grooves.

Usually no difficulty is experienced in

removing the top or bottom rings, as

these members may be easily expanded

and worked off directly without the use

of a metal strip. When removing the

intermediate rings, however, the metal

strips will be found very useful. These

are easily made by grinding the teeth

from old hacksaw blades and rounding

the edges and corners in order to re

duce the liability of cutting the fingers.

By the use of the three metal strips a

ring is removed without breaking or

disturbing it and practically no time is

consumed in the operation. '*

Fitting Rings to Grooves

Before installing new rings they

should be carefully fitted to the grooves

to which they are applied. The tools

required are a large piece of fine emery

cloth, a thin, flat file, a small vise with

copper or leaden jaw clips, and a

smooth hard surface such as that af

forded by the top of a surface plate or

a well planed piece of hard wood. After '

making sure that all deposits of burnt

oil and carbon have been removed from

the piston grooves, new rings are se

lected, one for each groove. The ring is

turned all around its circumference into

the groove it is to fit, which can be done

without springing it over the piston as

the outside edge of the ring may be used

to test the width of the groove just as

well as the inside edge. The ring

should be a fair fit and while free to

move circumferentially there should be

  

Fig. 4-—Diagrams showing the -various cIea_r

ances that muxt be considered in fitting pu

lon rings

no appreciable up and down motion.

If the ring*is a tight fit it should be

laid edge down upon a piece of emery

cloth which is placed on the surface

plate and carefully rubbed down until

it fits the groove it is to occupy. It is

advisable to fit each piston_ring indi

vidually and to mark them in some way

to insure that they will be placed in the

groove to which they are fitted. If the

grooves in the piston are worn tapering

or are much wider at the edge than at

the bottom, the piston should be

 

chucked in a lathe and the grooves ma

chined out to uniform width the entire

depth.

The Munger tool shown at Fig. 5

makes possible the easy truing of the

grooves by hand. The device is wired

to the piston and turned around so that

the cutter removes the high spots, the

depth of cut being easily adjusted by

a set screw and the accuracy is insured

by the guiding pads on each end of the

cast metal yoke.

Fitting Rings to Cyl/inder

The repairman next turns his atten

tion to fitting the ring in the cylinder

itself. The ring should be pushed into

the cylinder at least two inches up from

down portion should be a little less than

the width of the ring to be tested. The

ring is pushed on this turned down end

of the wooden plug and held by a small

batten secured by a screw in the center.

This does not hold the ring tightly

enough to keep it from closing up. It

is also important to turn the end of the

wooden plug small enough so that its

diameter will be less than the bore of

the ring when that member is tightly

closed. The cylinder bore is "smeared

with a little Prussian blue pigment

which is spread evenly over the cylinder

wall with a piece of waste and the ring

is moved back and forth in the cylinder

while it is held square by the shoulder

on the plug. The high spots on the

Wood B/oclr_.__

Fig. 3—How the

  

Surface Plafe--""

proper clearance between ends of a diagonal cut ring is obtained is shown

at A. The fixture at B shows a use/ul and easily made device for fitting large rings where

great accuracy is necessary. Peening a used ring, as at C, sometimes imports sufficient elas

ticity so it can be used again

the bottom and endeavor should be

made to have the lower edge of the ring

parallel with the bottom of the cylinder.

If the ring is not of correct diameter,

but is slightly larger than the cylinder

bore, this condition will be evident by

the angular slots of the rings being out

of line or by difficulty in inserting the

ring if it is a lap joint form. If such

is the case, the ring is removed from

the cylinder and placed in the vise be

tween the soft metal jaw clips. Suffi

cient metal is removed with a fine file

from the edges of the ring at the slot

until the edges come into line and a

slight space exists between them when

the ring is placed into the cylinder. It

is important that this space be left be

tween the ends, for if this is not done

when the ring becomes heated the ex

pansion of metal may cause the ends to

abut and the ring to jam in the cylinder.

Another method of fitting a piston

ring is indicated at Fig. 3-B. A plug

is made of soft wood, such as yellow

pine, that will be an easy fit in the

cylinder and one end is tumed down

enough so that a shoulder‘ will be

formed to back the ring. The turned

ring will be shown by color. Usually

the ring will be found to bear hardest

at each side of the slot. These high

spots are removed carefully with a very

fine mill file or piece of emery cloth

and the ring is again inserted in the

cylinder bore to find other high spots

which are removed in a similar manner.

When the rings fit fairly well all

around, the entire surface will have a

uniform coating of blue. This method

of fitting is usually necessary only in

the case of large rings.

Peening Ring Sometimes Helps

If the old piston rings are bright all

around but appear to have lost their

elasticity, a new lease of life may some

times be given by a process known as

“peening,” which is shown at Fig. 3-C.

The ring is stood on a surface plate

and is tapped inside with the peen end

of a light hammer, using the harder

blows at the thick section and gradu

ally reducing the force of the blow as

the slot is approached. If skillfully

done a ring may be stretched to some

extent and considerable elasticity im

parted.
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It is necessary to use more than ordi

nary caution in replacing the rings on

the piston because they are usually

made of cast iron, a metal that is very

fragile and liable to break because of

its brittleness. Special care should be

taken in replacing new rings as these

members are more apt to break than old

ones. This is probably accounted for

by the heating action on used rings

which tends to anneal the metal, re

moving some of the brittle qualities as

well as making it less springy. The

bottom ring should be placed in position

first, which is easily accomplished by

springing the ring open enough to pass

on the piston and then sliding it into

place in the lower groove which on

some types of engines is below the wrist

pin, whereas in others all grooves are

above that member.

  

Fig. 5—The Manger tool make: it possible

to true out piston ring grooves accurately

without special machinery

The other members are put in by a

reversal of the process previously out

lined for removing them. It is not al

ways necessary to use the guiding strips

of metal when replacing rings as it is

often possible, by putting the rings on

the piston a little askew and mano:uver

ing them to pass the grooves without

springing the ring into them. The top

ring should be the last one placed in

position.

Precautions in Replacing Rings

Before replacing pistons in the cylin

der one should make sure that the slots

in the piston rings are spaced equidis

tant on the piston and if pins are used

to keep the ring from turning one

should be careful to make sure that

these pins fit into their holes in the

ring and that they are not under the

ring at any point. Practically all cylin

ders are chamfered at the lower end to

make insertion of piston rings easier.

The operation of putting on a cylinder

casting over a piston really requires two

pairs of hands, one to manipulate the

cylinder and the other person to close

the rings as they enter the cylinder.

This may be done very easily by a sim

ple clamp member made of sheet brass

or iron and used to close the ring as

shown in Fig. 2. It is apparent that

the clamp must be adjusted to each in

dividual ring and that the split portion

of the clamp should coincide with the

split portion of the ring.

The cylinder should be well oiled be

fore attempt is made to install the pis

tons. The engine should be run with

more than the ordinary amount of lubri

cant for several days after new piston

rings have been inserted. On first start

ing the engine one may be disappointed

in that the compression is even less than

that obtained with the old rings. This

condition will soon be remedied as the

rings become polished and adapt them

selves to the contour of the cylinder. It

may take fully 100 miles of road work

to bring the rings to a sufficiently good

fit so that a marked improvement in the

compression will be noticed.

Practice has taught us that the proper

or at least a perfectly safe formula for

end clearance is to allow .002 inch per

inch of cylinder diameter for the aver-_

age automobile or truck motor. This

clearance can be measured by placing

the rings in their respective cylinders

and measuring the joint gap by a thick

ness gauge. Suitable allowances should

be made for the angle of the cut when

angle joints are used. Thus the actual

clearance would be 1.41 times the mea

sured space with a 45° cut, and twice

the measured space with a 30° cut.

CARE OF CLOTH UPHOLSTERY

O not use an acid solution in

cleaning cloth upholstery. Cloth

is not affected by climatic conditions

and withstands both heat and cold,

and having no oil in its make-up,

does not pick up or holddust readily.

To remove ordinary dust, beat cushions

and backs lightly with stick or carpet

beater, then remove dust with whisk

broom or brush. Grease or oil may be

removed by the application of a solution

of luke warm water and Ivory soap ap

plied with a woolen cloth. Any of the

approved methods for cleaning woolen

cloth may be used with success on this

upholstery. Gasoline and benzine have

a tendency to spread instead of remov

ing the dirt. Their use is not recom

mended for this reason, although they

work no injury to the fabric.

FORD TIMING CORRECTION

N the drawing of the Ford ignition

system, diagram Fig. S, on page

280 of the August issue, the timer

roller should be in the space between

segments 2 and 4 and about to contact

with the latter, which is the next cylin

der to fire. With the roller in position

shown the timing would be late.

TESTING STEEL FOR BEST

HARDENING TEMPERATURE

BAR of the steel to be treated is

provided with about nine notches

running around it, spaced in distances

of about % of an inch. Next, the fore

most notched piece is heated in a forge

in such a manner that the remaining

portion of the bar is heated less by the

fire proper than by the transmitted

heat. When the foremost piece is

heated to burning, i. e., to combustion,

and the color of succeeding pieces

gradually passes to dark-brownish red

ness, the whole rod is hardened. A

test with the file will now show that the

foremost bumed piece possessed the

greatest hardness, that several softer

pieces will follow, and that again a

piece ordinarily situated in the second

third, whose temperature was the right

one for hardening, is almost as hard as

the first one. If the different pieces

are knocked ofi, the fracture of the

piece hardened at the correct tempera

ture exhibits the finest grain. This

will give one a rough—and-ready idea

of the temperature to be employed for

hardening the steel in question and its

behavior in general. Very hard steel

will readily crack at the notches in this

process.

VARNISH AND PAINT
REMOVER i

ISSOLVE 20 parts of caustic

soda (98 per cent) in 100 parts

of water, mix the solution with 20 parts

of light mineral oil, and stir in a kettle

provided with a mechanical stirrer

until the emulsion is complete. Now

add, while stirring, 20 parts of saw

dust and pass the whole through a

paint mill to obtain a uniform inter

mixture. Appl)Qhe paste to the painted

surface, allow it to remain in contact

for a sufficient time to soften the paint

and then rub off. Experimenting will

be necessary to determine the length of

time the paste should remain in con

tact with the surface to be cleaned, as

this will depend upon the thickness.

character and age of the covering.

MELTING SCRAP ALUMINUM

HERE are more ways than one of

melting this metal correctly. The

oxide is so nearly the same specific

gravity as the metal that it does not

allow the molten metal to clear itself

when in small globules or grains. Be

cause of this, mechanical aid has to be

given. In practice, the scrap is heated

in the crucible up to the point where

it becomes a pasty mass, in which state

it is pressed and kneaded for some

time, preferably with an oak or other

hardwood rod of fair cross-section and

then the heat is raised and the molten

metal is cleared of the dross and dirt

with the same rod.
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How to Make Forming Punches

By_,George F. Kuhne

HE making of forming dies by

I use of plaster of paris is a very

economical as well as very rapid

method of producing fools for the form

ing and bending of irregular shapes.

A little treatment concerning the sub

ject with explanations as to the pro

cedure in making such tool should in

terest all who may have occasion to do

such work. Assuming that the brass

shell in Figure 1 is required, let us

proceed as follows: Procure two pieces

of hard wood or brass of sufficient

thickness so that when joined together

by glue for wood (solder for brass) it

-will be more than twice the thickness of

the model to be made. See Figure 2.

After this is done, chuck the piece in

the lathe and finish as in Figure 1,

representing a solid.

The next step is to make a box as

shown in Figure 3, the size of which is

governed by the dimensions of the

product and its thickness.

Now separate the turned model, Fig

ure 4, and mix some plaster of paris

by adding some water and place into

the box just made. Mix it to a paste,

free from all lumpy matter. After the

box has been filled, scrape off the top

surface and place the one half of model

now separated in the mould, as in Fig

ure S. Press it downward evenly, keep

ing it in position until the cast has

hardened. The pattern should be

pressed down a little below the surface,

as shown. When the plaster has har

. dened, the pattern is removed, and the

  

  

use the one half of the turned model.

It is now necessary to make the punch

holder, Figure 7, which is made of

wood, the shank being a separate part

from the punch holder proper.

Then take the half model and fasten

it to the holder as shown, placing a

thin piece of cardboard of a thickness

equal to that of the material to be

formed under the model. This allows

for shrinkage and the pattern for the

punch is now complete. The two pat

terns are now sent to the foundry, and

upon their return a little dressing or

polishing will be necessary.

Unless a regular blanking die is

made for the work, strips as in Figure

8 can be cut and laid in the nest B, as

shown in Figure 6. The punch, in

striking upon the strip, forms the piece

as in Figure 9, and the surplus metal

or webb must be trimmed off. This is

done by means of a trimming punch

V and die, Figure 10. The work is laid

into the die at C, and the punch D

severs the webb from the form and is

prevented from becoming attached to

the punch D by the action of the pres

sure pad E.

The product from the die is now fin

ished and if the halves are to be joined,

a facing operation on an emery disc is

resorted to, in order to remove all sharp

edges.

Should a model of the work be at

hand, it is not necessary to make the

half sections as described. The model

can be used to make the impression into

the plaster mould, and the pattern for

the punch is made by pouring lead into

the cast made as stated previously. The

use of the box is merely to describe the

method, although for numerous dies a

standard form can be used.

Tools can be made in this manner

for various classes of work. Bending

and forming of irregular shapes can

be done.

‘~/
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top surface of the mould can be cleaned

up and, if desired, the shape as in

Figure 6 may be given for clamping.

The mould is now ready for the

foundry and a casting is made. There

are two methods of obtaining the pat

tern or model for the punch; one is to

pour some hot lead or Babbit metal

into the die just made, and the other to

~»..Brass

Shell

m
FlG.I

‘H.-Join her!

center and

turn

Fl6.3

I

‘Fasten frvm

top or bottom

A Ruling Pen Which Makes

Dotted Lines

HILE some of us are thinking

about new solutions for big prob

lems, others are looking into ways of

simplifying small ones. In the matter

of financial success, small devices often

bring as much or more profit than large

and complicated machines.

The ruling pen illustrated here is an

example. Those who have used dotted

line instruments will recognize the

great improvements embodied in this

device, and those who have not, will

readily see the advantages in the use

of this pen.

  

Essentially, it is like the ordinary

ruling pen with the addition of a

grooved, toothed wheel which extends

just below the nibs. When ink is ap

plied in the usual manner, it goes down

upon the upper part of the wheel, fill- -

ing the grooves of the teeth, but not the

spaces between the teeth. Then, as the

pen is moved over the paper, rotating

the wheel, dotted lines are made.

By unscrewing the thumb nut, the

nibs are separated and the wheel falls

out. Different wheels can be inserted

to give different lengths of dots and

spaces, or dot and dash lines.

.

  

Trimming Punch“-<

Lay formed piece in opening,

..Web to be

trimmed off

F1610
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ACTIVE \\/INTER PERIOD FOR

A. S. E. E.

ITH many new local chapters

forming throughout the coun

try and new members joining

the Society at the rate of fifty a month,

the future of the organization looks very

bright. A large number of the members

who served in the Army are again join

ing the ranks of the Society. Before

another year passes, the membership of

the Society should reach a number of at

least two thousand.

Mr. \Villiam G. H. Finch, an active

Bufialo member, recently visited the

Society headquarters at New York and

plans were la.id for the establishment of

an energetic chapter in Bufialo. The

experimental engineers of Philadelphia,

Boston and Chicago are starting to

recognize the great value of the organ

ization and work is being carried on

in these various communities to form

chapters and laboratories. Mr. Joseph

B. Entner, of Boston, has started work

on the formation of a chapter in Bos

ton and vicinity. Walter B. Russell, di

rector of the Franklin Union Institute,

has pledged his support to the move

ment and has promised the use of the

large lecture hall of the Institute and

also the loan of any piece of apparatus

in its large laboratories for lecture pur

poses. Mr. _]. A. Wakefield Hastie is in

charge of A. S. E. E. activities in Phila

delphia, Pa. A preliminary meeting of

members in and around Philadelphia

was called some time ago and plans

were formulated for further work. A

very successful chapter has been formed

in Mansfield, Ohio, under the direction

of \V. D. Starrett and Mr. Richard

Hautzenroeder. A large room has been

rented and enough funds are on hand to

meet expenses for some time to come.

Although the Mansfield Chapter is not

very large, it is extremely active.

Many plans are under cor sideration

to increase the activity of the organiza

tion. With the limited source of funds

available in the treasury of the organ

ization, it is a very difficult matter to

broaden the scope of the Society’s work

at the present time. With the increasing

membership, it will not be long before

many new activites will be made possi

ble.

The purpose of the Society is to ex

tend experimental activities, and to pro

mote this aim every effort is being

made.

Who's Who in the A. S. E. E.

HAROLD BLAKE ROBERTSON,

B.S.

Mr. Hamid Blake Robertson, B.S.,

enjoys an associate membership in the

American Society of Experimental En

gineers. He started his mechanical

training in the De Witt Clinton High

School, New York City. While attend

ing this institution he became an active

member of the Mechanic's Club. After

graduating from the De Witt Clinton

High School, Mr. Robertson entered

Wesleyan University and graduated

 

from this place in the year 1914 with

the degree of B.S. '

For some time Mr. Robertson’s atten

tion was engaged in the design and de

velopment of a small automobile with

extremely advanced design. He is now

commodore of the Irvington (N. J.)

Model Yacht Club, which organization

is now conducting a boat race every Sat

urday afternoon. Mr. Robertson says

that half of the joy of living comes

through his work as a model engineer

and he believes that of all hobbies, it is

the most instructive and interesting. He

firmly believes that the public in this

country should be educated to look

upon model engineering as a science by

itself rather than a work of toy con

struction. He thinks (and rightly so)

  

that the model engineers of this country

should win the same consideration and

respect from the general public as the

model engineers of England.

Mr. Robertson was born in New

York in the year of 1891.

What Is the A. S. E. E.?

We receive a multitude of letters ask

ing us what the A. S. E. E. is and what

its purpose is.

First and foremost, it is the purpose

of the American Society of Experi

mental Engineers to organize the me

chanical, electrical, chemical and radio

experimenters of the United States and

Canada into a solid body and to gain
i recognition for these men. When united,

the experimental engineers of North

America will become a more potent fac

tor than they are at the present time in

a disorganized condition. There are

many thousand men engaged in experi

mental engineering throughout the

country and it was with the purpose of

bringing these men together in a solid

body that the A. S. E. E. was formed.

The experimenters of America should

be recognized as a serious class of men

engaged in an important field of en

deavor, whether they work for pleasure

or profit.

The second purpose of the American

Society of Experimental Engineers is to

promote experimental science among its

membership in every way possible. This

work of promotion will not only be car

ried on through the publications of the

society, but also by the establishment of

local experimental laboratories through

out the country in which the members

in the various communities and cities

will be able to carry on their work. The

experiments carried on in the various

laboratories of the Society will be de

scribed in the Official Bulletin, which

is published bi-monthly at the present

time and issued to members onlyi

The possibilities of the Society are

practically limitless at the present time,

it enjoys the reputation of being a seri

ous scientific body of men organized for

mutual help and benefit. Men of every

phase of scientific endeavor are eligible

for membership.

Increased membership will make it

possible not only to help more experi

menters, but to give more assistance to

each one. Each member should bear in

mind that, by securing more members,

he helps hiniself as well as the So:iety.
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Making Gas Engine Packings

By Arthur Alfred Alexander

EFORE the cylinders are re

placed on the engine base, heavy

brown paper gaskets should be

made to place between the cylinder base

flange and top portion of the engine

crank case. The best method of making

these gaskets is to tamp them out by

placing the sheet of brown paper over

the mouth of the cylinder and directing

a series of light blows with a machin

ist’s ball peen hammer against the sharp »

edges of the casting. This will cut the

paper exactly to the form of the base

flange and cylinder bore. The holes in

the flange may be indicated in the same

manner or may be punched through

with a steel drift. The same process

may be used in making irregular shape

gaskets of other materials such as as

bestos or rubber packing.

A number of cylinder designs, espe

cially those in which two large or four

small cylinders are cast in a block, have

a large plate at the side which is used

to close the water jacket, this fomiing a

cover for an opening which had been

left to facilitate foundry work when the

cylinder was cast. This plate is either

of sheet brass or aluminum; in some

cases it may be an iron casting having

in Order of Numbers
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Method of Cutting Paper Gasket H°

a portion of the intake manifold cast

with it. Leakage is prevented by a

packing interposed between the plate

and the cylinder, the plate being firmly

secured to the water jacket by a number

of closely spaced machine screws. This

is a common method of construction and

one often finds water leaks about the

plate on inspection. The packing used

is a rubber and fabric composition of

the form known by the trade name

“Rainbow” steam packing. This may

be easily cut to proper size and holes

punched in with a belt punch to allow

the screws to pass through. In some

instances simply removing the plate

and smearing the gasket with shellac

or red lead and then replacing the plate,

taking care to screw down all the screws

tightly, will cure the leak. One advan

tage of this plate is that it may be

easily removed to pemiit of cleaning out

the water jacket thoroughly of any ac

cumulation of rust or sediment which

may have become deposited there and

which will interfere with proper cool

ing, this deposit being found in salt

water-engines more than in power

plants operated on fresh water.

Tighten Nuts

MOTOR FUEL FROM OIL-SHALE

DEPOSITS

S it is estimated that our present

known natural liquid oil supply

will be exhausted in about twenty

years’ time, the possibility of using

fuels derived from oil-shale beds is

now receiving some attention. These

deposits are found in various parts of

the country, but the most extensive are

located in Utah and Colorado. In a

recent article discussing the possibilities

of exploiting these deposits and their

value as a future source of internal

combustion, motor fuels and other valu

able by-products, the Engineering and

Mining Journal states many interesting

facts.

Oil-shale has no oily appearance in

dicating that it contains that material,

but upon being subjected to heat its

organic materials are broken up, and,

among other things, oil and gas are

yielded. The yield varies from 6 to 90

gallons of crude oil per ton of shale.

The crude oil distilled may give 7 per

'cent to 12 per cent gasoline, 28 per

cent to 49 per cent kerosene and 39

per cent to 62 per cent residium. Shale

analysis indicated V2 per cent to 3

per cent moisture, 20 per cent to 52 per

cent volatile matter and 45 per cent to

80 per cent ash. The asphalt varies

from Y2 per cent to 4 per cent and

paraffin from 2 per cent to 9 per cent.

The by-products of shale are ex

5\ '..n"""
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Piece of Old Flat File
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How accurately fitting gaskets andparkings /or automobile and marine engines may be made with simple tools
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tremely valuable and include, in addi

tion to oil products, enamels, vamishes,

paints, rubber substitutes, manufactur

ing products for glass, pottery and

ornamental tiles, dyestuffs, ammonium

sulphate, flotation oils and producer

gas. The Colorado shale area covers

more than 2,500 square miles and the

Utah area over 3,000 square miles.

The strata vary from a few inches to

80 feet thick. The yield is from 31%

to 80% gallons per ton.

In Scotland over 3,000,000 tons of

oil-bearing shale are profitably treated

annually, but it is only the ammonium

sulphate produced as a by-product

which makes the business pay. On the

other hand, the prospects of the Ameri

can oil-shale industry should be good,

as in Colorado and Utah the shale beds

are relatively thick, suitably located at

sufficient heights for gravity transpor

tation, and give a yield of 40 to 50

gallons per ton.

Notes on Cleaning Files

ILES which have become clogged

with tin or lead are cleansed by

dipping for a few seconds into concen

trated nitric acid. To remove iron fill

ings from the spaces between the file

teeth. a bath of blue vitriol is employed.

After the files have been rinsed in

water they are likewise dipped in nitric

acid for a few seconds. File-ridges

closed up by zinc are cleansed by im

mersing the files in diluted sulphuric

acid. Such as have become filled with

copper or brass are also treated with

nitric acid, but here the process has to

be repeated several times. The files

should always be rinsed in water after

POWER TAKE-OFF_ FOR LIGHT

AUTOMOBILE

By B. P. Fisunouima

ARIOUS attempts have been made

to utilize the power from the engine

of an automobile for driving different

machinery. The simplest apparatus

devised for this purpose ordinarily in

cludes a drive pulley having its axis of

rotation extending longitudinally of the

automobile, the pulley being arranged

at the front end of the automobile and

connected with the crank shaft. The

disadvantage of this arrangement is

that the belt which receives the power

from the drive pulley extends trans

apparatus in the cut (Figure 1) com

prises a transverse frame to the ends

of which are secured diagonal braces,

apertured to receive the bolts which

carry the lamp forks. The frame is

also provided with apertured straps re

ceiving the bolts which bind the front

spring to the chassis. A shaft is ar

ranged transversely of the frame and is

journaled through bearings carried

thereby. This shaft extends longitu

dinally of the automobile and its rear

end is provided with a. clutch element

to engage with the transverse pin on

the forward end of the crank shaft of

the Ford automobile.
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Starting

.l P0ii.'¢’f lake-017 /or light automobiles is

shown in detail at Fig. 1 and its attachment

to the front end of a car at Fig. 2. The ap

pliralian la one 0/ many possible tasks is

shown at Fig. 3, where the car engine is

brushed with a stiff

brush, and dried in sawdust or by pour

ing alcohol over them, lighting it and

letting it burn off on the file.

The uneven working of a file is

usually due to the fact that filings clog

the teeth. To obviate this evil, scratch

the treatment,

files before use and then

grease them with olive oil. A file pre

pared in this manner lasts for a longer

time, does not become so quickly filled

with metal particles and can be con

veniently cleaned with an ordinary

rough brush when clogged.

brush the

  

versely of the automobile, and hence

transmits strains in a direction trans

versely of the automobile. This action

is found to be very detrimental to the

automobile, and it is difficult to suit

ably brace the automobile against vibra

tion and side play on account of the

spring suspension.

The apparatus shown in the cuts suc

cessfully overcomes all of these objec

tions, and may be easily attached to a

Ford automobile to utilize the power

due to the rotation of the crank shaft

to the machinery to be driven. The

pumping water

The opposite end of this shaft has a

transverse pin to be engaged by the

clutch element carried by the crank

arranged forwardly thereof. This is

the usual crank employed to start the

engine. A second shaft is arranged at

a right angle to the first shaft and is

connected therewith by a pair of bevel

gears. This second shaft carries the

drive pulley which has its axis of rota

tion arranged transversely of the auto

mobile.

An expansible clutch is arranged

within the pulley and is operated by a

lever, so that the pulley may be locked

and unlocked from the transverse shaft.

As the automobile is stationary, air is

forced through the radiator by a fan

arranged in front of the radiator and

driven by the longitudinal shaft. Fig

ure 2 shows the apparatus installed

upon a Ford automobile, and Figure 3

shows the same operating a pump, sug

gesting one of the various uses to which

the device may be applied.
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PART THREE

WING CONSTRUCTION

I-IE design and construction of

the wings, aerofoils, planes or

panels, as these components are

variously named, unquestionably co_n

tribute the ultimate success or fail

ure of the complete airplane. Due

to considerable wind tunnel re

search by M. Eiffel at Paris,

N. P. L. in England, and the Wash

ington, D. C., laboratories, great prog

ress has been made in plotting the

aerodynamical characteristics of aero

foils. Up to and including 1911 Cur

tiss aerofoils were single surfaced, 1'. e.,

the fabric only covering the top, the

ribs and spars were exposed to view,

The Famtan, Graham-\Vhite and simi

lar machines of that period had pock

ets for each rib and spar, but were

single surfaced between ribs.

Designers no longer grope for aero

foil performances, but either select

some tested wing section or submit a

model for a test. There is no one best

aerofoil curve. The selection of any

particular wing curve depends on the

performance desired. Speed and weight

carrying have been the two greatest

considerations. The future demand

will be for a general all round machine

with a very slow landing speed, as land

ing is, in the writer’s opinion, the only

real danger in flying. It is believed

that any normal man or woman can

fly an airplane after acquiring the ma

nipulation of the controls, as the sta

bility of the machine, if properly de

signed, is inherent. The writer’s per

sonal experience is that the lateral

(sidewise balance) and longitudinal

(fore and aft) stability control is per

fectly natural in motion.

Many books have been and will be

written on aerodynamics, and as the

scope of this series of articles will not

permit of this colossal mass of de

tail, it may be pertinent to recommend

a most worthy book for reference. The

A, B, C of Aviation by Pagé is an ex

ceptionally fine treatise on the basic

principles of airplane flight and aero

foil design and is recommended for the

student either for home study or class

room instruction. Chapter IV very ably

describes the aero-dynamics of aero

foils and design of these components

in simple language that can readily be

understood by the amateur builder of

aircraft. -

The upper intermediate wing rib il

lustrated by the accompanying cut in

By Charles E. Muller

Consulting Aeronautical Engineer

Plate 3 is practically the standard type

of construction. It has been slightly

modified from the Eiffel No. 32 wing

section. The appended table gives its

lift and drag co-efficients, lift-drag ra

tios, and the location of the centers of

pressure at various angles of incidence.

AEROFOIL CHARACTERISTICS FOR A

STAGGERED BIPLANE

Center of

Pressure.

Distance from

Angle of leading edge.

inci- L/D Ratio to

dence. Drag. Lift. Ratio. chord.

0 IXXXIZ43 .(X)033 13.5 .220

3 .(X')(X)510 .(X)0985 18.2 .235

6 .(@127 .00101 12.6 .242

9 .(XX)190 ID199 10.5 .269

12 .(X'X)2 73 .®2175 9.5 .31”

15 .(XX)508 .(XJ2328 4.6 .319

The lower wing section is increased

in depth because of structural neces

sity. This will increase the lift at low

angles of incidence and slightly in

crease the drag at large angles of inci

dence. If a larger carrying capacity

is desired the lower plane may be in

creased to 4'-0 chord, increasing the

lift of the machine 20%, the center of

pressure remaining as designed. This

will not affect either the static or the

dynamic balance of the airplane. The

following table is given to show the

extent of the modifications of the wing

cambers:

  

COMPARATIVE CURVILINEAR

ORDINATES

Eiffel No. 32 Aerofoil section 4'—0 chord in

decimal fractions of an inch above

datum line.

(See Plate 3.)

Bottom Camber. Top Camber.

Station Eiffel. Modified. Eiffel. Modified.

.48 .48 .48

.32 2.544 2.65

1.09 3.70 3.80

1.40 3.802 3.93

1.30 3.504 3.55

.96 2.884 2.92

. .55 2.302 2.34

7 . . . . . . . . . . .240 .22 1.62 1.65

8 . . . . . . . . .. .096 .10 1.104 1.12

9 . . . . . . . . . . .00 .00 .76 ' .76

10 . . . . . . . . . . .144 .15 .406 .42

2'—6" CHORD LOWER WING

Bottom Camber. Top Camber.

Station. Eiffel. Modified. Eiffel. Modified.

0 . . . . . . . . . . .30 .30 .30 .30

1 . . . . . . . . . . .210 .20 1.59 1.60

Z . . . . . . . . . . .69 .655 2.33 2.51

3 . . . . . . . . . . .90 .89 2.43 2.71

4 . . . . . . . . . . .81 .81 2.19 2.48

5 . . . . . . . . . . .60 .60 1.80 2.10

6 . . . . . . . . . . .360 .34 1.38 1.65

7 . . . . . . . . .. .150 .125 .90 1.20

8 . . . . . . . . . . .060 .07 .69 .73

9 . . . . . . . . . . .00 .00 .48 .465

10 . . . . . . . . . . .09 .095 .21 .25

The Eiffel No. 32 section was chosen

as an excellent all around wing curve.

Its maximum L/D corrected for scale

is 18.2 at 3° incidence. It has reason

ably fair values of L/D for high lift

co-efficients. A most valuable consid

eration for the amateur flyer is the fact

that its center of pressure movement is

practically nil. The central parts or

webs of the ribs are usually’ made of

silver spruce, but may be made of

whitewood, cotton wood, or white pine.

Three-ply mahogany or birch are being

used in increasing quantities, but are

not recommended for seaplanes.

The lightening of the webs may be

readily done by tacking a number to

gether and fret or gig sawing to the

holes bored to the sizes of the wood bits

given in sketch to form the corners.

Tightly clamp the webs together and

bore until the spur of the bit protrudes

through the last piece, then reverse the

boring, thus obviating the splitting or

slivering of the wood.

The nose webs, the center webs and

the trailing webs are separate pieces

until fastened together by the cap strips

and should be held in a “former gig”

when assembling these pieces as a rib

unit. The cap strips are sawed with a

fine tooth saw, from a five-eighth board

of spruce or ash, but the same woods

mentioned for webs may be used, but

are to be avoided if possible. Elm is a

good substitute if dry and straight

grained. It is not generally used be

cause of its tendency to warp and go out

of shape. The writer used a consider

able quantity of elm for ribs, as shown

at Z, which proved fairly satisfactory,

as early as the spring of 1911, at Wal

tham, Mass.

The cap strips will bend to shape,

except possibly the lower nose camber.

If any difficulty is found, this part may

be soaked in hot water for a few min

utes, then glued and nailed to the nose

web with three-quarter inch No. 18 or

20 flat head wire brads which should

be used to supplement hot glue. Great

care should be used when nailing into

the ribs to avoid splitting or running

the brad out one side or the other. ‘

As it is essential to have all ribs uni

form, a jig similar to the sketch shown

at AA may be made. In lieu of a

trued up table or bench top a cleated

board may be used to glue and nail on

pieces A 7/32 inches thick, the identi

cal shape and size of the webs, also

blocks B the same size and shape as the

wing spars. This will suffice if the

lower cap strip be nailed on first. Of

course, the ends where the trailing and

entering edge pieces are fastened are

left sufficiently open to permit these
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members sliding through when assem

bling the wing structures. Blocks C

may be fastened on permanently. Loose

dowels may be inserted in holes at D

to clamp rib against blocks C. If the

cleats are screwed on, they may be re

versed to other side, permitting the use

of the other side for small rib jig.

The short ribs marked X are exactly

the same as the other intermediate ribs

minus the trailing web section. The

nose ribs of the large wing are identical

with that much of the intermediate ribs

of the small plane or they may be

steamed to shape and fastened on minus

the nose web.

The box ribs indicated at A, B, C, D,

E, F, G and H are doubly webbed, as

shown at Y; the webs are sawed from

5/16" spruce, or may be made of a

1%,-inch thick solid sawed out section

spindled or scooped out between spars

to an I beam section. These are neces

sary to take the compressional stresses

due to the -drift wires in the wing and

the cross bracing of the interplane fly

ing and landing wires which will be

described in the next issue.

In same cases the ribs are all like

the intermediate members, a strut of

either steel tubing or wood is installed

to take care of the compression, but as

it necessitates an addition to the inter

plane strut fitting or a separate fitting,

it is advisable for the amateur to ac

cept the first method and use box ribs.

The rib contour templates are neces

sary to check up the ribs as they are

assembled in the panel and may be

easily made as shown in the sketch.

The wing tips are made stiff to resist

the tension of the fabric when shrink

ing. The shape is largely a matter of

taste and forms one of the distinctive

features of the complete machine. It

may be made of a piece of ash bent to

the desired shape or sawed out of a

spruce board joined together with long

splices, or an oval tubing may be heated

and bent to shape with the major axis

horizontal. This is preferable for a

seaplane. Also a laminated section

may be used, using a number of ash

or spruce strips M; x 1", with the joints

vertically disposed in the machine. It

is bent and glued over a fomi, then

dressed to suit conditions.

Trailing edges and entering edges

are made in a number of ways, as the

sketches graphically indicate. Figures

N, O, R, S represent the spindled out

entering edge for blunt nosed sections

such as the Eiffel 13 bis, 33; U. S. A.

sections 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, R. A. F. 4;

;-harp‘ nosed sections as the Eiffel 32,

$6, 37, R. A. F. 3, S, 6 and U. S. A.

6 require the methods shown at figures

T and section G. H.

Figures U and V indicate the gen

eral forms of trailing edges now in use.

The wire trailing edge is still used, giv

ing a scalloped appearance like the

French Spad and the German Taube.

When assembling wing panels 2-30’’

high wood horses will be found con

venient. Caution is required for spac

ing and preventing any distortion, due

to shrinkage or swelling of components.

Hot glue and brad all wood joints. Use

20 gauge sheet steel bands if steel tub

ing is used for trailing edges, and wing

tips.

The top camber from the entering

edge to front wing bar and sometimes to

the stringer is covered with veneer as at

figure S or covered with single ply or

aluminum sheet, but may be omitted.

The loss in efficiency is not great
 

The improved Lea-vitt armor for deep-sea

diving _

enough to compel this additional ex

pense and the extra thickness of section

will practically compensate for this de

ficiency. In high speed, high powered

machines this part veneer, part cloth

wing covering is desirable.

When assembled the steel tubing

should be wrapped with tape; then the

whole mass should be given a coat of

orange shellac, followed by a coat of

Valspar varnish. As these coats of

varnish are to protect the material

from the weather (dampness, etc.), and

not for appearance, fairly thick coats

are applied. Carefully hang up the

wing frames by the use of slings sus

pended from the ceiling to prevent

warping out of shape while waiting for

the covering.

(Ed. Note.—Fabric and dope work

will be described in Part S.)

New Deep-Sea Diving Armor

HE opportunities for deep sea

salvage were never so great at any

time in history as at the present. One

of the biggest'problems receiving atten

tion from the Nations of the World is

the recovery of ships and cargoes sunk

during the war, whose total value is

counted at billions of dollars. In all

operations under the water, whether

recovering cargoes only or raising ships,

it is essential that divers must be on the

job. Mechanical means alone are in

adequate, they must be supervised and

aided by men who can work and see.

The improved Leavitt diving armor

shown herewith enables the diver to

work in from one hundred to five hun

dred feet of water and allows all neces

sary movements, with no danger or in

convenience to the diver. He is en

cased in an all-metal suit that relieves

him of all pressure, allows free move

ments of hands and arms, makes his air

for breathing (sufficient for four hours’

work at one time); has telephone con

nection with the ship above. He is un

impeded by air lines, signal cords and

other objectionable features of the usual

rubber diving suit.

The construction of the new Leavitt

armor is different from any diving ap

paratus previously invented. The metal

is manganese bronze, an alloy which

will not rust, but which has the tensile

strength of steel. Most joints would

leak under water if made loose enough

to allow motion, and if made tight

enough to prevent leakage they would

jam under the pressure. Mr. Leavitt

therefore used ball-bearing joints at the

shoulders, wrists and ankles, flexible

hard-rolled interlocked copper tubing,

wrapped with pure rubber, is used for

arms and legs. The helmet has four

windows of half-inch Triplex Safety

Glass and a telephone with communi

cating wire built into the raising cable.

In addition to the diving annor Mr.

Leavitt has perfected a system of elec

tric lighting that will stand the pressure

and illuminate a radius of twenty feet

at depths to five hundred feet. By

means of these inventions salvage work

hitherto impossible is rendered com

paratively easy.

The diving armor and lights have

been thoroughly tested to a pressure of

two hundred and twenty pounds per

sq. in. equal to a depth of five hundred

feet. Mr. Leavitt holds the w0rld’s rec

ord for depth of diving having walked

on the bottom of Grand Traverse Bay

for forty-five minutes at a depth of 376

ft. Also the annor has been success

fully used in salvage operations, notably

the recovery of the cargo of copper and

valuables from the Steamer Pewabic

sunk over fifty years in Thunder Bay

in 176 feet of water.
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How to Make a Simple Steam Turbine

HE little steam turbine illus

trated in the drawing is one

with which a good many inter

esting hours can be passed, both in the

construction of the device and in its

operation. There is absolutely no dan

ger of explosion with it and it possesses

the advantage of easy construction with

few tools. _

The boiler will be con

sidered first. A clean syrup

can may be used for this.

The paper covering, of

course, should be removed

and the can carefully ex

amined for defects. Four

strips of heavy gauge

brass are bent as illus

trated and soldered to_the

bottom of the boiler.

These act as feet. They

are drilled at one end so

that small wood screws

can be used in holding

the boiler to the bflS<f

board. Soft solder can be

used to fasten the feet to

the boiler, owing to the

fact that the water in the

boiler will prevent the

solder from reaching the

melting point. The top

of the tin can is used both

to fill the boiler and as a

safety valve. If the sup

ply pipe should become

By George F. Carter

of sheet brass is cut out and eight slots

are cut in it to accommodate the blades.

The blades are also cut from sheet

brass and their ends bent as shown.

They are soldered into the slots of the

circular piece. A small brass rod is

placed in the center of the rotor for the

shaft and this is also held with a dron

Wood Bose

 

Syrup Con.

plugged, the steam pres

sure would blow the lid of

the can off, thereby re

lieving the pressure imme

diately.

The burner is a small

cover from a tin can filled

with asbestos and covered

with a small piece of cop

per or brass gauze. The

alcohol which is used as

the fuel is poured into the

cover and it will burn for

a p p r o x i mately fifteen

minutes. It is advisable

to make two of these burn

ers, so that the turbine

can be run continuously.

The turbine is very

simple. A circular piece

5.-team Nonln.‘

\\\\\

of solder on each side. The sides of

the turbine are cut and bent as illus

trated. The circular covering between

the sides of the turbine is formed by a

strip of sheet brass with the ends sol

dered together. The sides are then sol

dered to this piece. The turbine is held

to the base by means of six small wood

screws, as shown. A small

wooden pulley is placed on

the protruding end of the

rotor shaft. The steam

feed pipe which connects

the boiler to the rotor is

copper or brass and it

sh 0 u ld be thoroughly

heated before it is bent to

the shape shown. This is

to prevent it from kinking.

In bending this pipe it is

well to cut a little wooden

form of the proper radius

so that it can be bent

around it. If the pipe is

bent too sharply it will

kink. A drop of solder

on the point where the pipe

enters the boiler and the

steam turbine will render

it steam tight. The posi

tion of the nozzle_ is shown

in the cross section of the

turbine.

With a very low pres

sure, this little turbine

will develop considerable

speed, but it delivers very

little power.

In operating the little

power plant, the boiler

should never be permitted

to become dry as this will

melt the solder and prob

ably cause leaks by undue

expansion of the seams in

the can. The water should

not be permitted to stand

in the boiler as it will

cause rust. A little lubri

cating oil placed in the

boiler will help to protect

it from rust.

Those who wish to

elaborate on this design

can add more blades, or

increase boiler capacity.
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LL kinds of interests are repre

A sentcd by the men who call at

the offices of EVERYDAY ENGI

NEERING. Every one has, or is inter

ested in, some particular hobby. What

ever the hobby, they are nearly all fa

miliar to some extent with radio work,

but, when the subject is brought up, so

many say, “I’d like to have a wireless

set, yet there are so many new and com

plicated instruments I haven't the time

to get into it.” Others, who had sta

tions years ago, feel that they are too

far behind the times, and some say the

cost is prohibitive. There is also the

difficulty of learning the code.

Not one of these objections, actually,

is a reason for not having a radio sta

tion.

In the first place, the advances of the

radio art has simplified, rather than

complicated, the equipment required for

a wireless station. The men who used

to have sets, back in the dark ages, will

find that receiving and transmitting

with new apparatus is more reliable

and can be carried on over greater dis

tances than ever before. The cost of

receiving instruments for a simple set

is, in spite of general increased prices,

lower than of equipment to do the same

work five ycars ago. Finally, our Gov

ernments perhaps, to make up for its

treatment of the experimenters, has

established a broadcast schedule to give

the beginners a code practice at slow

speed.

And now, possibly, some of those

same. objectors are wondering, “What

kind of a set can I have, how much will

it cost, and how can I copy this code

practice?”

Almost‘ everyone can remember that,

before the war, there appeared to be a

high-mast competition. In fact, the

antenna height was about the most im

portant thing about the station. That

is no longer the case. Sending an

tennas are limited in size by Govern

ment regulations.

ing are almost entirely of the single

wire type. They require no masts or

spreaders, and can be put up on natural

supports. Antennas are broadly classed

as Short, Long and Super Range. The

first class are 30 feet high and 100 feet

long. They will receive the Arlington

time signals, with a simple tuning coil

or loose coupler, galena detector, and

reliable 2,000-ohm phones, at a dis

tance of §00 miles, under ordinary con

ditions. Second class antennas, 30 feet

high and 200 feet long, with the instru

ments just mentioned, will receive Ar

lington up to 1,000 miles, while the

third class, 30 feet high and 300 feet

long, using a single Audion detector,

Aerials for receiv-'

A Talk With Radio Beginners

The Boy Students or the Older Men Who Would Lilze to Worlz With Wireless

Are Often Confronted With the Problems Which are,Cleared Up in This Article

will receive Lyons, France, up to 5,000

miles.

As for the apparatus required, this

need be no more complicated than the

knowledge of the operator is extensive.

In the September issue of EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING a simple receiving set

was described. If the equipment is

purchased, a tuning coil costs only four

or five dollars, or a good loose coupler

ten or twelve. Detectors are sold at

prices ranging from one to five dollars,

and telephones from four to sixteen. A

one-dollar fixed condenser and a buzzer

are also needed. Complete materials

for a Long Range antenna cost about

three dollars.

The price of the instruments for a

complete receiving set, then, amounts

to around fifteen dollars. This can be

cut in half if the experimenter makes

his own apparatus, and the instruments

are so simple that no special skill is

required.

The code requires a certain amount

of application and practice. It will be

found that, in many cases, commercial

messages are not transmitted at as high

a speed as was used before the war.

Also, the Navy Department has in

augurated a nightly code practice which

will be of great assistance to beginners.

A further announcement is given on

page 46 of this issue. .

The plan is to use the usual Conti

nental signals, but to arrange the letters

of the words by a special code, fur

nished by the Disirict Communication

Superintendent. This method makes it

impossible to guess at the letters; each

one must be copied accurately to make

possible an accurate decoding.

For the benefit of those not familiar

with the Continental Code, now used

entirely for radio communication, the

characters are listed here.

<31‘-1!/'>17¢O"=lOZ,?..’~“7'l“""‘C!I¢'1"1f'~1U<7!=‘7>
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In memorizing the code, it is not

advisable to think, for example, “dot

dash, a, dash dot dot dot, b,” but, “Dt

da, a, da dt dt dt, b,” and so on, as

these sounds are more like the sounds

of the signals. When possible, it is of

great assistance to have some one send

from a newspaper or book. This gives

excellent practice to the beginner.

Then, when the characters have been

fairly well mastered, letters can be

picked out, here and there, from com

mercial messages until, with a little

more experience, all the letters are

understood.

A copy of the Government Radio

Regulations can be obtained from the

Government Printing office for fifteen

cents cash or money order. Stamps are

not accepted. This gives all the details

for obtaining a transmitting 1icense—

no license is required for a receiving

stati0n—and describes the methods used

in radio communication. It also con

tains a list of abbreviations and special

signals.

As soon as possible, the experimenter

should apply for an amateur operating

license. Altho this is not required,

where a receiving station only is op

erated, it is essential for the owner of a

transmitting set, and is always a valu

able thing to have. The book-of Gov

ernment Regulations tells all about the

different classes of licenses and the

methods of application. Special ar

rangements are made for those who can

not go to the office of the Department

for examination, and also for tempor

ary licensing of isolated transmitters.

In the coming, as well as in the past,

issues of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

there will be articles on the construc

tion of simple apparatus" for those who

are just taking up radio work. Any

inquiries for information on circuits

or apparatus should be addressed to

the Radio Department, EVERYDAY EN

(‘.INl'~Il-‘.RI.\I("-.
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A Three-Foot Flying Model Nieuport

IRST, we will make our full

F sized layout for forming and

bending the longerons of our

fuselage. Make the layout of one side

and then form both sides in the same

fonn. Place headless nails along the

outside lines to hold the longerons

in shape while drying. Then boil the

longerons in water for }f> hour, after

which they are placed in the form and

permitted to stand until dry. While

you are making the layouts, boiling

and bending the wood, make the lay

outs for the two upper and two lower

wings, the balanced rudder, elevators

and stabilizer. The reed

can be boiled along with

the longerons. Retum

ing to the fuselage: After

you have the longerons

bent, cut them to shape

and fasten in place the

fuselage struts, making

up two complete sides.

This done, cut and fasten

in place the top and

bottom fuselage struts.

Fasten each strut in

place by glueing and

nailing with a small

brad, and always be sure

to drill a hole with a N0.

61 drill before doing the

nailing or the members

will split.

Landing Chassis

\\’hen the fuselage is

complete, cut it to size

and fasten in place the

landing chassis struts, which are made

in one piece to the size shown. To

facilitate construction, cut a small slot

in the lower portion of the chassis mem

bers for the axle to slide in, pass the

axle through and fasten it in place with

the brace wires. The axle is 1/16 in.

in diameter by 9 ins. long, and the

wheels are 2% ins. streamlined discs.

Chassis struts are cut out‘of %; in.

wood, then given streamlined shape,

and trued up to dimensions on the

drawing.

Tail Skid

The tail skid is a piece of %; in. x

}'§ in. bass wood 2% ins. long and

fastened to the lower longeron 1%; in.

from the top end of the skid and 1%

ins. back from the tail post of the fusel

age. Pivot on long brad passed through

both lower longerons and then attach

rubber bands, as shown, to take up

some of the shock of landing.

Motor Stick

The motor stick consists of one piece

  

Speed Scout

By Elmer Ross

of spruce S/16 in. square by 15 ins.

long, one aluminum propeller hanger,

one ball bearing propeller shaft, one

rear rubber hook, one 12 in. propeller

and five doubled strands of 3/16 in.

flat rubber. Connect them as shown in

the April 1919 issue of EVERYDAY EN

GINEERING in the writer’s article on “A

Model Curtiss JN4." Fasten in the

fuselage at No. 2 and No. top fusel

age struts only and exactly in the center.

Engine Cowling

Make an aluminum Cowling to‘ the

shape and size shown from l/64 in.

thick aluminum. To fasten the cowl

ing to the fuselage it will be necessary

to cut off the first section of the fusel

age and fasten it in place to the four

longerons at section No. 2, after cutting

off section No. 1. Drill a %; in. hole

in the cowling, as shown, for the pro

peller hub to project through. After

putting the cowling in place, put the

propeller on the hub and tighten up

the nut.

Side and Turtle Deck Farmers

Make the side n:~.<l turtle deck form

ers to the sizes ll'l(llcil.ll€d and fasten in

place to the fuselage in the position

shown, by glueing and drill a hole and

place a small brad in it for extra

strength. The formers can be lightened

if desired by drilling holes in them, or,

if a scroll saw is at hand, by cutting

out the centre portion.

Interplane and Cabana Struts

The interplane struts are cut 454;

ins. for the rear and 6% ins. for the

front and streamlined. Bass 'FJOd is

  

used. The struts over the fuselage are

made from 5/16 in. O.D. aluminum

tubing flattened out to streamline shape

and entirely fiat at the top. The bot

tom end is left round to fit over a

small strut socket. You will need four

made to the dimensions shown. The

special V-socket on the bottom plane

can be bought ready made up. Other

strut sockets are the ordinary upright

kind.

Wing Construction

After the layouts are made and the

wood boiled, place it in forms to dry.

During this time the ribs

can be cut out. Ribs

will be needed for each

top wing and each bot

tom wing, and they are

made of l/16 in. thick

spruce to the size shown,

-with the exceptions of the

ones which are %; in.

thick. The drawings of

the wings only show the

ribs altogether, but the

writer used a 1/16 in.

rib spaced in the middle

of each rib shown on the

drawing. If the wings

are made as shown in

the drawing, the model

should only weigh ll~/4

ozs., which will give a

few feet more in the

flight length. After the

reed edging is dry and

the ribs cut out and

drilled, assemble as

shown in the drawing. The writer has

made the wings in one piece, but the

drawings show the proper size of the

ailerons; if you desire to use them on

your model, place strut sockets on spars

at points shown in rigging _sketch.

Stabilizer, Elevator and Rudder

The stabilizer, elevator and rudder

are made from X; in. reed for the edg

ing and % in. square bass wood for

the filling in pieces. The stabilizer and

elevators can be made in one piece if

desired, but by making them separate

and adjustable you can correct the ten

dency of your model to fly in anything

but a straight course.

Covering and Doping

The wings, fuselage and controls are

all covered with bamboo paper and

doped with doping solution described

in the April issue, or the builder can

purchase bamboo vamish and use it.

They both cost about the same. When

covering the parts, be sure and remove

all wrinkles out of the paper. It is
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btst to give the machine two coats of

the doping solution.

Assembl/ing

The model is assembled as shown in

the sketch and should be perfectly

square with the fuselage in every re

spect, with the exception of the arrow

shape which the leading edges of the

top and bottom wings will have and

which is taken care of by the slant of

the inner rib o_f each wing. Fasten the

brace wires in place as shown and do

not tighten securely until the wings are

in the correct position. The writer used

small turnbuckles on his machine,

which still leaves the weight 13 ozs.

The builder can use them, too, if de

sired, but by leaving

them off a reduction in

weight is effected.

To fly the model,

choose a field in which

the grass is a little bit

long, and if the wind is

blowing over 10 miles‘

per hour, head your

model with the wind. It

is a good practice to get

a good distance flight to

head the model with the

wind.

With the amount of

rubber specified, give the

propeller no more than

.165 to 170 turns, but for

the first flight_give 150

and as the rubber gets

older you can then work

up to 170 turns. If the

model is_ properly con

structed, you should get

at least 200 ft. from it,

and if, while building it.

you think you can cut

down some weight, it

will give proportionately

longer flights. Also be

careful to get the wings

in the proper place or

the model will not bal

ance and consequently

will not fly properly as

its course will be erratic.

Remarks

The fuselage of the model Nieuport

speed scout is 20% ins. overall. The

struts can be either made streamlined

or %; in. doweling can be used.

The landing chassis struts can be

produced by either making them out

of one piece of 3-ply % in. wood or it

can be a piece of %; in. round reed

boiled and bent to shape as shown. To

do away with the aluminum cowling,

make a cowling out of split bamboo

bent to the same size as the aluminum

cowling. If you wish, you can take

split bamboo for the turtle deck and

side formers. Bend it to the proper

shape, fasten to the fuselage with glue

and thread, which will do away with

__>|?--— _

the I/fi in. thick pieces of wood for

formers.

The motor stick could be made from

a piece of 5/16 in. O. D. aluminum

tube, and made 5/16 in. square at the

propeller and with a 5/16 in. square

piece of wood 1% ins. long, in order to

be able to fasten the hanger and the

rear rubber hook could be inserted in a

1/16 in. hole drilled in the other end

of the tube. This could be fastened

with the small nuts that come with a

rear rubber hook.

By using a 1/64 in. thick aluminum

turtle deck made in one piece and fas

tened along the side of the top longeron,

you can readily take it off to fix the

motor any time you wish. A good idea‘

  

Loading edge upper plane at t is 3%‘ from

front tdge ct cuw|ing.Lowzr wing is placfli

to the rear ctr-vt is straight up and dawn.

  

is to have the engine cowling, side

cowling and turtle deck all made of one

piece of aluminum.

Above all, be sure and have each

part square with each other, and keep

any extra added weight off the tail.

The complete fuselage is made out of

%; in. x %; in. square basswood. The

writer used 5/32 in. x S/32 in. in order

to have the machine stand more rough

use during tryouts to find the proper

position of the wings.

Carry an indelible pencil in your tire

repair kit. When you find a leak in a

tube you must mark it so as to find it

again. A black lead pencil is useless,

but indelible mark will remain.

PROPERTIES OF BALSA WOOD

VERY light wood, known as balsa

is now used widely in making

life rafts, buoys and floats, airplane

components and other uses where a

wood of this nature is desirable. It

also possesses valuable heat insulating

properties. Prof. W. W. Rowlee, of

Comell University, who was sent to

Central America last year by a New

York company to study balsa in its na

tive environment has just published an

article in the Journal of the Washing

ton Academy of Science on the botani

cal characteristics of the wood.

The balsa tree belongs to the genus

“Ochroma.” Formerly only two species

were recognized, the one

which was the source of

the wood imported to this

country being known as

“Ochroma lagopus.”

Professor Rowlee’s in

vestigations increase the

number of known species

to nine. It grows with

astonishing speed, often

attaining a height of 60

feet or more in five or

six years. In its natural

state the wood is very

perishable, decaying

with about the same

rapidity as 0. cotton fab

ric. The balsa wood of

commerce is made dur

able and waterproof by a

special treatment. In

tropical America this

tree bears many names

besides “balsa,” which

is merely a Spanish word

for “raft,” in an allusion

to the fact that rafts of

this wood are used for

transportation purposes

rivers. In Nicaragua,

the tree is called “gati

llo”, in Guatemala “ca

jeto,” on the west coast

“moho,” in Jamaica

“corkwood” and “down

tree,” because of its lightness.

Balsa proved its utility in the war

when it was not only used extensively

for life-rafts and life-boats but also in

the construction of the 250-mile mine

barrage across the North Sea, which

included 80,000 floats made of this

buoyant wood. In aeronautical work it

has been used for seaplane floats and

pontoons, for airplane wing rib webs

and for streamlining and fairing steel

struts, bracing wires and any tubular

members of circular crosssection. In

vestigations are now in progress to

determine and plot its strength—weight

ratio and other physical characteristics.

No doubt many other uses will be

found in the future for this remark

able wood despite its great cost.

on the South American
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Metallurgy for Beginners

a lack of research and serious in

vestigation in the laboratory of the

amateur chemist.

In many localities there are valuable

mineral deposits as yet not discovered

and it is the object of this article to

endeavor to give to the amateur chemist

information that may aid him in his

investigations for valuable ores, also

fumishing an insight into the work in

volved in determining the metals in

these ores.

The subject is not treated in a techni

cal manner neither is it the purpose to

describe all the processes that have been

devised or even the modifications and

adoptions of these processes that are

now being used in the analysis of the

principal ores.

The reagents and apparatus used are

those generally found in the laboratory

equipped for elementary qualitative

analysis. The reagents for the work

are prepared as follows:

IT has been conceded that there is

Aluminum

Aluminum is of common occurrence

and is one of the chief constitutents of

the earth’s crust. It is found in most

rocks but there is but one ore, bauxite,

that is of commercial value. This min

eral contains approximately 74% alumi

num oxide when pure. It has a dull

lustre and is found in various colors,

particularly red, brown, gray, etc. The

electrical furnace is the only successful

method of extracting the metal from

its ores.

Test

Aluminum compounds, are, as a rule,

insoluble in acids and to obtain the

aluminum in solution, it is necessary to

subject the ore to an alkali fusion. Dis

solve the residue in hot water and add

hydrochloric acid. Evaporate to com

plete dryness and when cooled, add 10

cc. hydrochloric acid. Then heat it

three minutes over a bunsen burner and

add 50 cc. water. Boil and filter, wash

ing the filter with hot water. Dilute the

solution to about 250 cc., heat it until

it boils and then pass hydrogen sulphide

gas through the hot solution. Filter and

add a few drops of hydrochloric acid to

By E. Hurley

[the resulting filtrate and boil three min

utes. Now add 15 cc. ammonium

chloride and enough ammonium hy

droxide to make the solution decidedly

alkaline and if a precipitate is formed,

filter it off. N0 precipitate here indi

cates the absence of aluminum. If a

precipitate is formed, filter and wash

it and then make a hole in the filter

paper so that the precipitate can pass

through to the test tube. To the solu

tion in the test -tube add 20 cc. of con

centrated potassium hydroxide, boil and

filter, reserving the precipitate. To

this filtrate, add S0 cc. of ammonium

chloride and if aluminum is present a

white precipitate will be formed which

will not dissolve on the addition of

ammonium carbonate solution.

Barium

The principal ores of barium are

barite, a heavy whitish mineral. It is

used in the manufacture of white lead

and also in the paper and sugar indus

try. It occurs in Missouri, Tennessee,

North Carolina, Kentucky and many

other states.

Take a gram or a small quantity of

the finely pulverized ore and add to it

15 cc. of moderately warm sulphuric

acid. After heating, filter and discard

the filtrate. Boil the residue for twenty

five minutes in a concentrated solution

of potassium carbonate and filter, wash

ing the precipitate well. To the pre

cipitate add 10 cc. dilute hydrochloric

acid by pouring it through the filter on

which you have the precipitates, collect

ing the solution that passes through.

Add three grams of ammonium chloride

and then 5 cc. warm sulphuric acid. N0

precipitate here indicates the absence

of barium. If one is obtained filter it

off, boil again as before with a solution

of concentrated carbonate solution, filter

and wash thoroughly. Dissolve it in

acetic acid and to the solution add a

few drops of potassium dichromate and

if barium is present a yellow precipitate

will be thrown down.

Bismuth

The principal ore is bismuthinite

with a lead-gray color. It contains 81%

bismuth. Bismutite has a white and

yellow color and contains approximate

ly 88% bismuth. Tetradymite has a

steel gray color and contains 69% bis

muth. It has been found in several

localities of the United States, an ex

cellent grade coming from Arizona. Its

principal use is in alloys, one of which

is composed of lead, tin and bismuth

with a very low point of fusibility.

Place a small quantity of the finely

pulverized ore in a porcelain dish and

add 10 cc. of hydrochloric acid and

10 cc. of nitric acid, and heat to boil

ing. Boil most of the solution off and

then dilute with an equal amount of

water and filter. Take a test tube, half

full of water and add to it a little of

the filtered solution. If bismuth is

present a white precipitate is formed.

Dissolve a small quantity of this pre

cipitate by adding to it a few cubic

centimeters of hydrochloric acid and

add an excess solution of potassium

stannite (made by adding to a little

stannous chloride in a test tube enough

potassium hydroxide to re-dissolve the

first precipitate formed) and if bismuth

is present a black precipitate will result.

Chromium

The principal ore is cromite. It is a

brownish. to black and slightly mag

netic. This mineral is distributed wide

ly over the United States. Its prin

cipal use is in the manufacture of

chrome steel.

Fuse a small quantity of the pulver

ized ore in a small porcelain crucible

with about four times as much sodium

peroxide, using a blow pipe or blast

burner. Dissolve the melt in hot water

and filter. If chromium is present, the

solution will be yellow. Make the solu

tion acid with acetic acid and add a few

drops of the lead acetate solution and

if chromium is present it will be pre

cipitated as yellow lead chromate which

dissolves on the addition of sodium

hydrate.

Copper

The principal ores are chalcopyrite

and cuprite. There are many other

copper ores. Copper is used extensive

ly in the making of alloys, etc.

_.__|
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Place a small quantity of the finely

pulverized ore in a test tube and add

5 cc. of nitric acid. When the solu

tion is cold add enough ammonium hy

droxide to make the solution decidedly

alkaline. Filter off any precipitate. A

blue color indicates the presence of cop

per. To a part of the filtered solution

add enough acetic acid to neutralize the

ammonia and into this solution put a

bright piece of iron and the copper will

appear as a metallic deposit on the iron.

Cobalt and Nickel

These ores are generally found to

gether and will be treated accordingly.

The principal ores of nickel are nicco

lite and millerite of cobalt-cobalite and

smaltite.

Place a small quantity of the finely

pulverized ore in a porcelain dish and

add 30 cc. one-half strength nitric acid

and heat. Apply heat until most of the

acid is driven off and then add 40 cc.

water to the residue and then heat to

insure a good solution of cobalt and

nickel. Filter and pass hydrogen sul

phide gas through the solution for five

minutes. Filter again and add to the

solution filtered a few drops of nitric

acid and boil one minute. Then add

10 cc. ammonium chloride and enough

ammonium hydroxide to make the solu

tion decidedly alkaline. Again filter

and into the ammonicalsolution pass

hydrogen sulphide gas and if cobalt and

nickel are present they will be thrown

down as a black precipitate, the absence

of which is evidence no cobalt or nickel

are present. If a precipitate is present

wash and filter with a solution of one

part hydrochloric acid to four parts

water. and dissolve the remaining pre

cipitate in dilute nitric acid. Heat to

expel the acid and then add 15 cc. am

monium chloride and then potassium

ferrocyanide as long as a precipitate is

formed and stir the solution rapidly,

adding ammonia in excess. A dark pre

cipitate will separate from the solution

and shows that cobalt is present and

ammonium sulphide added_to, the fil

trate will show a black precipitate if

nickel is present.

FROZEN SOAP BUBBLES

OMETIME ago experimenters with

low temperatures succeeded in freez

ing soap bubbles by the aid of liquid

air. Considering the almost inconceiv

able thinness of a soap bubble, this was

indeed a remarkable experiment. The

actual thickness of a soap bubble has

never been accurately determined but

scientists claim that the amount of tan

gible matter contained in a bubble is

almost unbelievable. The bubbles were

frozen into a hard, fragile crystal. The

life of a frozen bubble is extremely

short unless it is maintained at low

.temperaturc.

TO CASE-HARDEN LOCALLY

N case-hardening certain articles it

is sometimes necessary, or desir

able, to leave spots or sections in the

original soft, uncarbonized condition

while the remainder is carbonized and

hardened. This may be effected by

first covering the parts to be hardened

with a protecting coat of japan and

allowing it to dry. Then put the piece

in an electroplating bath and deposit a

heavy coat of nickel over the parts not

protected by the japan. The piece thus

prepared may be treated in the usual

manner in case-hardening. The coat of

nickel prevents the metal beneath being

carbonized, so it does not harden when

dipped in the bath.

A plating of copper answers the same

purpose as nickel and is often used. A

simple plan, where the shape of the

piece permits, as when the outside or

inside of a ring is to be treated, is to

protect it from the action of the car

bonizing material with an iron pipe or

rod closely fitted or luted with clay.

Another scheme is to machine the parts

wanted soft after carbonizing but be

fore hardening. By this procedure the

carbonized material is removed where

the metal is desired soft, and when

heated and quenched these parts do not

harden.

STRENGTHENED FILTER

PAPER

HEN ordinary filter paper is

dipped into nitric acid (specific

gravity 1.42), thoroughly washed and

dried, it becomes a tissue of remark

able properties, and one that deserves

to be better known by chemists and

pharmacists. It shrinks somewhat in

size and weight, and gives, on burning,

a diminished ash. It yields no nitro

gen, nor'does it in the slightest manner

affect liquids. It remains perfectly

pervious to liquids, its filtering prop

erties being in no wise affected, which,

it is needless to say, is very different

from the behavior of the same paper

“parchmented” by sulphuric acid. It

is a_s supple as a rag, yet may be very

roughly handled, even when wet, with

outtearing or giving way. These qual-_

ities make it very valuable for use in

filtration under pressure or exhaust. It

fits closely to thefunnel, upon which it

may be used direct, without any sup

ports, and it thus prevents undue access

of air. As to strength, it is increased

upward of ten times. A strip of ordi

nary white Swedish paper 1/§; of an inch

wide will sustain a load of from V2 to

~}4; of a. pound avoirdupois, according

to the quality of the paper. A similar

strip of the toughened paper broke in

3 trials, with S pounds 7 ounces and

3 drachms; S pounds 4 ounces and 36

grains; and 5 pounds 10 ounces, re

spectively. These are facts that deserve

to be better known than they seem to be

to the profession at large.

SOLDERING PASTE

NE of the semi-liquid masses ordi

narily termed soldering paste is

produced by mixing zinc chloride solu

tion or that of ammonia zinc with

starch paste. For preparing the com

position, ordinary potato starch is made

with water into a milky liquid, the

latter is heated to a boil, with constant

stirring, and enough of this mass, which

becomes gelatinous after cooling, is

added to the above mentioned solutions

to cause a liquid resembling thick

syrup to result. The use of all zinc

preparations for soldering presents the

drawback that vapors of a strongly acid

odor are generated by the heat of the

soldering iron, but this evil is offset by

the extraordinary convenience afforded

when working with these preparations.

It is not necessary to subject the surfaces

to be soldered to any special cleaning

or preparation. All that is required is

to coat them with the soldering medium,

to apply the solder to the seam, etc.,

and to wipe the places with a sponge or

moistened rag after the solder has

cooled. Since the solder adheres readily

with the use of these substances, a. skill

ful workman can soon reach such per

fection that he has no, or very little,

subsequent polishing to do on the

soldered seams.

SOLUTIONS FOR BATTERIES

HE almost exclusively employed

solution of sal-ammoniac (Ammo

nium chloride) presents the drawback

that the zinc rods, glasses, etc., after

short use become covered with a fine,

yellow, very hard to dissolve, basic

zinc salt, whereby the generation of the

electric current is impaired, and finally

arrested altogether. This evil may be

remedied by an admixture of cane

sugar. For a battery of ordinary size

about 20 to 25 grams of sugar, dis

solved in warm water, is sufficient per

50 to 60 grams of sal-ammoniac. After

prolonged use, it is stated, only large

crystals (of a zinc saccharate) form,

which, _however, become attached only

to the zinc rod in a few places, having

very little disadvantageous effect upon

the action of the batteries and being '

easy to remove, owing to their ready

solubility.

RECUTTING OLD FILES

LD files may be rendered useful

again by the following process:

Boil them in a potash bath, brush them

with a hard brush and wipe off. Plunge

for half a minute into nitric acid, and

pass over a cloth stretched tightly on a

fiat piece of wood. The effect will be

that the acid remains in the grooves,

and will take away the steel without

attacking the top, which has been wiped

dry. The operation may be repeated

according to the depth to be obtained.

Before using the files thus treated they

should be rinsed in water and dried.
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Construction of Apparatus on Standardized Paneg

A Met/20d by W/lick Radio Apparatus Can be Kept Up-to-Date

W'it/zout Discarding Instruments

‘ A I HEN radio experimenting

first became popular, the dif

' ferent instruments were made

separately, with no regard for co-ordi

nation as to electrical or mechanical

design. They were spread around over

the operating table, arranged in a hap

hazard fashion.

By M. B. Sleeper

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate a simple re

ceiver made up on standardized panels.

The instruments used are a loose coup

ler, secondary variable condenser, and

buzzer test. A separate crystal detector

completes the set. This can also be

used with an audion cabinet.

If, for example, it is necessary to use

  

Fig, 1.

Next came the panel type equipment,

a decided advance over the first meth

od. All the receiving instruments were

mounted on a single panel, and all the

transmitting equipment on another.

Only the control handles were visible

at the front. This made it far easier to

operate the set, and, with the new de

vices, carried the panel type equipment

up to its marvelous present advance.

The great difficulty, however, has

been that, to keep panel sets up with

the latest developments, they must be

discarded altogether or torn down fre

quently. Now, the standard panel

method has come to the rescue with a

combination of separate and panel

mounting. In this system, each in

strument or special combination of in

struments, is mounted on an individual

panel, of a size S x 5 ins., 5 x 10 ins.,

10 x 10 ins., or 10 x 15 ins. By stand

ardizing on these sizes, panels of dif

ferent shapes can be grouped together,

to form a rectangle. If they are put

in a case, the only change necessary, if

instruments are added or taken away,

is a new cabinet. However, no case is

needed when the panels are simply sup

ported by angle brackets.

A receiver of which any experimenter may well be proud

the condenser for another experimental

circuit, it is only necessary to unfasten

the brass straps; later, it can be put

back in place. Thus it is possible to

standardized panels, but to illustrate

the method, a simple yet surprisingly

eificient receiver is described here. It

is intended for use on experimental and

the ordinary commercial wavelengths up

to 1,000 meters.

The primary of the loose coupler has

30 taps, while all the secondary tuning

is done in the variable condenser. The

buzzer test indicates, when its signals

are heard in the telephones, that the de

tector is adjusted.

This is an easy set to operate, for all

the tuning can be done with two knobs.

When the primary handle is turned, it

moves the switch arm; pulled out or

pushed in, it varies the coupling. Sharp

tuning is accomplished with the sec

ondary condenser.

Tm: Loose COUPLER

Details of the loose coupler are given

in Fig. 3. The primary coil is wound

on a tube 3% ins. long and 3 ins. in

diameter. At the panel end, the tube is

cut back so that there are three mount

ing legs V2 in. wide and M in. long.

This cutting must be done with a very

  

Fig. 2. A near view 0/ the Standardized Panel set

use any instrument for temporary cir

cuits without tearing up the receiver

and it can be replaced in a minute.

Additional apparatus can be put in, or

the entire set rearranged.

A 200 T0 1,000 METER RECEIVER

Any type or kind of transmitting and

receiving equipment can be made upon

fine saw, or, preferably, a sharp knife.

Fig. 3 shows the brass angle brackets

fastened to the legs by 3-32 machine

screws and nuts.

The winding is composed of 100

turns of 3-16 No. 38 high frequency

cable, wound in three banks, tapped

every three turns, beginning with the

thirteenth. At the end of each bank,
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.ti0n was burning.

when the wire is brought from the top

turn down to the tube, two holes are

made, one for the end of the section,

and the other to take out the start of

the next.

When the winding has been com

pleted, the taps are cut to length‘ and

each end heated red hot and dipped in

alcohol twice. This removes the enamel

insulation on the wires. An accident

which occurred when this set was built

will serve as a warning to others. In

the first place, a small bowl of alcohol

was used. During the work, a tap was

put into the alcohol when the insula

This ignited the

alcohol and, in some way, the bowl was

tipped over. The result was a sheet

of flame over the arms of the builder

and on the floor and table of the shop.

Then a small paint can cover was sub

stituted for the bowl. If that had been

tipped over, the small amount of alco

S.

not quite rigid enough for the weight

of the parts.

Thirty %; in. diameter switch points

are set in a circle 3 ins. in diameter.

In the center of the panel a X; in. hole

is drilled to take the switch shaft. The

3-ply switch arm has a No. 16 hole for

the square shaft and two No. 36 holes

to slip the 2-56 machine screws which

hold it to the bearing. This bearing

is of brass, ;{; in. long, turned down

for V.» in. to M; in. diameter, while the

remaining X4 in. is V; in. in diameter.

It is to this head that the switch arm

is secured by the 2-56 screws.

Through the center of the bearings a

No. 16‘hole is drilled from the back

almost to the front end. The hole is

completed by a No. 30 drill. Next, the

smaller hole at the front is carefully

filed square, to take the %; x %; in.

shaft. Finally, a collar X; in. thick

and V» in. in diameter, with a X4 in.

Fahnestock binding posts are pro

vided at the front of the panel, though,

in some cases, it is preferable to have

only screws protruding at the rear, to

which connections can be soldered.

CONDENSER PANEL

The condenser shown in Fig. 4 is of

the Clapp-Eastham make. The maxi

mum capacity is 0.0006 mfd. The

wavelength range is smaller, however,

than with a 0.001 mfd. type, so that,

for the full range, the larger condenser

should be used.

Although it was not necessary, it was

thought advisable to put solid bakelite

end pieces on the condenser. The metal

pieces, with bakelite inserts, offered a

possible leakage path across the plates

which would result in broad tuning and

loss of efficiency with an audion.

The construction of new end pieces

should be attempted only by a skilled

mechanic. for it is an easy matter to

  

Fig. 3. Two -views 0] the Standardized Panel type loose coupler. I] a diflerent coupler is made later, this can be removed and used for

hol would have done very little harm.

All the taps prepared, the two ad

jacent wires are twisted and soldered

together, ready to be» soldered to the

switch points later.

The secondary coil is wound on a

3 in. tube 1% ins. long. This wind

ing has 58 turns of 3-16 No. 38 cable,

in four banks, with no taps. Fitted

at the outer end is a flanged wooden

disc ;{, in. thick, in the center of which

is a M, in. brass rod, 2 ins. long, drilled

out with a No. 16 drill. This, as will

be seen later, acts as a bearing for the

square main shaft.

Another hole is made in the wooden

end piece, 1 in. from the center, with

a No. 20 drill. It will take the guide

rod which prevents the coil from tum

ing, as shown in Fig. 3.

The next step in constructing the

loose coupler, is to assemble the switch

Parts. A 5 x 5 in. panel is used, pre

ferably % in. thick. This set was

made with I/§ in. bakelite, but it was

other purposes, and the new one set into place

hole, is made to fit over the end of the

shaft. Two 6-32 machine screws act

as set screws.

When the parts are assembled, the

bearing is put into the panel from the

front and the collar fitted on from the

rear. Thus, the shaft is free to turn,

but cannot pull out, while the square

shaft can move in and out, but, when

rotated by the adjusting handle, it must

turn the bearing and the switch arm

attached.

The secondary coil must not turn

with the main shaft. The shaft is

threaded at the rear end with a 6-32 die,

and two nuts are put on it at the out

side and inside of the secondary end

piece bearing. They arejust loose enough

to allow the shaft to turn in the brass in

sert, yet tight enough to prevent end

play. Further provision against turning .

is made by a %; in. brass rod which

passes through the end piece. It is

secured to a wooden strip glued inside

the primary coil.

put the plates all out of alignment.

Moreover, it will be found necessary,

in all probability, to make a new upper

bearing for the shaft. In drilling the

holes in the bakelite pieces, the metal

plates were used as templates.

If the construction of the condenser

is not changed, it is an easy matter to

secure the upper plate to the panel with

small machine screws. Because there

is no way to secure the handle to the

shaft except by means of set screws,

two 6-32 screws were put into the small

er part of the knob. The heads were

cut off and slotted, so that they hardly

protrude.

The pointer is simply a piece of M;

x %; in. brass rod, filed down at one

end, and threaded with a 6-32 die at

the other. The condenser dial and fig

ures on the panel were simply scratched

with a compass and a sharp steel point,

after which they were filled with whit

ing slightly moistened with linseed oil.

When dry. this mixture becomes hard.
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BUZZER Tasr PANELS

Fig. 4 shows the buzzer test. A

new feature of construction is the vi

brator screw control. A 2-56 thread is

put in a hole in the thumbscrew. Then

the shaft of the handle is soldered to

the screws. To make it possible to put

on the cover, a small slot is made in

the side, to fit around the shaft. The

%; in. shaft was simply filed down at

one end for the 2-56 thread.

The angle piece which holds the buz

zer is joined to one of the buzzer con

necting screws so that the switch clip

 

can be held by the same screw which

holds the angle piece. A brass strip,

1/16 x % in. acts as the contact arm.

Three binding posts are furnished,

two for the battery, and another, wired

to the vibrator screw, to connect to the

ground. When the switch is closed and

the buzzer operated, a sound is made

in the receivers if the detector is in

adjustment.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE PANELS

Holes are made with a No. 18 drill

in the corners of each panel, %, in.

from the edges. These are for the sup

porting strips. The strips, are made of

1/16 x §»§ in. brass, drilled with two

No. 18 holes % in. apart. This al

lows X; in. between the panels, and

-gives a slight leeway for discrepancies

in drilling.

Additional panels can be arranged

at the side or above those shown in this

article, if the standard sizes of panels

are used. Other apparatus, built by

this method, will be described in the

coming issues of EVERYDAY ENGINEER

mo.

  

Fig. 4. Details of the condenser and buzzer test panels

 

Nycssa Radio Club

HE Nycssa Radio Club was or

ganized this summer at Camp

Nycssa where it built and successfully

operated a station. The club will re

sume activities this winter under ;\Ir.

Filden at the West End Presbyterian

Church, where we will install a station.

The club has fifteen active members

and expects to double that number be

fore long. The Nycssa Radio Club

would be pleased to hear from other

radio clubs concerning their activities.

All communications addressed to C.

Stanley Johnson, _Ir., Secretary. 160

Wadsworth Avenue, New York City.

Telephone Transformers

T HAS been pointed out in the se

ries of articles by Mr. Clement that

the impedance of the telephone circuit

of a detector or amplifier should be

equal to the internal impedance of the

last tube. Since the impedance of an

ordinary telephone receiver is too low

to meet this requirement, a transformer

connected between the plate circuit and

the telephones will improve the results.

The telephone transformer shown

here is designed to give a combination

of impedances of which the correct one

can be determined by experiment. The

plate is connected to the first primary

terminal and the other side to any of

the other primary binding posts. The

  

telephones are put across any of the

secondary posts until by experiment the

proper combination is found. The eas

iest way to carry out the test is to couple

an inductance connected in the battery

' circuit of a buzzer to the secondary in

ductance of the receiving set. When

the signals are heard with the greatest

intensity the proper transformer connec

tions have been found.

The Evergreen. Radio

Association

N August, 1919, the Evergreen Radio

Association of Long Island, N. Y.,

was organized. An invitation is ex

tended to all experimenters in the vic

inity to join this club. The primary

purpose of the association is to promote

good fellowship among all amateurs, to

increase the knowledge of its members

and the efficiency of their stations and

to reduce QRM to a minimum. Those

who are interested will kindly com

municate with the secretary, George H.

Roy, 681 Grandview Avenue, Ever

green, L. I., N. Y.

The Experimenters in France

N the first issue of T. S. F., the

French radio magazine, now resum

ing activities since the war,‘ is a pro

test against the experimental radio

situation in France. So far, no permis

sion to send or receive has been granted.

At the first of the war, privately owned

apparatus was taken over, and has not

yet been returned. We may wonder in

what condition the instruments are now,

if their construction was not far su

perior to the average homemade sets

built by American experimenters four

years ago.
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The Radio Department

HEN you look at a piece of

radio apparatus and say it is

a “nice piece of work” you

make a strictly neutral statement. You

have not criticised the faults or laid

stress on the good points. The only

thing accomplished is the saying of the

expected.

Really, the man who did the work

hoped you wouldn’t see the imperfec

tions and is satisfied that you are

pleased, if non-coimnittally.

When you look through the Radio

Department of Evr-zuvmv ENGINEER

1No, you may say it is “good stuff.”

If you write and tell us that, we are

pleased. We may put out our chests a

bit.

Really, you have increased our lung

capacity but you haven‘t added any

thing to the alleged store of gray matter

on which we depend for judgment as to

what should or should not go into these

pages.

The success of EVERYDAY has made

it possible to give its readers whatever

they want. \Ve have an idea that we

are doing this now, but we want to

make sure. But remember, we are after

constructive criticism.‘ If something

about the department is good now, we

want to know why it is good. If it is

not, we want to know why it is. not.

There will be differences of opinion,

and to create a discussion we shall pub

lish letters which contain not words of

praise but worth while comment on the

Radio Department.

There are five dollars waiting for the

man who gives us the best letter on

What I Think of the Radio Depart

ment and \/‘Vhy. A maximum of five

hundred words may be used.

RANSMIITTING is still a thing

of the future, but the prospects de

serve serious consideration. So many

new men have taken up radio work,

that, in the cities, difficulties from in

terference are imminent. Mention has

been made of the possible use of short

wave, undamped transmitters. Two

hundred meters wavelength means a

million and-a half cycles. At this fre

quency, using heterodyne reception, a

diflerence of less than one meter

will bring the signals in or out. Ob

viously such sharp tuning will be of tre

mendous help in reducing interference.

High frequency alternators and fre

quency changers are beyond experimen

ters, but the versatile audion affects the

rescue. Immediately the thought arises

that audion transmitters" are greatly

limited in range. As a. matter of fact,

with a single tube receiver, telephone

conversation has been carried on with

one .\Iarconi—De Forest bulb as a trans

mitter over a distance of forty-five

miles. To be sure, four hundred volts

were used on the plate, but the lack of

plate voltage can be made up by an am

plifier at the receiving station, or two or

more tubes can be used in parallel for

sending. However, for straight tele

graph transmission, a much greater dis

tance can be covered than by telephone.

The subject of transmitting has been

rather neglected in EVERYDAY, but it is

to be given its share of space in the com

' ing numbers.

N the April, 19'19, issue there was an

article on Standardized Design of

apparatus. The ideas incorporated in

it have been carried out in the article

on receiving instruments in this num

ber, and will be continued.

The advantage of using standardized

panels, with separate or supplementary

instruments on each panel, is a great

advantage. It makes possible, in the

first place, the panel mounting type of

construction. It practically overcomes

the problem of discarded sets, for while

a complete outfit may become obsolete,

there are always uses for the individual

instruments if they can be retained in

good condition, a thing almost impos

sible where they have all been mounted

on and fitted to one panel. Ideas of

radio sets change so rapidly that only a

multi-adaptable system of construction

will allow the experimenter to keep his

equipment up to date without constant

ly discarding expensive instruments.

HE demand for radio operators

shows no signs of abatement. Par

ticularly on the Shipping Board vessels.

a shortage has been caused by the de

mobilization of the Navy, and the with

drawal of Naval operators from those

ships. In this service men are paid

$100 and $125 per month in addition

to all expenses.

In practically every Post Office of the

country notices are posted which show

the location of the nearest Sea Service

Bureau where applications are received.

Men employed as operators during the

war are only required _to pass the De

partment of Commerce examination.

Any further information will be

given to those who address their in

quiries to the Radio Department,

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Maoazmn.

EXPERIMENTERS who are just_

starting in at radio work have

some strange ideas. A month ago a

New York manufacturer sold a simple

crystal receiving set to a man in Mich

igan. It was a good set, too, one 1n

which the company took considerable

pride. However, all was not well. Two

weeks after the set was shipped, a letter

came, indicating that the purchaser was

in no kindly frame of mind. He was

plainly shocked at the deceitfulness of

the manufacturer who took advantage

of mail order customers.

“I am using a. tree antenna with your

crystal detector set and can't even hear

Arlington time signals.”

Can you blame the maker of the

equipment for tearing his hair and

feeling as exasperated as the customer?

You won’t if you have used a tree an

tenna. Which goes to show what comes

of talking a lot about general applica

tions of a thing intended for special use, .

and the harm from magazine articles

written by ignorant men.

The work actually done with tree an

tennas by the Signal Corps is set forth

in a paper given by Major General

Squier at the Franklin Institute, June,

1919. Copies can be obtained from the

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.

In this paper it is stated that seven

stage amplifiers were used, and appar

atus representing the highest develop

ments of the art.

What chance was there, with a crys

tal detector, to repeat the results ob

tained by the Signal Corps?

EXT month will have some rather

pleasant surprises if the Navy

Department does not withhold their ap

proval. But perhaps we should wait

and let the November issue speak for

itself. One thing, however, will give

you an idea of what is coming. Have

you heard anyone speak of loop trans

mission? Probably, like the English

man’s, the comment was that it couldn’t

be done over any distance.

In France, an English loop transmit

ter accomplished the remarkable feat of

sending three miles. The men at the

American Signal Corps field laboratory

just smiled at that report, rubbed their

bumps of Yankee ingenuity and pro

duced a loop transmitter that worked

over forty-five miles. One of the men

who did it is going to tell the readers of

Evmvnav about it.

Radio Engineering and Radio

Experimenters

All kinds of opportunities are coming

up in radio work, not only in the United

States but in foreign countries as well.

Men to fill these positions cannot be

located readily, but they will be found‘

through the Radio Register. Is your

name among the others?

There are obvious uses of such a.

listing. The data required is:

Name.

Address.

Engineer or Experimenter.

Age.

Experience.

Special qualifications.

Radio station owned, if any.

Address your letters to the Radio De

partment, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING.
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Audion-Crystal Receiver for Destroyers

A High/y Developed Receiver Manufactured by the Wireless Specialty

Apparatus Company for Use on the U. S. Navy Destroyers

THE radio equipment designed by

the Bureau of Steam Engineer

ing of the U. S. Navy Depart

ment, and such designs as have been

accepted by it, can be properly called

the highest developments in efiicient

and substantial radio equipment. De

pendability sums up, in a word, the

construction and operation of Navy ap

paratus.

vided into 180° scales, while the re

mainders are used for wavelength cali

brations. As the inductance switch is

turned, the pointer moves to a corre

sponding arc on the dial. Vernier ad

justments of the condensers are pro

vided by the handles which can be seen

at the lower part of the panel near the

dials.

At the left-hand side are the coup

which absorbs vibrations, an important

consideration, for vibration during op

eration causes a noise in the telephones

and also reduces the life of the tube.

Six sets of expansion-compression

springs are fastened alternately to the

three panel supports and the bakelite

socket mounting disc, while a bakelite

ring is held at the middle of all six

springs. Cotton is packed lightly in

 

Fig. 1. Sturdy construction is an outstanding feature of this Navy set. Much of the Navy apparatus is designed by the Bureau 0/

Steam Engineering instead of private concerns, as is largely the case with Signal Corps equipment

A typical example is the Destroyer

type receiver described in this article.

Fig. 1 shows the outward appearance

of the set. It is intended to operate

on 250 to 8,000 meters using a crystal

or audion for damped wave reception,

and a feed-back coupling with the au

dion for undamped waves.

The circuits are of the usual loosely

coupled type, having a 6-step antenna

inductance and series condenser for the

primary, and a secondary coupling coil,

6-step inductance, and shunt tuning

condenser in the secondary circuit.

One-half of the condenser dials are di

ling control, safety spark gap, buzzer,

and buzzer press button. On the right,

the tickler coupling adjustment, oscil

lation test, crystal-audion switch, and

telephone shunt condenser are mounted.

There are also an audion mounting,

filament current ammeter and rheostat.

The instruments themselves can be

seen in Figs. 2 and 3. A metal shield

covers the rear of the panel, to reduce

interference from the body of the op

erator and to prevent any capacity

coupling between the primary and sec

ondary circuits.

The audion socket is of a design

the springs to prevent them from vi

brating at their natural period.

Below the audion mounting is the

filament rheostat. This is made up of

resistance wire wound between brass

pins set into the peripheries of two

bakelite discs. A switch arm, passing

over the set of pins next to the panel,

gives the resistance regulation.

At the side of the rheostat, an ad

justable mica condenser is secured to

the panel. This condenser is shown in

the circuit diagram between the fila

ment side and the plate impedance.

The impedance is of the closed core
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type; it can be seen in Fig. 2 just be

low the mica condenser.

The secondary inductance and tick

ler coil, as well as the primary and

secondary Coupling coil, with their 45°

mounting, are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Balanced condensers, with one-half of

the plates at one side, and half at the

other, are used in tuning the primary

and secondary circuits.

0.00 I5mfd~

0.017 mid

Fig. 5.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the circuits em

ployed in this set. Fig. 4 indicates the

arrangement as viewed from the rear of

the panel, while Fig. 5 gives the con

nections when the crystal-audion switch

is at the audion position.

The antenna circuit is made up of a

tuning condenser of 0.0015 mfd. and a

six-step inductance. Instead of dis

 

.-In unusual arrangement is used for the secondary and lickler.

connecting the unused parts of the coil,

they are simply shortcircuited by the

four contact fingers. Connections are

made to the first active section by the

last contact and the metal segment to

which the antenna is attached. Both

primary and secondary switches are

mounted on panels located behind the

main instrument panel. A small coil.

put around the antenna lead, is joined

as the coupling to the secondary is changed

at one end to the armature of the buz

zer. Excitation is obtained in this way

for the buzzer test. The shield which

covers the rear of the panel is wired to

the ground, to prevent interference

from the hands of the operator.

Fig. 5 shows that there is a small

coil, in series with the secondary tun

ing inductance, coupled to the primary.

At the end of the secondary is a rather

unusual arrangement for tickler coup

ling, in which a part of the tickler in

ductance is wound on the secondary

tube, and the remainder on a separate

form. A short-circuiting switch is pro

vided around the tickler to test for os

cillating.

Negative grid voltage is obtained by

means of a tap taken from the filament

  

The inductance of the lickler is varied by the variometer method

rheostat so that 2 ohms resistance are

always in the circuit to the grid. Since

the positive terminal of the filament

battery goes directly to the filament, the

grid tap from the rheostat is more nega

tive than the filament by an amount de

pending upon the current through the

filament circuit. In other words, the

difference in potential across the 2 ohms

 

A 45° mounting is used for the antenna inductance and secondary coupling coil, as will be seen in this rear view
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is where

E : I x R,

E : difference in potential,

I = current through resistance,

and R : resistance.

|;—

If, therefore, 1.3 amperes is flowing in

the circuit, the negative grid potential

will be

E = 1.3 x 2

or grid potential—2.6 volts.

‘ SECONDARY SIDE

ing. Fig. 4.

In the plate circuit there

is a small impedance and

two condensers, one fixed,

of 0.0004 mfd. and one

_ variable in six-step up to

' ‘ 0.007 mfd. The latter is

3 shunted across the battery

and telephones.

When the set is con

nected for the use of a

crystal detector, the detecor

  

impedance, and telephones are in series

around the secondary tuning condenser,

with the fixed condenser around the

phones, and the adjustable condenser

across detector and tuning condenser.

PRIMARY SUE

  

lllllllll

ll I ll|{Q|||l|i'l|||ll|l|

Ill ll

GRMT.
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$

-0-PLATE BAT.—‘. + FlL.BAT.— BULBAT

Fig. 3. Left, a side ‘view of the set, showing particularly the audion, mount

Above, connections for the instruments as they appear from

the back 0] the panel

At the detector adjustment, if no

crytsal detector is used, a radio fre

quency amplifier and detector can be

connected to the adjacent crystal and

phone posts. These posts lead directly

to the secondary condenser, so that the

tickler and all the local audion circuits

are not connected. '

This set offers a number of features

which should suggest new ideas to those

who are building their own apparatus.
 

Coded Messages to be sent by the Navy for

Code Practice

Y authority of the Director Naval

Communications, commencing Oc

tober Sth, a code broadcast schedule,

addressed to all amateurs, will be trans

mitted by the Naval Radio Station, 44

Whitehall Street, on 1500 meters. This

broadcast will be transmitted immedi

ately following the 9:00 P. M. press

schedule.

Various items of interest to amateurs,

such as the establishment of new sta

tions and changes in wave lengths of

high power stations, will be transmitted

in this broadcast schedule.

Copies of the code to be used may

be obtained by any amateur by sending

a request to the District'Communica

tion Superintendent, 44 Whitehall

Street, New York City. When writing

this request an amateur should give the

following information:

1. Name.

2. Address.

3. Age.

4. Date concerning any military

service.

5. Commercial experience, if any

performed.

6. Class of operator’s license, if

any.

7. Number ‘of words per minute he

can copy.

8. Education.

9. Size and power of transmitting

set, if any erected.

10. T_\,’p'e of undariiped wave receiver,

if one installed.

11. Name of any radio organization

or club to which he may belong.

The object of this radio broadcast is

to maintain the interest of radio ama

teurs and to train them in receiving

code.

It is expected that, later on, the sig

nals will be undamped.

Book Review

PRINCIPLES OF TRANSFORMER DE

SIGN, by Alfred Still. 216 pages; 5 x 7%

inches;~67 illustrations; cloth binding; price

$2.25. Published by John Wiley 8: Sons,

Inc., New York City.

Experiinenters during some phase of

their work almost always run up against

problems in building transformers for

various purposes. Mr. Still in his new

book does not go into complex formulas

and difficult calculations, but presents,

in a way that can be readily understood,

the various problems of transformer de

sign. The six chapters carry the reader

through a discussion of various types

and constructions; the insulation of

high tension transformers; efficiency

and heating; magnetic leakage; react

ance and regulation; procedure in de

signing transformers and transformers

for special purposes.

This book has much of interest to

radio men, as well as general electrical

experimenters, as it will serve as a com

pletc guide for those who make thei

own transformers. '

~lIIi
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A Variable Air Condenser

HE variable air condenser shown

in the accompanying illustra

tion is designed not only for use in

radio receiving sets, or vacuum tube

transmitters, but as a laboratory stand

ard as well. While this type of con

denser does not incorporate the extreme

refinements which have been advanced,

  

it is entirely suitable for work where a

calibrated condenser of ordinary accu

racy is required.

Considerable care in design and

manufacture is used to give perfectly

tight bearings to prevent variations in

capacity from continued use. Cast

bakelite and plates provide a maximum

of insulation. The top plate also serves

for mounting the condenser on a panel.

Instruments of this type are made with

capacities of 0.0015, 0.003 and 0.005

mid.

A Variometer with Self-Sup

porting Windings ,

CHANGE in the usual methods of

making variometers is incorpo

rated in the type shown here. The

method of winding possesses advan

tages which will appeal to those who

  

are interested

equipment.

In the instrument shown, the wind

ings are made of high frequency cable

wound on spherical forms. Then they

in making their own

A Short Wave Receiver and

Two-Step Amplifier

NF. of the new receivers in the line

brought out by the A. H. Grebe

Company is made up of a short-wave

regenerative set and a two-stage ampli

fier. Operators who are preparing for

F’

long distance relay work will find that

this set covers all that they can require.

The wavelength controls, consisting

of inductance, condenser, and coupling

adjustments, are at the left of the panel.

Looking toward the right, on the bot

tom row, are the grid variometer, tele

phone shunt condenser and wing vari

ometer. Three rheostats are provided

for the tubes, the brilliancy of which

can be observed through the openings in

the panel.

Connections for the telephones are

made in any one of three plug switches,

marked Darscron, lsr Sucr. and 2Nn

STAGE.

One feature of this set is the arrange

ment of the telephone switches. Insert

ing the phone plug at the first jack

  

4

lights the detector filament and puts

only that part in operation. The same

is done at the two steps of amplification.

All the internal apparatus is mounted

on the panel, so that the set can be

removed as a unit from the case. A

hinged top gives access to the vacuum

tubes.

In a discussion of high powered

transmitting vs. high powered receiving,

this set presents strong argument for

the latter case.
 

are impregnated so that the wires are which the outer coils are bound. By

held together firmly, making a solid

unit. The coils have several layers

  

wound by the banked method. The

two inside coils are secured to a bake

lite strip in the ends of which the shaft

is held. The square frame carries, at

the top and bottom, brass pieces to

using spherical fomis, the coils can be

made very close to each other, giving a

maximum inductance range.

Connections on the panel make it

possible to join the outer and inner

coils in series or parallel. An induc

tance range of approximately one to

fifty can be obtained. That is, a small

size gives a variation of 0.008 to 0.4

mh., and the largest size 0.4 to

20.0 mh. '

Audion Hints

When there is an unusual rumbling

in the telephones, examine the contact

points in the audion. Oftentimes they

become slightly oxidized and form a

microphonic contact.

Do not use sandpaper or a file on the

points. Simply hold the tube firmly in

an upright position and rub the points

over a sheet of clean paper.

Another cause of noises is a poor grid

or plate connection at the socket. Al

though sockets now supplied are fitted

with screews, the wires should be sol

dered. There is such an infinitesimal

amount of current at best that no pre

caution should be overlooked to prevent

a lows of energy.
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‘High Frequency Resistance

Showing the Results of Skin Effects at Radio Frequmcie:

HIGH frequency cable, or what

was known before the war as

Litzendraht, has come into

wide use for radio equipment. The

purpose of its use is to reduce resist

ance, desirable because energy is lost

3

3.
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2 times the resistance, at 50,000 cycles,

that it has with direct current.

When bare wire strands are used,

the outside and inside conducting areas

are not much greater than solid wires

of equivalent cross section. Also, there

is a tendency for the current to flow

from one wire to the next, and the im

perfect contacts introduce resistance.

Therefore, there is no advantage in its

use.

In conductors of insulated strands,

the resistance ratio falls as the strands

are separated. It is essential, however,

that the material used to space the wires

shall be a good dielectric. This result

is accompanied by using an enamel in

sulation on the wires.

Some cables are made with a slight

twisting or spiralling of the wires, oth

ers have groups of twisted wires twisted

together. Another method is to braid

the wires in the form of a hollow tube.

The first method increases the resist

ance ratio; the second effects a slight

reduction, while the third is best of all.

The lower curve here shows the re

sistance ratio, at frequencies of 0 to

100,000 cycles, for standard Roebling

cable made of 48 strands of No. 38

enameled wire. The strands are di

vided into 16 groups, which are braided

together to form a hollow tube. An

other curve is given to show the rapid

increase in resistance of a solid wire

equivalent in conducting area to the

cable.

The advantage of the use of high

frequency cable is clearly shown in the

curve. At 0 cycles, or direct current,

the resistance of both are the same. At

100,000 cycles, corresponding to a

wavelength of 3,000 meters, the cable

has a resistance only 1.016 times that

with direct current, while the solid wire

goes up to 1.16 times.

'Winding wire into coils increases its

resistance, and with multi-layer or pan

cake coils it is more than with a simple

layer solenoid.

The standard cable sizes are 10-No.

38, 20—No. 38, and 3-16 No. 38. Large

inductances are generally wound with

10-38 if the space is limited. This size

is particularly easy to handle in making

banked windings, as it is stiffer in pro

portion to its diameter than the larger

cables.

in resistance, and because resistance

makes the tuning of a receiver less

sharp.

Various kinds of high frequency ca

bles are made, some of which are ad

vantageous, and some are not. This

cable, strictly speaking, is made of a

number of wires individually insulated

from each other. Stranded bare wire

should not come under this name.

It has been determined that, at high

frequencies, electricity travels on the

surface of conductors, instead of dis

tributing itself through the wire. As

the frequency is increased this effect

becomes more marked, and the resist

ance is increased very considerably.

The most useful way to express the

increase is as a resistance ratio, or the

number of times greater the resistance

is at high frequencies than with direct

current. The ratio is

R1

Resistance Ratio : —

R

where

R,:High frequency resistance

R:Direct current resistance,

that is, if the resistance of a given

straight length of wire is 100 ohms at

50,000 cycles, and the direct current

resistance for this same wire is 50

ohms, the resistance ratio is 2. There

fore, any amount of this wire will have

20-38 should be used where space

will permit. The diameter is not much

greater than that of 10-38, and its re

sistance lower. 3-16-38 is used almost

exclusively on U. S. Navy receivers and

is also employed for audion transmitter

inductances. The losses in transmit

ting circuits are of great importance,

and it has been found that one of the

first precautions to be taken is the use

of heavily stranded cable.
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$15 aweelc i

He was putting in long hours at monotonous unskilled work. His i

small pay scarcely lasted from one week to the next. Pleasures were few

and far between and he couldn’t save a cent. ’

l

I

\

He was down—but he wou/a’n’t stay t/zere./ He saw other men pro

moted, and he made up his mind that what they could do fie could do.

Then he found the reason they were promoted was because they had

special training—an expert knowledge of some one line.

his mind that fie would get that kind of training.

He marked and mailed to Scranton a coupon like the one below. That was his first

step upward. It brought him just the information he was looking for. He found he

could get the training he needed right at home in the hours after supper. From that

time on he spent part of his spare time studying.

So he made up

The first reward was not long in coming—an increase in salary. Then came another.

Then he was made Foreman. Now he is Superintendent with an income that means

independence and all the comforts and pleasures that

make life worth living. Fjiiiidm OUT Htfiliqni-iiiinii

it just shows what a man with ambition can do. And this
BOX aosae SCRANl'0N,PA.

man is only one out of hundreds of thousands who have 'Explain, without oblinting me, how I can qualify for the DOII

lion, or In the subject, hefon which I mark X

IITEBNATIUNIL BUBRESPUNBENUE SBll0llLS

  

climbed_the same steps to success with the help of the

international Correspondence Schools.

What about you ?

Are you satisfied merely to hang on where you are or would you.

too. like to have a real job and real money? It's entirely up to you.

You don't have to stay down. You can climb to the position you

want in the work you like best. Yes. you can! The l. C. S. is ready

and anxious to come to you, wherever you are. with the very help you

need.

Surely when you have an opportunity that means so much, you

can't afford to let another priceless hour pass without at least finding

out about it. And the way to do that is easy—without cost, without

obligating yourself in any way, mark and mail this coupon.

ELBUIIICAL E;i6llIEBIt

Electrician

Electric Wiring

Electric Lighting

Electric Cur Running

Heavy Electric Traction

Electrical Dnfurnnn

Telcgrl h Expert

Practical, Telephony
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Mechnniui Draftsman

Toolninker

Machine Shop Practice

Gin Engineer

l“l\'IL lZ.'\‘(iI‘WiF.Il

Surveying and Mapping

ARCHITECT

Architectural Draftsman

PLl'Dllil\(i AND llF.A'I'I‘<'ii

Sheet Metal Worker

Ship Di-nftnrnnn

Name

Electric Machine Designer

.lI!I-I l1'0lll-‘.lA§ Oli l'Z.\(iINl.l'lll

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

SALESMANSHIP

ADV ERTISING MAN

Show Card Writer

Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

BOOKKEEPER

Sleno rapher and Typist

Cert. ublic Accountnnt

Traffic Management

Com ercial Law

GOO ENGLISH

Common School Sublecia

CIVIL SERVICE

Rlilwly Mail Clerk

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Textile Overseer or Supt.
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IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, efiicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of l'llS propo

SlIlOI'l.

Send sketch, or model, and de

scription. for advice as to cost.

rior United States

patents, etc. reliminar' advice

gladly furnished without c argc.

My experience, and familiarity

with various arts, frequently enable

me to accurately advise clients as to

probable patentability before they go

to any expense.

Booklet of valuable information

and f_orm for properly disclosing

your idea, free on request. \Vrite

tnrlay.

RICHARD B. OWEN

Patent Lawyer
I“ Owen Balding Waslfnglon. ll, (i.

search through

 

 

Send sketches or a

model of your in

vention and a description of the device

for advice in regard to the best way of

obtaining patent protection. Our practical

experience covers a period of twenty

years. Our hand-book on patents is sent

free on request. All communications

strictly confidential. \-‘Vrite us today.

Talbert and Talbert

P rlent Lawye a

4368 Talbert Building Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
LACEY & LACEY

Attorneys-at-I.aw——Patent Practice Exclusively

   

Solicitors of

U. S. and Foreign Patents

Trade-Marks, Copyrights

655 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Write Us for our Free Inventors’ Boole

PATENT-SENSE

ESTABLISHED uses
 

Competent Patent Service

By a Former Examining Ofiiclal of the U. S.

Patent Oflice

NORMAN T. WHITAKER

Lawyer and Engineer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Branch Oflice, 87 Nassau St., New York City

INQUIRIES INVITED

  

  

PATENTS

 

 

 

 

 

Learn Mechanical Drafting

"Earn $35 to $100 A Week

"Get into the profession of big pay and Rapid Advancement with the help of

the school that haa started hundreds on the Road to Success.

help you."

Claflin, President, Co

lumbia School

  

Learn At

Home In Spare

Time

You don't have to stop work

or leave home in order to be

come a trained Draftsman.

Through our practical home

study Training we will teach

you Right in Your Own Home

so that you will soon be able to

qualify for a good position at

Big Pay. We will continue to in

struct and help you until we know

you have the knowledge necessary to

succeed.

No Previous Training Necessary

Right now —- TODAY —— there are

openings for thousands of Draftsmen

in the Government Departments, in

dustrial concerns, and the big en

gineering oflices. One department

alone recently called for 1,800 drafts

men. W'ith this tremendous demand

has come a big increase in salaries.

Draftsmen Are Getting $35 to

$100 a Week

with big chances for even better pay

as the demand grows. By enrolling

NO\V for our practical Home Study

Course in Drafting you can quickly

qualify for a position as Draftsman

and by properly applying the princi

ples we teach

You Have a Chance to Become

a Chief Draftsman

and get to the very top in this fasci

nating profession. Our course will

give you just the knowledge you

nced to make good as chief drafts

man when your chance comes.

Industrial Activity Demands

Draftsmen

\\'ith the problems of reconstruction

facing the nation the demand for

draftsmen is Greater Than Ever Be

fore In American History. All big

engineering, construction and maim

Jacturing projects must go through

the drafting room before the work

men can commence. You can help in

the work of reconstruction and secure

a Big Salary with excellent oppor

tunities for advancement. Many Big

I am ready to

Roy C.

of
  

We Will Help You Secure

a Position

as soon as you complete our course.

\Ve have already placed hundreds of

our graduates in good paying posi

tions and are constantly in touch with

vacancies for which Draftsmen are

Urgently Needed.

Men Needed Right Now

Government Departments and Pri

vate Concerns are continually calling

upon us for our graduates because

they know that our instruction pro

duces draftsmen of the caliber they

need.

As soon as you en

roll you will be sent

our special drawing

outfit FREE so that

you will be sure to

have it to work with while taking the

course. This set will be yours to

keep. You are not asked to return it

after completing the course.

Illustrated Book of Paxticulars

Sent Free

Fill in the coupon below—send it to us and

we will send you FREE a copy of our illus

trated book telling you all about our special

Home Study Course and how you may

secure our instruction at once on Easy

Terms so as to quickly qualify for one of

the Big Positions Now Open.

; Mail This Coupon To-day

Columbia School of Drafting

Dept. I058, 14th and T Sta., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Drawing

Outfit

  

Prompt, personal efiicient service by

an Attorney-at-law skilled in all

branches of Patent practice. Over

ll years actual experience, full in~

formation upon request.

B. P. FISHBURNE

321 McGill Blclg., Washington, D. C.

Fleming’: Pocket Book of Formulae

I50 pages of formulae and information for the radio

experimenter. Price, $2.00 .

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

Men in industry got to the top through

Drafting.

Without obligation to l'Il(',_plC§lSC send me

your illustrated book telling how I can

secure your complete Home Study Course,

the FREE DRAWING OUTFIT. and your

hclp in st-curing a position as Draftsman.

1’Ica.rc mvntion Evr.R\'u.w ENGINEERING I\-IAGAZINE
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Composition of Brazing Brass

HIS term is usually applied to

yellow brasses, of composition

ranging from 80 to 85 per cent copper

and 20 to 15 per cent zinc, which will

stand brazing with prdinary yellow

brazing solder (50 copper, SO zinc)

without melting or cracking. These de

fects are liable with the brasses of low

copper content, such as 60-40, on ac

count of their lower melting points. If

tin is present in the brazing brass crack

ing is liable to _occur, while lead also

should be absent. The 80 copper, 20

zinc mixture is yellow in color, but

when the zinc,is reduced to 15 per cent,

with 85 per cent copper, the metal has

an orange tint. The melting point of the

lower zinc mixture is, of course, slightly

the lighter of the two, and hence it is

the more suitable, unless the color is

a matter of importance.

Testing Plating Solutions

LATING solutions evaporate much

more rapidly than is usually imag

ined. In a warm plating room, with

a large surface that is exposed to the ,

air, evaporation is continually going

on. The plating solution, therefore, is

constantly becoming concentrated. At

least once a week the plater should test

the solution with a hydrometer, and

add what water is necessary for bring

ing the bath up to the right degree.

Many platers who usually neglect this

operation will be surprised at the quan

tity of water which has evaporated

prior to making their tests.

An Interesting Magnet-ic

Alloy

N interesting alloy with marked

magnetic properties, known as

Heussler alloy, can be produced by the

experimenter. A mixture of powdered

manganese and antimony in the prc»

portion 1 : 3 is placed in a test tube and

heated over a bunsen flame. The re

sulting alloy possesses remarkable mag

netic characteristics. It is strongly

magnetic and filings of the alloy may

be used in place of iron filings used

ordinarily.

VVatcrproofing Blue Prints

Immerse a number of pieces of an ab

sorbent cloth about one foot square in

melted paraffin until saturated. When

withdrawn and cooled they are ready

for use at any time. To treat a blue

print, spread one of the waxed cloths

on a smooth surface, place the dry print

on it with a second cloth on top, and

iron with a moderately hot flatiron.

The paper absorbs paraffin from the

cloth until saturated, and becomes

translucent and completely waterproof.

  

Anil Position LikeThisfYOU
_ The country needs thousandsof trained, Certificated Electricians to fill good posi

tions—and at big pay. It's all a matter of knowing how, and I will teach you by

l up-to-date, modern instruction. You can Iearii at home, without interfering with

i your regular work, by my highly successful method of Home Instruction in Practical

Electricity.

Prepare XO\V. and lie ready in a few months to earn your

‘ $46 to $100 A WEEK

Send E Book—

My book, “HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT ELECTRICIAN," has started

thousands of young men on the way to splendid success. A new edition of this has

_ just been printed. I want cver_\- yuiiiig man interested in Electricity to have a copy,

and send you one ABSOLUTELY FREE AND PREPAID. Write me today.

How I Train My Students

As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works I know exactly the kind

of training a man needs to enable him to get and hold good positions, and to earn

big pay. I have trained hundreds of men who are holding splendid electrical jobs.

I give each of my students personal attention and a complete and thorough train

I give him a SPLENDID ELECTRICAL OUTFIT FREE, and much of the

is done by actual work. When my students graduate and receive their Certi

ficate tiey are ready for a real position. But still more, at any time you wish you can

come to our splendidly equipped Electrical Shops for special training. No other school

can give you this.

A Real Opportunity for YOU

\\'ishing is never going to make your dreams come true. You've got to study—to

learn. A man is worth only $2 or $3 a day from his neck down—and no more; but

there is no limit to what he can be worth from his neck up.

A trained mind is what gets the big pay. It is this training that you need, and I

can train you in a few months. Are you ambitious to make a real success-theii send

me the coiipon—today.

 

ing.

trainin

Electrical Outfit Free

To every student who answer this ad I am giving‘ a splendid Electrical Outfit of

standard size Electrical Tools, Instruments, Materials, etc., absolutely free. Further

more, to every Electrical Student I give a truly valuable surprise that I cannot

explain here.

 

Free Employment Service

I am continually receiving requests from employers_t_o send them trained Elec

trical men. I assist my_ students to_s_eciire good positions. I_keep iii touch with

them for years, helping and advising them in every possible way.

Write Now—Don' t Delay

Delay never got you aiiythi_ng. Action is what counts. Get started—

and get started now. Write me, or send me the coupon, right NOW.

  

D-i»i.z4u“Ilia St..Cbinp.Ill. '

sir; Se d z»r=v-iii“.n<i'.-iii'i§-'§'r'i'='§

wmvhm particulars or your

treat ofler for Oil: month.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
DEPT. 240

441 CassStreet : : : :
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . .

Addrel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ii ..

5" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "Shh . . . . . . . . . . .
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apprentice says:

“Almost the first tool l ever

heard of was a Starrett ‘mike.’

1 Somebody pinched Dad's out of his

jumper pocket and the fuss he made

‘ showed he thought it was some tool, _
, even if he had had it close on twenty R"

years.

l noticed the toolmakers and every

body who had ‘fussy’ jobs preferred

Starrett Tools.

"There's something about 'em that

the fellows like. Yeh! They’re accu

rate and they're convenient, but I

guess the fact that the men who make

‘em are pretty good mechanics them

selves, has something to do with it.

“What? Sure I'm getting me a set of Star

rett Tools——I need ‘cm every day. Yes, I

got mc one of those seventy-five cent Starrett

Apprentice Books, too. It saves me asking

the foreman a question every five minutes.

Now, when I want to know how to do some

thing, I can look in the book and study it

out myself."

The L. S. STARRETT COMPANY

THE WORLD'S GREATEST TOOLMAKERS

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

For thirty-nine yearn Starrett Tools

have measured the accuracy of the

world's work. Catalogue No. 2! "I.B."

[rev upon rv.-quest.

il||rum

All Panels are Black XX

Grade, the Belt Insulating

Material. Include Postage

on 3 lbs. on all Size Panels.

"When l got into the shop myself 9

  

WIRELESS PARTS SUPPLIES

BAKELITE-DILECTO PANELS

9;,/H191»./,

19 1191;; .. s.00

9}éx19x3/16.. 3.00

19 x19x3/16 .. 6.00

. .$4.00

  

KNOB AND SWITCH

LEVER, mounted on

brass bearing and shaft

2 inches long threaded

6/32. As illustrated

above. Each, 40 cents;

postage, 5 cents.

KNOB only, 1% 74

with hole for mounting,

each 20 cents postpald.

X

.\'0. CP-2 Con

tact. head same

as N0. CP-1.

Has smooth

shank to force

through tlght.

hole in panel.

Per dozen 250

postpald.

N0. CP-1 Cori

tact, head 7/32

x 1/32 w I t h

s c r e w f 0 r

mounting post.

pald per dozen

25¢.

.\'o. (‘P 4 Con

tact with nut

to r mounting.

Head same as

N0. CP-1. Per

dozen 40c post

pald. All _3

styles polished

brass.

DEALERS :—Get our prices on these part.-1, they will interest you.

Audlotron, Detector, Amplifier, 2 Filament Bulbs, postpnld, $5.|0.

Send 5 cents for our catalog and get on our mailing list for future bulletins free.

A. H. CORWIN & CO.

924A Kinney Building Newark. New Jersey

  

Reciprocating Engines

The Practical Engineer states that

the turbine has definitely become recog

nized as the most efficient type of engine

for the propulsion of steam-driven ships.

and many prop_hets go so far as to say

that, in conjunction with double reduc

tion gearing, it will very soon entirely

displace the steam reciprocating engine.

With this view we are not disposed to

agree; both on account of its greater

reliability and because it is far simpler

to manage it will long be utilized for

the propulsion of tramp steamers and

cargo vessels of low power, where engi

neers of the highest skill are seldom

employed; and for this reason attempts

will continue to be made to improve

the efficiency of the reciprocating set.

It is hardly likely that any fundamental

changes will occur, but attention to de

tails is often instrumental in bringing

about a considerable economy in opera

tion. One of the most important de

tails, and one which is worthy of the

closest attention of designers, is the ar

rangement of steam ports. With a view

to reducing the clearance volume to a

minimum, short straight steam ports at

the ends of the cylinder can be em

ployed in conjunction with a long valve.

this having the additional advantage of

reducing the internal surface, which is

cooled by the passage of the exhaust

steam, and upon which the incoming

steam will condense. Again, the cylin

der covers should make joint with the

possible; in this way, while the clear

ance volume may be unaffected, the in

ternal surface upon which steam may

condense is again reduced to a mini

mum‘.

To Loosen a Glass Stopper

Make a mixture of:

Alcohol . . . . . . . ..2 drachms

Glycerine . . . . . . .1 drachm

Sodium Cl1loride..1 drachm

Let a portion of this stand in the

space above the stopper for a few hours,

when a slight tap should loosen the

stopper. A circular adjustable clamp,

to which is attached a strip of asbestos

in which coils of platinum wire are im

bedded, is obtained. By placing this

on the neck of the bottle, and passing a

current of electricity through the coils

of wire, sufficient heat will be gener

ated to expand the neck and liberate

the stopper. Heat may also be gener

ated by passing a yard of cord once

around the bottle neck and by taking

one end of the cord in each hand,

drawing it rapidly back and forth.

Care should be taken that the contents

of the bottle are not spilled on the hand

or thrown into the face when the stop

per does come out.

Please mention EVERYDAY Errorrrserzrno l.\rlA(‘.!\ZlNl-1
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Cutting Lubricants

N authority claims that “sticky”

water is the best cooling media

for general purposes. Half a pound of

soft soap to 1 gallon of soft water, with

the possible addition of 3 per cent caus

tic soda, gives a very good general pur- ';

pose emulsion for the usual machine

shop. The amount of soap should be

lessened in cold weather.

splashes too much, the addition of the

soft soap beside its lubricating quali

ties increased the skin tension of the

fluid, and caused more intimate adhe

sion of the fluid to work, chip and tool.

There is considerable choice in the

matter of soft soap; some is perfectly

bland, some has the vilest odor and

color imaginable. After all, it depends

upon the initial ingredients, and what

ever these are in a cutting emulsion, the

oil must first be saponified to emulsify.

In the case of soft soap made from good .

vegetable oil the first stage on the road

to emulsification has already been per

formed. Caustic soda, if added, tends

to prevent rust. Submerged bath lubri

cation with a load not too severe (un

der 50 pounds per square inch) and

without agitation, are conditions where

a solution of soft soap and distilled

water will give perfect results at a lower

cost than oil. If a strong solution is

first made, diluted to half "strength for

use, a daily addition of a small quan

tity of the strong liquor will rectify the

fluid and prevent deterioration. For

all practical purposes the fluid with the

highest specific heat is the best cooler

—in other words, water is better than

oil in this connection.

results from soft soap distilled or con

densed steam water is far and away the ‘

best.

An interesting point in the opera

tion of the gyroscopic stabilizer on ves

sels is its apparently insufficient size.

It seems impossible that so small an

apparatus should effect so fully the

stabilizing of a ship of a. size alto

gether disproportionate to the instru

ment restraining its motions in a sea

way. The power of the instrument and

its action without straining the ship is

due to the fact that the motions of a =

ship are due to successive impulses from

waves, one following the other, but

neither having more than 4° efiect on

the vessel.

such roll would be due to the actions

of a number of waves. The gyroscope

with only what may be called a 4° pow

er will control a ship in such a case,

taking care of each wave as it comes

along, and never having more than a I

possible roll of 4° to take care of;

hence its small size and power over a

very large ship’s motions.

Plain water ‘

To get the best i

Therefore, in a case where i

a ship might roll through 30° or more, l

.
‘%;‘§iT&’§i‘i>‘%i=‘E $125wt“

$50 A
REPAIR MAN . ,,

)).

Put Your Name

On This Pay-Roll.

 
 

  

  

  

  

i Men like you are wanted for big-pay positions in the fascinating field of‘

| automobile engineering. We have made it easy for you to fit yourself for one.

' of these positions. You don't have to go to school. You don’t have to serve an

1 apprenticeship. Fifteen automobile engineers and specialists have compiled a

- spare time reading course that will equip you to be an automobile expert without

taking any time from your present work.

AUTO B0OKS

6 Volumes Shipped Free

Now ready for you—an up-tothe-minute six-volume

library on Automobile Engineering, covering the con

struction, care and repair of pleasure cars, motor trucks

and motorcycles. Brimming over with advanced infor

mation on Lighting Systems, Garage Design and Equip

rnent, Welding and other repair methods. Contains

everything that a mechanic or an engineer or a motor

cyclist or the owner or prospective owner of a motor car

ought to know. \Vritten in simple language that anybody

can understand. Tastefully bound in American Morocco,

flexible covers, gold stamped, 2,650 pages and 2,100

illustrations, tables and explanatory diagrams. A li

brary that cost thousands of dollars to compile, but that

comes to you free for 7 days‘ examination.

1 Qnlyi 7c a Day

Partial List of

Contents

More than I00 blue

print: of wiring

diagrams

Explolion Motors

Welding

Motor Construction

and Repair

Carburetors and Set

tinge

Valves, Cooling

Lubrication

Fly-Wheels

Clutch

Transmission

Final Drive

Steering Frame;

Tire!

Vulcanizin;

Ignition

Starting and Lighting

Syltems

Shop Kinks

Commercial Garage

Design and Equipment

Electrics

Storage Batteries

Core and Repair

Motorcycles

Commercial Trucks

Glossary

Not a cent to pay in advance. First you see

the books Lil your own home or shop. Just mail

_ coupon and pay express charges when books

‘ arrive. You can read them and study them for seven whole days before you decide whether:

you want to keep them or not. If you like the books send only $2 in seven days and $2 a

month until the special introductory price of $19.80 has been paid. (Regular price $30.00.)

Along with the set goes a year's consulting membership in the American Technical Society.

(Regular price $12.) This great bargain ofler must soon be withdrawn. '

SEND NO MONEY NOW
Don't take our word for it. See the books without cost. There is so much profit in this inter for-_

you, that we urge you to waste not u moment in

Put the coupon in the

Send no money—-only the coupon!

sending for the books.

mails today.

 

American Technical Society

Dept. A-357, Chicago, Ill.

::' rZZZlII.ZIl—ii

\ American Technical Society. Dent. A357, Chicano, Ill.

  

Please send me the 6-volume set. Automobile Eu

gineering. for 7 days‘ examination. abtppin ehlrzeo

collect. If l clenido to buy, I will send £2 within

7 days anti the balance at $2 I month until the

$19.80 has been paid. Then you send mo a receipt

showing that the $30.00 set of books and the $1!

Consulting Memhr-rsiiin are mine and fully paid

Emm;"Minn.limionif "lift!!!"!l3;imii.'tGHngnlw

With every set is Included-— I

FREE-a Consulting Mem

bership which IIVES you the
. tor. it I lhlnk I can get along without Lhe books after

) - jg 9w""g||‘;?:iM°' ioY°"; the seven tiara’ trial I will return them at your expense.

*4 corps of experts tor an aitiru

- . year, This Consulting em? bu-ship regularly sells tor I Name

‘ Address Relevance.

Please mention EVERYDAY Escrxrcnrxn M.Ao/izmi:
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The Greatest Book

Ever Offered to the Public

1919 EDITION — JUST READY
 

llenley’s Twentieth Century Book of

RECIPFS, FORMULAS

AND PROCESSES

“Q j 1.

Trade Secret:

Practical Recipes

Chemical Proceues

Scientific Formula

ll0W T0 MAKE EVERYTHING

FOR THE HOME, THE FACTORY AND

THE WORKSHOP.

Antiseptics, Waterproofing, Lubricants,

Rust Preventatives, Dyes, Filters,

Cleaning Preparations, Enameling,

Beverages, Inks, Adhesives, Polbhes,

Disinfectants, Flavorings, Cosmetics,

Ceramics, etc., etc.; how to make fly

paper; to color flowers artificially; to

estimate weight of ice by measure

ment; to make materials fireproof",

to work with metals—aluminum,

brass, etc.; to make anything and

everything, from A to Z. .

THIS IS THE BOOK

every one who seeks PRACTICAL,

ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE and

guidance in his everyday work

MUST HAVE at his command.

It is a money-maker and a money

saver; it appeals to the young as

well as to the old. Great business

enterprises owe their success to the

manufacture or sale of simple inven

tions or compounds, usually the result

of an experiment at home. One

woman writes: “I am supporting my

self and two small children from the

sale of toilet articles I put up by fol

lowing directions in your book."

Profit by the knowledge that has

made others successful. GET THIS

BOOK TODAY.

Price $3.°_°
Del ivcreal to any address

Send for our catalogue of practleal books

including a description of above book.

THE NORMAN W. HENLEY

PUBLlSHlNG COMPANY

Z West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

 

Everyday Science Notes

By Prof. T. O’Conn0r Sloane

'1‘ is found that as illuminating and

heating gas is now made, there is a

considerable tendency for it to corrode

the pipes, especially if there is any

moisture present. The removal of water

has become an object and in England

the Helps system is under trial. To

carry this out the gas is compressed and

cooled so as to cause the water to pre

cipitate. It is then released from pres

sure and admitted to the mains at

greatly reduced pressure, practically

free from water. As much as fifty

pounds compression is cited as having

been given in one case. Cyanogen acids

are largely at the root of the trouble,

and here a sort of paradox is encoun

tered. If moist gas is exposed to the

action of steam and incandescent coke

the cyanogen radical gives ammoniacal

gas. Here the presence of water is de

sirable, for if ammoniacal gas is ex

posed to incandescent coke in the ab

sence of steam it gives the troublesome

cyanogen compounds again.

 

The catalytic process of making sul

phuric acid has to an extent revolution

ized the old-time industry, the sulphur

ous acid gas being passed over finely

divided platinum, to bring about its

combination with oxygen. It has great

ly cheapened the production of fuming

sulphuric acid, now in extensive de

'mand by manufacturing chemists, the

acid costing only one-tenth the old price.

At first, in the catalytic process gas

made from pyrite gave trouble, but that

has been overcome. The platinum is

very expensive. The metal for a single

plant may at present prices easily cost

half a million of dollars.

 

The London Engineer describes and

illustrates two Newcomen steam engines

which have been running since the years

1787 and 1823 respectively, so it*is sup

posed. This engine, it will be remem

bered, antedates Watts’ invention of the

condenser; the steam entered below the

piston and forced it up. At the end of

the stroke the steam was cut off and a

jet of water was discharged into the

steam-filled cylinder, condensing the

steam so that the atmospheric pressure

operated to force the piston down. The

engine did its work on the down stroke

only, the heavy pump rods worked the

pump on the up stroke, for the engines

are of the beam engine type. Orig

inally a chain connected the outer end

of the beam to the pump-rods. These,

of course, in some cases were extremely

long.

One of the curiosities in the history

of the development of incandescent

electric lighting relates to the metal

osmium, which it was proposed to em

ploy as the filament. The high con

ductivity of the metal and its fragility

operated against its use. But the curi

ous fact is, that although one pound

of the metal will make 30,000 filaments,

it is estimated that there is not in the

whole world enough osmium available

to provide a year’s supply of filaments.

 

Heat detecting paints to be applied

to shafts and bearings, and which

paints change color if the bearings be

came heated and so call the attention

of the operator to the fact that a little

oil is needed, have long been known.

Two formulas have recently been pub

lished of ‘double iodides. The first one

is cuprous mercuric iodide, Cu.,I._., 2Hg

I2. This is a vivid vermillion when

cold, but changes to chocolate well be

low the temperature of boiling water,

at about 150° F. The other compound

is silver mercuric iodide, Ag I, Hg 1,.

This is lemon yellow at ordinary tem

peratures and changes to carmine red

at a point just below the boiling point

of water. A mixture of 85% of the

first compound with 15% of the second

is vermillion when cold and black when

hot. They are readily made by tritu

rating the two salts in proper propor

'tions in a mortar together, or may be

precipitated from solution, potassium

iodide being employed to dissolve the

mercury iodide. White shellac varnish

or acetone vamish are recommended

as mediums for their application. It is

well to paint a band or other surface

of white next to them on the shaft or

bearing to act as a contrasting object.

 

A. N. Winchell and E. R. Miller A

have published an account of their ob

servations on a dust fall, which ex

tended over the states of Wisconsin and

;\Iichigan, on March 8th, 1918. Vast

quantities of dust were transported by

a wind storm probably from Arizona

or the old Indian Territory region. The

evidence gathered went to show that

one million tons of rock were carried

a distance of over one thousand miles.

showing what profound geological

changes may be brought about by the

agency of the wind.

 

It is stated that of some two hundred

different compounds in coal tar only

half a dozen are of commercial value.

They are benzol, toluol, phenol, xylem-_

naphthalene and anthracene.
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Fluninl Put. No. 803080

Do Forest Pal. Nos. H1381-B19532

THE HEART 0F

THE WIRELESS

on THE NC ’PlANES
Also u s e d on the

V i c k e r s V i m y

Trans-Atlantic Flight

MARCONI V. T.

$7.°° each
. ,$l,50 additional

 

Standardized Socket

Agreements recently effected have made

vacuum tubes available for experimental use.

The Marconi V. T. is the only vacuum tube,

or audion, which may be sold to amateurs,

laboratories, schools of instruction and ex

perimcnters.

  

A highly developed, all-around tube for use as a detector and amplifier

in wireless communication. lt has practically the same electrical con

stants as the tube used by the Allied armies and navies throughout the

war in continuous wave transmission and reception.

The approximate operating life of

the MARCONI V. T. is 1,500 hours.

Class 1-Designed for use as a detector; operates with plate potential of 20 to

60 volts.

Class II—Designed for use as an amplifier; plate potentials from 60 to I10

volts may be applied.

Tubes in either class may be used for detection or

amplification, but those of Class I are best as detec

tors, and Class II tubes are superior as amplifiers.

SEND ALL REMITT/INCES WITH ORDER

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT

l Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America

Sole distributors for

, De Forest Radio Telephone 6' Telegraph Co.

Schofield Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio

American Bldg.

Baltimore, Md.
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‘I Room I868 Woolworth Building, 231 Broadway, New York

BRANCH OFFICES

Insurance Exch. Bldg.

Sun Francisco, Cal.

I38 Federal St.

Boston, Moss.

301 Commercial Bonk Annex

New Orleans, Lo.

I09 South 2nd St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

What Every Mechanic Should Thoroughly Know

This book poinu out tho stumbling blocks for mechanics L0 nvold in acquiring

n complete understanding, u well u to show you HOW '10 G0 AT the rudinl

of n blue print druwlnl.

Every plane of tho seventy Iublsots is one into Ln detail. so that any nvoruo

mm eon mum with but liltio uudy. Every point is oleorly brought. out with

lullldmi I-latches to describe ouch of the nctunl blue print drawing examples

In fact, the illustrations are practically ulf explanatory.

Eve mechanic needs this book. be his ape:-lance in mechanics limited or

long. ad tho following comment from n man who passes on from 50 Lo 500

blue prinu s day.

"I never thought there was so much to know

In the rudlnp oi I blue print drawing."

WM. P. CONWAY. Planning Dept. MIL.

U. B. Rubber (‘o.'l Hlch. ilhnp.

This book contains the moat. vital and prlcticol information on the suhioct

of blue prim. reading. and is tho boot and safest investment you can make.

Bend for l cu to-d before you forzet. YOU CANNOT LOSE. Y0l'B

HONEY BEFU ED I N01‘ SATISFIED.

PBlCE:—Poot. poid U 8.. 1.00; Canada $2.12; Foreign. $2.25.

I69 pn| In 8 I 7'/| Inches.

Hlndaolneiy bound In cloth 228 illustrations

I4 months In tho |nlkln|.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, I29 Rowland Bldg" Detroit, Michigan

  

  

irnlninl sgnin open to

civilians. Our 3000

men Lrnlnod for aloe

trlul industrial in exporienoo of more than 1 quarter

of n omtury. For men of ambition and limited lime.

Pondrnnv-4 v-mil-no in Elodficnl

ENGINEERING
secure good positions Ind promotions.

onnblen

I r I d

llllfil to

'I'heoreI.lnl and

Practical Electricity. Mathematics. Bloom and Gu En~

lines. kieclunlcnl Drawing. Students couutrua dJ!ilm0l,

inrlsli wlrlm: and tut

elvflrlrsl machinery.

Course with dlplflliil,

complete

Thorourhly equipped limp:-not domi

toriu, dininl hall. lnbontoriou, shops.

Wrilo for catalog. 21th your opens

Oetobd l. Iflli.

ILISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

no nnoau AVINUI. wnsnmorou, o. c.
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jkhflo-pogo II1 n Sn all Spa

ORDE YOUR Novi-:Mi§ER

“EVERYDAY” EARLY

Learn Drafting

, Occupation

Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

drnftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement. ,_

Drafting offers exceptions] opportunities to n

young man because drafting itself not only com

mands good pay, but it is the first step toward

success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering

or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of

work s boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right ll home in spare

time. I-‘or28 years the International Correspond

ence Schools have been giving boysjust the train

ing they need for success in Drafting and more

ihun ZJO other subjects. Thousands of boys have

stepped into good positions through 1. C. S. help,

but never were opportunities so great as now.

_ Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon. then mark and mail it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring

on information that may start you on a lllCC€s.\

ul career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now. W

1-‘iii 1;‘. ouf ‘.1.’M~

IITERNITIUNIL 0ll|illESPOiiIlEil0E SBii00|.S
BOX 6060-B SCRANTON. PA.

Explain. without ohll in mo, how I can qualify for the

position, or in the sub oct, on which Imnrk X.
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II-'I'II.lNI(JAI. l'I.\'(iIlEElI “llhQIlllIICI

‘Machine Shop Prnclicc

(in Engine Operulinl

(‘NIL I'..\(lI§l'I'.K

Surveying and Mapping

i\‘I'A'l'l Il.\\|(\' I'iNIIINI".IiIl

M.|rl|w l Ilflilll cf

Alli Ill Ill i

Cr-|nr_\cmr and Iluilil. r

cunt nn~Iiu:».1<-r

slfllt :llr.|l I n,1utt 4 1

UIYIL SERVICE

Roilwny Mull Clerk

AUTOIOBILB OPEIUTG

Auto Repairing

PLUIBIHU AID IIEATIIG

Tuillo Orarooer or Supt.

(‘IIEIIST

Nnvlgutlnu Bpsnlnl

A9ll€ITL'I'l7|lI'l Fronoh

i_/Pauli-ryllnining lulln

Name

Present

 

Please mention E\‘l‘.R\'ll\Y ENc.iNri»iRi\"<: l\i.\C.\ZlNF.
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G.A. STANDARDIZED B BATTERY 22.5 VOLTS

Built to the Specifications oi the U. S. signal Corps and Bureau of Steam Engineering

When the General Apparatus Company decides upon a standard, whether it is material or apparatus, it must be the

best—-not just as good, but the best that can be produced, regardless of price. .

The G. A. Standardized B Battery is built to Government Specifications. Ninety per cent of the batteries used by

the U. S. Signal Corps were of the identical design of the G. A. Standard. Only one chemist knows the tormula. You

can have in G. A. Batteries the same battery that the Government bought by the hundreds of thousands.

There is no better battery at any price-—none as good at the same price. That is why the Army and Navy bought

this type of battery almost exclusively. The G. A. Battery is not new, it has proved its value in the Service.

G. A. Signal Corps type, 3%" long, 2" wide, 2%" high, operates one Audion 250 hours continually, average life, 3 months. Price $1.50, postage I.U('.

G. A. Navy type, 6%" long, 4" wide, 3" high, operates one Audion 1000 hours continually, average life 10 months. Prlce $2.50, postage 15c.

V No Higher Claims Can Be Made Honestly

157 East 18th Street THE GENERAL APPARATUS COMPANY

 

 

  

New Yorlc City

  

 

INSTALL A.NE“’ . Get Cur Prices

Grebe Regenerative Receiver on the wire,“ Appuam

In Your Radio Station you need, before buying.

We handle new and second hand instru

ments on which we can save you money.

All Second Hand instrument: guaranteed

to he in perfect working order.

 

WI-IAT DO YOU NEED‘!

Send us your list now.

Radio Equipment Co.

630V Washington Street Boston, Man.

 

DO YOU KNOW

the latest developments in radio? Circuits,

vacuum tubes, loops, ground antennas, umpli~

flers, transmitters? We can furnish the in

formation you desire, on any phase of radio

communication. Three questions for one dollar.

CAPITAL RADIO LABORATORIES

Brooltland Washington. D. 0.

SELENIUM CELLS
Made by entirely new process. Highly sen

sitive and quick-acting. Suitable for ull ex

periments. From $5 up.

Writ: for Catalog

Selenium Laboratories

Good Ground. Long Island. N. Y.

Short-wave Regenerative Receiver Type CR-2. Designed for long distance relay

work on wavelengths between I70 and S80 meters. This receiver is characteristic

of our advanced design and methods of construction and will fulfill the most

exacting requirements.

Various models designed to operate on Wavelength Ranges from 170 to 20,000

meters are described in our Bulletin, sent upon request.

A. I-I. GREBE & COMPANY
RICHIVIOND HILL NEW YORK

  

    

 

 

 

 

Learn

By Doing DOTTED LINES
AS FAST AS FULL ONES?

YOU CAN WITH A

BERGGREN PEN

The Berggren Pen draws any

style of dotted line without blot

or blur. Nothing complicated or

bothersome, used like your regu»

lar pen. When you are ready to

put in the dotted lines, fill your

Every phase of all

branches of

ELECTRICITY
taughtby

Actual Practice

In America's foremost and oldest

institution for trade training.

No Books Used

Individual Instruction.

Start Any Day

Write for FREE 64-page catalog

The NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

36 West 17th Street New York City

CAN YOU DRAW

Berggrcn Pen and carry on. The

result is a perfect dotted line,

made as fast as you move your

hand I

Out pamphlet describes the pen l

and shows the styles of lines.

Berggren Drafting Pen

and Six Wheels, $3.00

UNIVERSAL DRAI-TING PEN C0

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

~i

Plrasc mcntion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAG.AZINE
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Send for

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

Amateur Requirements

Halcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Heller Cunningham

mullmtlmilluullulluulllmilunizlliillellumlnml

FOUR

NEW BOOKS

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS

will be interested in this NEW BOOK

0fl-—

SELENIUI CELLS. Design, construction and

use of the various makes. Illustrated with draw

aygoand hall‘-tones. 80 pages, 7% X 5 ln., cloth

AUTOMOTIVE MAGNETO _IGNI

TION, Its principles and applications, by

.\llCH. E. Tosn-:1. Second Edition, revised

and enlarged. Profusely illustrated.

Limp ‘Cloth, $2.00

AERONAUTICAL ENGINES, by F.

I. KEAN. Second Edition, revised and en

larged, 96 pages, 48 diagrams, 29 page

plates and 5 folding plate. Cloth, $2.60.

LATEST MAGIC, The New Book, by

Pt-tor. HOFFHANN, (Angelo Lewis) New

and original, fully illustrated, handsomely

bound in cloth—gilt. $1.65 Post paid.

Spon & Chamberlain

122 E. Liberty St. New York City

Iii-lfiilIBlilfllll.|ll||IlllllIll|llllllllIlill|Ill||lIl|ll|-lllilI|l|]lIl
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RADIO ELECTRICAL

  

131 MAIN STREET

  

APPARATUS

Our new Bulletin Y offers‘

a distinctive line of radio and

laboratory apparatus includ

ing transformers, spark gaps,

oscillation transformers, vari

ometers, variable condensers,

etc., in fact the most complete

line in America.

Bulletin R describes the

Cambridge alternating current

rectifier for

STORAGE BATTERY CHARGING

Send 3c. stamp for both bulletins

New type radion receiving transformer has

bakelite panels, two primary and one secon

10 point switches. Oak cabinet. Price,

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

REMLER RADIO MFG. CO. 62 Post Street SAN FRANCISCO

Pacific Coast Representatives

 

The Thordarson Wireless Trans

former is more than a transformer.

It is a machine of efficiency and

reliability, a piece of wireless ap

paratus that every amateur can be

justly proud of. A Thordarson

Wireless Transformer will make a

“Long Distance” amateur of you.

Our “2o-T” bulletin describes our

complete wireless transmitting ap

paratus.

Thordarson Electric f. Co.

501-5l5_ So. Jefierson St. Chicago, lll.

 

Regenerative Receivers, Amplifiers and

Oscillators All Require

VACUUM TUBES

Experimenters who copy European stations with indoor l

loop antennas use the AudioTron I-Ii-Vacuum Tubular

Detector-Amplifier-Oscillator.

Has proven its sensitiveness and reliability since 1915. No

station is complete without it.

Send for descriptive bulletin describing the AudioTron

and our new Bakelite Panel for ARC 8: Spark reception,

new smooth running rheostats, knobs, levers, contacts, etc.

DEALERS: Write for proposition. Territory now being allotted.

AUDIOTRON SALES COMPANY

1940 LEAVENWORTI-I STREET SAN FRANCISCO
 

RETURN COUPON

Amuicari Raclio Relay League.

Hanford, Conn.
Enclomd find $l; please enter my trial aubocrip- i

don to QST for 9 months.

Narne

Address

Please mention Ev1".11vn.-.v ENGINEERING MAG.\ZINE
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NEW _TYPi-:s or AUDION APPARATUS

Audion Control Panel Type P-I00—combining in
'

a single compact set the Peerless De Forest Audion

" 0 Detector, oscillator and audion amplifier, BUILT

FOR THE AUDION AS ONLY THE MAKERS

OF THE AUDION CAN BUILD IT. No other

set like it has ever been built to sell for less than $150.00.

Our Price without the bulb $65.00. Descriptionof

lower priced models sent on application.

  

The latest in Amplifier design sufficient to give

amplifications up to 20 times. PANEL QUICKLY

REMOVABLE MAKING ALL PARTS ACCES

SIBLE, AND THE REPLACING OF THE

NEW TYPE EN BLOC “B” BATTERIES BUT

A MOMENT’S WORK. Workmanship of the high

est grade. Price without the bulbs $69.50.

EFOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. co.
1415 Sedgwick Avenue New York City

  

 

  

POROX STORAGE CELLS FOR

MODELS, ELECTRICAL, AND RADIO APPARATUS

Porox Storage Batteries are made up of separate Z-volt cells in

PY-RA-LIN jars, designed for high efliciency, low weight, and long

life. They are lighter, more powerful, last longer, and cost less

than dry cells. Can he charged at home. Porox Cells are designed

for the requirements of the

g MDDEI. MAKER AND EXPERIMENTER

2 volts, 10 amp.-hrs, 3 I I‘/4 3 4% inn. 3.78

2 volts, I5 amp.-hrn., 3 x 2% x 4'/g tnl. 4.60

2 volts, 16 amp.-hr|., 3 x 1% x B I_n|.. . 4.00

2 volts, 25 amp.-hr|., 3 1 2% x 6 Inn. . 5.20

Any number of cells put together for

any required voltage. Batteries are

DllCK’S z<§l°i'>Z§...

E Ie ct ric al

and Wireless

JUST OFF THE PRESS

I75 Pages of Wireless

Instrument:

  

    

Any radio amateur will tell you

there is no catalog to take its

_ place, and that it is a Beacon

Light to guide you in the selection of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED

  

  

‘ also furnished in oal: cases for ignition

and lighting.

ALBERT MULLER,

TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF 12¢ IN

STAMPS OR COIN, which may be de

ducted on first dollar purchase.

Great cont of catalog and low prices

  

prohibit diltribution otherwise

What This Big Catalog Contains I

175 mi. Wireless Ai>- 42 no. M 0 1. 0 r s and

paratus for Com- Dynamos;

I

l

I

I

E merclal ii n d Ex- 8 pp. Flashlights;

I

I

8758 Queens Boulevard,

JAMAICA, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

 

 

 

perlmental use; 9 ‘

10 pp. Raw Material; ":’ep,.'|e:;ledlwl But‘ I

2 p . Tran I rm ;D 8 0 em 3 lJ_l>- Ainmeters and l

Batteries; V oltmeters ;

I

|
.

I 8pp. Telegraph 20 pp. Electrical and l

, Instruments: Mechanical Books.

l

Mercury-Cup Wireless Detector

The most efficient Detector on the market.

Tested by the United States Government and

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

Increases the eflicieiicy oi every wireless receiv

ing set by making the signals clear, sharp and

distinct

Instantly adjustable at a constant pressure.

  

9pp Auto and Sta.
  

  
  _fl C _»,n~*

rnggsnwlméngunv $€ir'oti:Lrrnn

—~:-Ti."_lT=-_ -‘:4 er

  

 

For full_ information and pricc——write

The Barr Mercury-Cup Detector, Dept. C, The Wyoming, Washington, D. C.

  

 

  
The blue prlnta of many of the model engines dlkitfllksl

In Everyday aorlng are available, These can be h-.1

RI. ii small chnr verydaamEn|lneorlnq Maglllnr.go. E

2 West 4681! 81-. New York

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M.-\c;Azi.\'r.
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STANDARDIZED EQUIPMENT AND’ MATERIALS

Short Ra,ngs Ante n n a This Standard Antcnns. with s simple tuner snd crystal dctcetor. will receive Arlinlton over 5(1) miles. and

amateur or other stations in proportion to their power. Ran]: |r:ntly increased by Audion. Complete

mstrrinls snd instructions. ‘Tm Pl'IPlid<

Long Range An te nna Wi-h n crysul receiver. this sntcnns will receive ArIin|ton over LIXI) miles; other stations in proportion to

their Iver. con be used tor Ion] wsvs telephone or telcjrnph reception Complete mstsrisls snd instruc

tions Fgr zrectinl. $3 23 prepaid.

5111*" R=~=*¢= A"*='"\= T.l:..f*'ev':f.'."::'i';.§::.'.*:":.:l‘::::::;l::'.ri::.:t':..:";a.‘a";1r.:£“"E:;;i::';.::.ar:-.::n.i::'..:*:

(ions for ereelin|. $0.55 prepaid.

NO MASTS REQUIRED A5 HEIGHT NEED NOT EXCEED 30 FEET- INCREASED RANGE

WITH GREATER I'IEIGI"IT- WIRE. INSULATORS. LEAD-IN CABLE. INJTRUMENT

GROUND WIRE INCLUDED.

standard Panels The use of Standard Bshslitc Panels mshcs possible intcrchsnqcnblc construction oi sppsrntus. Instruments

built on these psncls can be sddcd or temporarily removed without tcsrinfl up the set. Prices in the Intro

ductory Bulletin.

- - ~ - ~ aw. ..Cl>lt " it"H- F- Cable or Luz fi'.‘..‘.‘;‘.'2§Z‘?f§‘|i°L£§°fiZ;“'.Zi.f‘$2‘?TEi"f36‘¥ZZ2flT.‘i~i"Z.‘§3?§<..t‘3!'¢."~'i..=5.i>.£’§.‘3;fiL‘??~i'2.‘>£f3'£‘é.

SEND FOR INTRODUCTORY BULLETIN OF STANDARDIZED MATERIALS i

Enos rods and tubes. msjnct wire. Fnhnrstoch binding posts. Bnhclit: psncls. hi|h tension cable. wood and machine screws. nuts. snd supplies for Model.

Electrical. Mcchsniml. Airplsnc. and Radio work.

This mark stands II'flm¢¢li8f¢ Ship

iorintegrity in Ser- m¢ntl- n0 disap

vi¢e, pricgg and pointmenta I01’Q u a I i t y . ' Q A. Customers.

15? 5- 18'“ 5"==' The General Apparatus Company ' N" Y<>=l< <1-‘*1

"Ask ANYONE WHO '1 -5 us|i'.ni1"'

TWO STEP AMPLIFIER SUBMARINED THREE

TIMES and STILL IN USE

TYPE TRIODE-B ssid sn Enitllshmsn: "I've been submsrlned

three times and out Brsndes Headset in_ _ _ lh! et each tlmn. mI'ou but I saved ll. I

This amplifier is a compact unit of the re hfle my Mhvr make." (Nsme on

sonance low' frequency type, and provides '1'hl"i °'. "W ""0 W Wlrfllm viwhwfl "Ill

 

Blnndes Headsets provided durtn: the war.

Lite or rlr-uth depended 013100 lamina cor

rwfli. They sro msdo t sy lust the same

and give the ssms quality oi service.

B R A ND E S WIRELESS

HEADSET

a maximum of amplification.

Its compactness, ‘simplicity and efiiciency

render it an attractive investment to the pro

gressive radio experimenter.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Particulars and price on application.

  

THE EATON OSCILLATOR

-|-"on EXPERIMENTERS

Designed to transform receiv

 

 

ing circuits to receive are and

other undamped signals.

  

It will oscillate over a wave

length range of Z50-25,000

meters.

"Superior", 2000 ohrni, $1

Brsndes Wlrol s B dsnt LTRlAL to you on trial tnrulfl

it. for sny resson. you di -
OFFER sstimed, your money bsc.k"witfi

- - ii‘ out s question. Test lt.-—compsre it with

Requires no adluattentahof any svlfl(|.lo£oAIrPo£I:wii.si'Y ‘EZYRIII oo pthe;-s. T) for rs:-nslttrenefis, hCl(',i1iI‘I‘l£\ls, sills

- - _ _ - gggrqg U5; snc I.‘ raw or yuurse t e ne qusl ty.kind. Only one vana le, t e tun g ___ _ J me mlwhed ,_°n°_.. TM M) di.Dm",m_

toned exactly sliko, strennhen the signals

and prevent blurrtnz. Used by msny U. S.

Government experts snd experts abroad; by

colloires and techniul schools; sud by Dro

iesslnnuls and amateurs everywhere.

Send Jr Inr Gutalooue M

C_ 32 Union Square,

]NC_ Room 822 New Yuk

WIRELESS RECEIVER SPECHLISTS

ing condenser, is required.

The simplest and cheapest way

O‘ receiving undamped signal,‘ PR ICE $14.90. Immediate Delivery.

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS COMPANY

Engineers, Designers, Manufacturers BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
   

M B Is prcpnrinfl for tho C. A. Compsiiy s series of smphlets on the construction of trans

‘ ' eeper mittinj and rrceivin instruments, information xpcrimcntcrs need on simple spporstul

of new and highly efficient dcsifn. All detail rswings given.

I. INDUCTANCE TABLES : simple. direct rcsdini. for coils 3 to I0 ins. dismctcr by I/4-in. st: s. 0.I to IO ins.

Ion] in lllo-in. steps. Gives inductance at single lsycr. multi-layer. pancake and figure 8 coils.

2. DlREC.’l'lON FINDER: Detail drawings of sirnpl: unilntersl Direction Finder of C. A. Shndnrd Psnel

design. 2&7 to 2.500 meters.

3. AUDlON_TRANSMl'l'l'l-IR : A high efficiency tclrphonc or telegraph set thnt can be built st smsll cost of

simple msterisls. Rsn|: over I0 miles.

4. SUPER RANGE RECEIVER: With one Audion. will give wonderful results on Ion] wsvc undsmpzd

work. klzphonz or tclcgrsph.

PRICE. 15¢ EACH. SPECIAL OFFER. 3 for Soc. 4 for 75c—YOU NEED THEM ALL. SEND AT ONCE

I-W 1- 1% 8*» THE GENERAL APPARATUS COMPANY NW Y»-It C-1»

Please mention Evcnvnw ENGINEERING MAG.AZINE

  

.-.¢ ' ’ I, -

VARIOMETER PARTS

Turned from birch. Set as illustrated ccllllntlng of

stltor (two Dsrtsl rotor. and form for winding coils.

POSTPAID $2.50. 81 of " .sizes to order. Price Z£3.00.n.wr 5% la other

The Wilcox Laboratories

LANSING Dc.-Pt. D MICHIGAN
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Wireless Receiving Ban Raised

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph

key, without circuit breaker, s special high pitch

buzzer, one coll Red Seal Dry Battery, and tour

feet of green covered flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on s highly

ilnlshed wood base, and three nickel plstod

binding posts are so connected that the set may

be used tor tire diflerent purposes.

List N0. Price

342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Battery

and Cord.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$3.24

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.

Price does not include portals.

MESCO COMBINATION PRACTICE SET

For Learning the Morse and Continental Vhull and Audible Codes

  

This outfit is tho only reliable instrument

which will enable students to become proficient

operators in tho U. S. Naval Service, because it

is equipped with s buzur and miniature hmp

enabling the user to muster both the visual and

audible signals quickly.

List No. 52—Prsotloo 8st with Rod Boll

Battery and . . . . . . . . . . “$4.05

Weighs 4 Ibo. peeked.

Prics doos not inoludo postage.

MESCO RADIO BUZZER

This buzzer maintains s constant note snd is recommended u_sn

exciter for checkinl wsvameisrs where pure note snd ample merly

us required.

It consists of prscticsliy s closed circuit field oi‘ low reluomna,

hsving s steel armature to which is rlvelod s stnb s\lDDOrt.i.ng o

mouble contact. The urmsturs tension is sdiustshio by mum ti e

screw with 5 milled held lsrge enough to be easily and permsnlntly

sdiustod with the fingers. The stltionlry oontsct is sdjustod hy

means of s similar screw. The mngnot coils no conneetod in scil

with I total D. C. resistance of 3.8 ohms. Shunted sums tholl oufll

is s resistlnca having s D. C. value oi 3 ohms. This shunt

eliminates all sparking such as occurs st the break on ordinuy radio

buzzers and the energy sued thereby is transferred into any ousti

lstlng circuit connected to it, tho result being that this buzzer so

constructed rsdistu tlvs times more energy than my other aiming

typo. All connecting wtru liable to be broken no eliminated. Contacts us of genuine platinum, which is

essential in order to maintain s constant note. Tho puts sro mounted on s Condensate base to insure

constancy in operation.

Dismetar 2 in.. height 1% in. The cln is sttsohed to tho hose by s bayonet joint.

List No. Prim

55 Mesto Radio Buzzer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I2.0l

We carry n large and complete line of Standard “_/ireless Material recognized

by experts as such with competent experienced wireless attendants in charge

Send for the New Edition of Our Catalog K28

I 1 pock t rim, t|.l 264 pogo. with one 1,000 iilnstrstiom. and describes tn plain, olenr lnngusnsall niioult Bcll:, Bsttaiss, Telephone and Wireless Telegraph Mstsrill, Electric Toys. Bulllll

and Fire Alarms Contrivsnoss, Electric Coil Bulls, Electric Alsrm Clocks. Medical Batteries. Motor Boll.

Horns. Electrically Hosted Applntul. Buttery Connectors. Switches. Buttery Gums. Wiroiels ’l‘elBI'I‘lDll

Instruments. llnltion Supplies, eto.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., inc.
NEW YORK: 17 Park Plum BBANCHIQ: 110 W. 42:4! Si... 121 W. llllt-h BL

CHICAGO: 114 8. Wells St. ST. IDUIS: 1106 Pins St. Bun Frlncisco Office: 604 Miidon ls.

 

  

Guaranteed Triangle Fluhllnhts guaranteed to withstand s pressure of 200 pounds on the

Vulcanized Fibre Ossos used in tho Trianlie Flashlights.

List Price Our Price

  

  

  

  

Genuine Armstrong

Stocks and Dies

1:.‘ .1-—.

f_ARMsTRONG

ampozwa/er‘. gown

Great are should be exercised in

the selection oi’ stocks and dies.

Work 01' quality demands quality

tools.

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and

Diossroqnslity tools. llodo ol the

highest quality of material and by

expert workmen. They are do

pendshle and accurate tools ot

constant service.

Send direct to us it your denier

cannot supply you.

Danriptin Catalog on Rnsun

The Armstrong Mmufsduring Co

101 Klosvltun Stool Brldg0pI|'t.,COIls.

 

  

PREVENT WASTE

Put the

where it

THE BRli)GEPORT

Center Thread Grease Cup

This cup will squirt more grease than any

cup of the same size made.

Equip your machine. auto or boat with this

new type of grease cup, one that does not

leak, that cannot be cross-threaded and that

forces the grease to the bearing points.

The cleanest Grease Cup made.

Send Ior Circular and Price Llnl‘

THE GARRISON COMPANY

348 George St. Bridgeport, Conn.

 NG lciitirrnsi

::i'r'.';.".§."i':i.“.i'il'.'.':'.*="i'.2‘m'."."’.iZ

    

INDICATI

  

 

  

~

Baby Tubuisr Complete 1‘L".r5" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.35 $I.00 Postplid

Baby Minor Complete 11A"x55§".;.... . 1.§0 l.l-5 "

Two Cell Tubular Complete 11,5 1:651] 1.10 L30

Two Cell Hind’ Complete 1%"x'|"'.. 2.00 L45 "

Three Cell Tubular Complete l%"x85§". .. 2.00 L45

Three Call Miner Complete 1%"x9" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.25 L80

22.5 Volts—16 Coils Signal Corps, U. 8. Army B-Bothrlos ior Vleuurn Tubes Tyne BA-2.

Worth $1.50. Our price 600. Shipping weight ono pound.

Same us shove ncept 45 Volts—30 Cells. Worth $6.00. Our price $3.50. Shipping

weight three pounds. _

Aerial Wire compounded or copper and iron. Worth 450 1b- Our Drlcs 200 ft. for 70c.

Shipping weight three pounds.

Tho Famous Mercury-Gun Wlrolus Detector. tho most eiflcient crystal detector on the murknt_

Tested by the U. S. Government and Marconi \Vlrelos.I| Telegraph Co. lncrelses the efiiciency

of ovary wireless receiving set by melting the signal clear’. sharp and distinct. lnsuntiy

adjustable ll I constant pressure. S--lls everywhere st 85..>0. Our price l_s $4.50 postpnld.

Gusrsnteed Victory or Donlunco Eisoirio Irons. Six pound, 500 Watts. Worth $7 00. Our

niflcr. Adtumnm is provided

for sr i trio. Invornenwtnls siifsgtod by-:51 lou

lh . A coiled dllDoiisits together. 'i~§i»'i'm E

not for desired dimmdlon. It

is I one hand tool. iss

other hand Pros for holding”

tho work.

Made in twn capacities:

1" flpmlty. mo ma in 100th in.

8" or-rum. grsdiiioted in emu in
Tun“, llrios is $4.65. Shipplfll Wflllhl 7 lbmhl pl bu I pd“ "J.

Rod Sell Batteries st 4 for $1.35. S p H8 “'81 i» 3 I - _ |nor'l Send for fold in uiro 1
F"g'§l'."'i géggmuu 200 vmu am nunm Nltroson amps. mm; $3.00, Our price 81.65 Flsgglllopht l d. t. C"'¢l,E§,,._ " C"“

Guaranteed or Vsouull Cleaner for A. C. or D. C. with sll the necessary attachments. selling vvgfyyhgg ‘g n ICa lng a lpefs °.

0.00. 0 2.50 F. 0. B. N York. Add enough postage for the shove util 1-1 1

“insurance. “' ""°' “‘ °" °" '" ‘"°° °"" '" sos East 19:11 St., New York
THE H. 8. WIRELESS C0. I64 RM! S1.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

Please mention Evsnrmv Fxcixnrnxnc MAG.\ZiNE
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I I Can Make You

STRONG
I can show you how to develop

every bit of strength that a real

msn should have. I can give you

 

  

}BaIdwin Mica Diaphragm Telephonesi

In order to enable every wireless operator

to use the well-known Baldwin phones,

we have reduced the prices as follows:
  

NAVY TYPE “C" . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1s.50 each, F. 0. B. New York ;;'8,,',*;"g§;§,g;;,',;§;'jfgd=;§',,,;

“D” . . . . . . . . . . CICII, “ “ H The Man who wishes to succeed

in business must be endowed with

an unusual amount of strength.

endurance and vitality. I have

found the way to develop these

qualities In the shortest ponlble

time. I have done it myself. with

my own body, and I have done it

for many other of the world's

strongest men.

NEWEST TYPE MADE “E,” 17.50 each, “ “ “

(More rugged and just as sensitive. This refers ONLY to Type E.)

Apply to your nearest local distributors. It unable to ob

‘ tain same, forward your order with money order direct to us.

If any operator desires a cheaper cost phone than the

“BALDWIN” we can recommend the “Brownlie” adjust

able phone, which is very sensitive. Price, $11.00, F.O.B.

New York. >

JOHN FIRTH & COMPANY, Inc.

81 New Street New_York City

 

 

 

 

I Ge 'l‘hisi4lOgl;_a§e ‘§

RadioApparatus .
Mailed Postpaid

hits rum‘-1-use I-wk

or “l\II\I Appsrntul

shnwi nearly All the

lslest lIlDIIlIN‘H\ both

lng WIl'l'ItDH in-suites.

-ui~n<nmmm-lulu;mm»--t»

ll is \\rlIh~n In nun

tel-huh-ll u~rm.~ an uni

II. can be n||<1t-nttoullluqt

  

as sully by the Inex

ilertenu--I pt-rson as by

the \\1rt-It-es expert.

I’TI('t1\ are low when

you cnmliler the qual

ll)‘ ul the lD|x|rll\l~‘.

Hem ls s snnirflv of our

prices:

QAQSI4-1,5 K. W.

.\It-lenr \\'lreIt-as 'l‘rsn.~

l

l
for YP('4‘lVII]K lllll send» J,

EARLE LIEDERMAN

The Acme of Physical Perfection

Let me take you in hand and

make a real man of you. You

will always bless the day that

first you sent for my book. I

can put pep into your actions.

  

  

 

 

Everyday Engineering Magazine Now ~Because MYNEW BOOK

There will be more editorial matter as the magazine will be again incrcascd in size, i I

this means enlarging the regular departments and adding new ones.

Among the feature articles will be—A Modern Electrically Propelled Battleship,

by Brewster}. Beach; Fitting and Adjusting Connecting Rod Bearings, by Victor I

W. Page; Building a Two-Passenger Seaplane, by Charles E. Muller; Dirigible Air

ship Frame Construction, by Victor W. Page; Features of the Still Engine, by

T. O'Connor Sloane; Construction of Apparatus for the Modern Radio Station, by

M. B. Sleeper; Problems of Vacuum Tube Circuits, by L. M. Clement; Why Ticklcr

Coils Are Ineflicient; A U. S. Navy Radio Compass; Where Does the Engine Power I

i Go? The Construction of a Mechanical Vacuum Cleaner, by E. H. Williamson; ,- I

Model Locomotive Design and Construction, by Henry Greenley of England, one

of the World's most prominent model engineers; A High Speed Flash Steam Engine. \

by George Bender. The regular departments—ExpcrimentaI Chemistry. Shop Prac

tice, the Everyday Motorbt, the Radio Department‘-will be continued. New depart

ments——Aviation Progress Briefs, Everyday Science Notes, Electrical Progress Digest—

will be added.

WHY NOT SUBSCRIBE AND BE SURE OF RECEIVING THE

MAGAZINE REGULARLY, YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS IT

‘ ‘ SI usculzir Development’ ‘

It tolls how I t-an help you. 1 “HI

pond thls uhisblo book to you by return

ms.ll on recclpt of only 10c to cover

(‘Dill of mnlllnx Ind wrapping. Use the

coupon below. The book contains full

psrtlculsrs of my splentlirl offer, and ls

profusely Illustrated v\1th pictures of

many of the world's atrtmgest men whom

I hue trslnul. Don't pass thll by. Slt

rluht down and flll In the coupon. Do

ltlngw. thls minute, whlle It Is on your

m n .

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 704, Z03 Broadway, New York

Earle E. Liederman

lmok, "i\Iii~wil:1r In~\t~ln;ui\t-I11."

Xnmv .. .

.\4llIll'\\

rm_'no,,_ mm,“ mu *0 vigor into your step, and make

_ l ‘ (,m1an- _ , , _ H5 | 3_g5 1 i your mind so clear and alert that

\ .' ‘ _ -nu,“ I", nu“). MP _: you simply must go ahead in

\ ' _‘ ,,-,||n_< Ilhl mt, um , 7; I business and social life. There

. / , Send for this h o ol. it is no reason why you should go

~ ' ' i on through life all fagged out.

>._ I more dead than alive. Let me

' .. _,' . ', ,,'_ _ __ . _ _ ' . V - »-g W _ change all thisilet me make life

r ’ " ' ’ ’ worth living. Give me a chance

~m W to show you what I can do for

you.

- Send To-day for

IfNot a Subscriber Order Your November Issue of

Dept. 704, 203 B'way, N. Y. C.

I-Im-h\<t~d find 10c for which _\-nu R?"

to amid mp ni vulvr _\--ur Ill‘\\' ilIvl~1Iniv~ II

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAG.\ZINE
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BUILD THIS MONOPLANE
The plane for the pleasure flyer who wants all the thrills of flying

without the expense of a larger plane. Single seater with a short

fuselage making handling easy. Wings braced with solid struts, no

wires to loosen, give way or break. Shock absorbing spring wheels

built part of the body. Whole plane low for balance. Everything

simplified for ease of assembly. You can build one yourself from

our working drawings and instal a motorcycle, cycle car or other

motor of 12 to 20 H.P. Spread 22 feet, length 14 feet, weight 200

pounds. High safety factor of 12 to 1. Simple fittings. Speed

with 15 H.P., 30-50 m.p.h. Designed by aeronautical engineers for

sporting use and general flights. Be the first in your town to have

one flying. Three ways to own one—Complete for $1365, knock

down without motor for $365, or plans $2, and build it yourself.

  

Build and Fly

a Model of the

NC-4
Here's another new "IDEAL" Model Aero

plan%the celebrated Naval-Curtiss Sea

plane—the first to cross the Atlantic

Ocean—a strictly American ‘plane every

American boy will want to buildl This

Model is a dandy; 4% feet across the

planes and a true, scale-model duplicate

of the real NC-4. Guaranteed to rise

from the water and make a perfect flight

under its own power. Get a set of

"IDEAL" Accurate Scale Plans, includin

Building and Flying Instructions, an

build this wonderful Model Aeroplane

right away.

Plans and Instructions for

building a 4 '/;—ft. Model NC-4 50¢
Other Plans and instructions st

the inliowinir prices, all postpaid:

DE HAVILLAND BATTLE PLANE, 35c

Curtiss Military Tractor, - - - 25c

Bleriot Monoplane - - - - - 25¢

Nieuport Monoplane, - - - - 25c

Tuube Monoplane. - - < - - 25°

Cecil Peoli Racer. - - - 25¢

"lDB'AL” Model Aeroplane Ormsimoiion Outfits

containing all parts and material; needed to Mold

these Modal Aeroplannn um mini by laadina Tel.

Sporting Goods and Department stores. Ask for

thml at flour store.

"IDEAL" Model Asrollsns Oattloa.

48 nsacs. 5 cents posinsid

IDEAL AIRPLANE & SUPPLY COMPAN

Established in 1911 ~ g

Cor. West Houston 8. Wooster St; V)‘ "f

New York city

BUILD ONE YOURSELF

You who like to make things

and save money as well—send

$2 for a full set of working

drawings showing all details of

the monoplane with building

instructions. With the plans

comes a price list of every

thing needed. Many money

saving ideas given in the in

structions. Price of plans re

funded if you buy a knock

down plane later.

BUY IT KNOCKDOVVN

Supplied knockdown without

motor for you to assemble for

$365. Everything supplied ex

cept motor, including propel

ler, wheels, fittings, counter

shaft, woodwork cut, wire,

cloth, dope, etc., and a set of

plans and full instructions,

.ready for you to put together

and set in your motor. The

ideal way to own one. Orders

filled in rotation. Terms, $65

cash, balance C.O.D.

 

 

 

 

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR TOWN—SEND YOUR ORDER NOW!

GEORGE D. WHITE CO.

Aeroplane Manufacturers

113 E. 49th St. Dept. 5 Los Angeles, Cal. Build your own flying boat from our

superior working blueprints and materi
  

als. The ONLY Biplane Flying Boat

on the market that will actually rise

from the water and fly under its own

power. Two sheet working blueprint

one half actual size with full building

and flying instructions. $1.00 postpaid

in U. S.

This is not a Real Machine but a

Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4

Complete materials to build this won

deriul flying boat with full building and

flying instructions including two special

hand carved propellers $5.00 postpaid

in U. S. Canada 25c extra.

Blueprints of the following flying mod

els one half actual size with full building

and flying instructions 50c per copy

postpaid in U. S. Complete set of four

blueprints $2.00 postpaid.

BLERIOT RACER, 600-Foot flyer.

MANHATTAN RACER, 2000

Foot flyer.

MONTAUK FLYER, Flies 500 feel.

Send for Catalogue ready September ls!

HEC AEROPLANE CO.,

with a Wading River

outfit, you, too, can

build this perfect ex

hibition and experi

mental model. It is

equipped with complete

controls, dummy Lib

erty Engines, Paragon

Pr0peilera—every do

taii a perfect repro

duction of the original.

it is easy to build with

Wading River parts.

You can make it from our complete unassembled outfits. What this builder says stands good

with all others who build this perfect model.

Feb. 9, I919.

Have had fine success with my Nieuport Biplane. It has flown

l8I feet. E. Waterhouse, 521 W. Mo. St., El Paso, Texas.

SET OF II SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MACHINES

This set includes the Nieuport monoplune, Blorlot, (‘uriiss Hydrnplane, Antlonette, Langley

Tandem, German Taube, Deperdusln, Wright biplane, Willie ltzivcr, White Flyer, and Champion

Racer. Send 5c for OUR LATEST CATALOG.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

672-D Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

  

300 East 49th St. New York City

Address Special Dept.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M/imzim-.

-% ii W ’~ ‘II s
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Y0llll OPPORTUNITY

 

  

  

  

MONEY BACK

  

Canceled Government Contracts
We have secured s large quantity oi Smsll Motors, Ct‘l'li'l‘lI.0I‘l and Charging Outfits.

This material is new, still ll'l original eases snd curries the full lsetory guarantee.

This is Your Opportunity to buy new, guaranteed

Electrical Apparatus of Standard Manufacture

1/ H. P. $'2."'¥'2>°§
I10 or 220 volts. A. C.

60 cycle. single phase,

I750 R. P. M.

$32.50

  
Bsfleroy §i|:=rsins ALL MOTORS comru.-ri: AS cur

ll I

For irneon H0 volt. A. C.. 80 H IIO volls

cycle. single plus: current only. s ; A. C" .0

" ;;~_*;;;;*':- $43.50 4 ¢yd0.IlnI|¢Phsss
no sstisaoiolu. 50 nu R‘ P‘ M‘

i$€l=:tis.l5rolis.$68 50 WASHING MACHINE MOTOR

"=--*~- ' i-..i':- ~+~~:.:.-*3I‘ O I ' IUD! <_Sfflrlalr-.$':‘oll'l. $94.50 s-imp... 5.3." l-:1;“sliln Ialln

DwllPn-01.1:

  

All outfits complete with \sl1'leI\
bosld ss cut shown. GUAR‘N1-EB

    

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. BARGAINS IN MOTORS AND GENERATORS. SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES

I750

33-°. POLYPIISE MOIIIIS IIH.
lfieydmlurl Caqlslmpfloylnlloss

lF|.P. C .50 3lI.P. ‘S450

2 H. P. I71“ 5 R. P. $102.50
NEW MOTORS

".";...”° IEPll$l0I IOTOIS .'.'»°.l’

1/‘£’l~‘ii>.'§1fi'-""*'°i'lii=T'§E'i'-'

IHAN l'l'-‘.\C'l'l'RHRS‘ DISTIIIDUTER

CHAS. H. JOHNSTON - West End - PITTSBURGH, PA.

 

 

  

No. 1'! Umskeki includes

Uiniikehi tools, blueprints, slu

ininum, wood. rubber and every

ihing for Mskiiiz the Curtis

1. K. 4. Model iiyinir plane

pictured here. To make as

man! more planes as you wish

only Inexpensive wood and raw

materials are needed. It is

klsde {rom 56" flst Uniskehi

ply wood. out out with Umskekl

Scroll Saw and desllned to ilt

iogetlier in nn elsy yet stroll!

and compact manner.

You can ssw out s wins or

s fusellize In a 1lfl’y. Seversl

Duplicate parts can be cut st

the same time and by the nine

¥§\\\\\\\\

it's sii Dead Em.

and other Popular Uinskell proiects.

You Make UmakeM Model Airplanes.

Send $3 quick for UmakeM Airplane Making Outfit No. 17

  

\' .\\~. .
\\ \\ \\ \\\\ ~ \ - \\*. \\ ~  

L-peglliotl, mlking replacements din‘. No intricate lilting toltetlier of liIlIllI.l‘I'lt'SR ainnll strips.

- . I I I‘ I.$1,-an l5Y.lo1,pIl)}en§rl)Ilvlt()'dDI’e‘i:leso[oIonwlr9e1.,‘-Elaipp ilignil tllirliuzlilolour holes. and the Cliusiiu is ready for the sxle.

wb k M Al l S t ssk sbo t ou 40 other Umsk M outfits with which youcan Mali’; shldlolngpltlinfigli-iliiwUgriillr‘eh‘; Toys) Ilihslileiili Furnitiire, Novelties. Umskeebl Meill Working Lathes

W. R. PRICE, Inc., 71 UmakeM Building, 127 5th Avenue, New York, N. Y.

 

 

I-Inch iiialii

The wings iii into slots slid sre held sale llltl

  

   

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE

will solve sny problem in sddi

ilon. nubtrsetlou, multiplication

division snd proportion. A L01

la: Scsle gives my root or powu

-it any number. Gives Illllrithflll

4lnQ. Tsusants, Casinos, (loun

(Bill! sud ilis dseimsl equivalents

y -i irsctions tn six docimsls. It ii

~ {reuse snd wster woof sud will

give years oi’ servia. This rule is

not to be compared with the pops

utility rules which sell for 81.00

, , and srs put tosethc with spei

' rssteners, It is sot-ursts.

-.. vpzrglq and comparison shows thst. it is undoubtedly the

152.53 and most complete rule made. Our refund gusrsn

‘l'Q[a'OfI¢\I you from loss or dislprvolnkmenl. An instruction book 16

-.¢s-u. 12llIwI:rntlons.I- sen! with QflCI"l mu. Diameter 4 ill Millie

1 ewouodeliz Metal rwliiis coated llltvll, $1.00: White Uellulnld

$1.25. babes Cone 50¢: extrs. Your money bin-liii you ll’: not

9'“ '°' c"'“°"" Gilsoii Slide llule Co.,NiIes
.rssss'ii.si-s

  

B Iii SI25Llalsl ;éI|)'k$|‘-2°00 One Extra

H” 6 ' Sack  

Messy Silk (Mosh) $2.50

A1 your dealers or sent poatpaid on receipt ul p!l(‘('. l

A. R. CHISI-IOLM CO., New York, N. Y.

5;“. 595 I328 BROADWAY

  

mplr i

  

  

NATIONAL
—-—~—rr<.rioe ml

OD. ‘s Wifil lwi-. CHICAGO. ILL.

_ I-IIQMIHHIIGII. KNTIITIY-IIEMAIII UIIUMITID

Isru SINO no 84000 yesriy in moehlaiesl dentistry. A

his sud pvwmhdsmmd everywhere tor msehsulesl den.

tI.Itl—lik I I0 mine. un red. Attend this school

my time of Lbs day or even ; be tsusht indlvidusllr

snd learn by sews

Bysuln, the most complete In the world, is used exclu

sively In this school We srs constantly mlied upon to

fill hl|h-sslsrisd positions. Why not qusliiy for one! Be

  

  

(sir to yourself: find out more sbout axes Uonsl oppor- ‘

tuniw we ofler Visit the school or write or booklet B.

 

IMPORTANT T0 MECHANICS

Learn more sbout the Machinists

Trade. The Mechanics Guide Hsiid

Book gill do ii. $2.00 worth of Prac

tlcsl him rercrenw for 25 cents. A

book for the hllchlnlst, Toolinslier

on Gears Tapes, Weight oi Metals.

Drills. Pipe Fittinit. useful Multipli

ers. Docimsis, lletterinz: snd how to

resd s Mlcroineter, slso numerous

other tables. Send 25 cents in stamps.

Agents wanted.

LACLEDE BOOK CD..

426 Odd Fellow! BlflU., St. Louis, Mo,

  

  

COMPLETE CHEMICAL OUTFIT

Fifty (50) different chemicals sud twenty (I0)

nieces of sppsrstus. Chemicals Include Iodine, lla

cury, Antimony. etc. Apparatus includes slmhol

lsinii. eilht (8) isst tubes. lllls funnel, banker.

lrlmmeyer fink, ate. Best offer Iver msds. Not s

Dllyl-hlng. Band $4.50. Bhlppad by axprgg 5911931,,

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY.

D . l- .22 Elfl l7ilI 88.. on c

  

New York Gib.
  

practice, without book study. Our ‘i

  

 

snd Drsftsmsii: it gives prsctlesl dats i

  
I HB BATTERYCI-IARGING

PAYS Bio: l>-R01-‘l.Ts‘ ~ .

got BI P'I"I'Ifi\l This Fall. $I00 to $200 CLEAR

vary on . ,
irsu brings big deirisiid tor reliable HB Beltw

5".-it-e_ (Jet _\'uIll’ HE 500 wstt (hsrser NO .

Bacliuges I to 8 6-vult batteries; L000 19¢ W

l."ii- est-ll. i-uslouier illys 15c to $1-->'h N9 "Pun

un hum outs or 1-XWll!|"° """""'1“_s'-“d-7' m'

|1;|.|.. service Essy to histsll Ind overt!-6. I10

liieelisiilesl IU‘I0\\It.‘IIRl' required.

smii cssli Psyuieiii Puts This

Money-Msksr In Your Slur.

Bslsnee on essy rmnilily tr\'l'I1!- _

l‘ii.tii~ l‘ll:‘ll_\' vsrry lJl.\'=m'l'Il~l~

Absolute Rlonfiifilck Gursntee.

 

 

  

Slur! NOW to bu you awn
  

ms; , blo beenon lagoon: uih ed Ind ms

DAY or inlormllsc.
    

MOBAIT FROTMIRI COMPANY

Box iEi0l Troy, Ohlls

Swen-ful Kira. Sines Mil

  

'.i'.e..T
24 dliferent styles, $4.00 ll ;

$150 at yle,

$85;

$40; I100 Ii!!!

style, $13.

Play»: Victor. (‘nltlrnblll and

Ellison RI-(‘0TiIH.

.\I'.iIl Orders Filled Promptly.

Send for Catalogue.

DEALERS WHOLESALE.

LUCKY 18 PRODUCTS CO.,

8 East 12th Bt., New York.

  

DIIWING

me PaY—Easv

Pleasant

Work

  

Draftsman esrri $150.00 to $300.00 a

month. The work is pleushnt and the

hours sre short.

You can gs-t_this big ps too. All you need is the

new l9l9 edition _oi the yclopedia ofDrawing and

a little oi‘ our spare time T e cost isonly 7 cents

a day. an we give s ear’: consulting service tree.

See the FREE exam t'l4llOl"l offer below.

Cyclopedia of

D ll AW I ll G
4 bi; volnma esrh 6\{sii‘l( in .bo\lnd in gs-n.

uinc A n Morocco snd trimmed in gold

1578 pole! snd more than 1000 lllusustions

pistes. disgrurns snd blue prints.

  

  

 

  
    

      

The only books that thoroughly cover

Mechanical. Structural and Architectural Draining

in s non-technical way. You don't have to know

snytliing about the subject to understand them.

They begin at the beginning and tell you every.

_tliing_ about Blue lgflfll R€ldIhZ—MQ¢h3ni(q|

Drawinl—Machine esign—Msehine Drawin¢

Structural Drafting-Architectural Drawing and

Lerter_lrIg-Shades and Shadows-Perspective

D[flWlfl¥“FfC€h8Md Dr2iwing—Pen and Ink Rend

cnng— pographical Drafring—Drasvlrig lngtm.

mems and Their Lise! and hundreds of other

things connected with the work.

Ilse 0ne

WEEK

You can have these books for a whole

week free without sending one cent. Just send

the coupon below and all 4 volumes will come to

you a once by express collect. Use them as ii

th? wee yourown—go through them thoroughly

an send them back at our expense it you don t

want t0 kee them. ii you do keep the books

send us only‘ .00. You canlsend the balance oi

our special introductory price- only ill-N tho

same wav——$2.00 each month.

lbcmernbi-r you don’! uslie Iny ehsiices. The risk is sll

our! Ind the benefit] will nll be 7D\l|’I—Send the

coupon today

American Technical Society

. "cut D-351 CHICAGO. U S. A.

  

lmerlcsn

Ieelinlssl

Soslslv

Dept. l"3F7 |

‘CHICAGO, U. S, A.

Plense send rm: the |-vol- I

ume Cyclonedls of Drawing l

for 7 dsyn‘ Free Examination

shipping ehsrgmi collect. I will I

send you IZW in 7 days and 82.00

each month lllilil the special price 0! I
I330 is paid, snd you will send roe I

recon t showing the book! are mine. ll I

I dcei e not lo buy I will return the

books in 7 dsys l

IZQICQI

  

Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l

Re/nrnczs . . . . . .

  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M»\c.\zii~:i:
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CLASSIF ADVERTISING COLUMNS
Advertisements in these columns 5c per word, average 7 words to the line. To insert

advertisement tinder proper classification copy should reach us not later than the first of

the month.

Agent: Wanted

MAKE $30 next Saturday. A8ent_s-—Salesmen-—Disl.rict

hl.anagers—brand new invention selling like wildfire. Sell

Speederauor for Fords. So good it's used by l1 oilioials

of Ford Motor Co. Makes any Ford run like a Packard.

Stops stalling and bucking. Put on uick—no special

tools or holes to bore. Instant sails action. Llswn:

 

make money c|ulck——se1l ten to twelve a day easy. MeAl

lister, lll., sold four first afternoon, roflt $12. Helwn,

Utah, makes over $300 every week. ane, W. Va.. $55

a week spare time only. Hurry, write quick for details

and exclusive territory. Address Perrln Company. 1016

Hayward Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.

AGENTS--Soruetliing diiferenti Our Radium (Lumi

nous) Crucifix actually Sluncs in the Dark. Startlingl

Mysterious! Wonderful enthusiasm follows every dem

onstration. l50% profit on every sale. Bole manufac

sgfffl. The Pioneer Corporation. I265 W. 63rd Street,

cago.

“American Made Toy:

AMERICAN MADE TOYS WANTED. An 0DDOrtunll7

for homeworkcrs on small scale and manulsoiui-era on

large scale. Unlimited quantities needed of Toy Sol

diers, Army, Navy, Marines, Cannons, Machine Guns.

Warships and other toys and novelties. Ihiormons de

mand and future in American lilade Toys all over United

States. Canada, Mexico and Souili America with over

50,000 10-esnt stores and toy dealers. This new Ameri

can industry stands out oonspicuoiisly. Factories are

establishsd. people trained, IIllC.hil‘l(‘.l‘lt2S made. Christmas

Sets needed in millions this year. The grt-at hit for

l9l9 without any competition. We are buyers of these

goods all year. Dflyintt fixed prloes. Attractive prices

olfered for painted goods. Experience or tools unneces

sary. Hundred and more made complete Der hour.

Casting form outtl's from $3.00 up. If you mean busi

ness. send for booklet and information free. TOY SOL

glllilt MANUFACT‘URlNG (‘O.. 82 Union Square, New

or .

Auctioneer:

AUCTIONEERS. Make big money. Free Catalosue.

Carpenter's Auction School. Kanaaa City.
 

Automobile Accessories

IORE Powar, Ins fuel, no carbon. No Mystery plain

facts. results égalranteed. Write for booklet-. No-Leak-O

Piston H-liig pany. Baltimore. Maryland.

POWER of tho FORD DOUBLED through levsrl-ls.

The greatest satisfaction to CLIMIB HILLS. PULL

through MUD without using Ford Low. Victor "4

Speeds Forward" Auxiliary Transmission is mechani

eally simple. easi attached. AIDOIII 1 VITAL AD

VANTAGES provi as the miasin "hid" or "Interme

diate" speed. Owners. Agmts, w not learn the facts?

Write NOW for complete lino of "POWER-4-FORD"

devlees to increase Power Ability. Diotiumy L Speed

of Ford Cars and 'l‘ru . Convincing Trial Plan.

'1‘. Victor Manuraoturers. 246 West 54th Street, New York.

Vuleaalza Rubber without heat or tools. Whirlwind

seller to every Auto Owner. Further particulars free.

lduscatlne Agency. E402. Musoatlno. Iowa.

BATTERY CHARGING. Profit 8100 to

Monthly with HB Equipment. Your lighting current or

engine operates. No expense to you. Easy payment

plan lets outllt earn orni way. Satisfaction guarantees.

Write HOBARTB. TROY. OHIO. Box ED.

$250 Clear

 

Aviation

YOU IAKE Umakehl iiying Model Airplanes. Outilt

$3 00. See Umakeld Advertisement Page 59.

OELLULOID AIRPLANE travels twenty feet and re

HIYIIS. 15c. Richard Lavery, Asbury Park. N. J.

Blueprints

SEND 250 for each UmakeM Blueprint desired from

followin list: Blerlot Aeroplane (3): Curtis Aeroplane

(2); 4 Workbench; M’ Workbench with drawers;

Sewingatand; Bookraoks; Stationary racks. Send l0c

for one Toy design sheet or dollar for twelve. W. B.

Price, Incorporated. Eighty-two Umakell Building, Fifth

Avenue, New York.

 

Boole:

BOOKS. Practical Mechanical. Auto Aviation, Home

Study Books. Eaay payments. Send dime "tonight"

for catalogs. Arnseo, Department. B-2. Aurora. Illinois.

BOOKS ON SEX. For men and women.

United Sales Co., Springfield. Ill.

BOOKS FOR MEN.

free.

 

Catalogue free.

 

Also "Classy" pictures.

Unit/ed Sales Co., Springfield. Ill.

Catalogue

Business Op.p0rtunitz'e.r

 

YOU MAKE a Umakchl Lathe; then make your own

 

Boys

BOYS! You Make UuialieM flying Airplanes. See

UmakeM Advi-rllsenit-tit Page 59.

Chemical:

 

DYES—-Set of 25 different colors representing various

classes of dyes. Material suillcient for dyeing scores of

akoins. Outfit includes 5 test-slisins of wool and cot

ton, 2 dyeing chemicals and spoon measure. Send $4.50.

ORGANIC OUTFlT——40 orianle chemicals representing

various groups (hydrocarbons. alcohols, acids, ltetones,

phenols, dyes, etc.) Send $8.50.

CHElllST8—llowest prices on chemicals, apparatus.

minerals and equipment. Our Tecluiicai Bureau will de

sign your laboratory free of charge. Consult us before

buyinl. A psi "Laboratory Outfitter," Bausman Street,

Knoxville, 'ttsbursti, Penna.

PI(iIENTS—25 cillferent pigments used in manufac

turing Paints, Varrilsbes. Rubber, Pa r, etc. Send

.00. Sets sent by express, Charges Co ect. Technical

‘ ulpnwnt Company. Dept. 2C. 22 East l7th BL. N.Y.C.

CRUDE RUBBER: llaperlment with pure uneompounded

India liubher. Make tire patching cements, water proof

cloth. porous tire tiller, rubber stamps, etc. Filat latex

Para (highest grade India rubber) 4 02., 501:; B 01...

80c; l 1b., $1.25,‘ 5 lba., $5.00. Address, Bunsen

Supply House, I4 S. Canal St., Akron. Ohio.

Fzlrh

GOLD FISH. Imported Japanese, Chinese and Ameri

can ilsli so-uarlum plants. We manufacture beautiful

home aquariums. Descriptive circular free. Pioneer

Goidilsli Hatcheries. Bsciiiu. Wisvunsiii.

CATCH Fish. Every Tripl lullan'a Liquid Bait. Price

81. George Julian. Albany Building. Boston.

Formula:

GUARANTEED Worltsble Forniuias—-$1.00 each: Auto

Anti-Freeze Preparation; Greaseless Massage cream:

Making ink in Tablet or Powder form; Wall Paper and

Shade Cleaner; Soldering Alloy for Aluminum. Detailed

method of preparation and sources of supply accom

pany all formulas. llldllslrlill Methods Bureau, I West

3-ith Street. New Yorlt City.

EXPERT CHEMIST will funiish Formulas, Processes

and Trade Secrets. All lines. Lists tree. W. L.

Cummings, I’h.i)., 228-230 Gordon Ave, Syracuse. N. Y.

$00 FORMULAS including Resilvering Mirrors—Renew

lng Dry Unltt'l'lotI—l\lt!t!lill1lCs Soap—Luminous Paint.

25c. “Ideal" .5501-l-JG. North Robuy. Chicago.

500 SUCCESSFUL money-nisliing formulas and trade

secrets. Postpaid. 251:. (‘harles Dynes, Winchester, Ind.

For the S/top

PREPARE for long

 

 

 

 

dry prosperous evenings. Send

Five Dollars for ful set Blueprints and instructions to

Make Umsi-iolil Screw-Cutting Metal-Working Lathe.

Castings later. Send Nine dollars for lumber, vise.

blueprints and instructions to make 48" Workbench.

W. B. Price. Incorporated, Eighty-two Umakehi Build

ins. Filth Avenue. New York.

For Inventor:

 

Models. Ulnaltelirl Shops, Un\alteM Building, Fifth

.~\vonuc, New York.

For Sale

100 8* ENVELOPES PRINTED to your order (2 colors.

75c prepaid. Write for Samples. Lincoln Nov Lv Co.,

Rochester. N. Y.

GENUINE INDIAN BA.8I(ET8—-90 Styles. Catalvtile.

GILHAM. Highland Springs, California.

WILL SELL phonograph cabinets unvarnished. Dofiyour

own varnishing and installing motor. Saving 40 to 0%

Write for particulars. Bullooir Mfg.

Madison. Chicsso.

FOR SALE. Speedy slide crank en ne in perfect eon

dition. Write me. l’reiillrt~. 226 W. 7 th St., N. Y. City.

Gummed Label:

FREE CATALOGUE containing ideas in package labels

suitable for your business. Stock labels a specialty.

Royal Label Co., 29 S. S91!!!-ll. Philadelphia.

Help Wanted

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Big Pay. Ex

perience unnet-t-ssary. (ll'lI\il5 free. Press Reporting Syn

dicate. 534 St. Innis.

 

 

 

Company, 473i

 

 

 

 

 

  

lllachinery
 

WRITE Umkshi Shops. Umakehi Building. Fifth Ave

nue. _NcW York, for everything to make Sorcwcuttlng and

Milling Lathe. Blueprints only Five dollars.

Male Help Wanted

Tisitwav TRAFFIC msrscrons; $110.00 a month
Io start and expsnxer travel if desired" unlimited ad

l’lfl¢"l11'l1|-- N0 I80 limit. Three mouths heme study.

Svltaatieifi Clledregaare for DBfllIlIlCII.‘?CIl1@_

e or - . STANDARD SINIQS'I‘RADI'ING 1Ns'ra1"l‘Urn. huiraio. N. Y. B

 

 

 

Manual Training Shop Equipment

SCHOOLS. CHURCHES. Neighborhood Clubs. pre are

for lullll dry rosperous evenings. Send tlirso do lan

for Umaitahl lylnit Airplane outfit with Blueprints,

instructions, airplanewood. tools. materials. Send two

dollars for Umakehi outfit. tools. materials to maln

sixty toys. Send five dollars for Urnakem lathe-makinx

blueprints, instructions; castings later, Addrggg w_ 3

Alprtmpogggzdyoflniznty-two Umakehi Building.

 

Miscellaneous
 

SELENIUM CELLS

Made by entirely new Process. Highly sensitive and

Quick-vavotllrag.‘ Suitalile fors all experiments. From $5

up. r or t . lGmmdl Loni Istfinalpgxl Yahrilum Laboratories, Good

METALS: Furnished in rods, tubing, ahests and win»

0!’ 00119915 "B81. iron. brass, bronze, tine, aluminum

and nldiel. Cut to any size and shape at reasonable

prwss We handle very small orders as well as large

OMB and rive them special attention. Write for quo

gllclgfilldnd %1ltlL1l1§=_tnl[_ Buiwlv 00.. ssso-izitoa Street.

~
tions 25 cts. (slivirrl. several others free. worth 85.

}S)tlerling Novelty (‘o.. 2945 N. Bailey St., Phllsdelpmg,

 

BREED Canarios—P ii blBird Farm, LyT11IlllV!:1,L‘\/'l:[l?|l-:,fLma'

if cured. BeBflumom. Mgiedy amt on trial. Superba (,b., 5, M“

_~
E"G|N5$—CIBtiIlss-Bliie Prints—-Gas and Steam. 51.

H-R up. Gears. Pullers. etc. Complete elroulars for

tam . Mod M0d ll3locl?. Chicaggn 8 Enzmmrmi Co" Mormdnock

BUSINESS WORTH WHILE.

r . I ti t bl . '1 . .1%:-t."s'5. nh'Il:Ol"la,wI1l'ledlLIlll.an8 Free “mace sprmkh '

Model Supplier

CRANK SHAFTB for model steam engines our specialty,

Any type or number of throws to specification, also

needle valves. blow torches and other parts. notations

0llr"Itf ll'lti.M41!» 710st ssps Nciw °i‘%.i. Cl,tc.i't.!l Mum“ hop C0"

:,';ni$TE_:Q:n Gauss? gang Si‘. blgyalier Gaulgc.

., . .' . our on ngth ,

1714 Brown. l'liilatielpiila, Pl“. ° ‘

Particulars tree.

I start 5-on silvering mir

 

Vain»,

Aitltt-n.

 

Motion Picture Play: E9’ Supplies

$25-300 paid anyone for ideas, suggestions suitable (ni

Dhotoplays. Experience unnecessary; cflmpleig outum.

FY81 Producers 1-earue. 5:50 st. Louis. Mo.

BARGAIN lists free. Motion Picture machines, film and

sflplvlits. National Equipment Company, Duluth, Minn.

 

Patent:

PAT5NT3- Y’1'0mDl. Dflrsonal elileiuit service by an

Attorney-at-law skilled in all branches of Patent prac

tice. Over 12 years actual experience, fu.ll information

upon request. B. P. Fishburne, 322 hicGill Building

Wsshinitton. D. C. '

PATENTS promptly procured by

Information on request. JamesD 0- . Lyles. Wash1!ig't0n_

INVENTIONS PATENTED: Tr d -M rlrs B6[1It¢QdLabels, Prints. Publications Co lyrlghtgd; prompt Qgg:

Vii]!-fl !'6.‘JB0llBg)°|'S feesl: plain s vice; request dotaflgg

ornia on ore pacln bu in . JJaynes. 804 Kellogs. W‘aslIihi§gd, 11,0?“ qua A‘

PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT. It may be valuable,

Write me. No attorney's fee until atant is allowqj

Estab. 1882. "Inventor’s Guide" F8 Franklin Hi

rsonal expert service.

BUILD UP AN INCOME IN OlL—Others are doing lt—

Why not youl Today is the o portunlty. Join our easy

monthly payment plan NOW— t may mean hundreds in

proilts. Write for information. National OU Drilling

Co., Dept. "J " Houston, Texas.

I MADE S30 a week at home: French hreadmaklfi.

15 years’ experience: free booklet tells how tn start

without capital. Ashbroolr. Marengo. Ohio.

MANUFACTURE TOYS. Dollar Umakehl outflt includes

materials, tools. instructions to start. Dmakehl Shops,

Un\akeM Building. Fifth Avenue, New York.

GOVERNMENT positions highly desirable; thousands

appointed annually through frequent examinations every

where; prepare immediately for Post Offiee Clerk, City or

Rural Letter (‘nrrit-r. Railway Mail Clerk. Washington

Departmental Clerk. Stonograplier~’I‘yplst. uiieuoolied cor

respondeiice instruction at $5. Request particulars eon

l‘l.'l'lllllK positions (haired. Federal Civil Service School,

G0-i Kellogg. Washington, I), C.

U. S. GOVERNMENT wants I-luiidreds Railway Mall

(‘ii-rks. Commence $90 month. Raise Io $150. Fall

i‘XBlllllliillOl‘l>l like-iy ever_\"wher~t=. Common education

stlflirii-tit. Sample questions free. Write irnmedlately.

Fruiikllli Institute. Dept. I\’9‘.I. Rochester, N. Y.

PATEN‘l'S—HerbertJ . is t t d ma¢h.n_ltwl expert. 622 F S‘l.l1,n‘WalIi)l‘:ln:ml:,ul§i1e(%.-nl repor-1, if

lmllatenl can be had and its exact cost. Send for ur

C Si’.

lNVENTORS—-Send sketch of your invention for ldvige

rezsriiiiitl patent protection. Twenty Years’ Expei-Iona

Hand-book on Patents sent I-‘ree TALBI-L'R'I‘ L TALL

gatent Lawyers, 4821 Talbert Bldg., Wasn.ing_

OT], . .

PATENTS—-Fees in installments. Frank T. Fuller, rm-

merly Liontenniit, Engineers. Washington, I). C_

Pleare mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS — Continued
 

Patents

PATENTS. Over 10 years’ so: s.ll communications

strictly confidential; hsn on patents tree ou request:

wecisl facilities for allies annsuitstions. Munn t L'o..

Latwt attorneys. 641 Woolworth Build1n|, New York.

>125 F Street. Washington. 'l‘vu'er Building. Chicago.

lNVENTOR8—Writa tor our free illustrated guide book.

"Haw to Obtain a Pll€!lL" Said model or skmcll and

description of Invention for our oltinion of its Datantabls

nature tree. Highest References Prompt Service. Bes

emshle Terms. \'lC'l‘0B J. EVANS Q C0., 148 Ninth.

lhsliington, D. C. ‘

PATENTS. Booklet tree. Highest references. Best re

wils. Promptncss amurod WATSON E. C()LElI.AN.

l'stenl Lawyer, 824 F BL, Wsshlngon, D. C.

JOHN I. IeLAO|-ILEN. Attorney at law. Patents.

Trade .‘\Isrk.s. Copyrights. 410 Mcbacltllen Building.

\\'ssl|inglon, D. C.

PATENTS. My tee payable in monthly installments.

.~‘eurl sketch for advice. Booklet tree. Frank Fuller.

wsshiulrton, D. C.

PATENT extraordinary, No. 1.297.578. Collapsible Plag

ruIe_ for home use: good advertising features, market

millions, inyatigste. Fred Hndstsedt, Fairmont.

I10.

Phonographs

Poultry

POULTRY PAFER—50 ; 8 years, $1.00. Bampla

free Rabbit Book. one year I50. Poul

try Advocate, Dept. A-88, Syracuse. New Tort

Printing

500 NEWIARKET BOND lsttaheads and 500

mnloves. Pflntsd. 8100- nreosld to its mos.

Pnntery. Wsuusutoss. Wis.

Salerman

GAS WATER HEATER llsds Automatic 88. Amad

rnmta Dtlerenttst Cllntm, lava

Song: and Muric

WRITE TRE WORDS FOR A SOHO. We writs music

and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit poems on

Isr luvs or an‘ Itlhieci. Chester llusle 00.. 920 Bo.

Mlehlrsn Aye. mm 289. Pnlrsao.

"IUSIC CONFUSED" to words. Bauer Brna

rusty of Sousa’: Band]. Olhlosh. Wis.

Stamp:

discount. Reisrmes. uluase, Stamp

bought. bans. H33-J 59th. (‘lcerm lllinols.

BTAFPB sent nn approval at 70$ discount. BMIIOD.

required. J. Emory Renoll, Dent. W. Hanover. Pa.

Trlrgraphy

(IC

APPROVAL8 60'/'¢~

 

 

BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPN. Particulars l-‘rm

l)eSel0-PhonE, P. 0. Box ‘BB. Attica. Indians.

Photography

TELEORAPRY ‘(both Ions sns Wireless) AND RAIL

WAY AOOOUN INO taught thoroughly and quldly.

ills salaries IIOI paid. Great opportunities. Oldflt and

Largest Rrlwol. Q. 45 years. Catalog tree. Dodges

lnstiruts. Isth ltrret Yslnsrslso. Tad. 

Trick:

IO IYSTERIOUS TRICKS. Instructions MI

and perform sucoenfully. 26 eeuts. prepaid.

loss Wabash Ava, Yuunsswwn, Ohio.

 

tomals.

Is. Leaky,

 

Ured Correspondence Couru:

8 SAVED. Used technical Corrwondmos cunts. at

ist price. Bend for list. Courses bought. W. J

nsou. I728 "ll" Btrsat. Philsdaitisla. Pa.

UmakrM Shop:

 

 

UtlAltEII8T8l1‘hs Publisher will aeosut your adver

tisements in this Classitlosdou it you desire ts sell -

lhllll made from your Umskall ssts sum ss U

lathes. Umslall Wort benches. Uutsksll furultars

Novelties, Umaksll Model Al lanes, or Umakall Tqs.

Organise Umakell llcnbers p in your smnmuaiq.

Umakeld membership mtitles holder tn tree sdvios and

."§‘:: res" "--=-
IAKE IONEV DOING OOO. Start Ullalal Club

Your Community. Andras Umakell Clubs. In Yuri.

BEND DOLLAR tor Umaksll. llsrabsrshln sud st Miler

Umahehl set frea Address Umaksll Clubs. ea York.

IANE HONEY DOING BOOB. Ll] uassabcs need

Pmahfitluouglath JVochallodIl 0 isfs ‘:0: onmmlssioas

or s In er an so t subs _ -dress umuen cm». New York. " S

SEND THREE DOLLARI for Umsllall Airplane sol and

gnalk.ts‘JP1lyl(r§ubi.i0d§le'M?>‘llskriea Big Dcnand. Addrus

Wireless

 

Trick:

l.lIIO STAGE TRICK! with 500 ill Lions, (Wltc. Brnsil (‘atslunle Free. Ktilrhhisnu ,

Station I. 304 West 34th 8t.. New York.

WIRELEOI» parts valuable lntorutaum winding data,

all Illa: m at wire. mr bound. as-:4’-sohss-as-sue;
ilantoyeti tch lever-knob Iith dossu witch wlats sad

DO YOU TAKE PICTURES! Write tor free sample 0!

our bis magazine showing how to make better pictures

and earn matey. American Photography, 466 Pope Bulld

ma. Beam. Ilsa.

W Me. Postpaid urioss. Nowtq llsetrls, css.-tom.

 

 

  

The Burgess BLUE BOQK
for all Practical Men and Electrical Students

lhave prepared a pocket-size note book especially for the practical man and

those who are taking up the study of electricity. lt contains drawings and diagrams

of electrical machinery and connections, over two hundred formulas for calculations,

and problems worked out showing how the formulas are used. This data is taken

from my personal note book, which was made while on dillerent kinds of work,

and l am sure it will be found of value to anyone engaged in the electrical business.

The drawings of connections for electrical a paratus include

Motor Starters and Starting Boxes, Overloa and Underloacl

Release Boxes. Reversible Types, Elevator Controllers. Tanlt Con

trollers, Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic Control

lers, Variable Field Ty s, Controllers for Mine Locomotives,

Street Car Controllers. onnections for Reversing Switches, Mo

tor und Dynamo Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also,

Connections for lnductlon Motors and Starters, Delta and Star

Connections and Connections for Auto Transformers, and

Transforrners for Lighting and Power Purposes. The drawings

also show all kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls

where Three and Four Way Switches are used.

The work on Calculations consists of Slrnple Electrical Mathe

matics, Electrical Units, Electrical Connections. Calculating Un

known Resistances, Calculation of Current in Branches of Paral

lel Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge Rules,

Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, lnforrnation regarding Wire used for

Electrical Purposes, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations,

Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and How to Cal

culate Resistance of Shunts, Power Calculations, Eflicienc Cal

culations, Measuring Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and yna

mo Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating Size

of Pulleys.

Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding Impedance,

Reactance, Inductance, Frequenc , Alternatlons, Speed of Alter

nators and Motors, Number of oles in Alternators or Motors,

Conductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag and

Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line Transformers.

  
  

Ni
  

  
‘J’/aJ70

 
 

if
This book is recommended by practical men. lt is being used in technical

Schools. Electrical establishments furnish them to their employees to save time.

Industrial establishments give them to their customers.

The Burgess BLUE BOOK Will Be Mailed, Postpaid, on Receipt of $1.00

Send dollar bill, money order or checlr. I guarantee satisfaction or will

return your money if you decide not to keep the book after using it for five days

CO.’ YORKE BURGESS. Consulting Engines,
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Write Everyday Engineering Magazine Service Dep’t_ If You Need

Information on Mechanical, Radlo, Electrical

or Automotive Matters

Readers oi this magazine are invited to write (or, any information relative to procurement of supplies. tools, technical equipment, books. otc., they tun‘ need

to carry on their studies or mechanical work more ettlcirntly. Technical advice rolsuva to all subjects within the scone of our magazine is available to all our

subscribers and our corps oi editors and contributing experts may l't'l"N_lL‘f you vslusblo servlve ll’ you svsii yourself ol this privilege.

All inquiries should be addressed to the SERVICE DEPARTMENT MANAGER and will receive prompt attention. The enclosure of a stamped, self-addressed

envelope or poetsl card is a courtesy that will be appreciated and will insure prompt receipt oi tho desired information by the enquirer.

The Services of Our Stafi of Experts Is Yours for the Asking

  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Mscszmr.
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Machine or Apparatus

You Can't Maire Quite Perfect

Give us the idea.—we can develop it for you. That

is our business. For years we have been perfecting

mechanical and electrical inventions. We have ex

pertn for model and special machine work. Also,

we make a specialty of designing and building

labor saving machinery. Get in touch with us

our charges are vcry moderate.

ELK M FG. CO.

1926A Broadway New York

 

  

Aviation

Information ~_F R E '

Send us your name rind adoreaa for full information

regarding the Aviation and Airplane hueinose. Find

outabout the many great opportunities new open and

how no prepare you at home, during spare lii-no,to

qualify. Our new hook "Opporiunitiea in thoAirp|ane

industry" also sent lree ll you anawor at once.

  

  

 

 

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION

Dept. 507 431 S. Dearborn St. CHICAGO

 

W Esinall Ihvzsiors Wanted

' 'i‘o co-operate in rocovery of $1.-it 0.000

‘ cargo. Salvage ul ready Zl.CCOHlplISI1PLI

by ueeni LEAVITT DIVING ARMCR

prnvfls ])]‘lL(!Ill‘!IIiIIIIy and big profits

' |_ in luture operations.

For lull particulars address

Leavitt Deep Sea SaIva;;o Co. Inc.

Temple Bur Annex, Brooklyii, N. Y.

  

SPEED LATHE $7.00 COMPLETE

SWING 7 INCHES 24 INCH METAL BED

Head linii n three roeed mrie. Snlnriie has No. I Morse

iaper shank centers. % hole l.hi'0LiIl'i spindle. 3% ind!

race plate in furnlihed. Tail stock has ii screw feed

.-pimlle and No. I Morse timer center. Sour center ii

lurnixhed for avnozl llurni,Tr_ubIl1nn‘r‘iJ wllilr-eia ling" iin Ill

t . e ii us e a Dos s.

i,‘llill'“l:".;mpiet§ III.‘ the above price. 30 inch bed ll

““‘°"' M. & J. SPECIALTY co.
252 S. Parke 52.. Pontiac. Midi 

CHEMIST AMAZING DISCOVERY

25 M.Ies on One Gallon Gas

MOTOROL ii 5: 5223 :2: "" "'

Meana Faster Ignition

 

|| Unliorm Combustion0“ Do ar No Carbon Deposits

Pflluld Less Wear and Tear on motor

Higher Test oi Gasoline

Dept. 66, 225 W. l3&li $4.. N. Y.

Auania Wanted

AUTO PRODUCTS C0. 

Making Your Inventions Financial Success

I-low but lo dinme of your (noon!-lvn

What kiml ol oureomenui lo make /or ymulnatcclion

ll'Iu|I kind nl Ii/lflra and mmnkea lo GUDI

Voiimble tables and other dnto

By M. G. Delaney, an experienced Inventor, in

The lnvenlor's Manual oi Valuable information

$1.50 per c0D.V. poetpaid

.\ddliloiin1 information and Table of Contents will bu

mulled on request.

G. E. Pony 00.. Publishers. I328 Broadway, New York

Telegraph Pictures ‘ i

BY ELECTRICITY

A complete let of two machines

of this marveloua equipment fo_r

only $19.50. instructive, i_nym

fyin and uacful. Tim picture

of Ereaident Wilson was tele

graphed by these machinca. P_lC

tu_re tei¢w,Qhiag ll the coming

ICICIICC.

 

  

rite today.

L I. Ll-JSHMAN C0. _Dc||l. L 0|d=n, UIIII
 

r
  

Your Pspective Customers

are lined in our Calalogol 99% guaranteed

Mailing Lisu. Ii also contain: vital aug

gestion: how to adveriiae and sell profitably

by mail. Counts and pricen given on 9000

diflcreni national Lllll. covering all claaaea;

for insrnnce, Farmera, Noodle Mira" Hard

Ware Din., Zinc Mince. etc. Tbi: valua

ble nfurnu boob frn. Write for it.

Send Them Sales Letter:

You can produce aaica or inquiries wiih

personal letters. Many conccma all over

U. S. are profitably using Sales Letter;

we v/ritc.“Send for Ivn instructive

booklet, Value .184!“ Lmur."

Ross-Gould
nqil'ng V

Llshs "$1. Louis.
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CELLULOID
SI-IEETING. PRINTING, MOULDING.

TURNING. DIE CUTTING

EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.

NAPIER BROWNING CO.

105 w. 40th sr. NEW YORK CITY

  

 
 

_ , CARA"l',PURE WHITE $

The Experimenter s Shop 14K souo coi_.o

Ladies’ or Men's Ring

Wonderful value. Positively genuine clinrnoiul. L04 It/-' like

$100 atone bafllille of large spread. Remarkable comr

brilliant sniipliy. Accurately cut. PfIBOl!5IOI‘lISI)lI1|{l_VlI\\\,

Biggrlt bargain you have ever neon. Your money refunded

ll‘ you can duplicate our otter at double our price.

Written legal gimrnnlue covers weight, quality and vniur.

°l’dOl' fI'OIl'l ‘IIIIS 8(I—You run no risk-everything

exactly an represented. You can wear any ol our dia

monds a yaar and return It and get your money back.

Sent on npproval if (If-'5lI'\‘lI. Absolute suiisfnciion gunnin

teed —ulways. 40 years‘ honorable dcnlings back up our

stat:-rnonts. Order now—<linmnnda are n good, anfe IIlV('.~l

  

SHOP TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Rough or Machined Castings

m -iit—corist.antlyudvnncinrr—-10' . to2i)"’ II1CI'(ZllS‘£XDO\'Ii iiSUPPLIES 1 /0 ~

DESIGNS - MATERIAL - FITTINGS

for Model Yachts and Shipa

Send Stamp for Catalog

DWIGHT S. SIMPSON, M.M.E.

I4 Olive St.

Save money -— Order Today!

Send for bargain catalog-run of lufDris('.~.

'l'housunds of dinninnrle, rimra, watchea and o_lhe~r jaw-Iiy

offers nt most l'C|"l‘\8I'I(NI'7Ii~' cut prices. Get it-lt'a Irae.

B. GUTTER It SONS, Wholesale Jewelers

(!st.i879), 110 Nassau St, Div. 20 NEWYORK

ll||l7""' "'i'i“'"T""""'ll|lll|lllllllllllilllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIilllllllllfllllllllllillllll
Saranac Lake, N. Y. 

 

  
 

Thousands of Electrical experts are needed now. Come to the great

Shops of Coyne and let us train you quickly by our .\"l.li‘0 practical way

backed by 20 years of success.

Earn $125 to $300 a Month

Come to Coyne where experts train

Coyne is the only school in the country that givegyou on the actual apparatus. You work _

on everything from the simple bell to t,l,:§é‘§iY1:;';age?r?,fisb'ngl:]:l::‘;pf)ll;"“d°lffP"5"“¢‘l°"

- ' r ra liig Cflufflesthe mighty Generators, Electrical Loco- practical, just like the job you'll have when you rad

motives and Power Plant5_ Everything uate. You can‘! get this in any other schcol. g -

to make y0uaMaster Electrician. Look W5 TEACH ELECTRICITY. DRAFTINQ

at the picture taken from life in our M0-"ON PICTURE OPERATING AND Pl-"I131";

  

LEARN DRAFTING

Th t ' dr h d d i k‘ .in allelifigggtriigesglgricin re s o s illcd Dfilllhhitn

J‘ S‘ \Ve_teach all these professinne in such o. tlicruligli.
3' up Drflcl-I681 Way that when you finish you can stop right

Become an Expert In MQHLIIS I Fill out tlic_ c0uD0n_now and send it for our big

rce book of information. It tells what u(li0IS are

come an expert. We have proved this Be inn and eimk the trade iini inicruh you. Do ii now.

in thousands of cases. We are the only school teach- I1 Tii1IZ

hooks, no classes-—all practical training. Dept-160 39-51 E. Illinois St.

E CHICAGO, ILL.
Earn Your way_ Our employment department will

:i part oi‘ his expenscs—without charge, I rm lnlereslcd in:

I ElElcctricity [jDr:ifting
Bennett W. Cooke, Director Dplunhing

COYNE TRADE AND ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

Dept. I60 39-51 E. Illinois Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

into 11 Position of responsibility and big pay.

N0 need of taking I to 4 years to be- doing and have done, what you can ¢g0_

ing hy the original Coyne methods, which means no COYNE SCHOOLS

help every ambition man to cam Please send me that big free book,

.\Ir>tlon Picture Operating

I Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , _ _ _ , _ ,_

l .'\rl:lres~i . , . . . . . . . . .
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m‘25w’l00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Big opportunities

NOW. It takes only

a short time to qual

ify for this fascinat

ing profession. Three months’ course

covers all branches.

Motion Picture,-1-ConuneIeial,—Portraiture

Practical instruction; modern equi¥inent. Day or

evening classes; easy terms. he School of

Recognized Superiority.

plete catalog.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept. 20 141 w. 36th st.. N. Y. City

  

Call or write for com

 

SP[ClAl li0li-VER-llll SUD! |lUl.{

In q1gisalaK&i-VER-'13:! ai
our . Iradna na

over 1,810 lrt xmhflgutu-a,Avvi

ms . 0

.Geoa\atryor ooomotrv. 1| .4

Inches in and in nae all over

."r..:::“- "i':i':'"'-"~* "".i::'II‘ O C0 QIventuall you Ilmil me'ui0N~

88- —|vtltnovvandaave§n .

Utility rulaa Il.00- Speeiai

as shite ivory COIIIIhI_’ as.so.

tie aeexiaaétra.

.i. . co.
n-par-1 Watae8l.. Boetnn. ll.8.A.

  

ELECTRIC MOTORS
___ ___ __ ._______ __

BE'l'l'ER POWER AT LESS COST

HB Ball-Bearing hloiors substantially save on oper

stliu costs. giving more economical, dependable. and

bater power than a [as engine. Trouble proof. absolute

ly reliable. Built for heavy service. Ideal tor factory,

grain.-, and machine shop, anii lower D0¥\C1'TI)iI_I!

QZOBRUISI My I lot . Onion: lesy ervnhon Shea 2'00 ll h.=.°R Size to I0

V‘: leads. D.

u-ilr':n'¢'ii'ui. Ge?! advice-BREE

—rum iy state that machinery yon

Wlrdh o and the type of urrent

available. e ion our power anon:

fnr but mania at t coat.

this ad to eurlattuhead

TODAY for niiinlormauoa. akaho

“bout Hi! Battery Chargers

' Dbl, ONE,

IIOBAIII QIIOTIIERS CO

Boa £6103 ‘troy.

Siwoue/’a1Moni4u4,-turns nee

nsent yonrrr

  

Tlso A.rmaoopo—t.ha Combination 'i‘ria.ri|ie

Irish a Bra.in—wi.U multiply. divide. flsura

percentage and proportion. solve all prnbliens

in trigonometry and geometry. draw aymmetrt.

ml figures. plot ares. etc. Superior to any slide

rule. Simple to operate. Also includes A TRANS

PAB-IN1‘ TRIANGLE, I‘Ii01‘RAL"I‘0B and

‘I'll!-El BULE. Used at Columbia University,

Wt Point. U. 8 Aeronautic Schools. lac. Only

flee noslnaid. 0|-on '--in ht-titre -on in st.

Depl. U, I... J. IJEISHMAN C ., 0| n, Utah

DRAFTING
Inventions and Ideas Developed!

Mechanical, Electrical, Patent Ofiee and

Engineering Drawings of Every Description.

COMPETENT DRAFTSMEN AT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. IIAGSTROM

H6 Nassau Si. New York City

'.i‘slanhona Baaunan 4589

SCHNOTERL9

SUSPENSORIES

YOU can envoy perfect

comfort anzi Freedom.

Schnoier's Suspensories and

loch Straps have gained their

widv spread popularity by

quality. wear. iii. and low price.

At Drug Stores or sent direct $1.00

Said for booklet of other styles and prices

J. C. SCI-INOTER CO.

Mathematics Made Easy
  

 

    

  

  

Electrical Engineering

Bachelor oi Science Degree in 3 Years

Theory and actual practice combined tn

laboratory and classroom under direction

of experienced faculty 0! i'0rty-two experts

in their respective fields. '

Fall Term Opens October lst

Institute oi Eisctroteehaics. Junior and

Senior divisions. Entrance requirements

8th grade and 2 years high school respec

tively. Trains intensively tor early grad

uation as an Electroteclinlclun. Also one

year Practical Electricity and one year

Ieelianical and Electrical Draftina Courses.

No special educational requirements. Fall

'l‘erm Now Open.

"Earn While You Learn" if you like;

one-halt day school, one-half day paid em

ployment. Reserve Ofl1cer’s Training Corps.

(Optional) Athletics. Students’ Fraternity

House. Glee Club. Boom and board at

cost.

Writs NOW ior latest bulletins and

booklet "Succeed Throuah Electric

ity." Mention sac, education and

course oi interest.

Scbool of Engineering oi Milwaukee

118-313 Broadway Milwaukee, Wis.

  

  

ofluto-W\\ee\

In This Interesting Contest

THE BOY who an think of the moat lnt-'r

eating uses for the popular llllil-Ililfl. Chliltl,

ior earning mom: and for play, we shall award

one of our large ni eta absolutely 1-_Rl-.l-I lt’e a

mighty generous prize for a IQI minutes’ work.

And I-he following eleven valuable prison will be

given to those sending in the next brat ntee:

Camera, Camping Toni. lose Kit, Seoul Knile,

fleetsving Steering Sled, Compass. lngeraoii

Waloh, Ale, Ionl, Electric Flashlight, Poncho.

INFORMATION ABOUT CONTEST

1. Any boy or girl not over 15 years may cornpcto.

2. Contest will be 'ndgi1l by three men well

knovvn in the oy {scout organisation.

8. Write to Business idea Dept. Bnflalo Sled Co.

for pamphlet ex iainin the Content, and

colored catalog ta ling al about Auto-Wheel.

6. At end of letter write names of three C0aHtt'r

'agon Dealers in your town. If any carry

the Auto-Wheel put an “x" afta name.

YOU CAI D0 IT. Any live boy who knows how

to get Iun and earn mone out of n good, strong

coaster wagon, has a fine c rice to get the Auto

Whet-I nl n rile. Hove no a low pointers! The

Auto-Vi hoe is a wagon for work or play. ll’!

built for strength and speed. _Iins roller bearings,

steel axlm and tires, body white ash, map-is gear.

II there's an Auto-Wheel dealer near you, he'll

gladly let nu at-e the Auto-Vi'iieelt,‘onst-r in his

store, and L"IIgIl1'B on some good iiiraa tor your

letter. (;0N'1‘E:5'1‘ C SE8 NUVEIIBER 80, 1:418.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE. GET BUSY.

Buffalo Sled Co.,

    

  

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
Bend 10 cents coin or stamps for T0-page

book on Stiinimi-ring and Stuttering, “Its

Cause and Cure." it tells how l cured myself

after stnmniering for 20 years.

Benjamin N. Bogus, 900 Bogus Bldg, liiifisnspoiis

 

SCIENTIFIC EVOLUTION
I

' TIIERAPIIONE"
lliim i'i-»- r -‘t'lPfiIIIi\' Receiver

Illfliirlr lb inn-d to ma oar,

It iflli l .i-muse riur r.,i‘,,,_

Abra-viw slmchs, l1Ivpr0VlI thy

' Muir aihd r\>I‘.\('Y\Itl Lime.

' i--, in-at, N. |vnoa_ mi.

.1 mi." Guaranteed

I0 -on wmca nr 1:. 0 D.

Erport $2 ‘.511. No A nits.

1’heI\voIutionPi\ona o. lne.

ORA Ore»-ivwi o»Ave.. New Yo iv

  

There is a wonderful opportunity right

now for boys who like electricity. Boys

who are ambitious and will train them

selves in spare time can step into positions

just as soon as they are ready. Good sal

aries are oiiered to start with splendid

chances for rapid promotion.

For 28 years the lntemational Correspond

ence_Schools have been training boys for suc

cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects.

They will help you prepare right at home for

a position in the line ofelectrical work you like

hest—or in any other work that appeals to you.

Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,

have stepped into fine jobs, but never were

opportunities so great as now.

If! ll'i¢ I. C. S. Ilelpynu. Choose the work you like

inthe coupon below, then mark and mail it today.

|his_doesn't obligate you in the lensl, and it will bring

you information that will start you on a successful

career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip by.

Mark and mail this coupon now.

_..i_-iiq-‘AI on" N‘-W it --i

INTERNATIONAL CORR ESPUNUENCE SCHOOLS

53 SIXTH AVE. Den. E N. Y. CITY

onea, or

~ fiiinrnnlr-0.

I59 Schenck Street,

N. Tunawarida, N. Y.

, . 321-BH1..éIy'Char§.
Buy mple Capacity to Handle Big Business This Fall. I

This fall brlnlts blaster I)il\‘lli£'§! in battery chanting

—anil IIIGGI-IR I’lIOFI'I‘.\‘ -than eier litinre. More

carsilriven, more blllrri s to charwa. Ifwndon't get tboae

profit! aomoother garage will. Get equipped NOW.

simallcaah Payment Puta'I'l'ilI HBOutfltIn Your Goralo.

‘.4

.. Balance on nag; monthly ter-ns. Re

charges 1 tr: 6 volt hllleflvl at

equivalent in 12- or 24-volt

batteries. Costs 101:. to I517. each,

customer pays 75¢. to l1.i'>0. No '

repairs, no ex naive renewals, no

m0CIilflI('lI sill needed to inetali -'

nr nprrfiln. Absolute Money-Bark

Do you want these RIG

PROFITSZ Tear not this ad and

muii1‘ODAYfurin!ormntiou.

HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY

Box EI102, Troy, Ohio

Successful Mgrnfactm-are

Since 1893

BOX 60618. SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without ohli ting me, howl can qunlliy tor the

position, or in the sub ect, beiore which 1 mark X.

l'.Iil'li"I'Ill0AIi ENGINIZIII CIIEIIUAL ENGINEER

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Window Trimmer

Electric Cnr Running Show Card \Vritcr

Heavy Electric Traction Outdoor Sign Painter

Electrical Drnitsman RAILROADER

Iilectrle Machine Designer ILLUSTRATDR

DESIGNER‘Telegraph Expert

Practice Telephony

IECIl.i\I('AIi IINlv‘l.NI".I’.Il

Mechanical Draftsman

Ship Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice

T00lmalter

Gas Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

MINI-I l>'illiF.I"i 0|! i§.NG'|l

ARCHl'I‘E(.'I'

Arrhiterinral llrallsman

l‘1.l'!IIll\il AND IIEATINH

IIOOKKEIIPER

Btenogrlpher and Typlal

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Traillc Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk

Textile Overseer or Supt.

ANltl('l'LTIl1iI'".

Navigator Spaniel

Puultryltalalnl French

SheetMctnl Worker ’_ Anieamhlln ltallaa

Present

Occupation . _ . . . .

Street

and ‘Sn.

"".\ . . .. . State, . .........,

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAG.AZIN£
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18 cents a package

Camels are sold everywhere in

scientifically sealed packages of

20 Cigarettes; or ten packages

(200 cigarettes) in 1 gleasine

pape r-c o v ered carton. We

strongly recommend this carton

for the home or ofilce supply or

R. J. REYNOLDS

  

OU’LL prefer Camel ciga

rettes expert blend of choice

Turkish and choice Domestic

tobaccos to either kind smoked

straight. Your taste will

prove that!

Camels are so exceptional in

flavor, in fragrance and in mel

lowness that you quickly real

ize their remarkable quality. It

will be your constant delight to

find Camels so full bodied

though so mild and smooth.

You may gratify your keenest

desires to smoke liberally.

Camels will not tire your taste.

Your enjoyment increases as

when you travel.

you get to know Camels better.

They return such generous

cigarette satisfaction. Camels

certainly fityour taste exactly

as if they had been made for it.

Camels are unlike any ciga

rette you ever smoked. For in

stance, they leave no unpleasant

cigaretty aftertaste or cigaretty

odor. In fact Camels are in a

class by themselves! That’s

why we ask you to compare

Camels with any cigarette in

the World at any price!

You will not look for or expect

premiums, coupons or gifts.

You’lI prefer Camel quality!

TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem,

Please mention EVERYDAY Fmmwrrnmn l\'lAr..\zIr~.'R

__\__._.~___._._e __.__....4-'__.___ ___---—--——~nI" —— _.- __ - _ ~<\. ._ ~ -~ 4

N. C.

_____@|.___ .--\_‘
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AN EXPLANATION

S many of our readers probably know, both the Novem

ber and December numbers of "Everyday" have been

unavoidably delayed by a very disastrous printers'

strike—disastrous both to the printers and publishers alike.

lt is claimed that the strike, which completely crippled the

printing industry in New York City, cost the publishers about

$50,000,000 and the printers $750,000 in lost salary.

HE printers demanded a 44-hour week with a flat increase

of $|4.00 per week on all wage scales. lt would be im

possible to even outline the developments that followed

thereafter. Suflice it to say that the demands precipitated a

strike which left the publishers of "Everyday" in an absolutely

helpless way. Not a wheel of the printing industry was

turning in New York City. We could not have paid the

increase, even though it was agreeable to us. as the magazine

is printed by contract with a large New York printer, who

produces many other magazines besides "Everyday". We

could have printed out of town at a tremendo_us expense,

and with no end of trouble in moving tons of paper, type

matter and cuts, to say nothing of the editorial staff. The

strike caused a great increase of work in the lithographing

establishments, and thereby cut off this avenue of possible

retreat. Even then. it would have been necessary to typewrite

the magazine at the cost of its appearance and amount of

reading matter.

T the very moment when it looked as if it would be

necessary for us to take the magazine from New York,

the printers appeared at their posts. It was then decided

to put out a double number oi the magazine, which would

include the very best material that was to appear in the

November and December numbers. Hence, the 96-page

November-December number of "Everyday" which is now in

your hands. This issue, however, will not be counted as two

~_
on subscriptions. Every subscription Wlll be advanced one

month.

E take this opportunity to thank our many readers who

have kept their faith in us and who have been forced

to share our misfortunes.

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES,

Editor.

.' I".
.- -'
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

JUST PUBLISHED - - - - - - - AUTHORITATIVE - - - - - - - LIVE SUBJECTS

A BOOK FOR ALL AMATEUR AND

PROFESSIONAL MECHANICS

MODEL MAKING
INCLUDING

Workshop Practice, Design and Construction of Models

Edited by RAYMOND F. YATES

Editor of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

Price $3.00

HIS book does NOT de

scribe the construction of

toys. Its pagesare devoted to

model engineering and the me

chanical sciences associated with

it. It contains descriptions with

illustrations of the complete

models made by some of the

leading model engineers in this

country. It is the only book pub

lished on this important subject.

This book will help you to become a better me

chanic. It is full of suggestions for those who like

to make things, amateur and professional alike. It

has been prepared especially for men with me

chanical hobbies. Some may be engineers, machin

ists, jewellers, pattern makers, office clerks or bank

presidents. Men from various walks of life have

a peculiar interest in model engineering. MODEL

MAKING will be a help and an inspiration to such

men. It tells them “how-to-do” and “how-to-make”

things in simple, understandable terms. Not only

this, it is full of good, clear working drawings and

photographs of the models and apparatus described.

Each model has been constructed and actually

WORKS if it is made according to directions.

303 Illustrations400 Pages

  

 

"Among the chapters contained are:

I.—The Model Engineers’ Workshop. II.—Lathes and Lathe Work.

III.—Drills and Drilling. IV.—Soft and Hard Soldering. V.-—

Hardening and Tempering Steel. VI.—'I_‘he Use of Abrasives. VII.

—I’attern Making. VI I.—E1ectro-plating. IX.—A Model Slide

Crank Steam En 'ne. X.—A Model Slide Crank Steam Engine.

XI.—-A Single linder Engine. XII.-—A Model Twin-Cylinder

Marine En ine. III.——Flash Steam Plants. XIV.—A Flash Steam

Plant for r e Model Air lanes. XV.—A Flash Steam Plant for

Small Model irplanes. X I.—A Model Steam Turbine. XVII_.—

Design and Construction of Model Boilers. XVIII.—Model Boiler

Fittings. XIX.—A Record-Breaking Model I-Iydroplane. XX.—A

Model Lake Freighter. XXI.—A Shar ie-Type Model Boat. XXII.

—A Model Submarine Chaser. XXII .—A Model Submarine with

Radio Control. XXIV.—A Model Crane. XXV.—An Electric

Double-Drum Hoist. XXVI.—A Model Gasoline Engine. XXVII.—

A Model Electric Locomotive. XXVIII.-—A Model Steam Locomo

tive. XXlX.—A Model Gyrosco e Railroad. XXX.-—A Model

Caterpillar Tank. XXXI.——A Mo el Siege Gun.

Practical-Complete-Easily Understood

A BOOK FOR EVERYONE INTERESTED

lN ABRASIVES OR GRINDING

ABRASIVES AND

ABRASIVE WHEELS

Their nature, manufacture and use

By FRED B. JACOBS

Price $3.00

A practical handbook for

engineers, shop foremen,

foundrymen, mechanics and

factory superintendents.

Dealing with abrasives, their

manufacture and practical

use.

340 Pages 200 Illustrations

HE mechanical engi

neer, the man in the

shop or factory or the

student in engineering

will find this volume of great value. It

answers many perplexing questions and

solves many important problems that arise

in large factories and engineering establish

ments. The data is set forth in lucid terms,

together with a multitude of illustrations;

both half-tones and line drawings.

  

The subject of grits, grades and bonds,

_ which is so perplexing to the average shop

man, is thoroughly explained, togetherwith

other valuable data concerning the physical

and chemical nature of abrasives in general.

 

Brief synopsis of chapters:

I.—Natural Abrasive Substances. II.-—Artificial Abrasives. III.—

The Manufacture of Grinding Wheels. IV.—-Artificial Sharpening

Stones. V.—Grits and Grades VI.—Testin Wheels for Efliciency.

VII.—Laboratory.Tests. VIII.—Grinding heel vs. Grindstones.

IX.—The Economic Advantage of Usin Large Wheels. X.—Truing

Devices for Grinding Wheels. XI.— e-bushing Grinding Wheels.

XII.——Su gestions to Follow in Orderin Grinding Wheels. XIII.—

Design oi Dust-collecting Systems. IV.—Safe uardin Grindin

_Wheels. XV.—Ab_rasive Pa ers and Cloths. XV .-—-Sur ace Gr-in -

in . XVII.—CylIndrical rinding. XVIII.—Internal Grindin .

X X.—S ecial Grinding Operations. XX.—Cutter Sharpening. XXI.

—Saw S arpening.

The Only Book of its Kind

 

Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price, or a special circular of them sent on request.

FREE——Our new Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request.

THE NORMAN

Dept. EE

W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO.

2 West 45th Street, New York

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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HAWKINS Electrical

Guides Every Day.

They tell you lust what

you need to know.

T AWKINS

Electrical Guides

place electricity at your fingers’ ends. They

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can turn right tc it. They are a_study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain

language—no wasted words—only what you need to

kn0w—t ull of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.

The guides are a complete course in electrical en

every day

detail of the day's_work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until you have mastered its contents.

3,500 gages of actual information and 4,700 illustrations.

ooks and put them into actual use you will never again want to be

FREE
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Comptroller

S3,000—$l5,000 Dfllce Mann er

‘I-$00-55. O0

Cort Accountant

$2,000-$12,000 """"° *“°""""‘
$1.500-OZSJOO

  

'(Q°E-3°§°§°§¢§I°E<>3"C<3<>§°E3°E°3<>iE>3°‘L'.<‘3°§<>
Face t e

   

~ Facts
Training Brings Real Money

There are too many bookkeeper: and clerha—not enough Expert Accountants.

Training makes the difference. Only by training can you win the bigger job.

You-—-yourself—must decide whether tomorrow you will be a. plodding bookkeeper or clerk or an

independent executive.

Why Accountancy Training In

So Valuable Today

New Income and Excess Profit taxes have

brought home to literally thousands of {inns th_c

necessity of accurate records. Amenbiin busi

ness is branching out in all dircctions—foreign

and domestiC——and with this tremendous ex

pansion has comen keen appreciation of the im—.

portance of preventing waste and misdirected

cnergies—of developing better methods ol Cost

Accounting. Positions are open today in every

community lor auditors, comptrollers, cost ac

countants, credit men, and public accountants

at salaries ranging from $2,500 to $12,000. and

even higher. Face the subject squarely. when

Inn arencareut—thcre must tiaincd ex ricnce

demand highest salniies. Fit yoursel for this

mostprofitableof professions and tomorrow’:

success. will take care of itself.

Applyingthe Success Formula

W. A. Thompson was once a bookkee i—

today he is Comptroller of the Allis Cba mers

Mfg. Co. In less than 3 years through I. A- S.

training he made the jump.

Arnold O. Link rose from Assistant Book

keeper to Ofiice Manager through the study oi

our coutilse in Accountancy—iacreuin; hin_ul

500 /0.uh. W. Brickcll was a. clerk when he began

his I. A. S. trainin;:—today he is General Audi

tor of the Everwear Hosiery Company.

Thesestorics arc not the exceptions——ii you

will mail the coupon below for our book,“Storics

of Success," you will hnd_ hundreds of similar

examples. They prove, without a shadow of a

doubt, that you can lcnrn through the home

study mcthod—th:it_ I. A. S._U’llIl‘lEd_l'_l'\Cn ac

tually u_-¢_ holding big executive, auditing and

cost positions.

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS SOCIETY

a department of the Tanner-Gilman School: Incorporated

DEPARTMENT 44-i-:, zszs s. Michigan A". , CHICAGO, ILL.

Executive Position: Alwaya Open

to the Trained Accountant

Big buaineu ain-iply cannot get enough of mill

with trained accountancy ex _rienca. The ne

countnnt in executive timber. ll work gives him

is bird‘:-eye view of the whole business. The ac

countancy trained man dominates. No matter

what your present position or education—if you

havq the gritty determination to make good

I. A. S. training will bridge the gap for you be

tween oun prele_n_t position and ighsalariw in

depen _QI'lCQ—:tl’lIDII.‘l8 that may be secured in

lpare time withoutgiving up your prcaent work.

Study at Home Under the

Guidance of Expert:

_ Every member of our faculty la a Certified Pub

lic Accountant actively engaged in the practice 0!

hll profession with lucoesaful experience in the

tuchingof Accounting. The sixteen-year suc

ccaulul record backs up the courIe—arnong our

students and graduates nroover I0) Certified

Public Accountants. Low tultlou and

eaay terms pl_ac_e the _bepefltn of I. A. S.

home iitudy_triiming within the reach of

every ambitious man.

Elective Featurea Multiply

the Value of the Louona

In addition to n remarkably thor

ough prncticnl training in Account

ancy you in-e enabled through our

elective feature to specialize in

any branch of Accountancy you

my prefer. Scientifically Inn

n lessons fitted to the in ivi

dual needs of each student

enable you toaavo more

than slit montha in the

completion of your course

—make it possible for you

to cash In on the value

ofyour trniningjuatthat

much sooner.

The worker market has plenty of $800 employees—but altogether too few

qualified to handle the $3,000, $5,000 and $10,000 positions.

Two Big Boolra “Stories of Suc

ceu" and “How to Learn

Accounting"—FREE

Get tbelo boolm—at once. They dclcribo In

a aimplomtraight-forward way the opportunities

In higher accountancy todiiy—uhow how hun

dreds of others have won better politionl—telI

how you, too, can fit yourself for a better

poeltlon—a bigger salary.

The evidence will certainly

convlnoe you.
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Short Cuts to Bigger Pay

Your last chance to procure one of these

famous McGraw-Hill Home Study Courses

Here are three of the McGraw-Hill

Home Study Courses that make promo

tion sure. Each represents practically a

life time of study and practice. They are

not correspondence courses. They are

self-teachers. All the information you

need is laid before you in plain language

and plain illustrations.

  

Crojt’s Libraryzof Practical Electricity

The only electrical library in existence that actually teaches

electrical practice as experts know it. 3,000 panes and 2.100

illustrations taken from electrical work ltseli. 8 anibly bound

volumes. pocket-size. Easy to read and easy to understand,

and the principles easily applied to work as it is done. For

both the beginner and trained man, for reference or stud .

Price bGl0l’! February 2a, 1920. 816- Afterwards $20. punk .

$2 in ten days and $3 per month.

  

  Machine$hopLibraryi

Machine Shop Library

The practical side oi machine shop work, written by such well

known authorities as Colvin, Stanley, Lake. Goodrich, Haas

&c.. 3,000 pages, 2.000 illustrations. 9 volumes, dark red

cloth, morocco grained. Suitable to the needs of every man

connected in any way with the machine shop. Records of actual

practice that show the way to more pay. Price before February

28, I920, $10. Afterwards $20, payable $2 in ten days and

$3 per month.

Save 84 by ordering NOW

An advance of $4 in the price of each set must he put into effect

after February 28, 1920. Orders received by us after that date

  

Power Plat" L"""'>' a'*.':.‘*=.:a::**.:3..=*.:.".:.‘":z:::*a‘:s.:*:,.‘f:.=;:;Pfi::'i.:*:.:iz:;:&:.

The most used engineers’ library ever published. Over 30,000 [igu-aguyc Qf we um¢_

power plant men are usin _them as a means of passing exam

‘--**~-" --*' """"*".'.; ":.:".'.‘";*=;.:.; 2 ':'":".::.; ::.‘:.':.‘:'.’Ia bl co . o P - -:2? ill: :1;-i‘; are ‘iligterested in any b'ranch o power plant workyou must have these books. They will enable you to pass the

examination in any state. Price before February 28, I920, $12. ———-—

Afterwards $16, payable $2 per month.

Not one cent in advance

   

Iefiraw-Hlll Book 00.. lus., 239 VI. 39!]! It, N. Y

Gnt1:Sdrtend't1 m'tub" $3“ bBel1lnw:OI an ree napection s Library

El 6I'vfi’I Elwlrlvliv. $l6—ns3'able 82 mr month.

Add$4tothepriceofeach

setafterFebruary28,1920

Merely check the library in which you are interested, fill o_ut the

coupon and return to us. We will ship the act of your choice for

ten days’ absolutely free examination. Return at our exgense if

you are not thorou hly plcascd._ Pa only the small ‘mont ly pay

ments called for i you are satmfie the books Will increase your

earning power. But act now. Tomorrow may be too late to get

1] Machine Shop Library, $16—va.ysble 32 per month.

[1 Power Plant Library, $l2—psyable $1 per month.

I! satisfactory I will send first payment in ten days and I

same amount each month until paid. I! not wanted I I

return the books at your expense.

the book, 3; we old price. | Slunsture ............................................... ..

osldence e dress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

McG,aw-H;11 300;, go” 1,,¢_ 1239 West 39th Street. New York l m. IIII .......... ..

Your occunstlon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ED-11.

Please mention Evnvnmr Eucmnanrnc MAGAZINE
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.dircct current type is thecommutator.

GOOD HOLIDAY BOOKS

PRACTICAL—COMPLETE—EASILY UNDERSTOOD

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony Simply Explained.

By Aussn P. MORGAN. This is undoubtedly one of the most com

plete and comprehensive treatises on the 8\1l)]€C\ ever published, and

I close study of its pages will enable one to master all the details

of the wireless transmission of messages. The author has filled a

long-felt want and has succeeded in furnishing a lucid, compre

hensible explanation in simple language of the theory and practise

of wireless telegraphy and telephony. Third edition. 154 pages.

156 engravings. Price, $1.25

Radio Time Signal Receiver.

By Aosriit C. LISCARBOUIA. This new book, “A Radio Time Signal

Receiver " tells you how to build a simple outfit designed expressly

for the belginner. You can build the outfits in your own workshop

and instal them for Jewelers either on a one-payment or a rental

basis. The apparatus is of such simple design that it may be made

by the average amateur mechanic possessing a few ordinary tools.

42 pages. Paper. Price, 25 cents

Switchboards.

By Wii.Liiut Bax-nzn, Jii. This book appeals to every engineer and

electrician who wants to know the practical side of things. All sorts

and conditions of dynamos, connections and circuits are shown b

dia am and illustrate fust how the switchboard should be conneete .

Inc udes direct and aternating current boards, also those for _src

lighting, incandescent and power circuits. Special treatment on high

voltage boards for power transmission. Second edition. 190 pages.

Illustrated. Price, $2.00

Commutator Construction.

The business end of dynamo or motor of the

This book goes into the de

signing, building and maintenance of commutators, shows how _to

locate troubles and how to remedy them; everyone who works with

dynamos needs this. Fourth edition. Price, 35 cents

By Wu. BAXTBI, Is.

Arithmetic of Electricity.

By Psor. T. O'Couos SLOANI. A practical treatise on electrical

calculations of all kinds reduced to a _series o_f rule_s, all of the

simplest forms, and involving o_nly ordinary ar_ithmetic_' each rule

illustrated by one or more practical problems with detailed solution

of each one. This lv-pk is classed among the most useful works

published on the science of electricity, covering as it does the

mathematics of electricity in a manner that will attract the atten

tion of those who are not familiar with algebraical formulas. 160

pages. Twenty-first edition. Cloth. Price, $1.00

Dynamo Building for Amateurs, or How to Construct

a Fifty Watt Dynamo.

By Ai.nizii'r J. WEED. A practical treatise showing in detail the con

struction of a small dynamo or motor, the entire machine work

of which can be done on a small foot lathe. Dimensioned working

drawings are given for each piece of machine work, and each

operation is clearly described. This machine, when used as a

dynamo, has an output of fifty watts; when used as a motor it

will drive a small drill press of lathe. It can be used to drive a

sewing machine on any and all ordinary work. The book is illustrated

with more than sixty original engravings showing the actual con

struction of the difierent parts. Price, Cloth, $1.00

High Frequency Apparatus, Its Construction and

Practical Application.

By Tiioiuls Snunsv Cusris. _

work on this interesting subject ever

sentizilly practical in its treatment an

record of the researches of its author over a

years, during which time dozens of coils were

mented with. 248 pages. Fully illustrated.

The most comprehensive and thorough

roduced._ The book is es

it constitutes an accurate

riod of several

uilt and experi

Price, $2.50

Electric Wiring, Diagrams and Switchboards.

By NEWTON HARRISON, with additions by Tiioiuis Porrs. This is

the only complete work issued showing and telling you what you

should know about direct and alternating current wiring. _lt a

ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities

and mathematics, arithmetic being used throughout. _It is in every

respect a handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on

wiring for the wireman, foreman, contractor or electrician. Second

revised edition. 303 pages, 130 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $2.00

Telephone Construction, Installation, Wiring, Opera

tion and Maintenance.

By W. H. Rancurrs and H. C. CUSKING. This book gives the

principles of construction and operation of both the Bell and Inde

pendent instruments; approved mthoda of installing and wirin

them; the m_eans of protecting them from lightning and abnormag

currents; their connection together for operation as series or bridging

stations; and rules for their inspection and maintenance. Line wir

ing and the wiring and operation of special telephone s stems are also

treated. 224 pages, 132 illustrations. Second revise edition.

Price,8l.25

Electric Bells.

By M. B. SLesP.=;n. A complete treatise for the ractical VlOll(Gl' in

installin , operating and testing bell circuits, burgl)ar alarms, thermo

stats an other apparatus used with electric bells. Both the electri

cian and the experimenter will find in this book new material which

is essential in their work. Tools, bells, batteries, unusual circuits,

burglar alarms, annunciators. systems thermostats, circuit breaker

time alarms, and other ap aratus used in bell circuits are describe

from the standpoints of t eir application, construction, and repair.

The detailed instructions for building the apparatus will a peal to the

experimenter particularly. The ractical worker will find the

cha ters on Wiring Calculation of ire Sizes and Magnet Windings,

Up eep of Systems and the Lomtion of Faults of the greatest value

in their work. 124 pages. Fully illustrated. Prlce,60cents

House Wiring.

By Tirol/is W._ POPII. _ Describing and

methods of installing electric li ht wiring. Intended for the electri

eian, helper and_ apprentice. ontains inst the information needed

for successful wiring of a building. Fu ly illustrated with diagrams

and plans._ It solves all wiring roblems and contains nothing that

conflicts with the rulings of the ational Board of Fire Underwriters.

Third edition revised and enlarged. 125 pages, fully illustrated,

flexible cloth. Price, 75 cents

illustrating up-to-date

Electricity Simplified.

_By Psor. T. O'CoNQn SLO/ms. _The object of "Electricity Simplified"

is to make t.he_subJect as plain as possible and to show what the

modern conception of electricity is; to show how two plates of dif

ferent metals immersed in acid can send a message around the

globe; to explain how a_hundle_ of copper wire rotated by a steam

engine can be the agent in li hting our streets, to tell what the volt,

ohm and ampere_are, and w at high and_ low tension_ mean; and to

answer the questions that per etually arise _in the mind_in this a e

of electricity. 172 pages. Ilustrated. Thirteenth edition. Clot .

Price, $1.00

Construction of a Transatlantic Wireless Receiving Set.

By L. G. PACENT and T. S. CURTlS. A work for the Radio student

who desires to construct and operate apparatus that will permit of

the rece tion of messages from the large stations in Europe with

an aeria of amateur proportions. 36 pages. 23 illustrations, cloth.

Prlee,35cents

Electric Toy Making, Dynamo Building and Electric

Motor Construction.

This work treats of the making at home of electrical toys, electrical

apparatus, m_otors._ dynamos and instruments in general and is de

signed to brin within the reach of young and old the manufacture

of genuine an useful electrical appliances. 210 pages, cloth. Fully

illustrated. Twentieth edition, enlarged. Price, $1,130

Experimental High Frequency Apparatus, How to

Make and Use It.

By THOMAS Sr1m|.sY Cunris. 69 pages, illustrated. Price, 50 cents

Wiring a House.

By HERBERT Piuirr. Shows a house already built; tells just how

to start about wiring it; where to begin; what wire to use: how to

run it according to insurance rules; in fact, just the information

you need. Directions apply equally to a shop. Fourth edition.

Price, 35 cents

 

Q’ Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE-—Our new Catalog of Practical Boolss sent free on request.

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dept. E. E. 2 West 45th Street, New York
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This Boy Knos. Do You?

This boy has had THE

BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE in

his home for a year and he can

explain to you interestingly and

correctly all the familiar things

which he sees around him. His

teacher will tell you that when

she wants a quick and intelligent

answer from her class, this boy

always answers first. He un

derstands many subjects of in

terest in the papers and maga

zines and in the conversation of

his elders. He has made a long

start in the race for knowledge.

  
Answers Every Question a

Child Can Ask

Why is ice slippery?

Why it the lea never still.’

Can a plant nee?

What are eyebrow: for?

Why does mill: turn sour?

Why in snow white?

Do the star: really twinkle?

What rnahel lhe color of the

auneet?

What mahel knot: in wood?

What make: an echo?

What makes shadows?

Why is it warm in summer?

What is camouflage?

The Book of Knowledge

The Children’s Encyclopedia

10,000 Educational Pictures
English

ln Five Languages 350 Colored Plates
French Spunish Italian

Curiosity——The Great Teacher

Curiosity is the beginning of all knowledge. Do you know any subject about which your child has not asked

you a dozen questions? Let him ask as many as he likes, and be sure to answer them correctly. That is the

parent’s most important and most easily neglected duty. If you discourage your child’s curiosity you will injure

his mind, and the bright boy or girl becomes stupid or indifferent. Through curiosity Columbus discovered

America. THE BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE is the simplest and most natural method of helping the child to

educate himself. It answers every question a child can ask in plain and simple language. So captivating is this

great original work to the mind of a child that he absorbs with little effort the profound truths and great facts of the

world of knowledge, while reading its delightful pages and looking at the thousands of striking educational pictures.

Portuguese

Your Child is Unique

Your child is like no other child in the world. He has his

own peculiar taste and need for both physical and mental

food. If you put a meal before him and let him choose

what agrees with him best, he will thrive. THE BOOK OF

KNOWLEDGE is the right kind of nourishing food for the

child‘s mind during the growing years. Give your child this

remarkable, original work, and watch carefully which of the

16 Great Departments interests him most, Nature, Science,

History, Biography, Astronomy, Physiology, Art, Literature,

Poetry, or Manual Training. It will prove THE KEY to

his natural bent, and the kind of work or profession in

which he will most easily succeed.

Your Child’s Chance

In round numbers, what is your child’s chance to be

come successful? If uneducated, he has one chance out of

150,000; with a common school education, 4 chances; with

a high school education, 87 chances; with a college edu

cation, 800 chances, with THE BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE

in the home, every chance. It is not a luxury, it is an

absolute necessity. It is an INVESTMENT in your child’s

future which will pay dividends as long as he lives. In

over 600,000 homes today the children are being educated

with THE BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE. Give your child his

chance to compete with them.

Satisfy Your Desire To Know By Mailing FREE COUPON Today

If you have a child to educate, between four and

sixteen years old, send for the FREE sample-page

BOOKLET TODAY. It contains 80 fascinating pic

tures and pages from THE BOOK OF KNOWL

EDGE, some in natural colors. It will help you to

decide this important matter without delay. Every

day without it is a loss to your child.

Send for this BOOKLET TODAY. Mail the

FREE COUPON NOW!

  

THE GROLIER SOCIETY

2 West 45th Street, New York

Please mail descriptive book containing specimen

pages and illustrations from THE BOOK OF KNOWL

EDGE, and explaining the use and meaning of the work

for the mind of a child.
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This is not a Real Machine but a

Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4

With a Wading River

outfit, you, too, can

build this perfect ex

hibition and experi

mental model. it is

equipped with complete

eontrola, dummy Lib

erty Engines, Paragon

Propellers—every de

tail a perfect repro

duction of the original.

it is easy to build with

Wading River parts.

  

/l‘/}( Build and Fly An

IDEAL MODEL AEROPLANE

K —alI Ataate Scale-Duplicate of a Famous Plane

I

.~.:.g.__ "‘ :1'_

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT BIPLANE

You can make it from our complete unassembled outilts. What this builder says stands good

with all others who build this perfect model.

You can build a rfect Model of a famous

Aeroplane. that wil look eaaeth like the real

, one, and that will rise from the ground or

water by its own power and fly in the air.

Build one now; it's the greatest sport you ever

gadi mYou Gl!ib‘I‘E“llfll a lo1."naboutdAempla]ne(et;

0' ey I16 Z UDGPI ID fl)Il I0 Q

Ideal Model Aeroplane Oonatroedca Outfits

make building easy. They contain‘ all parts.

tittin . materials, plans lIi’l'll to scale and

eomp ate building and flying instruetiona. You

put the parts together and build your Model

like a real Aeroplane mechanic.

Pick Your Model Item These Celebrated Aqoplahla

You can not a Complete Construction Ouitit to

build an absolute duplicate. scale-reduction

Modal of any of these well-known machines:

N C-4 (Naval-Curtis: Seaplane). The iirst.

‘plane to iiy across the Atlantis Ocean. 45$

ft. Model. Shown below.

Del-IAVILLAND Battle Plane (DeH~4). The

fighting ‘plane used by the Amciean Aoea.

8 ft. Model. Shown above.

Curtis: Military Tractor. The ‘plane used to

train our Aviators. 8 ft. Model.

Blerlot Moneplane. The first aeroplane to

cross the English Channel. 3 ft. Model.

Nleuifllrt Monoplane. A famous French

' lane used in the War. 3 ft. Model.

subs Monoplane. The early German dors

llke machine. 3 ft. Model.

Cooll Peoll Racer. A racing-type aeroplane

with a record for distance flights.

Ideal Model Aeroplane Consfrucfton Outfits for

building any of the shoes Aer loner ore sold

by Lending Tow. Elporiino Goo | and Deport

rnenl Stoves. Auk for them ot your elore. Be

awe you gel IDEAL Model Aeroplane: become

they are the only once tho! ore true eopiu 0!

octuol Aemplonee.

Send for the Ideal Aeroplane Book

Tells all about ideal Aeroplanea and F in;

Toys; gives complete desaiptione an<i,.",‘,

prices; contains list of stores where * 1

you oan get them. Get this 48 pg. book. .

Seat Postpaid for i0o in stamps. ' '5'“

IDEAL AIRPLANE & SUPPLY C0.

Mflllflfl Model Aeroplane;

Since 1911

I59-IGI WGer. W. Hnurton°g‘t‘.."Ns|:Ia'v Yorii

Feb. 9, 1819.

Have had fine aueceaa with my Nielwort Biplane. It has flown

181 feet. E. Waterhouae, 521 Mo. SL, El Paao, Texas.

SET OF ll SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MACI-IINI-'5 FOR $1.50

This set includes the Nieuport monoplane, Bleriot, Curtlss Hydroplane, Antionette, Langley

Tandem, German Taube, Deperdusin, Wright biplane, White Racer, White Flyer, and Champion

Racer. Bend 5c for our latest catalogue containing illustrations of models of Curtiss J.N.4-B,

S.P.A.D. Scout, De Hsviland 4, Capronl Biplane, Bandley Page, Sopwlth Triplune and others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

672-D Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

- /

BUILD THIS MONOPLANE
The plane for the pleasure flyer who wants all the thrills of flyingwithout the expense of a larger plane. Single seater with a short

fuselage making handling easy. Wings braced with solid struts, no

wires to loosen, give way or break. Shock absorbing spring wheels

built part of the body. Whole plane low for balance. Everything

simplified for ease of assembly. You can build one yourself from

our working drawings and instal a motorcycle, cycle car or other

motor of 12 to 20 H.P. Spread 22 feet, length I4 feet, weight 200

pounds. High safety factor of 12 to 1. Simple fittings. Speed

with IS H.P., 30-SO m.p.h. Designed by aeronautical engineers for

sporting use and general flights. Be the first in your town to have

one flying. Three ways to own one—Complete for $1365, knock

down without motor for $365, or plans $2, and build it yourself.

 

 

  

Battel‘Y~Charg 1

BI§Q9,S1j‘-MOIIQY-. .   

BUY IT KNOCKDOWN

113 E. 49th St.

BUILD ONE YOURSELF‘

You who like to make things

and save money as well——send

$2 for a full set of working

drawings showing all details of

the monoplane with building

instructions. With the plans

comes a price list of every

thing needed. Many money

saving ideas given in the in

structions. Price of plans re

funded if you buy a knock

down plane later.

BE Tl-IE FIRST IN YOUR TOWN——SEND YOUR ORDER NOW! 1

Supplied knockdown without

motor for you to assemble for

$365. Everything supplied ex

cept motor, including propel

ler, wheels, fittings, counter

shaft, woodwork cut, wire,

cloth, dope, etc., and a set of

plans and full instructions,

ready for you to put together

and set in your motor. The

ideal way to own one. Orders

filled in rotation. Terms, $65

cash, balance C.O.D.

  

GEORGE D. WHITE CO.

Aeroplane Manufacturers

Dept. 5 Los Angeles, Cal.

 

  

-- SSNM I Month Income \flIIl Tia: 32 ill Baliay_ Eureka Smrnu» Battery Co., Houston, Texas, wrItes- e

first lime machine are boo ht of you line iriven ul the var! but

(‘If ner\'}i1ce_ _ Wi‘th the noeuw ergo machine. my income per month

rornc ar ingaasoo. . _

1-ea». allaieligheiisvnih aa llll xz hmryChm'

Recharges 82-8 voltaute hliiflfirl, _

or equivalontln 12» or 21-will hnt- ‘ ' ‘ - '

teriee. atone time. for l0c tn ].'vC

each. Customer pays 15¢ e»s1.rv

Finure the profits yourself. Ni

electrical knowledge needed. Unvs

no valuable floor space. Runs24 ,

hours aday.

Small lnveal-men! put-a this money

maker in nu!’ garage. Balance on

easy mont ly terms. ilutfit uimily

Bays for itself, Atnwlute .\lr>ney- ‘

ach Guarantee. Write TODAY .

for full information. S1-nrl this ad.

HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY

Boa SE1 I3 Troy. Ohio

riurcesnful Mfrs. since I893

Information E E E

Send us your name an - ad - resa for lull Inlormat an

regarding the Aviation and Airplane business. Find

out about the many great opportunities now open and

how we Prepare you at home. during aparo t_lme,to

qualify. Our new book “Opportunities in the Alrpllnl

Industry" also sent tree ll you answer at once.

AMERICAN SCNOQL OF AVIATION

Dept» 7499 431 S. Dearborn St. CNICKOO
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Automobile Books

‘ Worth Having

 

  

The Iedere Geaollle Aetenehlle. Its Deelll.

Oeeetruetlel. Oeeretlen.

By Victor W. Polo. IlB.A.l. This la the molt

complete, proctleel end u to-dete treaties on

zeeollna automobiles and elr oomponmt pom

ever published ln the new revised and enllrled

1920 edition. all pheeee or automobile nonstruc

tlon, operation and maintenance ere fully and

completely described and in langueae anyone

een understand. 1000 pelee. 1000 illustrations.

Price, $4.00

Build Y0“! °W1l 537518 b°¢l ll'°m °\!' ‘ rm Iode|T rm cu.

superior working blueprints and materl- » —- ' "1 0¢I=W¢""- 0|!’

als. The ONLY Biplane Flying Boat l'.‘..l'.l’.i'|.."1l.."'?»a
on the market that will actually nse BF"§,""m:r"‘,F;_'- Pu‘

from the water end fly under lts own

power. ‘bro sheet working blueprint

Are you dreluine yourself

about from day to clay, ai

weye tired end diepirited:

suflerlne from backache. In

digestion, constipation: your

biliousneee ehowlna In your

fees. your leclt oi eneruy jn

your eyes. your |oo:i-lor

nothine physical condition

in the hens-doe elr with

which you nleet your fellow

men? Have you about eiven

up lIope—enti has your

wile elven up ell hopo—ti|et

you will ever yet ahead and

emount to anythln| In the

world?

s ls the lnoet oom

plete and preetloel tn

  

. . . etructlon book ever pub

one half actual slze enth full btuldlng lunedw I-he Ferd 611- Puuyourse" To ether!
. . . 1 0° -d A mu -. cloth g

end flylng tnstructlons. S . postpel mud M pflnwfl on ,

. U S m, ha; mp. um. Brace up! Theron e way
In . . I > trevfinby epect;ll!pl:°l:: outl You can be e men

Complete materials _to build Ivon ' _ ‘gum’ "If pm, of :l=,:"‘:nd“‘;‘l'1e§:‘y‘ nguléogg
dflfful b-oat ‘Dd are ti-Qeserlbul and lllultnm health; you cl“ tnmple '35"

flymg mslrudlons lnflllldmfi "'0 9P¢d_ll mlHm'r—ll0tl|llt5t is lm for the render to ruees der foot the sickly troubles

hand med w<=v=11=r= $5-0° wwd :%ln.T';‘:ll‘;:;¢r:'i::::;."dill" .::".'::’.,::: °°;{a ;g;';'; g;,*,1‘,§g§,’,;';';3;’,";",,;

in U. S. Cantahdaf2i51c extr-sh _ od mm. we illuetretlons. P|'lcQ' $150 mud in your mu, ‘O "Mb

Blueprints of e o owing ylng m - ling red blood um will
. . Ate bll Will lth Ch O -Aetyl 'E15 OHC ldllfll Wlfll full "H:-.‘ . . I. ' . X, c "1. STRQNGFORT l!l!:llldy°ul“!\llI"lb(J.dl;Vci

and fl_y1n_g lnstructlons 50c per copy By M Klllh Dunhem. lxplelne tn e limit: T5, pug“; M," pm you at me mp 0" the

manner apparatus to be used it-I are end h
P°5tpmd m U- s- Complete set of ‘out to Construct neceeeery ahop' oqulpmerlL Pro- h8llD

bluepflng $2_@ po5tpgjd_ coeds then to the actual welding ol all eutomo- No men." whet, brought

W6 lllfll I" I main" l\fi1d*"ll':l¢lb!° bl’ °'°"!' you to your present condition; no matter how

BL!-ZRIOT RACER, 600-Foot flyer. l “'1' °7 rm» 11 "WI"! P"¢=- 31-5° ions youMh;re sunk youh cendbe ltls-Bullxg

Tr _ G H ‘K cm;-'h_(;¢|g . ntoe A,wit eat en strengthenMANHA F3 ‘::trCER' 200° .tl:e."la:t"e|latle=° Aalulltmea. n "N mantel and physlcel vigor and efficiency.

' By Capt V. W. P_u'6. All leadlnl tron of car

MONTAUK FLYER. Flies 500 feet §G§lT§°'§l{§§l‘l§°°?l§°°li?$:£‘§l;fiZE°‘E§ ‘I?-"§’:}1’.'Z It's Never Too Late

n . ‘ ur onSend for Cetolnmu nodal September 1;-I t ll’;ll‘l?l.e'l. ey's‘ll-tn l.:Jublc:e0.”ol'rbU!¢ll:>rI refwlirl s"°"l'°mlm d°°'"'l hm" ml’ "1""l"¢ °'

and lhnelellatlon, |e'lelc[:rle pdrlmlclsre ‘exjnd swn%mlz- the worids "too leto." No matter whatlyour age

Ht M rwl ml" B Q I" I I11 rm “P 11"" or cond tlon; no rnstter how long you are been

co-e "" d°"'° '“"“f' ”' ‘"°"""°"’d '“ ‘ "'“‘“’“"f mired in the slough of -despondsncy or strug
alarnnet, urn an of mm; ellll-I196! of “Y glu-lg under the handlcep oi’ physical lrre|rulsr

30° E"t ‘uh S; 3.3 Yuk C"? ‘ tl[;vu’eml;t‘1r‘§mfln§ ttnlseixllnum .?u:|';eeo-tlloullsunelgté ltles. gtrontllglfortiem can lllllll e new man of

Add; ' Q, l 0 tel" or r est en no P0W!l'- 50 Peres. you. tron ortlsm csn mprove every pert ofcu pee‘ ep ll!\l"l'll1°"-l~ Price. $2-00 flour system stlronzthen gour hearth lungs,

ver, stomec : c ear your rein: stee y your

A u to m o b I I e Renlr- nerves, rid you of that eternal lenguld, tired

Ins Ill" E" “ feelinz, and start you on the path to success.
  

I Can Re-Create You

l KNOW that I cen mslre you over, can im

prove you 100 per eent., because I have helped

and sm helping thousands of other mon—some

oi’ them pretty fer gone, too, before they took

up Strollgfortlsm. I have no pills, powders or

patent medicine dope to olfer you; no drugs of

any kind. EXPERIENCE lnsteed; the solid ex

perience of e lifetime with myself and my

pupils; the experience and study that have en

CAN YOU DRAWD “ motor oer mechanism.

As ? Written in e thoroulh but

nun - technical manner.

This book elao eontelne

YOU CAN WITH A r **,,c:;,*,, §;::;{;*,$;{°";,,,,*1':

ins and Irnltlon Systems.

BERGGREN PEN

petrs to all parts of the

  

Bolderlnz, Heat Treatment oi Steel. Latest Tim- abled mo to dis out and firmly to you the secret

‘V The Bemgrw P dn" my l 143:.’ Elyflgl: ‘Ind! n'el?é:lV't?(-§é_\tllél‘(L€c!k"M°lIr; l‘l:1sEs'$u:vyhl!cel;)ell:gman health and hllplllness

' ‘ style of donad line without blot l I Job ll you own this book. L000 specially made '

_ . engravings on 500 Dletm. 1.056 pl as (5% x B).

ggtlfilur. Nothmgloiaemphmted or 11 Ioldlnl pletee. rice. $4.00 Send For My Free B001-I

¢l'5°m¢, "Rd Y0"! I¢I\l- ‘ “Promotion and Conservation of Health stmnn
o ti as sum t use , -la: p_cn. When you_ are reedy to u/llllgglllnllen con-l'r':§'tl§=. 53.-.7. 1:4 n:u'lr. §'_';:: "';|'§§")_0fl"°;I°‘Y",§l“'c1g“u§§'re;I';1<;"‘,;ff§°;f:g{";

put ln the dotted hnes, fill your B: Vlcwr W. P-re A wlf-vduuwr on ~\1w— end physical ailments: how you Olfl strengthen your

ll mvbllllll Illhfllll In eqneL This Drlcl-lfll 000- vitsl organs: how to obtain symmetry of form and

  

 
 

\ tlse nel to i’ nee of thirt -seve l . figure. I’ . {mm‘ oovorlgr 1:ithoov:r 2000 ouestlonz endnth:l.rmen;- the !ll0ll'-ll'.l€If,°rall.1l1':uh%:I‘syo(t,l' 1:111‘ Ila?‘ Q‘ must

*1 avgln;-Tlahe‘ ll‘l§(Ifl¥;)1l:B‘,u0::l.8&f.llrcYl.l.Ol.Ib“€‘Il??ell; :D.l€kllllt|ll'B ‘of life, from e man who knows whet he's

‘ MIN“ lmlnexnlelnod ll! llmlilb llll 181- A Msrlt the coupon below, showlntt whet ailments you

‘ lvrhlflcalflfk ll» I all-Illlllf 8250- 5 3 f!‘7%- sufler from and send it with three 2c stamps to cover

H 0 . lees. us om. od.Ln:
d Th ‘ 01"“. Baa“ Edmon ma‘ Dub§,m:Q¢ $2 5 mailing expeneee end I will lend you the book free.

Berggren Pen an carry on. e r ==- - ° .

result is e perfect clotted line, sm-mt’. Llehtlne. llltl ~made u fat u you move you! lunit on Systems. ye Pltydcal and Heollll Spechlbr

B Vlct W. P I5. A , ' _hand. V prynctlcelirtreetlsa :1;Wd ‘ Auonfilgflmj I094 Stronglort lnetltute Newark, N J

,m “fin H, lo, Hm --——___----_._—-_-Our pamphlet describes the pen “min mlmm Th“ ml" ,

 CUT OUT AND HAIL THIS COUPON '

Mr. Lionel Strundort, Newark, N. J.

..
,

and shows the styles of lines. prectluel volume hes been 1 n<..-.11-lou slsrm-<

Irrltten with special rel

  

  

 

 

D r B1 ongf rt:—Pl d book. "PnBerwen Dnffln: Pm g;°,';,=;n'g,:_';;;,:;,=,"g_';';';;*,;r m..tf..‘.. ..{.l l~,‘I........t'"i2?.° 7.?“ "T5" ?“'»....» ue

and Six whggb, of gum“; “Q11, unde, Zktentel‘ E:-IIIy,"ul'0P noeteueucifl which I melon; tgffi

‘ 1 ,1 1 - can e mos cover m ng expenses. eve

UNIVERSAL DRAFTING rsu co *='l‘-"*"§.’.“"'“:*‘)”*r*'>'**"T*‘ "*.".';"’ ‘X’ ‘*'"" “" '""*"* *" "M ‘ -=',*e:'
- eulomo lo lunltlon. start ‘ BB 9
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the month.

Agents Wanted

AGENT8—Somev.hing dlflerentl Our in-adlum (Lumi

nous) (lruclflx actually Shinaa in the Dark. Startling!

Myateriuual Wonderful mthusiasm follow! every dem

onstration. 160% proiit on every sale. Sole manu!ao

zuhrlcrs. The Pioneer Corporation, 1265 W. 63rd Street,

‘ clgo.

GET OUR BIG MONEY MAKER monog-ramming Autos,

cI.c., by transfer method. Catalogue and particular!

free. Motorists Accessories Co.. hiansfleld, Ohio.

AGENTS. Signs for store and oflicos. Entirely new.

$50-week easily made. Chicago Sign System 1-326

Rivcr St.. Chicago.

 

 

American Made Toys

AMERICAN MADE TOYS WANTED. An opportunity

for hoineworkers on small scale and manufacturers on

large scale. Unlimited quantities needed of Toy Sol

diers, Anny, Navy. Marines, Cannons, Machine Gum.

Warships and other toys and novelties. Enormous de

mand and future in American Made Toys all over United

States, Canada. Mexico and South America with over

60,000 10-cent. stores and toy dealers. This new Ameri

can industry stands out conspicuously. Factories are

established. people trsiiuzd, machlneries made. Christ

mas Sets needed in millions this year. The great hit

for 191:) without any competition. We are buyers of

these goods all year. paying ilxed prices. Attractive

prices uttered for painted goods. Experience or tools

unnecessary. Hundred and more made complete per

hour. Casting form outfits from $3.00 up. If you mean

business, send for booklet and information free. TOY

§Ol.D%E;1tL MANUFACTURING C0.. 82 Union Square,

‘ew o 

Auctioneers

AUCTIONEERS. Make big money. Free Catalogue.

Carpenter's Auction School. Kansaa City.

Automobile Accessories

MORE Power, less fuel, no carbon. No llyatry, plain

facts. results guaranteed. Write for booklet. No-beak-O

Piaton Bing Company. Baltimore, Maryland.

stock; 4FORD SPEED and Power Specialties in

Speed Forward Auxiliary Transmission, doubles the

pulling power or increases speed 40%; 16 Overhead

Valve Cylinder Head: speed carburetor; cam shaft;

piston rings; light cast iron and aluminum piston

cranitshaft counter balances; high tension magnetos;

undcrslung fixtures; trout wheel roller bearings; speed.

power bevel gears; foot accelerator; large steering

wht-ols; racing bodies; radiators; complete racing cars

$650-$750 two weeks delivery. Tlctor PL Ford,

Transmission Manufacturers. 250 W. 54th, New York.

BATTERY CHARGING. Profit $100 to $250 Clear

lilonthly with 1113 Equipment. Your lighting currmt

or engine operates. No expense to you. Easy payment

plan lets outfit earn own way. Satisfaction guarantees.

Write HOBARTS. Til-OY, OHIO. Box EE.

VULCANIZE RUBBER without heat or tools. Whirl

wind St'llL‘I‘ to cvcry Auto Owner. Further articular!

lrco. Musrailno Agency. E402. Muscatine. owa.

Automobile Schools

HAVE YOU A TRADE'I—Why not learn the Auto

mobile Bu.sineaa—actuai practice under expert instruc

tors qualifies you in a few weeks’ time to repair or

drive any make of car. truck or tractor. There are

always plenty of good positions open for trained men.

Write today for particulars to Buiralo Auto School.

Dept. 84, Buflalo, N, Y.

 

 

Aviation

WANT TO EXCHANGE small airplane for motorcycle.

Brubaker. 522 East 78th St... New York,

BUILD A STAR JUNIOR BlPLANE—Pian $2.00. Or

send $3.75 for plan and book "Aeroplane Construction

and O ration." Chicago Anro Works. Plan Dept. SM

Biver L. Chicago.

 

 

Blueprints

BLUEPRINTS of Model Boat Turbine 50c and U. S

Destroyer $1.00. Adams. ms De I/Epee Ave;

Montreal.

BLUEPRINT8: Small Steam lhiglnea A Boilers,

Gaso. higinas. %—%—'>§ H. P. 8 Sets, (13 Sheets)

Postpaid $1.00. Circular on Castings for Sip. Modern

Model Engineering Co.. 864 Monulnock Blk.. Chicago.

MODEL ELECTRIC MOTOR Blue Prints 250. Com

plete working outfit $1.75. A. F. 52 Wat

130th BL, New York City.

Books

WHAT DID YOU DREAM’! Ten Thousand Answers

$1.25. Exclusive Sensational Novel "Genevieve do

Brabant" $1.10. Voice Hindoo Mystic "sepam" 83¢.

"Phenol-ncnzt of Spirit" 33c. Caial%uos 74:.

Sovereign Company, 100 Sycamore, Buffalo. , Y.

BOOK REAIJERS—Wrlte for free descriptive catalogue.

Central Sales Co.. 601 Ninth Ave., New York.

Business Opportunities

at DOES IT. Texas oil land making holders big

money everyday. Bank references furnished. Investi

gate us thoroughly, that's all we ask. Results count.

Our plan $1 down. balance monthly few months vea

you Warranty Derd to land. May pay profits $20 or

more monthly. Maps, reports. Established facts FREE.

Address Sourlske Texas Oil Co.. 835 Dohionll. St.

lnuls, Mo.

Cassel,

  

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS

Advertisements in these columns 5c per word, average 7 words to the line. To insert

advertisement under proper classification copy should reach us not later than the first of

Business Opportunities

MONEY SAVED—All kinda uaed correspondence courses

2-old.h (Also courses bought.) Write Lea Mountain.

‘Dill I A-ll

 

Chemicals

Oi-IEMICAL8—-50 dillerent chemicals including lodine.

Mercury. Antltnauy, etc. Material auiiicieut tor hun

dreds or eaperunents. Send $4.

LABORATORY APPARATUS-25 piece set. Includes

Alcohol Lamp, Beaker. liriemnuyar Flask funnel. 10

test-tubes. Test-tube holder, etc. SendPlGMENT$—25 dlirerent pigments used in manulao

tunng 1'I.l1ll8, varnishes. Bubber. Paper. etc. send

$4. TEUIINICAL EQULPMENT COMPANY, Dept.

3CC. 22 East 17 Street. New York.

MICROSCOPES. Balances, Experimental Laboratoriu.

Buy through our easy Payment Plan. No red tape.

Write lor lsooklet 24-E. Chemical and apparatus sup

plied for all Chemistry articles appearing in Everyday

irlngincering. Perform their experiments with our

equipment. Lions Scientific Institute, Bausman Street,

Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, Puma.

CRUDE RUBBER: Experiment with pure uncompound

ed lntha Rubber. Make tire patching cements, water

proof cloth, porous tire tiller. rubber stamps, etc.

First latex Para (highest grade lndia rubber) 4 or...

50c." 8 oz.. 80c; 1 1b., $1.25; 5 ll7s.,, $5.00. Addre

Bunsen Supply House, 14 S. Canal SL. Akron. Ohio.

EXPERIMENTER8.—Thia Ad pays for itsell’ because

Everyday Engineering Readers are our regular cus

tomer). Our chemicals. apparatus, and supplies outfit

their laboratories. Why not yours? Ask for free

pricelist and iree service card. Lions Scientific Lastl

Mt. Oliver. Pittsburgh. Pa.till-6.

Drafting

MECHANICAL DRAFTING. all descriptions. inven

tions auti models developed. lowest rates. personal and

lproldI1Dii\ l!§Sl1Lli-Ii. F. L. Miller. 36 Jowott Ave.. Cort

an , '. ,

 

 

 

 

Educational .

CIVIL ENGINEERING one year. Students received

any time. Technical institute, Greenville, Ohio.

Electrical

Transformers, 25§—27% volts only

$2.08. Description sent. Eaglcco. Darion. Connecticut.

I00 INDUCTION MOTOR winding diagrams 1, 2. 3.

phase star delta. 2 to 12 poles inclusive. Postpaid

$5.00, E. Glass, 2108 South Broad Street, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

CHRISTMAS TREE Lighting Outfits; 8 light $2.752

 

“DAND ITOY"

16 light, $5.50. Send for list. Esglsco. Darien. Con

ncctlout.

Fish

GOLD FISH. Imported Japanese, Chinese and Ameri

can flsh aquarium plants. We manufacture beautiful

home aquariums. Descriptive circular free. Pioneer

Goldfish Hatcheries. Racine. Wisconsin.

Formulas

I0.000 TESTED FORMULAS: Cost lo tor 25, before

ordering send for catalogue "KK"-—today. Goodnow.

Highland Ave., South Sudbury. Mass.

370 FORMULA8. 10o. Fitzgerald, 15 Welt 65th St.

New York,

GUARANTEED Workable Formulas-81.00 each:

Mechanics‘ Hand Paste: Bluing Steel Parts (heailesa

process): Carpet Cleaning Paste; Fire liktingulahing

Compound. Detailed method of preparation and

sources of supply accompany all formulas. Industrial

Methods Bureau, I West 34th Street, New York City.

EXPERT CHEMIST will furnish Formulae, Proouaea

and Trade Secrets. All lines. Lina free. W. L.

Cummings, Ph.D.. 228-230 Gordon Ave.. Syracuse. N. Y.

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES. Formulas. Technical

 

For Sale

CALIFORNIA FARMS FOR SALE.

E. B. Waits, Shawnee. Oklahoma.

Gummed Labels

FREE CATALOGUE oontammg iueaa in package labels

suitable for your buatneaa. Stock labels a apeolalty.

Boyal label Co.. 29 S. Seventh, l‘hiiadelphi.a.

Help Wanted
_i__~

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Big Pay. Ex

Dflrillwe ill-llwwdmtry. details tree. rreaa iteporting Syn

dioaw. 534 St. louia.

CENSUS CLERKS: Bailwly Mail Clerks; Mail Car

riers wanted by Government. Thousands men-women

needed. 51100 year. Common education auiliclent.

last positions free. Urgent. Write wday. Franklin

institute. Dept, L~99. Bocheaier. N. Y.

WE WILL’ START YOU in the cleaning and dyeing

business. little capital needed, big proiite. Write for

booklet. The Ben-toude System, Dept. B. Charlotte. N. C.

THOUSANDS U. S. GOVERNMENT Census and Bail

way lilali Positions now open. Men. Women. 18 up.

$i1_00—$l700v year. Common education sui‘IiclenL

\VrlL8 immediately for list positions. Franklin lusti

Lilla. Dept. M 09, llochester. N. 1'.

GOVERNMENT poeluuns highly desirable,‘

appointed annually through frequent. anmluationa

cyerywhere; prepare immediately for Post Oliioe Clerk.

Llty or Rural latter Carrier, ltallway Mail Clerk,

Washington Departmental clerk. stenographar-Typist,

unexculied correspondence instruction at $5. Bequest

particulars concerning positions desired, i<'edevral Civil

Service School, 604 Kellogg. Washington. D. C.

2000 GOVERNMENT Railway Mall Clerks wanted.

Men. women, 18 up. $1300 year to beginners. Write

immediately for list of positions open. Franklin Insti

tute. Dept. N 99, Rochester, N. Y.

 

Write for list.

 

 

thousand!

 

Inventors

INVENTURS. in all matters concerning Patents, The

National institute of lnventora, 118 I-‘ulton SI... New

York City. ll oo-operative sotuoly oi’ 2500 will help you

protect, develop and markot your inventions. Annual

tluus $10.00. Booklet on request.

INVENTORS—We do experimental, Model, 'I‘ool, Die

anti Jig work. Light niuxiuiscturing. Miller & O'Brien

liilg. t.'u.. Saint Paul, Minn,

INVENTIONS WANTEO..

ideas.

 

CASH OR ROYALTY for

Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 223. St. Louis, Mo.

Machinery

VIOLET RAY MACHINES. Complete. Working Draw

lugs $1.00. All parts ready to aaemble $10.00. Satis

faction Guaranteed. J. Barwiclt. 89 Britannia Ave..

Hamilton, 0nt., Canada.

CONCRETE BUILDING Block Machines and Moulds.

{[1-oe Catalogue. 200 South Second Street, Bt. Louia.

O.

Male Help Wanted

RAILWAY TRAFFIO INSPECTORS; $110.00 a montn

to start and expenabl; travel if desired; unlimited ad

vancement. No age limit. Three months home study

Situation arranged. Pi-opus for permanent poaltioo.

Write for booklet CM-38. S'1‘ANDA.B.D BUSINESS

TRAINING INSTITUTE, Btlflalo. N. Y.

 

Miscellaneous

WE MAKE GOVERNORS to control Auto and Cycle

engines when used as stationary. Write today tor

clrculars. C. D. TL. Box 582, Dept. E.. Taft. Calif.

CREATING A SENSATION. The Mack Sennett

Bathing B‘ea-utiel now appearing on the stage in the

principal cities of the United States. Three a lendld

utual

 

no ti . rm tln b kl t r . Co lti D5,...on-§’1ifiii.°1’.'1:u= r-‘iii’ N.“ 1. °° ° '°° mu D‘ §'t'§§.§i'§"<‘§1$? lZu5§llahers, B‘?-‘.li’°.1.i.‘°';‘3i‘_"° "°°‘

' rosacco on suurr HABIT cured or no . $1.00
For Ad7'””5e73 if cured. Remedy amt on mu. Buperba a. IL.

"THE rsu GREAT sscnzrs of a Successful Let- Blltlmm. Md

ter"—A wonderful little book in 10 short chapters by

Ad-Man Davison, highest-paid advertising writer in

the world. Cloth-bound stpaid $1. E. B. Daviaon,

Publisher. Dept. 1-1, 51¢ th Avenue. New York.

For Sale

100 6% ENVELOPE8 PRINTED to your order (I) mlorl.

76¢: prepaid. Write for Samplea. Lincoln Novelty 00.,

Rochester. N. Y. '

GENUINE INDIAN BASKET$—9O Siylea. Catalogue.

GTLHAM. Highland Springs, California.

FOR SALE—Knapp Type SS Dynamo 8 volts, 4 amp.,

slightly used. $7.00. Red Devil Water Motor, $3.90.

Slightly used tools and electrical supplies. Send stamps

for list and prioea. J. Norlie, 2158 Knapp Street,

St. Paul. Minn.

FOR SALE. Scott Boiler and Turbine in working

order. Adams. 163 De I/Epee Ave. Montreal.

NO. 29 GOODELL LATHE Outfits 825.00 Speedy and

Oscillating. castings and Small tools for sale. Di

close postal. Steam and Water Gauge Parts also valves

 

 

 

511 for $1.50. Altlten, 1714 Brown St., Philadelphia,

s..

FOR SALE. Every issue Everyday Engineering ever

published. In good condition. Also cmnpleie line oi‘

wireless instruments. Bard L. Frankhauscr, 179 Marcy

Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.
I
/

BREED Canariea—Prnfltable pastime. Particulars free.

Bird Farm. Lynnhavm, Virginia.

SPORT8MEN.—'.l‘raIncd beagles. rabbit. fox. coon.

skunk, squirrel. and opossum dogs, bird dogs. pet. and

farm dogs. swine, rabbits. plgcona, pheasants, goets.—

100 Variotlea blooded stool. Circular! 100. VIOLET

HILL KENNELS. YORK. PA

$1.00 PAID for Volume 1 Numben 4 and 5. Tikeryday

Engineering Magazine. George Walter, 2812 Hughes

Street. Brooklyn. N. Y

Modial Supplies

MODEL VENTILATORS. Height from 1% to 2 inl.

Diameter at mouth 1 in.. %in. and 7,5 in. Price 2.00.

1\{ollsh‘ed kcoppar lacquered. Menus. 74 Welt. 89th Streei-.

l \‘\\' OT‘ .

BOYS hulld your own Electric Motor.

tit $1.75. Blue Prints 25c. A, F.

130th St., New York City.

Motion Picture Plays <5’ Supplies

$25-300 paid anyone for ideas, suggestions suitable for

photoplays. Experience unnecessary: complete outline

I-‘roe. Producers League, 530 St. Louis. Mo.

BARGAIN lists free. Motion Picture machines. iilm and

sunnllt-s. Natiorisl Equipment Company. Duluth, Minn.

 

Complete out

Cassal. 52 West
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Patents

PATENTS. Over 70 yearn‘ practiae; ail uzmmmiicationa

atrictiy confidential: handbook on patents lrcc on r\>q\w_lI-.

spacial facilities for omce consultations. Munn I t,o..

patmt nttorneyl. 641 Woolworth Building, New York.

825 F Street. Wuhmltlll 'I.\JIer Buildlnl. Chicaao.

lNVENTOR$—b‘eud aketch oi your invenuon for advioo

rqardtnl patent protection. licnty inn Experienci

Hand-book mi Patent: lent Free. TLI.-BET b TAL

BIM‘. Patout lawyers, 4821 Talbert Blda., Waning

ton. D. C.

PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT.

Wrtta IDI. No attorney’: Ieo until tent II allowed

Etah. 1882. "inventor: Guide Franklin I-.I_.

Houah. 510 loan b Trust Buildlnl. Waahlntlbh. 13- L

PATENTS. Prrxnpt. personal dlciutt service by an

Attorney-at-law akiiied in all branches of Patent Fac

tion. Over l2 year: actual axpcritaioa, full Information

upon request. B. P. lI'ial."ibu.rno, 322 liltfllli Bulldina.

Washington, D. C.

PATENTS-—l\'sea in inataiimonta. Fran! '1‘. Fuillf. ior

rncrly Liuutanant. -Illalflcera Waahinnoh. D~ 0
~Zj———

INVENTIONS PATENTED: Trad0—M.arh.: Ihalltered:

Labels. Prints. Publications tad; prom aer

vioe; reaaonahlo fees: lain a vice; rcquctt od

information onion pl your buainm. Jayne: I

Jaynoa. 80-t Katha. Washinaton. D. C.

lNYENTOR$—Wrlte for our free llluatralcd mid» bwl.

"Hal to Obtain a Patent." Said model or akctch and

deaalptlon of invention ior our opinion ol it: patentablo

nature Ina. Highest Beiercnou. Prompt Service. Bea

aonable Tarma. VI(."I'0B J. IVAN! It C0.. ‘I48 Ninth.

Wuhinltou, D. C.

PATENTS. Booklet free. Hiahest relerenoss. Beat rc

Iulta. Prunptnee: aaaured. WATSON I11 COLEMAN.

Patmt Lawyer, 624 F BL, Washington, D. C.

PATENT8—Hlerbert Jenner patent attorney and

mechanlml expert. 622 F st. Waahinaton. D. c. 1
report it a patent can be bad and it: exam. coat. Bond

ior drctllar.

I. H. LOUGHBRIDGE, Patait Attorney Consulting

Dmincer. The aamc hilh class acrvlce that is ob

tained by the lame manufacturera. Charles moderate,

Designs and hianufacturrlnz specifications propared.

l-i5'l' Broadway. New York.

PATENT RIGHTS on Automobile Snow Plow: new.

superior. all rnozal. For clcarini It hways. Attrac

tive commercial propoaition. Harry tart. Woodhury.

(‘nnti.

lt may be valuable.

Photography

O0 YOU TAKE PICTURES! Write for free aamllle 0!

our biz magazine ahowlna how to make better picture!

and earn money. American Phowannby. 466 Porn Bulld

ina. Boston. Mass.

LIKE PHOTOGRAPHS?

 

 

Real pictures! State wantl.

send. dime for sample. Our lists froo. over 800 non

tivcs from all parts of tho world. Gui! Curio Co-.

Houston. Tuna.

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING of the Iilihut clam.

Send your nut. I-‘ilrn roll to us. Derolouinl 15c Der

roll. Prints s to Sc. tt. E. IiIc1l1LI‘l'B. General PM

()fi‘it~e, New York City.

YOUR PHOTO anti 30c Iota 25 Illillllilfld ltamp siu

Photos. Your photo returned. Work guaranteed.

hluscatlne AEEDCT. E--102. hiusutine, Iowa.

Priittittg
 

IN LETTERHEADS or Envelopu. 85¢; 100 Bu_sint-al

Cards, 35¢, prepaid; samples tree. Wellmann Printmi

t‘o., Huntington, West Virglnh.

Radio

YOU ARE NOT IOOERN unless

Badiolst.” "The Badioist" Ia a mun

magazine, as original as its name: containing many

novel departments and aura to please either novice or

export as ll. contains live. peppy articlea interesting to

both. You can zroally improve our aet_by reading the

latest advanced idols in "The dioiat Yearly aub

scription $2.00. Special three months trial subscription,

50 cents. (Stamps not accepted.) Bemgrozross-Ive. Send

your subscription. reaular or trial. imtn atoly and rccelva

the "New Year Issue" which will be a rip<roarlng suc

cess. Delay tneana you're ruining ruoh so act now and

subscribe toclu INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF B.A

DIOIST8, OMAHA.

Rubber Stamps

RUBBER STAMPS. It not delivered in 5 days return

to your name and addroas, 500. Stamp pads 25¢‘.

Order direct or send ~uunp for circular. Albert Porch,

T938 Bennett Ave.. Chicago.

Stamps

APPROVALS 60% discount. Rafermoe. please. Stamp:

bought. Lang, 1433-J 59th. Cicero, Illinois.

STAMPS SENT on approval at 70% discount. Refer

once lrpouired. J. Emory Itanoll. Dept. W., Han

DTEI, IL

I00 STAIPS 5c.

Dayton. Ohio.

JAPAN'S Stamp Dealer. Stamps oi all oountriea.

Pur.-.h:.=o and sale or exchange on approval sheets.

S1.00—$20.00 every mall. 40—400 Stamps in exchange,

rettlsiercd desired. Naltada Stamp Company, 26 Sakae

cho. Hamanutsu. Japan.

VICTORY siann packet 350. Catalog value 81.50 to

$‘Z.I.*0 All Different. A. J. Hots. 1324K Maple Ave.,

Ins Anxeles. Calif. NO STAMPS ACCEPTED.

50.000 COINS, Medals, Paper Money. Antique Fire Arms,

Swords, Indian Relics. Curlul. Stamp Collections. List

frt-e. Antique Shop, 33 South 18th St., Philadelphia.

Short Stories Wanted

SHORT STORIES. Poems, Plays, Etc., are wanted for

publication. Literary Bureau. I66 Hannibal. Mo.

Telegraph

TELEGRAPNY (both Mona and Wlrelual AND RAIL

WAY ACCOUNTING tallxht thorolllhly and quickly.

Big salaries now paid. Great opportunities. Oldest and

Largest School. fit. 45 years. Catalog free. Dodam

Institute. 24th Street. Valparaiso. Ind.

ou read “The

amateur radio

 

 

 

200—l0t:, Buchey, 412-E Bowen,

 

 

 

 

Tricks

l.IIII STAGE TRICKS with 500 llluatrationa. Ca

15c. Small CIIIIOIIIO Free. Horntnann Magic .

Station 8, 804 Welt 34th 8t., New York.

Typewriter Supplies

RIBNSAVER maker dried. pals ribbon: like now for

one cent. 50¢ postpald_ Order your: today. Bibnaavt

Co., I88 N. L: Salle BL. Dept. ll, Chicano, I11.

 

 

 

I Vircless
 

THE AUDION. Ita early hlatory and developmmt.

Electron Theory and Trigger Action. Compiled by a

Chief Electrician ll-adlo man who was situated at the

Naval Radio School :.s Instructor tor two years, writ

ten by an old amateur fur the Amateur: in word: that

they can un-lerstand Also Blue Print Diagram: for

hook utn for Receiving Damped slltlllll ualng both air

exhausted and gas Bulbs. Receiving undam signal:

and regenerative circuits. Two ste Amp ifler ualna

same (A) and (B) Blttcrlcl for bo nope. Wireleaa

Telephony with a Power Bulb. Working Blua Print

on how to build a “One to One" transformer for ua:

with Audion Amplifier. All for TWO DOLLARS.

Addrea: T. O. Molt]-JNZIE. I04 Warburton Ave.,

Yonkera. N. Y.

WIRELESS PARTS. PRDIPT DELIVERY. Standard

1%’ :witc.h knob-lever complete 35c. Switch point: with

screw: 25¢ dozen. State panel thickncaa. Novowy Ilea

trlc. Charlotte. N. C.

WIRELESS. 22.5 \'ulta—l5 cells II. Batterloa—Stand

ard Slznal Corps, U. S. Army for Vacuum Tubes

Typo BA~2. Fully GUARANTEED. worth $1.50-our

price 900 poslpaid. State your wants in Rot-olvina and

Sendlnl “'irelosl apparatus. We will quota very roa

sonablo pvlt-cs. The ll. S. Wlreleas Co., I64 Boa: BL,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

HIGH PRICES
OF APPARATUS ARE A

HANDICAP TO MANY

— EXPERIMENTERS -

Why not sell some of the things you

 

 

need no longer, and put the money

into new equipment?

Or have you instruments to ex

change?

Thousands read

Everyday Engineering, so many that

of experimenters

a single classified advertisement will

bring you results, and at such a small

coat.

THlNK__WHAT CAN YOU BUY,

SELL, OR EXCHANGE?

TELL THE OTHER EXPERIMENTERS

IN A CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT.

 

 

MODEL MAKING

By Raymond Francis Yatoa

A New Boob for the Mechanic and Model

Maker Which Ia on the Prcaa

Orders received now will be given Immediate

attention when the book comes from the

DTOSS.

Price, $3.00 3*

 

 

Powerful

Physique!

 

EARLE LIEDERMAN

The Acme of Physical Perfection.

A 48-inch chest and

16V-2 inch biceps!

HAVE THEM. HAVE YOU?

Hundreds of my pupils have ob

tained these measurements and many

of my pupils have exceeded them.

Why not let me do the same for

you?

My methods never fall to produce

results quickly.

I BEGIN WHERE OTHERS LEAVE OFF.

I PRACTICE WHAT l PREACH.

MY NEW BOOK

“Muscular Development”

Bound in cloth with over three hundred hall

toties and lino cuts.

This is the first book of its kind to be pub

lished In this country and all those inter

ostod in model engineering should have a

copy. The first eight chapters are devoted

to such subjects as Silver Soldering, Heat

Treatment. of Steel, Lathe Work. Pattern

Making. Grinding, etc. The remaining

twenty»i'our chapters describe the construc

tion of vnrlous models such as rapid ilrc

naval guns, speed bouts, model steam engines,

turbines, etc.

This book must not be confused with those

describing tho construction of toys now on

the market. It is a practical treatise on

model engineering and construction.

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO.

Dept. E.E., 2 West 45th St., New York

will explain all about my system and

will interest you.

It is illustrated with Z0 full-page

photographs of myself and of some

of the finest developed athletes whom

I have trained. lf you have not as

yet read this boolt by all means get

a copy.

Simply Tear Off Coupon Below and mail

to me with I00 (stamps or coin) and you

will receive your copy promptly.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 705, 203 Broadway, New York City

DO

TEAR Nl(.)rw

OFF before

COUPON you

forget It.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 705, 203 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Dear Sir:—l enclose herewith l0e for which you

are to lend ms, without any obligation on my art

whatever. ll copy of your latest book “Muscular e

vclopment." (Please write plainly.)

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sin-ct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Stuic . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I-ing. l\'nv., 1918

i~

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING i\IAcAzmr;
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QLBERT ~
national joy smoke

 

  

Copyrl in I019

by R. J. eynuldl

Tobacco Co.

P. A. has such a joy’us way of

making men glad about jimmy pipes!

Awaiting your say-so, you'll find

toppy red bags, tidy red tine, hand

some pound and half pound tin

humidors—and—tha\ classy, prac

tical pound crystal glass humidor

with sponge moistener top that

keeps Prince Albert in such perfect

condition!

RINCE AlBER§

CRIMP CUT "

l0Nc aunnmc PIPE AND -

CIGARETTE foangco

  

To shoot it quick:—Prince Albert

turns over a new leaf in your

smoke-career! Shovels smoke

sorrows right out the attic airshaft

and throws wide open the smoke

section-shutters! Talk about letting

in a flood of smokesunshine! Bet

your pet luckystone that the best

you ever heard tell about can’t

hold a candle with What Prince

Albert will handyou seven days

out of every week! And, then,

some-on-the-side !

Smoking Prince Albert is just about

twins with having the top time of

your life on each fire-up! It gives

you a newidea ofhowdelightful

a jimmy pipe or a home—roIled

cigarette can be ! Such flavor

and fragrance and coolness; such

freedom from bite and parchl Prove

out personally that Prince Albert's

exclusive patented process really

does cut out bite and parchl

Talk about ringing the bell every

time you takejust one more little

smoke! You’ll agree with your old

fellow citizen, General Approval,

that Prince Albert puts a man on

the- firing line with a pipe or ciga

rette, and keeps him there; that

it sends all previous smoke setto

records to the rear-ranks; that it

just slams in one good time on top

of another so fast, so happy-like,

you realize that heretofore you’ve

been hunting regular-man-sport

with the wrong ammunition!

R. ]. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGXNEERING MAGAZINE
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Electric Furnaces and Their Products

WO centuries have passed since

Sir Humphrey Davy “struck” the

first electric arc. Barely a quar

ter of a century has passed since the

first electric furnace capable of

performing a serviceable day’s

work was put into operation.

To-day the electric furnace

has been applied to a multi

tude of industries. In some

instances, as in the steel in

dustry, it has taken the place

of fuel-heated furnaces. In

other cases it has made pos

sible the creation of a new

product which could

not have been pro

duced with the heat

made available by

any known process of

combustion.

Wondrous changes

are wrought within

the glowing radiance

of the electric fur

nace. Solid matter is

made liquid, and liquid gaseous.

Under the influence of a terrific heat

chemical changes of combination and

decomposition are brought about that

would otherwise be impossible. For

many years chemists dreamed of melt

ing carbon. Moissian not only melted

it; he boiled it! Nothing can with

stand the continued application of the

tremendous heat produced by the elec

tric arc. In a sense, the electric fur

nace is probably one of the most de

structive of earthly agencies. At least

this is the belief of scientific men. No

solid matter, regardless of its refrac

tive properties, has been able to hold its

identity within the electric furnace.

There is no heat so terrible, so cruel

and disruptive as that generated by the

electric arc.

Electric furnaces are divided into

three classes, i.e., arc., resistance and in

duction. An electric arc is established

when two electrodes of different poten

tial are brought in contact and with

drawn. Thus, when two carbon elec

trodes are brought together to complete

an electric circuit considerable heat is

By Raymond Francis Yates

developed for the instant at the point

of contact. This vaporizes a small

amount of carbon which fills the space

between the electrodes when they are

  

Photo Courtesy Acheson Graphite Co.

.4 resistance furnace used in the production of Acheson graphite. The

highest temperature developed commercially is produced within the

walls of this /urnace

separated. Current will continue to

flow across this space, generating a ter

rific heat. The hot carbon vapor re

duces the electrical resistance of the

L |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| II

The electric furnace has fast

grown to be a great and useful

device in the industry of the

world. Many wonders are wrought

within its walls. In the blinding

whiteness of its cruel, destructive

heat _c h e m i c a l processes are

brought about that could not be

accomplished by any other known

process. Through the medium of

the electric furnace, Nature has

been forced to yield some of her

most guarded elements and com

pounds. This article, with the

limited space it occupies, can be

nothing more than.a brief resumé

of the great work that has been

done in the field of electro

thermics

Iiiiiii -- UIIIIIIIHIIIIIlllllllllilllilllll|||\|||ll\IlIlIllllllltllllllllllulIlllnllllllnlllllr

space between the arc from many thou

sand ohms to a few ohms. The quan

tity of heat generated will depnd

  

  

  

entirely upon the current strength.

Resistance furnaces bear no resem

blance to those of the arc type. Heat is

produced by interposing some resisting

material in an electric cir

cuit. The heat generated

will be governed by the

current strength of the

0irt'ulL A current strength

as high as ten thousand

amperes with a pressure

of fifty volts has been

used.

_ The main part of an in

H2} duction furnace is a

transformer. The

charge (which must

be a conducting sub

stance) is placed in a circular or

oblong trough of refractory mate

rial which encircles one leg of

the transformer and thereby func

tions as a short-circuited sec

ondary. The induction furnace

is not used to any great extent in

America.

Arc furnaces are divided into two

classes. Where the arc is drawn between

one or more electrodes and the metal

charge, the fumace is said to be of

the direct heating type. Furnaces

where the charge is heated by radiation

from an arc established between two

electrodes within the furnace are said

to be of the indirect heating type.

Carborundum was one of the first

products of the high temperature elec

tric furnace. Dr. Edward Goodrich

Acheson was the man whose genius

gave this wonderful commodity to an

awaiting world. Chemically, Carbo

rundum is known as silicon carbide,

which is expressed by the formula SiC.

Its production is brought about by the

reaction between the element silicon (in

the form of silica or sand) and carbon

in the form of coke. This reaction

takes place within the confines of what

has become known as “Carborun

dum furnace,” which is a resistance

furnace of the most simple and rugged

type. A large graphite electrode is

placed at each end of a long trough

shaped structure made of fire bricks or
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other highly refractory material. The

resistance, which consists of ground

coke, is interposed between the elec

trodes in the form of a round core. The

charge is packed about this core and a

refractory substance is placed between

the charge and the fumace walls to pre

vent serious heat radiation and de

struction of the walls by the exceed

ingly high temperature produced when

the furnace is in operation.

A current strength of several thou

sand amperes is sent through the

charge in the furnace under a pres

sure of from 80 to 110 volts. Under

the influence of this great rush of cur

rent the core in the furnace soon

reaches a tremendous temperature in the

neighborhood of 2000 deg. C. The pro

duction of this tempera

ture is accompanied by

violent chemical decom

position and complete

rearrangement of the ele

ments within the charge.

The more volatile sub

stances succumb to the

heat and the inflam

mable, gaseous products

burn quietly at the fur

nace sides. In the in

terior of the fumace

there is a fiery mass of

blinding whiteness; in

artificial graphite, a substance which

has since done the world a wealth

of good. If the temperature of Car

borundum is carried too high the sili

con is unable to withstand the increase

and escapes in a volatile condition.

This leaves the carbonaceous portion

of the charge in the form of soft,

unctuous graphite which is capable of

withstanding the high temperature.

The graphite furnace is essentially

-the same type as the Carborundum fur

nace. In operation, however, the tem

perature of the graphite furnace is

brought to a point considerably above

that produced in the Carborundum fur

nace. As will be seen from the photo

graph, great copper bars carry the

heavy current to the electrodes which

bines with the carbon, producing carbon

dioxide and mono-oxide. The silicon

continuously runs forth from the spout

of the furnace in a little fiery-red

stream.

Aluminum was at one time a metal

lic rarity. Men gazed at small samples

of it enviously through the glass cases

in the museum. The furnace in which

aluminum is produced does not in any

way resemble the more conventional

types. In fact, it is really an electro

lytic cell maintained at a high tempera

ture. The electrolyte is composed of a

molten mass of cryolite and alumina.

This molten mass is held in a, large

rectangular steel case heavily lined with

carbon. Two large electrodes are intro

duced through the top of the device and

these make contact with

the charge. During the

operation the alumina

is decomposed into

aluminum and oxygen.

The aluminum collects

at the bottom of the

fumace in a fused con

dition. The aluminum

furnace, or what is bet

ter known as the Hall

furnace (named a.f-ter

its inventor) does not

employ an arc in any

way, the required heat

fact, the charge is being produced by the

brought to the point of resistivity of the

incandescence. If it charge. The normal

were not for the fact operating temperature

that it was smothered in

a bed of refractory ma

terials the charge would

soon be consumed by the

process of oxidation.

After thirty-six hours

of operation the current

is turned off and the fur

nace is allowed to cool.

The sides are then taken

away and a large core of

still red-hot Carborun

dum crystals is bared to ,

the atmosphere. As the

cooling continues great

masses of sharply point

ed, iridescent crystals

are in evidence. These are the

crystals of Carborundum, second in

hardness only to the diamond. Car

borundum is the greatest artificial abra

sive known and little can the layman

appreciate the great value of this sub

stance to industry. Carborundum is

used in grinding steel rails and pearl

buttons; it is used in grinding leather

as well as glass. In fact, even the lit

tle wheels that buzz against our teeth in

the dentist’s chair are made of Carbo

rundum.

It was while experimenting with the

production of Carborundum that Ache

son accidentally carried the temperature

of his furnace too high. The result of

this accident was the production of

Photo Courtesy Pittsburgh Electric Furnace co.

 

A small steel furnace pourmg its charge

in the concrete end

blocks of the furnace. A number of

large graphite rods form the electrodes.

Silicon is another product that had

its birthplace in the unconquerable heat

of the electric furnace. The process of

producing silicon electro-thermally is

due to Mr. Frank Tone, a metallurgist

of intemational fame. Unlike Carbo

rundurn or graphite, silicon is produced

in a furnace of the arc type. The proc

ess is that of reduction. Carbon in the

form of coke is placed in the furnace,

together with silica. The reaction is

one of substitution. The silica, unable

to withstand the reducing action of the

carbon, decomposes and thus liberates

its silicon. The oxygen in turn com

are embedded

of this furnace is in the

neighborhood of 1,600

degrees Centigrade.

Calcium carbide was

first produced by Wil

son. Like many other

discoveries of note, its

fi rst production was

purely accidental. The

Wilson carbide fur

nace is a very interest

ing but simple type.

A large iron crucible

mounted upon a truck

and heavily lined with

carbon forms the body

of the furnace. Sus

pended above this are two graphite

electrodes so arranged that they can be

adjusted vertically. The charge in the

furnace consists of powdered lime and

coke. The arc is drawn between the

molten mass of carbide and the two elec

trodes. The potential difference be

tween the electrodes is 175 volts. The

current strength is 3,500 amperes.

The chemical reaction which is

brought about within the furnace be

tween the powdered lime and coke fol

lows: CaO —l- C : Ca + CO, and

Ca -1- 2C : CaC2. The molten car

bide forms a pool at the bottom of the

furnaces.

A great number of these electric

fumaces are operated at Niagara
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Falls, N. Y., which is the greatest elec

tric furnace center in the world. This

is because cheap electrical energy is

available in great, but on the other

hand, limited quantities.

It was in the year 1898 that Capt.

Stassano produced the first real work

able electric furnace for the production

of steel. Today, there are hundreds of

such furnaces in operation wherever

cheap power is available for their oper

ation. In fact, they have been devel

oped to such a point of efificiency that

they are being operated in many lo

calities where power is not cheap. The

production of steel from metallic in

gredients is brought about in furnaces

which greatly resemble the open

hearth fumace in their action.

A number of these are used for

the fusion of pure materials in

the proper proportion for mak

ing steel. These materials are

pure pig iron, wrought iron or

molten steel. Other furnaces are

employed in melting together pig

iron, steel scrap and ore. Fur

naces of this type are always

made with a basic lining to al

low the removal of phosphorous

Photo Courtesy Detroit Electflu Furnace Co.

and sulphur from the steel by limey

slag.

Steel furnaces of the arc, induction

and resistance have been devel

oped. In America the Héroult furnace

has gained considerable popularity.

This furnace is of the series arc type.

Two large electrodes pass through the

roof and arcs are drawn between these

and the metallic charge. In this way

the current passes in the furnace

through one electrode and out through

the other. The Héroult furnace is en

cased in a steel shell lined with dol

    

omite bricks and crushed dolomite.

The roof is made up of silica bricks.

.The hearth of the Héroult furnace

which is exposed to the molten charge,

is made of burnt magnesite. To pre

vent excessive oxidation of the elec

trodes a water jacket is placed around

them at the point where they enter the

fumace. By the circulation of water

through these jackets the temperature

of the electrodes is kept fairly low.

When the charge is ready to pour the

fumace is tipped by mechanical means.

The electrode regulation of the

Héroult furnace is entirely automatic.

If the arc becomes too long, the electrode

is lowered, or, if the arc becomes too

  

Above:

short, the electrode is raised. This

happens without the attention of the

furnace attendant.

There are a number of different types

of electric furnaces in America. They

all have their advantages and disad

vantages like many other things. It

would require more space than is al

lowable to completely describe the out

standing features of the various steel

furnaces in use. They range all the

way from one ton capacity to the great

giants that are able to accommodate

twenty tons as one charge.

A few years ago carbon disulphide

was produced by passing sulphur vapor

over red hot charcoal. Thanks to the

ingenuity and resourcefulness of one

R. E. Taylor this product is now being

produced abundantly and cheaply with

the aid of the electric furnace. It is

one of the many products that has been

cheapened through the medium of the

electric furnace.

A great quantity of ferro-alloys are

used annually in the steel industry for

deoxidizing steel to produce sound in

gots. These alloys include ferro-sil

icon, ferro-chrome and ferro-mange»

nese. Such alloys are now produced in

great quantities by means of electric

  

.4 Westinghouse electric furnace for the steel

industry. Below, left: A newly developed fumace used

in melting brass

furnaces of the arc type. The process

of electric production is a great im

provement over the older processes

formerly used in the ferro-alloy indus

try. Like many other electric furnace

productions, the ferro-alloys are pro

duced in enormous quantities at Nia

gara Falls.

Phosphorous is produced within the

electric furnace by heating phosphoric

acid with some form of carbon. The

resulting vapor is distilled and con

densed outside of the furnace. Owing

to the fact that the process of producing

phosphorous must be carried on with

out the presence of air this operation is

nicely adapted to the electric furnace.

Within the last few years a furnace

has been developed in which brass can

be successfully melted. This has been
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the aim of metallurgists for some time.

Mr. H. W. Gillett of the United States

Bureau of Mines must receive the

credit for having designed one of the

most successful electric fumaces for the

melting of brass.

A furnace used for melting brass

must of necessity have many unique

features owing to the peculiarity of the

service which it is required to render.

The speed of production depends

largely upon the rate at which heat can

be produced within the furnace without

serious injury to the refractories from

the metal under treatment.

One of the most important items of

cost in melting copper alloys which

contain large percentages of zinc and

lead is the loss of metal through vapor

ization and oxidation. It is quite im

possible to entirely eliminate this loss,

but on the other hand, it is possible to

reduce it to a minimum by melting the

alloy in a tightly closed furnace cham

ber in the presence of a neutral or re

ducing atmosphere. In the ordinary

fuel heated furnace there must be a

constant draft.

The rocking electric furnace for the

melting of brass which is shown in one

of the photographs accompanying this

article is really one of the greatest tri

umphs of electro-metallurgy. The

furnace shown consists essentially of a

cylindrical steel shell lined with refrac

tory substances and mounted on rollers

and ring gears in such a way that it is

free to move within an arc of 200 de

grees. The rocking motion during

operation is produced by a small motor

through the proper reducing gears. The

sourc of heat in this particular furnace

is an electric arc drawn between two

graphite electrodes placed axially with

in the furnace. These electrodes are

regulated by wheels. The arc is pro

duced in the exact center of the furnace.

When the furnace is charged the

electrodes are withdrawn and only their

tips are flush with the inner walls of

the furnace. This is to prevent them

from being broken by the heavy pieces

of metal that are dumped into the fur

nace. During the first few minutes of

operation the furnace remains still

since rocking it at this state would

probably break the electrodes. After

the heat has been applied for some time

and the metal becomes soft the rock

ing motion is started, first through a

small arc and gradually increased un

til the metal becomes completely molten.

During this rocking motion the molten

metal washes the inner lining of the

furnace to within a few inches of the

charging door. Two complete oscilla

tions are made per minute. As the

molten metal washes over the refrac

tory lining any excess heat which the

lining may have is directly absorbed by

the metal and put to a useful purpose.

 

Making Copper Gauze Motor Brushes

By A. Weaver

OPPER guaze brushes are widely

used on the smaller sizes of

motors and dynamos, especially

low voltage machines where the high

resistance of a carbon brush is not suit

able. No doubt most experimenters

think it is beyond their means to make

their own brushes and it should be in

teresting to learn how easy it can be

accomplished with the aid of a simple

home-made device.

First, it is necessary to make a die

in which the brushes are formed.

There are several types that can be

employed, but, as it would require con

siderable trouble to make a split die

without proper shop facilities, the

simple one piece die illustrated in the

method of using the same are clearly

shown in the drawings.

The copper gauze used, especially for

the smaller sizes of brushes, should be

of as fine a mesh as can be obtained

and the experimenter should experience

little trouble in obtaining a suitable

grade from any hardware or supply

house. A strip of gauze is cut with a

width about twice as great as the length

of the finished brush, although the

exact width necessary to use in order to

make a finished brush of a certain

length depends upon the pressure ap

plied in fomiing and can only be deter

mined by experiment. The strip should

be of sufficient length so that when it is

wadded up it can be readily forced into
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The copper gauze brush is better, for small machines, than carbon

one/lat

drawings was selected, as it can be

easily made with the aid of a small

lathe, and serves the purpose admir

ably. Cold rolled steel shafting will do

for the material. A piece of shafting of

suitable diameter should be cut about

twice as long as the length of the brush

desired, and its ends faced off square.

Next, a hole the same size and shape

as the cross section of the brush to be

made is formed in the center of the

shafting. This should extend through

its entire length. In the case of a

round brush, this is a simple matter.

Then a punch or follower should be

made with an easy sliding fit for the

die. The length of the portion A from

the shoulder to the end of the punch

should equal the length of the die

minus the length of the finished brush.

The ends of this punch should be faced

off square. A drift the same size as the

punch, but a little longer than the die,

should be provided for ejecting the fin

ished brush. These parts and the

metal brush

 

the die. After the wad is pushed in the

die the punch should be started in be

hind it. Then the outfit should be

placed between the jaws of a vise and

pressure steadily applied until the

shoulder of the punch rests against the

face of the die. The wad will then be

fully compressed. Then the punch

should be removed and the brush eject

ed by means of the drift. When the

diameter of the punch is very small and

there is danger of it buckling under

the pressure necessary to compress the

gauze then it can be driven in by light

blows from a hammer. It is well to

keep the punch and die well lubricated.

In compressing the copper gauze, it

will be found that a tremendous pres

sure can be exerted by means of the

vice. It must be remembered that a

vice is really a combination of the

screw and lever.
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The Everyday Engineering Cup Races

Speed Boat Contest at Central Park Causes Li'vely'_Con2petz'tion

N the Zlst of September, the

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGA

ZINE cup races were run off at

Central Park. A large, enthusiastic

crowd of spectators were present and

everyone thoroughly enjoyed the event

which was not without its exciting, as

well as amusing, moments.

Mr. Raymond Francis Yates, Editor

of Ev!-mvnav ENGINEERING, framed

the racing rules to which the model boat

owners adhered to closely. The rules

were as simple as possible. The boats

were raced separately around a circular

course 300 feet in circumference. Each

boat had to make three laps. The 0WD

of the boats that entered the race ran

for three continuous laps without an

interval of time in between.

Mr. J. Fawcett Rapp’s speed hydro

plane “Elmara V” won the race. Her

'-'- A $*4| - 1
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time was 15 seconds, 17 seconds and

24 seconds, for the first, second and

third laps, respectively. This gave

“Elmara V” a total of 56 seconds. The

boat was not making her usual speed

Part of the crowd. From

left lo right seated: Mr.

J. Berg, Commodore C.

P. M. Y. C.; H. Grifliths,

Secretary; R. F. Yates

and M. B. Sleeper

ers were each given a

half an hour to make

their boats cover the re

quired distance. The

boot that made‘ the

three laps with the low

est total of seconds was

the wirmer. Thus, a

boat making three laps

with 15 seconds for the

first, 12 seconds for the

second and 11 seconds

for the third, which

would produce a. total

of 38 seconds, would

win over a boat that

made the three laps at

15 seconds _a lap, giv

ing a total of 45 sec

onds. -

The rules stated that it was not

necessary to make three continuous

laps. Time could elapse between the

laps, providing they were all run off

within the half hour allowed. None

Some of the boats and running equipment.

moment during the races.

The center oval shows an exciting

Mr. Rapp"s boat stalled on the third lap with 24

seconds to finish

and the time by no means represents

the best she can do. It seems that just

at the time the owners of the model

power boats want them to perform their

very best, they slack off and make a

very poor showing.

.\Ir. Harry Johnson's boat “Ex Cali

bur” came very near winning the cup.

She had covered two continuous laps

at a speed of 15 seconds per lap, and

at the beginning of the third lap she

burst into a. marvelous speed. Mr.

Yates, who was the ofiicial timekeeper,

had timed her for six seconds for three

quarters of the third lap. At the very

moment when it looked as if the third

  

Some 0/ the entries. Mr.

Fischer, who is in the cen

ter, under a sudden im

pulse 0] enthusiasm and

excitement, jumped into

the -water without wait

ing to put on his waders

lap was to be made in

record time, a small

piece of wood fouled

hcr propeller and stall

ed the engine. Further

efforts were made to

coax “Ex Calibur” into

making the third lap,

but she suffered such

severe strain owing to

her accident, that this

could not be done with

in the time allowed.

“Whiz Bang,” a boat

owned by Mr. Clarence

Johnson, refused to

function properly after

many attempts to make

her do so. “Bo-Bo,” a

neat little craft owned

and operated by Matthew Bolles, had

a cranky power plant and although her

owner made a desperate effort to put her

into running order, she only made one

lap successfully. (Contd. to uaze 132)
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Adjusting and Flying Model Airplanes

By H. C. Ellis

A great deal of success in flying

models depends, as in full-sized ma

chines, in thoroughly understanding the

principles under which they operate. It

takes practice to acquire the feel and

balance of the machines; so is the case

in flying model aeroplanes; their prin

ciples of operation should be well un

derstood to secure good results. It is

practice that helps in everything; build

ing and flying model airplanes is no

exception to the rule. Once you under

stand the principles of model flying you

will never lose interest, it is so fasci

nating and its possibilities so varied

and interesting. Almost every time you

fly a model you learn something new,

and every success or failure teaches its

lesson to the observant experimenter.

Take care to see that everything is

constructed exactly as indicated, if

building from plans. See that all planes

are true and parallel to one another,

all rudders and stabilizing surfaces

straight. Holding the model balanced

in the right hand throw it steadily hori

zontally against the wind. Adjust as

explained below until it will glide on a

level keel to the ground.

To test the model, first wind its motor

up about half the number-of revolu

tions ordinarily used and then launch

from the hand against the wind, being

careful to observe its action, so as to

adjust it accordingly.

If, after leaving the hand, the model

exhibits a tendency to dive, it shows

that it is head heavy; that is to say,

there is not enough lift in front. This

is easily corrected by sliding the main

plane forward to increase the lift in

front.

If, on the other hand, the model

climbs too much, it shows that it is

tail heavy, in which case just the re

verse procedure is used—i. e., shifting

the main plane back to increase the lift

in the back. Putting a small weight

either in the front or back, as the case

requires, will help, but is not advisable

if shifting the plane will give the re

quired balance.

If the model tips over sideways,

either to the right or left, it is probably

due to the torque or twisting tendency

of the propeller or faulty alignment of

the main planes, tailplane or rudder, or,

in the case of a double propeller ma

chine, one propeller being wound up

more than the other. This last cannot

be the fault if a double winder is used,

as both propellers are turned the same

number of revolutions.

To correct this tipping and swerving

sideways it is only necessary to increase

the angle of the main plane on the side

that the model tips over or swerves.

This is done by bending the rear corner

of the low wing down and bending the

rear corner of the opposite wing upward

a bit. This corresponds to warping the

planes in a large machine. Adjust

rudder to turn machine to the other side.

If these few simple rules and instruc

tions are studied and followed out you

will soon grasp the principles of model

flight and there should be no limit but

the reader's mechanical skill to the

varied and interesting models one can

construct and fly with perfect success.

TWENTY-FOUR-CYLINDER LIB

ERTY ENGINE

S a result of experimental work at

McCook field, a 24-cylinder en

gine, built largely of Liberty 12

engine parts, has been successfully

completed. But few changes were nec

essary, these being in the crank case

and connecting rod construction. The

figures given were furnished by the

Army Air Service:

Horse Power (Normal)

Liberty 24. . . 673 Liberty 12. . . 400

Pounds Per H. P. (Dry)

Liberty 24. . .1.97 Liberty 12. . .2.11

Gas Consumption (Pounds) Per H. P.

an Hour

Liberty 24. . .O.55 Liberty 12. . .O.51

An engine of this power, if run at

the normal speed, would permit the use

of a comparatively large slow-speed

propeller without gear reduction, thus

increasing propeller efficiency.

The first air delivery of late mail

for outgoing ocean liners was ingeni

ously accomplished recently when the

pilot of a flying boat dropped a pouch

on the White Star liner Adriatic. The

feat was successful despite adverse

weather conditions and a heavy sea

and the ship was reached an hour and

a half after it had left port.
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The manufacture of scalemodels I or instructionpurposes is an industry

of some importance. Be

low, workmen are shown

: putting finishing touches

on miniature D. H. 4

' and Nieuport airplanes
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Practically all leading air

planes have been repro

duced in model form. In

the group at the left,

there is an early Wright,

a Handley-Page, Sopwith

triplane, D. H. 4., Nieu

port biplane and others
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HE experienced motorist will

always seek the cause for any

strange noise in the car motor.

A most common noise is “knocking,”

a sharp metallic clank easily noticed

by even the untrained ear. The causes

are: Running with spark lever too far

advanced with engine at full load, too

rich mixture, carbon deposits, loose

valve tappets or loose bearings at crank

shaft, either at the main bearings

where the shaft revolves in the crank

case or at the connecting rod journals.

Sometimes loose wrist-pin bearings

cause noise. If a motor has a tendency

to heat up abnormally and knocks only

after it has been run a while, this is

usually caused by excessive deposits

of carbon. Loose valve operating me

chanism causes a clicking noise and is

not so sharp as the knocking caused

by loose bearings.

A loose connecting rod bearing makes

a clattering noise that increases with

the speed and is especially noticeable

if the cylinders are short circuited in

turn. The knock occurs twice each

revolution of the crank shaft. With

the bottom of the crank case removed

as shown at Fig. 1, it is very easy to

determine which bearings are loose.

There is nothing so important as the

proper taking up of motor bearings

when necessary. It has been noted that

many automobile motors have been

seriously damaged through carelessness

of operators in doing this work. Bear

ings should not be allowed to run loose

for any length of time. When the

pounding is first noticed time should be

taken to properly take up the bearing.

If the bearing is allowed to pound it

will not only flatten the crank pin (un

der which condition it is impossible

to fit a new bearing to operate satis

factorily without trueing the shaft),

but it is destructive to the entire en

gine.

Connecting Rod Big Ends

Fitting and adjusting rod bearings,

especially those at the crank pin end,

is one of the operations that must be

performed several times a year if a

car is used to any extent. The com

mon form of connecting rods in gen
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and is clearly shown at Fig. 2. In this

one or two bolts are employed at each

side and the‘ cap must be removed en

tirely before the bearing can be taken

ofi of the crank pin. The tightness of

the brasses around the crank pin can

never be determined solely by the ad

justment of the bolts, as while it is im

portant that these should be drawn up

as tightly as possible the bearing should

fit the shaft without undue binding,

even if the brasses must be scraped to

insure a proper fit. The marine form

of connecting rod usually has a num

ber of liners or shims interposed be

lop Half of

Cmnkcase

Front Main

of Crunkease

on Troughs

Cor-ter Muir: 1 Tn "4R°d

 

 

necting rod arrangement are shown at

Fig. 2. In the example at the top of

the illustration, one connecting rod has

a forked end which encircles the main

crank pin bushing. These ends are of

the usual marine type, straddling the

big end of the other rod which is free

to oscillate on the crank pin bushing.

Care must be taken to fit rod A in such

a manner that it will be clamped tight

ly around the end of the main crank

pin bushing so that member will move

in unison with rod A. The method

outlined in the other view uses a master

or main rod of the conventional pat

  

Fig. 1. Bottom half removed from four-cylinder automobile engine to expose

. connecting rods

tween the top and lower portions of

the rod end and these may be reduced

in number when necessary to bring the

brasses closer together.

On the new eight and twelve cylinder

V type engines which are fitted on sev

eral models of modern cars, the con

necting rod design is different from

that ordinarily used, as it is always

necessary to have two rods working

from the same crank pin. The con

struction follows very closely that used

in motorcycle engines of the two

cylinder V form. Two methods of coneral use is known as the marine type

Rear

Mair)

Storing

Crqnkshatt

tern, excepting that a slotted boss is

forged on one side of the connecting

rod to take the lower end of the short

rod which hinges on a suitable bearing

pin. The crank pin bearing works in

connection with main rod just as in a

four-cylinder engine, and the point to

be watched for wear is at the hinge

where the short rod fastens to the main

member. The same method of fitting

brasses to be described in connection

with the conventional forms of bear

ings apply just as well to the special

type, though somewhat ‘greater care will
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be necessary in fitting the yoke or

forked end rod construction than is re

quired with the simpler bearing sub

ject to wear only at its inner periphery.

If the depreciation is at all pronounced,

bearings in rods of the “scissors” or

forked type should be replaced with

new ones.

T0 Tighten Big End Bearings

When the bearings have become loose

from wear but are not damaged from

lack of oil or from actual cutting and

the bearing surface is smooth it is only

necessary to tighten it. After removing

the nuts (a special socket wrench may

be obtained to fit these nuts) and tak

ing the bearing cap ofl, the condition

of the bearing may be determined. If

against the metal. This will have a

tendency to press out slight inequalities

and will loosen the bearing slightly.

The motor should then be turned over

by the crank or fly wheel if that mem

ber is exposed. By rocking it back

and forth over center you can determine

if bearing is too tight by the resistance

it offers, or if too loose it ca.n be de

tected by working -the connecting rod

back and forth. When trying a bear

ing the bolts should always be drawn

up tightly. If bearing is found too

tight replace enough shims to make it

right.

Never loosen up a bearing by loosen

ing the nuts—if bearing is too tight in

sert another layer of shims until the

proper fit is obtained. When the proper
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bushing at the upper end in some types.

In others, the wrist pin is clamped to

the rod. The bushings are usually of

the solid form and no compensation is

possible for depreciation except re

newal. A few engines have a split

bushing that can be clamped around

the wrist pin by a suitable bolt in the

upper rod end. Even though the bear

ing is much less in area than at the

big end, it has a rocking or oscillating

motion and does not wear out as soon

as the lower ones. While wrist pins

are usually made of very tough steel,

case-hardened with the object of wear

ing out an easily renewable bronze

bushing in the upper end of the con

necting rod rather than the wrist pin, it

sometimes happens that these members

_ Canrfecf/hq fioa’

Bearing

.--Masfer /?0d

Hinge’

Fig. 2. Connecting rods for the usual type 0/ engine shown at le/t and /or V type outlined at right

smooth, it may be placed back again

after removing some of the metal shims

from each side. These shims consist of

a number of thin pieces of metal which

may be separated until the desired

thickness is secured. Good judgment

should be used as to the thickness taken

off and also that the same amount is

removed from each side. Be sure to

place the caps back the same way they

came off. Serious consequences might

result if bearing caps were changed or

turned around.

After bearing has been set up and

nuts drawn up tight, take a hammer

and a block of wood and pound the

lower part against the shaft. Be care

ful not to hammer directly against any

of the parts or bolts, or injure the small

pipe in lower cap, but use the wood

fit is secured the bearing should not

bind, but it should offer some resistance

when the crank shaft is turned. When

the bearing is properly fitted put in new

cotter pins that fit the holes snugly.

Do not back up the -nut to line up the

cotter pin hole. If it is not in line

when nut has been tightened securely

remove the nut and file the face slight

ly. Before engine is run, thoroughly

oil all bearings. Put a fresh supply

of oil in the crank case and run motor

slowly and watch it carefully for a few

hours, or until satisfied that the bear

ings have been properly fitted and do

not overheat.

Wrist Pin End of Rod

A connecting rod is a double end

proposition as there is a small bearing

will be worn so that even the replace

ment of a new bushing in the connect

ing rod will not reduce the lost motion

and attendant noise due to a loose

wrist pin. The only remedy is to fit

new wrist pins to the piston. Where

the connecting rod is clamped to the

wrist pin and that member oscillates

in the piston bosses the wear will

usually be on bronze bushings which

are pressed into the piston bosses.

These are easily renewed and after run

ning a reamer through them of the

proper size no difficulty should be ex

perienced in replacing either the old

or a new wrist pin depending upon the

condition of that member. Where the

wrist pin oscillates directly in the

bosses of an iron or aluminum piston

and these wear, the only remedy is
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reaming out the worn bosses and fitting

over-size wrist pins.

Fitting New Brasses

In fitting new brasses there are two

conditions to be avoided, these being

outlined at Fig. 2, C and D. In the

case shown at C the light edges of the

bushings are in contact, but the con

necting rod and its cap do not meet.

When the retaining nuts are tightened

the entire strain is taken on the com

paratively small area of the edges of

the bushings which are not strong

enough to withstand the strains exist

ing and which flatten out quickly, per

mitting the bearing to run loose. In

the example outlined at D the edges of

Reta/nf/7 _

Bo/f 9 ‘
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2 l ~\\\\\\\\\\\\‘
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solidly in their proper position and that

they are not raised by any burrs or

particles of dirt under the head which

will flatten out after the engine has

been run for a time and allow the bolts

to slack ofi. Similarly, care should

be taken that there is no foreign matter

under the brasses and the box in which

they seat or that no burrs exist on the

edges. To guard against this the bolts

should be struck with a hammer several

times after they are tightened up, and

the connecting rod can be hit sharply

several times under the cap with a

wooden mallet or lead hammer. It is

important to rivet the brasses in place

to prevent movement as lubrication may

be interfered with if the bushing tums

5/1 e//d/3r‘0n‘ea' /$8:/rrs

are naf /Pmovedor ~----~ -

B0/2‘ //0/es filedouf

i5 ce befween
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BELT GLUE

GLUE for belts can be prepared as

follows: Soak SO parts by weight

of gelatine in water, pour off the excess

of water and heat on the water bath.

With good stirring, add, first, 5 parts

by weight of glycerine, then 10 parts by

weight of turpentine and 5 parts by

weight of linseed oil vamish and thin

with water as required. The ends of the

belts to be glued are cut ofi' obliquely

and warmed; then the hot glue ' is

applied, and the united parts are sub

jected to strong pressure, allowing them

to dry thus for twenty-four hours before

the belts are used.

to/f ha/es wi//1 a

round f//e

ifonrecf Way-"'

Fig. 3. Diagram: outlining precautions to be taken in fitting brasscs to connecting rod big ends

the brasses do not touch when the con

necting rod cap is drawn in place.

This is not good practice, because the

brasses soon become loose in their re

taining member. In the case outlined

it is necessary to file off -the faces of

the rod and cap until these meet, and

to insure contact of the edges of the

brasses as well. In event of the brasses

coming together before the cap and rod

make contact, as shown at C, the bear

ing halves should be reduced at the

edges until both the caps and brasses

meet against the surfaces of the liners

as shown at A, Fig. 3.

Before assembling on the shaft it is

sometimes necessary to fit the bearings

by scraping. It is apparent that if the

crank pins are not round no amount

of scraping will insure a true bearing.

A point to observe is to make sure that

the heads of the bolts are imbedded

._ )-4,;-\_-,

round and breaks the correct register

between the oil hole in the cap and

brasses.

Care should be taken in screwing on

the retaining nuts to insure that they

will remain in place and not slack off.

Spring washers should not be used on

either connecting rod ends or main

bearing bolts, because these sometimes

snap in two pieces and leave the nut

slack. The best method of locking is

to use well-fitting split pins and cas

tellated nuts.

( To be continued)

AMONG THE ALLOYS for bearings is

the following:—Cadmium, 45 per

cent.; zinc, 45 per cent.; antimony, 10

per cent. This has a very low coeffi

cient of friction and casts well.

An easy test for carburetor adjust

ment may be made by pressing down

on the air valve while the engine is run

ning throttled down. A slight pressure

should not change the engine speed, but

a greater pressure will stall it if the

mixture is correct. If the engine stalls

with a slight pressure, the mixture is too

lean. L

In the absence of any reliable horse

power rating for motorcycle engines,

and having instanced the unsuitability

of existing formulas in determining the,

horsepower of such high-speed engines,

the Motorcycle (English) recommends

that 100 cubic centimeters be regarded

as one horsepower. Thus the popular

350 cubic centimeter and S00 cubic

centimeter cycle power plants would be

rated at 31/2 and 5 horsepower respec

tively. This simple rating can also be

successfully applied to small cars.
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Construction of a Mechanical Vacuum Cleaner

HE vacuum cleaner has become

I a household necessity in the com

paratively few years which have

elapsed since it was first introduced.

Starting with the type which consisted

of a heavy vertical case containing one

or more suction pumps, operated by an

electric motor, where the cleaning was

done by attaching lengths of air hose

to the stationary pump, there has been

a constant improvement in the way

of increased portability and reduced

weight, and the present style of domes

tic cleaner leaves little to be desired.

The modern cleaner consists of a small

exhaust fan connected directly on the

shaft of an electric motor. This is en

closed in an aluminum case provided

with a broad nozzle, in which is a re

volving bristle brush, and a slot of nar

row width, which travels close to the

carpet or other surface to be cleaned.

The dust, etc., is stirred up by the

brush, and sucked into the slot, and so

through the fan into a long bag of silk

or other close woven fabric. For those

whose residences are provided with

electric current, a cleaner of this sort

leaves little to be desired, but some still

lack this convenience, and it is for their

benefit that the following description

of a mechanically operated cleaner is

given. To bring the construction of the

machine within the scope of the average

home workshop or den, the machine is

built largely of white pine which is

light, and easily worked, and can be

obtained from the scrap heap of any

pattem shop. The majority of the

metal work can be done with an ordi

nary bench vise and bench drill or even

a breast drill, while if the reader pos

sesses a wood lathe or engine lathe,

the whole machine can be easily con

structed at home.

The photographs shown are pictures

of the cleaner made by the writer, and

are used as illustrations for construc

tion in preference to line drawings ex

cept in four or five cases. As the fan,

which by its rotation produces the

vacuum, is the most important part of

the machine, and probably the most

difficult part to construct, we will con

sider it first. Figure No. 1 shows the

fan (A) removed from the case together

with. one side of the fan box. It con

sists of a round disc of 1/32-in. sheet

brass, 5 inches in diameter. This is

cut from stock, either on a metal work

ing lathe, or by marking a centre and

scribing a circle of the required size.

The disc is then cut out along the line

with heavy tinners’ shears, the rough

edges being smoothed ofl with a file so

 

By E. H. Williamson, Jr.

PART I.

that a true circle is formed. The disc

must be perfectly flat, and if bent in

cutting, must be hammered out level.

A M;-in. hole is now drilled in the ex

act centre of the disc, a smaller hole,

‘The finished vacuum cleaner in use

say l/§-in., being drilled first as a guide.

The hub on which the disc revolves

is shown in Fig. 2, and is 1 in. long

and V2 in. outside diameter with an

1%-in. flange at one end. -The writer

was fortunate enough to find a portion

of an old “floor push,” such as is used

  

to operate an electric bell or buzzer

from the dining room to the kitchen,

which was just the right size for this,

when the hole through the centre was

bored out to % of an inch. To assem

ble, a piece of round iron rod, a trifle

less than % in., was set vertically in

a vise and the disc set upon it, together

with the hub so that the flange of the

latter rested on the disc. The hub and

disc were sweated together with solder

to anchor them, and then removed from

the bar and permanently connected with

three 8-32 round head iron machine

screws driven through flange and disc,

the screw heads being on the flange

side. An 8-32 brass nut is then run

on each of the protruding ends of the

screws and screwed up tight, and then

sweated with solder. The balance of

the screw is cut off flush with the nut.

The fan has twelve vanes or blades,

which are cut‘ from a sheet of No. 22

brass. 1% in. wide.

Each blade is 2% in. long and is

shaped as shown in Fig. 3. Having

cut the twelve pieces, they are stacked

up with the edges even and clamped

together in a vise. All the edges are

now trued up with a file and the round

ed corner filed to shape. The pack is

now reversed in the vise, and the two

lugs are formed by making cross cuts

with a hack saw to the required depth,

and cutting away the surplus metal

either by chipping with a sharp cold

chisel and filing, or by filing alone.

The stack is now removed from the

vise,'separated and each blade is then

clamped and the lugs bent over at right

angles, even with the bottom of the

blade. Care should be taken, however,

not to bend them so sharply as to crack

the brass: A circle 4 in. diameter is

now marked on paper for a pattern, and

each blade is bent in a curve, corre

sponding to an arc of the circle, the

lugs being on the inside of the curve.

The iron bar is again set upright in

the vise, and after the circumference of

the disc has been spaced off into twelve

equal parts with a pair of dividers, and

radial lines drawn from each point to

the centre, the disc with its hub is set

on the bar, and the blades set in place,

one by one, using the lines as guides

and taking care to have all blades

equally distant from the centre. The

easiest method is to first solder each

blade in place, holding it with pliers,

and then fasten it permanently with a

4-36 machine screw through each lug

and the disc.

It is very important that the fan

should be equally balanced on its cen

tre, as under the high speed of rotation,

any eccentricity would soon cause it to

shake itself to pieces. Slight inequal

ities in weight may be compensated for

by a drop or two of solder on the light
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side of the fan. The spindle of the fan

is a piece of round steel rod 4% in.

long, and in order to reduce friction,

each end of the shaft is cut down to

5/32 in. for a space of V; in., the

diameter of the part between being

11/32 in. It is best to have the spindle

made up at a machine shop, unless one

is an expert with a machine lathe.

The fan is now set on the spindle so

that the end of the hub is M4 in. from

one end of the shaft proper, and is se

cured in place with an 8-32 iron ma

chine screw, driven through both hub

and shaft, and locked with a nut on the

farther side. Fig. 4 shows the construc

tion of the fan box from which the fan

has been removedi The circular shell

(D) is made from a block of pine, 2 in.

thick and 12 in. square, both sides of

which have been planed. An 8-in.

circle is marked on one side and a cir

cular block of that size is cut out with

a band saw. The block is then screwed

to the face plate of a wood lathe, and

the outer circumference turned down to

7% in., while the centre of the block

is cut out to 6 in. inside diameter, mak

ing the sides of the shell Q4 in. thick

by 2 in. deep.

responds closely to that of the shell.

It is 4 in. long by 3 in. deep and 2

in. thick and is both nailed and glued

to the side of the shell, in the position

shown. When in plaoe a 1% in. cir

cular opening is driven through both

  

Fan B lad:

fie;

block and shell, and to avoid splitting

either it is best to drill a smaller hole

first and then enlarge it to the required

size with a sharp gouge.

The hole should be a true circle for

at least one inch in depth, 50 as to make

  

and the gear will have a %-in. hub on

one side, making the bore % in.

through.

The gear (G) is driven on the spin

dle to a point V; in. below the end and

a lin. pinion of the same face and pitch

as the others is set on this projecting

end, against the side of the gear (G),

to which it is fastened with a couple of

8-32 round head machine screws. The

bearings for the gears are made as fol

lows: Two pieces of 3-in.-pine (GG)

are gotten out, 3% in. long and 2% in.

high. These are screwed to the wooden

cover (C) in an upright position, par

allel with each other, the inner sides

being 4% in. apart. Two 6-in. lengths

of V; in. by l/§ in. strap iron are now

prepared and drilled for No. 8 wood

screws at points % in. from each end.

Two pieces of 3/16-in. brass, 1% in.

long by y, in. wide, are prepared and

drilled X; in. from each end, to allow

- a 4-36 ma

chine screw to

pass through.

One of these

pieces is now

screwed at the

centre of each

The circular cover (C) shown in 6_in_ strap

Fig. 1 should also be turned, from §/3- One h as 3,

in. stuff, the diameter being 7% in. 5/32_in_ hole

with a 7/16 in. hole in the centre for bored in the

the fan shaft. The cover for the other center of the

side of the box is not circular but comes b 1- a S S a n d

10 3 5Q‘-"ire through the

edge °n one iron. This is

Side, t3Pe"ing the bearing for

“Om the mu the fan spindle

diameter of

7% in. to a

width of 5 in.

on the square

portion.

This cover

must be cen

tered on the

lathe, however,

and a 3% in.

hole turned

out, to give ac

cess to the air

duct which is

attached to

this side. The

cross bar which supports the inside fan

bearing may be seen crossing this hole,

and consists of a piece of l/§-in. strap

iron, '2 in. wide and 7% in. long,

which is screwed to the edges of the

shell being set in shallow notches to

allow the cover to be screwed fiat on

the edge of the shell. The bearing

proper (E) is a piece of brass M; in.

thick, V2 in. wide and 1 in. long, which

is bored to receive the gudgeon of the

spindle, and screwed to the cross bar,

which is correspondingly bored. The

block (F), which forms the outlet from

the fan box, is part of the piece left

over when the 8-in. block was sawed

out, and is used because the curve cor

-@'--—"uflb‘I—» _. _

  

Fig. 4

an air-tight fit with the metal neck of

the dust bag.

The photograph, Fig. S, shows the

arrangement of gears by which the fan

is driven. A cast-iron pinion (V8 in.

diameter, M; in. face, 20 pitch, bore

% in.) is reamed out a trifle and driven

on the end of the fan spindle to a point

M; in. from the end. It should fit

tightly on the spindle. The gear (G)

which drives this pinion is 3% in.

diameter and the same face and pitch’

as the latter. It revolves on a spindle

1% in. long with a %;-in. gudgeon

at each end, % in. long. The diameter

of the spindle will be V2 in., as stock

gears of this size are usually so bored,

and is set in

place on the two blocks, in notches cut

in the wood so that the iron is flush

with the top, and screwed firmly in

place with 1-in. No. 8 wood screws.

The bearing must be adjusted in posi

tion so that the fan revolves freely, the

shaft being in the centre of the hole in

the wooden cover, and the hole in the

bearing being reamed out a little if

necessary, so the gudgeon does not bind.

The bearing for the gear (G) is pre

pared the same way as the other, except

that the hole in the brass is for a I/§-in.

gudgeon.

The bearing for the bottom end of

the spindle of (G) is a brass plate,

%; in. thick and 2 ins. long by 1 in.

wide, which is screwed to the face of the

wooden cover, the wood being bored out

to accommodate the end of the lower

gudgeon.

To avoid the expense of unnecessary

machine work, the spindle of the gear

(G) may be made as follows: A piece

of %> in. round iron rod, 1% ins. long,

with a smooth surface is prepared and

the ends filed square. Take a center

punch and make a dent in the exact

center of each end, and start the hole

with a No. 40 drill. Next take a V3 in.

drill and bore a hole to a depth of %

in., keeping the drill square with end.
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PART 4-—METAL FITTING DE

TAILS AND DEVELOPMENT

HE essential considerations on

the designing or in the adoption

of interplane, landing gear or

fuselage fittings, are efficiency, facili

ties of manufacturing and the attach

ment to vital components without weak

ening those members. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 6

and 7 graphically depict the evolution

of strut fittings from the crude alu

minum alloy (Fig. 3) castings to the

present day tendency of one piece die

stamping, similar to Fig. 7. This lat

ter method will ultimately become the

standard practice. Considering the

engineering value in design that may

be suggested by the history of the va

rious methods of fitting construction,

it is considered pertinent to describe

the origin and special considerations

attached to their use.

Early Wright Fitting Simple.

Fig. 1 is undoubtedly the first prac

tical strut fitting. They were used on

the early Wright machines due to the

necessity of a flexible attachment to

permit the warping of the wings for

lateral stability of the Wright machine

up to 1912. These fittings were crude

possibly, but very serviceable. They not

only permitted a ball and socket strut

movement but were also used as flying,

landing and drift wire anchorages.

These will be described more fully in

proper sequence. Fig. 2 represents the

Curtiss early type and a natural intro

duction by a bicycle and motor cycle

expert. The cast aluminum alloy fitting

was employed by many amateurs and

some factories during 1911. Strap steel

fittings, such as shown at Fig. 5, were

much in evidence at Nassau Boulevard

and at Mineola, L. I., up to 1912.

The 14 cylinder Gnome Tractor bi

plane designed and built by the author

in 1911 in New York City was, it is be

lieved, the first machine to use all steel

fittings. These were made of mild

sheet steel plates with “Shelby Steel

Tubing” brazed to the plates, the braz

ing material forming a fillet inside and

outside of the joint. The fuselage fit

ting, Fig. 15, was given a severe try

out on this machine, proving very sat

isfactory. The notching of the longe

rons to prevent the fitting from sliding

originated with this design and has

proven entirely practical. Owing to a

bad landing in a side wind the landing

gear was badly damaged but not one

of the fittings failed. Although some

of the landing gear strut sockets were

damaged they were straightened out

and used again.

By Charles E. Muller

Consulting Aeronautical Engineer

Pierced Spars Not Desirable.

Fig. 8 shows a one-piece sheet steel

fitting riveted parallel to the longeron

between the horizontal and the vertical

fuselage struts. Fig. 10 is a bent steel

plate with rectangular tubing welded

on for sockets and held in position by

an eye bolt which surely disqualifies

it. Any fitting that pierces the wing

beams or longerons, thus impairing the

strength, should be eliminated if pos

sible. Hard wood blocks glued on

these components and wrapped tightly

with linen tape, cemented with thick

orange shellac or hot glue has never

failed to strengthen a pierced member

when this construction was unavoid

able within the knowledge of the

writer.

A method extensively employed is

to imbed the fitting bolts half their di

ameter into the spars. lixtra thick

ness is given the spar at the weakened

point or hard wood blocks are attached

by marine glue, brads and doped

linen, compensating for material dis

placed. The Curtiss method at the

present time is to use a die stamped

one piece plate fitting with integral lugs

for truss wires and to hold the inter

plane strut end fitting that has an eye

shank welded to a stamped socket. This

plate is bolted on the wing spars with

four bolts imbedded as described above.

The illustration at Fig. 11 is that

of a very simple one piece stamping

with a 90° knee bolt (3/16 in. drill

rod) that holds the vertical and hori

zontal longeron struts in place, and

also may be used to tighten the cross

sectional wires. The fore and aft diag

onal wires are also anchored on this

knee bolt but require turnbuckles. The

objections to this method are that in a

short time the _wires stretch, some more

than others, also that it is necessary

to pierce the longerons with wood

screws or bolts to hold this style fitting

from slipping. In the event of a bad

landing it is almost impossible to true

up the fuselage without replacing the

wires. For this reason it is inadvisa

ble to adopt this method for commer

cial machines. It was used on the

Hanriot monoplane and also on some

of the war machines. Its advantages

are rapid production, quick repairs

and economy, and as the life of an air

plane at the front was variously esti

mated at from 6 to 40 hours, a'little

distortion of the body was compen

sated for by the controls when possible

rather than rebuilding the entire ma

chine.

The diagram at Fig. 12 appears to

be an excellent fuselage fitting meeting

the general demands consistently. The

horizontal strut is held by a socket

formed by punching and turning the

tabs outward, the vertical strut is held

in position by the bolts that hold the

wire clips for the wire anchorages.

These bolts also serve to clamp the fit

ting to the longeron preventing slip

page and are obviously adjustable.

Best for Amateur Production.

The fitting at Fig. 15 is undoubt

edly the most suitable for the amateur

with limited facilities, as the plates

can be roughly shaped by a cold chisel

and finished off with a file. By drill

ing a number clamped together or

punching them through the holes in one

that serves as a template the work will

not only be expedited but be of a more

uniform character. Satisfactory eye

bolts may be purchased or high grade

steel bolts with an anchor plate as

shown iii Fig. 15-A for the brace wires

or the inside plate of this fitting may

be extended as shown by dotted lines

for this purpose. .

That at Fig. 14 is a combination of

Fig. 15 with a piece of Shelby seam

less steel tubing formed over a hard

wood block to dimension taken from

Plate Two, landing gear strut end sec

tion, Fig. Y-2. This tubing may be

purchased through any dealer of auto

mobile or bicycle tubing. These bolts

also serve the purpose of securing the

fuselage struts in position.

Control Hinges Simple.

Figs. 5 and 6 are representative of

the control hinges and are so simple

that they require no further explana

tion. A very simple hinge may be

made by using a 20 gauge plate fash

ioned like a strap hinge (Fig. 25), but

instead of doubling the ends carry one

thickness above and one below the at

tachment using 2%; inch bolts for

clamping. These simple control hinge

fittings were used very extensively and

satisfactorily in the early days, even

on the large Farman machines.

The fittings at Figs. 13 and 16 are

simply anchor plates for the brace

wires for staying the wing panels,

which are technically called internal

drift wires. Fig. 17 represents the

simplest form of wing spar coupling

in which 20 gauge steel ferrules are

formed and butt joint welded, lightened

as much as possible by drilling or

punching and driven on the inside ends

of the wing spars. Fish plates are

made and bolted through the wing
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By offsetting one plate on each

spar they will assemble easier. These

fish plates are best placed above and

below the spar, permitting an eye bolt

to answer for locking this joint and

also serving the additional purpose of

handling the airplane or seaplane by

a hoisting cable suspended at the cen

ter of gravity. Fig. 18 represents a

practical coupling made of an eye plate

extending on both vertical sides of the

wing spar with a lug plate brazed to

the eye plates. They not only space

these plates but also give additional

strength.

A M; in. pin, Fig. 20, is usually

secured by a No. 10 wire or cotton pin.

spars. of stress applied, the problem is easily

solved by good common sense. On a

machine of this type it is well to carry

the safety factor high, at least 12, and

safer to err on a little over weight.

Even steel has its cross grain and de

fects, also it is affected by temperature

and by the strain produced by bending

and other operations. In very high

grade steel these internal strains are

neutralized by a heat treatment. Avoid

very sharp bends, scratches or cuts.

Sheet steel should never be bent over a

sharp comer. A radius equal to at

least twice the thickness of the material

should be used at all bends. Heating

to a cherry red with a blow torch will
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may be butt welded by the oxy-acety

lene process. Fig. 24 depicts the flex

ible pulley necessary for the aileron

control wires which will be explained

in another instalment. If a paper pat

tern be cut out to full size of the devel

opment then bent as shown, it will in

struct more graphically than a thou

sand words. This method will also

suggest at once that used with other

fittings.‘ The aluminum sheave may

be made from a casting or from rolled

bar stock. I believe that fiber board

would make an excellent substitute

barring its weight, and even hard wood

has been used by experimenters for

pulleys.
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How sheet metal fittings are developed by the use of paper patterns

Fig. 20 is the Curtiss method used on

the JN4 A, B, D, and H. It is a

very practical and efficient fitting, but

requires much skill in its fabrication.

The prominent feature is the steel tub

ing compression strut extending from

wing spar to wing spar, taking the di

rect compression stress of the lower

wings.

Laying Out Fitting Blanks.

A careful analysis of Plate 5 will

show the method of laying out sheet

steel fittings, which is a very simple

matter. There are many calculations

necessary for stress allowance, but I

feel that with a little elementary knowl

edge of the tensile strength of the steel

used and the appreciation of the kind

absolutely prevent accidental fracture,

faciliate the work and insure keeping

the full strength of the material.

The development at Fig. 23 shows

the Control Pylons before forming.

These are usually of various lenghts in

commercial airplanes due to the move

ment of control surfaces required which

varies, but this one is made universal;

the difference in movement will be

compensated by changing the leverage

at the controls to give the necessary

movement. A little study of the

squares in the diagram will suggest to

the amateur mechanic the method used

to lay out these curves which need not

be rigidly followed.

The base plate tabs are bent while

cherry red to shape; riveted to Pylon

to hold it in shape, then brazed or it

TENSILE STRENGTH OF STEEL

Tension Ultimate

Strength lbs. per

. in.Grades of Steel Compression

Extra Soft. . . . . 45, 00 16,000

Soft . . . . . . . . . . 50,000 18,000-20,000

Medium . . . . . . 60,000 22,000-40,000

Hard . . . . . . . . . . 70,000

STEEL CASTINGS:

Soft . . . . . . . . . . 60,000 16,000

Medium . . . . . . . 72,000 18,000-20,000

Hard . . . . . . . . . . 70,000 ug

Steel Forging. . . 75 to 90,00 18,000

Spring Steel. .101,000 to 135,000

Tempered . . . . . . 130,000 to 200,000

Vanadium alloy,

annealed . . . . . 54,000 to 96,000

Oil tempered. . . .12S,000 to 250,000

Editor’s Note.—The next instalment

of this series will describe fully the

construction of the fuselage and will

show two forms, one suited for the

3-cylinder radial motor and one adapted

to a modified, popular 4-cylinder car

motor.
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Where the Power Goes

HE cost of motoring would be de

creased by a substantial amount if

it were possible to utilize the full heat

value of the gasoline put in the fuel

tank and lose none of the potential

power contained therein. A motorist

receives a retum of but 20 per cent as

engine power of the total 100 per cent

heat value of the fuel at the tank. lf

it were burned under a steam boiler

and steam used to drive the automobile

he would obtain even less because the

heat efficiency of a steam boiler and

engine is less than that of an intemal

combustion power plant. The chart

and plan view of the typical automo

bile chassis herewith give a good idea

of how the heat obtained from the ex

ploded gas is dissipated and how there

are further losses even after a relatively

small proportion is converted into use

ful power.

The greater part of the_ loss takes

place in the conversion of heat to pow

er in the engine cylinders. There is an

absorption of 35.8 per cent in the water

cooling system and 37.8 per cent is lost

through the heat of the exhaust gases

and direct radiation from exhaust mani

fold, pipe leading to silencer and the

muffler itself. Of the power delivered

by the engine a certain amount is needed

to overcome frictional resistance at vari

ous points as indicated, the tires and

wheel bearings taking some power and

the power transmission system also tak

ing toll of the energy passing through

it. These losses are unavoidable and

skillful designing is necessary to se

cure even the efficiency of heat utiliza

tion outlined which is much greater in
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the modern automobile than it was in

the early forms.

The figures given will vary with

the type and mechanical condition of

the automobile mechanism. Some cars,

in which lubrication is neglected or

showing considerable wear at essential

points, will take a higher friction toll

than the approximation given. A poor

carburetor adjustment will lessen the

efiiciency of the engine and result in
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i loss of potential heat units.

Even such

a common thing as insufficiently in

flated tires will increase the power loss

at that point.

EXTINGUISHING SMALL GAS

OLINE FIRES

While pure sawdust gives excellent

results in putting out a small gasoline

fire, a mixture of 10 pounds of bicar

bonate of soda with 12 pounds of clean

sawdust is the best medium to have

on hand. Have the sawdust dry and

free from chips. The action is that

the sawdust fonns an air-tight blanket

as it floats on the burning liquid, and

at the same time the heat of the flame

generates carbonic acid gas. This gas,

together with the sawdust, keeps the

oxygen in the air away from the fiame

and quickly smothers it.

It is essential to have the engine

warmed thoroughly before starting to

adjust the carburetor, the motor should

be run so it is hot when the finishing

touches are given. An engine adjusted

while cold will not develop full power,

and an entirely different fuel needle

valve setting will be necessary after it

heats as usually the gasoline supply can

be reduced, this resulting in increase of

power and gasoline economy.

When you have the time study your

starting and lighting system carefully,

using your instruction book as a guide.

Gradually the uses of the parts and the

paths of the currents will become clear

to you. Give it the care it needs and

you will get better service and have less

trouble in the end.

Loss at
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Plan view of five passenger four-cylinder automobile showing how heat units obtained by combustion of /ucl in engine cylinders are

utilized and what proportion is actually employed in driving the car when it is run at a rate 0] 4-0 miles per hour on the high gear
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A Beginner’s Set for Navy Code Practice

This Receiver, With a Small Antenna, Will Tune Above 1,500 Meters, the

Wavelength Used for Navy Practice

N October Sth the Naval radio

station at 44 Whitehall Street,

New York City, started a

nightly transmitting program, follow

ing the 9 P. M. press news, to give

radio experimenters a chance to prac

tice receiving at slow speed. The set

described in this article, used with a

standard short or long range antenna,

will copy the signals at a distance of

several hundred miles. It is also a

good set for general receiving work,

and is simple enough for any begin

ner to operate.

The tuning coil, mounted at the right

of the base, is made up of a tube 6 ins.

long and 5 ins. in diameter, wound for

5 ins. with No. 24 S. S. C. wire. Two

methods can be used for mounting the

tube—either holes can be drilled with

an extension bit in the 6 x 6 in. end

pieces, or wooden discs, fitted into the

ends of the tube, may be fastened with

brass screws to the end pieces.

Slider rods of 3/16 x 3/16 in. brass

are secured to the end pieces by means

of small brass wood screws. The slid

ers are square brass tubes, 1 in. long.

A piece of spring brass, for a contact,

 

is soldered to each one. On the top is

soldered a fiat head machine screw, to

take the adjusting knob.

The wiring diagram shows that one

end of the winding is brought out for

connection to the ground, one slider

rod to the antenna, and the other to

the detector. Connections should be

soldered if possible.

Under the small wooden block, be

side the tuner, a fixed condenser is

mounted. This consists of 15 sheets

of tin foil, 2 x 1 in., separated by

paraffined paper sheets. Alternate tin

foil sheets are connected together, and

leads brought out to shunt the phones.

If care is used not to overheat the tin

foil, it can be soldered. The com

pleted condenser is set into a place cut

out in the under side of the block and

sealed with paraffin or sealing wax.

I
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Any type of detector may be used,

though the one illustrated here is about

the easiest to construct. A 1% in. 8-32

screw is put through a tight fit in a

brass post. For convenience, a simple

disc of bakelite is used as a handle. A

short piece of No. 30 copper wire, sol

dered to the screw, acts as a contact.

Galena or ferron will give good results

in, this detector.

Telephones of 1,000 or 2,000 ohms

complete the set.

(Continued on page 116)
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A Simple Apparatus for Signalling Under Water

HE oscillator and microphone

described in this article can be

used for transmitting signals un

der water up to a distance of forty

feet. Both the transmitting and re

ceiving stations can be put together with

a few odds and ends that are generally

found around the amateur’s laboratory

or workshop.

We will first confine our attention to

the oscillator. An examination of the

drawing shows that it consists primari

ly of two 20-ohm magnets mounted in

a tin receptacle. In the writer’s case,

the receptacle was a tin can in which

mechanic’s soap is sold. The can

should be cleaned out nicely and wiped

dry to prevent it from rusting. A pair

of 20-ohm magnets are then mounted

on the cover as illustrated. Owing to

the depth of the can, it will be neces

sary to place a wooden block between

the magnets and the cover. The hold

ing screws pass through the wooden

block and screw into the ends of the

pole pieces. The magnets should be so

mounted that the opposite end of the

pole pieces come within 1/§ in. of the

bottom of the can. If more powerful

magnets can be obtained, so much the

better. However, magnets with too

high resistance should not be used.

The magnets are connected in series

in the usual manner and one of the

free terminals is soldered to the inside

5crews\

Bras: -Strip ,\ ‘

‘\ /W .6-J2 Brass i I /Z

By Laverne Yates

of the can. The other terminal passes

through the can to the outside. The

hole through which the wire passes

must be made perfectly water tight. To

do this, a brass bushing is first soldered

in place. In this a circular piece of

fibre is forced with a hole in it just

large enough to permit the passage of

the wire. After the wire is drawn

through, both sides of the fibre bush

ing should be smeared with white lead.

A strip of heavy sheet brass about

V2 in. wide is then bent and attached

to the bottom of the can as shown in

the sketch. The screws which hold

the strip in place should be covered

with a drop of solder to prevent water

leakage. The remainder of the work

on this particular part is clearly shown

in the drawings and the author does

not feel it necessary to give it further

description.

Before the cover is finally put in

place, it should be smeared on the in

side where it comes in contact with

the can with white lead. After it is in

place, the outside should also be painted

with white lead and allowed to dry.

This will make the can water tight.

The oscillator for the transmitter

must be used in connection with a

telegraph key and three dry cells.

The connections of the device are shown

at the bottom of the drawing.

The microphone or receptor is a very

20 Ohm Mognefl

' __ Solderod

/ Cover

f/
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simple piece of work. The main frame

is cut from a piece of fibre 5 in. x 7

in. The center of this piece is then

cut out so that it will form a frame.

with inside dimensions of 5 x 3, out

side dimensions S x 7. Holes are then

drilled around the edge of this frame

with a 28 drill and tapped out to re

ceive an 8-32 brass screw. A piece

of 20 gauge sheet brass is used to

cover one side of the frame and holes

must be drilled in this piece to corre

spond with those in the fibre frame.

A thin film of white lead is smeared

around the frame before the brass sheet

is put in place. After the screws are

tightened properly a drop of solder can

be placed on each one to make the de

vice as nearly water tight as possible.

The diaphram should be cut from thin

sheet brass. Holes are drilled in it to

correspond with those drilled in the

frame. To save a lot of work in doing

this, the writer placed the two pieces

of sheet brass together and clamped

them with the frame in the vise. All

the holes were then drilled together.

Before the diaphragm is put in place,

the microphone is laid flat on the bench

and filled with carbon grains. These

can be made by crushing an old battery

carbon. The pieces should be a little

smaller than a pea. The microphone

should be filled flush with the carbon

(Continued on page 132)
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TO design and construct a frame

structure nearly 700 feet long

and 80 feet in diameter that will

be sufficiently light to form the basis of

the modem dirigible airship and at the

same time secure the requisite strength

to carry a heavy load of passengers and

freight and withstand the vibration of

powerful engines and bufleting of the

elements is a task of

no mean propor

tions. Its success

ful achievement is a

triumph of modern

science, not only in

the engineering in

volved in the design

and construction of

light parts, but also

in the metallurgical

knowledge called

for to select and

produce metal alloys

of great strength

and lightness.

There were two

big problems to be

solved, one pertain

ing to the frame, the

other to the envel

ope and gas bags.

The costly and long

continued experi

ments of Count Zep

pelin and his corps

of engineers were

finally successful and the modern air

ship is the result of years of develop

ment on their part. The illustration at

Fig. 1 outlines a recent British type,

while one of the German rigid dirigibles

known as the L-33 is shown at Fig. 2.

The frame of the latter may be consid

ered typical of this design and is shown

in simplified form without covering or

gasbags at Fig. 3. As will be evident,

Dirigible Airship Frame Construction

Details of the Hull Structure Showing How a Combination of Engineering

Ability and Metallurgical Knowledge Made the Rigid Airship Possible.

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A.

the hull is built up of aluminum alloy

or duralumin lattice girders of triangu

lar section, as shown at Fig. 4. These

girders are built up of three-corner

rails of modified channel section, which

are interconnected by X-shaped pieces

of fluted cross section. Owing to the

great number of these pieces, they were

stamped in dies, and besides the flat

  

View of hull of British dirigible, showing framework very clearly as outer covering is

removed at various points

tened out ends provided for attachment

to the longitudinal channel section

members, the center was also formed so

it could be joined to a similar pad on

the other member of the pair of rivets,

as clearly shown at Fig. 5.

The alloy used undoubtedly varies in

different craft, but a metal sample taken

from a Zeppelin that was brought down

during the war analyzed as follows:

 

E.

Aluminum, 91.92 per cent.; copper,

4.13 per cent.; iron, 3.27 per cent; sili

con, 0.65 per cent., and tests showed

that it had a tensile strength of 40,000

lbs. to the square inch. The thickness

of the metal used varied from 0.5 to 1.0

millimeter, depending upon the strength

required of the part. The strongest

girders weigh about 2.2 pounds for each

40 inches of length.

The cross section of

the girders is an

isosceles triangle

measuring 0.27 me

ters in height and

0.14 meters at the

base. The hull com

prises twenty-five

longitudinal girder

elements and thirty

six polygonal frames

besides the minor

braces and fairing

m e m b e r s. The

cross section of

the hull is a twenty

five sided polygon

and while it is not

exactly circular, it

approximates that

ideal cross section

sufficiently for all

practical purposes.

The nose is blunt

and the stern is dis

tinctly conical, as

shown at Fig. 6, which also outlines the

symmetrical control and stabilizing

members. The transverse frames are

of two types, one a. simple girder mem

ber; the other is more complex, as it is

braced with a King post truss. These

frames altemate along the length of the

hull, as shown at Fig. 3.

An interesting feature is the keel

which runs along the base of the
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Fig. 1. Part sectional view of latest type dirigible airship, showing arrangement of gas containers, location of power cars, etc.
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frame. This is triangular in section,

as the illustration at Fig. 7 shows. It

is formed of two main longitudinals,

which are the base, and one situated

about ten feet overhead, which forms

the apex. The space thus secured is a

v_ W Wm//,1l."'~IlII!Il|

\L

large corridor, which is

utilized as crew space

and which provides a

means of communica

tion from one end of

the main portion of the

ship to the other, be

sides greatly strength

ening and stiffening

the frame. The way

portions of this space

are utilized in the

R-34, the famous Bnt

ish dirigible, is clearly

shown at Figs. 8 and 9.

The section of the keel

corresponds to the let

ter A, the crossbar serv

ing as additional brac

ing. A running board

or “cat walk” extends

from one end of the

keel to the other.

The frames for the

control surfaces are

also duralumin struc

tures which are com

posed of smaller gird

ers of rectangular cross

section similar in con- ;

struction to the main

frame members.

The envelope of the hull or outer

cover is a linen fabric which is doped

with black compound on the under side

section o‘F

Fl6.7
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and gray on the upper, and it is com

posed of strips laced into position on

the frame girders. The gasbags are of

a special cotton fabric which is lined

inside with gold beater’s skin, which is

said to have resistance to gas penetra

to insure against its bulging out into

the keel or chafing against the envelope

or hull frame. The bags are cylindri

cal except for the piece which is cut out

to fit over the keel structure. Eighteen

gasbags are used in the L-33, though

/5/rnp/e Frame

‘ _.8racea‘ Fmm:

Upper Verfical

ifrliangu/ar /(?€/

Ilember

J longifudfnal
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tion superior to the rubberized fabric

also used for this purpose.

A netting of special cord surrounds

each gas container and holds it in shape

  

""'///17 Imi-~/"

Crew Space

Rudder

the number varies with

the length of the air

‘ ship. In the L-49 the

! weight of the frame

has been estimated at

about 8 tons, the outer

1 cover at 2.6 tons and

i the gasbags at 3.5 tons.

The hull is trussed by

l diagonal stays and

special truss members

which join the keel to

some of the upper lon

gitudinals. The power

cars carrying the en

gines are secured to the

main frame and are

carried below it, as

clearly shown in the

1 illustrations.

I The United States

i Navy has acquired a

British authorities

which is larger than

the R-34 and which is

reported to be the R-38

and to have a number

of improvements over

the earlier types. This

will give our naval au

thorities the opportunity to become

familiar with the features of this type

of aircraft and to train personnel for

their navigation and care.

~»-.\
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A SPECIAL FUEL TANK FOR

AIRPLANES

A gasoline tank that cannot leak or

burn is of great value in aircraft work,

especially in times of war when it may

be punctured by numerous bullets. The

tank illustrated is the invention of Mr.

F. Weinberg, an automotive engineer of

Detroit and it has been perfected to a

high degree.

Primarily, this container is an ordi

nary metal tank of any dimensions,
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MAN POWER AIRPLANE FLIES

For some time past a group of ex

perimenters in France have been trying

to fly with combinations of bicycles and

light wings, the usual pedaling gear be

ing attached to a small aerial propeller,

as well as to the rear wheel of the

bicycle. So much interest obtains that

a substantial prize has been offered for

the first man to fly 30 yards by his own

power. It is reported that Poulain, a

French cyclist, recently made a flight of

  

Fuel container designed jor aircraft use that is said to be fireproof and punc

ture proof to a high degree

having two connections and its filler

cap. The suction connection is intend

ed to provide a partial vacuum above

the liquid of sufficient strength to pre

vent its escape through any hole that

may be shot through the tank wall.

The necessary suction can be got in

various ways, but probably most sim

ply by the venturi shown, which oper

ates by virtue of the stream of air

created by the movement of the plane.

The fuel reaches the carburetor through

die second opening by overcoming the

vacuum created through the former—

which may be accomplished by main

taining a greater suction, or by positive

feed pumps.

To insure proper functioning at all

times, the tank is enveloped in a rubber

material under tension which plugs up

whatever holes may be shot in the tank

- as it possesses sufficient elasticity to re

tum to its former state after being

pierced, leaving a hole so small as to

almost defy detection. The tank may

have a number of holes shot in it and

still refuse to leak. The application of

this principle to render the tank leak

proof makes it at the same time explo

sion-proof. To cause an explosion

there must be a combustible mixture of

air and fuel; but in the Weinberg tank

no such mixture can be created any

where.

\

12 yards at a height of one yard

by a man power aviette. Through re

ports of this flight Poulain has been

accepted as a contestant for the Peugeot

prize of 10,000 francs for the first 10

metre flight, the prize to be awarded by

the Aero Club de France. Such a feat

is little more than an acrobatic stunt be

cause a man cannot exert the power re

quired to maintain flight for more than

a few seconds at the most with the aero

foils and propellers available with our

present knowledge of aerodynamics.

SUPERCHARGER ON RECORD

MAKING PLANE

In an airplane equipped with a su

percharger for the Liberty engine, Maj.

R. W. Schroeder, of the Army Air Ser

vice, recently broke the altitude record

for a. passenger carrying flight. He is

said to have reached 30,000 feet in a

Le Pere fighter at Dayton, Ohio. The

supercharger is a mechanism that sup

plies air to the carburetor at high alti

tudes to compensate for reduced density

of the atmosphere and thus maintains

power output by insuring that as full

charges of mixture will be inspired by

the motor at high altitudes as at sea

level. Several forms of superchargers

have been experimented with but no

mechanism of this type has been de

veloped that is entirely satisfactory.

  

NEW ZEPPELIN AIRSHIP

The Bodensee, a new airship made

by the Zeppelin interests, covered the

distance between Friedrichshafen and

Berlin at the rate of 75 miles per hour

on its maiden trip. The familiar cigar

shaped hull has been abandoned and the

new aircraft is a more efficient stream

line hull shape. The Bodensee is 400

feet long and accommodates thirty-five

passengers. It is equipped with wire

less telegraphy and has a spacious pas

senger cabin with all conveniences.

The aircraft is to go into a daily ser

vice and is the forerunner of a fleet for

passenger transport. -

TESTS OF BUILT-UP BEAMS

In order to test the strength of built

up I-beams such as used for wing spars,

a series of experiments have been car

ried on with solid section beams as

shown at A in accompanying illustra

tion and a three-piece section as out

lined at B. The beams were of the

same section and similar to those used

in the D. H. 4. The specimens were

constructed of matched material, the

solid beams and the flanges of the three

piece beams being cut side by side from

the same plank _of clear Sitka spruce.

Cold casein silicate glue was used in

securing the parts of the built-up

beams.

Under four-point loading, which ap

  

Sections of one piece and built up I beams

tested

proximates the application of stresses

in service, the loads sustained by the

two types were about the same. The

difference in favor of the built-up

beams was too slight to be considered

of any value.

The construction of I-beams of more

than one piece offers certain obvious

advantages. It enables the builder to

use cross-grained material in the web,

and since smaller pieces are required

than in the case of the solid section,

more beams could be produced from a

definite amount of lumber.
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A High Speed Flash Steam Engine

By George Bender

Designed and Constructed by the Author.

HERE were two

reasons fo r the

writer to con

struct the engine shown

in the drawing and

photographs and these

were cheapness and

ease of construction.

Regarding cheapness, it

can be said that there

was not one casting

used and everything,

with the exception of

the bevel gears, was

made of scrap material.

Regarding ease of con

struction, it will be

seen that most of the

parts do not require the

use of a lathe but those

that do are easily ma

chined with the small

est and crudest piece of .

machinery. This does

not make any exception

of the crankshaft which

the writer believes is

quite novel in construction and very

eflicient. This engine has been run

steadily for over one hour without the

least sign of distress.

In construction, let us start by mak

ing the three plates

which form the

cylinder top plate,

cylinder bottom

plate and bed plate.

First lay out the

shape of the piece

and position of all

the holes in the cyl

inder bottom plate.

After the plate has

been filed to shape

all holes can be

drilled and this

plate can then be

used as a jig for

the top and bed

plates- After all

plates have been

drilled and filed to

shape, the cylinder

bottom plate must

be turned out to fit

the shoulders which

have previously

been turned on the

cylinder tubes. In

the cylinder top

plate two grooves

are turned about

1/32 inch deep to fit the top of the

cylinder tubes and after driving the

cylinders into the bottom plate, the top

plate can be put on and the whole

-‘H,/ma,/./1,-1,. -, .. e

  

The engine assembled. Although of -very simple construction this engine will

prove very suitable to use in connection with flash steam

bolted together with eight bolts and

nuts of which only four are shown in

the photograph.

The valve chamber is of the piston

type with inside steam admission and
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The finished parts 0/ the engine ready to assemble i

has both ends open and free to ex

haust. This was made from a solid

piece of cold rolled steel Ffi, inch square.

The steam ports are V3 inch square and

piston valve diameter

%; inch. The valve it

self was also made of

cold rolled steel and

was ground into the

valve block for a per

fect fit. The valve is

actuated by a sliding

pin in a disc driven by

a bevel gear from the

crankshaft. The pis

tons were also made of

cold rolled steel and

tumed to fit the % inch

inside diameter of the

cylinder tubes which

were made of Shelby

steel tubing. The pis

tons were bored out in

side to take the con

necting rod and wrist

pin, three water seal

rings were turned on

the outside of each pis

ton. The connecting

rods were made of Y/§

inch thick brass plate

and the shape can be seen by referring

to the drawings.

And now we come to the crankshaft.

To see whether this method of crank

shaft construction would stand up un

der severe usage

was another reason

the writer had for

the building of this

engine. The crank

shaft is built in

two sections; one

long and one short

section. It con

sists of three circu

lar pieces of cold

rolled steel 1%

inch diameter and

X4 inch thick.

These pieces were

sawed from a piece

of shafting 1%

inches in diameter

in slices about M;

inch thick. They

were put in the

chuck and faced

ofi at each side

down to the thick

ness of % inch.

Before removing

the pieces from the

chuck, carefully

center and drill

with a Mt inch

drill. If a drill can be found that is

about two one-thousandths of an inch

undersize it will be an advantage when

fitting the shaft. Now take one disc

lil
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and drill another M; inch hole

exactly Q4; inch away from the

center. This one disc can now

be used as a jig for drilling the

other two discs. Two of the

discs are now taken and driven

onto a piece of X, inch drill rod

of the required length, making

sure that the crank pin holes are

exactly opposite each other.

Small holes are drilled into the

ends, half being in the crank

disc and half in the shaft, and

then small pins are driven into

these holes to securely fasten

discs to the shaft. Crankpins,

one short and one long, are next

driven in their relative holes

and secured with pins driven

through the rim of the crank

discs. The other long section

of the crankshaft is simply

one disc securely fastened and

pinned. When assembled on

the bed plate the long crank pin

enters hole of the long section

of crankshaft and does all the

driving. These crank discs also

answer the purpose of a fly

wheel and therefore no flywheel

is necessary. The crankshaft

bearings, of which there are

four, were made from some 3/16

inch thick brass plate sawed out

and filed into the desired shape.

The two bearings of the short

section of crankshaft must be

split bearings but the other two

for the long end can be left

solid. The split bearing will

be found necessary when the en

gine is assembled. It is very

simple to line up the crankshaft bear

ings. After the necessary clearance

holes have been cut into the bed plate,

take a piece of %, inch steel rod and

slip all the bearings on the rod in their

relative positions after which set them

on the bed plate and mark out the fast

ening down screw holes. After drill

ing and tapping the holes, fasten the

bearing to the bed plate. If this work

has been carefully done, no trouble

will be experienced with the crankshaft

binding when the long and short sec

tions are put together.

The photographs of parts and fin

ished engine will clearly show details of

construction and it can easily be seen

that this engine will give a good ac

count of itself, whether put into a speed

boat or just a good cruising model.

The engine weighs finished 1 lb. 4

ozs. without boiler or pumps. The

engine can be used very successfully

with flash steam as well as with satur

It is a powerful engine

well adapted for racing models. Like

all flash steam engines it is capable

of making a tremendous speed and it

will stand up under heavy loads consid

ering the labor necessary to produce this

engine, it is a serviceable, good machine.

ated steam.

 

 

Book Review

PRACTICAL Dav CLEAN]-LR, Scoumaa AND GAR

MENT Dyan. By Brannt-Gray. 368 pages

with illustrations. Size 5 x 7% ins., bound

in cloth. Published by the Henry Carey

Baird Co., Nassau Street, New York City.

This book is a well arranged and

clearly written treatise on the science of

cleaning and dyeing. Its pages include

every conceivable process that has

proven to be of practical value. The

treatment is entirely practical rather

than theoretical, and the information

is imparted in clear, understandable

terms. French Cleaning; Removal of

Spots and Stains of Various Kinds;

Wet Cleaning; Finishing Cleaned

Fabrics; Cleaning and Dyeing of Vari

ous Kinds of Materials; Renovating;

Garment Dyeing; Stripping Colors;

Analysis of Textile Fabrics; and a con

cluding chapter on Practical Chemistry

for the Cleaner and Dyer, form the sub

ject matter of the book. This book will

give great practical information as a

reference and guide.

INDUCTION Con.s IN Tneonv /mo PRACTICE.

By Prof. F. E. Austin, E. E. 64 pages,

size 5‘/= x 8% ins., bound in cloth. Pub

hshed by the author at Hanover, N. H.

This book is a very involved treat

ment of the induction coil and includes

a mass of advanced mathematics con

cerning its theory. It is a splendid

volume for those who wish to go more

deeply into the subject than the average

text book takes them. Prof. Austin,

the author of the treatment, is specially

qualified to prepare such a book, and

we have reason to believe that it will

be widely read by those who_ are able

to digest its contents. The forepart of

the book is devoted to the theory of the

induction coil, while the latter part is

given over to practical problems in con

nection with the construction and opera

tion of coils. Some very valuable data

in connection with interrupters and

condensers is also included, together

with a chapter on Tesla coils and choke

coils. Magnetic circuits are also ex

plained in detail and the information

necessary for a thorough understanding

of induction coils and their theory,

operation and construction is covered.
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Metallurgy for Beginners

By E. Hurley

manganese is present the solution will

show a purplish-red coloration.

In the last issue of EVERYDAY ENGINEER

1l\'G, the author discussed the analysis of

aluminiurn, cobalt, nickel, copper, bismuth,

barium and chromium. This list will be ex

tended in the present treatment to include all

the common elements.

Lead

ALENA, a heavy gray mineral,

is the most important ore of

lead, containing 86% of the

metal. Cerusite, another lead ore, has

a white gray color and contains 83%

lead oxide. There are several other

lead mineral bearing ores.

Take a gram of the finely pulverized

ore in a porcelain dish and add 10 cc.

nitric acid and boil until one-half of

the acid has evaporated. Then add 5

cc. hydrochloric acid and boil to a com

plete dryness. Cool and add 5 cc. hy

drochloric acid; heat and dilute the

solution to 100 cc. with water. Heat

again to boiling point and filter while

hot. Pass hydrogen sulphide gas

through the hot solution and continue

to pass the gas until the solution is cold.

Absence of a black precipitate shows no

lead present. If a precipitate is ob

tained, wash with ammonium sulphide

and then treat the remaining residue

with hot nitric acid which will dissolve

any lead present. Filter and to the solu

tion add a few drops of concentrated

sulphuric acid and if lead is present a

heavy white precipitate will slowly set

tle to the bottom of the test tube.

Manganese

The principal ores of manganese are

pyrolusite, which contains about 63%

and rhodachrosite, which contains 62%.

There are other ores of lesser impor

tance. The principal use of manga

nese is in the iron and steel industry

with a small amount being used as a

coloring agent in the manufacture of

glass and pottery.

Mix a small quantity of the finely

pulverized ore with equal parts of sodi

urn carbonate and potassium nitrate and

fuse before the blow pipe. If manga

nese is present, the mass assumes a

bright green color which turns bluish

green on cooling. Dissolve the residue

in water and boil the solution and if

Molybdenum

The principal ore is molybdenite. It

has a lead-gray color and contains about

59% molybdenum. Another ore of im

portance is wulfinite and it contains

approximately 35% molybdenum. Its

chief use is in the manufacture of steel

and in the preparation of ammonium

molybdate. Other uses are to color pot

tery, leather and to dye silk and wool

ens.

Treat a little of the finely pulverized

ore in a porcelain dish with 20 cc. nitric

acid. Heat and evaporate to dryness.

Cool and add 3 cc. sulphuric acid and

again heat until the acid is almost gone.

Cool, and add a few drops of alcohol

and if molybdenum is present the solu

tion and sides of the dish are colored an

intense blue.

Thorium

The principal ore of thorium is mon

azite, color brown to brownish red. It

has been found in the West but the

principal production in the states comes

from the sands of the many creeks in

the Carolinas. Its principal use is in

the manufacture of incandescent man

tles for gas lamps, etc.

Fuse about one gram of the finely

pulverized ore with five grams of potas

sium sulphate in a porcelain crucible.

Heat until the mass is in quiet fusion

and cool. Place the crucible containing

the melt in a porcelain dish and dissolve

the residue in 10 cc. of hydrochloric

acid and add 50 cc of water. Boil until

everything has passed into solution and

filter. Treat the residue on the filter

with a little hydrochloric acid, heat and

again dilute with water and filter.

Unite the two filtrates which now con

tain all the thorium and heat. Pass

hydrogen sulphide gas through the solu- »

tion and remove any precipitate by fil

tration and boil the resulting solution.

Then add ammonia in excess and if any

thorium is present, a white precipitate

will be formed. Filter this precipitate

off and wash it. Add to it a few cc.

of dilute sulphuric acid to dissolve and

to this solution add boiling concen

trated solution of potassium sulphate

and a white crystalline precipitate will

be formed if thorium is present.

Tin

The chief ore is cassiterite, a heavy

brown and black mineral which con

tains 75% tin. It is found in many

localities of the United States in veins

of granite. Another important tin ore

is stannite with a steel gray and black

color and contains 30% tin. The ores

running very low in this mineral can

be treated very profitably by the wet

concentration method and prospecting

and investigating for tin should claim

serious attention of the amateur pros

pector.

Fuse before the blow pipe one gram

of the finely pulverized ore with four

grams of sodium peroxide. Dissolve

the melt in hot water and filter. Acidi

fy the filtrate with hydrochloric acid

and to this solution add a piece of zinc.

When tin is present, it will be de

posited on the zinc in a spongy mass.

Remove this deposit and dissolve in a

porcelain dish with the addition of 3

cc. hydrochloric acid. Add to this solu

tion a little mercuric chloride solution

and if tin is present, it will be thrown

down as a white precipitate.

Tungsten

The principal ores are wolframite,

which contains 50% tungsten. Schee

lite contains about 64% tungsten. It

is used in the manufacture of high

speed tool steel and in the making of

.filaments for incandescent lamps.

Place a little of the finely pulverized

ore in a porcelain dish. Now add 15 cc.

of strong hydrochloric acid and a small

piece of metallic tin. Boil a few min

utes and if tungsten is present the solu-

tion will be colored a beautiful blue.

Small quantities of this mineral in the

ore tested responds readily to this test.

Uranium

Uranium ores are of special interest

since it is from these ores that radium

is obtained. The principal ores are
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uraninite (pitchblende). Carnotite has

a canary yellow color. Uranium is also

used in the steel industry and in the

making of glass.

Put one gram of the finely pulverized

ore in a porcelain dish and add 10 cc.

of nitric acid and 3 cc. of water. Heat

and add 5 cc. of sulphuric acid and

dilute with water to 50 cc. Add in

excess a saturated solution of potassium

hydroxide and if uranium is present a

deep yellow precipitate will be formed

which will be insoluble in water.

Vanadium

The principal ore is vanadinite. Car

notite (see uranium) is also an ore that

has a small content of vanadium. Its

principal uses are in the manufacture

of steel and in the dyeing industry.

Fuse a little of the finely pulverized

ore in a porcelain dish before the blow

pipe with a little sodium carbonate and

potassium nitrate. Dissolve the melt

and filter. Make acid with hydrochloric

acid. Put a small quantity of this

solution in a test tube and add two

drops of hydrogen peroxide. When

vanadium is present, the solution will

assume a brownish red color.

 

How to Make a Chemical Balance

OR serious chemical work the

experimenter should have a small

balance in his laboratory. Such

a balance, however, is very costly and,

therefore, many experimenters find it

necessary to work without one.

The balance described in this article

is very inexpensive and easily con

structed. The materials necessary are

not uncommon and all of the parts can

be made with little labor.

.Fig. 1 illustrates the completed bal

ance. In this figure all of the nec

essary details of construction are

shown. The handle (Q) raises the

beam lift (H) and thereby not only

removes the weight from the bearing,

but also prevents the beam from swing

 

ing. The lever (O) permits the stop

(K) to drop and allows the pans to

swing. The bearings are made from an

old hack saw blade.

The beam of the scale will be con

sidered first. This is made of either

 

brass or aluminum and is %; in. thick,

V2 in. wide and 10 ins. long.. (See C,

Fig. 1.) In the center of the beam a.

%; in. slot is sawed. A V2-in. hack saw

blade is then ground to a knife edge. A

piece 1% ins. long is soldered into the

slot. (See A.) This forms the main

bearing of the beam. Exactly M, in.

from each end of the beam a small V

shaped groove (D) is made.

The base of the balance (M) is cut

from a piece of V2 in. hard wood. It

is 7% ins. wide by 13 ins. long. 'In

the center of the base the upright (J)

is placed. This upright is V; in. thick,

1 in. wide and 8 ins. long. At the top

of the upright or standard the slot for

the beam lift (H) to slide in is made.

This slot is % in. wide and 1% ins.

long. The bearings (BB) are screws,

the slots of which are filed out to a V

shape.

The beam lift (H) is made of % in.

stock. It is one in. wide and 6% ins.

long. 2% ins. from each end it begins

to taper. At the end it is % in. wide.

The brass rods (II) pass through the

base and are soldered to the brass strip

(X). The cam (Y) causes these rods

to be either raised or lowered. This

cam is bolted or soldered to the rod

(W) which is attached to the handle

(Q). The rod (W) is held in place

by the brass strips (U, P) which are

screwed to the base.

The pieces (KK) prevent the pans

from swinging. The nuts adjust them

so that they will come to the proper

height. These bolts are 3/16 in. in

diameter and 1% ins. long. The

springs (RR) hold these bolts in posi

tion. These springs should be made

very weak. The handle (Z) causes the

rod (S) to turn. The hooks on this

rod lift the spring and thus allows the

bolts to drop. The writer used a rib

from an umbrella to make the rod and

handle. The guide (T) holds the han

dle in place. The legs of the balance

are turned to shape on a lathe, although

square ones would serve the purpose

just as well. The pointer (L) is a fine

knitting needle. Scale (Y) shows when

the beam is in balance.

The pans are of aluminum or nickled

brass. They are attached to the beam

by the two knitting needles (FF).

These needles are soldered to the bear

ings (E), which are made of a hack

saw "blade. These bearings swing in the

groove previously produced in the beam.

The more carefully this balance is

made the more accurate and sensitive

it will be and the smaller the quantity

it will register. The base may be made

large enough to enclose the balance in

a glass case. If such a case is used the

front should have a door that opens.
If ai case is used, a small beaker of su1_

phuric acid or calcium chloride should

be kept in it to prevent moisture from

attacking the balance.
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A model steamer

of splendid con

struction b u il t

by one of our

Canadian read
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Shand, of Ed

rn o rt d 5 , B. C.
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A beautiful model pleas

ure yacht made by Mr.

E. J. Stroud of Fort

Wayne, Ind. The pains

taking work on this

model is made evident

by the photograph
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A model locomo

tive constructed

b y M r. J . S .

Pedrsall. The

c e n t e r picture

shows a subma

rine chaser madc

by Mr. Zimmer

man, of Detroit,

Michigan
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A model Loening mon

oplane made by mem

bers of the Aero Science

Club, New York. An

other boat by Mr. E. J.

Stroud is shown below
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A Standardized Audion Control Panels

There is Not/ting out of Date about a Station Which has Interchangeable

Apparatus, nor is it Necessary to Discard Instruments.

ARRYING out the ideas given

in the April and October 1919

issues of Evmavnsv, additional

instruments have been made. The two

particularly described in this article

By M. B. Sleeper

at each corner, %-in. from the edges,

with a No. 18 drill. These are to take

the mounting straps. Also, holes of the

same size are made along the lower part

of the panel for the binding post screws.

  

Fig. 1. Always ready to fit into any kind of la set are these standardized audion control

panes

are the audion panel and rheostat panel.

In the October issue the loose coupler

and condenser sections were taken up

in detail, and the purpose and advan

tages of this system of construction were

discussed.

The set illustrated here, designed for

wavelengths from 200 to 700 meters,

shows the versatility of Standardized

Panel equipment. Without making a

change in the coupler and condenser,

the crystal receiver, described in Oc

tober, has been made into an audion

set.

Fig. 1 shows the front of the audion

control panels, and Fig. 2 the arrange

ment of the rear. At the left of Fig. 2

the audion mounting is shown in detail.

It comprises a de Forest type audion

socket, grid condenser, and four Fahne

stock binding posts.

The panel is of bakelite, 5 x5 ins.

Two inches from the top, a 1-in. circle

is described and M;-in. holes are drilled,

with another at the center, to give a view

of the lighted filament. Each hole is

slightly countersunk at the front to im

prove the appearance. Holes are drilled

Drilling details for the audion socket

will not be given, for some may have

clearly that the socket is held by brass

angle brackets made of %;x1/16-in.

strip. Connections are of No. 14 bare

copper wire. This was a little too large

for the screws on the socket. Accord

ingly, the wire was hammered square

and bent to form hooks to fit under the

screw heads. Plate and filament wires

run directly to the binding posts.

The grid connection goes to a grid

condenser secured to the rear of the

panel. It will be seen that one set of

screws serves only to hold the bakelite

clamping strips to the panel, while a

separate set act as terminals for the con

  

Fig. 2.

the Marconi type socket instead of the

one used here. The illustration shows

The neatness and simplicity, upon which efficiency depends, will commend this

method of construction to radio mm

denser; The bakelite plates are 3x

1% ins. and 3/16-in. thick. Con

denser plates were cut from No. 30

gauge brass, though tin foil will do.

to a size 1% x1 in., with a No. 18 hole

in the center line, M; in. from one end.

Next, the two bakelite plates were

drilled along the center line X; in. from

each end. The top plate has two more

holes V2 in. in from the others. These

last holes are deeply countersunk. When

the copper and parafine paper strips

were put in place, flat head screws were

put through them and the inner holes of

the upper plate. As the screws were
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tightened, the heads went down into the

countersunk holes, leaving the tops flush

with the condenser plates.

F

of 6-.32 threaded rod which served as a

A small brass

spring was inserted in the tube, and .a

shaft for the handle.

‘I

Fig. 3. The audion panels in combination with a simple short wave recriber. Loading cafl

panels can be added for longer waves

It is advisable to immerse the con

denser, with the bottom plate clamped

on, in parafin. However, a mistake

made when this instrument was built

should be avoided. The parafin was

boiling hot, and bubbles rose profusely

from the condenser. In fact, they did

not stop at the end of ten or fifteen

minutes. When the condenser was re

moved for inspection, it was found that

the bubbles were coming from large

blisters which had formed in the bake

lite pieces. Another condenser was

made and left in the parafm only one

minute. This proved satisfactory in

use, and did not injure the bakelite

plates.

Numerous methods for building the

rheostat were considered. The easiest

way seemed to be to mount a. regular

10-ohm Mesco rheostat on the back of

the panel. However, it was very diffi

cult to take out the screw which held

the contact arm. In fact, during the

course of operations the base was

cracked. Another solution suggested

itself. The remaining parts of the base

were knocked away until only the re

sistance element was left. Then it was

put inside a short length of cardboard

tubing 3 ins. in diameter. just the

thing! It could be arranged with an

internal contact.

The next step was to cut off a piece

of brass tubing 1% ins. long with a

pg in. hole, and to solder it to a length

 

the rheostat circuit be opened at the

point of minimum resistance‘? Finally,

the wire was cut X; in. from the end,

and a lead brought out as shown in

Fig. 2. Without sticking over the wires,

the contact can be run past the lead

onto the disconnected end.

A clamping strip of 3/16-in. bakelite

was put over the resistance unit and

tube to hold them in place. Connection

was made to the shaft with a thin strip

of brass. Fig. 1 shows the handle and

indicator.

These audion mounting and control

panels represent a cost of less than five

dollars, yet they are equal in efficiency

and appearance to purchased sets which

cost more than twice as much. More

over, this equipment has the great ad

vantage of universal use for any type of

equipment.

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the method

by which panels are combined to make

a complete set. When front connec

tions are used, care must be taken in

wiring the instruments for, otherwise,

the appearance of the panels will be

spoiled. No. 14 bare wire, preferably

covered with black Empire cloth tub

ing, can be used. Each bend should

be at right angles, and the wires pushed

up close to the panels.

Next month there will be an article

showing these instruments with other

new ones, applied to a telegraph or

telephone transmitter of a simple de

\ i' 1

Fig. 4. It is /ar coder to make good looking equipment by this method than when the

instruments are all mounted on one panel

bfi-in. rod put in for a contact. ‘An

other difficulty came up. How could

sign such that any experimenter can

readily build it in his own shop.

la
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Why Tickler Coils are Inefficient for Long

Undamped Waves

Although widely used, the tickler coil method of heterodyning causes a very considerable loss

of energy on wavelengths over 5,000 meters

THEN you are copying a sta

W tion operating on 18,000 me

ters, you wouldn’t knowingly

tune your secondary circuit to 17,000

meters, or 19,000 meters—w0uld you?

But have you ever stopped to think,

when you do this very thing when you

use a tickler coil or other means for

making the secondary circuit oscilate

locally to receive undamped wave sta

tions, that is exactly what happens.

|s_sso~ |e,sso~

11,
H860 -I

    

l___551'25!‘Ionbydctuning

‘H!

R6000 FL000 $000 |9,U00 20,000

Fig. 1. There is a considerable loss by detun

ing on wavelengths over 5,000 meters

To make this point clear, consider

the theory of heterodyne reception. A

frequency is impressed upon the incom

ing signals, the result of which is a note

in the receivers of a frequency equal

  

Fig. 3. Circuit for separate oscillator using

a tubular coil.

to the difference in frequency between

the incoming and impressed or local

oscillations.

In practice, the primary circuit is

closely tuned to the transmitter. The

secondary is detuned, to give an audible

frequency. So it is that the secondary

circuit is not adjusted to the frequency

of the received signals.

At short waves, a slight dctuning in

wavelength makes a large difference in

frequency, so that this affect is not pro

nounced. Long waves, however, have a

low frequency. Thus a small difference

in frequency requires a considerable

change in wavelength.

Consider Fig. 1. This shows the

signal strength when a receiver is tuned

above and below the wavelength of the

transmitter. A maximum amount of

energy flows in the secondary when it

is adjusted to 18,000 meters, but, at

17,000, the wavelength for a 1,000

cycle beat note, only 55% of the avail

able energy is being used. This is

obviously a considerable loss, of special

importance when the signals are weak.

That this percentage of loss decreases

with the wavelength is shown by Fig. 2.

Here the curve shows the energy in the

Lfi9,0(1)# L50 0,000'l,5Dl,lm~I‘

P-nehullyn5_lulbydetvnin

Wavelength. I0 l90 H10 H0 Z10

Fig. 2. As the frequency is lowered, the loss

decreases. At 200 meters it is negligible

secondary when it is tuned above and

below the wavelength of a 200-meter

transmitter. The dctuning to produce

1,000-cycle beats is less than 1 meter,

and practically no energy is lost.

  

Fig. 4. Honeycomb coils can be used in place

of the tubular inductances

On wavelengths above 5,000 meters,

heterodyne reception should be accom

plished by means other than the use of

a detuned, oscillating circuit. The

simplest method is to set up a separate

oscillator, coupled to a straight receiv

ing set. '

Fig. 3 shows the connections for a

simple and powerful oscillator which,

without any auxiliary adjustments, will

oscillate at any wavelength depending

only upon the sizes of the coil and con

denser. For reception between 5,000

and 25,000 meters, using a 0.001 mfd.

condenser, the coil should have an in

ductance of 125 millihenries, tapped at

50 millihenries for tuning down to

4,000 meters.‘ A coil of this size should

be wound for ins., with two banks

of No. 28 single silk-covered» wire on

a tube 5% ins. in diameter, 1% pounds

of wire are required. This may sound

like a tedious job, but, as a matter of

fact, small wire is not hard to bank.

The 50-rnillihenry point is 5% ins.

from the start of the coil.

Also a tap is taken off 3 ins. from

the start, for connection to the filament

of the audion, Fig. 3.

Another method is to use two 65

millihenry honeycomb coils for the long

range. Connections are given in Fig.

4. They are set up close together, so

that they act as one coil, tapped at the

center.

For short-range work only a crystal

detector is needed to receive undamped

waves if this oscillator is used, or for

long distance, an audion detector is re

quired.

To operate the set the oscillator is

set up near the receiving inductance, so

that the axes of the two coils are par

allel. The receiver is tuned to approxi

mately the wavelength of the transmit

ter to be copied, and, as the receiver is

adjusted, the condenser of the oscillator

is swung back and forth until the

proper conditions for heterodyning are

found.

While this system introduces a new

adjustment, it does away with all oscil

lating secondary troubles and greatly

increases the efficiency of the set.

The Use of B Batteries

HERE seems to be some prejudice

among experimenters against the

use of the Signal Corps and Navy type

B batteries. They feel that they must

have a means for adjusting the voltage.

As a matter of fact, the Marconi-de

Forest tubes now sold need no plate

adjustment; 22.5 volts is none too

much, and, for receiving, nothing is

gained by using a higher plate po

tential.

It is surprising that experimenters

do not recognize the advantages, both

in point of economy and apparatus de

sign, offered by Standardized B Bat

teries. Possibly it is because the aver

age radio man has no means of testing

batteries that he does not realize how

much greater service is given by 22.5

batteries than by individual flashlight

cells. The latter type are designed dif

ferently, and are not made by the same

formulas which are used for B bat

teries. The manufacturers know that

flashlight cells cannot give the same

service as these intended for radio work.

Over a period of one year, it costs

twice as much to use flashlight batteries

as B batteries.

The efficiency of a set is decreased

by the former type, for they do not hold

out as steadily or as long. For short

distance transmitting, several Navy

type B batteries in series cost less and

produce better results than the others.
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The Radio Department

O radio men ever meet without

asking the preliminary ques

tion, “Wh-at’s new?” Then,

after agreeing that there is only the

same old stufi, they proceed to disclose

developments.

The delay caused by the printers’

strike makes the announcement of open

transmitters rather late, though from

the inquiries which are coming in it

seems as if the news has not been thor

oughly broadcasted. Page 108 gives

the details, with some other thoughts

which experimenters and others should

bear in mind.

It is to be hoped that experimenters,

instead of acclaiming the successful

conquest of their rights, will think a

thought of thanks in the direction of

Washington, D. C. People in general

seem to think, in these days, that the

capitol is a politicians’ Baden-Baden.

So it is for some of our anti-American

labor representatives.

In all events, the experimenters’ long

period of watchful waiting is over.

ND, speaking of this watchful

waiting business, the Army did a

little about which most of us knew

nothing until it was disclosed by Major

Tinsley at the first fall meeting of the

Institute of Radio Engineers. Little

Silver turned out in good form to sup

port the Major, but the announcements

of the meeting were so late that the at

tendance was far below that merited by

the paper.

Major Tinsley gave the results of a

long-continued 24-hour watch on the

radio compass; This set of experi

ments, made to determine the errors of

the compass, is one of the most com

plete and accurate set of observations

ever made on receiving efiects.

The result of these experiments

makes possible a new and more satis

factory theory for the propagation of

waves, and affords an explanation for

radio compass errors.

HE Post Office Department, not to

be outdone by the others, is taking

up radio work. Just what the plans

are, no one wants to say, but there are

ground stations and a number of air

plane direction finders going into com

mission. It is understood that these

sets are going into the largest airplanes

ever built in this country, and that they

will carry mail from coast to coast.

N important step in the popular

ization of the radio telephone is

the new de Forest set which operates on

110 volts, A. C. The set includes a

step-up transformer from which current

is put through a vacuum tube rectifier.

Thus it is possible to put up the equip

ment in any place where A. C. is avail

able. .

There has been much controversy in

regard to the expense of various means

for producing the potential necessary to

operate audion transmitters. This

method from de Forest adds another

possibility. Already we have the 110

volt motor-generator, and the storage

battery operated dynamotor. They

seem to be fairly even in the matter of

initial cost. Just which one is the least

expensive is not settled.

()N at least one point, manufactur

ers of radio apparatus agree—

radio business was never as good Re

ports all summer, in fact, were that the

orders came in faster than ever before,

with a positive promise that this winter

will be the biggest season the industry

has known.

Prices of complete apparatus are

high, but, in the equipment of the re

liable concerns, there is a marked im

provement in design and workmanship

over apparatus sold by the same com

panies before the war.

As was predicted in previous num

bers, one-horse companies are coming

back to worry the experimenters and the

Post Ofiice Department. It*may be

said, for the benefit of those who have

unsatisfactory dealings with such con

cerns that the best way of handling

them is by Post Office complaints. No

one ever argues with that Department.

Sometimes, however, trouble arises

through mistakes, even with first-rate

companies. Where there is an actual

attempt to keep money without shipping

the goods, it is a service to all the ex

perimenters to see that the company

does what is right.

Experimenters can make sure of the

reliability of an advertiser in one way

at least. The criterion of responsibil

ity is the advertising pages of EVERY

DAY. If a company is represented

there, it has measured up to the most

critical standards.

By the way, are you having any diffi

culty in getting any kind of supplies

for your work? It seems as if some

things are not sold by any company,

but EVERYDAY is always glad to help

when you have trouble. Call on us.

N the spring of 1917, Philadelphia

found the likelihood of alien dis

turbances imminent, and various means

of protection were considered. The pe

culiar arrangement of the city would

have made it possible, by cutting the

lines of communication at certain

points, to create isolated sections. It

was planned to put up radio equip

ments in the police stations, so that

communication could be established by

wireless if necessary.

Permission to operate such stations

was not granted at that time, however,

and fortunately the need did not arise.

Now, with the growing viciousness

of strikes and labor uprisings, there are

many cities which may find themselves

in the plight against which Philadel

phia wished to guard. With the Army

demobilized, it will be more difficult to

get troops quickly than in 1917.

Every locality where there are large

factories employing foreign labor

should have radio equipment in the

police stations and annories. The cost

of the apparatus is not great, it is an

easy matter to interest men in the oper

ation of stations, and the saving that

might be effected in time of need would

pay for the apparatus and the interest

on the investment for a hundred years.

City officials will find the local ex

perimenters more than willing to co

operate in putting up stations and

training operators, or, if necessary, a

radio reserve could be organized.

Members of the reserve would keep the

sets in operating condition, and take

charge of them in emergencies.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING will fur

nish any data required as to the equip

ment and available experimenters.

THE enlarged Magazine, with the

increased space devoted to the

Radio Department, indicates the con

tinued advance and improvement which

is always the aim of EVERYDAY.

Next month starts a campaign for

better transmitters. It has been thought

advisable in the past months to favor

receiving equipment since experimental

activities were principally in that direc

tion. With the approach of sending

permission, however, transmitters will

be given their share of space.

The small Simon set which will be

described in January will give some

new ideas. Also, an audion telegraph

set is being worked up for the next

issue. There are also a number of sug

gestions on receiving apparatus which

the active experimenter will want to

try out. _

Mr. Clement only winked his eye

when he was asked about his next con

tribution, but, if he writes it, it will

be too good to miss.

The Radio Registry

All kinds of opportunities are coming

up in radio work, not only in the United

States but in foreign countries as well.

Men to fill these positions cannot be

located readily, but they will be found

through the Radio Register. Is your

name among the others?

There are obvious uses of such a

listing. The data required is:

Name.

Address.

Engineer or Experimenter.

Age.

Experience.

. Special qualifications.

Radio station owned, if any.

Address your letters to the Radio De

partment, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING.
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Y means of the LC table, the long

struggle with the wavelength

formula. can be avoided. This

table gives the wavelength correspond

ing to the product of the inductance in

cms., and the capacity in mfds. In

other words, if the inductance and ca

pacity are multiplied together, that

value will be found in the table oppo

site the resulting wavelength. Or, if

it is desired to find the capacity and

inductance required for a given wave

length, in the table, opposite the re

quired wavelength, a number will be

found to which the product of the in

ductance and capacity must be equal.

The following examples illustrate

the method by which the table must

be used.

1. To find the wavelength of 3. cir

cuit, knowing the inductance and ca

pacity:

a. Multiply the inductance in cms.

by the capacity in mfds. Locate the

number in the table. If the number is

not greater than 286.4, the first two

numerals of the wavelength will be at

the left-hand column, and the third

numeral at the top of the row.

b. If the number is greater than

286.4, add an even number of decimal

points until the number is smaller than

286.4. Then the first two numerals of

the wavelength will be at the left-hand

column, and the third number at the

top of the row. Add as many 0’s as

there were pairs of decimals added to

the original number.

Example a. What is the wavelength

of a circuit having 1,000,000 cms. and

0.00023 mfd.?

First, 1,000,000 x 0.00023 = 230.

In the table, 230 is across from 900 and

under 4. Therefore, the first two num

bers of the wavelength are 90 and the

third, 4. Answer: 1,000,000 cms.

and 0.00023 mfd. give 904 meters

wavelength.

Example b. What is the wavelength

of a circuit having 10,000,000 cms.

and 0.0011 mfd.?

First, 10,000,000 x 0.0011 = 11,000.

This number is greater than 286.4.

Adding one pair of decimal points, this

number becomes 110.00, which is less

than 286.4. In the table, 110 is across

from 620 and under S. Therefore, the

first two numbers of the wavelength are

62, the third is 5, and one 0 is added

for the pair of decimal points put on

the orignal number. Answer: 10,000,

000 cms. and 0.0011 mfd. give 6,250

meters wavelength.

2. To find the capacity and induc

tance required for a given wavelength.

a. If the wavelength is under 1,009

meters, look for the number opposite

the first two numerals of the wave

length and under the third. Such val

The Le Table and HOW 15 Use 11

A Short Cut Method for Determining the Wavelength of an Oscillating Circuit
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ues of capacity and inductance must be wavelength.

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 3 0
0 0002310 .001121 .002534 . 4 .001041 .01o14 . _ ‘L.

10 .02s10 .o34o1 .04055 .04151 .g055iii .00330 .012o1 iiiigii iiiigi igiiio

20 .1121 .1242 .1302 .1400 .1022 .1100 .1004 2053 .2498 2358

30 .2534 .2101 .2032 .3000 .3250 .3440 .3050 .3355 .4003 4234

40 .4500 .4134 .4000 .5301 .5453 .5102 .5000 0220 0430 0101

50 -7041 -7324 .7014 .1011 .3212 .3510 .3331 0140 0411 0000

00 1.014 1.047 1.032 1.1103 ,‘ 1.1 1,2 , _

10 1-880 1-420 1.400 1-501 i.i.4‘2 Lfi 1.021 i.i‘i§§ iiii iiii

so 1.302 1.343 1.303 1.040 1.031 2.034 2.033 2.131 2.101 2'230

90 2-280 2-031 2.883 2-436 2.433 2.541 2.505 2.050 2.104 2'150

100 2.315 2.312 2.020 2.030 3.045 3.105 3.103 3.224 3.234 31345
ii *_?'*'i ii-iii-L. ii

10 3.401 3.400 3.532 3.500 . _ . _

20 4.055 4.123 4.102 4.200 2.0520’ 2.37100 {iii igizi 21230
% 4.1% 4.333 4.000 4.032 5.050 5.131 5.201 5.234 5.303 5.441

60 5.g36 5.533 5.013 5.151 5.330 5.021 0.003 0.034 0.100 0.2526. 6. l 6.504 6.591 5,617 6.704 6,352 5,940 -L931 7_u9

00 1.201 7.298 1.330 1.452 _ , _ _

10 3.130 0.233 3.330 3.420 0.15510 0.0% gig giiii iiliiii

so 0.124 0.220 0.323 0.432 0.532 0.033 0.140 0.054 10.00

00 10.10 10.21 10.33 10.40 10.50, 10.10 10.31 11.04 11.15

200 11.21 _ 11.35 11.40 11.01 11.11 11.34 11.05 12.13 12.20

10 12.42 12.54 12.00 12.11 2. 13.01 13. 4 .. .

20 13.02 13.15 13.33 14.01 i4.iii 14.20 14.03 iiig30 14.30 15.03 15.10 15.20 15.42 15.55 15.00 15.05 10.03

40 10.22 10.35 10.40 10.03 10.11 10.00 11.04 11.32 11.40

60 11.00 11.14 11.33 10.02 13.11 10.31 13.45 13.14 10.30

00 10.04 10.13 10.33 10.43 10.03 10.11 10.03 20.22 20.33

10 20.53 20.03 20.34 20.90 21.14 21.20 21.45 21.10 21.02

30 22.03 22.23 22.30 $4.5-'1 22.11 22.31 23.03 23.35 23.52

00 23.00 23.34 24.01 24-11 24.33 24.50 24.01 25.00 25.13

300 25.34 25.52 25.03 25.34 20.02 20.10 20.30 20.12 _20.30

-‘110 21.01 21.24 21.42 21.53 21.10 21.04 23.12 23.41 20.05

20 20.32» 20.01 20.20 20.33 20.55 20.15 20.02 30.30 30.43

30 30.00 30.04 31.03 -11-2? 31.41 31.50 31.13 32.11 32.30

40 32.55 32.15 32.04 83.13 33.33 33.52 33.11 34.10 34.30

£0; 14.40 34.00 34.33 85-10 35.20 35.43 35.50 30.00 30.20

0° 36.50 30.00 30.00 31.10 31.31 31.52 31.13 33.13 33.33

10 33.55 33.11 33.05 39-_11 30.40 30.50 30.31 40.24 40.43

so 40.00 40.31 41.10 41.30 41.52 41.15 41.00 42.33 42.00

00 42.34 43.05 43.21 48-10 43.11 43.03 44.10 44.01 44.33

400 45.00 45.21 45.50 45.13 45.00 40.10 40.40 40.33 -41.10

10 41.34 41.55 41.10 43.04 40.20 43.40 43.13 40.20 40.43

W 49.00 40.01 50.14 50.31 50.03 50.87 51.00 51.51 51.83
30 ‘52.07 52.31 52.55 52.79 53.04 53,23 53_53 54,03 54.28

40 54.53 54.15 55.00 55.20 55.51 55.11 50.01 50.52 50.15

50 51.02 51.20 51.51 51.10 50,05 5319 581,6 59,011 50.32

00 50.00 50.34 00.00 00.31 00.01 00. 0 . 01. 01.04

70 62.20 02.40 02.12 03.01 03.21 03.23 ii:i.i10 04.§§ 04.00

so 04.00 05.13 03.11 55.01 05.05 00.22 00.40 01.05 01.33

90 B_7.61 07.89 68.11 68.42 03,71 3000 09,23 09,32 70.11

500 0.41_ 10.00 10.00 11.25 11.52 1131 -,2,“ 1163 12.05

10 13.24 13.52 13.02 14.00 14.40 14.01 14.00 15.54 15.86

20 10.14 10.42 10.14 11.02 11_31 7,“ 7,9, 7548, 13.31

30 10.11 10.30 10.00 10.03 30,43 80411 81191 01.51 81.82

40 32.12 32.41 32.71 33.03 83.33 33.04 33.05 34.51 34-87

50 35.10 35.51 85.13 30.10 30.42 00.14 31.00 01.00 57-98

00 133.31 33.03 03.02 30.25 130.53 30.30 00.20 90_3g 01.10
10 01.40 01.10 02.12 02.41 02.10 03.11 03.42 04.00 04.41

38 -23-3% 8332 33%; 330% 38332 38%? 138-38 183"?“ 18183

000 101140 101110 .02.'10 102130 102110 103100 1o3I40 104113 104140

010 104.1 105.1 105.4 105.3 100.2 100.5 100.0 101.5 101.9

20 103.2 03.0 103.0 100.2 100.0 110.0 110.4 111.1 111.4

30 111.3 12.1 112.5 112.0 113.2 113.0 114.0 114.1 115.0

40 115.3 115.1 110.1 115.4 110.3 111.1 111.5 113.2 113.0

50 110.0 110.3 110.1 120.0 120.4 120.3 121.2 121.0 11'-1.3

60 122.1 123.0 123.4 123.3 124.2 124.0 124.0 125.1 126-0

10 120.4 120.3 121.2 121.0 121.0 123.3 120.0 120.4 120.5

80 130.2 130.5 131.0 131.3 131.1 132.1 132.5 133.2 133.1

00 134.1 134.5 134.3 135.2 135.0 130.0 130.4 131.2 137-0

100 133.0 133.4 133.3 130.2 130.0 140.0 140.4 141.1 141.0

10 142.0 142.3 142.3 143.2 143.5 144.0 144.3 Z145-5
20 140.0 140.3 140.3 141.2 141.0 143.0 143.4 140.2 140.0

80 150.1 150.4 150.0 151.3 151.1 152.2 152.5 153.4 153-8

40 154.2 154.5 155.0 155.4 155.0 150.3 150.1 151.5 158.0

50 158.4 158.8 159.2 159.7 100.1 100.4 160.9 101.8 162-2

60 102.1 103.1 103.5 103.0 104.4 104.3 155.2 Fr~_.2€100.5
10 100.0 101.4 101.3 103.3 103.1 100.1 100.0 110.4 110.3

80 111.3 111.3 112.2 112.1 113.1 113.0 114.0 114.3 175.3

00 115.1 110.2 110.0 111.1 111.5 113.0 113.4 110.3 170-7

800 130.2 130.0 131.1 131.0 132.1 132.5 132.0 133.0 184.3

10 134.3 135.2 135.1 130.1 100.5 131.1 131.5 .0 §1§_‘_188.9
20 130.3 130.3 100.3 100.1 101.2 101.1 102.2 .0 103.1 103.5

30 104.0 104.5 104.0 105.4 105.0 100.3 100.0 .2 101.1 198-3

40 100.1 100.2 100.0 200.1 200.5 201.1 201.0 .0 202.5 203.0

50 203.4 203.0 204.4 204.3 205.3 205.0 200.4 .0 201.3 1107.8

00 203.3 203.1 200.2 200.1 210.2 .1 .2 .0 2_1§__212.0
10 213.4 213.0 214.1 214.0 215.1 .0 .1 .0 211.1 1111.0

so 210.1 213.0 210.1 210.0 220.1 .5 .0 .5 222.0 222.5
00 223.0 223.0 224.1 224.0 225.0 .5 .0 .0 221.1 221.0

000 223.0 223.0 220.1 220.0 230.1 .5 .1 .0 232.1 382.7

010 233.1 233.0 234.2 234.1 235.2 .1 .2 .3 231.2 231.3

20 230.3 233.0 230.3 230.0 240.4 .3 .4 .0 242.4 243.0

30 243.5 244.0 244.5 245.1 245.0 .1 .1 .2 241.1 243.3

40 243.3 240.4 250.0 250.3 250.0 .4 .0 .4 253.0 253.0

50 254.1 254.1 255.2 255.3 250.3 .3 .4 .3 253.4 253.0

50 250.5 200.0 200.0 251.1 201.1 .2 202.3 .2 203.3 204.3

70 265.0 265.5 266.1 266.6 267.2 ‘. .7 268.1 7 '11‘.¥).3 269.9

R0 270.4 271.0 271.5 272.1 272.7 273 2 273.8 3 274.9 275.-8

00 215.0 210.0 211.1 211.5 -210.3 2.->1 1 -210.4 -.1 2141.4 251.0

1000 231.0 232.1 232.0 233.1 233.3 204.3 234.3 .-1 235.0 230.4
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b. If the wavelength is over 1,009

meters, look for the number opposite

the first two numerals of the wave

length, and under the third. Take off

a pair of decimal points for each nu

meral, over three, of the wavelength

value. The product of the inductance

and capacity must equal the LC value

found.

Example a. What inductance and

capacity must be used to give 793

meters?

The LC value, opposite 790 and un

der 3, is 177.1. If it is decided to use

a 0.001 mfd. condenser, the inductance

will be 177.1 -1- 0.001 or 177,100 cms.

Example b. What inductance and

capacity must be used to give 18,200

meters?

The LC value, opposite 180 and un

der 2, is 9.328. Since there are five

numerals to the wavelength value, two

pairs of decimal points must be taken

away, making the number 93280. If

it is decided to use a condenser of 0.002

mfd., the inductance will be 93280 +

0.002 or 46,640,000 cms.

 

A New Transformer and Oil Condenser

Two new and interesting transmit

ting instruments are shown in the ac

companying illustration. At the left is

a closed core, non-resonance trans

former specially designed for use with

the usual type of non-synchronous

rotary gap used by experimenters.

The secondary winding can be seen

at the top of the transformer, wound on

the main closed core. Below the panel

are two impedances which regulate the

primary supply current. They are

wound on a separate core.

If the power leads are connected to

the left and center terminals, both im

pedances are in series with transformer

primary. Across the center and right

terminals, only the larger impedance is

in. When the secondary is practically

short-circuited by the rotary spark gap,

the increased impedance of the regulat

ing coils limits the primary current.

A commendable feature of the three

sizes now supplied is that they are rated

in kilowatt-amperes, with stated power

factors. This may require an explana

tion. On direct current work, the power

in kilowatts is given by multiplying

the voltage by the amperage. Not so

with alternating current, for the prod

uct of the voltage and amperage is only

the apparent power. An A. C. circuit

may be carrying 100 volts and 10 am

peres though it accomplishes only 0.5

kilowatts of work. The 100 volts times

10 amperes means only 1 kilowatt-am

pere. To find the true power, the K.

V. A. rating must be multiplied by

the power factor. To determine this

factor is beyond the means of most ex

perimenters.

When, as should be done always, the

K. V. A. rating and power factor are

given, it is easy to determine the true

power. For example, the transfonner

illustrated is rated at 1.15 K. V. A. and

0.345 K. V. A. With a power factor of

0.75 at high power, this means 0.76 K.

W. or 760 watts. On low power, 0.345

K. V. A., at a power factor of 0.87, is

300 watts. Reduced power, when pos

sible, means less QRM.

An excellent protective spark gap is

fitted to the transformer. It will be

seen that the gap length cannot be in

creased unless the discs are actually re

moved. The secondary voltage ranges

from 6,000 to 12,000 for the three sizes.

With a condenser of 0.006 mfd., the

spark has a note of approximately 800

cycles.

The oil condenser, at the left of the

illustration, is rather new for experi

mental work. Inside the aluminum

case, the metal plates are held by sturdy

insulation. Transil oil is used for the

dielectric. This gives a capacity of

0.0035 or 0.007 mfd., according to the

size. The break-down voltages for the

two sizes are 10,000 and 8,000 respec

tively. Creeping of the oil is prevented

by oil-tight covers.

Resistance losses are surprisingly low

in a condenser of this type At 300

meters, for example, the resistance was

only .05 ohms.
 

Don't forget your lightning switch.

It is one of the most important pos

sible sources of lost energy from the

receiver. The ordinary slate base, fas

tened to the side of the house, allows

energy to leak through the base itself

over the dust layer on the surface, and

through moisture which may collect on

the under side.

 

Experimenters are making rapid preparations for transmitting. Although there is no promise, there is a good chance that stations will

apen within a month
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Radio Experimenters Back On Old Status

All War—Iime Restrictions Lifted from Stations Used Only for Private Experimental work

States Government has escaped

criticism and blame on one ac

count or another. Among radio men,

at least, the Navy Department has had

its share. Even the experimenters,

chafing under restrictions which, they

thought, should have been removed soon

after the signing of the Armistice, have

harbored a feeling against the Naval

authorities.

On October lst, 1919, radio experi

menters were allowed to re

sume transmitting provided, as

HARDLY a branch of the United

they have amateur operating

and 5[;1{i()11 1i¢en5e5_ T110543 E»-I-- - uurrso STATES NAVAL COMMUNICATION SERVICE

who are all ready to use their °"'°‘ °'
transmitters should apply to DISTRICT °§’.§i:§"~'i$i'§'i.§l’§.E¢'l'm"“NT

the R8.dl0 IIlSp6ClOI', Customs 44 WMIYIHAI-L srnzrr

House, of the city at which "“""'"‘ ‘"'

their district office is located. October in. 1919.

In writing, ask for applica

tion blanks for operator’s ex- 1,," ,mm_'

amination, station license, or

both, as the case may be. All

licenses were revoked at the

beginning of the war. New

call letters are now being as

signed.

This action applies to ama

teur, technical, training school

and experimental s t a t i o n s

which do not carry on paid

traflic. It will not be possible

t_o issue operators’ and station

licenses immediately because

of the volume of applications.

However, temporary permits

will be issued on applications

which indicate that the equipment and

operators comply with the law.

7. SEATTLE, WASH.

Oregon, Washington, Alaska, Idaho, Mon

tana, Wyoming.

8. CLEVELAND, Omo

New York (all counties not included in

second district), Pennsylvania (all counties

not included in third district), West Vir

ginia, Ohio, Michigan (Lower Peninsula).

9. CHICAGO, ILL.

Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan

(Upper Peninsula), Minnesota, Kentucky,

Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Iowa, Nebraska,

South Dakota, North Dakota.

i~a.-..-<.-- Iv"-------.1

was the case before the war,

NAVY DEPARTMENT

Ivorydoy Eiginoortng llngolino,

2 Int 45th Strut, low York CB7.

Dear 81: ,

Bttoctivo October lot, 1919, all restrictions on

amateur: am contour radio station: are removed.

This docs not apply to any station handling oom

norcinl business of any chnrooteznimlnding huninooe of

owner.

  

This act of the Naval authorities

suggests a review of the present radio

situation. Word regarding transmit

ting came through just as the Magazine

was being closed, so that it is impos

sible at this time to say how it came

about that restrictions were lifted. At

the same time, there is enough informa

tion available to throw a different light

on some matters which have been dis

cussed by the radio publications in such

an emphatic manner. .

First off, EVERYDAY wants it under

stood that it believes the Navy Depart

ment to be made up of very human

men, men who are trying to do what is

right, and as quickly as possible when

the right time comes. In other words,

we believe that the Navy is one of the

strongest supporters of the radio ex

perimenters. ‘ However, these men are

serving a greater purpose than the con

trol of experimental radio—they are in

the service of the United States of

America.

A list of the radio districts is given

below, so that each man can locate his

district office:

1. BOSTON, MAss.

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa

chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.

2. New Yomc, N. Y.

New York (county of New York, Staten

Island, Long Island and counties on the

Hudson River to and including Albany,

Rensselacr and Schenectady) and New Jer

sey (counties of Bergen, Passaic, Essex,

Union, Middlesex, Monmouth, Hudson and

Ocean).

3. BALTIMORE, Mo.

New Jersey (all counties not included in

second district), Pennsylvania (counties of

Philadelphia, Delaware, all counties south of

the Blue Mountains and Franklin County),

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, District of

Columbia.

4. SAvA1~mAn,'GA.

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Porto Rico.

S. New ORLEANS, LA.

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas,

Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico.

6. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Califomia, Hawaii, Nevada, Utah, Ari

zona.

Attention in invited to the fact that c. Department.

-of Comma:-co radio station license is necessary before

slat-our radio stations can tranmit.

be undo to On nearest radio inspector.

Applications should

When they appear to fail the people

of the country, it is sometimes because

the people fail them. Take the radio

operating system which has been so

widely condemned. It is obvious that

permanent Government control will

fail, if it is put into operation, but, as

they are conducting the service until

definite action is taken,.they are doing

it under tremendous handicaps.

If you could see the Naval Com

munication Office at New York, you

would understand that, try as

they may, they cannot handle

the present tremendous traffic

with the reduced personnel

now employed. Moreover, it

is a different matter, with hun

dreds of ships, than in the

old days when the total num

ber of ship stations did not

amount to over five hundred.

And, as a matter of fact, the

service now is not as bad as

some would have us believe.

A little careful thought,

with a knowledge of the facts,

shows that actually, the peo

ple of this coimtry are being

very well served by the Navy

Department. _

Consider the situation in

other countries. America, con

demned by every sort of de

structive agitator, is the only

country in which the rights of

radio experimenters are recog

nized. This means more than

-than the statement indicates at

first glance. It means that, as

far as the public, which is primarily

responsible for emergency acts of the

Government, will allow, the authorities

are making it possible for them to have

what they want as fast as the people

take the constructive steps on which the

work of the Government depends.

The Navy Department has actually

shown a sincere appreciation for the

radio experimenters. It has done more

than it promised when the stations were

closed. As soon as conditions made it

practical, on April 15th, 1919, receiv

ing was permitted. Now, though peace

has not been declared, experimenters

have been put back on their prc-war

status. Beside that, the Navy is en

couraging radio work by sending out

an evening code practice.

Instead of hampering the experi

menters, the Department is doing all it

can to help them. Perhaps if a spirit

of gratitude replaced the grumbling

which has been directed toward the

authorities, they might do even more

for us.

IMA-ER
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The U. S. Navy Radio Compass

-PART 1

Pl"/zat the Radio Compass Is, How It Works, and for What It Is Used

I-{ROUGH the courtesy of the

U. S. Navy Department, Bureau

of Steam Engineering, and the

co-operation of Commander H. C.

Hooper, complete details are now avail

able on the theory, design and opera

tion of the Radio Compass or direction

finder. The development of this ap

paratus was one of the most important

accomplishments of the Navy, and in

  

Fig. l—General design of loop anten

nas, showing the box and flat types

formation concerning it, one of the most

carefully guarded secrets.

In the first part of this article, the

general theory and operation is taken

up; the second part deals with the in

struments and circuits employed.

' The Bilateral Compass

The operation of the radio compass,

known more widely as the direction

  

Fig. 4»—When the horizontal

finder, depends chiefly on the action of

the loop antenna. Although varying in

shape and size, they are usually wound

as in Fig. 1, more often in the box type

form. A circular shape can be used

as well, and in some cases the turns of

the box type are bunched together. In

ductance requirements determines the

number of turns and their size. There

is a relation between the turns and area

enclosed which give maximum signal

strength, but for ordinary purposes, it

is safe to make the box type from 3 to

S feet on a side, with enough turns to

give the inductance necessary.

part 0/ the turns

opposite transmitters, signals are heard from both stations

point at two

For short wave reception, a coil of 5

turns, M; in. apart, on a frame 4 feet

square will give good results. Wave

lengths up to 20,000 meters can be re

ceived on a loop of 40 tums, M, in.

apart, on a frame 4 feet square. Either

bare or insulated wire can be used, but

particular precautions must be taken to

prevent leakage between the turns.

To illustrate the theory of operation

  

Fig. 2—In this

are cut at right angles and signals are heard

of the loop, let us consider Fig. 2. As

is well known, magnetic waves travel

out radially from a wireless transmit

ting station. If a coil, whether round

or square, is placed in this field in ‘the

position shown at Fig. 2, the lines of

force cut through the turns of wire on

the coil at right angles, setting up a cur

rent in the winding. In Fig. 3, how

ever, the lines of force are parallel with

the turns, and induce no current.

Line oi Direction

If, then, a receiving set is connected

to the coil or loop, and signals are sent

out from the transmitter, they will be

heard when the loop is in position Fig.

2, but no signals at Fig. 3. This effect

can be used to show the line of direction

of the origin of the signals. It will be

seen that the horizontal part of turns

lie in the line of direction when the sig

nals are at maximum intensity.

This system does not show the abso

lute direction, as will be seen from Fig.

4. Suppose that a transmitter is set up

at T, and the loop A B adjusted for

maximum signals. Now, if the trans

mitter is moved to T, diagonally op

posite, the loop will still receive maxi

mum signals at the same position.

Under actual working conditions, the

apparatus is connected as in Fig. 5.

The loop is in series with a loading

coil and both shunted by a 0.0005 or

0.001 mfd. variable condenser. A crys

tal detector can be used for short dis

tances, but an audion is needed for long

~V

/

position the turns of the coil Fig. 3—Here the lines of force are parallel

to the turns and no current is set up

range receiving. Where both a loop

and a regular antenna are used with a

loose coupler, Fig. 6, the antenna may

be connected in the usual manner, and

the loop inserted in tlie secondary cir

cuit, with a short circuiting switch. For

standly or long distance work, the loop

is short circuited, and signals received

on the coupler by means of the antenna.

When signals are heard, the loop switch

is opened, the secondary coupling made

  

Fig. S-—The connections of a simple loop receiver for bilateral

-work. An audion must be used to cover-any great distance

as loose as possible, and the signals re

tuned while the position of the loop is

varied.

Fig. 7 shows a method for obviating

the necessity of retuning when the loop

is thrown in. A S. P. D. T. switch is

wired so that it short circuits either the

loop or a small variable inductance, A.

When once adjusted, it will need no

further attention. This initial adjust

ment is obtained in the following man

ner:

Signals are first received on the large

antenna, with A short circuited and the

loop open, but not in a position to pick
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up signals; then the loop is shunted and

the signals tuned in again by varying

A. Now A is equivalent to the loop.

If a station is tuned in on the antenna,

wtih the loop out, A will be in the cir

cuit. When the switch is changed over,

A will be cut out, but the wave length

will not change, for the loop will be in.

Uses of the Bilateral Compass

The bilateral compass, though it does

not indicate the_ absolute direction of a

Fig. 6—Standby work is done with the antenna,

and the direction determined by using the loop

transmitter, has many inportant uses.

Take, for example, a ship nearing port

in a heavy fog or storm such that lights

are not visible. At either side of the

harbor, there is a direction finder, Fig.

8, at which signals are received from

the ship. Station T determines the di

rection of the ship and finds angle C,

T, the angle D. Then, by simple trigo

nometry, the exact location of the ship

can be found, and the captain informed

as to his position.

The same system serves to locate an

experimental station which is not li

censed, or does not meet the Govern

a
Fig. 7—The loop can be used or cut out with

out changing the wavelength of lhe secondary

ment requirements. During the war,

enemy radio stations were ClISCOV€r€(l

by this method.

Another use of the direction finder is

in cutting out interference. A high

powered transmitter may be sending

nearby, yet, if it is not in the line of

direction of the loop, it will not be

heard. This is a particular advantage

in cities where there are many experi

mental stations.

On airplanes, the compass serves to

guide the pilot toward his objective

or home field. The magnetic compass

shows the general direction, overcoming

the disadvantage of the bilateral effect.

The Unilateral Compass

Having reached an understanding of

the action of the loop and the bilateral

compass, the next step is the unilateral

or absolute direction type. This shows

in which radial direction the transmit

ting station lies, instead of a diametri

cal direction.

It is well known that the ordinary

T, L, umbrella, and similar forms of

antennas are practically non-direction

al. However, regardless of the direction

antenna than in the loop, the coupling

must be adjusted until the antenna cur

rent in the secondary circuit is the same

asthat put in by the loop. Otherwise,

the signals from the antenna would be

so strong that no variation in strength

would be noticed as the loop is moved

The Compass Under Working

Conditions

In operation, there are two effects

not brought out in the theoretical dis

cussion. First, the sharpest indica

 

from which the signals come, the cur

rent induced in the antenna is always

in the same direction.

Keeping this last statement in mind,

let us examine Fig. 9. Coil A B is

placed in the position for maximum

signal strength and current flows

through the winding. It is then turned

180° to the position A, B,. The signal

strength has not been changed, but the

current flows in the opposite direction.

In other words, moving the coil 180°

does not change the amount of current,

yet the direction is reversed.

The unilateral effect is produced by

  

combining the actions of the antenna

and loop. Fig. 10 shows the method

employed. Signals are received on the

antenna which is connected to the

ground through the primary of a loose

coupler. At the same time, the signals

are picked up by the loop which is in

serted in the secondary circuit. In one

of the maximum positions, the currents

in the antenna and loop will be in the

same direction and will aid each other

giving a louder response in the tele

phones. In the other maximum posi

tions, 180° from the first, the loop cur

rent will oppose that in the antenna, so

that they will produce no signals in

the phones.

Since the current is greater in the

  

Fig. 8—A‘ship at sea can be located by using

two direction finding stations on the coast

tions, with the bilateral connections, are

at minimum signal strength. Second,

sharp indications cannot be obtained

with the unilateral compass.

It is necessary, therefore, to use both

effects for accurate absolute direction

finding. The method is as follows:

1. Signals are first received with

close coupling between the primary and

secondary, with the compass switch at

Bilateral, Fig. 11. This gives a non

directional effect and maximum receiv

ing efficiency.

2. When a station has been tuned

in, the coupling is reduced, the switch

  

Fig. 9—Turning the coil 180° changes the direction

of the current but the signals are still as strong

put at unilateral, and the loop turned

until the position for maximum signals

is found. This will indicate the abso

lute direction approximately, Fig. 12.

3. Finally the loop is turned 90°

from its former position and the com

pass switch is put at bilateral. Now

the direction can be determined ac

curately, adjusting the loop for mini

mum signals.

Since there is nothing about the loop

itself to show on which side the maxi

mum effect is obtained, it is necessary

at first to make a determination on some

station whose direction is known. This

side should be marked, as it will be al

ways the same, provided that no con

nections are reversed.
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Compass Faults and Troubles

Certain difficulties may arise which

will make the direction finding effect

inoperative. The symptoms and reme

dies are listed here:

1. Lack of sharp turning at mini

mum position, bilateral connection.

,%%
Fig. 10. Combination receiving /or unidirectional work

a. If any connection is made be

tween the receiving apparatus and the

ground, this trouble will result.

b. The grounding may be due to

excessive distributed capacity be

tween the secondary and the ground

or large metal objects in the operat

ing room. All apparatus must be

kept away from such objects.

c. Leakage or excessive distributed

capacity between‘ the loop and an

tenna leads.

2. Minimum signals always at the

same position, bilateral connection.

a. Neighboring antennas not dis

connected from the ground.

3. Readings reversed 180°, unilat

eral connection.

a. Antenna and ground and coil

 

LOOP ANTENNA USED THIR

TEEN YEARS AGO

HE loop type antenna has come

to general notice only within the

last year, since the necessity for secrecy

regarding Government activities was

removed. As a matter of fact, Prof.

G. \V. Pickard filed a patent in June,

1907, covering the use of the loop,

operating on magnetic wave compo

nents.

Possibly because of the limitations

in equipment, results obtained were of

little practical import. It is interest

ing to know, however, that Prof. Pick

ard was well aware of the possible use

of the loop, and carried out many ex

periments to determine various direc

tional efiects.

This patent is number 876,996.

Copies can be obtained from the Patent

Office, Washington, D. C., at a cost of

five cents.

RECTIFIER FOR STORAGE BAT

TERY CHARGING

T can be truly said that the electri

cal eng'ineer’s work is never done.

There are always improvements and

refinements to make.

connections reversed. This can be

connected by locating a known sta

tion and reversing connections until

a correct reading is obtained.

Calibration for Distortion

At stations where metal buildings or

structures are located nearby, it may be

  

Fig. ll.

found that distorted directional read

ings are obtained. The distortion of

the electrical waves by metal objects is

comparable to the bending of light or

sound waves.

  

 

ship, the work is easy, since the station

and metal structures, the ship itself,

can be swung 3.l'0UI1(l in various direc

tions.

A land station, however, presents

greater difficulties. The only way by

which it can be calibrated is to carry

an adjustable transmitter around the re

a~
Either system can be used by changing the compass switch

necessary, even in a metal framed build

ing unless the limit of accuracy is re

quired.

The second part of this article will

appear in the November issue. It will

Hninwm Hinimum

sianolzfll signgllqno

  

Unilateral

Connection

Bilnlmrnl

CODHI‘-+iOfl

Fig. 12. By listening in both ways, the transmitter can be located accurately

This effect increases with the wave

length, so that if a loop is used over

a long range of frequencies, determina

tions for distortion should be made at

several wavelengths. In the case of a

The new Clapp-Eastham rectifier is

a product in keeping with the con

tinuous advance in electrical devices.

The illustration here shows the storage

battery charging outfit, consisting of a

  

step-down transformer and vibrating

rectifier. '

When the connecting plug is put into

any light socket on an A. C. line the

voltage is reduced, and the low tension

current is put through the rectifier,

which allows it to pass into the storage

battery in one direction only. An in

teresting feature is that if the A. C. cur

rent fails the battery cannot discharge

back into the transformer. Moreover,

ceiving station. In general, this is not

describe the apparatus used by the

Navy Department, and will give photo

graphs, circuits, and details of the in

struments.

the battery can be connected to the rec

tifier in either direction, yet the cur.ent

will always flow into the battery in the

right direction.

It will be seen that the instrument

is as nearly proof as it can be made, a

great advantage to the unskilled man

who takes care of his own car. Two

sizes are made, one for charging a 6

volt battery at 7 amperes, and one for

a 12-volt battery at 4 amperes. These

types are made for 110 volts or 220

volts.

Using this rectifier, the cost for

charging the ordinary 6-volt battery is

only ten to fifteen cents.

RADIO CLUBS

VERYDAY invited all radio clubs

throughout the country to send in

announcements of activities, or other

matters of general interest for publica

tion in the Radio Department.

We are still looking for methods by

which clubs can increase the balance of

the exchequer. If you have used any

plan successfully, let the others know

about it. Get together a few of those

good ideas. We know you have them!
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THE AUDION AS A DETECTOR

EFORE discussing this subject,

B it may be well to show the action

of a detector and the necessity

for its use in the reception of radio

signals.

When an alternating current is ap

plied to the terminals of a telephone

receiver, the diaphragm is alternately

attracted and repelled from the receiver

magnet at the rate equal to the fre

quency of the applied current. This to

and fro movement of the receiver dia

phragm sets up a corresponding move

  

The Problems of Vacuum Tube Circuits

An Explanation of the Problems encountered in the Design ofDetectors, Amplifiers,

and Undamped and Modulated Telegraph and Telephone Transmitters

 

By L. M. Clement

Fig. 39, is transmitting electromagnetic

waves of 200,000 cycles per second in

groups occurring 1/200ths of a second

apart. There will be introduced across

the inductance coil of the receiving sta

tion a voltage similar in every respect

to the transmitted current of Fig. 39.

Suppose this voltage were impressed on

a telephone receiver, Fig. 39, no move

ment of the diaphragm would result,

due to its inertia. If the diaphragm

would follow the 200,000 cycles cur

rent, it would set up air vibrations

which would be outside the range of

audibility. '

®

  

current is shown graphically in 3, Fig.

39.

The audion, as we have seen, can be

made to function as an amplifier with

but little distortion by, arranging the

circuit so that the signal voltage is ap

plied to the straight portion of the Ec,

I,,—grid voltage, plate current—char

acteristic of the tube-. By applying

radio frequency voltages to the grid

filament circuit of a tube, the circuit of

which is so arranged that distortion re

sults, apparent rectification takes place

and the tube can be used as a detector.

This is accomplished by making use of

  

‘ . Spar-l<$ignal Vc>l+9gg gn

/ ' 'l>l-in Detecror Grid

D=+.=+¢- Output’

Currant 3+ X
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Fig. 39. Left, a transmitter and receiver with and without a rectifying device. Right, current actions as they take place in the difierent

ment of the air. The human ear is so

constructed that these air vibrations, if

they take place between 15 and 15,000

times per second, affect the ear and pro

duce a sensation known as sound. Such

vibrations give rise to sound waves.

The ear is unable to detect air vibra

tions outside of this range. If currents

of higher frequencies than the upper

limit are applied to the telephone re

ceiver, no sensation of sound will be

produced on the ear. In radio teleg

raphy and telephony, currents varying

in frequency from 15,000 to 7,000,000

cycles per sound are employed, and are

generally referred to as radio fre

quencies, to distinguish them from the

group of frequencies which are known

as audio frequencies.

In order to illustrate how the radio

frequencies are made audible, let us

consider the following example. Sup

pose an ordinary spark radio station,

parts of a receiving set

If now a device R, which will allow

the current to pass in one direction and

not in the other, is placed in the circuit

as shown, the current wave will be recti

fied and appear as shown in 2 of Fig.

39.

The added effect of the resulting dis

torted high frequency currents will

cause the diaphragm to be displaced to

and from for each group of oscillations

as shown in 2, Fig. 39, by the inside

dotted lines. Since these groups fol

low one another'at a rate within an

audible range, namely, Z00 per second,

the air wave set up by the diaphragm

will be audible. Very little of the high

frequency current will pass through the

telephone receivers because of their high

reactance. The condenser is provided

to shunt these high frequencies around

the telephone receivers; the low or group

frequency currents pass through the

telephone receivers. This telephonic

the curved portion of the Ec, L, curve

of the tube to produce distortion. This

is exactly the effect to be avoided in

using the tube as an amplifier.

For normal operation of the audion

as a detector or amplifier the voltage

applied to the grid circuit does not ex

ceed the permanent negative voltage

applied to the grid, Ec, Fig. 40.

For this reason the grid never be

comes positive with respect to the fila

ment and no current can flow between

the filament and the grid during any

part of the cycle. From this we can

see that no rectification of the signal

takes place in this circuit.

Possibly the best explanation of this

action can be had by taking a specific

example. Suppose a constant potential

Ec, Fig. 40, is applied to the grid of

the tube, of such a value that the in

coming signal voltage will -be applied

to the curved portion of E0, I1, curve_
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If now the signal voltage of the form

1 of Fig. 39 is applied across the con

denser C,, Fig. 41, it will be superim

posed on the negative grid voltage EC,

from the grid battery. Referring to

Fig. 40, the steady value of the plate

current with the steady value of grid

voltage Ec, will be X’. If the grid volt

age is increased from Ec to E, + XM,

the plate current will be reduced by a

value X’ M' and if the grid voltage is

reduced by the value XN the plate cur

The current in the output circuit of

the detector would then look something

like 2, Fig. 39, if measured at the point

marked X in the circuit diagram, Fig.

41.

The mean value of this current is in

dicated by the dotted line of 2, Fig. 39.

The current through the telephones ap

proximates this, but is smoothed out to

a certain extent by the high inductance

of the telephone receivers. The final

form of the telephone current is shown

 

 

P|l'|'cCurrent‘l

c-7.4 Voltage, E;

X _

Fig. 40. The audion, used as a detector, distorts the

incoming waves

rent will be increased by the value

X’ N’. X’ N’ is much larger than X' M',

due to the curvature of the EC, Ic curve,

although X N and X M are equal.

This leads to the conclusion that

other things being equal, maximum de

tection is obtained when the curvature

of the EC, L, characteristic is great

est. Obviously, then, for best detection,

EC should be so chosen that the signal

can be applied to the part of maximum

curvatures of the characteristic curve

just referred to.

Fig. 41.

in 3. In order to prevent the plate cur

rent from passing through the tele

phones, the choke coil K, of high im

pedance, and the condenser C3, of low

reactance to the signal current, are em

ployed and connected as shown in Fig.

41. The number of impulses passing

through the telephones per second de

termines the note of the signal received.

In the case of the example, there are

200 impulses per second which corre

spondito the note produced by each

spark transmitter sending out 200

groups of waves per second.

It is seen that the EC, I, curve bends

near its upper as well as its lower ex

tremity. Obviously, detection can take

place around this curved portion, but

the average plate current will be re

duced upon the arrival of the wave

trains.

This detection point is seldom, if

ever used for two reasons. First, the

plate current is many times that at the

lower detection point. This exhausts

the plate batteries more rapidly than is

necessary. Second, when the grid is

  

A damped wave receiver, arranged /or maximum

efliciency, as explained in this article

maintained at such a positive potential,

a considerable amount of current flows

in the grid circuit of the tube, which

causes a reduction of the signal voltage -

across the tuning condenser, giving the

same effect as a series resistance, name

ly, to reduce the current flowing in the

tuning circuit and consequently the

voltage across C1, in addition to de

creasing the sharpness of tuning in the

circuit.

The eight articles of this series will

be a further discussion of damped wave

reception with a grid condenser and

heterodyne reception.

 

This Announcement is Repeated

for the Benefit of Those Who

May Not Have Seen It Before

Y authority of the Director Naval

Communications, commencing Oc

tober 5th, a code broadcast schedule,

addressed to all amateurs, will be trans

mitted by the Naval Radio Station, 44

Whitehall Street, on 1500 meters. This

broadcast will be transmitted immedi

ately following the 9:0O P. M. press

schedule.

Various items of interest to amateurs,

such as the establishment of new sta

tions and changes in wave lengths of

high power stations, will be transmitted

in this broadcast schedule.

Copies of the code to be used may

be obtained by any amateur by sending

a request to the District Communica

tion Superintendent, 44 Whitehall

Street, New York City. When writing

this request an amateur should give the

following information:

. Name.

Address.

Age.

:“E-"E\”"

Date concerning any military

service.

5. Commercial experience, if any

performed.

6. Class of operator’s license, if

any.

7. Number of words per minute he

can copy.

8. Education.

9. Size and power of transmitting

set, if any erected.

10. Type of undamped wave receiver,

if one installed.

11. Name of any radio organization

or club to which he may belong.

The object of this radio broadcast is

to maintain the interest of radio ama

teurs and to train them in receiving

code.

A Warning

Many amateurs are also under the

misapprehension that if they have low

power transmitting sets which, they be

lieve, cannot transmit beyond the limits

of the state in which they are located,

they do not require licenses. This is

not the fact, inasmuch as the law in

cludes stations which can interfere with

messages from outside the state in

which the station is located. This pro

viso, therefore, includes every transmit

ting station.

Licensed stations require licensed

operators. There is a penalty of $500

provided for the person operating an

unlicensed radio station, and an addi

tional penalty of $100 and imprison

ment of not more than two months or

both for an unlicensed operator, and

unless some of the offending amateurs

promptly realize the necessity for sta

tion and operator’s licenses, there is a

possibility of their being prosecuted for

violating the law.
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Constructional Details of the Double Condenser

A Design by Which the Capacity of a Variable Condenser is Doubled

. Wz'thout Occupying Any Additional Space

con

the

the peculiarLTHOUGH

structional problems of

double condenser has prevented

its wide use, for apparatus where ex

ber of wavemeters built for the U. S.

Signal Corps. The use for this pur

pose called for extraordinary stability

and permanence. Because the wave

  

Fig. 3. The condenser inverted, showing the assembled instrument

pense is not a primary consideration it

has the advantage of giving double the

capacity of the usual types of con

densers without an increase in the over

all dimensions.

Fig. 1 illustrates the principle of. the

instrument. There are two sets of semi

circular fixed plates and two sets of

semi-circular rotating plates. The sets

of rotating plates are insulated from

each other, but by the use of commu

tators and brushes, one movable set is

connected to one fixed set, and the

other movable set to the other fixed set.

When the rotating plates are in the

position shown at Fig. 1, they are in

side their corresponding fixed plates.

Consequently, the only capacity in the

condenser is from the edge affect across

the straight parts of the semi-circular

plates. It should be kept in mind that

sets No. 1 and 1 are the same as a

group of plates on an ordinary con

denser and No. 2 and 2 act as the

other group.

Then, when the movable plates are

rotated, variable plates No. 1 go inside

fixed plates No. 2, and variable plates

No. 2 go inside fixed plates No. 1. The

result is the same as that obtained with

the single variable condenser. At maxi

mum capacity, opposite plates are in

termeshed.

Fig. 2 shows the separate parts of

the double condenser, with the assem

bled instrument in Fig. 3. This par

ticular type was used for a large num

 

Fig. 2.

dling would not change the calibration.

The plates are of thick brass, set in

milled brass posts and soldered in the

slots. Brass posts which hold the mov

able plates are supported on bakelite

washers, to which the shafts are

clamped. Accuracy was carried to an

extreme by using jigs and fixtures in

drilling and machining the parts. De

tails of the rotating plates and com

mutators are shown in Fig. 2.

The idea of soldering plates to the

uprights is not new, though it is not

done for experimenters’ equipment.

However, standard condensers, such as

those made by the Leeds-Northrup

Company, are made in this way. It is

not practical, with aluminum plates,

to use solder, but brass plates can be

secured in that way. Aside from the
V added rigidity, there is an advantage

over the washer separated plates in that

the latter are liable to offer consider

able resistance due to poor contacts be

tween the plates.

Stopping pins on the under side of

the panel intercept short arms project

ing from a brass piece on the upper

part of the movable plate assembly.

l

q...-..

Views of the fixed plates and the rotating plates, bottom up, illustrating the

commutator

meters were used for portable work in

the field, it was necessary to make the

condensers so sturdy that rough han

Thus, the plates are prevented from

turning more than 180°.

Bearings for the upper part of the
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steel shaft are provided by a brass

bushing set in the hard rubber panel.

The use of a drilling jig made possible

the accurate location of the bushing

hole through the panel. There is a

shoulder on the shaft which bears

against a heavy phosphor bronze spring

washer.

    

Fixed Plc+nNu.i .V .11

Fig. 1.

At the lower end, a thick bakelite

panel is screwed to the brass plate sup

ports and carries, at its center, an ad

justable bearing of conical shape. The

conical shoulder on the lower shaft cen

ters itself in the bushing. This bush

ing is threaded and fitted with a lock

nut. In adjusting the position of the

movable plates, the lower bearing is

screwed up, pushing the shoulder on

RQ+nry Plain CRo‘i'lryPii‘i'el

the upper shaft against the spring wash

er. When the rotating plates are ac

curately centered between the fixed

ones, the lock nut is tightened and the

plates are maintained securely in po

sition.

A conical bearing for the lower end

is more satisfactory than a pointed

  

Fixed Plei':aNo.?.

In [his position the capacity is minimum, for each rotary set is within its own fixed set

screw adjustment, because the former

has a large bearing surface, while the

latter operates entirely against the point

of the screw. On heavy condensers of

this type, such a point would wear

away quickly, and wearing, permit the

plates to drop. This would change the

capacity of the condenser and the wave

length calibration of the meter.

 

A 200 to 500 Volt Generator for Vaciuurn Tube Work

The greatest drawback to the use of

vacuum tube transmitters for l0ng-dis

tance work has been the difficulty in

getting a high-voltage direct-current

generator. A motor generator set oper

ating on 110 volts a.c. or d.c. has been

brought out by the International Radio

Company.

This set gives 200 to 500 volts at 0.2

ampere. At a speed of 1,750 r.p.m. the

48 commutator segments of the gen

erator give a smooth current from which

the ripples can be taken out with a

small iron core choke and shunt con

denser.

The voltage is regulated by a separate

 
 

rheostat, making it possible to control

the input to the tubes and to obtain the

proper operating potential. Motor and

generator, connected by a flexible coup

ling, are mounted on a. heavy wooden

base approximately 19 in. long by 9 in.

wide. Rubber feet on the base absorb

any vibration.

Now that power tubes are available,

a number of undamped wave telegraph

and telephone sets have been erected,

and others are under way. In some

cases audio frequency modulation is

used because of the difficulty in hetero

dyning 200-meter undamped waves.

This can be done without any trouble

however, with a rotary tone condenser

at the receiving station. A coming

article will describe the construction

and use of the tone condenser.

The Advantages of High

Frequency Cable

NUMBER of experimenters

Ahave sent in inquiries as to the

advantages of using high fre

quency cable. They say, “Of course, I

know it has less resistance, but does a

small change in resistance have any ap

preciable effect on the signal strength

of tuning?” _

The curve accompanying this article

shows more clearly than words the ac

tual effect of resistance in the radio

receiver. A coil was used first which

had a resistance of 17.5 ohms at’ 350

meters, connected with a variable air

condenser and a thermo-couple oper

ated ammeter. Loosely coupled to this

circuit was a calibrated oscillator. As

the wavelength of the-oscillator was

varied, current readings were taken in

the circuit under test.

The results, when plotted, gave the

lower curve in the illustration. It will

be seen that the tuning was very broad,

and the maximum current at resonance

through the 17.5-ohm coil was 0.5 mil

liampere.
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A coil of high frequency cable, meas

uring 4.9 ohms at 350 meters, was then

tested. At resonance, the current was

2.5 milliamperes—five times greater

than with the other—and gave a sharp

resonance peak. Thus an increase of

current equal to that of a one-step am

plifier was obtained, with far sharper

tuning, by using high frequency cable.

to cut down the resistance. When radio

currents are so minute at best, the ex

perimenter can see for himself why

cable should be used in place of solid

wire.

Undamped audion transmitters also

require cable-wound coils, for losses

due to solid conductors are very pro

nounced, particularly at such high fre

quencies as 200 meters.
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Standardization of Receiver Wavelength Ranges

.4 Method of Classi]'ying Radio Receiving Sets According to the

Wavelength Range for Which They Are Designed

LTHOUGH the old practice of

Aindicating the tuning range of

a loose coupler or receiver by

some wavelength value, such as a

“1,000-meter loose coupler,” has been

condemned, no practical alternative has

been suggested.

The persistence of some companies

in keeping to this old method of desig

nation has done more to confuse or

prevent the proper understanding of

tuning circuit design than anything

else. Particularly the beginners are

led to think that there is such a thing

as the wavelength of a loose coupler,

as applied to the tuning range, and

many experimenters who are older in

the game have clung to the idea. '.

Unfortunately, matters were not set

aright at the start, as showneby the

volume of answers to the query, “What

is the wavelength of my loose coupler?

It has coils ., etc.,” in the Ques

tion Boxes of radio magazines, even up

to the present time. To tell a man the

wavelength of a coil is like telling him

where to find the four-foot yard stick.

The difference is that the latter case is

only a joke, while the former is a mis

leading statement and a discredit to the

publication. _

Every experimenter should burn into

his mind that the wavelength to which

a coil will tune depends entirely upon

the capacity connected with it. For ex

ample, a coil of 1,000,000 cms. induct

ance will tune to 596 meters when

shunted by a condenser of 0.0001 mfd.,

but, with a condenser of 0.001 mfd.,

the wavelength is 1,885 meters.

Classification of Wavelength Ranges

Since there was no practical natural

basis on which to determine the wave

length ranges, an arbitrary standard

was created. Such a standard must be

operative under the present communica

tion schedule, it must also be suited to

possible future schedule changes, and,

at the same time, it must adapt itself

to the design of tuning circuits.

The range of wavelengths, from ama

teur to commercial, mi'ght have been

divided into a large number of ~small

steps, or the steps divided according

to the communication schedule now in

use, but these methods offered no spe

cial advantages. Finally, a number of

wavelength ranges for inductances and

condensers were worked out, of which

the following table offered the solution

which has been adopted:

L 0.0001 mfd. 0.001 mfd.

cms. condenser condenser

1 2 ,000 6 5 206

120,000 206 653

1,200,000 653 2,065

12,000,000 2,065 6,529

12-0,000,000 6,529 20,650

The wavelength ranges, then, are:

A range, 65 to 206 meters.

B range, 206 to 653 meters.

C range, 653 to 2,065 meters.

D range, 2,065 to 6,529 meters.

E range, 6,529 to 20,650 meters.

This can be modified slightly to

A range, 60 to 200 meters.

B range, 200 to 600 meters.

C range, 600 to 2,000 meters.

D range, 2,000 to 6,000 meters.

E range, 6,000 to 20,000 meters.

Objections may be raised that, while

the secondary circuit of a loose coupler

can be standardized, the difierent kinds

of antennas used make it impossible to

follow such practice in the antenna cir

cuit. Of course, the impossible can

not be done, but even here, by striking

an average, serviceable standards can

‘be applied.

The standard short, long and super

range antennas, of a single wire 30 ft.

high and 100, 200 and 300 ft. long,

respectively, have approximate capaci

ties of 0.0002, 0.0004 and 0.0005 mfd.,

respectively. To put this in the form

of a table:

Standard Single Wire Receiving Antennas,

30 /t. High.

Types Length Capacity

Short Range . . . . . .. 100 ft. 0.0002 mfd.

Long Range.‘. . . . .. 200 ft. 0.0004 mfd.

Super Range....... 300 ft. 0.0005 mfd.

Resultant Capacities with Series Tuning Condenser

F/2 C antenna

to 0.001 mfd.

0.00006 to 0.00017

0.00013 to 0.00028

0.00016 to 0.00033

V; C antenna

to 0.0015 mfd.

0.00006 to 0.00018

0.00013 to 0.00032

0.00016 to 0.00038

Resultant Capacities with Shunt Tuning Condenser

' ’ ‘/2 C antenna

Type to 0.0005 mfd.

Short Range . . . . . . .. 0.00006 to 0.00014

Long Range . . . . . . .. 0.00013 to 0.00022

Super Range. . . . . . .. 0.00016 to 0.00028

0.0001 to

Type 0.0005 mfd.

Short Range . . . . . . . . .. 0.0003 to 0.0007

Long Range . . . . . . . . .. 0.0005 to 0.0009

Super Range . . . . . . . . .. 0.0006 to 0.001

Which have been adopted as the stand

ard wavelength ranges.

These ranges fit into the present

operating schedule, and include a class

of stations in each one. The A range

is for short, undamped wave experi

mental stations. Short wave commer

cial stations are included in the B

range. Most cominercial traffic comes

in the C range. Long wave spark trans
imitters and undamped stations operate

in the D and E ranges.

Letters have been used to designate

the ranges, as they are more suitable

than names. Although the Navy uses

letters to indicate certain wavelengths,

no confusion will arise on this score.

Classification of Receivers

Particularly manufacturers of ex

perimental equipment have been slow

to take steps toward standardizing their

apparatus, in some cases because they

do not wish to bring technical consid

eration into their catalogs for fear of

confusing those with only a slight

knowledge of radio, and in other cases

because the companies are run by non

technical men who only know what

sells and what does not.

0.0001 to

0.001 mfd.

0.0003 to 0.0012

0.0005 to 0.0014

0.0006 to 0.0015

0.0001 to

0.0015 mfd.

0.0003 10 0.0017

0.0005 10 0.0019

0.0000 10 0.002

From the data given in these tables,

the primary of a loose coupler can be

designed, allowing a 10 per cent. over

lap of wavelength at the bottom and

top of the range. Then, in stating the

range of a loose coupler, it might be

said, “B-C wavelength range on a long

range antenna, no primary tuning ¢Qn_

denser 0.00005 mfd. secondary con

denser,” for example.

This tells the_ whole story. The pur

chaser knows the antenna to use, the

tuning condenser needed, and that the

set will receive wavelengths from 200

to 2,000 meters. If experimenters and

manufacturers would adopt this sys

tem, they would have accurate infor

mation on the requirements and per

formance of their apparatus.
 

Navy Code Practice Receiver

(Continued from page 92)

Connections for the set are given in

the illustration. To tune in a trans

mitting station, the detector slider

should be set at different points, and

the antenna slider moved up and down.

When a station is heard, it is tuned

roughly with the antenna slider, then

closely in the detector slider.
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Data on_the_ International Radio

Oscillation Transformer

Cooperating with the ideas pre

viously expressed in the Radio Depart

ment, the International Radio Company

has supplied the data given in the ac

companying curve on their oscillation

transformer.
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Primary inductance per turn is

given by the lower left-hand curve,

with the wavelength, using a 0.008

mfd. transmitting condenser. The in

ductance of the secondary is shown by

the upper right-hand curve, with the

wavelength, when operating on a

standard transmitting antenna, below.

There is, of course, a change in the

effective inductance when the coils are
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coupled, resulting in an upper and

lower wavelength hump. As the upper

wave is the more powerful, the wave

length

SECONDARY TURNS

adjustment should be made

slightly lower than that given by the

curve.

If a different condenser or antenna

capacity is used, the required induct

ance can be determined by
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and L : inductance required,

cms.
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Audion Socket Dimensions

HERE seems to be some question

about which is which of the au

dion base contacts. At the left

of the illustration here the arrange

ment, as it appears when looking at the

bottom of the base, is shown.

An easy way to remember is that the

locking pin at the side of the base is

between the grid and plate contacts.

Holding the bulb with the contacts up,

the grid is at the left and the plate at

the right.

The polarity of the filament points

has been fixed arbitrarily. As a matter

of fact, the battery can be applied in

either direction to the tube, though the

polarity does make a difference in re

spect to the receiving circuit as is shown

by reversing the connections at the

battery.

The right-hand illustration indicates

the general design for a socket. Any

method can be used for mounting the

spring contacts and for holding the
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tube in place. The important dimen

sions are the inside diameter of the

socket and the distance from the

springs, when the bulb is removed, to

the locking point at the side of the

socket.
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UCH interest has been cre

ated in the gas engine world

by the Still engine, a com

bined gas or oil and steam engine. In

temal combustion engines, while they

give high efficiency on account of the

high temperature developed by the

combustion within the cylinder, to

some extent overcoming the second law

of thenno-dynamics, in one aspect are

very unscientific. The necessity of

cooling the cylinder and sometimes

even the piston with water involves

a great waste of heat. A second loss

of heat is due to the escape of the hot

products of combustion. In the Still

engine both these losses are diminished

and a higher economy of fuel is ob

tained. More than this is done. The

relation of the cooling system to the

operation of the engine is such as to

introduce new factors and produce a

different operation of the explosion or

internal combustion division of the

machine.

The construction of the engine is

shown in the diagram. The water in

the water jacket surrounding the cy

linder is kept at such a pressure as to

be above the temperature of boiling.

The effect ofthis is that it is a reser

voir of steam, evolving steam at work

ing pressure as called upon. The steam

produced by this arrangement is ad

mitted to the under side of the piston

and expands and drives it up on its

gas-expelling stroke. In the engine il

lustrated the gas engine is a two-cycle

one; the admission of steam below the

piston makes every stroke a working

one, so that the combined steam and

gas or oil engine has as many impulses

as a one-cylinder steam engine. A

two-cylinder, two-cycle engine with the

Still construction would give four im

pulses for each revolution, two_ of

steam and two due to gas combustion.

The following explanations giving

the different steps of the Still mechan

ism may be taken as describing a true

cycle. The description may be fol

lo\ved by the aid of the diagram here

with.

A; Steam and water are taken from

the top of the gas-cylinder water jacket.

The water in the jacket is kept at a

temperature of 3SO°F. The gas cy

linder is the primary source of heat,

and the maintenance in it of one pres

sure and one temperature is due to

the balance between the heat produced

and the steam generated.

B. The steam and water from the

The Still Gas and Steam Engine

A Combination Form" That Increases the Eficiency of the Internal Combustion Engine by

Utilizing Heat Energy Ordinarilly Wasfed

By Prof. T. O’Conor Sloane

water jacket are taken to a boiler en

tering at about the level of the crown

sheet. Here a pressure of 120 lbs. to

the square inch is maintained.

C. From the top of the boiler steam

is taken and by a slide valve is ad

mitted_below the piston, the steam end

operating as a single stroke steam en

gine. The exhaust steam is prefer

ably taken to a condenser and air pump

with hot well.

D. Water from the bottom of the

boiler enters the heater and thence cir

culates through the water jacket.

E. The loss of water due to the

steam used in the steam end of the

cylinder is replaced by feed water from

the hot well. This water also passes

The water in the water jacket being

kept at a uniform and unvarying tem

perature, well above that of boiling

water, the gas end of the cylinder is

much hotter than when comparatively

cold water is kept in contact with its

walls as in the case of the ordinary gas

or oil engine. The steam is evolved

at constant pressure and its evolution

in a sense takes the place of the water

circulation of the ordinary engine. T0

make the cooling action of the water

jacket efficient it is made of thin ma

terial and is braced by a series of ribs

abutting against a steel band. The

construction is shown in cross-section

in one of the cuts. The action of the

steam is different than in the ordinary

INDICATED THERMAL EFFICIENCY OF AI3§'BOREx?8"STRO KE

STILL ENGINE

Z Stroke, Opposed Piston Type-Consuming Shale Oil
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Diagram showing thermal efiiciency of Still engine

through the heater and enters the jack

et at a high temperature along with

the circulation water from the boiler,

against a pressure of 120 lbs. to the

square inch. _

F. The exhaust gases from the gas

end of the cylinder pass through the

tubes of the heater, imparting most of

their heat to the water on its way to

the water jacket. The combustion

gases leave the heater at a temperature

of about 15(‘“ F.

The stearr chest of the ordinary

steam engine here becomes a steam

jacket surrounding the lower end of

the cylinder. Asbestos lagging or

other non-conducting packing is used

to retain as much of the heat as pos

sible to further increase efficiency.

steam engine because it enters a hot

cylinder and gains heat from it as it

expands. This is a minor source of

saving heat, but it prevents any con

densation of steam also. The normal

steam pressure has been 14 pounds to

the square inch. The weight of steam

at full load is 7 lbs. per brake horse

power hour; at the minimum load it

may be barely enough to balance the

loss of heat due to radiation.

The range of temperature is excel

lent; the terminal or boiler stack tem

perature may be as low as 150° F.,

and this with the 2,000° in the in

temal combustion phase gives a range

of nearly the full 2,000°.

Taking the mean effective gas pres

sure at 90 lbs. and the steam pressure
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at 14 lbs., the steam will add approxi

mately 16% to the power. In a four

cycle engine, where the steam does

double work in each cylinder, this ratio

is doubled for an increase of about

30%. This is in power, based on pres

sures; a brake test showed 29% addi

tional power. This was when the

steam escaped into the air. Condensing

the steam as in regular steam engine

practice and with the air pump driven

by outside power, the increase in power

was as much as 40%. As regards ef

ficiency the figures are taken to indi

/Sfop Valve

In Diesel or semi-Diesel engines the

pressure in the gas end of the cylinder

may be reduced 50% on account of

the heat of the walls, which heat the

entering charge and make it explode

at a lower pressure than in the regular

Diesel engine.

The gain from the use of steam

more than balances the mechanical

losses, so that it is safe to take the in

dicated horse-power as no greater than

the brake horse-power. The boiler as

shown in the cut ma-y be heated by

oil fuel in addition to the heat received

;--"Sfearn to Engine
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UpperSteam

Jac/ref,
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Zinc Wire in Germany

Owing to the shortage of copper, it

is stated that German manufacturers

are producing zinc wire which is but

slightly inferior to copper wire from a

mechanical standpoint. The new zinc

wire is now authorized by the Electro

technical Union for electric wiring

purposes, such as for insulated wires or

cables employed in steel conduits for

house wiring, or for larger conduits.

Lead-covered cables are now made with

the conductors of zinc.
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Diagram showing operation of the Still thermal cycle and how exhaust gases are employed to heat water to form steam

cate a possibility of an increase of 15%

or more.

The usual water jacket losses are

eliminated because the cooling of the

cylinder is done by the generation of

steam which is used. Another point

of advantage is that the entering steam

cools the piston; no water circulation

in the piston is needed for this as in

other large gas power units. The sys

tem lends itself to various compound

ing arrangements. The compounding

may be from high pressure indepen

dent steam cylinders to the gas engine

cylinder or vice versa.

from the water jacket, an oil burner

discharging into a combustion cham

ber lined with refractory material.

Aluminum Coating for Wood

A very effective agent for moisture

proofing wood has been found in an

aluminum leaf coating. This material

is said to practically insulate the wood

it protects against any change in atmos

pheric conditions and is particularly

valuable for use where accurate form

and balance must be maintained, as

would be necessary in an airplane pro

peller.

The main advantage of zinc over

iron lies in the-fact that zinc has double

the electric conductivity of that metal,

and, besides, it is non-magnetic. Again,

zinc wire is more flexible than iron,

hence it works better upon insulators;

and another point is that it does not

need to be protected from rust. It lacks

the strength of iron, however. It took

some time for the new wire or cables

to be introduced, especially as during

the first stages the manufacture of it

gave considerable trouble, but these de

fects have been eliminated and satis

factory results are now obtained.
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Five Different Kinds of Ice

By W. C. Dumas

ECENT scientific work has

R shown that under certain con

ditions ice can exist in five

different and distinct forms. The

four additional forms of ice are very

unstable under ordinary conditions,

but they are of intense interest on

account of their queer and unex

pected properties. For instance, P. W.

Bridgman, of Harvard, has found that

under the enormous pressure of 44,000

pounds per square inch water can

be made to freeze although it is nearly

boiling hot. This reverses all our usual

ideas of the meaning of freezing, but

then our idea of this phenomenon is

based entirely on conditions as they

ordinarily exist under atmospheric

pressure of approximately fifteen

pounds per square inch.

Most of the properties of ordinary

ice are familiar to everyone. Ice is

lighter than water and floats because

upon freezing at atmospheric pressure

it expands and therefore its density

becomes less than that of the water it

is floating in. This expansion makes

ice from 10% to 13% lighter than

water.

Tammann, a German scientist, ex

perimented to see what would happen

if enough pressure were applied to

water at the moment of freezing to pre

vent this expansion. The result was

that he obtained an ice heavier than

water which would not float in it. He

named this modification Ice III. As

would be expected, Ice III is very un

stable, and upon even slight warming

it swells up and breaks into a fine

white powder which is nothing more

than ordinary ice in very small crystals.

The volume of this snow is from four

to eight times that of the original Ice

III. ~

Prof. P. W. Bridgman, of Harvard,

and Prof. Tammann have made many

observations on the behavior of water

when it is cooled at the same time these

extreme pressures are applied. The

conclusion drawn from their investi

gations is that there are five varieties

of ice.

In this work, enormous pressures had

to be used which surpassed by far any

pressure ever previously measured. Up

until the time Bridgman began experi

menting, the highest pressure that had

ever been measured was 150,000 pounds

per square inch produced by exploding

nitroglycerin in closed vessels. But for

his purpose such pressures were not

sufficient, being only one-half of that

required. In his work on ice, this ex

perimenter used pressures as high as

300,000 pounds to the square inch.

The magnitude of such an unusual

pressure can be better appreciated when

he tells us that the average firing pres

sure of artillery is only about 30,000

pounds per square inch. The pressure

in the ocean at a depth of six miles is

about 15,000 pounds per square inch,

so to obtain a pressure of 300,000

pounds, such as he used, it would take

an ocean one hundred and twenty miles

deep.

It would be a reasonable question to

ask: What material can be found out

of which to construct apparatus to be

used in enclosing water under such

pressures without breaking or leaking?

The modern research experimenter is

very ingenious. A glass hard steel was

found that could withstand pressures

of from 600,000 to 750,000 pounds per

square inch. Cylinders were made of

this material. Pistons of the same

metal fitted into them and to avoid leaks

around the pistons, an ingenious

method of packing was devised, so that

the higher the pressure became, the

tighter the packing fitted. Special

gauges were also devised for register

ing the pressures.

With such an apparatus as this,

Bridgman cooled water under very

great pressures. He found that water

is not absolutely incompressible. At

180,000 pounds per square inch it de

creases in volume about twenty per cent

at ordinary temperatures.

Ordinary pressures applied to ice

cause it to melt. For example, if a

weight is placed on a block of ice, the

ice will melt much more quickly under

the weight than anywhere else on the

block. But at such enormous pressures

as Bridgeman used, the water some

times solidified from the pressure alone.

As previously mentioned, Prof. Tam

mann in pursuing these investigations,

found that when ordinary ice is sub

jected to about 5,000 pounds per square

inch and at a temperature of 22° Cen

tigrade, that it was no longer possible

to melt it even under considerable pres

sure. Instead it changed in form to

an ice denser than water. He named

this Ice III, and called ordinary ice

Ice I. Common ice and Ice III are

analogous to the two forms of carbon,

graphite and diamond.

A short table will give in an inter

esting and concise manner the tempera

ture and pressure relations between the

several varieties of ice obtained by

these investigators:

At 142,200 lbs. per sq. in. and 0° C is

formed Ice VI.

At 28,400 lbs. per sq. in. and 20° C is

formed liquid water.

At 14,200 lbs. per sq. in. and — 20° C

is formed Ice L (ordinary ice).

At 28,400 lbs. per sq. in. and —20° C

is formed Ice V, heavier than water.

These interesting transformations can

be stated in another way. Commenc

ing at atmospheric pressure and —30

degrees C, Ice I or ordinary ice is ob

tained, and upon holding the tempera

ture stationary and increasing the pres

sure, we get the dense form, Ice III,

first obtained by Tammann. Still more

pressure changes Ice III into Ice II,

and a further increase changes Ice II

into Ice V, and finally at the highest

pressure Ice VI is formed. This va

riety is the heaviest modification.

It was observed that the transforma

tion of these varieties takes place in a

remarkable manner. We are accus

tomed to see water freeze slowly, and

everyone knows how slowly ice melts.

But under favorable conditions some of

the above forms change into the others

so rapidly that they almost explode. A

concrete example of this sudden change

is that of ordinary ice (Ice I) into Ice

III. At —-25 degrees C, the reaction

is so sudden that it was impossible to

measure the pressure involved. A sud

den explosive click was heard and the

reaction was instantly over.

Now three of these modifications of

ice (Ice II, V, VI) have never been

seen, as they are formed inside steel

cylinders under immense pressures.

But all data obtained give indisputable

evidence of their existence, and the ex

perimenter has at his command a

method of reasoning, known as the

Phase Rule, which enables him to

analyze the data he gathers.

Fire and Chemical Proof Paint

FIRE and chemical proof paint,

which leaves a nice looking fin

ish is made by boiling 790 parts of

Copper Sulphate, 790 parts of Potas

sium Chromate and 1000 parts water

in the same container.

When the solution is boiling, apply

one coat to the article to be finished.

Allow the solution to dry one day, then

boil the solution again and apply the

second coat, allowing this to dry two

days. Heat 100 parts of aniline oil.

100 parts of hydrochloric acid and

1000 parts water in another container

to a high boiling point and apply one

coat to the article, and let dry for one

day.

Make a new solution of aniline oil,

hydrochloric acid and water, like the

previous one and apply in the same

manner. Let the article dry two days.

Wash the article in soapy water and

let it dry thoroughly, then rub with lin

seed oil and it will leave a highly pol

ished dark gray surface.

The parts used are taken by weight,

and the solutions may be applied with

a paint brush. Care should be taken

not to mix the two solutions before ap

plying. Norms TALLMAN.
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The Winners oi the Everyday Engineering

Workshop Contest

S announced in the August num

ber of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING,

the workshop contest closed

October 1st and the workshops of the

following men have been selected for

first, second and“ third prizes, respective

ly: W. Nushawg, Dayton, Ohio; El

mer Hutchison, Cleveland, Ohio; S.

C. Swanson, Chicago, Illinois, and Ed

ward H. Bitner, Harrisburg, Pa. The

judges found Mr. Bitner’s and Mr.

Swanson’s workshops so well arranged

and possessing so many similar features

laboratory which

photographs follows:

My Workshop, What Is in It, and

How I Use It. Herewith are three

views of my “Chemical Laboratory.”

I think it will be needless for me

to give a description of the con

tents of the laboratory, as the views

were so photographed as to cover that

part. A brief outline or history of my

laboratory, I think, would not be out

of place. The “Lab.,” as will be seen

accompanied his

in the accompanying views, is an ac

Chemical Experimental Laboratory.”

The laboratory is not only a place

which afifords me much amusement, but

also my “Study Hall” and my “Col

lege of Science,” combined in one. I

maintain a schedule of study, which

embraces two hours each evening, in

cluding the study of chemistry, me

chanics, electricity, biology, and other

kindred subjects interesting to those

contemplating a life of science.

The laboratory is located in the cel

lar of my home and is twenty-two feet

 

 

Mr. Nushawg at work in his

chemical laboratory

that it was decided to

award each of these men

the third prize.

The pictures of Mr. Nus

hawgls laboratory were the

first ones to be received and

we believe that our readers

will agree with us that he

is in possession of a won

derful workshop. It is .

carefully planned, well kept,

well arranged and contains

a vast amount of equip

ment. However, the judges

did not consider the equip

ment of the laboratory so

much as its arrangement

and neatness in arriving at the final

decision. The idea was to reward the

owner of a model laboratory in every

way.

The photographs of the winners of

the third prizes will be pictured in the

January number of EVERYBODY EN

GINEERING.

The description of Mr. Nushawg’s

A general view of the laboratory, showing the biological equipment

cuniulation of five years’ experimental

work. My first laboratory consisted

of an old wash-stand, of which a part

can be seen directly behind “yours

truly” in the view in which I am

standing. Year by year I have added

to the aforesaid wash-stand, as my

finances would permit. T0-day, I have

what I consider a model “Amateur

  

Mr. Nusha-wg’s study. This

looks very cosy, "scienti/is”

and neat

in length by fourteen feet in

width. It is constructed of

plaster board and has a

four-inch air c u s h i 0 n

around it on three sides, so

as to protect it against any

dampness from the cellar.

It is heated by a furnace

pipe that you will notice

running through the labora

tory. It is fitted with elec

tric lights for general il

lumination and a gas lamp

for use in the printing of

photos. I have gas and

running water at hand. A

hood is also among the ap

paratus. This serves in eliminating

all obnoxious odors. Among the ap

paratus of my own construction I will

mention an electric furnace, which I

constructed of fire brick, using an arc

as the source of heat, which gives me

a heat of 3500". This I have found

very successful in the analysis of al

loys. A hydrogen sulfide generator of
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my own design also will be noted

among the apparatus. This I con

structed of odds and ends found

around any laboratory and have found

it to give only the desired results.

_ As to the use to which I put my

laboratory. I have before mentioned I

use it for personal advancement in

those subjects interesting and useful to

one who has an ambition to get to the

seat of those things around

us that have as their funda

mental principle some law

or theory based upon

science. I am a machine

designer by trade, and with

my present knowledge and

that which I can gain by my

experimental research work

and study in my laboratory,

hope to become an expert

in foundry practice. I take

a keen delight in trying

The mechanical workbench in the labora

tory of Messrs. _Hutchi.s0n and Hartle

some new experiment relative to

these branches and look forward

with expectation to the next issue of

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE,

which I have found of great as

sistance and benefit to my researches

and study. I have found it to be

the best of its kind in the field and

have recommended it highly to my

friends, gaining it quite a few

friends by so doing.

I think I have covered my interest

in life and the description of my labo

ratory and its use and will close, trust

ing to your good judgment in finding

me eligible for your contest on “My

Workshop, What is in it, and How

I use It.”

We hope that this contest will help

create interest in home workshops and

laboratories, not only among those who

have a laboratory at the present time,

but those who have no laboratory at

all. The owners of laboratories will

find many valuable suggestions by ex

amining the photographs of the labo

ratories that are published.

The experimental research laboratory

of Mr. Elmer Hutchison and Mr.

Wilbert Hartle was found very de

serving of second place. This par

ticular laboratory is not limited to any

special work, but has mechanical, elec

trical and chemical equipment. The

following description 'of the laboratory

  

The lathe which farms a very important

part of the laboratory '

accompanied the photographs and it

is in the words of Mr. Hutchison:

“Sir, the parade is formed,” is an

expression to describe our shop. It is,

of course, dressed up to have its pic

ture taken. It does not look natural

nor nearly as seaworthy as when wood

chips are on the floor and the long

steel curls climging up the lathe.

The “lab” belongs to Wilbert Hartle,

Avenue, Lakewood,

We have been in

partnership several years and are con

stantly adding things to our “lab.” We

1293 Andrews

Ohio, and myself.

have equipment for pattern and cabinet

making, metal spinning and turning.

and for making drawings and blue

prints.

few small castings.

My partner and I are

both interested in chemical

research work. For quan

titative and qualitative

up something for the other

to analyze. We also do

most of our own developing,

printing and enlarging of

pictures. We have a vest

pocket and a 4x5 inch

kodak. r

 

 

A corner of the chemical laboratory owned

by Mr. Hutchison and Mr. Hartle of

Cleveland" Ohio

In our physical research corner

we have electrical meters and in

struments, dynamo, electric arc fur

nace, microscope, micrometer, bal

ance and other small apparatus. We

also have many scientific books.

We have our “lab” in a corner

of the basement. This has disad

vantages as well as advantages. It

is cool in summer and warm in win

ter, but the odors from chemicals rise

and visit the people above. The pic

tures show the location and apparatus

better than can be described.”

Next month there will be published

more photographs of shops owned by

our readers. The next two shops will

be those that won the third prize, as the

judges decided to make this award to

two owners, owing to the fact that their

shops possess so many similar features.

It has been decided to publish photo

graphs and descriptions of readers’

shops from time to time.

We also make a

analysis one of us can mix
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Displacement Lubricator for

Model Engines

I‘HE displacement lubricator is a

convenient form to use on a small

steam engine providing flash steam is

not employed to drive the engine. If

flash steam is used, the only device

that will supply a sufficient quantity of

lubricating oil in the cylinder is a small

pump driven off the engine shaft.

Displacement lubricators are very

easily constructed and positive in ac

tion-—which cannot be said of all

pumps when the'check valve is con

  

sidered as a part of the pumping unit.

The operation of a displacement lubri

cator will be understood by referring to

the sketch. It really consists of a small

reservoir interposed on the steam feed

pipe between the boiler and the steam

chest. A small quantity of the steam

passing through the lubricator con

denses and the resulting water falls to

the bottom of the reservoir, the oil

floating on top. As the water accumu

lates in the bottom of the lubricator,

oil is forced out into the steam feed

pipe and carried into the engine

cylinder. A cap screw is used on the

top of the lubricator. A small petcock

is placed on the bottom to run off the

water. Such lubricators give very little

trouble and the only attention they need

is the occasional filling of the oil cup.

 

Making Wire Terminals

Suitable terminals for wire in elec

trical work can be made of brass or

copper tubing cut to the proper length

and pinched together at one end in a

vice. A hole is then drilled in the

flat end. If the copper or brass is

too hard and cracks. upon bending, it

should be annealed first. Brass, unlike

most other metals, is annealed by heat

ing it and then plunging it into cold

water.

The American Society of Experimental

Engineers

Who’s \Vho in the A. S. E. E.

JOHN GIFFORD.

Mr. John Gifford is an active mem

ber of the American Society of Experi

mental Engineers. At the present time

he is employed as superintendent of the

A. R. Mosler 81 Co. of New York

City, having advanced to this position

from apprentice in the machine shop,

where he started in 1907. Mr. Gifford

started his industrial and business ca

reer in the book bindery of I. Male 81

Sons, New York City, in the year 1906.

During this year he resigned to assume

the responsibilities of a position that

would bring him in closer relationship

with mechanical work. His next posi

 

tion was with the Isaac S. Johnson Co.,

Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y., founders. Mr.

Gifford served six months as a core

maker for this concern, and finally left

its employ to start with the A. R. Mos

ler Co., where he is now located. Be

fore becoming superintendent, he was

foreman of the assembly department.

Mr. Gifford was born on July 21st,

1892. His parents died while he was in

his youth. He was educated in the city

schools of New York. The A. R. Mos

ler Co., where Mr. Gifford is now em

ployed, is engaged in the manufacture

of spark plugs and automobile ignition

equipment. Mr. Gifford’s experimental

work is concerned entirely with refrac

tories and insulators used in connection

with automobile ignition apparatus. It

was Mr. Gifford’s job to make the spark

plugs for the NC-4 at the start of the

trans-Atlantic voyage.

Mr. Gifford is a careful student of

military tactics and is a member of the

First Company, Eighth Coast Artillery,

New York Guard. Boating is also

another hobby of Mr. Gifiord’s.

The A. S. E. E. in Canada

The American Society of Experi

mental Engineers is well represented

in many parts of Canada. In the city

of Toronto, the A. S. E. E. has a num

ber of very enthusiastic members. The

city of Winnipeg has formed a very

successful local chapter. Mr. A. W.

Dery‘is now the president of this

organization, which promises to be a

very successful one as well as a great

help to the many experimental engi

neers in Winnipeg and vicinity.

_Th<_% Winnipeg society is now con

tributing to a laboratory fund which

will later be used in purchasing the

necessary equipment for a modem

workshop and laboratory.

Many of the members of the Winni

peg ‘society are well advanced in the

various phases of experimental engi

neering. These men have volunteered

to act as instructors for the rest of the

membership. This is a commendable

plan and one which will do much

toivard making the society a success.

This is a spirit of co-operation which

is sure to further interest and ambition.

The A. S.. E. E. is also very well rep

resented in the city of Montreal. The

formation of a local chapter is now

under way. A great number of A. S.

E. E. members are in Canada, but

aside from Toronto, Montreal, and

Winliipeg, they are not in anydefinite

locality.

NOTICE

The Mansfield, Ohio, chapter of the

American Society of Experimental En

gineers is now planning a large mem

bership campaign. Mr. Richard Hautz

enroeder, the Secretary of this live

chapter, requests that all the experi

mental engineers in and around Mans

field communicate with him. The

Mansfield Chapter was started some

time ago and has been very successful.

Those interested should not hesitate to

get in touch with Mr. Hautzenroeder.

._.__. H. Q->1-k
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A Half Million-Volt

Condenser

N air condenser has been built at

Palo Alto, Cal., for conducting

tests with voltages up to 500,000 and

frequencies up to 60,000. 'This con

denser is probably the largest that has

ever been built and it possesses many

unique features. A special shed has

been built to contain the condenser.

The ceiling of the shed is of copper

and forms one plate. The other plate

rests on a bed of insulating material

about four and a half feet below the

ceiling of the shed. The distance be

tween the plates is made adjustable by

lowering or raising the lower plate.

The bottom plate is formed by two cop

per plates about two feet apart. These

are connected along the edges by cop

per sheets curved on a 12-inch radius._

A Poulsen arc converter of 30 k.w.

capacity is used to supply energy for

the tests with the condenser. One side

of the arc is grounded and the other is

connected to the insulated plate of the

condenser on a coil of Litzendraht 9

feet long and 31 inches in diameter.

The air cbndenser has been designed

and built by the Federal Telegraph

Company, manufacturers of radio tele

graphic apparatus.

 

A' Giant Electric Ore Unloader

N electrically operated ore unloader

equipped with a 15-ton bucket

has been brought into use at Ashtabula,

Ohio. In fact, a battery of eight of these

machines are employed in this locality

for unloading ore-carrying lake ves

sels. The combined unloading capacity

of the eight machines aggregates 76,000

tons in 24 hours; 76,000 tons would

require six of the largest ore-carrying

vessels in use on the lake. The un

loaders are equipped with a total of

930 horse-power. The unloading cost

ranges from two and a half to four

and a half cents per ton. This cost

includes superintendents, labor, mate

rials and power.

 

Rivets Heated Electrically

N electric rivet heating device has

been perfected and is in operation

in several of the large ship building

plants and foundry companies. Two

methods are used in rivet heating ma

chines. In one method the rivet short

circuits a welding transformer. The

other method employs granulated car

bon which short circuits the secondary

of the transformer and radiates heat to

the rivets. The capacity of the rivet

heating machines depends entirely upon

their size. They are made in sizes

that will turn out from 25 to 250 lbs.

of rivets per hour with a power con

sumption of 7,1/2 k.w. to 300 k.w. and

an energy consumption of 20 k.w.

hours per 100 lbs. of rivets. The rivets

can be heated in 30 seconds.

In an efficiency test on one of the

machines 200 rivets were turned out

per hour at a temperature of 2000°

Fahr. No tendency to overheat was

noticed and a power demand of 40 k.w.

only was necessary. The initial cost of

the welding type rivet heater is one

hundred dollars per k.w.

 

Charging Storage Batteries

with a Tungar Rectifier

TUNGAR rectifier is a very sim

ple and inexpensive device that

has been brought out by the General

Electric Co. It is used mostly for charg

ing storage batteries from A. C. mains

where the efficiency of the operation

does not need to be over 40%. A Tun

gar rectifier is a vacuum tube device

and has many advantages. It operates

directly from 115-volt mains with an

out-transformer and forms a very sim

ple and compact device for storage bat

tery use.

Mr. F. Keith D’Alton, electrical ex

pert, has recently described the theory

and application of Tungar rectifiers in a

' number of commendable articles which

appeared in the Electrical News. He

brings out the fact that having obtained

a given efficiency and output from a

single phase, 115-volt pair of mains,

it is possible to duplicate the plant

and obtain double the output from sin

gle phase 330-volt outside wires.

 

A Large Experimental Spot

Welding Machine

NE .of the largest spot welding

machines ever constructed has re

cently been built and tested by the Gen

eral Electric Company. The machine

has a capacity of 100,000 amperes at

20 volts. It is capable of exerting a

hydraulic pressure aggregating 36 tons

at the electrodes. An important series

of experiments were carried out with

this machine using plates from %, in.

to 3 in. total thickness. The engineers

working on the device demonstrated that
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satisfactory spot welds can be produced

within this range. The necessity of

providing a gap large enough to handle

the width of the plates in ship work

gave rise to a number of practical diffi

culties which were finally overcome.

 

A New Telephone Receiver

NEW telephone receiver cap has

been brought out which seems to

possess many advantages over the con

ventional form. The cross section of

the new and old type of receiver cap

are shown in the illustration.

The diaphragm seat of the new cap

is ground scientifically true with the

thread so that all rattling of the dia

phragm through poor locking as well

  

  

The old type telephone receiver

as harsh and undesirable sounds are

prevented.

A sound concentrating chamber of

inverted convex formation guides and

concentrates the entire sound wave that

is thrown off or produced by the dia

phragm with each vibration through

the central opening. The contour of

the sound concentrating chamber pre

vents distortion and insures the best

possible results.

 

Melting Brass Electrically

RASS is now being successfully

B melted in electric furnaces. It is

claimed that brass melting furnaces,

even more than steel furnaces, are prov

ing their economic value in producing

a better quality of product, minimiz

ing metal loss and decreasing the

amount of labor necessary.

_._ -i m__
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A 37,500 Horse Power Unit

HE Niagara Falls Power Com

pany is now installing two units

aggregating 65,000 H. P. or 37,500

H. P. each. The water wheel of this

unit is placed in the path of a solid

column of water 14 feet in diameter

and a drop of 210 feet. The speed of

this column of water will probably be

in excess of 3 miles per minute at the

foot of the drop.

. About 14 years ago the Hydraulic

Power Company installed 13,000 H. P.

units and at that time these units repre

sented the limit of engineering. The

fact that a 37,500 H. P. unit is now

made possible shows what tremendous

progress has been made in hydraulic

and electrical engineering during the

past 15 years.

 

A Small Gasoline Electric

Generator

NE of the foreign readers of

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGA

ZINE, Mr. J. A. Armstrong, of Dublin,

Ireland, has constructed a_ gasoline elec

tric generator of rather novel design.

The accompanying photograph pictures
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the device which was made up of a

1 1/3 H. P. gas engine and dynamo

capable of producing a current of 15

amperes at a pressure of 15 volts. Mr.

Armstrong mounted his motor and gen

erator on the same shaft and in this way

produced a very portable and self-con

tained equipment for various uses, such

as charging accumulators, isolated

lighting, etc. When coupled to the

generator the engine does not need to

have a flywheel, as the armature of the

generator will serve in this capacity.

The engine turns over at a speed of

900 R.P.i\I., and of course, the gener

ator is driven at the same speed.

An Apparatusior Testing

Magnetic Permeability

By William G. H. Finch

HERE is a need in every electri

cal laboratory for an apparatus

to test the permeability of the

various grades of iron and steel in the

make-up of cores used in electro-mag

nets.

The necessary parts for the apparatus

are:

Spring balance

Brass rod ,

Wood base and standards

Binding posts

Electro-magnet

2 or 3 dry cells.

First, remove the spring from the

spring balance and replace it with one

that will respond to smaller weights.

The new spring will be much more

sensitive and a new scale should be

made from cardboard for it. By the

use of known weights of small value

the new scale can be very easily cali

brated.

Assemble these parts as shown in the

photograph. Cut the various grades of

iron into pieces having the same dimen

sions (preferably 1 inch cubes). At

tach the piece to be tested to the spring

balance, being sure to let the surface

of same touch the core of the electro

magnet; watch the scale and raise the

balance slowly until the cube of iron

is separated from the magnet. The

number of ounces or pounds pull it re

quired to break away from -the electro

magnet will be noticed. After the ex

perimenter has tested the remaining

samples, he will find that the permea

bility of each will rank as follows:

1. Wrought iron

2. Mild steel

3. Cast iron.

It is evident that if the permeability

of the different grades of iron and steel

can be tested in this manner, the mag

netic pull of any electro-magnet can

also be tested by mounting same on the

base and using a cube of wrought iron

in the same manner as in testing for

the permeability of iron and steel.

An electro-magnet consists of a coil

of wire carrying a current, and may

possess a core of iron, or may not, as

the case may require. It is understood

that the production of magnetism de

‘ pends upon the number of turns of wire

carrying the current. It must be under

stood also that not only the number of

turns are to be considered, but also the

strength of the current they carry.

Therefore, the greater the number of

turns of wire, and the greater the cur

rent in these turns, the greater the pull

or magnetic effect produced. It is also

customary to speak of the combina

tion of current and turns as ampere

turns. It is to be seen that the ampere

turns of an electro-magnet are most

important considerations. These are

obtained by multiplying the number of

turns of wire by the number of amperes

passing through the coil. For instance,

if an electro-magnet consists of S00

turns carrying a current of 5 amperes,

the ampere tums would be equal to S

X S00 : 2,500. Then if we reduced

the current to one ampere, the product

- ~.;*~1-4
'- <».~..»e-2

  

equals 1 X S00 : 500 ampere turns.

Suppose there are 1,000 turns and 1

ampere, or 1 turn and 1,000 amperes.

In either ease, the total ampere turns

equal 1,000.

Some very good experimental work

can be performed with this simple but

none the less workable device. With it

the experimenter can plot many inter

esting curves showing the magnetic per

meability of different metals and at dif

ferent current values. The effect of

variation in potential and current

strength can be shown by a curve

through all points up to the point of

saturation.

If the reader desires to construct a

more elaborate device than the one de

scribed above, it will be very easy to

make a few additions that will increase

its efficiency. The device can be made

larger to accommodate larger and more

powerful electromagnets.
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Motorcycle Lubrication

By Andrew Jackson, Jr.

NE of the most important con

0 siderations, making for efficient

action and promoting long life

of the mechanism, is to provide proper

lubrication. The lubrication of the pow

er plant is the most serious proposition.

The best oil is the only kind that should

be used, as more good motors have been

ruined by the use of lubricant of im

proper quality or insufficient quantity

than have been destroyed by accidents.

If a drip feed is used, a medium grade

Oll may be employed in warm weather,

but a light grade will be necessary in

cold weather. If the supply- is by me

chanically operated pump, a heavier

bodied lubricant may be used than

when the drip feed system is employed.

When oil is introduced to the engine"

crank-case by means of a hand-operated

pump, which means that lubrication is

directly under the control of the rider

(only on old-time machines), one pump

full of oil, every 8 or 10 miles, at

speeds of 20 miles per hour, will be

sufiicient. For a speed of 30 miles per

hour it will be necessary to inject a

pumpfull every 5 or 6 miles. It is bet

ter to over-lubricate a machine than not

to supply enough. If the engine is

over-lubricated, the exhaust will be

smokv. If a mechanically operated oil

pump is used and the hand pump is

provided only as an auxiliary, it will

not be necessary to supply oil except

at such times that the engine is run ex

ceptionally fast for extended periods.

Among some of the points that should

receive oil every time the machine is

used may be mentioned the valve lifters,

or rocker arms, the free engine clutch,

the steering head, and the various

hinges and joints on the spring frame

or spring fork. If a two or three speed

gear is provided, the supply of lubri

cant should be renewed every 300 miles.

Planetary gearing requires more lubri

cant and a lighter semi-fluid grease

than either the sliding clutch or sliding

gear forms. It is well to put a few

drops of oil in the front hub and coaster

brake oilers every day. About the only
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End elevation of Henderson four-cylinder

motor, showing principal parts

months to insure adequate functioning

of this device. A special light oil is

necessary for the magneto, and a good

grade of sewing machine or 3-in-1 oil

will be found satisfactory for this pur

pose. The hand oil-can may be filled

with cylinder oil which can be used on

all points of the machine, because if it

is good enough for the engine interior

it is much better than needed for the

various extemal parts. The ball bear

ings in the hubs, countershaft and steer

ing head may be packed with grease

once or twice a season, which will be

adequate.

Keep Distributor Clean and Dry

Excessive oiling of a magneto can do

nearly as much harm as insufficient

lubrication. One thing it does is to'

cause the surplus oil to be thrown into

the distributor, where it works all kinds

of mischief. It gets between the brush

and the contacts and either insulates

them from each other entirely, causing

missing, or it causes arcing. Arcing

in turn burns the oil and forms soot

which soon gums things up badly, and

it also produces heat which disinte

grates the carbon brush and causes it

to crumble in time. All magneto manu

facturers make their distributors so that

they may be removed easily and wiped

clean with a dry, clean cloth. Dixie

magnetos, for instance, have their dis

tributors held on by three little clips,

retained by three thumb nuts. These

may be loosened by hand. Other Dixies

have three screws to retain the cover.

Some have a central revolving brush

and stationary contacts in the cover and

others a revolving contact and indi

vidual stationary contacts in the cover.

The brushes in either case are attached

to small springs and may be slipped

into or out of their sockets by hand.
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Winter Care of Storage Batteries

Precautions to Be Taken to Prevent Depreciation of an Unused Storage Battery and How to

Maintain Its Efliciency During the Period of Low Temperature

battery in the car for a period of,

say, four or five months without

giving it any care or attention, for in

that case at the end of that time it would

be found to have its plates so thickly

covered with lead sulphate as to make

IT would not do simply to leave the

I .

CZLL JI/? wear:/vm:

Fig. 1. Typical storage battery

  

it practically useless. For storage bat

teries “to rest is to rust” and become

ruined unless special precautions are

taken. Automobile storage batteries

are all or nearly all of the sealed-in

type from which the elements cannot be

removed without a great deal of trouble,

as shown at Fig. 1.

The storage battery is made up of

several hard rubber cells or containers

for the active plates and liquid electro

lyte. The whole is surrounded by a

wood casing for mechanical protection

and ease in handling. Each individual

cell is provided with a screw cap for

inspection and the addition of electro

lyte or distilled water when necessary.

(See Fig. 4.) The electrolyte must at

all times cover the tops of the plates at

least one-quarter inch. Insufficient

electrolyte will result in warped or

buckled plates, and an accumulation of

sediment at the bottom of the cell. The

battery will be ruined in a short time

if the tops of the plates are not kept

covered. Each cell must be inspected

at least every two weeks in winter. All

screw caps must be removed and dis

tilled water added to each cell to make

up for the natural evaporation. If dis

tilled water cannot be had, use clean

rain water which has not been in con

tact with metal or cement.

Never Add Acid to Battery Cells

Never add acid to the cells of the bat’

tery. If part or all of the electrolyte

has been lost through accidental spill

ing or leakage get full instructions and

advice from the maker. A hydrometer

arranged with a rubber bulb to draw a

portion of the electrolyte from each cell

furnishes the best indication of the con

dition of the battery. The hydrometer

shows the specific gravity of the electro

lyte, which for a fully charged cell

should be 1.280 to 1.300 on a specific

gravity scale. If the car is out of serv

ice for a considerable length of time,

as when laid up for the winter, it is nec

essary to charge the battery at regular

intervals. The -parts of a typical bat

tery are shown at Fig. 2 and the con

struction should be easily understood.

The following advice concerning the

care of batteries during’ a protracted

period of idleness of the car refers espe

cially to the batteries of starting and

lighting systems of automobiles.

At intervals of two weeks the engine

should be run until the electrolyte shows

a specific gravity of 1.280 to 1.300. If

this is done regularly the engine need

not be run only about an hour each

time. But if the owner should not be

in possession of a hydrometer it is bet

be run at a speed corresponding to a car

speed of about 20 mph on the direct

drive. There may be cases, however,

where the owner is compelled to store

his car in a space where it is practi

cally impossible to run the engine.

Where this is the case it is recommend

ed, if electric current is available, that

the owner purchase a rectifier or small

charging machine.

Periodical Charging Necessary

A charge over night, or for about

twelve hours, every two weeks with this

apparatus will be sufficient to keep bat

tery in healthy condition. For those

of our readers who are interested in

chemistry, the action on charge and dis

charge is clearly shown at Fig. 3, which

is presented through the courtesy of the

Electric Storage Battery Co. Before be

ginning the charging the battery should

be inspected to see if it is filled with

solution. If the solution needs replen

ishing distilled water should be added

until the solution fully covers the plates,

PARTS AN] ASSEIBLY OF A TYPICAL PORTABII STORAGE BATTERY

< LUD-WLPHURII ACO TYPE >

Fig. 2.

ter to run the engine for two or three

hours each time to be safe. To charge

the battery properly the engine should
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Parts and assembly of typical portable storage battery

which may be determined by removing

the vent plugs and looking down into

the cells.
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"following method is

In case it is impossible to run the

engine for charging and the owner does

not care to incur the expense of pur

chasing a rectifier, he should remove the

battery from the car and arrange for its

storage at a garage which has charging

having been in service, will not stand

much handling and had better be

thrown away. If it is thought worth

while to keep them they must be im

mersed in water or weak electrolyte, and

in reassembling the electrolyte must be

CHEMICAL ACTION INA CELL 0N CYCLE 0F DISCHARGE AND CHARGE

CHARGED DISCHARGING
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Fig. 3.

facilities, stipulating that it must be

charged every two weeks. The cost of

having it so cared for will be nominal

and will prove excellent insurance

against deterioration.

Caring for Take-Down Types

To care for storage batteries of any

type that is easily taken apart, such as

used for experimental work in the lab

oratory or in isolated lighting systems

for country homes and in yachts, the

recommended :

First charge the battery until every cell

is in a state of complete charge. If

there should be be any short-circuited

cells they should be put into condition

before the charge is, commenced, so that

they will receive the full benefit of the

charge. Then remove the elements from

the jars, separating the positive from

the negative groups, and place in water

for about one hour to dissolve out any

electrolyte adhering to the plates. Then

withdraw the groups and allow them to

drain and dry. The positives when dry

are ready to be put away. If the nega

tives in drying become hot enough to

steam they should be rinsed or sprinkled

again with clean water and then allowed

to dry thoroughly-. When dry the nega

tives should be replaced in the electro

lyte (of from 1.275 to 1.300 specific

gravity), care being taken to immerse

them completely and allow them to soak

for three or four hours. Two groups

may be placed in a jar and the jar filled

with electrolyte. After rinsing and dry

ing the plates are ready to be put away.

The rubber separators should be

rinsed in water. Wood separators after

  

DISCHARGED CELL

uaemyg more POSITIVE PLATE er
s+ b5 4 + §so,"+'F»"sb", +§L§—mhU'E'sn,so,+n.,o

Chemical action of a cell on cycle of discharge and charge

put into the cells immediately, as wet

wood separators must not stand exposed

to the air for any unnecessary amount

of time, especially when in contact with

plates.

Store Batteries in a Dry Place

Storage batteries always should he

GIZAVITY READING OYA

DISCHARGED BATTERY

METHOD or A

mnnonrrsn 1READING

htmlittt ti-.t......t;

 

density between the points of complete

discharge and full charge. The elec

trolyte of the average battery has a spe

cific gravity of 1.140 and a sulphuric

acid solution of this specific gravity has

a freezing point of about 10° Fahr. The

hydrometer used and the methods of

taking specific gravity readings with a

hydrometer syringe are clearly shown at

Fig. 4. Therefore if a completely dis

charged battery is allowed to stand

where it is exposed to extremely low

temperature it is quite possible for the

electrolyte to freeze and the cells to be

injured in consequence.

However, as already pointed out, a

battery for other reasons must not be

allowed to stand in the discharged con

dition for any length of time. With in

creasing charge the density of the elec

trolyte increases until when the charge

is complete it attains 1.300 specific

gravity. The freezing temperature of

the solution drops very quickly as the

specific gravity increases somewhat as

follows:

Spcc. Grav. Fr. Pt. Deg. F.

1.140 . . . . . . . . . . . .. + 10

1.160 . . . . . . . . . . . .. -1- S

1.175 . . . . . . . . . . . .. - 4

1.200 . . . . . . . . . . . .. — 16

1.225 . . . . . . . . . . . .. — 36

1.250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . — 60

1.280 . . . . . . . . . . . .. — 85

1.300 . . . . . . . . . . . .. — 100

Consequently there is no possibility

of a storage battery being injured by

freezing in temperatures ordinarily met

in the temperate zone if it is kept in a

fair state of charge. The accompany

GRAVITY READING

01-‘ A CHARGED

HYt>nom:"n:n BATTERY

SYRINGE

PILLING

21.116‘

  

Fig. 4. How to use hydrometer in testing battery condition

stored in a dry place, preferably in one

where the temperature will never fall

below 40° Fahr. Storage battery solu

tion or electrolyte varies greatly in

ing graphic chart (Fig. 5) shows the

freezing point of electrolytes of varying

specific gravity.

(Continued on page 135)
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TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

REPAIRS

It will be evident that a worn cylin

der, piston rings or piston will result in

the loss of compression as in any motor

and that loose connecting rods or main

bearings will produce noisy operation

just as in the four-cycle type. In the

two-cycle motors there are other condi

tions to be looked for besides those in

volving normal depreciation of the

mechanism. There are two chambers to

keep tight instead of one, as in the four

cycle type. In the two-cycle form it is

not hard to maintain compression in the

combustion chamber because there are

no valves to leak and the only chance

for escape is by worn piston rings.

It is imperative, however, that a cer

tain amount of compression be main

tained in the crankcase of most two

cycle engines because the degree of

compression in the crankcase deter

mines the rapidity of transfer of ex

plosive gas from the base where it is

first received to the combustion chamber

where it is exploded. Because of this

the main bearings demand more atten

tion than do those of a four-cycle en

gine because they must be fitted so well

that there is no possibility of leakage

through them. Similarly the packings

between the cylinder and engine base

and between the crankcase halves must

be carefully maintained.

In examining the piston and cylinder

care must be taken to remove any de

posit of carbon from the bafie plate or

deflector, which is usually cast integral

with the piston top, as any sharp point

or corner would remain incandescent

and would cause either base firing or

premature ignition. Base firing is gen

erally prevented by making the charge

from the crankcase pass through wire

gauze in the by-pass passage. This

prevents the flame igniting the explo

sive gas in the engine base because

practically all of the heat is abstracted

from any heated gas as it passes

through the mesh of the screen. These

screens sometimes become clogged with

oil and reduce the speed of gas flow and

consequently diminish the power out

put of the motor; the remedy is a simple

one, as it involves only the removal of

the clogged screens and cleansing them

thoroughly in gasoline before replacing.

Bras: Castings.—When clear, yellow

brass castings are desired, a mixture of

7 lbs. of copper, 3 lbs. of spelter, 4 oz.

of tin, and 3 oz. of lead makes a good

casting alloy and one which will cut

clean and free, and is also strong. An

increase in the amount of tin augments

the strength of the alloy and also in

creases the degree of hardness.
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“The Job is Yours

on One Condition

“For a long

'77

time Iwatched the new men who came into

this business. Some stood still—stayed right where they

started. Others climbed—made each job a stepping stone

to something better.

. “Now, what was the difference? Well, I investigated and found

out. The men who were getting ahead had been devoting part of

their spare time to study along the line of their work. Our treas

urer used to be a bookkeeper. The factory superintendent was

working at a bench in the shop a few years ago. The sales man

ager started in a branch office up state. The chief designer rose

from the bottom in the drafting room.

“Ail of these men won their advancements through spare time study with

the International Correspondence Schools. Today they are earnin four or

five times—yes, some of them ten times as much money as w en they

came with us.

“So out of this experience we have formed a policy. We are looking for

men who care enough about their future not only to do their present work

well, but to devote part of their spare time to preparation for advancement.

"And I'll give ou this job on one condition--that you take u a course of

special training a ong the line of your work. Let the I. C. S. elp you for

one hour after supper each night

and your future in this business will

take care of itself."

_Emplog'_ei_"s are begging for men |

with am ition, men w o really want

to

iliiyiga ow; ‘MP 1 i .__

Box6O64-3 SCRANTON. PA.

l_IlITERlIATlUIIAL CIJRIIESPOIIIIEIIGE SCIIUOLS

I Explain, without obiignting me, how Ican qualify for

the position, or in the subiect, before which I mark X.

wil ing to prove it by training them

selves in spare time to do some one

thing well.

Prove that you are that kind of a

man ! The International Correspond

ence Schools are ready and anxious

to help you prepare for advancement

in the work of your choice, whatever

it may be. More than two million

men and women in the last 28 years

have taken the I. C. S. route to more

money. Over 100,000 others are get

ting ready in the same way right

now, Surely the least you can do is

to find out what there is in this

proposition for you. Here is all we
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A Matter of Teeth

The efficiency of a hack saw blade depends

almost entirely upon the rake, the."set,"

andihe pitch or number oi‘ teeth to the inch.

There’s no overhanging “hook" to the teeth

on a Starrett blade. With proper adjust

ment of weight or pressure, they'll cut just

as fast on the last cut as on the first. The

teeth arc uniform in shape, "set" and

spacing. That's why every blade in a box

of Starrett saws cuts alike.

Starrett Hack Saws'are made in varying

pitches br number of teeth to the inch. from

10 to 32, according to the worlt they are

intended forl‘ ‘ .

Different kinds and shapes of metal need , -.

different blades for economical cutting. I -'.-. ~\' V

Get Starrett blades, use them according to "‘»~ ’ ' :_5"“-Q» ‘ ‘ ' ‘ _

Jthe Starrctt Hack Saw Chart and watch 1'

your cost per cut decrease. Write for ‘ZCatalog No. 21 “M B” it's free.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.

The World's Grealesl Toolmnkers

Manufacturers oi Hack Saws Uncxcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

  

vionuv

' EDLTATIOML INSTITUTE

  

  

  

  

  

What Every Mechanic Should Thoroughly Know

This book points out the stumbling blodu for mecbnniu to avoid in acquiring

I complete understanding, u wall u to n.h0W you HOW T0 G0 AT the reudlnn

of n blue print drlwillg,

Every phlso of the seventy uuhisntn ll one into in detail. so that my avenge

mun can muster with but little study. ory point in clenrly brouzht out with

Iumdem lketchel to describe each of the sci/uni blue print dnwlna examples.

In hcl. the illustrntions are practically nail explanatory.

Bvergomeehlnla needs this book, be his experience in mechanics limitod or

lonl. nd the following mmment from u nun who pnssao on from 50 to 500

blue prinu I day.

"I never thought than wnl so much to know

In the ruillnu oi n blue print drawing."

WM. P. CONWAY. Planning Dept. Mun.

U. S. Rubber (‘.o.’n llleh. shop.

Thin book contain: the moat vital nnd practical information on flu lulfloct

of blue print raiding. and In the bout and Infant investment you can ml-to.

Said for L mp to-day bolero you forget, YOU CANNOT IDSI, YOUR

MONIY REF ED IF NOT SATISFIED.

PBICE:—P0lt ptid U. 8., $2.00; Cnnndn $2.11; Foroizn. 81.35.

I69 pl ao—Slzo 5 1 7'/, inc cs.

Hlndwmaly bound In com 228 Illustrations

64 moniln In the lnllllnl.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, 13] Rowland Bldg" Detroit, Michigan

CRANK SHAFTS

For Model Steam and Gas Engines Qur

5pecialty—Any type or number of

Also needle

Quotations

throw: to specification.

valves for blow torches.

on receipt of specification.

Send Stamp lo

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

  

  

  

tain Lights.

UTOMOBILES of the “open” or

touring and roadster forms have

windows in the top curtains made of a

material known to the trade as trans

parent sheeting. This sheeting is made

on a soluble cotton base and while not

so brittle as glass, as the same time it

is breakable and is often damaged

through careless storing while not in

use.

The ordinary way of replacing a

broken sheeting window light is to rip

the stitchingthat secures it to the top

or curtain and insert a new pane. Top

repairers charge several dollars for this

work, if the light is in a side curtain

and even more if in a rear curtain,

which must be removed from the top to

be handled conveniently.

The motorist may do the work him

self at less expense if he desires. It

is becoming common practice for hard

ware stores to carry transparent sheet

ing in stock for the accommodation of

their customers desiring to make just

such repairs. A piece large enough to

replace a broken light costs but a few

cents. The windows are sewed in with

a double row of stitches. First cut the

inside row of stitching. Leave the sec

ond row. Then cut out the broken light,

leaving a strip about one-half inch all

around and held in place by the stitch

ing left intact. Cut the new pane the

right size and cement it to the edges

left on the old pane.

This method reduces the cost of the

replacement to less than one dollar.

The success of the method depends on

using the right kind of cement; in

short, one made on a pyroxylin base.

This is because the cement and the

transparent sheeting are both made of

the same ingredients. Cotton is the base.

A pyroxylin cement combines with the

sheeting in such a way that the two

pieces of sheeting become a practically

homogeneous unit.

Drilling.—Use kerosene to drill, ream

or turn malleable iron, or to drill or

turn aluminum. Turpentine should be

used instead of oil for drilling hard

steel, as it will cause drilling readily

when the metal cannot be touched with

oil. By using a combination of tur

pentine and camphor, glass may be

drilled with a common drill. When

the point of the drill comes through the

hole should be worked with the end of

a three-cornered file, having edges

ground sharp. Use the corners of the

file to scrape rather than as a reamer.

Great care must be taken not to crack

the glass or flake ofi pieces of it while

finishing. The mixture should be used

freely, both while drilling and scraping.

It may be used as well to drill hard

cast iron and tempered steel.

415 E. 71st St. New York

Please mention Ev:-zmmav Encrmzemno Mncazun: - ,
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Keep It

For $3.00 '

Per Month

FREE TRIAL

No.

  

Or Return

It At Our

Expense

rm <>|?s;;%,;;w%... (0.
CmCA°G v s 4 9

l»'.u~¢-41¢-uni.-n-nu

The Oliver Typewriter-Was $l00_Now $57

The Guarantee of a $2,000,000 Company that it Is the Identical Model

Be your own salesman and earn $43. You get

the identical typewriter formerly priced $100——not a

cent’s alteration in value. The finest, the most ex

pensive, the latest Oliver Model. Old methods were

wasteful. Our new plan is way in advance. It is in

keeping with new economic tendencies. It does away

with waste. Inflated prices are doomed forever.

During the war we learned that it was unneces

sary to have great numbers of traveling salesmen

and numerous, expensive branch houses throughout

the country. We were also able to discontinue many

other superfluous, costly sales methods. You bene

fit by these savings.

Brand New—Latest Model

Do not confuse this with offers of earlier models,

rebuilt or second-hand. Note the signature of this

advertisement. This is a $2,000,000

concern.

\/Ve offer new Olivers at half

price because we have put type

writer selling on an eilicient, scien

tific basis.

You can now deal direct—sell to

yourself, with no one to influence

you. This puts the Oliver on a

merit test.

You Save $43 Now

This is the first time in history that a new stand

ard $100 typewriter has been offered for $57. Re

member, we do not offer a. substitute model, cheaper

nor different.

by the big concerns.

been sold.

But the same splendid Oliver used

Over 700,000 Olivers have

Now

Mail

  

This Coupon.‘

, r- '"------------------- - -

  

We ship direct from the factory to you. N0

money down-—no red-tape. Try the Oliver Nine

at our expense. If you decide to keep it, send us $3

per month. If you retum it, we even refund the out

going transportation charges. You are not placed

under the slightest obligation. That’s our whole plan.

We rely on your judgment. We know you don't

want to pay double. And who wants a lesser type

writer? You may have an Oliver for free trial by

checking the coupon below. Or you may ask for

further information.

An Amazing Book

All the secrets of the typewriter world are revealed in

our startling book entitled “The High Cost of Typewriters

—The Reason and the Remedy”—sent free if you mail the

coupon now. Also our catalog. Order your free-trial

Oliver-—or ask for further information at once.

Cnnadlnn Price, $72

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.

C-40 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

NOTE CAREFULLY—-This coupon will bring you

either the Oliver Nine for free trial or further in

formation. Check carefully which you vrlsh. (24-02)

TH_F:_OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.,

 

C-40 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

U Ship ma a new Oliver Nine for five days’ tree inspection. If I keep in

I will pay $57 st the rate oi’ $3 per month. The Lille to remnin in you

unttl fully plld for.

My shipping point is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. Ii I chums to return the

Oliver, I will ship ll. back st your expense st the and 0| flve days.

D Do not send a machine until I order it. Mall rue your bouk—"Tho High

Coat of 'I‘_vpewrliers-—The Be-sson sud the Remedy," your do luxe catalog

and iunln.-r information.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Street Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

C ity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stats . . . . . . . . . . .

Occupation or Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Please mention Evnnvniw ENGINEERING l\/IAGAZINE
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Protect Your Tools From Rust

Nearly every man owns at least a

few tools such as chisels, hammers,

augers, saws, wrenches, files, etc.

These tools as a rule are infre

quently used. They are often kept in

places where they are exposed to mois

ture and consequently rust. Almost

all tools with the possible exception of

hammers are rendered less efficient by

rust.

When it is so easily prevented, it

seems strange that steps are not taken

to do it. It is well worth while to

save the tools as every one knows that

has had occasion to buy any new ones

lately.

Probably the best tool protector and

carrying case for a small kit may_ be

made in the shape of a roll_from a piece

of pyroxylin coated fabric having. a

napped or fieecy back. This material

is thoroughly waterproof and if care is

taken in wrapping the tools in it after

use, it will prevent moisture from

reaching them and no damage from

rust can occur. -

The material is durable and will last

a long time. It is obtainable at many

department and general stores where it

is sold under the general name of

leather substitutes. There are many

leather substitutes on the market sold

under various manufacturers’ trade

names. Practically any of them Will

answer very nicely for the use specified.

 

Gasoline Engine Fly Wheel

' Retention

Many mysterious knocks, which are

often attributed to worn bearings, are

due to the flywheel being loose on the

shaft. In a number of the earlier f01'm5

of marine engines the flywheels are held

to the shaft by a simple gib key. It

often happens that these keys become

worn and the wheel is slightly loose _on

its supporting shaft. When the engme

is revolving at high speed a pr0I10l1nC€d

thump_or knock will be produced be

cause "of the hammering action of the

flywheel upon the loose key: _ The

proper remedy for such 8- C0Ilfl1t10I1 15

to make a new key that will fit the_key

ways in flywheel and shaft and drive it

tightly in place.

In practically all modern forms of

motor the flywheel is secured to a flange

forged integrally with the crankshaft

by means of bolts. It may be possible

for the bolts to loosen, which will per

mit the flywheel to rock and to pound

the hole out oval. This condition is

easily remedied by drilling or reaming

the worn holes to the next largest stand

ard size and to fit larger bolts to corre

spond. Loose or worn propeller shaft

or reverse gear couplings will also cause

knocking.

Statement of the ownership, manage

ment, circulation, ctc., required by the

Act of Congress of August 24, 1912, of

Evuvnn ENGINEERING MAGAZINE pub

lished monthly at New York, N. Y., for

October 1, 1919.

State of New York, County of New

York, ss.

Before me, a Notary Public in and for

the State and county aforesaid, personally

appeared Stephen Roberts, who, having

been duly sworn according to law, de

poses and says that he is the Business

Manager of the Everyday Engineering

Magazine and that‘ the following is, to

the best of his knowledge and belief, ii

true statement of the ownership, manage

ment, etc., of the aforesaid publication

for the date shown in the above caption,

required by the Act of August 24, 1912,

embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and

Regulations, printed on the reverse of

this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the

publisher, editor, managing editor, and

busines manager, are: Publisher, Every

day Mechanics Co., Inc., 2 West 45th

St., New York City; Editor, Raymond

Francis Yates, 2 West 45th St., New

York City; Managing Editor, Victor W.

Page, 2 West 45th St., New York City;

Business Manager, Stephen Roberts, 2

West 45th St., New York City.

2. That the owners are: Everyday

Mechanics Co., Inc., 2 West 45th St.,

New York City; Norman W. Henley, 2

\Vest 45th St., New York City; Edward

I. Richmond, 2 West 45th St., New York

City; Stephen Roberts, 2 West 45th St.,

New York City; George Rosendale, 52

Broadway, New York City.

3. That the known bondholders, mort

gagees, and other security holders owning

or holding l per cent or more of total

amount of bonds, mortgages, or other

securities are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above,

giving the names of the owners, stock

holders, and security holders, if any,

contain not only the list of stockholders

and security holders as they appear upon

the books of the company hut also, in

cases where the stockholder or security

holder appears upon the hooks of the

company as trustee or in any other fidu

ciary relation, the name of the person

or corporation for whom such trustee is

acting, is given; also that the said two

paragraphs contain statements embracing

affiants‘ full knowledge and belief as to

the circumstances and conditions under

which stockholders and security holders

who do not appear upon the books of the

company as trustees, hold stock and le

curities in a capacity other than that of

a bona fide owner; and this afliant has

no reason to believe that any other per

son association, or corporation has any

interest direct or indirect in the said

stock, bonds, or other securities than as

so stated by him.

S. ROBERTS,

Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

1st day of October, 1919.

(Seal.) ANNIE M. HOLDEN.

(My commision expires March 30, 1921.)

Reg. No. 1461, N. Y. Co. No. 501.

 

Signalling Apparatus

(Continued from page 93)

grain and when this is done the dia

phragm is put in place and the holding

screws soldered. The length of the

holding screws should be a little under

y, in. so that they will not meet to

cause a short circuit. Two terminals

are then soldered to the device, one to

each side. The connections for the re

ceiving station will be noticed in the

drawing. The device must be used in

connection with a battery and a tele

phone receiver.

A word about the operation of the

device. It is, of course, understood

that the batteries, key and receiver

are all kept above the surface of the

water. The oscillator and microphone

should not be sunk over a depth of six

feet. A greater depth than this will

cause too severe a pressure upon the

diaphragm and the device will fail to

function. The oscillator will require

some patience to adjust. The contact

screw should be regulated until the de

vice gives a musical hum. It may be

found, however, that when it is im

mersed in the water it will loose its

adjustment owing to the fact that the

operating conditions are not the same.

It may be that an adjustment that will

not work out of the water will work

under the water. The oscillator should

be so placed that the diaphragm faces

the microphone. In other words, the

diaphragms of the devices are placed in

the same plane. The regular Morse

signals can be used to carry on com

munication.

By using a larger can and more pow

erful magnets, an oscillator can be

made that will transmit up to 100 feet.

The same microphone can be used.

Cup Races

(Continued from page 81)

Mr. N. Fischer, who operated one

of the Elmara boats, made a good but

unsuccessful attempt to win the prize.

His craft clipped off two laps (15 and

17 seconds), but power plant trouble

prevented another successful lap from

being made.

This cup race is the first one that

has ever been run in the United States

for steam driven power boats. It was

a tremendous success throughout and

next year there will be many more en

tries. The real sportsmanship displayed

by the various contestants was a grati

fying feature of the event. The spirit

of co-operation was manifest in no

small degree. The boat owners helped

one another in every possible way. It

required two experienced men to op

erate each boat with one man continu

ously watcliing the blow torches and

keep one in readiness.

The Central Park Model Yacht Club

also ran off a season’s cup event for

a one design hydroplane class.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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SMALL VULCANIZERS

USEFUL TO MOTORISTS

HESE small vulcanizers are in

tended primarily for the use of

the motorist in making minor repairs

and are not practical tools for the tire

repair shop, though they may be used

to advantage in small garages where

no attempt is made to carry on tire re

pair work on a large scale.

For general use of motorists and in

small shops a combination vulcanizer,

which is composed of a large hollow

cast-iron body filled with water and

heated with a spirit lamp, is marketed.

In this the curved face and the flat face

may be used simultaneously and an

inner tube patched at the same time

that the outer casing is being treated.

As very complete instructions are fur

nished with these small vulcanizers,

any motorist may become familiar with

their use without much difficulty.

In some vulcanizers, the heat is fur

nished by electricity passing through re

sistance coils imbedded in the device,

similar to an electric flat iron in action.

In vulcanizing, the most important pre

caution is to maintain a proper temper

ature. Too great a degree of heat will

burn the rubber, while a proper cure

cannot be effected if the temperature is

too low. The temperatures recom

mended for vulcanizing vary from 250

to 375 degrees F. The lower degree of

heat is used in working material that

has been previously cured, while the

higher temperature is recommended for

new rubber. Small thermometers may

be obtained from auto supply houses

to gauge the temperature of the vul

canizer.

 

Treating Polished Iron or Steel.—

Wash polished iron or steel that has be

come gray and lusterless, with a stiff

brush and ammonia soapsuds. Rinse

well and dry by heat if possible. Then

apply a plentiful supply of sweet oil and

dust thickly with powdered quicklime.

Let the lime stay on two days, after

which it should be cleaned off with a

stiff brush. Polish with a softer brush

and rub with cloths until the luster

comes out. By leaving the lime on, iron

and steel may be kept from rust almost

indefinitely.

 

.lbauair;__J[

 

 

A1110 Autoo7li'uck

Examine These

NEWAUTO BOOKS

You can have the

skill that makes every complicated trouble as

easy to fix as taking out a spark plug. Learn every

detail of all makes of cars and trucks. Know exactly

how to find what's wrong and how to make all

BE an expert auto repair man.

show you how.

The limited outp

money. _

tunity in the auto repair business.

repairs quickly.

Tells About

Exiiloilon Motors,

Weldlno. Motor

Construction and

Repair. Carbure

one v\_reek'_s examination

plc directions

T rensmluion.
Final thing in Phin

le to understand.

eep them, send only

and $2 a month therea

Drive

Stuerlnl Framer,

Tires. Vulcaniz

lno. Ignition.

f;'?,:|:1L"5'":,':"'1 ciai intrgductofl Price

Shel K nlu. ban pa‘ '

  
Publio G e r eqe

Deslon, Equip

ment and Over

etlon, Electrics,

Storage Batteries,

Care and Repair.

Steam Cars, Mo

torcycles. Co m .

merclal T r u c k I.

Glossary.

More th an I00

blue Irlntl et

wiring diagrams.

1
Don't send 3 P¢nnYi

address in

hooks to _you at once

trial. With each set we

solutely t_re_e 3 $12

ship, entitling you

automobile experts as

  

  

Coupon NOIV.

MAKE MONEY REPAIRING AUTOS

ut of new cars does not anywhere

near meet the demand. Rebuilt cars are selling at

a premium. Never before have expert auto repair

men been in such great demand and made so much

Now is your great money-earning oppor

' Every mechanic.

every chauficur, every car owner needs this great

These great new Auto Books

New Library of Automobile Engineering.

-50c A WEEK
If You Decide to Buy

Let us send you the complete six vol

A t b'l Engineering for“me SH of uomo ie Read the sim

for repairing every auto

ten and Settlnol. mobile trouble. Six thick volumes. 5§_/1

Valves, Coollnl. 3 8% inches, flexibly bound in Ameri

Lubrication. F - can mm-°¢U,_ 2,650 pages, 2,100 illus

whul" chm: ‘ trationsi wiring dialfflmsi 9\C- Even"

gvgrydny language. sim

you decide to

2 in seven

ter until the spe

$i9.§O has

The regular price 15 $30,

so you save $10.20 by acting at once.

SEND NO MONEY
Your name and

the coupon brings the six

for seven

give you ab

Consulting Member

to ask our staff of

many questions

as you wish, a whole year free.

American Technical Societ_y

Dept.A-358 "'

Chicago, '

FREE
 

 

days.

days‘  

i .
Mai! (II

  

' AMERICAN TECHNICAL

¢ SOCIETY

lVhen replacing anti-skid chains on

your tires be sure to have the hooks to

ward the back as you lay them over the

wheeL This gives a whipping motion

to the hooks when in use, which tends

to keep them closed. If the chains are

put on the other way they will tend to

open and be in danger of coming off.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

U.S.A.

O’ Dept. A-353 Chicago, U. S. A.

0 Please send me the six volume set of

0 Automobile Engineering tor seven days’

O examination. shipping charges collect. Ii’

I decide to buy I will send 82.00 within

0 surcn days Ind balance It $2.00 I month

Until $19.80 has been paid. Thou you will

send mo I receipt, showing that the set ot

books and the Consulting Maiibershlo are mine

and fully aid tor. It I think I can get IIODB

without the oaks, I will return them, after seven

days at Your Gfllense.
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SCHOOLS

We sell Uma_keM Outfits for

Manual Training to schools

throughout the world. _We

also sell Un_1akeM designs

and matenals separately.

Check below the outfits

wanted and order today.

UMAKEM

COMMUNITY SHOPS

  

llmalieil llembers

Enjoy all UmakeM benefits.

Such as license to sell _UmakeM

toys. We will assist if you de

sire t_o start Umake-M Novelty

making at home. Check be

low the outfits wanted and

mail us your order today.

Note the UmakeM sets for all ages.

UmakeM Shops.

Organize

Enroll UmakeM Community

Shop Members. Combine their orders and

check below the outfits wanted, giving quantity.

PARENTS

The tendency _n o w every

where is to provide _materi_als

for young people with which

DEALERS

Dealers everywhere are selling

UmakeM Outfits. Some of them

they may make their own

playthings. It is truly educa

tional and develops the best

that is in them. Check be

low the outfits wanted and

order today.

Work Bench No. 205
iihl .Blch ivid.Coiliiirzlmiisi-’i'ilir~i-1 mild “this” m

sturdy bench lricludllll llli $9
print. WdIht96l-ho. .. . g

Fly

Airplane Set No. 16
A Workchut conuinin: work table

mlltc euitinl hound iniun. drill. iiteel

hummer. Model Malia‘! lt4:_el lquure,

wood uid nil fiitinirl for huildlnii one

Blnrlol Model flyi Monoplnnu. Full

aot_blue rinto directions.Woizhtl lbo.......

Animal Set No. 4

Awl. Water Colon. not of Deni n Shoe!-I. 8 Di

Wood. Din: and Wlnhcru. nn_

torlul lorrrilli 1.! iolnmd Wild An -

rnnln. Weight lbs. . ._ . . .

Se! N0. 5 similar but rnllrrill make:

Weight 3 lbs. .

$2

$1
‘I tlomolflc nnirnuls.

Design Sheets, 10c each

No .ziii ll !\ill>\\'I'l in No. xi Set.

. ei Action 'r..,~ vlllll.l!\‘_[illl(“l(!Y\1lll'l.

.llZA ll) ll2D fll’IO\\'l'l HI No. 4 Sol.

. lll1\ -lllll. llomiruliv Animals.

N . IA Clown (|i'i_K|Cl(ll‘l£( nr1nl(l.')'.

N . l0 Doll Fllfflllllfi‘ Set.

. ms, I03. 121! )‘il‘l\)\Ili‘l lli No. GS¢t.

Blueprints, 25c each

. 140 IAPIB Model War Tiin_k.

N . IE Ulrciu Wagons shown ll'l No. 8.

. 185 Ark nh0Inin No. 7.

. 205 Work bench shown _No. 206.

. 21$, 3 prints each 251: Airplane No. 1?.

. 209, 2 prints l!lCll 25¢ for J. N. 4 P one.

 

Cliecli llie items wanted and enclose Willi amount.

eonuinl

Boxed outfit contain: Steel Sow Frnnie.Bladel.

ORDER TODA Y

We Help UmakeM Members

Make UmakeM Money

In: Alrplano I N4, UmakeM Outfit No. 17

all wood, no rings, llumlnum, nlzel viii--,

ru r liiiin,;_i_h ~ prints and run IIIILPUCLIHHQ4,

umiim wid. all Iim‘1"\s:\rVti\4il5. Womb‘ 1% lbs. . .

Sowing Stand No. 203

l“: .':'.:i'".‘:i':r..*. "'1 ""6 .inc: {his bmutifulnovn or mu

'v'i'§i:i?iliii>-. . . . $2

No h's Ark No. 7

contain! tooln and all materials

with lnltrucllona rind dniirnr to

mike thin 28 in. Nouh'l

Ark Ind 24 _.i......i, r-1 of $5
1-urhi. \‘VelIhlZ0lb1i. .

Thin outfit mnuilnl tools. All ruvr materials and

n fur rnlklng one art of lbove I-KW!

‘$.00. To mllre more Q18‘! Ill nu

need ll more raw muteriiill. \

ll

Y

com lets mn

Screw Cutting, Mllllng Lathe No. 15

i'\ ' ll lrow Cutting. lilll n A1! us can ho rnnclo complete

mm the above outfit is. which ll'\(_‘|lldI!l nll rut
lllll -mi blueprints. sr art. ii in.xB III. Wt.l0iilhl.

W. R. PRICE, lnc.
Dept. 2 UmakeM Building

1 27 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK

Write name and address on bottom ol page.

 

60Pice Set No. 3
eohblnlgfréiifngufliq mole, duolxnii, 3 ply

noodod vn "Ike it"... shown. Welirht 1 lb».

l‘1int.uiniui».'llt<»<-_lii. dcnigns C0l0fI,BII0CliIlWV$fl[,l,

complete rnntcrial Ind in.-lnietism. rm millilhli

ll $2u.00clrcu| llrl. .13 iilwwn, coniii.~<img iii Cir

cus W

Jiiinhd

Wviirht 22 lhe.

tti

wort

are selling the UmakeM prod

ucts of their custorners.m:-iking

double profit and creating un

usual interest. Check below the

outfits wanted,stating quantity

and send us your order today.

colon. and everything

Circus Set No. 8

n. Animal W n and lu

ild Ind Domestic Animal».
$10

Toy Set No. 6

 

*3gt. 7 bl.

Doll's House No. I9

Outfit contains tools, desiirne and all

material: \n_rnlk:- this $15.00 Doll’:

House. 24 in. hizh. Weight 25 lbs.

 
  

i scorzzzs

SUSPENSGRIES

YOU can enioy perfect

comfort and Freedom.

Schnoier's Suspensories and

loclr Straps have gained iheir

wid:- spread popularity by

quality. weu. Fir. and low i>""~

At Drug Stores or sent direct Si-00

Sgfld for b°°klei of oiher styles and prices

J. C. SCHNOTER CO.

 

   

  

Your Prospective Customers

are lined in our Catalogol 99% guaranteed

Mailing Lists. It also contains vital sug

geiiions how to iidveriise and sell profilably

by mail. Counts and prices given on 9000

diflerent national Lists. covering all classes;

for initanre, Farmers, Noodle Mlrs., Hard

ware Dlrs.. Zinc Mines, cit. TM: valua

ble refuuiu bael fru. Wriie for it.

Send Them Sales Letter:

You can produce sales or inquiries with

personal leiicis. Many concerns allover

U. S. are profitably using Sales Letters

we wrire.“Send for free instructive

booklet, Vdiu of Sula Leiun."

Ross-Gould
nailing

I S T5 St. Louis

  

  

  

Don’t Wear

a Truss

Brooks’ Appliance, the

modern scientific invention,

the wonderful new discovery

that relieves rupture, will be

sent on trial. No obnoxious

springs or pads.

 

 

  
  

  
Ml‘. c. sfsnooits

Brooks’ Rupture Appliance]

Has automatic Air Cushions, Binds and

draws the broken parts together as you would

ii broken limb. No solves. No lies. Durable,

cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by

U. S. patents. Catalog and niezisure blanks

mailed free. Send name and address today.

Brooh Applianon Co , Z64! Sula SL, Mlrllnll, Midi.

  

513 SIXTH AVE. Den. E N. Y. CITY

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Maoaznnz
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WINTER CARE OF STOR

AGE BATTERIES

(Continued from page 128)

Independent Charging

To charge a battery from 110-volt

direct current with lamp bulbs for re

sistance, see illustration at Fig. 6. To

fully charge an empty battery by this

»8

is

0 B

Fnailqqhis-ivDag‘.fuhr.

sa2

Spacific éravity

Fig. 5. Chart showing freezing point of

electrolyte

method leave it connected to the circuit

for a period of thirty hours, or until

each cell of the battery gases freely and

each cell shows a specific gravity rang

ing between 1.275 and 1.300. In charg

ing with the above method great care

  

dip the ends of the two wires into a

glass of water in which a teaspoonful

of salt has been dissolved, care being

taken to keep the wires at least an inch

apart. When the current is turned on

fine bubbles of gas will be given off

from the negative wire, and the positive

wire will be free from bubbles.

Using Alternating Current

If an alternating current is available

purchase a five-ampere altemating cur

rent rectifier. These rectifiers are mod

erate in price, consist of a small appa

ratus to be attached to the wall and

plugged into an ordinary lamp socket,

as shown in cut, and may be obtained

through any electric supply company.

When charging with the rectifier the

matter of connecting the positive of the

charging source to the -positive of the

battery is not so important as it is

when charging from direct current, as

the rectifier, as soon as connected, estab

lishes its own proper direction of cur

rent, provided the battery is connected

to the rectifier before the alternating

current is turned on.

It must be remembered that the effi

ciency of any storage battery decreases

with drop in temperature and it is only

about S0 per cent. efficient at zero tem

perature. For this reason the demand

for current should be kept as low as

possible in cold weather, lamps turned

  

  
- nlfllflvt

norm! n/nncr cunnz/vr u/vz

+nai/rrn:

I162-I’ N01 I-55'.)
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LIINP JOCK‘Y

  

Fig. 6. Methods of charging storage battery from direct or alternating current

should be exercised to always connect

the positive wire from the charging

source to the positive post of the storage

battery.

To Find the Positive Wire ,

If a suitable voltmeter is not at hand

off when not needed, and care taken

not to use starter to excess. If the engine

is primed with ether or high test gaso

line through the petcocks, the starter

will perform its functions much more

easily.

(Continued on page 1.57)

 

  

Be a Ilrat sman!
Make $30 to $75 a Week

Your name and address on the coupon brings this

eat Cyclopedia of Drawing without a penny clown.

ay only net ahippimz charges when books arrive.

With theme book: andu low pr|ce“achool se-t"of draw

ing inatrumenta. obtainable at any store, a man can

become rnaater of drawing and earn S3) to $75 weekly.

LEARN AT NOIl—Good paying poaitiona open

es-_erywherc. Intense activity in manufacturing.

railroading. building, etc, calla for more draftamcn.

Shipped on 7 Days’ FREE Trlal

GYGLOPEIIIA 0|-' DRAWING
I Volumes. I650 Pages. Thousands ol Illustrations.

_Bound in nuine American morocco. Pages 5% x 8%

inchea. over-I all branchm of Dralting—Archi

tecture, Electrical, Structural S_t.eel Sheet Metal.

etc. Teaches pen-and-Ink rendering, lettering. free

hand, penpective, ahadea and ahadowl, working

shop drawingl, machine deaign, etc., etc.

0 I E onth '1 h tli8 bono a. '€X¥J‘llBulfl:e:fl&r?

good only within border! of U. . and Canada.

Frao Ilamhouhip In Thla Ooolaly.—A Conuultin

Membership given Ina with each act—worth 812. .

IMEIIICIII TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Dept. D-353 Chicago

’-
- - - -

AMERICAN

TECHNICAL

SOCIETY

  

Daphp. 355

Chlcalm U.8.A.

Plgaae send Cyclopedia of

_ Dravri_ng_lor 7 days examina

tion, shipping chargea collect.

I will send 82 within 7 days and 82

a month until 814.80 is paid, or notify

ou and hold books iiub'ect to your order.

Tit e not to pass until ful y paid.

HOME AGAIN !

Uncle Sam has released us from

service. \\~'e will resume publi

cation of “Pacific Radio News"

and have the coming issue ready

for distribution on Dec. 15, l9l9.

All subscribers on our mailing

list will receive their copies.

SUBSCRIPTION RATE FOR

NEW SUBSCRIBERS: $1.50 '

per year. 15 cents per copy.

SEND FOR A COPY TODAY

Pacific Radio Publishing Co.

50 Main Street, San Francisco, Cal.

  

 

   

WANTED-Railway Mail Clerks

moo l° $2000 Ye“ 1" I'_ En-Ni-uh |-us-niuie

' Dept. I37 Racists, N. Y.

Hundreds ” Sire: Bend me without

Needed Q charge (1) sample of Fall

Q Railway Mlill ClBl('§)BX(;1-lll‘§

I Z 9 'Sure Pay, Life ob‘ l.Il}Iz.;!?lI(1)Wql.lI§"I)?:C.-$1 or :1!_|°b_ Pu" uh- B. overnuiem coin nu exiim -
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, Iwomhen and (4) free book d<scrib

, nx 1 em.
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EVERYDAY SCIENCE NOTES
BY PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE

The illustration shows a recent suggestion

for a safety crank for gasoline engines. The

crank arm, A, carries at its outer end a

joumal or pin, a, and the handle, B, has a

hole near its center, h which receives the

pin so that the handle can turn freely. It is

held on the pin by a nut. An extension, C,

of the handle carries a counter weight, c,

at its end. A stud, d, projecting from the

short arm D, only allows the handle to

rotate in one direction.

|l|Ill|l||il|llIllliI|l|u > ll“

D/rrcfian of

Normal fibfbrflbfl

  

If the motor back-fires, as the crank

handle starts to turn, the inertia of the

counter weight, c, tums the handle into the

plane of rotation of the crank so that there

is no projecting handle to strike the wrist or

hand and hurt or seriously injure the

operator.

Some years ago, befo_re self-starters were

in vogue, it was claimed that automobiles

injured more people when standing still, than

when in motion, the broken-wrists and in

juries from back-firing while cranking were

so numerous.

 

A delicate test for the presence of ozone

has been found in the use of the coal tar

product, fluorescine. A mere trace of ozone

will destroy the fluorescent power of this

substance. If air containing a trace of ozone

is shaken in a flask with some of the sub

stance the presence of ozone will be revealed

by its effect on the fiuorescine. It is said to

be many times more delicate than former

tests, and is not interfered with by the pres

ence in the air of chlorine or nitrogen oxides.

 

An acoustic method of sounding from a

moving ship, Marti’s method, depends on the

velocity of the transmission of sound, as the

noise of a detonation is echoed back from

the bottom of the ocean. A shell is exploded

over the side of the ship under the surface

of the water. The interval between the

original sound and the second sound due to

the echo from the bottom is taken by a

chronograph to about 1/1600 second. This

gives a degree of accuracy of about one

meter, a little over half a fathom. This is at

a speed of 10 knots for the ship.

 

In France experiments with lacquers for

aeroplane propellers have been so successful

that an expert was brought from China to

superintend operations in a works near Paris.

to s

 

 

 

  

 

\\\\‘

Glucinum has long been considered one of

the rarer metals. It was discovered by

Woehler and Bressy in 1828. It is a con

stituent of the mineral beryl, whose purer and

higher colored varieties are emeralds. It is

exceedingly light, with a specific gravity of

1.60 as against 2.60 for aluminum. It forms

an alloy with aluminum, reducing the weight

from 5% to 30%, according to the percent

age in the alloy. It is silvery white in color,

harder and more resisting than aluminum

and does not oxidize in the air. It makes an

alloy with copper similar to aluminum

bronze, yellow and sonorous. The crude

beryl from which it is extracted contains

11% to 14% of the oxide, or 3% to 5% of

the metal. It is found in Madagascar in

quantity and also in other louilities. The

ore is treated at a temperature of 850° C.

with sodium fluosilicate; a soluble com

pound, glucinum fluosilicate, is formed, which

is extracted with water and precipitated with

sodium. Ninety per cent of the metal can be

saved. The salt formed has the formula

N3-2 Gl F‘; this is the soluble compound just

spoken of, dissolving in water. The silica

of the mineral is not attacked, and the

aluminum forms an almost insoluble com

pound, Na; Al Fa

The invention of a machine for so appar

ently trivial a function as the saving of the

filaments of cotton which are left adhering

to the seeds after ginning has been noted in

these columns. A recent paper by the in

ventor of the machine in question tells that

the production of cotton in the westem

hemisphere has decreased in the last four

years, when it was supposed that it would

increase. In the rest of the world the pro

duction has fallen off, as was naturally to be

expected. There is less produced in the

United States than in 1907, and 60% of the

product is used in home factories against 40%

used in former years. It is necessary to in

crease the area of land devoted to its pro

duction in different parts of the world. A

great development of the cotton-seed in

dustry was noted by the speaker. Cotton

seed flour is available as a diluent of wheat

flour; it contains five times the protein and

fat of the cereal product. It is bright yellow

in color; this will presumably operate to

greatly restrict its use.

A simple experiment is illustrated in the

cut, for which we are indebted to our con

temporary “La Nature” of Paris. A band of

silvered paper is fastened around an incan

descent lamp bulb and a telephone is con

nected in an earth line to it. If the lamp is

supplied with an altemating current a sound

will be prouuced in the telephone. If it is a

direct current a sound will be produced on

making and breaking the circuit. The phe

nomenon has been referred to the Edison

effect in the original article, but a later

writer has denied this.

\QlllIlllllllll|lllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IlllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllIIIllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIlllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHill;

The shrinking on by the use of heat of

spiders and armature parts on the electric

motor armature shafts is noted in the “Lan

don Electrician,” as being done with much

success. In some cases water or steam heat

is enough—in other cases electric heating is

employed. One case is cited where a very

large shaft was increased in heat to only

80° C., less than the heat of boiling water,

and it was possible to put a piece in position

by the use of a five-ton chain hoist, where

to drive it on cold would have required a

600 ton press. The slight expansion was

sufiicient to give it a shrinking fit.

In meteorological work absolute tempera

ture, i. e., temperature referred to the abso

lute zero is often used, while with this at

tempt at scientific accuracy, the entirely arti

ficial barometer scale corrected to 45° lati

tude has never been abandoned in favor of

some definite standard. To improve on this

practice it is proposed to adopt the millibar .

as the unit of barometric pressure. This is

a pressure of 1,000 dynes per square centi

meter. This would be independent of the

variations in the force of gravity at different

localities on the earth’s surface. As the

absolute zero is now determined to be at a

point between 273.05° and 273.27° below

zero, and as 275° below zero is accepted in

practice as the absolute figure it appears

that there is room here for improvement in

exact scientific work.

During the war it was a subject of won

derment that the English authorities were

able to predict the arrival of bombing Zep

pelins, so as to be prepared for their recep

tion. Now it is revealed that the Zeppelins

were guided by directional wireless from the

shore, and these signals picked up by the

English on their side of the channel gave

them warning long before the arrival of the

attacking party.

The engraving shows a drive-well tip. It

is provided with a screw, exactly such as

used for corkscrews. Above the screw is the

usual perforated pipe. The idea is to screw

it down into the earth instead of driving it

down with a ram or sledge hammer in the

old way, the way which gave the name of

drive-well to the wells thus made.

A bath made up of 7 grams copper acetate

and 2 grams of gelatine to 750 cubic centi

meters of water can be used to give beautiful

color effects to copper. With a low intensity

current a blue effect results, the anode re

ceiving it. No gas is disengaged. After

bluing the piece is washed and immersed in

a 5% solution of copper acetate, which treat

ment gradually changes the shade, so that by

arresting the process at one or the other point

a variety of effects can be produced. By

heating the original solution while the opera

tion is in progress other effects can be pro

duced, such as yellow and irridescent gold.

The coating is composed of gelatine and

copper.
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WINTER CARE OF

STORAGE BATTERY

(Continued from page 135)

Miscellaneous Suggestions

If your battery is arranged with ter

minal posts for wiring connections,

these must be examined occasionally to

see that they are clean and free from

sulphate. The thorough application of

a small amount of vaseline at the metal

connections to the battery posts will pre

vent sulphating and consequent corro

sion and poor electrical contact at these

points. If the electrolyte leaks from

the bottom joints or wood sides of the

battery case, one or more of the hard

rubber cells are cracked or broken. The

battery must be returned to the factory

for repairs or replacement. The battery

box, if of metal, must be thoroughly

wiped out with a cloth saturated with

ammonia to neutralize the acid and pre

vent corrosion. The top of the battery

must be kept clean and dry to prevent

a leakage of current between the ter

minals.

See that the battery is held securely

in its metal box or other container. If

necessary, pack tightly with waste to

prevent the battery shaking about from

jolting of the car. Tools, other metal

articles, or anything of value should not

be placed near the battery, as the acid

fumes will corrode and destroy metal,

cloth and like material. Make certain

that the battery terminals cannot touch

tlie cover of a metal battery box if such

is employed. A thin sheet of wood fiber

fitted inside the cover of the battery box

will prevent short circuits or grounds

from this cause.

Substitute for Clay in Babbitting

As a substitute for clay, which is not

always obtainable, in rebabbitting bear

ing, boxes, another material has been

found very practical and economical.

It sticks well, will not blow out or

soften with hot metal contact, and can

be used many times over by the addi

tion of a very small quantity of oil

when softening it again. It is far bet

ter than clay or putty when either is

used alone. Reduce putty with cylinder

oil until it is almost as thin as the oil

itself; next take some powdered asbes

tos (old asbestos pipe covering ground

up will do) and add to the putty mix

ture until you get a stiff compound as

dense as the putty was in its first state.

Use this in any way you would clay and

it will give entire satisfaction.

 

It is an admirable idea to wrap good

tools, such as polished pliers, wrenches."

etc., in oiled cloths before stowing them

away in the tool compartment, as the

oiled cloths prevent them from becom

ing rusty, which is quite likely to hap

pen if the brightly finished surfaces are

exposed for any length of time.

Learn Mechanical Drafting

Earn $35 to $100 A Week

“Get into the profession of big pay and Rapid Advancement with the help of

the school that
  

Learn at Home

in Spare Time

You don't have to stop work or

leave home in order to become a

trained Draftsman. Through our

practical Home Study Training we

teach you in your own home, and

enable you to qualify as a practical

Draftsman. -

  

No Previous Training

Required

Owing to the comprehensive nature of

our course, you need no previous train

ing in the subject. Though you have

never done any kind of drawing before,

you can become a thorough Draftsman

by following our instructions.

Can Learn in Short Time

by Our Methods

The reason for‘this is that we elimi

nate unnecessary theoretical work and

concentrate upon the PRACTICAL

problems such as confront the profes

sional Draftsman. We do not require

you to spend months of your time on

"preliminary" work, but start you on

REAL DRAFTING at once. That is

one reason why our students “make

good" so readily.

Our Graduates Get to the

Top

The universal success of our

Professional Draftsmen, many o whom have

advanced rapidly to positions of Chief Drafts

men, is e_videnc_e of the REAL VALUE of

the training gven by the COLUMBIA

SCHOOL OF RAFTING. Large numbers

of our students have secured excellent posi

tions even before completing their courses.

We gladly cooperate with our students and

graduates in securing desirable positions.

which has been easy for us owing to the many

demands upon us _to supply our "product"

for these positions.

Draftsman Get $35 to $100

a Week

aduates as

has otnrted hundreds on the Road to Success.

  

  
l um randy to

help you.” Roy C.

C I n f l i n, President

Columbia School of

Drafting.
  

  

The Demand is Greater

than the Supply

The demand for properly trained Draftarnen

has always been greater than the supply, but

this is more so today than ever before, owing

to greatly increased construction and mechan

ical development. The Draftsman is an es

sential connecting link in all engineering

work. This great demand is indicated by the

lung lists of want ads for Draftsmen in the

daily papers, especially those of industrial

centers.

Specialists in Mechanical

Drafting

The COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

not only trains Draftsmen_ by_ mail but also

maintains a _ large local institution of the

highest standing. For many ears it has been

the leader in SPECIALIZI G on the teach

ing of DRAFTING. This is an obvious ad

vantage over teaching Drafting only as a side

issue.

Drawing Outfit Fumishecl

We su ply all our students with a drafting

outfit or use throughout the course. There

ls “Q CK"?! Ch-"'88 for this, and it becomes

your personal property when the course has

een paid for in full.

Book of Particulars Sent

Free

If you are interested in becoming a ractical

Draftsman through the thorou h traipning of

the COLUMBIA SCHOOL O DRAFTING,

“'ll°|'°bY X011 can enter :i Profession in which

Your services will always be in demand, you

are invited to write us for our free book of

particulars, which describes our school and

methods. For your convenien
out and cc you can fill

="'"'""'“ Mail This Coupon To-day,"""""""""

Columbia School of Drafting,

14th & T Sta. N.W.. Dept. 1072,

Washington, D. C.

Our graduates have shown their ability to

reach high salaries RAPIDLY, owing to their

practical training. Thely secure excellent

salaries AT THE STAR as high as §2,000

a year. The usual pay of Draftsmen is $35

to $100 a week.

Without obligation to me, please send ine full

par_ticular_s of our practical home study

training in Dra ting.
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Useful Books

Complete Practical Machinist

by Joshua Rose

One of the best-known books on machine shop

work, now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. It gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools,

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. It covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies,

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding, marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

planatlons are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater eillciency will be helped toward

using both head and hands to better advantage.

N1: machinist's library is complete without this

vo ume.

 

541 Pages. 432 Illustrations

Price $3.00

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of Recipes

and Processes

By William T. Brannt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. It is a collection of formulas and

practical manipulations for the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and eiilciency of the recipes so that

with ordinary care as to quantities and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon.

It treats on alloys and amaigams; hardening,

tempering, annealing; bronzing and coloring;

casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling, polishing; decorating, enameling,

engraving, etching ; electro-plating, brasing, cop

perlng, galvanizing, gliding, nickeiing, siivering,

tinning, etc.; fluxes and lutes, lacquers, paints

and varnishes; solders and soldering; welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mlt and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

582 Pages. 82 Illustrations

Price $3.00

 

Techno-Chemical Receipt Booll

Edited with Additions by

Wm. '1'. Brsnnt and Wm. H. Wahl

This well-known Receipt Book is a mine of ac

curate information that everyone may work to

great advantage. It is encyclopedic in range, yet

gives only the best formulas for each prepara

tion or operation, and thorough tests by com

petent men guarantee their intrinsic merit.

A compact and reliable collection of approved

receipts and processes, containing thousands of

receipts covering the latest, most important and

most useful discoveries in chemical technology

and their application in the useful arts and in

dustries. It is indispensable to every practical

man and contains 500 pages, closely printed,

giving an immense amount of matter on a great

variety of subjects. Every care has been taken

to select the very best receipts of each kind and

there are few persons, no matter in what busi

ness or trade they may be engaged, who will not

find in this volume something of use and benefit to

them. The library of the laboratory, factory or

home is not complete without a copy of this handy

and useful book of reference.

516 Pages. 18 Illustrations

Price $2.50

Friction, Lubrication, Fats and Oils

By1,Emll F. Diete.-ichs

When we realize that it is no figure of speech,

but a bald statement of fact, to say that lubrica

tion alone keeps tho wheels of industry tumlng,

then we must look respectively upon this as a

question of vital importance in this mechanical

age. The author, himself a chemist and an in

ventor and manufacturer of lubricants, wrote this

manual for the mechanic and manufacturer of

ordinary education, that the busiest man might

learn the main facts of friction, the origin and

charterlstics of fats and oils, their uses, their

adultcrations, their practical testing and the best

ways to make them serve his own particular ends.

Price $1.50
 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata

logue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD 8: C0., inc.

Publishers of Mechanical and lndustrial Books

ll0-116 Nassau Si., New York, N. Y.

 

 

Anti-Freezing Solutions for Automobile

Radiators

By- Kenneth Alton

LAIN water and alcohol solu

tions would be the best were it

not for the ease with which such

compounds boil and the rapidity with

which the alcohol evaporates. We have

seen that the objections advanced

against calcium chloride solution be

cause of deposition of salt crystals in

the cooling system have ample founda

tion and that such compounds are not

the best to use, the chief advantage, that

of cheapness, having been eliminated

by the reduction in the price of dena

tured alcohol. The addition of a. little

tions with good results, though consid

erable trouble was experienced with

alkaline solutions.

The following tabulations give the

relative values of solutions commonly

employed:

Calcium Chloride Solutions

Freez. Pt.

2 lb. salt, 1 gal. water . . . . + 18° F.

3 lb. salt, 1 gal. water . . . . +1.5° F.

4 lb. salt, 1 gal. water .... — 17° F.

5 lb. salt, 1 gal. water . . . . — 39° F.

Frcczin Q Temperatures

 

;;C-:]‘_..

i
‘I2

30'l5'l0l5 l0 5 0 5 i0l5-Z025

Degrees Below Zero

  

50 35

Degrees Above Zero

Fahrenheit

Alcoholmeter at left for testing specific gravity of alcohol-water solutions. Chart at

right shows freezing points of various solutions

glycerine to an alcohol and water solu

tion reduces liability of evaporation and

when used in such quantities it has no

injurious effect to speak of on rubber

hose.

The tables appended show the vari

ous combinations and their freezing

points and the proper proportions of

the mixtures used must, of course, be

governed by conditions of locality, but

it is better to be safe than sorry and

make the solutions strong enough for

the extremes than may be expected. The

writer has used both alcohol and water,

and glycerine, alcohol and water solu

Wat-er and Alcohol Solutions

Freez. Pt.

Water 95%, alcohol 5%. .. —|— 25° F.

Water 85%, alcohol 15%. .. + 11° F.

Water 80%, alcohol 20%. . . -{- 5° F.

Water 70%, alcohol 30% . . . —— 5° F.

Water 65%, alcohol 35% . .. — 16° F.

Water, Alcohol and Glycerine Solutions

Freez. Pt.

Water 85%, alc.-glyc. 15% . . + 20° F.

Water 75%, alc.-glyc. 25% . . -l- 8° F.

Water 70%, alc. glyc. 30%. . — 5° F.

Water 60%, alc.-glyc. 40%. . — 23° F.

Alcohol and glycerine, equal propor

tions.
 

Annealing Copper and Brass

In annealing copper and its alloys,

the quickest method is a reversal of

that adopted in dealing with steel. The

metal, whether wire, sheet, or castings,

is gradually brought to a full red heat,

and then either air or water-cooled, in

some cases more than one heating be

ing desirable. This produces the

greatest softness, but after being com

pressed by hammering, drawing or roll

ing, the metal again becomes hard, and

the annealing process has to be re

peated. Cooling in water gives the

best results in most instances, but this

is a point which can only be determined

by experience. In any case, if not well

annealed, the metal is likely to split

and it is not difficult to cause damage

to work through lack of proper an

nealing when rolling or drawing.

A little oil on the clutch thrust bear

ing may facilitate gear shifting by pre

venting clutch drags. It surely will pro

long the life of that important member.

Plrase mmtion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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A SIMPLE PRINT TRIM

MER

HOTOGRAPHS, to show to the

best advantage should be trimmed,

and one cannot trim them to the best

advantage unless all four sides are

done at once. This result can be at

tained by using a plate of glass of the

size of the largest print you are likely

to make, and a pair of shears. If you

use a plate camera, a spoiled negative

from which the emulsion has been

washed will serve the purpose.

When you have cleaned the plate,

lay it on the table and beginning at the

side nearest you, rule a series of par

allel lines, half an inch apart, to within

two inches of the opposite edge; then

beginning on the left, rule in the same

way another series at right angles with

the first. Ruling a piece of paper first

and placing it under the glass as a

guide will make the work easier.

If you make the lines with a draw

ing pen and water-proof India ink you

will not need to renew them for a long

time. If you desire greater perman

ence, do the ruling with a glass cutter.

To trim your prints, hold the plate

in the left hand with the ruled side

down and with the fingers underneath;

then slip the print between the fingers

and the glass to such a position

that the outer edges of the plate and

two selected lines shall coincide with

the desired outlines. Trim the two

outer sides close to the edges of the

plate; turn the print half way round,

and trim the other two edges in the

same way. The lines will serve as a

guide not only to size, but to right

angles. You can trim wet or dry plates

with equal facility.

J. W. WOLFE.

ISOLATED LIGHTING

SYSTEM

This new system is complete in its

every detail. It is operated by a

Willys-Knight air-cooled sleeve valve

motor, and is self-cranking, self-run

ning and self-stopping. The complete

plant consists of the engine, a directly

XEW

connected generator, a simple control_

box and a storage battery, and last but

not least, the engine burns kerosene

successfully. The generator is shunt

wound for 32 volts and is designed

to deliver 750 watts. Generator, arma

ture, engine fly-wheel and crankshaft

are so constructed as to comprise prac

tically a single unit, thus eliminating

separate generator bearings and result

ing in greatly reduced friction. The

battery which has a capacity of 160

ampere hours consists of 16 cells with

nine plates to the cell, enclosed in

sealed glass jars.

BORING A SQUARE

HOLE

HE possibility of boring a square

hole has been long thought of and

many attempts have been made to ac

complish this seeming impossibility.

At last the boring of a square hole has

 

1—Special boring head for making

square hole:

Fig.

been made possible with a simple, but

ingenuous device invented by an Illi

nois man. The device will not only

 

Fig. 2-How tool for boring square holes is

used. .4 variety of work that ran be done

with it

bore square holes, but it will produce

holes with various shapes, by a simple

rearrangement of its various working

parts.

The operation of the device will be

seen by referring to the illustrations.

Three triangular shaped cutters are

arranged about a square block in such

a way that their cutting edges form a

square. A larger cutter is placed on the

bottom of the tool and it is the duty of

this cutter to lead the way for the other

four cutters. Thus the bottom cutter

bores the center outaof the piece" being

cut while the four side cutters cut away

the sides. By changing the shape of

the side and bottom cutters it is possible

to bore holes with various outlines;

stars, crosses, triangles, etc.

As yet, this principle has only been

applied to wood and with the present

arrangement and type of cutters it

would not be possible to cut metals.

The need of a metal drilling device that

will produce square holes is still as

great as it ever was. Wood is so dif

' ferent in physical structure than metal

that anything that will work with wood

will not function on metal.

‘A LATHE KINK

The mechanic often has trouble in

mounting a circular piece of work con

centrically upon the surface plate. If

the piece to be tumed is not mounted

in the center of the face plate the tum

ing marks left by the lathe tool will

look very bad.

To mount a piece of circular work

for turning, first set the lathe in mo

tion. Then take a piece of chalk and

by holding the end on the revolving

face plate, draw a circle that will have

a diameter just a little larger than the

work to be turned. It will then be a

simple matter to mount the circular

piece within the circle drawn by the

chalk.

FINISHING AN ALUMINUM

SURFACE

Few experimenters realize that alu

minum can be planed with an ordinary

wood plane. However, the plane used

should be an old one which is no

longer needed for other work. Before

planing, the surface of the aluminum

to be finished should be well covered

with kerosene which is used as the

cutting compound. The surface should

be kept lubricated while the planing

is being done. A very light cut should

he taken. If the plane is set for too

heavy a cut, it will be found impossible

to carry on the work. The rough sur

face of cast aluminum should be

smoothed down with a file before the

planing is started.
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AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFERING

A Standard Wavemeter Condenser, 0.00006 to 0.0015 mfd., $10.

The cancellation of a GOVERNMENT WAR CONTRACT has made it possible for the

G. A. Company to give Experinienters this unusual opportunity——a double variable condenser built

for the Signal Corps wavemeters, worth $50 at a price of $10. As a WAVEMETER condenser,

a finer instrument cannot be purchased at any price. This is your chance to own a real meter.

This condenser is of such a high grade type that it is specially adapted for use as a LABORA

TORY STANDARD ior making all kinds of measurements. VACUUM TUBE TRANS

MITTERS re uire air condensers of this type which will not break ilown between the plates

LONG WAV RECEIVERS must have condensers of large capacity and very low losses to

operate with minimum inductance and to give loudest signals. For all these purposes, the

Ill||Il.\lllI

DOUBLE CONDENSER is the best you can buy, regardless of the price you pay.

A limited number of these instruments are available. If your order comes too late, your

money will-be returned, immediately. The G. A. Company gives no credit slips, makes no

substitutions _ _ _

0.00006 to 0.0015 mfd. condenser, $10.00, sent by express. Capacity calibration curve $1.00. . . ._

DON'T LET THIS OPPORTUNITY SLIP BY —- YOU WILL NOT HAVE TI-IIS CHANCE AGAIN CONDENSER

Order: accepted by mail only.

AS .15 WEST 45th ST. I T116 General Apparatus COIDPQHY NEW YORK CITY Ngaggwugfl).

ACTUAL VALUE

OF THIS IN

STRUMENT. $60
$10

  

What “Radio Amateur News” ls:

With its fifth issue RADIO AMATEUR NEWS holds

the field undisputedly as the greatest radio magazine in

print today. In point of circulation, number of articles,

illustrations, RADIO AMATEUR NEWS now leads all

other wirelss magazines. Take for instance the No

vember issue with its fifty-six pages; there were fifty

four separate purely radio articles and 114 illustrations.

Over twenty-seven thousand copies were printed and

circulated.

Each issue of the RADIO AMATEUR NEWS now

contains 56 pages (or more) and an artistic cover in

two colors. The illustrations average 125 every month

and there are from 40 to 50 up<to-date articles, some

by our biggest radio scientists, in every issue.

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS is the greatest and big

gest. radio magazine in print today.

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS is the only INDEPEND

ENT monthly wireless magazine in existence. It caters

to no commercial interests~—it has no boss save its

readers. It is “dil'1'erent"—it has the latest radio news.

It is a scientific magazine but it caters largely to the

RADIO AMATEUR—it is by and for the Amateur. It

is publisht by the publishers of the ELECTRICAL

EXPERIMENTER, but there are no duplications of

articles in the two magazines. Both are entirely dif

ferent—but both together will give you ALL the radio

news of all the world. Whether you are a professor or

an Amateur, get a sample copy or order it from your

Newsdealcr today.
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SPECIAL OFFER

Audio Frequency Wireless

Telephone By E. T. Jones

The Eaton Oscillator and

Eaton Circuit Drlver

By William H. Prless

Why I Am Opposed to Gov

ernment Riidlo Control

By Dr. Lee do Forest

Underwater Submarine Ts

legraphy

Developing an Audion for

the Amateur

By E, T. Jones

A I70-25000 Meter Receptor

By Francis R. Pray

Second Prlzs Award, $25.—

Radio Contest

Amateur Radlo Broadcast do

Navy Department

Notes on R-34 Return Trlp

By R. F. Durrant, Lleut.

R. A. F.

San Diego. 6al.. from Lon

don By Alexis J. Hall

How Manufacturers Work

“I-'ormlca" and “Bakollts"

By J. Stanley Brown

ldeas—2nd Spasm

By Thos. W. Benson

Increasing the Secondary

Voltage of Your Trans

former By F. E. Torman

Notes on Crystal Detectors

BY C. H. Byron
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Ask your

Dealer for

DE FOREST

RadioApparatus

These dealers in princlbll cities.

as veil as many others not listed

hm. aell genuine DeFOREST

anparatlll. Consult local telenlwno

directorial tar strut addresses.

Boston. Ian.

F. D. Pitta B Co.

J, W. Poole. Lac.

Hartford. Coaa.

Bauer In Co.

New York 6|

Bunnell dz (.0.

Pluiladelallla. Pa.

Central Elect. l lack C0.

Quaker Llsht BuDDLY Co.

Frank H. Stewart Go.

Baltimore. Id.

Maryland Elect. Bunnlr C0

Waahlngton. D. G.

Geo. W. Pareto 8 Co.

Efficient DE FOREST Audion

DETECTOR PANELS

-- Here are genuine DeFOREST Au- : we

dion Control Panels that ofler excep- '

tlonal value and are within the price

range of every amateur. Remark

ably ethcient in service, handsome

and “protessional" in appearance, and

designed and built for the Audion as

only the makers of the Audion can

build them.

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Controls mounted on genuine Bake

lite panels; with and without cab

inets. Four-prong, heavy nickel tube

receptacles; smooth-running, positive

acting, adjustable rheostats; impreg

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

nuted mica stopping condensers; ad- Plgllligila. Pafim ma“ 0°

- - justabie or fixed grid leaks; Bakelite T |.°d“ "oh " "
Audlonimha Audlon covered binding posts, with positive c:\~v::,'Bdh1li4,ck 5 co,

- n on. oTWP-5°" iL‘Z.‘.;°.‘L.532"°§.§3.';.i.;°.i‘“;i’.a..€‘;ii‘{.Z§-rm, U me ,_,-D, p.492 “M1; .1" switches. 40-volt “B" battery, com- Audion ])ete¢[°|- $tA.P.Au.'l Hglivnzrd

7 946. 1 1 146»: rm, lpunw, posed of two 20-roll. units east en- Type P_40l -Pinned Elm: Cm

as described opposite and with two M00-‘6 10 12 l110nn’l5_0D6l'l\l-1112 1139- Mk "l!lIlQTi||0l|lkl.lllI&x

‘with, M. Aud|°,,_gm-. Aumm All parts perfectly finished and fully Consists or Tube rooqalacle, grid i , mslter pa weft. .

cmnw_|,,n md ,,mm zo.v¢,1; or 40. up to the DeFOREST standard. Get f;"§'fll,f)'|'::1‘§'c'"{,l:l“:)‘:";n:,';‘fl.PA‘!1d‘.‘:1 ??§'.'. D‘::.':y"s' rm-‘:3 Good, om

mu --B» Mm,-,_ nm1M¢,¢ in Qgbjnqg full information now. batteries and telephones; on Blkelite St. Louis, a.

panel alze 6% x 7% :. all enclosed Llnze Elect. 8um>Lv C0
“ m"“un°d ‘bow’ Bend tor Catalogue E. in handsome quartered oak, round 3lII:eoFl3lIIfilWb'e Cl!‘ co

I ill bl L ll d d DeFOB- V E? 1' -Price $24.00 I 64-pane book illustratinll and descrlblnl §%'“-i°’-'-sir‘? i-iii;|lsii"uniiisn. L=§oAl:_n:Ill0!¢o.n3: -mm‘ Co

these and many more DeFORE8'l‘ in- ~ - -

au-uments. Bent postpald for 10 eenla. Pnce s°]:a"|‘:? C°

Panel only (‘rm P-400) without cab- "flu" Km" Elm '3“
_ mu Houston, Texas

ALL De Fore“ Rad" Price unlit‘:-.1'luiAi-:‘_Sti1i Elect. Co.

' . U E150!-. C .

_ ,.' 4,0 ‘ .. .. _

Audion APPl"t“‘ Telephone and Telegraph Co. -,~,.,;, 1=l.4!%,_1l,,,l:,d,l:,,,|4,o,1,.,l1 945- A152-trig‘ cacao’: 0°

is sold without Audion Tubes. Au- |"'°:|=':‘"c:":|':n:‘1::"';';m';"';n‘;'":t':|':t°“' V battery and ealilnet. B Norfolk. Va.

dlou Detector Tubes. 87.00 each ad

ditional.

Meeks Cnlllns Eiec. Co.

Montreal. Canada

Perkins Electric Co.

Toronto. Canada

Duncan it Russell

  
  

Price $21.001415 Sedgwick Ave., New Yorlr City

 

p::::'.".,..:.:':.~: DE FOREST .
panel DE FORE8T

Unit Receiving Set ena

Unit Receiving Set
a crystal and an audi

on detector. and a one

-.» To Gives You Better Apparatus at Low Cost
Set la the moat com

plete and ofllolent ro

eeivlu -vwwo ml‘ The DE FOREST Unit Receiving Set offers the only practical system of
put out under $l50.00.

m cost ll :onalrler- securing accurately designed, highly efficient receiving apparatus without pay

ably less than that: the

,,,,,,, ,,, ,| um, ing for expensive factory assembly and costly cabinets. You buy the individ

i»iii;'s|;a°.?ii Mam" ual units and assemble them yourself, thus becoming more expert.

You can start with a few inexpensive Units

which will give you a Receiving Set of an

efiicient but simple type, and then build up,

always fitting new Units into the system as

additions to the old. No junking of old appa

ratus; just add to them to increase your selec

tivity and circuit efficiency as new develop

ments come out.

lf you are thinking of taking up wireless

work, find out about the DE. FOREST Unit

Receiving Set before you get your apparatus.

lt will give you the most highly developed

Radio instruments obtainable. And if you are

an Amateur, Student or Experimenter, this

Unit Set holds even greater possibilities for

you because in using your own ingenuity in

assembling the Units you will greatly broaden

your Radio knowledge.

Send for the DE FOREST Calalog E, Giving Complete Descriptions

A 64~page book of Radio Apparatus which illus

trates and describes many other interesting features.

Sent postpaid for I0 cents.

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. CO.

Inventors and Manufacturers of Amateur

and Commercial Radio Apparatus

1415 SEDGWICK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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l K. V. A. 25,000 Volt Wireless Tranformer

The Thordarson Wireless Trans- . i .

former is more than a transformer. _ '5 7 ‘E -"E?

It is a machine of efliciency and ' ' ' ~

reliability, a piece of wireless ap

paratus that every amateur can be

justly proud of.

Wireless Transformer will make a

“Long Distance” amateur of you.

Our “2o-T” bulletin describes our

complete wireless transmitting ap

paratus.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.

501-515 So. Jefferson St.

I ll lllll

A Thordarson

  

The Plate

Battery

Problem

Solved !

  

Chicago, lll.

 

IT TALKS FOR ITSELF.

Do You Need a Good Detector?

  

stud Stamps for Bullsllm

THE RADIO APPARATUS COMPANY,

POTTSTOWN, PENNA., U. S. A.

 

The

Marcuson “B” Battery

eliminates the use of the in

efiicient Dry Battery and the

old-fashioned expensive Stor

Here is Yo\n- age Bauer‘?

Idea]. Uge fig The Marcuson “B" Battery possesses

in Your Re_ four pomtds of g3'fiect1or3,—_1t IS hg_ht,

. compact, epen e, an inexpensive.

Kfnfratlve The Marcuson “B" Battery can be

Circuits. G e t readily charged from any D. C. light

Thunder - bolt 1118 ¢"¢""

R a d i0 Tele- 40 Volts. Over all Dimensions: 6" x

8 r a P h a n d Tlix 14i‘l'arc‘t;i;i>iribl3:ttl:i,|§ies T1:\i:b$eiahoi.n

e
"WE onmm“ A Telep home use for more than ten years by the

5183- largest Electrical Manufacturers, Cable
OSBIL mu , . T h . I I t-t t

. -1-"come In _ Repair Ships, ec mca ns 1 u IODS,

etc.

Can be replaced at lower cost than

new Dry Batteries can be bought for

We are sole distributors of the Marcuson

"B" Batteries.

It ls but one of our many Radio products.

Simply drop us a card, and let us send you

our catalogue No. Two.

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT CO.

Radio Engineers

Manufacturers and Distributors

47 West Street New York, U.S.A.

sulation Panel.

Beautiful M a -

h o g a n y Fin

ished Cabinet.

l n c l u d i n g

a High Grade

T r a c 0 “B "

Battery.

 

 

STANDARDIZED EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS FOR EXPERIMENTERS

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA

SHORT RANGE ANTENNA

LONG RANGE ANTENNA

SUPER RANGE ANTENNA

$1.-f‘v3l%’é°é‘l‘T‘¥%§?Es

CONSTRUCTION

PAMPHLETS BY

M. B. SLEEPER

SEND 3e. FOR NEW CATALOG NOW

BEING PREPARED. FOR RADIO.

MODEL. AND AIRPLANE

EXPERIMENTERS

15 W. 45th St.

For LONG DlSTANCE SHORT WAVE TRANSMlSSlON¢designed for 200-meter work. Materials and instructions tor

4-wire antenna 80 ft. long. For vacuum tuhe or spark coil sets. $5.59. For % k. W. transformers. $6.62. Wt. 5 lhs. Postage ext!-a_

A l0O-it. single wire antenna on which SHORT WAVE REC ElVERS give the heat results. You can‘! copy 200-meter stations on a

large antenna. C0mpl¢t: materials and instructions. $2.00. Wt. 3 lhs. Postage extra.

With a crystal detector set. will copy ARLINGTON TIME SlGNALS up to 1.009 milss. Also used for long wave telephone and

telegraph reception. A 2U0—tt. single wire antenna for town or country usc. Materials and instructions. $3.23. Wt. 4 lh I. Postage :xtra_

Get a maximum range. copy NAUEN. LYONS. and foreign stations with this 300-fr. sin le wire antenna using one Audion. No.

masts needed tor any of these antennas. as height need not exceed 30 it. $4.65. Wt. 5 lhs. ostage extra.

Note: Wire. lead-in and insulators. high tension cahle. instrument ground wire. etc. furnish:d—:verything tor a complete antenna.

Guaranteed to he made hy the formula used for 90% of hattcrirs hou ht by the U. S. Government. Operating life of Signal Corps type

3 months: Navy type. lo months. Need no potentiometer or switch. Cheaper than flashlight cells. Signal Corps size. $l.50. wt. 1 lh.

Navy size. $2.50. Wt. 5 lhs. Postage extra. '

No. l. lNDUCTANCE TABLES. Direct reading. all sizes oi single layer. rnulti-layer. pancake. ti ure B coils. No. 2. DlRECTlON

l=lNDER. Detailed drawings of unilateral radio compass. 200 to 2.000 meters. No 3. AUDl N TRANSMITTER. A single

Audion telephone or telegraph transmitter. simple materials. low coat. No. 4. SUPER RANGE RECE“/ER. For long wave

undamped rccegtion from iorei n stations.

25¢. EACH. PECIAL OFF R BEFORE PUBLICATION. 4 for-75¢.-. ABOUT JANUARY FIRST.

~, IF YOU ORDER FROM THE G. A.

O~

COMPANY. YOU wru. HAVE N0

TROUBLE. ORDERS ACCEPTED BY

The General Apparatus Company

MAlL ONLY

New York City

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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SCIENCE NOTES

The sensibility of the human eye for

light has been investigated by Drs. Cob

lenz and Emedson of the U. S. Bureau

of Standards. A normal eye can see a

star of the sixth magnitude, and they

determined the energy received from

such stars as being only 1.3 X 10 — 16

watts of energy, which is 3 X 10 —— 11

gram - calorie. T h i s infinitesimal

amount of heat energy would require

60 millions of years to raise the tem

perature of a gram of water 1° centi

grade.

 

The radium pastes used on watches

and other objects to make them lumi

nous contain about 0.4% of the radium

salt. The light may be feebler but is

more durable if a smaller proportion

of the radium compound is employed.

Radium bromide may lose as much as

5% of its luminosity per month, so as

to be of but half its original power at

the end of six months.

In the United States in 1919, SS

grams of radium were produced, which

is half the metal in the world; in 1918

the production was 13.5 grams.

 

Nichrome is an alloy of nickel and

chromium which has been used for some

time in electric heating apparatus. It

has been tried for chemical vessels with

success, as it resists both sulphuric and

nitric acids; 85% sulphuric acid acting

on it for two months only attacked it

to the extent of 0.065% and 45% sul

phuric acted on it with about five times

this intensity in a single month. Nitric

acid acted with five times this intensity,

and hydrochloric acid attacked it vig

orously.

 

A curious proposal has been made

to shoot projectiles vertically into the

air with registering instruments at

tached to get the data of high alti

tudes. It is calculated that a small

calibre projectile, 1.3 inch diameter,

with an initial velocity of 2,500 feet

would reach an altitude of about 45,000

feet. in 48 seconds. This applies to the

regular shaped shell. A specially

shaped shell would rise over 75,000

feet in 69 seconds. A shell from a

“Big Bertha” would ascend to three

times the last named altitude in 125

seconds. The idea seems a curious one

but the interest is in the figures. Few

realize the altitudes which may be at

tained by projectiles. The long range

gun which was used against Paris is

supposed to have owed its long range in

part to the rarified air, in which so

much of its trajectory lay, offering but

little resistance to its motion. The

proposal to use captured German ar

tillery for this purpose was made before

the French Astronomical Society by M.

Pluvinel.

 

FlemingPat. No. snm-1

De Forest 7"-t. Nos. 941147 £79532

Agreements

vacuum tubes available for experimental use.

The Marconi V. T. is the only vacuum tube.

or aiidion, which may be sold to amateurs,

laboratories, schools of instruction and ex

perimenters.

THE HEART 0E

THE WIRELESS

0N THE NC ’PLANES

Also u s e d on the

V i c k e r s V i m y

Trans-Atlantic Flight

MARCONI V. T.

$7.00
Standardized Socket .

each

$1.50 additional

 

recently efiected have made

A highly developed, all-around Il1l)8 for use as a detector and amplifier

in wireless communication. It has practically the same electrical con

stants as the tube used by the Allied armies and navies throughout the

war in continuous wave transmission and reception.

The approximate operating life of

the MARCONI V. T. is 1,500 hours.

Class I—Designed for use as a detector; operates with plate potential of 20 to

60 volts.

Class II—Designed for use as an amplifier; plate potentials from 60 to 110

volts may be applied.

Tubes in either class may be used for detection or

amplification, but those of Class I are best as detec

tors, and Class II tubes are superior as amplifiers.

SEND ALL REMITTANCES WITH ORDER

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. lof America

Sole distributors for

De Forest Radio Telephone 6' Telegraph C0.

Room 1868 Woolworth Building, 231 Broadway, New York

BRANCH OFFICES

Schqfield Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio

American Bldg.

Baltimore, Md. Boston, Mass.

Insurance Exch. Bldg.

San Francisco, Cal.

136 Federal St.

301 Commercial Bank Annex

New Orleans, Ln.

109 South Znd St.

Philadelphia, Pl.

 

Laboratory Signs

Attractive 8" x 10" signs printed on high

quality coated white cardboard in selected

wordings for the electrical experimenter.

1.—DANGERl HIGH VOLTAGE

2. EXPERIMENTAL RADIO LABORATORY

NO ADMITTANCE

3. GOVERNMENT LICENSED RADIO

STATION

4.‘ DO NOT TOUCH THE INSTRUMENTS

5. PLEASE BE QUIET WHILE THE

OPERATOR IS RECEIVING

15c EACH, ANY TWO FOR 25c

ALL 5 FOR 50c

Immediate Shipments, Postpaid

THE TAYLOR CO. Box 1043-E

LOWELL, MASS.

 

»-"HB BATTERYCHARIGIN =

DAYS BIG PROFITS .

WINTER BATTERY CHARGING BRINGS YOU

$100 to $200 MONTHLY EXTRA PROFIT

Car owners demand reliable Battery Charging ser

vice. Get your KB B00 watt. Clisrzar NOW. Pro

psre for BIG WINTER PROFITS. Recharges 1

. to 8 6-volt batteries. Cost 100 to 15o sum, cul

tmnar pus 15o to 81.50. No expensive repairs,

burnout: or renewals. Siesdy, il\‘]i>'ll'lE|l.IlH ~‘\\l'\'||‘i~

Easy to install and operate. no

- mechanical knowledge reqnlrnd. _

I5 PUTS THIS NONEY

AKER IN YOUR GARAGE

Balance in smnll monthly imrmenu. Your

rofiui {sr mom lhsn carry PI-YIDQIIII.

ER Absolute "GREY-IIICI Gnnrnnlaa.

. b Ild M . . -

Zi',L"i.l.'li=.‘Z.-.' vl. E5335?‘ i-‘IF’
full information, tear out flail nd

Ind mall NOW.

HOBART BROTHER$ COMPANY '

Box EEH2 Troy. Ohio _ _

Sswonlful LU:-I. Sim.-1 188.!
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Federal Radio Accessories Are Unexcelled

5:" Quality and Efficiency

TO GET RESULTS USE FEDERAL

Write for Bulletin 101-W and 102-W

“ONE 226 - W Transformer

with one Marconi V. T. gives an

energy amplification of 400 times.

(Audibility amplification of Z0

  

times.)"

“TWO 226 -W Transformers

with two Marconi V. T.'s give an A and N Type

energy amplification of 160,000 52-W 2,200

times." (Audibility amplification P .°hm"

_ of 400 times.)" me $1250

Audio Frequency P" Wt

T"m~f<>"===' WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS 01-" MARCONI v. T. STANDARD

PRICE $7-1° ml‘ SOCKETS, cam LEAKS. Send your orders to

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
 
 

 
 

The efliciency and sensitiveness of Vacuum Tubes is re

tained or increased by repairing or replacing broken or

burned out elements.

The establishment of a complete and modem high

Vacuum Laboratory enables us to repair all types of tubes

manufactured in the United States or abroad.

THE COST OF REPAIRING

MARCONI V. T.

.§‘..:=.“<°;.'§.'€ RF-<=E'v;;<;;"m gg._'>g$gg3"§.Ws }$4.<>0

DEFOREST '

MOORHEAD

SMALL TRANSMITTING AND FOREIGN TUBES $7.50

POWER TUBES - - - - - 15.00

Burned out tubes purchased outright at .50 each.

A limited number of repaired tubes on hand, guaranteed money refunded

if not satisfactory. '

Same as new at $5.00 and $4.50 respectively. AGENCIES DESIRED

The Vacuum Tube Repair Co.

511 Perry Building Oakland, California  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING l\/IAGAZINE
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SCIENCE NOTES

An enormous deposit of bauxite, con

taining from 64% to 67% of aluminum

has been found in British Guiana, and

has been taken up by the government.

It is thought that the water power of

the tropical rivers may be available for

power to operate the works for pro

ducing the metal. Deposits have also

been found -in Dutch Guiana. An

other use for bauxite has been found

in the preparation of an abrasive, an

artificial emery. To make it bauxite is

heated with anthracite to a temperature

of 2,000° C.

A compound of alumina, iron oxide

and titanium oxide has been prepared

by heating red bauxite with anthracite

coal to a temperature of 2,000° C. It

is red in color, melts at 1,700° C. and

is nearly as good an abrasive as Naxos

emery. It has been named corindite.

Its analysis shows 69.3% alumina,

23.35% ferric oxide, 3.7% titanic ox

ide, 3% silica, and 0.5% carbon, the

latter derived from the coal.

 

An unaccounted for glow has been

observed on the aluminum terminal in

an electrolytic rectifier. One of the

electrodes was made of lead, and this

one showed no glow. The solution was

sodium phosphate. The same glow was

obtained with other electrodes and solu

tions, with a very wide range of po

tential difierence. It is still unac

counted for.

 

A very practical observation on elec

tric lighting is to the effect that the

lighting of rooms can often be greatly

improved by cleaning the ceiling and

reflectors, if the lamps are provided

with such. It is stated that the clean

ing of the reflectors in one case im

proved the illumination 25% and treat

ment of the ceiling some 40%. The

tendency to put in new lamps it is sug

gested should be resisted, as only 15%

improvement in the case cited was se

cured by so doing; the obvious method‘

was the better.

 

Silicium has now been prepared in

two ways, one giving a negative and

the other a positive thermo-electric ele

ment, as referred to each other. The

potential difference is very large; a

couple can be made out of the two

varieties, which will have a potential

difierence of 1,000 microvolts for 1° C.

difference of temperature. It is es

sential that it is free from iron. The

electro-negative variety is made by crys

tallization from tin or silver-—the other

kind by crystallization from aluminum.

The metal germanium comes next to

silicium in thermo-electric power.

  

ilihiii

 
 

326 Broadway

A MARK

 
 

  

  

TR NSF

Type TXL-101 A

Price $12.00 f.o.b. Factory

A Standard Transformer modified and rede

signed for amateur use. Coils are I/I6" cop

per, edge-wise wound on bakelite supports. As

sembly secured to end plates by bakelite n_uts.

Secondary slides on bakelite rods. _ This elimi

nation of metal throughout results in maximum

CIIICICIICY.

PRIMARY INDUCTANOE I2 mien hell‘?! (VllV0

iaaptiia I25 to 500 imtara with .008 It. F. 010.)

SECONDARY INDUGTANCE 40 micro hearya (Wave

Ienptha 575 metara max. with avaraaa aateaaa.)

The Transiormor illustrated above is only one of many

newly deslizned radio apeciaitiea which we have ready

for you. Write us for descriptive bulletin: which are

belnl Issued covering all International Radio Product-I.

Address Department N0. 21.

IATIAL RADIO TELEGRAPH COMPANY

New York, N. Y.

OF QUALITY

 

__4_—-RU?“

New type

dary I0 point switches. Oak cabinet.

$12.00.

131 MAIN STREET

REMLER RADIO MFG. CO.

RADIO ELECTRICAL

  

radion receiving transformer has

bakelite panels, two primary and one secon

G2 Poet Street

Pacific Coast Representative:

APPARATUS

Our new Bulletin Y offers

a distinctive line of radio and

laboratory apparatus includ

ing transformers, spark gaps,

oscillation transformers, vari

ometers, variable condensers,

etc., in fact the most complete

line in America.

Bulletin R describes the

Cambridge alternating current

rectifier for

STORAGE BATTERY CHARGING

Price’ Send 3c. stamp for both bulletins

CLAPP-EAST!-IAM COMPANY

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

SAN FRANCISCO

 

RADIO AMATEURS—HERE IS THE VARIABLE CONDENSER YOU

HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR—AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAY

_The best of materials and workmanship.

Heavy aluminum plates and accurately machined spacers.

per ribbon connection to movable plates.

struction. PR]

2 plate Vernier . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . .$l.85

7 plate. .000i m.f. max. capacity . . . . . . . . 2.l5

I3 plate, .0002 m.i. max. capacity . . . . . . . . 2.50

I7 plate, .0003 m.I, max. capacity . . . . . . . . 2.85

Include postage for one pound.

TI-IE WIRELESS SHOP

A. J. Edgcornb

511 West Washington St., Loe Angeles, Cal.
 

MECHANICAL DRAWING

Bakelite end plates.

Cop

Extremely rigid con

  

CES

23 plate. .0005 m.f. max. capacity . . . . . . . .$3.25

3| plate, .0007 m.f. max. capacity . . . . . . .. 3.90

43 plate. .00i0 m.i. max. capacity. . . 4.75

63 plate. .00i5 m.f. max. capacity . . . . . . .. 6.75

CELLULOID
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Sucmesfully taught by mail. Learn to make and read

drawings and become a Mechanical Draftsman. F"lIl_\‘

cents each lesson. my Is you 10- N“ viii" QYWHW

Cflmpim, gnu-in; flulfll valued at $20.00 tree with the

Course. One hundred blue-print. lessons. Will assist

od I po ition
vi-vltlildntllzultllllllg. ‘°30IidvT0’I'1D‘ll’tIt?\ll2I'I c Per

and sample iessona. 1Le$s0n

ALBANY INSTITUTE MECHANICAL DRAWING

Desk C. Lock Box 84, Albany, N. Y.

S-IEETING. PRINTING. MOULDING.

TURNING. DIE CUTTING

EXPERIMENTAL WORK. ETC.

NAPIER BROWNING CO.

ios w. eon. s1‘. NEW YORK crrv

_ -. ___ .__i__...___..‘-i. _
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RADIO MEN

Make your apparatus up to date.

Indicating dials now available at a

reasonable price. These dials are

fine black polished composition with

radial lines and figures accurately

engraved and filled with brilliant

white. Diameter of dial is 3 inches

and they are 3/l6 inch thick. The

edge is bevelled. The hole in the

center will pass 8-32 screw and

there are three holes around the

center hole to fasten on I knob.

These holes are not shown in cut.

  

- l'\ Di i i . . . . . . . . . . . . ..15 t _ _ .3 Inc Q on yPontpnld ' can B \\-’e can furnish dial alone or with

a inch om with Knob mounted...$l.30 fine Bakelite Knob mounted, This

Postpaid

knob has a set screw to clamp shaft

of instrument to which dial is to be

applied. ,

If your dealer cannot supply you

send us his name with your order.

Immediate deliveries.

For salt at nll Ragisco Agencies

A. H. Corwin & Co.

4 West Park Street Newark, N. J.

Bulletin No. l describing these parts

has been sent to all who sent for

our July lst catalogue. If you have

not received our catalogue send S

cents in stamps for it and get on

our mailing list for future bulletins

free.

 

 
 

D0 YOU LIKE T0 SEE WHAT YOU BUY?

Don't buy blindly. Come to the busiest wireless store in New York City

and see what you _are_ getting. It is worth while to wait a day if it isnt

convenient to stop in Just when you want something. You can see the best

apparatus from all the maiiufacturers, de Forest, Grebe,_ Arnold, Clapp

Eastham, and others. Complete instruments, parts—-everything for the radio

experimenter. Be sure to see our transmitting equipment before you buy

any new apparatus. If you live_ away from New York, send l0c, for our

new catalog. Our service to distant customers makes mail order buying

quick and easy.

AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE C0. _

235a Fulton Street N‘-‘-W Y0!!! Cit)’
  

THE BARR

Mercury- Cup Wireless Detector

The most efficient Detector on the market.

‘ Tested by the United States Government and

' Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

Increases the efficiency of every wireless receiv

ing set by making the signals clear, sharp and

distinct.

Instantly adjustable at a constant pressure.

  

mg gas r‘ncunv'~'c.'“t_l‘:_'ot¥tni=

For full information and price—'write

The Barr Mercury-Cup Detector, Dept. C, The Wyoming, Washington, D. C.
  

l _--nunilln----rnilliinnnniiluuunnliinnnunnunnnnnilinnu|niiiu|unin|n=

l ' - PERFECTION TUNERS
l § WONDERFUL RESULTS-UNIQUE DESIGN

I 20,000 Ms-—Hook up on bottom. Involute coils

Send for

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

Amateur Requirements

—Be:n. the Honeycomb. XDA-—-COIIIBS in on lat

Lap—-N.S.S. on 4th. Any aeria.l—overhoad,

underground or loop.

Size 4% x 4% x 2%.

Formica t 0 p. Nickel

flnlsh. Weight 2 lbs.

200 M. Regenerative

tuner same size but

with tlckler coll and

10 taps P & S. Good

for wireless phone and

relay work. Every in

strument tested by old

9xE. Send for bulletin.
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RUSTLESS IRON ALLOYS

ANY attempts have been made

to obtain a rust proof iron or

steel. Of these some were

based on the production of a coating

of magnetic oxide of the metal itself

in a thin coating or covering. The

trouble with these attempts was that

the coating would crack if the metal

was bent or subjected to strains. Yet

the Bowers-Barff and similar processes

attained a considerable vogue.

At the present time efforts are di

rected more in the direction of the pro

duction of an alloyed iron or steel which

will resist rusting. It has been definite

ly found that wrought iron rusts with

comparatively slowness. One of the

distinguishing features of wrought iron

is the presence in it of a small per

centage of slag. One theory is that this

is what stops it from succumbing so

quickly to corrosion. To the writer a

better theory seems to be that it is the

absence of carbon that accounts for its

resistance. Carbon and iron make a

galvanic couple or little battery of par

ticle to particle, and this would favor

corrosion.

The following table gives the reactive

corrosion of iron, steel and two alloys.

It will be observed that the mild steel

resisted about as well as the wrought

iron, perhaps due to the absence of

carbon in any quantity. The samples

were exposed to sea—water, fresh water

and to the atmosphere:

Wrought Iron . . . . . . . . . . . .100

Mild Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..103

3 per cent Nickel Steel. . . . . 77

26 per cent Nickel Steel. . . . 31

The expensive 26% nickel alloy has

been used in cases where the quantity

was so small that the cost was of little

import. It has even been proposed to

use a still richer nickel alloy for boiler

tubes; a 30% allow will outlast three

sets of boiler tubes of everyday steel.

In scientific instruments and apparatus

an alloy containing 36% of nickel has

been used a great deal. It expands

but little with rise of temperature, re

sists corrosion and is of high strength

coefficients. Such alloys have a field

for use in torpedo and submarine prac

tice. The last named alloy is called

Invar metal.

Copper in small quantities retards

corrosion. Less than 1% is all that

can be present without injuring the

metal, unless a third element is present,

and nickel has proved to be the de

sired addition. With nickel present

more copper can be added, the copper

can even be taken as replacing some

of the nickel, and the triple alloy is

said to be twenty times more resistant

I-Ialcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Heller Cunningham

Elec. Co.

i .

l 5 TRESCO DAVENPORT, IOWA

1 $15.00 DELIVERED T0 YOU

.............,....--.-......-um.....-......-".-.......-........-..:

Please mention Evrnrmv ENGINEERING l\lAc/tzimz
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to sea water than steel. This alloy can

be produced from the slag from nickel ‘

smelters; the slag contains the three

metals, and from it the alloy is pro

duced by reduction and refining.
An alloy of iron and chromium, the A

latter being between 10 and 15%, is

also non-corroding and has received a

considerable degree of utilization. It

also resists corrosion by gases, and this

makes it available for the valves in

gasoline engines. It has been used for

cutlery with great success. Care is said

to be requisite in working these steels;

the finishing cuts should be of little

depth and the final surface should be

as ‘smooth as possible. Annealing and

hardening are said to help in retaining

the rustless qualities. »

INDUSTRIAL USES OF ,

TUNGSTEN

"The metal tungsten has acquired an

immense importance in industry. The

name is Swedish and means “heavy

stone.” From 20,000 to 25,000 lamp

filaments can be made from a pound

of the metal. Its specific heat is very

low, 0.03. It is very difficult to fuse,

requiring a temperature of 3,200“ C.—

and is so hard that it could replace

corundum as an abrasive. Its specific

gravity—18.5-—is so great that it is

being thought of as a substance for pro

jectiles, including shrapnel. It would

have a long range and a very low tra

jectory. It is believed that the Ger

mans intended using it for such pur

poses, and that the submarine the

Deutschland took a consignment of it

to Krupps. The ore is very scarce in

Germany. There are three principal

ways of making it. One is to precipi

tate the hydroxide from solution and

reduce with hydrogen at a high heat.

Another is to reduce it in the electric

furnace and a third process uses the

well known thermit reaction. It has

three times the electric resistance of

copper and is 50% stronger than iron.

A trace of carbon makes it brittle. It

has risen enormously in price and there

is said to be a regular “tungsten fever”

in South America, presumably in the

same order as the Texan “oil fever.”

BRITISH OUTPUT OF

SHELLS

In Great Britain during the war 200

million shells and 26,430 big guns were

made. In one week in August, 1918,

2,900,000 rounds were fired, and in a

single day in breaking the Hindenburg

line 943,300 shells were expended, the

weight was 40,000 tons. The factories

which turned out these great quantities

of war materials are making all sorts

of products, from tool work to me

chanical toys and are repairing trams

and doing weaving, dyeing and finish

ing.

 

 

 

 

 

  

UNIVERSAL RADIO APPARATUS

Has Put the Highest Developments of Radio Engineering Within

the Means and Experience of Every Experimenter. There is a

Universal Set Suited to Your Knowledge and Pocketbook.

The beginners, the ad

vanced students, and those

who use radio in connection

with their business, all find,

in the Universal line, the

right equipment for their

needs.

Type UM3 is the receiver

for general spark reception

from ZOO to 2,500 meters.

It is offered particularly to

experimenters who require

the best, without the price

UM3 COMPLETE RECEIVER, $60.00 which the quality indicates.

jewelers will find the UM3 receiver ideal for copying Arlington time

signals. Only a single wire antenna is needed with this set.

  

Other receivers for short wave work, damped waves, and long wave undamped

reception are described in the Universal catalog. A Z-cent stamp will bring you a

number of surprises in the new line of Universal equipment. See this catalog

before you buy your apparatus.

UNIVERSAL RADIO MANUFACTURING CORP.

DEPT. K. ELMIRA, N. Y.

 
 

POSITIONS GUARANTEED

TO EVERY GRADUATE OF OUR SCHOOL

By FOUR LARGEST RADIO CONCERNS

$125 per MONTH PLUS ALL EXPENSES

MODERN EQUIPMENT-SPECIAL SHORT COURSE

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

FINEST STAFF OF TEACHERS AVAILABLE

DORMITORY-SWIMMING POOL

CALL OR WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKUET

Y. M. C. A. RADIO SCHOOL
Department R

159 East 86th St. New York, N. Y.

“BI-ST RADIO SCHOOL IN THE EAST”

  

I5 Cells-Standard B-Battery-22.5 Volts

Signal Corps, U. S. Army for Vacuum Tubes

TYPE BA -2

Fully Gunrn-nleed.—Worth $1.60—our price 81.00 post

Dllltl. State your wants In Wireless Becalvlnz and

Svmllll flrwsratus. We will Quote You vlry reason

able nr ces.

THE H. S. WIRELESS G0.

I64 Ross Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

mono RECEIVING
Catalog Of APPARATUS

MADE BY THE PIONEER COMPANY or

Tl-IE PACIFIC COAST. szuo IN A 2

CENT STAMP AT ONCE

AudioTron Sales Company

  
Lick Building Sun Francisco
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1 Buy the Best When Yoii Buy

Wireless Receiving Ban Raised

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

The Practice Set comprises e regular telegraph

key, without circuit breaker, a special high pitch

buzzer one cell Bed Seal Dry Battery, and four

feet of green covered flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a highly

finished wood base, and three nickel plated

binding posts are eo connected that the set may

be used for five difierent purposes.

List No. Price

342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Battery

and Cord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8314

Welilhs 4 lbs. hacked.

Price does not include poetaee.

  

THE BEST COSTS YOU LESS WHEN

vow BUY FROM Us MESCO COMBINATION PRACTICE SET '
Tll'_ 200 I 2500 ‘I I . I i . _$18‘?00_ Yoou can:c:( 9gu;°§9 bcciizigiregniéizsu? For Learning tho Morse and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

ment if you pay more.

I This outfit is the only reliable instrument
630V %VA_[:]l.O tEQSl'”PMENg tC9'Ma55 which will enable students to become proficient

"5 "'9 °“ - °5 ° ' ' operators in the U. 8. Naval Service, because it

is equipped with a buzzer and miniature lamp

enabling the user to master both the visual and

’ ' I audible signals quickly.

List No. 52-Practice 8et with Red Seal

Battery and Cord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$4.05

Wsiphs 4 lbs. nested.

Price does not Include leetaee.

MESCO RADIO BUZZER

This buzzer maintains a constant note and is reeommmded as an

exeiter [or checking wavunetere where pure note and ample merry

are required

It oonaina of practically e closed circuit field of low reluctance.

havinl a steel armature to which is riveted a strap fl1DDOrtln| a

movable contact. The armature tension is eiiiustable by means ct s

screw with a milled head isrze enou|h to be easily and permanmtly

adjusted with the lingers. The stationary content is adjusted bu

means of a similar screw. The magnet coils are connected in scrim

with a total D. C. resistance of 3.9 ohms. Shunted across Lheee will

is a resistance having a D. C. value of 3 hms. This shunt

eliminates all sparkine eueh as 0(X7\1!| at the brea on ordinary radio

buzzer: and lhn G165] saved thereby is transferred into any oscil

_ lating druult connected to it. the result being that this burner as

‘ ' constructed radiates five times more enemy than any other calming

type. All eonneounq nun liable lo be brokai are eliminated Contacts are ii rmulne platinum, which is

eeeentialinordctonaintainaeonetantnota. Thepartaaremoiintedcus0uudanaa|abasstoinaure

constenu i.n operation.

Diametc 2 in., height 15‘ in. Elbe cw is attached to the base by I blronet 10111!

un No. Prim

55 linen Radio Buns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$7.15

  

HailedItmpaidon Request

it QualityApparatus

¢ ‘Attractive Prices

I I Send for Catalog No. 6045E Today

I ,, _ _ J

Sesrelloebucliand (o.,Cliicag‘o.

  

  

We carry a large and complete line of Standard Wireless Material recognized

by experts as such with competent experienced wireless attendants in charge

Send for the New Edition of Our Catalog K28

1; 1; t aim, taina 364 pap, with MI 1,000 illustrations. and deealbee in plain, clear language

all about 11:, Batteries, Telephone and Wireless Telegraph Matcial, Electric Toys. Burglar

RADIO ,io\n11:h|;:ARATu5 §:t‘i‘.é‘°“<>t;=..."’.‘='f.,‘,'.‘.° é‘é.i'{:..2‘°;'¢.+'3”<li'é.&i“i%'&:ii..""T‘;T~;“-5-*

INSTALLMENT PLAN .
.';:ia:=:;azi;:':v;;:: we Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc.

Y : P BB-ANGEQ: 110 W. lhd BL, 121 W. 136th RtJ’ CN':1wCA(.(})::Kl1I7S.P::UalEl‘:T ST. IDUIS: 1106 Pine St. Ban Francisco OM00: 604 Emma Bk

LOMBARD Bo: 442 ILLINOIS
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EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

SERIES OF HANDBOOKS

  

  

 

  

 

 
  

2 wi-5T 45:11 STREET NEW YORK cm! C"°°" °“ ‘id’ "““°“ 5"’

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 1 HOME MECHANIC5 I

MAGAZINE for . . . . . . . .years at $1.50 per year (Canada, $1.75; WORKSHOP COMPANION

' ' ' HINTS AND TIPS FORforeign, $2.00). Please let this start with the. . . . . . . .(]5a.'e. (;f.1_;S1.w.).. . . . . . 2 AUTOMOBIUSTS

issue. I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., and according to your special offer Hgw To MAKE AND
    

send me copy of book checked ofl‘. 3 I use A SMALL CHEMICAL I

LABORATORY

SOLDERING AND

BRAZING

- . . . . . - . . . - - - - . . - . . . - - . . - - . - - . . . - - - - - - . - . . - - . - . - - - . - e

4

- - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - . . - - - . . - - - - » - - - . . . . ¢ ¢ - . . .

 

5 I RADIO HOOK-UPS

 

 

- . - - - . . . . . - . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - | | - - - - - - - - . . - - . . , - - - - - I

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOW TRANSMITTERS AND

RECEIVERS

  

6

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M.»\c.-\ziNi:
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SCIENCE NOTES

The Pratt and Whitney Co. has been

producing gauge blocks which are tested

for accuracy to one millionth of an inch.

There are two things to be tried, one

is the flatness of the face and the other

is the thickness of the block and paral

lelism of the faces. A plate of glass

placed on the surface will show inter

ference bands of color. If the band is

curved it indicates an error in the block

of one half a wave length of the light

employed if its curvature is equal to its

own width. If the green ray of the

mercury vapor lamp is used the wave

length would be .0000215 inch; as it

is a simple matter to read to one-tenth

the width of the band, the reading will

disclose the error of one-millionth of

an inch. To test the parallelism of

the faces two blocks are placed close

together and the plate rests on both.

Regularity of the lines indicates identi

ty of the blocks. The method is due

to \V. E. Hoke of St. Louis.

Attention is being given to the use

of pulverized coal, and in the United

States 12 million tons are pulverized

per annum. In reheating steel in a

furnace having an output of 168 tons

per day there was a saving of 2%

owing to the fact that with pulverized

fuel the steel scaled very little. The

reason is that the air is kept down to a

much lower percentage than is possible

with full size coal. One ton of steel

can be melted with one-fifth of a ton of

fuel. In the electric furnace the effi

ciency is 35%, in the producer gas

furnace 48%, with pulverized fuel

55%. Fine grinding is essential and

the coal after it is pulverized must be

dried.

 

Vtfhere wood beams are to be bolted

together in Sweden a corrugated washer

is being used. It is 1 / 16th inch thick

and the corrugations are 9/32nd inch

deep. It is placed between the surfaces

and the pieces are drawn together by a

bolt with fiat outside washers. The

grip is given by the corrugated washer

which imbeds itself in the wood under

the pressure. No knots must come in

the way; if present they must be re

moved. The joint is made twice as

strong by this simple arrangement.

 

In France steel belts working on

magnetic pulleys have been tried. The

wheels are magnetized by helicoidal

coils of wire. One-inch width of belt

will transmit as high as 800 horse

power. They can be speeded up to

18,000 feet per minute. They are the

subject of a. French patent.

 

 

  

TWO STEP AMPLIFIER
TYPE TRIODE-B

This amplifier is a compact unit of the re

sonance low frequency type, and provides

a maximum of amplification.

Its compactness, simplicity and eficiency

render it an attractive investment to the pro

gressive radio experimenter. The design of

this instrument is such that it will not

"squeal," "roar," "fry," or "howl."

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Particulars and price on application.

  

as

THE EATON OSCILLATOR

FOR EXPERIMENTERS ~

Designed to transform receiv- ->

ing circuits to receive arc and

other undamped signals.

This instrument used in con

junction with a" loose coupler or

equivalent tuning inductance, a

vacuum tube, and a single vari

able condenser, constitutes a

complete system for receiving

undamped signals. It requires

no adjustments of any lcind and

yet will oscillate over a wave

length range of Z00 to 25,000

meters.

The simplest and cheapest way

of receiving undamped signals.

WIRELESS SPECIALTY

Engineers, Designers, Manufacturers

Special For This Month

New type Variable Condenser. Low high frequency

resistance. Mounted in seamless satin finish nickeled case.

Bureau Standards scale. Furnished with calibrated curve,

thus making excellent wave-meter when used in conjunc

tion with our calibrated inductance units . . . . . . . . . . $10.00

Same condenser, unmounted, for panel use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.00

    

-r;'.'~.~.»_ 1"

PRICE $14.90. Immediate Delivery.

APPARATUS COMPANY

BOSTON, MASS., u. s. A.

 

Copper foil, mica dielectric Stopping Condenser . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.50

Navy Type copper plated Leyden _]ars for your Transmitting

Set, .002 mf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00

Send for descriptive literature on latest type Receiving Cabinets,

calibrated inductance units in both Litz and solid wire, parts, etc.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY

Special Radio and Electrical Apparatus

140 SECOND STREET——Phone Kearny 5980 SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

    

WILCOX PANEL SWITCH
.,f i j -=51 I

I‘/1 In. Rsdlus “The 3"!" Postpaid Price '~ .‘ " - ‘ I I

_ ‘ ...‘ 5‘-rOomnlsts Switch. polished brass llnlsh . . . . . . . . . ..

Complete Switch, nlckel plated Ilnlsh . . . . . . . . . ..:

VRIOMETER PART

Knob. turned and polished . . . . . . ..

Switch solnts. bran flnlsh . . . . . . . ..

Turned from hardwood. Set as shown conslstlng

of stator (two parts), rotor and form for winding

  

  
  
  

  

  

Switch points. nleksl slstsd flnlsh.

eolls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Poelpald $2.50
  

Slzo of ststnr 5%" sq.

Other alzes made to order.
\\

-, \‘ SE1‘ NO. TWO contains all nsrns for the vs.rl

“ ometor lnclucllmr the above and knob, seals,

pointer, shaft, hlndlng posts, wire and In

structions for assembly . . . . . . ..Postoald $5.00

The Wilcox Laboratories

Lansing Dept. D Michigan
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SCIENCE NOTES

It is estimated that in Germany

during 1918 95 million pounds of

paper yarns were made, yet it is not

believed that a substitute for cotton is

even in sight. Home grown fibres for

cloth are believed to have been largely

a bluff. To make paper yarn narrow

bands of paper were twist-;d in a ma

chine at the rate of 5.\.|U0 to 6,000 turns

were minute, and wt '>. treated with a

special glue made water proof with

formaldehyde. Such yarns stood twen

ty-four hours immersion in water. The

yarn was available as a jute substitute

for bags and the like. The writer re

members a time when paper twine was

in somewhat limited use in this country.

The purification of the water of the

Thames is being accomplished with con

siderable success by chlorination. A

quantity of 0.44 parts of available

chlorine in one million parts of the

water to be purified is sufiicient. This

requires 13.33 lbs. of 33% bleaching

powder per million gallons. Sometimes

super-chlorination is employed, liquid

chlorine being used to make a solution

which is added in greater quantity than

in the first process, and after it has

reacted and done its work sulphurous

acid is added to destroy the excess of

chlorine.

In England some attention is being

given to the possibility of using a mix

ture of benzol andalcohol for motors.

A mixture of 75% alcohol and 25%

benzol is reported as working perfectly.

The production per annum in that

country of benzol is 44 million gallons

per annum, but it is claimed that the

output could be' brought up to the vol

ume of all the gasoline now imported.

A tree, the mahwa tree, is reported from

the Deccan in India, whose dried

flowers yield 70 gallons of 95% alcohol

per ton, which is five times the yield

of potatoes.

Experiments with acetylene in ex

plosion motors have given the following

results: If the gas was taken directly

from a generator it was found that 2%,

lbs. of carbide went about as far as 1%

pints of gasoline. In France eight dif

ferent concerns carried out experiments.

The 2%, lbs. of carbide were taken as

giving one horse-power hour.

A new tap is described in a contem

porary, which is provided with spiral

grooves, which operate to keep the tap

clear of chips. It presents the exact

appearance of a threaded twist drill,

and should operate extremely well in

freeing itself when cutting a thread.

Special Sale of U. S. Army

Hot-Wire Ammeters

Imagine the increase in transmitting range one of these highly

eflicient Roller-_Smith Irlot-Wire Ammeters will bring you.

sharp wave, with maximum energy on one hump under all

weather conditions; raid adjustment to

IHCYCQSC Of l'CdLlCElOl'l O

various wavelengths;

energy to work a certain station,—these

are some of the advantages that can be yours.
§

Regularly $l3—()ur Special Price $7
These Arnmeters are of the flush type and were made for the U. S. Army Air Service

afor use on fighting planes.

and these Ammeters could not be used.

and is in perfect condition.

The Armistice brought a cancellation _of airp

Each has passed the exacting Government tests

They have not been removed from their original cartons

ne contracts

and are now ready for immediate shipment.

The scale reading is: 0-2.5 Arnperes. Shunt giving double or triple this range, 75c extra.

Only by buying a large quantity of these Ammeters are we able to sell them at almost

half the usual price.

this toda

order.

A. H. GREBE & Co. 71 Van

_ This is your opportunity to1procure at an unusual bargain a standard

U. S. Army Air Service Hot-Wire Ammeter. he supply is limited. Better get in on

as there _is a great demand for these instruments. Remit by check or money

ealers write us, we have an attractive proposition for you.

Wycli Blvd., Richmond Hill, N. Y.

 

POROX STORAGE CELIS FOR

MODELS, ELECTRICAL, AND RADIO APPARATUS

Porox Storage Batteries are made up of separate Z-volt cells in

PY-RA-LlN jars, designed for high efficiency, low weight, and long

life.

than dry cells.

for the requirements of the

NOW 35cts EACH

MODEL LIBRARY SERII-'5

The Study ot Eloctrlolty tor Beginners.

Dry Batteries. How to Malia Thom.

Electrical Circuits and Diagrams, Part l.

Elootrlo Bells. Annunclators and Alarms.

Modern Primary Battorioo.

Experimenting with induction Coils.

Elootrio Gus igniting Apparatus.

Small Accurnuinlon. How to Malia and Use.

Model Steam Engine Design.

Practical Electrics.

inventions. How to Protect and Soil Them.

Woodwork Joints. How to Make and Use.

The Fireman’: Guido to the Caro at Boilers.

The Slide Volvo Simply Explained.

Tho Magneto Toiophono.

The Corliss Englno and its Management.

Making Wireless Outfits.

Wlrolosl Telephone Construction.

Tlio Wlmsliurst Machine, How to Malia it.

Simple Experiments in Static Electricity.

Small Electrical Measuring Instruments.

22. Electrical Circuits and Diagrams Part 2.

23. induction Coils. How to Make Them.

24. Model Vaudeville Thoatros.

25. Alternating Currents. Simply EXl7|l|ll0¢

26. How to Build a 20 toot Bi-piano Glidor.

27. A B C oi the Steam Englno.

28. Simple Soldering. Hard and Soit.

29. Tolegrnphy for oglnnern.

30. Low Volta a Light no with Storage Battorlel.

33. l-louse Wir ng for Elect:-lo Light.

34. Magnet: and Magnetism.

36. Small Windmills and How to Make Thom.

37. Collin‘: Wireless Plans. Part I.

38. Collin‘: Wlroloso Plans, Part 2.

In paper covers, Price 351: each post paid.

SPON &- CHAMBERLAIN

Publisher: of Technical Books

120-122 Liberty Street : New York

 

,,,~__________

._P.‘°P’.“F’f".“S‘°.'“’.“.°$'°.°°.“."’."'.““"°“

 

They are lighter, more powerful, last longer, and cost less

Can be charged at home. Porox Cells are designed

MODEL MAKER AND EXPERIMENTER

2 volts, I0 amp.-hrn., 3 x 1'/4 x 41/4 Inc. 8.7!

2 volts, 15 nmp.-hrs., 3 x 2% x 4|/| Inn. 4.60

2 volts, I6 amp.-hro., 3 x. 1% x 6 inn.. . 4.00

2 volts, 25 amp.-hrs, 8 I 8% x 6 ins. . 5.20

Any number of cclll put together for

any required voltage. Bltterieo nro

also furnished in oak cases for ignition

and lighting.

ALBERT MULLER,

8758 Queens Boulevard,

JAMAICA, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

 

 

DO YOU KNOW

the latest developments in radio? Circuits,

vacuum tubes, loops, ground antennas, ampli

flers, transmitters? We can furnish the in

formation you desire, on any phase of radio

communication. Three questions for one dollar.

CAPITAL RADIO LABORATORIES

Brooliland Washington, D. 0.

INEXPENSIVE BOOKS FOR THE

EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN

Wiring n House

Shows a house alreadyBy H!lBBRT_PRATT.

built; tells Just how to start about wiring

it; where to begin; what wire to use; how

to run it according to insurance rules; in

tact, just the information you need. Direc

tions apply equally to a shop. Fourth

edition. Price, 35 canto

Electric Bells

By M. B. Shnizrnn.

for the practical worker in installin ,ating and testing bell circuits, gburglar

alarms, thermostats and other apparatus

used with electric bells. Both the electri

cian and the experimenter will find in this

book new material which is essential in

their work. 124 pages. Fully illustrated.

, Price, 60 cents

A complete treatise

oper

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING C0

Dcpl. EE 2 Well 45th Street, New York

Plrare mcntfon E\'ERYD;\Y ENGINEERING l\lAG:\ZlNE
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SCIENCE NOTES

Mr. W. R. Gregg of the Weather

Bureau Service from the records of past

years has investigated the weather con

ditions on the trans-Atlantic air routes.

The best western-bound routes he finds

to be these three: 1. Scotland, Iceland,

Greenland, Labrador. 2. Portugal,

West Indies. 3. Africa near Cape

Verde, Brazil. For east-bound flights

the two already successfully taken he

considers the best. Consulting records

he found that May might average 11

favorable days for the Newfoundland

Portugal route, and 12 such days for

the Newfoundland-Ireland route. For

the return over the same routes only 2

good days could be looked for. In

June, the good days were about half

as many. In July, 1906, there were

28 good days—-in July, 1907, there

were only 4. He considers that in the

present state of the art favorable weath

er is essential, and that the western

journey conditions are seldom favorable.

He finds little difference between surn

mer and winter conditions.

 

A reinforced concrete ferry boat re

cently met with an accident in launch

ing at a shipyard in India, when it fell

six feet, and had a number of holes

made in it as it struck the surface be

neath. The sides were three inches

thick. The holes were patched up and

the boat was "found to be as good as

ever. Recently an ocean-going concrete

ship went ashore but was got off and

proceeded on her journey apparently

uninjured.

 

In France sources of helium have

been found in some of the thermal

springs. The gas from Maizieres con

tains 5% to 6%—that from Sautenay

as much as 10% and Bourbon Lancy

2%. The latter is about the maximum

found in natural gas in this country.

It is believed that the Norton process

will greatly reduce the cost of manu

facture compared with the Linde and

Claude processes.

 

Metallic glucinum alloyed with 1%

to 5% of aluminum is said to be su

perior in many respects to pure alumi

num, being of better mechanical prop

erties and also lighter. Glucinum is

found as a constitutent of the mineral

beryl, which in its precious variety is

the emerald.

 

Selenium is stated to be a better vul

canizer for india rubber than sulphur.

The operation takes more time, about

twice as long; 0.3% to 0.5% of nitro

phenol is used as an accelerator. Seleni

um is found in some quantity in the

Argentine Republic.
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'ASK ANYl)Nl§WHUl1A.\'lI>I'.illl"

SAID DENVER, COL., to

VALLEY STREAM, L.l.

One of our most enthusiastic cus

tomers communicates by wireles

from his home in Denver to a

friend on Long Island. He uses a

Brandes Headset——after exhaustive

tests and comparisons. (Name on

Request.)

  

._¢__'
_

rrecréfiitéi
..;»*g£g;

‘V "i’$.‘;:..lv(l i’-%\"[h[‘W -- ' '

  

B RAND ES WIRELESS

HEADSET
  

"Superior", 2000 ohms, $7

RETURN COUPON TRIAL Test out Brande: Wirelers

- ' Receiver: againrt any other
Amer“-:ncRadl° Relay League‘ Q]-‘FER niake. Text them for renti

Hank‘ - °nn- f}‘l'¢‘?l¢‘.i‘S, clearners and dis

tance. If 'zr.'i'tlii'n ten day: you're not

only ratirfcd but rnthm-i'a_i'ti'c over

thcm—b_ac came: your money without

a qucstiqn. Prove for yourself the

fine quality, the "matched tune." The

two diaphragms, toned exactly alike,

strengthen the signal: and revenl

blurring. Used by many U. . Gov

ernment experts and experts abroad;

by c0llcge:_and trtlinical schools; and

by professional: and amateur: every

where.

SEND 4c FOR CATALOGUE M

Enclosed find $l; please enter my trial nubocrip

 

“B" (storage) BATTERIES
(INEXPENSIVE—DURA.BLE—EFFICIEN'I‘)

These batteries are ii modification of the well

known "Marcuson" Potential Batteries, which

have been the standard for over ten years.

E. MARCUSON

70 CORTLANDT ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

  

[NC_ Cltllopu M

WIRELESS RECEIVER SPECIALISTS

  

 

 

Every phase of all

branches of

ELECTRICITY
taughtby

Actual Practice

In America's foremost and oldest

institution for trade training.

No Books Used

Individual Instruction.

Start Any Day

Write for FREE 64-page catalog

The NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

36 West 17th Street New York City
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Be sure and Read the Announcement of Everyday Engineering

Series of Informative Hand Books on Pages I56-I57.
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Your Opportunity

Sialil Pliau Motors ‘

I10-920 volts. A. C-- 60 cycle.

isoo ii. r. M. with pulley

Charging Generators

Suitable for all lighting

Battery Charging

and l"nI\-r Rnquirrmenll.

1,/4 u~,_'.".;.-'~,..'.-'.~. $24.50‘ .......... $1650

‘/1 i.-.:=.".'.'.":.."".~.:~. sss-50‘ " $21-0° 1
1/ n.r.iwm»-at.» $4650‘ """*"'* $24.50:

l

1 'l*‘|'..'.m' ‘ lll i,l‘1lla ‘

'l';.’~.’.‘.’.;'-'--§'"-it-"!‘-‘ $67-5° i ~ -ii 11 --i$3s.s0

2 ll. P. Ill-lfl Ielllt

iiflllbl. tiling has

3 ll. P. Ill-HO rill.

nflisa, ildlq has

5 ll. P._ lit-hi nlll.

i$10850 i lllrsllalala $3850 ‘

$124-so . :.:r.:::::2z:22
$164-50i ~,-3155:; $85.00;

2 and ll phase. A.(‘-. I20 i.-_

B0 c. I750 RPM..i~omplrle

with hue and pulley.

'i‘|tl.P. -

ii.r. -,_,_ _ $7250. $15.00

iii.r. m"uu_m_m

llt.P_il1Iqul.IlOl

$36-5° I "ms".-..':'.-.-.":.-.....$125-00

g new morons
To Buy New Guaranteed Electrical v ,0

Annals: iil Standard Maniiliciuie.

r . 'olypluu Motor: Mm, chat Mm‘

To operate mi \ C.. 00 cycle. single phase

voltage as specified.

iii IOIIL a 0. M Illl. ii Mn $40_()()

Iitlsst iaileitsul

III uni. ac. iu um, It mu. $6850

Itll irilalbsard

$42.50

fllrsltltl.C_III|ttt,IIih.

Iitloet lrilthisarl -

ill nlti. L0. U! Isltl. It Isl

Iithil wikllelrd -

$35.00

$35.00

$1 10-0°

lt.P. - $84.50‘

N nth. Iitl ultailsarl

WRITE FOI GITILDQ ILIGMI! II IOTOIS IID IIEIEIATORS

I SPECIA

[4 ll. .i.c_m

Ll. im iirui.

CeI|lvls.\'-stills] I paltry

HONEY IACR

V IISIIIIG MICIIIIE MOTORS

.75

. siiimiie TERMS: iii. :.':.'."1.:.":r."..'.'.:'.'.;'2.'.'.t.!.“:;‘r..°-;.".' "n " “"'“

MANUI'AC‘l'URl""" DlSl'RlBU“l"E'R

Genuine Armstrong

and Dies
y ARl\1STR0,\/G ~' ll l

amour»-nnr‘. rmm

Great care should exercised in

the selection of stocks and dies.

Work ot quality demands quality

tools.

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and

Dies are quality tools. Made of the

highest quality of material and by

expert workmen. They are de

pendable and accurate tools ot

constant service.

Send direct to us it your dealer

cannot supply you.

Dlicriptiu Catalog on Rnuul

The Armstrong Manufacturing Co

701 Knowlton Stout Brld[oport,Conn.

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

WASTE

Grease

is Needed

THE BRlDGEPORT

Center Thread Grease Cup

This cup will squirt more grease than any

cup of the same size made.

Equip your machine, auto or boat with this

new type of grease cup. one that does not

leak, that cannot be cross-threaded and that

forces the grease to the bearing points.

The cleanest Grease Cup made.

Send for Circular and Price Lia!

THE CARRISQN COMPANY

348 George St. Bridgeport, Conn,

PREVENT

Put the

where it

  

 

Protect Good Tools

 

  

 

To Fasten Linoleum on Iron Stairs

SE a mixture of glue, isinglass and

dextrin, which dissolved in water

and heated, is given an admixture of

turpentine. The strips pasted down

must be weighted with boards and brick

on top until the adhesive agent has har

dened. Soak three parts of glue in 8

parts water, and 1/2 part hydrochloric

acid and M; part zinc vitrol and let this

mixture boil several hours. Coat the

floor and the back of the linoleum with

this, press the linoleum down uniformly

and firmly and weight it for some time.

 

Cutlers’ Cement for Fixing Knife and

Fork Blade Tangs In Handles

Formula 1

Pounds

Rosin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Beeswax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Plaster of Paris or Brickdust. . 1

Formula 2

Pitch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Wood Ashes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Tallow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Formula 3

Resin, 12; sulphur flowers, 3; iron

filings, 5. Melt together, fill the handle

with hot, and insert the instrument.

Formula 4

Rosin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 600

Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150

Iron Filings . . . . . . . . . . . 250

Pour the mixture, hot, into the open

ing of the heated handle and shove in

the knife likewise heated.

 

In the siege of Paris in 1871, 64 bal

loons left the city to effect communica

tion with the outer world. Of these S7

were successful; they carried 155 peo

ple, 9 tons of dispatches and 3 million

letters. To get answers back homing

pigeons were carried on the balloons,

and these brought back letters photo

graphed down to miniature size. A soli

tary battle of German and French bal

loons is chronicled; the Frenchman

won.

f‘

A curious and interesting feature of

the electric iron ore reducing fumace

has been recently noted. The electric

heat operates to reduce the iron at the

expense of the carbon of the fuel; as the

electricity supplies the heat no air is

blown in as is the case with the blast

fumace, so that only one-eighth the

volume of gases is generated as in the

blast furnace, but owing to the small

amount of nitrogen and carbonic acid

gas, one or both, the calorific value of

the escaping gas is three times as great.

as that from the blast furnace.

 

THE EXPERIMENTER’S SHOP

SHOP TOOLS and EQUIPMENT

Rough and machined castings for 6" lathe

DESIGNS FOR MODEL BOATS

Drawings of famous ML-80 British Destroyer

Send stamp for catalog

HUI-IN MFG. 60.. 582 Elm 5t.. ARLINGTON. N. J.

~

Keen them aafs from

knocks, bangs, nut-—yet _

liaricl and all together -.\

The liew Uillliy Chest

illustrated is tor nuan

iind home use, for ma

chinists. tool makers.

masons, carpenters, re

palrmen, etc.

I9 Styles and Slzss

Wilts tor Cllll03_

Vi-ices and name of ’

nearest dealer, Ask

about “Satisfaction ._

or Money - Back" 1, J ~ -_

Guarantee. I! no ~' '

dealer near you

write for special

nffor.

UNION TOOl

CHEST CO., li-"

34 "Ill BPRQQ Rochester. N. Y.

Please mention Evimmav ENGINE-JIING Macazms
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The Burgess

BLUE BOOK

For Practical Men and

Electrical Students

I have around a aeeiut-alze am hook ease

eiaily for the practical nan and thoae who are

taking up flu study of eleotrlelty. It eentaina

drawings and dlagranaa of aiectrleal machinery

and connection. over two hundred formulas for

eaieulatlons, and probillna worked out aliowinn

how the formulas are used. This data Ia taken

from my personal note book, which was made

while on different kinda of work. and it will he

found of value to anyone ensued la the aieetrleal

business.

The drawings of connections for electrical

apparatus include Motor Starters and Start

ing Boxes, Overload and Underload Release

Boxes. Reversible Types, Elevator Control

lers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Print

ing Press Motors, Automatic Controllers,

Variable Field Types, Controllers for Mine

Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Con

nections for Reversing Switches, Motor and

Dynamo Rules and ltules for Speed Begu

lation. Also, Connections for Induction

Motors and Starters, Delta and Star Con

nections and Connections for Auto Trans

formers, and Transformers for Lighting and

Power Purposes. The drawings also show

all kinds of lighting circuits, including spe

cial controls where Three and Four Way

Switch are used.

The work on Calculations consists of

Simple Electrical Mathematics, Electrical

Units, Electrical Connections, Calculating

Unknown Reslstances, Calculation of Cur

rent in Bmnches of Parallel Circuits, How

to l'ign!'e Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge

Rules, Ohm’s Law, Watt's Law, Information

rcimrdinz Wire used for Electrical Pur

poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calcula

tions, illumination Calculations, Shunt in

struments and How to Calculate Resistance

of Shunts, Power Calculations, Efllciency

Calculations. Measuring Unlrnown Resist

aneea, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles, Mo

tors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating

Sine of Pulleys.

Also Alternating Current Calculations in

finding Impedance, Reactance, Inductance,

Frequency, alternations, Speed of Alter

nators and Motors, Number of Poles in

Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Sus

ceptance. Admittance. Angle of Leg and

Power Factor, and formulas for use with

Line Transformers.

This book is recommended D1 practical

nun. If ls behaa and fn lei-Infra!

E4-koala. Hlortricnl establishments furnish

than to their nrwlm/ere to nose tom.

Industrial ertubiiahmcnta give than to

their cashmere.

The Burgess BLUE BOOK will be Mailed,

Postpaid, on Receipt of $1.00

Send dollar bill, money order or cheek. I

luaranfee satisfaction or will return your money

if yen decide not to keen the book after using

ii for five fl‘i‘§.

 

Information and Write-ups on

Electrical Subjects Supplied.

Questions Answered. Problems

Solved. Inventions Perfected.

 

Burgess Engineering Co.
Consulting Electrical Engineering

YORKE BURGESS, President

753 East 42nd St. Chicago, Ill.

ELEcTT|c1TY
Taught by a Practical Man

If you are interested in a HOME STUDY

COURSE, which la really an Englneqr

Service, and well adapted to men

av o are engaged in the electrical In

dustry, SEND I-‘OR MY CATALOG.

Superintendents, Chief Electricians and

Foreman, who are interested in the wel

fare of their men, ARE INTERESTED

In what I have to offer. Students may

discontinue at any time, if not satisfied,

and their payments atop then.

PRACFICAL MEN recommend this course.

Seventy-live percent of my students are

engaged in practical work and find my in

struction well suited to their needs,

Over 11 percent of my enrollment has been

obtained from students.

Burgess Electrical School
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MAIL PLANES TO USE

NEW FUEL

NEW fuel consisting of alcohol,

benzol and ether is announced to

take the place of the high-grade

gasoline, which has been used widely in

the Air Mail Service. The new fuel has

been tested under adverse weather con

ditions. As soon as the new carburetors

required for the proper use of this fuel

are attached, all airplanes operating on

mail service routes will use the new fuel.

The advantage of this fuel lies in the

resulting cleanliness of the engine, re

duction in the cost of upkeep and its

burning cooler than gasoline, which to

some extent overcomes the objection to

a. high-compression engine when oper

ating at low altitudes. It requires

about four-fifths as much of the new

fuel for any given distance and altitude.

This gives greater flying radius to the

planes and will enable the De Havi

land Fours to cover the New York to

Cleveland route, a. distance of 430

miles, in a non-stop flight. It will

minimize the probability of forced

landings by keeping the spark plugs

and the engine cylinders clear of car

bon deposits and accumulations of oil.

The super-compression Liberty and

Hispano-Suiza engines used in aerial

mail planes are particularly well suited

to this alcoholic fuel.

PRACTICAL MUFFLER

FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINES

After a series of tests, a new muffler

has been adopted by the French Air

Service which is claimed to not only

result in complete silencing but which

also prevents any fire or exhaust flame

reaching the air which gives it marked

advantages for dirigible balloons as

well as airplanes.

This consists of along tube with a

closed end forming a. continuation of

the exhaust manifold. The tube has a

series of hollow longitudinal fins of

triangular section about its exterior.

Communication is made from the in

terior to these fins by a series of holes

about V3 in. in diameter. Along each

face of the fins a large number of louv

res are cut through which the exhaust

gases reach the air. By reason of the

fins and the shape of the louvres a par

tial vacuum is formed, and a contin

uous suction is created along the length

of each fin.

The tests made by the French gave

an increase in power when using this

apparatus compared with a straight

manifold outlet.‘ The action of the

wind and the escape of the gases cause

a continuous whistling sound, but on

the demonstrating plane with two en

gines, each of nearly 300 h.p., it was

easily as in a. room.

 

Mechanical

Engineering
  

Learn at Home!

Employers everywhere are looking for

men with mechanical ability. Splendid sal

aries and rapid advancement are offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in

which you can learn right at home in

spare time. For 28 years the Interna

tional Correspondence Schools have been

giving men and women just the training

they need for success in mechanical engi

neering and more than 200other subjects.

Hundreds of thousands have stepped into

good positions through I. C. S. help, but

never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon below, then mark and mail

it today. This doesn't obligate you in the least

and it will bring you Information that will start

you on a successful career. This is your chance.

D0n'l lei it Slip by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

- 1__Z—--17;“. uuf |.|¢_¢__i_-i—

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

 

YORKE BURGESS, Superintenduat

75! EAST 42nd STREET

Chicago, Illinois

possible to carry on a conversation as i

BOX6063-B,SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without ohligntlng me, howl um qualify for the

position, or in inc suhiect, oeiore which l mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER CIIEIIGAL EIGIIEEB

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting \‘Vindow Trimmer

Electric Car Running Show Curd \’Vrifer

Heavy Electric Traction Outdoor iign Painter

Electrical Drnftaman RAILR OADER

Elerlrle Inrhlne Designer ILLUSTRATOR

Telegraph Export DESIGNER

Praclical Telephony RI/‘SIN!-.88 Ma,\‘A(ll~‘.)lI»‘..\'T

Ml7.t‘llA_Yl(i.\I. I2Nlill\'i’.I!Il Private Secretary

Mechanical Draftsman IIOOKKEEPER

Ship Draftsman Slenographsr and Typist

8 Machine Shop Practice Cert. Pub. Accountant

Traffic Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISII

STATIONARY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE

Rnilwy Mail Clerk

Textile Overseer or Supt.

AIIIIICUI/I'lllII§ E Spnnlah

Tooimultcr

Gas Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

IIINF. I-‘fliii-‘.I'N OR ENIPIK

ARCHITECT

Arshlla-rlnrnl Draftsman

I'I.llllBI.\'(-l Ail) IIIIIATING

Sheet Metal \Vorker

Navigator

l'm||tr_vIial|lng Frenrli

Anunnobilea Italian

Name

Present

Occupation

Street

and No.

[my Stale

Lower Power Cost—Better Power

HB Bail Bearing Electric Motors save greatly on

operating eosc More economical, more dependable,

better in every way than gas engine. Troubio

proof, built for heavy duty. Ideal power for fac

tory, garage and machine shop.

$20 brlnna w-u any HB Motor. Balance on easy terms.

Slles 1 to 15 h.n- A Size to meet

Your Needs,

Service Deplrtmcnt Kindly hdvisrs on

our rrqulrcmellls. Get Ihelr lt"llli¢l‘—

‘REE~aimply state what |'nui'hlnerY

you wish to run nnri type of <-urn-nt

nvnilnhll-, Ynur twirl‘ system 'nr\nrd

for heat results at lens! cost. ‘in this

nd U1 our letterhead and mail tmlav

for fu l Infnrmallon. Ask nlno about

ii R Batu-ry Chargers, Gem-ratnra, to.

HOBARV RROTHERS COMPANY

Boa E5115 Tmyl Ohil)

Sm-cnsfv4i.‘l>f41nufncturrrs Sines ISM
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To Success

The secret of_bn.si e

iiess and SOCIIII suc

cesl iii the ability

to remember. lean

make your mind an infallible

classified index from which you can

Instantly select thou his. facts.

iigiires. names. faces. nnbloa you

to oenenoh-no, develop bell-oontrol.

overcome lnnhfulnoan, tllll on your

lent. madman on ludleneo. Elly. Simple

The result of 20 yen.rl'eXpel'Ience do

velopimr niernoriee of thousands.

for free booklet "liar to

  

  

  

  

Pi-oi‘. WY"? TNIIY Iii-mi-rnber" II n II c ely -

Henry _ ed _Ieniory_ fleet. iiliio _how In Qbilllll my

[)|¢k.°|-5' Rhh IMNIK, Iluw To Speak In Pilbllc-'

Principal

Dickwn School of Memory, I710 Hunt Bld;.. Chicago. III.

 

ou Can Get B M

There are two things that count most in

any position-—thewoi-k itselfand the pay envclvi><=

at the end of the month. Signal EngineerinEI5 011°

of the most interesting professions in the worid—

besides that it pays BIG MONEY. Now—at the

approach of a new era of railroad e_xpansion—_big

igbfi are waiting the men who cleirn them first.

everbetore-perhaps neveragainwillthe chances

for rapid advancement be so great. The rail

roads are willing ~—eziger to pay large salaries to

men trained Signalman. They need such men and

are looking for you. Before others come. with

high ambitions——detcrmined to seize _the best—you

start to fit yourself for a position of independence

and financial ease.

FREE BOOK

on Signal Engineering

Our Free Book on Signal Engineering

(Fully Illustrated) tells you all about this wonder

ful profession—stiii uncrowde-d—presenting gold

en opportunities. Master our course at home in

our spare time. Jobs waiting-—iooking for you.

£1500 a year is an ordinary salary for a Signal

Engineer.

I Putyour name and

° address on the

coupon, or a letter or post card Now and get

the FREE BOOK on Signal Engineering. It will

tell you how you can get the training you need

in order to become a Signal Engineer. You are

under no obligation in sending for Free Book.

Do it Now.

DEPARTMENT OF SIGNALING

Department 1178

1810 Wilson Ave., Rovenewood Station, Chicelfl

Pi i i i i _ M i i i i i i

| Department of Signaling I

Dept. 1718, I810 Wilson Ave.. Rnveiirwoorl Stetiomcliicego I

Gentlemen:—PIease send mqnbsoiutuiy free and re- I

paid your big new book on Signal Ensnneei-ing. 150

full particulars about your great special free oiitiitoffer. I

it is distinctly understood that i assume no obligations

of any kind. i
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arn’35i?l00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Big opportunities NOW. '

Qualify for this fascinat

ing profession. T h r e s

months’ course covers all

~ branches:

MOTION PICTURE—COMMI-IRCI-\L——PORTRAlTURE

Cameras and Iilafcrialn Iumialird [Ice

Practical instruction; modern equipment. Day or evening

classes; easy terms. The School iif Recognized Superi

nrity. Call or write for complete cataiol.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY

141 W. 36th St., N. Y. City

    

 

SPEED LATHE $7.00 Complete

Swing 7 inches 24 inch Metal Bed

l

Head hn 1 three speed cone. Spindle has Nu. 1

Morse taper shank centarl. M; hole through spindle,

3% inch flee plate is fumiuhod. Tali stock has e

screw food spindle and No. I Morse taper center.

Spur center in fumished for wood turning. Bearing:

are of high grade bearing metal and are adjustable to

wear. Rant I! adjustable to all positionl. Lathe is

complete at the above price. 30 inch bed if wanted.

M. 8: J. SPECIALTY CO.

252 S. Parke St... P0ntInc,_MIch.

 

MODEL AND MACHINE WORK

INVENTIONS DEVELOPED

SMALL DEVICES MANUFACTURED

Before you make a decision. communicate with

KAUFMAN MACHINE CO.

I357 Odell Street New York

MR, INVENTORI Let III assist you with that

idea that you can't just work out, or let uii construct

We develop ideas, and areii model of your patent.

exports in MODEL and EXP~AL work. We

specialize in designing and building special LABOR

SAVING MACHINES. Or perhaps your dc-rice in

ready for manufacturing. If so. not in touch with

us. It would be to our mutual advantages.

ELK MFG. CO., INC.

1926A Broadway, New York

  

Small Steam Engines &

Boilers, Gas & Gasoline En~

ines % H.P. and U .

anks, umps, Model Ma_ -

era’ Supplies. Get our b_i

Catalogue, sent Postpai

for 15c (coin referred) or

Stamps. Re unded first

order. 192 Pages. over 200

illustrations.

MODERN ENGINE Q SUPPLY CO.

364 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, III.

'F’l‘°‘.3'»i‘3ifilii‘é1'?ilJ=‘»i4»,
24 different styles. $4.00 up:

$150 style, $40; 8100 stylv,

$35; $50 style. $13

Plnys Victor. Columbia and

Edison Records.

Mail Order-5 Filled Promptly.

Send for Catalogue.

DEALERS VVHOLESALE.

LUCKY 13 PRODUCTS CO.,

8 East 12‘th St.. New York.

KLEAN E.Z..SIlSPElISORY'

  

  

 

FORM FITTING FOE ALL MEN

-__"~
LINEN

(MESH)

  

Baibriiiiiiin SL2-5

Li'"°'€;i‘"'§;'lli":'z5‘i§u
F no ova -
Heavy Silk (Moth) $2.50 5"°k

4| your doderu M am! pnstpoid on vcreipt 0! price.

A. R. CHISHOLM 00., New YOYIK, N. Y.
Fliilll 591 I328 BROADWAY

  

One Extra  

  

VARIOUS WAYS OF

STARTING GAS ENGINES

OT every motorist, as he presses

his starter pedal, stops to think

how fortunate he is that the

process of cranking the engine has been

so simplified for him. Electric starters

were developed because the old method

of cranking by hand proved intolerable

to the exacting American motorist. Yet

hand starting of an automobile engine

is child’s play compared with the meth

ods necessary to start some other types

of engines.

When a tractioner starts the engine of

his big “caterpillar” he fits a bar into

one of a series of sockets in the big en

gine’s flywheel and rocks the engine up

to compression. No one can spin these

monsters. Rarely can they be rocked

past compression, but are usually

rocked backward up to compression,

where, thanks to generous priming and

a hot spark, they usually fire and the

wielder of the pinch-bar pulls it from

the starting socket hastily. The petty

officer on a submarine chaser relies

upon compressed air to start his un

wieldy engines. He, too, must prime

copiously and has the additional re

sponsibility of an auxiliary engine,

hand-started to pump the air.

A most picturesque but risky method

is ordinarily used to start airplane en

gines. The mechanic shouts: “Switch

off; throttle open!” as he approaches

the propeller, and is answered in kind

by the pilot at the switch. He then

spins the great wooden blades by hand

to charge the cylinders with gas. Hav

ing worked up a warm perspiration,

even on the frostiest mornings, he

springs clear and shouts: “Contact;

throttle closed!” The pilot indicates

that he has closed the switch and throt

tle by repeating the signal and the me

chanic once more approaches the pro

peller. Gingerly this time, however.

With a single swift motion he twirls

the blade through an arc of more than

90 degrees and steps quickly away from

and to the side of the murderous whirl

ing stick.

A 150-horsepower engine is about all

any but a Samson can swing. When

heavier engines, culminating in the 400

horsepower Liberty, made their appear

ance, new methods had to be devised.

At first the blade was pulled over com

pression by running past it, giving it a

smart pull in passing. Sometimes two

men with hands joined were required.

As many as three were required to do

the preliminary “winding up” or charg

ing. More than one unwary mechanic

was sucked into the whirling circle of

the propeller and injured before a safer

method was devised.

Owing to their added weight and

complication, electric starters were not

considered seriously except on seaplanes
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during the war, but an ingenious auxil

iary magneto was contrived. This mag

neto was operated by a small hand

crank in the pilot’s cockpit. The en

gine was charged in the usual way,

whereupon the mechanic stepped back,

shouting “Clear l” The pilot then closed

the switch and turned the crank on the

starting magneto a few times. The

charged cylinders received a shower of

white-hot sparks and failure to start

promptly was exceptional. With the

Dixie starting magneto a lone pilot

might start a 400-horsepower engine

unaided, a thing previously impossible,

unless the engine is equipped with an

electric starter or an air starting mech

anism.

' The same company has greatly sim

plified the starting of big truck and

tractor engines by applying the impulse

starter to the regular Dixie magneto.

This contrivance comprises a driving

coupling, which, with the engine idle,

is not solid as the conventional coupling

is. When the engine is cranked, the

first motion merely compresses a spring,

with the magneto stationary. At a pre

determined point a trigger is tripped

and the magneto twirls around at high

speed for part of a revolution. This

naturally generates a hot starting spark,

even though the engine may be turned

over very slowly. Two or three snaps

of this sort generally suflice to start the

engine and no auxiliary battery or coil

is required. When it starts running,

centrifugal force acting on weights locks

the coupling solid, so that it drives as

the ordinary rigid coupling and there

can be no change in time of sparking.

 

Blue-ing Iron or Steel.—Dissolve 4%

ozs. of hyposulphite of soda in a quart

of water and 1'/§ ozs. of acetate of lead

in another quart of water. Mix the two

solutions and heat until boiling. Im

merse the clean and bright pieces of

iron or steel to be colored. The metal

becomes a rich blue color which is more

lasting than the color produced by tem

permg.

Bronzing Cast Iron.— Clean the

metal and polish it smooth. Apply a

coat of sweet or olive oil evenly over

the surface and heat the iron, taking

care that the temperature does not rise

sufiiciently to burn the oil. Just as

the oil is about to decompose, the cast

iron will absorb oxygen and this forms

a brown oxide skin that is so hard it

will admit of a high polish, giving the

iron surfa/ce the appearance of bronze.

 

 

Vi/hen testing the air pressure in your

tires do not overlook the spares. It will

be very aggravating if you have a punc

ture and find your spare is not inflated.

Besides, it is much easier to inflate it

with an air hose connected to a power

compressor in the garage than with a

hand pump on the road.

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
Band 10 cents ooin or stamps for 70-page

hook on Stammerlng and Stuttering, “Its

Gauss and Gun." it tells how I cured myself

after stnmmerlng for 20 years.

Benjamin N. Bogne, 903 Bogne Blilg, lnifianapolii

DRAFTING

Inventions and Ideas Developed!

Mechanical, Electrical, Parent Ofice and

Engineering Drawings of Every Description.

COMPETENT DRAFTSMENAT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM

||6 Nassau St. NOV! Yorl GIU

Telephone Bod man 4680

 

BY ELECTRICITY 1

A complete set of two machines

of this marvelous equipment for

only $i9.50. lnstructiye, mysti

fyin and useful. This picture

of gresident Wilson _waa tele

graphed by these machines. Pie

ture tele raphing is the coming

science. rite today.

L J. LHSHMAN C0. Dept. L, Ogden, lllah

 

    

The Everlasting Iron Match

Iisro is something new that everyone csu use. This

lighter embodies two constant necessities. pencil at

one and and lighter at the other end. its con

venience appeals to all—-no larger than an ordinary

pencil or fountain pen—ilntshed in highly polished

nlelrel—1u.st the thing you and your friends have

been longing for-an ideal birthday presenl.—prioo

within reach of a1i—hantly to operate—saves matches.

tims. money and temper. Order one for each mem

ber of tho family. Th:-ir practicability was thor

oughly demonstrated by their unlimited use by our

soldiers abroad during the world war. Sent anywhere

for ons doilar.—don’l hesitate, enclose one dollar and

enjoy the wonderful benefits of this lighter.

Paragon Electric Co. 329 E. 5th Street, N. Y.

 

CIIICAOO. ILL.

LEAHI MECHANICAL Dill l'l$'l'IY-DEMAND UNLIMITED

lam 81100 to $4000 yasrly in niodianioal dentistry. A

big and demand svsrywhsrs for mechanical dai

tists—liha a and mina. un rod. Attend this school

any flma of tbs d or svsu : he taught individually

and learn by praetins, without book study. Our

Systun, the most complete in the world, is used unlu

sivaly in this school. We are constantly alled upon to

illl high-salaried dons. Why not qualify for onoi Be

fair to youraoli: out mora about ex tional oppor

tunity we otter, Visit the school or writ: or booklet B.

Mathematics Made Eas
Tbs the Combination Triansls

with a Brain-—wiii multiply. divide.

glsroantala and proportion. lolvo all D inns

trianuouist-ry and geometry. draw symmetri

  
  

cal . it . . Bu fl um.
5.... .".‘.’>.“°‘ ;.;‘..... 8i.‘t‘i“ilsm_

mun PBOTRAGPOB
runs! aimns Used at Columbia Unlvrs.ll‘y.

West Point. U. 's. Asronaullo Bdii00ls, nu. om,
$50 nostnald. Order mod nrsgou to st.

. OgODept. U, L. J. IIIS C en, Utah

 

T Small investors Wanted

To C0-Opora-I6 in recovery oi’ $1,400,000

cargo. Salvage flll‘Gllkl_V accomplished

by useot LEAVITT DiVlNG ARMCR

V proves |ll‘8l‘l.l('[1l)lllly and big profits

» in iuturo operations.

For full particiilams address

Lcnvitt Deep Sen Salvage Co. lnc.

Temple Bur Annot. Brooklyn, X, Y_

 

 

 

TELEPHONE SUFFERERS!

"THERAPHON E"
Hlrh PowsrOIteopi-ilhic Receiver

. Elrplerr is tum.-d la the Elf.

it can't confuse nor lnligue.-.

Ahlorha shocks, improve.» the

Henrlnl nnd conserves tin-\¢_

For Husv,DenI, Nervous, in-i.

nay‘-no Noises. Guaranteed

in suit. (Ch-~¢-it or C. O I) 52,00

Export 82.20). No Agents

YhoEvolullonPhorioCo..lnc.

rill A Grnenwhrh A\'n.. New York    

  

  

 

 

  

In This Interesting Contest

0 THE BOY who an think of the most inter

esting uses for the popular AUTO-Iliiil fllliiiil

{or earning movie und for play, we shall nwiar

one of our largo in els absolutely FREE. lt's n

rmghty generous prize for I few minutis' work.

And the following elm-ven_ valuable prizes wi.l he

given to those sending in the neat best mes:

Oamoru, Curnplnq Toni. Iona Kll, Seoul Knlio.

Iioolavlssq Steering Sled, Compass, lrsgoraoll

Watch, Ann, Bunk, Elootrlo Flashlight, Poncho.

INFORIIATION ABOUT CONTEST

l. Any boy or girl not over i5 years may compete.

2. Contest will be udged by three_rne_n well

hnown in the oy Scout organization.

8. Write to Business idea Dept. Bulfalo Sled Co.

tor pamphlet explainin tho Contest. and

colored catalog tolling all ubout Auto-Wheel.

I. At end of letter wribo names of three Coaster

Wagon Deniers in your town. ll any curry

the Auto-Wheel put an "x" nlter name.

YOU CAI D0 IT. Any live boy who knows how

to get fun and earn mono out oi u good, strong

coaster wagon, has u fine c nee to got the Auto

Whoel as n rise. More are n loin pointers: The

AUt0—“hC€ is a wagon for work or play. it's

built for stren th and speed Has roller bearings,

steel axles on tires, body white nab, mnp.e gear.

ll there's an Auto-Wheel dealer near you, he'll

gladly let on 8i'B the Auto-Wheeitjoastirin his

nu some good iili as for

letter. (QONTESTC Si-ZS NOVEMBER 30, 919.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE. GET BUSY.

Buffalo Sled Co.,

159 Sehenck Street,

N. Tonawnndn, N. Y.

store, and u'll give our

rule has over 8.000 graduations an

over l,ii00 letters and figures, wii

handle anything lri Arithmetic. Al 0

bra. Georr\n_lIY orTrlgonornulry. h!.|

. lnchesln disuseterandin nae all over

the vwrl-l. is much slmplsr to npornts

,~ than Ollirfl oi similar eonan-notion.

Ivpritunlllz you will got tho KON

Vh.R-TE —|rotltnownndaavsmono .

Plain Utility rules ll.00' S elal

we white Ivory eollulol: I150.

‘“:'i§".':.'.t'..°.°a'.:"r-so
Dapt.F-7 Water 31., Boston. il.s.s.

The original KGN-VER-TEII ulidq

  

Learn in Spare Time to

be a CIVIL ENGINEER

  

Earn S1500 to $5000 Yearly

Here's your big chance to become a

lull-fledged Civil Eu neerl With this

not of books you can t yourself to innlte

big money. in the greatest outdoor pro

fession on earth! Ofler fully explained

in coupon. Good only within lJOiill<lll'l9:

of the U. S. and Canada. .

Great Books Shipped FREE

ll you keep them alter 7
50¢ 3 week am’ FREE '1-mat.

Nine big leather-bound volumes; 3900 pages, 7:10

inches; 3_000 plates, _maps. d_la8rams. etc. Written

by world s greatest (.'l\'ll engineers. Books tell you

ALL ABOUT surveying: highway construction: rail

way engineerinil; earth work: specifications; esti

maiing oontracts; bridge engineering; masonry; rs

ininrct-cl concrete; water supply: sewers and drains:

Willi?!‘ DOW" flilllbmenli irfllation engineering-—-etc.,

etc, Written n simple 1anguage—every point mad;

l'l““‘- Consulting Service Fros

A $12 Consulting Membershl solves your dimeuit

roblems for ii whole year. F EE with the set oi

ks- SEND NO MUNEY—lUST THE COUPONI

American

Technical

Society

Dent. C-358

Chicago. U.S.A.

Please send Library of Civil

_ Flnrgineering for seven days’ canna

lhlllinh. express i-ollset. I will send

$2.00 within seven d.nys and52.00s month

until l haw; Dlid $29.80 or notif you nnd

hold hooks subieet to your order. itle not to

pull until fully paid.

R:/erwce..... ............. .... .... .......... ........ ..

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING lVIAoAz1Niz
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The Everyday Engineering Series of Handbooks

The Experience and Knowledge of Experts Condensed and Simplified

for the Handy Man——the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter

HOME ME%HANIC'S

 

 

TELLS HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL THINGS

INCLUDING NUMEROUS SHOP KINXS

‘By

ANDREW JACKSON JR.

(D
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

_NORMAN _W. HENLELZUIlLX$H!NG_CQ

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK

For the Handy ll/Ian in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a demand

for a hand book of mechanical in

struction that would help the average

everyday man to do the many small

]Ol)S of repair work that are found

around the home and shop.

This treatise includes a compilation

of useful suggestions that cannot fail

to interest the handy man and while

it is not intended for mechanical ex

perts or scientists, it will prove to be

a veritable store of information for

any one who desires to rig up a small

shop where odd jobs can be carried

on.

The subject matter is divided in

five parts as follows:

Chapter 1—The Home Workshop

and Its Equipment. Chapter Z—

Special Tools and Shop Expedients.

Chapter 3—Useful Home Appliances.

Chapter 4—I-Iow to Do Things Elec

trical. Chapter $—Helpful Recipes

and Formulae. The illustrations are

especially clear and all suggestions

are further amplified or made more

easy of comprehension by hundreds

of thumb nail sketches made by the

author.

 

HINTS AND TIPS

Fon

AUTOMOBILI S TS

MONEY SAVING IIINIS ON CARE AND OPERATION

ALSO LOCATION AND REPAIR OF ROADSIDE IROUBIIS

3)’

VICTOR w PAGE

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO.

2 WI-IS‘! 45 TH STREET, NEW YORK

  

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

This volume is replete with inter

esting facts compiled by an expert

from a mass oi information furnished

by the Service Departments of lead

ing automobile makers on operation,

upkeep, lubrication, location of

troubles and simple repairs of auto

mobile parts. The instructions given

are concise and to the point and no

information that will help in the

everyday operation of automobiles is

omitted.

The book is ideal for the busy man

or woman who wants to know about

car operation and upkeep because of

the economies possible when an auto

mobile is intelligently operated. It

contains many money saving hints

and a brief simple exposition of lo

cation and remedy of roadside

troubles apt to occur under ordinary

operating conditions.

To permit of logical presentation,

the subject matter is divided into four

chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the

Control and Operation; Chapter 2,

Systematic Inspection and Lubrica

tion; Chapter 3, Power Plant and

Auxiliary Groups; Chapter 4, Auto

mobile Care and Maintenance Sug

gestions.

ILLUSTRATED BY SPECIAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

HOWIO MAKE &USE A SMALL

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

INORGANIC‘ CHEMISTRY WITH DIRECTIONS

FOR 'l'llI'. CONSTRUCTION G A SHALL LABORATORY

‘fly

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO.

2 wrzsr 45 TH STREET. NIW YORK

For the Student Chemist

and Experimenter}

The treatise covers all of the es

sentials of elementary chemistry. The

law of definite proportions, solutions,

crystalloids, colloids, electrolysis, etc.,

are explained. The second part of

the book is devoted to chemical and

electro-chemical experiments. Only

those experiments that will tend to

broaden the readers’ knowledge of

chemistry in general have been

chosen.

The third part of the book describes

the construction and fitting out of the

home chemical laboratory. Direc

tions for the construction of the many

simple pieces of chemical apparatus

are given. A chemical balance, ring

stand, electric furnace, etc., are de

scribed in detail, with working draw

ings. The manipulation of chemical

glassware is also treated.

This book gives all the necessary

information for a well-grounded un

derstanding of chemistry. It will not

only be a help, but an inspiration to

study further into this fascinating

realm of science.

A SPECIAL OFFER TO_READERS OF

ANY ONE OF THE ABOVE VALUABLE WORKS WILL BE

FILL OUT THE SPECIAL BLANK ON PAGE 148 OF THIS ISSUE. CHECK OFF THE TITLE DESIRED AND MAIL T0

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING DIAGAZINE

 _
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Should be in Every Experimenter’s Library

All of these Books are written in Simple Non-technical Language and

contain Information of Real Value on Subjects of Timely Interest

RADIO BOOKS CONTAIN MANY WIRING DIAGRAMS

SOLDERING 3; BRAZING

I

AUSEEUI. HANDBOOK FOR MECHANICS

"By

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

@
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HENLEY runusx-nit» OO

: wtsr 45 TI-I. srkszr, NEW YORK

For__ the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the necessary

“kinks” that will enable one to ac

complish successful solderin . If a

mechanic has not succeede in his

soldering, this book may tell him just

what he needs to produce good work

—something that he may heretofore

have forgotten.

Hard soldering, for some reason,

is not generally known. Hard sold

ering, however, is very important and

must be used in all cases where soft

solder does not possess sufiicient

strength. Hard soldering and solders

are thoroughly covered in the book.

Nothing has been omitted that will

enable the mechanic to apply hard

solder successfully.

Brazing and all of its important

ramifications are treated in detail.

Brazing, like hard soldering, is a pro

cess little understood by many me

chanics. The book "Soldering and

Brazing” is divided in five parts as

follows: Part I—Soft Soldering; Part

II—Hard Soldering; Part III-Braz

ing; Part IV—Heating Devices; Part

Véoldering Notes.

  

RADIOHOOK"UPS

ABOOII OF THE MOST ADVANCED CIRCUITS

OI-‘ RECEIVERS.AMPl.II"IERS AND IRANSHITIERS

FOR DAMPED AND UNDAMYED WAVE W'0Rl(I

Q1

M’. B. SLEEPER

(FD

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO

2 WIS!‘ 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK

  

For the Radio Experimenter

and Amateur

In this book, the best circuits for

different instruments and various pur

poses have been carefully selected and

grouped together. The result is a

comprehensive summary of radio cir

cuits for tuning coils, loose couplers,

capacity coupling, variometers and

other equipment for receiving long

and short damped and undamped

waves; damped, undamped and modu

lated wave transmitters using buzzers,

spark coils, transformers, arcs and

vacuum tubes, telephone transmitters,

laboratory oscillators, vacuum tube

characteristic measuring circuits.

wave-meters, and audibility meters

in short, diagrams for every purpose.

A special feature of this book is

the explanations which accompany

each circuit, giving construction or

operating details. Spaces are also

provided for notes on the results ob

tained with each diagram. This ar

rangement, coupled with the skillful

selection of the circuits. makes Radio

Hook-ups an essential to every radio

experimenter or operator.

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS

SIMPLE METHODS FOR DESIGNING APPARAIIB

ACCORDING IO ADVAMIED AND APPROVED PRACTICE

Q1

M B SLEEPER

©
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. nznunr PUBLISHING co

2 wzsr 45 1n s-rnser. NEW YORK

For the Radio Engineer

and Student

Far from being a collection of for

mulas, Design Data takes up in proper

sequence the problems encountered

in planning all types of receiving sets

for short, medium, and long wave

work, and spark coil, transformer, and

vacuum tube transmitters operating

on 200 meters.

Where formulas are diflicult, tables

have been worked out so that values

can be found without the use of

mathematics. The few formulas

given are so simple that any school

boy can solve them. The subjects are

so arranged that, having decided upon

the type of receiver or transmitter to

be built. the reader can locate imme

diately the problems and solutions

required.

In Design Data, radio experiment

ers are given such information, read

ily accessible, as to make it possible

for them to have modern and highly

eflicient equipment and to get the

best possible results from the instru

ments they make or buy.

 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

LENT FREE FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, 2 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING l\'IAGAZINE
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nucrs 13264 Pages

E l e c l r i c al

and WirelessJUST OFF THE PRESS

I75 Pages of Wireless

Instruments

  

Any radio amateur will tell you

there is no catalog to take its

place, and that it is a Beacon

Light to guide you in the selection of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED

TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF I21: IN

STAMPS OR COIN, which may be de

ducted on first dollar purchase.

Great cost of catalog and low prices

prohibit cl i e t rib u t i o n otherwise

What This Big Catalog Contains

175 pp. Wireless Ap

paratus for Com

mercial a n d Ex

perimental use;

10 pp. Raw Material:

42 pp. Motors and

Dynamos;

8 pp. Flashlights;

I

l

I

l

2pp. Medical Bat- I

I

I

I

I

2 pp Transformers ' terms;

9 pp: Aum and s"’_ 3 DD. Amrneters llid

Batteries ; v°m“°t°l'5 3

8 pp. '1‘ e l e g r a p h 20 pp. Electrical and

instruments; Mechanical Books.

___,._.._._._._.__.___..______

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.

Z44-Z46 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio

THE NEED OF THE HOUR

Wireless Operators for the Merchant

Marine.

Start your boy in a profession

worth while

Complete Beginners, Wireless Sci, $15.00

Comprising Loose-Coupler, 2,000 Meters;

pair 2,000-Ohm Phones, Fixed Condenser,

Galena Detector, and instructions book;

these are separate instruments and Guaran

teed; the best value on the market to-day.

Note :—We do special Cabinet and Metal Work

Itlll‘ Engineering Students; correspondence in

v ted.

Radio Equipment Company

1525 North Fawn Street - Philadelphia

  

i Electrical Engin_eering ‘

A large, experienced faculty of 45 experts

l will train you thoroughly and quickly at

, this progressive school. An efflcient com

1 bluing of theory and practice in laboratory,

class room and shop.

Institute of Electrotechnics

Junior and enior divisions. Entrance require

ments 8th grads and 2 years high school re~

snectlvely. Trains lntmsively for early gradua

tion as an electrotechniclan. Also one year

practical electrlclu and one year Mechanical

and Eleoirlcal Drafting Courses. No special

educational requirements. Fail term now open.

"Earn While You Learn" if you lllra; one-half

day school. one-hull’ day paid einployment.

B O. '1‘. C. (optional) athletics. Students’ Fre

tgngy House. Room and board at cost. Glee

u .

i NEW TERM OPENS JAN. 2

Write now for latest bulletins and

booklet "Succeed Through Electricity."

Mention nae. education and course of

interest.

y SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF

MILWAUKEE

127-37. 3 Broadway Milwaukee, Wis.
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9 INTERNATIONAL

Illll

  
=

Please send me spec
  

FREE POCKET MAPS

Per E. Eng.

‘@l|ulul|i|uIXl

 

' |i‘.illlllllijilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllliillil|lilll||..l.imlillihllii-lnillnhliillllllllillilllilllllltllll1‘\ i i 11 ‘l ‘i ‘fill ‘Ci

estion; — be it the pronunciation

e spelling of zi puz_1.l1ng word:

the locntionof Zeebrugge. the meaning

_ ofblighly. ace.tnr\k,elc.. II\I.l Supreme

' Authority contains an nccurale.final answer.

1"» .l§'3'u"""'

’mon page: and ,,

OPPORTUNITIES FOR

INVENTORS

HE equipment section of the engi

neering division of the Army Air

Service is anxious that inventors

and designers in general and members

of the society in particular lend their ef

forts in the development of certain air

plane equipment. Among these is a

gasoline tank which will withstand a

salvo of 30 calibre ammunition, equally

mixed, service, tracer, incendiary and

armor-piercing bullets, fired at 21 range

of 30 yards and at the most vulnerable

angle. There are to be ten consecutive

tests on as many tanks without fire

occurring. The weight should be kept

as low as possible, the maximum limit

being 75 per cent more than standard

tank weights.

Air bag floats, landing skids, etc., to

prevent the machine from capsizing

when landing in water and to keep it

afloat after landing constitute other

problems requiring solution. Such de

vices should prcsent as small an

amount of wind resistance surface as

possible, should be light and readily

detachable.

A mobile independent cranking de

vice, mounted on a small motor truck,

is also desired. The device should be

electrically driven and arranged so that

it can be backed up to the front end of

an airplane and attached to the pro

peller by a flexible arm. The electric

motor is then used to crank the engine,

causing it to begin firing. When the

engine picks up, the device should be

automatically thrown out of connection

with the propeller.

A gasoline supply gauge is needed

which will be responsive, serviceable

and accurate to the last half gallon.

It may be mounted on the tank, al

though it should preferably be mounted

on the dashboard. This gauge must, of

course, register under conditions exist-

ing in airplane service where the center

line of the tank changes rapidly from

one to another of practically every

plane that it is possible to assume, and

is frequently 180 deg. out of its normal

position for comparatively short inter

vals of time.

At present portable canvas hangars

for field service do not weather winds

or rainstorms well enough to be prac

tical, and they are generally too small.

The improved hangar should be ca_p

able of housing four De Haviland

planes with working space. They

should provide for the necessary elec

tric lighting and small machine work.
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2700 Pages ='

- /i , ,1 ' sooo||i..,o..|...., §
‘V J T pe mailer is equivalent E

\\\ Io Ihel ofya I5 Volfncyclopedia I1

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE

will solve any problem in add!

/_ non. subtraction, multlpllcaucn.

‘tn division and proportion. A L03

, ' '\, hog Scale gives any root or paws

5, oi any number. (live: IDIIYILIJIIII.

'Slnes. Tangenis, Cosines. Colan

gonta and the decimal nqulnients

of fractions to nix decimals. It is

grease and wawr proof and will

give years of service. This rule is

not to be compared with I-Ill pl-per

utility rules which sell for 81.00

and are put togetha with per

fasteners, it in accurate. -fig:

to operate and comparison shows that it is undoubtedly

fasiesi and most complete rule made. Our refund guaran

ten r-rot ertn you from In.-5 or disap ointment. An Instruction book 18

ours. 1.: liiunirntioml, Is sent Wil each rule. Diameter 4 in. lode

n two m...i.|.-; M.-1-.1 iillille coated lIl‘l‘ll. $i.00: While Celluloid

$lr;2'_5.d l/arher Case 50¢ extra. Your money basil! you are not

Ma are _
U. 5.. .,.. R.fi§I;‘}’ "" °““"""° Gilson Slide Rule Co.,Nile:, Midi.

  

  

Learn Drafting
’ Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement.

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to n

ypung man because drafting itself not only com

mands good pay, but it is the first step toward

success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering

or Architecture. And drafting is lust the kind of

work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right at home in spare

time. "Poi-28 years the international Correspond

ence Schools have been giving boys just the train

ing they need for success in Drafting and more

than 200 other lublects. Thousands of boys have

stepped into good positions through 1. C. S. help.

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I_. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like beat in the coupon, then mark and mall It.

'l‘his_doesn't obligate you ll‘l the least and will bring

you information that may start you on a success

ul career. This is yoiir chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now. ,

11-—i—~i TIAI our anal m

INTERNATIONAL GUBRESPBNBENCE SCNUULS
BOX 0062-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain without obii n me. h I can quail f th
position‘, or in the nub ecf: ./‘ore winch I mark X.” or '

IILECTIIIOAL ENGINEEII UIIEIIOAL ENGIIEEII

Eleclrlclnn SALESMANSHIP

Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Wln¢OW Tflmmfl’

Electric Car Running Show Curd Writer

Heavy Electric Traction

 

Outdoor Sign Palmer

Eleclricnl Draftsman I{.\lLROADER

I-lleetrle llaehine ilulgner ILLUS FRATOR

Telegraph Expert DES GNER

ICUSI. r.SS IIASAGEIIIST

Private Secretary

ILOOKKEEPER

Sieiiogrnpller and Tynin

Cerf. Pub. Accouniant

Trallic Mnnngcmenl

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISII

S'l'A'I‘l0!\‘AIlY ENGIXEEII

CIVIL Sl-lR\"l(JE

Railway Mail Clerk

Teillle Overseer or Supt.

AlillI(‘UI.'l‘['illF. Rpllleh

|'onlrr_rIlnlslng French

Automobiles ltalhl

Practical Telephony

llEl‘ll \l\' ICA I. I'1N(lIN liI".Il

Mechanical Draftsman

Ship Draftsman

Machine Shop Procllce

Toolmaker

Gas Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

MINE I-‘lIlIF.lI‘l\' Oll. E!\'U‘l{

ARCHITECT

Architectural Drsllsiann

I’I.UIBll\'G AND II EATI M1

Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

Name

Present

Occupation

Street

and No.

 

(my State 



6-Page Book Catalogue Sent Free

E have just issued a 96-page Book Catalogue listing about 2,500 of the most

recent Scientific and Technical books. This is all the more welcome by reason

of the fact that both the publishing and importing of books have been very much

upset by the war, and many books can only be supplied with great difficulty.

This catalogue will be sent to any addrea in the world, free on request.

Manuscripts Considered for Publication

The Book Publishing Department of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be glad to give an

exsmination oi’ any manuscript oi Scientific or Technical nature. Submit as much of matter

ss possible, including illustrative material. There was never s better field for books of this

nature than at the present time.

Scientific-American Publishing Company

Woolworth Building 235 Broadway, New York

To the Man with an Idea

I_ ofifer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, efiicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost,

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly furnished without

charge.

1ir_!y experience, and familiarity with

Va"°"$ 311$. frequently enable rne to

accurately advise clients as to prob

able patentability before they go to

BX], CXPCUSB.

Booklet of valuable inf_ormation_:m<l

form for properly dl§Cl0Sll‘IR your idea.

free on request. Writ: today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

PATENT LAWYER

Owen Building, Washington, D. C.

Free Book on PWrite today for a Free Copy of “How to

Obtain a Patent.” Contains valuable infor

mation and advice to investors.

to h Tells how to secure Patents. Send

I . I model or sketch of your inven

, 51“ tion for opinion of its patentable

i a nature——Free. (20 years expel-i

Pate"? once.) Talbert & Talbert, 4368

i__- Talbert Bldg., Washington, D, C,
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lNVENTORS"'¢

MAIIIFACTUHERS

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE SERVICE DEP’T

lisaders of this magazine are invited to write for any information relative to procurement of

supplies, technical or practical books, tools, etc.. they need to carry on their experimental

work most efficiently. Our Service Dept. manager can render you valuable aid if you avail

yourself of this privilege. All inquiries will receive prompt attention, and to insure proper

service, the writer should enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope or postal card.
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_ Thousands of Electrical experts are needed now. Come to the great

Competent Patent Service shops of Coyne and let us train you quickly by our sure practical way

By It Form" Elgfiigitvsgifesiel of the U- 5- hacked by 20 years of success.

NORMAN T. WHITAKER Earn $125 to $300 a Month I-EARN DRAFTING
Lawyer and Engineer The country needs hundreds of skilled Dmflsmen
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the mighty Generators, Electrical Loco- practical, just like thejob you'll have when you grad.

motives and Power P|ants_ Everything uate. You mn't get this in any other school.

to make you a Master Electrician. Look WE TEACH ELECTRICITY. DRAFTING.

t he , t r t ke fr H - monou PICTURE OPERATING AND PLUMBING
£1 I P C II C 8 I1 OITI I E In OUT W h H h . .

SHOPS e_teac a t ese professions in suchathorough,...... ........ .m..... .......... D - i>.':*:*;°?.‘.::a.;“:: >'P;.*-*.'"=" me" "gm
__ - - .. . _ ‘ onsi ll y an lg pay.- E"-gr-q,g:'|f§¢“:.u¢.=:l:l¢¢=ing‘lisl:E::wm6 Become 3‘-'1 EXPGYIZ Ill MOflthS Fill out the coupon now and send it for our big

""-‘Lia-"". §::==|~;-U-_n:‘vEr_»tl;:'?:' No need of taking 1 to 4 years to be
on-wales-n-.'m -afiigldrgatgluvfiffén D_C_ come an expert. \Ve have proved this Be sure and check the mills tlul interests you- D» it now.

" ' in thousands of cases. VVe are the only school teach- I1 i1Z1ii1

ing by the original Coyne methods, which means no I COYNE SCHOOLS

free book of information. It tells what others are

doing and have done. what you can do,

Making Your InventionsFinancialSuccess b°°kS- “° °la5S°S—“ll Practical tl'aifli"g- | D°P‘-‘C‘*§,~"*C9A5,lJ§- ,','_l,‘_"°is 5‘
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AMELS supply in a lavish way every

thing you ever hoped to find in cigarettes!

Camels are so unique in quality, in flavor, in

full-bodied-mildness, in refreshing satisfaction

that you should not delay your pleasure an
Camels are sold everywhere in acien

  

instant I Try Camels out to the Iimit— ff‘ii-'1ypi-':1¢':§’e5'(c53i>e: -F;-gr‘: 53:1)’'i§’i

_ _ _ glnsaine-paper-covered carton. We

then cornpare then] Wlth any clgarette In the strongly recommend this carton for the

_i _ home or oflice supply or when you traveL

Y world at any price l

\_ n

Quality alone would make Camels distinct

ive. But, behind quality is Camels expert

blend of choice Turkish and choice Domestic

tobaccos. This blend is a revelation to

cigarette smokers! You’l1 prefer it to either

kind of tobacco smoked straight, it is so

mellow, so delightful. “

  

Prove conclusively that Camels are made to

meet your most exacting demands; that you

can smoke them liberally without tiring your

taste! And, know yourself that Camels

leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or un

pleasant cigaretty odor!

Quality will make you keen for Camels!
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Are You a Good Workman?

EN who dabble around in home shops like to be called

mechanics. Some of them are deserving of the name

and some are not.- A man may possess a consider

able knowledge of mechanics and yet his fingers may be so

awkward that he is not able to manipulate tools successfully.

The Writer knows of a young man who has an extensive

knowledge of chemistry, and yet has been accused of being

a blacksmith in the manipulation of chemical apparatus.

Genius does not always find its way to the finger tips.

ANY men are natural born mechanics; some have to be

trained; some simply cannot be trained. Probably one

of the greatest essentials of a good workman is accuracy.

Without accuracy, nothing of value can be accomplished.

The eye, no matter how "mechanical," can never replace

measuring instruments. That is one great mistake made by

many young men training themselves for a mechanical career;

they rely too much upon their eyesight, and are quite forget

ful of its natural limitations. Moral: If the eyesight were

accurate enough, there would never have been a need for

scales and micrometers.

HE scond great essential of a good workman is neatness.

True, some mechanics can produce wonderful work in an

untidy shop, but there are few. Neatness always helps to

develop accuracy as well as efficiency. A poorly kept shop is

often an indication of the nature of the work that the shop

produces. Moral: A neat shop is a great aid to good work.

HE third essential of the good workman is patience. Pa

tience is a virtue of the good mechanic. The man in a

hurry cannot hope to be a mechanic worthy of the name. Of

all faults of beginners that of impatience is the greatest and

the most difiicult to overcome. lt is the cautious, calculating

mechanic who accomplishes noteworthy work. Many men

picture what they are working at in their mind's eye, and they

are so anxious and impatient to see the finished article that

they rush through the job of producing it in the most hap

hazard way. A set of castings received one day must be

machined and assembled the next—or the same day. Moral:

A good mechanic is patient.

RAYMOND FRANClS YATES.

Editor.
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and my addrvxr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.

1014 Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

GENTLEMEN:—Please send me free, postage paid, your

illustrated catalogue which lists and describes over 100 Prac

tical Mechanical Books for Home Study.

My name is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 

FOR HOME STUDY

DRAKE’S BOOKS

PRACTICAL MECHANICAL

They Raise Pay Checks ?l'§>°i~'?|'-;‘YT§R“é 1?"P3215

Drake’s practical mechanical books for home study are written in non-technical

language by acknowledged experts,—for electricians, engineers, telephone men,

 

  

machinists, automobilists, carpenters, plumbers, sign and card writers, in fact for all mechanics and

skilled workers. Drake books are as easy to read as the pay checks which they so often increase. Order

direct from this page. Send the price of any book listed bel0w—we’ll send the books p0stpaid—you

keep them five days——if not entirely satisfied return the books and your money will be refunded in full.

Marine and Stationary Engineers

Complete Examination and Answers

By 8\vln|le, M. E., 400 pages, 212 illustrations. Pocket size,

leatherette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00

Concise, thoroughly reliable. Covers every phase of marine and

stationary engineering. Gives latest and most improved answers

for steam boiler engineer examinations.

Brookes’ Automobile Handbook

1918 edition revised by Manly. 700 pages, illustrated, 400

pages on new equipment. Pocket size, leatherette . . . . . . .$2.00

Contains practical information for owners, operators and automo

bile mecharllcs. Covers both gasoline and electric automobiles.

Gives remedies for road troubIes—motor, carburetor, ignition, bat

tery, clutch, and starting troubles, charts, tables and diagrams.

Sure to save time and money.

Practical Gas and Oil Engine Handboollr

Special references to Diesel and other new oil engines.

Brookas. 270 pages, 81 illustrations. Pocket size, cloth. .$l.00

Full of practical information on the care, maintenance and repairs

of gas and oil engines. An invaluable guide on construction, opera

tion and maintenance of stationary, portable and marine gas and

oil engines. Fuel and fuel consumption carefully analyzed in non

technical terms.

Operators’ Wireless Telegraph and

Telephone Handbook. 1918 Edition

By Laughter. 210 pages, with illustrations of wireless installa

tion on U. S. war ships and ocean liners, cloth . . . . . . . . . . .$i.00

A complete treatise of this important subiect, from construction and

"tuning up" to study of rules of naval stations with all codes, ab

breviations, etc. Written so any layman can understand.

Steam Boilers, Their Construction, Care

and Operation, With Questions and Answers

By Swlnlle, M. E, 305 pages, 170 illustrations. Pocket size.

leatherette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ . . . . . . .$2.00

Goes carefully into boiler construction, setting, and operation. Ha

valuable tables and rules for calculating boiler strength, heating

surface and horsepower. Evaporation tests explained. All modern

boiler roomequipment given particular attention.

 

 

 

 

Wooden Boat and Ship Building

A Practical Course by Richard M, Van Gaasbeel. Bound in

cloth, profusely illustrated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l.50

A complete instruction book for carpenters. Every step of boat and

wooden shipbuilding clearly explained. Right up to date. Just off

the press.

Electric Motors, Direct and Altemating
By Prof. Morston, B.S., E.E., written in non-technical lan

guage, 250 pages, illustrated, pocket size, limp cloth....$l.00

Covers the principles, construction and maintenance of all types of

electric motors—treats fully of troubles, their cause, location and

how to remedy them,

Automobile Starting and Lighting
By Manly. 302 pages, fully illustrated. Pocket size, cloth. .$l.00

Changes in starting and lighting brought down to 1918. Every de

vice on the market covered in manner easy to understand. Invalu

able for repair man and car owner.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting

Electric and Thermlt Welding. By Manly, 215 pages, illus

trated. Cioth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$I.00

Fully describes annealing, tempering, hardening, heat treatment,

and restoration of steel, and gives much practical information on

the uses and characteristics of various metals. Hand forging and

welding included.

Twentieth Century Machine Shop Practice

By Brookes. 650 pages, 400 illustrations. Cloth . . . . . . ..$2.00

The latest and most practical book for machinists, engineers and

others interested in 100% efficient use of machinery and machine

tools in a modern machine shop. Covers everything from simple

Arithmetic to applied mechanics.

The Ford Motor Car and Truck and

 

 

 

 

 

Tractor Attachments

By Manly. 256 pages, fully illustrated. Pocket size, limp

cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$i.00

Gives complete instructions on every feature of Ford cars, with par

ticular attention to adjustments and repairs, upkeep and care.

Truck and tractor attachments fully covered.
 

The books listed above are only a few gfthe many in our catalogue, which you

will receive promptly after filling out and mailing us the coupon above. For quick

action order direct from this page—cross name of each book wanted and send in

with the price quoted. We prepay postage and send books on our money-back plan.

At All Bookstores, or

PUBLISHERS

1014 Michigan Ave.

U1-die)" alilrecz‘ from fizis Page »-

ON OUR. MONEY"BACK PLAN.

  

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & C0.

CHICAGO
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Get BiggerPay

'"’”ELE(ZTRlCITY
by using your set oi

HAWKINS Electrical

Guides Every Day.

They tell you lust what

you need to know.

~ AWKlNS

Electrical Guides

place electricity at your fingers’ ends. They

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

leni, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can tum right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain every day

language~—no wasted words-only what you need to

know—full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.

The guides are a complete course in electrical en
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3500 Pages

4700 Pictures
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gineering.

They will help you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can’t give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket—

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until you have mastered its con

tents. 3,500 pages of actual information and 4,700 illustrations. Once you

see these books and put_ them into actual use you will never again want to

be without them. Try it at our expense.

‘TO EARN MORE*—LEARN MORE
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It Wlll cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over-ask

them all the questions you can think of—use them in your w0rk—study them-—pick

up some information that will increase your earning ability. \Ve will ship you the

entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.
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The ton dollars I invested in Hawkins—lndicat-in: devices-—rneters—power iacwr ind.icawrs—wsvs form

iaocnnmcni,-4-witch boards, etc.

It. 7 Can!-aim 315 panes, 379 illustrations. Alternating current,

Itrlnt power statlnns—tu:l:lnes: management, seli‘Ci.ll)ll, location.

qnetlnn restlnl. runninz._ can and l'€Ill-il'—ieleph0i'le5, etc.

II. C Ciontatns 332 pages, 436 illustrations. Telni:rsph—-sirnults

nail tclegranliy and telephony — wireless — electrolysis bells -

fitrh li|htina—vhoinm¢-ry. ew

9 Ooni-alns 322 paces. 621 illusu-iiilons. Electric railways

olaetrle locomotives-car l.i7hi.lnz—u-olley car o|>erai.tcn—riils

Qallaneoul awlludons»—moion niciui-cs—ns angina ignlt1on—

THEO. AUDEL Gt COMPANY

72 Filth Avenue. N. Y.

Please submit me for examination

Hawkins Electrical Guides (Dries $1

Rich). Shin at once, prepaid, Lhe 10 num

hers. U satisfactory I agree in sand you $1

within seven days and to further mail you $1

vsch month until paid,

I

Electrical Guides netted the company I

by whom I am employed somewhere

around $5,000.
The knowledge gained from your books

eiiabled mo to save a transformer house.

whereas a year ago I should have

thought niysel! in great dafllsr ii.nil

have run.

Use this letter as you please ss I am

truly thaiikiul for having the little won

flannhlleself-ai.ari.srsandli tlniisi ,lci.ri hil. . . A. F .0h,Colo.ll Contains 513 puss, $9 Ulir}s'i!r:ltil<:‘>ns..BEle‘i's‘7i:>rs‘:—-.¢2rs(ii:s ':'ie;:||Y to carryh mm D at Slsiisturs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

r compressor-s——electrio heatlniz—-electric vi-el<iinz— The gi-sat beauty or them is that you

Illd bl'l11I1l"—1lld\l$"’1l1 fllw!r0l>‘815—¢'llPClP0-ills!-1111- can carry them in your pocket. Thai. Q¢¢upu(|Q" _ L

neutica--X-rays. etc. suits me (or l never want. to be without ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ' ‘ ' 'a ciaanlcm 126 was ready reference index of the complete them. F. 8. Collins.

. This index has been Dlanned to render easily accessible Richardson Engineering Co., Hartford. 5"\P|0!0l1 by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

lb VIII information contained in the 10 electrical guides. Conn. I

an aver 13.500 croaa referencea. You "mun". *.‘”"‘mwmo'|"u.m _-i_-—- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ Refers-nee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jan_

wt - Please mention Eviznvmiv ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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The Modern Gasoline Automobile, Its Design, Con

struction, Operation.

By Vitron _\V. Pact, M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical

and up-to-date treatise on asoline automobiles and their component

parts ever published. In tlie new revised and enlarged_1920 edition,

all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance are

fully and completely described and in language anyone can under

stand. 1,000 pages. 1,000 illustrations. Price, $4.00

The Model T Ford Car, Its Con

struction, Operation and Repair,

Including the Fordson Farm Trac

tor. The F. A. Starting and Light

ing System and the Worm Drive

1-Ton Truck.

By Vicroii \V. Pitcé. This is the most com

plete and practical instruction book ever ub

lished on the Ford car and the Fordson rac

tor. Illustrated by s ecially made drawings

and hotograplis. Al parts of the Ford

Mode T Car are described and illustrated in

a comprehensive manner—nothing is left for

the reader to guess at. The construction is

fully treated and 0 crating principle made

clear to everyone. 42 pages, ISO illustrations.

Price, $1.50

.TH£MODEl.T

prom) CAR,

  

How to Run an Automobile.

By VICTOR W. Pace. This treatise gives concise instructions for

starting and running all makes of gasoline automobiles, how to care

for them, and give distinctive features of control. Describes every

step for shifting gears, controlling engines. 178 pages. 72 illus

tions. Price, $1.25

Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame.

By M. Ki-zirn DUNIIAM. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to

lie used, its care, and liow to construct necessary shop equipment.

Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile parts, in a

manner understanable by everyone. 167 pages, fully illustrated.

Price, $1.50

Abrasives and Abrasive Wheels.

By Fiuzn B. JACOBS. A new book for everyone interested in abrasives

or grinding. A careful reading_ of the book will not only make me

chanics better able to use abrasives intelligently but _it will also tell

the shop superintendent of many short cuts an efiiciency-increasing

kinks. The economic advantage in using large grinding wheels are

fully explained, together with many other things_that will tend to

give the superintendent or workman a keen _in_sight into abrasive

engineering. 340 pages, 200 illustrations. This is an indispensable

book for every machinist. Price, $3.00

Automobile Repairing Made Easy.

By Vicroii \V. Pant. A thoroughl ‘

book containing com lete directions or making

re airs to all parts 0 the motor car mechanism.

ritten in a thorough but non-technical man

ner. This book also contains Special Instruc

tions on Electric Starting, Lighting and Ignition

Systems. Tire Repairin_g and Rebuilding. Auto

enous Welding. Brazing and Solderin , I-I_eat

reatment of Steel Latest Timing ractice,

Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors, etc_., etc.

You will never “Get Stuck" on a Job if _you

own this book. 1,000 specially made engravings

on s00 plates. 1,056 pages (5%x8)._ 11 fold

ing plates. Price, $4.00

Machine Shop Arithmetic.

By COLVIN-CHENEY. Most popular book for shop men. Shows how

all shop problems are worked out and “why.” Includes change gears

practical

  

for cuttin any threads; drills, taps, shrink and force fits; metric

system o measurements and threads. Used by all classes of

mechanics and for instruction in Y. M. C. A. and other schools.

Seventh edition. 131 pages. Prlcfl 50¢

Steel: Its Selection, Annealing, Hardening and Tem

poring.

By E, R. MARKHAM. This work was formerly known as "The

American Steel Worker," but on the publication of the new, revised

edition, the publishers deemed it advisable to change its title to a

more suitable one. This is the standard work on hardening, tem r

ing and annealing steel of all kinds This book tells how to _|e ect,

and how to work, temper. harden, and anneal steel for everything on

earth. It is the standard book on selecting. hardening, and tem rin

all grades of steel. 400 pages. Very fully illustrated. ourt

edition. Prise. $3-00

  

Q‘ Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price.

  

FREE—-Our new 1920 Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request

 

EVERY PRACTICAL MAN’S LIBRARY

SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING BOOKS

Saw Filing and Management of Saws.

By Roiiitiir Giinrsiiiiw. A practical hand book on filing, gummin ,

swaging, hammering and the lnazing of band saws, the speed, wor ,

and power to run circular saws, etc. A handy book for those who

have charge _of saws, or for those mechanics who do their own filin ,

as it d_eals with the proper shape and pitches of saw teeth of all kin s

and gives _many usefu hints and rules for gumming, setting, and

filing, and is a practical aid to those who use saws_ _ _ _ for any purpose.

Third edition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated. Price, $1 .25

Brazing and Soldering.

By Antes F. Hoaaar. The only book that shows ou just how to

han le any job of brazing or solderin I that comes a ong; it tells ou

what mixture to use, how to make a urnace if ou need one. ull

of valuable kinks. The fifth edition of this ook has just been

published, and to it much new matter and a lar e number of tested

ormulas for all kinds of solders and fluxes have en added.

Price, 35¢:

Drafting of Cams.

By Louis ROUILLION. The laying out of cams is a serious problem

unless you know how to go at it right. This puts you on the right

road for practically any kind of cam you are likely to run up against.

Third edition. Price, 35c

House Wiring.

By THOMAS \\'. Pores. Describing and illustrating up-to-date meth

ods of installing electric light wiring. Intended for the electrician,

helper and apprentice. Contains just the information needed for suc

cessful wiring of a building. 125 pages, fully illustrated, flexible

cloth. Price, 75¢

Electric Wiring, Diagrams and Switchboards.

By NEWTON HARRISON, with additions by THOMAS Porn. This is

the only complete work issued showing and telling you what you

should know about direct and alternating current wiring. It is a

ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and

mathematics, arithmetic being used throughout. It is in every respect

a handy,"well-written, instructive. comprehensive volume on wirin

for the wire-man, foreman. contractor or electrician. Second revise

edition. 303 pages, 130 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $2.00

High Frequency Apparatus, Its Construction and Prac

tical Application.

By THOMAS STANLEY CURTIS. The most comprehensive and thor

ough work on this interesting subject ever produced. The book is

essentially practical in‘ its treatment and it constitutes an accurate

record of the researches of its author over a period of several years,

during which time dozens of coils were built and experimented with.

248 pages. Fully illustrated. Price, $2.50

The Lathe—Its Design, Construction and Operation,

With Practical Examples of Lathe Work.

By Oscar E. Pi-ziuiico. A new revised edition, and the only complete

American work on the subject, written by a man who knows not only

how work ought to be done, but who also knows how to do it, and

how to convey this knowledge to others. It is strictly up-to-date in

its descriptions and illustrations. A number of difiicult machining

operations are described at length and illustrated. The new edition

has nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations. Price, $3.00

~Henley’s Twentieth Century Book of Recipes, Formu

las and Processes.

Edited by GARDNER D. Hiscox. _The most valuable technocbemical

formulie book published, including over_10,000 selected scientific.

chemical, technological and practical recipes and processes. This

book of 800 pages is the most com lete book of recipes ever pub

lished, giving thousands of recipes or the manufacture of valuable

articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, practical ideas and secret

processes are revealed within its pa es. It covers every branch of

the useful arts in every respect. ontains an immense number of

formulas that every one ou ht to have that are not found in any

other work. New edition. .loth. Price, $4.00

Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Sys

tems.

By Vicroii \V. Pace. A practical treatise on

modern starting and ignition system practice

This practical volume has been written with

special reference to the requirements of the

non-technical reader desiring easily understood

explanatory matter relating to all types of auto

mobile ignition, starting and lighting systems.

It can be understood by anyone even without

-§

:4

I

  

electrical knowledge. Nearly 500 a_g_es. 297

specially made engravings. New .dition. .

Price, $2.50 ‘

  

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dept. E. E.
  

2 West 45th Street, New York

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAc..~.zii~n:
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Everything New
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out ShopWork!
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Examine Them Free
The sixth edition of Modern Shop Practice is now ofi the press.

Let us send you the six volumes for seven days’ free examination

—not a penny in advance. See how 27 mechanical engineers,

designers, and specialists in shop methods have given you the

benefit of their vast experience. Read what they say about pro

duction, metallurgy, welding, tool making, tool design, die mak

ing, metal stamping, foundry work, forging, pattern making,

mechanical and machine drawing, speed lathes, planers, metal

drillers, grinders, milling machines, stamping machines, die

presses, etc. Then after free examination, send the books back

‘unless you are convinced they will raise your pay.

The more you know about machine

shop practice, the more money youlump Ahea _
Will earn. Don't depend on your

hands alone to eam your pay.

Make your head work for you. Equip yourself with knowledge

that designs machinery, that does the big work. These six mas

sive volumes tell -everything you want to know about every

phase of shop work. Written in clear, non-technical language.

Only 7c a Day

These six magnificent volumes are flexibly bound in American

Morocco, gold stamped. Contain 2300 pages, 2500 illustrations,

photographs, drawings, explanatory diagrams, tables, etc. Up

to-date labor saving methods that big manufacturers have spent

thousands of dollars to learn. Facts that you can use in your

everyday work at once. Examine the books free. Then if

satisfied, pay for them at rate of 7c a day.

No Money in Advance

Not a cent in advance. See the books in your own home first. Read

them for seven whole days before you decide. Make no deposit

assume no obligation. If you are not more than satisfied—send them

back and you won't owe a cent. If you are sure they will raise your

pay—send o n l y

$2-8° Wm“ Sm" AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
days and then $2 a

mouth u nt il the

special introduc

tory price of $19.80

has b e e n paid.

(Regular p r i c e

$30.) With each

set we give you

Free a year's Con

sulting Member

ship in the Amer

ican Technical So

ciety. (Worth

$i2.) Mail coupon

for the books now.

Send no money.

Dopfl. M-351 CHICAGO, ll. S. A

|-----—--1----_-|

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY

om. n-asa. cmcaeo. u. s. A. '

| Please send ma the nix-volume act of "Modern Shop i‘rac- |

tlce" for seven dun‘ examination. shipping charges coils-ct.

| Ii’ I decide to buy, I will send $2.80 within seven day": and |

balance at $2 a month until $19.80 hu been paid. Then

I you will send ma n receipt showing that the not of books I

and the Consulting Membership are mine, and fully paid

for. It I think I can get lion; without the books, I will

I return them at your expense after seven days. |

‘Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ ......... .... I

I Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I

I Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I

Please 1m'nlion Evenvnav ENGINEERING i\l.-\G.-'\ZINE
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Learn, Mechanical Drafting

Earn $35 to $100 A Week

"Get into the profession of big pay and Rapid Advancement with the help of

the school that has started hundreds on the Road to Success. l am ready to

help you.” Roy C.

C la fl in, President
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The Burgess

BLUE BOOK
For Practical Men and

Electrical Students

I have llrccand a ccclict-size note bccli cue

|llIl|lllI|llllIl|l|lIilllIl|i.

  

  

in Spare Time

You don't h_ave to stop “'°'k °r

leave home in order to become a

trained Draftsman. Through our

practical Home Study Training We

teach you in your_ own home, ~'=_"1d

enable you to qualify as a practical

Draftsman.

No Previous Training

Required

Owing to the COl'l’l])i’Cl'lt’.i'lSlVC_ nature _of

our course, you_ need no previous train

ing in the subject. Though_ you have

never done any kind of drawing before,

vou can become a thorough Draftsman

by following our instructions.

Can Learn in Short Time

by Our Methods

The reason for this is that we elimi

nate unnecessary theoretical work and

concentrate upon the PRACTICAL

problems such as confront the profes

sional Draftsman. We do not require

you to spend months of your time on

“preliminary” work, but start you o_n

REAL DRAFTING at once. That is

one reason why our students “make

good" so readily.

Our Graduates Get to the

Top

The universal success of our graduates as

Professional Draftsmen, _many of whom have

advanced rapidly to positions of Chief Draft!

men, is evidence of the REAL VALUE of

the training given by the COLUMBIA

SCHOOL OF DRAFTING. Large numbers

of our students have secured excellent posi

tions even before completing their courses.

\Ve gladly _cooperatc_ with our student_s_and

graduates in securing desirable positions,

which has been easy for us owing to‘ihe many

demands upon_us to supply our product

for these positions.

Draftsmen Get $35 to $100

a Week

Columbia

  

School of

Drafting.

  

The Demand

is Greater

than the Supply

The demand for properly trained Draftsmen

has always been greater than the supply, hut

this is more so today than ever before, owing

to greatly increased construction and_ mechan

ical development. The Draftsman is an _es

sential connecting link in _all_ engineering

work. This great demand is indicated l_iy the

long lists of want ads for Draftsmen in the

daiy papers, especially those of industrial

centers.

Specialists in Mechanical

Drafting

The COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

not only trains Draftsmen by_ mail but also

maintains a large local institution of the

highest standing. For manyhyears it has been

the leader in SPECIALIZI G on the teach

ing of DRAFTING. This is an obvious ad

vantage over teaching Drafting only as a side

issue.

Drawing Outfit Furnished

\Ve su ply all our students with a drafting
outfit fldr use throughout the course. There

is no extra charge for this, and it becomes

our personal property when the course has

een paid for in ull.

Book of Particulars Sent

Free

If you are interested in becoming a practical

Draftsman through the thorough training of

the COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING.

whereby you can enter a Profession in which

your services will always be in demand, you

are invited to write us for our free book of

particulars, which describes our school and

methods.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Dept. l076—14th and T Sta.

Washington, D. C. ‘

For your convenience you can fill out and

I-------------~-Mail This Coupon To-tl8y'----------~~---~

Columbia School of Drafting,

De r. i076, 14th & T Sts. N.W.,

Washington, D. C.

  

  

clally for the practical man and those irhc an

taking up the study oi’ electricity. It contains

drawings and diagrams ci electrical machinery

and connections ever two hundred icrinulss icr

calculations. and problems wcrkcd out shcwlnu

hcw the ioraiulss arc uscii. This data is taiicn

ircni my crsocal nctc hccli. which was made

whilc on lflcrcnt lilnds of work. and It will he

found 01 value to anyone cncaccd In the electrical

huslncss.

The drawings oi’ connections for electrical

apparatus include Motor Starters and Start

ing Boxes, Overload and Underload Release

Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Control

lers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Print

ing Press Motors, Automatic Controllers,

Variable Field Types, Controllers for Mine

Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Con

necilons for Reversing Switches, Motor and

Dynamo Rules and Rules for Speed Regu

lation. Also, Connections for Induction

Motors and Starters, Delta and Star Con

nections and Connections for Auto Trans

formers, and Transformers for Lighting and

Power Purposes. The drawings also show

all kinds of lighting circuits, including spe

cial controls where Three and Four Way

Switches are used.

The work on Calculations consists of

Simple Electrical Mathematics, Electrical

Units, Electrical Connections, Calculating

Unknown Reslstanccs, Calculation of Cur

rent in Branches oi’ Parallel Circuits, How

to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge

llilllllllilIIIIIIiilllllllllllll|ll||I|llllIlllllIlllllIllllll|llllIllll|Il|IllIlllllIlllllIllIllI|l||lIlllllIlllllIll

  

Rules, 0hin‘s Law, Watt's Law, information

regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur

poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calcula

tions, Illuminatlon Calculations, Shunt In

struments and How to Calculate Resistance

oi’ Shunts, Power Calculations, Emclcncy

Calculations, Measuring Unknown Resist

al1r(3:S£n?lYl1LiiiI1€g 8.'l1l_d Dglnamo £l'(IElal)llQ5' Mo.

0 r rou as an culsSize of Pulleys. ' mm

Also Alternating Current Calculations in

finding Impedance, Besctancc, Inductance,

Fmquency. Alternatlons, Speed oi’ Alter

nators and Motors, Number of P015; in

Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Sus

ceptance. Admittance, Angle of Lag and

Power Factor, and i’ uln 1
Linc Transformers. mm S or use Wm:

This book is recommended b uticci

mun. It 1| bcinc cued oi’ g.-lnicol

Schonlc. Biaoificci catublishnaits himhh

"iv" iv their mvlowm tc IWI mu.

Industrial establishments nice than so

their customers.

The Burgess BLUE BOOK will be Mailed,

Postpaid, on Receipt of $1.00

Send doll hill.fuarantcc ::fllfl0\l0I'lnnlI'l".yWl|l|"-dl':1rl.lf‘l,lrI:l'I.lFnkfcne;

I: oiirvmiliovflaeniiot to km the ms altar using

llIllIlllllllIlllIllllIllllIlflllIllllIlllllIlllllIllllIlllflIlllllIlllllIlllllIllllII|IllIl||llIllllIIlllllIlll

information and Write-ups on

Electrical Subjects Supglied.

Questions Answered.Pro len-is

Solved. Inventions Perfected.

  

Burgess Engineering Co.
Consultin El tri al E 'YORKE‘BUilcGESS, Plfsldzhltnl

753 East 42nd St. chicazg’ []|_

ELECTRICITY
Taught by a Practical Man

if you are interested in a HOME
COURSE, which is really an Ens,-i;i,'£,‘:

ing Service, and well adapted to men

“'h° ‘"3 enllged in the electrical in

dustry‘, SEND FOR MY CATA]_O(;_

Superintendents, Chief Electricians and

Foremen, who are interested In the wi

fare of their men, ARE INTERESTED

in what I have to offer. Students may

discontinue at any time, if not satisfied

and their payments stop then. '

PRACTICAL MEN recommend this course

Seventy-five percent of my students are

engaged in practical work and find my in

structlon well suited to their needs,
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Our graduates have shown their ability to

reach high salaries RAPIDLY, owing to their

practical training. The secure excellent

salaries AT THE START! as high as §2,000

Without obligation to me, please send me tull

particulars of ‘your practical home study

training in Dra ting.
Over 11 percent of m 11
obtained from si.udeni.s.em-0 mam has been

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

tao aTivi:el<l.Sual pay of Drahmnfill is $35 Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . YoRl7(5 BElil;%E§§,“dsuSEl?fii£g-;-‘Sent _=_

-mm City.............. . . State =“ullIIlllllIIIll|I|‘ll Chi“'°’ '""'°"' Q
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 i lI|l|||I|ll|lI|ll||Illll|Illll|IlllllIlllllIlllllIlllll'l§
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FREE TRIAL

Keep lt

For $3.00

Per Month

  

Or Return

It At Our

Expense

c-\¢.-non _u n Q

'91L~Y\|@I*¥I'§lf\.l'u

The Oliver Typewriter—Was $100—Now $57

The Guarantee of a $2,000,000 Company that it ls the Identical Model

Be your own salesman and earn $43. You get

the identical typewriter formerly priced $100—not a.

cent’s alteration in value. The finest, the most ex

pensive, the latest Oliver Model. Old methods were

wasteful. Our new plan is way in advance. It is in

keeping with new economic tendencies. It does away

with waste. Inflated prices are doomed forever.

During the war we learned that it 'was unneces

sary to have great numbers of traveling salesmen

and numerous, expensive branch houses throughout

the country We were also able to discontinue many

other superfluous, costly sales methods. You bene

fit by these savings.

Brand New—Latest Model

Do not confuse this with offers of earliermodels,

rebuilt or second-hand. Note the signature of this

advertisement. This is a $2,000,000

concern.

We offer new Olivers at half

price because we have put type

writer selling on an efficient, scien

tific basis.

You can now deal direct-—sell to

vourself, with no one to influence

This puts the Oliver on a

merit test.

You Save $43 Now

This is the first time in history that a new stand

ard $10O typewriter has been offered for $57. Re

member, we do not offer a substitute model, cheaper

nor different. But the same splendid Oliver used

by the big concerns. Over 700,000 Olivers have

been sold.

  

We ship direct from the factory to you. No

money down—no red-tape. Try the Oliver Nine

at our expense. If you decide to keep it, send us $3

per month. If you return it, we even refund the out

going transportation charges. You are not placed

under the slightest obligation. That’s our whole plan.

We rely on your judgment. We know you d0n’t

want to pay double. And who wants a lesser type

writer? You may have an Oliver for free trial by

checking the coupon below. Or you may ask for

further information.

An Amazing Book

All the secrets of the typewriter world are revealed in

our startling book entitled “The High Cost of Typewriters

—The Reason and the Remedy”—sent free if you mail the

coupon now. Also our catalog. Order your free-trial

Oiiver—or ask for further information at once.

Canadian Price, $72

THE OLIVER TYPEWRlTER CO.

C-40 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

NOTE CARE]-'ULLY—Thia coupon will bring you

either the Oliver Nine for free trial or further in

formation. Checl: carefully which you wish. (24-OZ)

__-_,1,1,__-.1_-,_-_.¢-,1,@.,_.._,—,i,_1i1;—

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.,

C-40 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chic!

E] Ship me n new Oliver Nina for five days’ free inspection. If I keep

I will pay $57 at the rate oi’ $8 nor month. The title to remain in

unlll iully paid for.

My shipplnl point is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If l choose to return

Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense M. the end ni five days.

E] Do not lend a machine until I order it. Mail me your book—"'i‘he 1

Cost oi’ 'i‘ypewriters—'1‘he Reason and the Remedy," your de luxe cat

and further infomiation.

Street A ll dress

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$tate . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Occunailon or Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGlNEERlNG l\/IAGAZINE
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Comptroller

$3,000—$l$,0O0
Offlce Ma er

$l,IO0—$S, 00

Fae te Facts
Training Brings Real Money

There are too many bookkeeper: and clerka—not enough Expert Accountants.

Training makes the difference. Only by training can you win the bigger job.

You—yourse1f——must decide whether tomorrow you will be a plodding bookkeeper or clerk 01' an

independent executive.

Why Accountancy Training la

So Valuable Today

New Income and Excess Profit taxes have

brought home to literally thousands of firms th_e

necessity of accurate records. American bl.El

ness is branching out in all directions—loreign

and domestic—and with this tremendous _ex

pansion has comea l_u.-en appreciation oi the un

portance of preventing waste and misdirected

energies—-of developing better methods of Cost

Accounting. Positions aic open today in every

community for auditors, comptrollers, cost ac

countants, credit men, and public accountants

at salaries ranging from 82__500 to 612,000, and

even higher. Face the subiect sguarely. when

lea anaearee|t—there must_tiaine<l ex nenc_e

demand highest salaiics. Fit yoiirsel for this

mostprofitablaof professions and tomorrow‘:

success. will take care of itself.

Applying tho Success Formula

W. A. Thompson was once a bookke i'—

today he is Comptroller of the Allis Cha crs

Mfg. Co. In less than 3 years through LA. S.

trninin he made the Jump. _

Arno d O. Link rose from Assistant Book

keeper to O_fiice Manage! through the study of

our al;.l(;'S€ in Accountancy—iaerea|ia¢ Lima].

a 0

.W. Brickell was a clerk _when he beiziin

his I. A. S. tr.-iinin;:—tod:iy heis GcneralAudi

tor ol the Everwear Hosiery Company.

These~storit:=. are not the exceptions—if you

will mail the coupon below for our book,"Storics

of Success," you will lind_ hundreds of similar

examples. They prove, without a shadow of a

doubt, that you can learn through the home

study 1'neth0d—that I. A. S._tniined_i_nen ac»

tually an holding big executive, auditing and

cost positions.

Executive Poaitiona Always Open

to the Trained Accountant

Big buainen simply cannot get enough of man

with trained accountancy ex rience. The ao

countant ia executive timber. in work gives him

a bird’:-eye view of the whole buainen. The ae

countaney trained man dominates. No matter

what your present position or education—if you

bavq the gritty determination to make good-—

I. A. S. training will bridge the gap for you be

tween oua preaeni: pooition and ighaalaried in

depen enee—_triiining that may be Iecurcd in

apan time without giving up your present work.

Study at Home Under the

Guidance of Experts

_ Every member of our faculty is a Certified Pub

lic Accountant actively engaged in the practice of

his profession with lueeeaaful experience in the

teaching-of Accounting. The sixteen-year auc

ceaaful record backs upthe courae—among our

students and graduates nroover 100 Certified

Piiblic Aecountantii. Low tultlon and

enay terms place tha_beneflta oi l. A. S.

home study training within the reach of

every ambitious man.

Elective Features Multiply

the Value of the Leuom

In addition to a remarkably thor

ough practical training in Account

aneygyou are enabled through our

elective leature to specialize in

any branch of Accountancy you

may prefer. Scientificnll lan

n lessons fitted to the in ivl

dual needs of each ltudent

enable you to nave more

than iilx months in the

completion of your course

-make it poslihle for you

tocasb In on the value

ofyourtrainingiuetthat

much sooner.

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS SOCIETY

a department of the Tanncrllilman Schools Incorporated

DEPARTMENT 44-i-;, zszs s. mien,“ Ave., CHICAGO, ll.L

 

The worker market has plenty of $800 employees—but altogether too few

qualified to handle the $3,000, $5,000 and $10,000 positions.

Two Big Booln “Storiea of Suc

ceu” and "How to Learn

Accounting"—FREE

Get than booka—at once. They deacribe In

a airnplmltraight-forward way the opportunitlaa

in higher accountancy todny—ahow how hun

dredi of other-a have won better poaitiona-tall

bow yon, too, can fit yourself for a better

|)0!lll0I1-ll bigger salary.

The evidence will certainly

convince you.
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~ What To Do When the Motor Stalls

A Helpful Exposition for the Man Who Operates His Own Car, Dealing With

Common Automobile Power Plant Troubles and How to Locate Them

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

VEN though the automobile of

E to-day has been perfected to a

high degree, the mechanism has

not been developed to the point that it

is entirely free from trouble on the

road, though any trouble that cannot

be easily located and remedied by the

average automobile operator is a rare

one that is usually the direct result of

neglect or abuse. Obviously, it is not

possible to consider all the things that

might happen to an automobile motor

in a limited discussion of this character,

but- the common troubles that are apt to

occur in everyday operation of an auto

mobile can be touched on to some extent

and suggestions given for their sys

tematic location and cure that should be

helpful to the automobilist, or to anyone

interested in automotive vehicles.

The internal-combustion motor, which

is the power plant of nearly all auto

motive apparatus, such as cars, trucks,

tractors, motorcycles, motor boats and

airplanes, is composed of a number of

distinct groups, which in turn include

distinct components. These various ap

pliances of any group are so closely re

lated to each other that defective action

of any one may interrupt the operation

of the entire power plant. Some of the

auxiliary groups are more necessary _

than others, and the power plant will

continue to operate for a time even after

the failure of some important parts of

some of the auxiliaries. The gasoline

engine in itself is a complete mechan

ism, but it is evident that it cannot

deliver power withmit some means of

supplying gas to the cylinders and

igniting the compressed gas charge after

it has been compressed in the combus

tion chamber. From this, it is patent

that the ignition and carburetion sys

tems are parts of the power plant just

as essential as the pistons, connecting

rods, or cylinders of the motor. The

failure of either the carburetor or ignit

ing means to function properly will be

immediately apparent by faulty action

of the entire power plant.

To insure that the motor will con

tinue to operate it is necessary to keep '

it from overheating by some form of

cooling system and to supply oil to the

moving parts to reduce friction. The

cooling and lubrication groups are not

so important as carburetion and igni

tion, as the engine would run for a

limited period of time even should the

cooling system fail or the oil supply

Compression Relief Cock

Spark PlugsI mtiofl

IP05

iflon

O»! Filler-ar1d [

Breather Pipe

 

but a defect in the cooling or oiling

system would not be noticed so readily.

The careful driver will always in

spect the motor mechanism before start

ing on a trip of any consequence, and

if inspection is carefully carried out and

loose parts tightened it is seldom that

irregular operation will be found due to

actual breakage of any of the compo

nents of the mechanism. Depreciation

of mechanism due to natural causes ma

tures slowly, and sufficient warning is

X Suction Pipe

U. t.‘ /Vacuum Tank

I

lflfflka Manifold

Fuel Fzed

Typical automobile power plant showing location of parts 0/ auxiliary systems

cease. It would only be a few minutes,

however, before the engine would over

heat if the cooling system was at fault,

and the parts seize if the lubricating

system should fail. Any derangement

in the carburetor or ignition mechanism

would manifest itself at once because

the engine operation would be affected,

169 0

always given when parts begin to wear,

so satisfactory repairs may be promptly

made before serious derangement or

failure is manifested.

A Typical Engine Stoppage Analyzed

Before describing the points that may

fail in the various auxiliary systems it

1.4
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will be well to assume a typical case

of engine failure and show the process

of locating the trouble in a systematic

manner by indicating the various steps

which are in logical order and which

could reasonably be followed. In any

case of engine failure the fuel supply,

ignition system and motor compression

should be tested in the order given. If

the ignition system is working properly

and there is a decided resistance in the

cylinders when the hand starting handle

is turned, proving that there is good

compression, one may suspect the car

buretor. The usual cause of engine

trouble is failure of either the fuel sup

ply or the spark. A sudden motor stop

may mean lack of gasoline or the break

ing of an important ignition wire, such

as the primary wire leading to the timer

or the secondary cable from ignition

coil to the distributor.

The gasoline feed pipe may be

PISTON

- Kee Clear 0F_

WATER JACKET or n Deposits.

SPACE 1 lzngsnhold Corn

R st or Sca e . '
Cdluses Overheating pv"¢SSl0r'1
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he in and
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High Fire T 5+ Engine Oils

Bearing looser"ieSS

causes Pounding

  

ber the carburetor is said to be flooded.

This condition results from failure of

the shut-off needle to seat properly or

from a punctured hollow metal float or

a gasoline-soaked cork float. It is pos

sible that not enough gasoline is fed

to the float chamber. If the passage

controlled by the float-needle valve is

clogged or if the float is badly out of

adjustment, this contingency would be

probable. When the carburetor is ex

amined and the float bowl cover re

moved, if the gasoline level appears to

be at the proper height, one may sus

pect that a particle of lint or dust, or

fine scale, or rust from the gasoline

tank has clogged the bore of the jet in

the mixing chamber.

Conditions That Cause Failure of

Ignition System

If the first test of -the motor had

showed that the compression was as it

SPARK PLUG

Besure PoIn+s and

insulator are clean

0| S R6saws" “P '5 COMBUSTION

CHAM BER

Keep clear _

PISTON Pm >0; C(.,,~b0n

HEAD GASKET -

Leo ka Cause

lost Power

/"7': '0 -.._ 9 E

PRIMING

CUP

DRAIN PLUG

Remove -

ever; IOO

LI’!out
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be Re Full clean.

K F'i+er SCrv.en-Fr¢e€.pOfl Lint or Dirt’

r

FLYWHEEL

ii or

Mites, wash

gine Base with

ground connection, a loose battery ter

minal, or a. broken connector. If none

of these conditions are present, it is safe

to say that the battery is no longer

capable of delivering current. If there

is no spark at the plugs, but the timer

functions properly, this shows that the

primary winding is as it should be and

that the fault must be looked for in

either the wires comprising the second

ary circuit, or at the plugs.

The spark plugs may be short cir

cuited by cracked insulation or carbon

and oil deposits around the electrode.

The secondary ignition wires may be

broken or have the defective insulation

which permits the current to ground to

some metal part of the frame or motor.

The battery strength should be tested

with volt or ampere meter to deter

mine if the voltage and amperage are

sufficient. Storage-battery capacity is

usually gauged by a hydrometer read

VALVES ~

d W 0| Of‘Y=°?.'~“+%$fi‘é‘aa+ ézszaatstarmm
cause lost ompnzssion and -
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least

illlodern unit power plant sliowing partx 0/ engine and gearbox liable to give trouble and common di_fii(ulties'and their indications

clogged or broken, the fuel supply may

be depleted, or the shut-off cock in the

gasoline line may have jarred closed.

The gasoline filter may be filled with

dirt or water which prevents passage

of the fuel.

The defects outlined above are com

mon, and if the main gasoline tank or

vacuum tank is found to contain fuel

and the pipe line to be clear to the car

buretor, it is safe to assume the vapor

izing device is at fault. If fuel con

tinually runs out of the mixing cham

should be and that there were no serious

mechanical defects and there was plenty

of gasoline at the carburetor, this would

have demonstrated that the ignition sys

tem was not functioning properly. If

a battery is employed to supply current

the first step is to take the spark plugs

out of the cylinders and test the system

by turning over the engine by hand.

If there is no spark in any of the plugs,

this may be considered a positive indi

cation that there is a broken main cur

rent lead from the battery, a defective

ing, while dry cells are judged by their

amperage. A storage battery should

show at least a gravity of 1.280°, or if

tested with a volt meter, 2 volts per cell

which will be 6 volts for the usual car

battery, Dry batteries that indicate less

than six amperes per cell are not con

sidered reliable or satisfactory for igni

tion service.

If there is no spark at the plugs the

trouble may be due to weak current

source, broken timer wires, or defective

connections at the commutator or timer
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contact points. The electrodes of the

spark plug may be too far apart to per

mit a spark to overcome the resistance

of the compressed gas, even if a spark

jumps the air space when the plug is

laid on the cylinder. If no spark is

produced at the plugs the secondary

wire may be broken, the primary wire

Snark Plug Cnbto No_ 3 ,_ 1.

Snark Plug Cable No. 4

Induction Cont

-— Storage Battery

tions; the distributor contacts may not

be making proper connection because of

wear, and there may be a more serious

derangement, such as a burned out sec

ondary winding, or a punctured con

denser in the coil, which are "rare.

There are a number of defective con

ditions which may exist in the ignition

Snark Plul Clbh

No. l

Spark PIu| Cebu

NO. 2

/—O|stnbutor Cover

;"v=¢__ Tumor Couolmg

riCulflul

Distributor Terminal No. 1

Lighting Ind

r_ Ignition SW\lCh

 

- Generator

Modem ignition system parts

may make contact with some metallic

portion of the chassis before it reaches

the switch, the carbon collecting or cur

rent distributing brushes may be broken

or not making contact; the contact

points of the make-and-break device

may be out of adjustment; the wiring

may be attached to wrong terminals;

the distributor filled with metallic par

ticles, carbon, dust or oil accumula

/Hiylr Tennbn 71'!-n1/'na/S

group that will result in “skipping” or

irregular operation, and the following

is the logical order in which the various

points should be inspected—the parts

which demand inspection oftenest are

considered first: Weak source" of cur

rent due to worn out dry cells or dis

charged storage batteries; weak mag

nets in magneto, or defective contacts

at magneto; dirt in distributor or poor

1-For form‘ eon y

-irrrwa /ackm/_

Verify Adjustment of raaktr

“‘-7'/rm'n9 Corrfcrcfs

 

contact at breaker box or at collecting

brushes. A dirty or cracked insulator

at a spark plug wil cause short circuit

and can only be detected by careful ex

amination. The following points should

also be checked over when the plug is

inspected: Excessive space between

electrodes, points too close together,

loose central electrodes, or loose point

on plug body, soot or oil particles be

tween electrodes, or on the surface of

the insulator.

When testing a dry battery, the ter

minals should be gone over carefully to

make sure that all terminal nuts are

tight and that there are no loose or

broken cell connectors. The wiring at

the coil, timer and switch should be in

spected to see that all connections are

tight and that the insulation is not

chafed or cracked. Defective insula

tion will allow leakage of current, while

loose connections make for irregular

operation. In testing a storage battery

care should be taken to remove all the

verdigris or sulphate from the terminals

before attaching the testing wires. If a

magneto is used there may be a short

circuit in the ground wire or a poor

connection at either switch lever or

switch key,

The timer or distributor used with

a battery-ignition system may be dirty

and if the device wabbles or has loose

bearings the primary contact is apt to

be very poor. The insulating ring at

the timer or distributor, or the fibre or

hard-rubber bushings at magneto or

timer may allow loss of current if they

are cracked.

Ford Has Vibrator Coils

In the Ford cars a vibrator coil is

employed and the trembler platinum

contact points should be examined for

Dr'.ffr'1'b4/for Covtr._ Confficf

norm-ta-_

I-Disfribvfor Cover

-Ccnfer Contact

‘ddvancwdrm

fondanatri‘

Ir/mn our wffh cloth",

and 90:0/fnc fa

remove car-ban dust.‘

Diagrams showing ignition distributor construction and rare
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pits or carbonized particles that would

interfere with good contact. If defec

tive, they should be thoroughly cleaned

and the surfaces of the platinum point

on both vibrator spring and adjusting

screw should be filed smooth to insure

positive contact. The tension of

the vibrator spring should 11011 be

too light or too heavy and_the

vibrator should work rapidly

enough to make a sharp, buzzing

sound when contact is established

at the timer. The adjusting screw

should be tight in the vibrator

bridge and when proper spring

tension is obtained the regulat

ing screw should be locked firm

ly to prevent move

ment.

If the vibrator

operates satisfac

torily, but there is

a brilliant spark

between the vibra

tor points and a

poor spark at the

spark plug, one

may assume that

the coil condenser _

is punctured. Short circuits in

the condenser or internal wiring

of induction coils or magnetos,

which fortunately are not com

mon, can seldom be remedied ex

cept at the factory where these

devices were made. If an engine

stops suddenly and the defect is

in the ignition system, the trouble

is usually never more serious than

a broken or loose wire. This may

be easily located by inspecting the wir

ing at all the terminals, especially the

ground wire at battery or its point of

attachment to the frame. Irregular

operation or misfiring is harder to lo

cate because the trouble can only be

found after the many possible defective

conditions have been checked over, one

by one.
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Common Defects in Fuel Systems

.Defective carburetion often causes

,777r$ 5‘/cm shou/doe Gbariso WM

I w/// mm freely»

'Ve fun

c a/R fipn

Things to look /or in carburetor

misfiring or irregular operation. The

common derangement of the components

of the fuel system that are common

enough to warrant suspicion and the

best methods for their location follows:

Screw driver

uhorl circuit:

current and

can our cy/inda/:\

  

  

C /nsu/arfon art/r/3' point",

  

First, disconnect the feed pipe from

the carburetor and see if the gasoline

flows freely from the supply source. If

the stream coming out of the pipe is not

the full size of the orifice it is an in

dication that the pipe is clogged with
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on any/M ‘.  
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U0! F066

$0! 6a/2 f0 6au9'e- Warn Dime will do

Showing haw to locate defective spark

plugs and what to do to cure the trouble

dirt or that there is an accumulation of

rust, scale or lint in the strainer screens

of the filter. It is also possible that

the fuel shut-ofi valve may be wholly

or partly closed. If the gasoline flows

by gravity, the liquid may be air bound

in the tank, while if a pressure-feed

system is utilized the tank may leak so

that it does not retain pressure; the

check valve retaining the pressure may

be defective or the pipe conveying the

air or gas under pressure to the tank

may be clogged.

If the gasoline flows from the pipe in

a steady stream the carburetor demands

examination. There may be dirt or

water in the float chamber, which will

constrict the passage between the float

chamber and the spray nozzle, or a

particle of foreign matter may have

entered the nozzle and stopped up the

fine hole therein. The float may bind

on its guide, the needle valve regulating

the gasoline-inlet opening in bowl may

stick to its seat. Any of the conditions

mentioned would cut down the gasoline

supply and the engine would not re

ceive sufficient quantities of gas. The

air-valve spring may be weak or the air

valve broken. The gasoline-adjusting

needle may be loose and jar out of ad

justment, or the air-valve spring-adjust

ing nuts may be such a poor fit on the

stem that adjustments will not be re

Sn if Spark

Jonv/2.: Gap
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tained. Air may leak in through the

manifold, due to a porous casting, or‘

leaky joints because of poor gaskets

and dilute the mixture. The air-intake

dust screen may be so clogged with dirt

and lint that not enough air will pass

through the mesh. Water or sedi

ment in the gasoline will cause

misfiring because the fuel feed

varies when the water or dirt con

stricts the standpipe bore.

When Carburetor Is Out of

Adjustment

It is possible that the carbure

tor may be out of adjustment. If

clouds of black

smoke are emitted

at the exhaust pipe

it is positive indi

cation that too

much gasoline is

being supplied the

mixture and the

supply should be

cut down by screw

ing in the needle

v a 1 v e on types

where this method of regulation

is provided, and by making sure

that the fuel level is at the proper

height and air adjustment correct

in those forms where the spray

nozzle has no means of adjust

ment. If the mixture contains

too much air there will be a pro

nounced popping back in the car

buretor. This may be overcome

by screwing in the air-valve ad

justment so the spring tension is in

creased or by slightly opening up the

gasoline-supply regulation 11 e e d l e .

When a carburetor is properly adjusted

and the mixture delivered the cylinder

burns properly, the exhaust gas will be

clean and free from the objectionable

odor present when gasoline is burned

in excess.

  

  

l)Pfl’(.'f.Y in Cooling System Outlined

Cooling systems are very simple and
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Troubles in fuel filter

are not liable to give trouble on the

road as a rule if the radiator is kept

full of clean water and the circulation
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is not impededf When overheating is

due to defective cooling the most com

mon troubles are those that impede

water circulation. If the radiator is

clogged or the piping or water jackets

filled with rust or sediment the speed

of water circulation will be slow, which

will also be the case if the water pump

or its driving means fail. Most auto

mobile cooling systems are so closely

proportioned to the actual requirements
  

What to look for at the fuel tank

that the stoppage of a cooling fan will

be enough to cause the engine to over

heat. Any scale or sediment in the

water jackets or in the piping or radia

tor passages will reduce the heat con

ductivity of the metal exposed to the

air, and the water will not be cooled

as quickly as though the scale was not

present.

The rubber hose often used in mak

ing the flexible connections demanded

between the radiator and water mani

folds of the engine may deteriorate in

side and particles of rubber hang down

that will reduce the area of the passage.

The grease from the grease cups mount

ed on the pump-shaft bearing to lubri

cate that member often finds its way

into the water system and rots the inner

walls of the rubber hose, this resulting

in strips of the partly decomposed rub

ber lining hanging down and restrict

ing the passage.

tight and be sure fan is properly oiled.

Keep the fan belt

motor, such as lost power, and mis

firing, derangements of the lubrication

or cooling systems are usually evident

by overheating, diminution in engine

capacity, or noisy operation. Over

heating may be caused by poor carbure

tion as much as by deficient cooling or

insufficient oiling. When the oiling

group is not functioning as it should

the friction between the motor parts

produces heat. If the cooling system

is in proper condition, as will be evi

denced by inspection of the parts and

the water supply in the radiator, and

the carburetion group appears to be in

good condition, the overheating is prob

ably caused by some defect in the oiling

system.

The conditions that most commonly

result in poor lubrication are: Insufli

cient oil in the engine crank case or

sump, broken or clogged oil pipes,

screen at filter filled with lint or dirt,

broken oil pump, or defective oil-pump

drive. The supply of oil may be re

duced by a defective inlet or discharge

check valve at a plunger pump or -worn

gear pumps. A clogged oil passage or

pipe leading to an important hearing

point will cause trouble because the oil

Q: sum 7!»/'4 P/pa‘ /9

not clogged

Au w»:
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cannot get between the working sur

faces. The indicating gauge on the

dash may not show oil feed because the

,pipes leading from them to the engine

are full, or because the conductor is

clogged with oil wax. This gives suffi

cient warning, however, and the oil pipe

may be easily cleared by removing it

and blowing it out with air or steam

under pressure. It is well to remember

that much of the trouble caused by de

fective oiling may be prevented by

using only the best grade of lubricant,

and even if all parts of the oiling sys

tem are working properly oil of poor

quality will cause friction and overheat

 

ing. The most common trouble is a

clogged filter screen which can be pre

vented by draining out the old oil from

the crank case periodically, cleaning out

with kerosene and supplying new oil.

In some motors this should be done

every 500 miles the car is run, in others

a cleaning out every 1,000 miles is suf

ficient.

Causes of Poor Compression

If the ignition system and carburetor

appear to be in good working order,

and the hand crank shows that there is

no compression in one or more of the

cylinders, it usually means some defect

in the valve system. If the engine is a

multiple-cylinder type and one finds

poor compression in all of the cylinders

it may be due to the rare defect of im

proper valve timing. This may be

caused by a gear having altered its posi

tion on the cam shaft or crank shaft,

because of a sheared key or pin having

permitted the gear to turn about a half

of a revolution and then having caught

and held the gear in place by a broken

or jagged end so that cam shaft would

turn, but the valves open at the wrong

(Isa rm‘; in ease

NI) Am PUMP Amer film; 1.1 ouf

AIR rmsssu MNd”

MUUSTING NUT

MR PRl'.$3\lRE Mil

PRESSURE

FEED
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r-OIIUJNK LIN! CONIEGRN
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Overheating is often caused by some

condition in the fuel system that pro

duces too rich mixture. Excess gasoline

may be supplied if any of the following

conditions are supplied: Bore of spray

nozzle or standpipe too large, auxiliary

air-valve spring too tight, gasoline level

too high, loose regulating valve, fuel

soaked cork float, punctured sheet

metal float, dirt under float control

shut-off valve or insufficient air supply

because of a clogged air screen. If

pressure feed is utilized there may be

too much air pressure in the tank, or

in gravity feed, the float controlled

mechanism operating the shut-off in

either the vacuum tank or the dash or

the float bowl of the carburetor may not

ad qujddy enough. Steaming radia

tors indicate overheating, but do not

indicate whether the trouble is in the

cooling system or due to other causes.

Defects in Oibing Systems

\Vhile troubles existing in the igni

tion or carburetion groups are usually

denoted by imperfect operation of the

. n 70 7172 If 1

' he/1? 1517:1501/11¢ '

~ \/n Mm

\

\ vacuum rm-to svsrzm

X Glcsouul tux

Typical fuel systems. At top, the pressure feed system; below, the popular vacuum

feed system
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time. If but one of the cylinders is at

fault and the rest appear to have good

compression the trouble may be due to

a defective condition either inside or

outside of that cylinder. The external

parts may be inspected easily, so the

following should be looked for: A

broken valve, a warped valve head,

broken valve springs, sticking or bent

valve stems, dirt under valve seat, leak

at valve-chamber cap or spark-plug

gasket. Defective priming cock; cracked

cylinder head (rarely occurs); leak

through cracked spark-plug insulation;

valve plunger stuck in the guide; lack

of clearance between valve-stem end
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and top of plunger caused by loose ad

justing screw which has worked up and

kept the valve from seating. The faulty

compression may be due to defects in

side the motor. The piston head may

be cracked (rarely occurs), piston rings

may be broken, the slots in the piston

rings may be in line, the rings may

ficsure wafer 4: above /hi-U Po/nf.

WATER MANIFOLD

THE?!“-‘IO’
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Water cooling system parts

have lost their elasticity or have become

gummed in the grooves of the piston,

or the piston and cylinder walls may

be badly scored by a loose wrist pin or

defective lubrication. If the motor is a

type with separate head it is possible

that the gasket or packing between the

cylinder and combustion chamber may

leak, either admitting water to the cyl

inder or allowing compression to escape.

Some Causes of Noisy Operation

There are a number of power plant

derangements which give positive in

dication because of noisy operation.

Any knocking or rattling sounds are

usually produced by wear in connect

ing rods or main bearings of the engine,

though sometimes a sharp metallic

knock, which is very much the same

as that produced by a loose bearing, is

due to carbon deposits in the cylinder

heads; overheating from loose fan belt

or poor water supply; or premature

ignition due to advanced spark-time

lever. Squeaking sounds invariably

indicate dry bearings, and whenever

such a sound is heard it should be im

mediately located and oil applied to

the parts thus denoting their dry con

dition. Whistling or blowing sounds

are produced by leaks, either in the

engine itself or in the gas manifolds.

A sharp whistle denotes the escape of

gas under pressure and is usually

caused by a defective packing or gasket

that seals a portion of the combustion

chamber or that is used for a joint as

the exhaust manifold. A blowing

sound indicates a leaky packing in

crank case. Grinding noises in the

motor are usually caused by the timing

gears and will obtain if these gears are

dry or if they have become worn.

Whenever a loud knocking sound is

heard careful inspection should be made

to locate the cause of the trouble. Much

harm may be done in a few minutes

if the engine is run with a loose con

necting rod or bearings that would be

prevented by taking up the wear or

looseness between the parts by the

means of adjustment provided.

As a general rule the average motor

ist is not sufficiently informed me

chanically to undertake repairs of worn

motor parts, and whenever repairs of a

mechanical nature are necessary it will

be much more satisfactory and cheaper

to have them done by experienced me

chanics or repairmen. Ordinary ad

justments may be attempted by even

the inexpert, but it should be remem

bered that nothing should be changed

without a good reason existing for mak

ing the alteration. It is not proposed

to discuss the various causes of noisy

operation at length because the defec

tive conditions which are evidenced by

noisy action can usually be remedied

only by skilled labor. The common de

fects of the auxiliary groups have been

mentioned in detail, however, because

these troubles may occur on the road

TYPICAL OIUNG

5t fur! r/all L‘! bin 0/

  

opening. Adjust carburetor if neces

sary. Drain out gasoline filter in pipe

line or drain carburetor float bowl to

remove water or dirt.

Make‘ sure that a spark occurs in

each cylinder as follows: If using

battery and single coil system, get

commutator rotor on contact. Put

switch in on” position. See that

breaker points work. Examine adjust

ment of points and make sure they con

tact when cam follower is not raised

by cam and that they separate when it

is_ Test condition of battery. Take

out spark plug, lay it on the cylinder

and, with switch on and rocking timer

cam to separate breaker points, see if

spark occurs. Be sure to adjust gap

between plug points to almost 1/32"

before replacing in cylinder. If plug

cannot be tested in a positive manner

because of construction, try another

plug (from a cylinder that does work).

Examine all wires for proper position,

good connections, breaks and short cir

cuits. See that commutator is timed

correctly. If magneto or magneto and

battery with non-vibrating coil is used:

Disconnect wire from spark plug, hold

end about M; inch from cylinder. Have

motor cranked briskly and see if spark

occurs. Examine adjustment of inter

H

GEAR OIL PUMP’

,|,(/I/7///7/i*.\\§r‘\\\\'»'i7
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market"

Typical engine ailing system and two forms of pumps used in circulating the oil

and it is well for the motorist to be

familiar with the common derange

ments that may result in irregular en

gine operation or loss of power,

Summarized Hints for Locating Engine '

Troubles

First,‘ see if the motor is getting

fuel. See if there is gasoline in the

carburetor. See that there is gasoline

in the tank. Examine shut-off valve

at tank. Prime carburetor and see that

spray nozzle passage is clear. Be sure

throttle will open. Prime cylinders by

putting about a teaspoonful of gasoline

in through pet cock or spark plug

rupter points. See that wires are placed

correctly and not short circuited. Take

out spark plug and lay it on the cylin

der, being careful that base of plug

only touches the cylinder. Mave motor

cranked briskly and see if spark oc

curs. Check timing and see that dis

tributing brush is making contact.

If ignition and fuel supply is found

to be steady, make sure that all cylin

ders have compression, To ascertain

this, open pet cocks of all cylinders ex

cept the one to be tested, crank over

motor and see that a strong opposition

to cranking is met with once in two

revolutions. If the motor has no pet

cocks, crank and notice that opposi

___.__,.z—
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tions are met at equal distances, two

to every revolution of the starting crank

in a four-cylinder motor, or take out

the spark plugs of all cylinders except

the one to be tested. If compression

is lacking, examine the parts of the

cylinder at fault in the following order,

trying to start the motor whenever any

one fault is found and remedied. See

that the valve push rods do not touch

valve stems for more than approxi

mately V2 revolution in every 2 revo

lutions, and that there is not more than

1/64 inch clearance between them.

Make sure that the inlet and exhaust

valves seat. To determine this, exam

ine the spring and see that it is con

nected to the valve stem properly.

Take out valves and see that there is

no obstruction, such as carbon, on the

seat. See that valve works freely in

its guide. Listen for a hissing sound

while cranking motor for leaks at other

places, such as due to poor fitting pis

ton rings. Remember that a cylinder

that has poor compression will not

work reliably or give full power be

cause it does not suck in a full charge

of gas, and besides the explosive power

is less.

ARTIFICIAL WOOD FROM

WASTE

HEN sawdust is mixed with a

binding material to which other

ingredients, giving weight, color, hard

ness, moulding property, etc., are add

ed, compositions can be obtained

which may be used for parquetry, terra

cotta imitation, table tops, floorboard

coating, wood cements, etc. Patented

and unprotected recipes of these com

positions are very numerous. The em

ployment of sawdust in the manufac

ture of products that are used for fur

niture, wall and ceiling decoration has

gained an important place among the

industries of the world. Many of the

beautiful panels and friezes of the

Italian Renaissance and French Ba

roque one admires in modern mercan

tile and private palatial buildings are

made of artificial wood, and without

having found so practical and lucra

tive a utilization of waste wood as these

moulded decorations, many architectur

al designs of inner decorations could

not be carried into practice, except by

spending prohibitive sums for carvings.

The following mixtures may be taken

to represent typical examples of artifi

cial wood preparations:

Messieurs Latri, of Paris, use resin

ous sawdust mixed with fresh ox blood,

the paste being pressed by an hydraulic

press into heated steel moulds. The

product is capable of filling the finest

depressions of the mould; it may be col

oured, and can be worked in every re

spect like wood itself.

Harra’s Imitation Wood consists of

sawdust cellulose, and an albuminous

binding material, the resulting paste be

ing also capable of being pressed into

moulds or applied like wood carvings.

In Hurtig’s Wood-composition saw

dust is mixed with sodium silicate’ (or

dinary waterglass) and milk of lime;

common curd soap and water being

added to wet the ingredients. The

composition for low relief and high re

lief is improved by adding casein to the

above mixture for producing a low re

lief, and mashed potato, infusorial

earth and pitch for high relief paste.

A Water Distiller

By R. D. Galt

TH the great use of motor

cars and the increasing demand

from day to day, there arises

several questions for the small town

garage to contend with. One of these,

Condenser

Can fulI of

HaIer
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furnish the trade, and in order to do

this, a water distiller made on the lines

of the accompanying drawing will be

found serviceable and economical.

A small one burner gas or oil stove

is used for heating the water. Water

to be distilled is placed in a common

one gallon oil can and the spout allows

the steam to escape. For a condenser,

a five gallon oil can that the oil com

panies use for shipping gas and oil

may be used by cutting it into two parts

at the middle. In the lower half cut

two holes on opposite sides, one a little

below the other, and place a piece of

steam guage glass through these holes.

After the glass has been put in, shellac

may be run around it to keep it from

leaking. Then a rubber tubing small

enough to fit tightly about the spout of

the can and into the glass gauge will

,-- Rubber Tr./DO

~.Bo//er Gauge

G/as:

Simple method of distilling water to use in storage battery electrolyte

if not the most important, nevertheless

one to be considered, is the battery

trade. All the larger cars are equipped

with storage batteries for ignition and

lighting and now the Ford also will be

equipped likewise, One of the neca

sary articles needed to supply this

branch of the garage business is dis

tilled water and for some of the smaller

towns, this affords a trying question.

During the past year I have known

of several garages who were faced by

a situation something like this. Dis

tilled water could be bought in some of

the larger cities for as low as‘ five cents

a gallon, but the cost of transportation

by rail to the retailer was near fifty

cents, bringing the cost of the water

when delivered to near sixty cents a

gallon. Readers can readily see what

water would weigh and the expense of

shipping if the water was shipped any

great distance. But notwithstanding

this, water has to be kept on hand to

connect the two, allowing the steam to

pass into the condenser where cold

water about the glass will cause it to

form into drops of water. A stone or

glass jar set under the end of the glass

gauge will collect the finished product.

The water in the condenser, if changed

every hour or so will keep the distilled

product forming rapidly. The only ex

pense is the gasoline or kerosene, which

amounts to about five cents per gallon

of water, and in the mean time the

small garage is as efficient as the large,

and operates as cheaply, keeping home

trade at home,

Take care not to adjust the brakes

too close when car is without load. If

you do the brakes may bind when car

is loaded, the springs deflected and the

wheel base slightly extended. Rough

roads will augment the trouble and

intermittent dragging of the brake may

result if the bands fit tightly.
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-The R. O. G. Biplane Flier

A Modification of the Simple A Frame Flying Model That is Pro-vided With

Double Aerofoils and Wheeled Landing Gear

this Model, study the drawings

carefully. T his machine,

should not weight over seven and one

half oimces when completed if care is

taken in the construction. The bracing

wires shown in photographs should be

used only if the frame shows a tendency

to buckle when motors are tightly

wound.

BEFORE attempting to construct

Fuselage

The fuselage is the A frame type

and consists of two longerons 45x11/3"

M4" spruce. Three crosspieces of the

same material %"x%" are used and

placed at distances

shown in the draw

ing, and bound with

strong linen thread

and glued. The

crosspieces are giv

en a stream line sec

tion to lighten them

and also to reduce

their resistance.

The elevator block

is of aluminum

1/16" x 1/16" x

3% inches long or

this can be of reed

or bamboo or any

light stifi wire. It

is bound and glued

as shown near the

apex of the triangular framework.

The rear skid is of bamboo 1/16 x

}/§". This is made high enough to

‘keep the propellers from touching the

ground. The landing gear is made of

%;" reed, shaped as sh(.\ _1 in the draw

ing by bending it over a gas or candle

flame. Bind and glue to the fuselage

aproximately as indicated. The frame

hooks are made of a piece of 1/16"

drill rod bent and bound to the fusel

age or may be attached to an aluminum

piece set in the apex of the frame.

The axle is a piece of 1/16" drill rod

nine inches long. On the Model de

scribed and illustrated the writer used

cork wheels two inches in diameter,

these being lighter than other types.

Obviously any type of wheel may be

used, such as the aluminum disc or

wooden type which may be purchased

from any model supply house and

which are shown at Fig. 5.

Main Planes

The ribs of the main planes and

elevator are the same size. They are

not, as you will notice, built up but are

cut from a piece of balsa or spruce

1/16" thick. The rib should be laid

By H. C. Ellis

out full size as it is reduced on the

drawings. Care must be taken when

cutting these ribs out to be sure to

Fig. 2. Rear view 0] the R.O.G. biplane flier

  

_. lnfcrplanc Strut

\
\

 

  

Fig. 4. Plan view of R.O.G. biplane flier

have them all the exact size and all the

holes for the wing beams, which are

llpp¢rWing

%" dowels must be in line as there

are a number of ribs to be made, a

metal pattern may be cut and drilled

to act as a jig to insure uniformity in

ribs. It will be noticed in the drawing

that the third ribs from each end of

the wing tips are doubled. These ribs

are placed 1/16" apart to act as a

socket for the struts. The struts are

cut from spruce 1/16" thick to the

shape shown. They are then sanded

with fine sand paper and after they

are finished, they are given one coat

of Dope.

After all the ribs are placed on the

wing beams and are properly spaced

according to the

drawing they are

glued and allowed

to dry. After the

glue is dry, the

edges, which are

%; reed are put on.

This is done by ty

ing the reed back

over the wing beams

with strong thread

and glueing it to the

ribs. The wing tips

are bent to the

shape shown by

passing them over

a gas or candle

flame. Care should

be taken so as to

make all the tips the same shape.

After the glue is dry the thread may be

cut away. The elevator is built up in

the same way except that the double

ribs are left out.

Covering and Doping

Bamboo paper is used for covering

the wings. Cover the bottom first and

allow to dry. After it is dry the ex

tending edges may be trimmed off.

Then cover the top side. Care must be

taken to have the paper lay even and

without any wrinkles. After the wings

are covered and the glue is perfectly

dry, the Dope is applied. This is best

done with a small, soft brush as a stiff

brush is liable to puncture the paper

covering. This Dope can be purchased

from~ any model supply house. Four

ounces 1S the quantity required to dope

the wings properly. Apply the dope

evenly, first on the top and then the

bottom side. Then place wing away

to dry.

Propellers, Shafts and Bearings

The propellers are ten inches in di

ameter. As these are the most difficult
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part of the model to make it is better

to buy them from a model supply

house. The bearings are made of

1/16" thick brass and are 3/16" wide.

They are bent to the shape shown. A

1/16" hole is drilled through them to

take the propeller shaft which is a

1/16" piece of drill rod bent to the

shape shown in the drawing. The

bearings are then securely bound to the

fuselage with linen thread and glued.

The motor hooks are of 1/16" drill rod.

The motive power consists of 40 feet

of %" flat rubber for each motor.

This rubber should be looped over the

hands into 12 even strands. Place one

end in the propeller hook and the other

where the struts are inserted so as to

hold them in position against the frame

members. Now place them on ' the

fuselage and pass a strip of rubber

around‘ the bottom plane and. around

each longeron of the fuselage. The

elevator is fastened on the fuselage in

the same way. Be sure and have the

front edge of same resting on the ele

vator block.

The model should be launched from

the hand before flying it from the

ground. Have an assistant hold the

propellers at the bearings, the model

hooks into a double winder and stretch

the motors twice their length. Tum

‘the handle of the winder 100 times.

\

_ ' Rubber 77'r'¢dFecnhe; Weight \s#mm/1.,"

D/Sc Wheel

Cork Diisc. Wheel
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PLATE FIVE

Fig. S. Types 0/ wheels suitable jar model airplanes are made of wood or metal

end into the motor hook. The motor

hook is then placed into the frame hook

at the front of the fuselage. The motor

hooks may be removed from the frame

hooks and placed in the winder. The

propellers must turn out in opposite

directions and rotate so their entering

edges cut the air first.

,Assembl4'ng _and Flying

After the main planes and elevator

are thoroughly dry, the model is ready

to assemble. Place the propellers

through their respective bearings and

attach the rubber motors as described.

Now take the smaller plane, which is

the bottom one and cut the paper out

between the double ribs with a sharp

_knife on the top only, for the struts to

enter the space provided for them. Do

the same with the larger one, but cut

out only on the bottom side. Now

place the two struts in the sockets of

the lower plane, and then into the sock

ets of the upper plane as shown in the

photograph. Place a large rubber band

around the main plane at the point

Now place the motor hooks in the

frame hooks or aluminum apex fitting

and the model is ready to fly.

Some practice is required in launch

ing a model of this type in order to

have it make a successful flight. The

propellers must be held from turning,

one in each hand, after the motors are

wound up.“ They must be released

simultaneously with the throwing of

the model upwards at a slight -angle

forward from above the head, Do not

attempt to fly this model in a small

space as it is liable to be broken in

landing. It is best to fly it in an open

grass land as the grass acts as a cush

ion in landing. Do not become dis

couraged if you are not successful in

the first attempt. If the model dives,

move the main planes forward slightly.

If it climbs at too steep an angle move

the main planes slightly to the rear.

After a little practice you will find the

best position for the main planes to

make a successful flight. After the

model is properly balanced, it may be

launched from the ground after \vind

ing the motors 250 times with the

winder. Select a hard and level sur

face to launch it from.

Moisture Absorption Through

Varnish Same For Differ

ent Species of Wood

N experiments made by the Forest

Products Laboratory, it was found

that varnishes do not entirely ~prevent

the transmission of moisture into wood,

but merely retard it, and that appar

ently there is no difference in moisture

absorption through the coating due to

the species of wood used.

The panels used in the experiments

were of yellow" birch, basswood, red

gum, African mahogany, white ash,

'white pine, Sitka spruce, southern yel

low pine, bald' cypress, incense cedar,

white oak, western yellow pine, Port

Oxford cedar, and sugar pine.

Three coats of high-grade spar var

nish were applied to four panels of

each species. Two panels of each spe

cies were brush-coated and two were

dipped by a special dipping machine

designed to secure an even coating.

The panels were allowed to dry 72

hours between coats and 10 days after

the final coat before they were given the

moisture-resistance test.

The moisture-resistance test consisted

in exposing the panels ‘for 17 days to

a humidity of 95/100 per cent, or in

an atmosphere practically saturated

with moisture.

At the end of this test, it was found

that all the brush-coated panels had

absorbed between 5 and 6.5 grams of

moisture per square foot of surface, and

the dipped panels between 4 and 5

grams. Such variations in amount of

absorption as appeared. could easily

have been due to inequalities in the ap

plication of the varnish. It was quite

noticeable that the dipping process pro

duced a more moisture-resistant coating

than brushing.

Copperite Alloy

OPPERITE is a new high-speed

alloy. It is _said to be an alloy of

zinconium and nickel. It has a bright

silvery lustre and a specific gravity

much lower than other alloys used for

high-speed work. Copperite contains

no carbon or iron, and consequently is

not a steel. Its melting point is only

about 1150 deg. C., and owing to the

fact that the alloy remains in a liquid

state for a considerable period before

solidifying, difficult castings can be

made with ease, No heat treatment is

said to be required, the hardness being

varied by changing the proportion of

the constituents. Cutting tools have

been produced with a hardness of 250

up to 500 Brinell, the latter still retain

ing sufficient toughness to withstand

heavy roughing cuts.
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PART 11

Remetalling Connecting Rods

‘In ai number of the cheaper cars, the

, bearing metal is cast in place in the

connecting rod lower end and in the

main bearings, and is notin the form

of removable die cast bushings as are

used on the more expensive cars. The

repairman who is called upon -to re

place the bearing metal will perhaps

find the following instructions regard

ing remetalling bearings of valve. The

method described was used by the

writer while in charge of a large shop

where much work of this kind was

done, and while the instructions given

below and shown at Fig. 1 apply spe

cifically to lining the big ends of‘ con

necting rods, the same process may be

, used successfully on any other bearings

where the mandrel and collars can be

, used, the dimensions being changed to

suit the requirements of the worker.

In the case mentioned the journals

of the crankshaft were two inches in

diameter and the big ends of the con

necting rods were wom too much to

allow of adjusting. A piece of pipe

about 9 inches long was procured and

tumed down in a lathe until it was

.020 inch under two inches in diameter,

which made a hollow mandrel of it.

A piece of steel tubing could have been

used to as good advantage had any

been available. As the outside of the

bearing caps were machined true a

couple of set .collars were bored out to

_be a good fit on the mandrel, and while

still in the lathe they were recessed out

to just fit over the outside of the big

ends, as shown in sketch and each of

the collars was provided with a drilled

vent. One of these collars (C) was

placed on the hollow mandrel (A),

after which the mandrel was pushed

through the big end, and the other col

lar was put on the other side, insuring

that the mandrel was as near center as

possible for it to be. '

The assemblage is then supported on

a couple of V-blocks, which are sup

ported on a lathe bed as a convenient

support. the ends of the mandrel lying

within the V-blocks while the connect

ing rod hangs between the ways. A

piece of solid round iron or steel which

will go inside of the hollow mandrel

should be made red hot while the anti

friction metal is being melted and is

pushed inside the mandrel to heat it.

In a minute or two the metal may be

poured in through B to fill the space

and as the metal and the big end caps

are well heated the molten metal will

flow to every point. The heating of the

mandrel can be just as well accom

plished by directing the flame from a

the simple way it can be heated and

cooled. Vents may be made for the

heated gases by grooving the face of

each of the collars nearest the big end

and on the same side as the hole

through which the metal is poured. If

provision is not made for “venting,”

the molten metal will not run uniformly

and will become honeycombed. After

cooling, the bearing is either bored out

in a lathe to nearly the size of the

joumal and then reamed to the finished
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Fig. 1. Suggestions /or remetalling connecting rod bearings when bearing metal

must b

blow torch or Bunsen burner into the

opening. After the metal is poured

and has set for a time the whole may be

easily cooled by running water through

the mandrel or by directing a blast of

air against the big end, as desired.

Before the cap is assembled with the

connecting rod several shims or liners

of sheet brass or copper should be

placed between them so that adjustment

for wear of the new bearing can be

compensated for by the removal of a

liner. As is evident, the thinner the

liner and the greater the number used,

the finer the adjustment possible.

The use of a hollow mandrel is to

be preferred to a solid one because of

e poured in

size or scraped to a fit by hand. The

method of pouring the molten metal is

clearly shown while the sectional view

makes the construction and application

of the mandrel clear. The same

method may be used to rebabbitt main

boxes except that a pair of collars will

be needed for each bearing and a long

mandrel used.

Testing Bearing Parallel/ism

It is not possible to give other than

general directions regarding the proper

degree of tightening for a connecting

rod bearing, but as a guide to correct

adjustment it may be said that if the

connecting rod esp is tightened sum
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ciently so the connecting rod will just

about fall over from a vertical position

due to the piston weight, when the bolts

are fully tightened up, the adjustment

will be nearly correct. As previously

stated, babbitt or white brass bearings

can be set up more tightly than yellow

bronze (now seldom used), as the metal

is softer and any high spots will soon

be leveled down with the running of

the engine. It is important that care

be taken to preserve parallelism of the

wrist pins and crankshafts while

scraping in bearings. This can be de

termined in two ways. That shown at

Fig. 1, B, is used when the parts are

not in the engine assembly and when

the connecting rod bearing is being

fitted to a mandrel or arbor the same

C/amp Scrcws.\__

, . . ,,._, __..f'2;2.€.~1?:’"" -. ‘s

crank case, and that member secured

in the chassis frame, a steel square

may be used as outlined at Fig. 1, C,

as it is reasonable to assume that the

wrist pin, and consequently the piston

it carries, should observe a true rela

tion with the top of the engine base.

If the piston side is at right angles

with the top of the engine base it is

reasonable to assume that the wrist pin

and crank pin are parallel. If the pis

ton is canted to one side or the other,

it will indicate that the brasses have

been scraped tapering, which would

mean considerable heating and undue

friction if the piston is installed in the

cylinder on account of the pressure

against one portion of the cylinder wall.

The height gauge method shown above

,.--Cuffing Edges, ______ __
_

 

consists of a casting having guide bear

ings to support an arbor on which col

lars are placed. These serve to hold

the molten metal in the bearing boxes

in the crankcase while it cools. The

metal is heated in a ladle over a

plumber’s kerosene or gasoline fired

melting pot, by a brazing torch or char

coal fire in a form.

As a general rule the best tempera

ture at which to pour the babbit metals

is that when the commotion ceases

around a piece of soft white pine im

mersed in the bath. At this tempera

ture the metal has a clear, silvery,

mirror-like surface, from which oxide

dross is easily skimmed and on which

it is slow to re-form. At the same tem

perature the metal takes a neat mold
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size as the crank pin. The arbor, which

is finished very smooth and of uniform

diameter, is placed in two V-blocks,

which in turn are supported by a level

surface plate. An adjustable height

gauge may be tried, first at one side of

the wrist pin which is placed at the

upper end of the connecting rod, then

at the other, and any variation will be

easily determined by the degree of tilt

ing of the rod. This test may be made

with the wrist pin alone, or if the piston

is in place, a straight edge or spirit

level may be employed. The spirit

level will readily show any inclination

while the straight edge is used in con

nection with the height gauge as indi

cated.

When the connecting rods are being

fitted with the crankshaft in place in

may be used instead of the steel square,

if desired, because the top of the crank

case is planed or milled true and should

be parallel with the center line of the

crankshaft.

Remetalbing Main Bearings

What has been said in regard to

remetalling and refitting connecting rod

bearings applies just as well to the

pouring of bearing metal in the cylin

der block of such cars as the Ford,

which still use poured integral bearings

of babbit rather than removable brasses

of white metal. Special aligning and

pouring jigs and reamers make the op

eration of bearing replacement a com

paratively simple one. A typical pour

ing fixture is shown at Fig. 2. This
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Diagrams showing special fixtures to assist in remetalling main bearings and how poured bearings may be fined by a reaming process

impression and will usually be found

free from those surface discolorations

arising from over-heating.

The use of aligning reamers and fix

tures insure that the bearings will be

reamed out to the proper size, making

refitting a very simple task. A typical

combination fixture that serves either

for holding a babbiting arbor or guiding

the bearing finishing reamer is shown

at Fig. 2A. This has locating pins

which fit the camshaft bearings and

insures that the crankshaft will be

parallel to the camshaft when the bear

ings are finished. A very simple align

ing reamer is shown at Fig. 2 B, and

its use for reaming main bearings is out

lined at C. After the main bearings

are properly fitted, they can be used as

supports and all the connecting rod big
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ends may be reamed as shown at D.

The practice of reaming bearings is

growing -1'-l is not confined to cheap

cars, by any means. Expensive hand

scraping is largely eliminated and the

repairman is sure the bearings will be

in line if reamed altogether as the

aligning reamer permits.

I
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the mating should be smooth, free from

bubbles, shiny, and an eighth of an

inch thick over the end.

If the stock is to be subjected to

rough handling which might cause the

coating to chip when cool, linseed oil

may be added, in the proportion of 1

to 15 by weight, hut this will have a

/'L ad/e

Adjustable, ,1

Collars /I,’

8/ow Torch to

,/'/em‘ Arbor:

' and Ear

,,,}}j;)m|:/rllllll

Ford

‘“‘ Cy//nder

‘ “ Block

Fig. 3. Showing method 0] pouring bearing metal in the main bearings in cylinder

block 0/ Ford engine showing use 0/ mandrel and ahgnmg fixture

Coatings that Prevent End

Checking

OOD, whether in the form of

logs, lumber, timber, shaped

blanks or veneer, will split and check

at the ends during seasoning if drying

is allowed to go on at a natural rate

through the end grain. To retard the

rate of drying from the ends, it is neces

sary to cover them with some protective

coating.

The law of end coatings, in simple

tenns, is that the harder and greener

the wood, the more effective must be

the coating. In its experiments to de

termine the practicability of various

coatings and end dips, the Forest Prod

ucts Laboratory found the following to

be true: Paint is convenient to handle,

but is of low effectiveness. White lead

is convenient to handle, and is of me

dium effectiveness. Lorac, a commer

cial co d, is convenient to handle,

and is of considerable effectiveness.

Rosin-lampblack is inconvenient to

handle, but is of high efiectiveness.

Rosin-lampblack is made according

to the following formula:

Clear grain rosin.. . .60 parts by weight

Lampblack . . . . . . . . 1 part by weight

The rosin should be melted but not

allowed to boil or froth. The lamp

black should then be thoroughly stirred

in. The ends of the sticks should be

dipped in this molten mixture to a. dis

tance of about Y2 inch. When hard

tendency to make the coating exces

sively soft in the kiln at temperatures

above 130° F.

Life of a Locomotive

HE iron horse not last much

longer than the horse of flesh and

bones. The ordinary life of a locomo

tive is said to be thirty years. Some

of the smaller parts require renewal

every six months; the boiler tubes last

five years, and the crank axles, six

years; tires, boilers and fire boxes from

six to seven years; the side frames,

axles and other parts, thirty years. An

important advantage is that a broken

part can be repaired, and does not con

demn the whole locomotive to the junk

shop; while, when an animal breaks a

leg, the whole is only worth the flesh,

fat, and bones, which amount to a very

small sum in this country, where horse

flesh does not find its way to the butcher

shop as it does in France and Germany.

Removing Iron Plate Rust

CHEAP and effective method of

removing rust from corroded and

pitted iron plates has recently been

evolved as a result of experiments de

scribed in Machinery. It consists in

applying to the surface of the iron a

mixture of two parts of finely crushed

sodium bisulphate (sodium acid sul

phate, Na,So,, H,SO,, 3H,O) and one

part of common salt, which is moistened

just enough to make it cohesive. The

moist mixture can be left on until the

plate is clean, but the action is more

rapid if the mixture is scraped off every

- two~0r three hours and the iron scrubbed

thoroughly with a wire brush and

water; the treatment is repeated until

the plate is clean. Usually 24 hours

is sufficient for a badly corroded plate.

When the plate is thoroughly clean it

is well washed with an alkaline solu

tion and dried quickly. A coating of

paraffin oil (kerosene) is at once ap

plied to protect the surface against oxi

dation. The metal is then ready for

the paint or other protective covering.

This method has been found to be more

effective than hammering, chiseling, the

use of wire brushes, or even a sand

blast.

Uses of Castor Oil

PART from the needs o_f the air

craft, for which very large quan

tities of castor oil are required aa_lnbri

cant, only 25 per cmt. of the oil ew

tracted, if quite that much, is consumed

in the various departments of phar

macy. The other fields of employment

are much more extensive than is gen

erally realized. For instance, castor oil

figures to a large extent in the manu

facture of artificial leather, which is

used in upholstering. Castor oil is an

essential component in some artificial

rubbers, and there are various kinds of

celluloid which depend upon this prod

uct of the castor bean. Castor oil fur

nishes a very satisfactory coloring for

butter; and from castor oil is produced

so-called “Turkey-red oil,” which is an

important factor in the dyeing of tex

tiles and in the treatment of the fabrics.

One of its largest uses is in the mak

ing of transparent soaps. Castor oil

yields sebacic acid, which is superior to

stearic acid in the manufacture of

candles, and from it is also obtained

caprylic acid, which lends itself to the

composition of vamishes peculiarly

suited to the polishing of all kinds of

high-class furniture, carriage bodies

and paintings, and is extensively em

ployed in the preparation of vellum,

tracing cloth, etc. Caprylic acid plays

a part in the production of ethers which

are used by perfumers and confection

ers. Castor oil is used in the making

of certain waterproof preparations, and

a liquid disinfectant is obtained from

the “seconds” or lower grade oil. The

oil is an admirable preservative for

various kinds of leathers, is extensively

used in the leather industry, and is par

ticularly serviceable in adding to the

service life of leather belting employed

in heavy work. Our fly papers would

not be so efiective if it were not for

castor oil, and the oil enters into the

composition of a great many adhesive

agents.
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UCH ‘an apparently simple phe

S nomenon as the combustion of a

gas with its visible manifestation

called flame is very interesting when

considered in detail.

Flame is nothing more than :1 com

bustible gas heated to incandescence.

It is a chemical combination made visi

ble. During this combination light and

heat are produced. The words “to

burn” usually convey the idea that car

bon itself, or one of the many com

pounds of carbon, unites with oxygen

producing the flame, and having as end

products ‘carbon dioxide and water.

Simply stated, this is the usual mech

anism of flame, but flame and burning

may take place when oxygen is not con-‘

cemed at all. For instance, hydrogen

will burn in chlorine producing hydro

chloric acid. ~ '

In ordinary burning, the actual flame

is produced by the combination of

  

gaseous decomposition products with.

oxygen. When flame is observed in the

burning of wood, coal, or a candle, it is

due to the fact that at high tempera

tures gaseous decomposition products

are formed.

When a gas can be made to burn in

air or oxygen, it is spoken of as a com

bustible gas. However, this term is only

relative, as oxygen can be easily made

to burn in ordinary illuminating gas.

When air burns in gas, the flame is

known as the reverse flame to distin

guish it from the direct flame produced

by gas burning in air. Both the reverse

and direct flames can be produced by

the following experiment:

B is a medium sized lamp chimney

fitted at the bottom with a large two

holed rubber stopper. The tube, b,

which is connected with the gas supply,

is of rather small bore, while the tube,

c, opening into the outer air, is of a

relatively large bore.

The chimney, B, is first removed and

the gas lighted at the end of the tube,

b, at g, and regulated so that the flame

is only about half an inch long. The

By W. C. Dumas

stopper is now replaced in the bottom

of the chimney and the gas continues to

burn at g. Now slowly turn the gas up

to full height. The flame leaps from g

to the end of the tube, 0, connecting

with the air. A large pale flame, d, is

formed on the end of c. At the same

time, a second large flickering flame de

velops at the upper opening of the

chimney. This is the flame, e, in the

diagram.

The flame, d, is air burning in gas,

and at the same time the excess gas

escaping at e ignites and burns in the

outer air. When this takes place there

is no longer any flame at all at g.

This experiment shows both the di

rect and reverse flames. The flame at

e, gas burning in air, is a direct flame,

while the flame at d is a reverse flame

or air burning in gas. .

This experiment can even be carried

If afurther, as shown in Figure 2.

  

very small glass tube, k, is bent and

carefully inserted in c and then the gas

slowly passed through it, a tiny blue

flame, _f, will appear in the larger flame.

This is a flame within a flame. To

summarize, we can say that the flame, e,

is gas burning in air; the flame, d, is

air burning in gas; and the flame, f, is

again gas burning in air. All of these

phenomena are taking place at the same

time.

An examination of the actual struc

ture of the flame is interesting and in

structive.

trated by a diagram of the ordinary

candle flame shown in Figure 3.

The candle flame has three primary

zones. The central zone, a, consists of

volatile compounds which do not burn.

The zone, b, is the luminous zone, while

the outer zone, 0, is non-luminous.

When a candle is lighted, the follow

ing changes take place: The stearin is

first melted and by capillary action the

liquefied stearin is drawn up into the

wick. The heat volatilizes the hydro

carbons forming the central zone, a, in

which there is no combustion. The ex

It can be very clearly illus- .

::l-;;TheChemist_ry'?an—d Physics of Flame

istence of combustible gases in this zone

can be demonstrated by inserting the

end of the bent tube, e, into the inner

cone. When a light is applied at the

other end of the glass tube, the flame,

d, will form and burn. This is an ac

tual burning of the combustible gases

passing out from the inner cone.

The dark central zone is surrounded

by a luminous zone, b. In this mid

luminous zone of the candle, the hydro- V

carbons, mainly ethylene, C,H,, pass

ing from the inner cone, are broken

down into methane, CH4, and carbon.

The methane uniting with oxygen

burns completely to carbon dioxide and

water while the separated carbon is

heated to incandescence. This is the

cause of the luminosity of the central

zone. There is not enough oxygen

present in this zone to unite with all

. of the carbon.

The presence of free, unburned car

  

bon in the mid—central zone of the can

dle flame can be shown by inserting a

cold glass rod into it. The carbon par

ticles will adhere to the cold surface

and be deposited in the form of soot.

The third part of the flame is the

non-luminous outer zone, c. In this

zone combustion is complete. The car

bon which is present in the central cone

passes outwardly and is burned corn

pletely in the zone, c, with the forma

tion of carbon dioxide.

Flames may be so nearly non-lumi

nous as to give little or no light. The

hydrogen flame produced by the com

bustion of hydrogen gas in air is almost

invisible because water is the end prod

uct and there are no solid particles of

carbon to be heated to incandescence.

The familiar gas flame, very lumi

nous from its incandescent carbon par

ticles, can be made almost non-lumi

nous by introducing a large amount of

air and letting it mix with the gas be

fore it burns. ' '

Every substance which will burn has

to be raised to a certain definite tem

perature before combustion takes place,
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This temperature is called the tempera

ture of ignition and is fairly constant

for a. given substance. Every gas has

its kindling temperature. This ignition

temperature must be reached before -the

flame will appear, or, in other words,

before the gas will burn. The following

experiment illustrated in the diagram

in Figue 4 shows this: .

A and B are two squares of close

mesh wire gauze clamped in the hold

ers of the stand, P, as shown in the dia

gram. If the gas is tumed on the

burner, D, and a match applied above

the gauze, B, the flame, E, will appear

and burn while the space, G, between

the bottom of the gauze and the top of

the burner will be cool and free from

flame.

This is because the wires of the gauze

conduct the heat produced away so fast

that the gas rising from the bumer un

der the gauze is not heated to its igni

tion temperature. But if a light is ap

plied below the gauze, theflame will

burn both above and below the gauze

as shown on the left. In this case, the

match raises the temperature of the

ascending gas high enough for it to

ignite.

This principle was long ago utilized

in the miner’s safety lamp. The light

is enclosed in a screening of fine wire

gauze. If such a lamp is carried into

the atmosphere of a. mine containing an

explosive mixture, the dangerous gases

are not ignited. Instead, they simply

pass through the meshes of the gauze

into the lamp and bum quietly there.

The actual temperature of the average

flame is much lower than might be sup

posed from theoretical considerations.

For instance, when hydrogen gas burns

in oxygen, the calculated temperature is

I by heat.

- -----res

6600 degrees Centigrade, but iif the

temperature is actually measured it will

not 'be'found in excess of 2500 degrees

.- Centigrade. There must be some basic

reason for such a great discrepancy.

The temperature of 6600 degrees

Centigrade could be obtained at a given

point if oxygen and hydrogen united

instantaneously and completely, and if

the steam formed were not again disso

ciated partially into the component

gases. At 1300 degrees Centigrade the

formation of water is checked by the

opposite process of dissociation of steam

This process of dissociation

absorbs heat, so the theoretical tem

perature of burning hydrogen cannot be

obtained. The combustion cannot take

place at any particular point but must

be gradual throughout the whole extent

of the flame.

 

Construction of Thermo-Electric Cells

HE thermo-cell or battery is a.

device which is capable of con

verting radiant heat waves into

electrical energy. The action of these

cells is not clearly understood by scien

ttsts.

All of the metals have been classi

fied and their thermo-electrical prop

erties are fairly well understood. If

two dissimilar pieces of _metal are

brought in contact and the junction

heated, an electric current will be pro

duced. If just two pieces of metal are

employed to form the battery, the cur

rent produced will be almost beyond

measurement with the crude means gen

erally at the disposal of the experi

menter. For this reason, a number of

pieces of metal are used, which cause a

nieasureable current to flow in the cir

cuit when the heat is applied. -

Figure 1 gives a design for a small

thermo-cell made by zinc and metal

plates arranged alternately in the same

manner as the plates of a. Volta pile

are grouped. There should be a lead

plate at one end of the cell and a zinc .

plate at the opposite end

of the cell. The cell

shown was designed to

be used with a Bunsen

burner or alcohol lamp

as the source of heat.

The lead plates are three

inches in diameter and

the zinc plates two and

one-half inches in diam

eter.

Figure 2 illustrates a

difierent type of thermo

battery which receives its

heat from the sun. The

heat waves' are brought

  

The Heat Tharmo Cell H63

By Roy Franklin Heath

to a focus by means of a parabolic re

flector (2). Bismuth plates (S) and

antimony plates (4) form the active ele

ments of the battery. These/are ar- '

ranged upon a standard which is

mounted in the center of the reflector so

that the battery will be in the focus of

the heat waves.

A third form of thermo-cell is illus

trated in Figure 3. This, too, employs

a parabolic reflector and a. concentrating

lens. The cell makes use of the electro

thermic properties of the metals zinc

and lead. An especially long type of

cell is employed in" this case.

  

Standards -.

~£urm-rrt

Simple Therma-Cell or Battery

FlGl

,.L¢ad Plate

Mirror--"

Support

inc Plate

Modified Sun M... sum.-y

The best time to experiment with

thermo-cells is during the summer

months. This is especially true in the

northern regions of the cotmtry.

To carry on experiments with thermo

cells and electro-thermic phenomena, a

good sensitive galvanometer or electro

meter is needed for current detection

and measurement, ' .

In work of this nature, the experi

menter has before him a very little ex

plored field. Great possibilitles lie

with thermo-cells.‘ The problem of

converting heat waves directly into elec

tric current will probably be solved

through the medium of the electro

thermic cell. The construction of the

simple cells outlined in this article will

do much to give the experimenter a.

start in this interesting study. At the

present time, the world is just waiting

to crown the man with glory who is

able to produce a practical cell capable

of rendering commercial service.

An experimenter named Seebeck dis

covered the method of producing elec

tro-thertnic currents in the year 1822.

In 1834, Peltier discov

e r e d a phenomenon

which is the converse of

that discovered by See

beck. Peltier found that

if a current of .e1ectricity

was sent through a junc

tion of dissimilar metals

that the junction is

either heated or cooled

depending upon the di

rection of the current.

It may be» possible to

byvthe-use of this~pecu

liar efiect.

produce an intense cold ‘
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Garage Heater

HE outfit illustrated consists of a

small box or house close to the rear

of a garage in which an oven of fire

brick is placed on the ground to sur

round a burner supported to clear the

ground. The four-inch gas bumer 1S

placed in the center of the oven and

connected through a shut-off valve to

the gas supply of the house-lighting

"T EVERYDAX MOTORIST

warm and the car ready for use at a

moment’s notice. The degree of heating

is easily controlled and the only pre

caution is to see that the heating can

and pipes and the tank of the radiator

are kept full and that the upper pipe

slopes gradually upward and does not

sag or kink anywhere, otherwise air or

steam locks may stop circulation.

  

  

Simple heater for garage

system. A two-gallon gasoline or oil

can is Rlaced over the burner setting

on the brick sides of the oven and clear

ing the burner three or four inches.

Two M;-inch pipes were run from the

side of the can through the wall of the

garage, one pipe above the other. The

pipes are attached to the can by solder

ing brass nipples to it. Rubber tubing,

%-inch bore, leads from the pipe to the

radiator of the car, the lower tube being

connected to the drain petcock and the

Proper use of split pins

upper tube is carried in an easy curve

to a petcock soldered at the top of the

radiator inside. When the automobile is

run into the garage for the night the

hose are connected at the top and bot

tom of the radiator, the petcocks opened

and the gas lighted at the burner. The

water will heat in the tank and a cir

culation will be started through the ra

diator that will keep the cooling liquid

Proper Use of Split Pins

HE most common form of nut re

tention is by employing a split pin

in connection with a castellated nut. A

number of tools have been described for

cotter-pin removal, but many owners of

cars do not possess anything but the

tools fumished with the repair kit.

Two methods of doing this work easily

which do not require the use of a spe

cial tool are shown. One of the best

ways for getting an ordinary split pin

out of the hole is shown at the top of

the illustration. The pin is grasped be

tween the ordinary combination plier

jaws and a hammer is used against the

plier to draw out the pin. The other

method, which is shown below, consists

of inserting a steel drift pin or nail

set through the hole in the cotter-pin

head and then striking the drift with a

hammer. It will be found that the re

moval of the pin will be expedited con

siderably by squeezing the ends to

gether, if they are spread, with the

pliers before attempting to withdraw

the pin from the hole. It is not gener

ally known that there is a wrong and

right way to do such a simple thing as

securing a split pin. These are shown

at 1 and 2 in accompanying cut. In

the former, the head of the cotter is not

in the slot of the nut because it is

turned wrong and the ends are not split

right. This combination may work

  

loose. At 2, the right way is shown, as

the head is pounded down firmly in the

slot of the nut and the ends of the pin

are securely held as one end is pounded

back over the end of the bolt, the other

leg being bent down. The cotter pin is

a positive lock when installed in this

manner.

Simple Priming Devices

SEVERAL simple priming devices

may be constructed by anyone of

average mechanical ability to facilitate

motor starting in cold weathert One

such equipment is shown herewith and

comprises a dash priming cup, tubing

connecting it with the intake manifold

and a spraying device, which is shown

separately in the drawing. It will be

noted that the last named member is

perforated. To utilize the primer a little

gasoline or ether is poured into the cup

on the dash and the lever turned slightly

to admit the fluid, also a little air. The

fuel flows through the tube to the perfo

rated member and upon cranking the

engine the air drawn in through the

choked-down air-intake of the carbure

tor and petcock breaks up the fuel, con

verting it into a rich mixture.

  

Simple priming devices

It is stated that the motor will start

readily even in the coldest weather. The

material required to install the primers

consists of a petcock, which is secured

to a plate on the dash, a connector hav

ing a tubing and pipe-thread end, one

quarter-inch annealed copper tubing,

and a union. To the last named is sol

dered a piece of brass tubing which is

drilled full of No. 62 drill holes. Its

length should be approximately that of

the diameter of_ the intake pipe, into
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which it is inserted by drilling and tap

ping a hole. The manner of installing

the parts is clearly depicted in the draw

ing. It is stated that the equipment de

scribed can be made at a slight cost. A

simpler installation is also shown, this

consisting merely of a petcock threaded

into the intake manifold. It has the dis

advantage that it is inaccessible as it

can be reached to be filled only by rais

ing the hood. The owner of a Ford

states that he has obtained increased

mileage by the use of the primer, as the

petcock on the dash may be opened to

admit auxiliary air. In average running

in warm weather he has secured 26.5

miles to the gallon and 32 miles on long

trips.

Warming Manifold for Easy

Starting

NE finds numerous instructions for

easy starting of a gasoline engine

under conditions of low temperature

when the gasoline does not evaporate

readily. Some writers have recom

mended the use of hot cloths heated by

being saturated with boiling water,

others have advised to heat the mani

fold with an ordinary blow torch.

The necessity of keeping the naked

flame away from gasoline is apparent to

any one familiar with this liquid and

it is also evident that water dripping

from a saturated cloth in through an

auxiliary air valve and freezing would

cause considerable trouble on accotmt

of being matter out of place. An excel

lent method of heating a carburetor or

manifold without any danger is to use

a tube of cloth or long bag which is

filled with sand and heated in an oven,

after which it may be wrapped around

either the- carburetor or manifold as

  

Safe method 0/ warming manifold

shown without any danger of fire as is

present when a torch is used or getting

ice into the carburetor as is possible

when wet cloths are employed as a

heating medium. Electrically heated

primers are now available that will as

sist in easy starting; these are not ex

ive and can be installed without

much trouble.

 

Tighten the front spring clips occa

sionally. This may prevent a broken

spring or the axle shifting out of line

and greater safety will be insured to

gether with less tire wear.

Cover for Mudguard

UTOMOBILE repair men, the

opinions of many car owners not

withstanding, do not like to be called

upon to make embarrassing apologies

for scratching, marring and otherwise

damaging the varnish on mudguards, *

hoods and car bodies while they are

undergoing repairs in their shops.

The accompanying illustration shows

a new fender protector that can be

easily made by the mechanic or that

may be purchased on the open market.

I , -~--mulj‘|\|I'

Cover to protect

It is made of a leather substitute con

sisting of a strong cotton fabric base

coated with pyroxylin “dope.” It has

a pocket along the outside edge into

which the edge of the mudguard is in

serted. A fiap on the cover runs down

on the inside in such a way that the

finish is entirely covered while the

mechanic is leaning over it to work

inside the hood. Thus the buttons on

the clothing cannot scratch the varnish,

nor is any harm done if he drops a tool

or lays it down on -the mudguard,

which is a very handy receptacle or

shelf for tools and parts not in use.

 

Motor Fuel Intensifiers

ANY ideas have been advanced

for adding substances to motor

gasoline to increase its volatility, fuel

value or give it carbon removing prop

erties. There is considerable differ

ence of opinion regarding the value of

such agents.

The best one unquestionably is ether.

Of course ether cannot be put into a

tablet or powder form. As a matter of

fact, ether is so powerful that one can

use kerosene to run a gasoline engine

if he fortifies it with ether sufficiently.

Most of the carbon Removers are noth

ing more than “Flake Tar Camphor”

compressed into cake form or dissolved '

  

in gasoline. Manufacturers of these

claim that besides removing carbon, it

also gives morepower and more mileage.

It may do all three, but authorities are

now almost convinced from actual ex

perience that it does not do any of the

three. A mixture that would do for

both more power and mileage, and also

for removing carbon, would be as fol

lows:

Ether . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1 part

Acetone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 part

Turpentine . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 part

~/>~'*~‘=*‘='*l'.1\|:, 1*.
% lgI pi j mm ii O

n __l , .

finish 0] mudguard:

One ounce of this to 5 gallons is said

to be enough to show results, and its

advocates do not recommend more than

1 oz. to 2 gallons of gasoline.

 

When lubricating the car, look for

oil holes that are stopped up with mud

and clean them out with a piece of

wire. All holes should be covered with

an oil cup, but sometimes manufacturers

do not take this precaution, leaving the

holes open, especially on brake cross

shaft and clutch pedal shaft support

bearings. If the impediment is not re

moved the oil cannot reach the bearing

surfaces. Do you fill the universal

joints about every 500 or 1,000 miles?

Perhaps you are wondering why the

car is noisy in action. Don't wait until

they squeak or develop back lash but

be sure to keep these hard working

parts properly oiled.

 

Watch your steering mechanism

closely. Do not allow too much lost

motion in the wheel. A careful inspec

tion should be made from the wheels

back to determine that all parts of the

steering linkage are tight and properly

adjusted. Periodical adjustment and

lubrication will insure not only easier

control of the car, but greater safety

as well.
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A Cardboard Model Passenger Sgmerj

OR a model dock, on a railroad

system of M; in. gauge, this water

line steamer was made by the

writer some time ago. The model cost

absolutely nothing to make, all mate

rial being waste or surplus. The vessel

is exactly 3 feet in length by about 4%

ins. maximum -beam, Since it was

modelled merely to occupy a spare cor

ner on the dock itself, there was little

need for strength to be considered. Yet

the model is strictly designed to a

scale of 3/16 of an inch to the foot.

It has been called a passenger steamer,

though it can also claim to be equally

a freighter, the passenger “accommoda

tion” only occupying a few inches. It

was originally built as shown in the

first photograph, but was afterwards

dismantled as it was not exactly to

scale, the finished product being that

seen in the other photos.

The hull was made from stout straw

board, cut from empty boxes obtained

free from a dry—goods store. The

pieces were fitted together with glued

inside tabs, being cut to shape before

being assembled. A similar base was

fixed with strong pins, and the various

decks were thus placed in position as

the design stipulated. The decks were

given the necessary curve to centre, be

ing afterwards covered with gray, or

pale brown paper, exactly to the color

  

required. These decks, after thorough

drying were marked out with a soft

black pencil and straight edge, after

wards being placed in position.’ The

deckhouses are of cardboard, glued into

position, and marked out with deep

black ink. In the center of each panel

on the walls a porthole is fitted. ,The

ports on the deck houses consist of very

small eyelets used by shoemakers to

make laceholes. These are merely

By Edward Beal

forced into holes which are first pierced

in the panel centers, The hatchways,

which look very realistic, though they

cannot be seen on the photographs, are

made from the lids of Remington rib

bon tin boxes, a piece of thick paper be

ing stuck on the top, lined out as plank

ing with a compass point, and painted.

The ventilators, always very expensive

items to buy from the various manu

facturers, are simply short lengths of I/§

in. iron wire, hammered over to shape

and painted, afterwards being driven

through the decks to the base. Hand

rails and staunchions are of white

thread and headless pins, the latter

painted after the model was completed,
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A side view of the finished model steamer

the enamel holding the thread in strict

position. Davits and deck staunchions

are of 1/16 in. iron wire, straightened

carefully and enamelled white. The

ports in the hull consist of the large

type of shoemakers’ eyelets, being

""W

At the left is shown

the boat and a small

sailing vessel at its side.

The right shows an

other view of the com

pleted boat

brown. For hawse pipes on the deck

and hull four of these eyelets were

nipped in the pliers and took the exact

shape required. Those on the bows of

the hull are black, to contrast with the

brown ports. The anchors are of card

board, cut strictly to scale. A length of

cable passes from the concealed ends of

the anchor stocks and is wrapped twice

over the winch. The winch is made in a

very simple manner, but it looks quite

real. Two small bell terminal bases were

put together, the flanged ends outward,

and a small watch wheel was then fixed

with the terminal screw to the Wrong

end of each terminal. The result was a

long brass bobbin with a. wheel at either

end. One. of the wheels is a block and

the other spoked. This portion was

then placed on a pair of bearings which

were glued down to the deck between

the bows. The masts are made from

disused paint brush shafts, the hairs

being cut off and a piece of wire lashed

on for a top-mast. The funnel is a

Kodak film can, covered with white

paper, a red band being attached to it

Rigging cord is black thread.

The hull was not painted, as paint on

such a small_ model would tend to pro

duce a thick and heavy look, but the

whole was covered with white paper,

trimmed after attaching. The life boats

presented the most difficult task, but

when once set about they were made in

ten minutes. A small piece of wood was

whittled with a pocket knife roughly

to shape, after which the model was

trimmed thoroughly with coarse and

fine sandpaper. The steering wheel is

a small _ watch-gear, painted brown.

Abaft the boat deckhouse is a ladder

and handrails leading to the main deck.
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This was the only accessory on the

whole model to be purchased.

When completed, the vessel’s appear

ance is very imposing, and it occupies

an important place on the model dock

already mentioned. Its “waterline” na

ture is no deprivation, since the dock is

lined out with polished glass, laid on

dark brown paper.. The reflection of

the ship in the water is no small factor

in its realistic appearance
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Well-Designed Crystal Detectors

Ideas ._/or Making‘ Crystal

S is true of any radio instruments,

the design of detectors must not

be of the stuck together sort if

the results are to be satisfactory. The

extra work and expense of making

good apparatus is always repayed in

Fig. 1. ‘While a universal adjustment is provided, the

construction is so rugged that the detector will not jar out

results and pride which can be taken in cool but still liquid, pressing the min-J

creditable work.

One of the first points is the crystal

mounting. A detector crystal is not

intended to be set in suspender clips,

bent safety pins, spring binding posts,

but put in a secure mounting which

  

  

small hole in a wooden or metal block,

or by putting a brass rod in a length of

brass tubing. The alloy may be soft

solder and mercury. Setting the crystal

is just a matter of putting a little alloy

in the mould, and, when it is nearly

eral in it.

Four detectors, manufactured by the

Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., are

shown as examples of goodconstruction.

The type in Fig. 1 has three ad

justments, two lateral and one vertical.

Fig. 4.

The metal block which holds the crystal

carries a rod which is fitted in a tube

secured to a pivot screw. Inside the

tube is a spring pushing against the

rod, so that the crystal block is pressed

against the two, adjusting.screws_. By

turning these screws the crystal can be

  

Detectors /4re,Suggeste‘d by These Types Built by the

Wireless Specialty Company

moved in and out or to either side. A

third handle varies the pressure of the

contact.

Three stands of the same type are

shown in Fig. 2. A universal adjust

ment is provided by the ball and socket

.1

me u. I an eel

_- 7" I" Dlllflflll

~ I. \' I I. II _

mumnun

Fig. 2. The-excellence of this design lies in the ball mounting

and the adjustable spring tension

which can be set by pressing the sup

porting strips together with a thumb

screw at the side. The contact is car

ried by a rod in a threaded barrel. This

barrel can be screwed in or out of the

ball, thus varying the tension of ya

spring located inside of the barrel

Fig. 3.

furnishes a proper contact with the

crystal. It is necessary, of course, to

try out the crystal before mounting.

This can be done in'a simple stand.

Then when the sensitive. spots have

been‘ located it should be set_in an alloy.

A mould canbe made by turning a

Once adjusted, this galena detector will hold its setting,

/or it is both rugged and delicate

Galena and silicon make an excellent combination 0]

ruggedness and sensitivity. The switch is unusual in design

which presses the contact rod forward.

Fig. 3, a galena detector, needs no

explanation, as the design is an excel

lent example of the simplicity which

should be characteristic of radio in

stmments. In Fig. 4 a combination of

Figs. 1 and 3 is shown.
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Metal in Airplane Con

struction

N endeavoring to find a satisfactory

substitute for spruce, which was

hard to obtain in the required quanti

ties in England during the war, Messrs.

Vickers, builders of the machine that

made the first non-stop flight from

America to Europe, tried a number of

experiments with metals of different

kinds for the framework of aerofoils.

Both high tensile strength alloy steel

and duralumin were tried. Steel was

not suitable for building pieces of thin

section that had to be heat-treated on

account of distortion during the heat

ing process. Test spars for various ma

method of manufacture of rubber coat

ings, says a writer in “Aviation.” The

best of the modern airship fabrics sel

dom have a permeability of less than 8

liters per square meter (.236 cubic feet

per square yard) in Z4 hours, measured

at 25 degrees Centigrade (77 degrees

Fahrenheit). Thus it comes about that

there is always some diffusion of air

into, and of hydrogen out of, a balloon,

quite apart from the leakage of hydro

gen which takes place through holes in

the balloon when the pressure inside is

greater than the pressure outside. The

relative rates of penetration of rubber

by hydrogen and air are not the same

but are in the ratio of four to one;

  

The power plant arrangement of a British non-rigid type dirigible balloon used for

coast patrol duty

chines were made of duralumin and

these showed a saving of 25 per cent in

weight over spruce members of the same

strength. Wing frames made entirely

of duralumin spars and ribs were made

of equal strength to wood construction

at only 75 per cent of the weight. _A

seaplane of very large size is being built

by this firm which will have a total lift

of fifty tons in which all important

structural parts will be built entirely of

metal, steel in some parts and duralu

min in others.

 

Gas Leakage in Dirigibles

ERMEABILITY to gases is an in

herent property of rubber and it can

only be modified, not eliminated, by the

that is, when the enevelope contains ap

proximately pure hydrogen, one volume

of air passes through the fabric into the

balloon for each four volumes of li_vdro

gen leaking out. But the “air” passing

into the balloon is richer in oxygen than

normal air, owing to the fact that rub

ber is about twice as perineable to oxy

gen as to nitrogen. The method of de

termining the purity of balloon gas by

measuring its oxygen content and as

suming that nitrogen is present in the

proportion in which it occurs in air is

therefore obviously in error. A better

method is to determine the specific

gravity of the gas in the envelope, when

the error in estimating the purity from

the result, without actually finding the

relative amounts of oxygen and nitro

 
 

gen in the gas, is very small on account

of the small difference in the densities

of these gases. The determination of

the oxygen content may be useful, how

ever, from another standpoint, that of

the determination of the stage at which

the balloon gas becomes an explosive

mixture. This stage is reached with a

greater percentage of pure hydrogen

than would be ordinarily the case, since

the oxygen content of the “air” diffus

ing into the balloon is so high.

 

A British Commercial Air

plane

HAT is claimed to be the first

airplane designed entirely for

commercial purposes in England has

recently been produced by the British

Aerial Transport Co., Ltd. Although

the span of the machine is only 46 feet,

with a length of 33 feet, the cabin ac

commodation is 8 feet by 3 feet, and is

high enough for the passengers to stand

upright, while its seating arrangements

are in the form of upholstered revolv

ing bucket seats. Heating from the ex

haust is proyided when necessary and

the admission of the heat is controlled

by the turning of a button and it is

claimed that inside the.cabin there is

no noise from the engines. Wireless

telephones are installed for the purpose

of communication with ground stations

while in flight.

The engine is Rolls Eagle Series

VIII, of 12 cylinders and 375 horse

power, and the range of action of the

machine is 6 hours-600 miles.

The very useful feature of a land

ing speed as low as 40-45 miles per

hour has been attained, and the land

ing chassis incorporates rubber and oil

shock absorbers—working on much the

same principle as the recoil mechanism

of a'gun. Another novelty in the con

struction of the machine is the provi

sion of trimming gear, which enables

the incidence of the horizontal stabil

izer tail-plane to be varied according

to the load carried and thus maintain

a constant center of pressure, although

the center of gravity may be other than

the normal due to disposition of pas

senger load and its varying weight.

 

Caleb Bragg, flying a Loening hydro

monoplane fitted with a 300 h.p. His

pano-Suiza engine. established at Port

Washington, L. I., a world altitude

record for seaplanes by ascending to

18,500 feet with a passenger.
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The Hydrodrome, a New Gliding Craft Capable

of a Speed of 70 Miles Per Hour

HE inventor of the telephone,

Dr. Alexander Graham Bell has

just completed a gliding craft

that will skim over the surface of the

water at record speed when the two

Liberty Navy type or low compression

aircraft engines are opened up.

The energy available is 350 horse

power for each engine or an aggre

gate of 700 horsepower, and the

thrust that produces the record

breaking speed is obtained from

two four-bladed propellers. As

will be noted from the accompany

ing illustration, the craft is of

very novel construction and applies

|m<|||u<m|<|n||‘;

Z The hydrodrame at rest on the

water is shown at right
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The rear planing steps which also

act as a rudder
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aeronautical engineering principles

to a creation designed to operate

in a medium having a specific

gravity 800 times greater than that

of air. Owing to this, the steps or

hydrofoils needed to support the

craft at full speed need be but

1/800th the area of the aerofoils

that would be needed to carry an

airplane of the same weight.

The craft is neither seaplane or

hydroplane, though it operates on prin

ciples common to both of these craft.

The main idea, that of reducing the re

sistance of the supporting medium by

_,’,.—_-7--§p>.>>.’.’ .> _. .

lifting the hull clear of it, is by no

means new. Cooper-Hewitt in this

country and the engineer Folanini in

Italy both have experimented with

superposed hydrofoils and even the

early types attained considerable speed.

  

._A *1:
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The photograph shows details of the

steps, and while only those at the rear

end of the hull are shown, it is easy to

understand how similar planes are also

installed at each side of the hull and at

the front end. The planes are of steel

  

and are large at the top and gradually

become smaller as they near the bottom

of the shutter-like frame. The rear set

is used for steering. As the speed in

creases, the hull rises up more out of

the water because less surface is needed

to carry the weight as the velocity

augments, just as in an airplane

working in the lighter medium.

It is stated that the hydrofoils

are supporting a ton load per

square foot when the machine is

making about 60 miles per hour.

At one-third that speed, enough

surface is immersed so the load is

about 300 pounds per square foot.

  

Dr. Alexander G. Bell seated in

the cockpit 0/ the hydrodrome
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When the hydrodrome is at speed

it rides an planing step:
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Doubling this speed results in ten

square feet carrying the load,

which is then sustained at a ratio

of 1,000 pounds per square foot.

The main portion of the craft is

a torpedo-shaped hull of good

streamline form, sixty feet long,

having two outrigger hulls or pon

toons sixteen feet long and connect

ed to the main hull by a deck which

assists in supporting the motors.

This deck is in the form of a cam

bered top, flat under surface aero

foil, and when the machine is at rest.

it is partly submerged
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l VERY handy attachment for the

amateur’s lathe is a File Rest

in combination with an indexed

head. In making any small mechan
i ical devices there is generally some part

which has to be square or hexagonal.

The usual amateur’s equipment seldom

includes a shaper or milling machine.

Thus, it becomes necessary to worry

the piece to shape with file and square,

and the result—for most of us—is

never quite satisfactory.

The little device described here will,

to a very large extent, aid in the ac

curate squaring of small pieces and

save a great deal of time and trouble;

far more than the time it takes to con

struct it.

We will first describe the method of

constructing the file rest. This par

ticular attachment was designed to fit

the amateur’s bench lathe No. 125

made by the Goodell-Pratt Co. Leg A,

Fig. 1, is cast square, as it is less diffi

cult to make the pattern for a square

casting than for a round casting. The
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pattern is cut from a solid piece of

wood. Soft pine is probably the easiest

to work, although mahogany or cherry

are undoubtedly the best on account of

their freedom from warping. A jig

saw is the easiest way to cut the pattern,

especially with one on which the table

can be tipped. Inflthis case, the table

is set at an angle of about 85° which

will give the requisite draft. The cuts

are taken in opposite directions (see

Fig. 1), and followed around the out

line of the piece. The metal used is

crucible steel, although if the amateur

desires to save time in machining, cast

iron may be used. Of course, the piece

may be forged, but for anyone capable

of this method of construction there is

no need of instruction. Another’ method

is to saw the whole piece from cold

rolled stock, but unless there is a

power saw available this method will be

found exceedingly tedious.

On receiving the casting from the

foundry it should be treated as follows:

First run it over an emery wheel to re

*1-'@'r"='r*1%I*
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A File Rest and Index Head for Small»Lathes

move the scale. Next centers 1 and 2

(Fig. 1) should be prick-punched. In

doing this, be sure that the line between

the‘ centers passes down the center of

the leg and is as nearly parallel to faces

B and C as possible. The casting is

next center drilled on these marks, set

between centers and machined to the

finished size. In machining, it will be

found necessary to compensate for the

off-center weight of the casting by

mounting "a weight on the opposite

side of the face plate. Unless this is

done it will not be possible to machine

the stock truly. Scribe the lines E and

cut the slot for the rollers with a hack

saw. The sides of the slots are next

filed up as true as possible with the

center line of the leg A. It is better

to make the two slots of the same width

as in that case the rollers will be inter

changeable, Next comes the task of

drilling the holes for the roller pins.

The centers of these holes are found by

scribing lines F which should be as

nearly parallel as possible to the bed of

These rollers

to be hardened‘

and ground. .

 

FIG-5
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the lathe when the casting is set in the

tool rest. One of the easiest ways of

doing this is to place the casting in the

tool rest and a scribe in the tail stock.

Place the tool rest on the ways and set

the casting to the desired height. Press

it against the scribe and move the tool

rest across the ways so that the scriber

will mark a line. The intersections of

line F with the center lines G and H

of the arms are thus marked and may

be prick-punched. The holes may now

be drilled, but great care must be taken

that the center lines of the holes are

parallel to the lathe bed as otherwise

the work done with the tool will not be

accurate. One method by which the
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holes may be accurately lined up is

described as follows: Place the casting

in the tool rest and parallel with its

foot or base. Clamp the tool rest at

right angles to the ways (a fairly ac

curate right angle setting may be ob

tained by use of the try square).

Chuck a 7/32-in. drill and true it up.

Loosen the clamp of the tool rest and

move the casting till the drill point

touches either arm B or C at one of the

points whida has already been located.

Then reclamp the rest making sure

that it is still at right angles to the

ways, Bring up the tail stock and

mark carefully where it center touches

the work. After prick-punching on this

mark recenter on the point of the drill

and the tail stock center. Unclamp the

tool rest and holding it firmly down

with the left hand force the work

against the drill point by means of the

tail stock screw. When one side of the

arm has been drilled, reverse the work

and drill the other side. In a similar

manner drill the other arm.

reamer is handy, drill the holes slightly

undersize and ream to the finished size.

The next pieces to be machined are

the pins. These are cut from cold

rolled stock and turned up on the lathe.

The rollers are turned nearly to size

from good machine steel, then hardened

and ground. As will be noted from the

drawings there are two kinds of rollers.

Those with a shoulder are of great use

 

 

If a

when squaring up to a definite point,

while the straight rollers would be used

for longer pieces.

The purpose of the index head is to

hold the stock fixed in one position

while one side of it is being filed and

secondly to rotate the stock through any

desired angle. A simple and practical

method of construction is shown in

Figs, 5 and 6. No exact dimensions

are given for the reason that in the ma

jority of cases the design will have to

be modified to fit the size of the ma

chine and the needs of the operator.

The device is made up as follows:

A 1/fi-in. by V2-in. cold—rolled steel bar

is clamped around the head stock, as

A_rrn urrlngld

‘L--in most convenient

' position.

F165

Indus Pulley for huthq

shown in Fig. 5. The bar is bent at

right angles as shown by the dotted

lines in Fig. 6 and a hole N drilled

through it parallel to the center line of

the live spindle. This hole must be

large enough to take the cold-rolled

tube shown in Fig. 5. The inside diam

eter of the tube is 3/16 in. The tube is

brazed or threaded into place. A

plunger, likewise shown in Fig. 5, is

turned up on the lathe and a hole for a

1/16-in. pin drilled through it close to

one end. In assembling, the plunger

is sliped into place and a light com

pression spring ‘is placed around the

plunger and between the tube and the

pin. In the periphery of the driving

pulley nearest the head stock, slots are

milled into which one end of the plun

ger fits. These slots should be 3/16

in. by 5/32 in. and their center lines

placed 15° apart. The amateur is

probably not equipped to mill these

slots and it is much better to have this

done at some properly equipped shop

than to attempt cutting them out with

hack-saw and file. In sending out the

pulley a properly centered arbor should

go with it as this will cut down the

cost of the machineyork to a consider

able extent.

A practical illustration of the way

the device works is given below. Sup

pose it is required to square a piece of

round stock of %-in. diameter; the

diameter across the fiats to be 3/1 in. To

begin with, center a piece of stock and

turn it down to 3/16-in, diameter. Place

the file in the guide in the tool rest so

that the arms surround the 3/16-in.

stock. Place a fiat bar of known thick

ness on the rollers and above the stock.

Adjust the height of the rollers until the

distance from the top of the flat stock to

the bottom of the 3/16-in,_piece is equal

to the thickness of the fiat stock plus

one-half of the diameter across the flats

plus onehalf the diameter of the stock

on centers. In the illustration given, if

the flat stock is M; in. then the roller

should be adjusted so that the distance

from the top of the flat bar to the bot

tom of the turned piece is equal to %

in. plus 3/32 in. plus I/§ in., or 15/32

in. The height of the rollers having

been properly adjusted the stock which

it is required to square is placed in the

lathe and filed. One side of the

squared surface is thus obtained, and

by means of the index head the other

three surfaces may be accurately ob

tained. In squaring holes or cutting

key-ways a file of the proper width is

obtained, the rollers raised to such a

height that the center of the file is on

a plane with the center of the stock,

and the file forced against the work.

A New Caliper

Probably one of the most ingenious

and practical tools that has appeared

on the commercial market in some time

is shown in the illustration. This is

a self-reading caliper. Its construction

and operation is very simple. It is a

product of accurate workmanship and

it will give entirely reliable readings.

  

It is made of the best steel beautifully

polished. The new caliper is manu

factured in different sizes. The one

shown in the illustration measures

articles up to two inches. The caliper

can be set in any position by means

of the screw at the side.
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HE lathe tool holder shown in

the illustration is made from a

single piece of steel provided with

slots and a small screw clamp. The

general idea embodied in this simple,

but well-designed tool, will be apparent

upon examining the draw

ing. The tool is provided

with slots at each end. One

side is provided with a slot

X4 in. in diameter for small

tools and the opposite side

is provided with two slots,

one for % in. tools and the

other for 5/16 in. tools.

The slots to be made prop- -

erly should be milled out,

but this little job need not

worry the ingenious me

chanic who does not possess a miller.

It is not essential that the slots be abso

lutely true. With a good sharp file, a

hacksaw and chisel the slots can be

very easily cut in the shop.

A Well-Designed Lathe Tool Holder

It will be seen that one end of the
holderiis bent a few degrees. This can

be done by heating the steel to redness

and bending it to the required angle

with a vise. Two slots, one on each

side, must also be provided for the

A sketch of the finished tool

  

small screw clamp which holds the cut

ting tool firmly in position.

Tool holders of this type can be

made for all ordinary size tools from

M; in. up. The one shown in the

drawing is intended for the smaller

tools which are used by amateur me

chanics on small screw cutting an_d

bench lathes.

A screw clamp can be cut in a solid

piece of steel and drilled out in the top

to receive at least a % in.

machine screw with square

head, so that a wrench can

be used to tighten it.

There are many different

types of patented lathe tool

holders on the market but

none of them seem to be so

well adapted to amateur

needs as this one which is

able to accommodate several

different sizes of tool stock.

All other patented tools

are only able to use one size of tool

stock. This holder can be manufac

tured very cheaply and sold at a price

within the range of all experimental en

gineers. It contains only four parts.

A Boring Bar Holder

OST of the boring tools on the

market have drawbacks of one

kind or another. The ordinary one

piece forged tool is satisfactory in the

medium and larger sizes, but has the

disadvantage of not being adjustable

for rake without grinding. The sev

eral patented boring tools are not made

for very small work, and the cost of

one might, in many cases, be prohibi

tive.

The toolholder described and illus

trated herewith combines cheapness,

simplicity and ruggedness. The shape

was evolved by force of necessity, as

the slide rest screw on the writer’s South

Bend lathe did not permit the ordinary

boring tool to traverse far enough for

very small work by reason of its short

ness. This accounts for the bore in

the holder being so much off the center

line of the casting.

The body of the holder should be

either cast or malleable cast iron. It

should first be faced off on the bottom

either by filing or by chucking in the

independent chuck and faced off in the

lathe. If faced in the lathe, the 11/32

in. hole for the holding down bolt may

be drilled at the same setting, but for

the sake of appearances it is best to

drill this from the top so that it may

be centered in the boss there provided.

This boss should be faced off to provide

a suitable bearing for the nut.

The casting is then bolted on the

slide rest, so that the center line of the

cylindrical part coincides with the lathe

centers, and then drilled 1,5 in. by feed

By S. C. Swanson
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ing up to the drill in the live spindle.

The end faces can be filed up sufficient

ly true for the purpose.

Drill the lugs 3/16 in. half way

through the finish with No. 26 drill,

tapping out No. 10-24. A saw cut

longitudinally through the center of the

lugs into the bore completes the cast

ing. Two %-in. No. 10-24 round or

fillister head machine screws are used

for clamping the tool in place.

Tools for use in this holder can be

made of V2-in. drill rod, drawn out, or

filed to shape, hardened, tempered and

ground. Smaller sizes of drill rod

 

may be used by providing split bush

ings to fit the holder, and bored out to

take the various sizes of rod used.

If the tool is properly made slight ad

justments can be made in the rake by

altering its position in the holder. This

holder may also be used for holding

drills, etc., by properly locating its cen

ter line to coincide with lathe centers.

One dimension which is so marked

on the drawing is variable according

to the lathe on which the tool is to be

used. This should be made equal to

the distance vertically from the top of

the slide rest to the lathe center.
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To Sharpen Files

ULL files may be sharpened with

out recutting by treating them

with acid or with the sand blast.

In treating files with acid they are

first freed from adhering grease by

scratch-brushing with the use of potash

or soda lye. They are then brought

into an oblong box of a material not

attacked by acids, a few thin glass rods

or varnished sticks of wood being first

placed upon the bottom. The files be

ing laid alongside each other, sufficient

cold water to cover them is poured into

the box, the eighth part of concentrated

nitric acid is then added, and after

mixing water and acid by moving the

box, the whole is allowed to stand quiet

ly for 25 minutes. The files are then

taken from the bath, thoroughly scratch

brushed with the use of water and re

placed in the box for 25 minutes, the

bath having previously been strength

ened by an additional eighth part of

nitric acid. During this operation care

must be had to several times tum the

files and to see that they are entirely

covered with the fluid. The files are

then again taken from the bath, thor

oughly cleansed with a scratch-brush

and replaced in the bath, to which pre

viously the sixteenth part of concen

trated sulphuric acid has been added.

The bath now becomes heated, and red

brown vapors of hyponitric acid escape.

Care must be had to keep the box in a

rocking motion so that the acids act as

uniformly as possible. After 5 min

utes the files are again taken out,

cleansed, and then replaced for 5 min

utes more in the same bath, previously

strengthened by the addition of one

sixteenth part more of concentrated sul

phuric acid; care must be had to con

stantly keep the bath in an undulatory

motion. The operation is now finished,

the files being finally scratch-brushed,

and, for the removal of every trace of

acid, placed in a vessel with water

compounded with a few handfuls of

caustic lime, which gives them a good

color. They are then rinsed in clean

water, dried over a spirit-flame and

rubbed with a little oil.

The treatment with acid may also

be effected by means of a galvanic bat

tery, the bath, which is composed of

water, 100 parts; nitric acid, 80, and

sulphuric, 40, being connected with the

positive pole. The negative pole is

formed of a copper spiral passing

around the files without touching them,

and with the end pointing toward the

surf~;e of the fluid. By using a gal

vanic battery of 12 Bunsen elements

10 minutes suffice for the treatment.

If the experimenter follows these di

rections he will not need to discard his

old files when they have become dull.

A New Screw Cutting Bench Lathe

BENCH lathe has recently been

brought out which possesses a

number of distinct and original feat

ures. The driving motor is built direct

ly in the head stock, which also encloses

the driving gears, which are submerged

in oil. The bearings are made with

radial thrust which totally eliminates

end play on the live spindle.

and a swing over the carriage of 5%

inches, with a maximum distance of 12

inches between centers. Although the

general features of the bed, tail stock

and carriage greatly resemble the Eng

lish Drummond lathe, there is one feat

ure which has not been added and

which is very characteristic of the Eng

lish type. This is the boring table with

  

The bed of the lathe greatly resem

bles' the well-known English Drum

mond lathe. The motion of the lead

screw is controlled by the wheel at the

end of the lathe. When located con

centrically within the lathe bed, the

lead screw is well protected from chips

and dirt which insures maximum wear.

The change gears, which are provided

with the machine, will enable the oper

ator to cut threads from 8 to 64.

The weight of this new lathe com

plete with driving motor is in the neigh

borhood of 200 lbs. and can receive its

power from the ordinary electric light

socket.

The lathe is provided with selected

forward speeds, 125, 250, 400, 650 and

1,000, with a reverse speed of 3 r.p.m.

It has a swing over the bed of 8 inches

inverted T slots. It is regrettable that

American manufacturers have not as

yet recognized the value and conveni

ence of the boring table. Of course,

the boring table makes it difficult

to equip the lathe with a. compound

slide rest such as this machine is pro
vidediwith.

The most gratifying feature of this

machine is the driving motor which

forms an integral part of the head

stock, thereby eliminating belts, pul

leys and countershaft, which greatly

adds to the expense of the lathe and to

the trouble of setting it up for operation,

A machine of the nature described is

ready for use the moment it is received.

It also requires but little pains and the

possibilities of the operator injuring his

fingers with uncovered gears or belts is

entirely eliminated.

 

A Handy Scale Clip

  

VERY useful article which every

machinist should have is shown in

the sketch. In fact, every one who uses

Clip 2"0vemll 59,-‘mg v-,»"w1¢¢

a pocket scale willkfind this little device

very useful.

This clip is made of sheet brass .015

of an inch thick by 2 ins. long, allow

ing enough so that the clip will lap over

3/32 in. on the back of the scale, as

shown on the sketch. The clip is laid

out with a combination square, the sur

plus stock cut away with a tinner’s

shears. The clip then resembles the

letter T. It is then placed on the scale

so that the spring is in the center, put

in a vise, hammered one side, taken out,

turned around and the same done with

the other side. It is then slipped off the

scale, bent and shaped as shown in the

sketch. HERAIAN KEPPLER.
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Building A Two-Passenger Seaplane

Fuselage Construction

Part Five

HE fuselage or body constitutes

the nucleus of the complete air

plane. It may be considered a

unit, as it is usually assembled and

disassembled as such. It originated with

the monoplane in France and by com

bining it with the biplane cellule or

wings produced the present type of

"tractor biplane.” Sometimes, for trans

portation purposes under its own power,

the wings are folded back or detached,

then fastened edgewise to the fuselage.

It is often packed in automobiles,

freight cars, trucks or baggage cars in

this condition or towed behind an auto

by hitching the tail end to the tonneau

of an automobile or to the rear of a

truck. -

Methods of Fuselage Construction

There are practically four types or

methods of wood fuselage construction

which may be classified in the following

order:

(1) The box girder method using

four longerons or rails with horizontal

and vertical struts (sometimes called

spreaders) in compression with a wire

bracing as tension members and will be

adopted with veneer panelling as suit

able for the two-seater seaplane.

(2) The second method has the tail

section of the first method, but the wires

of the front portion (usually designated

as the motor section) are replaced by a

diagonal wood bracing which is fast

ened by wood screws or with either

three-ply veneer or sheet aluminum.

(3) The third eliminates the wiring.

Four and sometimes six longitudinal

rails connected by cross struts, formers

or bulkheads cut to the required shape

from three-ply laminations are entirely

covered with three-ply veneer, making

an excellent structure.

(4) The laminated and monocoque

types are built over a collapsible form,

the skin being of two or three layers of

wood with fabric between the layers, the

whole glued as one-solid shell of ap

proximately four millimetres in thick

ness. The veneer layers composing the

skin are sometimes’ stitched together

with copper wire as in racing boat hull

construction.Steel is also being used, the longerons i

and diagonals made from special angle

or steel channels. This method was de

veloped by the T. A. Co., of Boston, but

failed to become very popular. The

French “Breguet Bomber” and the Ger

man Fokker use a similar method, but

of round steel tubing longerons and

struts with wire bracings. The last two

By Charles E. Muller

Conndting Aeronautical Enginnr

mentioned machines were masterpieces

of welding and steel engineering, but

are decidedly handicapped when re

placements and repairs are necessary.

The longerons used in the first three

methods of the foregoing classification

were either all ash, hickory, spruce, or

some combination of these woods, with

the hard resilient wood constituting the

forward section, extending from the

nose of the fuselage to beyond the rear

cockpit. The ash and hickory longerons

permit of sharper bends and are stiffer

for their size. They also resist the

shocks of landing and the vibration of

the engine better. When the longerons

are of more than one length a vertical

splice of approximately twelve inches

is used, glued, bolted and wrapped with

twine or tape, well doped. Formerly a

butt joint was used with a long steel

ferrule six to eight inches long of twenty

gauge steel as a reinforcement. Some

times laminated wood longerons are

used, especially where there is excessive

bending. The use of spindled longerons

is gaining prominence, as this method

provides for extra material at points

where it may be necessary to compen

sate for holes drilled; also it is desirable

for production reasons to use the same

size longeron fittings as much as possi

ble. A practice much in evidence is to

maintain the same cross sectional area

to near the pilot seat then taper to the

stern post.

Two other methods of tapering have

come to the writer’s notice. One may

taper the longerons gradually from any

- place back of the engine bearers to the

tail post, which is usually condemned

owing to complications in the size of fit

tings, but with the particular fitting

recommended for the two-seater Sea

plane this objection is obviated by de

creasing the struts proportionately. Also

there is a rather odd arrangement of

keeping the rail parallel section for ap

proximately eight feet from the engine

bearers and then diminishing in a series

of steps to the tail post. This method

only requires three to four sizes of

fittings.

The diagonal wood bracing is used

considerably when sheet aluminum or

duralumin is used, but the dificulty of

re-truing this construction when distor

tion occurs, and also as the erection is

somewhat involved, decided the writer

not to recommend this construction for

the Seaplane. It is also heavier than the

first types although it affords a more

solid engine mounting with a consider

able reduction of vibration. Three-ply

fuselage construction, introduced by the

series of German Albatross machines,

apparently warrants the development

that now follows this practice. There is

also a saving in weight as a square foot

of No. 20 B. W. G. aluminum, the

usual thickness used for this purpose

weighs eight oz., compared to the five

oz. weight of the 3/32 in. birch three

ply. The saving of this weight in the

aggregate with the advantage gained

through three-ply veneer being a su

perior stiffening medium, also as it is

so readily glued, nailed or screwed to

the longerons, surely warrants this con

struction. The advantages of rapid pro

duction, great strength in a vertical and

horizontal direction and also the fact

that if shot through it would not endan

ger the structure to the same extent as

with a wire braced system, are offset

by two important facts. First, it is

heavier than the wire bracing. Second,

although holes may be cut where per

mitted, saving weight, it is weak under

a torsional stress caused by the difli

culty in truing up to allow for distor

tion.

The monocoque system, Fig. 1, Plate

6, I believe originated in France, orig

inating with the Antoinette monoplane,

which was flown at Nassau Boulevard,

in 1911. If I remember correctly, the

Deperdussin had a similar monocoque

body too, consisting of very small

stringers and light formers shaped to

the fuselage section.

In the designing of the contour of the

fuselage the type of motor used is un

doubtedly the dominating consideration

which surely compromises the ideal

stream line. With the vertical four or

six-cylinder (“in line”) engine it is

possible to design a very narrow body,

excellent examples being the Italian

S. V. A. and S. P. A. biplanes. A ro

tary or radial engine necessitates an

increase in the width, Fig. 2, which also

means increased drift. By permitting

the tops of the Vee type engine cylin

ders, Fig. 1, to project through the

cowling a gain in the width of the body

is accomplished. Fig. 2 illustrates dia

grammatically the method used on the

Thomas Morse and other rotary en

gined “Scouts” of carrying the cowling

- over formers and stringers, gradually

merging into the main fuselage. Fig. 3

is similar to Fig. 2, but with the cowl

ing stopping too abruptly, resulting in

a dead air region, unquestionably caus

ing excessive drift and inefficiency.

The drawing at Fig. 4 depicts the

English standard practice and although

theoretically it is not as well stream

lined as the German and the French

machines typified by Fig. 5, the loss of

efficiency is more apparent than real as
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is proven by actual tests. The many

constructional and other advantages"

gained surely compensate for any pos

sible additional drift. Figures 6, 7, 8

show the side elevations of the current

practice, Fig. 6 predominating. This

arrangement of having the top longer

ons, Fig. 6, parallel to the normal line

of flight furnishes a convenient datum

line for assembling and aligning the

airplane. Also for lining up the engine

bearers on machines whose line of

thrust, i". e., the axis of the motor, is co

incidental with the normal flight. In

Fig. 7, the Curtiss type, the top longer

ons are parallel to flight from the stern

post to the engine section then dip

ExcEPT As DlMEN5\ONE.D

SAM: As F\6. I2 DETA\L5

downward to stiffen the engine bearers

and front section.

The illustration at Fig. 8 shows a

similar arrangement used for obtaining

an accessible motor location, also to

produce a low center of gravity. Most

all fuselages terminate in a vertical

edge the width of the rudder post, but

the French Morane monoplane, the

German Fokker, the Albatross D-1 and

the American Loening monoplane ter

minate in a horizontal edge which usu

ally permits a certain amount of move

ment owing to the flat angle of the

bracing wires, which is apt to result in

the loss of empennage alignment.

The diagram at Fig. 14 illustrates ‘

three of the ways that longerons are

usually spindled out between stations

especially in the tail section. They are

always left solid at the stations, where

struts and fittings join them and in most

cases are left solid section from rear of

the pilot’s seat to the front of the frame.

The fuselage struts are sometimes hol

lowed or spindled in a similar manner,

but left solid at the ends for a better

bearing on longerons. The longerons

and the wing beams are the most impor

tant wooden members in the entire ma

chine and should be very carefully

selected of two-year weather dried or

steam saturated kiln dried by experts.

This fuselage was particularly de

signed for the benefit of the amateur so

CONVERTED FORD MOTOR
~

;USELAC7E DLTAI LS

Y/vo EATER SEA-PLANE
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that no complicated bending of longer

ons necessitates steaming or special

forms. But if this equipment is con

venient, shaping the lower longerons

slightly in excess of required bends will

facilitate the operation of assembling.

.One may, if he chooses, bend the lower

longerons from station near 8-F to a

point flush with the reinforcing flanges

of the motor side plates. This will un

questionably stiffen that section, but it

is not necessary and would hardly com

pensate for the additional labor and

expense. The three-ply stiffeners with

the bulkhead, Fig. 11, has been found

sufficient for motors weighing more than

five times the weight of the three-cyl

inder Lawrance, but admittedly of more

 

even torque and having less vibration.

Assembling the Fuselage

I believe the builder will have no

difficulty in assembling this fuselage if

a temporary bench made of loose boards

twenty-four inches by sixteen feet is

placed on low horses and a rough layout

be made from the dimensions furnished

by a reference to the length of struts at

stations designated. It is obviously

manifest that this fuselage be assembled

inverted. Three methods may be used.

One, assemble the top side and bottom

side, then connect them, or the two sides

may be first assembled, then connected.

The third method is recommended of

l

l

l

l

1 Fcjl ‘

‘*-l>
-*§‘-6"Piioniizn

, Bouvoon Ql;c\<_

assembling the top longerons, turning

them over, clamp to table and assemble

first section with header in place, secure

three-ply panels to all four sides, then

continue second section, etc. I believe

this will save forms and require less

equipment. When springing longerons,

a twisted tourniquet will be found all

that is necessary. The Static Balance

of an Airplane (i. e., equilibrium of the

machine at rest) is represented by the

line marked C-G or center of gravity.

This may be checked up by placing a,

rounded edge of a 2" by 4" under the

pontoons where the center of gravity

(when machine is completed) is indi

cated in the skeleton fuselage diagram,

(Continued on page 221)
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A Combination Electric

Wrench, Drill and

Screw Driver

NEW machine has recently been

brought out which possesses many

unique features. It can be used either

as a drill, wrench or screw driver. It

can also be pressed into service in

boring holes in wood with the conven

tional bit, as illustrated.

All the parts of the machine are set

on ball bearings together with an espe

cially constructed clutch. A suitable

electric motor of the high speed variety

controlled with a properly designed

rheostat is incased in a metal cylinder

which encloses the operating mechan

ism. The weight of the machine is but

14 lbs. The body is 10 inches long and

14 inches in diameter. Although the

  

The machine in use boring holes in wood

device is small, it develops from three

to five horsepower in torsion.

When the machine is used as a

wrench in placing nuts a simple me

  

Uring the machine to remove a nut

chanical device prevents the threads

from stripping when the nut is fully

seated. At this point the power is auto

matically cut off by means of a special

patented device enclosed in the case.

This machine, owing to its utility,

will be of great service in the machine

shop or garage where it can be used

in a number of ways.

The American Society of Experimental

Engineers

Who’s Who in the A. S. E. E.

R. R. RUSSELL MILLER is

an active member of the A. S.

E. E., having joined the So

ciety in 1918. He was born in Day

ton, Ohio, the city of a thousand fac

tories, and the site of the greatest and

most disastrous floods in the history

of the United States. Mr. Miller well

remembers this unpleasant event.

Mr. Miller graduated from the grade

and high schools of Dayton and later'

attended the Ohio State University at

Mr. R. R. Miller

Columbus. Here he specialized in

physical education, recreational leader

ship and manual training. He was then

employed for two seasons by the De

partment of Recreations, Dayton, leav

ing this location finally to assume

duties as Recreation Superintendent for

the City of Raleigh, North Carolina.

Mr. Miller also served as Deputy Scout

Commissioner for this district. He

later accepted a position with the

Wright Airplane Co., of Dayton, Ohio.

Leaving the Wright Co. he went to

Lakewood, N. ]., to serve as head of

the Boys’ Department in the Y. M. C.

A. He now holds the position of As

sistant Scout Executive, Queens Coun

cil, Boy Scouts of America.

Mr. Miller is very much interested

in the promotion of experimental work

among boys. He seems to inherit the

ability and enthusiasm of his father,

who was an expert model engineer in

the employ of the National Cash Reg

 

ister Company. Mr. Miller well recalls

the days, when as a lad, he tinkered

in his father’s shop, building models

and experimenting. During an exhibi

tion given in honor of Wright Brothers

he won first prize in a contest con

ducted by the ]unior Aero Club of that

community. He believes, and rightly

so, that model engineering is a more

worthy and interesting hobby than is

commonly understood.

Mr. Miller is very fond of all forms

of athletics, and swimming in particu

lar. In this latter sport he is unusually

proficient, being a member and ex

aminer of the Life Saving Corps of the

American Red Cross. He is a regis

tered A. A. U. basket ball official and

handled some of the large college games

in the South. Anything that pertains

to camping, woodcraft and nature study

deeply interests Mr. Miller.‘ He is very

fond of music, loves the movies and

roots for the Giants.

Philadelphia Chapter of

A. S. E. E.

HE Philadelphia Chapter of the

A. S. E. E., of which Harry Levene

is secretary, held a large meeting in

Friendship Hall on Friday evening,

December 12th. Large posters were

used in recruiting new members and a

drive was started for the establishment

of a local experimental laboratory where

all Philadelphia members could have

access to apparatus and equipment that

they could not afford as individuals.

The officers of the Society in New

York urge every Philadelphia member

to put their shoulders to the wheel in

order to help this good movement along.

Those who contemplate joining this

live branch of the A. S. E. E. should

immediately communicate with one of

the following men: Harry Levene,

2123 W. Dauphin Street; Thomas W.

Benson, 3722 M Street, or Dr. M.

Eugene Balfrey, Med. Electrician,

5213 Master Street. The next regular

meeting will be held January 16, 1920,

at Widener Library, 1200 N. Broad St.,

Philadelphia. All are urged to attend.

The A. S. E. E. Bulletin.

The second copy of the Bulletin is

sued bi-monthly by the American So

ciety of Experimental Engineers has

appeared. This little sheet is given

over to news of the Society and what

its members and chapters are doing. In

each issue there is also included an

article that will be sure to interest all

real experimenters. As the Society

grows, the Bulletin will grow with it

until it reaches a good, healthy size.
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HE writer has been interested in

model-making for a. good many

vears, and, as described in the

June issue of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING,

has taken up the building of working

models of warships, showing by stages

the development of naval architecture

over the past 2000 years.

As the latest example of the writer’s

work the model of the U. S. dread

nought North Dakota lends itself very

well to a description. This model is 5

feet 4 inches long, 10,‘/2 inches beam

and has a draft of 3;/3 inches. She

displaces about 55 lbs. of water and

makes a speed of about 150 ft. per

minute. At first glance this speed may

seem low when compared with an out

and out speed‘ boat, but it should be

borne in mind that it would look in

congruous to see a battleship model

rushing around at what would be re

latively to its large prototype a mile-a

minute clip; and the speed of each of

the \vriter’s models therefore has been

brought to what would be the correct

rate for vessels of their type.

Only spare time has been devoted to

the construction of the North Dakota as

the work is solely a hobby and no at

tempt was made to “speed up” or to

adopt wholesale methods of tuming out

the various parts, all of which repre

sent nothing but the most painstaking

hand work. The model is constructed

entirely of metal from the keel to the

topmost part of the fire control towers,

the only wooden parts being such items

for instance as the oars in the life

A MODEL OF THE

NORTH DAKOTA

BY C. A. MYERS Jr. U. S. N. R. F.

lllIIl|||||l||Ill|\.

The model of the “North Dakota”

described in this and a subse

quent article is a masterpiece of

miniature naval architecture and

workmanship. It represents not

onl/y a tremendous amount of

painstaking labor but a knowl

edge of naval matters that is in

possession of few individuals.

Not many models have come to

our attention so faithfully repro

duced, so carefully executed to

the most minute detail and im

posing such a tremendous amount

of labor upon their builders as

E this one. We take this occasion

to congratulate Mr. Myers and

we feel sure that our readers will

join us in giving him all the re

spect and praise due him.—

Enrron.
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boats. She represents approximately

2,000 hours’ work, or, expressed in an

other way, five years of spare time

effort.

The model is constructed absolutely

to scale from Government plans of the

real ship, the scale adopted being %;,

inch to the foot, which produces a very

good sized model and yet one that may

be carried from place to place with

ease by two persons. Every measure

ment on the large ship is faithfully

reproduced on the model down to the

  

Constmcted by the Author

PART I.

  

4

.

.¢.

minutest particulars and it “works”

in every detail down to the firing

mechanism of the guns and the steam

launches which are actually propelled

by steam.

The ordinary exhibition or glass case

model is a land-going ship, and while

it may be beautiful to look upon, it is

devoid of machinery and if placed in

the water would be likely to float on

its side if indeed it did not completely

capsize and sink. To build a model

which will not only faithfully repro

duce the real ship in, every detail but

will also have exactly the correct char

acteristics of trim, stability, speed, flo

tation, etc., is no mean problem, to say

the least. All of these characteristics

the North Dakota model has, and in

addition her hull, like the real vessel’s,

is built up of steel plates. Only one

who has attempted to build metal

hulled vessels can appreciate the diffi

culties involved in this point alone.

When the average man wants to

build a model ship he takes a log of

wood and after rough-hewing and saw

ing it to shape removes the surplus

wood with a draw-knife and hollows

out the interior. It is because of the

ease with which this work may be

done that nearly everyone makes model

ship hulls of wood, whether the real

ship is built of wood or not. But

while the metal hull is as difficult to

build as the wooden hull is easy, the

metal one nevertheless has certain in

herent advantages over the wooden hull

that makes it preferable if the difficul
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ties of construction are

overcome. The writer

has succeeded in solving

the problem in what he

believes to be a very sat

isfactory way and alater

issue of Evmwmw EN

cmaanmc will describe

the process in detail. In

describing the hull of the

North Dakota, then, suf

fice it to say for the pres

ent that the steel plates

are fastened to suitable

frames reproduced from

the plans to the proper

dimensions, and, as may

be seen from some of the

photographs, particularly

the one shown, the hull

is as smooth and sweet

in its lines as any wooden

one the writer has ever seen and in ad

dition is considerably lighter. To illus

trate the accuracy of the method used in

constructing the hull it might be added

that the completed model comes within

less than a single pound of displacing

the weight calculated when working on

the plans months before laying the keel.

The ‘armor-belt which on the real

ship is 11 inches thick consists of

aluminum a scant % inch thick on the

model and resting on the armor shelf

is bolted to the side plating just as in

Uncle Sam’s own vessel. Gun positions

for the secondary battery, ash chutes,

port holes, electric winches and a thou

llrrffi

Size of one of the deck guns when

compared with a spool of thread

sand other details must be finished and

fastened in position before the hull it

self is completed, yet the hull is but a

small part of the work on the whole

model.

A single item, such for instance as

the fire control towers or peach-basket

masts as they are sometimes called,

represents a simply tremendous amount

of work. The masts themselves con

tain over 60 feet of brass wire and

each one has more than one thousand

separate soldered joints! But this is

not all, for not only are there the usual

grating platforms inside with tiny lad

ders rurming from one level to another

and trapdoors less than M; inch square,

but inside the forward tower is the

navigating bridge with its steering

wheel, binnacle, log-desk, engine-tele

graphs, etc., to say nothing of a “1,200

gallon” water tank, an “800-lb.” bell

and even a chart table with a micro

scopically small chart of New York

Harbor laid out under its glass top.
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The deck looking aft from above

 

 

The construction of these

towers was in itself a

rather difficult problem,

but it was solved by

building them over a

' wooden mould. The

masts, as will be noted

by a glance at the pho

tographs, are smaller

about two-thirds of the

way up than they are at

either end and it was

therefore necessary to

have the mould made in

two sections with the

joint at the point of

smallest diameter; other

wise the mould could

never have been with

drawn once the wire

mast was soldered to

gether around it. The

positions for the vertical wires were

marked off and numbered at top and

bottom and small copper tacks were

driven in the mould at these

Then a single strand of brass wire was

soldered to tack number one on the top

and the other end to tack number one

on the bottom and so on around. Num

ber one on the bottom of the mould, of

course, was not directly beneath num

ber one on the top as there was a dif

ference of about 90° in the positions of

the various numbers. This gave the

wires a slightly twisted appearance;

and after all the wires were run one

direction another set was started in the

‘I-10
.1!

  

Size of a small land gun when com

pared with a spool of thread

opposite one so that they intersected the

first set at an acute angle. All points

of intersection were then securely sol

dered and rings fastened around the

towers at the positions shown in the

plans (see photograph); and after the

grating platforms and other details

were mounted inside the towers they

were then ready to be placed in position

on the ship. The writer would like to

add right here that while he expected

considerable strength in these towers

from what has been written about the

large ones on our various battleships)

he was absolutely astounded at their

tremendous rigidity and the resistance

they offer to a crushing force, coupled

with their remarkable lightness.

The five turrets of the North Dakota

each mounting two “12-inch” guns (%5

inch on the model) are made of steel

like those on the real ship and are re

volved by tiny electric motors concealed

beneath the deck, one to each turret.

The guns are breech loading and are

points. '
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mounted on trunnions and may be ele

vated or lowered at will. They are

designed, moreover, to fire with gun

powder, minute brass cartridge cases

not more than V2 inch long being used

to hold the explosive

charge. The powder is

ignited by electricity just

as in the case of our real

battleships and the wir

ing is so arranged that

the guns may be fired

individually or by throw

ing a switch all ten may

be fired in salvo. One

of the accompanying

photographs shows the

instantaneous discharge

of both guns in No. 2

turret, and as can be

seen, the flash of flame

leaps a foot or more

from the mouths of the

guns, the explosion mak

ing one’s ears ring. The

effect is certainly realis

tic in the extreme.

Of searchlights the

North Dakota has eight and on the

model these are illuminated with tiny

nitrogen-filled electric lights of great

power, the bulbs, although less than %,

inch in diameter, consuming in all

more than 30 watts. Highly polished

nickelplated parabolic reflectors con

centrate all the rays and give the maxi

mum result. In addition to the search

lights there are. of course, the regula

tion port and starboard (red and

green) and masthead running lights

which are also lighted by electricity.

Of lifeboats and steam launches the

model has the full equipment, carry

  

 

A close-up view amidships. The spool of cottonhiiiplaced on. the steam cutter

to give an idea of its size

ing among others one “S6-foot” and

one “40-foot” steam cutter. These

boats, as faithfully reproduced to scale

as any other item on the model, are 7

and 5 inches long, respectively, and sur

prising as it may seem are both driven

by steam generated by a tiny alcohol

lamp under a fire-tube boiler holding

less than a teaspoonful of water!

When a full head of steam is up, these

launches slip through the water at a.

surprisingly good clip.

The North Dakota is propelled by

twin screws and on the model these are

revolved by six powerful electric motors

three to each shaft, the

current being supplied

by a 6-volt storage bat

tery which also furnishes

the power for lighting

the searchlights, revolv

ing the turrets, firing the

guns, blowing the whis

tle, etc. The motors are

wired so as to provide

three permanent speeds

forward and one on re

verse. Thus, at first

speed forward only the

last motor on each shaft

receives power, the other

two idling. At second

speed the last two re

ceive current and the

other revolves idly. At

full speed ahead all six

motors drive the pro

pellers. On reverse just

as in the case of first speed forward,

only the last motor on each shaft does

the work. The storage battery ha

power sufficient to drive the model 1%

hours at full speed, about three hours

at second speed and nearly five hours

at first speed. With the scale-model

idea constantly in mind, two convenient

air ventilators have been employed to

operate the controller and reverse mech

 

Few readers would believe that this was the photograph of a model if it did not accompany this article
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anism for the main driving motors,

thus obviating the necessity of wheels

or levers passing through the deck and

avoiding in this way the “top-boat”

efiect which these instantly give to any

model on which they are used no mat

ter how well it may in other respects be

constructed.

operator she executes circles, figure

eights, and other complicated ma

ncnuvres with a precision that to an on

looker seems almost uncanny.

The writer has devoted a great deal

of thought to the problem of radio

control for a good many years, having

first started it with the idea of steering

 

We will leave this to the judgment 0/ the reader:

Another unique feature of the North

Dakota is that it is provided with com

plete radio control, it being possible to

steer the ship when in the water by

merely pressing a key on the sending

station on shore. The response of the

vessel to the wireless waves is well

nigh perfect and at the will of the

Does this look like the “North

- Dakota" taken from Brooklyn Bridge?

torpedoes for the Navy, as long ago as

1904. This antedates the efforts of any

one else along this line so far as he

knows; but his opinion is that while

the idea works out very satisfactorily

for steering model ships, the wireless

controlled torpedo as a weapon of war

fare is a child of the mind and always

will be.

 

Boiling Water in a Paper Bag

TRAVELING salesman who had

some knowledge of physical laws

tells how he boiled water in a paper

bag over a gas flame in a small-town

hotel. The paper is not prevented

from burning merely because it is wet

as many may believe, but because the

water in the bag conducts the heat away

as fast as it is produced, thereby pre

venting the paper from reaching the

kindling temperature. The knowledge

of this simple fact helped the salesman

to provide himself with the convenience

of hot water for shaving. It is sur

prising how often experimenters find

everyday use for their knowledge of

the sciences.

Removing Old Putty from

Windows

HE job of removing old putty from

window panes is a tedious and

troublesome one that often results in

a broken glass. If a red hot iron is

used for this purpose, much of the

trouble experienced in removing the

putty will be eliminated and the work

can be accomplished with greater speed.

The hot iron, which can be an old file

or a stove poker, is rim along the putty.

The heat will cause the putty to crack

and drop off. In doing this, the me

chanic should not touch the glass, as

the sudden change in temperature

would be apt to crack it.

Tricks in all Trades

ANKEE ingenuity is one way of

describing the resourcefulness of a

job superintendent in charge of the

erection of a cotton mill for a large

concern of Nashua, N. H. It was

found frequently neccxsary to erect der

ricks to hoist materials to the upper

stories of the structure. The new mill

stands in the midst of an oak grove

and in clearing the site, many of the

trees had been left standing close to

the building. Using their trunks as

part of the derrick saved the time and

  

expense ordinarily required to erect a

mast, and as the majority of the trees

had to come out anyway, for the sake

of light, no actual damage was done the

grove. A similar “stunt” performed

some years ago by an employee of the

contractor was the shaking of empty

cement bags to recover the dust. This

simple trick reduced the cost per barrel

of cement by considerably more than

enough to pay for the labor of shaking

and beating the sacks.

A Good Wood Stain

A very simple wood stain can be

made by dissolving bichromate of

potassium in warm water to form a

saturated solution. The solution is

then diluted with more water and in

this state the stain is ready for ap

plication. When this stain is used the

wood needs no rubbing, as it leaves the

wood with a beautiful satin finish. This

is a little kink worth knowing.
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Some New Developments in Aviation

How Governmental Aid Encourages European Aeronautical Progress While American Aviation

Improvcmcnts Depend Almost Entirely Upon Initiative of Individual Manufacturers

By Victor W. Page, M.S.A.E.

is aviation being neglected as in

our own. We are rapidly losing

the prestige we gained by our efforts in

aviation development during the World

War and due to an

unexplained and

inexcusable leth

argy -on the part

of our lawmakers,

we will soon be in

a position where

many of the small

European coun

tries will have air

services and equip

ment m u c h su

perior to our own.

There is every

argument for the

development of

commercial avia

tion as well as the

military air service

in t h i s country

and there is no

sound reason why we should not be

leaders in aviation progress instead of

trailing behind countries that are not

of the first rank.

Even in Germany, there is great

progress noted in the post war develop

IN no other country of prominence

@ Inmmarlonnl

ment of aviation and various craft are

being developed, ostensibly for pas

senger and freight transport, that have

wicked possibilities as military air

craft if it should be desired to use them

  

.1-.

Improved Spud Biplane capable of o speed of 187 miles per hour, uses 300 horsepower

Hispano-Suiza engine

for other than commercial work. In

England, France and Italy there has

been a constant evolution, with govern

ment_al encouragement, of aircraft of

both the heavier-than-air and lighter

than-air classes of much greater capac

ity than any that were used during the

war. The leading European countries

are not in any sense ideal fields for the

development of commercial aviation be

cause they are limited in area compared

to our cotmtry and

authorities concede

that long distances

a r e necessary t 0

bring out the ad

vantages o f t h e

new rapid aerial

transport over the

oldermethods of

fast rail transpor

tation.

To date, there

has been no defin

ite plan formulated

for aerial develop

ment in this coun

try th at has met

with the approval

of the lawmakers.

The American air

craft industry,

which was in such

a flourishing condition a year ago and

which promised so much for the future

has dwindled so that even our leading

constructors are working with skeleton

organizations and many have closed

down their plants entirely. The neglect

 

@ International

Recent aircraft development in Germany is exemplified by the dirigible balloon, “Bodeniee," and a /our-engine giant biplane, both used

commercially for passenger transport
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to provide a practical working plan that

would encourage private capital in the

development of airplanes or dirigibles

suitable for commercial or military

purposes, if continued another year

will result in having our country with

out any aircraft protection to speak of.

Prompt action is necessary to save the

situation and it is hoped by all who

have the interests of our country at

heart that a definite plan of centralized

aviation control under competent tech

nical and business executives will be

soon adopted that can co-ordinate the

various aviation activities of the Army,

Navy, Post Office Department and civ

ilians to secure the good that always

comes from intelligently directed co

operative effort.

In European countries, the value of

aircraft for offensive and defensive op

erations in military work is so well rec

A German all-metal monoplane, said to have

accommodations for six passengers

 

filfnduwood and Underwood

ognized that every effort is being made

to assist aircraft development not only

by keeping active the aerial activities

of the army and navy air services but

also in the establishment of aerial mail,

express and passenger carrying services,

and encouraging civilian aviation by

allowing fliers not connected with the

army and navy to use the facilities of

the military airdromes.

Let us review what is being accom

plished abroad by this policy of encour

aging the aviation industry. The

French have developed a modified

Spad biplane that has attained a rec

ord breaking speed of 187 miles per

hour in a straight flight and this was

accomplished with only 300 horse

power. They have also adapted a

well-known pusher type biplane for

commercial use by providing a special

landing gear that gives maximum

safety in landing. The machine can

carry a pilot and three passengers in

a special nacelle carried between the

wings. They have also developed a

giant four-motored Bleriot biplane,

that, as accompanying illustrations

  

Q International

  

show, towers above the normal sized

airplane as an ocean liner overshadows

a tug. This has a capacity for 26 pas

sengers in a specially designed and

strongly built fuselage of exceptionally

good aerodynamic properties. The four

engines aggregate 1,000 horse power

and the plane will fly well with any two

of them.

The Germans have also been active

in developing passenger carrying air

craft of the two main classes. The re

production of the photograph herewith

was taken at an aviation field outside

of Berlin and shows the passenger

carrying dirigible “Bodensee” manoeuv

ering above a large four-motored bi

plane also designed for passenger carry

ing. This machine has many of the

characteristics of the Super Handley

Page, which is used in England for

passenger carrying purposes and which

has been recently flown in this country.

The Germans are also developing

all metal airplanes, the latest craft of

this type is a monoplane capable of

carrying six passengers. This is made

entirely of metal, even the wing struc

French pusher biplane with special landing

gear to prevent nosing over in landing

ture being composed of duralumin

cantilever beams and ribs of the same

material surfaced with corrugated

sheet aluminum of very light gauge.

The fuselage has pressed steel long

erons and stamped metal compression

members, and the machine is not only

fireproof but is said to be much stronger

than those of conventional wood and

fabric construction. While no engineer

ing details are given it is probable that

this machine is a development of the

Fokker-Junkers biplane which the

writer examined while in Belgium at a

German airdrome that had been cap

turcd by the American forces. These

machines were slow fliers and were in

tended for trench “strafing” with ma

chine gun armament and had armored

pilots and observers compartments.

They were very strongly built and the

corrugated metal used in surfacing the

wings and fuselage was about .016 inch

thick with the corrugations parallel to

the line of flight. The armor was of

hardened alloy steel S millimeters thick.

It is evident that eliminating the armor

and armament and simplifying the ma

chine by making it a monoplane in

stead of a double surfaced craft will

greatly increase its aerodynamical effi

ciency and make it possible to carry

passengers without increasing the en

gine power used in the war craft.

A point that is evidently lost sight

of by our lawmakers is that it is easier

to transform commercial aircraft types

to military use than to employ strictly

military machines for commerce. The

large passenger carrying planes can be

easily made into bombers, the passen

ger weight being replaced by its equiv

alent in bombs and bomb racks; the

fast mail plane can be changed to a

reconnaissance machine or two-seat

fighter; the sporting single seater can
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be used as a fast scout. The passenger

carrying dirigible of peace times be

comes a naval scout or bomber of ter

rible destructive possibilities in times

of war. The country that has the best

commercial air service in peace times is

@ International

and streamline bracing wire has been

accepted as a safe proposition. In

some airplanes, especially those in

tended for high speeds, a single strut

of the modified “K” form is used for

interplane separation and great care is

 

Side view of giant Bleriot biplane, showing its size compared to that of a scout plane.

Note body design, which has excellent streamline Iorm

best prepared for its aerial defense if

attacked and has a big advantage if it

is the aggressor.

If one compares the modern airplane

with the types of five years ago, but lit

tle exterior change is noticed. There

has been a great improvement in mat

ters of detail refinement, however, and

many structural changes have taken

place that are not apparent without

close study. Considering changes which

affect aerodynamical efficiency we find

much better body or fuselage forms

which greatly reduce resistance. Bet

ter wing sections with high lift and re

duced drift have been evolved. The

framework of wings has been improved

Q International

Front view of Bleriot /our-motored biplane, showing location of power plants and comparing its great spread with two typical single

seoler scout planes .

taken, as can be seen by illustration of

the modified Spad biplane, to stream

line the points of attachment where the

strut ends and wing frames join.

Struts are now made of steel or

duralumin and we have learned that

spruce is not the only material that

can be employed for this purpose

Steel struts do not reduce weight ap

preciably but they can be made of

smaller section without sacrificing

strength and thus cut down head re

sistance. Steel spars can be made of

drawn tubing or can be built up of two

stamped halves welded together if they

are to be of varying section at different

points as the wood struts are. Speci

-doubtedly been the

 

fications have been changed so built

up-spars may be used as tests have

been shown that some of the newer

methods of building them up gives

strength equal to solid spars with less

weiglit and also enables the builders to

use wood that might otherwise be re

jected.

Materials have been studied and ex

perience has shown that cotton is good.

as a wing covering if properly woven

and that it is as strong and durable as

linen. Veneer has been utilized in the

fuselage and as rib webs and has also

' been used in spars. Abroad, wings of

very high speed machines have been

covered on the top surface almost to the

rear spar with veneer. An increasing

use of stamped steel fittings is noticed

and most of these are designed to be

clamped in place without piercing the

important structural parts with bolt

holes. Fireproof dope and fabrics

have also been developed as a result of

the war.

Engines have increased in capacity

and have become less in weight per

horse power and now we have engines

of 750 horse power in one unit with a.

weight of 2 pounds per horse power.

Air-cooled engines are now accepted as

practical and efficient. Light weight

engine starters of various forms are

employed, some working on electrical

principles, others on air pressure.

Carburetor stacks and safety screens

have reduced the fire risk. Mufflers

that silence the engine without offering

too much back pressure are also ob

tainable. The successful use of the su

percharger for high flying is also a re

cent development.

The greatest aid to navigation of

passenger carrying craft has un

radio-direction

finder and places the pilot in a posi

tion to defy fog or clouds and makes

it possible for him to reach his destina

tion. Then again, we have the turn

indicator which is a very simple instru

ment that will give a positive indica
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tion of any tendency to turn. It is

possible, therefore, to fly a straight

course by using the compass and tum

indicator together. The radio direc

tion finder will warn the pilot of drift

so one can well believe that the problem

of navigation regardless of weather

conditions, providing it is possible to

fly at all, seems to be solved. Then we

have the interphone, which permits

communication between the pilot and

passenger and a dual control release

that will be of great value in instruc

tion work because it gives the teacher

absolute control in case of the student

“running out of knowledge” as the

army expresion has it, at the wrong

moment.

This progress cannot be continued

without building airplanes or dirigibles

to try out new ideas with and keeping

sufficient men trained to fly and take

care of them. Laboratory work must

be continued and designs must be

worked out so new aircraft can be con

structed. This work should be carried

on under Government supervision and

supported by its funds until an in

dustry is created that is self-supporting.

It is only by a slow process of evolution

that one can improve mechanical things

and if done gradually, the expenditures

are very much less than is the case

when an emergency arises and billions

of dollars are wasted because several

years of normal development must be

crowded in a few months of feverish

activity in endeavoring to catch up with

the times.

A definite, well planned aviation pol

icy is needed in this country because

it is only by this means that the avia

tion industry can survive and the Gov

ernment be assured of an adequate sup

ply of up-to-date aircraft when needed.

Commercial aviation should be encour

aged and every possible Government

aid extended to the courageous pioneers

of a new era of transportation.

 

New Bristol Motor

Experts who witnessed a flight by

the latest Bristol fighter made recently

at Filton, England, were impressed

with the performance of both plane

and engine. The machine was de

signed both for fighting and bombing.

The engine develops 450 hp. with 9

air-cooled cylinders, and a weight of

636 lbs. The machine is built to fly

at a maximum speed of about 150

m.p.h. A patented air cooling system

does away with weight and attendant

troubles of water. It has been ap

proved by the British Air Control

Board and adopted by large airplane

firms and is said to cool satisfactorily

even on extended flights. The weight

horsepower ratio is 1.41 pounds per

brake horsepower, a -very good figure

and somewhat lower than has been

achieved to date in engines of this

power.

Shop - Made Oil Filler

By Thos. W. Poppe

N the modern gasoline motor man

ufactory each and every minute

must be used to speed up and then keep

up the speed at which the motors travel

from the time the rough cylinder block

casting goes to meet the rapidly re

volving cutters of the milling machine

until they are crated and placed upon

the platform ready for shipment.

In a most recent installation of a

works of the above nature the motor

parts found their way to the assembly

line and lost their individuality by be

coming a part of what would soon be a

power plant for some automobile with
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Shop-made oil filler

surprising speed and sureness. But the

assembled motors were held up just be

fore going on the gasoline test blocks

where they were run under their own

power as a final test. Investigation

showed that the cause of delay was a

very inefficient method of filling the

lower crankcase with lubricating oil.

The problem of filling the lower case

with oil was put up to the writer for

solution, which must be rapid and sure

as the delay was proving costly. After

some thought the following device was

constructed and upon trial proved very

satisfactory. '

A piece of 4-inch wrought iron pipe

24 inches long was threaded on each

end. To each end was screwed a pipe

cap. The cap on the top was drilled

and tapped centraly for one-inch pipe.

The bottom cap was drilled and tapped

for 1%-inch pipe. The top cap was

connected through one-inch pipe to the

source from whence -the oil came and

the botom cap became the outlet.

To obtain quick action ordinary lever

valves or stop-cocks were placed as

shown in cut, and the lever handles

connected together by a half-inch round

iron rod. This permitted a single

downward pull to operate the lower‘

valve and close the upper one. A strong

spring placed at the top of the rod as

shown in diagram automatically re

versed the operation and insured the oil

receptacle being ready for the next

motor.

The’ oil was pumped through the one

inch supply line into the oil receptacle.

This caused a compressing action, the

lower valve was opened, this compres

sion forced the necessary amount of oil

into the lower case of the motor in a

minimum amount of time. A compres

sion chamber placed on the top of the

oil receptacle later improved the action

of the oil filler, as we termed it, to such

a degree that the hold—up of motors at

this particular point ceased.

 

Antidotes for Poisons

ULPHURIC, nitric, hydrochloric,

or glacial acetic acids require

magnesia, chalk, whiting, lime

water or carbonate of soda adminis

tered, stirred up with water.

Caustic alkalies require vinegar or

the juice of an acid fruit or extremely

dilute acetic, citric, or tartaric acids.

Arsenic— Freshly made hydrated

ferric oxide with magnesia.

Copper—White of egg mixed with

water and plenty of milk.

Cyanides——Fresh1y precipitated per

oxide of iron with potassium carbonate,

coldest water poured over head and

down spine.

Lead——A very dilute solution of sul

phuric acid.

Mercury—White of egg mixed with

milk, the white of one egg to each four

grains of mecury chloride taken.

Oxalic acid and oxalates-Lime

water or chalk may be used, but alka

line carbonates must not be used.

Silver Nitrate—Common salt in solu

tion.

Zinc salts-—Warm barley water may

be taken.

In all above cases the application of

special remedy must be preceded by the

use of strong emetics, except in strong

acids, when water should be taken to

dilute acids before inducing the vomit

ing.

For burns and scalds, around the

plating room and elsewhere, wet the

part with cold water, and sprinkle with

bicarbonate of soda (baking soda); the

relief is instantaneous and permanent.
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A Powerful Electric

Locomotive

NE of the most powerful electric

() locomotives in the world has re

cently been tested at Erie, Pa., where it

was made in the shops of the General

Electric Company. This giant locomo

tive takes its current from a 3000-volt

source. The current is fed to fourteen

direct-current motors which are placed

upon as many axles. The motors are

directly connected, Tests have shown

that a gearless locomotive operates at

10 per cent. higher efficiency, when

travelling beyond 50 miles per hour,

than those that receive their power

through a train of gears from the driv

ing motor. The aggregate horsepower

of all the motors carried by the new

locomotive is 3240.

This locomotive, which was designed

especially for the Chicago, Milwaukee

and St. Paul Railroad, is to be used on

a new branch of the system to handle

a 12-car train of 960 tons against a 2

per cent. grade at a speed of 25 miles

per hour. A center cab is provided in

which is placed the heating equipment.

Oil is used for the heating fuel and a

motor driven blower is included in the

system for forced draught.

In testing this locomotive on the four

mile stretch of track at the plant of the

General Electric Company, two large

Atlantic type New York Central engines

were used. These engines were coupled

together and used to push the big elec

tric locomotive. When the steam en

gines had started to move the big elec

tric locomotive, current was slowly

tumed into its fourteen motors. The

two great steam engines accepted the

challenge and they were soon straining

every part and pufflng loudly with their

throttles wide open to overcome the ter

rific “push” of their rival. Slowly, but

very surely, as the resistance was taken

out of the motor circuits, the new giant

started to push the steam engines in the

opposite direction despite their protests.

With the drivers sliding around help

lessly on the rails, the steam engines

were forced gradually back.

This new electric locomotive is so

designed that its motors can be used as

dynamos. In this way current can be

generated and sent back to the power

house as the engine is coasting down

grade. On the line that these locomo

tives are to be used, there are many

miles of continuous grade and the use

of the motors as dynamos helps to pull

locomotives up on the opposite rail.
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A New Quadrant Electrometer

VERY interesting type of quadrant

A electrometer has recently been

brought out for making measurements

of very small current or electrostatic po

tentials. It is becoming a greatly

favored instrument in connection with

  

the measurement of electronic and radio

activity research. It is also used to

measure watts, volts or amperes in

direct current and for a wide range of

frequency in altemating current.

The instrument can also be used for

the comparison of small capacities for

the determination of dielectric con

stants, losses and other characteristics.

This electrometer can be used where

 
 

it is desired to make measurements and

determinations with almost absolute

elimination of electro-magnetic effects

in the detector or measuring instrument.

The electrometer was designed by Dr.

Karl T. Compton and Dr. Arthur H.

\\\\\\\\\\

  

Compton, both of Princeton University.

The complete electrical system is made

very much smaller than the popular

Dolezalek design. The number of parts

is materially reduced and one set of in

sulated leads are used. Very high sen

sitivity is obtained from the electro

static control nearly neutralizing the

restored torque of the suspension.

The construction of the instrument is

very noteworthy. The needle and plane

mirror comprise one unit and the quartz

fibre suspension the other. The needle

is of aluminum leaf and is made

slightly unsymmetrical in its relation to

the quadrants. The degree of dissym

metry can be changed from the outside

of the case to suit various conditions.
 

Notable Export Shipment of

Electric Furnace Equipment

LECTRICAL equipment for twen

ty electric furnaces which, when

placed in operation will comprise the

largest electric fumace installation ever

made, is now being shipped from the

United States to the Glomfjord Smelt

verk Company of Glomfjord, Norway.

The apparatus was made by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur

ing Company, and is divided into units,

each unit comprising the equipment for

one furnace. Each of the twenty units

includes a 1300—k.v.a., single-phase, .

main-power transformer; a 26.2-k.v.a_

series transformer, a 26.2 k.v.a. induc

tion regulator, an automatic selector

switch, a transformer switch and a two

panel separately mounted switchboard

for the control of the elecrical appa

ratus. Sixteen thousand two hundred

gallons of oil for insulating and cooling

the transformers and regulators are a

part of the shipment.

The general scheme of connections is

such that the voltage variation necessary

to the heat regulation of the furnace is

accomplished by changing taps on the

high voltage winding of the main power

transformer. A portion of the winding

which is proportional to the amount of

voltage control desired is provided with

taps in a number of equal steps.

Switches and induction regulator oper

ate together to automatically change

connections on the high tension wind

ing and to provide voltage control on

each step. In this scheme the capacity

of the regulator need be sufficient to

control only the voltage of one step on

the tap winding, thus sustaining a high

power factor and at the same time pro

viding a voltage control which is equiva

to an infinite number of steps.
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Testing Incandescent Lamps

URING the past year about

five million incandescent bulbs

were offered to the government pur

chasing authorities. Out of this num

ber 12 per cent, or 600,000 lamps were

rejected in the initial inspection at the

factory. This inspection covers all the

mechanical qualities of the lamp and

their rating in regard to power consump

tion and efficiency. Samples were also

selected for the burning or life tests.

Three thousand five hundred lamps

were subjected to this test, and with few

exceptions both the vacuum and gas

filled lamps showed a life considerably

in excess of 1,000 hours.

A New Wire Holder

N American manufacturing con

A cern which produces electrical

equipment has just introduced to the

trade a new wire holder, which is noth

ing more than a metal strip carrying one

or more porcelain insulators. The por

telain members have a hole through

them for holding the wires. The metal

strips are screwed or nailed to the wall

and the wires pass through the porcelain

insulators. This little device will add

greatly in reducing electric insulation

to a purely mechanical job. The wire

holders are said to be made at less cost

than the more inconvenient type, are

stronger, save tire wires and tum out to

be safer than the usual methods.

A Small D.C._ Motor with

Splash-Proof Feature

SMALL direct-current motor in

corporating a splash-proof hous

ing of unique design which completely

protects the winding and all live parts

from splashing water or accidental con

tact is proving popular for light domes

tic and industrial purposes.

Made by the Westinghouse Electric

8: Manufacturing Company, it is known

as the CDH type and is built in %;

and % horsepower sizes.

The large commutators and box type

brush-holders with large brush area

make these motors particularly well

adapted for operation from the low

voltage storage battery plants now be

ing installed in great numbers on farms

and in suburban residences. Motors

wound for thirty-two volts are in great

demand in rural communities for appli

cation to house pumps, washing ma

chines, cream separators and similar

machines.

Also, a wide field of application for

motors of this type, wound for 115 and

Z30 volts, comprises light labor-saving

machines used in homes, offices, stores,

manufacturing plants, etc. They are

interchangeable mechanically with

altemating-current motors of similar

ratings, and therefore appeal strongly

to the manufacturer of motor-driven de

Theirvices. splash-proof feature

  

makes them especially adapted to use

on washing machines.

The frame consists of a seamless

forged steel ring to which the cast-iron

foot and end brackets are bolted. The

pole pieces are bolted to the steel ring,

thereby permitting the use of form

wound field coils, easily replaced in

case of injury.

The motors are light in weight, com

pact, sturdy and uniform in perform

ance.

Extending Railroad

Electrification

HE Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railroad has recently turned

on current in another 1 10-mile

section of its main line, reaching

from Othello to Cle Elum, Wash

ington. It is stated that by Jan

uary 1 the remaining 135-mile stretch

of the road from Harlotown, Mont.,

to Seattle, will be completely elec

trified. This makes the complete

electrified lines of the Chicago, _Mil

waukee & St. Paul Railroad aggregate

885 miles. The last stretch, which cov

ers, 135 miles, will cost about nine

million dollars.

-A New Safety Push Button

Panel

N order to provide a safety lighting

panel of small capacity for apart

ment houses, residences, etc., a new

push button has recently been developed

by a large manufacturer_
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These panels are made up of push

buttons and plug fuses, and all parts

accessible are electrically dead, so that

the operator is in no danger of getting

a shock in turning the lights on or off.

Each pair of buttons with their fuses

constitutes a unit and should a switch

become damaged, all that is necessary is

to remove the switch cover section and

unscrew the defective part, without dis

connecting any wires, exposing other

switches or removing the panel from the

box.

By reason of its construction, this

panel is the narrowest safety panel on

the market and the only one of its ca

pacity that can be furnished with a

safety-type main switch if desired.

These panels are made for two or

three-wire systems, and for from two to

thirty-two branch circuits. The ca

pacity of the main ranges from 30 to

200 amperes, 125 volts, and the capac

ity of each branch circuit is ten amperes.

Petroleum Located Electrically

HE Electrical Review recently

published an article outlining the

work of Eugene Elkins, an inventor,

who has produced apparatus with

which natural sources of petroleum

can be discovered. Mr. Elkins de

scribes his apparatus and its operation

in the following manner:

“The system consists in forming an

electrical circuit through the earth by

dropping an insulated wire to the bot

tom of a dry water hole, valley or in

dentation and placing a series of bat

teries on top of the earth, to the positive

pole of which is attached a land wire.

This land wire is then taken out over

the field in any direction and for any

distance, and all of the intermediate

territory is combined'thoroughly with

electric currents flowing from the

anode or positive pole to the cathode

or negative pole. The earth being sim

ply a huge inverted magnet, the electric

currents travel from one to the other of

the charged poles by the path of least

resistance, much as does the return cur

rent of the telegraph system through its

ground wires to the point of origin.

“Oil and its constituent components

being the only minerals in the earth

through which electricity cannot pass, it

therefore follows that an oil pool in the

path of the electric currents mentioned

will offer a great resistance to the said

currents; and we register these resist

ances on an extremely delicate meter in

the hands of the operator on the surface

of the earth.”

Many -different plans for locating

mineral deposits electrically have been

proposed during the past twenty-five

years. Some of them have' been practi

cal and some have not. A number of

different systems working on the same

principle as that outlined above have

been proposed, but not one of them has

been developed to a point where it could

be applied in a commercial way.
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The Everyday Engineering Workshop Contest

 

T/ze I/Vinners of t/ze T/zird Prize

HE photographs of the shops

shown on this page belong to H.

E. Bitner of Harrisburg, Penn.,

and S, C. Swanson, Secretary of the

Chicago Society of Model Engineers,

Chicago, Ill. The judges of the shop

contest found it difficult to choose be

tween two shops,'and it was therefore

What Is in It and How I Use It.”

Mr. H. E. Bitner describes his shop

as follows: '

A part of the equipment consists of

a bench lathe with back gears giving

four speeds (gears fitted by myself),

6 in. face plate, 3 in. jaw chuck with

inside and outside jaw, slide rest, and a

shaft being turned for the refrigerating

outfit described "in EVERYDAY ENGI

NEERING MAGAZINE_ Cylinder, piston,

connecting rod and both halves of the

crank case are shown on table. On the

table also is shown a %; h.p. water

motor. Back of the bench drill is a

casting for an A. C. rectifier just start

 

Two views of the shop owned by Mr. S. C. Swanson, who is Secre tary of the Chicago Society of Model Engineers

decided to award both contestants the

third prize.

The Editor of EVERYDAY ENGINEER

ING has decided to publish the remain

der of the photographs that were re

ceived under a new department to be

called “Our Readers’ Shops.” If

enough photographs can be obtained

this department will be a permanent

feature of “EVERYDAY.” Readers who

care to send in a short description of

their shops together with a photograph

will be paid for their trouble when the

description is published. All matter of

this nature will be paid for at space

rate. In describing the shop, the gen

eral theme to be followed is “My Shop:

%, h.p, A. C. motor which also drives

a 4 in. grinding wheel. A 61 V. 6 Amp.

generator is directly connected to the

motor used for charging storage battery

and supplying D. C. to the switchboard.

The bench drill has a round table and

v_ise, a 3 in. vise and hand drill com

plete the main part. I also have taps

and dies from size 4 to §/3 in. hack

saw, trimmers, shears and many small

tools. Switchboard has 6-V. D, C.

3%-6-8-10 volts A. C. used in operat

ing small motors, coils and lamps;

switchboard has A. C. and D. C. am

meters and double throw switch gives

either A. C. or D. C. to one pair of

binding posts. In the lathe is a crank

ing construction. The microscope is 25

dia. The Tesla coil is home made and

gives 1% in. spark. On top of the shelf

is a complete enlarging printing and

developing outfit. The chemical outfit

has 60 chemicals and apparatus. I use

a Bunsen burner to melt babbit for

pouring bearings. My shop is used as

a hobby to build models that work and

make experiments in chemicals to teach

myself and pass pleasant evenings.”

Mr. S. C. Swanson, who is a well

seasoned model engineer of the A class

variety, sent in the following descrip

tion of his shop:

“I wish our Editor had made the sub

ject, ‘What Is My Workshop?’ as I
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would then have had more latitude in

my choice of material, as it is not nat

ural to think of my shop as merely an

assemblage of ‘such-and-such’ tools, for

a certain purpose. Furthermore, our

Editor has evidently not taken into con

sideration the fact that some of our

shops are mere ‘two-by-fours’ and con

sequently require more than one photo

to properly illustrate.

My shop is located in a dry base

ment halfway in the ground with fair

light from two windows. Directly in

front of the brightest window is the

lathe, a 9 in. South Bend, with two

pedal foot power. A countershaft is

shown directly above the lathe, carrying

a drum. This is used to drive the

lathe in connection with the 1/6 h.p.

motor at the right, for rather long, light

The drum is for driving a tool

post drilling spindle. The lathe equip

ment includes plain and compound slide

rests, a 4 in, Cushman independent

chuck, and a % in. Jacobs drill chuck.

The tool board to the left of the

lathe contains, besides the tools visible,

heavy tools such as chucks, etc. The

upper shelf at the left of the photo

contains boxes of supplies of all kinds,

the second shelf mainly work in" prog

ress, and the lower shelf pigeon holes

for wrenches, chisels, boring bars, boxes

of odd tools, etc.

The second illustration shows the

bench, with a 3 in. swivel vise, the tool

chest for fine tools, taps, dies, microm

eters, etc., and the cupboard for photo

graphic supplies and chemicals.

I use my shop mainly in the prac

tice of my hobby, model engineering.

This includes, besides the building of

models, such work as special tools from

time to time as required. As to how I

use it, I will say that everything has

its place, and at the end of every ‘work’

period each tool goes into its place. A

rusty tool is an abomination to me, so

everything is kept well oiled. Emery

is a necessary evil; special precautions

are taken to protect the lathe from it.

The small motor-driven grinder is kept

at its distance from the lathe and other

good tools. To fill out my 400, let me

add for the benefit of the ‘shopless’

one: Get a shop, treat it right, and you

have the best friend in the world.”

Mir. Swanson’s philosophy regarding

his shop is good advice for all of those

who are not fortunate enough to be in

possession of such a luxury. It is very

true that a little workshop-can be a

man's best friend. He can go to it and

enjoy himself when “everything is

wrong” or when there is just nothing

else to do. T_he little workshop con

tains tools-—the very instruments of

creation. Every normal man or boy has

the creative instinct in some form.

When in the possession of tools and a

shop to put them in, he can spend many

useful and happy hours exercising his

genius and skill in “making things.”

Calibrating Pressure Gauges

By Edwin ]. Bachman

about making small pressure

gauges, but it seems that the

articles published to date come to a

close too quickly when calibrating

should be considered.

It is all very well to connect the

newly made gauge with a standard

gauge if you have one, or if you have

one and it is accu

rate; but at that

the boys might like

to know how the

standard gauge was

calibrated in the

first place. At a

gauge factory here

in eastern Penn

sylvania they

make all kinds,

f r 0 m automobile

fuel tank and oil

pressure gauges

th at h a v e bent

tubes with a wall thickness of only two

thousandths of an inch and indicate

4 to 6 pounds maximum pressure, to

hydraulic gauges which indicate up

ward of 300,000 pounds to the square

inch, which

have a tube of

t 0 o l s t e e l ,

drilled f r om

the solid, bent

r e d h o t and

finally t e m -

pered. When

they calibrate

these gauges

they do not

connect t h e m

up with a stan

dard gauge.

The worker

who calibrates

t h e n e w l y

made gauges

or who sets the

printed dials

so t h a t the

' I ‘HERE is really nothing dificult
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Calibrating gauges with small weight:

dard pipe connection on which the

gauge to be calibrated is fastened. The

whole thing is then filled with oil.

Now it is evident that if a weight of

one pound is placed on the platform

it will require a hydraulic pressure of

five pounds to the square inch to raise

it, since the area of the opening in the

seat under the plunger is one-fifth of a

square inch. There

a r e a b o u t 75

pounds of b r a s s

weights, all ma

chined and fitting

into one another.

The weights weigh

ing one pound ac

tually are marked

five pounds, the

t w 0 - p 0 u n d is

marked ten, etc.

The pointer on the

ga u ge h a v i n g

m o v e d according

to the pressure will indicate where the

mark is to be made on the dial. As

each weight is added a new mark is

placed on the dial. Thus when a gauge

registers five pounds you may be sure

that the pres

sure is that.

By changing

the size of the

aperture under

the pl u n g e r

the values of

t h e s e sam e

  

,4q//'1/57‘/'/7g weights m a y

//VU7‘ be changed.

’ An amateur  

could make a

simple appa

ratus similar

to the one de

scribed, using

a set of avoir

dupois weights

s u c h as a r e

used in a gro

cery store, or a
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hand registers

correctly has a

small device

on his bench

made of brass,

which consists

of a hand-pump opening into an up

right column on which is supported a

plunger, the bottom of which is flat and

rests on a fiat seat. There is an open

ing in the seat whose area is one-fifth

of a square inch exactly. The top of

the plunger has a circular platfonn

about four inches in diameter on which

the weights are placed. Connected to

the bottom of this column and open to

the pressure from the pump is a stan

The beam type of gauge calibrating instrument

beam wi t h a

sliding weight

could be con

structed using

o n l y 0 n e

weight. The

pump may be a bicycle tire pump. In

case the beam type is used, an adjust

able weight should be provided for bal

ancing the beam. The distance between

the notches on the beam is the same as

the distance between the two pivots.

The column is shown high. This will

prevent the oil from over-flowing when

the pressure has reached the point where

it will lift the plunger. This upright is

shown in section, the rest being simple

enough so that anyone can understand.
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Construction of a Mechanical Vacuum Cleaner

REAT care should be taken to

G place the bearings so that the

spindles are held in a. vertical

position as to the cover (C) and also

that the teeth mesh freely, but neither

too close nor too far apart, as the suc

cess of the machine depends upon this.

The bearing for the bottom end of the

spindle of (G) is a brass plate % in.

thick and 2 in. long by 1 in. wide,

which is screwed to the face of the

wooden cover, the wood being bored out

to accommodate the end of the

lower gudgeon.

To avoid the expense of un

necessary machine work, the

spindle of the gear (G) may be

made'as follows: A piece of %

in. round iron rod, 1% in. long,

with a smooth surface is pre

pared and the ends filed square.

Take a centre punch and make

a dent in the exact centre of each

end, and start the hole with a

No. 40 drill. Next take a yg in. drill

and bore a hole to a depth of %, in.,

keeping the drill square with the end

of the iron. This requires consider

able care, but it can be done.

Now take two pieces of steel rod a

shade over % in. thick and 1 in. long

and drive them into the holes in the

iron, so that they project % in. Two

pieces of broken drill shanks of the

proper size will answer perfectly. The

photo., Fig. (6), shows the driving~

mechanism. A 4 in. gear wheel (H)

is set on a piece of brass tube (I), 2%;

in. long. This sets on the driving shaft,

which is a piece of round iron rod,

7/16 in. outside diameter and 11 in.

long. This shaft is supported at the

right side by a bearing sleeve (J)

which is a brass tube 2% in. long and

is fastened by a pipe strap to the bear

ing block (K), which is made from a

By E. H. Williamson

PART II

Conclurion

piece of 1 in. pine, 4 in. long by 2 in.

deep, screwed firmly to the right-hand

cover below the air duct, as shown in

the photo.

To prevent side play, a 1% in. tube

is screwed to the shaft between the

other two tubes. As it is necessary that

the fan and train of gears should con

tinue to revolve of their own momentum

if the motion of the cleaner is tempo

rarily stopped, some form of release is

necessary, and this device is shown in

  

Top, Fig. 6. Left, Fig. 9. Right, Fig. 11

the photograph, Fig. S, at the end of

the shaft, and also in the diagram, Fig.

7, which gives the dimensions.

The steel ratchet (M), which is 1%

in. diameter and M, in. face, has the

bore enlarged sufficiently to slip over

the end of the brass sleeve (I) and is

attached to the side of the 4 in. gear

(G) with a couple of 8-32 flat head

machine screws, the ratchet being

countersunk to receive the heads. The

L-shaped block (N), which is of 5/16

in. brass, 1% in. by 1% in., is drilled

to 7/16 in. to fit on the driving shaft,

to which it is fastened with a set screw,

driven through the shaft. The dog (O)

is made from a piece of % in. by 1/16

in. iron, sharpened at one end and

hardened. It is screwed to a half inch

square block of the same thickness of

brass as (N) and is pivoted to the side

of the latter with an 8-32 machine

screw. It is held against the teeth of

the ratchet by the pressure of the light

spiral spring, as shown.

The driving shaft is supported at the

left end by a bearing composed of a.

strip of % in. iron, 1 in. wide and 5 in.

long, which is screwed to the wooden

cover of the gear box. This cover is %

in. thick, 6 in. long and 4 in. wide. The

driving wheels are turned from 1 in.

pine and are 6 in. in diameter. There

is a semi-circular groove % in. deep cut

in the rim to receive a tire of % in.

rubber which is cut from a length

of baby carriage wire, and fastened

to the wheel with sprigs driven down

below the surface of the rubber.

The wheels are attached to the shaft

by metal hubs of the size shown in

Fig. (8). These may be made of

brass if desired, but in the writer’s

case‘ were cast from type metal in a

wooden mold and smoothed up and

trued on a wood lathe. The photo

graph, Fig. (9), shows the left side of

the cleaner, and the air duct (P) which

connects the fan box with the floor box

(Q). This duct is 4% in. wide and 6

in. long to the top of the rounded part,

and 2 in. deep, outside dimensions.

The rounded part is made by turning a

circular shell, 4% in. outside, 3% in.

inside, and 1% in. deep. This is cut

in half and one of the halves is nailed

securely to the cover of the fan box con

centric with the 3% in. inlet hole. The

side pieces are of %; in. pine, 1% in.

wide and 4 in long, and are nailed to

the cover so as to make a tight butt

joint with both the ends of the wooden

semi-circle and the slanting face of the

floor box. The cover is cut from §»§ in.

pine to conform to the outside dimen

sions of the duct, and is nailed to the

box with small brads. The photograph,

Fig. (10), shows a view of the interior
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of the floor box. At one end of the

slanting side will be noted the opening

into the air duct. This is 1% in. by 3

in. and is arranged to be closed if de

sired by a sliding cover made of

cigar box wood, 4 in. by 5 in., which

slides in narrow bevelled strips, and is

pulled back and forth by a piece of pic

turc wire, which is run through the sides

of the box. If the slide is pulled over

the opening, the suction is cut off, and

the opening in the side of the air duct

can be used to receive an air hose for

special work. This opening is normally

closed with a stopper, as shown

in the photograph, Fig. (9).

The dimensions of the floor

box are as follows: 8% in. by

8 in. at the bottom, the sides

are 8 in. long at the bottom,

5 in. long on the slanting part,

and the curved part has a

radius of 4 in. The height is

4 in. from the base to the top

of the slant. The slanting side

is 5 in. wide by 8% in. long.

The curved part is covered

with a sheet of thin tin, fas

tened with small tacks all

around, and all joints are lined

inside the box with strips of

thin leather, cut from old

gloves and glued over the

cracks. The revolving brush

(S), which stirs up the dust

and also collects debris too

large to go through the fan, is made

from a brush taken from a discarded

carpet sweeper. The ends of the wooden

centre are cut off to make the brush 6%

in. long, and a 3/16 in. hole, 1% in.

deep, is drilled in the centre of each

end. A bit of 3/16 in. round iron rod

2 in. long is driven into one end, and

a piece 3 in. long is set in the other, so

as to project about one inch beyond the

side of the box. The brush is sup

ported in bearings formed from plates
  

Fig. 12

of % in. brass, 1 in. by 1% in., bored

to receive the brush gudgeons, and

screwed to the inner sides of the box in

such a position that the bristles of the

brush press on the floor when the

cleaner is in use. The brush is driven

from a 2% in. brass sprocket wheel

( T), which is screwed to the side of the

small front wheel (V). The sprocket

is set out from the side of the wheel

by a washer of cigar box wood, so as to

give the chain a space to run freely, and

is attached to the wheel by small screws

driven through the web of the sprocket.

The small wheels (V) and (V‘) are

turned from §/3 in. pine, and are 2% in.

in diameter. A bit of brass tube, X; in.

inside diameter, is driven through a

hole bored in the centre and forms a

sleeve on which the wheel revolves.

The axles on which they turn are stove

bolts. As the sides of the box are only

}/3 in. through, it is best to mount the

wheels on reinforcement blocks as

shown, the stove bolts passing through

both pieces and being locked with a nut

  

Fig 10

within the box. This makes a rigid job.

A short thick rubber band is spnmg

over the rim to act as a tire, and secured

with a touch of liquid glue. Returning

to the revolving brush: A one-inch

brass sprocket wheel is set on the

gudgeon that projects through the box,

and secured by a small machine screw,

through both hub and spindle. (See

Fig. 11.) The two sprockets are con

nected by a wire sprocket chain, which

should not be drawn tight. The handle

(W) by which the cleaner is pushed

along is made from a piece of pine, 28

in. long, 1% in. wide and 1 in. thick.

It is provided with an iron fork for at

tachment to the cleaner made from two

strips of 1 in. by M; in. and 14 in. long.

Three inches of this length is secured

to the wooden bar by two stove bolts

driven through the wood, and the ends

are bent symmetrically to embrace the

sides of the cleaner, allowing a space

of 8 in. between the prongs. These are

pivoted at the ends on machine screws,

size M-20, driven into %; in. iron

plates, 1 in. by 3 in., which are screwed

to the covers of the gear box and air

duct, as shown in the photograph, Fig.

11. The dust bag is made from

khaki cloth which is close grained, and

light, and is 24 in. long by 7 in. wide,

stitched with double seams at the edges.

Th_e lower end is cut so as to make a

close fit around a wooden sleeve, 2% in.

in diameter by 4 in. long. A groove is

cut a half an inch from one end of the

sleeve, and the cloth is bound around

in the groove with binding wire to make

a tight fit. The interior of the sleeve

is 1% in. in diameter, to receive the

metal tube which connects it to the out

let from the fan box. This tube, which

is 4 in. long, was made, in the writer’s

case, from a piece of the barrel of an

old bicycle foot pump. The upper end

of the bag is reduced in size from seven

to five inches, and when in operation

the mouth is held together by a clamp,

which may be made of two strips of

wood bolted together, at the ends, and

provided with thumb nuts for

easy removal, or an ordinary

trouser hanger may be used.

Being of white pine, the body

of the cleaner may be stained

any desired color, but mahog

any or rosewood gives a good

effect, and the wood after

staining should be rubbed

down and then varnished with

shellac. The operation of the

cleaner follows: It is pushed

forward by the handle like an

ordinary carpet sweeper, and

the revolution of the large

wheels drives the fan at high

speed, producing a strong suc

tion and quickly inflating the

bag. Where the space to be

cleaned is limited, the cleaner

is given a series of short, quick

punches and by the action of

the ratchet the fan will continue to re

volve at a practically constant high

speed, due to its momentum. The same

method is used, where it is desired to

use an air hose attached to the opening

in the air duct, for cleaning walls, cur

tains, etc., in which case, of course, the

trap must be pulled over the opening

from the air duct to the floor. The

method by which the trap is pulled is

shown in Fig. 9. A small lever of

1/16 in. strap iron, % in. wide and 4

  

Metal Hub for

Driving Wheels

Ratchet and Release Pl!-I

for Fan Gears

new!

in. long is attached to the side of the

air duct, b'eing set on a small block

to bring it even with the side of the

floor box, and the end of the picture

cord is attached to this lever. Where

the cord emerges from the other side

of the box it is formed into a loop and

hung over a small screw driven into the

wood, (as in Fig. 11). The driving gear

and the part of the gear (G) which

projects from the gear box are to be

protected with a cover, which is not

(Continued on page 242)
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Magic in Metal Casting

The Story of Die-Castings and the

Great Industry They Have Created

THE casting of metal in prepared

moulds is not a new art. Its be

ginning is lost in the mists of an

tiquity. The Egyptians were probably

the first peoples to practice this useful

art. The Greeks, although they ac

quired the necessary skill and knowl

edge at a much later date, were more

proficient and succeeded in producing

much more creditable work. The great

Greek, Chares, who made the Colossus

of Rhodes (The Sun God Helois) dur

ing the reign of Demetrius in the fourth

century before Christ, accomplished one

of the greatest feats of metal casting

known to mankind. This massive

statue took twelve years to make and

when completed it stood 105

feet high and weighed in the

neighborhood of 360 tons.

The relentless shocks of an

earthquake destroyed it in the

year 224 B.C.

Other famous Greek colossi

such as the Apollo of Cala

mis, the Zeus of Hercules of

Lysippus and the Zeus of

Olympia, afe numbered among

the greatest castings of the

world.

King Solomon's throne was

placed between two massive

bronze lions, which showed

that the people he ruled had

some knowledge of metal

casting. Several references

appear in the Bible which

gives undoubted evidence of

ancient knowledge of the cast

ing art.

u

By Raymond Francis Yates
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Die-casting is the magic of the metal

industry. So rapid and perfect are

metal castings produced by this proc

ess that it would seem that the ma

chine operator resorts to the magi

cian’: “Presto” and there is created a

casting smooth, accurate and clean.

Die-casting now forms an infant in

dustry that bears all of the ear-marks

of developing into a giant. Ere long,

all small castings may be produced by

this method, which is for more rapid,

convenient, and for large quantities,

less expensive than the conventional

process of sand moulds.
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Archaeologists tell us that civilization

has passed through three distinct stages

in the change from barbarism to civili

zation. The first, or stone age, is that

period in which the people used imple

ments of stone. The second period is

called the bronze age, in which mankind

discovered the use of the alloy bronze

which consisted of the combination of

the metals copper and tin. This is dis

puted in many quarters and some

archaeologists believe that the metal cop

per superseded the use of bronze, owing

to the fact that copper could be found

in its natural metallic state, whereas tin

would have to be reduced from its ore.

Iron is the chief metal of the next period

which is commonly known as

the iron age.

The early Egyptians used

a smelting furnace which was

made by sinking a hole in

the ground and setting the

crucible into it. The crucible

was then surrounded with the

fuel. A forced draft was pro

duced by fanning the fire

with bamboo matting. In

later types of furnaces bel

lows were used and these were

manipulated by foot power.

This type of furnace was the

forerunner of the modern pit

furnace which is used in

foundry practice.

The Greeks used fumaces

which greatly resembled the

cupola furnace of the present

era. As early as the fifteenth

century the modern reverbera

1
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Courteqy of Doehler Die-Cutln: Co.

A number of automatic die-casting machines.

fiiiirtvsy ot Doehler Die-Casting Co. _

A group of castings made by the die-casting process

The malted metal in the base of the machine is forced into the die
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tory furnace was brought into use.

Archaeologists have recently unearthed

a series of moulds which they claim to

have belonged to the first Dynasty of

Egypt. These moulds were carved in

thick pieces of clay which were baked

into pottery and lined with fine ashy

clay. Among the lake dwellings of

Switzerland moulds have been un

earthed which date back as far as 2000

B.C. Some of these moulds are of rock

and others are of clay. These moulds

were more or less permanent in nature.

The casting of metal in sand was

started commercially in about 1708. A

  

Courtesy of Doehler Dta-Cutln: C0.

castings industry is to-day one of the

largest and most important branches of

the non-ferrous metal trades.

Die-casting can be described as a

process in which molten metal is forced

under pressure into a metallic mould

where it is chilled and extracted. The

metal is forced into the mould either by

compressed air or steam so that it will

reach every nook and corner of the die

and form a casting which will be as free

fromqblow-holes and other imperfections

as possible.

Die-castings are quite expensive and

range in price from one hundred dollars

  

A cleaning room in a die-casting plant

man by the name of John Thomas, who

was an apprentice of Abraham Darby

in Wales, conceived the idea of using

sand instead of clay. An English pat

ent covering the casting of metal in sand

was obtained dated 1758.

The advent of the metallic mould was

brought about in the printing industry

in the year 1454. This metallic mould

was used for the casting of type and it

was probably the first step toward the

development of the modem linotype ma

chine.

The casting of the metal by forming

moulds in sand is a very unsatisfactory

method. It is slow, troublesome, costly

and produces a very crude and unfin

ished result that requires a great amount

of muhinjng and finishing to bring it

to 3, usable shape Modern industry _has

long felt the need of a process whereby

castings could be accurately and rapidly

made in an almost finished condition.

The manufacturers desire to have metal

parts cast that would not need to

be ground or filed to bring them

to shape. In the year 1906 Mr.

H. H. Doehler perfected a system of

castings in metal dies. In the year 1907

Mr. Doehler was granted a patent upon

his process and from that time to this

the art of die-casting has grown rapidly.

Die-castings are smooth and accurate

and require little or no machining.

Castings are made accurately to within

one-thousandth of an inch. The die

for simple parts to one thousand or more

for the castings of more complicated

parts. However, when a great number

of castings are to be made, the rapidity

of the die-casting process rapidly offsets

\

I

L
Cnurtesy of Doehler I)le-Cuttng Co.

A metal mixing mom in one of the large die-casting plants

any extra expense involved in the mak

ing of the ordinary die, which can be

used for many thousands of castings be

fore it is necessary to repair it or re

place it with a new one. Expert tool

  

makers are engaged to construct the

dies. The employment of veteran tool

makers is absolutely necessary in order

to produce accurate dies which will

make castings of the required size. In

making a die, proper attention must be

given to the grating, venting and the

general design.

The original die-casting machine de

veloped by Mr. Doehler was operated

by hand. The molten metal was forced

by a plunger into the die. This type

was replaced with a gravity die-casting

machine. The very latest development

is an automatic die-casting machine

which is more rapid and convenient

than its forerunners. However, many

of the hand-operated and gravity ma

chines are still in use. Several batteries

of automatic die-casting machines are

shown in one of the illustrations.

Prior to the year 1914 about 90 per

cent of all the die-castings manufac

tured were produced with zinc base

alloys. The zinc alloy used can be ex

pressed with the following formula:

Zinc, 84.5 per cent; tin, 9.0 per cent;

copper, 4.5 per cent; aluminum, 2.0 per

cent.

These zinc alloys were found more

or less unsatisfactory owing to the fact

that they did not possess sufficient me

chanical strength to withstand great

strains and they could only be used to

form parts of machines that-.did not re

quire a great amount of strength. How

ever, there are certain parts that could

be made satisfactorily with zinc alloys,

such as magneto housings, switch han

dles, switch locks, oil pump parts, speed

indicators, etc. Zinc alloy castings can

be strengthened considerably by the use

  

of ribs, webs, fillets, inserts of iron, steel

or brass where an increase in strength is

required. Zinc alloys are also corroded

by water and aqueous solutions of any

kind, which is a very bad feature.
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Zinc alloys of the type used in die

castings show a tendency to fuse at a

temperature of 350° Fahr. At 780°

they will be in a purely liquid condi

tion. The highest melting point of the

zinc alloys is 750° Fahr. Where abnor

mal temperatures exist it is not advis

able to employ zinc alloys, owing to the

fact that their sensitivity to abnormal

temperatures will cause a serious reduc

tion in their mechanical strength.

Tin alloy die-castings have come into

use in the construction of hygienic and

surgical instruments, dairy utensils,

food container parts, etc. Such alloys

are comparatively soft and are found to

have a melting point of 425° Fahr.

One of the most important uses of tin

alloy castings is in the manufacture of

babbitt bearings for gasoline motors.

Lead alloy die-castings are used

where inexpensive, non-corrosive alloy

is desired, at a sacrifice of mechanical

strength. Such die-castings find exten

sive use in fire extinguishers, shrapnel

shells, hand grenades, etc.

Aluminum alloys have recently come

into use in the die-casting industry after

a great amount of research work which

finally overcame the many obstacles that

stood in the way of successful castings.

The melting point of aluminum alloys

is in the neighborhood of 1200° Fahr.

Such alloys have a tensile strength of

about 25,000 lbs. per square foot.

These alloys have come into wide

use in automobile construction. The

strength of these alloys can be nicely

controlled by either increasing or de

creasing the copper content. Aluminum

alloys take a high polish and are able

to retain it for a considerable length of

time. The freedom from crystalline

structure, a greater strength, a lower

specific gravity and a higher melting

point, make aluminum die-castings su

perior to zinc die-castings.

After a great amount of develop

ment it was found possible to die

cast aluminum parts that were previ

ously die-cast in zinc, which process is

much older and better understood. The

cost of aluminum die-castings is much

higher than zinc castings, but on the

other hand, aluminum alloys possess a

number of advantages over the zinc al

loys.

From the beginning of the diecasting

industry manufacturers were desirous

of producing castings by the use of

brass and bronze. Certain properties

peculiar to these alloys made this proc

ess a difficult one. At times, after much

experimental and development work,

metal castings were produced which

seem to possess more promising features,

but when tried on acommercial basis

they were invariably found to be fail

ures.

It was during the year 1917 that

brass and copper die-castings were pro

duced on a dependable commercial

basis. Die-castings of brass are now

used extensively in naval torpedoes,

starting and lighting systems, turbines,

railroad steam couplings, carburetors

and roller bearings.

The strength of die-castings produced

by forcing molten metal under pressure

into a permanent metallic mould is

first obtained by the proper designing

of the part to be die-cast. This, of

course, rests with the engineer that de

signs the part. Designing engineers of

to-day are becoming more and more ac

customed to the design and construction

of die-castings and it will not be long

before our colleges and universities will

be including this important branch of

the metal industry in their engineering

courses. The strength of die-castings

also depends largely upon the raw mate

rials of the alloy and the production of

castings that are closely grained by the

elimination of casting defects. Great

trouble is experienced with blow-holes

in the production of die-castings, just

as in the ordinary process of metal cast

ing. However, by properly designing

the die, this source of trouble is greatly

eliminated and strong, perfect castings

are produced. In the type of die now

used, as the metal is forced in, the air

is allowed to escape. However, it is im

possible to exclude all of the air and a

certain amount remains in the die. At

tempts have been made at designing

machines which will remove all of the

air in the die before the metal is al

lowed to enter. Actual practice has

proven that the vacuum machine which

has been perfected, does not possess any

advantage over the ordinary machine.

This may be surprising to the lay mind,

but it is, nevertheless, true.

Casting of practically any shape can

be produced by the die-casting process.

A number of castings are shown in one

of the illustrations which accompany

this article. Many of the dies which are

used are very costly and from one to six

months are spent in their construction.

The great advantage, however, of die

castings when they are produced cannot

be overestimated. When the manufac

turer receives them they require little or

no machining and the holes are bored,

ready for tapping, and in cases where

a very accurate bearing surface is re

quired it is only necessary to use a

reamer in order to produce it. There

is no filing, grinding or scraping,

as the castings are smooth and ready

to be polished if this is necessary.

Even such minor operations as counter

boring, and countersinking are done by

the die-casting machine, thereby saving

a great amount of handling for these

operations.

It has been found possible to produce

gears by the die‘-casting method, but, of

course, these parts do not possess the

strength that cut gears do made by the

more conventional method. In certain

cases, however, they possess sufficient

strength to be used and they are pro

duced much more cheaply than gears

cut on gear-cutting machines.

The die-casting industry is still in its

infancy. It is safe to say that in the

near future all small castings will be

made with die-casting machines. Of

course, it will never be practical to pro

duce large castings by this method. Ex

periments are now being made with

iron and ere long a workable iron die

casting outfit may be produced. When

this happens the industry will probably

be developed to a point where it will be

both costly and impractical to resort to

the old methods of casting small pieces

by the use of sand.

 

TO PROTECT IRON AND STEEL

FROM RUST

HE following method is but little

known, although it deserves pref

erence over many others: Add 1% pints
i of cold water to 7 oz. of quicklime. Let

the mixture stand until the supematant

fluid is entirely clear. Then pour this

off and mix it with enough olive oil to
formia thick cream, or rather to the

consistency of melted and recongealed

butter. Grease the articles of iron or

steel with this compound, and then

wrap them up in paper, or, if this

cannot be done, apply the mixture

somewhat more thickly.

SOLDERING OF ALUMINUM

BRONZE

O solder aluminum bronze with

ordinary soft (pewter) solder:

cleanse well the parts to be joined from

dirt and grease. Then place the parts

to be soldered in a strong solution of

sulphate of copper and place in the

bath a rod of soft iron touching the

parts to be joined. After a while a

copper-like surface will be seen on

the metal. Remove from bath, rinse

quite clean and brighten the surface.

These surfaces can then be tinned by

using a fluid consisting of zinc dissolved

in hydrochloric acid in the ordinary way

with common soft solder.

A RADIOGRAM TO EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING.

The Editor of Evnnynmr ENGINEER

mo recently received a radiogram from

Chicago via the American Radio Relay

League which told of the opening of the

first model engineering workshop in

Chicago. The text of the message fol

lows:

“We hereby announce the opening of

the first model engineering workshop

in Chicago.

Chicago Society of Model Engineers.”

Via The American Radio Relay

League. The editors of EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING extend their best wishes

for the success of the new shop.
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EVERYDAX SCIENCE NOTES
BY PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE

Where small objects or fine and inaccesible

joints in places hard to reach with the

ordinary soldering iron are to be soldered,

the arrangement illustrated in the cut, may

be employed. The writer has used it with

much satisfaction. It consists of a copper

wire inserted into a handle. For very small

work a wire not over 1/16 inch inserted in

a cork will answer. For larger work, a Irfith

or even thicker wire may be used with a bit

of broom-stick for its handle. Don’t try to

hold it with plyers. The wire is kept hot

as shown. The outer end may be taken to

represent the copper bit of a soldering iron

and may be filed to a flat chisel edge or to

a point according to the work to be done.
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This end is tinned and the arrangement is

used as shown in the cut. The wire may

be of any desired thickness and while the

soldering is in progress is kept hot by Bunson

or common gas bumer or other source of

heat. The point is kept hot as long as de

sired—if used as an ordinary iron it would

lose its heat in a minute or two. As long

as the soldering is being done the wire is

kept hot as illustrated, never being taken

out of the flame.

 

China is credited with supplying over 50%

of the antimony in the world. The metal

is used in alloys, such as type metal, and

its compounds are employed in rubber fac

tories and elsewhere.

 

An Edinburgh firm of publishers are re

ported to have started the cultivation of

bamboo in Trinidad and to have secured the

govemment license to cut the wild bamboo

to be used in making paper pulp. Three or

four years after the plant is started it is

large enough to cut. The knots have given

some trouble and the bleaching also has

been attended with difficulty, but both

troubles are said to have been overcome. It

is greatly to be desired that the slow grow

ing trees of the north could be spared. It

takes many years for a spruce tree to attain

a sufficient growth to answer for paper mak
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Sir Dugald Clerk recently read an

elaborate paper before the Royal Society of

Arts, his theme being the position gas takes

in the scale of efficiency. The modern

mantle gas burner compares with the best

incandescent electric lamp in light given per

power unit. A one watt incandescent elec

tric larnp uses 35 B. T. U.’s at the generat

ing station and a half watt bulb 20.3 B. T.

U‘s per candle power-hour. The inverted

mantle gas burner uses 38 B. T. U’s per

candle power-hour. High pressure mantle

gas burners give much higher results, as

little as 19 B. T. U‘s per candle power-hour.

The electric flame are on the other hand

surpasses this, using as little as 9 B. T. U’s

per candle power-hour.

Gas thus appears about as economical in

the lighting field as the incandescent elec

tric lamp. In the production of mechanical

power the modem gas engine develops 13.6

per cent. efficiency referred to brake horse

power, while the electric motor returns only

10.4 per cent of the energy at the factory.

The lecturer strongly advocated intemal

combustion gas engines for power. The last

proposal in the way of electric power de

velopment in England B the proposed in

stallation of 16 gigantic electric power sta

tions to work at one and a half times the

eficiency of the best modem station and

at two and three-tenth times the efficiency

of the average station.

With modem mantle bumers giving 25

candle power per cubic foot, per hour,

where in former times 3 candle power was

good practise, and high pressure gas burn

ing giving 40 to 60 candles per cubic foot

per hour, he considered that gas still held

the preeminence over electric power. As Sir

Dugald Clerk is a gas engineer of inter

national reputation, it is natural he should

advance arguments in favor of gas for both

light and power.

An alloy of 15% magnesium and 85% lead

oxidizes with great rapidity in moist air, both

metals participating in the reaction. Some

times an hour or two is suficient, sometimes

eight or more may be required to complete

the oxidation of the metals. They fall into a

black powder. It is suggested that a method

of making nitrogen or nitrogen and hydrogen

mixtures might be based on the use of this

alloy. The oxygen of the air and that of the

water present as water vapor would combine

with the metals, setting free the hydrogen of

the water and leaving the free nitrogen of

the air mixed with it.

Austria and Germany were at one time

relatively great producers of radium com

pounds; now the industry is established in

its own home and birthplace in France. The

Combeville works make radium salts and are

the only establishment producing mesotho

rium bromide.

The aeroplane record, Turin to Rome with

a passenger has been broken, the flight hav

ing been done in 2 hrs. and 15 min. for the

362 miles, a rate of 161 miles an hour.

Had the war continued Helium would

have been produced at comparatively low

cost and at the rate of two million feet a

month in the United States and British

Empire.
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ing—a great contrast to the few years of

the tropical plant's life which suffice to give

it size enough for the industry in question.

Another etfort in somewhat the same direc

tion is the invention of a machine to treat

cotton seeds after ginning to remove the

small amount of cotton fibre which still ad

heres to them. This fibre can be used in

paper making.

A few years ago the cultivation of flax

was regarded as a dying industry, but the

great demand for linen during the war gave

a great stimulus to the cultivation of flax in

Ireland, Scotland and Canada. The great

continental sources of flax were cut ofi by

the war. In Parliament the question has

been brought up of employing discharged

soldiers in the raising of flax in India. One

great use of linen has been for the wings of

aeroplanes, but later developments have per

mitted the use of a specially devbed long

fibre cotton fabric with every success, so the

linen available can be employed to greater

advantage in its household applications.

One of the Swiss carbide of calcium works,

it is reported, is about to make alcohol from

acetylene in quantity—7,500 to 10,000 tons

per annum of 90% alcohol. There is a strong

movement in the direction of using alcohol as

a gasoline substitute in motors. It is of in

terest to note that acetylene as such has been

successfully employed to drive automobiles.

Here we have the same acetylene as the basis

for alcohol, perhaps, to be used for the same

purpose. It has been mixed with benzol for

motive purposes. Pure alcohol seems not to

have been so available.

Grain elevator fires have been traced to

incandescent lamps. The dust settling on

the bulb would catch fire and cause the con

flagration. The danger was overcome by

the obvious method of using a double bulb,

one bulb as a case inside of which the lamp

bulb was placed. The air space between the

bulb and case insulated the heat.
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In a chemical laboratory where round

bottom flasks and retorts are in use, a simple

support for them may be constructed with

three corks and a bit of wire. The wire is

first inserted through the center of the three

corks, and is then bent into an equilateral

triangle and its ends twisted enough to hold

it. This forms an admirable and secure sup

port for a round bottom flask or retort and

is a substitute for the old time wicker work

or straw ring which was long used for the

purpose. An old name for it was a valet

—perhaps because it held the flask upright

when it was full.

/80)‘/-/e Cor/r

Carbonic acid gas foam has been found

efiectual in the extinguishing of oil fires.

Two solutions, one of the carbonate and the

other an acid one are discharged on the fire.

A special substance whose composition is

not disclosed is added to make the mixture

produce a foam. This floats on the top of

the oil, discharging the gas and displacing

the air, so that there is nothing to support

the flame. When all is over, any of the com

pound left parts with its gas, becomes a

liquid again and sinks to the bottom of the

tank.

 

Sound-ranging is the term applied to the

determining of the distances of submarine

explosions. A recording instrument called a

hydrophone is employed which records the

period when the sound was received to with

in the .002 to .003 part of a second. A

single station can locate the distance of an

explosion under water to within a. few hun

dred yards. With several stations dis

tributed along a base line or lines great ac

curacy can be obtained. A ship in a. fog

drops a depth bomb and in a few minutes

the shore observers can locate her position

with great accuracy, even close enough for

artillery practise. The method can be used

by aeroplanes; bombs dropped and explod

ing tell the shore where they are in case

their wireless gives out. A ship’s position

can be given accurately when she is 200

miles distant. Directional wireless can give

a ship’s position at sea from a single sta

tion within about 2°, but with two stations

giving cross-bearings the position can be

given with great accuracy, both for latitude

and longitude. The Leader gear cable on

the bottom of the sea excited by alternat

ing current and detected on shipboard can

take a ship through intricate channels which

are unmarked or in fog.

 

It is reported that an aeroplane engine is

now in use for power in a London factory.

It is to be run far below its rated power

75 H. P. instead of 200 H. P. in order to

make it last. As it is a comparatively inex

pensive relic of the war and occupies a small

space, there is no reason why it should not

answer as a reserve motor, which about ex

presses the service expected of it.

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By the use of a special form of X-ray

tube, the Coolidge, which operates some

thing like the Fleming valve, familiar to radio

operators, it has been found possible to de

tect flaws in the interior of iron castings. In

this tube the rays from the cathode are re

ceived on a plate of tungsten carried at the

end of an arm of molybdenum, the face is

set at angle of 45° so as to deflect the

stream of rays at right angles and out

through the side walls of the tube. The

tungsten face is called the target. It is

welded to the molybdenum. A steel casting

was tried; it was placed 20 inches from the

tube, and though it was 2% inches thick

defects were revealed by a radiograph taken

with two minutes exposure, on a plate

backed by a sheet of lead. The voltage cor

responded to that required to produce a

fifteen inch spark, and the current measured

1 1-4 milli-ampere.

It is stated that there is enough gold in a

twenty-dollar gold piece to cover more than

sixteen square yards or 144 square feet of

surface if it is beaten into gold leaf.

A good hint has been given for the de

suplhating of a storage battery by charg

ing and gassing. The acid with which the

operation is started should be as weak as

possible, 2° to 3° Beamue is enough. Then

as the plates desulphate the sulphuric acid

radical goes to the solution in the battery

constantly strengthening it and bringing it

up towards the proper specific gravity.

Large potash deposits are reported to have

been found in Sicily. The Stassfutt mines in

Germany have for many years been the

great source of potash supply. In the old

times when the demand was insignificant,

wood ashes were leached or boiled in water

to extract the potassium carbonate. As the

ashes were boiled in pots, the name of potash

was given to the product. The finding of

the potash deposits 'm another nation’s

limits has intemational importance. It is

provoking to realize that the common min

eral feldspar (orthodase) contains a con

siderable per cent of potassium silicate but

the valuable potassium has never been suc

cessfully extracted on any commercial scale.

The X-ray has been applied in concrete

ship-building to detect voids in the cement

and displacements of the reinforcement. The

apparatus for this purpose weighs 90 pounds.

It has been suggested also to use it to ex

amine the joints in electrically welded steel

ships.

A French manufacturer has met the de

mand for an eight-hour day for human labor

by the introduction of a sixteen-hour day for

machinery; thus there are two shifts of

workmen for a full machinery day.

Georges Claude, the eminent French in

ventor and engineer, has made the suggestion

that ammonium chloride should be used as

the regular commercial ammonium salt in

stead of the sulphate; the latter has always

been the compound hitherto made. The idea

is that the weight for a given amount of

ammonical gas “fixed,” as it may be ex

pressed, by chlorine will be much less than

when sulphuric acid is used. The Solvay and

allied processes, it is said, should be used to

yield sodium bicarbonate and ammonium

chloride.

The pollution of the air in England by

solids, such as soot and the like, has been

reported on for the years 1917-1918 by the

Atmospheric Pollution Committee. The

purest air found was on Malvern Hills.

There in the month of May, 1917, 5.15 metric

tons were deposited over each square kilo

meter. In Newcastle-on-Tyne 44 28/100 tons

were deposited over the same area in the

month of April of the same year. The above

quantities for a square mile are about 2.6

times greater.

The chemist and experimenter often is called

upon to handle a hot test tube or retort

and while tongs are made for this purpose,

they are seldom at hand when needed and a

makeshift of some kind such as a wad of

paper, comer of an apron or other material

is interposed between the fingers and hot

glass. Our French contemporary La Nature

illustrates a simple expedient that gives bet

ter control over the vessel than tongs do.

The sketch is self-explanatory, the fingers

being protected by simple means. Sheet

asbestos may be used and held in place by

a rubber band or pieces of rubber hose may

be cut to the proper length and slit so they

will constrict about the fingers.
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PROPELLED

INTERESTING FACTS 
 

OF THE PACIFIC FLEET
  

seriously considered as an

agency in the propulsion of

large marine craft until a few years ago,

though the adoption of electrical cur

rent in the operation of street cars,

automobiles, railroad engines, etc., was

an accepted fact. The forward march

of electrical propulsion was compara

tively slow to reach the ocean. Various

applications of electricity as a motive

force in driving locomotives and other

vehicles of land transportation had

reached an advanced stage of develop

ment, but the steamboat seemed to have

“escaped,” due probably to the difficul

I ZLECTRICITY had never been

5 A MODER

The U. S. S.

ABOUT THE NEW FLAGSHIP

E

  

D
  

By Brewster S. Beach

with light weight, engineers were ready

to try electricity as a. means of trans

mission between the turbine and pro

pellers. They have been successful and

the United States Navy, as indicated by

Secretary Daniels, has been won over

to the principle of electric drive and has

decided to equip all of the new capital

ships with electrical propulsive machin

ery, while the idea is already receiving

consideration in the mercantile marine.

One of the oldest examples of elec

trically propelled vessels in this country

are the fire boats of Chicago, Ill., where

the first boat was equipped in 1908.

Chicago was the first municipality to

._ _..__u . P ‘.‘__,,

L ~ CTRICALLY I
ELGHT BATTLESHIP

NEW MEXICO

    

A RADICAL DEVELOPMENT

IN NAVAL ENGINEERING

PROVES SUCCESSFUL
  

The current ispropelling the vessel.

usually produced by a steam turbine

which turns a generator. The appar

atus is called a turbo-generator and this

unit together with the usual engine

room auxiliary, the boilers, constitutes

the power plant. The electric current

generated by the dynamos is led through

copper cables and suitable control ap

paratus to electric motors, and it is

these motors which actually drive the

propellers of the ship. Electricity acts

as a connecting link between the steam

or other motive force and the propellers.

The internal combustion engine operat

ing on the Diesel principle is also com
 

Main control apparatus and switchboard through which the electrical current is distributed from the power source to the propeller motors

at the left. Room for emergency steering apparatus at the right

ties surrounding the adoption of satis

factory and efificient electrical means of

power generation and transmission.

Turbine Development Helps Electric

Propulsion

The possibility of electric propulsion

0f large craft was talked about as soon

as electric motors began to be used, but

actual, serious study needed for its ap

plication awaited the development of

the steam turbine. When the turbine

development reached its present ad

vanced stage, combining high speed

accept the theory of electric drive for

boats of this class. The popular mind,

no doubt, conceives an electric ship to

be like a small electric automobile or

truck—s0mething that stores the energy

necessary to its operation in large bat

teries,.carries it along and draws upon

it as occasion may demand.

What an Electric Ship Is

This is not the case, as electric cur

rent must be generated continuously

within the ship in order that this cur

rent may be put to its proper use in

ing into prominence as a power for the

generation of electricity. The dynamo

driving means whether it is a steam tur

bine or an oil-engine, is called the prime

mover.

No Mechanical Reduction Gears

No gears are needed in the electri

cally driven ship. The function usually

performed by gears (that is, to make a

connection between the turbine which is

to be efficient must revolve at a rela

tively high speed, and the propeller,

which to be efficient must rotate rela
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tively slow), is accomplished electri-' engineers cooperating with the Govern

cally, thus permitting both turbine and

propeller to operate at high efficiency.

Just as in the automobile, itis some

times desirable to “shift gears,” it may

be necessary at times to accomplish the

same result on board ship, though not

necessarily for the same reason. Elec

tricity lends itself admirably to effecting

these speed changes, whereas no prac

tical and reliable means has yet been

found to accomplish this mechanically

on large ships.Militaryi Advantages

The primary military advantage of

the electric ship, rests on the ability to

arrange the propelling machinery in a

number of separate watertight compart

- ments throughout the hull placed near

the center so that they may be protected

Views at right show the large thrust bearing and length of

propeller shaft used in power transmission

One of the large propeller driving motors used on the U.S.S.

New Mexico is shown above

from damage due to torpedo attack.

shell fire, grounding, collision, etc.

The ability to form new combinations

of control and operation by the conveni

ent isolation of defective apparatus,

simply by cutting off the electric con

nections; an estimated low cost of main

tenance; the reliabilty of the equipment

and an economical operation at many

different speeds are also valuable con

siderations.

Let us now examine these principles

in actual practice. The best example

today is the U. S. battleship JVW. _' 'ica, the first capital ship of any navy to

be equipped for electric propulsion. It

was built at the Brooklyn Navy Yards

and launched in 1917. The electrical

propulsion equipment was made and in

stalled by the General Electric Co., its

ment to solve the problem presented.

The New Mexica Described

The New Mexico displaces 32,000

tons and requires 28,000 H.P.—nearly

one H.P. for every ton of displacement.

It is of the oil-burning type with a total

oil capacity of 3,400 tons which is 6,

800,000 pounds, or about one million

gallons. -

The oil burners heat nine steam boil

ers, each of which can produce 4,000

H.P., and deliver steam at a pressure

of 250 lbs. to the square inch. The

steam from these boilers operates two

turbo-generators which constitute the

power plant, each capable of generating

14,000 H.P. The current from the

dynamos operates four motors—one for

each propeller. The motors are twelve

feet in diameter.

from a central switchboard or control

station where the engineers on receipt of

instructions from the ship’s bridge can

start the ship forward, or backward and

run the propellers at different speeds in

either direction. They can run all four

motors from one turbo-generator or they

can run the two port motors from one

generator and the two starboard motors

from the other generator.

Part of the steam produced in the

boilers is diverted to six auxiliary

turbo-generator sets located in different

parts of the ship and these power plants

produce the electricity which operates

all of the mechanical devices, outside

of the propulsion equipment, including

the electric lights.

They are controlled.

It has been estimated that there are

300 motors on the New Mexico, and

here is a partial list of some of the uses

to which they are put: Operating the

steering gear and anchor windlass

mechanism, for boat cranes and deck

winches, for turning turrets and elevat

ing guns; driving smoke ejector air

compressors, operating numerous pumps

for sanitary purposes, supplying fresh

water, pump oil and driving drainage

pumps. The refrigerating system util

izes electric power and there are twenty

motor-generator sets for interior com

munication, gun firing, etc. Motors

turn the large searchlights and run the

ventilating fan. Eight motors are used

in the kitchen for such humdrum but

no less necessary purposes as peeling

vegetables, mixing dough, washing

  

dishes, and grinding meat. The ma

chinery in the various shops is all op

erated by individual motor drive.

It is stated that the electric lights of

the New Mexico can be supplied from

two independent sources of supply,

first the auxiliary turbo—generators al

ready mentioned, and second, a set of

storage batteries which is designed to

be brought into service in any emer

gency where the main source of light

ing current should fail.

Another interesting feature is the dis

tilling plant which produces 30,000

gallons of pure water from the sea in

every 24 hours. The larger portion

of this liquid is used in the boilers

which require water of the utmost

purity. The refrigerating system sup
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plied is capable of producing six tons

of ice each day.

Two electrically driven boat cranes

used in hoisting and lowering the boats

and loading supplies aboard the ship

have a capacity of 4,000 pounds each.

The large calibre guns of the New

Mexico are fired by electricity, am

munition is hoisted from the magazines

by electric motors and some of the guns

are loaded by electricity.

The ponderous rudder is moved in

to any desired position by the simple

movement of a controller on the navi

gating bridge, which sets in motion

machinery carried in the hold of the

vessel for this purpose. There are sev

eral steering stations located in various

parts of the ship where this operation

may be performed in case one station

should be disabled. In all, there are

five different ways of steering the New

Mexico, one of which is the hand

method, which requires the strength of

six men, and which is reserved for

emergencies.

The ventilation and heating of the

ship is by air—cold air is forced into

the vessel in warm weather and hot air

during the winter months. The air is

forced through pipes by blowers

operated by electric motors.

There is a completely equipped elec

tric carpenter shop, machine shop,

folmdry, laundry, hospital operating

room, and a bakery where bread is

baked in electrically heated ovens, while

the gallery or kitchen is steam operated,

the ranges burn oil instead of coal, and

there are big steam jacketed pots for

heating.

First Experiments with the Jupiter

While the New Mexico is the

pioneer battleship with electric drive,

the Navy began its first experiments on

the collier Jupiter, built at Mare

Island Navy Yard, San Francisco,

Calif, and launched August 24, 1912.

Among other battleships being equip

ped with electric drive are the Cali

fornia, Tennessee, Maryland, West Vir

ginia, Colorado and Washington.

The disadvantage of the direct con

nected turbine led to the advocation of

electricity as a means of propulsion

before a successful means of speed re

duction was developed. Very soon

after, however, active development of

mechanical gears for connecting tur

bines to ships’ propellers was begun

and succesful forms were evolved. This

is known as geared turbine drive and

may be considered a direct rival of the

electrical method which we have al

ready described.

Merchant Vessels to Come Next

Having established the principle of

electric propulsion in the Navy of the

United States, attention is now cen

tered on the adoption of the same means

of propulsion to the cargo and passen

ger carrying ships which will make up is a remedy that can have no injurious

our merchant fleet. Electric propulsion

for this class of vessel has been slower

in development than the same prin

ciple applied to naval vessels. Many

noted engineers, however, are now at

work on American Turbo-electric and

oil engine-electric systems for cargo

vessels in this country, so some authori

ties believe future growth along these

lines to be unusually bright.

It cannot be denied that there is still

much divergence of professional opinion

over the relative merits of one form

of ship propulsion over other methods.

A discussion of the question at this

time would be out of place, even if it

were adapted to the needs of a non

technical popular article. No attempt

has therefore been made to compare

electric ship drive to the older forms

of propulsion. It is hoped that this

short article will give the reader an

idea of what electric ship propulsion

is, how it has been utilized, and

through what stages of scientific evo

lution it has grown up.

CAUSESAOF BOILER DEFECTS

An abridged summary of Inspector’s

Reports compiled for 1911 from the roc

ords of the Hartford Steam Boiler In

spection and Insurance Co. distinctly

shows that over one-half of the defects

generally found in steam boilers are to

be attributed to the feed water.

Boiler Defects Ascribed to Water

No. of Per

defects centage

Nature of defects found of total

Incrustation & scale. 43,663 25.8%

Deposit of sediment. 19,471 11.5%

Internal corrosion... 13,781 8.15%

External corrosion. . 9,668 5.71%

Burned plates . . . . . . 5,174 3.06%

Other defects . . . . . . . 77,445 45.78%

 

Total number of

defects . . . . . . .169,202 100.00%

It is well known that a deposit of

scale greatly hinders the transmission

of heat to the boiling water, which is

accounted for byvthe fact that the heat

conductivity of mineral substance is

very much less than that of metals.

Scale 1/16-inch thick is apt to reduce

the efficiency of the heating surface S

to 10%; X;-inch thick causes a loss

of 10 to 20% depending upon the den

sity of the incrusting solids.

A contemporary states that a medium

sized steam boiler was kept clear of

scale for over twenty years by the sim

ple expedient of boiling a bushel of po

tatoes in it. After these were boiled

for a. time, the scale loosened and col

lected in the boiler base from which it

was easily removed. This would not

work with all boilers because the chem

ical substances in solution in water

varies with locality. In any event, it

action even if it does no good which is

more than can be said for a number of

boiler scale remedies that have been

proposed.

SPONTANEOUS IGNITION OF

ENGINE FUELS

The engines operating on the Diesel

and semi-Diesel principles do not use

electrical ignition means but depend

on the heat developed in compressing

air to pressures of over 500 pounds per

square inch and then injecting fuel

under still higher pressure into the

heated air which causes spontaneous

combustion of the resulting air and fuel

gas mixture. A British firm of en

gineers have made a series of labora

tory tests to determine the ignition

temperature of various liquid and semi

liquid engine fuels suitable for this

type of engine, and have tabulated the

results as follows:

Spontaneous ignition

temperature in oxygen

Deg. C. Deg. F.

Gasoline No. 1 . . . . . . . .272 522

Gasoline No. 2 . . . . . . . .270 518

Kerosene . . . . . . . . . . . .252 486

Gas Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . .254 489

Petroleum Fuel Oil. . . 260 500

Shale Oil (Broxburn) . . 253 487

Tar Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . .470 878

Coke Oven Tar . . . . . ..494 922

Water Gas Tar . . . . . . . .464 867

Blast Furnace Tar. . . .498 928

Whale Oil. . . . . . . . . . . .273 523

Napthalene . . . . . . . . . .402 756

Alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . . .395 743

From these figures it will be noted

that the tar oils have much higher spon

taneous ignition temperatures than

petroleum oils, and that there is very

little difference in degrees required

between gasoline and petroleum oil un

der the conditions of the tests. This

means that a. degree of compression

sufficient to raise the compressed air

to a temperature, that will ignite petro

leum may be insufficient for tar oils-—

hence engines of the spontaneous igni

tion type working with such heavy oils

should have either higher compression

or some external means of raising the

temperature of the air, before it is com

pressed in the working cylinder.

TANKS HOLD PLACE IN ARMY

The success of the armored tank in

the late war has been so marked that

the continuance of the Tank Corps as a

peace-time organization has been ap

proved by Congress. A minimum of

1,050 tanks will remain in commission

with the anny, 330 of the heavy type

and 720 of the light type. A third

type, the signal tank is provided for

each company and battalion comman

der, 4S being the total for the complete

tank organization. The corps. will be

made up of 377 commissioned officers

and 5,862 enlisted men.
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A New Lightweight Monoplane

An Interesting English Design of Low Weight and Relatively Low Power That
Should be Simple to Fly and Economical to Maintain A

N English aeronautical engineer

Ahas devised a very small mono

plane which is said to Weigh but

220 pounds complete and ready for

flight. As will be evident from the il

lustrations, it is a modern modification

of the old Santos-Dumont Demoiselle

monoplane which was shown at several

aviation meets in this country over a

decade ago and which was flown in

France by its build

er with an engine of

the same form but

of only 20 h. p. The

engine used in the

machine illustrated

is of the 40 h.p. hori

zontal, opposed

cylinder air cooled

type made by the A.B. C. interests and C A‘

is their type“GU31.” This 811- \ aux Naps:

gine, as will be evi

dent from the illus

tration, is mounted

in front of the air

plane and forms,

with the gasoline

and oil tanks, a

complete power

plant unit that is

easily detached. The

torpedo shaped fuel

tank holds S gallons

of gasoline and 2

quarts of -oil which

is said to be suffi

cient for a flight of

2 hours, which time

permits covering a

distance of 125

miles undei favor

able conditions. The

maximum speed is

given as 65 miles

an hour and an

exceptionally slow

landing speed of

less than 30 miles

per hour is made

possible by the de

sign.

It is claimed that

if sufficient hangar

space is not avail

able, the single plane may be removed

by taking off a few bolts. The fuselage

is very simple inconstruction, consist

ing of two outriggers which carry the

empennage consisting of vertical and

horizontal stabilizing planes, vertical

rudder and elevators at the back end.

The outriggers or tail booms are joined

to the small undercariage which pro

vides accommodations for the pilot’s

seat and the “joy stick” and rudder

board, by which the machine is con

trolled. An aluminum shield very sim

ilar to the front end of a motorcycle

side car is placed in the front of the

pilot to protect his limbs.

The wheels are mounted on a lamin

ated wood axle member to which steel

tubes are attached, for the wheel hubs

to rotate on, this laminated construc
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A light weight monoplane that the enthusiastic designer calls “the motorcycle

of the air”

tion having enough spring to take care

of the shock of landing. The wing

span is but 15 feet and the length over

all is given as 14 feet. The machine

is extremely simple in construction and

as ample power is provided for such

a small craft it should prove to be a

good flier. The machine seems to be

a type that can be readily made by any

amateur equipped with very ordinary

Ali sw.-ru iwnscnoq
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shop facilities. It is stated that a corn

pany is being formed for their manu

facture, and that the machine will be

sold at about $1500 when it is produced

on a quantity basis. The general con

struction is very clearly outlined in the

illustration and the principal dimen

sions are given. '

There are several things that can be

criticised about this monoplane, how

ever, one being the

location of the po\v

er plant above the

F tion that in case of

a fall it might be

come detached from

its fastenings and

injure the operator

b y falling u p o n

him. Another dis

advantage of the de

sign is that the pilot

is sitting very close

to the ground and

any rough landing

that would not' in

jure him if he were

sitting higher, might

be apt to result dis

astrously on account

of the proximity of

the pilot to the earth

when landing. The

conventional forms

of aircraft under

carriage give more

protection to th e

aviator and when he

is sitting in the us

ual type of fuselage,

even if a landingis

made that is suffic

iently rough to

break the landing

gear, the‘ first shock

is taken up and the

pilot is not so apt to

be injured as in the

construction shown

where he hits the

ground first.

A modification of

the design in which

the pilot was seated

higher would make

for greater safety in landing though

the craft might not be so easily con

trolled because of the higher locatibn

of the center of gravity. When the

pilot’s weight is carried below the

plane, as in the form shown, it is be

lieved that easier control is obtained

when flying as the lateral stability is

said to be greater.
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Building A Two-Passenger BILLS OF MATERIAL

Scaplang TWO-SEATISR——FUSELAGE COMPONENTS

(Continued from page 196) VERTICAL STRUTS

_ _ . Station N0. Quantity Thickness Width Length

F1S- 12-_ The Center °f gm-Vlt)’ °1 the of Strut Required in inches in inches in inches Material

three-cyhnder Lawrance motor complete Na 1 2 13/16 1 16 spruce
with a fifteen-pound propeller ofioak No_ 2 2 u 3 17% Ash

or a walnut propeller copper tipped of No_ 3 2 it 2% 21% spruce

6' 6" dia. x 60" pitch is approximate- No_ 4 2 H 3 20% Ash

ly 2 7/32" back of the center line of No_ 5 2 H 112 17% Spruce

the motor attaching bolts and 15/16 N0_(, 2 H 1% 15% u

below that point. The manufacturers No_ 7 2 H 1% 11% it

locate the center of gravity of their stem post 1 1% 2 18% Ash

motor minus the propeller, as dimen- _

sioned on Fig. 13, 19/32" plus 1 7/8" T'T°P HORIZONTAL STRUT5

to the rear of the point of attachment. B-B01101!‘-I '

The centers of weight computed are N°- 1 1-T, 1-B 13/16 1 13% Spruce

given at 2' 7 Vi" forward and 2' 7%" Z‘T» 2'13 1'T, 1'13 " -5 16% “_

rear of the static center of gravity, al- 3'13 1-B “ 2% 19% A511

lowing 165 lbs. for motor, accessories, 3-T 1-T “ 2% 19% SPIUC6

propeller, etc., and a. 165-lb. pilot. The 4-B 1-B “ 2% 19% Ash

passengers’ weight and gasoline tank 5'T, 5-B 1-T, 1-B “ 1‘: 13 5PF‘~1¢°

are on the C-G. Any deviation from 6-T,6-B 1'T» 1'13 " 1‘2 14 “

the above calculations must be compen- 7'T, 7-B 1~T, 1-B “ 1V2 7 “

sated for by computing the moment of
that difference. The dynamic balance 2 To 1..L0NGERONS1~ 13,_2~ Mb

(equilibrium in flight) marked C-L, , B 3 m 1.. 1.. 13,_1,, .1
center of any airplane is influenced by “ 0 O

the speed of the machine (the lift varies FORMERS or %" 3—Pi.Y VENEER

as the square of the velocity) and the 2-F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8%" x 19" Shaped as shown at Fig. 2-F

efficiency of the motor, as the center of 3-F .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9%" x 21%" “ “ “ “ “ 3-F

thrust is below the center of resistance. 4-F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8%" X 21 1/16" “ “ “ “ “ 4-F

This will give inherent stability within 5-F , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5%" X 16%" “ “ “ “ “ 5-F

certain limits up to approximately 6-F _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2%" X 9%” “ “ “ “ “ 6-F

twelve degrees incidence. 7-F . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1%" x 6%" “ “ “ “ “ 7-F

As the torque of the motor tends to 8-F _ _ , , _ . _ . . . . . . . 1y/x 21%" “ “ “ “' “ 8-F

mm the mwhine in the Opposite direc- 9-F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3V2"x19%" “ “ “ “ “ 9-F

tion to the propeller movement, it is 10-F _ _ , _ _ , _ _ , _ , _ _ ,16" X 30 “ “ " “ “ 1_()-F

offset by one of two methods. First by
the “wash in” and “wash out,” a slight A 1 . STRINGERS V» X y” 5,_ 7,,

increase of incidence in the left wing B 2 pice ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " V4" X Q» 2,_ 5”

333 §_§;"=af;§ gt i§§j§;.1;;{"S;h* gggg» C 2 {$522 1: iii 1 1 ii;:i:: 1:1: :1: X 5;- 1»
gurface ghich ii the more popullg pm: D 2 pieces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V" x %" 4 -10%;"

tice. The dynamic balance may be ad- FORD MOTOR FUSE!-AGE

justed by increasing the stagger of the _ 566 plate $@Vfl11- H 7' H

top Plane if found -nose heavy 01- de- N0. 1 2—Vertical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/16" X 1" X 9” ASli

creasing the stagger if found tail heavy. No. 1 2—Horizonta1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/16 x 1 x 12 “

Changes Necessary for Ford Motor No. 2 1—Horizontal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/16" x 2%" x 19" “

A complete description of a remod- No. Z 2—Vertical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/ 16" x 2%" x 17%" “

elled Ford motor will be given in a com- No. 4 Extra Vertical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/ 16" x 1%" x 18%" Spruce

ing issue of this magazine. It is claimed No. 4 Extra Horizontal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/ 16':'x 1y2"'Ix 19 1 / “

b)-d etlxperigzleititers Ehat by lalteirations go. 3 ’lI3ot. i—i'_IIO1’l_ZOl'1€3.% . . . . . . . . . . . . Q2" lxt 59%;” : 73/"lo Ash

an e a 1 ion 0 an over ea va ve o. op — orizon a . . . . . . . . . . . . , 4 3

cylinder head that this engine weighing No. 4 Bot. 1—Horizontal . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/16" x 2%" x 19 3/16" “

200 lbs. will develop up to 40 horse

power at 1650 R. P. M. with a maxi

mum thrust of 250 lbs. with a 6' dia.

and 4%’ pitch propeller. Ascertain the

center of gravity of the complete motor

(approximately 262 lbs.) including the

radiator, propeller, water (estimated at

three gallons) and the oil in the crank

case. place the center at the C-G indi

cated. This will necessitate locating the

pilot seat as indicated. Locate the

motor or engine bearers using the four

teen crank case bolt holes as centers,

drill through the bearers. The bed bolts

will then be also used as the crank

case bolts. It is obvious that no fly

wheel need be used and the propeller

2 Upper Longerons . . . . . . . .

2 Lower Longerons , . . . . . . .

2 Engine Bearers . . . . . . . . . .

1 Stringer . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

2 Stringers

a

b

c 2 Stringers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

d 2 Stringers . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

hub bolts on that flange on the crank

shaft to which the flywheel is normally

attached. The motor must have a bat

tery or magneto ignition to replace the

flywheel generator, high tension mag

neto being advised. A flat, oil tight

plate is welded to the lower crank case,

replacing the portion cut off that acted

. . . . . . . . . .. 1"

. . . . . . . . . .. 1"

x 1" X 15'-8'7

x1" x 16'-1"

. . . . . . . . .. 1%"x3"x38" Spruce

;iZx;4IZX;i—gII
. . . . . . . . .. 4 X 4 X -

I 1; II 1- u

. . . . . . . . . .. I/;”x%"x2 7

A 11% x
 

as the flywheel protector and oil sump.

The radiator will require fitting be

tween the longerons and changing the

return pipe, which is not a very diffi

cult piece of soldering and riveting for

any mechanic capable of building the

airplane.

(Part Six in next issue)
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A Radio Telephone Transmitter

The Divisional Method, Using Standardized Panels, is Employed in

Constructing this Short Distance Transmitter

O many requests for a short-distance

radio telephone set have come in

that this set was constructed to show the

reader of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING what

can be done in working out such an

equipment. There are many ways, some

complicated and some makeshift, to

build a vacuum tube transmitter. Plans

By M. B. Sleeper

You will recognize the audion mount

ing and rheostat panels from the De

cember issue. The same system has

been used for the new instruments.

Each panel is a unit by itself and can

be removed or replaced by loosening the

brass straps as more panels can be

added.

higher voltage on the plate and an ‘am

plifier at the receiving end.

ANTENNA TUNING INDUCTANCE

SUFFICIENT inductance, S8 ,O00

cms., is allowed to give wave

lengths up to 260 meters with a stand

 

Fig. 1.

This set, with a De Forest-Marconi

VT working on two standard Navy

type 22.5-volt batteries, was heard over

a distance of four miles at a receiving

station using a single audion detector.

A great distance can be covered with a

The true experimenter takes as much pride in the appearance as in the performance 0/ his equipment

for this set were made with the idea of

steering an intermediate course, to ob

tain the maximum results from a simple

circuit. The illustrations here show

such a set as it was constructed in our

own laboratory.

ard transmitting antenna of 0.0005

mfd. and a 0.001 mfd. series tuning

condenser.

The tube is 3% ins. in diameter and,

with the mounting legs, 3 ins. long.

Three legs, 34 in. long, are cut out of
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the tube so that inside contacts can be

reached with a soldering iron. They

must be laid out carefully before the

coil is wound. A knife sharpened on a

coarse stone is best for this work.

High frequency cable, 3x16 No. 38,

is used for the coil. The winding starts

I/{; in. from the rear end. Taps are taken

at 0, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20 and 23 turns.

The ground is connected at the O end

Connections should be made so that

the inductance is increased by tuming

the switch clock-wise.

It is important to lay out the panel

and drill all holes before assembling

any of the parts on it. The switch points

were put in and connected across first

and the switches fitted in place.

The switches are simple in construc

tion. Three-ply blades were cut from

.\'o. 30 spring brass, then a 1%-inch,

S-32 screw was put through the knob,

the switch blade set on the screw and

a nut turned down to secure the blades.

A spring washer at the back of the

panel and a second nut on the end of

the screw complete the switch. To pre

vent the loosening of the nut, it was

soldered to the screw. Finally, a strip

of No. 34 copper was soldered to the

nut and brought out to the connecting

screw.

Small legs of §{; by 1/16 in. brass

were cut out and drilled for legs to sup

 

 

  

Fig. 3. The inductance control section

port the inductance. Figs. 1, 2 and 3

illustrate the construction.

Sean-:s TUNING CONDENSER

[G. 4 gives the details of the con

denser and mounting. A 0.001

mfd. Clapp-Eastham balanced con

denser was changed over with solid

bakelite end pieces in place of the alu

minum ones. It was mounted, by means

of the front plate, to the panel by screws

which also held the scale.

 

The end plates were drilled with the

original as template. Then the front

plate, panel, and scale were drilled, for

the mounting screws, all at once to in

sure perfect alignment. At first it was

planned to have the scale and handle

revolve, but the scale did not run per

fectly true because it was pushed out

by the set screw. Accordingly, a pointer

was put into the handle in place of the

screw and the scale fastened to the

panel. This method had an added ad

vantage in that the capacity was in

creased when the handle was turned

clock-wise, which is the correct way.

The handles and dials were obtained

from the A. H. Korwin Company.

The collection of ‘dust between the

condenser plates causes series losses in

-a transmitter. For this reason the plan

shown in the illustrations was adopted.

The corners of the end plates were

rounded off and a length of G-A-lite

tubing, 3% ins. outside diameter,

slipped over the condenser. Short

lengths of strip brass fitted over oppo

site supporting rods held the tube in

place. This can be seen in Fig. 2.

Tm: Gan) CONDENSER

HIS instrument is similar to the

series tuning condenser except that

a 0.0005 mfd. condenser was used. Con

nections were made by soldering di

 

Fig. 2. The rear of the radio telephone set, showing the assembled standardized panels, each carrying a separate section 0/

the apparatus
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rectly to the ends of the plate support

ing rods.

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER

Y good luck, a telephone desk was

picked up in a second-hand store.

The stand was cut off and solder melted

into the hollow end around a machine

screw. The screw, imbedded in the sol

der, served as a mounting bolt to hold

the transmitter to the panel.

Where such a mounting is not avail

OPERATING THE TELEPHONE

TRANSMITTER

O put the set in operation, when all

the connections have been made, it

is only necessary to light the filament of

the audion by turning up the rheostat.

A hot-wire ammeter is essential to time

the instruments for maximum radia

tion.

The antenna inductance switch is set

at maximum and the plate switch put

length, it is necessary to juggle the in

ductance switches and condensers until,

at the correct wavelength, the hot-wire

ammeter shows a maximum radiation.

OUTPUT .-mu EFFICIENCY

F the resistance of the antenna has

been measured, the output of the set,

in watts, is .

W : 12R

where W = output, in watts,

I : antenna current, in amps.,

and R : antenna resistance,in ohms.

  

able, a standard Westem Electric or

Mesco transmitter can be purchased and

set up on the panel.

Although modulation in the ground

lead is not the most efficient method, it

is the simplest and, for short-distance

communication, serves the purpose ad

mirably.

CONNECTING THE INSTRUMENTS

FIG. S gives a diagram of connec

tions. Binding posts or screws for

soldering the wires were put at the rear

. of the panels, with the exception of the

audion mounting and rheostat. Here

flexible leads can be run through the

spaces separating the panels. All other

wiring should be done with No. 16 cop

per wire, either bare or covered with

Empire tubing.

On the audion panel there can be

seen two bakelite plates. Between them

is a pencil-mark grid leak, made of

heavy paper on which marks were made

with a soft carbon pencil. The upper

plate simply serves as a protection for

the leak. The exact adjustment of the

pencil lines was made before the top

panel was put on and the connections

soldered.

By mistake, the B battery is shown in

the lead to the switch. This battery

must go between the plate and filament.

Fig. 4. Details of the tuning condenser

in a position at which the set oscillates,

as shown by an indication on the am

meter. Then the grid condenser is

varied and the grid leak rubbed out or

put on until, by listening in a coupled

wavemeter or receiving circuit, the

speech from the transmitter is clear and

free from blocking or squealing noises.

Once set, the grid leak needs no further

attention.

To tune the set for a given wave

When a milliammeter is available

and the plate current can be measured,

the input, in watts, is

W : EI

where E = plate voltage,

and I : plate current in amperes.

The efficiency of the set then is

100 W output

Eff. :—-ii

W input

Eff. :. efficiency in per cent.

where

_ |||||l if

  

Fig. 5. The B battery should be across the plate and

- filament and not in the switch lead, as shown

-___,___-
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Interesting Decisions Regarding Trade Marks

That Descriptive Words, or the Names of Widely

Advertised Corporations, Cannot be Used as Trade

Marks, is Shown in This Article

ADIO companies have played

strongly upon the “service”

value of their equipment. There

have been a number of trade mark suits

over the use of the word “service” and

similar terms. While there is no objec

tion to the use of such words in adver

tisiiig matter, there are some important

considerations disclosed in this article

about descriptive words in trade marks.

A number of companies have incor

porated Service in their trade marked

labels, bringing the question of its use

into the courts.

The Link-Belt Company has been

given an interesting decision in the

L'. S. Court of Appeals at Washington.

This company appealed a decision of

the Commissioner of Patents, who re

fused to register the word “service” sur

mounting a bar with V shaped end as

a trade mark for rubber fabric belts.

From the outset the censors at the trade

mark division of the patent office held

that Service as applied to belting or

similar products is descriptive and,

therefore, not registerable, The use of

the word Service was held to indicate

that the product is durable and with

stands hard wear and long use. The

examiners would not concede that there

is any difierence between the impres

sion given by the single word Service

and such an expression as belts built

for service. The company contended

that Service in spite of its present

use in advertisements is only strikingly

suggestive and not descriptive. It does

not describe, the company declared, any

particular attribute or characteristic of

the article, but suggests that the articles

on which it appears should be put into

service. It does not describe them from

the point of view of their quality or

their use. To these pleas it was replied

that any manufacturer has the same

right to use such words as Service in

describing and advertising his goods,

and accordingly a monopoly cannot be

given to any one advertiser.

]. W. Milburn, U. S. Examiner of

Trade Marks, referred to the approved

advertising practice to support his re

fusal to admit Service to the trade

mark fold. He gave an exhibit of ad

vertisements clipped from various lead

ing periodicals, all of which showed

the broad significance of the word.

There was the advertisement of the

A. A, Cutter Co., in which Cutter boots

are advertised by the slogan “For all

around comfort, service and dryness”;

the ]0nes Hat Co. claimed “A cap that

affords real protection and service”;

the Krus Engraving Co. plays up

“Quality and Service”, and the W. C.

Russell Mocassin Co. displayed the

phrase “Combines lightness with ut

most service.”

Backed by this evidence the exam

iner concluded, “The word Service,

because of its use in advertising and by

dealers and salesmen, has come to have

a well known significance in trade, in

dicating that the goods so described

may be expected to give good service to

the purchaser. In the case of belts, the

goods here specified, good service would

indicate good lasting qualities with

little trouble or repair. It is believed

that the word Service is descriptive and

therefore unregisterable as the word

Quality, which has repeatedly been re

fused registration.

When the belt company went over

the head of the Trade Mark Examiner,

the first assistant Commissioner of Pat

ents, R. F. Whitehead, who was called

upon to review the case, confessed that

he was impressed by the showing on

advertisements illustrative of the wide

use of Service in copy. The endorse

ment in brief follows:

“The word Service is commonly used

in advertising to indicate that the goods

will give good service to the purchasers.

The word is believed to fall within the

same class as the word Quality, which

has been repeatedly refused registration,

and the words High Efficiency, regis

tration of which was refused in the case

of the Crosby Steam & Gauge Valve

Co.” I

This conclusive ruling that Service

must be left free for the use of all ad

vertisers rather than appropriated to the

sole use of anyone, was forthcoming as

a result of carrying a case to the Court

of Appeals, where the attitude of the

Patent Office was upheld. The Court

said, “We are of the opinion that the

word Service in this instance would be

descriptive of the quality of the goods.

It has a fixed meaning in trade gener

ally as indicating that goods so de

scribed are serviceable and will not only

wear well, but are especially adapted to

meet the requirements of the user and

the goods to which the mark is ap

plied.”

Another decision handed down in a

trade mark controversy shows that cor

porate names cannot be used as trade

marks. There has been a long dispute

over the word Simplex. The case of

Burrel against the Simplex Electric

Heating Co. was the first one. Later

there was a case between the Simplex

Electric Heating Co. and the Ramey

Co. Now, as if to make clear the prin

ciples already laid down on this impor

tant point, the Court of Appeals has

upheld the refusal of the patent office

to register Simplex as a trade mark for

use on brake riggings and similar pro

ducts of the American Steel Fotmdries.

The element of prestige attached to

well advertised corporate names has en

tered into this last case to an extent

which has arrested the attention of ad

vertisers in general. The rejection of

the application of the American Steel

Foundries was based on the finding that

Simplex was the name of a widely ad

vertised corporation, and the Court of

Appeals had already looked with dis

favor upon anything that appeared to

be an attempt to obtain benefit from

wide advertising such as had been done

by the Simplex Electric Heating Co. In

this case extensive advertising proved

to be a protection.

In passing upon this case the Court

called attention to the circumstance that

several corporations have the word Sim

plex as the predominating part of their

name.

The technical significance of trade

names has been taken into account in

recent opinions given from the Court of

Appeals, in two cases carried up from

the Patent Ofice by the Swan-Finch

Co. In the first case, the Court affirmed

a decision by the Commissioner of Pat

ents to refuse the registration of SloFlo,

a trade mark for lubricating grease for

high speed machinery. The trade mark

censors considered the fact that a high

flash point and the quality of flowing

slowly, or great viscosity, are essential

in lubricating grease on high speed

equipment.

The second case concerned Textul, a

trade mark for oil used to clean wool

and worsteds. The Court held that

Textul is a misspelling of textile, and

concluded that because the oil used for

cleaning textiles might be properly des

ignated as a textile oil, the corruption

must be tumed down as objectionably

descriptive of the product.

These decisions have been set forth

for the benefit of those who are inter

ested in obtaining trade marks for

radio or electrical products. It is not

possible, of course, to review all the

conditions which must be met, but the

points made here may guide some ap

plications around difficulties which

would lead to refusals at the Patent

Office. °
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REAT reticence has been shown

G by battery manufacturers in

giving details of the processes

they use. However, the makers of the

G. A. Standardized B Batteries have

furnished the photographs and details

which are given here.

The first step in making a battery

Manufacturing Details of the B Battery

The First Disclosure of B Battery Manufacture is Given in

This Article on the General Apparatus Standardized Type

It may be said that the depolarizer

contains managanese dioxide, a high

grade natural graphite, artificial graph

ite—purer than the'natural grade—and

an electrolyte. Due to a chemical action

within the cell, hydrogen is liberated

which, if not counteracted, would col

lect around the carbon rod and insulate

Again the bobbins are arranged in

trays and taken to the soaking room. A

rapid and accurate method of determin

ing the length of time the bobbins

should be soaked has been developed

by this company. Previously the fore

man made a guess at the condition of

the cartridge, and estimated the soaking

  

Fig. 1.

is the mixing of the chemicals which

form the coating of the positive elec

trode. Here lies the greatest and most

important secret. The formula for this

mixture is known only to the chemist

who worked it out. To prevent the dis

covery of the formula, the weighing

it. As a result, the resistance of the bat

tery would rise so high that no current

would flow.

To prevent such polarization manga

nese dioxide is used because it liberates

oxygen which combines with the hydro

gen, making water.

First three stages of the B battery—the cartridge, bobbin, and bobbin ready for the zinc cup

thereby, a time ranging from ten min

utes to twenty-four hours. The elec

trolyte is made up chiefly of a sal

ammoniac and zinc chloride solution.

The mounting room next receives the

batteries in process. Here the bobbins

are put into zinc cups, which serve as

  

Fig. 2. Zinc cup: act as the negative terminals. Mounted bobbins and brass caps. The washer in place, ready for the parafin

scales are not marked in pounds. The

beam simply carries marks at which the

weights are set for different chemicals.

Mostly unskilled men handle the ingre

dients because they know nothing of

what they are doing.

When the depolarizer, as this mixture

is called, is ready for use, it is carried

to men who mold the cartridges, shown

at the left of Fig. 1. The man fits a

piece of low resistance carbon rod into

a tamping mold, fills the mold with

depolarizer, and tamps it into a solid

form.

The cartridges are set in trays and

put aside to dry. When ready, they are

carried to another room where skilled

women workers wrap each cartridge

with cloths and bind them with a few

turns of thread. The result is called

a bobbin, Fig. 1. This wrapping keeps

the cartridge intact while it is handled,

and prevents it from falling apart when

it is soaked in electrolyte later on. Be

fore the bobbins leave this room two

rubber bands are put around each one

to keep it properly centered in the

zinc cup,

the container for the battery as well as

the negative pole. A paste to hold the

moisture is poured around the bobbin

and allowed to solidify.

An interesting automatic machine

takes a tray of mounted bobbins and,

after pouring a small amount of paraf

fin in the top of each cell, puts a paper

washer around the carbon rod on the

parafifin covering. This process prevents

the sealing wax from running into the

cell.

Another machine picks out the cells
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from the tray and sends them in a

long file under a hopper containing the

brass caps which top the carbon elec

trodes. A cap is gently pressed on each

carbon. Emerging from this part of the

machine, they pass to the next section,

where sealing wax is poured around the

cell, over the cardboard washer pre

viously mentioned, A number of bat

teries are treated in this way at one

time, because some little time is re

quired to pour the wax, while the brass

the carbon and zinc electrodes. If they

deliver the rated current they go on to

the carrying trays. If not, they drop

into a hopper on the floor. This elimi

nates the possibility of mounting de

fective cells in the completed battery,

where, at the last test, it would be neces

sary to reject the entire set.

It is necessary to solder the connec

tions between the batteries by hand, al

though the speed with which the work

ers perform this operation is almost

is necessary to prevent short circuiting

from moisture which would otherwise

collect inside the box.

The separators and the sealing wax

keep the batteries perfectly rigid, so

that there is no trouble from noise due

to a change in resistance of the con

tacts under vibration. Chemical noises

have been eliminated by a process

which is kept secret with the manu

facturers.

During the war the U. S. Govern

  

Fig. 3.

caps are put on at a much greater rate

of speed.

Several grinding wheels are mounted

at the end of the machine just de

scribed. When the cells reach the end

of their journey through this device the

grinding wheels touch lightly on the

brass caps and the zinc containers, giv

ing clean surfaces for soldering.

Now the cells are ready for a final

testing before going into the boxes.

They are passed individually through

a machine \vhich applies contacts to

mechanical. Paper boxes of great

strength, impregnated in parafiin to ex

clude moisture, are used to hold the

cells. Flexible leads are put on the ter

minals and sealing wax poured slowly

over the cells. _

Fig. 3 shows the type of container

used. Paraffined cardboard separators

keep the cells apart. By bending over

the strips at the bottom, the cells are

prevented from forming short circuit in

any possible way. Because the box is of

waterproof construction no protection

The side and bottom of a completed battery were removed to show the construction

ment ordered so many of these bat

teries that they could not be made in

one factory. However, the manufac

turers were not willing to make public

the formulas they had originated.

Therefore they mixed the chemicals and

sent completed compounds to the other

companies.

Although it is not possible to give the

experimenters sufficient data that they

can make their own batteries, this de

scription will give an idea of the way

in which they are made.

 

Book Reviews

STATION X. By G. McLeod Winsor. 317

pages, 7% ins. Published by J. B. Lip

pincott, Phila., Pa.

Station X is a book'which will ap

peal strongly to those whose imagina

tion can carry them beyond the limi

tations of this earthly sphere. A new

possibility in interplanetary warfare

has been conceived by Mr. Winsor.

His story, while not intended proba

bly to be at all possible, is founded on

facts, though not technically accurate.

However, some of the considerations

which may come to the minds of those

more familiar with radio work are for

gotten in the fascinating story of the

man on the lost island, who operates

the power for the Radio Station of the

British Navy.

The interest starts on the moment—

' but it will not do to tell the story in

advance. It is enough to say that Sta

tion X is a refreshing change for any

one, after his day’s work, to let his

mind wander to the realms and people

in whose histories Station X played

such an important part.

AIRPLANE ANTENNA CONSTANTS.

Cork. 14 pages, 10 x 7 ins. Published

by the Government Printing Office, Wash

ington, D. C. Price Sc.

Radio men will find in this paper

considerable interesting data on the

method of measuring airplane antenna

resistance and directional effects. A

number of characteristics are also giv

en, illustrating the action of the dif

ferent types of airplane antennas on

different machines.

The directional effect is particu

larly interesting as it shows that the

radiation ahead of the machine is sev

eral times greater than to the rear.

By J. M.

PRINCIPLES or RADIO TRANSMISSION AND

RECEPTION WITH ANTENNA AND COIL

AERIALS. By J. H. Dellinger. 60 pages,

10 x 7 ins. Published by the Govemment

Ptg. Office, Washington, D. C. Price 10c.

In this paper Mr. Dellinger gives

quantitatively the functioning of the

two principal types of radio aerials,

worked out from fundamental electro

magnetic theory, corroborated by actual

experiments.

Formulas for received current in

terms of current in either type of trans

mitting aerials are given and compari

son formulas for the relative Perform

ance of the two types under various

conditions. Some data is also given on

the condenser antenna. In the section

devoted to the action and the design

of aerials, a number of misunderstand

ings are cleared up.

There are a number of ideas given

for the possibilities for future research

on antennas which are of special inter

est to experimenters.
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of Suggestions for

should be the keynote of the new

transmitters which are going into

commission now that sending sets are

operating once more.

The day of the wobbly oscillation

transformers, the connections that fall

off, and the condenser that sparks

around the edges has passed. Of course,

there will be beginners always. Ex

perienced workers must take upon them

selves the task of pointing out the prop

er ways and means to those who are

just answering the call of experiment

ing. r

The design of the transmitter illus

trated in this article, though intended

for airplane work, can be easily adapted

to the requirements of an experimenter’s

set. At the front of the panel, a key,

radiation ammeter and quenched spark

gap are mounted. Inside the case are

the antenna reel, oscillation trans

former, condenser and transformer.

The case measures 11 ins. deep, 11 ins.

wide and 12 ins. high.

Such compactness is largely due to

the fact that a 1,000-cycle generator is

used to supply current to the trans

former. Increasing the frequency re

duces the size of the transformer and

condenser needed. Nine hundred or

1,000-cycle machines are bound to come

into extensive use among experimenters

as soon as some company realizes

S TURDY and simple construction

 

A Light WeightiAirplane Transmitter

The General Design of this % K. W. Simon

Set Should Give Experimenters a Number

Panel

the present unfilled demand for them.

An interesting feature of the oscilla

tion transformer is the winding and

supports. Instead of using copper rib

bon, the conductor is of stranded wire,

set into notches, cut at an angle, in the

bakelite supporting strips. This is a

 

Transmitters

It will be seen that the quenched

gap is mounted in an opening in the

panel. At the rear of the case, a 3-in.

ventilating tube and scoop are attached

so that, when the airplane is in motion,

a draft is let in which blows out on

the spark gap.

  

Showing the spark gap mounting, key, and antenna reel handle

simple method construction, and, as in

the case of copper ribbon, the wire can

not jar loose from the slots. Coupling

adjustment is obtained by moving one

of the coils along the bakelite mount

ing rod.
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Although the generator produces a

constant frequency of 1,000 cycles, a

spark note of 1,000 or 2,000 cycles can

be made by adjusting the length of the

gap, or the number of sections. With

a short gap, spark discharges occur at
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every alternation of the generator, while

with a long gap, a greater charge is re

quired in the condenser with a corre

sponding longer time between sparks.

Thus it is that a full gap gives a 1,000

cycle note, and half the gap, 2,000

cycles.

Moreover, the transformer input and

the transmitting range are increased by

lengthening the gap. The variation is

from 250 to 500 watts input to the set.

The side view shows that the tele

graph key is hinged. In the horizontal

position, connections are made for send

ing. A rod, passing through the panel,

actuates a switch, when the key is

pushed up, which disconnects the an

tenna and generator. In this way the

necessity for an antenna switch is over

come.
 

Notes on Radio Antennas

A Few Suggestions are Given for Overcoming Disadvan

tages of Large Antennas for Transmitting and Receiving

EVELOPMENTS made during

D and since the war have solved

some of the problems of ex

perimenters who, for lack of space or

funds, cannot put up large antennas.

An antenna, according to the ac

cepted conception, is made up of one

or more elevated wires, the length and

height of which may be from twenty to

several hundred feet. In the minds of

mmt experimenters the fact that an an

tenna possesses comparatively large

capacity and small inductance is sec

ondary, though this is a primary con

sideration to the engineer. For con

venience let us apply the name antenna

to a radiating system having elevated

wires used in conjunction with an earth

connection.

The loop is now familiar to all ex

perimenters. It is made up of a large

coil of wire, supported in any of a

number of ways. While there is some

distributed capacity between the turns,

it is essentially a concentrated induct

ance. Therefore, we shall call the radi

ating system of lumped inductance a

loop.

Now comes an old, yet new type—

the condenser antenna. It is formed of

two large metal plates insulated from

each other and from the ground. This

is really a first cousin to the antenna,

while the loop is of another family. The

condenser antenna, then, is a radiating

system of lumped capacity.

In other words, the antenna and con- '

denser operate by radiation, while the

loop operates by induction.

The problems of small antennas of

the three types and their solution are

taken up in the succeeding paragraphs.

T1112 ANTENNA

Transmitting.—Dimensions of send

ing antennas are necessarily small be

cause of the Government regulations

which limit them to operation on 200

meters. Data given on page 274,

EVERYDAY Encrnnnnmc, March, 1919,

show that the maximum efficiency is

obtained from an antenna when it is

operating at its natural wavelength,

that is, with as little loading induct

ance as possible. However, enough in

ductance must be used in the secondary

of the antenna to take the energy from

the primary coil.

In short, a. 200-meter transmitter

should have an antenna whose height

plus its length does not exceed 90 to

110 feet, made up of four wires spaced

3 feet apart, with the lead-in taken ofi

at the center or end. It is advisable to

connect the wires where the lead is

taken, with a single wire running to

the operating room.

Receiving.—For all practical pur

poses, the single wire, of a length great

in comparison to the height, is the best

antenna for receiving. The General

Apparatus Company has standardized

on three sizes, called short, long and

super range. They are 100, 200 and

300 feet long, respectively, and are in

tended for an elevation of 30 feet at

each end.

The extreme simplicity of the single

wire type, coupled with low expense and

high efficiency, has brought about its

general adoption. Experimenters have

reported, during the surruner months,

that they copied Nauen and Lyons regu

larly, using a single audion, with a

tickler coil to make the circuit oscillate.

When there is not a sufiicient stretch

for a super range antenna, the wire can

often be formed into a V, 150 feet on

a side. The angle should be as large

as possible. This construction causes

only a slight reduction of efficiency and

wavelength if the angle is not less than

30°.

As much loading as desired, either

with condensers or inductances, can be

used in a receiving antenna. Mica con

densers, or those using anything but

air dielectric, are not suitable for os

cillating receiving circuits. A con

denser, shunted around the tuning in

ductance is all right, but it must not

have any considerable losses. Never

buy a condenser with fibre end plates.

Be careful of those using plates of any

thing other than hard rubber or bake

lite. Some black moulded compositions

have high losses. A leaky condenser

across a coil is as bad as a resistance

shunted around it.

The resistance of the primary of a

loose coupler is not as important as the

resistance of the secondary. Solid wire

may be used for the former, but high

frequency cable is essential for the sec

ondary inductances.

 

Tm: Loos»

Transmitting.—-Unlike the antenna,

the loop operates by magnetic induc

tion, setting up a current in the receiver

in the same manner as a current is in

duced in the secondary of a transformer

by the changing lines of force around

the primary. Many experimenters think

that the field about one side of the loop

will neutralize the field about the other,

making transmission impossible. This

is not so, for the reason that a time

difference exists between the oscillations

on the two sides since, fast as it is, elec

tricity requires a certain time to travel

through the loop. Hence, the two fields

are not exactly opposite.

Here is an important point, however.

Greater radiation takes place at short

waves than at long waves. A little

thought will make this clear. Elec

tricity always travels. at the same speed,

but short waves oscillate at a faster

rate than long ones. Consequently, if

the loop is large and the wavelength

small, a frequency might be found

where the time lag between the two

sides would be equal to the time for

one-half a cycle, in which case the

sides of the loop would aid each other,

or would be in phase. Unfortunately,

this is not practical, and would require

a single turn loop.

Under working conditions, it is

feasible to use a loop 4 to 6 feet square

for 200-meter work. Only a small ca

pacity is needed across the loop. To

obtain the maximum size or number of

turns, it may be possible to use no ca

pacity other than the distributed ca

pacity of the loop. Although a spark

coil or transformer can be used, the

vacuum tube telegraph or telephone

transmitter is best adapted for loop

work.

A loop can be made to approach the

efficiency of an antenna by lowering

the resistance. 3-16 No. 38 high fre

quency cable is better than solid wire

for transmitting because its resistance

is low at short wavelengths. The wires

should be wound on notched bakelite

strips, as the insulation between the

turns is of the utmost importance.

The loop, then, for short distance

work, is well adapted to limited space.

As a matter of fact, with a three-stage

amplifier and a. loop receiver, a single

tube loop transmitter will cover 40 or

50 miles. Those who are interested in

experimental work rather than in op

erating, will find that the loop trans

mitter answers their needs. The di

rective effect adds interest to the work.

Receiving.——What has been said of

the wavelength effect on transmitting

loops holds good for receivers. Signals

sent out from a loop can be picked up on

an antenna, of course, in which case

the wavelength does not effect the effi

ciency of the receiving antenna greatly.
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Using the same length of wire on the

receiving loop, efficiency is increased

by making the size of the loop greater.

Increasing the number of turns helps

up to a certain point, beyond which the

signal strength is decreased. Resistance

should be kept low for sharp tuning.

When an audion detector is used, a

slight negative potential should be

maintained on the grid to make the re

sistance between grid and filament high.

Small loops do not compare with a

short range antenna. To cover great

distances, two or three stages of am

plification are needed. Some experi

menters who have space enough in their

back yards have made loops 15 feet

on a side, arranged to be turned by

ropes from their operating rooms.

Others, forr transoceanic work, have

built stationary loops, 15 or 20 feet

high and 20 to 30 feet long, with the

horizontal sides pointing east and west.

Loops of this size give good results on

long distance reception.

For radio compass or directive work,

the leads must be brought down to

gether from the mounting shaft. Ca

pacity between the loop and leads, or

other metal objects, give an antenna

effect which causes directive errors.

THE CoNDENsER ANTENNA

Transmitting.—The efficiency of an

antenna is rather" low because of the

dielectric losses which efiect its action

as a condenser. A condenser antenna,

with two metal plates serving as the

antenna and ground, has a low resist

ance, compensating for its comparative

ly small size.

Since solid plates would be heavy

and expensive for experimental work,

copper netting may be substituted with

out any appreciable loss. Here is a new

idea for those who cannot put up an

antenna or a large indoor loop. A con

denser antenna can be made of two

squares of copper netting 6 feet on a

side and 1 foot apart, suspended hori

zontally so that the upper plate will be

1 foot or more from the ceiling. This

will be entirely out of the way, and

small enough to fit almost any operat

ing room. Insulators must be pro

vided, of course, so that there will be

no breakdown between the plates dur

ing transmission. Increasing the area

of the plates will, of course, make the

transmitting range greater.

Connections are made as with an an

tenna. The upper plate acts as the

aerial, and the lower is the ground. All

parts are insulated, however, from the

earth. The efficiency of such a radi

ator is not equal to a 200-meter an

tenna, yet it will do good work, and

serve as an excellent substitute.

Receiving.—So little work has been

done with condenser antennas that it

is not possible to give accurate data on

them. It is certain, however, that they

will accomplish as much or more than

a loop.

When the plates are square, there is

no directional efiect, but, if they are

rectangular, there should be an effect

in line with the greater length. It has

not been possible, so far, to try out

the condenser antenna at the EVERY

DAY ENGINEERING. laboratory. Reports

from experimenters who do any work

of his kind will be welcome for publica

tion.

 

The Radio Department

H‘ ONDER who has SOL for

call letters,” someone said at

a gathering of experimenters

in one of the New York radio stores.

Now that the Radio Inspectors are

busy with the trials and troubles of reg

ulating the thousands of new transmit

ting stations that are going up, from

Maine to Texas, a different purpose can

be seen behind the work of the radio

experimenters.

In. the old days radio sets were large

ly used to replace the back yard tele

graph line as a means of having some

fun. While this may be still true of a

few, the real work is for long distance,

shore wave work. Long distance trans

mission and reception calls for high,effi

ciency. It takes five hundred or a

thousand miles to elate the man who

used to tell with pride that he heard

a station in the next town.

This change is due partly to the

keener competition among the increased

number of experimenters. The older

men who have gone at wireless more

thoroughly have helped to raise the

standards. Popular presentations of en

gineering principles in the magazines

have increased the knowledge of those

men interested in wireless. The Ameri

can Radio Relay League deserves no

small amount of credit for its efforts

to make over the toy wireless station

into a serious hobby.

If experimenters will heed the warn

ing from the Department of Commerce,

sounded in the last issue of EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING, the future will give them

big things.

I-IE many friends of Louis Pacent

will seek him in a new lair shortly.

Scenes shift rapidly in wireless. The

little groups of inquiring “What do you

know about ”, will congregate in

new quarters, for Louis Pacent will

open a store of his own, about the first

of the year, at 150 Nassau Street, New

York City.

AVE you ever stopped to consider

that, when you measure distances

on the map with a ruler, you do not find

the actual number of miles, measured

around the surface of the earth? In

other words, the shortest distance be

tween two points on a map is a curved

line.

Mr. De Loss Martin, well known on

the Pacific coast, but now in New York,

has worked out a logarithmic scale by

means of which the great circle distance

between two points can be found, know

ing their lattitude and longitude. Later

this scale will be made available to

experimenters.

 

NUMBER of letters have come in

asking about the possibility of

patent suits in case this or that piece

of radio apparatus were manufactured

and marketed. There are so many. com

panies building infringing instruments

now that it appears as if the only way

to find the answer to this question is to

try it out. Perhaps it depends upon the

company whose patents are infringed.

One company which attempted to sell

radio telephone transmitters ran into a

snag in the form of the modulation

patent. The radio patent situation is so

involved that even the companies them

selves sometimes find that rights which

they thought they owned do not belong

to them.

Sympathy might well be extended to

the judge who will soon be called upon

to determine whether a vacuum tube

and a gas tube work in the same way.

He may have to decide what a pure

electron discharge is or is not.

CCASIONALLY someone says

with surprise, “I didn’t know that

EVERYDAY was a radio magazine.” It

depends upon the individual’s ideas.

In the December, 1918, issue, there

were neither radio articles nor radio ad

vertisers. The last issue, a year later,

had seventeen pages of articles on wire

less and represented thirty-seven com

panies selling supplies to experi

menters.

In a year’s time the number of pages

in the magazine has doubled, and with

the further increase in pages, the Radio

Department will be made still larger.

Next month, the -first design of a

radio frequency transformer ever pub

lished will be given to the readers of

EVERYDAY. It doesn’t call for No. 50

wire either. There will be a complete

description with photographs, of a long

wave receiver which has been doing

some unusually good work. The set is

made up by the divisional method, with

standard size panels. An audion con

trol set from the Wireless Improvement

Company will be illustrated also.

Other things which you will find

justify our saying, “Always bigger, al

ways better.”

NOTICE

Send in your name for the Radio

Register. We want to have on record

the name of every radio experimenter or

engineer. Get your name in as soon as

possible. Help us to make the Register

complete.
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The Radio Club of the Elijah

D. Clark School

UR Radio Club endeavors to give

a limited number of our boys a

thorough theoretical and practical

knowledge of the elementary science

and art of wireless telegraphy and

telephony.

The club meets once a week after

school hours. The work ought not to

interfere with the school studies; it will

supplement the regular work in ele

mentary science.

There is an initiation fee of one dol

lar and a weekly due of ten cents, all

of which is voluntary and is to be spent

by the members for their own personal

needs in this work.

The greater part of the apparatus

will be constructed in the woodwork

shop, some of it will be bought. All

apparatus used in demonstration is the

property of the instructor.

Parents are invited to encourage any

such special inclination on the part of

their boys. The field of electrical appli

cation is enormous, and for future elec

trical workers this course will prove

helpful.

This course will consist of sixty les

sons, running through four terms, fif

teen lessons of one hour each term.

The work will include theoretical and

practical work and visits to radio es

tablishments. .

The actual classwork is in the hands

of Dr. Herman V. Bucher, an amateur

radio worker for many years and in

charge of the department of Manual

Training of this school, Address all

letters to Dr. Bucher, Hollis, Long

Island, N. Y.

BOOK REVIEW

Tar. DETERMINATION or ‘ran OUTPUT CHAR—

ACT!-ZRISTICS or ELECTRON Tuna GENERA

TORS. By Louis M. Hull. 20 pages, 10 x 7

ins. Published by the Government Print

ing Oflice, Washington, D. C. Price 5c.

In this Scientific Paper from the

Bureau of Standards, the results of a

series of experiments on vacuum tube

generators are given. It has been

found that the current delivered to the

output circuit of such a generator is

heavily loaded with harmonics, owing

to the saturation and rectification ef

fa:t in the tube. The frequency in the

oscillating circuit is the natural fre

quency of the output circuit, and this

circuit acts as a filter in series with the

tube and the d. c. power system.

The useful output current is closely

sinusoidal, whatever the distortion of

the tube currents, depending for the

amplitude only upon the characteristics

and the tube current. In this paper

general expressions are given for the

power and output in terms of static

characteristics of the generating tube.

Experimental results corroborated the

formulas given.

 

 

  

Past Me, Jim!”

“Today good old Wright came to my oflice. All day

the boys had been dropping in to congratulate me on my

promotion. But with Wright it was different.

“When I had to give up school to go to work I came to the plant

seeking any kind of a job—I was just a young fellow without much

thought about responsibility. They put me on the pay-roll and turned me

over to Wright, an assistant foreman then as now. He took a kindly in

terest in me from the first. 'D0 well the job that's given to you, lad.’ he

said.’ ‘and in time you’ll win out.’

" Well, I did my best at my routine work, but I soon realized that if

ever I was going to get ahead I must not only do my work well, but pre

pare for something better. So I wrote to Scranton and found I could ‘get

exactly the course I needed to learn our business. I took it up and began

studying an hour or two each evening.

“ Why, in just a little while my work took on a whole new meaning. Wright

began giving me the most particular jobs-and asking my advice. And there came,

also, an increase in pay. Next thing I knew I was made assistant foreman of a new

department. I kept right on studying because I could see results and each day I

was applying what I learned. Then there was a change and I was promoted to fore

man —at good money, too.

“And now the first big goal is reached — I am superintendent, with an income

that means independence, comforts and enjoyments at home—all those things that

make life worth living.

“ Wright is still at the same job, an example of the tragedy of lack of training.

What a truth he spoke when he said today, ‘ You’ve gone ‘way past me, _]im,—and

you deserve to. Heads win-every time! ‘ ”
-_i-1-7;‘; guy “gal-_ -- .-. 1
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The Work of the Bureau of Standards

T/zis Article Gives a List of the Radio Tests Made by t/ze Bureau, of /V/tic/t

Experimenters and Manufacturers May Now Take Advantage

XPERIMENTERS who are car

rying on radio research work

should take advantage of the

services provided by the Bureau of

Standards, at Washington, D. C. For

the benefit of those not familiar with

the tests and measurements made there,

a list, with the prices for various kinds

of work, is given here.

Appbication for Test.—All articles

submitted for test must be accompanied

by a written request for the test. The

request should enumerate the articles,

giving the serial numbers or other iden

tification marl-s of each, and should

state explicitly the nature of the test

desired. It is also desirable that the

conditions under which the apparatus

is used be stated.

In submitting radio apparatus, the

accompanying letter requesting the test

should state specifically the nature of

the tat desired, giving, in the case of

wavemeters, condensers, etc., the num

ber of points on the scale and the fre

quencies of the wavelengths at which

the apparatus is to be tested. In the

absence of specific instructions, such

tests will be performed as are necessary

to determine the ordinary constants or

operating behavior of the apparatus.

Thus, for a wavemeter, variable con

denser or inductor, the results obtained

would make possible the use of the

instrument as a secondary standard.

For special tests involving measure

ments not specified in the appended

schedule, a charge will be made based

upon the time required for the test.

When the test is one regularly provided

for in these instructions, the fee may be

computed in advance and should be

sent at the time the apparatus is

shipped. In making reference to this

schedule, mention: Fees for Testing

Radio Apparatus, Feb. 6, 1919, Item

(D) (a)

Condition of Apparatus.—Before

submitting apparatus for test, the ap

plicant should ascertain that it is in

good working condition. When defects

are found after a test has been begun,

which excludes an apparatus from re

ceiving the usual certificate, a report

will be rendered giving such informa

tion as has been found. All possible

care will be taken in handling ap

paratus, but the risk of injury or break

age in shipment or under test must be

borne by the applicant.

Identification Marks.—All packages

should be plainly marked with the

shipper’s name and address, and, when

convenient, a list of the contents. Each

separate piece of apparatus or sample

of material should be provided with

an identification mark or number. The

identification mark should be given in

the application for the test.

Shipping Directions. — Transporta

tion charges are payable by the person

requesting the test. The charge for

shipment to the Bureau of Standards

must be prepaid, and unless otherwise

arranged, articles will be returned or

forwarded by express collect. Appa

ratus submitted for test, as well as all

correspondence, should be addressed to

the Bureau of Standards, Washington,

D. C.

Remittances.—Fees should be sent

when the apparatus is shipped, in ac

cordance with this schedule, or prompt

ly upon receipt of bill. Certificates are

not given, nor is apparatus returned

until the fees due thereon have been

received. Remittances may be made

by money order or check drawn to the

order of the Bureau of Standards.

Nature of Tests.—The general meth

ods used in most of the tests of radio

apparatus are described in Circular 74

of the Bureau of Standards, entitled

“Radio Instruments and Measure

ments.” A more detailed description

of the methods used by the Bureau of

Standards in testing radio apparatus -

will be given in a circular now in prep

aration.

Reduced Fees for Amateurs-—In the

case of wavemeters not suited for pre

cision measurements the Bureau will

charge a minimum fee of one dollar per

coil. Enough points will be measured

to give a calibration curve. The Bu

reau reserves the right to decide upon

the application of this reduction in any

specific case.

Condensers

Capacity and phase difference (or high

frequency resistance), one point at

one frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$3.00

Each additional point at same frequency 1.00

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

Capacity of fixed condenser at one radio

frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

Phase difference (or high-frequency re

sistance) one point at one frequency. 2.00

Each additional point same frequency.. 1.00

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

Capacity of variable condenser per point

(minimum charge, $2.50) . . . . . . . . . .. .50

Inductors

Pure inductance of coil . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$5.00

Capacity of coil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00

High-frequency inductance one coil at

one frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

Each additional coil at same frequency. .50

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. .50

Fundamental wavelength of coil . . . . .. 1.00

Resistance (high frequency) one point at

one frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Each additional point at same frequency 1.00

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00 ,

Calibration of continuously variable in

ductor, one point at one frequency.. 1.00

Each additional point at same frequency .50

Complete test of a single coil, including

unless otherwise specified, high-fre

quency inductance, pure inductance,

capacity, fundamental wavelength. . .

For a coil having several sections, the

capacity and fundamental will be fur

nished for the whole coil only, and

the other tests as described in the pre

ceding item for the maximum induct

ance

Each additional section . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.00

Resistors

8.00

Resistance (high-frequency) one point

at one frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$2.00

Each additional point at same frequency 1.00

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

. Wavemeters

Wavelength calibration per point (mini

mum charge, each coil, $2.50; for re

duced fees to amateurs see previous

_note) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$O.$0

High-frequency inductance (see above,

under Inductors).

Capacity of condenser (see above, un

der Condensers).

High-frequency resistance (or decre

ment) of circuit, one wavelength. . .. 3.00

Each additional wavelength . . . . . . . . . . . .50

Note :—For high-frequency resistance of

coils or condenser alone, see above,

under Condensers and Inductors.

Electron Tubes

Characteristic curve of receiving tube,

first curve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$4

Each additional curve on same tube. . . . 2

Amplification constant and internal re

sistance of receiving tube, first deter

mination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Each additional determination on same

tube . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

Output of power tube, first determina

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Each additional determination on same

tube . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Characteristic curve of power tube, first

curve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Each additional curve on same tube. . . .

Amplification constant and internal re

sistance of power.tube, first deter

mination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Vibration test of power tube, first tube 2.00

Each additional tube in same test lot. . 1.00

Special fees will be charged for investi

gations o_n the detector action of tubes,

amplification of amplifiers, tests of power

tubes at very high voltages, and other 5pe_

cial measurements.

1.00

4.00

2.00

Current Measuring Instrument;

Thermocouple and galvanometer, per

point at one frequency . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Each additional point at same frequency$1_0Q

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

High-frequency amineter, range up to

1 9-mD¢_1'q, per pomt at one frequency 3.00

Each additional point at same frequency .50

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. .50

H185-frequency animeter, range 1 to 20

1‘-mP9l'65, 61' int at one fre

Each additiciiial gdint at same fregiiiiggiEach additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

High-frequency ammeter, range 20-100

amperes, per point at one frequency 5,00

Each additional point at same frequency 2,00

Each additional frequency . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Insulating Materials

Dielectric constant at one frequency,

per sample . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$3

8
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Each additional frequency. . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00

Phase diiference, or high frequency re

sistance, same fees as for the deter

mination of the phase difierence of

condensers.

Efiect of high voltages.—Fees for the

determination of flashover or break

down voltage or the efiect of high

voltage at radio frequencies are com

puted on a basis of the special modi

fications of the regular apparatus

which are required for test and also

the time necessary for its performance.

Note:—Samples of insulating materials

should conform to the following sizes

where possible. When samples of

other sizes are submitted an additional

fee may be charged, depending upon

the time involved in preparing the

sample.

For determination of phase difierence

Laminated materials,

25 cm. x 31 cm. in area, and from 0.3

and resistance.

cm. to 1 cm. in thickness.

Moulded materials, 25 cm. x 31 cm.

in area, and from 0.3 cm. to 1 cm. in

thickness or discs 25.4 cm. in diameter

and from 0.3 cm. to 1 cm. in thickness.

For determination of fiashover volt

age, samples should be 10 cIn. x 10

cm. in area, and 0.63 cm. thick.

Transmitting Sets, Receiving Sets,

Buzzers, Detectors, etc.——-Certain spe

cific tests are undertaken or a critical

study made of the design and behavior

of the apparatus as compared with other

apparatus used for the same or a simi

Fees for such tests delar purpose.

plete transformers, but an idea in the

form of a mounting illustrated in this

article overcame that difficulty. By its

use, only one core was needed.

The illustration shows the bakelite

cradle with the transformer assembled.

It can be seen that one core, made up

of one long and two short legs, is put

into the mounting. The ends of the

short legs were ground off smooth.

Difierent primaries and secondaries

were assembled on single legs.- Then

the coils required were put in place and

clamped down by the two bakelite strips

shown on the side of the instrument.

Experiments were also made with

magnetic leakage. Enough room was

allowed in the cradle so that the leg

carrying the winding could be moved a

short distance from the ends of the

short legs. When the separation was

adjusted, by means of shims, the clamp

ing strips were tightened and the shims

removed.

Fahnestock clips were provided at

the base so that different taps from the

primary and secondary coils could be

connected. Since double clips were not

available, two single ones were put on

each mounting screw.

Although there is nothing remarkable

about this device, it saved both time and

money on a job which called for speedy

completion.

pend upon the special requirements and

time necessary in their performance.

A Mounting for Experimental

Transformers

SERIES of experiments on audio

frequency transformers required

a number of different primary‘ and sec

At first it seemed

necessary to make up eight or ten com

ondary windings.

NOTICEI

Mr. R. S. Ould has called attention

to the fact that the price of patent spec

ifications, from the Patent Office,

Washington, D. C., has been increased

from five to ten cents each. Remit

tances cannot be made by stamps; the

Patent Office requires coin or money

orders.

 

This transformer mounting makes possible experiments in the difierent kinds of windings

Please mention Evanynay ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

  

Miserable Mi

is

  

~ Don‘t Be-A ~

sift

You don’! have to 0

through life fit for noth

ing oickly, wank, nnomic,

your body wracked

and your nervoo frazzled

by constipation, lndi eo

tion cntnrrh, noura in,

hoaduehoo or any other

chronic ailment. Get rid

of Hlooc handicaps; build

yourself up into n real

man, an you can get acme

joy out of life for youroelf

and your family.

YOU can't got ahead, you

can't advance ln your work

or buainoas—you may even

lose your grip on your pros

ent job—li you don't Illlko

yourulf lit. You can do it,

whatever your present con

dltlon and no matter what

brought you to it; you can

regain your lost health and

strength and feel the tire

and pop and enthusiasm oi’

youth coursing through your

veins again, if you will only

Stop, Think and ACT

Don't t h l n k that your

weakness and ailments that

are dragging you down are

a matter of courao—somethlng you can't poa

albly got rid of. You can overcome them and

out them oif, if you go about it the right way,

as thousands of other men have done and are

doing every day. Drug store dope and patented

plme won't cure you; quack: and fake remedies

help nobody but the mon who make and sell

them. Your own abuse of Nature's Laws

perhapa unconsciously—hrought your ills upon

you, and Mother Nature ls the one doctor you

want to go to for relief.

SENDIFOR MY

far: Boon on'STll0N(;F0l'lTlSM

Stmngtortlom is the Rclonce of Living Life as Na

ture meant it to be lived-—tha way that gets the

greatest on! ant. out of lt—anc| letting Nature work

tho allrninat n of any ills l.n her own way. Every

reputable medical man will toll you that Nature ls

the greatest Doctor in tho world. Every surgeon.

after an operation. largo or amall, makes ruro that

the wound is absolutely froo from bacteria and than

lot: Nature haal It ull.

Buongfortlom. which is aimpiy a method of util

lrlng Nature’: curative war, will do for YOU what

it is doing for my pupi o in ovary part of the world.

Buonlfortlsm will lhow you how to develop ovary

muscle in our body, internal as well an external.

and atren on ovary vital organ; how to make your

blood rich and rod." how to clear the oobwebu out of

your brain: how to FIT YOURSELF so you can make

a auoeeoa in llfe_

There i.an’t

I Guarantee Results 5»: um
ork about

Stronlfortlam: Nature’: Law-a are as immutable u

the operations of the universe. My whole llfo has

been went ln studytnu them out. unerlmenuiu with

them, and uplylno them oraotloaIly—nrat to mylelt

and then to my numerous mlnils. I GUARANTEE

to tmnrovo you so that you will become normal in

every rel , it you will follow my dlroouuns for a

few mon "Promotion and Oonurvatlon of Health.

Strength and Iontal Enemy," n-so book, M11

tel] you all about the Sclonoo of rongfortlsrn and

flhvw you the one quick. any mnlo wa back to

  

STRONG FORT

Tho Portoct Man

ai

REAL MANHOOD. Send for It NO —DON"I' _

WAIN ou would dll down down in your oookot and

my Iood mono! tor it. if you lmew what it oontaina.

IT'S FREE. Junt llll out the coupon below marking

tho ailments on wish information on and mall it to

mo today th three 2o stamps for packing and

Dflllllfl. and I will mall you a copy at once,

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and llonlth Snoellliot

1155 §U'0Il‘|0l'l lnlilhllo NEWARK,

...---...-mcu-r our AND mm. rms couPon""

Mr. Lionel Strong/ort. Newark, N, ], 1155

Dear Btrnngfort:—Plaaso send ma your book "Pro

motion and Conservation of Health. Strength and

rfllill EIIWIY." for DOOIIIN of which I enclose three

..o stamua to cover mailing ox see. I have marked

(X) before the subject in w eh I gm lmepe9¢,ed_

  

J.
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. .I.umbago . .Torpid Liver . .Lung Troubles

. . .1I\ndlgeatlon .. . eura n . . 'ervousneas t

. .F'la.t Chest . .I’uor Memory . .St?>dip ghoul.

. .Detormity . .I'{hr-umatiam ders

(describe) ..Gnstrltls . . Miisclllar

. .Insomnla . .IIeartweakness Development

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ago . . . . . . . . . . . Occupation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .State . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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CQNTRARY

to RUMQRS

Spread by a Competitor

 

  

The Radio Distributing Co. is still manufac

turing their unmounted universal wound in

ductances _and will continue to supply their

agents these very efficient coils.

That the RADISCO COILS are superior to

any similar type of inductances is the opinion

, _ _ _ of several well known radio men who have

"-"~"<'---"‘a'_-"_$_-,‘_, ..;=r§~ " received signals from very remote stations.

The RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY will assure all purchasers that they will experience no

inconvenience by reason of any action now pending or to be started by reason of patent on coils

purchased. These coils are in stock at all RADISCO AGENTS.

RADISCO AGENTS carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look for the RADISCC trade

mark on all coils you buy and be sure of getting eflicient apparatus.

  

Below are listed a few of the reliable firms who carry the Universal wound inductances and are our

agents for all standard radio apparatus of merit.

Communicate your wants to them

ALBANY, N- Y-= BR()Nx_ NEW YQRK NEWARK, N. J.: SCRANTON, PA.:

E. L. Long, cl-I-Y, A_ H_ Corwin & co" Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,

21 M53n°h‘ T9""a°°' Amateur Wi r e l e s I 4 Welt Purl: St. P- 0- B°X 31

ATLANTIC cmr, N. ‘J.= Equipment ¢.,_ NEW OR“-_AN5_ LA, .1» at s Kingsbury sr.,

Independent Radio Sup- 1390 Pr°‘Pect Ave_ L_ A. Role, Jamestown, N. Y.

1 Pig C; J A ¢H1¢A<;Q, |u,_, 4323 Magnolia St. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Balgvfl-_ "" °3,'f,‘,',B,,:'(§' Chicago Rldlb 1..bm- PITTSBURG, PA.= 585 A_rm<>ry §¢..

CANk%A_ ’ tories, Radio Electric Co., F-l¢¢h'l¢ s¢I’Vl¢9 C0

canadiln Raaio ME8_C°_ 1316 Carmen Ave. 4614 Henry St. TQ%%]LT% QN']‘AR|Q’

ASS . M KEIBPORT PA.: PHILADELPHIA, PA.: A A:
Rhgdio Em & L. Eleclric Co., Philadelphia School of 58.5 College St.,

34 Batterymarch 427 Olive St. ' Wireless Telegrnphy, Vrmy Supply Co.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.= NEW CASTLE, PA.: Bro-d and ¢h=r-1 5*» WASHINGTON, n. c.=

Kelly 8: Phillips Electric Pennsylvania Wireless PROVIDENCE, R. l.:_ National Radio Supply

Co" Mfg. Co., Rhoda Island Electric Company,

312 flagbugh Ave_ 507 Florence Ave. Equipment Co. 1405 U St., N. W.

‘If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY - Newark, New Jersey

NEARLY GONE—DON‘T WAIT ANY LONGER

A Standard Wavemeter Condenser, 0.00006 to 0.0015 mfd., $_l0.

The cancellation of a GOVERNMENT WAR CONTRACT dl.139b1ll1idQ_lél])O551l5lC forbthle

G. A. Company to give Experimcnters this unusual o_pp0rtumty—a ou e varia e eon enser ui t

for the Signal Corps wavemeterl, worth $50 at a price of_$l_0. As a WAVEMETER coiiidenser,

a finer instrument cannot be purchased at any pnce._ This_|s your chance to own a rea meter.

This condenser is of such a high grade type that It is specially adapted for use as a LABORA

TORY STANDARD for making all kinds of measurements. VACUUM TUBE TRANS

MITTERS re uirc air condensers of this type which will not break down between the plates

LONG WAV RECEIVERS must have condensers of large capacity and very low losses to

operate with minimum inductance and to give loudest signals. For all these purposes, the

R ‘ 11 bc 1; b , e ardless of the price you pay.D0L,ABITiTIlliC€(d)NDl?lE1;lCSl‘EOf ltshctsee insiruligiingmareuiivaliliible. If your order comes too late. your

mone will be returned, immediately. The G. A. Company gives no credit slips, makes no

subn(lT)l(ll)‘i)%'lto 0.0015 rnfd. condenser, $10.00, sent by express. Capacity calibration curve $1.00.

- P RTUNITY sup BY — YOU w_1i.1. NOT HAVE THIS CHANCE AGAINDON LL“ THIS O PO Order: accepted by mad my. CONDENSER O ACTUAL VALUE

15-E wssr 45¢ ST. The General Apparatus Company Ngw YORK crrv OF ""5 'N‘
STRUMENT. $60

The United States Shipping Board is making heavy demands upon usforDodge-tralnedwirelossoner.

Fascinating and Educational War-k—Big Satan-|'es—Preparo Now

ators. Travel all over the w0rld,secure,[ree, unsurpassed living 3CCUXI2fI‘l()d3I.IOI)S and earn a bigsalary_

We Also Teach Morse (Wire) Tolography and Railway AccounflngSchool eohbllshod 45 years. Endorsed by wireless. railway and telegraph officials. lLow

rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. Cltlloi I-‘roe. Wrlto Today,

Dodge’: Telegraph and Wireless lnslllula 33rd St. Valparaiso, Indiana

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

TELEPHONE SUFFERERS!

"TIIERAPIIONE"
Q! h PowurO|h_-onnlhlc Receiver

E nrplecoln tuned to the our.

It can’! confuse nor fllllue.

  

Ablorhs nhochl, lmprovu lha

Hearing Ind conlerven time.

For Bn y,Dc.-If. Nervous. Pr!

cy - Nolnen. Gu unload

!uiL(Chr korC. O. 11.00

Export $2. . No AFOIHI.

‘l’hoEvolullonPhonqCo. Inc.

48 A Greenwich Ave., N“ inn
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New Detector and Amplifier Units

Particular Attention Has Been Given to the Convenient Location of the Binding

Posts and the Elimination of Unnecessary Parts in These International Radio Units

HE tendency towards the sim

plification of design of radio ap

paratus for which EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING has been working so hard

among the amateurs is being brought

forcibly to their attention by the new

apparatus introduced in the last few

months by manufacturers.

Since experimenters so generally take

their examples from commercial instru

ments the detector and amplifier units

shown here should impress upon them

the fact that the fewer parts and in

struments the better the results.

The transformer provided with the

amplifier is of a new and interesting

type. From its appearances it would

seem to be one of the open core type,

but as a matter of fact it is a shell

type transformer, enclosed in a. casing

to exclude all moisture, a point often

overlooked and one of great importance

since the absorption of moisture by the

Top, a detector and

two - stage amplifier

in which efliciency

has been increased

and the cost lower

ed by the simple

and rugged design.

Center lejt, a de

tector for this series

of units. Input and

output posts are

indicated by arrows

winding greatly decreases the efficiency

of an amplifying transformer.

In the lower illustration a detector

  

and two-step amplifier can be seen, the

binding posts being so arranged that

in each case the input circuit is con

  

Center right, two

stages of amplifica

tion are provided

in this set. The de

sign oj the trans

formers are such

that there is no feed

back to cause howl

ing Below, the de

tector and two-stage

amplifier ready for

connection to a re

ceivine set

nected on the left and the output on the

right. Either an amplifier or a pair of

telephones can be joined to the output

side of the unit. Where an amplifier is

employed connections can be made by

straps, as will be seen by the illustra

tions. The binding posts for the A

and B batteries are on the lower part

of the panel. No plate battery con

trols are needed, as these sets operate

with standard 22.5-volt batteries.

The idea of divisional construction

with a cabinet for each panel is new

and particularly good because the boxes

can be set on each other without any

supporting frame. In this way, the ad

vantages of separate instruments are

combined in the panel construction.

A little study of the descriptions of

new apparatus which have appeared in

EVERYDAY Encmeemuc, shows clearly

the revolutionary character of post-war

design.
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Buy the Best When You Buy

  

Wireless Receiving Ban Raised

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph

key, without circuit breaker, a special high pitch

buzzer one cell Bed Seal Dry Battery, and four

feet of green covered flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a highly

finished wood base, and three nickel plated

binding posts are so connected that the set may

be used for live different purposes.

 

 

 

  

List No. P1-roe

342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Battery

and Cord

Welohs 4 lbs. packed.

Price dose not inlude poatase.

MESCO COMBINATION PRACTICE SET

F°|' I-"ll’"il'lI the Morse and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

THE BEST COSTS YOU LESS WHEN

YOU BUY FROM US.

This 200 to 2500 meter loose coupler costs

. $18.00. You cannot buy a better instru

ment if you pay more.

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

630V Washington St. Boston, Mass.

This oumt is the only reliable instrument

which will enable students to become proficient

operators in the U. S. Naval Service because it

is equipped with a buzzer and miniature lamp

enabling the user to master both the visual and

audible sllnlis quickly.

List No. 52—P|-actlee Set with fled Seal

Battery and Cord . . . . . . . . . . .....$4.05

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.

Price does not Include eestaee.

 

  

l)llCli'S z6'i°r'>l§’..

.E.'.r°°riilt.1§ Catalog

JUST OFF THE PRESS

I75 Pages of Wireless

Inetrumenls

This buzzer maintains a constant note and is recommended as an

excite-r for chedung wavemeter! where pure note and ample Inert:

are required.

lt consists of practically a clueod circuit field of low reluctance,

having a steel armature to which is riveted a strap luppnrtlnl s

movable contact. The armature tension is adiusiahlo by means of a

screw with a milled head large enough to be easily and pennaneritly

adjusted with the flnaers. The stationary contact is adjusted by

means of a similar screw. The magnet coils are connected in series

with s total I). C. resistance or 8.9 ohms. Shunired across theee coils

is s resistance having a D. C. value of 3 ohms. This shunt

eliminates all aparkina such as occurs at the break on ordinary radio

buzzers and the enemy saved thereby is transferred into any oscil

lating circuit connected to it. the result bolng that this buner as

constructed radlatu live times more enrrrry than any other ulllnl

type All connecting wires hsbie to be hroirm are eliminated Contacts are or renuine platinum, which is

essential in order to maintain a eonalant note. The parts are mounted on a Condensate bees to insure

constancy in operation.

Diameter I in., heilht lit in. ‘Hie can is attached to the base br a bayonet inini

  

Any radio amateur will tell you

there is no catalog to take its

place, and that it is a Beacon

Light to guide you in the selection of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED

TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF 12c IN

STAMPS OR COIN, which may be de

ducted on first dollar purchase.

  

Lil! No. I‘l‘i0l\

55 Meson Radio Buascr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I?.lI5

Great cost of catalog and low prices

prohibit d i s t rib u t i o n otherwise

What This Big Catalog Contains

175 pp. Wireless Ap

We carry a large and complete line of Standard Wireless Material recognized

by experts as such with competent experienced wireless attendants in charge

Send for the New Edition of Our Catalog K28
42pp. Motors and

| l

'
:|

| Damn“ for c°m_ Dynamos: I It is st aiaa, contains I4 papa, with mm 1.000 illustrations, andhdnaihqflin lain. clear llnfllageI mercisl I nd 111- 8 rm. Flash-iiehts; | :iid.?i‘r,‘: h:?iilr'iroP'c'i'rr¢'i1'i“-ii'§:i.BxTi§1n':'o1:iu Bai.l:, .£ldea.rio Allfm 3.3!’... lir‘$,-.1’ saiza&in§|.To1T(>r:“§<i:i

| mperi1lr_:enta)llu:°eriu 2W_ MOM] 3% I mine, gaemlaility‘ Hsgutgmzw:-r';tus. Batter‘! Oonnsotorl. switches, Battery Gaunt, wmrsq lflqflph

| pp. aw s ; “nu; r rum . in , .

1 2pp. Transformers; 3 Amman ‘M I

| 9 pp. Auto and 813. gill _ |

Batteries; ° “mm ' '

I 8 .'l‘ legraph 20pp.l§iectriea.l and l M h
I ;;;“u_;ent__; M,m,c_, BM I an attan ectrica upp y 0., nc.
r i NIW YORK: 17 Park Piece

CHICAGO: 114 B. Wells St.

BIANCBI: 110 W. (ind BL. 121 W. Lilith Be.

5'1‘. IDUIS: 1106 Pine It. Ban Frandsco Oiiicez G04 Mlsaion St.

 
Z44-Z45 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio

 

WILCOX PANEL SWITCHES
TYPE 101

A beautiful and efiiclsnt standardized switch tor gen

r-ral use. Furnished in two sizes.

l" Radius. Brass fl||lsh....40c Nleltel 1inish....50c

Ii/2" Radius. Brass 1inlsh....60o Nickel flnlsh....60c

TYPE I02 (illustrated)

A compound switch especially suitable for the primary

of loose couplers. 11,5" outside radius.

Brass finish . . . . . . ..Sl.l0 Nickel finish . . . . . . ..$l.25

ALL POSTPAID

    

THE NEED OF THE HOUR

Wireless Operators for the Merchant

Marine.

_ 'VARIOMETER PARTS
sta|'t Your boy in a Profeulon Turned from hardwood. Set as ahown eon

sistin of stator (two parts), rotor and fonn

for wnding coils . . . . . . . . . . ..Postpaid $2.50

  

worth while   

Complete Beginners’ Wireless Set, $15.00   

  

  

  

 

Size of stator 5%" sq.

Other sizes made to order
Comprbing Loose-Coupler, 2,000 Meters;

pair 2,000-Ohm Phones, Fixed Condenser,

Galena Detector, and instructions book;

those are separate instruments and Guaran

teed; the best value on the market to-day.

Note :-—We do special Cabinet and Metal Work .

for Engineering Students; correspondence in

vited.

Radio Equipment Company

1525 North Fawn Street - Philadelphia

SE71‘ N0. TWO contains all parts for the

variometer including the above and knob.

scale, pointer, shaft, binding posts. wire and

instructions for assembly... . .Pcstpsl<i $5.00

BUILD YOUR OWN APPARATUS

Our standardized parts and materials make

it easy to build eiiir-lent apparatus that is

beautiful and uniform in appearance.

NEW DOOSE LEAF CATALOG READY

Sent for five cents in stamps.

The Wilcox Laboratories

Li\Ii5l|1|| Dent. D Mlchloan

Please mention EVERYDAY Encmnemno MAGAZINE
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A Marcuson “B” Battery

eliminates the use of the in

efiicient Dry Battery and the

old-fashioned expensive Stor

age Battery

I The Marcuson “B” Battery possesses

four points of perfection,—it is light,

compact, dependable, and inexpensive.

The Marcuson “B” Battery can be

readily charged from any D. C. light

ing circuit. .

4-O Volts. Over all Dimensions: 6" x

6" x 4". Weight 5 lbs. Price: $12.00.

The Marcuson Batteries have been in

use for more than ten years by the

largest Electrical Manufacturers, Cable

Repair Ships, Technical Institutions,

etc.

Can be replaced at lower cost than

new Dry Batteries can be bought for

We are sole distributors ot the Marcuson

"B" Batteries.

It is but one ot our many Radio products.

Simply drop us n card, and let us send you

' our catalogue No. Two.

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT CO.

Radio Engineers

Munuflcturois nnd Distributors

41 West Street New York, U.S.A.

 

 

INEXPENSIVE BOOKS FOR THE

EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN

Wiring s I-Iouse

By Husn-r_Puir'r. Shows s house already

built; tells iust _how to start about wiring

it; where to begin; what wire to use; how

to run it according to insurance rules; in

fact, just the information you need. Direc

t1'o_ns apply equally to a shop. Fourth

edition. Price, 35 cents

Electric Bells

By M. B. Scnzrnl. A complete treatise

for the practical worker in inltsllin , oper

ating and testing bell circuits, urglar

alarms, thermostats and other apparatus

used with electric bells. Both the electri

cian and the experimenter will find in this

book new material which is essential in

their work. 124 pages. Fully illustrated.

Price, 60 cents

NORMAN W- HENLEY PUBLISHING CO

Dspl. EH Z Wm 45th Steel, New York

  

TRIODE

(Trade Mlrlt)

"Audio Transformer Type-P

Due to its operation on the principle of

voltage amplification thru resonance, this

transformer provides a rnaximurn of low

frequency amplification and is superior to

all others.

Permits reliable daylight reception from

European stations.

Establishes new amateur long distance

records. Renders remarkable amplifica

tion oi all signals. May be used with all

standard tubes.

Price $7.00 Postpaid, Immediate Delivery

TRIODE I

\'I‘rsde Mark)

Vacuum Tube Socket

Type-F

The base of this sock

et is bakclite clilecto and

will not crack and break

like the moulded matc

rinl of the usual socket.

Contact sp r i n gs are

stamped w it h identify

ing letters. Base is pro- '

vided with three rubber feet and four countersunk holes for panel mount

in8' Price $1.25 Postpaid Immediate Delivery

Eaton Oscillators I TWO 5l1¢P AmPllfi\‘-P5

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS COMPANY

BOSTON, MASS., u. s. A.Engineers , Designers, Manufac tu rers

  

RADIO ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

_ _ ' Our new Bulletin Y oficrs

a distinctive line of radio and

laboratory apparatus includ

ing transformers, spark gaps,

oscillation transformers, vari

ometers, variable condensers,

etc., in fact the most complete

line in America.

Bulletin R describes the

Cambridge alternating current

rectifier for

New type radion eiving tformer has B

bakclite panels, two primary and one secon

dary l0 point switches. Oak cabinet. Price, Send 3c‘ “imp for both bulletin‘

$12.00.

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY

131 MAIN STREET CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

REMLER RADIO MFG. CO. 62 Post Street SAN FRANCISCO

Pacific Coast Representatives

 

 

  

 

Catalog of §".»"l»°i“.'%°i‘¥'.'?‘é I R““"° %.‘T.‘.’ARAT“S

MADE BY THE PIONEER COMPANY or \ INSTALLMENT PLAN

THE CIF S . EN -cm ‘;¢.ML°i$%’;.¢"s S " ‘" ‘ ’ We

I J. DONALD VANDERCOOK

{LOMBARD new ILLINOIS

AudioTron Sales Company

Lick Building San Francisco
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' '_ '""""' "' '""' Cement for Uniting Iron Sur

1 K. V. A 25,000 Volt Wireless Tranformer

The Thordarson Wireless Trans- "

former is more than a transformer. -

It is a machine of efficiency and

reliability, a piece of wireless ap

paratus that every amateur can be

justly proud of. A Thordarson

Wireless Transformer will make a

“Long Distance” amateur of you.

Our “2o-T” bulletin describes our

complete wireless transmitting ap- ,

paratus. ‘
~/

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.

501-515 So. Jefferson St. Chicago, Ill.

  

Every phase of all

branches of

ELECTRICITY
taught by

In America’s foremost and oldest

institution for trade training.

No Books Used

Individual Instruction.

Start Any Day

Write for FREE 64-page catalog

The NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

36 West 17th Street New York City

 

 
  

Laboratory Signs

Attractive 8" x 10" signs printed on high

quality coated white cardboard in selected

wordings for the electrical experimenter.

l.—DANGERl HIGH VOLTAGE

2. EXPERIMENTAL RADIO LABORATORY

N0 ADMITTANCE

3. GOVERNMENT LICENSED RADIO

\ STATION

4. DO NOT TOUCH THE INSTRUMENTS

5. PLEASE BE QUIET WHILE THE

OPERATOR IS RECEIVING

15¢ EACH, ANY TWO FOR 25¢

ALL 5 FOR 50:

Immediate Shipmeulr, Postpaid

THE TAYLOR CO. Box 1043-E

LOWELL, MASS.

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

Amateur Requirements

I-Ialcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Hnller Cunningham

Elec. Co.

 

faces and Filling in Joints

IX 100 parts of iron filings, free

from rust and not larger than

rape seed, ;{; part of coarsely powdered

sal-ammoniac, and V2 part of flowers

of sulphur; moisten the mixture with

urine and beat it, with repeated moist

ening, until it becomes heated, dry and

brittle. In this state it is placed in the

joints, and forced in as tightly as pos

sible with chisel and hammer, whereby

it again becomes moist and soft.

Finally, the joints are filled up evenly,

and allowed to dry two days, when, as

an indication of good cementing, sep

arate black drops must appear upon

the hardened crust. The cement does

not adhere to tarred kettles or dirty and

greasy joints. To keep it, it is rammed

into an iron pot and water poured over

it. For use, pour off the water, add to

the mass taken out sufficient iron filings

to give it the necessary consistency, and

pour the water back into the pot. The

stronger and quicker the cement rusts

in the joints the better it acts. The

proportions used vary, however, very

much. For instance, (a) iron filings,

30 parts; sal-ammoniac, 1; sulphur, 1.

With this composition the danger of

progressive rusting is, however, greater

on account of the larger quantity of

sal-ammoniac in proportion to iron

filings; or (b) pulverized cast-iron

turnings, 50 parts; sal-ammoniac, 2;

flowers of sulphur, 1; or, (c) pulver

ized iron filings, 100 parts, and -pulver

ized sal-ammoniac, 2 parts. The mix

tures are kept in well-closed boxes in a

dry place, for use moistened with urine,

and applied as mentioned under 11.

The cemented places must be heated

only when entirely dry.

To Solder Without_a Soldering

Iron

IECES of brass can be soldered

without it being possible to detect

the joint by filing the pieces so as to

fit exactly, moistening them with a

soldering liquid, then placing a smooth

tin-foil between them, tying them to

gether with wire and heating over a

lamp or fire until the tin-foil melts.

With good soft solder almost all solder

ing can be done over a. lamp without

the use of a soldering iron. The differ

ent degrees of fusibility of solders can

also be advantageously used for several

solderings and joints on the same piece.

By soldering first with a fine solder

composed of lead, 2 parts; tin, 1; and

bismuth, 2, there will be no danger of

melting when close to the jointed part;

another piece is soldered on with solder

composed of lead, 4 parts; tin, 4; and

bismuth, 1. The best soldering liquid

to be used is composed of equal parts

of water and hydrochloric acid sat

urated with zinc.

Plcarcjmention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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S Inch Dial only . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 cents

Postpaid

3 inch Dial with Knob mounted. . .$l.30

Postpaid

Bulletin No. 1 describing these parts

has been sent to all who sent for our

July 1st catalogue. If you have not

received our catalogue send 5 cents in

stamps and get on our mailing list

for future bulletins free.

For sale at all Radiaco Agencies

A. I-I. Corwin & Co.

4 West Park Street

 
 

  

RADIO MEN
Make your apparatus up to

date. Indicating dials now

available at a reasonable

price.

These dials are fine black polished

composition with radial lines and fig

ures accurately engraved and filled

with brilliant white. Diameter of

dial is 3 inches and they are 3/16

inch thick. The edge is bevelled.

The hole in the center will pass 8-32

screw and there are three holes around

the center hole to fasten on knob.

(Thae holes are not shown in cut.) We can

furnish dial alone or with fine Bakelite

Knob mounted. This knob has a set screw

to clamp shaft of instrument to which dial

is to be applied.

If your dealer cannot supply you send us his

name with your order. Immediate deliveries.

  

  

Newark, N. J.

lllllllllliilllillllllllillllllllllllllliilliillillllllllillllilililllilllllllllliiilillilllllIllitlIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllll
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' Navy-TypeKey

Marble Base

Silver Contacts
Auk for Cnlnlog No. 604$]-j_

Searsltoebucitand Gttiticaeo
IlllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIlllllllllllllllilllllillll mm um mummm

 

on getting

“PACIFIC

RA D I O

NEWS”

  

Your Opportunity!
to secure quickly and thoroughly a

Practical Electrical Education

is open at the School of Engineering of

Milwnukee_

A large faculty of experts, extensive and

fully equipped laboratories, drafting rooms

and class rooms train you to become a high

grade Electrician in Ono Year.

Institute of Electrotechnics

Junior and Senior Units. ll/2-3 Years.

Electrical Engineering

8.8. Degree in three years.

Electrical and Mechanical Drafting-1 year

course Armature Winding and Motor Gen

erator Repalr—6 mo. Automotive Electro

technics. 3 mo. to 2 year courses. Wire

less Telegraphy. Extension Department.

New Term January 2d

"Eam While You Learn" system. Athletics,

Frat House, Bolrd at cost. R. O. '1‘. C. ad

vantages (optional). Write Today for bulletins

and iull particulars FREE. Mention course, age

and education.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF

MILWAUKEE

I40-373 Broadway Milwaukee, Wis.

 

Li

 

  

“The Best I

Ever Worked”

"The Brandes Headset Is The

Best I Ever Worked. Others

Look Like a Plaything Beside It."

(Testimonial from an expert, Name on

Request.) Professionals as well as

amateurs, the world over are enthusi

astic about the range and absence of

blurring in the

BRA N D E S WIRELESS

HEADSET

“ASK A."NYOl\"E wno ms osnn rr" I

  

“Superior”, 2000 ohmo,$7

Test out Brande: Wireleu

TRIAL Receiver: against any other

QFI-‘ER make. Test them for unri

t|ven_e.r:, cleorneu and dit

rancc. If within ten day: yoi_a're not

only um ed but rnthusiartic over

them-—-bac come: your money uzithcut

a quution. Prove for yourself the

fine quality, the "matched tone." The

two diaphraamr, toned exactly alike,

rtrengthrn the ngnols and revent

blurring. Uud by many U. . Gov

ernment expert: und_:: erts abroad:

by college: and technsca .rcho0I.r; and

la; Profesxionalr and amateur: every

YL‘ t’1Z.

SEND 4c FOR CATALOGUE M

c. BRANDES, == "M Sq"-»
lNC_ Ruolnlfl NEW Illh

WiRI".l..ESS RECEIVER SPECIALISTS

Telegraph Pictures
BY ELECTRICITY _ '.~

A oonpktl not of two mnduoee '

of this -nrvelonl oqni t fe_r ,.
only $19.50. Innrl ye, Iiyltl- i ‘

1 and uehi. This picture

(int Wilson vu his _

graph: by then wn he ,

IIN film-II ~.hI ‘

wince. rite today.

LLIIISIIILI C0. Bil-L MIC-U115

 

  

o MAILVIT Too».

  

RETURN COUPON

Amerimn Radio Relay League,

Hartford, Conn.

BICIOSCJ find $l; please enter my trial subscrip

tion to QST for 9 months.

Nam
 

M~

 

FROM YOUR NEWS DEALER WHEN

BUYING A MAGAZINE DEVOTED

TO RADIO COMMUNICATION.

GET TI-IE BEST

Don’! Fool Yourself

15c. PER COPY - $1.50 PER YEAR

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO.

50 Main Sr., San Francisco, Cal.

Please mention Ev:-znvnay ENGINEEIIING MAGAZINE
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EXACTLY! lT’S TIIE NEW TRACO

TYPE 93 LONG WAVE RECEIVER

\/Vill fulfill perfectly your requirements of a long

and medium wave set. lt’s compact, simple to oper

ate, responding to waves from 300 to 18,000 meters,

from either Arc or Spark stations.

 
Note t h e coun

terbalanced sec

ondary.

It's a TRACO

Idea.

Expensive?

No, it sells for

much less than

$100.00.

rrrrrrrunumr-mu-|-runumnunccnnnmnnr.

Absolutely !

Gets every sig

nal in the ether.

'4'.

4

4.’
- all ‘

T A

Yes, our customers

are report

ing fine re

sults. They

are copying

u n d a mped

stations here

and abroad

u s i n g an

tennaes 300

to 500 feet

long and 40

to 60 f e e t

high.

Send us a few

stamps and we

will tell you all

about it.

The Radio Apparatus Co. - Pottstown, Penn., U. S. A.

 

  

 

The“ACE”VacuumTubeSocket

  

$1.50 each

co mp le te

with grid leak

  

The Ace Vacuum Tube Socket is designed

to fit the Standard four prong vacuum tube.

The top part consists of a finished alumi

num casting, mounted on a formica base 1/1

inch thick. This base will not break under

any condition of service, as moulded com

position bases will. Heavy phosphor bronze

springs are mounted on the under side of

the base for connection to the tube prongs.

This is the only vacuum tube socket on the

market which has the grid leak built in as

part of the socket. It may be used for

back or front of panel mounting. The best

socket on the market regardless of price.

\-Ve manufacture a complete line of Radio

apparatus.

The PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

 

Don’ts for Ex erimentersP

By Louis Kasper

ON"I‘ use a file or rasp without a

handle; it is dangerous.

Don’t try to catch a chisel when you

drop it. A nick in the chisel is better

than one in the hand.

Don’t forget that good tools are

cheaper in the long run.

Don’t fail to clean up shavings when

you stop for the day; it lessens the dan

ger of a fire starting.

Don’t let your tools get rusty; keep

them oiled.

Don’t dabble with chemicals without

first reading something on the subject.

Don’t fail to keep a record of all ex

periments.

Don’t use glue which is too thin.

Fresh glue is best.

Don’t expect to do good work with

dull tools.

Don’t strike wood with a hammer;

use a mallet.

Don’t set a plane flat on the bench;

it is bad for the cutting edge.

Don’t buy all your tools; make some

of them. It_is good experience.

Don’t overlook non-essentials (so

called); sometimes they are the most

important.

Don’t add warm water when making

glue; cold water is better.

Don’t forget that old files make good

chisels, etc.

Don’t fail to be systematic; it pays.

Don’t overheat your soldering iron.

Don’t forget that a grinding wheel

will pay for itself in a short time.

Don’t fail to make drawings when

necessary.

Don’t polish a metal surface dry if

you expect it to retain its lustre for any

length of time; use oil.

Don’t forget, when drilling a large

hole in metal, that it will be done more

accurately if first drilled with a smaller

drill.

Don’t use nails where strength is de

sired; screws are better.

Don’t fail to carry a notebook——and

use it. ,

Don’t forget that glue may be made

waterproof by adding an ounce of bi

chromate of potash per pint.

Dissolve potash and add slowly.

Don’t be afraid to swap your knowl

edge with other workers.

Don’t fail to mark all parts of a

complicated piece of work; it may be

necessary to take it apart some day.

Don’t be too quick in throwing away

old material; “junk” sometimes comes

in handy. ,

Don’t forget that cheap and good

tools can sometimes be bought in a

. pavmshop.

Department B.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

rllanufacturing Engineers

Z437 GILBERT AVE.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Don’t ridicule the other fellow’s opin

ion; he may be right.

Don’t forget that a piece of soft brick

is good for polishing metal.

Don’t fail to keep a scrap book.

Don’t always talk about your par

ticular line of work; give the other

fellow a chance.

Don’t forget that although a piece of

work may be theoretically correct; it

may not work in actual practice.

Don’t cuss if things go wrong; there’s

a reason.

Don’t get discouraged; keep plug

ging away. ‘

Don’t fail to join the A. S. E. E.

Utilization of Red-Brass

Turnings

URNINGS from red-brass works

are frequently sold for a low price,

even by establishments having facilities

for casting in crucibles, because they

are apparently not fit for casting. These

turnings can, however, be profitably

utilized for new castings as well as an

addition to other charges. The process

is as follows: The turnings are melted

by themselves and during the melting

process mixed with manganic oxide in

the proportion of five parts of weight

of manganese to 100 of turnings. In

charging for melting it is advisable to

cover the bottom of the graphite crucible

0.39-inch deep with manganic oxide;

upon this is placed a layer of turnings

about 1.18 deep, and so on until the

crucible is full. During melting the im

purities contained in the tumings settle

on the surface and can be readily re

moved with a graphite ladle. The melt

is best cast in buttons (square pieces).

When cool each button is cut, in order to

determine the qualities of the metal by

the fractured surfaces. The metal melted

in this manner shows a reddish, nearly

coppery fracture, and is very tenacious

and dense. An addition of manganic

oxide not exceeding, however, 2% per

cent, to new material for melting is also

recommended.

Cement for Fastening Brass to

Glass

OR cementing brass on glass the

following recipe will be found to an

swer very well: Take resin soap—made

by boiling one part of caustic soda and

three parts of resin in five of water

and knead it into half the quantity of

plaster of paris. This cement is used

largely for fastening the brass tops on

glass lamps. It is very strong, is not

acted upon by petroleum, bears heat

very well and hardens in one-half to

three-quarters of an hour. By substi

tuting zinc white, white-lead or slaked

lime for plaster of paris it hardens

more slowly. Water attacks only the

surface of this cement. Of course, as it

sets shortly after mixing, only as much

as may be needed for immediate use

should be made at one time.

 
  

Is Your Transmitter

Really Tuned .7

You may think that your transmitter is tuned, but you

don’t know unless your station is equipped with a reliable

Antenna Ammeter.

These Roller-Smith Hot-Wire Ammeters were made for

the U. S. Army Air Service for use on fighting planes.

Regularly $13—Our Special Price $7

With the Armistice came a cancellation of contracts and these Ammeters, which

had successfully passed the exacting Government tests, were returned to the manu

facturers. Each is in perfect condition, packed in its original carton and ready

for immediate shipment.

The scale rending in: 0-2.5 Ampereo.

Shunt giving double or triple this range, 75c extra.

By buying the entire surplus we are able to sell these Ammeters at less than the

Government paid for them in lots of one thousand. Better order one today as .

they are going fast. Remit by check or money order.

A. H. GREBE & CO., 71 Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.

Ilfiifiitll

HIGH VOLTAGE-—

DIRECT CURRENT

  

 

 

  

Motor Generators

This unit has a normal output

of 100 watts (200 milliamperes

  

PRICE $59.00 F. O. B. FACTORY

SI-IIPPING WEIGHT 80 LBS.

at S00 volts) with a voltage range of 200 to S00 volts. The generator is com

pounded to insure constant voltage under variable load. It is furnished to

operate on either D.C. or A.C.; a shunt motor being supplied for D.C. and an

induction motor for A.C. The generator is equipped with a commutator of 48

segments reducing the commutator hum to a minimum.

Unit is complete with insulating coupling and mounted as

illustrated on a finished base 8" x 20". Shipment can be

made immediately.

The motor generator illustrated above in only ONE of the many newly designed

radio specialties which we have ready for you. Write us for descriptive

hullctins which are being issued covering l.II International Radio products.

Address Dept. No. 21.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEGRAPH CO.

326 Broadway New York City

  

96-Page Book Catalogue Sent Free

E have just issued a 96-page Book Catalogue listing about 2,500 of the most

recent Scientific and Technical books. This is all the more welcome by reason

of the fact that both the publishing and importing of books have been very much

upset by the war, and many books can only be supplied with great difliculty.

This catalogue will be sent to any addres in the world, free on request.

Manuscripts Considered for Publication

The Book Publishing Department of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be glad to give an

examination of any manuscript of Scientific or Technical nature. Submit as much of matte;

as possible, including illustrative material. There was never a better field for books of this

nature than at the present time.

Scientific-American Publishing Company

Woolworth Building 235 Broadway, New Yo;-lg

l

 
  

 

Mathematics Made Easy

  

MODEL AND MACHINE WORK

INVENTIONS DEVELOPED

SMALL DEVICES MANUFACTURED

Baton you malu n decision, communicate with

KAUFMAN MACHINE CO.

-I357 Odell Street

the Combination 'I‘rll08lo '

IIIII 1 Er-in-wu1' multiply. divide. um ' ._

nemonun ma nrovorunn. solve all nmblnm

in trlgonomlry and loomnt-rr. draw symmetri

cal flguru. mot u-en. uto. Su erlor w sildo

rule. Blmnlu too us. Aim udol A I

PABINT GLI PBO'l'BA(,'I‘0B and

mun! BULBS. tmd at ooinmu University,

gent Pdai. B. Aanlugé 5¢00I.I.’I\C.‘ Only

poglp , Ufdfl 0|‘! Oil 0 6 .

Dept. u, .|. u-:|s|-iivun cd., 0; en, um.

New York

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Special For This Month

New type Variable Condenser.

resistance. Mounted in seamless satin finish nickeled case.

Bureau Standards scale. Furnished with calibrated curve,

thus making excellent wave-meter when used in conjunc

tion with our calibrated inductance units . . . . . . . . . . $10.00

Same condenser, unmounted, for panel use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00

Copper foil, mica dielectric Stopping Condenser . . . . . . . . . 1.50

Navy Type copper plated Leyden Jars for your Transmitting

Set, .002 mf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00

Send for descriptive literature on latest type Receiving Cabinets,

calibrated inductance units in both Litz and solid wire, parts, etc.

Low high frequency

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY

Special Radio and Electrical Apparatus

140 SECOND 5TREE'I'—Phone Kearny 5980 SAN FRANCISCO, ‘CAL.

 

POROX STORAGE CELLS FOR

MODELS, ELECTRICAL, AND RADIO APPARATUS

Porox Storage Batteries are made up of separate Z-volt cells in

PY-RA-LIN jars, designed for high efliciency, low weight, and long

life. They are lighter, more powerful, last longer, and cost less

than dry cells. Can be charged at home. Porox Cells are designed

for the requirements of the

MODEL IIIAIIEII AND EXPERIIIEIITER

2 volts, I0 amp.-hro., 3 x 1% I 4% Inn. 8.75

2 volts, 15 amp.-I\r|., 3 x 2% x 4|/g Ins. 4.80

2 volts, I8 Amp.-I\rl., 8 x 1% x 6 hu.. . 4.00

2 volts, 25 amp.-Izro., 8 1 2% 2 6 lno.. . 5.10

Any number of cello put together for

any required voltage. Batteries are

also furnished in oak cones for ignition

and lighting.

ALBERT MULLER,

8758 Queens Boulevard,

JAMAICA, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

  

 

 

DO YOU LIKE TO SEE WHAT YOU BUY?

Don't buy blindly. Come to the busiest wireless store in New York City

and see what you are getting. It is worth -while to wait a day if it isn't

convenient to stop in just when you want something. You can see the best

apparatus from all the manufacturers, de Forest, Grebe, Arnold, Clapp

Eastham, and others. Complete instruments, parts—everything for the radio

experimenter. Be sure to see our transmitting equipment before you buy

any new apparatus. If you live away from New York, send 10c, for our

new catalog. Our service to distant customers makes mail order buying

quick and easy.

AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CO.

235a Fulton Street New York City

  

  

THE BARR

Mercury- Cup Wireless Detector

The most efiicient Detector on the market.

Tested by the United States Government and

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

Increases the efficiency of every wireless receiv

ing set by making the signals clear, sharp and

distinct.

Instantly adjustable at a constant pressure.

For full information and pn'ce—write

The Barr Mercury-Cup Detector, Dept. C, The Wyoming, Washington, D. C.

  

_, ' - ticricron
Q {T ii '“‘_“

A Mechanical Vacuum

Cleaner

(Continued from page 211)

shown in the photograph, but is to be

screwed to the side and top of the gear

box. It is made of sheet iron or tin,

the shape and dimensions being in Fig.

13. The gearing gives a fan speed of

twenty revolutions of the fan to one of

the driving wheels, and as the latter

-will turn about 150 times a minute

when the cleaner is in use, we get a fan

speed of close to 3000 rev. per minute,

showing the necessity for a correctly

balanced fan. This speed does not

equal that of the electric cleaners, which

runs to 5000 r.p.m. and over, and there

fore will not produce as strong a

vacuum, but will be found very satis

factory if the electric current is un

available, and will take up a great deal

of dirt.

In order to be able to remove the

debris taken up by the brush, which

does not pass through the fan, the bot

to mboard of the floor box is hinged

at the back, and held by a couple of

latch hooks, and can be dropped when

desired. This board, which does not

show in the photograph of the inside

of the floor box, is 5% in. wide and 8%

in. long, and is made of M; in. pine,

with two cross braces of X, in. stufi, 1

in. wide and 4% in. long, nailed to the

inner side to prevent warping.

A TEXTBOOK ON HEAT ENGINES, by

Prof. Jamison and Ewart S. Andrews.

Size 8x5% inches; 500 pages, bound in

cloth; price $3.00. Published by J. B.

Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Many of our older readers will not

need any introduction to Prof. Jami

son’s well-known treatment on heat en

gines. In the revising of Prof. Jami

son’s standard textbook it was found

necessary to include so much new nia

terial that the treatment had to be ex

tended to two volumes.

In the 26 chapters, the entire devel

opment of the steam engine, from its

earliest form, is covered. It includes

the laws of heat as applied in the con

struction of steam engines; a thorough

study of all the forms of steam engines

now in use and all collateral machinery

such as pumps, valves, governors, etc.

The book is filled with important dia

grams, folding plates and drawings to

illustrate the different problems and

subjects presented. The appendix of

the book contains valuable tables and

examination questions used by the In

stitute of Civil Engineers.

For those who desire one of the most

complete books on steam engineering

this book will surely meet their needs.

It is a thoroughly practical, authorita

tive and worthy treatment.
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Tn’ " " Main

to pet you DeFOREST Appa

ratus. l3ar3tu5

No longer is it necessary for you to have two or three

Combination Audion-Ultra Aw expensive, inconvenient and cumbersome tuners spread all

:'°" ""1 °'"-1'" *'jI'""_"= ovcr your operating table when working all wave lengths. :

’,“_‘ "'3°°- 3'“ '2'/I "9"* " With thu new DeFOREST tuning system you can work any I

’*?»@- :.';‘:..=*".:.".:v;.:*s::**:..:".i::'. :.*::..:?:.;"':s'.:l*.°.‘r.?. =
- m a e

____ A -- space and of convenience in coupling not equaled in any :

_ a3;."=::?:%a -- other type of apparatus. The entire Set complete in the |

4 two cabinets "s own here. The Qenuine Del-‘OREST Tum: U“ L200. Sm my I

__ _ . . I-Ion_ey Comb Coil System of Tunmg is employed—no n2,(.,..w.. M“ U7 so mm ~

1' .. V v _ supcr_ior_system has ever been invented. M’c°m_' ' ‘

. ~ _ This 5 a new Del-‘OREST production embodying a

unique and superior tuning system. Possession of thb Set ~

means more efficient and satisfactory operation; more

pleasure and practical benefit for every Amateur. Its price _

is remarkably reasonable for the quality of apparatus and

the distinct advantages the Set otters. Find out more about

it at once—

Send for a DeFOREST Manual
A 56-page book containin full information about

this and many more De OREST instruments. as

well as iving much useful information for the Ama

teur. ailed anywhere upon receipt of l0 cents.

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH C0.

I Inventors and Manufacturers oi Hllii Grade Radio Apparatus

1403 Sedgwiclr Ave. -_
i \\\\\\\\_ New York C“\y\\a\\\\“

PERFECTION TUNERS '

WONDERFUL RESULTS-UNIQUE DESIGN

20,000 Me—Hook up on bottom. lnvolute coils

—-Beat the Honeycomb. XDA—comes in on let

tap—N.S.S. on ‘ch .\ny aerial—overhead,

underground or loop.

Size 4% x 4% x 1%.

Formica t 0 p . Nickel

finish. Weight 2 lbs.

200 M. Regenerative

tuner same eize but

with tickler coil and

I0 tape P 6; S. Good

for wireless phone and

relay work. Every iri

strument tested by old

BxE. Send for bulletin.

TR§CO DAVENPORT, IOWA

$15.00 DELIVERED TO YOU

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE §Z.%l‘£.é°‘s¥ *‘.‘.“2.‘t‘i>‘i.-"-.§‘<'.‘?<‘.%.
2 wrsr 45¢ STREET NEW YORK crrv c"°°" °“ ‘M’ "°'i"‘* “°"°

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 1 l HOME MECHANICS I

MAGAZINE for........years at $1.50 per year (Canada, $1.75; “’°'“‘s“°*’ °°"’"’“"'°"

\!~
-

  

 

RADIO AMATEURS—l'lERE IS THE VARIABLE CONDENSER YOU

HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR—AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAY

i. The best of materials and workmanship. Bakelite end plates.

Heavy aluminum plates and accurately machined spacers. Cop

per ribbon connection to movable plates. Extremely rigid con

SIYUCIIOII.

2 plate Vernier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$i.85 23 plate. .0005 . max. capacity . . . . . . . .$3.25

7 plate. .000i m.i. max. capacity . . . . . . . . 2.I5 3| plate. .0007 . max. capacity . . . . . . . . 3.90

I3 plate. .0002 m.f. max. capacity. . . 2.50 43 plate, .00l0 max. capacity . . . . . . . . 4.75

I7 plate, .0003 m.f. max. capacity . . . . . . .. 2.86 63 plate. .00l5 . . max. capaelty . . . . . . . . 6.75

Include postage for one pound.

THE WIRJELESS SHOP

A Edgcomb

511 West Washington St., Loe Angeles, Cal.

 

  

 

- ' ' HINTS AND TIPS FOR
foreign, $2.00). Please let this start with the. . . . . . . .(I.)a.te. (;f.i;u.R.)-. . . . . . 2 AUTOMOBIUSTS

issue. I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., and according to your special ofier How To MAKE AND

send inc copy of book chcckcd ofl. 3 USE A SMALL CHEMICAL

LABORATORY

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 SOLDERING AND

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BRAZING

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 RADIO HOOKUPS

State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DEIGN DATA Fogéunlo

'I'EA F AND MAIL THIS NOW 6 TRAN5Ml'l'|'|='-R5 AR OF RECEIVERS

Please mention Evsnvn.-xv ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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To cu? aown Tfie cos? er cu?

Follow the Chart

Make your hack sawing just as etficient u

any other machine tool operation. Choose

your blade according to your work. You

can't cut cold-rolled and heavy angle iron

with the same blade without a waste.

Whether you are cutting by power or by

hand, big quantities of a comparatively few

kinds and shapes of metal or smaller quan

tities of a lot of different things—there's

a Starrett Hack Saw that will meet your

needs most efficiently.

Get the most out of every box of saws

you buy. Use them for the purpose for

which they were made. -

A copy of the Starrett Hack Saw Chart ‘M B’

sent free upon request.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.

Tho World’: Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcclled

ATHOL. MASS.

4

9Starrett

_A,____ __
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What‘ Every lVlechanic Should Thoroughly Know

This haul polnlo out mo stumbling block: (or moehanlu to avoid ln wallrlnl

auomplouundentandlng, uwalluw|howyouHOW'10GOATuunad.lng

of I bllln wink dnwlnl.

W""" "' ."::.':'.'.""‘.i.:.':"*'..'.‘.:."
1. .

i\'d‘a°£-‘I to aawriba aim 0: mnuocwallmI130 print dnwinz uamnlu.

‘"1.-3'"“ ‘.’.’.'.L‘l‘ll‘.".§“’...i."' ‘.i.'1.°'&§§l°.“si ii. mm“.'..."1. ....a...l.. limited ..

lung.

Thllboukaonulnnthnmmt and

ofblulpflntrooflnllnlflllo

bdon inc. YOU onulorr wan. voun

§%§zh"n~45 %M.~.

PmCE'_°""|0oi¢au"—g“ bI7V|llII

Handnomcly bond la

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, 132 Rowland Bldg., Detroit. Michigan

olntolnd0tAll.IothMlI.YlVIflII

arypotutholoarlylrmuhtoatwluh

the follolltni comment from 1 mm who Dill! 0!! "Om 5° '0 59°

"I th it th was no much to know
In I\|7.l:'l'—l.l‘I'I 01.: blue prln lravlll-"

CONWAY, Plannln: Dent. Mn.

II. I. Elli! Oo.'| Mach. Shop.

practical lulu-noun on uu lllhiod

all llhfi tlvdmnnl. you can make.

WM. P.

M ll: I'el\l|.l. $138.

Q1) 22! lllllstrltlonl

M month: In the rnallni.

CRANK SHAFTS

For Model Steam and Cu Engines Our

5p¢¢i;lty—Any type or number of

thrown to specification. Also needle

valves for blow torches. Quotations

on receipt of specification.

send Stamp lo

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 E. 71st St. New York
 

  

Green Coating on Zinc

INC articles may be provided with

a permanent dark or light green

coating resembling enamel as follqws:

Dissolve 50 parts of hyposulphite of

sodium in S00 of boiling water, and at

once pour the solution in a fine stream

into 25 parts of sulphuric acid. The

milk of sulphur that separates will soon

ball together in lumps and settle. The

hot liquid containing sulphate of so

dium and sulphurous acid is decanted

and the cleansed zinc placed in it. In

a. short time it will acquire a very bril

liant light-green coating, which only

needs to be washed and dried. By ex

posing it for a longer time to this hot

bath the coating grows thicker and the

color darker and more brilliant. To in

sure a fine, brilliant deposit the tem

perature should not be allowed to fall

below 145° F. By dipping the articles

thus treated in diluted hydrochloric acid

(one acid to three water) sulphuretted

hydrogen is evolved, and this enamel- "

like coating loses its lustre and becomes

lighter in color. Aqueous solutions of

aniline colors have little efiect upon this

dull surface, and none whatever on the

brilliant coating.

The effect of marbling may be ob

tained by moistening the gray zinc and

applying hydrochloric acid in spots

with a sponge, then rinsing ofi and,

while still wet, flowing over it an acidi

fied solution of sulphate of copper

which produces the appearance of black

marble. As this has a dull surface,

it should be varnished.

By adding 15 parts of chrome alum

and 15 more of the hyposulphite to the

above solution, the article treated will

take on a brownish color.

Lacquer for Tin Foil

ISSOLVE 7 oz. of shellac in one

quart of alcohol, and filter the

solution. Allow the slime remaining

upon the filter to drain off, covering the

furmel with a glass plate to prevent as

much as possible the evaporation of

alcohol. To the shellac varnish thus

obtained add 3% oz. of best white gum

elemi and 14 drachms of Venetian tul

pentine, and let the whole stand in a

moderately warm place, stirring fre

quently. Then filter, press out the resi

due, consisting almost entirely of gum

elemi, and add it to the filtrate. The

varnish thus obtained may be colored

as desired.

To Bronze Small Brass Articles

XIDE of iron, three parts; white

arsenic, three parts; hydrochloric

acid, thirty-six parts. Clean the brass

well to get rid of grease, etc., and apply

with a brush until the desired color is

obtained. Stop the process by oiling

well, when the article may be varnished

or lacquered.

Please mention Ev:-znvoav ENGINEERING MAcAzme
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Useful Books I

Complete Practical Machinist

by Joahua Roao

One of the best-known books on machine ahop

work, now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. It gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools,

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. it. covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling. taps and dies,

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools. tool grinding, marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout-the entire classic the ex

planations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efllciency will be helped toward

using both head and hands to better advantage.

No machinist/s library is complete without this

volume.

 

541 Pages. 432 llluatratlona

Price $3.00

Metal Worker's Handy-Boolr of Recipes

and Processes

By William T. Brannt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged tn the working

of metals. lt ls a collection of formulas and

practical manipulations for the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and etilciency of the recipes so that

with ordinary care as to quantities and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon.

it treats on alloys and amalgams; hardening,

tempering, annealing; bronzing and coloring;

casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling. polishing; decorating, enamellng,

engraving, etching; electro-plating, brasing, cop

pering, galvanizing, gliding, nickaiing, sllvering,

tinnlng, etc.; fluxes and lutes, lacquem, paints

and varnishes; solders and soldering; welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

tnit and oxyacetylene welding. etc.

582 Pagan. 82 Illustrations

Price $3.00

 

 

Techno-Chemical Receipt Book

Edited with Additions by

Wm. T. Brannt and Wm. H. Wahl

This well-known Receipt Book is a. mine of ac

curate information that everyone may work to

great advantage. It is encyclopedic in range, yet

gives only the best formulas for each prepara-_

tion or operation, and thorough tests by com

petent men guarantee their intrinsic merit.

A compact and reliable collection of approved

receipts and processes, containing thousands of

receipts covering the latest, moat important and

most useful discoveries in chemical technology

and their application in the useful arts and in

dustries. It is indispensable to every practical

man and contains 500 pages, closely printed,

giving an immense amount of matter on a great

variety of subjects. Every care has been taken

to select the very best receipts of each kind and

there are few persons, no matter in what busi

ness or trade they may be engaged, who will not

find in this volume something of use and benefit to

them. The library of the laboratory. factory or

home is not complete without a copy of this handy

and useful book of reference.

518 Pages. 78 Illustrations

Price $2.50

 

Friction, Lubrication, Fats and Oils

Bil-Zmil F. Dletarlcha

When we realize that it is no figure of speech,

but a bald statement of fact, to say that lubrica

tion alone keeps the wheels of industry tumlng.

then we must look respectively upon this as a

question of vital importance in this mechanical

age. The author, himself a chemist and an in

ventor and manufacturer of lubricants, wrote this

manual for the mechanic and manufacturer of

ordinary education, that the busiest man might

learn the main facts of friction, the origin and

charterlstlcs of fats and oils, their uses, their

adulteratlons, their practical testing and the best

ways to make them serve his own particular ends.

Price $1.50
 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata

logue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & C0.,lnc.

Publishers of Mechanical and Industrial Books

ll0-ll6 Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

 

To Cleanse Guns .With

Petroleum

LEANSING a weapon with fats

and oils does not entirely protect

it from rust, the so-called drying oils

get gummy and resinous, while the non- A

drying oils become rancid, and by ex

posure to the air acids are formed, and 3

these attack the iron. For these reasons

petroleum is to be preferred for this

purpose. Petroleum is as great an
enemy to water as are the fatty oils, and l

hence it keeps away the water from a.

gun-barrel covered with it. It is very

essential, however, that the petroleum *

employed be perfectly pure, for impure

oil, such as is often met with in com

merce, attzlcks the metal. Care must

also be had not to allow it to come in

contact with the polished stock. When

about to clean a gun, some tow is

wrapped around the ramrod and

enough petroleum poured upon it to

thoroughly moisten it; it is then pushed

in a. rotary manner through the barrel
and back a dozen times, and the tow I

taken out and unrolled, and the upper ‘

and lower ends of the barrel rubbed

with the clean part, after which it is

thrown away. This removes the coarser ‘

portion of the dirt. A round brush of

stiff bristles, and fitting the barrel, is

now screwed to the ramrod, then moist

ened thoroughly with petroleum and

twisted into the barrel, running it back ‘

and forth at least a. dozen times, thus .

i

i
loosening the dirt that is more firmly

attached. The first operation is now

repeated, except that the tow on the

ramrod is left dry, and the rubbing

with this must be continued in all direc- ,

tions as long as it comes out soiled. The

use of wire brushes is objectionable for

cleaning guns, as the numerous steel

points cut into the tube. Only soft .

tow, hemp, woolen rags, or the like,

should be used, as the petroleum dis

solves the dirt sufficiently.

 

Welding of Platinum

LATINUM does not oxidize when

in a. red hot state and may be weld

ed without the use of welding powder

by simply placing the red hot pieces

upon each other and uniting them by

blows of the hammer. Nevertheless the

welding together of two pieces of plati- ‘ ,

num is a difficult operation, since plati

num possesses the property of yielding 1

  

Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

dreftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement. _

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a

young man because drafting itself not only com

mands good pay, but it is the first step toward

success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering

or Architecture. And drafting ls just the kind of

work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right at home in spare

time. For28 years the International Correspond

ence Schools havc been giving boys lust the train

ing they need for success in Drafting and more

than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have

stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help,

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work on

like best in the coupon. then mark and lnal it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring

you information that may start you on a success

ul career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mnil this coupon now.

i~11;‘ ouf u‘..

INTERNATIONAL BORRESPUNIJENBE SBNOOLS

 

 

 

  

  

    

  up the absorbed heat with great rapid

ity and cooling off to such an extent that

the two pieces are no longer soft enough

to be united. This cooling off takes

place with such rapidity that the join

ing of the hot pieces must be hastened

as much as possible, it being advisable

to allow the flame of the hydrogen-gas

blow-pipe to act upon the pieces of

platinum during the entire operation of

welding.

BOX 6061-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without Obllgnlln me. how I can qualify for the

position, or in the sublect, fore which I mark X.

Electrlcian SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

\Vind0w Trimmer

Show Card \\'rltcr

_ Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER

ILLUSTRATOR

§ F.l.l'.("l'RI(llL ENGINEER t"IIEllI(‘Al| ENGIIEEI

Electric Wiring

i Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running

Heavy Electric Traction

Electrical Draftsman

Eleelrle Ilarhlne lit-algner

DESIGNER

lil'SlNl-155 HARAGEIEIT

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

St:-nngrapher and Typist

Cert. Pub. Accountant

‘ Trnfllc Management

Praclicn Telephony

llllflllfillllll lllilllhlllfl

Mechanical Draftsman

Ship Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice

Toolmaker

Gas Engl cor

CIVIL E GINEER

, Surveying and Mapping

1lllNl'I lt'(Illl?.I'.'\' Olf. El\'U‘ll

ARCHITECT

Architectural ltraflaman

_ Plll.lIlllNG AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

%'l‘cicg|-aph Expert

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

S'l‘A'I‘l0.'NAl{\' ENGISBEII.

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mall Clerk

Textlle Overseer or Blnt.

HIRICULTUIIE

l'oultr_vllalslng

Aulomohllea _

‘I Spanlal

_I roach

I Itallaa

Name

7-25-19

Ci '7-;‘IH0 t .

1 a Month with Ilia Hll-3Z_Bllta1 Charge!

_ You can rech e 32 6-volt auto batteries, or equiva

lent in 12- or 4-volt batteries, at one time. for 101

to 15o each. Customer pars 75c to $1.50. Figure lllu

profits yourself. Others are making BIG PROFITS

with HB Battery Charging.

Why not YOUf Get busy

NOW—add those extra

profits to your income.

Small lnvaatmant Puts this

Money-Maker In Your Garage

Balance on easy trtonthl terms

(tuttlt easily Eye for its;-1 . Aha-.

luta Hotter ch Guarantee. No

burn-outs or renewals. Easy in

inatallnnd imam». llnly |.u.~nn<.,.

nmulctl is 0(‘4‘|\‘.4l!\|1lll oiling. Write

TODAY i'_o_r full lnfurmnuon.

HOBART aI'U"fll!Rs‘cB'N|FlNV

Box sins jrmy. Dhlo
‘ Successful r . 5'1 4' K9
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I_offer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, elticient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost,

search through prior United

States

advice gladly furnished without

charge.

My experience, and familiarity with

various arts, frequently enable me to

accurately advise clients as to prob

able patentability before they go to

any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and

form for properly disclosing your idea,

free on request. \Vrite today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

PATENT LAWYER

144 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.

patents, etc. Preliminary

 

 

Write today for a Free Copy of “How to

Obtain a Patent.” Contains valuable infor

mation and advice to inventors.

1 Tells how to secure Patents. Send

model or sketch of your inven

tion for opinion of its patentable

nature—Free. (20 years experi

Talbert & Talbert, 4368

  

fér

Inventors and

Manufacturers"
sin». mum

B3,; return mail FREE.

Write LACEY8 IACEY

Dept S, \\G=hingm.D£

 

  

Competent Patent Service

By a Former Examining Oflielal of the U. S.

Patent Office

NORMAN ET. WHITAKER

Lawyer and En[fr|¢Gr

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Branch Oflice, 87 Nassau St., New York City

INQUIRIES INVITED

PATElN.l'U"§
Record your Invention. Unon request. l will forward?

youznr form "I-"xin the Essential Dates of Invention ,

tolether with lull in orlnnllon eoiienrnlnzil-I use and lbw

bell way lo IQQIIIG Dllenl orhtflcllon Prom 1. vs-rwnll

eflieiene service, by an attorney-at-law. vinl over

lsrelva yen?! elverlenca in patent matters. Reannrllbla

pre-war charaos. B. P FISH} URNE. C

321 MeGi|l Bldm. Waahlnirtnn. D. -

 

 

 

  

 

Making Your inventiona Financial Success

How best to dispose ol your (mention

What kind or aarevmvvlh to make Ivr vwr

WM! kind 0! oflers and mistakes to ow

Valuable tables and other data

election

By M. G. Delaney, an experienced Inventor, in

The inventor’: Manual of Valuable information

A Simple Drill Press

The drawing is simple and explains

itself. The frame work is made of pipe

fittings and designed to any size that

suits the builder. I used V2 in. The

spindle was madeof cold rolled steel

slightly smaller than the opening in

the pipe, turned or bored to fit the

chuck. I used a chuck with a. tapered

hole, and turned the spindle to suit, as

it is easier to turn the spindle than

to bore it.

The table was a piece of cast iron

faced ofi and bored to fit a cold rolled

shank, which is the same size as the

spindle. The bearings were made by

placing the spindle through the three

fittings, parallel with the upright and

pouring with hot lead or babbitt.

 

  

A simple drill press

The feeding mechanism is plainly

shown and is very simple to make. The

detail explains it more fully. The spin

dle being keyed to the pulley by means

of a. long spline in the spindle, thus

allowing the pulley to slide as the

spindle is raised or lowered.

The drawing shows only one set of

pulleys, as I had a motor set directly at

the rear of the base, being a direct drive,

but it is a simple matter to place two

pulleys at the bottom joint, one loose

and one for driving.

STUDIES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF

DAMS: EARTHEN AND MASONRY, by

Professor E. R. Matthews. Size 6 x 9

inches; bound in paper; pages, 30 dia

grams. Published by I. B. Lippincott

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

This book is intended to be of as

sistance to engineering students who

may be‘ preparing for the society mem

bership examination of civil engineer

ing societies or other similar examina

tions. The text takes the question and

answer form, which has been found by

experience to be a -most useful method

of enabling the mind of the student to

grasp the essentials of the subjects in

volved and at the same time to learn

how to express his knowledge.

 

Genuine Armstrong

Stocks an Dies

§_AFtMST‘ROl\/G

saivazrani comv. I

Great care should be exercised in

the selection of stocks and dies.

Work ot quality demands quality

tools.

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and

Diesarequality tools. Made of the

highest quality ot material and by

expert workmen. They are do

pendsble and accurate tools ot

constant service.

Send direct to us it your dealer

cannot supply you.

Dn:n')ts'a| Ceuleg on luau:

The Armstrong Manufacturing Co

101 Knowlton Staet Brid|eport.Cosasa.

 

 

  

PREVENT

Put the

Where it is Needed

THE BRIDGEPORT

Center Thread Grease Cup

WASTE

Grease

 

 

.

  

  

““‘

  

 

$1.50 per c0PY- postpaid

Additional information and Table oi Contents will be

mailed on request.

8. E. Pom! 00.. Publishers. I328 Broadway. New York

This cup will squirt more grease than any

cup of the same size made.

Equip your machine, auto or boat with this

new type of grease cup, one that does not

leak, that cannot be cross-threaded and that

forces the grease to the bearing points.

The cleanest Grease Cup made.

Send for Circular and Price Llal

THE GARRISON COMPANY

348 George St. Bridgeport, Conn.

.--i -. .-v_._>, - .;_.; g‘

ROFITS IN WINTER BATTERY

CHARGING IN LARGE AND SHALL GARAGEQ

S (I &..~li'* G .‘h‘l ,Wi _ _ "

pl? ..'.‘.?..ti.‘;"i‘-Milo. Z.§Zt‘§is_°.m'i"-"3 Au.‘-‘S. ¢‘.M‘£.i5.9i’iL'. e‘.‘,‘.°,°§'.f
Smith. Ark. lnop. 2'l,w0),' Income per nannfl-| (mm [<13 ch uin $l20.00—ensl sio.o0." Alamosa Iilttaryk Signer Co.nAfia

osa, Col .1 . .x,ouu'. "A '.*::.“.........'=....i.";:'::;:::.11?-P"' "W" "" ""

6 I . .This NB S00 Watt Charger Can Brinl _

You 8|: Profits This Winter

Small cash payment, bflllnce on easy month

terms BB Absolute Money-BapkGuaranti~|g,

i-echnr ca l to 8 6-volt batteries for 10¢ q_°

lfic ene , customer pays 75c to $1.50, Kc

l)lll'l'iUllLl, no cxpenlivl renewals:

-itnsdir. reliable service. Easy tu_in

itall and operate, No electrical

ariowledle required. Pin this ad to

our letterhead and mail ronar -"

or information.

HOBART BROTHERS CO.

Boa EEl2Z. fro!‘ Ohio.

Samcsaaful Mfrs. Inwe I88-I.
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An Improvised Roller

N association located in the Adiron

1 s dacks desired to place a tennis

court on the side of a mountain, where

it would be very hard to transport a

heavy iron roller. The ground could

be easily leveled ofi', but how to get a

roller in position to keep the court in

shape was the problem. To meet the

need an ingenious mind devised an im

provised roller that has done service

for several years. What is more, this

roller was made on the spot, cost almost

nothing and takes care of the tennis

court as well as an expensive iron roller.

Such an improvised roller can be con

structed by the amateur builder for

grading and rolling the lawn, leveling

and packing the dirt in a newly made

driveway, smoothing any surface of the

ground, and the many general duties

demanded of the hand roller.

  

An improved roller made with ordinary

materials

The part that rolls on the ground for

this home-made roller was made from

a short length of tile two feet long and

eighteen inches in diameter. The piece

of tile was easily carried to its destina

tion on a pole supported on the shoul

ders of two men. The center for this

tile roller consisted of pieces of stone

and rocks picked up on the spot and

held in place by cement.

To locate the center of this tile in

order to place the shaft in its central

position was something of a problem.

This was done by laying out with a

compass a circle of eighteen inches on

a board platform and then placing the

tile on the circle marked out. Up

through the center a half-inch pipe

thirty inches long was placed to act as

the shaft. The space between this shaft

and the sides of the tile was filled with

concrete in which was imbedded coarse

gravel and stones. When this was dry

the roller was mounted on a frame con

venient for use. The only cost of this

roller was for the cement, and but little

was required, the remainder of the ma

terial being picked from the junk pile

or found on the spot.

F. E. BRIMMER.

Difference Between Heart

wood and Sapwood

N over 300,000 tests which have

I been made at the Forest Products

Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, on

the various species of wood grown in

the United States, no effect upon the

mechanical properties of wood due to

its change from sapwood into heart

wood has ever been noticed. -Any dif

ference in the strength of heartwood

and sapwood can usually be explained

by the growth and density of the wood.

In other than mechanical properties,

there are differences between heartwood

and sapwood which have an important

bearing on their use for various pur

poses. The sapwood of most American

species is considerably less resistant to

decay than the heartwood, and where

the wood used without preservative

treatment in situations which favor

decay, the sapwood is likely to have a

much shorter life. In these particular

cases, therefore, strength requirements

may have an indirect bearing on the

choice between heartwood and sapwood.

inasmuch as wood infected with decay

is likely to have its strength properties,

particularly that of shock resistance,

greatly reduced.

 

Electric Steel in Germany

F the total output of crucible and

electric steel in Germany, for 1917,

statistics show that 349,480 tons or 62

per cent. was produced in the electric

furnace. One-third of this quantity

was produced in induction furnaces

and two-thirds in arc furnaces, the in

duction furnace seemingly being pre

ferred by the producers of high-quality

steel. The average capacity of the elec

tric furnaces built in Germany during

the war was 6.7 tons.
 

$mall Steam En 'nes &

Bpilers, Gas & Gino ine En

Tine: ¥ H.P. and U .

~32-. uinps. Model Mali
ers Supplies. Get our bi

Catalogue. _ sent Pofor i5c (com preferred or

Stamps. Re u

order. _192 Pages, over 200

illustrations.

MODERN ENGINE l SUPPLY C0.

364 Monndnoek Bldg., C|;]¢;gq. 11|_
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The Mysterious Ghost

  

 

 

 
-IllllilllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllillllllllI

Perfectly visible in the dark

Aflords great. amusement to th

old and young. Never gets on

of order. Lasts indefinitely

Postpaid. Life size 40¢; hll

size 20c.

Canadian Chemical Products Co

Box I33 St. John, N. B.

\ llllllllilllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllIIIIlllllllllllllillllIIIllllllIllilllllllllllillllllllllllé

which includes all Castings

and l2 detail blueprints. Complete outfit $25. Note

following dimensions: Length over all, 2 ft, 11 ins.;

Breadth. 12 lns.: Approximate weight, 105 lbs.: Dime“.

sions of workin surface of milling table. 4 ins. by 6 ins.

This llthe has n designed to meet the wants of Model

Maker! who require s tool capable of very varied and en.

curate work. it Ls self-acting and Screw Cutting. With

it nil plnln Milling work can be done. ns well on making it euy to do

n greet mnny boring jobs otherwise vlr) diflloqlg Add",

W. R. PRICI, lne., Dept. 11, Umlliol Bldg" 121 Ith Avo., NJ.

Y u moire I.
Lathe Hllih-grsdescmw

Cutting and Milling Lathe

from UrnskeM outfit No. 15

nded first 1

  

You are Judged by

Your Appearance
The world sizes you up by your own opinion

of yourself—as expressed in your looks, your

actions. and the force of your ambition. Look

st the photographs of any oi’ the world's busi

ness leaders. Note that clean-cut, sharp, alert

look in each one's eyes. the firm tilt to the head

and chin, the square set of the shoulders. it's

the strong, virile man, the man oi’ tireless en

ergy, that gets to the top.

You can't be alert, you can't have full con

trol of your faculties, you can't have that in

exhaustible supply of vitality and energy that

means success in life unless you have PERFECT

HEALTH. Your physical condition is the root

of your whole life. Build up your body and

muscular strength and you build up your mind

and vitality and insure success.

 

 

 

  

EARLE LIEDERMAN

The Acme of Physical Perfection

There is a Short-cut

to Health

l have found it and applied it to my own

body and proven its results. And I have

trained many of the world's strongest men by

this same method-—taken them when they were

mere physical wrecks and made powerful ath

ietes of them. I can do the same for you. No

need for you to drift aimlessly siong—merely

existing. Get a grip on yourself. Resolve

right now to start on the rosd to success—the

first step of which is better health.

Send for MY NEW BOOK

“Muscular Development"

it tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated

with 30 full page photographs of myself and

some of the world's best athletes whom I have

trained. Also contains full particulars of my

splendid offer to you. The valuable book and

special offer will be sent on receipt of only 10c,

stamps or coin, to cover cost of wrapping and

mailing.

Don't miss this opportunity. Sit right down

now and flil in the coupon. The sooner you get

started on the road to health the easier it will

be to reach perfect manhood. Don't. drag along

one day longer—mail the coupon to-day.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 706, 203 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 706, 203 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Dear Sir :—I enclose herewith 10c for which

you are to send me, without any obligation on

my part whatever, n copy of your latest book

"Muscular Development." (Please write or

print plainly.)

 

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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just Published

The Everyday Engineering Handbooks

The Experience and Knowledge of Experts Condensed and Simplified

for the Handy Man—the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter

ILLUSTRATED BY SPECIAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

HOME MECHANICS

WORKSHOP COMPANION

TELLS HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL THINGS

INCLUDING NUMEROUS SHOP KINKS

"By

ANDREW JACKSON JR.

Q)
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

_NoRMAN w._in:NL1:xJvsl.lsrnNo_co.

2 wzsr 45 rn srnszr. NEW voruc

For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a demand

for a hand book of mechanical in

struction that would help the average

everyday man to do the many small

jobs of repair work that are found

around the home and shop.

This treatise includes a compilation

of useful suggestions that cannot fail

to interest the handy man and while

it is not intended for mechanical ex

perts or scientists, it will prove to be

a veritable store of information for

any one who desires to rig up a small

shop where odd jobs can be carried

on.

The subject matter is divided in

five parts as follows:

Chapter 1—The Home Workshop

and Its Equipment. Chapter 2—

Special Tools and Shop Expedients.

Chapter 3—Useful Home Appliances.

Chapter 4—How to Do Things Elec

trical. Chapter 5—Helpful Recipes

and Formulae. The illustrations are

especially clear and all suggestions

are further amplified or made more

easy of comprehension by hundreds

of thumb nail sketches made by the

author.

 

    

HINTS AND TIPS

F012

AUTOMOBILIS TS

  

MONEY SAVING HINTS UN CARE AND OPERATION

ALSO LOCATION AND REPAIR OF ROADSIDE IIIOUBLIS

3)’

VICTOR w PAGE

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING ssanzs

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CG

'2 WEST 45 TH STREET. NEW YORK

 

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

This volume is replete with inter

esting facts compiled by an expert

from a mass of information furnished

by the Service Departments of lead

ing automobile makers on operation,

upkeep, lubrication, location of

troubles and simple repairs of auto

mobile parts. The instructions given

are concise and to the point and no

information that will help in the

everyday operation of automobiles is

omitted.

The book is ideal for the busy man

or woman who wants to know about

car operation and upkeep because of

the economies possible when an auto

mobile is intelligently operated. It

contains many money saving hints

and a brief simple exposition of lo

cation and remedy of roadside

troubles apt to occur under ordinary

operating conditions.

To permit of logical presentation,

the subject matter is divided into four

chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the

Control and Operation; Chapter 2,

Systematic Inspection and Lubrica

tion; Chapter 3, Power Plant and

Auxiliary Groups; Chapter 4, Auto

mobile Care and Maintenance Sug

gestions.

HOWIOMAKE &USE A SMALL

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY WITH DIRECTIONS

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OFA SMALL LABORATORY

4*)’

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

@

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. nznuzx PUBLISHING co.

2 wzsr 45 -ru. s-rasz-r. NEW vonx

For the Student Chemist

and Experimenter

The treatise covers all of the es

sentials of elementary chemistry. The

law of definite proportions, solutions,

crystalloids, colloids, electrolysis, etc.,

are-explained. The second part of

the book is devoted to chemical and

electro-chemical experiments. Only

those experiments that will tend to

broaden the readers’ knowledge of

chemistry in general have been

chosen.

The third part of the book describes

the construction and fitting out of the

home chemical laboratory. Direc

tions for the construction of the many

simple pieces of chemical apparatus

are given. A chemical balance, ring

stand, electric furnace, etc., are de

scribed in detail, with working draw

ings. The manipulation of chemical
glassware is also treated. i

This book gives all the necessary

information for a well-grounded un

derstanding of chemistry. It will not

only be a help, but an inspiration to

study further into this fascinating

realm of science.

  

A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF

ANY ONE OF THE ABOVE VALUABLE BOOKS WILL BE

- TRY TO SEIVD US FOUR NEW SUB.S‘CRIBERS—W1TH YO UR

Fill Out the Special Blank on Page 243 of this I-"-"in-, Check Off the Title Desired and Mail with Your Remittance t0
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Should be in Every Practical Man’s Library

All of these Books are written in Simple Non-technical Language and

contain Information oi Real Value on Subjects of Timely Interest

RADIO BOOKS CONTAIN MANY WIRING DIAGRAMS

SOLDERING & BRAZING

AUSEFUL HANDBOOK FOR MECHANICS

Q1

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

@
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HENLEY PUBLISHING ca

1 wusr -as TH. srnnrr. uzw YORK

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the necessary

“kinks” that will enable one to ac

complish successful soldering._ If _a

mechanic has not succeeded _m _h1s

soldering, this book may tell him Just

what he needs to produce good work

——something that he may heretofore

have forgotten.

Hard soldering, for some reason,

is not generally known. Hard sold

ering, however, is very important and

must be used in all cases where soft

solder does not possess sufficient

strength. Hard soldering and solders

are thoroughly covered in the book.

Nothing has been omitted that will

enable the mechanic to apply hard

solder successfully.

Brazing and all of its important

ramifications are treated in detail.

Brazing, like hard soldering, is a pro

cess little understood by many me

chanics. The book “Soldering and

Brazing” is divided in five parts as

follows: Part I—Soft Soldering; Part

II-Hard Soldering; Part III—Braz

ing; Part IV—Heating Devices; Part

V—Soldering Notes.

RADIOHOOK'UPS

ABOOK OF THE MOST ADVANCED CIRCUITS

OF RECEIVERSAMPLIFIERS AND TRANSMITTERS

FOR DAMPED AND UNDAHPED WAVE WORK!

13),

M. B. S LEEPER

©
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HENLEY PUBLISHING co

2 w|:s'r 45 TH.STII.El1'.NEW vonx

  

For the Radio Experimenter

and Amateur

In this book, the best circuits for

different instruments and various pur

poses have been carefully selected and

grouped together. The result is a

comprehensive summary of radio cir

cuits for tuning coils, loose couplers,

capacity coupling, variometers and

other equipment for receiving long

and short damped and undamped

waves; damped, undamped and modu

lated wave transmitters using buzzers,

spark coils, transformers, arcs and

vacuum tubes, telephone transmitters,

laboratory oscillators, vacuum tube

characteristic measuring circuits.

wave-meters, and audibility meters—

in short, diagrams for every purpose.

A special feature of this book is

the explanations which accompany

each circuit, giving construction or

operating details. Spaces are also

provided for notes on the results‘ ob

tained with each diagram. This ar

rangement, coupled with the skillful

selection of the circuits. makes Radio

Hook-ups an essential to every radio

experimenter or operator.

  

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS

SIMPLE METHODS FOR DESIGNING APPARATUS

ACCORDING ‘I0 ADVAMIED AND APPROVED PRACTICE

*7

M B SLEEPER

©
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HENLEY PUBLISHING co

2 wssr 45 TH srn.sz1'.Nzw YORK

For the Radio Engineer

and Student

Far from being a collection of for

mulas, Design Data takes up in proper

sequence the problems encountered

in planning all types of receiving sets

for short, medium, and long wave

work, and spark coil, transformer, and

vacuum tube transmitters operating

on 200 meters.

Where formulas are diflicult, tables

have been worked out so that values

can be found without the use of

mathematics. The few formulas

given are so simple that any school

boy can solve them. The subjects are

so arranged that, having decided upon

the type of receiver or transmitter to

be built. the reader can locate imme

diately the problems and solutions

required.

In Design Data, radio experiment

ers are given such information, read

ily accessible, as to make it possible

for them to have modern and highly

eflicient equipment and to get the

best possible results from the instru

ments they make or buy.

~

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

SENT FREE FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION

oWiv_s0 WE CAN SEIVD YOU THE 5151" OF SIX BOOKS

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, 2 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY
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A Lathe Center With Adjust

able Point

HE illustration shows the adjust

able point lathe center now being

_ marketed by a large manufacturer. The

device is very simple consisting of four

parts: the body, center point, adjusting

screw and locking screw.

The body of the center is made of

carbonized steel, but the adjustable cen

ter is made of high speed steel contain

ing from eighteen to nineteen point

tungsten drawn just enough to relieve

the strain of hardening. The diameter

of the point is limited to .-0005", but

the hole in the center has no limit, thus

making all points interchangeable.

Not only does the high speed steel

point give from seven to nine times

more production per grind than does

the ordinary carbon steel point now in

_ general use, but when it does become

necessary to grind the new point there

is a much shorter angle to be ground,

and a much heavier feed can be used

while grinding, as the high speed steel

will stand much more friction heat

without its temper being drawn. This

makes it possible to reduce the time of

the grinding operation from the usual

fifteen or twenty minutes to one to two

minutes.

  

As the point is gradually worn down

it is adjusted with the adjusting screw,

without the necessity of shifting the tail

stock, and when finally worn out, one

need only replace the small center point

instead of scrapping the entire center

as is necessary with the old center.

The new center can be used in either

tail stock or spindle of lathe or grinder,

and no job is too heavy for it.

D. G. BAIRD.

FROSTING GLASS

A good frosting for glass that imi

tates ground glass quite well is made

up of the following: Sandarac, 18

parts; mastic, 4 parts; benzol, 40 parts,

and ether, 200 parts. Clean glass

thoroughly before and apply by pour

ing the mixture on the glass and flow

ing evenly.

TO PREVENT SCALE IN HARD

ENING DIES

It is possible to prevent the forma

tion of any scale in the impression of

fine jewelers’ dies and the like, and re

tain the finished brilliancy of surface,

by applying a mixture of powdered

ivory black and sperm oil, mixed to

the consistency of paste. It is only

necessary to apply a thin coat.

h Slplnd'1l_cul| hgllgw.

No. 1 Morse tn er I an . I rtoc asEeilclgiv ‘fried spindle and Ilia. 1 Morse taper shank

center. Spur center 1| furnlrhed for wood turninz.

lien-ings are of hlzli grade bearinir metal and no

iidjustiibls Lo wear. Rest. la adjustable to all poul

tlons. Lathe ls complete at the nbove price. hunger

bed $1.00 per addltlonel toot.

M. & J. SPECIALTY co.
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Automatic Li htin Mech

anism For ire- ouses

By john F. Rodgers

N interesting appliance in use in

_some of the New York City fire

houses increases the celerity with which

the men arise and dress with a night

alarm and also eliminates the personal

equation in an economy of light.

A clockwork mechanism, acting in

conjunction with the alarm circuit and

energizing the control wires of a Sundh

remote control switch, at the first stroke

of the alarm throws on the dormitory

and apparatus floor lights. After a

lapse of time sufficient to allow the

men to dress and the apparatus to leave

the floor, the switch, by means of the

clockwork control, turns out the lights.

A /‘us F/norgonna

/Jrd Dormitory

and energizes the central solenoid

which trips the switch and throws off

the lights.

The switch shown at (M) has two

contacts (4 and 5) which, connected,

close the battery circuit for operation

of the clockwork mechanism. The bat

tery circuit also energizes a magnet

(R,) which, controlled by contacts

(R2), acted upon by an eccentric at

tached to the spring of the clock, re

winds the mechanism.

The momentary contact switch shown

at (O) is used for push-button control

of the remote control switch in the event

of failure of the clockwork control, by

the man on watch at the desk.

The switch shown above the central

solenoid of the remote control switch is

Clock Re/ease Magner‘_.__/ ._

Clack Confacfs---\_

Rewinding Magnet

Rsw/nding Magnet Conrac rs -

.Cambma P/an .’.‘/'.":</if A’;/ay
- "‘~’ gnfml W/re Conracfs i‘ Qong C/rcu/f Relay»,

_ -__

KR/so, Jlmperes, Spare

Circi/if on Panel i

4Way Smfc/1

The accompanying diagram shows

the action of the mechanism and the

switch.

(G) is an electro-magnet in series

with the gong circuit. (C) is an electro

magnet in series with what is known

as the combination circuit, a secondary

alarm which rings at the expiration of

the gong alarm as a precaution against

non-operation or misinterpretation of

the gong alarm. Either of these relays,

with the first stroke of the alarm, mo

mentarily closes the battery circuit to

the release magnet (R) which releases

the cams shown just below this magnet.

Revolution of these cams causes the

outer of the clockwork contacts (P) to

close momentarily, the pilot circuit at

tached to the line at (F), which enters

the outer solenoids of the remote con

trol switch through contacts (Y and Z),

and, by action of the switch, to close

the load circuit. Further revolution of

the cams (after a lapse of time re

quired for the men and apparatus to

leave the house) causes the inner clock

work contact at (P) to close again, mo

mentarily, the pilot circuit which this

time, however, enters the remote con

trol switch through contacts (Y and X)

\
\

  

\“"Mome/1/“wry Canfacf Smrch

used to throw the latter in or out of

operation. The connections, while in

operation, are from (1 to 3) and from

(2 to 3), closing all the solenoids and

control circuits to the point of the clock

work contacts.

Momentary contact is all that is nec

essary for the operation of the remote

control switch as its action is caused,

in either closing or opening, by trip

ping, and hence there is no necessity

for the solenoid to be energized during

the entire period of lighting.

Steady Resting a Splined Shaft

This suggestion will be found of

value to those mechanics who are called

on to do lathe work. It is simple yet

useful to know, for it saves time and

makes the task of steadying a shaft pro

vided with a key way easier while

working on it. The section of the shaft

key way where it revolves in the rest is

filled with babbitt metal hammered in

and scraped to the circumference, and

the provision of an unbroken surface

permits the shaft to revolve smoothly

in the bearings of the steady rest.
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Triplane Breaks Altitude

Record

LL altitude records were shattered

when Roland Rohlfs ascended to a

height of 34,610 feet in his Curtiss

Wasp triplane equipped with a K-12

400 horsepower engine. In an unoffi

cial flight he reached a height of 34,200

feet. The latest flight was officially ob’

served and confirmed throughout, and

broke all previous records.

This last flight marks the fourth

time that Rohlfs has ascended more

than 30,000 feet in the same machine

since last July, and in each flight he

has beaten all competitors, by return

ing to the same field from which he

started. On July 30th he made an offi

cial record of 30,700 feet. The high

est credited record until this time has

been held by Adjutant Casale, of the

French army, who ascended 33,136

feet on June 14th.

The entire flight was made in one

hour and 53 minutes. At the height of

34,610 feet the temperature was 43 de

grees below zero, one degree warmer

than it was at the height of 34,200 feet

made on a previous flight.

The same pilot and machine broke

all world’s records for climbing by ris

ing to an altitude of 19,500 feet in 9

minutes and 42.4 seconds. This feat

was accomplished at Roosevelt Field,

L. I., in his Curtiss Wasp triplane, and

is about 2,000 feet per minute.

Airplane Fuel Pumps

N the pioneer days of aviation, en

gines were low-powered and flights

short and the gasoline system very sim

ple. In the modern commercial plane,

fitted with multiple engines required to

run several hours without replenish

ment and perhaps flying across country

with but few landings places between,

the problem becomes more complex-and

the fuel supply system must be com

pletely reliable.

Pumps are of many designs, varying

from the simple plunger type to vane

pumps and gear pumps. These are

sometimes driven by a flexible shaft

from the engine. Pressure pumps have

been almost totally discarded. Pumps

which are geared right on to an engine

are not always located in the best pos

sible way for the rest of the system.

Flexible shafts are one continuous

source of worry.

European designers seem to favor a

pump with simple vanes, driven by an

air turbine. The air-screw and pump

impeller are mounted on the same

shaft the pump body is, nicely stream

lined, located in the slip-stream of the

propeller and well below the level of

the tank. The over-all efficiency is un

doubtedly low, but there is considerable
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choice of position, reliability and sim

plicity. Owing to the slip-stream of the

propeller furnishing the actuating air

current, the pump works perfectly well

before the plane is started. Several air

driven pumps have already been de

vised and it would appear that Ameri

can designers could give pumps of this

kind careful consideration in laying out

the airplane fuel systems.

Limit of Air Screw Tip Speed

ATHER divergent views regard

Ring the limiting speeds of aerial

propeller tips have been ad

vanced recently by British authori

ties. Lord Weir, of the Air Ministry,

has stated that the speed of sound

in air (1050 ft. p. s.) should not

be exceeded. Dr. Leonard Bairstow

claims that experiments at the Royal

Aircraft factory have shown that at

about 900 ft. per second the nature

of a flow from a propeller suffers a

marked and striking change. Up to

about that speed the usual strong

breeze was felt in rear of the propel

ler, but at higher speeds the slip stream

disappeared, leaving a region of com

parative calm behind the screw. On

investigating the phenomenon it was

discovered that the flow above the crit

ical tip speed was largely centrifugal

instead of resembling a jet of somewhat

less diameter than the screw. As the

speed rose through the critical value

there was no sudden variation of power

required to drive the screw, but it is

obvious that at and above the critical

speed the propeller must become very

inefficient as an organ of propulsion.
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Airplane Design Based on

Models

COMMITTEE of British aviation

experts appointed some time ago

‘to consider the value of model experi

ments in connection with the design of

full-sized machines reached a number

of interesting conclusions in its report.

It advises as follows:

(1) In testing, biplane design model

aerofoils must be mounted as biplanes,

and for monoplane determinations as

monoplanes. The more closely the_

model wing conforms to that used on

the full scale machine, the more reliable

the results. Certain differences remain

unexplained, so no high accuracy can

be obtained in the prediction or verifi

cation of performances at low lift

values.

(2) Suitable alowance must be made

for scale effect on parts where it is

known. In the case of struts, wires,

etc., this is known to be large, but these

parts can be tested under conditons cor

responding with those found on the full

scale machine.

(3) The resistance of the various

parts taken separately may be added to

gether to give the resistance of the com

plete airplane with good accuracy,

provided that such parts, such as the

landing gear, which consists of a num

ber of separate small pieces, are tested

as a complete unit.

(4) Model tests form an important

and valuable guide in aeroplane design.

When used for the determination of re

sistance, they must be used with dis

crimination and a full realization of

the modifications of co-efficient values

which may arise owing to interference

and scale effect. In prelimnary deter

minations of the performance of a ma

chine of known type, methods can be

employed other than the addition of

the resistance of all elementary com

ponent parts; every designer has at his

disposal the full scale test results of a

certain number of types of airplanes,

and where a new design conforms to

any known type, the most obvious point

for starting improvement in design is

given by these test results. For sugges

tion as to how the improvements can be

made and their value, the designer is

still dependent on model tests. It is of

vital importance that the amount of in

formation should be increased, and its

use extended by thorough and system

atic full scale research.

 

If you desire to stop by the roadside

to change a tire or make other repairs,

try to select a place where the car will

not obstruct the traffic. Consider two

cars passing where you have stopped

and place yourself in the position of

one of them.
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I. C. S. he p but never were opportunities

so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon below, then mark and

mall it today. This doesn't obligate you in the

least and it will bring you information that may

start you on e successful career. This is your

chance. Don't let It slip by. Mark and mail this
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forThis Book

of ModelAeroplanes

Telll how you can build and fly lomlrato. ro

duced-soala Models of real Aerovlanes: D1!

HAVILLAND Battle Plane, NC-4 and others.

You can build one easily. Bend 100 in atnmbl

NOW and set. this 48-D086 book.

Plan: for Model AonnIanoo—NC-4,

500: DE H.AVILLAND Battle

Plane. Curtis! Military Tractor,

B1eriotMononlane.Nieuport Mono- M -

plane, Taube Mononlane. S50 each; - F

Cecil Peoll Champion Racer. 250.

Send for Plans or Book Today.

IDEAL AIRPLANE &

SUPPLY COMPANY

Making Model Aeroplane; Since I9!I

Col. W. Houston & Wooster Six.
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Speed of Wood Saws

AWS for cutting wood are generally

designed to run at a certain speed

which depends upon the size of the saw,

the quality and temper of the material

of which it is made and the work to be

done. For best results operators should

try to maintain this speed as closely as

possible. The following figures give

the revolutions per minute usually

recommended for wood saws of the

diameters shown. One column ap

plies to high-grade, well-tempered saws

and the other to ordinary steel saws

used for sawing cordwood:

Diameter High-grade Cordwood

in inches Steel Grade

16 . . . . . . . . . . 2500 1970

18 . . . . . . . . . . 2250 1500

20 . . . . . . . . .. 1950 1300

22 . . . . . . . . . . 1750 1200

24 . . . . . . . . .. 1600 1100

26 . . . . . . . . . . ISOO 1000

28 . . . . . . . . . . 1400 930

30 . . . . . . . . .. 1300 870

32 . . . . . . . . . . 1225 820

If the speed is much lower than that

given for the kind and size of saw, the

saw will not cut clean and more power

will be required, while higher speeds

than recommended will tend to cause

a large amount of vibration and in

crease the danger of bursting.

Raising Steam by Electricity

T first thought, the use of electricity

for heating boilers to raise steam

would seem to be a very inefficient

method of generating power, and it

would be if the electricity was gener

ated in the usual way by burning coal

under boilers, using a steam engine

and turbine to drive a dynamo and then

taking the current produced to generate

steam again. Greater efficiency would

be secured by burning coal under the

boiler. Where coal is scarce and elec

tricity developed by water power is

cheap, then perhaps the electrical heat

would be justified. A German engineer

ing journal describes such a boiler.

Narrow tubes of insulating material

such as porcelain containing water are

arranged vertically so as to communi

cate with the interior of the boiler at

the upper and lower ends of the tubes.

Current is passed through the water

columns enclosed in the tubes. The

resistance is relatively high, and ac

cordingly high voltage alternating cur

rent is desirable, three phases being

used. The current is regulated by mov

ing electrodes in the tubes, which serves

to vary the resistance of the water col

umn. The efficiency of the boilers is

said to exceed 95 per cent. One heat

ing unit produces about 5 pounds of

steam at 90 to 120 pounds pressure.

Steam boilers with a capacity of 1,500

kw., with voltages of supply up to

10,000 volts, have so far been designed

and used successfully.

 

Chemists Develop Tar Re

mover

NE of the articles developed by the

war chemists while experimenting

to produce something else was a tar

distillate which will dissolve tar as

readily as a fire will melt a tallow

candle- But it will also ruin varnish

if used by itself. A scientific admix

ture of the distillate with oil and other

ingredients, however, renders it harm

less so far as the varnish is concerned,

but still leaves it death to tar deposits

on the automobile.

When applied, it must not be rubbed

hard. The heat engendered by friction

causes injury to the varnish. The

proper application is as follows: With

a soft rag, saturated with the liquid,

cover the tarred parts. Allow it to re

main on them a minute or two; then

with a clean rag wipe it off gently, but

at the same time get the surface dry—

otherwise, it will accumulate dirt. The

material is also a very good engine

cleaner. May be used effectually inside

or outside the engine. It is safer than

gasoline because, while inflammable,

its vapor is not explosive under ordi

nary service conditions.

An Easily Fusible Metal

Wood’s Metal is the only known alloy

that will fuse at 160 degrees F. and it

has the lowest melting point of any of

the fusible alloys. It consists of the

following:

Bismuth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 parts

Lead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 parts

Tin . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1 part

Cadmium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 part

This alloy will melt in hot water.

Other alloys containing mercury are un

suited for many uses as the mercury is

apt to separate under certain conditions.

The experimenter can mystify non

scientific friends by casting small ob

jects of this alloy and causing them to

disappear by obvious methods.
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SELENIUM CELLS
THE

Construction, Care and Use of Sele

nium Cells with Special Reference

to the Fritts Cell

By Taonas W. Benson

The lack of definite information relative

to the construction of Selenium Cells has

led the writer to record the results of some

of his experiments and to fully describe the

apparatus as developed by him.

CONTENTS OP CHAPTERS

1. Selenium The Element

2. Consideration of Cell Types and

their Characteristics; The Bild

well Cell; The Ruhmer Cell; The

Mercadier Cell; The Bell and

Taintor Cell; The Gripenberg

Cell

3. Construction of Fritts Selenium

Cells

4. Testing and Maturing Selenium

  

 

 
 

 

  

Cells

5, Applications of Selenium Cells

6. The Care of Selenium Cells

73 pages, 15 diagrams and 3 halftone page

plates, 7% x 5% inches. Cloth, $1.50.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN

Puhllahen of Technical Books

120-122 Liberty Street New York
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a model o your patent. We develop ideas, and are

experts in MODEL and~&wort. We

specialize in designina and buildinl special LABOR

SAVING MACHINES. Or perham your device is

ready for manufacturing. If so, get in loueh with

us. It would be to our mutual advantales.

ELK MFG. C0,, INC.

1926A Broadway, New York

IF YOU USE A. C. MOTORS

YOU NEED]!

THE ELECTRICAL WORKER'S}‘FRll-IND

A book of 86 diagrams showing the complete de

tails for crvnnocting and rewindimt A.C. Motors.

It saves more than its costs. Tells you every

thing you need to know. $3.50.

I-I. E. BOSBHART.

P. O. Boa 68. Homewood 81.. Plttshumh. Pa.
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Burning Pulverizcd Coal

HE subject of the burning of pul

verized coal and other fuel in

boiler fires and the like is exciting great

attention in England. The finely pow

dered fuel is blown into the fire and its

combustion is practically instantaneous.

Coal with as much as 28% of ash and

6% of sulphur can be used, and has

been employed successfully in locomo

tives. In ordinary hand firing an excess

of 100% to 200% of air enters the fur

nace; with a mechanical stoker it is a

little better, only 50% excess entering.

Vi/ith pulverized coal an excess of air

of about 20% is standard practice and

this can be reduced. Taking the theo

retical quantity of carbon dioxide gas,

which should be in the chimney gases

as 20.77%, this can be reduced to 11%

with only 5% loss in efficiency. This

reduction, it will be seen, implies an in

complete combustion. 15% of carbon

dioxide in the chimney gases is consid

ered good practice. The fuel is so finely

pulverized that a single pound is calcu

lated to have a surface area of 26

square feet. The drier the fuel is the

better, and it is sometimes artificially

dried. It weighs 38 to 45 lbs. to the

cubic foot. Of the ash produced 65%

is collected as a partly fused slag; the

rest goes up the chimney as a fine dust,

but seems to do no harm. Excess of air

reduces efficiency on account of the

fuel wasted in heating the nitrogen of

the air.

Welding Torch Cuts Granite

In repairing a drawbridge across the

Passaic River, at Newark, N. ]., it be

came necessary to remove a casting and

pin from a granite pier. After several

unsuccessful attempts to draw the pin,

as narrated in Stone, the pin projecting

down 3 inches into the masonry, it was

found necessary to cut a trench in the

hard granite so that the casting might

be shifted laterally to one side for re

moval and replacement by a new and

larger center casting. This trench was

4 ft. long, 9 in. wide and 3 in. deep, ex

tending under the old casting. The cut

ting of the trench would have been an

endless task had it not been discovered

the national
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Don't Wear

a Truss

Brooks’ Appliance, the

modern scleiitiilc invention,

the wonderful new discovery

that relieves rupture, will be

sent on trial. No obnoxious .

springs or pads. Ir. 0. E. BROOKS

Brooks’ Rupture Appliance

Has automatic Air Cushions, Binds and

draws the broken parts together as you would

s broken limb. No solves. No lies. Durable,

cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by

U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks

mailed free. Send name and address today.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS

Advertisements in these columns 5c per word, average 7 words to the line. To insert

advertisement under proper classification copy should reach us not later than the first of

the month.

Agents Wanted Ford Owners
 

A6ENT8—Smnot.bing diiferentl Our Indium (him!

nous) Cruoinx seuially Shines In the Dark. Bilrl-llnll

lLystu'iousI Wonderful enthusiasm follows evury dem

omueuon, 150$ profit on every sale. Sole manufac

Eiglers. The Planes Oorporntion. 1266 W. 68rd Su-eel.

‘ oago.

AGENTS. Signs for store and oflioas. Dltlrely INI

850-week easily made. Chicago Sign System 1-836

River SL. cameo.
.i_~

MAKE $30 NEXT SATURDAY. Speederator for Fords

selling like wildfire. Used by Ford Mowr Oflidlll»

Makes any Ford run like a Packard. Stop! stalling

and bucking. Put on quick—insta.iit satisfaction. No

holes to bore. Sell ten to twelve a day 88-9)’. 301°!"-III!

profits and exclusive territory. Write quick for informs

tion. Address PKBB-ll\ (DMPANY. 1042 Hayward

Bldg. Detroit, Mich.
{iii

WE WANT YOU TO BE OUR LOCAL REPRESENTA

TIVE. Dovota your spare time to taking subscriptions

for Everyday Engineering Magazine. There ls at the

present time a great demand for this magazine and

among your friends you can BBL many subscriptions.

Good p Write for particulars. Address EVERY

payxniihmaxamu MAGAZINE. 2 West 45m St-roe!-.

'ew ‘or

 

 

Auctioneers
 

AUCTIONEERS. Make big money. Free Catalonia

Carpenters Auction School, Knuals City.
 

Automobile Accessories

 

MORE Power. lass fuel. po carbon. No MystG'y. DI!-Ill

facts, results S;:e.ntoed. Write for booklet. No-[Ask-0

Piston Bing pony. Baltimore, Maryland.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING MADE EASV—'1'he most

hooded and useful book on Automobiles evu written.

Only book of its kind. Covers every phase of Automo

bile re airing practice. 1060 pages. 1000 eusrsv%.

Price £3.50 tpald. The Norman W. Henley -

Iiabing Co., West I5t.h Street, New York.
~i-A

VULCANIZE RUBBER without heat or tools. Whirl

wind seller Io every Auto Owner. Further particulars

free. Muacaiine Agency. E402. Muscsline. owe

Automobile Schools

HAVE YOU A TRADE‘f—Why not learn the Auto

mobile Buslnees—ectual practice uiider upon 1l1ltI'lw

ton qualifies you in a few weeks time to repair or

dlrive any; ipvakef of oer. tflick or I.l'l¢’I-0l'.u.'lI'l1°BdfOml!l'lO

ewuyspon ogoodposousopenor u a.

Writs today for particulars to Buflsln Auto Sehool.

Dept. 84. Buffalo, N. Y.

 

 

 

Aviation

BUILD YOUR OWN AEROPLANE: materials on iii

stallmantl, in the rough or out to lit ready to assemble.

Also machines completed. J. Angeles, Centralla, Wash.

WANT T0 SELL small, uncompleted airplane, _wiI.h

motor, or will exchange for motorcycle. BRUBALEB.

522 list. 78th Hi-.. New York.

Blueprints

MODEL ELECTRIC MOTOR Blue Prints 250. Cg

plate working outfit $1.15. A. ll‘. Cassol. ll Wat

130th BL. New York City.

Business Opportunities
 

MONEY 8AVED—All kinds used correspondence omirles

sold. (Also courses bo\llI1L) Write Les Mountain.

Pillah. AIL

Chemicals

MIGROSCOPES. Bslsnms. Experimental Laboratorlfl.

BI-LY thro our easy Pavment Plan. No red tape.

Write for klet 24-E. Chemical and apparatus sup

plied for all Chemistry article! l.DDt‘nrIn| in Everyday

Engineering. Perform their experiments with our

equipment. Lions Scientific lnsiltuto, Bausman Street,

Mt. Oliver. Pittsburgh, Paine.

EXPERlMENTERS.—'l‘hIs Ad DLYI for lisolf because

Everyday Engineering Readers are our regular cus

tomers. Our ehemleals, apparatus, and supplies outfit

their laboratories. Why not yoursf Ask for free

prieslist and free service card. Lions Scientific insti

tute. Mt. Oliver. Pittsbllfllll. Pa.

 

 

 

Model Supplies
 

300-PAGE book on the Ford car for every Ford owner.

dealer and repairman. Deals fully with oouslrucl-ion.

operation and repair. 100 engravings. Beat and most

complete Ford book published. l’r co, $1.00 poelpnid.

Also Ford Engine Chart. 25:35 l.Il. Loeallou of engine

trouble made easy. Price. 25 cents postpsld. The Nor

I‘llBIll( W. Henley Publishing Co., 2 West 45th BL. New

Of .

Formulas

370 FORMULA-S. l0c. Fitzgerald. I5 West 65th SI...

New York.

EXPERT CIIEMIST will furnish Formulas, Processes

and Trade Secrets. All lines. Lists free. W. L.

Cummings. Ph.D., 228-230 Gordon Ave, Syracuse, N. Y.

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES. Forlnlilill. Todiniml

 

inforinsvlon. liiierasting booklet free. Consullina

Chemist, Little Falls, N. J.

For Sale

I00 6% ENVELOPE8 PRlNTED‘tn fir order (2 colors,

76¢ prepaid. Writs for Samples. oeln No ty Co.,

Rochester. N. Y

GENUINE INDIAN BASKETS—-00 Swiss. Catalogue.

GILI-1AM, Highland Springs, California.

SELLING OUT parts for valves, water gauges, steam

gauges. tape. dlaa, rsamers and mills. An opportunity

for model makers. Write for prices. AITKEN, 1714

llrown St., Philadelphia.

Gummed Labels

FREE CATALOGUE contelnlns ideas in Dadnge labels

alllllhli for your business. Stock lebole a epgmalw

Royal Label 00.. N B. Sflmth. Philadelphia.

Help Wanted

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Big Pay. Il

porimoo unnecessary, details free. Press Bepor1.lng_Syn

dlonte. 534 St. Louie,

MODEL MAI(ERS—Splend.id opportuniw in marine

model shop for several young men who have decided

taste and inclination in this line of work in both wood

and metaL Write fully stating a e, experience, where

lied, and wages expected. Ad reas Model Maker,

gvarygaykl-Engineering Magazine. 2 West Gllth Street.

ew or.

U. 8. GOVERNMENT Wants hundreds railway mall

clerks. Beginners salary $1800 year. Men-women, 18

up. List positions free. Write today. Franklin Institute.

Dept. O-99. Rochester. N. Y.
 

Inventors

INVENTORS. in all matters concerning Patents, ‘Hie

National Institute of inventors. I18 Fulton BL, New

York City, a oo-operative society of 2500 will help you

protect. develop and market your Inventions. Annual

dues 810.00. Booklet on roqlialt.

lNVENTOR8—We do experimental, Model, 'I\.1oI. Dis

and Jig work. Light manufacturing. Miller 5 O'Brien

hill. Co., Saint Paul. Minn.

lNVENTOR'8 MANUAL. NOW TO MAKE A PATENT

PAY is a work of special interest to inventors in per

fecting their inventions, taking out their patents, and

disposin of them. ll. is not in any sense a

Patent ollcltor's circular nor a Patent Broker’: adver

tisement. No advertisements of any description appeal’

In the work. II. is a book containing a quarter of a eeri

lury'a experience of a auooessful inventor, together with

news based upon the experiences of ml-ny other Inventors.

I20 pages. Price $1.25 posipeid. The Norman W.

Henley Publishing Co., 2 West 45th Street, New York.

TWO VOLUMES on MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS by

G. D. Hlaccu are works every invmtor should have for

It la illustrated In these volumes. Ii’ It hasn't been

reference. If the thin you want has been invented.

Invented. then you'll d in It the nearest things to

what you want. 'lI')I,l‘lO movement nr device that will apply

In "our cane, 3k rhaps; or which will give you a key from

wheh to wor . No books ever published are of more

reel value to the inventor. drafisman or practical me

ehsnlo than this set of books. Price per volume I"ilf‘ll

£3.00 prepaid. The Norman W. Henley Publishing i‘o..

West 45th Street. New York.

 

Male Help Wanted

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: lll0.00 n mnnib

In start and npmsee: travel if desired: unlimited ed

vencemsnt. ‘No age limit. Three months home study

Situation srrenled. Prepare for permanait position

Writs for booklet I'M-36, STANDARD BUSINESS

TRAINING TNFI'I'I’I'I’I'I"I?.. Buffalo. N Y

FIREMEN. BRAKEMEN. BAGGAGEMEN. H40-$200.

(‘olnred Porters. by railroads everywhere. Experience

 

SPECIAL MODELS DESIGNED. Also many slandard

tivdlflllll. Write, telluig us what you want. F. B.

liarrla, Central Y. M. C. A_, Columbus. Ohio.

euvs build your own Elecmc Motor. Complete out

iil. $1.75. Blue Prints 25c. A. F. Csssel. 52 Wear.

lliilln SI... New York City.

 

Motion Picture Plays fr Supplies
 

$25-300 Daid anyone for ideas, ruggesuuus llIlll.blQ for

piiutoplsys. lslxperieiiee unnecessary; cuuipleie OI.iI.I.Lne

i-roe. Producers League, 0.10 oi. IAJUIH, Ala.

 

Patents

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references. Bat re

sulu. Prompuioaa ensured. WATSON E. COLEMAN,

Patent. Lawyer. 624 ll‘ SL, We-ahinllon, D. C.

PATENT8—l-lerbert Jenner. parent suornw and

mechanical expert, 022 F St., Washington, D. C. I

report if a paiont can be had and its snot cost. Send

for circular.

PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT.

Write me.

 

ll. may be valuable.

No attorney's fee until tent is allowed.

Iistab. I882. "Inventor's Guide" F Franklin B.

Ilough, 510 Loan & Trust Building. WuhI.ng1oI:\. D. C.

PATENTS. Prompt, personal otliclmi service by an

Attorney-at-law skilled in all branches of Patent pree

iice. Over 12 years actual experience, full information

upon request. B. P. Fishburne. 322 Mifllll Building.

Weshingwn. D. C.

PATENTS. Over 70 years’ practise; all communications

etriclly ooiiiidenilal; llllldbook on patents free on request;

special facilities for oiiico consultations. Munn lb 00..

patmt attorneys. 641 Woolworth Building, New York.

I525 F Siroef, Washington. Tower Building. Chicago.

INVENTIONS PATENTED: Trade-Marks Beglslioreiiz

Labels, Prinu. Puhlioetions Copyrighwd: prom ser

vice; reasonable fees; plain advice; request tailed

Information before placing your business. Jaynes 5

.ln\"v\o\.< 804 Kellen. Waablnllon, D. C.

I-'ATENT8—Feee in installments. Frank 'l‘. Fuller, for

merly Lieutenant. higinsers. Washington. D. C.

INVENTORS—\Vrito for our free illustrated guide book

and Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or

Sl(I’lI'll and description of invention for our opinion of its

pan-ntable nature frss. Highest References. Prompt

Sm-vice. Reasonable Terms. VICTOR J. EVANS &

t'(|_. 748 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

Pafiir ATTORNEY. Consulting Engineer. High clam

pnlelll. service In all its branches. Write for particulars.

.\i_ I-I. Loughridge. l-I57 Broadway. New York.

Photography

DO YOU TAKE PICTURESI Write for free sample of

our big maguiiie showing how to make bettc pictures

and earn money. American Photography, I88 Pope Bums

ins. Boston. Mass.

 

 

 

Printing

FIRST CLASS JOB PRINTING. Satisfactory work na

sured at reasonable prices. All orders rooalve prompt

airentlon. Price list uryn request. Marizler Bros. 270

Sanford. Rochester, N, .

 

Purchasing

LET ME D0 YOUR BUYING. I will quote you best

price and delivery on anything. Purchasing Agent,

\\'. G. B., 1331 St. Marks Ava., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Short Stories Wanted

SHORT STORIES. Poems. Plan Eta. are wanted for

publication. Liwrsry Bureau. 166 Hannibal. Mo.

Stamps

APPROVAL8 607. dIsoounL Befermoe, please. Stamps

bought. Lang, 1433-J 59th. Cicero. Illinois.

STAMPS SENT ON APPROVAL at 70% discount.

li\'f0l'l.‘ilC€S required. J. Emory Beuoll, Dept. W.

llanover, Pa.

 

 

Tricks

IJIJO STAGE TRICKS with 500 illustrations, Cllllblilg

I-‘So. Small Catalogue Free. Horrimsnn aiegis Q»,

Station 8. 804 West 84th SI... New York.

Wireless
Electrical

I00 INDUCTION MOTOR winrllng diagrams l, I. 3.

phase star delta. 2 to 12 polea Inclusive. Postpaid

$5.00. E. Glass. 2l08 South Broad Street. Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Fish

lmpnrvrrl Jlipam-so, (‘hlnese and Ameri

can fish aquarium plants. We manufacture beautiful

homo aquariums. Descriptive circular free. Pimsar

Goldfish Hatcheries. Racine. Wisconsin.

GOLD FISH.

unm.~-ossary. S98 llsllway Bureau, East St. Louis, lll.

Miscellaneous

fooacco on suurr HABIT cured or no pay. si.oo

If cured. Remedy sent on trial. Buperba Co., 8. LL.

l'»l\lIlfTl0l'P, Md.

RREED f‘ans.rios--I‘roi'ltahla pastime.

Rlrd Farm. Lyrinhsvm. Virginia.

SPORTSMEN.—'I‘rained bongli-s, rabbit, fox, coon,

skunk, squirrel, and opossum dogs, bird dogs, pet em]

‘arm flows. swine, rabbits, IllRi‘f)lli<l, pheasants, goats.-—

I00 \'nrimli-Q Ivlonrlorl stock, Circulars 10c. YIOLDI

llll.I. I-\'l7.\'l\'El.S. YORK. T’.\

Particulars free.

WIRELESS PARTS. PROMPT DELIVERY. Standard

1%" switch knob-lever complete 851:. Swilch points with

screws 25c dozen. Slate panel thloknua. Novomy Klee

vrlc. Charlotte. N. C.

WELDING APPARATUS for all purposes. All cash

not required. Pa ems monthly. Also a limited

number of plants oft to fill orders for rental plan.

.\ll equipment highest grade. Guaranteed for one yeer,

}\'rlée pr wire today. E. E. Bermo Co., Omaha, Neb.,

WELDING INSTRUCTIONS written In plain Isngus

and illustrated. Post aid, flft cents. A. J. P.

in-rtachy, Cor. 20th and Iarney. mahe, Neb.
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Have You a Workshop?

HE chap with a little workshop in the cellar, attic, shed

Tor garage has a companion whose company he can always

enjoy. lt is a place where he can go to relax after a day's

work; a place where quiet moments can be passed making

things.

EVERY normal man has the creative instinct in some form.

To those mechanically inclined, the little workshop is a

place provided with the very instruments of creation——tools.

A screw-driver, a plane, a hammer or lathe is more than a

mere convenient device for this or that operation. Tools

provide man with the means for satisfying his desire to build,

to create. The man working diligently in his shop over a

model boat or a new engine at 2 o'clock in the morning is not

to be considered eccentric. He merely has a strong desire to

produce something, and incidentally he loves to use tools

because they help him to satisfy this desire. The writer is

acquainted with men who love tools in the strictest sense

of the word.

IT makes no difference whether a shop contains ten thousand

or ten dollars' worth of tools. lt is a shop just the same,

and its owner will enjoy it regardless of its value. Probably

the man who has just a few [00l8 enjoys his shop more than

the man who has every conceivable device to help him in his

work. The chap with a few tools must use ingenuity; he

must display resourcefulness to accomplish various difficult

operations, and this he enjoys. True, his shop's capacity for

work is not great, but he obtains just as much pleasure as

the fellow with a complete outfit.

THOSE who do not know the amount of good, wholesome

pleasure that can be derived from a workshop should equip

one. lt is a place where one can go and forget worries and

business. When one enters his little shop he enters a new

realm. The very atmosphere is warm and hospitable. and

every tool on the bench seems anxious to be used. Hours

slip by rapidly. There is always something to do, something

to make.

| HE man without a shop is a man who is unable to enjoy

the hospitality of an unfailing friend and companion.

RAYMOND FRANClS YA'lE5.

Editor.
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EVERY PRACTICAL MAN’S LIBRARY

SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING BOOKS

The Modern Gasoline Automobile, Its Design, Con

struction, Operation.

By vlC'IOI W. Piict, M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical

and up-tn-date treatise on line automobiles and their component

parts ever published. In e new_ revised and enlarged_l920 edition,

all phases of automobile eor_istruction,_ operation and maintenance are

fully and completely described and_in language anyone can under

stand. 1,000 pages. 1,000 illustrations. Price, $4.00

The Model T Ford Car, Its Con

struction, Operation and Repair,

Including the Fordson Farm Trac

tor. The F. A. Starting and Light

ing System and the Worm Drive

1-Ton Truck.

By Vicroa W. Pact. This is the most com

lete and ractical instruction book ever ub

islied on t e Ford car an_d the Fordson _rac

tor. Illustrated by specially made drawings

and fl10C?:gaTl])l1l. Al parts o_f the Ford

Mode T r are described and illustrated in

a comprehensive manner—nothing is left for

the reader to guess at. '_I‘he construction is

fully treated and o rating rii_-iciple made

clear to everyone. 42 pages, l 0 illustrations.

Price, $1 ,50

  

How to Run an Automobile.

By Vicroa W. Pans. This treatise 'ves ccndse instructions for

starting and running all makes of gaso ine automobiles, how to care

for them, and_ give distinctive features of control. Describes e_very

step for shifting gears, controlling engines. 178 pages. 72 illus

tions. Price, $1.28

Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame.

By M. Ksirn Duiuusi. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to

be used, its care, and how to construct necessary shop equipment.

Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile perm, in a

manner understanable by everyone. 167 pages, fully illustrated.

Price, $150

Abrasives and Abrasive Wheels.

By F‘RI.n_ B. Iacoss. A new book for everyone interested in abrasives

or grinding., A careful reading_of t_lie book will not only make me

chanics better able to use abrasives intelligently but it will also tell

the shop superintendent of many_short_ cuts and efficiency-increasing

kinks. The economic advantage in using large grinding wheels are

fully explained, together with many other things that will tend to

give the superintendent or w_orkinan_ a keen _insight into abrasive

engineering. 340 pages, 200 illustrations. This is an indispensable

book for every mac inist. Price, $.00

Automobile Repairing Made Easy.

By Vici"oa_ W. Pact. A thorough! practical

book containing com lete directions or making

re airs to all parts o the motor car mechanisin.

ritten in a thorough but non-technical man

ner. This boo_k also _contains _Special Instruc

tions on Electric Starting, Lighting and Ignition

Systems Tire Repairing and ebuilding. Auto

enous Welding Brazing and Snlderin , Heat

reatment of Steel Latest Timing ractice,

Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors, etc., etc.

You will never "Get Stuck" on a Job if _you

own this book. 1,000 specially made engravings

on 500 plates. 1,056 pages (5;/1:8). ll fold

ing plates. Price, $4.00

Machine Shop Arithmetic.

By Coi.vm-Ciisiuzv. Most piilar book for shop men. Shows how

all shop _problcms are worke _out and “why." Includes change gears

for cuttin any threads; drills, taps, shrink and force fits; metnc

system_o measurements and _thre.-ids. Used by all. classes of

mechanics and for instruction in Y. M. C. A. and other schools.

Seventh edition. 131 pages. Pricl 50¢

  

Steel:_ Its Selection, Annealing, Hardening and Tem

pering.

By E. R. MARKHAM. This work was _fori_iierly known as "The

American Steel Worker," but on the publication of the _new, revised

edition, the publishers deemed it advisable to change its title to a

more suitable one. This is the standard work on hardening, tern -

ing and annealing steel of all kinds This book tells how to _se ect,

an how to work, temper, harden, and anneal steel_ for everything_on

earth. It is the standard book on selecting, hardening, and tem

all grades of steel. 400 pages. Very fully illustrated. ourt

edition. FYI“, $3-0°

 

Saw Filing and Management of Saws.

By Roariir GRHISHAW. A practical hand book on filing, gummin ,

swaging, hammering and the brazing of band saws, the speed, wor

and power to run circular saws, etc. A handy book for those who

have charge of saws, or for those mechanics who do their own fili ,

as it deals with the proper shape and pitches of asw teeth of all kin s

and gives many usefu hints and rules for gumming, setting, and

filing and is a practical aid to those who use saws for any purpo .

Third edition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated. Price, $1

Brazing and Soldering.

By All-‘.5 F. Hoima-r. The only book that shows lyou just how to

han le any job of brazing or solderin that comes a ong; it tells ou

what mixture to use, how to make a furnace if cu need one. ull

of valuable kinks. The fifth edition of this ok has just been

ublished, and to it much new matter and a lar e number of tested

orniulas for all kinds of solders and fluxes have en added.

Price, 85¢

Drafting of Cams.

By Louis ROUILLION. The laying out of cams is a serious problem

unless you know how to go at it right. This puts you on the right

road for practically any kind of cam you are likely to run up against.

Third edition. Price, 85¢

House

B Tiiosi/is W. Poi>i>E. Describing and illustrating up-to-date meth

odb of installing electric light wiring. Intended fer the electrician,

helper and apprentice. Contains just the information needed for suc

cessful wiring of a building. 125 pages, fully illustrated. flexible

cloth. Price, 75¢:

Electric Wiring, Diagrams and Switchboards.

By Nswron HAIIIIOI, with additions by Tuoius Porra. This is

the onl complete work issued showing and telling you what you

should now about direct and alternating current wiring. It is a

ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and

mathematics, arithmetic being u_sed throughout. _ It is in every respect

a handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on wirin

for the wire-man, foreman, contractor or electrician. Second revise

edition. 303 pages, 130 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $2.00

High Frequency Apparatus, Its Construction and Prac

tical Application.

By THOMAS Srsnnsv Curtis. The most comprehensive and thor

ough work on this interesting subject ever produced. The book is

essentially practical in its treatment and it constitutes an accurate

record of the researches of its author over a period of several years,

during which time dozens of coils were built and experimented with.

248 pages. Fully illustrated. Price, $2.50

The Lathe-—Its Design, Construction and Operation,

With Practical Examples of Lathe Work.

By OSCAR E. Psiisico. A new revised edition, and the only complete

American work on the subject, written b a man who knows not only

how work ought to be done, but who a so knows how to do it, and

how to convey this knowledge to others. It is strictly up-to-date in

-its descriptions and illustrations. A number of difiicult machining

operations are described at length and_illustrated. The new edition

has nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations. Price, $3.00

Henley’s Twentieth Century Book of Recipes, Formu

las and Processes.

Edited by GARDNER D. Hiscoii. The most valuable techno-chemical

formula book published, including over 10,000 selected scientific,

chemical, technological and practical reciges and prpcesses. This

book of 800 pages is the most com lete ook of recipes ever pub

lished, giving thousands of recipes or the manufacture of valuable

articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, Ipractical ideas and secret

processes are revealed within its pa es. t covers every branch of

the useful arts in every respect. ontains an immense number of

formulas that every _o_ne ou ht to have that are not found in any

other work. New edition. oth. Price, $4.00

  

Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Sys

tenis.

By VICTOR \V. PAGE. A practical treatise on

modern starting and ignition system practice.

This ractical volume has been written with

specia reference to the requirements of the

non-technical reader desiring easily understood

explanatory matter relating to all types of auto

mobile ignition, starting and lighting systems.

It can be understood by anyone even without

electrical knowledge. _Nearly S00 pages. 297

specially made engravings. New Edition.

Price, $2.50

MODERN

' siiiiiisrtiic-unlf-l

i...
, |.»,m1io.v_S?l-*Ti_l"5'

. s-cl.

 

II’ Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE—-Our new 1920 Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dept. E. E. 2 West 45th Street, New York
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by using your set ol

HAWKINS Electrical

Guides Every Day.

They tell you lust what

you need to know.

AWKINS

ElectricalGuides

place electricity at your fingers’ ends. They

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can tum right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain every day

language—no wasted words—only what you need to

know—full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.

The guides are a complete course in electrical en

  

  

Flexible Covers

Handy Pocket-Size

I0 Volumes

tom...

4700 Pictures

  

  

$1 a NUMBER

$1 a mourn _
gineering.

They will help you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket—

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until you have mastered its con

tents. 3,500 pages of actual information and 4,700 illustrations. Once you

see these books and put them into actual use you will never again want to

be without them. Try it at our expense.

TO EARN MORE——LEARN MORE

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—ask

them all the questions you can think of—use them in your worlt—st"udy them-—pick

up some information that Wll.i increase your earning ability. \Ve will ship you the

entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides.
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Io. 2 Contains 548 Diem. 894 illustrations. Motor principles—
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mf! systems. etc.

Ilo. 4 Contains 270 pales, 379 illustrations. Aliumsting current

prindplea—alternat.inz current diun.ms—tiio power factor

aitiernatnr Drini:iplaa—aiternator oonatructlon—-wlridlnizs, etc,

Io. 5 Ccntaina 320 panes, 614 iliuliJl'al.l0ul. A. C. Motors——sS‘!1

chrcnous and induction motor principIos—A. C. cornmutaior

mowra—induct.lon motora—-transformers: losses. construction.

oonnactionl. taats——oonvart.as—reotiiiers. etc.

No. 8 Contains 298 Maul. 412 iiluauationa. Alternating current

u'stams—switehin¢ devioes—cui-rent btelkel'sr—i'elu_\‘s—llghtliiiilt

protector lD‘Dl!ll-Ill—l'BI\I.ll!.1Dg derioas—sytictirorious condensers

-—indinatinl davioes—meters—poIar (actor indicators-wave form

measurement--switch boards etc.

lo. 7 Cwtains 315 pales. $19 illustrations. Alternating current,
wiring power stations-—mrbl.nea: management, aeiection. location.

creation. testinz. running. care and repair—telephonos, ate.

NI. 8 Contains 33%| paces, 436 illustrations. '1‘eleu-rapii—simulta

neous telexraphy and telailhony--wireleaa—electrolysis hells-—

oiooirio 1li:htin|—nhowmstry. etc.

No. 9 Contains 322 pages, 827 ill-uatratioiis. Electric ra.ilways—

electric locomotives-our ii&htina—trol1ey oar trpi-ratiun—mis

oallaneous applicat.ions—-mo on plcturw—gas engine ignition

automobile self-starters and llghtin systems, electric vi-hit-,1;-5, em
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Learn Mechanical Drafting

Earn $35 to $100 A Week

“Get into the profession of big pay and Rapid Advancement with the help of

the school that has started hundreds on the Road to Success.

help you."

C la f I i n,

Columbia. School of

  

Leam at Home

in Spare Time

You don’t have to stop wOl'l< 01'

leave home in order to beC0m¢ 3

trained Draftsman. Through 011!‘

practical Home Study Training wc

teach you in your_ own home, and

enable you to qualify as 8 Pfacuca

Draftsman.

No Previous Training

Required

Owing to the comprehensive_nature_of

our course, you need no previous train

ing in the subject. Though_ Y0" have

never done any kind of drawing before,

you can become a_thorough Draftsman

by following our instructions.

Can Learn in Short Time

by Our Methods

The reason for this is that we elimi

nate unnecessary theoretical work and

concentrate upon the PRACTICAL

problems such as confront the profes

sional Draftsman. \¢Ve do not require

you to spend months of your time on

"preliminary" work, but start you o_n

REAL DRAFTING at once. That is

one reason why our students “make

good" so readily.

Our Graduates Get to the

Top

The universal success of our graduates as

Professional Draftsman. _many of whom have

advanced rapidly to positions of Chief Drafts

nien, is evidence of the REAL VALUE of

the training given by the COLUMBIA

SCHOOL OF DRAFTING. Large numbers

of our students have secured excellent posi

tions even before completing their courses.

We gladly cooperate with our student_s_and

graduates in securing desirable positions,

which has heen easy for us owing toghe man;

demands upor_i_us to supply our product

for these positions.

Draftsmen Get $35 to $100

a Week

  

  

I am ready to

Roy C.

President

Drafting.

is Greater

than the Supply

The demand for properly trained Dfzllftsittiffi

has always been greater than the supp y, _u

this is more so today than ever helore. Owl"!

to greatly increased construction and mechan

ical development. T_he Draftsman is_ an _es

sential connecting link in all enE"'\¢=Tll1K

work. This great demand is indicated by the

long lists of want ads for Draftsmendin the‘

daiy papers, especially those of In 115""!

centers.

Specialists in Mechanical

Drafting

The COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

not only trains Draftsmen_ by_ mail but i1lS0

maintains a _ l;irge_ local institution of the

highest standing. I*or many years it has been

the leader in ST’ECIAI.I_ZIl\G on the teach

ing of DRAFTING. This is an obvious ad

vantage over teaching Drafting only as a side

issue.

Drawing Outfit Fumished

\\'e su ply all our students with a drafting

outfit or use throughout the course. There

is no extra charge for this, and it hecomes

our personal property when the course has

been paid for in iill.

Book of Particulars Sent

Free

If you are interested in becoming zi _pr;ictic:\l'

Draftsman through the thorough trnining_of

the COLUMBIA SCI-IOOI. OF DR.-\FTi\('i,

whereby you can enter a Profession in which

your services will always he in demzinil. you

are invited to write us for our free book of

particulars, which describes our school and

methods.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFl'lNG

Dept. 1082—I4th and T Sta.

Washington, D. C.

For your rorirniinir: you ran fill our and
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_ , , h h ' th ' ab'lity to

9-‘iii. “i.';7.'i.“‘e§i§.a-§"ii.ii>i“i‘i|'fv. filling lo their
practical training. Thev secure excellent

uilarics AT THF, START. as high as §2.000

5 year. The usual pay_ of Draftsrnen is $35

to $100 a week.

Columbia School of Drafting.

Dept. 1082, 14th 8: T Sts., N.\V.,

\V:ishingion. D. C.

p:irti_cular_s of our

training in Dra ting.

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. St.-ite.....

Without obligation to me, please send me lull

practical home study

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Please men-lion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

  

The BurgessBLUE BOOK i

For Practical Men and

Electrical Students

I have oreosrad s noeiiet-size nets booii seps

eilily for the nrseticsi nian and those who srs

taking up the study of sloctricity. It contains

oi-swings and disorsnis oi electrical suchlnsry

and connections over two hundred Iorniulss for

calculations, and problems worked out showing

how the iorinulas are used. This dsts ls taken

from my srsonal note hook. which was nude

whlio on lfierent ltlnds oi work, and It will he

found oi value to nnyons uospsd in tho slootriesl

hillllllll. _

'lhu drawings oi’ connections for electrical

apparatus include Motor Starters and Start

ing Boxes. Overload and Underload Release

Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Control

lers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Print

ing Press Motors, Automatic Controllers,

Variable Field Types, Controllers for Mine

Locoinollves, Street Car Controllers, Con

nections for Reversing Switches, Motor and

Dynamo Rules and Rules for Speed Begu

liition. Also. Connections for Induction

Motors and Starters, Della and Star Con

nections and Connections for Auto Trans

formers, and Transformers for Lighting and

Power Purposes. The drawings also show

all kinds of lighting circuits, including spe

cial controls where Three and Four Way

Switches are used.

The work on Calculations consists of

Siiiiple Electrical Mathematics, Electrical

Units, Electrical Connections, Calculating

Unknown Iteslstances, Calculation of Cur

rent ln Branches oi’ Parallel Circuits, How

to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge

Rules, Ohm’s Law, Watt's Law, Information

regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur

poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calcula

tlons, Illumination Calculations, Shunt In

sll'UIllElll.S and How to Calculate Resistance

of Shunts, Power Calcuiailons. Efficiency

Calculations, Measuring Unknown Resist

anees, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles, Mo

lnrs and Motor Troubles, and Calculating

Size oi’ Pulleys.

Also Alternating Current Calculations in

flndlng Impedance, Reaetance, Inductance,

Frequency, Alierniitions, Speed oi’ Alter

nalors and Motors, Number of Poles in

Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Sus

ceptiincc, Admittance, Angie of Lag and

Power Factor, and formulas for use with

Line Transformers.

This book is reeommnided by practical

mm It is bring and in technical

Schools. Electrical tsiribliahmmla iumlsli

Ihvm Io their employee: to sdre time.

Imliuiirtol ealubliatnirnir plus them to

ilirir ruainmerl.

The Burgess BLUE BOOK will he Mailed,

Postpaid, on Receipt of $1.00

Send dolisr bill. mossy order or chock, I

guarantee satisfaction or will return your money

Ii on decide not to keep the book siier using

It or five days.

Information and Write-ups on

Electrical Subjects Supplied.

Questions Answa.-red.Prohlems

Solved. Inventions Perfected.

  

Burgess Engineering Co.
Consulting Electrical Engineering

YORKE BURGESS, President

753 East 42nd St. Chicago, Ill.

ELECTRICITY
Taught by a Practical Man

If you are interested in a HOME STUDY

COURSE, which is really an Engineer

ing Service, and well adapted to men

who are engaged in the electrical in

dustry, SEND FOR MY CATALOG.

Superintendents, Chief Electricians and

Foreman, who are interested in the wi

fare of their men, ARE INTERESTED

in what I have to offer. Students may

discontinue at any time, if not satisfied,

and their payments stop then.

PRACTICAL MEN recommend this course.

Seventy-five percent of my student; am

engaged in practical work and flnd my in

struction well suited to their needs.

Over 11 percent of my enrollment has been

obtained from students.

Burgess Electrical School
YORKE BURGESS, Superintendent

751 EAST 42nd STREET

Chicago, Illinois
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Oprating Principles of Rotary Engines

A Non-technical Description of the Gnome and Le Rhone Revolving Cylinder,

Fixed Crankshaft Aviation Engines Detailing Principles of

Operation and Features of Construction

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

HOUSANDS of rotary engines

were used by the Allies during

the past emergency on scout

planes employed in active service both

for operations against the enemy and

for training pilots at the various avia

tion schools in this

country and Europe.

Some of the most

successful airplanes

devised have used

rotary cylinder-fixed

crank engines for

power, and this in

teresting type has

much to commend it

for airplane use.

The engines are

easily installed and

the design makes for

a short, easily ma

iioeuvered fuselage

and a compact plac

ing of power plant,

controls and pilot

that is so essential

iii the scout plane.

Rotary Engines

Easy to illaintain

The revolving

cylinder engine is a

very easy type to

overhaul and keep

in condition because

it is simple and

compact in con

struction and prac

tically all bearings

are of the anti-fric

tion type. These

bearings do not re

quire refitting every time the engine is

overhauled. as is necessary with the

plain bearing fixed cylinder, revolving

crankshaft engines. Rotary engines

are easily dismantled when repairs are

necesszirv. The Le Rhone type has

Fig. 1.

been found to be more enduring than

the Gnome in the writer’s experience,

the former giving an average useful

service of 75 flight hours between over

haulings, the latter seldom running

more than 50 hours. It requires about

 

American soldier-mechanic overhauling Le Rhone rotary motor. Special puller

shown was devclopcd for removing engine supporting plates

60 man-hours, or two men working 30

hours to overhaul a rotary engine if

new rings must be fitted, all parts thor

oughly cleaned, carbon removed and

valves ground and have it readv for the

test stand. With the conventional

261

eight or twelve cylinder V-type it re

quires about twice as much time to do

any kind of a job of overhauling, espe

cially if crankshaft and connecting rod

bearings must be fitted. As for ease

of replacement, a crew of three men

has taken a rotary

engine out of fusel

age and replaced it

in eight minutes, a

feat impossible of

duplication with

any conventional

water cooled V-type

or cylinders-in-line

form. The fixed

cylinder engines

have a longer useful

life, however, and it

is not unusual to get

100 hours’ flying

time before cleaning

is necessary. Some

Curtiss OX5 engines

have been run 120

flight hours without

cleaning and Liberty

engines have been

operated for even

longer periods with

out repairs being

necessary.

Design Permits

'Light Construction

Rotary engines are

generally associated

with the idea of

light construction

and it is rather an

interesting point that

the reason why ro

tary engines are popularly supposed to

be lighter than the others is because

they form their own fly-wheel, yet on

aeroplanes engines are rarely fitted with_

a fly-wheel at all. As a matter of fact

these engines are not light merely be
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_engine operated on a

cause they are rotary motors, but are

rotary motors because that design has

been adopted as that most conducive to

lightness and is most suited to an engine

working in this way. The cylinders of

a Gnome could be fixed and crankshaft

revolve without in

creasing the weight

to any extent if the

more conventional

cycle. There are two

prime factors gov

eming the lightness

of an engine, one be

ing the initial de

sign and the other

the quality of the

materials employed.

The consideration of

reducing weight by

cutting away metal

is a subsidiary

method that ought

not to play a part in

standard practice,

however useful it

may be in special

cases. In most ro

tary engines the lightness is entirely due

to the initial design and to the mate

rials employed in manufacture. Thus,

in the first case the engine is a radial

engine, and has its seven or nine cylin

ders spaced equally around a crank

chamber that is no wider, or rather,

longer, than would be required for any

one of the cylinders.

This shortening of the crank-cham

ber not only effects a considerable sav

ing of weight on its own account, but

there is a corresponding saving in the

shafts and other members, the dimen

sions of which are governed by the size

of the crank-chamber. With regards

to materials, nothing but high-grade

steel is used throughout, and most of

the metal is forged chrome nickel steel.

The steady running of these engines is

largely due to the fact that there are lit

erally no reciprocating parts in the

absolute sense, the apparent reciproca

tion between the pistons and cylinders

being solely a relative reciprocation,

since both travel in circular paths, that

of the pistons, however, being eccentric

by one-half of the stroke length to that

of the cylinder.

While the rotary engine has many ad

vantages, on the other hand, the head

resistance offered by a motor of this

type is considerable; there is a large

waste of lubricating oil, due to the cen

trifugal force which tends to throw the

oil away from the cylinders; the gyro

scopic effect of the rotary motor is said

to be detrimental to the best working of

the single engine aeroplane if of short

span, and, moveover, it requires about

7 per cent of the total power developed

by the motor to drive the revolving cyl

inders around the shaft and overcome

the air resistance. Of necessity, the

Fig. 2.

compression of this type of motor, which

is always air cooled, is rather low, and

an additional disadvantage manifests

itself in the fact that there is as yet no

satisfactory way of entirely muffiing the

rotary type of motor.

,-Le Rhone Mo+or~

_Mo+or~ Supporting

I’ Plate

  

View 0/ DH-S airplane, showing how easily rotary motor is installed

Rotary Cylinder Engine of American

Origin

The modern Gnome engine has been

widely copied in various European

countries, but the form on which its de

sign is based was originated in America,

the early Adams-Farwell engine being

\

E
_o

3

C

5.

§
P

 

Fig. 3. Diagrams at A and B show why

rotary cylinder engines operating on single

crank should have odd number of cylinders.

Gnome Monosoupape timing diagram shown

below

the pioneer form. It has been made in

three, five and nine-cylinder types and

forms of double these numbers. The

simple or one-crank engines have an

odd number of cylinders in order to

secure evenly spaced explosions. In the

seven-cylinder the impulses come

102.8° apart. In the nine-cylinder

form the power strokes are spaced 80°

apart. The fourteen-cylinder engine is

virtually two seven-cylinder types

mounted together, the cranks being op

posed just the same

as in a double cylin

der horizontal mo

tor, the explosions

coming 51.4° apart,

while in the eigh

teen-cylinder model

the power impulses

come every 40° cyl

inder travel. Other

rotary motors have

been devised, such

as the Le Rhone and

the Clerget in France

and copies of these

types in other coun

tries. The speed of

a rotary cylinder en

gine is limited to a

greater degree than

any other form, and

it is not safe to run

_ them over 1200

r.p.m. owing to stresses produced by

centrifugal force at higher speeds. The

writer has seen an engine under test

“throw a cylinder” when run at 1500

r.p.m. for trial purposes.

Why an Odd Number of Cylinders

Is Used

Many people doubtless wonder why

single crank rotary engines are usually

provided with an odd number of cylin

ders in perference to an even number.

It is a matter of even torque, as can

easily be understood from the accom

panying diagram. Fig. 3A represents

a six-cylinder rotary engine, the radial

lines indicating the cylinders. It is pos

sible to fire the charges in two ways if

the engine is a four-cycle type, firstly in

rotation, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, thus having

six impulses in one revolution and none

in the next; or alternately, 1, 3, 5, 2,

4, 6, in which case the engine will have

turned through an equal number of de

grees between impulses 1 and 3, and 3

and S, but a greater number between 5

and 2, even again between 2 and 4, 4

and 6, and a less number between 6 and

1, as will be clearly seen by reference

to the diagram. Referring to Fig. 3B,

which represents a seven-cylinder en

gine, if the cylinders fire alternately it

is obvious that the engine tums through

an equal number of degrees between

each impulse, thus, 1, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6.

1, 3, etc. Thus, supposing the engine

to be revolving, the explosion takes

place as each alternate cylinder passes,

for instance, the point 1 on the diagram,

and the ignition is actually operated in

this way by a single contact brush that

ditsributes the current to contact seg

ments on the distributor plate.
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Rotary Engines Easily Installed

When rotary engines are installed,

simple steel stampings or “spiders” are

attached to the fuselage to hold the fixed

crankshaft. Inasmuch as the motor

cynndu _‘_

Wrist Pin-"'/

:
_

_ '~aa//Z» E‘

~,_ Bearing:

; 5.1!

Rotary Cmnk Care ----- _

"-Anchorage Plates",

being dispensed with on account of the

trouble caused by that member on earli

est engines. The construction of this

latest type follows the lines established

in the earlier designs to some extent and

it differs only in the method of charg

Valve

Induction Pfpe_

A/r CooledCylinder--'

Lock Nuf--‘I

Threads fa

, hold Cylinder

Crank Shaft-'

Crank Case-"'

ii ~- Ball Bearing

  

or single-valve motor, and this valve

also remains open a portion of the in

take stroke to admit air into the cylin

der and dilute the rich gas forced in

from the carnk-case interior. Aviators

who have used the early form of Gnome

“W \‘.

_ W

_,,-Connecting Rod

in and Crank.Shafl'

Fig. 6. Sectional view of Le Rhone rotary cylinder fixed crankshaft airplane engine, showing novel connecting rod arrangement and method

projects clear of the fuselage proper

there is plenty of room back of the front

spider plate to install the auxiliary

parts, such as the oil pump, air pump

and ignition magneto, and also the fuel

and oil containers.

The diagram given at

Fig. 4 shows how a

Gnome “monosou

pape” engine is in

stalled on the anchor

age plates, and it also

outlines clearly the

piping necessary to

convey the oil and

fuel and also the air

piping needed to put

pressure on both fuel

and oil tanks to in

sure positive supply

of these liquids, which

may be carried in

tanks placed lower

than the motor in

some installations.

The view of the DH5

biplane single-seater

scout with rotary mo

tor installed but mo

tor cowling removed

shows how simple

this installation is,

the engine in this case being a 110 h.p.

Le Rhone.

Gnome “Monos0upape” Type

The latest type of Gnome engine is

known as the “m'onosoupape” type, be

cause but one valve is used in the cyl

inder head. the inlet valve in the piston

t ink

Air 5£rg¢_>n . _

"A fr Entrance

Fig. 7.

Slide Operating . _

Regulating .5/yde ._

Fuel Entrance ---- -

oj valve actuation

ing. The very rich mixture of gas and

air is forced into the crank-case through

the crankshaft, and enters the cylinder

when the piston is at its lowest position,

through the half-round openings in the

Fuel Con lrol

Bell Crank _ _ _
‘w\NlQ%&;\\\\

_§fl5h|zI:II|

su-u~.u\\vl0~\a\.\-»

_unvann-an

6J.'bI!f4'/0!‘

/Plghf and

' letir Coupling

-Need/Q ,§g.zl/n_;]

SPTIRJ

1

'.\.a-~.“

E E-__“-Spray N02:/e

“Fuel /Pegulaf/ng

Needle

A

guiding flange and the small holes or

ports machined in the cylinder and

clearly shown at Fig. S. The return

ing piston covers the port, and the gas

is compressed and fired in the usual

way. The exhaust is through a large

single valve in the cylinder head, which

gives rise to the name “monosoupape,”

i_"~F,-/fer Screen

 

The Le Rhone carburetor at A and Fuel supply regulating device at B

say that the inlet valve in the piston

type was prone to catch on fire if any

valve defect materialized, but the

“monosoupape” pattern is said to be

nearly free of this danger. The bore

of the 100-horsepower

nine-cylinder engine

is 110 mm., the piston

stroke 150 mm. Ex

tremely careful ma

chine work and fitting

is necessary. In many

parts tolerances of

less than .0004" (four

ten-thousandths of an

inch) are all that are

allowed. This is about

one-sixth the thick

ness of the average

human hair, and in

other parts the size

must be absolutely

standard, no appre

ciable variation being

allowable.

A still later devel

opment of the “mono

soupape” is a 150

horsepower type with

a special form of clack

valve that has no

valve spring. In other

details, with the exception of the con

necting rod arrangement, which is simi

lar to that of .the Le Rhone motor, it

resembles the smaller model.

Gnome “Monosoupape” Valve Timing

In the present design of the Gnome

motor, a cycle of operations somewhat
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different from that employed in the or

dinary four-cycle engine is made use of.

This cycle does away with the need for

the usual inlet valve

and makes the en

gine operatable with

only a single valve,

hence the name

“monosoupape,” or

“single-valve.” The

cycle is as follows:

A charge being com

pressed in the outer

end of the cylinder,

combustion cham

ber, it is ignited by

a spark produced by

the spark plug lo

cated in the side of

this chamber, and

the burning charge

expands as the pis

ton moves down in

the cylinder while

the latter revolves

around the crank

shaft. When the pis

ton is about half

way down on the

power stroke, the ex

haust valve, which

is located in the cen

ter of the cylinder

head, is mechani

cally opened, and

during the following

upstroke of the pis

ton and burned gases

are expelled from the cylinder through

the exhaust valve directly into the at

mosphere.

Instead of closing at the end of the

exhaust stroke, or a few degrees there

  

End View showing Location

;P!.//$0?/'0r.' C-age /or 0/.’ /‘Md

Ar - Pressure Pip.

6"!"/1'" "F". I/of/"fafllrol Ya/vi

zrln G030//rig

Fig. 4. Diagrams explaining action 0] Gnome ignition system, oil pump and showing

  

of Oil and Air Pumps and

Magneto

P/anerary 7'/‘m/ng Gears ' ' ' ' ' l

after, the exhaust valve is held open for

about two-thirds of the following inlet

stroke of the piston, with the result that

1 n.c"""" 5”" Y 5'“ I. serene,-, rm: 1_~ no-9

icamxnnm

"0.-om ..M.e
I HHQYUVI

n

‘no Mm
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complete power plant installation

fresh air is drawn through the exhaust

valve into the cylinder. When the cylin

der is still 65° from the end of the inlet

half-revolution, the exhaust valve

closes. As no more air can get into the

i ‘to
- ~- Va/ve /Poc/rer

/?oc/rer

/4’cfuafor___ .‘;5 “'~~~l/0/ve Cage

.~ - -- fx/70¢/sf Va/ve
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,' (Hefical Teeth)

---— " ~----/Von-rofar/ng

Currenf A

cylinder, and as the piston continues to

move inwardly, it is obvious that a par

tial vacuum is formed.

When the cylinder

approaches with 20°

of the end of the in

let half-revolution a

series of small inlet

ports all around the

circumference of the

cylinder wall is un

covered by the top

edge of the piston,

whereby the com

bustion chamber is

placed in communi

cation with the crank

chamber. As the

pressure in the crank

chamber is substan

tially atmospheric,

and that in the com

bustion chamber is

below atmospheric,

there results a suc

tion effect which

causes the air from

the crank chamber

to flow into the com

bustion chamber.

The air in the crank

chamber is heavily

charged with gaso

line vapor, which is

due to the fact that

a spray nozzle con

nected with the gaso

line supply tank is

located inside the chamber. The pro

portion of gasoline vapor in the air in

the crank chamber is several times as

great as the ordinary combustible mix

ture drawn from a carburetor into the
 

0/'/ P/,0e.__

  

Section A"B

, v ‘fog/he -carr/er Hares - - ~

= ‘:_ ,. Srarf/ng 5/7077*
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_____ '"/7/r Pump

l“/<7ccess0r_y Driving Gear

‘Bake//‘re D/lsrr/buror 5/oak

Fig. S. Sectional view showing construction of American built Monosoupape Gnome engine
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cylinder. This extra-rich mixture is di

luted in the combustion chamber with

the air which entered it through the ex

haust valve during the first part of the

inlet stroke, thus forming a mixture of

the proper proportion for complete com

bustion.

The inlet ports in the cylinder wall

remain open until 20° of the compres

sion half-revolution has been com

pleted, and from that moment to near

the end of the compression stroke the
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dead center on the second revolution.

Then for 45° of travel the charge with

in the cylinder is expanded, whereupon

the inlet ports are uncovered and re

main open for 40° of cylinder-travel,

20° on each side of the inward dead

center position.

Gnome Fuel System, Ignition and

Lubrication

Gasoline is fed to the engine by

means of air pressure at five pounds

RockerShafl Actuate/-._

Valve Aduaring Rod. __ I

Afr Cooled

CyI/nder.._-‘-

Fulcrum .__

{Cam Drive Gear Internal

Q llilnfernul Pinion

"Inter/1aI6¢ar

Fired

Lcmnisnarr

l"Carn Plate -Supporting

Ball Bearings

Fig. 8. Interesting mechanical details of the Le Rhone rotary cylinder motor

gases are compressed in the cylinder.

Near the end of the stroke ignition

takes place and this completes the cycle.

The exact timing of the different

phases of the cycle is shown in the dia

gram at the bottom of Fig. 3. It will

be seen that ignition occurs substan

tially 20° ahead of the outer dead cen

ter, and expansion of the burning gases

continues until 85° past the outer dead

center, when the piston is a little past

half-stroke. Then the exhaust valve

opens and remains open for somewhat

more than a complete revoultion of the

cylinders, or, to be exact, for 390° of

cylinder travel, until 115° past the top

per square inch, which is produced by

the air pump on the engine clearly

shown at Fig. 4. A pressure gauge con

venient to pthe'operator indicates this

pressure, and a valve enables the oper

ator to control it. No carburetor is

used. The gasoline flows from the tank

through a shut-off valve near the oper

ator and through a tube leading through

the hollow crankshaft to a spray nozzle

located in the crankcase. There is no

throttle valve, and as each cylinder

always receives the same amount of air

as long as the atmospheric pressure is

the same, the output cannot be varied

by reducing the fuel supply, except

within narrow limits. A fuel capacity

of 30 to 40 gallons is usually provided.

The fuel consumption is at the rate of

12 U. S. gallons per hour.

The high-tension magnetos, v\n'th

double cam or two break per revolution

interrupter, is located on the thmst

plate in an inverted position, and is

driven at such a speed as to produce

nine sparks for every two revolutions;

that is, at 2% times engine speed.

There is no distributor on the magneto.

The high-tension collector brush of the

magneto is connected to a distributor

brush holder carried in the bearer plate

of the engine. The brush in this brush

holder is pressed against a distributor

ring of insulating material molded in

position in the web of a gear wheel

keyed to the thrust plate, which gear

serves also for starting the engine by

hand. Molded in this ring of insulat

ing material-are nine brass contact sec

tors, connecting with contact screws at

the back of the gear, from which bare

wires connect to the spark-plugs. The

distributor revolves at engine speed, in

stead of at half engine speed, as on or

dinary engines, and the distributor

brush is brought into electrical connec

tion with each spark-plug every time

the piston in the cylinder in which this

rJ-.r- 1-:-1-4-:-0

 

Fig. 9. Explaining Le Rhone motor action

spark-plug is located approaches the

outer dead center. However, on the ex

haust stroke no spark is being generated

in the magneto, hence none is produced

at the spark plug.

Ordinarily the engine is started by

swinging the propeller, but for emer

gency purposes, as in seaplanes or for

a quick “get away,” if a landing is

made where it is not possible to start

the motor by turning the propeller, a

hand starting crank is sometimes pro

vided. This is supported in bearings

(Continued on page 310)
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A Model Steam Engine

Constructional Data for a Model Wit/1 a Simple

ODEL makers who have a desire

to produce a workable steam en

gine, should not hesitate to set

about the task of building one merely

because they do not have the facilities

for making castings or patterns. Very

workable and practical little engines can

be produced by using a few extremely

simple castings and different odds and

ends found about the workshop. It is

true that perfect engines cannot be built

by the use of such materials but working

models can be made that will operate

just as successfully as models that re

quire a number of castings in their

make-up. When engines are built with

spare parts, the builder must use his

own ingenuity in perfecting the design

so that most of the available materials

on hand can be used in the construc

tion.

The little engine constructed by the

writer evolves the use of only five cast

ings and these are produced with very

By Oliver Savage

the use of a small lapp grinder or disc

grinder that can be mounted in the live

spindle of the lathe. The flat surface

should be tested for accuracy by the use

of a machinist’s square. By this the

writer means that it should be squared

up with the cylinder ends,

:| ||||| ||| |||||||||||||||||||||IIII ||||||||||ummu|umnnmmununuunnuumumuuum
 

_ Few model makers or experimental

engineers realize what neat and work

able model steam engines can be made

in a few hours’ time and by the use

0/ simple materials and tools. The

little engine pictured on this page and

described in the text is an example of

the work that can be accomplished by

. the use of odd materials and a few

simple castings of brass, the patterns =

for which can be made by every me- §

chanic worthy of the name.—ED1'roR. g

i

1mmmummmum.|m||

  

The cylinder heads are now faced off

carefully in the lathe and divided with

a protractor into six equal parts. After

being punched, these members are

Walehert Valve Gear

M;-28 tap to receive the exhaust pipe

which is held in this manner to avoid

the use of solder. The hole for the ex

haust port is continued beyond the one

quarter inch with a % inch drill

One-quarter-inch copper tubing is

used as the exhaust pipe.

By referring to the drawing it will be

seen that the cylinder is provided with

two projections. These are used in fast—

ening the cylinder to the engine frame

and they should be drilled out and

tapped with a M;-28 tap.

The engine valve is smoothed the

same way as the top of the cylinder.

The holes are then laid out on the steam

chest cover and drilled and tapped to

receive the cap screws. Where the valve

rod enters the steam chest, a hole is

made with a %-in. drill one-half way

through. The hole is then continued

with a M;-inch drill. In this way a

place is made for the packing which

obviates the necessity of making a

  

Two "views of the little steam engine described in this article. A careful study of the photographs will do much to assist the builder in

the construction 0/ the engine

simple patterns that can be made by

any experimental engineer _no matter

how inexperienced he may be in the art

of pattem making. The patterns can be

taken to the local foundry and the cast

ings obtained for about one dollar. The

castings should be made with hard

brass. '

The cylinder of the engine should be

cast with a three-quarter hole and it

will, of course, be necessary to employ

a core box for this purpose. When the

rough casting of the cylinder is received

from the foundry, it is chucked in the

lathe and the hole bored out to a diam

eter of one inch. After this is done,

each end of the cylinder is faced off

square. The flat portion of the cylinder

upon which the steam chest rests must

be filed square and finished as smoothly

as possible, as much depends upon this

particular operation. This operation

can also be accomplished very nicely by

drilled with a %;-in. drill. When these

holes have been drilled the cylinder

heads can be used as a jig to drill the

corresponding holes in the cylinder

ends. The holes in the cylinder ends,

however, should only be marked out by

the aid of the cylinder ends. The holes

should be drilled with a N0. 36 drill.

When this is done the holes in the cylin

der are tapped out with a 6-32 tap to

receive the small cap screws which

hold the heads to the cylinder ends.

Now the holes in the top of the cyl

inder are laid out and a %;-in. drill run

down about a quarter of an inch. An

other drill is then run in from each end

to meet. Care should be taken in this

operation to see that the holes do not

break through into the exhaust port, as

this would render the cylinder useless.

The exhaust port is drilled out by drill

ing about half way in with a M1-in.

drill. This hole is then tapped with a

union, which always requires a lot of

time and patience. Very small unions

are also impractical unless they are

made with the greatest precision.

The cylinder head is drilled in the

same manner as the steam chest. In

the case of the cylinder head a S/16-in.

drill is used, first to drill the hole half

_ way and this is followed with a 3/16

in. drill. A little packing plate is then

cut to shape from thin sheet brass and

placed over the hole in the cylinder end

to hold the packing in place. The same

thing is done with the hole in the steam

chest through which the valve rod

passes. The shape of these little pieces

can be seen by referring to the drawing

on the opposite page.

The valve rod is threaded on one end

to fasten the valve to it. The stroke of

the valve is regulated by means of two

screws which are shown in place on the

(C0nti1zu('d on page 342)
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TO the average person, and to

many mechanics accustomed to

working in metal, the process of

shaping and polishing a glass lens

may seem quite beyond the powers of

those who have not had some experi

ence. As a matter of fact, the making

of a lens is a simple process, and is

done easily on an ordinary turning

lathe and does not require more skill

than is required for turning out a per

fect metal article. The greatest asset

required is patience and time, espe

cially on the final polishing. Of course,

special glasses with bifocal curved sur

faces and the like are really the subject

of the professional optician, but lenses

such as those used for magnifying

glasses are easily produced.

Assuming that a fairly high grade

speed lathe is available, it is first neces

sary to make a few tools, which are

easily produced by the ordinary me

chanic; a gauge, a gouge and a polish

ing fixture.
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L _ _ _ _ __~

Fi .l
Brass Gauges -For tesfing the

Convex surface of lens

Fig4

Grinding Convex Lenses

By Victor H. Todd

circular segment out, and finish with a

round fine file, exactly to the mark. Of

course, if a cutter or other tool is avail

able, or if proper appliances are had

for cutting a circle in the lathe, it will

undoubtedly make a truer and neater

job. In any case, the finished gauge

should look like Fig. 1 and the curved

part should be part of a perfect circle.

The next tool, the gouge, is not used

directly in making the lens, but is used

in making the polishing fixture. It

may be made of an old flat file, or a

chisel, or even a wide saw blade.

The end should be carefully ground

to a convex shape so that it exactly

fits the concave gauge, and must be so

exact that when the two are held to

gether, toward the light, no light can

be seen between them. It may be

ground roughly on a coarse emery wheel

and finished accurately on a finer one

and at last by an oilstone. The cutting

edge should not be flat like a chisel,

but should be not less than 60 degrees,

Fig.5

Polish-ing Fix+ure

Casted from Fig.4

Cross—sec-tion of mould

Fi .2

Gouging iS¢|,Fron+ View.’

mums

6ougingC isel,$ideView.

First determine the length of the

desired lens; whether it is to be plano

' convex (that is, flat on one side and

convex on the other) or double-convex

(convex on both sides) and the diam

eter.

Suppose we wish to make a plane

convex lens, with one inch focal length,

which will magnify 10 diameters. Take

a pair of dividers and set for V2 the

focal length (y, in. in this case) and

upon a thin sheet of brass strike a quar

ter or third of a circle. It may be

advantageous to make a centre punch

prick mark in the brass first, to get a

true arc without the dividers slipping.

If a double convex lens is desired, it

would be necessary to set the dividers

equal to the focal length and not one

half as in this case.

Now, with shears or narrow cold

chisel carefully cut the inner part of the

with the heel rounded off. The finished

gouge should appear like Fig. 2 on a

front view and an edge view like Fig. 3.

In order to make the polishing fix

ture, it is first necessary to make a

wooden mouldj Take a block of hard

wood, about a 2-inch cube, plane one

side smooth and with a sharp bit bore

a hole, 1 inch in diameter, one-half

inch deep, in the planed side. Then

take a smaller bit and make the hole

through the block. This last hole

should be of a size most conveniently

held in the lathe chuck. These two

holes, of course, must be quite perpen

dicular, and if possible should be done

in the lathe. A cross section of this

wooden mould is shown in Fig. 4.

Next, melt some block tin or solder

in a ladle, and, holding the block firmly

on some firm smooth surface, pour it

into the mould. On removing the cast

ing it should present the appearance of

Fig. 5. If the lathe is large enough

to chuck the big end, the smaller part

may be carefully trued up, so that it

may be removed while shaping the lens,

but we will assume it is' not, so the first

thing to do is to shape the lens, and then

complete the polishing fixture, as will

be described later.

Select a good piece of crown glass, as

near as possible to the size of the lens,

and cement it to a wooden center as

follows: Turn a piece of wood similar

to Fig. 5, except turn the front side

perfectly plane, so it runs true. Now

get some hard shellac (sometimes called

stick shellac) and heating it in a fire,

or flame, smear the end of the stick,

.smoothly and evenly, but very thin.

Hold the glass cautiously in or near

the flame until it is hot enough to make

the shellac melt and stick. Smear the

glass smoothly and thinly. Then, hold

ing both the stick and glass in the flame

quite close together until the shellac

starts to run, press them firmly together,

centering the glass as near as possible..

When cold, if this cementing has been

done properly, the glass will break be

fore it will loosen from the stick.

Remove the slide rest and tail stock

end chuck the stick with the glass on

the end. It must be held very tightly

so as not to work loose during the grind

ing process. Take a small emery wheel

or piece of emery wheel and, setting the

lathe in motion, hold the emery against

the glass, first working it into a round

shape and then grinding off the edges,

gradually forming it into a convex

shape. During the grinding the glass

should be wet frequently. This can be

readily done by using a sponge soaked

in water and held in the left hand while

the emery is held in the right hand for

grinding.’

The glass must not get hot enough to

melt or loosen the shellac. After it has

been worked into a smooth convex sur

face, stop the lathe and apply the brass

gauge. This will immediately show

where it must be ground in order to pro

duce the right curvature. The gauge

test must be made quite frequently when

nearing the proper shape. Finally, it

must fit the gauge so that when held up

to the light no light can be seen between

the gauge and glass.

When this is reached, go over it with

fine emery paper to remove all scratches

left by the coarser emery, being very

careful not to distort the shape. Follow

this with a piece of very fine Whetstone

until it is smooth, free from coarse

scratches and still gauges up accurately.

This leaves the surface ready for polish

ing.

Grinding a lens of this size need not
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take very long unless :1 very thick piece

of glass is used. It should not take

over an hour or so. The hand very

quickly acquires the knack of moving

the stone around so as to give a. smooth

convex surface.

Remove the stick and glass and in

sert the moulded polishing tool in the

chuck. Sct the side rest squarely in

front and proceed to turn the metal out

of the center, using the gouge previous

ly made.

Turn until there is a smooth con

cavity in the end, a little larger than

the proposed lens, then dip a piece of

slightly moistened flannel cloth into

"putty powder” (tin oxide) and polish

this concavity, being very careful not to

polish it out of shape. This must also

fit the gauge perfectly.

Now tie a piece of thin doeskin or

other firm and thin woolen cloth over

the concavity, fastening it around the

sides with a piece of string. Slightly

moisten the cloth and put a small quan

tity of putty powder over it. Start it

revolving and press the glass (still held

on the end of the stick) into the con

cavity, which it will fit perfectly. Keep

up the application of moisture and

powder frequently. Do not let the glass

get hot enough to melt the shellac. Do

not hold the glass in only one position,

but rock it around in every position,

taking care that it fits in accurately in

any position in the polisher. If the

cloth gets worn through, replace it with

new. When the polishing has pro

ceeded so far that the surface appears

brilliant, and no scratches appear visi

blc to the naked eye, the dampening

and application of powder should be

stopped, and polishing continued with

what powder remains worked into the

cloth, or, if desired, a finer polishing

powder may be substituted. The polish

ing should not take long if the glass

was finished carefully with a very fine

stone as directed. It should be con

tinued until a magnifying glass with a

magnifying power of 10 diameters will

not reveal the least scratch or rough

ness.

The lens may now be heated enough

to melt the cement and removed. A

little alcohol will remove all traces of

shellac. If properly made, the lens

will now give a clear, bright view of

any object, and upon tuming the glass

in various positions no distortion will

be noted.

It must be remembered that practice

makes perfect and that this work re

quires a. great deal of patience, as it is

very tedious and the whole work may

be spoiled in a. few seconds by a little

hurrying or impatience.

The average experimenter seems to

have inherited fear of working with

glass. If the directions outlined are

followed, all will be well.

A Model Tractor

By Edward F. McCabe .

HE making of a farm tractor may

Tl)C something new in the line of

models, yet there is no reason why any

amateur handy with the scroll saw

(which is used considerably in making

the wheels) could not make this ma

chine in a few hours.

A piece of hard wood 6 x M; x % in.

is used in making the frame on which

the clock-work, radiator and gears to

the rear wheels are mounted. The

clock-work from any clock will do, but

try to get a clock as small as possible.

  

It need have no alarm, as this is not

used.

The rear wheels, which are 2% in.‘

in diameter, are cut from % in. hard

wood, two pieces making one complete

wheel. After sawing out the size of the

wheel, the spokes must be cut out with

a. scroll saw, each piece having four

spokes. Place the two pieces together

so that the spokes in the first piece are

just between those of the second and

I"-16.2

then glue. The small pieces of wood

are glued in place. The front wheel is

made of but one piece. Tin furnished

the support from the frame to the front

wheel.

The largest gear in the clock, which

is connected with the spring, is used to

drive the rear wheels, all other cogs

being left in place except the balance

wheel. Directly to the large gear is

connected a small gear which can be

taken from some other clock. This is

soldered to the rear axle and fitted in

the tin bearing, which is clearly shown

in illustration No. 4.

The radiator is a % in. piece of hard

wood with tin fastened to its center with

small brads. The hood is simply :1

strip of tin 4% ins. long and 3% ins.

wide, bent to the proper shape.

To stop and start the motor a wire is

fastened as shown, so that when it is

turned to the left it comes in contact

with a small cog and brings it to a stop.

To wind, a long key is necessary, as it

must reach through the left wheel. This

model will give much enjoyment and is

able to pull small wagons three times its

size.

The tractor can be improved by ar

ranging a small steering wheel upon

it together with a seat for the operator.

The seat should be located at the back

and the steering should be equipped

with a. long axle which will reach the

front wheel.

__/_.
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Model Locomotive Design and Construction

By Henry Greenly, M. E.

Associate Member Institute Locomotive Engineers, England

ization of model locomotive parts

by the writer has been attended with

a considerable degree of success and,

as a result, many amateur model makers

are now building satisfactory working

models of their own general design

where before they were limited to given

types or held up by the fact that the

supply of castings and accessories of

interchangeable design was non-exis

tent. Of course, the war has retarded

progress in this work, but lost time is

now being made up.

For the past twenty years the writer

has been designing models of locomo

tives of all sizes as well as model roll

ing stock and railroad equipment.

These models have comprised the toy

engines and accessories for gauges 1%

in., 1% in., and 2 ins., actuated by

clockwork, steam and electricity such

as were manufactured for the world’s

supply by the Germans in the Nurem

berg district of Bavaria and, through

all the intermediate gauges, model loco

motives weighing anything from 5,000

to 6,500 lbs. capable of hauling 50 or

60 passengers, for 15 in. gauge public

park and private garden railways. In

numbers these models total some hun

dreds of difierent designs and naturally

the result of this experience and from

the data obtained from the many

schemes tried out it has been possible

to arrive at some measure of finality in

the details of construction and to put

forward a system of standardization.

IN the “old country” the standard

The accompanying table will give

the reader a little idea of the attributes

of the various sizes which have had a

vogue in the past. Several of them are

so nearly alike—due to the parallel but

in-co-ordinated efforts of British and

German manufacturers, also amateur

builders in pre-war days—that at this

juncture the writer considers it wise to

  

Mr. Henry Greenly

3-nuuunnuunumniuinmu1innuum>1rnrmunrirmni-1|"ii-ummnmmmmum

In this series of articles, Mr.

Henry Greenly, who was intro

duced to our readers in the Au

gust number of “Everyday,” will

cover the standardization of model

American locomotive parts. Mr.

Greenly is consulting and design

ing engineer for a large English

model manufacturer and his work

can be relied upon as authorita

tive. The drawings are the work

of Zllr. Greenly.—EDI'1‘OR.
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drop several of them. This advice has

already been accepted and, in the small

sizes especially, British model makers

seem quite satisfied with the following:

Toy Gauges—No. O (1% ins.) or

327 m. gauge; 77 m. scale. No.

1 (1% ins.) or 457 m. gauge; 107

m. scale.

 
 

“Engineer Made” Models—2% ins.

Nominally half inch scale, actual

ly 17/32 in. to 1 foot. Gauge 4%

ins. Scale 1 in. to the foot.

Passenger Carrying Locomotives—

7% in. gauge and 15 in. gauge as

already tabulated.

It is not intended in these articles to

preach anything in the nature of stand

ard locomotives. If, in America, the

personal interest in the various types

and design of locomotives approaches

anything like the dimensions it does in

Great Britain, then such a doctrine

would soon prove impossible. Amateurs

in the latter country have their particu

lar “fancies.” At the end of the last

century the old Great Northern “single

wheeler” with its 8 ft. driving wheel

was the most popular engine, while the

old Brunel broad gauge engines of the

Great Westem line had their devotees.

The interest now is divided between

the G.N.R. “Atlantic,” a type of loco

motive imported from the States and

the Great Central Railway Company’s

4-6-0 inside connected engine “Sir Sam

Fay,” a class which embodies most of

the traditions of British locomotive

practice. The writer’s particular fa

vorites in U. S. A. engines are those

of the more recent machines built for

the Pennsylvania Railroad, this pref

erence being due to their excellent ex

ternal proportions and to the scientific

manner of their design.

Standard Cylinders for 2% in. gauge

models. With our Editor's permission

it is the writer’s intention to deal with

“Character details” of various U. S.

locomotives from a model maker’s point

of view and for the moment to give some

attention to the design of what may be

considered as the “heart of a working

model,” the cylinder—in the most

popular and most suitable gauge of

model locomotive for amateur building,

  

A model American lo

comotive built by an

English model enthu

siast. The loco. is a

Baltimore and Ohio

"Mallet,” articulated.

It was constructed by

Rene Bull

viz., 2% ins. Before doing so, readers

may be referred to the diagrams, Figs.

1, 2 and 3, which give the leading di

mensions in inches of a model 2% ins.

gauge, Atlantic 4-4-2 type engine. This

locomotive can be fired with charcoal

or alcohol (methylated spirit). It is

also eminently suitable for amateur

construction and for an outdoor model
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railroad. The proportions, if adhered

to more or less exactly, are bound to

provide a successful model, given rea

sonably accurate workmanship with

special attention to the cylinder details

and to the steam tightness of the boiler.

The cylinder of a. model locomotive

must be made smaller than the scale

equivalent. As working pressures can

not, from a practical point of view, be

reduced to scale, in a 2% in. gauge

model which is roughly 1/24th full

size, it would prove impossible to reduce

200 lbs. square inch to 1/24 of 200,

owing to the increase in the proportion

of condensation losses as an engine is

reduced in size, a working pressure of

from 50 to 60 lbs. is usually employed.

The size of the cylinder and working

pressure could be calculated from the

point of view of tractive effort and ad

hesion weight, but such factors are

governed by other considerations such

as the reduction of working pressure . ‘ ' ti

due to the withdrawing of the steam.

Readers will therefore welcome a sim- - _ -;: ___-1; 1'.

ple rule based on actual model experi- __ ‘QW_' ________

ence. With a normal boiler the size of " I
the cylinder may be determined by the e

following formula:

 

FlG.l

 

 

  

  

  

B073-of qlinder inches : 1'5 S Fig. 1. Elevation giving leading standardized dimensions of a half-inch scale

—.125 where S is the scale of the zy, in. gauge loco., Atlantic tyype. Fig. 2. Front view showing frame width

mode] in i11¢h¢5 to the foot, at cylinders. Fig. 3. Rear end giving cab and firebox dimensions.

For a 2% in. gauge en

I I '
I / 2 3 gine the scale may be

1 % Z I taken as 17/32 in. or

Inches 3% dl-a_ BO-H", or .531 in. and the result of

STEAM PIPE 5" Ra-I -the application of the

h‘ M0d2/ _l_" A2. formula gives .666 in.,

l“ 4 which is practically

5 -~ 11/16 in. The stroke

/ 3 Saddle ~_ .4 L. of a model cylinder must

Wlve spmdl | as a rule, for spectacu

gi _? lar reasons, be some

. $ ‘ where near the scale

~"\\~ Q \‘\$‘~ equivalent and therefore

»/g Q; \\\$\\‘I/J s~ ‘Si ‘ requires no special cal

4 \ , Y %§ ' _ ’ culation. Should any

- -- ;;¢_,,_-/¢y;y//////iIf=i \‘§i' ‘ model locomdtive engi

IH ' ' ' '=5 neer wish to consider the

ll“ - .u -' II +\ Blast‘ size of the cylinder from  

the tractive effort point

of view, he may take it

that the steam pressure

will be reduced at the

cylinder to something

like half of its nominal

pressure, as he reads it

at the boiler pressure

gauge and that a trac

tive effort, on paper, of

at least one-third of the

adhesive weight may be

provided for in a small

model without risk of ex

cessive slipping.

In making a model

of any existing prototype,

the dimensions and

weight of which is

Standard “half-inch” scale lawmolive cylinder (modem piston valve type) cross-section and end view kI10WI1, the 2% in gauge
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model will weigh at least .165 lbs. for writer with success. The cylinder and ing being mounted on a mandrel for

every ton (American, 2,000 lb. ton) of

the original. A model varies roughly

as the cube of the scale and the recipro

cal of the above coefficient used in

model work for 2% in. gauge is

1 lb. of model : 6.06 American tons

of prototype.

In figuring out the adhesive weight it

should be noted that it is best practice

in arranging the spring gear of a work

ing model to crowd on‘ to the driving

and coupled wheels a little more weight

than the equivalent at the expense of

that carried by bogie and pony trucks,

So much for what may be termed

theoretical considerations.

The cylinder of an American

engine are usually outside the

frames with the valves above

the pistons. _In most modern

prototypes piston valves are

employed, but in model prac

tice such as not satisfactory

under 1% in. or 1% in, in

diameter and therefore, for

2% 1n. gauge engines may

be entirely ruled out.

To preserve the external

features of a piston valve

cylinder a design similar to that shown

1n_ the accompanying full size drawings,

Figs. 4 to,8, has been employed by the
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steam chest is cast separately, gunmetal

being usually employed. The end faces

  

  

Semi-finished American type model locomotive

are machined true after the two parts

have been fitted together, preferably

from the bore of the cylinder, the cast

  

  

===§":.\ii‘.ii5

-w“  
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Fig. S. Longitudinal section of standard cylinders.

Fig. 9. Detail of slide ‘valve and nut

Fig. 6. Elevation of standard cylinders.

this purpose. The cylinder and steam

chest are finished ofi to the correct

profile by a lagging or cleaning strip

of planished metal——blue or Russian

iron, for example, looks very well. The

valve is of the time honored “D” type

and to provide for Walschaerts’ or other

type of radial valve gear the valve spin

dle is offset to the extent shown on the

cross sectional drawings (see Figs. 4,

7 and 8). l

The castings are arranged so that

they may be moulded from metal pat

terns without coreboxes, the writer hav

ing found that for cylinders under §./4

in. bore no advantage accrues from the

use of cores for cylinder

bores. It is easier and

cheaper in the long run,

even for quantity produc

tion to rough drill the cyl

inders at the outset, and to

complete all further machin

ing operations from the

bore.

All the steam passages

are formed by drilling, the

ports at the valve face being

either chipped by hand or

end-milled to the rectangu

lar shape indicated in the plan view

(Fig. 7). The steam passage should

be two adjacent 3/32 in. holes, the

 

 

F I G . 9

Fig. 7. Plan of steam chest.
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exhaust being a tapping hole for M4 in.

copper pipe. The steam chest is held

down to the cylinder castings by four

%; in. countersunk screws as shown in

Figs. 6, 7 and 8, bosses being provided

for these fastenings in the walls of the

steam chest casting as indicated in the

plan view, Fig. 7, and in cylinder cast

ing as shown at A, Fig. 6.

The valve spindle is supported at

both ends. This arrangement being

more or less essential where a radial

valve gear is employed and where the

spindle is not provided with an outer

Both the packed and the

7:2

guide.
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' dummy" glands are screwed into the

steam chest. These glands may be

mad: out of nickel bronze (German sil

ver) poli;h:d bright or turned from

brass bar and then nickel plated. The

cylinder covers are capped with spun

or pressed sheet metal caps which are a

snap fit on the main covers and may

also be nickeled. The back cover sup

ports the slide bars, the stuffing box

having an oval flange which is jig

drilled at diametrically opposite cen

ters, % in. radius, to receive the shoul

dered-down spigots of the rectangular

steel slide bars. The slide bars are

then secured by nuts as shown in Fig. 5.

The pistons may be made in several

styles and as the points involved in

piston design and packing will be dis

cussed at a later date, reference to their

construction may be deferred. How

ever, it is essential that the cylinder

bore should be true to one-half a thou

sandth and the minimum and maxi

mum clearances (including tolerance

and allowance) between piston and

cylinder should fall between V; and 1

thousandth of an inch. The piston and

piston rod should be true in alignment.

This is very essential. The front end

of the cylinder should be bell-mouthed

but to assist in obtaining perfect align

ment the spigot of the back cover should

fit tightly in the parallel bore of the

cylinder. Six countersunk screws are

  

‘*%"=
STUDSI‘he unit is made steam-tight by lock

used to attach the cover bosses, being

provided where required in the cylinder

castings to accommodate these screws

as shown at B, in Fig. 6.

The slide valve is driven by a rect

angular nut fitting easily in a slot filed

or machined in the back of the valves.

The valve is set over, towards the in

side, as shown in the detail drawing

in Fig. 9, and the nut is therefore

drilled and tapped accordingly. This

nut provided for an adjustment of the

valve on its valve spindle and as this

can only be accomplished within the

limits of half a turn of the spindle, the

thread chosen should be the finest

available.

The writer has given considerable at

tention to superheating in models and

also to the effects produced by various

arrangements of exhaust nozzles (blast

pipes). In the standard arrangement

shown herewith (Fig. .3), an adjust

able nozzle is provided for. This ad

justment can be effected from the out

side and therefore experiments can he

made with steam up. The blast pipe

unit is a complete assembly and may be

fitted on the running joint principle,

sufficient length of thread being pro

vided in one cylinder and on one arm

of the blast pipe to make this possible.

nuts and a joint washer. The nozzle

should be silver-soldered to the pipes.

Inside the smokebox the steam pipes

(these are dual and joined to a com

mon superheater) should be bent to

clear the jet of exhaust steam. A sys

tem of running joint is also suggested

for fixing the ends of the steam pipes

to the valve chest casting. A flanged

nipple is screwed inside and outside

with a thread of the same or nearly the

same pitch. The inside thread should,

of course, suit the X; in. diameter steam

pipe. A lock nut is also provided both

the lock nut and the nipple being slight

ly countersunk on their adjacent faces

lo provlde for a redlead grummet. To

fix a steam pipe the nipple is screwed

onto the pipe about double its normal

or final distance. The pipe is then

placed opposite the tapped hole in the

valve chest casting and the nipple

screwed in up to its flange, the joint

being grummeted with some sewing cot

ton and red lead. The nipple, of course,

screws off the pipe to its final position

but the lock nut is run down to it and

similarly grummeted to make the whole

joint steam tight. This arrangement

saves using a union and is more com

pact.

The cylinders are secured to the

frames by four well fitting studs S/32

in. in diameter. An additional support

may also be provided by two bolts or

studs fitting into a wall cast on the

steam chest as shown in Fig. 4.

These studs or bolts also assist in

securing the saddle casting to the main

frames of the engine.

As the steam chest is none too roomy

the corners of the slide valves may re

quire to be removed to provide for suf

ficient travel. To give additional clear

ance the lower portions of the bosses

round the fixing screws may be chipped

away on the inside. The diagrams here

with among other things give the ac

cepted standard dimensions of wheel

tires for 2% in. gauge engines.

Inspection Lamp on Umbrella

Stem

IN many places where an inspection

must be made in dark locations, as,

for instance, back of pipes, or boilers,

where an ordinary flashlight cannot be

used to advantage, the lamp may be

placed on the end of an old, disman

tled umbrella cane, with the battery

strapped on the handle, as shown in the

illustration. For the socket, take a

piece of wood and drill a hole so that

it will slip tightly over the end of the

Boltervv

  

w»re soldered from

battery shell to

metal sterr1._

Umbrella Pib__

cane. An empty thread spool will do

nicely. Then wind several turns of No.

16 bare copper wire around the lamp

base threads and tack it to the spool as

shown in the insert. Connect a piece of

lamp cord from this‘ to the inner con

nection on the battery, and connect the

shell to the metal umbrella stem. The

push button controls the lamp in the

regular way. If desired, a small mirror

may be placed on the end, in addition

to the lamp, and the two will reveal

points which may be entirely inacces

sible in any other way.

VICTOR H. '1'oon.~

New Process for Aluminum

A new process has been perfected

which will do much to broaden the

application of metallic aluminum. It

does not produce a new alloy but

merely gives aluminum new proper

ties. These new properties give alumi

num greater tensile strength and in

creased electrical conductivity. It is

claimed that within a short time alumi

num will be replacing copper more than

ever before as a' conductor of electrical

current. Aluminum is used to a great

extent to-day in high voltage transmis

sion where resistance is not a large

factor.
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Fuselage Design to Reduce Resistance

HE problem of reducing resist

ance of an airplane in flight has

received the attention of scien

tists for many years, even prior to the

construction of airplanes that would fly.

In a very complete paper head by N. Y.

Lieberman, M. S. A. E., before the

Buffalo section of the society, many

interesting facts were brought out. A

very interesting table showing the in

fluence of streamline construction in

reducing fuselage resistance is repro

duced herewith from the S. A. E. Bul

letin will show our readers interested

in the construction of either full size

or model airplanes why it is important

to use a streamline construction for

every part of an aircraft where it can

be incorporated. The values given

were determined by wind tunnel tests.

The general design of the fuselage

is frequently fixed by considerations

other than those of a purely aerody

namic nature. Mounting a flexible gun

in the rear cockpit

with the average

type fuselage causes

a break in the lines

of air continuity.

The outlines of the

e n g i n e generally

have a marked in

fiuence on the cross

Fuselage

FARMA/VNO./.

  

 

  

with open framework are all now re

placed with a continuously surfaced

structure. Apertures are kept down to

the minimum since theory indicates

and experiments show that these add

to the total resistance by disturbing the

  

Early French and English airplanes showing

first closed type fuselage designs

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

streamline flow. The main distinction

in fuselages centers about the differ

ences between the “short type plus tail

booms," and the “long continuous

type.” The Farman and Voisin con

struction in French planes, the Vickers

Gun—Bus and all the FE derivatives

are of the first class. Most of the

fuselage construction, however, is of

the long continuous type, even when

the extended construction merely serves

as a boom to the tail as in the Caproni.

The resistance co-efficients now avail

able on these various types are meager

and‘ disconnected. That is, knowing

the co-efficient for one form of fuselage

does not materially help in determining

the resistance of another form. The

' forms and co-eficients in the table are

the results of both early and recent

tests. The co—efficients in the table are

all for 1 sq. ft. of cross-section at a

velocity of 100 M. P. H., the fuselage

inclined 6 deg. to the direction of the

wind. The fineness

ratio or the maxi

mum length divided

by the maximum

depth is also noted.

The advantages of

streamline construc

tion and the enclos
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. side of its hangar.

Large Monoplanes Practical

HE Zeppelin-Lindau flying boat

‘ may be considered a very inter

esting development of the mono

plane. It is equipped with an aggre

gate of over 1,000 horsepower, divided

into four 260 horsepower motors. The

machine has a span of 120 feet, carries

fuel for twenty hours and complete

armament and instrument equipment,

yet is a monoplane with wire trussing

at top and bottom of wings. The single

hull under the wing may be termed a

flying boat rather than a float. The

fuselage which supports the tail sur

faces is placed above the wings and

serves for attachment of the landing

wire bracing. The total weight is

twelve tons. This machine seems to

discredit general belief in the aviation

world that monoplanes can be built

Fusetago

Power P/ant

tractor screw at the front end. Out

rigger floats of metal are placed at

each side of the hull under the engine

compartments in order to assist in car

rying the heavy load when the machine

is at rest on the water and the hull

settles low in the water. When the

machine attains a certain speed, the

main hull is sufficient to carry the load

and the outrigger floats are lifted clear

of the water.

These floats are of aerofoil form at

the top, having a cambered upper sur

face and probably contribute some use

ful lift when the machine is in flight.

There seems to be ample accommoda

tions on this craft, as mechanics can be

carried in each engine nacelle, passen

gers or freight in the hull, and still

more passengers and the.navigators in

lli't\\tYt‘V .-'
ai-IGB"

four engines would be needed only when

the machine was fully loaded and that

after it had discharged its cargo oi

bombs and had used the greater part of

its fuel that it would be sufficiently

lightened to permit of flight with two

of the motors, This craft was originally

built for bombing purposes and was

being tried out when the annistice was

signed. It has now been turned over to

the Allied Commission and several of

the powers want the airship for experi

mental purposes. Latest reports indi

cate that the machine is an all metal

construction, the wings being made of

a metal frame and aluminum alloy

sheet covering.

The Paris-London Air Express is

now an established fact. The trip IS

. '_ 5‘ _
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The Zeppelin-Li-ndou monoplane flying boat is claimed to be the largest craft of this type ever constructed

only in small sizes with any degree of

success and therefore any future de

velopment along these lines will be

watched closely.

The general details of construction

can be clearly understood by inspecting

the accompanying illustration which

has just been received from Germany

and which depicts the giant craft out

The power plant

arrangement in two nacelles placed un

der the wings and over the hull, one at

each side, is clearly shown. There is

a pusher screw at the rear of each en

gine nacelle and the usual form of

the cabin on top of the planes which

forms the front end of the fuselage.

The machine probably has a useful

load capacity, or at least six tons, and

is a splendid example of pioneer work

in aeronautical engineering because it

is so unusual in design. It is evident

that this machine was intended for long

flights, as every provision seems to have

been made for housing the pilots and

the use of enclosed nacelles for the en

gines would permit mechanics to make

minor power plant repairs while the

airplane was in flight.

It is reasonable to assume that the

made in from 2% to 5 hours, depending

on the type of airplane used, number of

passengers carried and flying condi

tions. The planes are to leave Paris

and London simultaneously at noon

and the fare in one direction is $100 or

about four times that if the trip is made

by rail and boat. Freight is to be car

ried, the rate varying from $1.25 to

$2.50 per pound. De Haviland planes

are used by one company and Handley

Page types by another. The smaller

planes will carry two passengers. The

larger has accommodations for ten pas

sengers.
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PART III.

Refitting Bearings by Scraping

HEN the bearings are not

worn enough to require refit

ting, the lost motion can often

be eliminated by remov

ing one or more of the

thin shims or liners ordi

narily used to separate

the bearing caps from

the seat. These are shown

at Fig. 2 A. Care must

be taken that an even

number of shims of the

same thickness are re

moved from each side of

the journal. If there is

considerable lost motion

after one or two shims

have been removed, it

will be advisable to take

out more shims and to

scrape the bearing to a

fit before the bearing cap

is tightened up. It may

be necessary to clean

up the crankshaft jour

nals as these may be

scored, clue to not having

received clean oil_or hav

ing had bearings seize

upon them. It is not dif

ficult to true up the

crank-pins or main jour

nals if the score marks

are not deep. A fine file

and emery cloth may be

used, or a lapping tool

such as depicted at Fig.

2 B. The latter is pref

erable because the file

and emery cloth will

only tend to smooth the

surface and there is al- Fig. 1.

ways the danger of hav

ing the crankpins or _

journals out of round unless the work

is done by an expert, while the lap will

have the effect of restoring the crank to

proper contour.

A lapping tool may be easily made,

as shown at B, the blocks being of lead

or hard wood. As the width of these are _
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about half that of the crank-pin, the

tool may be worked from side to side

as it is rotated. An abrasive paste com

posed of fine emery powder and oil is

placed between the blocks, and the

blocks are firmly clamped to the crank

pin. As the lead blocks bed down, the

THREE COR/VFRfD

SCRAPER

CO/VA/[C T//VG ROD

COIV/VECT//VG

ROD BEAR//VG

CAP

Illustrating method 0/ scraping in ronnecting rod bearings and tools

used in this process

wing nut should be tightened to insure

that the abrasive will be held with some

degree of pressure against the shaft. A

liberal supply of new abrading m iterial

is placed between the lapping blocks

and crankshaft from time to time and

the old mixturecleaned off with gaso
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line before new material is applied.

It is necessary to maintain a side-to

side movement of the lapping tool in

order to have the process affect the

whole width of the crank-pin equally.

The lapping is continued until a. smooth

surface is obtained. If a crank-pin is

worn out of true to any

extent the sure method

of restoring it is to have

it ground down to

proper circular form by

a competent mechanic

having the necessary

machine tools to carry

on the work accurately.

A crank-pin truing tool

that may be worked by

hand is shown at Fig.

2 K, and if the auto

mobile owner or repair

_n1an is possessed of the

requisite mechanical

_skill, though he does

not need to be an expert

mechanic, it can be

used to good advantage

in truing roughened

crank-pins and will do

a good job.

development, and is

known as a “crankshaft

equalizer.” It is a hand

operated turning tool,

carrying cutters which

are intended to smooth

down scored crank-pins

without using a lathe.

The feed may be ad

justed by suitable

may be fitted to crank

pins and shaft journals

of different diameters

by other adjusting

screws. This device is

not hard to operate,

being merely clamped around the crank

shaft in the same manner as the lapping

tool previously described, and after it

has been properly adjusted it is turned

around by levers provided for the pur

pose, the continuous rotary motion re

moving the metal just as a lathe tool

This tool is of recent

screws and the device‘
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would and with a perfectly smooth cut.

Automobile owners and repairrnen

who wish to save money during the

overhauling period, may do so through

the use of another recently devised hand

tool for grinding crankshafts instead of

doing that work on a lathe or other

equipment required. This device, shown

at Fig. 3, eliminates

the lathe or grinder, the

cost of experienced op- .

erators, and may be

used upon a crankshaft

without removing the

latter from the engine.

The working parts of

the Atlas abrasive tool

for grinding crank

shafts are as follows:

1. A hardened steel cut

ter which cuts in one

direction only. 2. A

bronze track bearing,

opposite the cutter.

This bearing cannot cut

a ring in a pin like

hard steel nor freeze

against a pin from ex

cess friction like soft

steel. 3. Adjustable

abutment blockswhich

slip up easily against

the face of the crank

pin and hold the cutter

and track in their prop

er working place.

Its work is claimed

to be accurate to .001

in., fully as good as

any machine shop will

guarantee with a lathe.

It works quickly, as an

hour suffices to com

plete an entire crank

shaft. It is adjustable

to fit any crankshaft up

to 2% in. diameter.

The price is reasonable.

Extra cutters, one used

at a time, are only a

few cents each. Each

cutter will true up from

ten to twenty pins or

bearings, according to

their condition.

After the crankshaft

is trued the next opera

tion is to fit it to the

main bearings or_ rather

to scrape these members

to fit the shaft joumal.

In order to bring the

brasses closer together, it may be nec

essary to remove a little metal from the

edges of the caps to compensate for the

lost motion. A very simple way of doing

this is shown at Fig. 2 D. A piece of

medium emery cloth is rested on the

surface plate and the box or brass is

pushed back and forth over that mem

ber by hand, the amount of pressure

and rapidity of movement being deter

mined by the amount of metal it is nec

Bearing

, -Brasses

Fig. 2.

essary to remove. This is better than

filing, because the edges will be flat and

there will be no tendency for the bear

ing caps to rock when placed against

the bearing seat. It is important to take

enough off the edges of the boxes to in

sure that they will grip the crank

tightly. The outer diameter must be

:1

Cap...»-' A

 

Toolr and processes used in refitting engine bearings

checked with a pair of calipers during

this operation to make sure that the sur

faces remain parallel, otherwise the

bearing brasses will only grip at one

end and with such insufficient support

they will quickly work loose, both in the

bearing seat and bearing cap.

Scraping Brasses to Ft

To insure that the bearing brasses

will be a good fit on the trued-up crank

‘_.-fmery C/or/1

pins or crankshaft journals, they must

be scraped to fit the various crankshaft

journals. The process of scraping, while

a tedious one, is not difficult, requiring

only patienceand some degree of care

to do a good job. The surface of the

crank-pin is smeared with Prussian

blue pigment which is spread evenly

over the entire sur

face. The bearings are

then clamped together

in the usual manner

with the proper bolts,

and the crankshaft re

volved several times

to indicate the high

spots on the bearing

cap. At the start of

the process of scrap

ing in, the bearing

may seat only at a few

poinm, as shown at

Fig. 2 G. Continued

scraping will bring

the bearing surface as

indicated at H, which

is a considerable im

provement, while the

process may be con

sidered complete when

the brass indicates a

bearing all over, as at

I. The high spots are

indicated by blue, as

where the shaft does

not bear on the bear

ing there is no color.

The high spots are re

moved by means of a

scraping tool of the

form shown at Fig.

ZF, which is easily

made from a worn-out

file. These are forged

to shape and ground

hollow as indicated in

the section and are

kept propely sharp

ened by frequent rub

bing on an ordinary

oil stone. To scrape

properly, the edge of

the scraper must be

very keen. The

straight and curved

half-round scrapers,

shown at M and N,

are used for bearings.

The three-cornered

scraper, outlined at O,

is also used on curved

surfaces, and is of

special value in rounding off sharp cor

ners. The straight or curved half-round

type works well on soft-bearing metals,

such as babbitt or white brass, but on

yellow brass or bronze it cuts very

slowly, and as soon as the edge becomes

dull considerable pressure is needed to

remove any metal, this calling for fre

quent sharpening.

When correcting errors on fiat or

curved surfaces by hand-scraping, it is
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desirable, of course, to obtain an evenly

spotted bearing with as little scraping

as possible. When the part to be

scraped is first applied to the surface

plate, or to a journal in the case of a

bearing, three or four “high” spots may

be indicated by the marking material.

The time required to reduce these high

spots and obtain a bearing that is dis

tributed over the entire surface depends

largely upon the way the scraping is

started. If the first bearing marks in

dicate a decided rise in the surface,

much time can be saved by scraping

larger areas than are covered by the

bearing marks; this is especially true of

large shaft and engine bearings, etc. An

experienced workman will not only re

move the heavy marks, but also reduce

a larger area; then, when the bearing is

tested again, the marks will generally

CENTER BEARING

CAP\

base may be inverted on a suitable

bench or stand and the boxes fitted by

  

Fig. 3. Special tool for truing crankpim

and shaft journals

placing the crankshaft in position,

clamping down one bearing cap at a

time and fitting each bearing in succes

s_i0n until they bed equally, as shown at

  

Fig. 4. Showing method of testin} main bearings when refitting by rocking

the crankshaft by hand

be distributed somewhat. If the heavy

marks which usually appear at first are

simply removed by light scraping, these

“point bearings” are gradually en

larged, but a much longer time will be

required to distribute them.

The number of times the bearings

must be applied to the journal for test

ing is important, especially when the

box or bearing is large and not easily

handled. The time required to distrib

ute the bearing marks evenly depends

largely upon 0ne’s judgment in “read

ing” these marks. In the early stages

of the scraping operation, the marks

should be used partly as a guide for

showing the high areas, and instead of

merely scraping the marked spot the

surface surrounding it should also be

reduced, unless it is evident that the

unevenness is local. The idea should be

to obtain first a few large but generally

distributed marks; then an evenly and

finely spotted surface can be produced

quite easily.

In fitting brasses, when these are oi

the removable type, two methods may

be used. The upper half of the engine

crankshaft may be saved if a prelimi

nary fitting of the bearing brasses is

made by clamping them together with a.

carpenter’s wood clamp, as shown at

Fig. 2 J, and leaving the crankshaft at

tached to the bench as shown at C. The

brasses are revolved around the crank

shaft joumal and are scraped to fit

wherever high spots are indicated until

they begin to seat fairly. When the

brasses assume a finished appearance

the final scraping should be carried on

with all bearings in place and revolving

the crankshaft to detennine the area of

the seating. When the brasses are prop

erly fitted they will not only show a

full bearing surface, but the shaft will

not turn unduly hard if revolved with

a moderate amount of leverage.

Bearings of white metal or babbitt

can be fitted tighter than those of

bronze, and care must be observed in

supplying lubricant, as considerably

more than the usual amount is needed

until the bearings are run in by several

hours of test block work. Before the

scraping process is started it is well to

chisel an oil groove in the bearing as

shown at Fig. 2L. Grooves are very

helpful in insuring uniform distribution

of oil over the entire width of bearing

and at the same time act as reservoirs to

retain a supply of oil. The tool used is

a round-nosed chisel, the effort being

made to cut the grooves of uniform

depth and having smooth sides. Care

should be taken not to cut the grooves

too deeply, as this will seriously reduce

the strength of the bearing bushing.

The shape of the groove ordinarily pro

vided is clearly shown at Fig. 2 G, and

it will be observed that the grooves do

not extend clear to the edge of the bear

ing, but stop about a quarter of an inch

CYLINDER

‘ BLOC/f CASTING

CENTER MAIN

BEARING

  

Fig. 5. Showing method of scraping in main bearings to fit crankshaft

journal:

Figs. 4 and 5. From that time on the

bearings should be fitted at the same

time so the shaft will be parallel with

the bottom of the cylinders. Consider

able time and handling of the heavy

from that point. The hole through

which the oil is supplied to bearing

should be drilled through in such a way

that it will communicate with the

groove to insure positive distribution.
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Vaporizing Low Grade Fuels

HE great demand existing for

liquid fuels for use with internal

combustion motors has resulted

in the producers including some of the

fractions of lower volatility in the gaso

line used today to increase the volume

of production to endeavor to cope with

the demand. The new fuel is different

from the gasoline sold in former years

in that it does not vaporize as readily

and engine designers have been forced

to take this into consideration when new

engines are designed. It is a reason

able assumption that the fuels sold for

automobile use will not improve in

quality as time goes on, so the new

engines must be designed with heated

manifolds or thermostatic cooling water

control to insure sufficient heat as a

guarantee of complete vaporization.

\Vith a view to improving carbure

tion, the intake manifold of several

power plants, in both overhead-valve

and L-head types of engine, is cast en

tirely within the detachable cylinder

head, connection with the carburetor

being effected by an integral cross pas

sage between the third and fourth cylin

ders, to the opening of which is bolted

a short elbow supporting the carburetor.

- A small portion of this elbow is in

tegral with the exhaust, forming a hot

spot of limited proportions to assist in

breaking up the fuel before it enters

the manifold.

Care must be taken in designing the

intake manifold system to secure the

application of heat in just the correct

proportion, i.e., to secure satisfactory

performance on low grade fuels with

out undue thinning of the gases and

consequent loss of power. That com

plete success has been attained in this

Method of arranging gas passages in cast

aluminum head of Studebaker engine

er‘-7; '
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respect is witnessed by the perform

ance of one of these engines, 71 horse

power being developed on low grade

fuels at 2600 engine revolutions, though

the N. A. C. C. rating of the engine

is only 29.4 horsepower.

  

Another well developed motor in

which a number of new and valuable

features are incorporated is shown in

view herewith, the attention of the
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Hot spot manifold of Allen car

reader being specially directed to the

novel cylinder head construction.

The motor has a detachable alumi

num head in which are cast not only

shortens the distance from the carbure

tor to combustion chamber, but also

allows intake passages to be heated di

rectly from the combustion chamber it

self. These intake passages are in

clined downward from the point of

contact with the carburetor, so that any

unvaporized particles of gasoline leav

ing the carburetor will be forced to

flow down hill and into a position di

rectly in contact with the combustion

chamber. , The disadvantages of low

grades of gasoline now in general use

which prevent complete carburetion and

result in the presence of a certain quan

tity of raw or unvaporized gasoline in

the manifold are overcome‘ by this type

of construction. By the position of the

valve openings, gases immediately upon

passing through the valves’are directed

against an unjacketed and therefore

superheated portion of the combustion

chamber head. This insurance of com

plete vaporization and perfect combus

tion contributes greatly to fuel economy

and likewise prevents the impairment

Pr/ml/If 60¢‘/!_
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the usual water jackets, but also all

passages of the horizontal intake mani

fold. The horizontal feed Stromberg

carburetor is bolted directly to this

head. The combination of the intake

manifold with the motor head not only

  

Ho-w_ intake manifold is heated by having a

portion cast with exhaust conduit on Rea cars

of lubrication by the seepage of raw

gasoline past the pistons into the oil

reservoir.

The problem is not simply met by

heating the mixture as means must be

provided to insure just the proper de

gree of increase in temperature to se

cure maximum efficiency at all times.

For this reason, hot and cold air con

trol is nearly always pr0vided_ This is

done by altering the temperature of the

primary air after it leaves the exhaust

heated stove by manually regulated air

intake shutters that permit cool air to

enter and mix with the heated air in

any desired proportions. In cold

weather, it may be necessary to entirely

close the cold air opening so only heated

air will enter the carburetor, in hot

weather the reverse procedure may be

necessary.
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The Proper Use of Lathe Tools

HE amateur lathe operator must

thoroughly understand lathe tools

before he can expect to accom

plish successful metal turning. It is

regrettable, but none the less true, that

few mechanics understand their lathe

tools as they should. This article has

been prepared for those who desire fur

ther information along this line and the

author hopes that it will be studied

diligently by those who do not already

fully understand the subject matter.

A complete set of lathe tools is

shown in Fig. 1. The name of each

tool suggests the nature of the work

that it is to be used for. While few

mechanics are in possession of the com

plete set of tools illustrated, as many as

possible should be obtained as it is de

sirable to always use the right tool for

the right job if good work is to be

accomplished.

A few words about grinding tools

may not come amiss, especially to those

who now believe that it is only a matter

of a few misdirected jabs against a

grinding wheel. When a tool is being

ground it should never be held against

the grinding wheel until it becomes real

By George Shipston

hot. It should not be allowed to reach

a temperature where it cannot be held

comfortably in the hand. The point of

the tool should be occasionally im

mersed in a convenient receptacle of

cold water while it is being ground. If

the tool is allowed to become too hot it

will lose its hardness and become use

less for further work.

The proper angles of the cutting

edges of a tool should be maintained

during the grinding process. If this is

not done the tool cannot function prop

erly. The original angles must be pre

served throughout the entire life of the

tool if good results are to be expected

from its use. Figure 7 (A and B) illus

trates two examples of badly ground

tools. At A the angle is much too sharp

and the point of the tool would be in

constant danger of breaking off. The

case shown at B is equally bad. It will

be seen that the effective cutting edge

at B is much greater than that at A.

The tool at B will require much more

driving power for the lathe it is used

on than the tool shown at A. It must

always be remembered that the more the

cutting edges of a tool approach a line

/
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parallel with the axis of the work being

turned, the greater the power necessary

to run the lathe will be.

More experienced mechanics can pre

serve the original angles of a lathe tool

after repeated grindings. However, this

is merely a matter of extended experi

ence and the beginner cannot expect to

do this. A small tool gaugeshould be

used by those who lack the necessary

experience. Such a small gauge is

shown in Fig. 5.- Here it is being used

to properly set a screw cutting tool at

exact right angles to the work mounted

between centers. .

The matter of mounting a tool in the

lathe is very important. If a. properly

ground tool is badly mounted good

work cannot be accomplished. The

height of a tool must first be deter

mined. Experience has proven that for

all ordinary turning the lathe tool

should be mounted about five degrees

above the center of the work it is ex

pected to turn. This is shown graphic

ally in Fig. 4. This does not hold true

in the case of screw cutting, however.

In screw cutting, the lathe tool must

be mounted so that the top of its cutting
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edge will come at the exact center of the

work. If this is not done accurate

threads cannot be cut.

Another important consideration is

the distance of the cutting edge of a

tool from the supporting piece in the

tool post. The greater this distance is

the more tendency the tool will have to

spring. This is depicted in Fig. 2. It

is simply a matter of increasing the

eflective leverage. The tool should al

ways be so mounted that its cutting edge

will be as near to the supporting edge

as practical. Care should also be taken

to see that the tool is secured rigidly

as possible to prevent chattering with

its attending evils.

Some may think that the matter of

mounting a cutting tool approximately

at right angles to the work in the lathe

is not important. This is by no means

Wt

Mt
l. Left-hand side tool.

Right-hand diamond point tnol.

nose tool.

Roughing tool.

true, as the tool will have a tendency to

cut in the manner shown if its angle is

changed while the turning is being done.

It will be seen that as the angle of the

tool increases the distance of its cutting

edges from the work also increases.

This results in the effect illustrated in

Fig. 6.

The matter of rake must be consid

ered. Many probably already under

stand that a tool with a positive rake

should not be used to turn brass. For

the benefit of those who do not, this part

of the subject will be given attention.

A tool with a positive rake is one which

has an angle that declines from the cut

ting edge and surface of the work being

turned. A tool with a negative rake is

one with a cutting edge that is at the

lower end of an angle that inclines to

the work. A tool with a positive rake

must be used on steel and other metals

of a similar nature. If such a tool is

used on brass, however, it will have a

tendency to “bite in.” This is due to a

property that is peculiar to the metal.

A tool digging in in this manner will, in

nine cases out of ten, either ruin the

work being turned or the end of the tool

will break off. In any event, something

will happen which a real good mechanic

would be thoroughly ashamed of.

Fig. 3 illustrates the methods used

in England for mounting lathe tools.

This was originated by Sir Joseph

Whitworth. His object was to bring the

cutting point of the tool on a level with

its line of support. In this way any

vertical pressure is sure to force the tool

away from the work. This practice is

not followed greatly in America, al

though the writer has seen a few me

chanics that claim it to have many ad

vantages.

Side angle on a lathe tool refers to

the angle at which the top is ground

either to the right or left side. A tool

ltlé

tll
2. Right-hand side tool. 3. Righbhand bent tool. 4.

S. Left/-hand diamond point tool. 6. Round

7. Cutting ofi tool. 8. Threading tool. 9. Right-hand tool. 10.

11. Baring tool. 12. Inside threading tool

ground in this manner must have either

a right-hand rake or a left-hand rake,

depending upon the direction of the

angle. The right-hand tool must always

be used in cutting to the right and a

left-hand tool for cutting to the left.

Increasing the. rake makes it possible

to decrease the driving power, as the

tool will then have more of a tendency

to screw its way along.

The chart shown in Fig. 9 is very

interesting. It shows the power re

quired for making cuts of various

depths in a piece of steel. The vertical

figures represent the depth of the cut

while the horizontal figures represent

the number of pounds force required to

make the cut. It has been found that

steel requires about two and one-half

times the power for cutting as does cast

iron. Wrought iron, which is used con

siderably, requires about one and one

half times the power. These calcula

tions are based on experiments made

with tools ground as correctly as possi

ble. More power would be required

if the tools were improperly ground.

An ordinary boring tool is sketched

in Fig. 8. The same laws for outside

turning do not hold true for inside turn

ing. This is to be expected, as the con

tour of the cutting surface is entirely

different. In one case the tool is cutting

on the outside "of a circle and in the

other case it is cutting on the inside of

a circle. If the tool is mounted about

five degrees above center for outside

turning, just the reverse condition would

hold true for inside turning or boring

as it is called. In boring, the tool is

best mounted so that its cutting edge

will come a few degrees below the exact

center of the work. Greatest cutting

efficiency is realized at this particular

point. The clearance of the tool as re

gards brass and steel is the same in

boring as in outside turning.

The cutting edge of a boring tool

must not be mounted too far from the

tool post .or bottom support. If this is

done the tool will spring and accurate

work simplygcannot be accomplished.

The tool will have a tendency to spring

in two directions. It will be pushed

from the surface of the work and it will

spring downward. The result of this

will be a hole with a slight taper. The

more the tool springs the greater the

taper will be.

Forged lathe tools are either made of

tool steel or crucible steel. These tools

can be tempered by heating them slowly

and evenly for a distance of about two

inches from the cutting point. After

the point becomes heated for the re

quired distance to a cherry red, it is

picked up with a pair of tongs and the

point immersed in a bath of cold water.

The entire tool should not be im

mersed; merely its entire cutting edge.

About one and one-half inches of the

tools should be exposed to the cooling

action of the water. When the point of

the tool has become cool it is removed

from the bath and carefully cleaned

with carborundum cloth. The surface

is then wiped with an oily rag. The

heat in the shank of the tool will now

drive the temper toward the cutting

edge. After this edge becomes a dull

brown straw color it is completely im

mersed in water.

When cutting steel, the mechanic

should always take the precaution of

properly lubricating the point of the

tool to assist in cutting. This also offers

a certain amount of protection to the

cutting edges of the tool and prevents

them from becoming dull. A good lubri

cating substance for long cuts and con

tinued work on steel can be made of

very soapy water held in a receptacle

above the tool, and allowed to drip on

the point. For short cuts, a few'drops

of lubricating oil placed occasionally

on the tool point will sutfice.
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Building A Small Crank Shaper

OW many times has the editor

told us to take a file and

smooth the bottom of this piece

or that? The author first constructed

this machine with a. friction drive. It

did not prove successful and he had to

resort to the crank drive as shown in

the photographs. In the development

of the machine many of the parts were

made as many as four times. The

vertical slide in use now is the fourth

one that has been made and is a good

one with a very neat appearance. The

machine is well adapted to the con

struction of the many small parts which

a model maker has to make. It will be

noticed that the vertical slide is a plain

one and does not swivel. The vise

block is made so it can be turned or

swiveled until the base of the vise

strikes the cross rail, as it will

not clear this rail. The machine

is mounted on a suitable wood

base and the driving mech

anism is built up with a block so

that the center line of the driving

shaft will line up with the center

line of the stroke adjusting rod.

It will be seen in the photograph

that the baseboard is cut away

on the end so as to allow for the

cross rail to drop down. In check

ing up the machine with an in

dicator, the results were as fol

lows: The vertical slide travels

for its full length

within .0015 and

the cross rail travels

for its full length

within .006, which

the writer thinks is

a very good job.

The speed of the

machine should be

about forty strokes

per minute,

The vise can be

swivelled through an

arc of 180°. The

jaws of the vise are made of cast iron

and should be lined up with steel

plates in order to prevent them from

getting nicked up when clamping the

work. The vise will open about 2%

in. and is about 2% in. wide. In

cutting metals, the writer made the

following tests in steels and cast

iron. The machine has been able

to take a cut of about 1/16 in. deep

with a .008 feed per stroke and for

brass and bronze it takes cuts %; in.

deep with .005 feed per stroke. The

reader will notice that next to the cross

rail crank there is a ring which has

fifty graduations and the screw has

a 5/I6 in. x 20 thread. A pattern is

made for the bed and ram and should

By Joseph Dante, Jr.

be finished as per drawing. The author

worked his up with three good twelve

inch files and made a fairly good job

out of it. The gibs are all plain stock

and no description is needed for them

here. The ram is shown with its dimen
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The little crank shaper described in

this article will provide the mechani

cal readers of Evnavoav with a shop

project of real value. When cam

pleted the machine will make a very

use/ul addition to the small shop. The

author and designer of the machine,

Mr. Joseph Dante, Jr., does not need an

introduction to our rjeaders as his very

practical articles that have appeared

in past issues will be well remembered.

-—EorroR.
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sions and this should be machined if

possible. The §{; in. hole in the rear of

the ram is for the adjusting rod and

this is to bring the stroke of the ram to

any desired position over the work.

The Vertical Slide. The bottom slide

is the first job done. This is a piece of

C.M.S. and squared up all over and

machined to the dimensions given. If

cutters are on hand, the job can be done

in a lathe, using the milling attachment

which was built by the writer and

which has appeared in a past issue of

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING. The top

slide is a piece of machine steel and is

carefully laid out before any work is

done on the piece. Then the slot one

inch is cut as shown in the drawing.

The angles were cut on the milling at

tachment. Next, the y, in. hole was

drilled with clapper block clamped to

the slide. The taped hole is left until

the slide and top plate is put in place,

so that both holes can be drilled and

the slide taped properly.

The clapper block is a simple job

and there is no need of explaining it

here. The top plate is a piece of fiat

stock nicely polished and machined as

per drawing. The screw is die cast

and is turned from %; in. stock. A

collar is also needed for this screw.

When threading the screw for the collar

end it would be better if the die was put

in a chuck and with the aid of the tail

stock center the work can be

threaded square and no trouble

will be experienced when the

collar is finally put in place. The

collar should be turned up square

in a lathe, using the screw as an

arbor. The other parts are the

tool post, which is shown with

screw and rest collar all in place.

The screw and collar should be

hardened. The clapper block

screw is turned up from square

stock and left long enough so as

to make a nice button finish flush

with the nut after it is put in

place. The handles are turned

from stock. The

‘ drawing calls for

two; one for verti

cal slide and one

for cross rail screw.

The cross rail is

made of cast iron

and machined as

shown. This should

be finished all over

and the cross slide

should be scraped

to the raiL The

other parts are the

screw, end plates, etc.,

which need no description here.

There is a binder hole drilled into

the slide as shown. The clamp

plates are made of fiat stock. These

plates should be pinned to the rail so

as to keep them from moving in all

directions when they are loose. The

vise block is a casting and is machined

according to the drawing. The 11/§ in.

hole was bored out in a lathe using an

angle iron to hold the work. The vise

is a Goodell-Pratt No. 72% with a 1%

in. shank and it has a right and left

screw, which makes just a suitable

device for the drive on the shaper. The

more to the center the T bolt is set, the

larger will be the radius of the stroke

gibs, nut,
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eadi side of the center line. The handle

and other minor pieces do not need very

much description, so the builder is

left to decide for himself whether to

use handles or nuts.

Bracket. This is shown on the draw

ing and is the same thing that the

writer is using. The only operations

that were done on this piece were the

drilling of the oil holes and set screw

holes. The bracket, pulley, stroke

block and driving shaft all came from a

local junk dealer. The shaft was

turned up as shown with two slots.

This is to keep the shaft from swaying

from side to side. To the pulley was

added an_ extra set screw at the end of

the shaft, as the other one persisted in

coming loose while running. The block

was drilled as shown with a ;{; in.

taped hole for the set screw.

The connecting rod is a piece of flat

stock with holes drilled in both ends.

The % in. hole in this rod is of the

sleeve shown, which is 1/16 in.

longer than the width of the rod. This

is so that the nut can be tightened up on

the T-bolt and at the same time it will

leave the rod free to revolve. A small

oil hole should be drilled into the con

necting rod holes. The sleeve is a

simple job and should be hardened if

possible. A small block is made of

steel. There are two M, in. set screws

taped into the §»§ in. hole and they

should be spotted into the adjusting

rod, which is a piece of cold-rolled

steel 4 in. long. The T-bolt was turned

from ;{; in. square stock and die

threaded. The guide block screw was

tumed up from % in. square stock,

and should be hardened. The adjust

ing rod clamp was taken from a water

faucet and a S/16 in. threaded stud

pinned to it.

To Loosen Rusted Screws

NE of the simplest and easiest

ways of loosening a rusted screw

is to apply heat to the head of the

screw. A small bar or rod of iron, flat

at the end, if reddened in the fire and

applied for two or three minutes to the

head of the rusty screw will, as soon as

it heats the screw, render its withdrawal

as easy by the screw-driver as if the

screw had been only recently inserted.

. Lacquers For Gold

LCOHOL, 1 gal.; tunneric, V2 lb.;

moderate for a week, then filter,

and add gamboge, 2 oz.; shellac, 6 oz.;

gum sandarac, 1% lb.; dissolve in a

warm bath, and add 1 quart common

turpentine varnish. For red lacquer

use 1% lb. of annotto instead of the

turmeric, and 8 oz. of dragon’s blood

instead of the gamboge.

To Brown Gun-Barrels

IX chloride of antimony to a

creamy consistency with olive

oil. Apply the mixture evenly to the

heated barrel, allow it to act for twelve

to twenty-four hours, then remove the

excess with a woolen rag and repeat

the operation. After the second appli

cation has acted for twelve to twenty

four hours, the iron or steel is covered

with a bronze-like layer of ferric oxide

and antimony, which resists the action

of the air and may be made lustrous by

brushing with a waxed brush. The

sharpening of the chloride of antimony

can be effected by adding a little nitric

acid to the paste of olive oil and chlor

ide of antimony so as to hasten the

operation. Another formula is: Nitric

acid, 1.5 parts; sweet spirits of nitre,

1.5; rectified alcohol, 3; blue vitriol,

6; tincture of chloride of iron, 3; dis

tilled water, 100. Dissolve the blue vit

riol in the water, then add the other

materials. The burnishing and mark

ing can be eflected with the burnisher

and scratch-brush. The polishing is

best effected by rubbing with a piece of

smooth, hard wood, called polishing

wood. The barrel is finely varnished

with shellac varnish and again polished

with the hard-wood polisher. Some pre

fer the tone of brown produced by blue

vitriol, 5 parts; sweet spirits of nitre,

5; water, 100. In any case the surface

of the iron must be well cleansed and

rendered quite bright; it is then freed

from grease by rubbing with whiting

and water, or better, with powdered

quicklime and water. The browning

composition is then put on and allowed

to remain twenty-four hours. It is then

rubbed off with a stiff brush. If not

sufficiently browned repeat the last

process after browning. Clean the sur

face well with hot water, and dry it.

The surface can be burnished and pol

ished. Varnish with tinsrnith’s lacquer,

or with gum shellac, 2 oz.; dragon’s

blood, 3 drachms; methylated spirit of

wine, 4 pints. The metal should be

made hot before applying this varnish

and it will present an excellent appear

ance. If the varnish is not required

to color, but only to preserve the actual

tint produced on the metal surface by

the browning fluid, leave out the drag

on’s blood.

A Simple Substitute for

Bunsen Burner

SIMPLE but effective substitute

for a Bunsen burner, operated by

acetylene instead of illuminating gas,

can be made from materials costing

only a few cents. All that is needed is

a medium sized bottle with a large neck.

The writer used a jug for this purpose.

A cork to fit the neck of the bottle, 4

ins. of 1/16 in. brass tubing, 4 ins. of

3/16 in. tubing and the cover from a

small baking powder tin.

The tin cover is intended to hold

water and should be soldered to the

smaller tubing so that when the tube

is run through the cork, the water will

drip down into the bottle. Six or eight

small holes are drilled in one end of
  

the larger tube,“ which is bent at an

angle and the other end of this tube

also run through the cork. -

To operate the burner, fill the bottle

about one-third full with calcium car

bide, such as is used in acetylene gas

generators, put the cork in place, but

not too securely, so that it will work as

a safety valve in case the burner tube

becomes stopped up, and fill the recep

tacle with water. Gas will immediately

begin to generate and by holding a

lighted match to the burner it will so0n_

come to a steady flame. The pressure of

the gas in the bottle will regulate the

flow of water. »

This little device may be used for

any purpose for which a Bunsen burner

is employed. It is especially useful in

workshops where illuminating gas is
not obtainable. S

R. M. HENDRICKS.

Preparation of Potash

Water-Glass

IX 1S parts of pure quartz-sand

with 10 of potassium carbonate

and 1 of charcoal powder, and fuse the

mixture in a crucible. The contents

of the crucible, when cold, is taken out,

pulverized, and exposed to the air, be

ing frequently stirred during the time.

The powder is then several times

washed with cold water, and then

boiled with 5 parts of water until all is

completely dissolved. The solution is

then filtered and evaporated to a spe

cific gravity of 1.25. In this manner

a sticky, syrupy liquid is obtained

which, on exposure to the air, dries to

a transparent glass.

Another receipt: Quartz—sand 15

parts, potash 5, and anhydrous soda 4.

lt is prepared as above.
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Ford Motored Airplane Proves Practical

By E. H. Holterman

Former Flying lnStt'UCtOl’, U. S. Army

 

POINT that is interesting to glossy finish, but has not been worn they vary quite a bit in weight. Drill

many aviation enthusiasts, es- to an oval or “out of round” shape. holes along the rods between the

pecially those who are building Get a set of Lynite or other light mag- flanges to lighten them, and at least

full sized airplanes of their two holes into the rods

own, is the use of a modi- through the bearings for oil

fled Ford motor as power. ing. Balance them up

The photographs herewith equally after having fitted

show a successful biplane them to the crankshaft. The

built and flown by the crankshaft should be well

writer that is equipped with balanced also. The regular

a modified Ford engine and Ford camshaft may be

which flies very well in- used or one can put in a

deed when one considers the special, high speed shaft as

low horsepower. The motor desired. It is advisable to

shown weighs 195 lbs. after get some Dodge car valves,

alterations have been made, as they are a bit larger than

but it is believed that this the Ford valves. By ream

weight can be cut down in ing out the valve seats a bit

_a new form the writer is ex- the Dodge valves will fit

perimenting with. The pro- nicely and give you more

peller that seems to work the power. You can either put

best is 6 ft. 6 in. in diame- on an Atwater Kent timer

ter by 4 ft. 6 in. pitch. with battery and cells or

The complete machine il1us- mount a small magneto for

trated weighs 580 lbs., ignition as desired.

which the writer considers

unnecessarily heavy for

such a small machine and

which can be reduced to less

than 500 lbs. by refinement

of construction.

The main dimensions of

the machine are 18

ft. length, 25» ft.

spread, 4 ft. chord,

4 ft. 6 in. gap, and

while official speed

tests have never been

made, from previous

rience it is esti

mated it will fly at

least 45 miles per

hour. One of the

machines illustrated

is without a 4 ft.

overhang on the up

per wings which is

shown in the other

machine. This add

ed surface will give

a better landing

speed and will also

enable the machine

to get off the ground

easier.

How to Rebuild

  

Special Precautions for

Oiling

For the base or oil pan

you can use the Ford crank

case by cutting the rear end

off so that it will come

within the flange of

the crankshaft, and

weld a piece on with

a pocket for a piece

of felt packing to

keep the oil from

coming out. The

front end is cut off

at the beginning of

the oil case. Cut

slots about three in

ches long in the in

spection plate be

t w e e n t h e d i p

grooves of the con

necting rods to allow

the oil to drop into

the oil sump. This

sump is nothing

more than an oil re

ceptacle from which

the oil is pumped

through a tube on to

the bearings. By tak

in a co r 'Ford Motor angd attacliilrieg srIx)i;i)1(l

To rebuild 3- Ford Views at top show Ford motored airplane flown successfully by E. H. Holterman of niPP1e5 5uCh 35 they

II10t0I' f01' USE in an Woodstock, Vt. The L]-2 is the machine after the overhang had been added to the top use on shower baths

airplane, I h a v e plane to obtain more sur/ace. The illustration of the modified motor shows method of S0 that the Oil will

found that the fol- imtallfltivo in fuselage be pumped directly

lowing changes are on to the bearings,

necessary. First, get a Ford motor nalium alloy pistons. In getting you will have no trouble with bearings.

block that has been used enough to connecting rods, try to get them as A small gear pump attached to the Qil

have smoothed the cylinder walls to :1 near an equal weight as possible, as sump (below your oil level) driven
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either by a chain or shaft and gears

will keep a constant stream of oil to

your bearings. A Zenith carbureter

gives good results and is very light, hav

ing an aluminum manifold.

Mounting Nose Type Radiator

If the motor is to be used as a trac

tor, and you wish to have the radiator

in the nose, an extension with two

flanges will have to be made, one flange

to be bolted to the flange on the crank

shaft, then a space of a few inches (cor

  

Pilot Holterman in the Ford motored air

plane built and flown by him

responding to radiator depth), then an

other flange, and if preferred a shaft

extended from this second flange for

the propeller. The cylinder head will

either have to be machined off along the

outlet “hump” and another piece welded

on with the outlet for the water turned

in the opposite direction, or else plug

up the opening for the water and tap

into the head at the opposite end. If

the radiator is to be overhead or along

the side, the cylinder head can be used

as it is by making a simple connection.

and no propeller extension will be nec

essary to go through the radiator. No

water pump is needed. Keep the

weight down on everything, taking off

more when you think you have taken

off as much as possible.

The building of such a machine is

not beyond mechanical skill of the av

erage amateur, as the construction of

practically all parts excepting altera

tions in the motor can be done with the

ordinary wood working manual training

equipment. The work of construction

of such machines is made considerably

easier by purchasing supplies which

are available on the open market, these

comprising everything from a complete

set of blueprints to all of the metal fit

tings and wooden parts in completed or

knockdown form. Modified motors may

also be obtained from dealers who are

making a specialty of this work.

Common Failings of Amateur Builders

It has been my experience that the

common failing of amateur aircraft

builders is to build their machine

heavier than reallv needed because they

do not realize the necessity for light

construction to insure successful flying

with low powered motors. Those who

have had experience in the Air Service

have a realization of the strength and

size of various structural parts, but

most amateurs make them too large

and of unsuitable materials. There is

no reason for the use of heavy construc

tion in a small low powered airplane

because the flying speed is low and the

stresses on the parts are not severe.

Particular attention should be given to

paring down weight in small items, as

these mount up to an astonishing total

in the aggregate. Machines examined

by the writer that have been built by

amateurs have had M3" bolts used where

3/16" or X," would have had ample

strength, and fittings of %;" sheet metal

when 1/16" gauge stock would have

been amply strong. Aluminum should

be -used wherever possible in preference
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FLEXIBLE PONTOONS FOR

SHIP SALVAGE

N view of the importance of salving

ships sunk during the war, and of

the all-round costliness of the ordinary

barges or lighters used for ship-lifting,

special interest is attachable to the ex

periments recently carried out on the

raising of the S.S. “Main." The S.S.

“Main” was sunk by gunfire from a

German submarine in Luce Bay. Sal

vage operations were undertaken by the

Ardrossan Salvage Company, and

Vickers’ flexible pontoons were used.

Made of special canvas and cables,

the completed pontoons weigh only 1

ton; but, when inflated with air and

submerged in water, are capable of

lifting 100 tonsl Two of these pontoons

were used, being fixed to the stempost

of the sunken ship and inflated by

means of an air-compressor on a small

tug. The vessel was successfully

John F. McMahon, a Brooklyn, N. Y., aviation enthusiast and expert builder of model

and full size airplanes, seated in the fuselage of airplane built by him which is to be

powered with a Ford motor. He has previously built and sold a similar machine. The

illustration shows many detafls of construction in both wings and /uselage framework

to heavier metals. Do not use heavy

19 strand wire cable and correspond

ingly large turnbuckles for taking loads

that are way under the capacity of

“aviator cor ” cable or hard wire and

lighter turnbuckles.

raised, and was beached for pumping.

An advantage of these canvas pon

toons is that, when not in use, they can

be packed into a very small compass,

and stored in the hold of the salvage

ship until required.
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Air From the Turbine Room

Used for Heating

HE temperature of a turbine room

in an electrical generating station

is kept at a temperature much too high

for the comfort of the operators. A

large lighting company in Springfield,

Mass., put a plan into operation which

permits the utilization of this surplus

heat in the heating of various other

departments of its organization. In

the winter the air is drawn from be

neath the roof of the turbine room into

the basement of the switch house where

a blower discharges it through steam

coil heaters. Another system of ducts

collects the air and discharges it

through ceiling registers into the

switchboard room. In this way a com

fortable temperature is maintained in

all departments.

Electricity In Agriculture

HE prejudice of the German

farmers against electrical appli

ances has now been overcome, and they

are being used for a'variety of pur

poses.

Small progress has been made with

electric ploughing machines, but the

war has produced a great development

of ploughs driven by petrol engines.

Threshing-machines driven by electric

motors have become extensively used,

mechanical milking machines have

been found capable of replacing milk

ing by hand, and electrically-heated

hatching machines are coming into

favor.

The stimulation of the growth of

crops by subjecting them to electric

radiation has not yet become practical

owing to the lack of physiological

knowledge of plant growth, and the

absence of data from which the best

voltage and form of current can be

ascertained. It has, however, been

demonstrated that the humidity of the

air plays an important role in deter

mining the effect of the electric radia

tion. The use of artificial illumina

tion of crops certainly hastens growth,

but the cost is such as to render it com

mercially useless. The drying of crops

by electric heaters is effective, but too

costly; on the other hand, the drying

process has been carried out success

fully, for example, at Duisburg, by

utilizing the waste heat of electric gen

crating stations. Promising experi

ments have also been performed at the

Dresden Technical College in the arti

ficial heating of the ground by the

waste heat of such stations.

Pupinized Short Telephone

Cables

HE loading of short telephone

cables with Pupin coils decreases

the damping, but does not necessarily

increase the efficiency of the whole con

ducting circuit, There is a certain

length of cable (between 3 and 6 km.)

which may be called the critical length,

above which the loading with induct

ance improves the efficiency. For

lengths less than the critical value the

efficiency depends greatly on whether

a central battery or local battery is

used. Furthermore, the efficiency of

such short-loaded sections is determined

to a great extent by the characteristics

of the sections to which it is joined at

both ends. If a short length of cable

lies between to overhead sections, it is

useless to pupinize it unless the ad

jacent overhead lines are also pupin

ized. If the cable is connected only at

one end to overhead conductors and at

the other end directly to the apparatus,

the activity in the receiving and send

ing apparatus (with local battery) in

creases with moderate loading of the

cable, but falls again with heavier

loading, as long as the overhead line is

not also pupinized. The longer the

overhead line, the more certain is the

gain achieved by loading the cable. On

the other hand, with a central battery

there is no object in pupinizing the

cable unless the overhead line is simi

larly trmted. If the short cable sec

tion is directly connected to apparatus

at both ends and a local battery is

used, the efficiency may be raised by

moderate loading of the cable, but it

will fall again with too great loading.

On the other hand, if a central battery

is used, the use of loading in a local

service is undesirable under any cir

cumstances.

Projected Hydro-Electric

Installations In Spain

CCORDING to the Rivista Temica

d’Elettricita, numerous applica

tions have been lodged for concessions

to construct hydro-electric generating

stations in Spain.

The falls of the Iucar, near Valentia,

will supply to the town a power of

6,400 h.p. The hydro-electric station

at Linares has been linked up by a

70,000-volt line to the generating sta

tion of Penarroya. A company with a

capital of 150 million francs has been

formed to exploit the falls of the Douro.

near the frontier between Spain and

Portugal. The total available power is
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150,000 h.p., and it is intended to

transmit power to Madrid and Bilbao,

and it is hoped that power from this

station will be utilized by the northern

and eastern railways of the peninsula.

The Photo-Electric Cell In‘

Wireless Communication

HE photo-electric cell which has

been described in the Physical Re

view (2nd series Vol. VII No. 1) had

recently been tried as a receptor of

wireless signals with marked success.

Experiments have been made in both

receiving and transmitting. The tube

not only holds possibilities as a. re

ceptor, but as a producer of electrical

oscillations as well. If the photo-elec

tric cell is developed to a point where

it will be practical to apply it in a

commercial way, the change will be a

revolutionary one.

The photo-electric cell was developed

by Kunz and Stebbins. It has an

inner coating of an alkali metal (so

dium, potassium, etc.,) which is ren

dered sensitive_by the introduction of

hydrogen while the tube is excited.

This results in the formation of a hy

dride, which under, the action of light,

changes the effective resistance of the

tube.

The photo-electric cell has been em

ployed in many different ways. It

has been used as a photometer in stellar

photometry, physiology of plants,

photo-chemistry and for the transmis

sion, reflecticli, and radiation of light.

The cell is used in connection with a

battery with a potential of from 120

to 200 volts, and a galvanometer of

high sensitivity.

Use of Tungsten for Con

tact Points

LATINUM for use as contact

points has many advantages. It

is not oxidizable, is not attacked by

acids or gases and is capable of with

standing great heat.

A writer in the London Electrician

recently described his experiences with

tungsten as a substitute for platinum.

Tungsten is a metal that possesses near

ly all'the properties of platinum and

it has been found to make very good

contact points. The author of the ar

ticle experimented with vibrating con

tacts of tungsten on a heavy current

circuit and after a considerable period

found that they stood up nearly as well

as platinum contacts. The author sug

gested the emnloyment of a sharp

pointed lower electrode.
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An Electrically - Equipped Lighter

By William H. Easton

ENNSYLVANIA R a i l road

tinction of being the first vessel

of her type to be equipped with

electrically-operated winches ex

clusively. She is used for carry

ing express shipments around

New York Harbor; and as this

service is one in which time is

an important factor her winches

were arranged for electric drive,

instead of the usual steam en

gines, because it was believed

that the use of electricity would

materially reduce the time re

quired for handling cargoes.

She has now been in commission

about two years, and experience

goes to show that this idea was

correct; for, although it is diffi

cult to carry out an accurate effi

ciency test in the handling of

miscellaneous packages, it is

generally conceded by those who

are familiar with her work that

No. 151 can take care of 300

tons while the average steam

operated lighter is disposing of

200 tons.

As shown by the illustration,

No. 151 has two systems of

booms, one forward consisting

of a single main boom with a

maximum capacity of 10 tons,

and one aft, of the mast and

yard type, with a' maximum ca

pacity of 2 tons. Most steam

lighters of the capacity of No.

151 have only one boom system;

but with electrical operation two

can readily be employed because

the motor-driven winches are so

compact that they can be housed

in a very small compartment.

This compartment is situated in

the hull just forward of the

pilot house; all the lines run

down in front of the pilot house

to their respective winches in

most direct manner possible.

There are eight motors alto

gether, their purpose and size

being shown in the following

table:

Senvrcr:

For Forward B0om— H.P.

Main Hoist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

Main Boom . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

Starboard Guy . . . . . . . . . . .. 15

PortGuy....» . . . . . . . . . . ..lS

For Aft Booms——

Starboard Hoist . . . . . . . . . .. 15

Starboard Guy . . . . . . . . . . .. 15

Port Hoist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1S

Port Guy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15

These motors, shown in the photo

graph, are of the Westinghouse direct

current crane type, totally enclosed and

equipped with magnetic brakes. Each trollers (one for each motor) for the

Lighter No. 151 enjoys the dis- motor is geared directly to its winch forward boom are located_ at the for

and the winches are arranged in two ward end of the pilot house. For the

 

The electrically-equipped lighter

aft booms, there are two sets of

controllers, one located at each

side of the pilot house, either of

which can be used. The object

of this arrangement is to give

the operator an unobstructed

view of the operations of the

booms under all conditions.

The controllers in the pilot

house are of the type known as

“master switches.” They do not

control motors directly, but con

trol the operation of a series of

magnetically actuated switches,

which make the actual connec

tions. These switches are mount

ed on panels located in the

motor compartment, and some

of them can be seen in the upper

right-hand comer of the photo

graph. There are several ad

vantages of this arrangement.

In the first place, the master

switches handle only small cur

rents needed to energize the

magnets and so are light in con

struction and easily handled.

Secondly, the heavy cables carry

ing the motor currents are of

minimurnlength, and do not

have to be run up to the pilot

house and down again. Finally,

the magnet switches permit the

use of automatic acceleration;

that is, the operator is not

obliged to operate the master

switches slowly in order to pre

vent burning out the motors by

applying the currents too sud

denly. He merely moves the

handles at any speed he pleases,

and the magnet switches then

close in the proper order and at

the proper rate. The motors are

thus protected from injury, and

’ all of their operations are car

ried out at the maximum speed

consistent with safety. Each

controller provides a number of

motor speeds.

The current for operating the

motors is generated by a 25

kilowatt, 125-volt Westinghouse

turbine generator, shown in the

top photograph. This unit 0on

sists of a high-speed turbine

geared to a standard generator.

It is operated by steam at pres

sures of from 75 to 250 lbs.,

and can be used either condens

ing or non-condensing. A gov

rows, one being placed above the other. ernor keeps the speed, and therefore the

The control of the winches is located voltage, constant, and an emergency

in the pilot house. The four con- stop prevents accidents.
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The Preparation and Use -of Permanganate

O the amateur chemist strug

gling_along in his laboratory, the

preparation and use of volumetric

solutions of potassium permanganate

opens up a new field which is really a

branch of quantitative analysis. Not

only is it of value to him to know how

to go about the determinations, but he

also receives from carrying out these

‘determinations a vast amount of prac

tical knowledge such as he would ob

tain only at college or any industrial

' laboratory. The procedure which the

writer is“ about to describe is exactly

the same as that used at any laboratory

carrying on determinations of the vari

ous elements, and the best of it is that

all of it can be done with a very small -

' laboratory equipment and at slight ex

pense. _ _

To make that which follows clearer

and more interesting, let us first‘ look

into the theoretical side of the matter.

Potassium permanganate, when in‘ an

acid solution and when any oxidizable.

matter is present, breaks down accord

ing to the equation: 2KMnO, ‘-'~ K20

+ 2MnO + 50. Thus, we see that

every two molecules of permanganate is

equivalent to five atoms of oxygen,

and as two molecules of hydrogen is

equivalent to one of oxygen (ZH -1- O

*4 H2O) the two molecules of perman

ganate is equal to 10 of H. Shortly

we shall use these ten molecules of H,

but for the present attention is directed

to the five molecules of oxygen. Now

bearing in mind that two molecules of

permanganate equal ten molecules of

hydrogen, and recalling our definition

of a normal solution (it is upon this

basis that we make our solutions)

which is a solution that contains in

one liter the weight of active constituent

that will react with one gram of hydro

gen, and 316 gms. of permanganate,

then our normal solution will contain

31.6 gms. per liter and the tenth nor

mal (N/10) the one usually employed,

one-tenth of this or 3.16 gms. in 1000

ccs. of water. In one cc. there are

0.00316 gms. (move decimal point).

Now let us prepare some of this solu

tion.

At this point our troubles begin. We

So l u t i 0 n s ~

By Albert T. Fellows

cannot weigh our permanganate out ac

curately and dissolve. it in a liter of‘

water, as the salt cannot be obtained in '

such high purity, and even distilled

water contains some readily oxidizable

matter which is attacked by the per

manganate precipitating, MnO,, which

further hastens the decomposition.

To overcome these diffidulties we

must weigh out about 3.3 gms. of pure

potassium permanganate crystals and

dissolve this amount in one liter of

distilled‘water, This is then boiled for

about five minutes and the solution

allowed to stand in a bottle with a plug

of cotton in the neck for five or six

days, during which period the per

manganate has plenty of time to oxi--

dize all the organic matter which is

present. *

After this, we carefully filter it

through an asbestos pad (paper would
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introduce more organic matter) into a

brown glass stoppered bottle or even

one which is painted black, as light

hastens decomposition. A convenient

method of filtering is to insert a two

hole rubber stopper in the bottle carry

ing a 6-in. funnel and another tube con

nected to the exhaust. In the funnel

is a 12-in. porcelain filter plate sup

porting a well-washed felt of asbestos.

By starting the exhaust the solution is

thoroughly and quickly filtered.

Our real work should begin now that

we have a pure solution of the per

manganate, but it is much too concen

trated, so we must dilute it consider

ably. This is called standardizing and

there are many methods. The one

which is perhaps the easiest and quick

est from our standpoint follows: First

prepare a N/10 solution of oxalic acid.

After this, get the purest crystallized

oxalic acid obtainable and weigh out

6.25 gms. and dissolve this in 1000 ccs.

of H20. This is slightly below its real

value, for, to be exact, we should dis

solve 6.255 gms. of 100 per cent. oxalic

acid in 1000 ccs. of H20. Of course,

100 per cent. oxalic acid is not to be

had, and such a high degree of accuracy

will probably not be required for our

purpose. Take'10 ccs. of this N/10

oxalic acid solution and transfer it to

a beaker with a pipette and add 1 cc.

of pure concentrated sulphuric acid.

This warms up considerably, and be

fore it cools add the permanganate

gsolution from a burrette in small quan

tities, shaking the flask after each ad

ditiori and toward the end reducing the

flow to drops, When the last drop is

added it imparts a pinkish tint to the

solution which persists for V2 minute.

Then carefully note the number of ccs.

used and then dilute the test solution

with ‘a specially distilled water (water

distilled as usual, but before beginning

the distillation adding about one gram

of potassium permanganate to get rid

of the ever present organic matter) so

that the permanganate solution corre

sponds volume for volume with tthe

N/10 oxalic acid solution at 25 deg. C.

To get it quite clear how the solution

is diluted, let us take a practical ex

ample. First we took 1000 ccs. of pure

potassium permanganate solution and

50 ccs. for the burrette and measured

this accurately into the burrette. This

left 950 ccs. in the bottle. As

suming that 9.5 ccs. of permanganate

was sufficient to impart a pink tint to

the acid for V2 minute,‘ we must

add 47.5 ccs. of the specially distilled

water as the 9.5 ccs. of permanganate

ought to be equal to the 10 ccs. of acid.

Then we must add 0.05 ccs. for every

10 ccs. in the bottle, as there are
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95 or 47.5 ccs. This is thoroughly

mixed and a new test made till 10 ccs.

of the acid just decolorizes the 10 ccs. of

the permanganate. We must not forget

to discard the contents of the burrette

after each trial and to use a burrette

having a glass stopcock, and above all

to be scrupulously clean.

Now that we have our N/10 solution

let us learn how to use it. Potassium

permanganate may be used in volu

metric determinations of a number of

elements, some of which are iron, cal

cium, manganese, phosphorus, molyb

denum, oxalic acid, hydrogen peroxide

and red lead, etc.

As space is limited, let us take as an

example an analysis of an iron ore, as

the determination of iron is perhaps of

the greatest importance. It is based

upon the oxidizing action of the per

manganate to change iron in the ferrous

condition to the ferric.

For analysis we take a 10 gm. sam

ple of ore, powder it and treat it with

10 ccs. of concentrated hydrochloric

acid. Upon heating, the iron is dis

solved and a residue is left. This is

filtered off and the filtrate is saved.

Some of the iron in the filtrate is in

the ferric condition and must be re

duced. This is accomplished by add

ing about 3 gms. of granulated zinc to

the flask containing the iron solution

and closed by a small funnel. Ten ccs.

of concentrated sulphuric acid are

added, and when all the zinc is dis

solved the solution is ready to be

titrated.

Now we run in the permanganate

solution very slowly (this is called

titrating). The solution turns a yel

lowish tint as each drop of the crimson

purple permanganate solution is quickly

decolorized. At the end we must go very

slowly, for the last drop imparts a pink

tint to the whole solution for V; minute.

Now we note the number of ccs. con

sumed, and, as each cc. is equal to

0.005589 gms. of iron in the ferrous

state, to find out how much iron'was in

the solution we multiply the number of

ccs. consumed by 0.005589 and the an

swer is the number of gms. of iron in

the solution. For instance, if 45 ccs.

were required to produce the pink tint,

then there was 45 times 0.005589 or

0.240905 gms. of iron in the 10 gm.

sample.

The following is the table we will

use frequently in making our calcula

tions, the same as in the foregoing ex

ample.

One cc. of N/10 Potassium Pennan

ganate is equal to:

Potassium permanganate... 0.0031606

Iron (ferrous) . . . . . . . . . .. 0.005589

Ferrous carbonate. . . . . . . . . 0.011505

Ferrous oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.007138

Ferrous sulphate anhydrous

FeSO, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.015085

Ferrous sulphate 2Fe SO,

3H._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.017767

Oxalic acid (crystallized).. 0.006255

Now we see that these figures are the

molecular _weights of the substance

moved four places to the left, and we

will be able to deduce them for our

selves.

If our answer is reported, as, say

iron in ferrous sulphate, to find the

amount of the element in the compound

we use the following:

Fe in FeO is 0.77727%

Fe in FeSO, is 0.36751%

Fe in FeSO, 7H,,O is 0.2008%

Fe in FeSO,(NH),SO,6HO is

0.l4239%

These percents are also easily found

by means of solving a simple propor

tion, such as the following for exam

ple: Fe : FeO :: X : 100, by substi

tuting the atomic and molecular weights

required.

Producing Low

Temperatures

By G. E. Meredith

ANTING to test several sam

ples of insulating compounds

under winter conditions, the

writer began to look up the subject of

freezing mixtures, using materials at

hand such as ice, sulphuric acid, caus

tic potash, etc. Several hand books

were found with practically the same

information in them, part of which is

given below.

Snow or crushed ice two parts and

salt (sodium chloride) one part. Tem

perature lowered approximately to 5° F.

Snow or crushed ice three parts, salt

(sodium chloride) two parts and sal

ammoniac (ammonium chloride) one

part. Temperature lowered approxi

mately to —12° F.

Snow or crushed ice three parts and

dilute sulphuric acid (oil of vitrol) two

parts. Temperature lowered approxi

mately from 32° F. to ——23° F.

Snow or crushed ice eight parts and

muratic acid (hydrochloric acid) five

parts. Temperature lowered approxi

mately from 32° F. to —27" F.

Snow or crushed ice three parts and

caustic potash four parts. Tempera

ture lowered approximately from 32° F.

to —51° F.

In testing the compound, it was in a

quart glass jar and this was in turn

placed inside a two-gallon earthen jar.

The ice was packed between the jars

and commercial battery acid 1.250°

poured onto it. The temperature was

lowered in the inner jar to 28° F. in a

few minutes and the writer was able to

hold it there for about one-half hour.

This meant a lowering of the tempera

ture of 57° F. from room temperature.

The inner jar was a quart bottle with

the top cut off. It was a rather novel

sight to see the jar with a heavy layer

of frost on it in the middle of July.

The temperature of the solution was

much lower than the inside of the inner

jar, and by using a Dewar flask for the

ice and acid, a much lower temperature

would be produced, as the radiation is

cut down.

Finding the Flash Point

0 Kerosene

EROSENE is a liquid which is

being utilized more and more in

the household for both light and heat.

A very large number of fires are laid

to the account of petroleum, and the

danger is by no means small. The

greater number of these fires are due

to the overturning of lamps and oil

stoves. In many of these cases the oil

continues to burn fiercely after the stove

or lamp has been upset. However, this

should not be, for an oil is procurable

on the market which would extinguish

such a blaze. This oil is carefully frac

tionized and freed from the more vola

tile products. Furthermore, this oil

does not cost any more than the more

dangerous kind, and is fully as eco

nomical.

The problem of determining whether

an oil is safe or not is one which is

eminently fitted for the amateur chem

ist to solve. It is known as finding the

flash point or the fire test of the oil.

The flashing point of kerosene may

be approximately determined by pro

ceeding in the following manner: Pour

a small quantity of the kerosene to be

tested in a small crucible or evaporating

dish. Then place the crucible upon a

water-bath and a theremometer is sus

pended in the oil.

Heat the water carefully until the

thermometer registers 30° C. (86° F.).

At this temperature cautiously draw a

lighted match across the surface of the

liquid.

If the oil does not inflame, repeat the

match test at each rise of 5° C. until it

does flash. Do not permit the oil to

burn, but allow it to cool to the 5° point

at which it was before it ignited. For

example, at 45° C. a certain sample did

not flash, at 50° C. it did flash. The

analyst allows it to cool to 45° C. again

and then very cautiously repeats it till

at, say, 47° C. it flashes once more.

The flashing point in this case is 47°

C. and not 50° C.

Experience has shown that there is no

danger with an oil possessing a flash

ing point of 40° C. (104° F.). The

best grade oil sold in the United States

is known as water white and flashes at

65.5° C. (l50° F.). However, the

writer understands that there are large

quantities of oil on the market having a

flashing point of from 24° to 40° C.

Such oil constitutes a very great source

of fire danger. The author has found

no difficulty in procuring an oil with a

fire test of from 60° to 62° C. The safe

limit is 40° C. or 104° F. In certain

countries this point has been fixed by

law as the minimum.
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theory is king. Demonstrations

and experiments are few in num

ber. But, those experiments which do

appear are bound to be excellent ones.

This is principally due to the fact that

many of them have been devised and

performed by the great masters such as

Faraday, Fischer, Ostwald, Van’t Hoff,

Coehn, Haber and many others. Phy

sical chemistry is quantitative in nature

not qualitative; it wants to know not

only how, but how much.

The reader will recall that in his

high-school chemistry, he learned that

all thiosulphates (especially including

the acid) are rather unstable and break

down into sulphur, water and sulphur

dioxide as expressed by the equation:

Na, S, O, + 2HC1 : 2NaC1+ H2 O

+ S + SO, or in an ionic equation

simply H + S, O3 -‘I H503 + 5- it

will be advantageous for the experi

menter to repeat this qualitative experi

ment to refresh his memory.

Make a concentrated solution of the

hypo. (as the sodium thiosulphate is

commonly called) and add a few drops

of concentrated hydrochloric acid. At

first, nothing appears to

take place, but after

several seconds a white

milky precipitate of

sulphur is seen in the

solution and the odor

of sulphur dioxide is

apparent.

From such experi

ments as these physical

chemistry strives to

draw broad generaliza

tions. These are almost

a l w a y s obtained by

quantitative e x p e r i -

ments. In this case, it

is to prove that-certain

reactions take place in

a time relation to the

masses of the reacting

substances. In other

words, we are working in a sub-topic

under the head of “The Law of Mass

Action.”

This particular experiment is easily

adapted to the resources of the youthful

scientist. The procedure is as follows:

Weigh very carefully 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and

0.5 gram of sodium thiosulphate

(Na,S,O,5H.,O) into four separate

beakers. Add 100 cc’s of distilled

water to the salt in each beaker and

allow it to dissolve. In three separate

test tubes prepare dilute solutions of

hydrochloric acid by adding 1 cc. of

concentrated hydrochloric acid to 20 cc.

of water. In a fourth test tube, place

1 cc. of the concentrated acid without

IN the realm of physical chemistry

An Experiment in Physical Chemistry

any water whatsoever in the tube.

Arrange the beakers in a row accord

ing to the hypo content, the test tubes

so that the one containing the lcc. of

concentrated acid is before the beaker

with the highest hypo. content.

This is shown in the first photo

graph, the beakers containing the clear

solutions are in back of their respective

test_ tubes and the piles of hypo. before

the beakers graphically shows the

quantity in solution. '

  

The beakers after eleven minutes

  

The four test tubes and beakers with the sodium thiosulphate be/are them

Pour the four test tubes of acid into

their respective beakers, noting the

exact time. Carefully watch the beak

ers and at the first sign of a separation

of sulphur ‘note the exact time.

In the second photograph, the beak

ers are shown after eleven minutes have

elapsed. One can see the last three
beakers exhibitivarying degrees of mil

kyness, while the first is still perfectly

clear.

For the beakers above illustrated, the

following results were obtained:

No. 1 (extreme left) 19 minutes

No. 2 8 “

No. 3 6 “

No. 4 (extreme right) 3 “

If any of the readers fail to get

identical results they ought not to feel

discouraged for their results are prob

ably correct though differing from those

above. This is inevitable since the

purity of the sodium thiosulphate, the

concentration of the acid, the tempera

ture and many other causes are bound

to cause the results to vary.

Ostwald, Holleman and V. Oettin

gen, who have carefully studied this

reaction, are all agreed that the sulphur

is immediately formed on mixing the

acid and salt solutions. They explain

this peculiar phenomenon by assuming

that the sulphur remains in solution

until a definite concentration is reached

or a certain change has taken place

which causes the appearance of visible

sulphur particles.

An older hypothesis is that the thio

sulphuric acid formed by the interaction

of the acid and the salt remains en

tirely unchanged till the sulphur ap

pears, and the decomposition is started

at this moment. However, this is incor

rect, for if we treat a dilute thiosulphate

. solution with the acid and neutralize

this acid with a base before the sulphur

has started to deposit, it

is found that the de

posit will appear in due

time.

Holleman

that a certain part of

the free thiosulphuric

acid must decompose,

but the sulphur is in

such a finely divided

state that it cannot be

detected till it has gath

ered together in larger

particles. This is, by

the way, a nice little

opportunity for some

serious research by the

amateur chemist, for

who can tell but that

one of the readers may

_ be able to make some

useful contribution to the solution of

this problem.

Those amateur chemists who limit

their experimental work entirely to the

realm of strict chemistry are missing

much by not devoting some time to ex

periments in the fascinating field of

physical chemistry. Physical chemistry

is nearly as broad and interesting as the

science of chemistry itself. It is only

during the last half century that phy

sical chemistry has been elevated to the

plane of a distinct and separate branch

of science. Some very important dis

coveries have been made in this branch

of science and more will be made.

believes
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Readers

ROM month to month descrip

tions of the workshops of our

readers’ will appear on this page

together with photographs of the shops

and any noteworthy piece of work that

may have been made in them. This

will be a feature of

Evanvnav ENGIN

El-IRING MAGAZINE

as long as we are

able to obtain the

descriptions. A l l

descriptions sent in

will be paid for at

our regular space

rates.

To the fellow

who owns a shop

or laboratory, there

is always a certain

pleasure in seeing

the shops of others

to leam what they

are doing and how

they have arranged

th e i r apparatus.

The following de

scription is that of

the shop of Mr.

Ernest C. Neubert

in the 0 w n e r ’ s

words:

“My shop or la

boratory is nine by twenty-one feet»

with three windows and two ‘doors.

all of which slide into the part1t10nS

“The walls and ceiling are of car

siding, %; of an inch thick, giv

ing a solid wall on which to

fasten instruments and shelves.

The walls, ceiling and shelves

9

which were made during spare time.

The switchboard, drawers, benches and

cabinets are vamished with light oak,

and shellaced. There is a dark-room,

7 x 9 feet, and another small room used

for lumber and extra equipment.

 

A wet! equipped laboratory for chemical and electro

chemical work

  

L

IR‘

aooaoq ‘>09’
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VVorkshops Page

“I have about one hundred dollars’

worth of wireless apparatus, mostly of

my own construction, and about two

hundred and fifty dollars’ worth of

books, including I. C. S. Reference Li

brary, Hawkins’ Electrical Guides, and

numbers of others

on photography,

chemistry, and all

branches of elec

tricity; also a com

plete set of maga

zines since 1915.

including Every

day Engineering,

Popular Mechan

ics, Popular Sci

e n c e , Electrical

Experimenter.

Wireless Age.

Electrical Review,

and others.

“ M y p o w e r

b 0 a r d includes

watt meter, three

volt meters, two

ammeters, two rhe

ostats, and motor

generator. I have

four storage bat

teries of three cells

each, and have

made three good

Tesla coils from time to time.

“I have about one hundred and fifty

dollars’ worth of photographic appara

tus, including 4 x 5 B. & J. enlarging

apparatus with arc light, No. 1-A

Ansco Speedex Camera, and other

apparatus which I made.

“I have about one hundred dif

1

L

..-N4‘ 49- -Inae:-sf

T’.

Several views in the workshop and laboratory of Mr. Ernest C. Neubert of Neosho, Ma

are painted white to give all the illu

mination possible.

“There are thirty-five drawers under

the benches, each 14x22 inches, and‘

from four to eight inches deep; also'

many cabinets above‘ the benches, all of

“I made the desk shown in the pic

ture. The five drawers on each side,

and the bookshelves above, are of yellow

pine; the top, thirty inches by six feet,

and the legs are of red wood, varnished

with light oak.

ferent kinds of chemicals, and own

about one hundred dollars’ worth of

tools, including bench drill, breast drill,

complete set of twist drills, wood bits,

and set of chisels, pliers, planes, ham

(Continued on page 327)
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Building A Two-Passenger Seaplan

By Charles E. Muller, M.A.E.

PART SIX

Pontoon Construction

HIS subject is so large and fas

cinating that it is rather diflicult

to confine the types and processes

with specific instructions to the limits

of this article. A brief classification of

methods of planking will follow the de

scription of all the various components

that enter into the construction of the

pontoons for this two-seater seaplane,

and no particular difficulty should be

experienced in building them.

Keel: and Keelsons

A study of the keel sections a-b-c-d

and in Fig. 5, Plate 8, will give a. fair ,

idea of the more common and practical

methods of constructing these members.

Keelsons are illustrated in b-c and in

Consulting Aeronautical Engineer

of section permitted. When used with

out caps, thin, deep sections of spruce,

white pine, Port Oxford and white

cedar, yellow pine, an even bass wood

are used.

Chine Stringers

Sections shown in sketches e, f, g, h,

k and in Fig. 5 will illustrate the gen

eral methods of chine stringer construc

tion. Keels and chine stringers are usu

ally made of white ash, white oak or

spruce. Ash is recommended for the

floats. Chine and deck edge stringers

are always, where possible, continuous

members from stem to stern.

Bulkheads

Owing to the 100 per cent over ca

pacity of flotation in these pontoons,

they are each divided only into three

watertight compartments by the two

TAR ;- PUBQER SKQQK AQSQQDIR
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ened to the bulkheads shown in Fig. 5.

These are tapered one side only, the

untapered side is glued and riveted to

the bulkhead. White ash for frame

floors, etc., is recommended, as this ma

terial will retain the screw threads bet

ter than the soft woods and stand the

impacts better.

The false keel runner, shown at Fig.

Q, is a hard wood strip sometimes shod

with a brass strip to stand the wear and

tear of sliding up the ways or on to

the rafts. On light machines of this

construction, ash or oak false keels will

suffice without the metal strip, as they

are so easily renewed. The false keel is

continuous from the mooring eye strap

to the stern. The chine, as the junction

of the bottom and sides is called, is pro

tected by methods shown at e, f, g, h, k

and r. That shown at r has been se

lected because it is simplest and very

satisfactory in every way.
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Plate 9. Wheeled landing gear to be substituted for pontoons if desired

Fig. 5. They are employed to stiffen

the float longitudinally, also strengthen

the bottom to withstand the terrific im

pacts of landing shocks and the water

pressure at high speeds. Sometimes

more than one keelson is used for rigid

ity in wide floats and flying boats. The

keelson is usually notched over the

“floors” (this is the technical name

given to the cross frames or ribs of the

bottom structure), especially when the

keelson extends to the bottom planking

without using the cap strips.

For the pontoons described this is

recommended, but the cap strips are cut

in short lengths and are fitted between

the floors, this locking them in position.

Keelsons are made of various woods

the determining factor being the depth

main bulkheads of three-ply wood. It

is made by (Marine) glueing three lam

inations of birch or beechwood, about

X3" thick recommended in this case,

laid so the center layer grain runs 90

degrees to that of the outside layers.

The bulkheads also serve as formers

and stiffeners to the hulls and rigid an

chorages for the strut fastenings. They,

in turn, are strengthened by battens di

agonally braced to chine stringers, and

by knees of the same material, clamped

to the center deck stringer and to the

keelson by seam strips that are glued

and riveted as shown at z in Fig. S,

Plate 8. A cross section of the floors,

ribs and deck beams used throughout

the pontoons is shown at Fig. 6. The

only exceptions are where they are fast

Step

The step is made of 2" x 2" x 15"

white ash or oak, tapered from its lineal

center to a %" edge with a rabbet for

the planking and the bulkhead, as

shown at n. The step clamp (cap

strip) is made of same material 1%” x

1%" x 15", as per the cross section at

n.

Filler Block and Skeg

This block, sometimes called the

“dead wood wedge,” may be added or

be an integral part of the keelson. The

skeg is of hard wood and it is used to

fill in the recess behind the step, mak

ing a solid bearing for the after part

of the runner. It should be very strong

as often the seaplane is balanced on this
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point to turn it or raise it to place small

trucks under the floats. This difiers

from boat practice as the skeg, some

times called a shoe, is usually of metal

attached to the dead wood extending

stemward with a bearing for the rud

der and providing protection for the

propeller.

The stem and stern spreaders are ash

pieces shaped to strengthen the bow and

stem, holding the chine and deck

stringers rigidly.

Planking

The planking is undoubtedly the

main step of the pontoon, bracing it in

lieu of wiring and must be watertight.

, Taking advantage of the wide experi

mentation and practical testing of this

type of machine, I strongly recommend

the double skin, opposite diagonal

planking for this flat back and flat side

pontoon. Careful consideration has been

given to the contraction and expansion

due to the constant wetting and drying

which these floats are subjected to un

der severe conditions. Available space

only permits bring description of the

commonly used methods that have

proven satisfactory in actual service.

They are divided into groups to assist

the reader to gather a fundamental

knowledge of planking.

GROUP I

Deck Planking

1. Single skin with seam strip back

ing.

2. Single skin outside—fabric cov

ering.

3. Double skin, inner one diagonal,

outer one planked, fore and aft,

fabric between.

4. Double skin, except outer skin is

planked diagonally opposite.

S-6. Three-ply laminated wood with

or without fabric covering.

Grzour II

Bottom Planking

1. Single skin with seam strip back

ing.

2. Double skin, inner 45 degree diag

onal, out skin diagonally opposite,

fabric between.

3. Double skin, diagonally opposite,

fabric between.

4. Treble skin, two inner skins diag

onally opposite, outer planked lon

gitudinally, fabric between all

skins.

5. Three-ply laminated wood.

GROUP III

1. Three-ply laminated wood.

2. Double Skin, diagorially opposite,

fabric between.

Planking woods used are white pine,

spruce, white cedar, Spanish cedar and

mahogany.

Plank-Fastenings

Plank fastenings, for material of the

thickness used in these floats are brass

and copper rivets known as canoe riv

ets. These vary from %" long upward.

When long rivets are used through

stringers, or ribs, etc., a washer or burr

is used to rivet the end over. Short riv

ets can be driven in and turned over in

alternating directions nearly as fast as

wood screws and will not loosen up so

readily. Wood screws will strip the

thread in the wood if driven too hard

but may be used advantageously in

stringers, beams, etc. All wood screws

used are of brass and have flat heads.‘

Fabric Covering

Fabric covering for the outside or be

tween layers for small floats must be

very strong and light, but with sufficient

body to hold the “Liquid Marine Glue”

with which it is saturated when ap

plied. Linen covering used on airplane

wings has proven very satisfactory, also

silk and cotton have been used. The

finishing room, where vamishing,

painting, glueing, etc., are done, should

be kept at not less than 65° minimum

to 80° maximum. It should be dry and

well ventilated. Follow explicity the di

rections sent with the special glue.

The planking is carefully sand

papered to a smooth finish, thoroughly

brushed and a thin sizing coat of glue

applied, when thoroughly dried. A sec

ond coat is then added over which the

linen or silk is rapidly stretched, before

the glue sets. By using ]efiery’s Water

proof Liquid Glue, the need of hot irons

is eliminated. Satisfactory results are

produced by smoothing the fabric with

a cold iron or block of wood. A third

coat of glue is applied over the fabric,

thoroughly covering it. The outside

planking is then laid on. Sometimes the

planking is sewn together with bronze

wire instead of riveting. The wire

stitching runs with the grain and is

bedded in flush with the outside plank

ing, particularly in “treble skin” con

struction, where the outside plank is

laid longitudinally. -

A word of warning may not be amiss

regarding the fabric covering. The

shape of this pontoon is surely so sim

ple that if care be taken to eliminate all

puckers and air pockets, by working

them to the edges and copper tacking

along the stringers, no difficulty will en

sue. The simple form described has

been chosen with the requirements of

the amateur builder in view.

Building the Pontoons

The erection mould, Fig. 1, is usually

used where the pontoons are large like

the N. C. flying boat hulls, or large sea

plane pontoons, but the smaller ones,

like canoes, launches, and small boats,

are built keel up. In this case ws save

this time and expense if the two sides

be constructed on a temporary table top

of %;" x 20" wide x 14’ long. This may

also be used to form the chine and deck

edged stringers on, if the side elevation

Fig. 5 be carefully laid out, and blocks

properly located and fastened. _

A level floor may be used for the same

purpose and also to lay out the deck

stringers and keelson. Then the pon

toon sides are placed top edge down on

horses or boxes, then fastened to the

two watertight bulkheads next the keel

son and floors, followed by fitting the

keelson cap and step. Great care must

be taken to have the sides line up, which

is best accomplished by the use of a 24

inch steel square. A slight variation in

these pontoons will manifest this dis

crepancy by a turning tendency in the

water or a “weather hehn” while flying.

Check up carefully before planking. Be

sure to glue and tape all stringers where

planks are fastened. Start the planking

at the step work aft to the stern, then

from the step forward.

The planks forward of the step are

steamed in the center and bent over the

keelson cap to approximately 15 de

grees above the horizontal. Aft of the

step, the planking is horizontal and

easily applied, then place the step in

position, glue and rivet to the bulkhead.

then plank forward. If the forward

planking is prepared in advance by

being steam bent in excess of the re

quired 15 degrees over wood forms, half

your construction troubles are elimi

nated. It is advisable to plank the two

pontoons opposite right and left handed

so that when set together they give the

appearance of the so-called “Herring

bone.”

The strut sockets must be made and

bolted to the deck beams, supported by

the bulkheads, before the deck is

planked. It is advisable to have suit

able hand holes in the deck for inspec

tion of the interior and for pimping out

the seepage. These hand holes must

have watertight covers. If the lower

wings are increased to a four-foot

chord, the rear strut anchorage is lo

cated farther aft (approximately six

inches), this necessitates the rear bulk

head and step being placed at the new

position. As designed, the chord of the

lower wing is two feet six inches, as

outlined in Part I, August, 1919.

Wheeled Landing G"...

As previously stated, this machine

may also be used for flying over land if

sufficiently large bodies of water are not

available for making the experimental

flights. The details of a landing gear

suitable for transforming the machine

from a seaplane to an airplane that can

take ofi from and alight on land is out

lined at Plate 9. The construction is

very simple, in fact it is considerably

easier to build a landing gear than it is

to construct the pontoons.
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Silencing Noisy Overhead

Valves

NE of the disadvantages advanced

by those who do not favor the

overhead valve type of motor is that

after these have been operated for a

time they are apt to become noisy due

to lost motion at the various points in

the valve operating linkage. There is

really no excuse for this lost motion in

any engine that is properly taken care

of and parts kept oiled. It is evident

that many inexperienced motorists may

neglect such essentials as push rod ad

justments to maintain the desired clear

ances between the ends of the rocker

arms and valve stems. A number of

methods for taking up this lost motion

automatically are given in accompany

ing illustration. At A, a scissors spring

bent up of spring wire is installed

around the valve rocker bearing pins

in such a way that one end of the

spring fits under each valve rocker

and keeps the other end of the lever

in firm contact with the push rod.

The system shown at B does the same

thing except that a coil spring is inter

posed between the rocker arm and tap

pet rods. A piece of felt in the form

of washer is placed over the end of

the valve stem and is kept saturated

with oil so that the end of the valve

stem is constantly lubricated. In some

engines of recent development the rock

er arms are motmted on a hollow shaft

through which oil circulates, thus in

suring that this bearing will always be

properly lubricated. A ball and socket

joint is. used at the ends of the tappet

rods which is not apt to wear as quickly

as the old type yoke and pin connec

tion. In one modern engine a spring

is placed between the rocker arms and

by compressing this spring either rock

er arm may be pushed to one side and

the push rod or tappet easily removed.

With this type of valve operating

mechanism if the caps or sockets on the

tappet rods are kept full of oil there

will be practically no noise in the valve

operating mechanism. A simple fitting

is shown at D consisting of a cap mem

ber designed to be installed on the top

of the valve stems between that mem

ber and the end of the rocker arm.

An oil cushion is interposed between

dished plate and the top of the cap,

the function of this being to absorb the

shock of the rocker arm end and also

to permit of a closer adjustment than

would be possible if the rocker arm

operated directly against the end of

the valve stem.

/ \ .
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Benzol as Fuel

HE secretary of the Automobile

Association of Great Britain has

sent out some figures tending to show

the economy to British motorists of us

ing benzol as fuel. The figures con

verted into U. S. measure are as

follows: Price of No. 1 gasoline to

day, 60 cents a U. S. gallon; price of

N. B. A. benzol, 54 cents a gallon;

initial saving, 6 cents. It must further

be remembered that at least 15 per cent.

more mileage can be obtained from

r ' BtfK.-kur Arm':"\n

\ Removing Push Rad

‘b S/id/‘rag Rocker
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same time should not contain any ex

cess of alkali as this will injure the

skin. The green soap which forms the

base for this formula below, together

with the ammonia water and oil of

turpentine embody all the features men

tioned above. An abrasive or dirt cut

ter is very essential and finely pow

dered pumice stone is the best that can

be used. Scenting oils are added to

impart a pleasing odor to the prepara

tion. The ingredients are:

Soft soap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 ounces

Ammonia water . . . . . . . . .. 6 ounces

Method: 0] silencing overhead valve motors recently developed

benzol than from the best petrol, and

that therefore the equivalent prices per

gallon of benzol and gasoline are 45.5

cents for the former, as against 60

cents for the latter. On a yearly mile

age of 10,000 miles on a car doing 16

miles to the gallon this is equivalent

to the saving of $90, to say nothing of

the sweeter running and extra power

said to be obtained from this fuel.

Cleaning Paste for Hands

A satisfactory hand cleaning paste

for the home or shop worker should

have incorporated a satisfactory de

tergent or cleaner of sufficient strength

to attack grease, dyes or inks, as well

as the more soluble dirt and at the

Turpentine, sufficient to

form a stiff paste . . . . . . . .

Powdered pumice stone. . . .30 ounces

Essential oil (either oil of

wintergreen or oil of sas

safras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 ounces

Mix the soap and ammonia water

and add the turpentine. Heat the mix

ture by using a double kettle to secure

a water bath. Allow the mixture to

heat until a jelly,-like mass is formed

and while still heated, add the pumice

stone and stir well while adding, so

that it will incorporate thoroughly

without forming lumps. After all the

pumice stone has been added, continue

to stir for five minutes, at the same

time, dropping in the essential oil
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that is to be used for perfuming. Set

aside to cool for some five to ten

minutes and while still syrupy, pour

into containers.

Removing A Broken Stud

HEN the detachable cylinder

head type of motor, as shown at

A in accompanying cut, is repaired,

unless care is taken in tightening down

the retaining nuts, one is apt to twist

ofi a stud bolt where it goes into the

cylinder block casting and usually it

twists off flush with the casting so that

its removal is not an easy matter with

ordinary tools. One way is to drill a

hole into the center of the stud and then

using a specially fluted stud extractor

and tap wrench, as shown at B. Some

times the broken portion may be so

tightly rusted in the cylinder block

that it must be drilled out. Special

sets as shown at C may be obtained to

fit the popular cars using this system of

head construction. A bushing that acts

as a guide for the tap drill is placed

in the bolt hole and insures that the

hole will be centered and not damage

the thread in the head casting. The

remaining portion of the stud is

cleaned out with the tap, so a new

Removable Head

"'4 A - I“
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A

Methods of removing broken stud from

cylinder block

bolt or stud may be placed in the hole.

Even such a simple thing as tightening

down the head casting retention nuts

may be improperly done. To insure an

even bedding down of the head, it is

advisable to screw down the nuts in the

order indicated at D. Nut number l is

the first to be screwed down because it

IS at the center of the casting, then num

bers 2 and 3 are tightened down, and

the rest in the numerical order indi

cated to insure even clamping.

A Putting-on Tool

OW often at some time or other

have mechanics wished for some

thing in the way of a putting-on tool.

As it is always easy if a piece is too

large to remove metal in order to bring

it to proper size this proposition does

not worry even the poorest mechanics.

But what is to be done if the piece is

too small? A common method and a

brutal one is to take center-punch and

upset the surface of the metal in order

that it shall be a tighter fit in the hole.

A bushing or a rod, if not too small, is

often treated in this manner and may

be forced into the hole, but one resort

\

§

§

\.

'8 Section at A-B

Effect of Knurling

  

Enlarging outside diameter of small bushing

in an emergency

ing to such methods may seriously dis

tort the piece. A more effective method

of “putting-on” is by means of a com

mon coarse knurl, knurling the bushing

the entire circumference in several

places. This will have the effect of ex

panding the outside diameter almost

one-thirty—second of an inch if desired

and is much neater and infinitely supe

rior to the use of prick-punch marks,

which is an unsightly and unreliable

method of increasing the effective di

ameter. The great advantage of knurl

ing is that the metal is equally and uni

fonnly expanded, does not look bad if

for any reason the bushing or rod is

withdrawn and what is more important

for anything that must be a tight fit, it

is not apt to work loose. Another method

is to sweat some solder on the outside

of the piece, this being easily done if

the bushing is of brass or bronze. The

layer of solder should be applied as

uniformly as possible over the entire

surface.

If the car engine employs the thermo

syphon system of cooling be sure to

keep the cooling system filled with

water. When the water falls below the

inlet connection of the radiator then

circulation is seriously retarded. Even

the circulating pump system needs to

have a full radiator at all times in order

to insure the best results.

Utility of Wheel Puller

HE wheel puller is a very use

ful appliance. Special forms suit

ed for the general run of repair-shop

work are shown herewith. The type

shown at A is a two-arrned puller hav

ing two sets of arms, the lower set may

be attached to the upper arm as indi

cated. This makes it possible to handle

work of relatively small diameter that is

beyond reach of one set of arms as

shown at B, or on work of large diam

eter that would be beyond the capacity

or spread of the beam when used as at

A. In this case a piece of wood is be

ing used as a spreader for the arms. It

is relatively easy to move work near the

end of the shaft, this involving the use

of only one set of arms as shown at C.

The use of the three-armed puller,

which is a superior form for general

service to that shown at C, inasmuch as

it is not apt to rock over to one side or

the other when the pressure is applied

is shown at D.

 

When exploring the lower parts of

the chassis, check over the brake rods

to see if they have pull springs to in

sure full release when intended as this

will prevent bands dragging, and a hot

brake drum will be avoided.

  

Showing use 0/ two and three arm wheel and

gear pullers

Excessive and continuous carboniza

tion in one cylinder of a multiple

cylinder engine generally can be traced

to a bad set of piston rings, which al

low too much lubricant to work by into

the combustion chamber. The fitting

of new rings is necessary in such cases

to remedy the faulty condition.

 

The motorist should remember that

ordinary vaseline is perhaps the best

medium available for coating battery

terminals and connectors. The vase

line acts to minimize corrosion from

acid or water that may have been

spilled on the sealing compound.
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' Superchargers and Supercharging Aviation

Engines

A Concise Explanation of the Advantages of Supercharging to

Maintain Sea-Level Horsepower in Aircraft Power

Plants at High Altitudes

By Major George E. A. Hallett, U.S.A., M.S.A.E.

HE need for aeronautical engines

N that will deliver the same power

at 20,000 or even 30,000 ft. alti

tude as they develop at sea level is very

real and very great, in not only military

but also in commercial aviation. Much

success has already been attained with

supercharging devices in this country

and a certain amount of success in

Europe. It must be admitted that there

have been some failures also. Super

charging, as the term is generally used,

means forcing a charge of greater vol

ume than that which is normally drawn

into the cylinders by the suction of the

pistons in conventional internal-com

bustion engines.

Why Superchorging Is Needed

At 20,000 ft. altitude the atmos

pheric pressure is roughly one-half that

at sea level; hence about one-half the

weight of charge is drawn into the en

gine and less than one-half the power is

developed. At 25,000 ft. altitude less

than 25 per cent. of sea-level power is

delivered. If at these altitudes air is

supplied to the carburetor at sea-level

pressure, or approximately 14.7 lbs. per

sq. in. absolute, the power developed by

the engine becomes approximately the

  

Fig. 1—Root type blower

same as when running at sea level. The

low atmospheric pressure and density

at great altitudes offer greatly reduced

resistance to high airplane speeds;

hence the same power that will drive a

plane at speed of 120 m. p. h. at sea

level will drive it much faster at 20,000

ft., and still faster at 30,000 ft. alti

tude, and with approximately the same

consumption of fuel per horsepower

hour.

There is little to be gained by super

charging at sea level to increase the

power of a given size engine, because

the clearance volume must be made

greater than normal to prevent pre

ignition, with consequent decrease in

expansion ratio and comparatively poor

fuel economy. The fact that the clear

ance volume is increased removes the

possibility of the engine developing full

power at great altitudes unless a super

charging capacity greater than anything

heretofore considered feasible is avail

able. Supercharging, therefore, is most

useful in maintaining sea-level horse

power in engines ascending to or work

ing at great altitudes.
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Major Hallett is Chief of the Power

Plant Section, Engineering Division,

Air Service, Dayton, Ohio. The dis

cussion herewith is condensed from a

paper presented at the Annual Meet

ing, January 7 and 8, 1920, of the

Society 0] Automotive Engineers. Con

siderable interest obtains at the pres

ent time in supercharging aircraft
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engines, and it is believed that an

authoritative exposition of this char

acter will prove of interest to all our

readers, even those who are not spe

cially interested in aviation, because of

the general engineering information it

contains.

  

Forms of Superchargers

Superchargers usually take the form

of a mechanical blower or pump, and,

of course, require a driving gear of

some kind. The type of blowers or

compressors used to date include the

reciprocating, Root displacement and

centrifugal types. The reciprocating

type was tried by the Royal Aircraft

Factory early in the war, on an air

cooled R. A. F. engine, with practically

no success. It seems that this type of

blower was found to be comparatively

heavy and also unsuitable, due to the

pulsating pressure of the air delivered.

The Root type blower was tried by

the Royal Aircraft Factory with little

or no success. The trouble reported was

“rough” running of the engine on ac

count of the pressure pulsations in the

air discharged by the blower, which

tended to overcharge some cylinders and

undercharge others, thus causing un

even impulses. It is reported that me

chanical troubles also developed with

this type of blower. George W. Lewis,

of the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, is working on an improved

Root type blower, shown at Fig. 1. Here

the pulsations in the air discharged are

synchronized with the suction strokes of

the engine. It will be interesting to

note how this develops.

The centrifugal type of blower was

used by Prof. Rateau, in France, early

in the war. He employed the exhaust

gases of the engine to drive a high

speed single-stage turbine direct con

nected to the centrifugal blower, shown

in Fig. 2. Some success was had from

the start, but he encountered many me

chanical troubles. It is claimed in re

cent reports that some fairly good re

sults are being obtained by the French.

The Royal Aircraft Factory experi

mented in 1916 and 1917 with a gear

driven centrifugal blower, but as soon

as an endeavor was made to run it at

speeds that would step-up the pressure

to the 5 or 6 lbs, required, great diffi

culties were encountered on account of

the inertia and momentum of the com

pressor rotor and the high-speed end of

the gear-train, which resulted repeatedly

in the breakage of the gears when the

engine was accelerated or decelerated.

To eliminate this trouble a friction

clutch, designed to slip under excess

torque, was tried, but only partial suc

cess was achieved, and the clutch itself
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Fig 2-—Centrijugal type blower

gave considerable trouble. Light flex

ible vanes were then tried on the com

pressor impeller, but this expedient has

not proved successful to date. Similar

experiments were conducted by the A.

E. F. in France, but were concluded by

the signing of the armistice.

The United States Air Service start

ed work on the Rateau type of turbo

compressor soon after we entered the

war. The work was done under the

supervision of E. H. Sherbondy, who
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worked in conjunction with the Rateau

Bateau-Smoot Co., which handled the

Rateau patents in this country, and de

signed a turbo-compressor which seem

ingly embodied many improvements

over the Rateau type. Three of these

machines were built and given ground

tests on Liberty engines. The arrange

ment of the engine and the supercharger

is shown in Fig, 3. Considerable

trouble was encountered due to over

heating of the exhaust-driven turbine,

and even the use of a special heat

resisting metal in this part did not over

come the trouble. Soon after Mr. Sher

bondy began work on the turbo-com

pressor, Dr. S. A. Moss, chief of the

turbine research department of the Gen

eral Electric Co., asked permission to

carry on some work on the same gen

era] type. He built one turbo-com

pressor which was also a modification

of the Rateau type but differed consid

erably from Mr. Sherbondy’s machine.

This device was tested on a Liberty

engine at the summit of Pike’s Peak

and developed approximately sea-level

horsepower there, at an altitude of

14,000 ft. It was capable of making

the engine preignite at that height. The

Moss supercharger, as first built, was

of rather crude construction, and much

mechanical trouble was encountered

with all parts except the rotating ele

ment.

After the armistice was signed all

work on the development of super

chargers was stopped. When the engi

neering division of the Air Service took

over McCook Field and started to plan

peace-time development, the super

charger situation was carefully consid

ered. It was decided that it was im

portant to continue development work

along this line. It then became neces

sary to decide whether work should be

continued on both the Sherbondy and

the Moss machines, and, if not, which

one should be developed. It was noted

that although Dr. Moss’ machine was

comparatively crude, it contained some

inherent advantages over the Sher

bondy type, and no way was seen to

overcome the faults of the Sherbondy

machine. Therefore, the latter was

dropped and the General Electric Co.

was given a contract to rebuild the old

supercharger designed Dr. Moss. The

new device is now being tested in actual

flight and giving very interesting re

sults. Figures on the results obtained

with the present Moss supercharger are

naturally confidential. The indications

are that the turbo-compressor is very

durable and probably will outlast an

aviation engine.

Carburetor Locations

There is still some question as to the

best location for the carburetor in rela

tion to the blower in supercharged en

gines. Apparently all positions have

been tried:

(1) It is possible to use the centrif

ugal type of blower as a carburetor by

placing a fuel jet within its housing

and allowing the rotor to do the mixing.

As the rotor usually runs over 20,000

r. p, m., it will certainly mix liquid

fuel with air. This system would re

quire a manual fuel adjustment, such

as is used with the Gnome engine, for

different speeds. With this arrange

ment there would be danger of an ex

plosion in the blower in case the engine

  

Fig. 3-—How turbine type air compressor is

installed on Liberty 12 aircraft motor

back-fire, because the mixture in the

blower would be under pressure higher

than atmospheric.

(2) The carburetor can be placed on

the suction side of the blower. In this

case the evaporation of the fuel will

assist in cooling the charge during com

pression and the action of the compres

sor will improve the mixing of the fuel,

but the danger from explosion remains

to be overcome.

(3) When the carburetor is placed in

the “normal” position and air is forced

through it, it becomes necessary to
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Fig. S-—Engine with built in supercharging

piston construction

“balance” the float-chamber with super

charger pressure. This somewhat com

plicates the feeding of fuel. Pressure

gas-feed systems are “banned” in mili

tary planes and in any case with a

pressure system the tanks would have

to be made comparatively heavy to

withstand the pressure which would be

used at great altitudes. Where gasoline

pumps are used it is necessary to regu

late their discharge pressure as the plane

ascends, because the fuel must reach the

float-chamber at a pressure about 2,‘/z

lb. higher than that at the supercharger

outlet. If the difference in fuel and

float-chamber pressure is not kept in

constant relation, the quality of the

mixture fed to the engine will vary on

account of the change in fuel level in

the float-chamber. The engineering

division has developed a very simple

device that solves this problem effec

tively and is entirely automatic.

It would naturally seem at first

thought that the extremely low tem

peratures always found at great alti

tudes would make possible the easy

solution of cooling problems, but in

reality the low density of the air re

duces its heat conductivity and capacity

for heat absorption to such a point that

a supercharged engine developing sea

level power at 20,000 ft. requires a

little more cooling surface than it does

when developing normal power at sea

level.

The Liberty engine and many others

run best with a water temperature of

about 170 deg. Fahr. To maintain the

cooling water at this temperature in the

reduced atmospheric pressure at 25,000

ft. it is necessary to use several pounds

of air pressure in the radiator to pre

vent the water from boiling away. Very

effective radiator shutters are needed

when the engine is throttled to make a

descent from altitudes of over 20,000 ft.

to prevent the water in the radiator

from freezing before warmer air is

reached.

Contrary to expectations, the Moss

turbo-compressor now being tested at

McCook Field does not complicate the

pilot’s controls. On a normal engine

the pilot handles the throttle and the

altitude carburetor control which thins

down the mixture as he ascends. With

the turbo-compressor the altitude con

trol becomes unnecessary up to the alti

tude at which the engine can no longer

deliver sea-level power, but is used, as

with a normal engine, if the plane is

driven higher.

How Engine Speed ls Controlled

With the Moss turbo-compressor,

when flying at low altitudes, the ex

haust pressure is allowed to “waste”

through manually operated “gates” in

the exhaust pipes. As the plane ascends

the pilot closes these gates a little at a

time, and after he reaches a great alti

tude he can speed and retard the plane

by the use of these gates. He uses the

throttle only in case he wants to de

scend rapidly, when 'he closes it. In

our test flights, we have provided the

pilot with a sealed altimeter connected

only to the supercharger pressure, so

that it shows to what altitude this pres

sure corresponds. When at great alti

tude the pilot closes the exhaust gates

until the pressure in the carburetors

causes the altimeter to show sea-level
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pressure. This makes it unnecessary

for him to do any calculating. If he

makes the gage read lower than sea

level, the engine will preignite.

have already been able to obtain sea

level pressure in the carburetors at well

over 20,000 ft. The exact height can

not be mentioned at present.
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Fig. 6—Showing diflerence between gear

driven and exhaust gas driven superchargers

With a normal engine the falling off

in power as the plane ascends does not

cause as much of a drop in propeller

speed as might be expected, because of

the reduction in density of the air in

which the propeller is working. Our

best engines do not lose over 75 r. p. m.

at 20,000 ft. When an engine is super

charged so that the power remains con

stant as the plane ascends, the propeller

tends to “race” at great altitudes.

Therefore it is necessary either to use a

variable-pitch propeller "or to put on

one that holds the engine speed down

too low for best performance on the

ground, but also does not allow the en

gine to race too much at great altitude.

In our present tests we are using an

oversize propeller and getting surpris

ingly good results, but we also have

variable-pitch propellers about ready

for test and should get much better per

formance with them.

There is an English make of super

charging engine in which air is com

pressed under the piston and by-passed

through cylinder ports at the bottom of

every stroke (see Fig, 5), supercharging

at the end of the suction stroke and

scavenging at the end of the exhaust

stroke. It is claimed by the inventor

that this scavenging makes possible the

use of higher compression and greatly

improves the fuel economy and brake

mean effective pressure. It is believed

that this engine will give rather limited

supercharging and it may prove dim

cult to control the mixing or stratifica

tion of the air and mixture at some

speeds.

It is believed that supercharging en

gines of the type mentioned will neces

We

sarily give a rather limited amount of

supercharging. It is also believed that

considerable difficulty will be encoun

tered in obtaining the desired stratifica

tion in mixing conditions in the com

bustion chamber through any wide

range of throttle positions. Also, some

mechanical friction is added in this

type of engine and it must be borne in

mind that friction is particularly un

desirable at great altitudes because it

remains nearly constant from the

ground up to great altitudes while the

power falls ofi rapidly; therefore, the

mechanical efficiency of the engine be

comes very low.

It‘ is already common practice to

build aviation engines with compres

sion so high that the throttle cannot be

fully opened on the ground without in

jury to the engine. In this way, per

haps, the same power is obtained at

5,000 ft. as can be obtained on the

ground. It has been suggested that

this idea be carried further and that an

“oversize” engine be built with much

higher compression so that the throttle

cannot be opened fully until a consid

erable altitude, such as l0,000 or 15,

000 ft., is reached. It has been stated

that such an engine could be made

lighter, in proportion to the cylinder

sizes, than a conventional engine, on

account of the fact that the throttle

would never be opened near the ground,
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fore such an engine could not be built

light enough to make it practical. In

any case, it is doubtful whether this

would give a really good solution for

flying at 25,000 or 30,000 ft.

It is possible that centrifugal com

pressors can be operated satisfactorily

by gears or by a belt drive, It is known

that some designers ‘are working on

both of these problems..

The turbo-compressor in which an

exhaust-driven turbine is used for driv

ing the centrifugal compressor seems to

present one fairly good way of accom

plishing the desired purpose. The

turbo-compressor itself is very simple,

as there is only one moving part,

namely, the rotating element consisting

of the turbine wheel and compression

impeller. The bearings of this rotating

element do not seem to wear noticeably

and the device imposes very little drag

on the engine when not being used for

supercharging. The turbo-compressor

is also an effective exhaust muffier.

The Future of the Supercharger

It is believed that when the present

type of turbo-compressor now being

tested by the engineering division has

been more fully developed, it can be

built into an engine in a form which

will add less weight and less head

resistance than. the present machine,
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Fig. 7-The Rateau turbine driven centrifugal compressor /or supercharging

purpose:

but it is believed that when this idea

is investigated it will be found that it

is the inertia forces quite as much as

the explosion forces that determine the

necessary strength in most high-speed

airplane engine parts and that there

and naturally when we know exactly

what additional cooling surface is re

quired at a given height it will not be

difficult to build this cooling surface

into the airplane in such a form that

. (Continued on page 336)
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A Wavemeter for Tuning Transmitters

Do Your Part Toward Keeping Radio Work in Favor

With the Government —— Tune Your Transmitter

VERY transm.itting station needs a

200-meter wavemeter, for the good

will of the inspectors and the Govern

ment depends upon sharp and accurate

tuning.

So many times experimenters say,

“No, I haven’t a wavemeter because I

can’t get it calibrated, and they cost too

much to buy already made.”

60° : 0.00034

70° : 0.00040

80° : 0.00047

90° : 0.00055

With these figures the experimenter

can draw his own calibration curve for

the capacity of the condenser.

Connected to an inductance of 70,000

actually calibrating it against a wave

meter.

A coil of this inductance can be made

with 24 turns of No. 24 single silk cov

ered wire wound on a form 3 ins. in

diameter. This winding should occupy

a space 0.6 in. long. The wires are run

directly to brass screws which also act

as terminals for the leads. No shellac

 

This wavemeter, which needs no calibration against a standard, can belused to tune 200-meter transmitters

Those two disadvantages have been

overcome in the type described in this

article. The condenser presents the

greatest difficulty. The condenser se

lected was of the Clapp-Eastham bal

anced type, fitted with bakelite end

pieces as described in the December,

1919, and January, 1920, issues. It was

calibrated against a standard condenser

and gave the following capacities with

a scale having 100° to a semicircle

cms., the wavelength is:

10° : 140 meters’

20° _ 180 ‘

30° I Z10

40° I 240

50° : 265

60° : 290

70° I 315

80° I 340

90° : 370

10° : 0.00008 mfd.

20° : 0.00013

30° : 0.00018

40° : 0.00023

50° : 0.00028

The coil must be made with great

care, so that the inductance will not

vary appreciably from 70,000 cms. A

slight difference will not make a large

error, so that it is practical to assume

the accuracy of this instrument without

or varnish should be used on the wire as

this increases its capacity and throws

out the calibration. Inductance of the

leads can be neglected if they are not

more than 18 ins. long. The lead wires

should be bound together with string as

this reduces their inductance and keeps

it constant.

To measure the wavelength of a

transmitter, one side of a crystal de

tector, shunted by a pair of telephones,

is connected to one part of the con

denser, or, if an audion is used, a wire

can be run from the condenser to the

grid. No other connection to the wave

meter is necessary.
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Simple Experiments in Science for Beginners

VERY young experimenter has

a desire to extend his knowledge

of science. The best and most

practical way to do this is by experi

mentation. When an experiment illus

trating some law is made, the per

son making it will remember the law

much better than he would if he just

read of it in a book. The writer does

not wish to create the impression that

. reading and studying is not of value.

The point to be brought out is that the

performance of an experiment will do

much more to impress a fact upon one’s

mind than mere reading can do. Not

only this, but it will also greatly assist

in understanding the principle involved.

The few simple experiments outlined in

the following paragraphs can be per

formed easily with very little prepara

non.

The first experiment has to do with

atmospheric pressure. It is known that

the atmosphere or air, as we are more

inclined to call it, exerts a pressure of

14.7 lbs. per square in. upon the entire

surface of the earth. If this pressure

  

is reduced in a vessel by a vacuum

pump, the air on the outside will exert

a pressure which will be equal to the

difference in pressure on the outside

and inside of the vessel. The pressure

on the outside then will depend en

tirely upon the degree of the vacuum or

the amount of air removed from the

interior of the vessels.

The experiment illustrated in Fig. 1

will show that the atmosphere does

exert a great pressure upon the earth.

The materials needed are very simple.

A shallow dish, a drinking glass, a

candle and some water are all that is

necessary to carry out the experiment.

First, the candle is placed in the center

of the shallow dish. Water is then

poured into the dish. VVhen this is

done, the candle is lighted with a

match. and while the candle is burning

By Judson Burns

the glass is placed over it. When the

glass is placed over the burning candle,

the candle will be extinguished in an

instant owing to the fact that it will

consume all of the available supply of

oxygen within the glass. This con

sumption of the oxygen within the glass

will reduce the atmospheric pressure

and part of the water in the shallow

$fee/ Ba//----~ g
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Fig. 3

dish will rise in the glass, force the

remaining air upward until it is com

pressed to such an extent that the pres

sure on the outside and inside of the

glass will be the same. This simple

/

experiment is very instructive and

never fails to interest those who

watch it.

The experiment illustrated in Fig. 2

has to do with inertia. All matter has

inertia. In other words, all matter is

lazy. When in motion it does not have

ambition to stop unless the forces that

are moving it are overcome by friction.

On the other hand, when matter is at

Fig. 2

rest it resists any force that tends to

set it in motion. When a sudden force

is applied to matter the property of

inertia is very well illustrated. The

inertia ball shown in Fig. 2 is used in

the experiment. In the event that such

a ball cannot be obtained, any heavy

iron weight can be employed as a sub

stitute. With the weight hanging in the

manner shown, the end of the string is

pulled and the force gradually in

creased until the string breaks. In this

instance, the string will be sure to break

between the ceiling and weight. If the

end of the string is given a sudden jerk

the string will be sure to break between

the ball and the hand and the ball will

remain attached to the ceiling. The

sudden application of force to the

weight causes it to ofier considerable

resistance and the string will therefore

break between the band and weight. In

other words, the ball is lazy and re

fused to move when a force is suddenly

applied.

Another experiment showing the ef

fect of inertia can be made by the use

of the simple little piece of apparatus

illustrated in Fig. 3. A large ball—bear

ing is placed upon a piece of cardboard

which in turn rests upon a pedestal.

A small piece of springy brass or watch

spring is so fixed that when it is drawn

back and allowed to go forward it will

strike the cardboard under the ball

bearing a sharp blow. This causes the

cardboard to fly from under the ball

  

and leaves the ball perched upon the

top of the pedestal. If a piece of card

board is gradually forced from under

the ball, the ball would be sure to roll

off. However, if a sudden application

of force is applied to the cardboard it

can be forced from under the ball with

out moving the latter owing to its

inertia.

Inertia plays a great part in the sci

ence of mechanics, It is a property

that mechanical engineers must ever

watch for. In everyday life, the efiect

of inertia can be seen. If it was not

for inertia, street cars and automobiles

could reach full speed instantly.

All solid and gaseous matter is com

pressible. By this is meant that it can

be forced to occupy a smaller space by

the application of pressure. There is,

of course, a definite limit to compressi

bility which is different for different

(Continued on page 331)
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We illustrate in the cuts accompanying

this article an incandescent electric furnace.

It is based on the principle of having the

crucible, muffier or corresponding part of

the furnace a conductor for the current.

The current must be of high amperage, like

.a welding current. Its line is connected to

-the extreme ends of the fumace receptacle,

and the current in its passage brings it up

‘to any desired degree of heat. The degree

-of host attained depends on the current

and on the resistance of the same receptade.

.It is clear that the degree of heat is thus

-easily regulated, and that by properly pro

_portioning current and resistance, and by

maintaining a constant voltage, an almost

mathematical accuracy of temperature can

Fbe kept up indefinitely. A good conductor

-of heat is generally a good conductor of

-electricity. A plumbago crucible will con

duct both; a metal crucible is a still better

heat and electric conductor. Therefore a
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in use. But here the fumace itself is its

own pyrometer to a great extent. Of course,

as the furnace is used, the conductivity of

its container and of the lining will vary

somewhat, so it cannot be taken as a sub

stitute for the accurate instrument.

Electric heating if the current is pro

diced in a coal-consuming plant is very

wasteful. The remorseless second law of

thermodynamics gets in its work at the

steam engine end of the plant. But once

the current and voltage are produced the

economy involved in their direct use may be

very high. The heat engine, if a steam en

gine, with its low range of temperatures is

the occasion of the loss. If the watts of

electric energy are cheaply produced the

efficiency may be very high. It is also most

important to have the walls of the furnace

of materials of low thermal conductivity.

Little or almost no heat should escape by

extemal cooling. The cut shows how such

  

Electrically heated fumaces [or metal melting

plumbago crucible for high heats and a

metal one for low heats would seem to be

the best selections.

One cut shows a fumace for melting

metals. It is arranged to pour its charge by

tipping. The conductors are connected at

the sides of the crucible with water cooled

joints. The intense current passes through

the pot or crucible, brings it to incandescence,

as great as desired, and melts its charge and

keeps it in fusion as long as is required.

The profile of another furnace is shown in

the next illustration. This is also a tipping

furnace; the heavy black line indicates the

current carrying section. It suggests that a

very heavy current must be required. A

ventilating conduit carries off vapors while

pouring. The voltage, of course, is low, so

that a reasonable economy may be looked

for. The third cut shows a heater for heat

treatment of metals and the like. This is a

cylinder of metal or other conductor, whose

ends are connected by water-cooled joints

to the electric line. Here especially it ap

pears that a case is presented in which the

facility of regulating the heat within a range

of comparatively few degrees would be most

valuable. In advanced heat treatment of

steel, and nothing now passes except ad

vanced methods, the pyrometer is constantly

loss is guarded against in the carefully

thought out construction of the fumaces

shown.

A note of waming is sounded by a Swiss

contemporary about aluminum electric con

ductors. The greatest care is prescribed for

their handling by linemen. Bare pliers and

other tools should not be used on them, a

slip of sheet metal should be placed between

the jaws of the tool and the wire. Where

copper or iron is in contact with it the

place should be protected from all moisture,

as the metals form a galvanic couple with

the aluminum, which will bring about its

corrosion. Where it is wired to pole in

sulators the conductor and tie may be served

with thinner wire to protect the conductor

from wear.

Tungsten carbide has been produced of

hardness only a little inferior to that of the

diamond. It can replace bort, as the crude

diamond is called, in diamond drills, stone

saws, wire-drawing dies and the like. Its

hardness is placed at 9.8 on the scale on

which the diamond is 10.

From Berlin comes the idea of utilizing

the electrolysis of water for the production

  

of very high pressures for laboratory and

experimental uses. A fraction of a cubic

centimeter of water gives $4 litre of gas at

atmospheric pressure. The enormous pres

sure of 1860 atmospheres can be produced

under the above conditions. The use of a

U-shaped tube, arranged for the production

of the gas in one end, will give the pressure

in the other end away from the gases of

decomposition, if desired.

It has been found that lead-coated iron

resists the sand blast. The soft lead cushions

the blows so that little or no effect results

from the impact of the grains of sand. This

has given a hint for the treatment of the

blades of turbine water wheels. These wear

away rapidly in sandy waters, so it is now

proposed to coat them with lead, melted on,

and make them secure against wear. The

other impurities of streams, such as floating

wood are easily screened out, but there is

~ no getting rid of sand.

The rapid deterioration of porcelain in

sulators has brought out the suggestion that

they should be made out of melted quartz.

In the case of porcelain insulators at the

end of the first year of service less

than 1% are found to be defective; after 8

years, 0% and the deterioration then be

comes very rapid.

Iron coated with lead has been produced,

which is claimed to be better than tin plat

ing and cheaper. The iron after pickling

and washing is dipped into a solution of

antimony chloride and then into melted lead,

withdrawn and quenched in oil. Melted

antimony sometimes is substituted for the

lead. It is excellent for roofs, but cannot

be used for pipes as galvanic corrosion is

brought about by the lead forming a couple

with the iron where the coating may be re

moved as at the joints.

A good deal of attention has been attract

ed to “kapok" as a filling for life-preservers.

It is the fibrous mass of long hairs sur

rounding a tree seed from Java originally.

There is also an Indian kapok. Twenty-four

ounces in a life preserver will support a man

in the water, and it never gets water-logged.

In Switzerland experiments have been

tried with a mixture of coal gas and acety

lene in equal proportions for car illumina

tion. It is found to work well and to

endure compression to nine atmospheres.

Concrete structures have proved anything

but fireproof; the columns made of the

material succumb to the heat in conflagra

tions. The U. S. Bureau of Standards has

taken up the subject of making them fire

resisting. A coating of plaster of paris has

been found efficacious. This material

hardens by combining with water, so in a

fire this has to be expelled, before the plaster

falls to powder or loses its strength and

shape. This takes time and during that

time anything under it is protected in great

measure against the penetration of heat.

One suggestion is to make a form of plaster
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of finished outer contour but hollow, and to

put the concrete into the interior by pour

ing. The reinforcing bars are put into the

space also. The evaporation of the water

from the plaster is a reminder of alum fill

ings for fireproof safes; this filling operates

by absorption of the heat required to

evaporate the water of crystallization of the

alum; this absorption of heat keeps the safe

from intense heat.

The liquid in a Zeiss level on an instru

ment captured from the Germans, was ana

lyzed and found to contain a mixture of

90% benzol with alcohol. The viscosity of

benzol is less than that of alcohol but great

er than that of ether or carbon disulphide.

Its coefficient of expansion is greater than

that of alcohol and less than that of ether,

and about the same as that of carbon disul

phide. A certain amount of viscosity is not

always to be regarded as a dkadvantage in

spirit levels.

For filling holes in castings the following

mixture may be employed: Sulphur—S0

parts; iron filings-—2O parts; graphite—20

parts; all by weight and in powder. The

powder is to be melted into place with a

hot iron.

For sticking glass letters for shop windows

on the glass panes, mix copal varnish-30

parts; turpentine—-10 parts; glue in a mini

mum of water—l0 parts; slaked lime—2O

parts.

A green light in a signal lantern, it is

said, can be distinguished from_a red one

irrespective of the color,_ by looking at them

indirectly. The green light, it is_said, gets

brighter off the line of vision, while the red

light gets fainter. This gives a hint of how

a color-blind person might pass an examina

tion calling for such a test.

 

It is important that the operation of a

photographic shutter should not shake the

camera. To test it for the quietness of its

action a pencil may be fastened to the front

of the box, projecting therefrom in a perpen

dicular line. The camera is arranged with

the pencil in contact with a sheet of paper

on the wall in front of it, the pencil point

pressing lightly on the paper. The shutter

is then sprung. If there is no motion, the

pencil will not move and there will only be

the mark of its point; if the camera is jarred

by the action, the pencil point will make a

line, straight or crooked, as the case may be.

Concrete tanks are in use in England for

holding mineral oils. A coating of rich

cement is applied to the interior to make

the tank more impervious, or else a solution

of water glass is applied. Another use for

concrete is for railroad cars; large gondolas

have been successfully built using this ma

terial for the body.

Spitzbergen coal is attracting attention in

England on account of the coal shortage in

the home country. Owing to the cold, the

coal is frozen, so there is no trouble with

water in the mining operations.

The Sperry gyroscopic compass has a

rotor weighing 45 lbs. which tums at the

rate of 8,600 revolutions per minute. It

is in an exhausted case, and after the cur

rent i's tumed ofl will operate for an hour

by its own inertia. Owing to the motion of

the earth, if a ship is going north the com

pass has to be corrected, as it is thrown off

the meridian, when the ship is following the

meridian course. A very curious use of the

stabilizing gyroscope is to careen a ship.

This operation is a sort of last recourse in

some cases to get the vessel off a shoal; a

ship draws less water careened to one side

than when on an even keel.

Pulverized coal to be used as fuel is some

times mixed with- oil and is then termed

colloidal fuel. This assimilates it to liquid

fuel, and saves 1/3 of the expensive oil. It

may be made liquid, semi-liquid or solid; in

the latter form, it can be liquefied by heat.

It is thought possible to use it in Diesel

engines. It is said that Diesel invented his

engine for the purpose of using powdered

fuel instead of gem or oil or gasoline.

Considerable attention is now being given

to the improved lighting of factories. A

Chicago factory is cited in which by trebling

the light the production was increased from

8% to 27% a pretty wide range. In a leather
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Electrically heated fumace for heat treat

ment 0] metals

works the percentage of rejects was dimin

ished 80% by improved lighting. The in

creased cost of such lighting is put at 1%

of the payroll; in one of the great Detroit

factories it is put at 03%.

 

A registering compass for ships is a very

old idea, but now comes a compass with a

mirror mounted on the compass card, and

with a. selenium cell, which can be set so

as to receive the reflection from the mirror,

a lamp being provided for the purpose of

giving light, to afiect the conductivity of

the selenium. As long as the light shines

on the selenium nothing happens, but as

soon as the ship is allowed to ‘diverge from

her course, the mirror is tumed, by the ac

tion of the magnetic needle, the ray of light

is deflected, the selenium changes its re

sistance and an alarm bell rings. The selen

ium cell is in circuit with a battery, and

this rings the bell.

A very old idea has been brought forward

in the joumal of the Royal Society of Eng

land. It is to the effect that windmills may

be used to charge storage batteries. This

was done in this country, in at least one

instance, many years ago. The author of

the paper in question favors small windmills,

as more economical of construction. He

brings out a curious point to the efiect that

a windmill loses 9% of its power for every

1,000 feet increase in altitude.

The Arctic sea is less salt than the other

ocean regions. It is attributed to the fact

that as the fresh water from the great rivers

enter it, their waters do not mingle with

the rest on account of the freezing; the

absence of diffusion keeps the surface water

at any rate fresher than normal. Of the

other oceans the Atlantic is reported the

saltest, presumably because much of the

evaporated water does not run directly back,

the rivers taking the water from their water

sheds back into the interior, before it runs

into the ocean again. The Pacific is next in

saltness, and the Indian Ocean the next.

For taking down rivetted work, as in

scrapping ships or in removing bolts, bolt

heads and nuts and similar service, consider

able success has been attained with a species

of gun. It has a short barrel provided with

a plunger, fitting the bore, and is discharged

by about an ounce of powder. The plunger

is expelled by the explosion and breaks away

the bolt-head or other object it is pointed

at. The end of the plunger is held within

about an inch of the thing to be hit. Places

inaccessible to the ordinary chisel can be

readily got at by this contrivance.

Thin mud has been experimented with in

England for putting out colliery fires.

Almost any material can be used, even coal

slack, if fine enough, will answer. It is al

most essential to have lime and clay pres

e_nt in the mixture. The material should be

sifted after pulverizing, if not of sufiicient

fineness. It can be forced through pipes to a

distance of _750 feet, even if there are bends

in the pipe. This result was attained with

a pressure of forty-five feet head of water.

During the war the English automobilists

operated cars with coal gas in place of gaso

line. _ Now it is felt that this material as a

gasoline substitute should not be given up

altogether and a_ committee report on it has

been issued. Rigid or semi-rigid containers

are advised. Great india rubber cloth bags

were often used hitherto, carried on the tops

of the _tonneau hood. It is recommended

that existing facilities for the use of gas

should not be abandoned. The cost of com

pression alone on each thousand feet repre

sents about fourteen cents per gallon of the

gasoline it_ replaces. The treatment of this

subject bnngs forcibly before us what the

scarcity of gasoline in England meant; even

now they are not prepared to put the in

convenient and expensive gas fuel into the

discard.

 

_The famous Sudbury, Canada, copper and

nickel ores have been found to contain

palladium and platinum, the former one pre

dornmating. In general, it appears, all sul

phide copper ores contain metals of the

platinum group, and a considerable amount

is now recovered. The Canada Copper Co.

report_s_in a ton of matte, the following

quantities o_f the precious metals: gold-—

.0S ounce; silver—1.75 ounce; platinum—.10

ounce; palladium—.15 ounce.

_ An ingenious and very obvious way to get

rid of the shine of the surface of some

silver trophy cups, which were to be photo

graphed, and which gave only a blur when

taken directly as they were, consisted in

filling them with ice water. This produced

the usual deposit of drops of water on their

surface and they photographed perfectly.

It is said that one of the most famous cups

in the world, the American Cup, won by the

old yacht “America" has no bottom, so this

method wouldn’t work in its case.
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EFORE attempting to construct

this model, study the drawings

carefully. This machine should

not weight over six ounces when com

pleted if care is taken in the construc

tion. This model has proven to be a

fast and stable flyer and will with

stand rough usage. Before taking up

the construction of this model it is ad

visable for the reader to ob

tain the following: A small

drill holder, one or more

No. 61 drills, a sharp

knife, a small hammer, a

package of small nails M4’

long known as brads and

a medium size can of Le

Page’s glue.

Fuselage

The Fuselage is built up

of %;" square spruce. Ob

tain a board large enough

to enable you to lay out full

size the outline of the fuse

lage, stablizers, elevators

and rudder. Care must

be taken so as to make the

curves exact. Now place

along the lines of the layout headless

nails, any size will do to hold the mater

ial in place while it is drying. Boil the

longerons of the fuselage and the strips

that form the edges of the stablizers,

elevators and rudder in water at least

half an hour. Then place the moist

strips in the molding frame and allow

to dry at least twenty-four hours. In

the mean time the fuselage struts may

be cut to size shown on the drawing.

After the longerons are thoroughly dry

mark off the positions for

the fuselage struts. Using

the No. 61 drill, bore holes

in the longerons of the

fuselage at the points where

the struts are to be placed.

Place a little glue on each

end of the struts and by

using the small hammer and

nails 'fasten them in posi

tion to the longerons mem

bers. Care should be taken

so as to avoid splitting the

wood.

The,-radiator is of 1-16

spruce shaped as shown in

the drawing and is fastened

to the fuselage with nails

and glue. The landing

gear is of %" reed bent to

the shape shown by passing over a gas

or candle flame. It is then bound to

the fuselage with thread and glued.

The axle is a piece of %§" steel rod cut

to the length shown and bound with

thread to the landing gear and glued.

I!

By H. C. Ellis

Aluminum disc wheels 2" in diameter

are used.

Tail Skid and Motor Stick

The tail skid is of I/§" square spruce

cut to the size shown and fastened to

the fuselage. The motor stick is of

spruce 5-16" square. This is fastened

in the fuselage at two points only, that

  

This flying monoplane made! has speed and graceful lines

is, it is bound with thread and glued to

the first and second fuselage struts.

Before placing same in the fuselage

attach propeller hanger, motor hook and

propeller shaft as shown in the drawing.

Propeller Shaft and Motor Hook

The propeller is made of poplar or

white pine, 12" in diameter and is

medium pitch. If the builder is not

experienced in carving propellers it is

best to purchase same from a model,

  

Plan view of monoplane model that weighs less than six ounces

supply house as this is the most diffi

cult part of the model to make. The

porpeller is attached to a 1-16" plain

bearing propeller shaft as ball bearing

shafts do not always give satisfaction,

especially if not properly installed.

The propeller hanger is made from

aluminum 1-16" thick and is bent to

the form shown in drawing. The

motor hook is bent from a 1-16" steel

rod to the shape shown.

Turtle Deck Formers

Make the turtle deck formers to the

size indicated and fasten in place to

the fuselage in the position

shown, by glueing and drill

a hole with No. 61 drill,

place a small brad in it for

extra strength. These forni

ers are cut from 1-16" spruce.

Motors

Seventeen feet of %;" fiat

rubber is required for the

motive power. This should

be looped into 14 even

strands. Place one end in

the propeller hook and the

other in the motor hook, be

fore the fuselage is covered

with the paper.

Main Planes

The ribs are cut from

spruce 1-16" thick. The rib

should be laid out full size, as it is re

duced in the drawing. Care must be

taken when cutting these ribs out to be

sure and have them all the exact size

and all holes for the wing beams, which

are %;" dowels must be in line. As

there is a number of ribs to be made.

a metal pattern or template may be cut

and drilled to act as a jig to insure uni

formity in ribs. After the ribs are

placed on the wing beams and are prop

erly spaced according to the drawing

they are glued and allowed

to dry. After the glue is

dry the edges, which are

%;" reed, are put on. This

is done by tying the reed

back over the wing beams

with strong thread and

glueing the reed to the ribs.

The wing tips are bent to

the shape shown by bend

ing only after heating by

passing them over a gas or

candle flame. Care should

be taken so as to make all

the tips the same shape.

%;" Aluminum tubing is

used for the wing beam,

sockets so as to permit the

builder to dismantle the

model easily. If unable to

obtain aluminum tubing, brass or cop

per may be used. Two pieces of the

tubing are required, cut to the length

and attached to the fuselage at the

points shown by the wing spars on the

side view by binding and glueing.
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Stabilizers, rudder and elevators.

The stabilizers, elevators and rudder

are made of V3" reed for the edging and

I/§" square spruce for the filling in

pieces. The elevators can be made in.

one piece with the stabilizer if desired

as they are not movable after they are

attached to the fuselage.

Covering and Doping.

Bamboo paper is used for covering

the main planes, fuselage and con

trols. Cover the bottom first and allow

to dry. After it is dry the extending

edges may be trimmed off close to the

reed edges. Then cover the top side.

Care must be taken to have the paper

lay even and without wrinkles. Both.

sides of the elevators, stabilizers and

rudder are covered in this manner.

After the covering is completed and

the glue is perfectly dry, the dope is

applied. This is best applied with a.

soft brush as a stiff brush is liable to

puncture the paper covering. This

dope can be purchased from any model

supply house. Four ounces is required

to dope the covering properly. Apply

the dope evenly—then place away to

dry.

Assembling and Flying.

After the covering is thoroughly

dry, the model may be assembled. ~If

the elevator and stabilizers are made

separately they may be joined together

by drilling holes through the edges of

same with a No. 61 drill and then.

joining them with fine wire. The rud

der is attached to the rudder post in

the same way. The extending ends of

the wing beams are inserted in the alu

minum sleeves forming part of the fuse

lage. The propeller is placed on the

shaft so that the entering edge cuts the

air first.

After the model is completed and as

sembled choose a field free from trees.

Wind the propeller about 75 turns,

grasp the model at a point in the mid

dle of the fuselage holding the propel

ler from turning with the left hand.

Launch gently forward from you in a

level line at the same time releasing the

propeller. Do not attempt to fiy this

model in a strong wind as the wind is

liable to force it to the ground and it

may be broken. To fly this model

from the ground choose a hard and lev

el surface. Wind the propeller 175

times, then place model on the ground

and it will rise and make a graceful

flight, but not as long a flight as when

hand launched

SIMPLE TEST FOR BELTING

Strong vinegar will not affect belts

of good quality except to darken the

leather slightly, but if they are of poor

quality, their fibres will swell and be

come gelatinous, so that this forms a

good test for belting. A piece is cut

off and immersed in the liquid for

sufficient time to determine the action

of the vinegar on the leather.

  

Robert Jares, a Chicago model enthusiast,

has built o model biplane flier that will fly

130 feet in 20 seconds

TREATMENT OF BOILER FEED

WATER

T is surprising, considering the im

portance of procuring a satisfactory

softened water for boiler feeding

purposes, that, except for certain special

methods for producing small quantities

of softened cold water, there have been

no changes in the chemical methods em

ployed for more than fifty years. Hy

drate of lime, in the form of lime water

or milk of lime, still remains the most

economical and practicable means for

neutralizing acids, absorbing carbon

dioxide and converting bicarbonates to

carbonates or hydrates. Soda ash is

the usual substance for converting sul

phates, chlorides and nitrates to car

bonates.

Where the respective amounts of car

bonates and sulphates are in high pro

portion, a single substance, sodium hy

drate, may be employed both for abso

lutely carbon dioxide and for trans

forming sulphates and chlorides. Other

methods for producing non-scale form

ing water are, of course, distillation,

the expense of which is prohibitive ex

cept in marine applications where sea

water is the only possible source, and

the use of so-called Zeolites on which

the Germutite system is based. Zeolites

are suitable only for correcting perma

nent hardness, they introduce into the

treated water, sodium carbonate in

quantities proportional to the amount

of lime and magnesium carbonates re

moved. For this reason, they are not

suitable for softening water for boiler

feed purposes. While the chemical re

agents used for softening water are

limited chiefly by the availability and

cheapness of certain substances, the en

gineering methods and appliances by

means of which the softening process is

carried out have undergone a radical

evolution even during the last year or

so, so that their efficiency has been in

creased considerably. These improve

ments have to do principally with the

correct use of heat for hastening or ac

celerating the chemical reaction and the

perfection of means by which the chem

ical reagents are fed more accurately,

the labor of handling chemicals and re

moving precipitates from the apparatus

being thus greatly lessened.

FINISHING WOOD

To finish wooden handles, gun stocks

and similar articles of wood and at

the same time to preserve them, soak

the articles in linseed oil for a week 01'

so and then give them an occasional

rubbing at intervals of a day or two

until the desired polish is obtained.

This preserves the wood and gives a

natural finish that many consider great

ly superior to the usual artificial fin

ishes and colorings.

WOOD FOR A RIGID AIRSHIP

HULL

A well-known British firm of aircraft

constructors has taken out a patent for

a new design of rigid airship hull. A

gas-tight shell is to be made up of sev

eral layers of wood veneer with fabric

layers between, the whole cemented and

stitched with fine copper wire, and with

interior longitudinal and transverse

bracing. The outer shell is intended

to give the structure its chief strength

and also acts as gas container. All the

machinery and crew are carried inside

the hull, there being no outside projec

tions except the necessary fins and rud

ders for navigation which will mean a

greatly lessened air resistance.

Another valuable feature claimed is

that such a hull r is unsinkable and

therefore safe for ocean traffic. In the

relation of weight to strength and carry

ing capacity, it ofiers material advan

tages over former methods of airplane

construction. Models have been made

but there is no record of full size craft

being built to date so until the merits

of the new system of construction has

been proved by actual experience, one

can only accept the report as one of

general interest rather than practical

value.

Squeaking in the brakes when ap

plied is generally due to mud that has

become imbedded in the lining and is

forced against the drum when the

brakes are operated. Sometimes this

dirt may be washed out with kerosene,

but if it is so firmly ground in that it

refuses to come out, a little rosin mixed

with castor oil and applied to the bands

is recommended as a cure for the

trouble.
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Electric Lantern That Lights

When Lifted by Handle

HE electric lantem shown in the

sketch automatically lights itself

when it is lifted by the handle, unless

the thumbscrew is set to secure steady

light in any position. One side of the

handle is soldered to a metal clamp

fastened around the battery about an

inch from the top. The other end is

soldered to a strip of springy sheet

brass V; in. wide and 2% ins. long. A

small bulb is soldered into a hole at the

other end of the brass strip. A piece

of springy brass strip % in. wide is

bent as shown in the sketch and screwed 4

under the zinc binding post of the bat
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tery, and then fastened to the brass

strip which holds the lamp by a small

bolt and nut. The lower end of the

brass strip is drilled and threaded to

take a thumbscrew. When the lantern

is lifted, the strain on the handle pulls

against the brass spring, and forces

the center of the lamp base into con

tact with the carbon pole of the battery.

As long as the lantern is carried or

hung up by the handle it will stay lit,

but when put down, the spring forces

the lamp out of contact. If the lantern

is to remain lit, whether put down or

held, the thumbscrew should be screwed

till it comes in contact with the brass

strip that holds the lamp.

Fine Jewelers’ Rouge

ATURATE a solution of sulphate

of iron (green vitriol) with a solu

tion of oxalic acid. Filter and dry the

resulting precipitate of pale-yellow oxa

late of iron; place it in an iron dish

and expose it to a moderate heat, where

by the oxalic acid will be decomposed

and expelled, and a pure sesquioxide

of iron will be left. This is very fine

and can be used for producing a very

brilliant polish upon the finest jewel

ers’ work.

The American Society of ‘Experimental

Engineers

Who's Who In The

A.S. E. E.

Cesario Tierra

Mr. Cesario Tierra, who is an active

member of the American Society of Ex

perimental Engineers, was bom in

Altimonon, Tay, Philippine Islands,

twenty-eight years ago. He arrived in

America during the year 1910. Upon

reaching America, he immediately took

advantage of its educational opportu

nities by entering a high school in Cali

fornia. He later attended the National

University in St. Louis and in 1916 en

tered Lewis Institute, taking a course

in mechanical engineering.

When the United States entered the

war, Mr. Tierra was connected with the

R. 81 V. Engineering Co., East Moline,

 

Ill. This company was engaged in the

construction of eight-inch shells and

naval guns. Mr. Tierra was engaged as

a tool maker with this company. From

the above company Mr. Tierra went to

the L. Wolfe Mfg. Co. in Chicago, Ill.

He was also employed by this company

as a tool maker. While being employed

as a mechanical draughtsman at the

Montague Works, Mr. Tierra invented

an auto-condenser compressor. The

claims for a patent are now before the

Commissioner of Patents, Washington,

D. C. Mr. Tierra is now employed by

the Nordyke and Marmon Co., Indian

apolis, Ind., as tool designer.

Ideas!

Have you an idea which you think

would be valuable for the American So

ciety of Experimental Engineers? If

you have, please send it in to the So

ciety and if it is feasible it will be

brought before the Board of Directors

at their next regular meeting. Ideas

relative to the Society and its general

welfare are particularly welcome and

every member is urged to send any idea

he has in for attention. Ideas con

cerning a method of increasing the use

fulness of the organization without a

great outlay of money are especially

welcome. The Society has but one real

aim—to give maximum assistance to its

membership in their experimental work

and study. -

What Are You Doing In Your

Laboratory?

Are you making some interesting ex

periments in your laboratory that you

think the other members of the Society

would like to learn about? Well, why

in thunder don’t you write them up and

send them in for publication in the

Bulletin?

.Oftentimes experimenters wander in

to the offices of the Society and tell us

of some interesting experiments they

have made or of some device they have

constructed. Yet it never occurs to

them that this is just the kind of ma

terial that we are desirous of obtaining

for publication in the Bulletin. Fur

thermore, that it is just exactly the kind

of “dope” that their fellow members

would be interested in. We feel pretty

strongly about this and we earnestly

hope that this little protest will do

some good.

The A. S. E. E. and Inventions

It is only natural that the American

Society of Experimental Engineers

should encourage invention. In fact,

approximately 9% of its members have

obtained patents in the past. How

many unpatented inventions have been

evolved we have no means of telling.

What is the best way the Society can

encourage invention? When the mem

bership becomes larger than it is at the

present writing, and a great many dif

ferent inventions will be patented dur

ing the year by the members, the A. S.

E. E. will give a medal to the originator

of the invention possessing most merit.

It would seem that this is practical.

This is just another one of those things

that can be done when the Society grows

larger.

If any members have brought out

any inventions recently, we wou-ld be

very glad to receive the details for pub

lication in the BULLETIN.
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The Construction of aRadio Frequency

Transformer

A New Field of Experimenting is Open to Those

Who Work With Radio Frequency Amplification

ADIO experimenters have been

Rslow to take up experimenting

with radio frequency amplifica

tion, although it has been used commer

cially for more than two years. The rea

son is probably found in the fact that

nothing has been written, in the wire

less publications, on the construction of

high frequency transformers.

This article is confined to the details

of a transformer with which prelimi

nary work can be done. Data and cir

cuits will be given in the coming issues

of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING. ‘

WHAT THE RADIO FREQUENCY TRANS

FORMER Dons

In an audio frequency amplifier, the

incoming oscillations are first detected,

and the low frequency currents are

amplied in the succeeding stages.

Therefore, in a set comprising a de

tector and three-step amplifier, signals

can be heard by inserting a pair of tele

phones in the plate circuit of the de

_tector or any of the amplifier tubes.

On the other hand, a radio frequency

amplifier may have three steps of am

plification and then a detector. Signals

can be heard only in the plate circuit of

the detector, for radio frequency cur

rents are fiowing in the amplifier tubes.

It has been found that signals below

a certain strength cannot be made aud

ible by any number of audio frequency

amplifiers. The radio frequency cur

rents, however, can be amplified to the

required strength, at which point they

will operate a detector and, if desired,

audio frequency amplifiers.

There is one disadvantage in the use

of radio frequency circuits. That is,

radio frequency currents flow in the

plate circuits through the transformer.

There is a resonance effect due to the

inductance of the transformer and the

capacity between the plate and the fila

ment of the tube. Consequently, the

best results are obtained near the reso

nant frequency, although the resonance

point is not sharp. This particular

transformer, with the regular De For

est-Marconi VT, operates from about

1,000 to 5,000 meters.

DESIGN Fmronss

The first radio frequency transform

ers were made with air cores, the preva

lent belief being that the losses in an

iron core would be prohibitive at high

frequencies. As a matter of fact, this

proved to be untrue. Moreover, the dis

tortion of telephone signals is less with

an iron core transformer than with the

air core type. At the beginning, silicon

steel 0.0015 in. thick was considered

necessary for the laminations. Steel

of such a thickness is practically im

possible to obtain, particularly in any

quantity. Now, laminations up to 0.01

in. in thickness are used on some trans

formers.

The greatest difficulty is in the de

sign of the transformer. First of all,

following the present methods, a par

ticular wavelength, at which the ampli

fier will operate at maximum efficiency,

is chosen. With the capacity of the

tube the primary of the transformer

must form a resonant circuit, one in

which the natural period will be that

of the signals received. Next, at that

frequency, the secondary impedance

must equal that of the tube. If 3,000

meters is taken as the optimun wave

length, with a. corresponding frequency

of 100,000 cycles, at 4,000 meters the

plate circuit will not be in resonance,

and the resultant frequency of 75,000

cycles will give a lower secondary im

pedance.

Thus it can be seen that the design

of a radio frequency transformer, at the

present stage of development, is no easy

matter. Variations in the steel further

complicate matters so that, when the

transformer is completed it may not

do what was expected of it after all.

It is not proposed in this article to

give absolutely accurate details which

will produce a given result—that would

be out of the question, considering the

variations which experimenters are

bound to put into their own construc

tion. However, a working basis is pro

vided which will lead to new ideas and

developments.

Coma LAMINATIONS

Silicon steel for the core can be from

0.002 to 0.008 in. thick, preferably of

the smaller size. Enough is needed to

make a pile §/5 in. thick. Before the

steel is cut a template should be made

of brass or steel, the exact size of the

laminations, as shown in the detail

drawing. Then, when the core pieces

have been cut with snips to the approxi

mate size, they should be clamped to

the template and filed accurately. The

dimensions of the two halves of the core

are identical. There is an air gap be

tween the parts when they are put to

gether.

Four bakelite strips, marked A, are

used to hold the laminations together.

Before they are assembled on these

strips, one-half of the laminations must

be dipped in japan or varnish and hung

on wires to dry. Then the plain and

japanned laminations are put together

alternately. This should make a total

thickness, when the core is completed,

of 7/16 in.

At this point mounting legs should

be cut from a brass strip §/3 in. wide by

1/16 in. thick.

Con. M0uNr1Nc ASSEMBLY

A cardboard form (Fig. 2), C, is first

made to go over the center part of the

core. This supports two washers, E,

over which a larger paper tube, D, is

placed. The progressive assembly in

Fig. 2 shows that another set of wash

ers, B, are put over the outer tube.

These washers carry the binding posts

of the primary and secondary windings.

The tube C is made on a wooden

mandrel 13/16 in. square. Bond paper

about 8 in. wide is wrapped around it

and varnished at the center part with

Valspar. Enough sheets are used to

make the tube about 3/64 in. ‘thick.

When completed the paper should be
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Fig. 2.

wrapped with string and the whole out

fit put in a warm oven to dry.

Wide paper is called for here be

cause, if the Valspar leaks out at the

edges, it will cause the paper to stick to

the mandrel, making its removal im

possible. After the drying process the

tube should be cut to length before it

is taken from the mandrel.

The end washers may be cut with a

sharp knife from heavy cardboard to

the dimensions given in Fig. 1. If

cardboard of sufficient thickness cau

not be obtained, several layers can be

glued together and dried under pres

sure.

A larger mandrel must be made for

the tube D, which carries the winding.

This should be treated as explained in

the first part of this section.

Primary and Secondary Winding

The assembled view in Fig. 1 shows

the primary and secondary winding on

the tube D. Two sections are used for

the secondary, with the primary at the

center. In the matter of winding the

radio frequency transformer is much

simpler than the audio frequency type.

First, the secondary coils are wound,

each section having 90 turns of No.

40 single silk covered wire. The wind

ing is of the ordinary sort secured with

Valspar. Connections between the sec

tions should be made inside the tube,

and the wires soldered to make a per

fect connection. Be sure that both

parts of the coil are wound in the same

directions, so that they will be equiva

lent to a continuous winding.

The primary requires 105 turns, also

of No. 40 single silk covered wire.

When the coils are completed, they

should be covered with Valspar and

baked dry in a warrn—not hot——oven.

Leads can be brought from the coils

directly to the binding posts, or pig

tails, secured to the tube, can be used

Progressive steps in assembling the cores and end pieces which support the primary and secondary winding

instead. The latter methods insures

their permanence.

The beginning of the secondary

should be brought to a terminal marked

Sg, and the corresponding end of the

primary to a terminal marked Pp.

Thus, the Pp end will go to the plate

of the first radio frequency audion, and

the Sg end of the secondary will be

connected to the grid of the next tube.

Assembly.

When the pai-ts are ready, the tubes

and end pieces should be assembled as

shown in Fig. 2. An application of

Valspar will keep the parts in place.

Then the coil system is put on the

core, and the end plates tightened until

the laminations are clamped closely.

If the coil mounting is not tight on the

core, put a little Valspar on it and put

it away to dry out. This varnish is

better than glue for holding light parts,

for once dry, it does not soften.
 

A Loud Speaker

URPRISING amplification can be

obtained with the device described

in this article, though it is not intended

to compete with expensive manufac

tured types. The loud speaker consists

of a large box of thin wood, such as a

cigar box. A regular 2,000 or 3,000

ohm receiver is secured at the center of

the bottom, in such a way that the

diaphragm faces upward.

Directly above the telephone receiver

a hole is cut in the box and a small

brass or tin horn fitted into it. The

telephone is, of course, connected into

the radio set in the usual part of the

circuit.

When the telephone is actuated by

the incoming signals, the box acts as a

resonator, and the signals are conducted

out by the horn. Signals of ordinary

strength can be heard several feet from

the loud speaker.

Cleaning Audion Contacts

The pins of an audion base must be

cleaned periodically, as well as the con

tacts on the socket. There is a tend

ency for these parts to become oxidized,

with the result that the resistance at the

contacts becomes high.

Handling Detector Crystals

HOSE amateurs who are not for

tunate enough to possess an audion

detector should try to get the best re

sults possible from their crystal de

tector. Few know how to do this.

The first thing to observe about__the

proper use of crystals is to see that their

surfaces are kept absolutely clean. The

experimenter cannot hope to do this

by continuously handling them, as this

will deposit a thin film of greasy mat

ter from the fingers which will greatly

interfere with the efficient action of

the crystal through its high resistance.

To keep crystals in a sensitive con

dition they should be handled with a

small pair of tweezers. When the op

erator is through with his stations for

the day he should remove the crystal

from the detector stand and place it

in a clean box where it can be kept

free from dust and dirt. By following

these simple rules the results obtain

able with a galena detector will be

entirely satisfactory.
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The Radio Department

ID you ever hear of a “sound

D meter”, an instrument with a

pointer to indicate the strength

of a sound? Such an instrument has

been invented by a New York man,

Mr. McGall, although the operation of

. the device has not been disclosed be

cause patent specifications have not

been filed.

The instrument, outwardly, is just a

small wooden box, carrying a glass at

the top through which the scale and

pointer can be observed. When the

soundmeter is put near a buzzer or

similar generator of air vibrations, the

pointer moves according to the strength

of the sound.

It is unfortunate that no manufac

turer has offered to take up the pro

duction and development of Mr. Mc

Gall’s soundmeter, since it promises to

be a most interesting and useful in

strument.

R. MILLS, of the A. T. & T.,

would probably feel greatly re

lieved if someone would invent a

method for measuring audibility. At

the last meeting of the Institute, he

seemed deeply moved in his discussion

of the problem. Unfortunately, his was

a mole’s eye view of the subject rather

than the bird’s eye. We can thank the

war for drawing many of our radio

engineers from under their theoretical

bushels into the open where their shin

-ing candles could glow with a practical

and useful light.

R. GOLDSMITH, at the meeting

referred to, spoke of the neces

sity for considering the operators simul

taneously with the development of new

equipment. As he pointed out, the

operator is the one who has to use the

apparatus, and for that reason, it will

not do to let the radio art so far out

strip the operators that they will be

disgruntled by the new demands made

upon them. Since the art must not be

retarded, the operators must have the

additional instruction necessary to keep

them up with the art.

T might be well for the experimenters

to consider the value of the things

they are doing. Of course, each one

cannot make something better than any

one else, but each experimenter should

stop to think whether the apparatus and

experiments he is going to make are

' better or more worth while than any

thing before.

The construction of small portable

receivers seems to hold a fascination for

some. One particular enthusiast on

such work comes to the Magazine office

frequently, each time with a new pocket

edition. The series up-to-date num

bers ten or twelve kinds of small sets,

but they are different only in small de

tails. This man has not yet learned

to design the circuits—-the sets simply

work because almost anything will pro

duce signals from a nearby high pow

ered station. The successive receivers

represent no ‘increase in the knowledge

or ability of the builder.

NEW contributor is represented in

this issue of EVERYDAY, namely,

H. W. Houk, of the International

Radio Company. Mr. Houk, during

the war, was one of the greatly envied

men whose. ability won him a place at

the Paris laboratories of the A. E. F.

His. article on antenna period measure

ment is one of a number which he has

promised to give the _readers of EVERY

DAY.

HERE was quite a flurry in the

radio field when, a few months ago,

it was announced that a static elimi

nator had been discovered. Much has

been written also, in the less conserva

tive publications, about buried wires

which do away with difficulties from

static.

Officials in the Bureau of Steam En

gineering, the men who finally decide

upon the merits of such systems, draw

a distinct line between static reducers

and static eliminators. While, to be

sure, methods for reducing strays have

been worked out, the man who has the

real thing in static eliminators need

not fear that someone else got there

first.

Even Professor Pupin, who has

probably done, more in this direction

than any other man, is willing to ad

mit that the discovery of the copper

bound method is still a matter of fu

ture development.

FEW years ago, when there were

only a few hundred ship and

shore radio stations, the supply of radio

operators kept up with the demand. In

the past year radio operating has taken

its place among professions, but the

number of men available has not kept

pace with the increasing use of the

wireless. Ship stations particularly

have gone up and up in number. Land

stations, as soon as the Government re

leases its control, will go up all over

the United States, while installations

in the South American republics are

under construction, or are being

planned.

The Post Office, as it increases its

facilities for the distribution of mail

by airplanes, will need more operators.

A survey of the field shows that with

these and other extensions in the use

of wireless, the industry will, in the

next five years, pass the most optimistic

prophecies of five years back.

It is interesting to note, in this re

spect, that a new operators’ correspon

dence school has been opened, ofiering

a course prepared by L. R. Krurnm,

chief radio inspector, New York, giv

ing prospective operators the benefit of

his wide experience in the most effec

tive methods for instructing and train

ing of men for the Signal Corps.

PRING days will be here soon, and

experimenters will feel the call of

out-doors. No reason, though, for

leaving radio behind. Articles planned

for next month include thedesign of

a portable set which can be carried in

the hand, or on the bicycle. With

wanner weather there are also field

tests with loop antennas, sets to be put

up on the boat or at the bungalow.

Tree climbing will become more popu

lar, and higher antennas will go up.

We are getting ready new articles to

suit the season, as well as those of all

year-round interest.

Radio Association

We wish to take this opportunity to

call the attention of every radio amateur

to the fact that a club under the name

of the Ravenswood Radio Association,

formed a short time ago in Chicago, has

now become one of the strongest ama

teur radio organizations of its kind in

the middle west.

It is composed entirely of commercial

licensed operators and is working

toward the raising of the amateur stand

ard and the promotion of all legitimate

work which will benefit the amateur.

It was decided that any amateur

who was sufficiently interested to ob

tain a commercial license could qualify

for membership in the organization.

This will have the effect of having

more amateur possessors of sufificient

technical knowledge to put the amateur

radio work out of the plaything class

to which the average person not inter

ested has assigned it.

The club has constructed an efficient

wavemeter with which all members’ ap

paratus will be tuned. Two of the

members will be assigned to the task of

tuning amateur sets throughout the city

for a slight fee.

Weekly meetings are held at the club

headquarters on Tuesdays at which the

latest developments are discussed and

explained by either members or some

radio expert.

All amateurs are cordially invited

to attend these meetings and the Sec

retary would be pleased to hear from

all those interested in this organization.

Applications for membership are still

open to all those who can qualify for

entrance.

Tm: RAVENSWOOD Ramo ASSOCIA

TION,

1917 Warner Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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Some Details of a New Condenser

Low Minimum Capacity and Unusual Mechanical

Strength Are Outstanding Features of this Condenser

HEN the condensers shown in

Fig. 1 were brought into the

office of the MAGAZINE, some

one suggested tnat, if they were really as

strong as it was claimed, they should

stand two tests——first, that a man could

stand on them, and, second, that they

should not be injured when dropped at

an angle from waist height in such a

way as to land on the edge of the bot

tom end plate.

Another in the group maintained

that, while a. condenser might be spe

cially built to stand such abuse, no one

did it because any radio man with com

mon sense wouldn’t try such things on

so delicate an instrument as a variable

condenser. ,

But the experimenters’ instincts pre

vailed and a condenser was put on the

floor. Then a man weighing about one

hundred and fifty pounds stood with

both feet on the upper end plate. This

was a more severe test than it appears

to be at first thought, because the lower

bearing extends below the heads of the

screws which hold the fixed plates, so

that entire weight was supported by

 

plates were not bent, and nothing was

loosened or injured. Then the con

denser was held four feet from the floor

and dropped in such a way that it

landed on the edge of the bottom plate.

Again the instrument came through no

worse for wear.

The reason for this unusual strength

is shown in Fig. 1, where a 0.0005

type is disassembled, with a complete

0.001 mfd. condenser at the right. The

fixed plates, of 1/32-in. aluminum, are

assembled on 10-32 screws, which are

threaded into brass end pieces. In this

way the fixed plates are assembled into

a complete unit, independent of the end

plates. This unit, with the heavy

plates, washers, and assembly screws, is

of great rigidity.

A feature of the variable plates, not

found ordinarily in condensers sup

plied for experimenters, is that they

are keyed to the shaft to prevent them

from turning independent of the entire

unit. Brass washers §/§ in. in diameter

separate the plates. Large and long

bearing surfaces insure the perfect

alignment of the moving parts.

The end plates are 3% ins. in diame

ter and M, in. thick. An adjustable

T
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bearing and lock nut are fitted to the

lower plate, allowing a variation of the ~

tension and position of the variable

plates. If the condenser is mounted on

a panel, the screws holding the fixed

plates to the upper end plate can be

put in from the front of the panel, so

that the upper plate will be flushed

against the back of the panel.

Fig. 2 gives calibration curves for the

two sizes. There are 29 plates in the

small size, and 59 plates in the large

condenser. The reason for the un

usually low minimum capacity is found

in the shape of the plates. Instead of

being semicircular, they occupy only

165 degrees of a circle. Consequently,

in the minimum position the fixed and

variable plates are widely separated.

This construction is also responsible

for the perfectly straight line calibra

tion right up to the maximum, while

other condensers drop off at the upper

end.

It will be seen that two types have a

range of 0.00001 to 0.00058 mfd. and

0.000015 to 0.00115 mfd. Measure

ments of the capacity were made as fol

lows, using a scale with 100 degrees

to a semicircle:

\

ll
gm-"

the bottom of the lower bearing.

That test showed no ill effects. The

The fixed and variable plates form complete units 0/ great mechanical strength. End plates of solid bakelite prevent

losses even at high frequencies
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SMALL SIZE

Degree: Capacity

0. . . . 0.000010

0.000023

0.000085

0.000150

0.000210

0.000270

0.000335

0.000395

0.000460

0.000520

0.000585
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CONDENSER SCALE

Calibration curves 0/ the two condensersFig. 2.

LARGE SIZE

(a!'dt'|1_y

. 0.000015

0.000050

0.000170

0.000295

0.000415

0.000535

. 0.000660

0.000780

0.000900

0.001025

0.001150
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Effective Capacity Table

HEN a series condenser is used

for tuning the antenna circuit of

a receiving set, the effective capacity is

less than the capacity of either the an

terma or tuning condenser. The table

below gives the effective capacity with

C 0.0001

0.0001 0.000050

0.0002 0.000060

0.0003 0.000075

0.0004 0.000080

0.0005 0.000083

0.000086

0.000088

0.000089

0.000090

0.000091 0

0.000092 0

0.000096 0

0.000093 0

0.000093 0.

0.000094 8.00018

0

0

0

0

0.0002 0.0003

0.00006 0.00007

0.00010 0.00012

0.00012 0.00015

0.00013 0.00017

0.00014 0.00019

0.00015 0.00020

0.00015 0.00021

0.00022

0.00023

0.00023

0.00024

0.00024

0.00024

0.00025

0.00025

0.00025

0.00026

0.00026

0.00026

0.00026

0.0004

0.00008

0.00013

0.00017

0.00020

0.00022

0.00024

0.00025

0.00026

0.00027

0.00028

0.00029

0.00030

0.00031

0.00031

0.00032

0.00032

0.00032

0.00033

0.00033

0.00033

0.0006

0.0007

0.00016

OQOOO COCOS

>->->-->-_

#9495}

0.000094

0.000094

0.000095

0.000095

0.000095

OOOCCOCO

[quot-In-I

QO@\lQ\U\

0.0005

0.00008

0.00014

0.00019

0.00022

0.00025

0.00027

0.00029

0.00031

0.00032

0.00033

0.00034

0.00040

0.00036

0.00037

0.00038

0.00039

0.00039

0.00040

0.00040

0.00040

different values of antenna and con

denser capacity. .

To determine the effective capacity—

that is, the value to be used with the

inductance of the primary coil to de

termine the wavelength of the circuit—

0.0008 0.0001

0.00009 0.00009

0.00015 0.00015

0.00020 0.00021

0.00024 0.00025

0.00027 0.00029

0.00030 0.00032

0.00032 0.00035

0.00034 0.00037

0.00036 0.00039

0.00038 0.00041

0.00039 0.00043

0.00040 0.00044

0.00041 0.00045

0.00042 0.00046

0.00043 0.00047

0.00044 0.00048

0.00044 0.00049

0.00045 0.00050

0.00045 0.00051

0.00046 0.00052

0.0008 0.0009

0.00009 0.00009

0.00016 0.00016

0.00022 0.00023

0.00026 0.00027

0.00030 0.00032

0.00034 0.00036

0.00037 0.00039

0.00040 0.00042

0.00042 0.00045

0.00044 0.00047

0.00046 0.00049

0.00048 0.00051

0.00050

0.00051

0.00052

0.00053

0.00054

0.00055

0.00056

0.00057

0.0010

0.00009

0.00017

0.00023

0.00028

0.00033

0.00038

0.00041

0.00044

0.00047

0.00050

0.00053

0.00055

0.00057

0.00058

0.00060

0.00061

0.00063

0.00064

0.00065

0.00066

0.00053

0.00055

0.00057

0.00058

0.00059

0.00060

0.00061

0.00062

locate the column headed by the value

nearest to that of your antenna. Then,

in the column headed C, find the value

of your tuning condenser. Run across

horizontally to the column first found.

The figures thus located will give the

effective capacity of the circuit.

The minimum capacity of the tuning

must be taken as V2 that of the antenna

capacity, but the maximum can be so

high as is desired. At a very low mini

mum the antenna circuit is practically

opened.

For example, suppose a condenser of

0.0001 to 0.001 mfd. is in series with

an antenna of 0.0004 mfd. At maxi

mum, the efiective value will be found

in the column headed 0.0004, and

across from 0.001 in the C column, giv

ing the result as 0.00028 mfd.

At minimum, the tuning condenser

must not be used less than one-half the

antenna capacity, or 0.0002 mfd. The

answer will be found in the 0.0004

column, opposite 0.0002 in the C col

umn, or 0.00013.

Thus the effective capacity range

obtained with the tuning condenser,

then, is 0.00013 to 0.00028 mfd., even

though the condenser has a range of

0.0002 to 0.001 mfd.

Turning a Thin Brass Disc

T is out of the question to attempt

to turn a thin sheet of. brass when it

is only held at the center by an arbor,

and cutting and filing areinearly as

impossible if a smooth job is required.

An easy way to accomplish the work is

to fasten the brass at the corners to a

wooden disc, mounted on a face plate.

A sharp tool will cut out a perfect circle

in the brass.

Discs made in this way can be used

as condenser shields. The disc should

be mounted behind the panel, and con

nected to the ground side of the set.

Plenty of space should be allowed be

tween the disc and the condenser parts.

Book Review

STANDARD TABLES AND EQUATIONS

IN RADIO TELEGRAPH, by Bertram

Hoyle. 155 pages, cloth bound, 8% x 5%

ins. Published by the Wireless Press, Ltd.,

Marconi House, Strand, W. C. 2, London,

England.

English authors seem to take pleasure

in compiling useful books of formulas

and data on various subjects. Mr.

Hoyle has done radio engineers no

small service in preparing for them this

book of information.

It is impossible to even attempt to

list the subjects covered, for it seems

as if everything is included, from defi

nitions of electrical units to thimble

sizes for wire ropes.

A complete index gives easy access,

to the various tables, formulas and

definitions.
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An Interesting Audion Control Box

This Set, from the Wireless Improvement Company",

Operates on B Batteries or 110 Volts Direct Current

HE influence of manufacturing ap

paratus for the Government can be

plainly seen in the new experimental

equipment, an effect of advantage and

credit to both the buildeds and users of

the instruments. This audion control

box, illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4,

is of the regular Navy type with adap

tions which made it quite versatile in

respect to the important problem of

plate voltage supply.

Beginning with the panel mounting,

it can be seen that hinges are used, at

the bottom, having the pin secured to

one-half of the hinge. Therefore, when

the panel is down, it can be slipped to

oneside and the pins pulled out of the

other half of the hinges. In the closed

position, however, the sides of the case

hold the panel in position.

Fig. 1 shows a small thumb screw at

the top center of the panel and at Fig.

4 a. threaded block inside the case. To

lock the panel, the thumb screw is

turned tightly into the block. Supports

are fastened rigidly onto the panel, Fig.

4, to keep it from falling down. These

strips catch on angle pieces inside the

 

 

case. A little inward pressure releases

them so that the panel can be lowered

further or removed.

At the rear, Fig. 2, the impedance,

audion socket, fixed condenser, ammeter

and grid leak are shown. The impe

dance, of the closed core type, is in the

direct current plate supply circuit to

smooth out current ripples. The paper

condenser is put across the line. The

method of supporting the impedance

and audion should be studied, as it may

present suggestions for designing other

equipment.

Fig. 4 shows the rheostat under the

socket. This is of the regular Navy de

sign, made up of resistance wire wound

back and forth on pins set into two

bakelite discs. The carbon sector poten

tiometer is hidden under the condenser.

It controls the voltage from the plate

battery or 110-volt supply.

Other details can be seen from il

lustrations. The circuit employed is of

the usual type. Change from the bat

tery to 110 volts is accomplished by

an anti-capacity, double-pole, double

throw switch. Experimenters who try

Fig. 1, left. The change from batteries to 110 volts is accomplished by a switch just below the ammeter. Fig. 2, right. A closed core

AUDION CONTROL‘ B0!

TYPE II ran

WIRELESS IIPROVENEIT 00

SKI-MOI-1

I7 I(5Y 5' III IDRLIISA

impedance is used to smooth out the 110 volts. Fig. 3, above. Compact design is characteristic of this equipment
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to run their audions on 110 volts should

benefit by the experience of the author,

at the laboratory of the magazine. It was

a simple matter to set up two iron core

chokes with a condenser across them.

To prevent any accident, fuses were put

in front of the choke coils. When the

circuit was closed the fuses blew out.

Everything was all right, but the fuses

blew a second time. Finally it was sug

gested that we had a two-phase line in

the building and that this circuit must

be on the wrong side. It appeared that

that must be the trouble, for the polarity

of the 110-volt circuit leads were care

fully tested, yet the fuses blew when

the negative side was grounded.

Finally we called the electric light

company and were informed that the in

stallation was an old one and that the

positive side was grounded. This will

seldom happen at other places, but

serves as a suggestion for those who ex

perience any difficulties on this score.

Increasing the Efficiency

of Honeycomb Coils

HEN honeycomb coils were first

manufactured for radio work,

they were dipped in an insulating var

nish to hold the turns together securely

without the possibility of damaging

them from handling and to protect the

insulation on the wire.

It was known, however, that energy

losses occurred in the varnish, as it acts

as an imperfect dielectric between the

turns. Therefore, if the vamish could

be removed, except for a thin film, from

the interior of the coils, the capacity
 

and high frequency resistance would be

reduced.

Of a number of tests to accomplish

this result, the last was the simplest,

most effective and most economical. The

coils were dipped and then put upon a

revolving shaft. Centrifugal force

threw off the excess vamish and dried

them so that the time required for bak

ing was greatly reduced.

Honeycomb coils are all treated in

this manner now, with the result that

they are much more efficient electrically

than before this new method was

adopted.

Radio Traffic Association

HE prevalence of inefificient oper

ating was responsible for the or

ganization of the Radio Traffic Associ

ation of Brooklyn, N. Y., in January,

1917. It is again preparing to carry

out its main objects, which are to mini

mize unnecessary interference and re

duce inefficient operating by the dis

semination of practical ideas. It also

purposes to promote good fellowship

and establish an efficient relay system

among the amateurs of Brooklyn.

At present the officers are Ferd. C.

W. Thiede, Chairman; Albert R. Hey

don, Secretary; Ernest K. Seyd, Finan

cial Secretary, and Clifford J. Goette,

Treasurer.

All amateurs of Brooklyn, above the

age of eighteen, desirous of connecting

with an organization offering obvious

advantages are cordially invited to com

municate with the Secretary at 486 De

catur Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fig. 4. The box partly open to show the interior construction of the audion control set

An Audion SocketAdapter

HERE is an astoundingly large

number of the old style round au

dions still in use. An adapter by which

-113.. ‘ ’;.-if ,-t‘-:1».

How a round bulb is used in a VT socket

the round bulbs can be used in a stand

ard VT socket is shown in the accom

panying illustration.

The main base came from a broken

Western Electric VT1. To the grid and

plate contacts inside the base, two cop

per_ wires, covered- with empire cloth

tubing, were soldered and brought up

to a connection block. They take the

grid and plates wires from the audion.

The cylinder at the top of the tube was

made of paper, filled with sealing wax,

making an excellent protection for the

wires and that end of the bulb.

A small porcelain socket, connected

to the filament pins, is held in place by

sealing wax. Paraffin is not good for

this purpose, because, in a warm room,

it becomes too soft to maintain the parts

in position.

To use the round audion, it is only

necessary to put the adapter in the

standard VT socket, screw the bulb in

place and fasten the gird and plate

wires to the binding posts.

W. H. Howi-:i.L.

Did You

send in your name for the Radio Regis

ter? Every engineer and experimenter

should be represented. Don’t have your

name left out.
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Measuringthe NaturalWavelength of an Antenna

Accurate Results Are Obtained With A Simple Met/zod

SUALLY great difficulty is ex

perienced in measuring the nat

ural wavelength of an antenna.

The usual methods are shown in Figs.

1, 2, 3, and 4, each of which has the

disadvantage of not radiating a sharp

wave. In fact, it is very difficult to

detect a resonant point and if a reso

nant point is found it is so broad that

accurate measurement cannot be taken.

The reason for this broad tuning is due

to the high decrement of the circuit. It

is possible to get a very sharp resonant

point by inserting an inductance in

series with the antenna as shown in Fig.

3, because adding inductance in the cir

cuit lowers the decrement and results

in sharper tuning. This is easily seen

from the equation

C

3:1rR —

L

8 : Decrement per cycle,

1r = 3.1416,

Q R : Resistance in Ohms,

' C : Capacity in microfarads,

and L : Inductance in microhenrys,

where

in which the decrement is shown to be

inversely proportional to the square root

of the inductance. This makes it pos

sible to obtain a sharp resonant point,

but the reading is worthless unless the

value of the inductance is known and

even then it requires a calculation

which is difficult due to the correction

factor caused by the distributed in

ductance and capacity of the antenna.

With the circuits shown in Figs. 5

or 6 and by the use of a curve which

is easy to plot, it is possible to meas

ure the natural wavelength with rea

. sonable accuracy and little or no diffi

culty will be experienced in finding the

exact resonant point. The inductance

L should be a coil of wire whose diam

eter is small compared with its length.

although the error is not great with

any shape of inductance. This coil

should have about 15 or 20 tums of

wire and at least three taps. The

method of procedure is as follows:

First, insert the inductance in series

with the antenna, and provide some

method of varying the number of turns

of the inductance in the antenna circuit.

Second, excite the antenna as shown

in Fig. 5, by connecting a high fre

quency buzzer and battery in series

with the inductance coil L.

Third, place the wave meter near the

coil, read the wavelength at different

taps and record it together with the

number of turns used in each case.

By H. W. Houck

Fourth, on a sheet of cross section

paper, with the wavelength on the Y

axis and the number of turns on the

X axis, plot the points and draw a

mean straight line through them. The

distance from the origin to the point

on the Y axis where the line intercepts

determines the natural or fundamental

wavelength of the antenna.

If the wave meter is supplied with

a buzzer and used as a generator of

waves, the circuit shown in Fig. 6 can

be used. In this circuit the detector

Jigi

  

be 425 meters. This value checked

within 1% of the actual value obtained

by an elaborate vacuum tube measure

ment which involves too great an outlay

of apparatus for the average radio ex

perimenter. A similar means of an

tenna measurement was developed by

the French Government during the war,

and was used in French Radio Labo

ratories as well as in the field.

In some cases it is desirable to ob

tain the natural wavelength of an an

tenna without going to the trouble of

%YL;

-.

O—-4*

‘Figs. 1 to 6. Methods 0] measuring the natural wavelength or period of an antenna

is connected unilaterally to the antenna

end of the inductance L. This con

nection gives a slightly sharper reso

nant point and is the most desirable

to use.

An example is shown in Fig. 7 in

which the inductance L was a coil 3

ins. in diameter and 3 ins. long, wound

with 24 turns of No. 12 B. & S. gauge

bare copper wire. The measured wave

length with 24 turns was S90 meters,

with 21 turns 570, with 16 turns S35

meters and with 11 turns 500. These

points were plotted and the line drawn.

The natural wavelength of the antenna

is determined by the point on the Y axis,

obtained by extending the line. Hence

the natural wavelength was found to

drawing the curves. This is especially

true in instances where an inspector

has a large number of stations to meas

ure in a limited time. In this case it

is only necessary to take two sets of

turns—wavelength readings and apply

the following formula:

)\o:)\2—Kt,,

where

¢\,, : Natural wavelength,

t1 — t2

K : ,

t1 _ t2

A, = Wavelength at t, turns,

A2 _—_ Wavelength at t, turns,

t, : Least number of turns,

and t, = Largest number of turns.
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This formula may be derived from

the curve shown in Fig. 7 and is ap

plicable, of course, to any similar case.

An example of this method may be

taken from data already given. The

two sets of readings taken are 590

meters (A,) at 24 turns (t,) and 500

meters (A,) at 11 turns (t,). By sub

stitution in the formula we find:

 

A,-—A, 590-500

K = -i : ———i = 6.92.

t,—t, 24—_- 11

Then: A,,=A,—Kt, = S90—

(6.92 X 24) : 424 meters,

§
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din
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For instance, if we desire to load the

antenna of Fig. 7 to 600 meters, we

take two sets of measurements. These

are:

A, : S90 meters t, = 24 turns

A, = 500 meters t, : 11 turns

A,—A, S90—500

K : i- : -i——- :: 6.92.

t,-—t, 24—- 11

Then:

A2 —A0 600-—424

Tzi-——:i——:25.43.

K 6.92

31

. ZLX

~:' . '4

.'r!

RI

fig

Z5 30

NUMBER or TURH5 on nu \.°AD"‘lG Coll.

Fig. 7. Results of measurements by which the natural wavelength is obtained

which is probably a little closer than

the results obtained by the use of the

curve.

Another application of this formula

is in the calculation of the exact num

ber of turns necessary to load a given

antenna to any wavelength. The coil

used in loading the antenna must be of

the same diameter and must have the

same ratio of diameter to length as the

coil used in making the measurement.

It is also best to have the greatest wave

length reading at least as great as that

which is to be used. The nearer these

conditions are obtained, the more ac

curate the calculation.

AL — A0

T : -i—,

K

where

A0 :Natural wavelength of

for desired wavelength,

AL: Desired wavelength in

meters,

A0 :Natural wavelength of

antenna,

and K : Same as in the previous

case.

Hence, 25.43 turns of the coil used in

these calculations would give a wave

length of 600 meters.

AL -— A0

From T =_i

K

. it is seen that with any number of turns

we may readily calculate the corre

sponding wavelength from

/\LZTK—l—/\0,

where: A2, /\(,, T, and K have the same

significance as heretofore.

The principles above set forth may

be applied to the measurement of ca

pacities in open or closed oscillators,

and is especially valuable in measure

ments of circuits in which the capacity

predominates.

Measurements of this sort give the

experimenter data on his station which

takes the guesswork out of the design

of apparatus.

Mounting Two Transmitters

in Parallel

OME particular experiment may

call for a transmitter of extra car

rying capacity under circumstances

where nothing but the usual type is

available. Heavy current transmitters

are hard to obtain and expensive. A

low resistance transmitter is especially

needed for audion telephone sets when

the transmitter is in the ground circuit.

Of a number of makes tried the

Western Electric proved to have the

lease resistance. Because the trans

mitters had to be mounted at an angle,

and because they were fitted at the rear

with lugs for the conventional type of

support, it was necessary to think out

a special type of mounting.

A solution of the problem was ac

complished in this way: A bracket

was cut from 1/16 in. brass sheet, with

a straight center part and angle arms

at the ends. The transmitters, with the

mounting lugs horizontal, were fast

tened to the angle arms, while the

straight center section was secured to

the top of a wooden stand.

Tests show that the modulation was

improved by a sound box around the

mouthpieces. Accordingly, a. piece of

light leather was wrapped around them

and sewed together at the bottom and

between the mouthpieces at the rear.

The switch on the stand is to open »

or close the battery circuit.
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The Manufacture of Artificial Silkfrom Cotton

Waste and Wood Cellulose

By Werner A. Schildknecht, A. S. E. E.

HE transformation of cotton and

wood cellulose into lustrous silk

is one of the triumphs of modern

chemical science. On account of the

thigh cost of natural silk, many attempts

have been made in the desire to find a

substitute for silk. The endeavors of

the pioneer experimenters have paved

the way to later research, and within a

brief space of time a new industry has

sprung up which is taking its place in

the ranks of modern chemical enter

prises. A new material has been added

to the textile industry—artificial silk.

A brief description is given in the fol

lowing paragraphs of the history, manu

facture, properties and uses of artificial

silk.

In order to understand the difference

‘between artificial silk and the natural

product we will first see how the silk

worm produces the thread. On each

side of the silkworm’s body there is a

bag containing a sticky liquid. When

the worm decides to go into his long

sleep, from which he will come out as

a moth, he begins to force this sticky

liquid from two tiny holes under his

lip. On coming in contact with the

air, the little threads harden into a

strong fiber-silk. The worm spins

almost continuously until he has en

veloped himself with a cocoon. There

are usually four hundred yards of this

-costly fiber on an average sized cocoon.

These are collected, boiled, the fiber is

reeled off, washed, bleached and dyed.

The artificial method is almost like the

one used by nature, intricate apparatus

taking the place of the silkworm.

The first mention on record of an

attempt to make artificial silk dates

back to the year 1734. In that year

a French scientist, Reaumur, experi

mented with certain lacks and var

nishes, which he forced through small

holes in a steel die. The resulting

fibers were silklike in appearance, but

no commercial use was made of his

invention. The subject lay dormant

until Andemars, a Swedish chemist, de

veloped a process for making artificial

silk in the year 1855. He dissolved

"wood cellulose, obtained from mulberry

‘trees, in a mixture of alcohol and ether.

The threads after having been forced

through dies had a silky luster; prac

tically the same process is used to-day,

substituting cotton cellulose and a great

variety of wood cellulose for that ob

tained from the mulberry tree. Twenty

years later, J. W. Swan, an Fnglish

man, discovered a method. He dis

solved guncotton in alcohol and ether,

passed the pulp through fine holes, and

hardened the threads by passing them

through water. This product was very

inflammable, however, and Swan’s ex

periments were a failure commercially.

Soon after Andemars made his dis

covery, Count Hilaire de Chardonnet, a

Frenchman, began to investigate. He

used cheap cotton to make the pulp.

After much experimenting a factory was

started at Besancon. He achieved suc

cess in making the product and some of

the finest artificial silks are at the

present time made by his process. Char

donnet lived to see his invention a com

mercial possibility. In the year 1899

several silk gowns were exhibited at the

Paris exhibition made from silk manu

factured at Chardonnet’s factory. This

silk was not only non-explosive but

even less inflammable than the natural

variety.

The Chardonnet process as practiced

to-day is as follows: Bleached cotton

waste is converted into nitro-cellulose

by treatment with a mixture of sul

phuric and nitric acids. This product

is dissolved in a mixture of alcohol and

ether. The resulting substances is

called collodion. It is filtered and

placed into a reservoir. From here the

collodion is forced through capillary

glass tubes, .08-.08 m.m. in diameter,

under a pressure of 650 pounds per

square inch. It issues in the form of

minute threads. This operation is car

ried on in a warm chamber. The

alcohol and ether evaporate, are recov

ered and thus used over and over. The

threads as they issue are conveyed to a

spool and ultimately a skein of lustrous

silk is formed. In this condition, how

ever, the substance is still more or less

explosive and before any other opera

tions are performed it must be deni

trated. The threads are passed through '

a solution of ammonium hydrosulphide.

This process renders the silk uninflam

mable. Then the material is washed

and dried and is ready for dyeing. The

threads are impregnated with coloring

material and are then ready to be

woven into cloth. They possess a high

luster, great elasticity, and are capable

of taking very delicate tints. The above

process is used chiefly in France and

many tons of the silk are manufactured

there annually.

Another process in use is called the

cuprammonium process. This consists

in dissolving cotton cellulose in

Schweitzer’s reagent (ammoniacal cup

ric oxide). The pasty product is com

pressed in cylinders and the threads are

forced out in thin streams. The fibers

are hardened by being passed through

acetic acid. They are then bleached

with chloride of lime, washed and dyed.

This silk was manufactured in large

quantities before the war at Elberfeld,

Germany. It is now being successfully

produced in the United States. The

annual production of silks made by this

process is about 3,000,000 pounds.

The viscose process is one of the

latest developments in the manufacture

of artificial silk. In this process wood

pulp is treated with a strong caustic

soda solution. The cellulose thus ob

tained is treated with carbon disulphide.

The resulting mass is called viscose.

It is dissolved in water, filtered and

exuded through capillary tubes. The

threads are at once passed into a fixing

solution of either ammonium chloride

or ammonium sulphate. Here the fila

ments harden and are then subjected to

heat when they are ready to be bleached

and dyed. This variety of silk is one

of the most popular of the artificial

silks. In luster and tensile strength it

compares very nearly with natural silk.

Its quality is somewhat better than

either the Chardonnet or cuprammo

nium silks, while the cost of manufac

turing it is less. A large factory near

Philadelphia, Pa., manufactures this

type of silk. It is called wood silk, or

pyroxylin silk.

A process which has lately come into

use is to spread the pulp over a large

fiat surface, roll it out thin and engrave

the thin sheet of silk with rollers. In

this way the material can be given the

appearance of having been woven. The

resulting fabric is in great demand, as

the cost is quite low, while the appear

ance and service are excellent.

Artificial silk to-day is taking the

place of the natural product for making

all kinds of ribbons, neckties, and for

such trimmings where a high luster is

desirable. Large quantities of it are

used for covering electric wires. It is

estimated that the quantity of artificial

silks used in the United States is nearly

20% as great as the quantity of natural

silk. Its cost is about one-half that of

the natural product. It varies in price

from $1.50 to $2.00 per poimd. An

average spruce or pine tree yields about

$50.00 worth of wood pulp, which con

verted into viscose and spun into silk is

worth approximately $5,500.00. Sev

eral factories are at the present time

engaged in the manufacture of artificial

silk and their product compares favor

ably with the best of European silks.
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“He Deposits $500 a Month l” l

“See that man at the Receiving Teller’s window? That’s Billy King, Manager forBrowning Company. Every month he comes in and deposits $500. I've been Watch- i

 

 

ing Billy for a long tiiiie-—take almost as much interest in him as I do in my own boy.“Three years ago he started at Browning's at $15 a week. Married, had one child, N

couldn’t save a cent.

dred dollars—wife was sick.

One day he came in here desperate—wanted to borrow a hun- ‘

“I said, ‘Billy, I'm going to give you something worth more than a loan-—some good advice—and if you’ll

follow it l’il let you have the hundred, too. You don't want to work for $15 a week all your life. do you ?’ Of

course he didn't. ‘Well,’ I said, ‘there's a way to climb out of your job to something better. Take up a course

with the International Correspondence Schools in the work you want to advance in. and put in some of your

evenings getting special training.

boys right here in the bank.’

"That very night Billy wrote to Scranton and a few days later he

had started studying at home. Why, in a few months he had doubled

his salaryl Next thing I knew he was put in charge of his depart

ment, and two months ago they made him Manager. And he’s

making real money. Owns his own home, has quite a little property

beside, and he's a regular at that window every month. It just

shows what a man can do in a little spare time."

Employers are begging for men with ambition, men who really

want to get ahead in the world and are willing to prove it by training

themselves in spare time to do some one thing well.

Prove that you are that kind of a man l The International

Correspondence Schools are ready and anxious to help you prepare

for something better if you'll simply give them the chance. More

than tWO million men and women in the last 28 years have taken the

I. C. S. route to more money Over 100,000 others are getting

ready in the same way right now.

   

The Schools will do wonders for you—-I know, we've got several I. C. S.

Till DUY Illllii~_

,l'|i_iEnTifirfiiT CORRESPONDENCE sciiouis

BOX SO68-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without ohllgatlnz me. how I can qualify for the poll

tlon, or In the subject. before whichl mark X

ELIIFTRICAL ENGINEER CHEIVIICAL ENGINEER

Electrician SALILSMANSHIP

Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

I-Ileatric Lighting Show Curd “Writer

Electric Car Running 0\ll4|00l’ slilfl Plinlfl‘

Heavy Electric Traction RAILROADER

Electrical Draftsman ILLUSTRATOR

Electric Machine Delllner Dli5IGNER

Telegrii h Expert

Practice Telephony

IIIZDIIANICAII ENGINEER

|‘lUSINI-ISS IANAHEIENT

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Sleno rnpher rind Typist

Cert. ublic Accountant

Traffic Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

Common Scho0lSubjec1l

Mechanical Driifurmu:

Toolmnker

Machine Shop Practice

Gnu Engineer

(‘IYIL I*'..\'fiINIs‘I§R

Surveying and Mapping

MINE I-'(IItI")fAIfOBENGIi\'BII CIVIL SERVICE

ARCHITECT Railway Mail Clerk

Architectural Draftsman I STATIONARY ENGINEER

l‘Iil‘lIlIfI.\'lI AND IlF.A'I‘I.\t.i

Sheet Mernl \\'or|lur

Shin Dnifiamun

Navigator

 

ls there any reason whyyau should let others climb over you when you have

the same chance they have? Surely the least you can do is to find out just

what there is in thin proposition for you. Here is all we ask: V\’itliout cost,

without obligating yourself in any way, simply nrark and mail this coupon.

Textile Overseer or Supt.

l(iIIlflUI."l‘l'IIB Hlnnhl

Pnrillrv liaising 1 French

JAISTOIIUIIILES ll-alien

Name

1' -1 I ll

Ocr-unation

dz Employer Z~

Street

and No

5lrita__i___~Clty____ .

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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LEARN WIRELESS AT HOME
The N. Y. Wireless Institute will make you an operator--AT I-I_OME—in your spare t1fl1°—¢i\11¢klY|

Th D d easily and thoroughly. No previous training or experience required. _Our Home Stu_dy Course has

e er"-an been repared by Radio Experts. Experts able to im art their practical and technical knowledge

to YJU in an easy to imdcrstand way. The graded cssons mailed you wil_l prove s_o fascinating

that you will be eager for the next one. The iiistriiments furmshed_frce,_wi1l make it as easy to

learn the Code as it was to learn to talk. All you u-ill have to do, IS to listen

BIG SALARIES
Wireless operators receive excellent salaries ranging from $_12|5 to $200 a m_onth and it is only a

stepping stone to better positions. There is practically no limit_ to your earning i'_1°W=f- M") W110

but yesterday were Wireless Operators are now holding position as Radio Engineers, Radio In

spectors, Radio Salesman at salaries up to $5000 a year.

Travel The World Over

A \Vire-less Operator can visit all parts of the world and '

receive fine pay and maintenance at the same time. Do you

prefer a steady position without travel? There are many

opportunities at the numerous land stations or with the Com

mercial \Vireless or with the Steamship Companies.

FREE Instruments and Text Books

\Ve furnish free to all students, during the course, the 'II'Dllili'Y'

ful receiving and .1-viiding rel exactly as produced in the i'IIu.r

tratiovi. This set is not loaned but gitien to all students com

pleting the Course.

The Transmitter shown is the celebrated Omnigraph used by

Dleliriiiii-'teii1:tlite:ss,°fClilliegleIs. STe(r;:hhiedailme:<l1ridan"l‘ell;lgr;i:; This wonderful Set for learning the Code furnished free with our Course

Schools throughout the U. S. and Canada. Start the _Omm'graph, place the phone to your car and t‘his_remarkable invention will send you

Wireless Messages the same as though you were receiving them, through the RH’. f1'0|T\ 8 \Vlf¢l985 511111011 llllfldftidi Of mll€5 8W8)’

When you apply or your license, the U. S. Government will teat yo-1 with this 0"l"f9'¢1P'1—ll1¢ 811"“ 1'00‘-lei Otflfllllmflll B8 We fllfflifib I0

our students. Ask any U. S. Radio Inspector to verify this.

FREE Post-Grldunte Course i-WWW_ —' _'W—'—__'—W_W__

A one month's Post-Graduate Course, if you so desire, at one of the THE N, Y, WIR_EL§$ INSTITUTE

largest Wireless Schools in N. Y. Cit . New York—tli- Wonder City -
—t.he largest port in the World and the Headquarters of every leading Dept’ 21' 258 Br°‘dw‘y' New York cuy

Send me free of charge, your booklet “How to become an ExpertWireless and Steamship Company.

Elly Payments Wireless Operator," containing full particulars of your Cour<r

A small payment down will enroll you. We will make the payments so "1¢l"dll\8 Y0“? FT“ 1"-*""""¢"¢ 09'4"‘

easy that anyone ambitious to enter the fastest growing profession

Wireless—may do so. Name

s°nd‘°rFR£EB°°klet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Without obligating you in any way, send for ou_r booklet “How to become

an Expert Wireless Oper_ator"—-it is free. Mail the coupon attached, or

postal or letter—bu! do it to-day.

 

 
 

for

Wireless Operators

Far Exceeds

The Supply

  

  

 

A CONCENTRATED

ELECTRICAL TRAINING

along all lines of Electrical enterprise al

sures you a position of iniportai-.ce upon

your graduation from the School of Engi

neering of Milwaukee.

Extensive laboratories, work-aho s,

drafting rooms and class rooms un er

direction of large faculty of experienced

specialists.

WINTER TERM NOW OPEN

Electrical Engineering. B.5 Degree, 3

yrs.. Institute of Electrotechnics (HQ to

3 yra.). One year course in Practical

Electricity, also Electrical and Mechani

cal Drafting. Automotive Electrotechnicn

(3 mo. to Z yra.), Storage Battery Course,

Armature \Vir.ding, Wireless Telegrnphy

—F.xtension Courses.

Frat House, R. O. T. C., Athletics.

Write now fur catalog and full particu

lars FREE. Mention age, education and

course oi interest.

School of Engineering

of Milwaukee

160-373 Broadway. Milwaukee. Wis.

By Doing

Every phase of all

branches of

taught by

Actual Practice

In America's foremost and oldest

institution for trade training.

No Books Used

Individual Instruction.

Start Any Day

Write for FREE 64-page catalog

The NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

36 West 17th Street New York City

HIGH FREQUENCY CABLE—(LITZ)

I0-38-20-38-I6-2-38-I8-3-38 D. S. 6. Ennniolld.

Grey Cardboard Tubes, Bakelite and Rubber

panels. Radio call I F J.

Write for circular on Honey comb (‘oil Mounting.

Wholesale and Retail.

A. T. I-IOVEY

 

 

‘rs-asew-I-;-~.'_.'— ’-WiWQ—7~"*'§i='?\"-?",__

6| Belvldera St., Nu: Mechanics Bid].

Boston, I7. Mass. Open Evenlnls.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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BEHIND riiE Morton‘ PICTURE SCREEN, by

Austin C. Lescarboura. Size 6% x 9

inches; bound in cloth; 420 pags printed

on plate paper and illustrated with over

300 half tones. Published by the Scientific

American Publishing Company, 233 Broad

way, New York City.

Before passing on to the contents of

this book, it might be well to inform

the reader that its author, Mr. Lescar

boura, has been a careful student of the

subject it treats for a number of years

and he does not write from the stand

point of the man who struggles to fill

space with a subject he knows little or

nothing about.

“Behind the Motion Picture Screen”

is a book that explains every phase of

the motion picture industry. Although

non-technical in its tone, it thoroughly

covers, in carefully selected terminol

ogy, all of the interesting work in con

nection with motion picture production.

Not even the smallest detail that would

have any interest to the layman seems

to have escaped the searching mind of

the author. Everything is presented in

a delightful way; it is enjoyable read

ing matter from the first page to the

last. The author's smooth, easy style

adds tremendously to the information

his words impart to the reader.

The book is divided up into the fol

lowing chapters: I. Working Plans of

the Motion Picture, II. The Artist Who

Paints the Film Subjects, III. The Real

Role of the Picture Actor, IV. The Mo

tion-picture Camera, V. The Camera

man and His Art, VI. In the Land of

Make Believe, VII. The Birth-place of

the Motion Picture, VIII. The Generals

of Shadowland, IX. Tricks of the

Screen, X. From the Camera to the

Screen, XI. Reporters of the Screen,

XII. Putting It on the Screen, XIII.

Pictures in Natural Colors, XIV. Film

ing the World Invisible, XV. Pictures

That Talk and Sing, XVI. Cartoons

That Move and Sculpture That Lives,

XVII. Motion Pictures in Strange

Fields, XVIII. Motion Pictures in the

Home and Business, XIX. The Present

Status of the Motion-picture Art, XX.

The Future of the Motion Picture.

The technician will be particularly

interested in the latter part of the book

which tells of some of the real scientific

achievements made possible through

the motion picture. For instance, Prof.

Bull’s experiments with high-speed mo

tion photography at the Marsey Insti

tute in Paris are completely described.

Motion picture photography through

the microscope is also a very absorbing

subject which the author did not forget.

Motion picture photography by the aid

of X-rays is another phase of the sub

ject which is treated. Natural color pho

tography, cartoon production—- all are

included in this noteworthy treatment.

Asiuislvns mo Ask/isivi-: Wm-:1-:1.s, THEIR

NArUiu:, MANUEACTURE AND UsE. By Fred

B. Jacobs. 321 pages, with 175 line cuts

and half-tone illustrations. Size 5% x 8%

ins., bound in cloth. Published by the

Norman W. Henley Publishing Co., 2 West

45th Street, New York City.

During the past few years the mod

ern abrasive wheel has assumed a

very important part in the industry of

the world. Its application has grown

to a point where it is absolutely indis

pensable.

This book completely covers the ap

plication of abrasive wheels and abra

sive substances to industrial purposes.

The treatment is general in every re

spect and, unlike its forerunners, the

book does not specialize on any one

abrasive process, but rather contains a

complete treatment of them all. The

first chapter is devoted to natural abra

sive substances and includes a descrip

tion of sandstone, emery, corundum,

diamond, garnet, quartz, flint, tripoli

and pumice. The second chapter treats

modern artificial abrasives and their

physical and chemical properties. Car

borundum, Aloxite, Crystolon, Al_un

dum, Bauxite, Boro-carbone, Oxalu

mina and Adamite are included in the

chapter. Not only is the use and

nature of such substances given, but

also the method of their manufacture.

The third chapter is devoted to the

manufacture of grinding wheeels and

the data set forth will give the reader

a very broad education in the general

nature of ordinary grinding wheels.

Chapter five describes grits and grades

and knowledge along this line is abso

lutely essential to one who is connected

with grinding work. To‘ understand

the grit and grade of a wheel is to

understand its physical nature and

what may be expected of it as regards

cutting efficiency, etc. The chapter on

testing wheels for efficiency gives some

very valuable data that will be of ex

treme value to factory superintendents

and managers, as well as purchasin

agents. Laboratory tests are describe

and a chapter is also included on grind

ing wheels vs. grindstones, but of par

ticular interest is the chapter on the

Stop Snuflling

Sneezing, hawking, aph

ting and coughing. hy

, do you have catarrh any

way? You were not born

-vith catarrh—you con

:racted it. This offensive,

inwholesome, disagreeable

romplaint fastened itself

upon you and grew. Na

ture in trying to prevent

more serious consequences

due to the congestion in

your body, finds an outlet

for the accumulated waste,

by way of catarrh. You

cannot get rid of it the

way you are goin —

‘ sprays, lotions, snu ng

powders, drugs and medi

cines won't stop it. You

‘ know catarrh leads to

other troubles--serious

ones—-throat, lungs, stom

ach, intestines—all become

affected. You can never

Enjoy good hhealth if you

N 1- ave c_atarr_ ; you _wont
-|,s,T:2.,::a:.. be efficient in anything as

long as you have ca_tarrh,

and it detracts from your personality to

be hawking and snuffing around others.

Build Yourself Un

Be Clean — Wholesome -— Healthy —

Virile. Go at it the right way—Nature’s

way. No drugs, no medicines. Let me

show you how by my method of health

building, body developing, called

STRONGFORTISM
Its practice never fails—it_b_uilds new

tissue, gives brawn and muscle, it invigorates

heart action, strengthens kidneys, and makes

the bowels move by their own natural

strength, it makes every organ lI’1J'0\ll' _body

pulsate to health. Under this kin of influ

ence nearly all sorts and kinds of ailments,

weaknesses and disorders disappear, ‘for my

method helps all your organs function na

turally and properly. _

If you are too stout or too thin, _flat

chested. or round shouldered-—Strongfort_isin

will alter it. It will make you grow in_vigor

and vii-ility—and nervous energy—it will_re

store your vitality and keep your forces vital.

No matter what your condition is now, or

what habits you contracted or indulged in—

I will show that you can renew yourself. You

want to be strong, healthy—zi virile mari—

you want to be all that a man ought to be,

and I can and will show you how to make

yourself the man that is desirable from every

standpoint.

Tell me your ailment and send three 2c

stamps to cover mailin expenses and I will

send you my book " rornotion and Con

servation of Health, Strength and Mental

Energy" written for your interest and wel

a

IIIONEL STRONGFORT
Ph_v.n'raI and Health Specialist

I224 Strongtort Institute Newark. N. J.

  

economic advantage of using large

wheels. This contains some actual

figures that will be of great interest to

large users of abrasive wheels. The

argument set forth in regard to the

advantage of large wheels includes

some facts that would ordinarily escape

the attention of purchasing agents.

Chapter ten is devoted to truing devices

for grinding wlieels, while chapter

eleven describes the process of rebush

ing grinding wheels. The design of

dust collecting systems is treated in de

tail and many valuable suggestions

given, together with photographs of ac

tual collectors. Safeguarding grinding

wheels forms an important chapter of

the book and safety engineers would do

well to examine its contents. It tells

(Continued on page .349)
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CONTRARY

to RUM ()RS

Spread by a Competitor

The Radio Distributing Co. is still manufac

turing their unmounted universal wound in

ductances and will continue to supply their

agents these very efiicient coils.

That the RADISCO CQILS are superior to any

similar type of inductances is the opinion of several

well known radio men who have received signals

from very remote stations.

The RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY will as

sure all purchasers that they will experience no in

- . .. conveniencebyreason of anyaction now pending or

"‘ to hestarted byreason of patent on coils purchased.

These coils are in stock at all RADISCO AGENTS, who carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look

for the RADISCO trade-marl: on all coils you buy and be sure of getting eflicient apparatus.

 

 

 

  

Below are listed a few of the reliable firms who carry the Universal wound inductances.ari.d are our

agents for all standard radio apparatus of merit, including our NOW famous Better B Battery.

Communicate your wants to them

ALBANY, N. Y.: BRONX, NEW YORK NEW CASTLE, PA.: PROVIDENCE, R. 1.: I

E. L. Long, i CITY: Pennsylvania Wireless Rhoda Island Electric

21 Magnolia Terrace. Amateur W i r e I e s s MIL C0-, Equipmfinl C0

507 Florence Ave.

NEWARK. N. .I.:

45 Washington St.

SCRANTON, PA.:

Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,

Equipment Co.

N. J.Z Pr°‘pect Ave

lndependent Radio Sup

ply Co, CHICAGO, ILL: A. H, Corwin dc Co., P O Box 3

118 So. New Jersey Ave. CI‘ltI§:iI°(.) Radio Lahora- 4 West Pa;-I; St. J80 "M 8 Kingdmry St"

BEINVILLE, QUEBEC, 1316 Cfumen Ave NEW ORLEANS, LA.: Jamestown. N. Y
CANAI-)A= l L. A. Rose, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Canadian Radio Mfg. Co. HAMPTON, N. H.

De Lancey Felch 8: Co.

4323 Magnolia St. Electric Service Co.

585 Armory St:,

PITTSBURG, PA.:

Radio Electric Co.,

4614 Henry St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.:

Philadelphia School of

Wireless Telegraphy,

BOSTON, MASS.:

Atlantic Radio Co.,

34 Batterymarch St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.:

Kelly 8: Phillips Electric

- Co.,

TORONTO, ONTARIO,

CANADA:

The Vimy Supply Co.

585 College St.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.:

National Radio Supply Co.

  

LOS ANGELI5, CALIF.

The Wireless Shop

511 W. Washington St.

McKE%PORT, PA.:

K. & L. Electric Co.,

312 Flathush Ave. 427 Olive St. Broad and Cherry Sts. 1405 U St., N. W.

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY —

 

  

Newark, New Jersey  

 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

SERIES OF I-IANDBOOKS

Checlr ofl title desired here

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 WEST 45th STREET NEW YORK CITY

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 1| HUME MECHANICS

WORKSHOP COMPANION
IAGAZINE for. . . . . . . .years at $1.50 per year (Canada, $1.75; I

- ' ° HINTS AND TIPS FOR)l‘8lg1’l, $2.00). Please let this start with the. . . . . . . .u.)a.m. ;f.‘_;M;e.).. . . . . . 2 AUTOMOBIUSTS I

sue. I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., and according to your special offer How To MAKE AND

and me copy of book checked off. 3 64 (:1-|£M1¢A1_ I

lame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SOLD G AND

treet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 I BRAZING I

lity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 RADl0Ho0K_UPs I

tate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOW 6 TRANSMITTERS AND

RECEIVERS
-i-~

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING l\l.-\G1\ZlNE

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO‘
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TRIODE
(Trade Mark)

TWO STEP AMPLIFIER

TYPE B

This amplifier is a compact unit of the re

sonance low frequency type, and provides

n maximum of amplification.

Its compactness. simplicity and eficiency

render it an attractive investment to the pro

gressive radio experimenter.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Particulars and price on application.

  

EATON OSCILLATOR

TYPE C

The ate FOR EXPERIMENTERS

Designed to transform receive-‘

Problem ;'2§..°‘.i.°.‘.;I.‘.'..,,‘;’.i I.°.,°.f;1’.". ‘“

 

It will oscillate over a wave

length range of 250-25,000 _ -~ ~
The P _'/ v :4 rou OOGILLA Ton v '

WIIILIII IPIDMLTYAQRIYUI 00 _ ___

QOITON (CIA I— - '

meters.

Requires no adjustments of any ‘

  

Marcuson “B” Battery kind. Only one variable, the

all-ml-Rate‘ the U‘: of "M in_ tuning condenser, is required.

9”?‘-"'9"! DU’ B"“¢'.Y ""4 H" The simplest and cheapest way

gld-fgghiqngd gxpgnsivg Slash of re¢ei‘-ing undamped ‘is-n.|'_ PRICE $14.90. Immediate Delivery.

age Battery

T.,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,, ..,,.. ,,,.,,,, pm... WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS COMPANY

fol" P°im5 Of P¢l’f¢¢U°l'li—il i5 light, Engineers, Designers, Manufacturers BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

compact, dependable, and inexpensive.

The Marcuson “B" Battery can be

readily charged from any D. C. light

ing circuit.

4O Volts. Over all Dimensions: 6" x

6" x 4". Weight S lbs. Price: $12.00.

The Marcuson Batteries have been in l

use for more than ten years by the

largest Electrical Manufacturers, Cable

Repair Ships, Technical Institutions,

etc.

Can be replaced at lower cost than

new Dry Batteries can be bought for

We are solo distributors of the Msreuson

"B" Batteries.

It ls but one of our insny Ilsdlo products.

Slmply drop us s card, and let us send you

our Catalogue No. B»5, on plate and fila

ment batteries.

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT CO.

Radio Engineers

Manufacturers and Distributors

47 West Street New York, U.S.A.

 

Mounted or unmounted. Made in three capacities. Carried by

most good dealers, price $7.50 and up. Bulletins Y and Z, sent

for 4c stamps, show our complete line of high grade moderately

priced apparatus for the modern Radio Laboratory.

CLAPP EAST]-IAIVI CO.

131 Main Street -:- Cambridge, Mass.

 

Skinderviken

Transmitter

Button

,-,c,,,,,, ,,,,,e D0 YOU LIKE TO SEE WHAT YOU BUY?

 

 

  

transmitter Don’t buy blindly. Come to the busiest wireless store in New York City

__ in the world and see what you _are_ getting. It is worth while to wait a day if it isn't

- ' "' convenient to stop in Just when you want something. You can see the best

om-15,000 5¢,|,1in Le” Than, Yea, apparatus from all the manufacturers, de Forest, Grebe, Arnold, Clapp

Use it on your Phollogrnph, wireless, Igng Eastham, and others. Complete instruments, parts—everything for the radio

distance telephone, etc. Hundreds ofli1terest- experimenter. Be sure to see our transmitting equipment before you buy

mt: eXn@“r'1;IfiHl;*6ur 0" dmcmhono any new apparatus. If you live_ away from New York, send l0e, for our

send ‘mo for ,,,,,,,_",,,m,,, 5,,m,,,_ Three new catalog. Our service to distant customers makes mail order buying

gorzlklets frge mcontalning circuit diagrams. ql.llCI( and easy.

9|‘ HUW I'D

J, 5i<iNm;Rv||<|;N AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CO.

335 B"°=d‘"Y' N¢" Y°"k Cm’ 235a Fulton Street New York City

or 154 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE I
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DUCl(’S 26l:‘i°Pai:es

§JI°IIli;1 Catalog

JUST OFF THE PRI-"SS

I75 Pages 0! Wireless

Inltrumen ta

Any radio amateur will tell you

there is no catalog to talae its

place, and that it is a Beacon

Light to guide you in the selection of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED

TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF iZc IN

STAMPS OR COIN, which may be de

ducted on first dollar purchase.

Great coat of catalog and low prices

prohibit d I atribu tion otherwise

What This Big Catalog Contains I

175 pp. Wireless Ap

paratus for Com

mercial and Ex

i

l

i 42pp.Motora and

I

| perimentel use:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Dynamos ;

B pp. Flaahllfhte;

10 pp. Raw Material: 2”‘ M°‘“°‘l 3""

wnes:
2 pp. 1‘run=\i’ormerl; .

iipp Auto and Sig. 5§’,P0-l:n1:"':';"‘:‘“ ‘Pd

Batteries;

20 pp. Eiectxieai andI . T l e g r a p IiM 0 Mechanical Books

instruments:

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.

Z44-246 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio

“AMERACO”

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

A New Line of RADIO

EQUIPMENT for EXPERIMENTORS

 

 

   

if You Are interested in the Latest

RADIO APPARATUS

You Will Want to See

The "MERACO" Line Before You

Buy Anything Else

“MERACO” Perfect “B” Batteries

  

    

  

  

 

Wireless Receiving. Ban Raised

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

The Practice Bet comprises a regular tslelraph

key, without circuit breaker. a special high pitch

buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry Battery. and four

feet of [reen covered flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on s highly

finished wood base, and three nickel plated

blndin; posts are so connected that the set may

he used for five diflerent purposes.

 

  

LII! N0. Pi-[pp

542 Telegraph Practice Bet, with Battery

and Cord .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$3.24

  

Weiahe 4 Ilia. packed.

Price does not include peaiaae.

MESCO COMBINATION PRACTICE SET

F07 |-9! "ll"! the Morse and Continental Viauol and Audible Codes

  

'i‘hia oufllt is the only reliable instrument

which will enable students to become proficient

operators in the U. S. Naval Service, because ii

is equipped with a buzzer and miniature lamp

enabling the user to master both the visual and

audible signals quickly.

List No. 52—Praetiee Set with Red Seal

Battery and Cord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "$4.06

Wellhl 4 lbs. paekel.

Price iioee not include postage.

  

  

This buns maintains a constant note and is recommended as an

exclier tor checking waveeneten where pure note and ample merry

are required.

  

It consists of practically a closed circuit iiald of low reluctance,

having a steel armature to which la riveted a strap suppoi'LI.n3 a

movable contact. The armature tension is sdhiatablp by means oi a

screw with a milled head larse enough to be easily and permanently

adiiuted with the ilnsera 'I‘he atliionlry contact is adjusted by

means of a similar screw. The manic! mils are annnociod in series

with s total D C. resistance of 3.9 ohms. Shunmd across than coils

la a resistance baring a D. C. value oi 3 ohms‘ This shunt

eliminates all aparkina such as occurs at the break on ordinary radio

buzzers and Lbs BIN)! saved thereby is transferred into any cauli

ILF iating circuit connected to it, the result being that this burner as

* - c<\n.urruric-d radiates flvo times more eneriry than any other Ililtinl

type. All ennneouna wiru iianle to be brokm are eliminated. Contacts are of genuine platinum, which is

essential in order in maintain a constant note. The Daria are mounted on a Condensate base to insure

constancy in operation.

Diameter 2 111., height 11,‘ in. The cap is attllihed in the base by a bayonet joint.

List No. Prise

55 Meson Radio Buner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..82.06

  

    

  

We carry a large and complete line of Standard Wireless Material recognized

by experts as such with competent experienced wireless attendants in charge

Send for the New Edition of Our Catalog K28

it la pocket sire, contains 264 es. with over 1,000 illustrations. and describes in nls-In. clear language

all about Bella. Push Buttons. Batmee. Telephone and Wireless Teigrapl: Material, Electric Toys Burglar

and Fire Alarms Oontrivanaaa. Iieetrie (‘ail Bella, Electric Alarm oc . Medical Baltciea. Mnior Boat

Horns. IIlu:l.rlr‘ll1y Heated Apparatus. Battery Connectors, Switches. Battery Gm-1'0. Wlroleaa Teiesrazih

inntruments. Ilnition Supplim, etc.

  

  

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc.
xgw 70311; 17 Pu-3 pi“ BBANCHB: iii) W. (ind BL. ll‘! W. lldth Bt

CKICAGO: 114 8. Wells It. B1‘. LOUIS: 1100 Pine St. Bah Francisco Oflieez 604 lllaalon St.
    

 

WILCOX PANEL SWITCHES

  

rosrrain. $1.20

Look for our announcement next month.

MERCURY-RADIO APPLIANCE CO.

672-A Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

'.

_ if-. .
. Til?-it \.'.‘*,~.r.'

{Z "

Regular.pfiI<:fle‘h$‘li.5O .
t~-~ Vcjo . due‘ ' p ..

3:,’ ._" ~; ti " _‘ f. '-' .=

1.PiWI',!‘\';‘"Bll’.l., V-r the-_
V _ V y--A~n»ii~~lL,l_r-p.p ___i§*7 RETURN COUPON

Amerimn Radio Relay League,

Hartford, Conn.

Enclosed find $l; please enter my trial subscrip

tion to QST for 9 months.

Name

Address

TYPE 101

A beautiful and efiicient standardiud switch for sen

eral use. Furnished in two sizes.

l" Radius. Bran i'lniah....40e Niekei fln|sh....50e

i'/;" Radius. Bran flnlsh....50o Nickel flniah....60i:TYPE I02 (Illustrated) ‘ V i

A compound switch especially suitable for the primnry

of loose cnuplera. 1% outside radius.

Brass finish . . . . . . . .$l.l0 Nickel iinlsh . . . . . . . .$I.25

..

‘

VAR I PARTS

Turned from hardwood. Bet as shown eon

sisting of stator (two parts), rotor and form

for windinz coils . . . . . . . . . . ..Poatpaid $2.50

Size oi stator 5%" sq.

Other sizes made to order

SE1‘ N0. TWO contains all Parts for the

vnriometer including the above and knob,

scale, pointer, shaft. bindlns posts. wire and

Insiruciions for asaembly.....Postpa.id $5.00

BUILD YOUR OWN APPARATUS

Our standardised parts and materials make

it. easy to build efficient apparatus that is

beautiful and uniiorrn‘in appearance.

NEW LOOSE LEAF CATALOG READY

Sent for nve oeuts in stamps.

The Wilcox Laboratories

Lansing Dent, D Michigan
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LIBERTY
VACUUM VALVES

Licensed under patents

Nos.841,337and879,532. To

be used only for amplifica

tion in Radio communication,

and only for experimental

and amateur purposes, and

only in Audio frequency cir

cuits. Every Liberty Valve

is highly sensitive and care

fully tested; any tube that

does not prove so we will

gladly replace.

Tests have proved the Lib

erty valves several times more

efficient than its competitor.

Liberty Valves are not the

only ones you can buy, but

they are the best.

Price now—$6.50. Weight

I lb. Insured Parcel Post Extra

Sold Only by

The Radio Apparatus Co.

Pottstown, Pa.

  

with a double-slide tuner,

crystal detector. and SO

ohm phones?

If you are, don't waste

your time reading this—

but if you want to get the

maximum range from your

set, we_ have the instru

-ments that will give you

this range at all times. Our

instruments are real pro

fessional quality.
  

The two step amplifier illustrated, will give the maximum ampli

fication and has “B” Batteries included. It uses standard V. T.

Tubes. Further information on request.

Price without tube-s—$50.00.

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO., ""'"""“,_5,‘,',§f-f'.§,,_.

2437 Gilbert Avenue, Dept. B -:- Cincinnati
  

 

  

MORE THAN A STORE

At F. D. Pitts Company you will find an exposition of

radio and experimenters‘ supplies from the foremost

manufacturers of the country. No other store has such

a complete line of equipment, nowhere else IS such an

opportunity to choose from the products of Clapp-East

ham, Grebe, De Forest, General Radio, etc. A feature

which will appeal to experimenters is that we keep things in stock! What other stores

t t Pitts’.g(1i2rx€1i,)ti‘e(€li1i2iNy'I?511C?ag!Rge(')lIR CATALOG. 11' HAS JUST comm mom T1-IE PRESS.

COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

F. D. PITTS, Dept. F. I2 Park Sq., Boston, Mass.

  

  

Readers Workshop Page

(Continued from page 293)

mers, saws and many other things.

“I made a lathe on which I use the

chuck from the bench drill. I find it

very useful in winding coils, trans

formers and light lathe work.

“I value my shop at about one thou

sand dollars, and am spending all I

make from it for tools and new equip

ment.

“I am eighteen years old, and for the

last four years have been collecting and

making apparatus which I now have.

“I obtained most of my material from

scrap heaps and the junk yards. This

is the second shop I have built and I

believe it is nearly complete. A good

work-shop at home is the best thing in

the world for an industrious young

fellow. You will always find a proud

boy, with plenty of friends to help him,

when he can say ‘I made it.’

“His shop can lead him to be an

inventor, electrical engineer or contrac

tor, besides merely a ‘shop tinker’.”

A description of the laboratory shown

in the middle of the page follows:

“The electrical power plant of my

laboratory is a six-volt, eighty-ampere

hour storage battery, located in the

lower left-hand cabinet. My main ex

periments are in electro-chemistry, dye

stuffs and explosives.

“My equipment is all home made, ex

cepting the glassware. The small gas

furnace I made out of 16-gauge iron

and lined it with asbestos, three-eighths

thick. The cabinets I also made in my

small wood-working shop. I could not

get a picture of my shop, owing to the

nature of the building it is in, but here

1S a list of what it contains: One speed

lathe, jig-saw, rip and cut saw, disc

turning machine, emery wheel, and

small drill press. My motive power is

a 1% horsepower gas engine.”

Writing on Metals

Cover the plate you wish to mark

with melted beeswax which can be done

by heating the plate slightly and rub

bing the surface with wax. When cold

write whatever you wish to inscribe

plainly with a stylus, taking care to go

clean through the wax right down _to

the meta]. Make an etching fluid to the

proportions of which put one ounce

muriatic acid and 16 ounces of nitric

acid by weight. Mix and shake well

together; apply the mixed acids with a

feather, carefully filling each letter.
Let the acid remain in contact with the I

metal for a period of 1 to 10 hours, ac

cording to the depth of the etching

desired, then stop the process by wash

ing the plate with water and removing

the wax. The design will be found

clearly etched on the metal surface.

Please mmtimi EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Macxzms
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Iron Paint

A paint intended for covering damp

walls, kettles, or any vessel exposed to

the action of the open air and weather

is made of pulverized iron and linseed

oil varnish. If the article is exposed

to frequent changes of temperature,

amber varnish and linseed oil varnish

should be mixed with the paint intended

for the first two coats without the ad

dition of any artificial drying medium.

The first coat should be applied rather

thin, the second a little thicker and the

last in a rather fluid state. The paint

is equally adapted as a. weatherproofing

for stone, iron or wood.

~
Amplifying Transformer

_ To meet the demand for an

amplifying transformer fo r

tubes of higher impedence

than the usual Marconi V. T.

and for the experimenter who

wishes to try various ratios of

transformation, we ofier the

Type A-5 Laboratory Instru

ment. Both primary and sec

ondary have three variations HJFWNG

of the number of turns. The -. 4 @TRAN9;oRMER

.
~

'(.

 

 

  

impedence between taps 1 and , me A-5

2 on primary and S and 6 on »ME APPARATUS C0
the secondary is the same as T emamosz wuss

our well known Type A-2 i

transformer. The maximum

number of turns is between

  

Lacquer for Bright Steel

A cold lacquer that requires no stov

ing for steel is made as follows: Mastic

  

taps 1 to 4 on Primarl’ and 5 _ _ _ _ resin, 8 ounces; camphor, 4 ounces;

to 8 on secondary. For laboratory work, this instrument is ideal. spi,-its of wine, I quart; sandarach

Type A2 Amplifying Transformer completely mounted . . . . . . . . .$7.00 resin, 12 ounces; gum elemi, 4 ounces.
  

Type A2 Amplifying Transformer without binding posts and panels 5.00Type A2 Amplifying Transformer without binding posts, panel or Digest’ filter and use the lacquer Cold‘

The consistency of the lacquer may be

  

' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50 . .Type A5 comrflzttzllygsmounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l1.00 varied by addmg more or less alcohol

Type A5 without binding posts or panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.50

Type A5 without binding posts, panels, or supports . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00

  

Slipping Belts

A piece of beeswax held against a

loose, slipping belt will cause it to grip

the pulley like a tight belt. The wax

is applied while the belt is in motion.

Modulation Tranforiiiers for radio telephony work supplied

at same prices as either type of amplifying transformers.

ACME APPARATUS CO., Z2 Windsor St., Cambridge, Mass.

  

 

  

The elficiency and sensitiveness of Vacuum Tubes is re

tained or increased by repairing or replacing broken or

burned out elements.

The establishment of a complete and modem high

Vacuum Laboratory enables us to repair all types of tubes

manufactured in the United States or abroad.

THE COST OF REPAIRING

MARCONI V. T.

sass: W-g;;;~»-=» ;9,§;s;gg~,:...,. $4.00 1
DEFORI-L5T 'MOORHEADSMALL TRANSMITTING AND FOREIGN TUBES $1.50rowan TUBES - - - - - 15.00 ,

Bumed out tubes purchased outright at .50 each.

A limited number of repaired tubes on hand, guaranteed money refunded

if not satisfactory.

Same as new at $5.00 and $4.50 respectively. AGENCIES DE5lRED

The Vacuum Tube Repair Co.

511 Perry Buildlnfi Oakland, California

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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3 inch DIII only . . . . . . . . . . . . .15 cents

Postpnld

8 Inch Dial with Knob mounted. . .3130

Postpnid

BULLETIN No. I describing these pnrts

will be rnniled free to all who send In

their name and address and they will

be put on our mailing list for nll future

bulletins describing our high-grade

Radio Apparatus.

RADIO MEN
Make your apparatus up to

date. Indicating dials now

available at a reasonable

price.

These dials are of fine black polished

composition with radial lines and fig

ures accurately engraved and filled

with brilliant white. Diameter of

dial is 3 inches and they are 3/16

inch thick. The edge is bevelled.

The hole in the center will pass 8-32

screw and there are three holes around

the center hole to fasten on knob.

(These holes are not shownincut.) We can

furnish dial alone or with fine Bakelite

Knob mounted. This knob has a set screw

to clamp shaft of instrument to which dial

is to be applied.

If your dealer cannot supply you send us his

name with your order. Immediate deliveris.

4 West Park Street

  

For sale at all Radisco Agencies and by

A. H. Corwin & Co.

Newark, N. J.

 

Licensed by De Forest

AUDIOTRON

'The Original Tubular Vacuum Amplifier

 

The AudioTron vacuum tube is now manufactured and

sold as a genuine audion licensed under DeForest Patents

Nos. 841387 and 879532 to be used only for amplification

in radio communication and only for experimental and

amateur purposes and only in audio frequencycircuits.

The AudioTron has a double filament of special thor

ium tungsten and the operating life is over 2ooo hours.

No special socket is required. The electrical and me

chanical dimensions result in a heavy plate current and

corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage under 40.

Our guarantee insures satisfaction.

Price $6.00 Each

If your local dealer cannot supply you we will ship

postpaid when cash accompanies order.

The Attd’l0TT07l Exclusiiie Guaranty: Each and every AudioTron

is guaranteed to arrive in good condition and to prove fully satis

factory. Replacement of unsatisfactory tubes will be made free

of charge.

AudioTron Audio-Frequency Transforrner $7.00

Laminated closed core, two coil type

DEALERS :—Write for our attractive trade Proposition.

  

AUDIOTRON SALES CO., Lick Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

  

“Ask Anyone Who

Has Used It”

“My Brandes Headset Never .

Gives me a Headache." (Name |

on Request.) [

The fitting and lightness are very im

portant. The Brandes Headset excels

in these respects. Special attention

has been given to this feature.

BRANDES WIRELESS

HEADSET
  

"Superior", 2000 ohms, $1

Tut out Brandes Winlcu
TRIAL Receiver: against any other

Q]-‘FER quake. Test than for und

lsvencu, slenrnn: and dis

lf within ten day: you're not

rom ed but enthuriartic over

_ come: your money without

is question. Prove for yourself the

fine qsrolity, the "matched tone." The

"two dmphrnmns, toned exactly alike,

strengthen the Jiqnals and event

blurring. Und by many U. . Gav

crmnsnt expert: and expert: abroad;

by college: and technical schools; and

by; profess-ianola and amateur: every

w en.

SEND 4c FOR CATALOGUE M

¢- Blwgvfis»

tancs.

only

thnn—boc

WIRELESS RECEIVER SPECIALISTS

 
  

BU§BC’I,.-ISS

BATTERIES
  

BURGESS "B" BATTERIES

proved so successful in Gov

ernment apparatus that they

are being used by the progres

sive amateurs.

They are now available

for general use. For further

information write to

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY

Harris Trust Bldg. Chicago

 

RADIO APPARATUS

on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

nu pnrtloisllrs and the EVA BULLETIN snob mo

soul. on receipt of tan cents—sts.inpa or coin.

J. DONALD VANDERCOOT

‘ LOMBARD no: m lLLlNO

 

 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Useful Books

Complete Practical Machinist

by Joshua Ron

Ono of the best-known books on machine shop

work. now In li.8 twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. it gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools.

both hand and machine, and tolls how the work

should be properly done. it covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies,

hardening and tampering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding, marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

planations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efliciency will be helped toward

using both head and bands to better advantage.

Ne; machinist’:-1 library ls complete without this

vo ume.

 

541 Pages. 432 lllultrlllonl

Price $3.00

Metal Worker’: Handy-Bool: of Rccipqs

and Processes

By Wllllnm T. Brnnnt

This volume is s valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. it is a collection of formulas and

practical manipulations fur the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and efliclency of the recipes so that

with ordinary care as to quantities and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon.

Ii. treats on alloys and smaigams; hardening,

tempering, anneallngi bronzlng and coloring;

casting and founding; cemenls; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling, polishing: decorating, enamellng,

engraving, etching; elcctro-plnilng, brasing, cop

pering, galvanizing, gliding, nlckoling, sllverlng,

tlnning, etc.; fluxes and lures. lscuuers, paints

and varnishes: solders and soldering; welding and

welding compounds. To me new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mit and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

582 Pages. 82 Illustration:

Price $3.00

 

 

Techno-Chemical Receipt Book

Edited with Additions by

Wrn. T. Brnnnt and Wm. I-l. Wshl

This well-known Receipt Book is a mine of sc

curate information that everyone may work to

great advantage. it ls encyclopedic in range, yet

gives only the best formulas for each prepara

tion or operation, and thoroulh tests by com

peiont men guarantee their intrinsic merit.

A compact and reliable collection of spproved

receipts and processes. containing thousands of

receipts covering the latest, most important and

most useful discoveries in chemical technology

and their application in the useful arts and in

dustrles. It is indispensable to every practical

man and contains 500 pages, closely printed,

giving an immense amount of matter on a great

variety of subjects. Every care has been taken

to select the very best receipts of each kind and

there are few persons, no matter in what busi

ness or trade they may be engaged, who will not

flnd in this volume something of use and benefit to

them. The library of the laboratory, factory or

homo is not complete without a copy of this handy

snd useful book of reference.

518 Pagan. 78 Illustrations

Price $2.50

Friction, Lubrication, Fats and Qiln

By Emil F. Dletcrlclll

when we realize that it is no figure of speech,

but a bald statement of fact, to say that lubrica

tion alone keeps the wheels of industry turning.

then we must look respectively upon this as s.

question of vital importance in this mechanical

age. The author, himself a chemist and on in

ventor and manufacturer of lubricants, wrote this

mIInIIal for the mechanic and manufacturer of

ordinary education, that the busiest man might

loam the main facts of friction, the origin and

charteristlcs of fats and oils. their uses, their

adulterstions, their practical testing and the best

ways to make them serve his own particular ends,

Price $1 .50
 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata

logue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,lnc.

Publishers of Mechanical and Industrial Booln

l0-I16 Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

 

Supercharging Aviation

Engines.

(Continued from page 301)

very little weight and head-resistance

will be added.

The uses of the supercharger for

military service can be divided into,

first, for airplanes in which it is de

sired to reach extreme altitude; second,

for airplanes in which it is desired to

increase the rate of climb and hori

zontal speed, and therefore maneuver

ability at altitudes where it is intended,

to fight; and, third, for airplanes

which carry large loads, such as bomb

ers, which normally are handicapped

by having a very low ceiling and whose

entire usefulness would, if larger en

gines were installed to pull them to a

higher ceiling, be lost on account of the

larger amount of fuel and other ma

terial that would have to be carried,

thus decreasing their radii of action.

The application of superchargers in

commercial airplanes of the future

seems assured because superchargers

will make possible for more miles per

hour and more miles per gallon with a

given engine and airplane, and speed

is the main advantage of air over other

kinds of transportation. It is thought

by many qualified judges that by fly

ing at a sufficient height with a super

charged engine and a suitably designed

airplane, a speed of 200 m. h. p. can

be maintained.

In the heavy load-carrying type of

plane which must necessarily cross

mountains or perhaps fly above storms

and clouds, the necessary height can

be reached with smaller, cheaper and

more economical engines if they are

fitted with superchargers. It is obvious

that in really long cross-country flights

or trans-continental flights with mail

or passengers, the logical course is to

fly at 25,000 or 30,000 ft. altitude

where the resistance to speed is low and

great speed can therefore be attained

provided the engine can deliver high

power economically, which it can do

if equipped with a supercharger.

As a graphic illustration of the ad

vantage of a supercharged engine, it

is pointed out that at 25,000 ft. alti

tude a supercharged 250-hp. engine

will deliver as much power as a 1000

hp. engine without a supercharger; and,

of course, the former will weigh many

hundred pounds less, its fuel and tank

age will weigh very much less, the first

cost will be much lower and the struc

ture of the airplane can be made much

lighter.

EDITORIAL NOTEI——s8fl0US attention

was given to this problem in Europe

and early in 1915 the French authori

ties inaugurated a series of experiments

to determine a method of maintaining

constant atmospheric pressure in the

carburetor regardless of altitude. In

this country, however, nothing was done

on this problem until our entrance into

the war made it imperative. This

neglect was inevitable because of the

lack of interest in aviation matters on

the part of the authorities and legisla

tors in this country, so we are really

trailing along behind the French, Brit

ish and Italians in this important de

velopment work, just as we are in gen

eral aeronautical progress. Each of

the nations mentioned have carried out

experimental work on supercharging

independently of the others. It is a

striking indorsement of the turbo-super

charging scheme, as first worked out

by Prof. Rateau in France, that at the

present time this method is most in

favor with all experimenters after other

systems have been given exhaustive

trials. This applies as well to Euro

pean development work, which was be

gun two years before our own. Work

in this country has practically all been

with the Rateau system, modified me

chanically in details but still preserv

ing the same principles of operation

as first advanced and tried by Rateau.

Suffice it to say here that the Rateau

system so far appears to have the most

advantages.

Supplementary illustrations at Figs.

.6A and B shows the gear drive system

-at A and a simplified exhaust turbine

cycle is shown at B. The original Ra

teau turbine design is shown at ‘Fig, 7

and it will be apparent that it is the

basic type from which other super

chargers of the later development have

been adapted.

The exhaust-gas turbine offers con

siderable that is of advantage as it can

be connected direct with the exhaust

ports of the engine by special pipes

replacing the standard manifolds so

that all the products of combustion

must pass through the exhaust turbine

nozzles and give up its energy to the

motor and the driven impeller of the

into the atmosphere through the dis-I

charge passage. In the designs which

have been tried thus far, the driving

rotor and the driven impeller of the

centrifugal compressor are mounted on

the same shaft. The building of the

turbine and compressor as a unit re

sults in an exceedingly compact ma

chine, which in most instances can be

mounted directly on the front of the

engine as has been done in the appli

cation to the Liberty engine shown at

Fig. 3. The possibilities of the super

charged engine opens up a new field

for aircraft development, as Major

Hallett has so clearly brought out in

his paper.—Vict0r W. Pagé.
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Simple Experiments In Science

For Beginners

(Continued from page 303)

substances. In the case of liquids, the

degree of compressibility is very small

compared with solids. For all ordinary

pressures, water is absolutely incom

pressible. This can be shown by the

simple device sketched in Fig. 4. A

small bottle is clamped between two

boards by means of two long bolts. A

plunger passes through the top board

and fits snugly into the mouth. When

the plunger is forced down into the

mouth of the bottle with the application

of considerable force the bottle will

burst.

Another very interesting experiment

can be performed by the aid of two

small pieces of cloth, one black and one

white. It is claimed that white clothes

zire much cooler in the summer time

than black clothes. There is a scien

tific reason for this assertion. It is

known that heat waves can be reflected

just as light waves can be reflected.

White always reflects heat waves while

black absorbs them. Therefore, it is

really true that black clothes are

warmer than white clothes because they

absorb heat waves. This fact can be

proven by a very simple experiment.

On a cold day, when the sun is shining,

the piece of black and white cloth pre

viously mentioned are laid on top of the

snow in the sunshine. After a few

minutes the snow under the black piece

of cloth will be melted while the snow

under the,white piece of cloth will re

main frozen. This proves beyond all

reasonable duobt that the black piece of

cloth actually absorbed the heat waves

and melted the snow underneath, while

the white piece reflected the heat waves

and protected the snow underneath.

A very interesting experiment can be

carried out by melting glass in the flame

of a torch and allowing it to drop into

a bath of cold water. This will result

in the formation of little drops of glass

with a long tail. When the end of this

tail is pinched with the fingers, the

entire piece of glass will be shattered

into tiny bits. This results, owing to

the state of molecular stress which was

caused by the sudden cooling of the

molten glass. These drops are called

Prince Ruperts Drops.

Origin of “Watch Your Step”

ROM an analysis of nearly ten

thousand accidents recently reported

by manufacturers, chiefly electrical, in

the United States, the highest percent

age of those that occurred outside the

companies’ premises were attributed to

slipping, tripping and falling, hence

the origin of “Watch Your Step.” This

means that the greatest danger lying in

wait for a man in his hours of leisure

is the pavement beneath his feet. The

highest percentage of falls came from

those occurring on the level, while

others came in the'f0ll0wing order of

seriousness: From elevations, from lad

ders, over obstructions, on_stairs, from

poles, into excavations, from temporary

supports and from scaffolds.

On the companies’ premises, “hand

ling material” comes first. Accidents

from electric current—from shock,

burns, eye-flash—rank fourth in a list

of eighteen classes of accidents. Only

.7 per cent of all the accidents reported

were due to exhaustion from heat, which

seems strange—one imagines that more

suffer from heat prostration than is

actually recorded.

From a general consideration, in

juries to fingers were highest, eyes next,

and ears last in a classification of

thirty-five anatomical locations. From

the standpoint of occupation, linemen

ranked first and carpenters lowest.

Perhaps the most interesting classifi

cation is that which considered the

length of service. Of all the accidents

reported, 25.9 per cent, or the highest

single percentage, had all been in the

employ of the companies less than six

months. Those veterans of over twenty

years’ service contributed only 1.1 per

cent to the casualty list.

To determine the seriousness of the

various causes of accidents, by consid

eration of the number only, resulting

from each cause, is misleading. While

only 8.3 per cent were injured by elec

tric current, these accidents were rc

sponsible for over 70 per cent of the

total lost time, and 70 per cent of the

serious and fatal accidents. The fact

is, however, and it is encouraging, that

75 per cent of this class of accidents

are preventable when the proper safety

devices, such as enclosed switches, rub

ber gloves, etc., are installed, while

falling will continue as long as man

fails to “Watch His Step.”

Writing on Glass

The glass should be warmed to 120°

and not more than 140° F., or until no

more vapor is evident. The surface of

the hot glass should be bathed with the

following varnish, taking care to move

the plate just as if applying collodion

in photographic work. The vamish is

made of 5 grams mastic in sheets, 8

grams dammar and 80

alcohol. The solution is made in a

firmly corked bottle then water bathed

and filtered. This varnish is very bril

liant, hard and transparent. After the

vamish is dry, drawings in India ink

can be made on the surface, and this

method can be followed for marking

bottles, making lantern slides or for

photographic purposes.

grams of 90%

 

Drilling Job. —Sometimes tapped

screw holes require that the lower part

of the holes should be larger so that

there will be no thread in that part of

 

Mechanical

Engineering

l
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Learn at Home l

Employers everywhere are looking for

men with mechanical ability. Splendid sal

iaries and rapid advancement are offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in

which you can learn right at home in

spare time. For 28 years the Interna

tional Correspondence Schools have been

giving men and women just the training

they need for success in mechanical engi

neering and more than 200 other subjects.

Hundreds of thousands have stepped into

good positions through I. C. S. help, but

never were opportunities so great as now.

l Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

; like best in the coupon below. then mark and mail

l it today. This doesn't obliszate you in the least

l and it will bring you information that will start

you on a successful career. This is your chance.

Don't let it slip by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

iii_-1:11.‘ ouy ugymiiii-1|

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6071-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without ohll zitlng me, howl can qualify for the

position, or in the sub ect. beloro which l mark X.
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the hole. It may be impossible to ap

proach that part of the holes from the

bottom. Special boring bars are used

when the hole is large. If the hole is

small, drill the first part of the hole

to the required depth that is to be the

drill diameter, then take the same drill

and grind off one of the cutting sides,

throwing the point of the drill out of

center. This will increase the diameter

of the lower part of the hole in a ratio

corresponding to the eccentricity.
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Is Your Transmitter

Really Tuned .7

You may think that your transmitter is tuned, but you

don’t know unless your station is equipped with a reliable

Antenna Ammeter.

These Roller-Smith Hot-Wire Ammeters were made for

the U. S. Army Air Service for use on fighting planes.

Regularly $l3—Our Special Price $7

With the Afmistice came a cancellation of contracts and these Ammeters, which

had successfully passed the exacting Government tests, were returned to the manu

I facturers. Each is in perfect condition, packed in its original carton and ready

for immediate shipment.

The scale reading is: 0-2.5 Amperes. Shunt giving double or triple this range, 751: extra.

By buying the entire surplus we are able to sell these Ammeters at less than the

Government paid for them in lots of one thousand. Better order one today as

this may be your last chance. Remit by check or money order.

A. H. GREBE & CO., INC. ‘ll Van Wyck Blvcl., Richmond Hill, N.Y.
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VACUUM TUBE DETECTOR AND

AMPLIFIER AND TWO-STAGE

AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

This detector and amplifier unit is one o

the series of interchangeable panel units for receiving, which the Inter

national Radio Telegraph Company E manufacturing as part of its new

line of experimental and laboratory apparatus. The two—stage amplifier

will multiply signal strength about 350 times. The units are all of the

same size, having 6" by 6%" panels, and are all fitted to standard well

finished cases, so that they may be combined and connected in any way

desired. These instruments include detectors, condensers, inductanccs,

amplifiers, etc., as described in our various Experimental Apparatus

Bulletins.

- The detector-amplifier is priced at $35.00, without tubes, and the two

stage amplifier at $42.50, without tubes. Terms—cash with order, F. O. B.

New York City.

Write to Department 21 for new Experimental Apparatus Bulletins.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEGRAPH COMPANY

326 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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POROX STORAGE CELLS FOR

MODELS, ELECTRICAL, AND RADIO APPARATUS

Porox Storage Batteries are made up of separate 2-volt cells in

PY-RA-LIN jars, designed for high efficiency, low weight, and long

life. They are lighter, more powerful, last longer, and coat lean

than dry cells. Can be charged at home. Porox Cells are designed

for the requirements of the

llllllllil. MAKER AND EXPERIMENIER

2 volts, 10 amp.-hrs., 3 x 13/‘ x 41/g Ina.

2 volts, I5 amp.-hrs., 3 x 23/; x 41/g ins.

2 volts, 16 amp.-hrl., 3 x 1% x 6 inl.

2 volts, 25 amp.-hru., 3 x 2% x 8 inn.

Any number of cell: put together for

any required voltage. Batteries are

also fumiahed in oolt caleo for ignition

and lighting.

ALBERT MULLER,

8758 Queens Boulevard,

JAMAICA, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

  

  

Electric Oven Efficiency

HE London Electrician reports

some recent tests of electric ovens.

They were coated with non-conducting

material, and the door fitted in a wedge

like seat or jamb, so as tosave all pos

sible waste of heat. It took 28 minutes

to get a temperature of 350° F, which

was rated as a cooking heat. Then 10%

lbs. of roasting beef were put in, and

the oven in the next 12 minutes showed

a temperature of 394°. All the switches

were now shut off and the meat was left

to cook by the heat present, fireless

cooker fashion. It was sufficiently

cooked without any more current being

turned on. In the 35 minutes of heat

ing and cooking 3 kilowatts was the

rate of expenditure of electric energy;

of course for the actual cooking, as the

meat only was acted on by the current

for 12 minutes, this reduces to 1% kilo

watts. The expression “hay-box” is

used in the English journal in referring

to the insulated construction of the oven

—this where we would say fireless

cooker.

Electric heating in technology is ap

plied among other uses to japanning, to

Sherardizing iron, to core ovens and to

the expanding of gun-sections for

shrinking. In Sherardizing, iron is

bedded in zinc dust and zinc oxide in

powder, as usual. The heat is brought

up to 700° F. When the metal object

in its dust packing is thoroughly heated

a lower heat is maintained for two or

three hours, when the heating current is

cut off. As soon as the temperature falls

to 50° the oven is opened and the

work is taken out. For gun-shrinking

operations a temperature of 700° to

l000° is required.

Electric Hand-Lamp

FOREIGN electrical firm has

produced a novel electric hand

lamp, which is claimed to be cheaper

to operate than lamps fitted with dry

cells or small storage battery. The

source of current is a cell with lead

superoxide and zinc plates immersed

in sulphuric acid, which combination

gives 2.45 to 2.5 volts. The body of

the lamp is supported on a trunnion so

that it can be tipped through 90°. In

the position of rest the liquid lies in a

protruding chamber, the plates being

thus lifted out of the electrolyte. When

the lamp is required the body is tilted

so that the liquid flows back so as to

immerse the plates. When the lead

plate is discharged it is replaced by a

charged one, which may be kept ready

charged in store for a lengthy period.

The charging of these plates is carried

out very cheaply at depots. They will

give 25 hours’ burning with one charge

_ and be charged 100 to 150 times. The

charging of the lead plates cost about

one cent per hour of burning. The

lamp will burn about 25 hours on one

charge and is very economical.
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The Easiest Way to Get

a Radio Receiving Station

FOR the Radio beginner, or even for the experienced Amateur, here is the

simplest, most satisfactory and least expensive way to secure reliable,

efiicient and scientific Receiving Apparatus. We have just completed two new

Unit-System Receiving Sets, specially designed togive beginners and others

complete outfits of the most advanced type, designed for greatest efficiency and

offered as complete outfits containing everything required to

set up and operate a Radio Receiving Station. Both Sets are

part of the de Forest Unit-System and more advanced ap

paratus may be added at any time without discarding previ

ously purchased units.

  

  

de Foet Audion-Unit de Forest Simplified

Radio Receiving Station R;*d'°, R°§,'=""'}8d 5‘e.",‘_’"
(6-panel set illustrated above) ( _pane ‘u. luka e n‘ "I U

Also complete in every detail, including short, medium

and long wave-length de Forest “Honey-Comb" Coils.

Detector, Condenser, Head Telephones, Antennae Wire—

A larger and wider range Set with Audion ‘Detector

and large assortment of "Honey-Comb" Coils, giving wider

receptive facilities.‘ 6-panels) in ‘all. with all necessary cvcryming needed to ad up and opera‘: an efficiem Rb

~"~PP"a'“5 ‘fad 5“PPl‘"- m°l“d"‘3 _B Ba"°'Y- A"’“"3"‘l ceiving Station. Complete instructions for assembling and

for expansion when the owner desires. ,,p¢|-inn; incl,“-_|ed_

Send for our new booklet, "How to Set Up and Operate an Amateur Radio Receiving

Station," which tells all about these new Sets. Sent Postpaid, for 10 cents in stamps.

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

Inventors and Manufacturers of Amateur and Commercial Radio Apparatus

1403 SEDGWICK AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
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Send for

I-IALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

Amateur Requirements

Halcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Holler Cunningham

Elec. Co.

LONG WAVE RECEPTION

These figures show the performance of RADISCO inductances at an amateur

station located near Boston. ln two hours' time the stations listed were

received—using only one audion. The antenna was 40 feet in height and 50

feet in length.

Secondary Calibration LRD-I200 Coil A ‘at of inductance’ WM-ch Wm dupli

coupmm Findh 2|/2 |"s_ cate these results comprise two LR.D

Primsry Condenser, Murdock 0.00l MFD. ‘Z00 C°'l‘ 5"‘-'1 °“° LRD'550 C°ll- f°"

Max. Secondary condenser. 0Iapu—East- a ticltler, cost but

ham 0.00l MFD. Max.

Oond. Wava- Station $6‘

Decrees Length

'9 4-999 X95 Postpaid and lnsured

I3 5.000 MFT

ii-5 5:233 NGPBG WHY NOT DUPLICATE

33.. 3:283 “‘i.".¥"' THIS PERFORMANCE?
- Y

§l;.5 IDO. uii NPM Have you tried GRAG/\L—the new

2‘:-5 crystal? It combines the sensitiveness

4 ' of Galena with the ease of adjustment5.5 |a.0oo um. _ _ _
5| I3.700 afforded by SlllCOI‘l. Experimenters call

55 l4,000 ' " "69 “I200 YN it Ul\llVE.RSrlAl__l_.)ZR%:l:_.Ol\l‘SlTlVg..Gal\Ve

B25 |6_7oo “SS can a so supp y teste ena

and Silicon crystals.

 

FREE APPARATUS!!
You get a coupon valued at 50

cents for every subscription you

receive for "Pacific Radio News."

These coupons are as good as

cash when presented at radio sup

ply stores.

We endeavor to carry at all times -a complete line of high grade Radio Equipment—

Complete Receiving and Transmitting Outfits, Regenerative Sets,- Radiophones, Vacuum

Tubes, Control Panels, small parts, etc.

ATLANTIC RADIO COMPANY

34 Battery March St. Tel. Ft. Hill 1394

Boston, Mass. Write for Bulletin 10-A

LEARN wm£|.£ss TELEGRAPHY
Fascinating and Educational Work—-Big Salarlss—Preparo Now

The United States Shipping Board is makingheavy demands upon usforbodga-trilnollwirelessopen

ators. Travel all over the world, secure,iree, unsurpassed living accommodations and earn a bigsalary_

Your own subscription or exten

sion of your present subscription

will be credited with one coupon.

Send for a copy of "Pacific Radio

News" today and learn about the

FAIR PLAY contest.

 

 
  

15 cents per copy

$1.50 per year.

PAClFlC RADIO PUB. CO.

 

 

We Also Teach Morse (Wire) Tolegraphy and Railway Accounting

School astobllshod 45 years. Endorsed by wireless. railway and telegraph ofiicials. Low

rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. Catoloi Free. Vllrlto ‘l'0day_

Dodge's Telegraph and Wlrelass lnallluto J.Ird Sc. llalparalso, lndlana

50 Main St., San Francisco, Cal.
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The Everyday Engineering Handbooks

The Experience and Knowledge of Experts Condensed and Simplified

for the Handy Man——the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter

ILLUSTRATED BY SPECIAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

  

  

HOME MECHANICS

  

TELLS HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL 'l'Hl!\'(‘-S

INCLUDING NUMEROUS SHOP IllNI\5

(B),

ANDREW JACKSON JR.

CD
EVERYDAY rNcINIarnINO SERIES

_NORMAN_VV. HENLELPUILISHING CG

I Wilt 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK

  

  

For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a demand

for a hand book of mechanical in

struction that would help the average

everyday man to do the many small

jobs of repair work that are found

around the home and shop.

This treatise includes a compilation

of useful suggestions that cannot fail

to interest the handy man, and while

it is not intended for mechanical ex

perts or scientists, it will prove to be

a veritable store of information for

any one who desires to rig up a small

shop where odd jobs can be carried

on.

i The subject matter is divided ‘in

five parts as follows:

Chapter 1—The Home Workshop

and Its Equipment. Chapter 2

Special Tools and Shop Expedients.

Chapter 3-—Useful Home Appliances.

Chapter 4—How to Do Things Elec

trical. Chapter 5—Helpful Recipes.

and Formulae. The illustrations are

especially clear and all suggestions

are further amplified or‘made more

easy of comprehension by hundreds

of thumb nail sketches made by the

author.

 

  

HINTS AND TIPS

F012

AUTOMOBILI S TS

MONEY szlvim Ems or CARE AND OPERATION

ALSO LOCATION mm Izrmn or ROADSIDE nouns

@

VICTOR W PAGE

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HBNLBY PUBLISHING co

‘ 1 WEST 45 TH STREET. NEW YORK

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

This volume is replete with inter

esting facts compiled by an expert

from a mass of information furnished

by the Service Departments of lead

ing automobile makers on operation,

upkeep, lubrication, I o c a t i o n of

troubles and simple repairs of auto

mobile parts. The instructions given

are concise and to the point and no

information that will help in the

everyday operation -of automobiles is

omitted.

The book is ideal for the busy man

or woman who wants to know about

car operation and upkeep because of

the economies possible when an auto

mobile is intelligently operated. It

contains many money saving hints

and a brief simple exposition of loca

tion and remedy of roadside troubles

apt to occur under ordinary operat

ing conditions.

The permit of logical presentation,

the subject matter is divided into four

chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the

Control and Operation; Chapter 2,

Systematic Inspection and Lubrica

tion; Chapter 3, Power Plant and

Auxiliary Groups; Chapter 4, Auto

mobile Care and Maintenance Sug

gestions.

  

  

HOWT0MAKE 8.USE A SMALL

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

  

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY WITH DIRECTIONS

FOR TIII-I CONSTRUCTION G‘ A SMALL IABORATOIIY

Q!

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HENLEY rua|.Isun4o co

‘Z WEST as -ru. srnzrr. Nsw voaa

  

For the Student Chemist

and Experimenter

The treatise covers all of the es

sentials of elementary chemistry. The

law of definite proportions, solutions,

crystalloids, colloids, electrolysis, etc.,

are explained. The second part of

the book is devoted to chemical and

electro-chemical experiments. Only

those experiments that will tend to

broaden the readers’ knowledge of

c h e m is t r y in general have been

chosen.

The third part of the book describes

the construction and fitting out of the

home chemical laboratory. Direc

tions for the construction of the many

simple pieces of chemical apparatus

are given. A chemical balance, ring

stand, electric furnace, etc., are de

scribed in detail; with working draw

ings. The manipulation of chemical

glassware is also treated.

This book gives all the necessary

information for a well-grounded un

derstanding of chemistry. It will not

only be a help, but an inspiration to

study further into this fascinating

realm of science.

A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF

ANY‘ ONE OF THE ABOVE VALUABLE BOOKS WILL BE

- TRY TO SEND US FOUR NEW SUBSCRIBERS—W1TH You

Fill Out the Special Blank on Page 324 of this Issue. Check Off the Title Desired and Mail with Your Remittance to

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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just Published
 

Should be in Every Practical Man’s Library

All of these Books are written in Simple Non-technical Language and

contain Information of Real Value on Subjects of Timely Interest

RADIO BOOKS CONTAIN MANY WIRING DIAGRAMS

SOLDERING &BRAZING

AUSEFUI. HANDBOOK FOR MECHANICS

4'1

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

C4)
svsuvmer rucmsmmo ssmss

NORMAN w. HENLEY PUBL1sHlNG co

2 WIS‘! 45 'l'K- STREET. NEW YORK

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the necessary

"kinks" that Wlll enable one to ac

complish successful soldering. If a

mechanic has not succeeded in his

soldering, this book may tell him just

what he needs to produce good work

—something that he may heretofore

have forgotten.

Hard soldering, for some reason,

is not generally known. Hard solder

ing, however, is very important and

must be used in all cases where soft

solder does not possess suificient

strength. Hard soldering and solders

are thoroughly covered in the book.

Nothing has been omitted that will

enable the mechanic to apply hard

solder successfully.

Brazing and all of its important

ramifications are treated in detail.

Brazing, like hard soldering, is a pro

cess little understood by many me

chanics. The book “Soldering and

Brazing” is divided in five parts as

follows: Part I—Soft Soldering; Part

II—Hard Soldering; Part III—Braz

ing; Part IV—Heating Devices; Part

V—-Soldering Notes.

  

RADIOHOOK'UPS -

  

  

ABOUKOF THE MOST AINANCED CIRCUITS

OF RECEIVERS AVPLXFIERS AND TRANSMITTERS

NI IAMPIID AND UNDAMPED WAVE WORK:

4?]

M’. B. S LEEPER

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CQ

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK

 

 

For the Radio Experimenter

and Amateur

In this book, the best circuits for

different instruments and various pur

poses have been carefully selected

and grouped together. The result is a

comprehensive summary of radio cir

cuits for tuning coils, loose couplers,

capacity coupling, variorneters and

other equipment for receiving long

and short damped and undamped

waves, damped, undamped and modu

lated wave transmitters using buzzers,

spark coils, transformers, arcs and

vacuum tubes, telephone transmitters,

laboratory oscillators, vacuum tube

characteristic measuring circuits,

wave-meters, and audibility meters-—

in short, diagrams for every purpose.

A special feature of this book is

the explanations which accompany

each circuit, giving constructon or

operating details. Spaces are also

provided for notes on the results ob

tained with each diagram. This ar

rangement, coupled with the skillful

selection of the circuits, makes Radio

Hook-ups an essential to every radio

experimenter or operator.

DESIGN DATA F01? RADIO

TRANSMIITERS 8< RECEIVERS

SIMPLE METHODS FOR DESIGNING APMRAIUS

MIZORDING ‘I0 ADVAMIF AND APPRUVED HACTICE

'23)’

M B SLEEPER

@
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HrNLBY PUBLISHING co

l WIST 45 TN STRII1’. NIW YORK

  

For the Radio Engineer

and Student

Far from being a collection of for

mulas, Design Data takes up in proper

sequence the problems encountered in

planning all types of receiving sets

for short, medium, and long wave

work, and spark coil, transformer, and

vacuum tube transmitters operating

in 200 meters.

Where formulas are diflicult, tables

have been worked out so that values

can be found without the use of

mathematics. The few formulas

given are so simple that any school

boy can solve them. The subjects

are so arranged that, having decided

upon the type of receiver or trans

mitter to be built, the reader can

locate immediately the problems and

solutions required.

In Design Data, radio experiment

ers are given such information, read

ily accessible, as to make it possible

for them to have modem and highly

efficient equipment and to get the

best possible results from the instru

ments they make or buy.

 

~ EVERYDAY ENGINEERING" MAGAZINE
SENT FREE FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION

OWN—S0 WE <..-11v SEND YOU THE SET OF SIX BOOKS

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, 2 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY
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To the M with an Idea

I offer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, eflicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost,

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly fumishcd without

charge.

My experience, and familiarity with

various arts, frequently enable ine to

accurately advise clients as no prob

able patentability before they go no

any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and

form for properly disclosing your idea,

free on request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

PATENT LAWYER

I44 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.

 

Competent Patent Service

By a Former ExanilrsIng)Ofielal of the U. S.

Patent ffice

NORMAN §T. WHITAKER

Lawyer and Enilneer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Branch Ofliee, 87 Nassau St. New York City

INQUIRIES iNvi‘ri-:0

 

PATENTS
RECORD your Invention, befiirv tilin ' application, b

uni“ my form "FIXING THE E.“iSl~}Nh'lAL DAT PIS O

l‘~l IN l'lON,"acnt upon rsequnnl vnlJ| lull lYllu!'l’hfli.l0ll,

Prompt, personal inervlttl by an allurney-I!—llw ti-vlmr

over twelve years actual ox ‘rlsiricn. Reasonable pre

war chi-iraes. \< B. l-‘lSHHURNl-J.

3.'l McGi|l l'llilg'., \Vislh|nKt0n, D, L".

 

 

Making Your lnventiona Financialsuccess

How best to dlsvou of your ineentlon

What kind ol Mrnvanits to make Ior your

WM! Had of sflsrs and mistakes ta so

70100014 tables and other lots

B1 ht. G. Delaad. an axperlsaosd Inventor, in

The inventor’: Manual of Valuable lnlormalion

$1.50 per copy, poetpald

Addltlenal lntorinatlon and Table of Contdits will be

mailed on request.

G. L. Parry 00.. Publishers, I328 Broadway, New York

stscflon

INEXPENSIVE BOOKS FOR THE

EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN

Wiring a House

By Haasarr Paarr. Shows a house already

built; tells just how to start about wiring

it; where ta begin; what wire to use; how

to run it according to insurance rules; in

fact, just the information you need. Direc

tions apply equally to a shop. Fourth

edition. Price, 35 cents

Electric Bells

By M. I. Suaraa. A complete treatise

for the praetioal worker ia installln sper

ating and testing hell circuits, Targlar

alarms, thermostats and other apparatus

used with electric bells. Both the electri

cian and the experimenter will find in this

book new material which ls essential in

their worh. 124 page; Fully illustrated.

Price, 60 cents

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO.

Dept; EE Z Wes! ‘5ll'I Street, New Yorh

  

PAINTING WITH A GUN

HE modern method of applying

various kinds of points and other

protective coatings by the use of com

pressed air is rapidly superseding the

old hand-brushing method, not only by

reason of the great saving in time and

labor, but also due to the fact that better

results are obtained.

There is hardly a. comparison be

tween pneumatic painting and the old-_

style way. One handy workman, for in

stance, can do the work of three to

twelve or more skilled painters using

hand brushes, depending upon the na

ture of the work. Uniformly finished

coatings free from streaks and brush

marks are produced. Rough, irregular

surfaces and those inaccessible or diffi

cult to reach with a brush are readily

coated. Where single coat work is re

quired, either a lighter or heavier coat

ing can be obtained than is possible

with hand brushes. The gun, for such

is the usual name of the pneumatic

painting device, may be quickly mount

ed on an extension pole attachment for

painting surfaces beyond the reach of

the operator. The air-tight material

container prevents the formation of

paint skins, and makes it impossible to

combine dirt with the paint. These are

but a few of the leading advantages of

the pneumatic system of painting.

Pneumatic painting equipment con

sists of a container; a flexible, metal

lined hose; a heavy rubber air hose;

and the paint gun or nozzle member.

Some materials require continuous agi

tation in order to keep the heavier parts

in suspension, and for this purpose an

agitating attachment is employed. This

device is screwed into the main air port

in the bottom of the control head. The

agitating is done by air, which, after

passing through this attachment and

bubbling up through the paint, is al

lowed to escape through the bleeder

valve in the control head. When using

certain varnishes and enamels, on the

other hand, it has been found that, in

order to obtain the best results, the air

should be heated before it reaches the

gun. If this is done and the material

is also heated before being placed in the

material container, a perfectly smooth

coating can be obtained. For this pur

pose an electric heating attachment is

sometimes used with a pneumatic paint-.

ing equipment. This attachment may

E be operated from any ordinary electric

light socket. It is so designed that it

may be turned on at the same time as

the gun trigger is pulled by the natural

grip of the hand.

Compressed air for the paint gun is

generally supplied by a compressor unit

 

Genuine Armstrong

Stocks and Dies
I QARSRO‘/(QT V

BRIDFIIPURT. CONN.

  
Great 1;;-_eQouid be exesed tn

the selection of stocks and dles.

Work of quality demands quality

tools.

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and

Dlosareqnallty tools. Made of the

highest quality of material and by

expert workmen. They are de

pendable and accurate tools or

constant service.

Send direct to us it your dealer

cannot supply you.

Duflipliw C0410; on [nun

The Armstrong Manufacturing Ce.

101 Knowlton Staet B4-tdgepoet,Colss.

 

  

/ WASTE

‘ Grease

is Needed

THE BRIDGEPORT

Center Thread Grease Cup

This cup will squir_t more grease than any

cup of the same size made.

Equip your machine, auto or boat with this

new type of grease cup, one that does not

leak, that cannot be cross-threaded_and that

forces the grease to the bearing points.

The cleanest Grease Cup made.

Send for Circular and Price Lint

THE GARRISQN CQMPANY

348 George St. Bridgeport, Conn.

  

which may serve several paint guns at

one time.

Today paint guns are employed to a

very wide extent. In many industrial.

establishments they are employed for

all kinds of painting. In the produc

tion of explosive shells during our par

ticipation in the world war, the old

inefficient method of applying protective

coatings by dipping, pouring and swab

hing, was dropped in favor of pneu

matic painting.—Compressra' Air Mag

azinél
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SOLDERING GASOLINE TANKS

Two fatal accidents due to the ex

plosion of so-called empty drums which

had contained petroleum were reported

to the Government (British) Inspectors

of Explosives during the past year. In

one case the drum had but recently

been emptied, but in the other steps had

been taken to remove all trace of petro

leum by thoroughly washing out and

rinsing the drum. The victim of the

explosion, an experienced chemist, then

put a light to the bunghole, either to

prove that no inflammable vapor re

mained or to burn out the residue, and

a violent explosion followed. This ac

cident is one more indication of the

difliculty of rendering safe a vessel

which has contained petroleum spirit,

owing to the density of the vapor, which

is about two and a half times as heavy

as air, and to the very small proportion

of vapor required to make an explosive

mixture with air.

 

\/VATER INJECTION AND EN

GINE PERFORMANCE

SHORT investigation has been

conducted at the Bureau of Stan

dards to determine the effect of water

injected into the intake manifold of an

internal combustion engine. This in

vestigation was carried out on two dif

ferent engines, truck and automobile,

but the results in general are such as

to apply airplane engines.

The first series of tests was conducted

to determine whether the use of water

injected into the intake manifold has

any effect on the horsepower output

and fuel economy; the second series to

determine the effect upon the carbon

deposit on the cylinder walls and piston

heads.

The data obtained indicate that in

an engine of good design there is no

appreciable gain in power or fuel

economy due to the injection of water,

but in a badly carbonized or a poorly

designed engine, where hot spots due to

improper cooling are present, a slight

increase in power may result. If enough

water is used, it will remove a small

portion of the carbon but will cause at

the same time a considerable reduction

In the operating efliciency of the engine.

_ The maximum amount of water used

In these tests was limited to that which

did not materially interfere with the

normal operation of power output of

the engine and the results do not indi

cate the value of much larger quantities

of water as injected under special con

ditions solely as a carbon removing

agent.

 

To cut aown The cost per ciif
~.i

Put on the Weight

If you're cutting with a medium

or heavy power machine, start out

with a good. full, 45-pound pres

sure after the first two or three

strokes. As the number of cuts

progresses. increase your weight.

Remember that once the first

keenness of the blade is gone. the

heavier gauge of the blade the

greater the pressure required to

make the teeth “bite. " Too little

weight will ruin a blade almost as

quickly as too much.

Follow the Starrett Hack Saw

Chart in selecting your blades.

Put on the weight and watch the

cost per cut go down.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.

The World‘: Greatest Toolmakera

Manufacturers 0‘ Hack San Unexcelled

ATHOL. MASS.

  

  

i~

truer
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THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE

will aolu ah; problan in addi

-, Lion, aubtraction, multiplication

a diviaion and proportion. A Log

lng Scale liven any root or power

d any number. Olvea Inaarithma.

. Binc. T nu, Coainea, Coun

.-‘ gun!-I and 0 dedmal equivalent:

, ol fraction: to alx decimals. It ll

_ peau and water proof and will

nu roan of aervioa. This nile ls

not to be compared with the paper

utility rlllua which sell for 81.00

.““...."' '::"""' ""'= .i""i’* an an amnrate. la e
m operate and mmnariaon ahmu that it la undoubtedly

iaateat and moat complete rule made. Our refund

tee ureter.-La you from loan or dislpvolntmenl. An Inalrucll

pnagaeo, ulIg(:l.lll;a:ti::I':rlIa. In lent with each ru|e- Dllmeler 4

  

book I-6

I e 0 a e . . ; ’ ‘
(wilt rated tn.-ll $100 vm <L¢1lMi“i§

$1.25. Leather Cane 50¢: extrn. Y..." money s-¢|=ll,‘§.. .-$.11;

:t“si‘.l;’-..§::‘t’ ’°' °-"'°""" cam Slllle Rule Co.,Niles. Midi.

The Service Department of

“Everyday Engineering” can help

you find any book published on

technical or scientific subjects.

 

Small Steam Engines Q

Boilers, Ga: 8: Gasoline En

inea I H.P. and U .

anka, umps, Model Ma -

era’ Supplies. Get our bi

Catalogue, sent Post ai

for 15c (coin preferred or

Stamps. Refundcd first

' order. I92 Pages, over 200

  

  

  

HATS THE WORD TO DESCRIBE THIS NEW

utility cl1eat—the handiest. sturdlest chest for

garage or home use, for auto-mechanics. electricians,

plumbers. linemen. Its solid oak frame. I’lKl(ll

held together by lock-cornered Joints~!-\ w as

strong an dove-t.al1lng—ins\lrea 1.001 M7» is I " ‘ '

theft. rust. bangs, knocks .

or outdoor weather. Get

the details about thischest and the other 18 "

Union aims and styles.Write for Cataloz. Drlcea

and name of nearest

dealer and zuarantee. ' , _

-It no dealer near you, ' '

write for s eclal ofler.

Union Too Chest 00.,

Inc.. 34 Mill Street. '

Rochester. New York

—i
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illustrations.

MODERN ENGINE & SUPPLY CO.
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R. C. J. Jr. Sporting Biplane

SPECIFICATIQNS

Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ . . . . . ..ZB Ft.

Chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 Ft.

Wind area with ailerons. . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .206 Sq. Ft.

Gap between planes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 Ft. 3 in.

Qverall length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l8 Ft. ll in.

Overall height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . .8 Ft. l in.

Dihedral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 degrees

stagger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 in.

lncidence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..4l/2 degrees

Rudder area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6y2 Sq. Ft.

Fin area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ZV2 Sq. Ft.

Stabilizer area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . .20 Sq. Ft. '

Elevators (Z) area each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 Sq. Ft.

Wing section R A F . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .No. 6

Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 35 H. P.

Propeller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 Ft. 6 in., 3 Ft. Pitch

Weight empty . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .450 lbs.

Speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30-85 M.P.H.

PERFORMANCES:

35 H.P. . . . . . . . . . . .85 M.P.H.

Maximum speed Z4 l-l.P.. . . . . . . . . . . 70 M.P.l-l.

I8 H.P............60 M.P.l-l.

Minimum speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 M.P.l-l.

35 H.P. . . . . .820 Ft.

Maximum Climbing Speed 24 H.P. . . . ..530 Ft.

I8 l-l.P . . . . ..330 Ft.

Min. H.P. required for horoz. flight . . . . . . 6 H.P.

Useful load . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .225 Lbs.

Send $5.50 for the most complete set of working Blue-prints

of this simple but wonderful Flyer. Blue-prints contain seven

sheets, and each one is brim full running over with instructions

and how to build,‘ No. 6 sheet also has latest price sheet, num

ber of parts needed and everything. You get many times the

value of your money from these prints.

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW.

JENNINGS MACHINE woR1<s

Factory and Office: Flying Field:

R. 33 W. Fayette St. U. S. A. Speedway

Uniontown, Pa.

 

 

    

ed forThis Book

of ModelAeroplanes

Tells how you can build and fly aoourato, ro

ducevli-scale Models of real Aaroplanaa; DI

l-'iA\1i,LAND Battle Plano, NC-4 and othia.

You can build one easily. Send 100 in atampa

NOW and ret this 48-page book..

Plans for Model Aaron|anos——NC-4,/ '

5002 DH HAYILLAND Battle .

Piano. Curtiss Military Tractor.

Bieriot Mnnoplans. Nieuport Mono- _. ~ , _

plane, Taube Moizoplane, 35¢ each; ~ _ " »—.. "

Cecil Peoli Champion Racer, 251:. \

Send fur Plans or Book Today.

IDEAL AIRPLANE 8:

SUPPLY COMPANY

Milling MaJrI,4eropInnu Since I9/I

Col. W. Huuslon & Wonsiu Sis.

Now York

  

\\_ -..

\\\

Information 0 REE

Send us your narnc_.1nd adress Ior iuli information

regarding tho Aviation and Airplane huainosa. Find

out about tho many great opportunities ROI ooon and

how we prooaro you at homo, during spare tlmmto

qualify. Ournow book "Opportunities In tholirplalb

Industry" also oont lroo ll you anowor at onoo.

RMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION

DOIL 1492 431 5. Daarborn St. Gill

  

Learn the principles of

Aviation by flying our

famous Glide “O” Plane,

shipped complete ready

to assemble and fly with

illustrated flying instruc

tions. PRICE 55’ Cents

POSTPAID IN U.S.A.

Illustrated instructions from

which you may carve an ac

curate propeller complete with

_a sample propeller blank. 30

Cents POSTPAID IN U.S.A.

Both the above postpaid in U. S.

A. 75 Cents. Send for our cat

alogue D4. It is free.

-HEC Aeroplane Co.

345 East 49th St., New York City

' (llrtiss M0d~
Airplanes ex ,_N__‘ an

ma e be made complete ready to

from Umakeli No. 17fly

(price $3.00). which include:

blueprints, wood, metals. rubber and special tools neces

sary. Send for this set quick and Make Money Making

Uinskehi lflying Airplanes for sale. Enormous demand.

Prnflrs big. Cumplt-ted Plane sells at $10 and can be

lnaile in 6 hours from Umakehi N0. 17 Set. Ask about

our -$0 other Umakehl sets for making Airplanes. Ton,

Novelties. Work Benches and practical Screw Cutting and

Milling Latin-s.

W. R. PRlCI,ll1¢., Bout. 11, llmlkoll Bldlu I21 IIII AvO., N.V.
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THE CEILING OF AN AIRPLANE

HE power required to sustain an

airplane in the air varies inversely

as the square root of the density of the

air. For instance, at an altitude of 18,

100 ft. the density—ca1ling that at sea

level 1.00— is only 0.50. Therefore, if

the power required to sustain the air

plane at sea level is denoted by 100,

that required at 18,100 ft. is 1/\/0.50

:1.414. At the same time that the

power required to sustain the plane has

increased 41.4 per cent., the maximum

power of which the engine is capable

has decreased substantially 50 per cent.

The ceiling of a plane therefore is lim

ited by the increase in the power re

quired for its support and a decrease

in the engine power output with aug

mented altitude. By means of super

chargers it may become possible in the

future to eliminate the latter factor to

some extent, but there is no known

practical expedient for increasing the

supporting value of the air under the

wings as it becomes thinner. It has

been suggested that variable surface

aerofoils be used so more wing surface

will be available in thin air and be

reefed in at lower altitudes where the

air is denser.

 

RESISTANCE OF NOSE RADIA

TORS

XPERIMENTS were carried out

on a model fuselage 60 in. long,

10 in. wide and 13 in. high, to deter-_

mine the effect of placing a radiator in

the nose of a fuselage as compared

with the efl'ect of placing a radiator of

the same core construction, having an

equivalent cooling capacity, in the free

air and streamlining the nose of the

fuselage.

The following conclusions were

dravm from the experiment:—

(1) The resistance of a fuselage

with streamline nose is increased more

by removing the streamline nose and

substituting a radiator than it is by

adding an equivalent free air radiator

and retaining the streamline nose.

(2) Between good radiators for each

position the increase of resistance due

to the nose radiator is roughly double

that due to the free air radiator.

(3) Above a very low mass flow, the

nose radiator becomes relatively worse

and worse as the mass flow is increased

by opening the vents at a constant free

air speed. This fact is of great im

portance, since the space available for a

nose radiator is so limited that the high

est possible mass flows are used in prac

tice.

(4) It is found that the relative ef

ficiency of the nose radiator and the

free air radiator does not change ap

preciably with free air speed for a given

setting of the vents. (Aerial Age

Weekly.)

 
 

R. C. J. AIRPLANE MOTORS, METAL FITTINGS,

SUPPLIES AND COMPLETE AIRPLANES

PROMPT SERVICE REASONABLE PRICES

GUARANTEED MATERIAL AND WORKMANSI-IIP

  

 

 

Amateur airplane builders have been seeking a reliable and

dependable supply house that understands their needs for some

time. We have a complete line of metal fittings and can furnish

cable, turnbuckles, dope, linen, wood members, wheels, shock

absorbers; in fact, everything you need to build a safe. practical

airplane.

R. c. J. MOTORED AIRPLANE FITTINGS

Our supplies are selected andfittings designed by a me

chanical engineer with actual flying experience. Their design is

based on actual knowledge, not theory or guess work. GIVE

US A TRIAL.

Send 10c in Stamps for Our Catalog and Prices,

They Will Interest You. What Do You Need?

JENNINGS IVIACI-IINE WORKS

ESTABLISHED 1910

UNIONTOWN, PA.

This is not a Real Machine but a

Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4

I arty Engines, Paragon

Propellers—ev-ery 44,.

tail A perfect repro

duction of the original,

Igls easy to build with

Wading River psi-Ls,

With I Wading River

outfit, you, too, can

build this perfect ex

hibition snd experi

mental model. it is

equipped with complete

controls, dummy Lib

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT BIPLANE

You can mske it from our complete unsssembled outfits. What this builder says stands good

with sll others who build this perfect model,

Feb. 9, I919.

Hsvc Ind fine success with my Nieuport Biplane. It .hss flown

I81 feet. E. Wnlerhouse. 521 W. Mo. St., El Pnso, Texas.

SET OF II SCALE DRAWINGS OF BI-"ST KNOWN MACHINES FOR $1.50

This set includes the Nieuport monoplsne, Bleriot, Curtiss Hydropisne, Antionette, Langley

Tsndsm, Germsn Tsubs, Deperdusln, Wright biplane, White Racer, White I-‘iyer, snd Champion

Racer. Send 5c for our latest catalogue containing illustrations of models of Curtiss J.N_4-B,

S.P.A.D. Scout, De Havilsnd 4, Csproni Biplane, Ilandley Page, Sopwith Triplsne sud others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

672-D Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Principles of Rotary

Engines

(Continued from page 269)

secured to the pressed steel carriers of

the engine, and runs far enough back

so the pilot can crank the engine. The

oil tank may be connected with the air

pressure line, so that the suction of the

oil lamp is not depended upon to get

the oil to the pump. From -the bottom

of the oil tank a pipe leads to the pump

inlet. There are two outlets from the

pump, each entering the hollow crank

shaft, a_nd there is a branch from each

outlet pipe to_ a circulation indicator

convenient to the operator. One of the

oil leads feeds to the housing in the

thrust plate containing the two rear ball

bearings, and the other lead feeds

through the crank-pin to the cams, as

already explained. '

Owing to the effect of centrifugal

forcl: and the fact that the oil is not

used overagain, the oil consumption of

a revolving cylinder engine is consider

ably higher than that of a stationary

cylinder engine. Fuel consumption is

also somewhat higher, and for this rea

son the revolving cylinder engine is not

so well suited for types of airplanes de

signed for long trips, as the increased

weight of supplies required for such

trips, as compared with stationary cyl

inder type motors, more than offsets the

high weight efficiency of the engine it

self. But for short trips, and especially

where high speed is required, as in

single-seated scout and battleplanes or

“avions de chasse,” as the French say,

the revolving cylinder engine has the

advantage. The oil consumption of the

Gnome engine is as high as 2.4 gallons

per hour. Castor oil is used for lubri

cation because it is not cut by the gaso

line mist present in the engine interior

as an oil of mineral derivation

would be.

The Le Rhone Motor

The Le Rhone motor is a radial re

volving cylinder engine that has many

of the principles which are incorporated

in the Gnome, but which are considered

to be an improvement by many foreign

aviators. Instead of having but. one

valve in the cylinder head, as the latest

type “monosoupape” Gnome has, the

Le Rhone has two valves, one for in

take and one for exhaust in each cylin

der. By an ingenious rocker arm and

tappet rod arrangement it is possible to

operate both valves with a single push

rod. Inlet pipes communicate with the

crankcase at one end and direct the

fresh gas to the inlet valve cage at the

other. Another peculiarity in the de

sign is the method of holding the cylin

ders in place. Instead of having a ver

tically divided crankcase, as the Gnome

engine has, and clamping both halves

of the case in a groove around the cyl

inders, the crankcase of the Le Rhone

engine is in the form of a cylinder, hav

ing nine bosses provided with threaded

openings into which the cylinders are

screwed. A thread is provided at the

base of each cylinder, and when the

cylinder has been screwed down the

proper amount it is prevented from fur

ther rotation about its own axis by a

substantial lock nut, which screws down

against the threaded boss on the crank

case. The extemal appearance of the

Le Rhone motor is clearly shown at

Fig. 1, while the general features of

construction are clearly outlined in the

sectional views given at Figs. 6 and 8.

Connecting Rod Big Em Work in '

Grooved Plates

The two main peculiarities of this

motor are the method of valve actua

tion by two large cams and the distinc

tive crankshaft and connecting rod big

end construction. The connecting rods

are provided with “feet” or shoes, on

the end which fit the grooves, lined with

bearing metal which are machined into

crank discs revolving on ball bearings

and which are held together so that the

connecting rod big ends are sandwiched

between them by clamping screws. This

construction is a modification of that

used on the Anzani six-cylinder radial

engine. There are three grooves ma

chined in each crank disc and three

connecting rod big ends run in each

pair of grooves. The details of this

construction can be readily ascertained

by reference to explanatory diagrams

at Fig. 8A. Three of the rods which

work in the groove nearest the crankpin

are provided with short shoes. The

short shoes are used on the rods em

ployed in cylinders Nos. 1, 4 and 7.

The set of connecting rods that work in

the central grooves are provided with

medium length shoes and actuate the

pistons in cylinders Nos. 3, 6 and 9.

The three rods that work in the outside

grooves have still longer shoes and are

employed in cylinders Nos. 2, S and 8.

How One Tappet Operates Two Valves

The peculiar profile of the inlet and

exhaust cam plates are shown at Fig. 8,

while the construction of the wristpin,

wristpin bushing and piston are clearly

outlined at the sectional view on the

same plate._ The method of valve actua

tion is also clearly outlined in an illus

tration at Fig. 6, which shows an end

section through the cam case, and also

a partial side elevation showing one of

the valve-operating levers, which is ful

crumed at a central point and which

has a roller at one end bearing on one

cam while the roller or cam follower

at the other end bears on the other cam.

The valve rocker arm actuating rod is,

of course, operated by this simple lever

and is attached to it in such a way that

it is pulled down to depress the inlet

valve and pushed up to open the ex

haust valve.

A carburetor of peculiar construction

is employed in the Le Rhone engine,

this being a very simple type, as out

lined at Fig. 7. It is attached to the

threaded end of the hollow crankshaft

by a right and left coupling. The fuel

is pumped to a spray nozzle, the open

ing in. which is controlled by a fuel

regulating needle having a long taper,

which is lifted out of the jet opening

when the air-regulating slide is moved.

The amount of fuel supplied the car

buretor is controlled by a special needle

valve fitting, which combines a filter

screen and which is shown at B. In

regulating the speed of the Le Rhone

engine, there are two possible means of

controlling the mixture, one by altering

the position of the air-regulating slide.

which also works the metering needle

in the jet, and the other by controlling

the amount of fuel supplied to the spray

nozzle through the special fitting pro

vided for that purpose.

Explanation of Le Rhone Engine

Action

In considering the action of this en

gine one can refer to Fig. 9. The crank

O. M. is fixed, while the cylinders can

turn about the crankshaft center O and

the piston turns around the crank-pin

M, because of the eccentricity of the

centers of rotation the piston will re-'

ciprocate in the cylinders. This dis

tance is at its maximum when the cyl

inder is above O and at a minimum

when it is above M, and the difference

between these two positions is equal to

the stroke, which is twice the distance

of the crank-throw O-M. The explosion

pressure resolves itself into the force F

exerted along the line of the connecting '

rod A-M, and also into a force N, which

tends to make the cylinders rotate

around point O in the direction of the

arrow. An odd number of cylinders

acting on one crank-pin is desirable to

secure equally spaced explosions, as the

basic action is the same as the Gnome

engine.

The magneto is driven by a gear hav

ing 36 teeth attached to crankcase,

which meshes with 16-tooth pinion on

armature. The magneto turns at 2.25

times crankcase speed. Two cams, one

for inlet, one for exhaust, are mounted

on a carrying member and act on nine

rocker arms, which are capable of giv

ing a push-and-pull motion to the

valve-actuating rocker-operating rods.

A gear driven by the crankcase meshes

with a large member having internal

teeth carried by the cam carrier. Each

cam has five profiles and is mounted in

staggered relation_ to the other. These

give the nine fulcrumed levers the

proper motion to open the inlet and ex

haust valves at the proper time. The

cams are driven at 45/50, or 9/10, of

the motor speed.
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The Colors of Chromium

Compounds

Hr.‘ object the author had in

mind in writing this article was

solely to show the experimental

chemist the various colors which the

presence of chromium imparts to its

many compounds, and also how he may

prepare them himself. Every compound

of chromium is exquisitely colored.

The element itself is a very lustrous,

silvery-gray metal. Its name comes

from the Greek word meaning

this, of course, refers to its highly

colored compounds.

The most important compound is

potassium di-chromate (k2Cr,O,) and

it is the only chromium compound

which need be purchased. With this

we start out on our display of colors,

for it is in beautiful rose colored crys

tals. When a hot solution of this is

treated with a base such as sodium

hydroxide the lemon-yellow colored

chromate (K.,,CrO,) crystalizes. This

solution of potassium chromate will fre

quently be employed. If, instead of

treating the hot solution of potassium

di-chromate with a base, an acid be

employed; chromic anhydride or the

trioxide will crystalize out in the form

of dark red needles. With this com

pound many interesting experiments

may be performed. It destroys paper

by oxidation. Dry ammonia gas as well

as alcohol take fire when brought into

contact with it.

Returning to our solution of potas

sium chromate, we will precipitate sev

eral insoluable bodies. The first is

silver chromate (Ag,CrO,). This is

prepared by mixing solutions of silver

nitrate with potassium chromate.

silver chromate is thrown 'down as a

beautiful scarlet—red powder. If we use

lead nitrate in place of silver nitrate we

precipitate a. beautiful yellow body

which is lead chromate, This is known

commercially as chrome yellow. If this

chrome yellow is treated with an in

sufficient quantity of sodium hydroxide

to dissolve it, it changes into chrome

red, another common pigment. If we

take a barium salt, as the chloride, and

mix it with the chromate, we have an

other yellow compound (BaCrO,).

This, if mixed with‘ just the right

amount of hydrochloric acid, gives one

of the finest shades of orange imagin

able. Salts of stontium and calcium

behave in a similar manner.

There are also chemicals which con

tain chromium as_ their principal ele

ment, these are called either chromous

or chromic compounds according to the

valence of the chromium. One of the

most important of these is chromic sul

phate (Cr,[SO,]_.,). To prepare a little

of this, dissolve about one gramme of

the potassium di-chromate in 10cc. of

water and add one ccm. of ethyl alcohol.

c0lor',.

The _

Then pour about 5 c.c. of dilute sul

phuric acid (1 : 3) on the mixture just

made and heat to boiling. We now have

a dark green solution containing chro

mic sulphate. In this manner chromic

chloride may be prepared by using hy

drochloric instead of sulphuric acid.

This solution is also green_ If, instead

of making it, one were to purchase it,

it would come in purple crystals. These

dissolve in water, if they are not too

pure, to form a violet colored solution.

If this is boiled it changes to a green

solution from which crystals cannot be

obtained. On cooling this solution, the

green color reverts to the original blue

(rather slowly with the sulphate) and

now the sulphate crystalizes out in the

original purple crystals which were first

dissolved.

If ammonia or other hydroxide is

added to a chromic salt the hydroxide

Cr (OH), is thrown down as a volu

minous pale blue precipitate. If this is

collected, dissolved

acid allowed to crystalize, and heated

in an atmosphere of chlorine, or hydro

chloric acid gas, the anhydrous chloride

(CrCl3) is formed. This has a beauti

ful reddish-violet color. This is ordi

narily insoluable in water; but if a

slight amount of chromous chloride is

present, it dissolves very readily. This

is thought to be an example of physical

catalysis.

The chromous compounds are rather

difficult to keep as they readily go over

into the chromic state due to atm<§

pheric oxidation. A good way to make

chromous compounds is to change a so

lution of chromic chloride (CrCl_.,) with

zinc and sulphuric acid. Thus the

green chromic chloride solution is re

duced to a blue solution of chromous

chloride (CrCl2). If this be treated

with a hydroxide the chromous hy

droxide is precipitated (Cr (OH2) as a

brownish-yellow powder_

Other bodies containing chromium

‘and of beautiful colors are chrome

alums and chromyl chloride which is a

dark red liquid closely resembling

bromine in that respect. The chrome

alums are blackish-purple crystals,

which, when large, are delightfully

beautiful. There are also browns

among this family of color. One of

them is chromium chromate; the other

is the nitride made by passing ammonia

gas over heated chromic chloride.

A very common test for chromic acid

follows: Mix a little chromic acid with

hydrogen peroxide, and a beautiful col

oration is the result. This is due to the

temporary production of perchromic

acid.

Even nature herself employs chro

mium when she needs a coloring agent.

The ruby, sapphire and garnet would

be only clay without traces of chromic

to color them. A. S. F.

in hydrochloric i

 

  

WhatWould lt

Mean to You to

Have Muscles

Like These?
it would mean tremendous strength, putting

you in a class above your fellows. It would

mean that you could outdo them in feats of

strength and he a lender of men. It would

mean a strong personality because of your

commanding appearance, thereby assuring you

of success in both the business and social

world. it would mean added lung power, un

limited vitality and perfect health; removing

all fears of constipation, indigestion, etc.,

which undermine the average man and make

him old long before his time.

  

EARLE LIEDERMAN

The Acme of Physical Perfection

All These Things Are Yours

I absolutely guarantee to do all this and

more for you. I have found the short cut to

physical perfection and applied it on my own

body, proving its results. I have personally

trained many of the world's strongest men by

this same method. Why waste your time and

money with old-time worthless methods? lf

you are desirous of being a real robust man.

follow the path of those who have already

made ~z\ success. Come now, get busy, for

every day counts.

Send for MY NEW BOOK

“Muscular Development"

It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated

with 25 full-page photographs of myself and

some of the world's best athletes whom I have

trained. Also contains full particulars of

my splendid offer to you. The valuable book

and special offer will be sent on receipt of only

10c, stamps or coin, to cover cost of wrapping

and mailing.

Don't miss this opportunity. Sit right down

now and fill in the coupon. The sooner you

get started on the road to health the easier

it will he to reach perfect manhood. Don't

drag; along one day longer—mail the coupon

t0- ay.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 707, 203 Broadway, New York

ELQRLE E, LIEDERMAN,

Deni. 707, 203 Broadway, N, Y. City.

Dear Slr:—I enclose herewith 10c for which

you are to send me without any obligation on

my part whatever, a copy of your latest book

".\iuscular Development." (Please write or

print plainly.)
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MANUFACIURERS‘ DISTRUJUTIIR

CHIS. tt. J0llIS'l'0I, Box 10, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.

 
  

CHEMIST AMAZING DISCOVERY

“MOTOROL"

ONE DOLLAR I6 to 40% more miles D0! I'll.

POSTPAID 25 to 35% more power.

Agents Wanted. Starts your engine on a

cold day instantly.

Eliminate: Carbon Deposits.

Lesa wear and tear on motor.

AUTO PRODUCTS CO.

Dept. 66 468 West 145th SL, N. Y.
  

 

6 INCH BENCH LATHE

Castings or finished machine. Also hand

power shaper and planer and light drill press.

Designs for Model Boats.

Stamp {or catalog.

HUHN MFG. CO., 586 Elm St., Arlington, N. .l.

 

The orilrinal KON-VER/l"BR alldl

fl-lle has ve! 8,000 Irnduatinna and

over L8 lotlern and figure.-1, will

hlndlw anything in Arithmetic, Alia

bl’I.(.ie<-l'1lL'_l|yoPTrlRonuma!rY. la .4

inch:-s In dlnmfilcr Ind tn ule all owar

(ha vioriil, lamuch iumpler to operate

. than Olhlfl or aimllar conatruqtion.
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VER~TE —izctltnowanrtaaviem0n0B.

Plain Utility rnlva $1.00“ Special 0

Luxa Rhllu tvury celluloid $2.50.

Liellhdfellu clum we utra.

J. C. HAMILTON It CO

Dept.l-‘»'l wll\rSl.. Boaton, ll.S.A.

 

  

MR. INVENTORX Let ua assist you with that

idea that you can’t just work out. or let Ll! construct

a model oi your patent. We develop ideas. and are

experts in MODE! and EXPERIMENTAL work. We

sncclallw in (‘lt'§l|lI\ll|I and bulltllrll special LABOR

Swing 7 inChe3 24 inch Metal Bed SAVING MACIll.\'ES. Or nerhapa your device ta

ready for manuriicturlna. it ao. ant in touch with

.» Ul.

gr ELK MFG. co., INC.

t‘ 1926A Broadway,

 

SPEED LATHE $7.00 Complete

It would be to our mutual advantalea.

New York
1

\

  

' Y 0 u in a k e a
L a t h e High-izrade Screw

' e (hitting and Milling Lathe

from Urnakeli outfit No. 15

which includes all Castinli

and 12 detail blueprints. Complete outfit 825. Note

miluwimr dimensions: Length over all, 2 it. ll tns.2

Breadth. 12 lns.; Approximate weight, 105 lba.; Dimen

slime of workln surface oi’ milling table. 4 lna. by 6 ins.

This lathe haa n designed to meet the wants of Model

Makers who require a wul capable of very varied and ao

curam work. it la oelf-acting and Screw Cutting. With

it iiu plain Mining work l'l'll1 l)U d0fll‘, aa -qu an miiiiiiiii il <-iisy to do

-gm-t many boflflfl jnbw Ulh(lfVlll4' \'l'f\ (‘lll“i‘llll Adtlraem

W. R. PRICE. lnc.. Dept.17. Umakebl Bldg" 121 5th Ave.,N.V.

rec ate cone. Sulndla ta hollow.
ilgrihdershhie l\'o.ml Morieptaner shank Tail stock ha:

n Screw fwd mlndle and No. 1 Morse taper shank

center. Spur center la lurnlshed tor wood turnina.

Bearinn ara oi hlah nude hearlnl metal and an

adjustable to wear. Rest la adjustable to all poli

tinns. Lathe la complete at the abuto Drice. Ioniar

bed $1.00 per additional toot.

NI. 8: J. SPECIALTY CO.
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CRANK SHAFTS

For Model Steam and Gas Engines our

5pecialty—Any type or number of

throws to apecification. Also needle

valves for blow torches. Quotationa

on receipt of specification.

Send Stamp to

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 E. 71st St. New York
_i~

 

 

A Model Steam Engine

(Continued from page 266)

drawing. The piston rod is made of

3/16-in. stock 3% ins. long. The pis

ton rod is tumed down on each end so

that it can be threaded to receive the

piston and crosshead. The crosshead is

built up out of small scrap brass pieces

soldered together. The slide rods are

filed to shape from a piece of steel meas

uring %; x M; ins. These are fastened

to the projections on the cylinder head

on one end and to a bracket attached to

the frame on the other. This bracket is

bent to shape from M4 x 1/16 in. cold

rolled steel. The bracket also holds the

rocker, which member is filed from a

piece of steel V2 in. x %; in. The main

rod is filed out of a piece of steel 5%

x %; x % ins. The frame is cut to

shape from a piece of steel V2 x 1/§ in.

in size. The crankshaft is M; in. in

diameter and riveted to the crank.

By carefully examining the drawing

lI1Cl the photographs of the finished en

gine the mechanic will obtain any addi

.ional information that may be neces

iary for the construction of the engine.

Fhe writer is aware of the fact that the

lrawing is not as complete as it should

be but he believes that all the necessary

dimensions are given and that the

builder will have little trouble in under

standing the construction of the ma

chine, as it is very simple and anyone

havingany knowledge of steam engine

operation will be able to carry the proj

est out successfully:

Recovery of Platinum from

Platinum Solutions

ROM not too large baths precipi

tation of the platinum with sul

phuretted hydrogen is the most suitable

method, and preferable to evaporating

and reducing the metal from the resi

due. The process is as follows: Acidu

late the platinum solution with hydro

chloric acid, and, after warming it, con

duct sulphuretted hydrogen into it. The

metal (together with any copper pres

ent) precipitates as sulphide of plati

num. The precipitate is filtered off,

dried and glowed in the air, whereby

metallic platinum remains behind. From

larger baths the platinum may be pre

cipitated by suspending bright sheets of

iron in the acidulated bath. In both

cases the precipitated platinum is treat

ed with dilute nitric acid in order to

dissolve any copper present. After fil

tering off and washing the pure alumi

num it is dissolved in aqua regia; the

solution is then evaporated to dryness

in the water bath, and the chloride of

platinum thus obtained may be used

i in making a new bath.
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BULLET-PROOF GLASS

MOST interesting experiment with

what is said to be a bullet-proof

glass was recently made in New York

City. A sheet of this glass was sub

jected to the fire of a .45 caliber auto

matic pistol at a distance of 12 feet,

with the result that although the glass

was shattered it stayed in place and

resisted the penetrating force of the pro

jectile. The exact nature of this ma

terial cannot be divulged at present for

obvious reasons.

Great advances have been made in

so-called unbreakable glass, the con

struction of which is in the form of a

three-ply sheet of glass and celluloid,

the latter being the middle member.

Since it is cemented into a solid pane,

the glass may shatter in the way glass

does but it cannot leave the non-shat

terable celluloid to which it is firmly

cemented. Glass of this kind is exten

sively employed for eye-protecting gog

gles, airplane windows, wind shields,

and other similar uses requiring non

breakable glass. From reports of the

tests made with the bullet-proof glass,

one can judge that the construction is

similar to that of the “unbreakable” or

triplex glass which has so many appli

cations.

VANADIUM AS AN ALLOYING

ELEMENT

ANADIUM has become one of the

vital factors in the steel trade, en

tering into the manufacture of auto

mobiles very extensively. Four pounds

of vanadium added to a ton of steel re

sults in an increase of 45 per cent in

its strength and at the same time pro
duces ian alloy steel which has satis

factory machining qualities. The state

ment has been made that while the dif

ference in raw material cost between

vanadium steel and a carbon steel of

approximately the same strength is too

small to be of consequence, the differ

ence in machinability makes a finished

part of vanadium steel cost $6.50 and

of carbon steel $13.00 It becomes evi

dent that an alloy steel may frequently

be employed for economic reasons alone,

but that is a point much in favor of

such alloys as vanadium steel which

give us strength at low cost in construc

tion. Some very important work re

mains to be done in the alloy field as

we know all too little of the influence

of many of the rarer metals on both

ferrous and non-ferrous alloys.

 

 

  

Won By SCOUT KENNEDY PEIRCE. Tr. 83, Kansas City, Mo.

Tho judges decided that Scout Peircc‘n contest letter

contained the sixteen beat uses for this Auto-Wheel Coaster.

lib Prize is the 0}\\i\0-W\\Et\ Contsler imli.

The Other Prizes Were Awarded us Follows:

2nd. Tent. Henry Jacobs 37 Watlins SL. Brooklyn, N. Y.

8rd. Poncho. Frederick . Folqer, - - - - Enslgy, S. (L

ltb Fleetwing Racer. Jas. 0. Pierce - West Plains, Ho.

mi Camera, E B. Roensch, Dooley l3ldg . Houston. TEX.

6th. Mess Kit. W Hayward. G)! Cross St,, Ypsilanti Mich.

7th. Flashlight, Jan. Q. Bishon, Route l2, Knoxville. Tenn.

Bth. Knife, Arthur Rick fl3Mariposa St.. Syracuse. N._Y.

9th. Scout Axe, Jose h Gerond, Box 76. S. Kaukauna, Wis

l0th, Watch Albat . chuita, - - Box 364. Houghton, Mich.

llth. ll-Coinkank. Stuart Demarcst, - Roselle Park. NJ.

Scout Compass, Charles E. Brady, - - Glen Ellyn, lli.

There will be several more Auto-Wheel contests this

mr. Watch for the announcements. Get the Auto-Wheel

ooklet now. Send us the names of three local coaster

dealers, niontioriin which one handles Auto-Wheel. We'll
send you s handgsome Foil Pvmont FREE. and our

attractive booklet. Ask us about the Auto~Wheel Clubs

how to get special Caps for the members.

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY,

159 Schonclr Street,

N. TONAWANDA, N. Y.

In Canada: Preston, Ont.

l2th.

  

 

You send $5 for
c I u b instructions. de

signs, blueprints than you

Blake Uiiiakr-.\l Money running

l'iiiakeM (‘niniiiiiriity Shops or

form your own Cmskehi (‘liib with the $5 outfit. You

can make Bleriot. Curtiss. Spad iinii other l"l_ving Planes;

also real \\'orlt B('IlI'l]8S. SI'“'ll| Siands. Stationary R5115,

Baskets. Book Troughs, Arks. (gin-us. Wagons. War Tanks,

,\v\‘il0il Toys. Dogs. Birds uirrela, Eli-pliants, Raliblu.

1.~ni_~i, Toads, Glrai'|'ea_ (lstr ehos. Numbers. l.eiler~». i9

Jtlllilfld Animals. l)oll Furriltiiro and Doll Holmes. Prin

rlpal l'l!lll'l'\l bu‘ all their tnys and Fifiilvliirl n..t~ (4-r (‘in-..tm.._ (gar

your Umak¢M )\ up ntnrvod l1LiiI‘|( and -min Ilmniit-M ‘Ann.-._

W. R. PRICE, lIlc., Dlpl. 11 UII'lakeM Hldg., 127 Sth Av... I.Y.

llmakeM

 

PROCESSES FOR TESTING

RUBBER

HE author of an article on this

subject in a German paper out

lines the best known processes of

testing samples of rubber. These are

the “Pontio,” the characteristic fea

ture of which is the solution of

the rubber, is a particular benzol homo

logue; the “Marquis and Heim,”

which is based on the fact that pure

rubber in a chloroform solution, when

treated with concentrated sulphuric

acid, is precipitated as an amorphous

substance easily recoverable by filtra

tion; and “Vaubels,” in which a chlo

roform solution of rubber is submitted

 

  

1{“a5»1o0-wee
srconr A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Big opportunities NOW. ‘

Qualify for this fascinat

ing profession. '1' h r 0 0

months’ course covers all

branches:

MOTION PICTURE-—COMMERCl»\L—l’ORTRAllUKE

Oamerua and Material: furnished Ives

Practical instruction; modern equipment. Day or aving

t-lanes; easy terms. The School of Remgnized Superi

ority. Call or writs for complete catalog No. 20.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY

I41 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State St., Blslyn.

    

 

  

10 Cents a Day Pays

for This Symphonola

Plays all records, Victor, Coluiubis. Edison, Paths.

Little Wonder, Ernerwti. Take a yt-sr to pay. after 30

days trial. Compare its tone for clearness, volume,

with more costly iiisuuinenta. Return at our expense

ii it fails to make good. Ask loony fur the

Baautlfully Illustrated S rnphonolu Book FREE

Shows this and other Symp mnois styles sold on easy

paymeiita.

symphonn|a Records Get our list of the latest

song, dance. popular. clear
sounding, full toned di.-io records. Playable on any

Phonograph.

Larkin Cb, Desk sEE 220, Buffalo, N. v.

 

  

 

  

  

  

    

    

liable. The other two he recommended

for practical work. For accuracy,

there seems to be nothing to choose be

tween them. A long series of tests on

a great variety of rubber samples from

different sources showed practically

identical results.

OLEARTONE PHONOGRAPHS

$4.00 to M00130 Retail

Uur Sundry Dept. oi'l't-rs Needles 390 per .

thousand. in lots of 500.000. Motors SL35

to $14.75 each. Tone Arms and R4.-producer.

81.30 to $5.75 per set. _Miilii Springs 20c ti

900 each. Records. Needles, Sapphire Paink

aiiti Parts at rcusoiiable prices.

Write for our 84-page catalogue. tire only

one oi’ its kind in Ainerica, illustrating 33

dlfferciii. styles oi‘ Talking Miicliines and -

over 500 different Plioiingrapiilc Parts.

LUCKY I3 PHONOGRAPH COMPANY

Export Dept. 4611, E. 12th Si... N. Y.,U.S.A.

Earn U500 to 85000 Yearly

Han's_yoitr big chance to become a

full-fledged Civil Di inoerl With this

sat. of books you can t yourself to make

big money. in the greaieui outdoor ro

fession on eiirthl Offer fully expl nod

Lu couD0n. Good only within boundaries

of the U. S. and Canada.

Great 805K! Shipped FREE

you kee them after 1
50¢ 3 week days’ rn E TRIAL

Nine big leaiiier-bound volumes; 3900 pans 1110

inches; 3000 pistes, maps, diagrams, stc. wring;

by world's greatest civil engineers. Books tell you

ALL AB_0UT surveying; highway construction; nu.

way engineering; oartb work; specifications; asti

rnatlng contracts; bridge engineering; masonry; ro

iniorced concrete; water supply- sewers and d,|\1_|j|;

water power equipment; irrigation on|lnoeriri|—ou:.,

etc, Written in simple languagt.%ev-ery point, mm.

Dm"' Consulting Sonics Free

A 812 Consulting hleinbershi solves your dimcult

problems for a whole year. F EE with the not of

b°°'"- ssun N0 MONEY—.lUST THE OOUPONI

" '~lUDH1l|"-'i‘l1l‘ii‘[ll-' tuorm om‘ -irrioriw trim: ' _ -
' 1 v v v w JM mg?

to the action of potassium bromide. “Mi um um CM‘ um “LIn the Jutland battle the standard range He fejgcts P()n[j()'5 process as um-e- —' _'_- ' new c_352$°°'"Y

finders used by the British fleet bad 9 foot

bases. These were only supposed to be ac

curate at 6,000 yards, and at Jutland some

shooting was done at 24,000 yards. One

squadron had 15 foot bases. Now 30 foot

base range-finders have been introduced,

which are accurate to less than 80 yards

at a distance of 20,000 yards, or about 12

miles.

Chicano. U.8.A.

Pleas; send Library oi’ Civil

Fjngiin-4.-ring for sflvcn dllYi!'_ exam

lfllllinri, express collect. I WI“ lend

S2.iiil within seven dggs and $2.001! mond:

until l |ll|VI: paid $29. or notif you and

hold lgooks subject to your order.

pass until fully pain.

itla not to

Name....-.............. ............. ................

Atidrer: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........»--.-......

R:/'ermr:........- ............... ........-......
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Model Railroa.d Materials

Standard parts- designed by Mr. Henry Creenley, of

W. H. _]ubb, Ltd., Sheffield, England, now available for

distribution in America.
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All the parts mentioned in Mr. Greenley's articles in

Everyday Engineering can be supplied.

SPECIAL OFFER

Cylinders ordered before March lst will be bored and

faced without extra charge.

Orders accepted by mail only during the present month.

Look for our new address next month.

F.‘ DEY
American agent for W. H. Jubb, Ltd., Sheffield, England

15 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

 

 

A Necessity for

Every Shop

"Tho Samson No. 3 Bench Punch " with n power

ful leverage of 24 to 1. is intended for work he

yond the capacity oi the "Samson Hand

Punches." and will punch holes from Va

to % in. in soft metal up w 12 Gauge.

Extra sets punches and dies size Hi. 3/I6.

IA, 5/16, and Qfi in. easily inserted

and romovwl, (mnximum DUIIFIIIIII

capacity 3/16 in. through 12 gauge

suit metal.)

  

Equ|'pp¢d_ Price

w 1' t h 3-16

inch Punch $1

andDie un

fess Otherwise Specified. Delivered

Cclulnfl ol Gmnnleto Line Sent on Request.

The Machine Appliance Corporation

351 Jay Street, Depi.Eng. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

N . 8 l ludu 10outfit gocird tliihls da

ma e sinus, 8 ply wood, hardware.

mechanical parts and oval’!

tblnl to make a $30 Toy Cir

zus set includinl Animal Walon and Circus Wagon each

lruwn by two lama Jointed animals with Clown Riders.

19 Wild and Domestic Animals klcklnz and iumpinll

Donkeys with riders and other Circus Things. This sci.

s I rod hot Mona Maker and levaral ple can work

with UmakaM N0. at the same time. inc for families.

toy clubs and schools. Sand $10 for this set. Dealers

my Chrlstmu toys novl.

fl. R. PRICE. Inc-. |>ont.11. umslum sic;-. I21 5th Au... NJ
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Malleable Cast Iron

HE custom among most malleable

iron makers is to use such irons

only as are quite free from phosphorus

and sulphur, for the reason that the

process in use is designed especially to

eliminate carbon, and after they have

driven that out they have no desire to

leave anything remaining which will

make the metal brittle. By the use and

mixture of certain brands of iron they

have the means of converting their

product into almost pure wrought-iron.

The melting is now done, on the

large scale, in reverberating furnaces,

and the iron is purified, to a certain ex

tent, while in a molten condition by

directing into the heating chamber a

current of atmospheric air which mixes

with the products of combustion. In

its essential principles the method has

a resemblance to Berard’s process of

steel-making, the gaseous currents of

air or of the furnace may be used, as

occasion requires, alternately, but the

. tuyetes are not, like his, provided with

apparatus for adjustment. The process

of removing impurities from the metal

mus‘ not be carried so far as to detract

from ..s fluidity at the temperature at

which it is to be poured. These facts

control the peration; the purer the

metal is the higher is its melting point,

and whatever impurities are allowed

 

 

to remain must be such as may either

be removed by subsequent operations

or such as may be allowed to exist in the

finished product. The useful function

of the impuritiesis to lower the melting

point in the scale of temperature. Small

test pieces, of a finger’s length, are cast

from time to time until the right point

is reached, as determined by the appear

ance of their fracture. The metal is

then ready to be poured into the moulds,

and as these will hold no large amount

the pouring is generally done from hand

ladles. After the case pieces are re

moved from the sand and have the

risers, runners and spruce knocked from

them, they are rattled in tumbling bar

rels to remove the adhering sand and

scale and to expose the naked surface

of the material to the ready access of the

chemical agents of decarbonization.

The cast-iron pieces, hard and brit

tle, are now ready for the process which

will alter them in their whole nature

without subjecting them to any physical

force. The process is one of dissocia

tion of the compound cast-iron, which

is carburet of iron the carbon has pur

posely been made to appear in its com

bined forrn and is not visible as graph

ite; the iron, when broken, exhibits

a fine, white appearance of the frac

tured surface, with a suggested indica

tion of lines radiating from the center.

The pieces are packed in cast-iron

boxes with the rust or oxide of iron.

These boxes are round or square, ac

cording to the shape of the work. If

round, they are perhaps 2 ft. in diam

eter, and, if rectangular, they may be

2 ft. long, 1}?§_ ft. wide and l ft. high.

When these are filled rims of the same

size are placed on them, increasing the

height another foot, and when these are

filled another rim, and still another is

added, until the box is 4 ft. in depth,

packed full of castings and oxidizing

metal. This material may be wrought

iron turning chips which have been

rusted by being spread upon a hot floor,

where they are sprinkled with a solu

tion of sal-ammoniac.

Transparent Paint for Glass

A shellac varnish made of bleached

shellac can be used with various aniline

dyes. The glass should be warm, but

the varnish is used cold.

If the whole of the glass is to be

coated, the method is to pour the

colored varnish on and drain it off at

a corner. Another method is to mix

1 part of turpentine with 2 parts of

Venice turpentine and rub into this

Prussian blue, crimson lake, India yel

low or any mixture of these to produce

the» shade desired. Care should be

taken to mix the color and the liquid

intimately.

will he full of good articles on Aviation,

Mechanics. Radio. Model Engineering, Auto

mobiles and Chl:mlstr)'.

Don‘! Fall to Get Your copy
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HARDWOOD FLOOR EFFECTS

WITH SOFT WOOD

ATISFACTORY wood floors, ap

proximating in effect and finish the

oak and maple floors found in the best

type of homes, can be developed, with

the aid of proper finishing methods and

materials, in such woods as pine, fir and

cypress. These so-called “soft” woods

are very durable and possess not a lit

tle natural beauty of grain. Hardwood

effects are secured on soft woods by

staining with an oil wood stain, con

sisting of a. permanent color pigment in

an oil vehicle. These stains are par

ticularly adapted to use on the soft

woods. The effect is completed by ap-4

plying a thin coat of shellac and finish

ing with two coats of prepared wax

or floor varnish.

The first step toward obtaining the

desired finish is to sandpaper the wood

smoothly. The stain should then be

applied freely with a brush and, after

being allowed to stand for about five

or ten minutes, bufied off with a cloth.

When the stain has dried for twenty

four hours, the shellac and wax or var

nish may be applied as described. A

deeper effect than that secured by the

method outlined may be obtained by the

use of a varnish stain over the oil wooj

stain. Both should, of course, corre

spond in color.

CARE OF ALUMINUM WARE

LUMINUM ware, the kitchen uten

sils that are so attractive to house

keepers, must be well cared for if one

would keep them bright. You may

have been told that aluminum ware will

not scorch, but if you leave a dry pan

over an intense gas fiame you will find
a hole in the aluminum. l

Heat penetrates aluminum twice as

rapidly as it does tinplate, and three

times as rapidly as it does iron. Not

only does it heat more rapidly, but

aluminum holds the heat longer. Con

sequently, the gas need be turned on

full only at the beginning. It should

be turned lower after the pot is heated.

Any discolorations on aluminum ware

are sure to be on the surface only and

can be removed by a good cleaning pow

der. Hot water and soap are enough

to keep it in good condition usually,

but any white metal polish will keep

it bright and shining. Avoid coarse,

gritty cleaning powders. Remember

that ammonia, potash, lye, soda or

strong cleaning powders will stain the

inside of your kettles and the stain will

be one you can never remove; so be

careful. If a kettle or pan needs scrap

ing, use a wooden spoon—not a knife.

If so badly scorched that this does not

answer, fill it with hot water and cover,

then boil for several minutes and scrape

with the wooden spoon or a clothespin.

A piece of fine sandpaper is also good

to brighten scorched spots.

_~

SCRATCHED VS. SMOOTH JOINTS IN GLUING

The common assertion that scratched

surfaces make stronger glued joints

than smooth surfaces seems hard to

prove. Comparative tests made on sev

eral occasions by the Forest Products

Laboratory all indicate that the strength

of these two types of joints are prac

tically the same. The test specimens

used by the Forest Products Laboratory

were pairs of hard maple blocks, some

with smooth and some with tooth

planed contact surfaces. These blocks

were glued with a high-grade hide glue,

allowed to stand for a week, and then

sheared apart in an Olsen universal

testing machine. Four joints of each

type were compared in a single test.

Eleven such tests gave the average

results shown in table.

It will be noted that in seven of the

eleven tests smooth surfaces gave the

better adhesion. Consequently it would

seem that there is no advantage in tooth

planing wood for gluing purposes.
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1ELEC I Y

There is a wonderful opportunity right

now for boys who like electricity. Boys

who are ambitious and will train them

selves in spare time can step into positions

just as soon as they are ready. Good sal

aries are offered to start with splendid

chances for rapid promotion.

For 28 years the Intemational Correspond

ence Schools have been training boys for suc

cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects.

They will help you prepare right at home for

a position in the line of electrical work you like

best—or in any other work that appeals to you.

Thousands of boys, through I. C.-S. training,

have stepped into fine jobs, but never were

opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. helpyou. Choose the work you like

best in the coupon below, then mark and mull it today.

This doe!-n’! obligate you in the least, and it will bring

you information that will slirt you on I successful

career. This is your chance. Don’! let I! slip by.

Marl: and mail this coupon now.

-11-—'rnn our Milli 1 —- — —

INTERNATIONAL OORRESPONOENOE SCHOOLS

BOXGOTO-B SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obll tin me, howl can qualify for the

position. or In the rub ect, elore which I mark X.

IILE("I‘lll(lAL BIGIIIIB CIIIIIIOAL ENGIIIII

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Window Trimmer

Electrit Cur Runnln Show Curd Writer

Heavy Electric Tract on Outdoor SI n Pllntor

Electrical Draftsman RAILROA ER

Eleetrle lnehlno beulgner ILLUSTRATOR

Telegrnph Expert DESIGNER

Prncticnl Telephon

IIZUIIANIIYAL BNGIINEIIII

Mechnnlcnl Drnflnmnn

Ship Droltlrnnn

Machine Shop Practice

Toolmnker

IIFSINICBS IAIAGIII-X’;

Private Secretary

IIOOKKEEPER

Stenagrnplur and Typht

I Cert. Pub. Accountant

1 Trnlflc Mnnngemonr

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway MIII Clerk

Tentlle Overseer or Supt.

AGIKIIIIILTUIIE E Sblnlsh

Gnu Iln

CIVIL NGINEI-ZR

Surveying and Mnpplng

IINIZ I-‘OIIEIFN OI! EIG'll

ARCHITECT

Arehlleelnrll llroltlnnn

I'I.[‘IIIII.NG All) IIIEATING

Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

neer

  

 

 

  

  

  

Comparative Strength of Scratched and Smooth Joint:

r—?Scratched Joints-m
r-‘Smooth Jointrm

‘ Shear Wood surface Shear Wood surface

Test strength in failure strength in failure
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An Engineer In Modeldom

A Few Remarks On Efficievicy

By Dwight S. Simpson, M. M. E.

HAT is efficiency? Your dic

tionary will tell you. The en

cyclopaedia will tell you a lot

more, but what is it? In round num

bers, the ratio of practice to theory—

the equation between things as they are

and things as they ought to but never

will be. The expression of the reason

why many minds that have tackled the

problem of perpetual motion, have not

achieved it. And it is queer that while

we always speak of “efficiency” it is

ever the lack of it that really interests

us. And the lack of it is usually spent

in heat. The average statesman, so

-called-—saying little, though talking

-much—lacks it in great quantities.

To borrow from something I’ve read

somewhere (we are seldom original) it

is theoretically possible to fill a pail

brimming full of water at the well and

to carry it to the house without spill

ing a drop. As to the water—that is

100 per cent efficient. But, we stumble

and spill a little, the pail swings and

we spill a little more. We arrive with

the pail only partly full and the ratio

‘between what is in it and what it held

when full, or when we started, is the

measure of efficiency, which is always

‘expressed as a percentage.

Suppose the pail had a hole in it so

that all the water ran out and we arrive

with it empty. Efficiency = zero per

We plug the hole partly so that

the pail is just half full when we ar

rive. Efficiency : 50 per cent. A

little better plug and by saving three

quarters of the water we have reached

75 per cent efficiency. The great aim

of all engineers is to always keep fitting

a little better plug.

Let us mend the leak and we come

immediately to another phase of the

question. Tom, the clodhopper goes to

the well, and in returning falls all over

himself and arrives with the pail half

full. Brother jack, quick on his feet,

brings in his pail filled to the top. We

know that the pail will hold the water,

-therefore Tom must have been only S0

per cent efficient, while jack is per

haps 90 or 95 per cent.

This human side of the question has

-of late years engaged the attention of

‘engineers, managers and even doctors,

with the result of many piece rate and

bonus systems of pay in factories and

many beneficial changes of method in

working. As an example, a laborer

used to travel around with the same

shovel day after day and all day long.

Now a shovel can hold only a certain

bulk, so friend laborer would for a

:time be lifting say sixty pounds of ore

and in a few moments be exerting him

self with a shovel full of perhaps three

pounds of shavings. Nowadays in a

well regulated plant it is the job and

not the man that has the shovel. He

shovels shaving with a fork that holds

so many pounds. He shovels coal with

a shovel that holds the same number

of pounds. Ore with a smaller shovel

that holds the same weight. As a re

sult of lifting the same weight every

time he does more work in the day

with an expenditure of less actual ener

gy (sometimes he doesn’t feel that way

about it). In other words, his output

is greater for the same or less input.

His efliciency is higher, just as Tom’s

in bringing in the full pail.

Let us look at it in another way.
suppose we hire a man forififty cents

an hour (it is still possible to persuade
aifew men to work for that sum) and

he drives fifty rivets in an hour, that

being a popular sport these days. That

costs us a cent a rivet so we will make

a new arrangement and pay him not

by the hour, but a cent for every rivet

he drives. He can now be reasonably

expected to drive about seventy-five

rivets an hour. Let us revise the

schedule again—-ofier him a cent a

rivet for the first seventy-five in each

hour and a cent and a half for each

one over. He is liable to make

it ninety or even a. hundred. Now

that man was not shirking in the first

place. He doubtless thought he was

giving a full hour’s ,work. The added

incentive of the extra pay simply urged

him to extend his muscles a little fur

ther. Possibly he shortened the swing

of his hammer, making the blows a

little harder and quicker. Possibly he

rearranged his forge or his holder on

so that rivets would come faster and

stay put. In other words, he has in

creased his efficiency. Unfortunately,

we cannot figure in the human element

and say just what 100 per cent efficiency

is; all we can say is that figuring from

the first output he has increased his

efficiency by 100 or 150 per cent. He

may still be only 30, 50, 70, or perhaps

95 per cent efficient. We cannot tell

how far he can do.

These figures are not excessive. It

has been proved that one can do two or

even three times a normal day’s work,

and under proper arrangement, keep

it up indefinitely without detriment.

Now that we have some idea of the

ratio between theory, possibility and

actual achievement, let us see where it

gets us in our model engineering work,

and go back to our first dry subject

of water.

But first let me say to you who have

some knowledge of engineering, don’t

let the glowing descriptions of 90 per

cent machines get your hopes too high.

Friction, radiation, magnetic, and elec

trical losses do not diminish in pro

portion to dimensional reduction of a

machine. A thousandth of an inch is

a thousandth of an inch whether it is

on a three-inch bearing or a three

eighths-inch bearing and while it is but

one three-thousandth of the larger, it is

one three hundred and seventy-fifth of

the smaller. Small machines and

models, as a rule, are not more than

two-thirds as efficient as their larger

cousins.

Pumps

The first requisite in the design of a

pump, model or not, is the amount of

water required (in cubic inches) and

the number of revolutions it is con

venient to run it. The novice.then ar

rives at a piston diameter and stroke so

arranged that area of piston times

stroke times revolutions (or number of

strokes per minute) equals the cubic

inches of water required. Some time

afterward he is much peeved and sur

prised because he isn't getting water

enough. Let’s see why.

Of course, water is incompressible

and all that, but valves have to move

up and down, reversing their direction

twice every stroke, and the water itself

has to be reversed in movement through

the pump. This takes an appreciable

moment of time, which is fully grasped

by the water and some of it slips back

under the suction valve to the pipe.

More slips back into the pump through

the delivery valve, leaving less room

for water on the next intake stroke.

Our pump therefore draws less water

than it should and delivers less water

than it draws. This loss amounts to

about 15 per cent normally, but may be

increased by poorly fitted or too small

valves, or pipe that is too small or has

too many, or too sharp bends.

If the pump is run at more than 350

revolutions, more trouble will develop.

I am fully aware that plunger pumps

on the cheaper gasoline engines are run

at 700 or a 1000 R.P.M., but they are

much larger than the capacity required,

arrived at by trial and failure and

probably operate at about 25 to 40 per

cent efficiency.

All these figures are referring to the

water end alone and no account is taken

(Continued on page 348)
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Genuine Gold Bronze

IEAF gold is ground with lioney upon i

it stone until the leaves are broken

up and minutely divided. The mixture

is then removed from the stone by a

spatula and stirred up in a basin of

water, whereby the honey is melted and

the ,gold set free; the basin is then left

undisturbed until the gold subsides; the

water is poured off and fresh quantities

added until the honey is entirely washed

away. The gold is finally collected on

filtering paper and dried for use. Gold

bronze occurs in» various shades of col

ors——red, reddish, pale, or dzirl-'. yellow,

as well as grennish—the color depend

ing on the varying content of gold or the

different mixture of gold with silver

and copper. By boiling with various

salt solutions or acidulated masses

various tones may also be imparted to

gold bronze. It acquires a vivid yellow

color by boiling in water containing

nitric, sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, a

reddish color by boiling in a solution

of crystallized verdigris or blue vitriol,

while other shades are obtained by boil

ing in solutions of common salt, tartar,

green vitriol or sziltpetre in \\'illL'l'.

Metallic gold powder is also obtained

by dissolving pure gold in aqua regia

and precipitating it again by an electro

positive metal, such as iron or zinc,

which in the fonn of rods is placed in

the fluid. The gold is thereby entirely

separated. The rods used for precipita

tion must be scoured perfectly clean and

bright. The lustre of the gold bronze

may be heightened by rubbing after

drying.

To Bronze Tin

REPARE two solutions, one of one

part ferrous sulphate (green vit

riol), one part cupric sulphate (blue

vitriol) and twenty parts of distilled

water; and the other of four parts ver

digris and sixteen parts vinegar. Thor

oughly cleanse the article by means of

a clean brush dipped in fine earth and

water, and after throughly drying apply

to both sides a light coat of the first

solution by means of a brush. After

drying, the article presents a blackish

appearance. The second solution is

then applied with a brush until the

article acquires a dark copper-red color.

It is now allowed to dry one hour, and

then polished with a soft brush and

finely elutriated bloodstone‘, the surface

being frequently breathed upon so as

to make the bloodstone adhere. In

conclusion it is polished with the brush

alone, which is from time to time drawn

over the palm of the hand. To protect

the bronze against moisture, cover it

with a very thing layer of gold lacquer.
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of friction and head losses or the pow

er required to drive the pump.

In general, then, it is necessary to

gear our pump down to about 300 or

350 strokes per minute and to design

it for a capacity of 115 per cent to 125

per cent of the amount of water re

quired. Another time we will consider

some of the details of design.

Centrifugal, gear and rotary pumps

are not suitable for boiler feed and

have been so little dealt with in the

model field that it is hard to find what

their efficiency might be. As their

working depends largely on the close

ness of fit, and as above explained a

close fit is not so close, comparatively,

in model work; it is probable that their

efficiency is not more than half that

of the reciprocating pump.

Dynamos and Motors

These being so nearly alike in their

characteristics it is safe to consider

them together for model purposes.

As in model work we rarely deal with

powers greater than a horsepower, I

believe it would be much better to rate

all our machines by watts instead of

fractional horsepower. Small dynamos

and motors should be bought and sold

this way, as ten watt, twenty watt ma

chines, etc., and as the only satisfactory

way of testing a small engine of. any

type is by an electric dynometer, why

not use the watt to measure their power,

too?

Large electrical machines operate

normally on an efficiency percentage of

80 to 90 and even 95 per cent. In our

small machines, friction surfaces are

proportionately larger. Magnetic air

gaps while actually the same may be

proportionately as much as fifty times

greater. Dead wire on the ends of

armature coils is nearly as much as the

effective wire between. It is therefore

impossible to expect an efficiency of

two-thirds more than 50 per cent.

That is to say, it is necessary to pro

vide twice the mechanical power to

drive a dynamo for any required out

put, and twice the electric power for

the motor for the power wanted at its

shaft. The other half the power is

mostly heat.

Boilers

From the model standpoint, it is

scarcely worth while going into the effi

ciency of boilers, as it is largely a dis

cussion of water evaporated per pound

of fuel, and the amount of fuel burned

in a small boiler is of no great con

sequence. It is therefore sufficient to

say that a model boiler of average type

and construction will evaporate from 1

to 3 cubic inches of water per 100 sq.

inches of heating surface. The former

for pot boilers and the latter for the

best water tube outfits. In all cases, it

should be arrangedto burn about a half

pint of gasoline per hour for each hun

dred inches of heating surface.

This corresponds to an evaporation

of 3 to 10 lbs. per sq. ft. per hour and

for comparison it may be noticed that

large boilers have evaporated as much

as 17 to 20 lbs.

For high speed engines, having prac

tically no cut off and expansion, about

thirty feet of 5/ 16 in. tubing is re

quired per horsepower. For this it is

necessary to burn nearly a pint and a

half of fuel per hour. The actual effi

ciency from a fuel standpoint is very

low, probably about 7 per cent of the

latent heat of the fuel being turned into

power.

' Engines

So much depends on the design of

the machine, whether low or high speed

reciprocating or turbine engine, that it

is impossible here to say much about it.

We will reserve the priceless informa

tion until some time when the Editor

will let us have another page or so.

Suffice for the moment to say that for

small turbines of the De Laval type an

efficiency of 40 per cent is all that can

be expected, figuring from the latent

energy of the steam before entering the

nozzle. Doubtless about 30 or 35 per

cent will be more common.

For large reciprocating engines, a

mechanical efficiency of 80 per cent is

fair practice. For our models, after

all calculations for pressure, cutoff, etc.,

are made, 60 per cent should be de

ducted for friction and radiation losses.

For the extreme high speed, racing

engines, probably not more than 30 per

cent of the calculated I.H.P. will be

applied to the propeller.

Small internal combustion engines

will probably operate at about 60 per

cent of their figured power.

Propellers

Many scientific and painstaking ex

periments have demonstrated that for

maximum efficiency a propeller should

work with a 20 per cent slip, and that

the greatest efficiency to be obtained is

only 75. Now, in a model boat it is

about impossible to tell at what revolu

tions the engine is running, and there

fore at what slip the propeller is work

ing. It is likely to be around 40 or 50

(we are always hoping for more speed

than we get and design accordingly).

This added to the necessarily large sec

tions of the small blade reduces the

theoretical efficiency to probably 40.

Storage Batteries

In the laboratory, the storage battery

is most efficient, about 98 per cent of

the current put in having been taken

out. In our small one in actual use we

will do well to figure about 60 per

cent or possibly 70 per cent. This takes

no account of damage to the plates or

the fact that it is never wise to com

pletely discharge the cell. It is no

affair of mine if you mistreat them, but

just as a tip, if you are willing to stand

the expense or trouble, and if you want

a little extra speed in that boat some

day, you may wreck the battery, but

you can get pretty near that 98 per

cent—once.

Gearing

Spur gears are the most efficient and

durable and if properly cut and fitted

there seems to be no difference whether

they are small or large. Efficiency is

better at the higher speeds, running

from about 90 per cent at a pitchline

speed of three feet per minute to 98

per cent at’ a two hundred foot speed.

The same thing applies to worm

gears with the added attraction that the

efficiency falls off rapidly as the worm

angle is changed from 45 degrees.

Maximum possible efficiency about 92

per cent.

Belting

Efficiency figures of belting mean

nothing. The following rules by F. W.

Taylor will help to solve any problem

of this nature:

A double leather or 6-ply rubber belt

with an arc of contact of 180 degrees

will give a pull on the face of pulley

of thirty pounds per inch width of belt.

Eleven hundred feet of one inch belt

passing around a pulley per minute

will transmit one horsepower.

A single belt will do about 60 per

cent of this.

Tackles

We all know that a rope and pulley

will help lift a greater load than we

make without it. How much? The

good old fashioned rule for finding the

weight required on the hauling end is

to add 10 per cent to the load for every

pulley in the tackle and divide the total

by the number of parts sustaining the

load.

In conclusion, don’t reduce your own

efficiency by trying to remember all

this. Make a note on your card index

or in your note book that all good engi

neers should have, as to the issue and

page number and then when you do

want any of these figures you will

know where to find them and have them

correct. This will be much better than

misremembering the quantities and will

possibly save me some “cursing out.”

A careful study of these fact will

probably remind “Mr. Average Experi

menter” how really inefficient and care

less he is -in designing and construct

ing his apparatus. Only the very first

principles of machine efficients have

been treated in this article, but it is

hoped that it will awaken a desire to

carry the study further.
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how accidents are caused through care

less mounting and guarding of wheels

and how these accidents can be over

come by proper precautions. Abrasive

cloths, papers, their manufacture, na

ture and use are fully described in

Chapter Fifteen. The latter part of

the book is a complete exposition of

the actual shop use of grinding wheels

in surface grinding, cylindrical grind

ing, internal grinding, special grinding

operations, cutter sharpening and saw

sharpening. This material is compiled

with a special view to educating the

reader regarding the actual application

of abrasives in the machine shop.

We feel very safe in giving this book

a thorough endorsement and we feel

sure that all those who' read it will feel

amply repaid for their time and trouble.

BOILER FEED WATER, Its Efiects,

Treatment and Analysis, by Percy G.

Jackson, F. I. C. Size 5 x7% inches; 100

‘pages. Published by J. B. Lippincott

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

The author of this volume had ex

tensive experience as a chemist for a

boiler insurance company. This posi

tion brought him in contact with all

the problems that can arise in boiler op

eration. Cases of feed water trouble

are so common that this information

will be generally helpful to engineers

and chemists. An expert chemist is

often not immediately obtainable in an

emergency and a knowledge of the prin

ciples and methods of application con

trolling the underlying causes of these

troubles will present a large percentage

of loss and delay in the operation of

any boiler plant.

The contents include mineral con

stituents, corrosion, softening, selection

of softening, priming; scale, grease, and

overheating, methods of analysis, an

alysis of scale, control tests for water

softening, sampling and solutions. The

appendix gives some valuable tables

and factors of atomic weights and

Clark’s table of hardnesses

-ANALYSIS OF BABBITT,

Brakes. Size S%x7 inches: 169 pages;

bound in cloth. Published by the Allen

Book & Printing Company, Troy, N. Y.

This book treats the analysis and

manufacture of the alloy, babbitt. It

is especially prepared for mining, civil,

electrical and mechanical engineers who

use this important alloy in their pro

fession. It is also an important guide

to manufacturing establishments that

find use for babbitt in their work.

The book will also be found to be a

valuable one for the young chemist who

desires information on this particular

subject.

The contents cover the properties,

qualitative, volumetric and electrolytic

analysis of babbitt compound. An

timony, tin, lead and copper are treated.

by James
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Adjusting Bracing Wires
i Scientifically

T has been necessary in the past to

depend upon the judgment of the

mechanics assembling an airplane for

securing the correct initial tension of

the landing and flying wires, interplane

or incidence bracing and drift cables,

through adjustment of the turnbuckles.

They secured what they considered the

proper uniform tension by the “feel” of

the wire or by listening to its vibrant

sound when plucked with the finger.

Either of these methods is crude and in

accurate, owing, among other things,

to the widely varying diameter and

length of the wires. Some experiments

have shown that wires thus adjusted

for equal tension have really varied by

several hundred per cent. A dangerous

condition may thus be developed by

causing overloading of airplane mem

bers, such as struts, wing spars and

fuselage compression members, through

adjustment of initial tension. This em

phasizes the need of an apparatus to
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eliminates all guesswork from wire ad

justment and makes it possible to have

the tension of opposing or co-acting

bracing cables uniform to an error of

less than 10 pounds.

The instrument consists, essentially,

of a frame with supports spaced 10

inches apart, between which a section

of the wire or cable is adjusted. Mid

way between these supports, and oper

ated by hand grips, is a plunger which

deflects the wire 0.1 inch from its nor

mal position. The operation of de

flecting the wire compresses a calibrated

spring. A dial indicator measures the

deformation of the spring and thus the

load on the wire. One revolution of

the indicator pointer corresponds to a

load of 1,000 pounds, and the smallest

dial division, to a 10-pound load.

The theory upon which the instru

ment is based is very simple. If a wire,

under tensile stress, is supported at two

points and loaded at the middle of the

,1 '/90//er

‘ B

W/‘re or Cab/e.. ‘A

YIIIIIII ' ’ .
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Diagram showing tensiameter for gauging tension of airplane bracing cable

determine accurately the load in a

flexible tensile stressed member.

These parts of an airplane are sub

jected not only to the stresses imposed

by the flying load, but also to the initial

stresses, caused by the tension in the

bracing and drift wires. An appre

ciable initial stress in these wires is

necessary to maintain the alignment of

the machine and in many cases the in

itial stresses have been found to form

too large a proportion of the total load.

Failure of the structure in service has

sometimes resulted from an improper

adjustment of the tumbuckles in cables.

A simple device, known as the Ten

siometer has recently been described

in Bulletin No. 32 of the National Ad

visory Committee for Aeronautics that

span thus formed, a system of three

forces in equilibrium is established. If

the span and deflection are kept con

stant, as in this instrument, the deflect

ing force is a constant fraction of the

tension in the wire.

The Tensiometer is made direct read

ing by graduating the indicator dial

upon the loading spring so as to read

tension in the wire instead of load upon

the spring. A second dial indicator al

lows the simultaneous determination of

the deflection to the nearest 0.001 inch.

The use of these two sensitive indicators

for accurately determining the position

and load upon the wire is, in a great

measure, the reason why accurate re

sults are obtained with the Tensi
ometer. In use it isiadvised to attach

 

the Tensiometer to the wire. It is

simply put into place and the grips are

brought together until the proper deflec

tion is obtained. The tension in the

wire is then read from the other dial,

which gives the value directly in pounds

of stress.

A diagram given herewith shows the

principle of a simple instrument of this

nature used in England. The principle

of this appliance is that if a wire is

stretched between two fixed points. a

pull is required to deflect or bend it

and the amount of pull varies directly

as the tautness of the wire and can be

taken as a measure of the stretching

force. For this purpose the guy wire

to be tested rests on two rollers, A and

B, and is clamped at C. The two roll

ers and clamp are not in a straight

line, therefore the stiff spring to which

one of the rollers is attached is deflected

and the amount is transferred by a rack

and pinion movement and indicated on

a scale graduated in pounds by a suit

able pointer.

Concrete Floats for Ship

Salvage

HE first of a new type of "mys

tery ship” has been completed near

Brighton, England. It has taken some

months to construct and the cost ap

proaches $5,000,000 for each ship. Al

together six are to be built. Unlike the

ships built during the war, these are

not intended for destruction, but for

salvaging merchant vessels sunk by

submarines around the British coasts.

The position of these merchantmen

have beenascertained and divers have

reported that many can be raised and

again fitted for service. The new sal

vage ships look like segmented towers,

with broad ship-shaped bases. They

rise tier on tier like a welding cake,

each tier diminishing in size to the top

one, which is over 100 feet above the

base. Each tier is made of numerous

blocks of concrete, honey-combed to

withstand external pressure but other

wise hollow. Water-tight doors are

provided by which the blocks can be

filled with water and pumps by which

the water can be forced out and re

placed by air. These concrete tower

ships have no motive power and are to

be towed in pairs to the neighborhood

of sunken merchantmen. On a calm

day the interior will be flooded and the

ships will be sunk on each side of the

wreck. Divers will lash them to the

wreck with‘ steel chains and cables. the

water will be pumped out, and if all

functions as intended the tower-ships

will rise, bringing the wreck to the sur

face. The construction of these Ships

has provided a new industry for

Brighton. Many hundreds of men have

been employed and shipyards con

structed where only mudflats and waste

land was found.
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ALUMINUM IN THE MOTOR

CAR

By H. A. Tarantous, Member S. A. E.

UST before the country entered the

war the automobile industry was

beginning to use aluminum alloys

in a way that predicted the coming of

the light car era, but just as all big

movements have their obstacles so did

the use of aluminum. Its price became

prohibitive and then again all sorts of

restrictions were put on the car manu

facturers so that the whole movement

was halted, But not for long. The car

makers are again on the right track and

aluminum alloys are going to be used

in more cars and in a great number of

units of those cars.

It is not speaking very well for our

industry to say that it has had the op

portunity to use aluminum alloys for

many years past and has not taken ad

vantage of the numerous advantages of

it, especially its lightness in weight.

Weight reductions must be made in our

cars if they are to reach a point of effi

ciency comparable with other machinery

we have been using. Automobiles are

wasteful of fuel, oil and tires and cost

so much to keep in repair because the

cars are admittedly too heavy. Alu

minum is perhaps the lightest metal we

have and its alloys are not only lighter

than most metals but equally as strong

and in many cases stronger. Aluminum

is easy to machine, it does not rust like

iron or steel, it takes paint easier and

it looks better. It is a great conductor

of heat and thus runs cooler than other

parts.

I doubt very much whether the aver

age reader has ever seen a real alumin

um car or ever dreamed that we would

see aluminum wheels, aluminum body,

engine and dozens of other parts made

of this material. There is such a car in

existence and its weight is s'o low that

its fuel consumption is something like

fifty miles per gallon and it runs about

1200 miles on a gallon of oil.’ Experi

mentally it has run upward of 50,000

miles and the repair cost has been one

third of that of an ordinary vehicle of

. today. '

Light weight must be used in many

parts which now are unnecessarily

heavy. Following are some parts in the

modem automobile which can be made

of aluminum and made to give better

service than the heavier car. Many of

these are already in extensive use. Cyl

inders, crankcase, fan, water pump,

mountings for auxiliary engine parts,

spark and throttle connections, pistons,

oil pump housings, all brackets, radia

tor core and shell, hood, fenders, run

ning boards, body, windshield supports,

clutch housing, many clutch parts,

transmission case, rear axle housings,

brake drums, wheels, hub caps, small

parts, fittings and brackets, such as

door handles, floorboards, certain bolts

and nuts, mouldings, etc, Think of the

steering system parts which could be

made of aluminum.

It can readily be seen that if alumi

num alloy is substituted for many of the

iron and steel parts that the whole car

would be considerably lighter in weight,

and we all know that the lighter the

car the less gasoline it uses, and the

easier it is on tires. Above all, if the car

is designed scientifically and the alumi

num is used in the proper places, the

engine can be made smaller and the

same performance had as before. In

other words, as you lighten you can re

duce the size of the working parts and

thus effect a still greater saving in

weight.

It might be a surprise to many to

learn that experiments have been made

with practically every part of a car

made of aluminum, including rims,

propeller shafts, and other such parts.

While it may not be possible to get

aluminum to do all sorts of work, it

certainly is clear that it can be made to

do a great deal that now is being done

by heavier parts.

It is possible by the use of aluminum

to get a large car, which weighs consid

erably less than a smaller one of other

materials, and have that larger car per

form better than the smallcr and be

more economical. This can be done by

the proper use of aluminum and scien

tific design, by getting the sprung and

unsprung weights correct and by get

ting the correct spring suspension. Pre

sent owners know that when they drive

along a road that is not very smooth

the rear wheels leave the ground. If it

were possible to keep the four wheels

on the ground all the time the average

car would give over 15,000 miles on a

set of tires. That is just what one will

get in a light car with a light axle, be

cause there will be no grinding away

of tread, but simple natural wear due

to friction of the tire against the road

surface. This is a small fraction of the

wear a tire gets because it leaves the

ground, spins rapidly in the air and

then strikes the ground spinning. It is

no different from holding that tire

against a grindstone.

The reason the wheels leave the

ground is obvious_ The wheels, rim and

the axle are so heavy that when the

wheels strike a bump or a rut the whole

unit moves upward and the springs

cannot stop it from bounding up and

down until the stored up energy is ex

pended. The spring in order to prevent

that bouncing would have to be stiff.

and so soon as you make them stiff you

bring about hard riding. The light

weight will overcome this tendency, and

coupled with a proper spring suspension

will give a light vehicle that will hold

the road at any speed in its range.
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draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to
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time. I-‘or 28 years the International Correspond
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but never were opportunities so great as now.
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tomers. Our chemicals, apparatus, and supplies outili.

their laboratories. Why I101 YWTSI Aflk '°Y "N

price lisl nnd free service card. Lions Scientific Insti

tute. Mt. Oliver. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Experimenters

EVERY EXPERIMENTER should have one of our hand

some wooden teat-tube racks. Holds thirteen tubes.

Bus draininz s. Price 850. David Altman, 225 Esst

.Il0th Street, . Y.

EXPERT CHEMIST will furnish Forruuiiis. Processes

and Trade Secrv.-Ls. All lines. Lists free. W.Cummings. l'h.D., 223-230 Gordon Ave., Syracuse, N. 1.

MOLASSE8 BEER. iI.'s delicious. like the flood old

fashioned. Very easy to make. Absolutely pure. A

real chance for agents. l-‘ormuls for making sixty

gallons, one dollsr, by mnii. Oriental Laboratories.

2314 E. Albert, Philadelphia, Pa.

GET my formula for making pasta resembling the dis

mond. Price 250 poltplid. Barber, 523 Tully SL,

Syracuse, N. Y

For Sale

"BEST OFFER OVER $75 Lukas Iulest. type Drummond

4 inch screw cutting and milling lathe, imported direct

§IOTfi-illlltskflflgfld nsvsr unpsuksd. William Cswley, B. D.

, n, 1.

FOR 8ALE—Goods1l Pratt Amateur bench lsthc com

pleta, lst class condition. U. B. Soheinor, 64 Wyckofl

Ava., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Help Wanted

WANTED—Rai1wsy Mail Clerks. Men-women. Com

mence 8110 month. Experience unnecessary. Common

education sufiicient. List positions open—froa. Writs

{l:.lIIl0§.ilLYEAY. Franklin liistituts, Dept. P 99, Roches

IODEL llAI(ER8—-B lsndid oprportuuiw in marina

model shop“ for savers youn; mm who have decided

unouid nlinnibnlnthisllnootworkinbothwnod

and maid. Writs fully stating mos. where

had. and wages expected. Ad all dsl Maker,

Everyday Enlinserins Muuins, 2 West. 45th Street.

New York.

 

 

 

Instructions

CRYSTAL GAZlNG—-The craze. Send self-addressed

stamped envelope right now for free instructions.

ZancIg's. Box 558. Asbufi Park. N. J.

I712/811 tors

lNVENTOR‘8 IANUAL. HOW T0 MAKE A PATENT

PAY is s work of special into-est to invasion in per

feouninthsir inventions, t.uId.n| out their patents, and

dilpos sI‘thcm..1tisnot.in senses

Patent altars droulsr nor I Potent Bro sr's ldvur

Lissmlnt. No sdvutisemmls of my deouiptiivn sppmr

Inthswork. Itissbook contcininss quarts:-ofseu»

wry‘: experience d’ s lucosslful inventor. tognhsr with

Illgotfl based upon ihs ‘s1x12y%risnssD:‘fdmsu1yhoihfir invenio'i-vp.

plan. Price . t . 9 ormln .

Bani!!! Publishing Co., I at 45th Street. New York.

TWO VOLUMES on NECNANIGAL MOVEMENTS by

G. D. Hisoox are works avs iuvmwr should have for

it is illustrated in thus voumes. If ii. hasn't bsm

rofsrenoa. If the thin you want bu been invented.

invsntcd, than you'll d in it the unrest. shines to

what you want. some movement or device that will Apply

In r cue, hflfli or which will vs you s. k from

wh towor obooksevurpub odsro more

res] value to the inventor, dnrumsn or practical ms

shlhio than this set of books. Prlcs per volume sod:

£8.00 prepaid. The Norman W. Hsnley Publishing Co.,

West 45th Street, New York.
~i

lNVENTOR8—Writs for our free illustrated guide book

and Evidence _of Conception Blsnk. Send model or

sketch and description of invention for our opinion of its

pstentoble nature freo. Highest References. Prompt

Service. Reasonable Terms. VICTOR J. EVANS dz

CO.. 748 Ninth. Washington, D. C.
~i__i

INVENTORS. In sll matters concerning Pltents, The

National Institute of Inventors, 118 Fulwn Si... New

York City, s on-operative society of 2500 will help you

protect, develo and market youririvantions. Annual

dues $10.00. ooklet on rsqueat.

INVENTOI-‘I8-—Wa do experimental Model, Tool, Die

and Jig work. Light manufacturing. Miller & O'Brien

Mfz. Co., North Saint Paul, Minn.

[Wale Help Wanted

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: $110.00 n month

to start and expenses; travel if desired; unlimited ad

vancement. No s a limit. Three months home study.

Situation arrange . Prepare for permanent position.

Writs for Booklet CM-36. STANDARD BUSINESS

TRAINING INSTITUTE, Buffalo. N. Y.

FIREMEN. BRAKEMEN. BAOGAGEMEN. SI-10-$200.

Colored porters. by railroads everywhere. Experience un

necessary. 898 Ry. Bureau. East St. Ynuis, III.

Miscellaneous
~i

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT cured or no pay. 81.00

if cured. Rurnedy sent on trial. Superbii Co., S. M.,

Baltimore, Md.

SPORTSMEN —'l‘ru.ined beagles, rabbit, fox, coon.

skunk. squirrel, and opossum docs. bird dogs. pet and

farm dogs. swine, rabbits, piueims. pheasants, goats.

I00 Varieties blooded stock. Circulars 10c. VIOLET

HILL KENNELS. YORK. PA.

 

 

A D D RESSOORAP NS. multim-sphs, multicnlors. folders, '

sealers and dupllcators. Guaranteed. Oflice Device

Company, 156 F North Ls Snlle, Chicago.

DETECTIVE8 EARN BIG MONEY. Travel. Experi

ence unnecessary. We irsin you. Particulars free. Write

American Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

SHAWNEE. O K LA HOMA, s. growing city. Write Board

of Commerce. Shawnee, Oklahoma.

WRITE for newspapers snd magazines. Biz pay. Ex

pericnco unnecessary. details free. Press Reporting Syn

dicate. 534 St. Louis.

 

 

 

 

TRIOONOMETRIC ENTERTAINMENT. 100. Posfllle.

Zc. l-2. Leiiiieri. 305 E. 78th Si... New York City.

RECHAROE YOUR OLD DRY CELLS for almost noth

ing. Directioiis, ten cents silver. Gilbert. 28 Chestnut.

§t., Binghamton. N. Y.

FYTHAGORAS BALL GAME, 100. Postage. 2c. E.

Lonnert. 305 E. 76th SL. New York, N. Y.

BREED Caiisric.~i—1’rofli‘.ablc pastime. Particulars free.

Bird I-‘arm, Lynnhsven, Virzinia.

SONG WRITERS! Our Ian brings quick results from

ulilishers. New York uslcal Bureau, 411-U, 1545

roadway, N. Y.

MYSTERIOUS. Wonder Shavings, new Japanese novel

ties: when (Iroiipcd into water turn into babies. fl0WEts,

fish. Dozen in pretty package, 150; three. 35c. Excellent

dinnnr party favors; they create talk. Twelve pack

2‘|:L"S. $1.00. George D. Heinemann, 1424 Rosemont,

I I'iUZO.

 

 

 

 

 

Photography

DO YOU TAKE PICTURES? Write for froe sample of

our big mszuine showing how to inane or-in-| ll-LIMIT}

and eam money. American Pliotognphy, 456 Pope Build

llll, Boston, Mass.

Motion Picture Plays 61' Supplies

$25-S300 paid anyone for idols. suzlestions suitable for

pliotoplsys. Expaience unnccesssr ; complete outline

Free. Producers Lealue, 530 St. . M0.

Patents

PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references. Best re

sults. Promplliess lssllred. WATSON E. COLEMAN,

Pntoiit Lawyer, 624 F SI... \‘VI1.sIlln|IDll. D. C

PATENTS—Hsrbert Jenner. Potent Attorney And

Mechanical Expert. B22 F‘ SL, Washinnon. D. C. I

report if s pliant cm be had and its sxsct cost. Sand

for circulsr.

DON'T LOSE your rlghu to patent protection. Befm-s

disclosing your invention to anyone, sand for blank form

“Evidence of Conception," to be signed Ind witnmscd.

Form and information concerning patents fros. Lun

cutcr & Allwins, 237 Ouruy Building. Washington. D. C.,

"Originators of the Form ‘Evidence of Conception.’ "

Patents and Trade Marks

WE HAVE recently associated with us three sxlminers

from the U. S. Patent omos. Muon, Fsnwidr &

Lawrence. Law?!-s, 600 III‘ BL. Wsshihfl-On. D. C.-220

Broadway N. . ClI.y—lll West Monroe BL. Chicago,

lll. Established over rim I century.

INVENTIONS PATENTED. 'I‘rsde-marks rslistered,

labels, prints, publications copyrighted, prompt service.

reasonable fees. plain advice. request detailed informs

ii bef I cinx busin . J b J , 804

rr‘Z'i.....°'v"v.‘.‘.il‘i..,......’,°“6. c. °” ""“°’ "“°°
_~
PATENTS. Over ‘I0 yours’ practice; all communications

strictly confidential; handbook on patents free on request;

special facilities for oilice consultations. Mum: & 00..

Patent Attorneys, 641 Woolworth Building, New York.

625 P‘ Street, Washington. ‘Dower Buildinl. Chicago,

Hobart Bldg., 582 Market. Street, Sim Fr!-ucism. Cllif.

PATENTS—Prom 1., personal, emclent service b an

sttornc -st-law, s illcd in all branches of Patent ruc

Lice. ver I2 yesrs’ sctusl experience; full information

upon request. B. P. Fishburne, 322 McGill Bldg,

Washington, D. C.
i%_i~

PATENT OWNERS—We positively create a market for

your patent rights. Write. re nesting sound proposi

tion. Glsssford Company. Red srn Avenue, Montreal.

Not nn agency.

PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT. It may be valuable.

Write me. No attorney's fee untfl patent ls allowed.

Established 1882. "Inventor's Guide" FREE. Franklin

PI. I-Iough, 510 Loan & Trust Bltiz., Washington, D. C.
-i_.i~

Short Stories Wanted

SHORT STORIES, Poems, Plays, Et.c., are wanted for

publication. Literary Bureau. 186 Hannibal, Mo.

Siam/>s

APPROVALS 60% discount. Reference. please. Stamps

boinriit. Lang, 1433-J 59th. Cicero, Illinois.

FREE PREMIUN with 4 Belgium German occupation,

for 10c. .Ios. Gallant. 1-Iempstond, N. Y.

Tricks

l.0O0 STAGE TRICKS with 500 illustrltions. Cttllo e

I51-. Small Catalogue Free. Hornmann Magic .,

Station R. 804 West 34i._h SL, New York.

Wirrlcss

WIRELESS PARTS. PRONPT DELIVERY. Standard

1%" switch knob-lover complete 350. fiitch points with

svruws 250 dozen. State panel thickness. Novotoy Elec

tric. (‘Iisrlnitin N. C.

WIRELESS AMATEURS. you can build thlnrs better

from working drawings. Send $1.00 today for set of

blueprints of an amateur wireless receiving set. North

weatvm Blueprint C0,. I'flI'lI|‘iIlIi, Oregon, Box 331.

WIRELESS OPERATORS IN GREAT DEMAND—Lelrn

wireless tolegrsphy at home. Complete com-so md

practice set $15.00. We answer all questions free after

Whfds. We mlintaln s. DESIGNING BUREAU Ind da

slgn Apparatus. Anythinir wireless. Write immedistely.

Radio Intelligence Bureau, Dept. D.. 864 Roogevglg

Place. New Orleans, Ls.
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THE VIBRATING WORLD

VERY-l~HlNG vibrates; everything is eternally busy. The

E air vibrates, the ether vibrates, molecules and atoms

vibrate. Nothing is still, nothing dead. True, many of

the vibrations are quite beyond our senses, but science assures

‘ us that the whole world is a mass of vibrating particles.

SQUND waves, wireless waves, heat waves, light waves, visible

and invisible, are made up of vibrations. Vibrations pro

duced in air we call sound waves. ln the ether the properties

exhibited by waves depend upon their length. The real long

waves are called Hertizan or wireless waves. The next short

est are heat waves, the next infra-red waves, and from this

point they develop into visible red light with a frequency of

vibration in the neighborhood of two billion per second. As

the waves become shorter and shorter the sensations of

orange, yellow, green, blue, etc., are produced until the zone

of the invisible is approached. Beyond this point, our senses

fail us, and we must rely upon instruments to tell us of the

presence oi such rapid etheral vibrations as those necessary

for the production of ultra-violet and X-rays. There may

be many other invisible rays in the "ultra" zone of the

spectrum. Present-day scientists claim that but a small part

of the invisible spectrum has been discovered. What the

future holds for those working in this promising field of

investigation no one knows. One thing remains certain:

We must increase our knowledge of vibration before the

great problems that confront us today will be solved. The

problem of atomic energy, heat, electricity, mental telepathy——

all are wrapped up in the Mystery of vibration.

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES. Editor.
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Price of Everyday Engineering Increased

unnmumunnnnanusuuuuninuuinunnmnnnnmmmunmumnuummumm‘
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BEGINNING with this number, the price of EVERY

DAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE will be increased

to 20 cents per copy and to $2.00 for the yearly subscription.

However regrettable this step is, it has become necessary

through the increased cost to us of paper, engravings, press

work, drawings, binding, etc., ctc. During the last few

months EVERYDAY has been increased greatly in volume.

The space devoted to editorial matter has been increased

through the well-deserved support the magazine has re

ceived from its readers and the publishers feel that the new

price, which is strictly a matter of necessity, will not in

tcrfere with the development and progress of the only

periodical in its field that closely adheres to a policy of

practicability in the dissemination of information for those

intcrested in mechanics, electricity, radio, aviation, automo

biles and model engineering.
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The Modern Gasoline Automobile, Its Design, Con

struction, Operation.

By Vicroa W. Pact, M.S.A.E._ This is the most complete, practical

and up-to-date Ufililt on line automobiles and their component

parts ever published. In e new_ revised and enlarged_1920 edition.

all phases of automobile cor_istruction,_ operation and maintenance are

fully and completely described and _in language anyone can under

stand. 1,000 pages. 1,000 illustrations. Price, $4.00

The Model T Ford Car, Its Con

struction, Operation and Repair,

Including the Fordson Farm Trac

tor. The F. A. Starting and Light

in System and the Worm Drive

1-‘ on Truck. ‘

Y By Vicroa \V._Pi\c_§. This is the inost com

PAGE Blete and practical instruction book ever ub

'shcd on the Ford car and the Fordson _rac

cially made drawings

and hoto raphs. Al parts of the Ford

Mode T r are described and illustrated in

a comprehensive manner——notbing is left for

the reader to guess at. The construction is

fully treated and o crating principle made

clear to everyone. 42 pages, l 0 illustrations.

Price, $1.50

THEAAO ziT

j IFORU CAR

Ll.NM0Fll>i|.l\>1lItllIl'JF* l

tor. Illustrated by s

  

How to Run an Automobile.

By Vicroa W. Pack. This treatise gives concise instructions for

starting and running all makes of gaso ine automobiles, how to care

for them, and_ give distinctive features of control.

step for shifting gears, controlling engines. I78 pages. 72 illus

tions. Price, 81.25

Describes every

Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame.

By M. Ksiru Duuuiiu. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to

be used, its care, and how to construct neceuary shop equipment.

Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile para, in a

manner understanable by everyone. 167 pages, fully illustrated.

Price, 81,50

Abrasives and Abrasive Wheels.

By Fssn B. JACOBS. A new book for everyone interested in abrasives

or grinding. A careful reading_ of t_lie book will not only make me

chanics better able to use abrasives intelligently but it will also tell

the shop superintendent of many short cuts and efliciency-increasing

kinks. The economic advantage in using large grinding wheels are

fully explained, together with many other things that will tend to

give the_ superintendent or w_orkman_ a keen insight into abrasive

engineering. 340 cs, 200 illustrations. This is an indispensable

hook for every mac inist. Pflc.. $399

Automobile Repairing Made Easy.

By VICTOR W. Pact. A _thoi'i_:iughl practical

book containing com lete directions or making

re airs to all parts 0 the motor air mechanism.

ritten in a thorough but_non-technical man

ner. This book also contains _Special Instruc

tions on Electric Starting, Llgllzltlllfl and Ignition

Systems, Tire_ Repairing and ebuilding. Auto

genons Welding Brazing and Solderin , Iieat

reatinent of Steel Latest Timing ractice,

Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors etc_. etc.

You will never “Get Stuck" on a flab if you

own this book. 1,000 specially made engravings

  

on 500 plates. 1.056 pages (5%x8). ll fold

ing plates. Price, $4.00

Machine Shop Arithmetic.

pular book for shop men. Shows howBy COLVIN-CHENEY. Most

." Includes change gearsall shop problems are worke out and "why

for cuttin any threads; drills, taps, shrink and force fits; metric

system‘ o measurements and threads. Used by all classes of

mechanics and for instruction in Y. M. C. A. and other schools.

Seventh edition. 131 pages. Price 60::

Steel: Its Selection, Annealing, Hardening and Tem

pering.

By E. R. MARKHAM. This work was _fori_iierly known as “The

American Steel Worker," but on the publication of the _new,_ revised

edition, the publishers deemed it advisable to change its title to a

more suitable one. This is the standard work on hardening, tem r

ing and annealing steel of all kinds This book tells how to _sc ect,

and how to work, temper, harden, and anneal steel for everything on

earth. It is the standard book on selecting, hardening, and tempering

all grades of steel. 400 pages. Very fully illustrated. Fourth

edition. Price, $3.00

II’ Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price.

EVERY PRACTICAL MAN’S LIBRARY

SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING BOOKS

Saw Filing and Management of Saws.

A practical hand book on filing, gummin .

swaging, hammering and the brazing of band saws, the speed, wor ,

and power to run circular saws, etc. A handy book for those who

have charge _of saws, or for those mechanics who do their own fil_in ,

as it d_eals with the proper shape and pitches of saw teeth of all lnn s

and gives many use_fu hints and rules for gumming, setting, and

filing, and is a practical aid to those who use saws

Third edition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated.

By Rosaiir Giiiiisiisw.

for any purpose.

Price, $1.25

Brazing and Soldering.

By Anus F. Hosaar. The only book that shows on just how to

han Ie any job of brazing or solderin that comes a ong; it tells ou

what mixture to use, how to make a Iurnace if on need one. ull

of valuable kinks. The fifth edition of this ok has just been

ublisbed, and to it much new matter and a lar e number of tested

ormulas for all kinds of solders and fluxes have en added.

Price, 88¢

Drafting of Cams.

By Louis ROUILLIOI. The laying out of cams is a serious problem

unless you kn_ow how to _go at it right. This puts you on the right

road for practically any kind of cam you are likely to run u against.

Third edition. rice, 38¢

House Wiring.

Bl Tiiomis W. Porra. fit-cribing and illustrating up-to-date meth

0 s of installing electric‘_, ht wiring. Iptcnded _for the electrici .

Contains just the information needed for

I25 pages, fully illustrated, flexible

Price, ‘[8:

helper and apprentice. _ _

cessful wiring of a building.

cloth.

Electric Wiring, Diagrams and Switchboards.

By Nswron HAIIIIOI, with additions by Tiioins Porn. This is

the onlfl complete work issued showing and telling _you what you

should now about direct and alternating current wiring. It is a

ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and

mathematics, arithmetic being used throughout. It is in every respect

a handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on wiri

for the wire-man, foreman, contractor or electrician. Second revise

edition. 303 pages, I30 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $2.00

High Frequency Apparatus, Its Construction and Prac

tical Application.

By Tiioiuis S'r.\Ni.sY Curris. The most comprehensive and thor

ough work on this interesting subject ever produced. The book is

essentially practical in its treatment and it constitutes an accurate

record of the researches of its author over a period of several years,

during which time dozens of coils were built and experimented with.

248 pages. Fully illustrated. Price, $2.50

The Lathe—Its Design, Construction and Operation,

With Practical Examples of Lathe Work.

By OSCAI E. Psiiaico. A new revised edition, and the only complete

American work on the subject written b a man who knows not onl

how work ought to be done, but who sso knows how to do it, an

how to convey this knowled to others. It is strictly up-to-date in

its descriptions and illustrations. A number of difficult machining

operations are described at length and illustrated. The new edition

has nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations. Price, $3.00

Henley’s Twentieth Century Book of Recipes, Formu

las and Processes.

Edited by Gsiiimes D. Hiscox. The most valuable techno-chemical

formulie book published, including over_10,000 selected scientific.

chemical, technological and practical reci es and processes. This

book of 800 pages is the most com lete ook of recipes ever pub

liahed, giving thousands of recipes or the manufacture of valuable

articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, ractical ideas and secret
processes are revealed within its pa es. Ipt covers every branch of

the useful arts in every respect. sntains an immense number of

formulas that every one ou ht to have that are not found in any

other work. New edition. Cloth. Price, $430

Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Sys

tems.

By Vicroii W. Pact. A ractical treatise on

modern starting and ignition system practice.

This ractical volume has been written with

specia reference to the requirements of the

non-technical reader desiring easily understood

explanatory matter relating to all types of auto

mobile igiiition, starting and lighting systems.

It can be understood b anyone even without

electrical knowledge. early 500 Epages. 297

specially made engravings. New dition.

Price, $2.50

  

FREE—-Our new 1920 Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dept. E. E. 2 West 45th Street, New York

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

._ ~--—--1
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Get BiggerPay

r""”'l-ZLI:'(ZTRi€I'l'Y

by using your set oi

HAWKINS Electrical

Guides Every Bay.

They tell you lust what

you need to know.

AWKINS
ElectricalGuides

 

  

Flexible (lovers

- ~ ‘Q~i\- \ . . \' ,Handy POCl(Et-Slle ~.<\§_°~';,~:\~\§_ place electricity at your fingers ends. They

1“ ‘\\-~\\‘;~i,~ cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can turn right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain every day

language-—no wasted words—only what you need to

know—fuii of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.

The guides are a complete course in electrical en

l0 Volumes

3500 Pages

4700 Pictures $1 a NUMBER

$1 a MONTH _ _
gineering.

They will help you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can’t give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent t

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket-—

handsomeiy bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until on have mastered its con

tents. 3,500 pages of actual information and 4, 00 illustrations. Once you

see these books and put them into actual use you will never again want to

be without them. Try it at our expense.

TO EARN MORE—LEARN MORE
READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

ls. I Contains 348 eases. 388 illustratitma. Electrical aims and

 

aymbols—stat1c and current eleci.ricity—primary eelis—oonduciors

and insulators-—resisuuice and oonductivity—ma.gnsi.lam—-indu

Lion coiis—<1ynanio nrineiples—classes oi dynainoe—-armatures—

windings-—oom1nutai.ion—hrushea, etc.

Na. 2 Contains, 348 pages, 304 illusirationa. Motor principles

armatnrs rea.cuon—motor si.artin¢—ca|uu1atione—hrake horse»

power~—selection and installation oi dyrisruos and m0tors—:ai

vanometers — standard cells — current measurement — reslsuin-1

lnQsi1remeni.—voiirneters—watt:neiers—wa-tihour meters—-operation

of dynamos—operatlon oi motors, etc.

Na. 3 Contains 300 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution systems

-—wires and ware eslcuiati0ns—-inside, outside and underground

wiri.ng—-sign flasher-s-—ilxhtnin¢ protectiuii—reetiflers—-storaae bai

wry systems. etc.

  

It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—ask

them all the questions you can think of-use them in your work—study them——pick

up some information that will increase your earning ability. We will ship you the

entire set of I0 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides Pure gold does not object to being

tested. Keep them for seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get along

without them, return them to us and owe us nothing.

When on decide to keep them you only have to pay $1.00 down and remit the

halance oi $9.00 on the easy payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use the coupon to get the books. 'it will pay you many times over.

THEO. AUDEL 8: CO.

72 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

  

 

Na. 4 Contains 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating current

prindplea — alternating current diagrams — the power factor -

alternator principIes—aImniator construei.lon—windings, etc,

No. 5 Contains B20 pales, 814 illustrations. A. C. Motors-ayn

dn-onous and induction motor principles-A. C.

motors—— induction motors— transformers: losses,

umaneclions, teats-—oourertei's—rectifiers, etc,

No. 6 Contains D3 DIIC, 472 illustrations. Alu-rusting current

systems-—swltohin¢ devices——currsnt breakers»-re1a_\'s-—ligiiuiing

protector s,pparatus—re¢u.lai.in¢ devims—synehrcaious condensers

-—-indicating devices-—nieters—power factor indlcat.ors—wsvs form

ll'iQI|B\Il'€IXl9lll—I'WliCh boards etc.

Ne. 7 Contains 316 pales, $79 illustrations. Alternating current,

wiring power siatinns,—turhines: management, selection, location.

erection, testinz. runriinl. care and repalr—telaphonee, etc.

IO. I Contains 33$ pages, 430 Illustrations. ‘I‘elqrraph—sirnulta

nsoua telegrsphy and ialenhony — wireless —— electrolysis hells -—

aleotrio lia'htins—phowinetry, etc.

N0. 9 Contains 322 panes, 827 illustrations. Electric ra.ilways—

electric locomotives—car ll litinir—trolley car oneration—mis

eelianeous apnllcations—moion nictures—gas engine ignition

autumobils all-starters and lighting systems, elevtric vehicles, etc

No. ll Contains 513 panes, .199 illustrations. E'l(i\'li0l'S—1'I'lIIlEB

-—-pumps--air comnressore—elecirio lieatiniz--electric welding—

aolderin; and brazina—industrial sleetr0lysls—eiecl.l’0-nlai.ll'i¢

electl'0—illBl'lD8Ili.lQ-—X-ra_\'i\, etc.

Also a com Iete 126 pane ready reference index of the oompiste

library. 'l‘h index has been planned to render easily accessible

all we vast iniormation contained in the 10 eleotrit-ai guides.

There are over 13.500 (‘rods references. You .

find what you want to know Instantly

CODIIDXRIIDT

eonstru etion,

What Users Say:

Become a Superintendent

Hawkins Guides are worth double their

Dries. I have been able to secure higher

pay and a better position with their aid.

K. W, Menard.

Supt. Erskine Light 8| Power Plant.

Er-shine. Minn.

$5.000 Saved I

The ten dollars I invested Ln Hawkins

Elecuical Guides netted the wlullany l

by whom I am employed somewhere

around $5,000.
The knowledae trained from Your books

enabled me to save a transformer house.

when-as a year ago I should have I

THIS COUPON BRINGS THE GUIDF§

72 Fifth Avenue. N. Y.

each). Ship at , , in _thought myself in great danzer and ban. if aatisfactoirjynul. aX¥r‘sl;.1€lo asinlmnnquimi

have run. '1'-bin seven clays and to further mail you‘:l

Use this letter as you please as i am each month until paid,

truly Lhanklul for having the little won

ders. A, L. Foster. Opher. Colo.
fllnfly M Q"-ry silnature . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.

The great beauty oi’ them is Lhat you

can carry them in your pocket. That o¢,_.u“||°,,

suits me tor I never want to be without

them F. B. Collins.

Richardson Engineering Co., Harilord, Ellilllflybd by. H _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(Joun R

_ ' Residence .. . ..

i Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “ni

Please mention Eviziivnav ENGINEERING Maoazms

THEO. AUDEL G. CIIPANY

Please submit me for examination

Hawkins Electrical Guidaa (Ila 81
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LEARN ‘WIRING

Earn_ $50.00 to $75.00 a Week

THE NEW

 

COMPLETELY

EDITION REVISED

“STANDARD WIRING”

Will Make You an 1".‘/xpert Wireman

GENERATORS—How__ to install them, care for them and

operate them; all their troubles and how to prevent and cure

them; all diagrams showing connections for compound,

series and shunt wound machines. How to operate them in

parallel or in series. How to protect them and wire them

in accordance with the underwriters’ requirements.

MOTORS—How to install them, how to protect and operate

them. The required amperes, volts or horse power when any

two factors are known. How to take care of hot boxes,

sparking commutators and other troubles. I-Iow to change

the direction of rotation when desired. How to start and

stop any kind of motor in any class of service. All diagrams

of motor wiring. How to find the proper size of wire for any

motor for direct current or for A. C. single, two or three

 

  

POCKET SIZE

phase.LEATHER COVER

GILT EDGE

OUTSIDE WIRING—I-‘ole line construction, line wires, service

wires, roof structures, poles and their dimensions and weights,

and how to erect and protect them and wires they carry. Insula

tors, guard arms, guy anchors. Tree wiring, splicing, service

and entrance wiring. I-Iow to install Lightning arresters. Trans

formers with diagrams and instructions.

INSIDE WIRING—When and where to use rubber covered, slow

burning and weatherproof wire. How to find the proper size of

wire to use for lamps, motors or heating devices for any current,

voltage and drop, either by formula or by the many tables that

are given in this section of the book. How to wire for two-wire

or three-wire systems. Direct current, two-phase and three-phase

with formulae and tables, with examples worked out for each

system and in a simple manner that anyone can understand and

use. I-low to run wires on walls, ceilings, floors, through par

titions and walls and in concealed places, damp places and

where dangerous surroundings exist. When and where to install

Switches, Cut-outs and Circuit Breakers and just how to do it.

How to wire for high and low voltage systems and the precau

tions to be taken. The proper way to install Knife and Snap

Switches, Cabinets and Cut-out Boxes, Outlet, Junction and

Switch Boxes, Panel Boards, Wooden and Metal Raceways. I-low

to install complete interior conduit jobs either for rigid metal,

flexible metal or flexible non-metallic conduit. Concealed knob

and tube work or armored cable. I-Iow and where to install

and wire electric and combination lighting fixtures. How and

where to use flexible cord and where not to use it. How to

install arc lamps and gas filled lamps and the fixtures and rules

required.

LIGHT AND ILLUMINA'l‘ION—What is meant by proper and

eificient illumination, the latest data on Mazda and gas filled

lamps of every candle power and wattage. Direct, indirect and

u

semi-indirect illumination and where each should be used. Illumi

nation required for various classes of service from show window

lighting to public halls and from factories to small residences.

SPECIAL SEC'l‘IONS—I-Iouse and residence wiring with dia

grams; how to wire garages; how to wire theatres and moving

picture houses; electric organs; marine wiring for ships and

vessels; how to install and care for watt-hour meters; electric

ranges, etc.

STORAGE BATTERIES—Both lead and Edison types and how

to install, charge, discharge and care for them to get the best

results.

250 ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL TERMS AND UNITS

—Giving their definition, values and what they mean in your

work together with the complete metric system of weights and

l"I'lCaSl.II'Cl

'I‘ABI_.ES—Fifty-two ,ta_bles giving every dimension, carrying

capacity, resistance, weight and strength of every size of wire

and cable of copper, steel and iron. All the necessary dimensions,

capacities, weights, and other data on conduits, fuses, insulators,

lamp sockets, motor eficiencies, current per horse power of

motors. Proper size of wire for all classes of power, light and

heating installations. The proper symbols to use to indicate

on plans just what is wanted from a motor to a small snap

switch with all necessary diagrams.

APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES—A classified list of the lead

ing manufacturers of oiflcially approved wires and wiring de

vices. Engines, generators, motors, appliances, fixtures and all

supplies necessary for any complete installation from a Central

Station to a small cottage.

The only complete and accurate Book on Wiring and Construction published.

Over twice the useful information ever contained in any previous edition.

440 PAGES - LEATHER COVER - GILT EDGES - POCKET SIZE, $3.00

Sent Postpaid to Any Address on Receipt of Price by

H. C. CUSI-IING, Jr., 6 West 40th Street, New York

Every Electrical Inspector in the United States will approve your work

if done in accordance with the simple rules given in “Standard Wiring"

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Can You Answer these.

Questions on Shop Work?
 

Test Yourself NOW

A surfice of Cut iron is to be i'.iished in

one cut on i millliic rnachine. The cistlnl ls

8 Inches ion: and 5 inches wide. The iniillnii

cutter his a diiineter of 8 lnclies ind i width

of 2 inches. How lona will it like to do the

work! Assume e feed of 2% inches.

For whit purpose ll i miinetlc chuck used!

How many processes for cuttlnl iieir teeth?

How do you determine the ritlo of two

|eirs. when the numbers of teeth ire iziveul

The leid screw his i Bitch of IA inch. Whit

ll the ritlo ni iteirs to e used to cut i screw

with l8 threids per lnchf

Whit detennines the cuttlnl speed in i mill

lni michinei

Give i short description oi the thermit

welding process.

Whit ls essentiilly the first rien in making

any tool from i tool-maker‘; rtindpclnti

_Why is it idvlsible to cut the thri-ids of in

sdiustible tip somewhat imiller thin the de

sired ilie for the tip to cut!

Under whit circumstances would you con

ililer it idvlsibie to uie i counter-bore. rither

thin i drill, when 0Iill!IlllR ii hole? Why?

Why should undue iecuricy never be in

dulled in when iniklnl drill ills ind siinllir

tmlsl

or zgliélriil l:'l.6nS§ll1lDl.l wiy to test the temper

How does the riser on i steel castlnz dltier

from one for iron!

Whit ire some of the preciutlons necessary

in oourinir i mold in order to obtain the best

results!

. ll'l'9u§lela'lld0l of deep molds vented when

Whit point carbon steel should be used for

mldllflfi ">018. mllllnl cutters. drills, ind l.lD!l

Wh! l it t h Iifler they‘ hivenalfgtlilllyardoenzdlelt nu Bloc"

Whit must be the outside dlimeter of the

Oflllllll wooden Dlllfim‘ for the rim of i pulley

with six irms. the diameter of the iinlshed

iaauillecyhetfil be 30 inches and the widih of fice

Wh t re th ll fwflllflalflllllfl Me: $0122? $'§n'¢hri.'“'.§i“i."§h';'}§

hiniier l)9Il’ll'lI cap? '
  

A Few of the Subjects Treated

Maiihine, 55°F Tool Deiign

M Prhayhsesh Die Mll(ln[

‘fins: ‘"1 Metal Stamping
lune“ Foundry Work

Forging

Pattern Making

Mechanical

Drawing, etc.

Production

Manufacturing

Metallurgy

Welding

Tool Maltinlt

  

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, ,',}§;‘;-_; Chicago, lll.

  

MODl5
‘n

SHOP Sl'l0P.f'
$.12

  

E PRACTICE.‘ PRACT
-—-1-.=ei_.--,

  

HE skilled mechanic today is a specialist. He has no opportunity to

build a complete machine or evcn a small part of one. His active work

is carried along rather limited lines. But to make the best success in

his work—to secure promotion to more responsible duties or to go into busi

ness for himsclf——it is absolutely necessary that he have a broad and compre

hensive knowledge of machine work and shop practice. There is only one

really feasible way for the mechanic to familiarize himself with other shop

lines outside his own individual work—and that is to have specialists in all

lines give him all they have learned in a form that will be readily accessible.

There you have the reason for the famous standard reference work, called

“Modern Shop Practice.”

Thousands of Dollars’ Worth of Shop Information

“Modern Shop Practice" is a wonderful reference work in Machine Shop

Practice and Management, Production Manufacturing, Metallurgy, \Velding,

Tool Making, Tool Design, Die Making, and Metal Stamping, Foundry Work,

Forging, Pattern Making, Mechanical Drawing, etc. It has been tested

through six editions, bought by thousands of mechanics, consulting engineers,

shop superintendents and owners, production managers, etc.

New Edition Only 7c a Day

Six magnificent volumes, flexibly bound in American Morocco, gold

stamped. 2.300 pages. 2,500 illustratioiis—photographs, drawing, explanatory

diagrams, tables, etc. Here you have at your finger tips up to date labor

saving methods that big manufacturers have spent thousands of dollars to

develop. Facts that you can use in your everyday work. Information that

fits you to earn bigger pay. All this is now yours in the new 6 volume set of

“Modern Sho Practice," on payments so easy as to average only 50c a

week or only c a dayl

SHIPPED FREE
No money in advance. Not a cent. See the books in your own home or

shop absolutely free at our risk. Read them, examine them, study them for

7 whole days before you need decide whether you want to keep them or not.

Send no money to get the books for free examination. Make no deposit.

Assume no obligation. Simply sign and mail the coupon herewith and

the books will be promptly shipped to you for 7 days’ free examina

tion. If you are not more than delighted with the books and do not

consider them a wonderful investment, just send them back to

us, and you won't owe us a cent. America»

If you prize the hooks and consider them worth many times their price T°°s'L"|'°l|

to you. send only $2.80 within 7 days and then §2 a month until the ! ce

. . . D t. M-35

special introductory price of $21.80 has been paid. c|||¢;;:, u_ 3_ A_

Extra Feature Free P18!" "lid "Is M

To those who order promptly, we will 've free a con- Prlzlcugi $0‘: '15:" dsémp

suiting membership in the American eclinical Society l

for one year. This gives ou the right to ask our ex

perts any question regarding shop practice for an

entire year. You may ask as many questions as

you plvrise.

SEND NO MONEY

M¢l'=lY_$18n and mail the coupon and hershlp ire lnlne, Ind fully paid mi-. ii

the books Will he shipped to you at our I think thll I can set slim: without the

1-is]; G" flu c°“p°n in the mail at books after the seven days’ trlil, I will return

once. before this special cfl'er is ’ '~h°"\ M 3'0"? expense

free exuniniticn. sh

ping charges collect. lf

flPi'ldlI to buy. I wlll send

$2.80 within seven days ind tllc

bilence it 82.00 l month Until

$21.80 has been Dlld. Then you

’ send ma i recel t ehowln thit the

3.

9.

I

set of books ind 81 .00 consu in: mem

withdrawm Send R wday_NOvVl Nime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

’ Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

’ Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Plmse mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Model Railroad Materials

Standard parts designed by Mr. Henry Greenley, of

W. H. Jubb, 'Ltd., Shefiield, England, now available for

distribution in America.

  

 

 
  

 

.2-pg_*~\_‘-7_:,:_,tTI"~'!’u‘|“|llj’]>\'.illillllllllliiI.7 _-1

e» 1

m<au|u|uin|uu:n'r(,‘~niriiI ""',:':"f_ >AII the parts mentioned in Mr. GreenIey's articles in

Everyday Engineering can be supplied.

  

    

    

In

  

Look for our permanent address next month.

F: DEY

Sole Americln agent for W. H. Jubb, Ltd., Sheflield, England

P. O. Box 497, City Hall Station, New York, N. Y.

  

Pattern Work in Wood and Metal

<\_/\_/

MINIlIlilllIilllilllllllillillllllliiltllilylxl .>.-....,. HI -~.nm|mn-- IlllllllllIllllillllIlllllIIIllllllllllillllllllllllllviiilllll|ll|IIlh|iOI|l|||

Prompt Service
Mail Qrder Work

Guaranteed solicited

IIIIIIIIlllllllllIllIllllllIIllllllllllllllllllllllllillllill|l|||i||||lIlIIl|.|

_ Perfect wood or metal patterns made for any of the machines or model

engines described in Everyday Engineering Magazine.

BRING YOUR PATTERN PROBLEMS TO US

We solicit the work of experimenters, inventors and model makers.

Quotations gladly made upon the receipt of drawings and specifications.

Patterns both large and small made for any part no matter how intricate

or complicated.

Have you had the sad experience of taking a set of home-made pat

terns to the foundry only to have the foreman laugh and tell you that

they are made wrong? Let us save you this embarrassment.

Our charges are reasonable, our service prompt and courteous.

U. S. PATTERN AND MFG. CO.

I54-(36 High Street, West. Detroit, Mich.

 

 
  
  

  
  

 

MODEL SUPPLIES

    

  

ENCINE—Finiahed an shown above.

Special price of $IZ.50. Ready to

run when received.

PUMPS-—DoubIe power and hand

pump combined. Especially designed

for model boats. Made with bore of

I/3, 5/I6 and %". Stroke V2". Cast

in bronze with packing glands and

mushroom valves.

Price $4.00

WATER C-AUGE5—Made with

  

bronze castings and water-tight

packing glands. Ready to attach to
boiler. i  

Price $1.00

GLOBE VALVE—Cast in bronze

with hand wheel.

Price $0.90‘

Get Acquainted Wilh Ul

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 East 71:! St. New York, N. Y.

  

Capacity — to '},,i".

Rough or finished

castings of this

small, practical and

sturdy drilling ma

chine.

Rough mistiiigs or flu

ishod mar-hines——6"

lathe, hand n 0 w e r

- s h a p e r and planer.

i Drawings fo r Model

Boats. Stamp for cat

aiogue.

H U H N M F G . C 0 .

588 Elm Street Arlington, N. J.

 

 

  

  

 

THE HURD 7 INCH

HAND SHAPER

Rough Castings or

Flnlahod Machine

Send ‘l:'|c for cousl.r\n-tlnn

bluu prilils or $1.00 for corn

jvlelv .-wt of detailed hluv

prlins. Tiiis amount will be

<||-iluclcd from first 'Yl‘lii'l'.

.\‘i||ii stamp for 1-in-ul'ir.

MODEL TOOL WORKS,

908 West 3rd SL.

Plainfiold. N. J.

  

  

ORDER YOUR APRIL

NUMBER OF EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING MAGAZINE NOW

  

Speed I.aiI1e.$'I Complete Swing Yins. Z-fin. metal bed

Henri has I three step cone. Spindle Is hollow.

Centers are N0. I. Morse taper shank. Tall stock has

u screw feed spindle and No. l Morse tuner shank

center. Spur center in furnished for wood turning.

Bearings are of high grade bearing metal and are

adjustable to wear. Rest Is adjustable to all posi

tiuns. Lathe is complete at the nbovs price. Longu

bed $1.00 per additional foot.

u. at J. SPECIALTY co.

252 s. Parke si.. PM1|==

MR. INVENTORI Let Ul uliat you with that

i"2.5'll‘.¥°‘,‘.fi?"i§ l"'l. "°v'v" 31"" I” ‘T3 “‘ "°“2,""°‘1 en 0 no ,Ilvortl in MODEL and HIP up A;4‘.'O:;l. :63

Inwinllu in dullninl and buildinr Ineclal LABOR

SAVING MACHINES. OI perhnm your duh; 1|

ready tor manufacturing. It no. nt in mush with

u|. It would be to our mutual aduntaces.

ELK MFG. CO., INC.

1926A Broadway,Mich. New York

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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All About the How to Wire All About the How to Build

Wireless

How to Take Care

  

T h e a t r e s and Newest Electrical Small Motors and

  

of Dynamos and Newest

Motors “Movie Houses" Appliances Generators

  

Apparatus

 

Autbmu- A Thousand Things H»~=~E-=i-me

""‘°““"°°‘“°" You Ought To Know! i"°°°"°“'°°'
Code l:r|c Wiring

VERY day in your work you get up-against new problems—s0metimes it is

only some old “sticker" coming in a new way. Just the same though it takes

a lot of time to figure them out. Don’t do it. Here's everything worked

out for you. Every problem, big or little, that you will meet in a day's work.

Hundreds of new ideas and better ways of doing things. Hundreds of ways the
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the same work you are doing now.

The old days of hit—or-miss experience are passed. You have got to know
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is the new 1920 edition—new from cover to cover.
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You Can Learn Quickly by Our

Practical Method

Through our famous Home Study Course, if you are a

person of even average ability, you can master this

profitable profession in your spare time at your own

home. You can become a first class Drafts

man through our Home Study Course be

cause of the fact that our training is most

thorough and practical, the work being

given to you in as practical a way as you

would get it in a drafting room, and because

you will be PERSONALLY instructed and

coached by the President of the School, Roy

C. Claflin, whose long experience as a

Draftsman and a teacher especially qualifies

him to give you the kind of training you need.

Draftsmen Get $35.00 .to $100.00 a week

Every mechanical idea must be drawn out by the Draftsman be

fore it can become a reality. Therefore, on account of the im

portance of his work, he is paid a good salary and is always in

line for advancement. Drafting is not only one of the best paying

professions, but is the stepping stone to bigger opportunities.

Many men, receiving up to $40,000 a year, and over, in technical

positions, owe their success to their knowledge of Drafting as

the starting point.

  

  

ROY C. CHI’-‘LIN. Predlei

The Columbia School

of Drafting

  

How Columbia Students

Succeed General construction companies, manufacturers of machinery,

  

  

  

  

<MORE LETTERS ON REQUEST)

“I have accepted a position as drafts

man, paying $2,640.00 a year to start.

I had no previous drafting experience

aside from my training with you,

which has proven all that was needed

for me to become a professional

draftsman." Lawrence P. Johnston.

(Mr. Johnston expects to be ad

vanced to $3,300 a year in a few

weeks.)

"Several firms have offered me $40

and $45 a week to start. As I am

doing nicely as draftsman up here

and about to receive my second in

crease in salary have decided to stay.

I find there are hundreds of openings

for draftsmen and if I quit where I

am I could secure another position in

three hours’ time. There will be a

still greater demand for Draftsmcn."

Geo. Murray, Jr.

“I wish to express my appreciation

for your courteous treatment and sin

cere interest in the progress of my

studies and for aiding me, upon com

pletion of your course. to secure a

very desirable position at $140 a

month to start. I am getting on well

and the chances for advancement are

excellent." A. L. Gash.

“I have accepted a good ‘position with

a large manufacturing concern in

Chicago and wish to thank you for

the training your school has given

iiie." Emil B._Johiison.

  

A few of our many other successful

graduates are R. Fowkes, $3,700 a

year; G. Tangorra, $2,800 a year; T.

R. Brown, $2,860 a year.

  

locomotives, and automobiles, designers of tools and special

equipment, makers of aeroplanes, large engineering companies,

in fact all branches of industry need DRAFTSMEN today in

greater numbers and at better salaries than ever before.

“Columbia” Graduates are the Kind of Draftsman

That Are Needed

The properly trained Draftsmen, such as those graduated by the

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING, are the ones who get

the preferred positions and best salaries, and are the ones who

are most greatly in demand. The success of our students demon

strates this fact. Columbia Graduates are filling important posi

tions in big concerns throughout the country. \Ve would like to

send you a book of testimonials from many of our hundreds of

students and graduates whose present highly paid positions as

Draftsmen are the result of their practical training with us. A

few of these letters are here reprinted.

  

  

Drawing Outfit

Furnished Student:

\-’\"c furnish, witho_ut

extra charge, an in

dividual drawing outfit

to all our students for

use throughout the

course. This becomes

your property as soon

as the course has been

paid for.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

The success of your

future depends upon

what you do TODAY.

If you are interested in

learning this interesting

and big paying profes

sion send the following

coupon WITHOUT

DELAY for our Free

catalog of particulars.

Columbia School of

Drafting Dept., 1095

14th & T Sts. N.W.,

\\'ashiiigton, D. C.

No Previous Training Required

As our stndeiits are given practical Drafting work

from the beginning of our course, they grasp the

essentials quickly, so that no previous training or

drafting e_xperience_ of any kind is required to

take_ up this work with_us. You do not even _iieed

a high school education to learn Professional

Drafting as taught by this school and the training

we give you is all that is needed to secure a pQ5i_

tioii as Draftsman (Read Lawrence P. Johnston's

letter).

|--IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I

: Columbia School of Drafting,

I Dept. 1095 14th & T Sts. N.W.,

: Washington, D. C.

: Without obligation to m_e, please send m_e FREE your

I illustrated book of particulars, testimonials from stu

I dents, rates and liberal terms.

: l\'ame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

: Street and No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I _ '

I City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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wer Boat

A Simple, Easily Built Craft That Can Be Constructed

by the Handy Man at Relatively Small Cost

and with Limited Tool Equipment

red-blooded man or boy living near

the water some day gets the “boat

bug", and if this happy disease is al

IT seems to me most every healthy,

lowed to develop sooner or later he"

invests. The purpose of this article is

that he may invest wisely; by investing

we mean building or buying. If he be

enough of a mechanic to build for him

self so much the better, he then knows

exactly what is in the boat.

If you decide to build your own boat

do not attempt to “design it” unless you

have had training along the lines of

technical or practical experience. Se

lect a design that is suited for the

waters in which you intend navigating,

and for your own desires and pocket

book one that has actually been built if

possible, and do not depart from the

design in the least, for I am sure you

will regret it if you do. Successful

designers are not alone technical men

but experienced yachtsmen, and a suc

cessful design seldom if ever represents

one single masterpiece, but invariably

a series of boats of that particular type,

each one an improvement over the other.

A boat that is able to run in water

not much deeper than that required for

an ordinary row boat is given herewith.

The advantages of this type of boat for

shallow, somewhat protected waterways

will be obvious to those living upon or

near some beautiful stream wherein

there is not sufficient depth to float an

ordinary power boat. When this little

craft is afloat and running over bars

and other shallow points the reason for

this paradox is not apparent, for in ap

pearance I have purposely designed her

to convey the effect of a classy little

power boat, of possibly V-bottom con

struction, with an air of “go” to her,

seldom seen in ordinary fiat bottom

boats, which in reality she is. I have

given plans for a flat bottom boat capa

ble of running in about six inches of

water, but with the above water ap

pearance of a graceful little speed boat,

with the advantages of the simple

By A. C. Leitch, N. A.

and cheap construction of the former.

Tunnel for Propeller

The secret of this boat’s success is

in ,a tunnel housing for the propeller

wheel, the said tunnel extending in a

fore and aft direction, being shaped as

shown on the plans forming a part of

this description. This boat is not de

signed for rough water use, it is only

suited for operation upon a somewhat

protected stream, where due to bars and

riffles the ordinary type of power boat

is useless; and is designed for a mod

erate powered, light weight motor, say

from three to six-hp., with the average

revolutions per minute of an ordinary

two-cycle motor, say about 800. With

this power the boat will show a speed

of from 6 to 9 actual miles per hour.

The tunnel housing as here shown is

at its highest point 1 ft. 1%; in. above

the bottom edge of planking. This is

about the size that would be necessary

for the propeller wheel of the largest

size of motor to be used in the craft.

I would suggest before laying the curve

of “Bottom of tunnel planking” down,

you decide upon the size of .motor you

are to use and ascertain from the build

ers of the same, what size and style of

wheel they recommend using in com

bination with their motor.

By infomiing the engine people what

type of boat you are building, giving

them the principal dimensions, etc., you

will have a much more satisfactory out

fit than if anyone else attempted to

give you theoretical data for the same.

You will then know how high to hold

your greatest height of tunnel; arrange

this point so you will have about 1}/2

in. clear all around your propeller, that

is sides and top. Hold the after point

of height, viz. 7%; in. above base line

and the point on section 2 of 2% in.

and gradually flatten the curve of “Bot

tom of tunnel planking” until your

highest point intersects the point about

1% in. clear of the wheel, not forget

ting to change the half breadth of the

2 in. chafing strips down on plan to

also be 7% in. The reason for hold

ing the tunnel only about 1% in. larger

allaround than the wheel is not to

drag any more water than necessary.

Boat Construction Simple

It will be seen by reference to the

illustrations that the construction of

this boat is extremely simple, the most

difficult part being the tunnel or hous

ing for the wheel, but which by the way

enables the craft to lay upon the beach

as well as upon the water without in

jury to any of the motor parts. You

should be able to build and finish the

entire boat exclusive of engine for forty

dollars. I should suggest, if possible,

to build the boat under cover and

preferably in a shed or shop having as

good and level a floor as possible, and

that the boat be constructed upside

down. See sketch marked “Setting up

diagram”, an explanation of which will

be taken up later.

The first step is to mark out full size

sections of your stations; transom to

No. S inclusive, making use of the table

marked “Molded figures”. For this

you should have large sheets of stifi

paper and upon them erect vertical cen

ter lines and near the bottom draw at

right angles a base line (using a large

steel square, making your lines exactly

at right angles and taking your dimen

sions accurately, because upon the ac

curacy of this laying out depends the

success or failure of your boat). This

base line will be the bottom edge of‘

your planking from sections 1 to 4 in

clusive. We will lay out, for instance,

frame three. Having drawn center l'ne

and base line at right angles thereto,

by the use of the steel square, we next

draw a line parallel to the base line

% in. above the same, this being the

moulded height of bottom. Out from

the center line on the moulded bottom

line lay off the half breadth of moulded

chine at station No. 3 or 1 ft. 8% in.

See table of moulded figures.
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Next measure up from the base line

(not the moulded line ;{, in. above the

base line) the moulded height of deck

at station No. 3 or 1 ft. 9% in., then

measure out from the center line the

moulded half breadth of the deck at

side or 2 ft. 4 in., and at the points of

intersection of the two latter mentioned

points erect a line from the spot on

the moulded bottom line. This will

form the moulded side of

half of your boat, next

measure up from the base

line on the center line

6 in. and drfl a line

parallel to the said base

line through the said

point, this is your water

line and will be used

later on as a check. Fol

low this same operation

for all of your sections transom to N0. 5

inclusive, if your paper is not wide

enough glue two sheets together, so you

can lay the entire frame down (both

sides). Mark each drawing clearly,

giving the station numbers, the base

line, the center line and the water

line.

The lines you have now drawn will

not be the exact width of both forward

and after sides of the frames due to

the bevel, but will in all cases except

frame No. 3 where there is practically

no bevel, be the largest side of the

frame, except at the transom where the

forward side will be about M; in. wider

than the after side, due to the boat’s

beam increasing as we go forward up

to frame No. 3, and from this point

forward the forward side of the frames

will be the smaller. When making the

transom cut the same about M; in.

larger all around on the forward sec

tion, the exact bevel may be determined

when fitting the planking.

Be sure to have the exact finished

line marked clearly and sharply on the

after side of the transom. The tran

som may be made of oak % in. thick

and in two pieces joined as shown in

the drawing by a seam batten in. x

1% in. Mark out a deck beam mould

for the data given on a thin piece of

  

Diagram showing how tunnel /or propeller makes a snappy shallow draft

design possible

pine or template board. By the use of

this template you can mark off the ex

act crown of the deck at the different

points, always having the center lines

of the template and your frame or

mould in line and being sure to have

the curve just pass through the two

spots of your moulded deck at sides,

draw this in on all sections. Assum

ing all sections are clearly marked on

the stifif paper the next point is to as

semble your frames or moulds. No. 1

can be built up of cypress or pine, the

size of materials being shown in the

drawings. Mould No. 1 being through

the tunnel it would be wise to fasten a

temporary connecting strip across the

tunnel gap to hold the mould in proper

shape, this strip may be removed when

fitting the tunnel in place. In frame

two, run the bottom members continu

ous and cut it out afterwards to receive

the shaft log.
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How to Construct Frames

Frames 3, 4 and 5 should be made

up as per drawing, omitting the deck

beams, but in their place securely fasten

a temporary cross piece to hold them

in shape. The proper way to construct

the frames is to place your paper tem

plate upon the floor, tacking the four

corners, ‘then finish your floor timber,

which by the way are

also cypress, and may be

ordered from the mill the

exact size, that is, width

and‘ thickness, 4 in. x ;4

in., saw off 'about the

length required, then get

out your uprights or sides

which as seen are M; in.

thick and 3 in. at bot

tom tapering to 2 in. at

top. When all forms are made up as

shown in full lines on sketch “Setting

up diagram cross section”, secure the

temporary bracing as shown in same

diagram in dotted lines which is the

specific construction for frame three. A

center brace is tacked on with the exact

center line marked thereon, the said

'brace in the case of frame 3 to extend

below the line of moulded deck at side

l ft. 4% in.; side and cross bracing

also to be fitted as shown.

Bout Built Upside Down

The boat is to be built upside down

so if on each frame the center and side

braces are extended exactly the dis

tance below the line of moulded deck

at side as indicated on “Setting up dia

gram”. Longitudinal section, the water

line, check lines, placed on the frames,

should all measure about 2 ft. 7% in.
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above your floor line. The temporary

bracing may be of any material you

have on hand, but the form should be

followed substantially as shown, and

be strongly fitted because there is a con

siderable tendency to rack and change

the shape of the sections when bending

on the sides. If any of the sections

shift you will not have a fair boat. Be

fore setting your frames up test them

all over your full size drawings; the

pennanent fastenings in the frames

should be either screws or rivets, well

set up over washers, and I should men

tion the material used for frames

should be straight grained material

without any warp or other blemishes.
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The stem may be made as shown, of

oak having secured to its fore side after

the planks are fitted the false stem, the

seam having the outward curve as

shown to give the boat _a graceful ap

pearance. You will notice by reference

to the cross section of “Setting up dia

gram” that there are no notches shown

to receive the chines, clamp or seam

battens, so the next step is to divide

the length of each side into three equal

parts, and temporarily tack your seam

battens to cover the spots, shifting them

until they fair up nicely, the battens

are to be 1% in. x 5,’; in. white pine

or spruce.

Having faired the battens, mark their
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top and bottom surfaces with a sharp

instrument upon the frames and saw

out the notches to receive them, being

careful to cut them deep enough to

allow their outer surface to come flush

with the outer surface of the after part

of frames 3, 4 and 5, and the fore

part of Nos. 1 and 2 ; space the battens

on both sides exactly alike, now by

planing off the portion of the after side

of frames 1 and 2 and the forward side

of 3, 4 and 5, the amount that shows

outside of the battens after they have

been seated to their exact depth, all

frames will have the exact bevel. The

outside of the battens forward come

flush with the outside of the stem prop

er and may be secured to the same by 

u:
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sufficiently long screws set at an angle.

At the transom the battens must

come flush with the forward face of

same, remembering the after side of

transom is the true moulded side, the

forward face may now be trimmed to

the exact bevel by laying a straight edge

on the battens, after the battens are all

secured to the frames by either copper,

brass or galvanized fastenings the

planking may be gotten out and secured.

Taking a “Spiling”

As shown, there will be three planks

to a side and the seams must come ex

actly on the fore and aft center line of

each batten. In order to do this prop

erly you must take a “spiling”. This

is done in the following manner: Mark

of your Spiling batten and the center

line marked on your seam batten. Say,

for instance, this distance is 3 in., next

place your center point of the dividers

on the fore and aft center line of your

seam batten and swing in a line with

the pencil end of the said dividers on

your spiling batten, repeat this at every

frame, and say at one point midway

between every frame.

Now repeat this operation on the bat

ten edge and you will have a set of

marks near the top edge and a set near

the bottom edge of the spiling board,

remove the board from the frames and

lay it flat upon your planking for side

of boat (better clamp it). Then with

the same dividers set at the same spac

ing, use the lowest point of the curve

for the center of your dividers and

 

I
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clearly the fore and aft center line of

the seam battens on each batten. Se

cure a thin piece of straight grained

wood that will fit between the battens

when bent on naturally, temporarily se

cure this to the frames, next secure a

pair of pencil dividers and open them

to a point just a little wider than the

maximum space between the upper edge

 

swing in a curve on your side plank.

Repeat this for every spot, then un

clamp your spiling board and with a

stiff frame batten connect the spots with

a fine line, and saw the plank out, leav

ing the line for trimming afterwards

with a plane. If you do this work

carefully you will find the plank when

bent on naturally as was the spiling

batten will come exactly to the tore

and aft center line as marked upon the

seam battens. A diagram of the Spiling

board arrangement will be found with

the drawings.

Fastening Side Planks

Side planks are to be of cedar pre

ferred—pine or cypress will do, and

should be screwed to the transom,

frames and stem. Use either galvan

ized or brass screws. The edges of the

planks should be secured by screws or

clinch nail fastenings, spaced about 4

in. centers, fastenings to be galvanized

or copper. The bottom longitudinal

and the chines may be fitted and se

cured in a similar manner to the seam

battens, they are preferably of yellow

pine but may be of white pine or

spruce, spaced and fitted as shown on

the cross sections.

The tunnel sides may be cut accord

ing to the data shown, not forgetting

to cut them high enough to allow for

the M; in. top and the 1% in. fore and

aft clamp, making a total extension of

2%; in. above the moulded line shown

on-line drawing. From the highest

point of the tunnel aft to the transom

carry the sides about level so as to give

ample fastening for the bracket piece

shown; to make a good connection to

the transom. The transom being made

of two pieces joined by a seam batten

as shown and further stiffened by ver

tical cypress strips 3 in. deep 1 in.

wide, well screwed up and so disposed

as to take the sides of the tunnel; all

as shown.

Bottom Planking

The bottom planking 6 in. x -}'j in.

cedar is run crosswise and should be

carefully fitted and held to the chine

and longitudinal battens by screws

(three to each end of plank), planks to

run continuously from side to side of

boat, the tunnel top should be care

fully fitted and secured in the same

manner. The outer longitudinal rub

bing strip of 2 in. x % in. yellow pine

may now be fitted, either riveted or

screwed. Run an occasional rivet

through inner and outer longitudinal to

tie both well together. Now finish off

the bottom and trim the overhanging

edges of the bottom planking to follow

the tumble of the sides. Cut away the

temporary framing and turn the boat

over. Set the 2 in. x 1% in. clamps as

shown to the upper inboard edge of the

frames, use spruce for the clamp, white

pine or cypress; rivet through plank

frame and clamp, set up on washers

and between the clamp and the sides of

the boat fit blocks every 6 or 8 in to

fill up the space left there, use through

rivets here also. The half round bead

ing IX, in. x 1% in. of oak may be

secured by screws. The deck beams
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cut to suit the curve of deck beam

mould may now be fitted, they are

notched into the clamp. The sides of

the boat and the head of the frames

and clamp may be cut to the proper

level by use of the beam mould. The

shaft log as shown is about from 2 in.

to 3 in. thick oak fitted as shown, care

being taken to have the bottom surface

fit perfectly to the bottom curve of the

tunnel screw thorugh the planking into

the log, first smearing both surfaces

well with white lead.

Simple Shaft Log Construction

I believe the simplest way to con

struct a shaft log is in two pieces, that

is, with a vertical longitudinal seam,

the inner surfaces being nicely dressed,

batten, all as shown on the longitudinal

inboard section, the bed may be en

tirely of yellow pine.

Fit a V2 in. round galvanized or

brass bar around the forward edge of

stem running same well down on cen

ter chafing strip. The rudder is oak

1 in. thick, shaped and hung as shown.

The tiller should be substantially as

shown in order to allow the ensign staff

to be stepped as far aft as possible, the

tiller may be made up or purchased.

The strut is to be cast bronze V-shaped

having either side pads for securing to

the sides of the tunnel or top pads for

securing to top of tunnel, in either case

the fastenings must be through bolts

well_ set up on a doubling strip, secured

to the inside of the boat.
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to cool and remove the clay. It may

be necessary to use a Stilson wrench to

start the shaft, work a little oil in with

it and it should turn easily in a short

while. The purpose of applying the

lamp black to the shaft is to prevent

the babbitt from adhering to the shaft.

The fine black dots on the deck plan

indicate that the deck is to be canvas

covered. If you do cover with canvas

you may use a poorer grade of deck

ing, paint the deck with a priming coat,

then thoroughly paint the bottom side

of the canvas; stretch it in place while

the paint is wet, bringing it down along

the sheer and tacking same with cop

per or galvanized tacks, then put your

half round beading over the portion ex

tending down over the sides. The top

may then be painted.
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SETTING UP DIHGRHM

  

then bolted together, care being taken

to keep the line of bolts clear of the

line of shaft and also the base line to

which the log is to be finished, then

after finishing to curve of the boat as

explained above, take out of boat and

open up and after marking center line

for angle of shaft, instead of boring

hole gouge out half the diameter in

each half of the log, smear the sides

well with white lead and replace your

bolts, galvanized iron or brass, and se

curely set up nuts on washers, or bet

ter still, rivet head over washers in

stead of using nuts. The location for

the hole in the bottom of the boat may

be readily found and bored with an

auger.

The exact shape of motor foundation

will depend upon the particular motor

you select, but in general it should be

two fore and aft members extending a

little beyond frames 2 and 3 and

notched into them and having two cross

timbers joining them together at the

Strut Construction

In designing the strut make your pat

tern for the inside of the boss for re

ceiving the shaft at least % in. larger

than the shaft, then after the strut is

secured and the shaft placed into the

shaft log and the inboard stuffing box,

and the shaft nicely lined up, babbitt

the bearing. This may be done by coat

' ing the shaft well with lamp black

previously filing the inside of the boss

fairly bright and cutting one or two

good grooves into it, place a ball aroimd

the other end, leaving a good size open

ing at the top for pouring.

It is assumed you have some means

for melting the babbitt metal (white

brass), the metal should be heated un

til it will nearly char pine, but before

pouring your hot babbitt, heat your

bearing and clay with a gasoline torch

and be sure there is no water in the

boss, then pour your molten metal until

it runs out of the vent at the top, allow

On the outboard profile of this little

boat a canvas spray hood is indicated,

this need not be fitted, it simply being

indicated to show the boat, though flat

bottomed, to have the same classy ap

pearance as the V-bottom boat design.

In a boat of some speed where now

and then choppy water is encountered

the spray hood keeps the engine dry

and makes the boat more seaworthy, in .

as much as you are not at all apt to

ship a head sea. It should not be neces

sary to caulk the boat. Run a little

water into her before launching to swell

the seams. If you find she makes too

much water at any time it is an easy

matter to “haul out on the beach” and

drive the necessary cotton as caulking

into the seams.

In Transylvania natural gas has been

cracked by heat and a mixture of tar and

soot obtained. This mixture was used as

the basis for the manufacture of arc light

carbons.
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The Story of Artificial Abrasives*

N old bi-polar dynamo strained

A to the limit of capacity to main

tain an arc in a fumace made

up of an iron bowl and electric light

carbon played a very large part in the

industrial history of this country and

gave to the world a substance so hard

and sharp that it takes its place next

to the diamond._ The man who placed

a little mud -and coke in the bowl with

the hope that a new substance would be

formed was 'Dr. Edward Goodrich

Acheson; the place, Monongahela City,

Pa.; the time, in the late ’80s. When Dr.

Acheson removed the mass of heated

material from his “furnace” nothing

was present that would have received

the attention of the average man. Dr.

Acheson was an experimenter; he was

not satisfied with a superficial examina

tion of the material he had taken from

his improvised furnace. He looked

  

By Raymond Francis Yates

that would have brought a pound of it

to the magnificent figure of $800. So

runs the story of Carborundum. Today

this substance is being produced by the

|||||i|||lmm||II!IIllllllllttllltlullllvII|VIIm|1|uv>l||||||l| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| Ill ||||||||||||||||||||||||| lh

  

A few years ago the world sharpened

its tools, ground its dies and polished

its work by the aid of emery. The

emery wheel could not cut fast, was

unable to hold its shape ahd wore

away rapidly, but it was the best

article available at that time. The

whole tool and machine industry of

the world depended upon the emery

wheel. With the discovery and cheap

production of Carborundum, the ma

chine industry was revolutionized.

Carborundum bows only to the dia

mond in point of hardness. Its keen.

brittle crystals tut /ast and clean. The

advent of Carborundum made possible

many things that were theretojore

unattainable.-Emron.

....1.I-Z................-.....,t.~............,...,..-...............-t"W...-...-................................~.

borundum furnaces are long, trough

like structures with graphite electrodes

arranged at each end. These electrodes

carry the current to a central core made

up of carbonaceous materials. During

the operation of the device the tem

perature of this core reaches 4060 de

grees Fahr. The raw materials (coke

and sand) are placed about the core

and the terrific heat of the core is com

municated to them. Each furnace has

a capacity of 2000 electrical horse

power and this amount of energy is

expended for a period of 36 hours be

fore the complete chemical transforma

tion has taken place. The walls of a

Carborundum furnace are of a collapsi

ble nature and at the end of each run

they are taken down to facilitate the

removal of the Carborundum crystals

which are present in great iridescent

masses about the carbon core.

 

One of the great furnaces used in the production of Carborundum. The interior of this /urnare reaches a temperature of over 4000° Fahr.

closely and found a few little crystals

clinging to the carbon electrode. The

crystals were taken off and rubbed

across a piece of glass; they scratched.

Further experiments showed that these

tiny crystals were so hard that they

could scratch the surface of a_diamond.

These crystals were carefully collected,

and placed in a vial. The substance was

called Carborundum and sold to a dia

mond polisher in New York at a price
 

It is made into

powders, coated

ton—by the carload.

grinding wheels,

papers, etc.

Carborundum is born within the

blinding whiteness of the electric fur

nace. It is here where the elements

silicon (in the form of sand) and car

bon (in the form of coke) are caused

to unite chemically, the resulting sub

stance being Carborundum which is

recognized by the expression SiC. Car

The Carborundum crystals taken

from the furnace are crushed under

great revolving stones after which the

particles are thoroughly washed and

graded. The grinding of the grains

is brought about by a very ingenious

device. A long incline is made up of

screens with various meshes; starting

with very fine screens at the top and

ending with a very coarse screen at the

bottom. The screens are oscillated and

‘Photographs for this article were furnished through the courtesy of the Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
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Puddling Carburzmdum wheels. The

mixture of grains and bond are

plared in the large /Orms

shown
  

J

A row of great vitrifying

kilns in which the abrasive

wheels are placed. The kilns are

brought to the required tempera~

ture by a (val fire which is placea

underneath them

The grading or screening

room where the Carborundum

grains are separated armrding to

their size
0

.‘. -
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the grains starting at the top gradually

-bound down the incline until they reach

the screen that permits their passage.

Abrasive wheels are made up of

_grains held together by means of what

is known as a bond. The bond may be

a vitrifying clay, sodium silicate, rub

ber or shellac. The vitrified process

is the most widely used. The grains

are first thoroughly mixed with the

fusable clay in the proper proportions.

The smaller wheels are pressed to shape

under the ram of a hydraulic press

while the larger wheels are formed by

what is known as the “puddling”

process. In this proc

ess the grain-clay mix

ture is puddled with

water and cast into

moulds where it is al

lowed to dry. After

the mass has dried suf

ficiently, it is mounted

and turned true on

an especially designed

lathe.

The puddling proc

-ess produces a wheel

with a greater porosity

than those made by the

pressed process. This

-is to be expected owing

to the fact that pres

sure is not applied in

the former case.

After the grinding

wheels are formed by

-one of the two processes

mentioned above they

must be packed in

sagers and placed in

t h e vitrifying kiln

which is then hermeti

cally sealed and '

brought to the required

temperature. U n d e r

this treatment the clay

that forms a part of the

wheel fuses or vitrifies

and forms a hard mat

rix which incases the

a b r a s i v e particles.

After the baking proc

ess is over, the kiln is

allowed to cool slowly

and the wheels are removed to the

lathe room, where they are again

mounted on a lathe and trued up, this

time with a diamond-pointed tool as

the wheels are in a more finished

condition and exhibit their -abrasive

properties more than before.

After being trued, the wheels are

tested for speed. They are mounted

‘upon a spindle and brought to a speed

which is consistent with their size and

weight. This speed is always con

siderably above that for which they

are guaranteed. This is done to elimi

nate accidents due to bursting wheels

when they are placed in use. During

the speed tests the wheels are entirely

covered so that should they burst no

 

one will be injured by fiying pieces.

Silicate wheels are made by mixing

the silicate of soda with the proper

amount of grain. This mixture is

placed into moulds and put into a bak

ing oven which brings about almost

complete dehydration. After being

trued and inspected the wheels are then

ready for shipment.

The physical nature of abrasive

wheels can be carefully regulated in

the manufacturing process. The grit,

grade and bond are under almost pe.'

fect control and wheels can be pro

duced with properties that suit them to

 

Loading a kiln with wheels. When the kiln is sealed and brought to the re

quired temperature, the clay mixed -with the abrasive particles fuses, forming

a hard matrix

almost any task they may be called

upon to do. In the case of vitrified

wheels, ceramic experts are employed

to keep watch over the clays used and

to choose the proper clay for each dif

ferent grade of wheels. The grade of

a wheel is really determined by not

only the nature of the clay but by the

mixture of clay and grain. The larger

the percentage of clay, the “harder”

the wheel will be. The greater the mass

of clay in a wheel, the more difficult it

will be for the abrasive particles to

break away from their seat after they

have become dull. Thus, the wheel is

said to be hard. “Soft” wheels are

made by using a comparatively low

percentage of clay so that the abrasive

_grit from 6 to 220.

particles leave their setting when they

become dull or partially so. In this

way wheels can be made that are suit

able for practically any kind of work.

From the fore-running it will be seen

that the grade of a wheel is important.

The grit of a wheel is the size of the

particles that go to make it up. This

is always designated by a number. If

a wheel has a grit of 60, this means

that its particles are capable of passing

through a screen with 60 meshes to

the square inch. »

Shellac wheels are made by using

shellac as the bonding material. After

the grains are thor

oughly -mixed with the

shellac in the proper

proportions, the wheels

are pressed to shape and

placed in an electric

oven and baked. These

wheels are used for

special operations.

Rubber wheels are

made by pressing abra

sive particles into rub

ber sheets as they pass

under heated rollers.

When heated, the rub

ber is capable of im

bedding the grain in its

fibre. When the rub

ber has been filled with

. the specified amount of

grain, the wheels or

discs are punched out.

By means of this proc

ess wheels can be pro

duced with remarkable

thinness and owing to

their elasticity they can

be revolved at very

high speeds.

Grinding stones are

made in much the same

manner as wheels. The

grain, or powder, is

thoroughly mixed with

the bond, pressed to

shape and baked. After

the baking process is

completed, the stones

are squared by holding

them against large

discs revolving in a horizontal plane,

A mixture of Carborundum powder and

water is used upon the surface of the

disc. The stones are manipulated by

hand, several workmen being stationed

at each disc.

Abrasive grains of all sizes are pre

pared for the market. They range in

Beyond this the

grains are sold in powder form. In

place of being graded by screen, pow

ders are graded by floating them on

water. The powder that floats the

longest is the finest. These powders are

represented by the letters F, FF and

FFF, which is the finest. Powders finer

than those mentioned above are known

as minute powders.
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The Heat Treatment of Tool Steel

N the average magazine article pur

porting to offer instruction to the

experimenter, model maker and

mechanic, in the art of treating the

various tools he has to work with, we

usually are able to sum the instruc

tions up to the following: “Heat the

tool to a cherry red and draw to a dark

purple.”

In times long since passed, such a

rule may have answered most purposes

for at that time only the ordinary

straight carbon steels were used. Even

then it must have been of a doubtful

value to the mechanic as a reliable rule

to follow; for what looks like a dull

red to one man will appear to another

as a dark yellow and so on. Another

factor having much to do with proper

heat to be applied is the percentage of

carbon contained in the steel.

It will be patent then to anyone fa

miliar with the action of heat on steel

that if ‘a piece containing 1.5 per cent

carbon were heated to the same tem

perature that a piece containing .55

per cent would require, the first piece

would be burnt and worthless as far

as its cutting qualities were concerned.

It necessarily follows that in order to

get the best results and the longest ser

vice from a piece of tool steel it is of

paramount importance that the carbon

content be ascertained, and the proper

heat be applied, most suitable to that

content. Also, that the tool be quenched

or plunged in the most suitable medium.

This will also depend on the carbon

content of the steel, and a suitable table

is given elsewhere in this article, show

ing the proper heat and the proper

quenching bath for different types of

steel, including the chrome-nickel,

chrome-vanadium, and the tungsten (or

high speed) steels.

However, the purpose of this article

is to offer some definite and reliable

information for practical work and not

to go into the intricate and technical

principles involved. It is a matter of

long and persistent study and research

for those interested in the theory and

metallurgy of steel.

It must not be forgotten that if the

steel to be treated contains other hard

ening agents such as chrome, silicon or

tungsten, we are obliged to look at the

work from a slightly different angle

and this will be the subject of a future

article.

In treating steel there is no set of

hard and fast rules by which to be

governed, as the character of work to

be performed, the temper of the steel,

the kind of service to be used in, will

all necessitate different processes in

treating the tool. But, in all cases it

By Warren S. Dunlap

must be remembered that the steel

should be brought up to the proper

heat, and should be the same tempera

ture clear through, and not have any

dark spots. Plenty of time should be

consumed in heating, and the instant

it reaches the proper temperature it

should be withdrawn from the fire and

plunged in the bath and left there until

cold. If the proper heat has been ap

plied there is little or no danger of _

cracking except in very high carbon

steel and these should be quenched in

oil which will not cause breakage.

In treating long reamers or other

tools, never lay them in the water or

oil length-wise, but end-wise and as

quickly as possible, otherwise it will

warp and distort the tool so that it will

the muffle furnace and protects the tool

from harm. In addition it enables you

to see the correct color of the steel.

If a nice finish is desired on the

hardened tool, dip it in water when

cold, and roll in powdered boracic

acid. Then place in the fire until it

has been heated to about 400° Fahr.,

take out of fire and again dip in the

acid, making sure every part is covered

by the glass-like film. Replace in the

fire and treat in the regular manner.

The acid will fall off in the quenching

bath. The tool should be of a frosted

silver color and very nice looking when

this is done properly.

Below is given the most suitable

steels to be used for the different classes

of tools and they may be obtained from

 

be worthless. In fact, all tools should any reliable steel manufacturer:

NGMG Of C0107 0] Quenching Draw 10

Tool _ Temper‘ Hardening Heat Bath ___ (Color)

Chisels . . . . . . . . .. .60— .75 Bright Water D rk Straw

Cherry Red (480 F.)

(1400 F.)

Drills . . . . . . . . . .. .8S—15 l)ull Water" Pale Yellow

Che"? Red Oil (400 F.)

(1350 F.)

Reamers, TL1|):.... .75—- .90 Medium Water" Straw Yellow

Cherry Red (470 F.)

(1375 F.)

Springs . . . . . . . . .. .5l}— .65 Red Oil Dark Straw

(l425 F.) (480 F.)

‘Carbon’. "Water for low carbon. Oil for high carbon.

 

be dipped in the bath end-wise whether

long or short.

If a tool to be treated has any holes

in it for bolts or screws, always fill

these holes with fire clay or asbestos

before treating as breakage is almost

sure to follow if this is not done, espe

cially in the case of the very high car

bon steels (most drill rod is in this

class).

Some shops use tools made of ma

chinery steel (.25 to .40 C.) and put

them through a case-hardening process,

but this is a doubtful procedure and

the tools are not as strong or reliable

as those made from the correct steel.

However, case-hardened steel has its

field of usefulness elsewhere, aside from

the fine tool field, and it justifies itself

there.

Last, but not least, never place a

piece of fine steel in a coal or coke

fire so that it comes in contact with the

fuel. If you do, it will be ruined as

the thin edges will be blistered and

burnt and there will, in all probability,

be a soft skin of de-carbonized steel

formed on the surface. Always lay a

piece of pipe in the fire and the tool

in the pipe. This gives the effect of

If the steel contains chrome or sili

con, it will need a somewhat lower

hardening heat than ~those given above,

about 2 per cent, but the draw will be

the same. If it is a vanadium or

nickel steel the heat should be raised

about 3 per cent, and draw the same.

If it is desired to treat tungsten or

lzigh speed steel, the proper method is

to pre-heat the tool to a bright red

(1500 Fahr.) then bring to a white

heat quickly_ (1,9.7S.- 2100 Fahr.)

quenching in oil until.cold; next re

place in the fire and bring up to a very

dull red (900 Fahr.) and allow tool to

cool off in the open air. This makes

a very hard, tough tool with unexcelled

cutting qualities, and while the better

grades of high speed steel cost from

five to ten times more than carbon steel

it is more economicil ~for some classes

of work, as a properly treated tool made

of it will hold an edge when smoking

hot and is capable of doing a tremen
dous amount of work. i

In the case of a tap or hand reamer

it would be folly to make them of this

material as one could not commence to

operate the mat anywhere near an

efficient speed by hand. But where a

(Continued on page 421)
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Makeshift Crankshaft Repairs for

Obsolete Engines

HEN-the crankshaft of an auto

mobile engine breaks, the best

method of repair is to replace the injured

member with a new one, as most repairs

are very costly and not at all certain.

Sometimes the car is an old model no

longer manufactured or it may be a

foreign car for which repairs would be

difficult to obtain. The oxy-acetylene

or therrnit welding methods may be

used for repairing, or the crankshaft

may be made to serve for a time by a

mechanical repair.

The four throw crankshaft is shown

at A, Fig 1, has broken in one of the

_ _ -Dr///ed/1'0/es

' in Webs

Before assembling the crank webs

are heated to enlarge the holes some

what and the cool pin is drawn in place

by the special fixture shown at D, Fig.

1. The construction of the fixture is

clearly outlined at E, Fig. 1. It con

sists of two forcing plates drawn to

gether by substantial bolts. After the

crank webs are forced in place against

the shouldered portions of the new

crank joumal and allowed to cool, as a

further precaution; holes can be drilled

through the web and pin-reamed for

taper pins, which are driven in and

headed over. The keys insure that the

SQUARING THE CIRCLE

BY Pnor. T. O’CoNNoR SLOANE

' I ‘HERE are certain problems

which in past ages have occupied

a peculiar position in science.

For many generations finding the longi

tude at sea was an unsolved problem.

The sextant, or rather its predecessors,

the old wooden and ivory quadrant, the

astrolabe and other crude instruments

enabled the approximation of the lati

tude to be obtained, but not the longi

tude. At last the problem was solved

by no new scientific discovery or mathe

matical calculation, but simply by the

production of a clock which would

either keep time, which it rarely does,

C/amp/ng P/alea

Ii ‘

\

‘l‘Drawing Nufs "

  

.~-~c=- ~-l New Bearing Shaff

Fig. 1. Showing steps in turning ofl broken main joumal pin and replacing with new main journal shaft

main journals. The first step is to

turn off the broken parts flush to the

crank webs in a lathe. To prevent

springing of the shaft under the tool

cut, blocking may be clamped between

the webs as shown at A, Fig. 2. The

end of the shaft is gripped in a chuck,

or centers are used and the shaft steady

rested and turned by a dog, whichever

method is considered preferable by the

mechanic doing the work. Holes are

then drilled in the webs as shown at B,

Fig. 1, and two keyways are cut in, 90

degrees apart. The hole should be

about % the diameter of the new jour

nal piece which is turned from a piece

of SO carbon steel or Special chrome

vanadium alloy steel if available. The

piece is shown at C, Fig. 1. The di

mension E conforms to the length of

the bearing; the turned down portions

G are as long as the web is thick. The

diameter F should be about .002 in.

larger than the hole in the web so it

will be a force fit. Keyways are cut

in the ends of the pin to correspond to

those cut in the crank webs and keys

are carefully fitted.

webs will not turn relative to the jour

nal, the taper pins insure against

spreading, though if the force fit is

properly made, this is a remote con

tingency.

The built-up crankshafts of some en

gines, notably those used on motorcycles

employ the method of crankpin reten

tion shown at B, Fig. 2. The holes in

the webs may be reamed tapering and

the replacement pin machined to fit. In

this case, nuts on the pin itself may be

used to keep the crankshaft parts in

place. The nuts must be thin enough

so as not to interfere with any parts

as the crankshaft revolves. If the break

comes in the rear main joumal, as at

C, Fig. 2, the repair is made in a sim

ilar manner. In this case the part for

replacement may be shouldered or

tapered and drawn firmly into the hole

in the crank web by a clamp nut, care

being taken to key it in a positive man

ner. If autogenous welding apparatus

is available, the most satisfactory and

really permanent repairs may be made

by this method.

or which would run day in and day out

with a uniform rate of error.

Lunars, as observations of the moon

for longitude are termed, had a certain

vogue, but their complication and the

fact that small instrumental or observa

tional errors were greatly magnified in

the final result, have caused their gen

eral abandonment.

What the future of wireless teleg

raph_v_ has in store for the navigation

of ships IS open to conjecture. There

is every reason to believe that it may

take the problem of the longitude to a

great extent out of the clockmaker’s

hands and give it to the electrician. It

is fascinating to think of what radio

telegraphy may have in store for the

sea navigator as well as for the aero

plane pilot.

One of the most famous of the un

solved problems of the world is the

squaring of the circle. This means a

method of finding the side of a square

whose area will be equal to that of a
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circle of a given diameter. This re

solves itself into finding the ratio be

tween the diameter and circumference.

One of the lessons of childhood touches

on this ratio. How many of us have

been taught that three times across the

circle is once around it, which would

be a very valuable and interesting fig

ure except that it isn’t so.

The factor by which the diameter is

multiplied is symbolized or_designated

by the Greek letter ", pronounced pi;

it is supposed to be the initial of “peri

phery.” The efforts to find it go back
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thousands of years. Archimedes, before

the Christian era, put it between 3 1/7

and 310/71. ‘The first of these is a

little over the mark about 13/30,000 too

big. The second one is too small by

about half the same error, so by averag

ing them a reasonably close approxima

tion would have resulted.

Another of the old-time factors was

the square root of 10 \/10, which is

worse. The Arabians attribute this ap

proximation to the Hindus, so it is fair

to say that it goes back into remote

antiquity. If you want a square root for

a factor try \/9.87——-this is quite close.

The Chinese x is 3 7/50, about as bad

as the Hindu factor. Copernicus, a few

hundred years ago, put it at 3 17/120,

which is a very good approximation,

whose error is about 17/300,000.

It was at the end of the 16th century

that a Netherland mathematician, Peter

Metius, evolved the fraction 355/113,

which is extremely close to the mark

so close that its use is to be highly

recommended for those who prefer vul

gar fractions to decimals. It is com

puted that the error for a circle of 100

feet diameter would be less than 1/12

inch of the circumference; the error by

Archimedes figures would be between

one and two inches. A later mathemati

cian, Ludolf Van Ceulen, calculated the

value of K to 35 places of decimals and

in his honor the Germans call K the

“Ludolfian number.” The error with

35 places of decimals is inconceivably

  

small. The reader can cipher it out, if

he is so disposed.

It is said that Metius distinguished

himself by evolving his fraction 355/

113 to surpass a rival, Simon Van

Eyck. The error comes in the 7th deci

mal place; the comparison below shows

the astonishing approximation by so

simple a fraction:

Metius’s factor 355/113 3.1415928

True value of K 3.141592-{

The value of x can never be fully

determined as it involves an endless

decimal which can be extended as far

A

\\\\\ ,

.--Steady R¢s+

construction at B

as desired without ever reaching an end.

For practical use 3 1/7 or 22/7 is fre

quently close enough—3S5/113 is close

enough for anything short of astronomi

cal dimensions. It would give the

moon’s orbit within about 200 yards if

it were a circle. A very usual decimal

is 3.1416. This is less than 1/30,000

wrong and is applicable to about all

mechanical calculations of the more

exact kind. Never use the factor 3—it is

too far off the mark.

If you like to use percentages multi

ply the diameter by 3 and add to the

result 4.7%. This is fairly close. A

circle 1 foot in diameter would measure

approximately 3 feet -1- 3 X 4.7% or

3.141 feet in circumference by this

method. This is closer to the truth than

the 22/7 factor would give it.

Moron CARS FOR RAILROADS

HE use. of motor cars in connec

tion with railway transporation

has developed very slowly. Of the vari

ous disadvantages which kept the in

temal combustion engine off the rail

ways, the chief were the limited effi

cient speed range of the engine itself,

the absence of a satisfactory means of

building up a train speed from a dead

stop, and the high cost of operation

and maintenance.

During recent years, however, war

conditions have greatly improved the

standard and emciency of motor ve

hicles of the motor omnibus and truck
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type, and the alternations in railway

and motor costs have greatly improved

the relative position of the automobile.

The author of an article in Canadian

Machinery describes a standard omni

bus for twenty passengers set on a

flanged wheel chassis. Two of these

motor-buses are running on a standard

gauge railway 15 miles long. A three

times-a-day service used to be main

tained with a steam propelled mixed

train, now the service has been in

creased with a greatly reduced staff.

On another system two cars have

:I

Method of supporting damaged crankshaft in lathe for turning ofl broken main bearing ‘shaft shown al .4. Built-up crqnkshaj:

been coupled together at the back to

obviate the necessity of turning round

at the end of the journey. In this way

one car is alternately the engine car

and the trailer, and the speed between

stations is 40 miles per hour. A very

slow and inefficient service has thus

been converted into an excellent one.

A third type of rail motor—car is

driven off the track at the terminus and

turned like an ordinary motor-bus, this

being preferably on a square paved with

stone, to prevent damage to the road

from the wheels. The rail car is then

driven on to the rails again. These

methods of eliminating the expense of

turntables or similar devices have

proved expeditious and satisfactory.

The 'scarcity of tin during the war has

had the effect of drawing attention to cad

mium as a substitute in the making of sol

der. 20,000 tons of tin are needed annually

for this purpose in the United States. It

is believed that 600 tons of cadmium could

be recovered from the dust of zinc smelters

alone, instead of the trivial amount, 100 tons,

now recovered annually. Germany is sup

posed to have used the comparatively rare

metal for this purpose during her blockade

early in the war. One pound of cadmium

goes as far as three to five pounds of tin in

the manufacture of solder.

Another odd instance of the killing of

germs is to the effect that lemon juice,

vinegar, white wine or alcohol have the

power of killing in five seconds the coli

bacilli in the oyster to the extent of 40%

to 80% of the organisms present. The epi

cure in flavoring his oysters kills the germs.

\
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of this issue.

in figure 5 will show that these, singly

or some combination of them, constitute

all the movements of any body in the

three dimensions.

one axis, more often a combination of

two and frequently on all three axis

that requires immediate adjustment or

manipulation of controls when doing

the so-called “stunts.”

Building A/Two-Passenger Seaplane

CONTROL ELEMENTS

PART 7

HERE are three kinds of stabil

ity necessary to consider in the

design of an airplane. Dynamic

stability, that which maintains the

equilibrium of the airplane in flight.

Static balance which is necessary to

manipulate the machine from its posi

tion at rest to its flying speed and vice

versa. To the layman this is perhaps

overlooked but to the pilot it is an es

sential that constitutes the greatest

flying problem. Its influence is de

cidedly felt when adverse conditions

arise, that is, in maneuvering over the

ground and when accelerating to take

off and in landing, especially in forced

landings. Aside of the very rare acci

dents in the air such as fire, failure of

over-stressed parts and those due to

combat, the only real problem is that

of landing. This will be explained in

the last article of the series.

The static balance has been carc

fully considered in the design of this

airplane in that the pontoons have been

lengthened and are more than 100 per

cent. over capacity for flotation. The

wheel landing gear has been strength

ened and placed well forward of the

center of gravity to prevent nosing over.

Inherent stability is that which tends

to balance the machine automatically

as is to be explained in a later article.

Of course inherent, static, and dynamic

balance operates on the X-Y- and Z

axis as depicted graphically in the

fuselage diagram in the January edi

tion of this magazine and in figure 5

A study of the diagram

It is a movement on

The movement on the X axis is called

Rolling and is similar to a ship in a

side sea.

Stability. On the X axis it is called

“Pitching” as it nautically and aero

nautically is known as Longitudinal or

Fore and Aft Stability, controlled by

the elevators.

Z axis is called Yawing and is known

as the Directional Stability attended to

by the rudder.

is controlled by the ailerons, as shown

in Fig. 1, which are actuated by a

5/32nds of an inch cable easily traced

and clearly defined in illustration. All

This is known as Lateral

The motion about the

The Lateral Stability

By Charles E. Muller

Consulting Aeronautical Engineer

control cables are usually in duplicate

for a very high safety factor which is

required by the govemment. However,

it is not considered necessary in this

machine as the single cables are sufli

ciently over-size. All control wires are

always kept taut, i.e., one wire takes‘ up

the stresses applied while the compen

sating wire is played out in such a

manner that as little slack as possible

is permitted.

Caution must be observed that no

control wires are ever tensioned highly

enough to cause a binding tendency,

especially of the ailerons. In the early

tails of this hom appear in plate 4,

Fig. 21.) A turn-buckle is placed in

this cable between the pulley on seat

sills and the outer wing section approx

imately a foot from fuselage covering.

The upper and lower horns are

bolted through blocking attached to the

framework supported by brass or tin

strap bindings well braded with es

cutcheon pins by 4 3/16" steel bolts as

shown in Figs. 7 and 8, plate 10. They

are braced by 3 No. 12 hard-drawn

wires, as shown. ' These are anchored

to the trailing edges where they are

braced by ribs that act as compression
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ailerons on top and lo\ver wings con

nected together only on the respective

sides. They were held horizontally by

air pressure during flight, actuated by

units independent of the opposite side

acting as lifting surfaces only. In

modern practice they are compensating

while one side lifts the opposite side is

depressed. Tracing the aileron cable

from the Joy Stick quadrant Fig. 2,

on through the pulleys on the seat

sills, thence to the under pulley attached

to the main wing bar in the outer wing

section on to the lower aileron pylon

shown at Fig. 8, plate 10. (The de

  

in plate 11 with instructions for mak

ing wire terminals should suffice for all

wire work required. You will observe "

that all control cable terminals are

attached to shackles. All other wires

are attached to small anchorage plates,

shackles and fitting lugs. The wire

connecting the overhead aileron pylons

is_ called the compensating wire. It

should have a turnbuckle near its center

for adjustment and for convenience in

disassembling the machine.

The Joy Stick actuates the ailerons

by a side-wise motion and the elevators

by a fore and aft motion. If the joy
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Stick be considered as rigidly fixed, one

may liken the stick as an integral bar,

pushing it in the direction in which he

wishes the machine to go. Pushing for

ward to descend, pulling backward to

ascend, to the right to lower the wing

on that side, etc., remembering the ma

chine normally pivots on the axis as

shown in Fig. S, plate 10. _

The rudder, however, is directly op

posite in its movement; you push the

bar on the side to which you wish to

tum. This is just opposite to the bob

sled, as you may readily see in Fig. 4.

The reason this is done is to obviate

the need of crossing the wires. How

ever, it is optional, one may cross the

wires and the same relative motion may

be applied to the rudder that applies to

the Stick. The mastering of these

movements are absolutely necessary be

fore flight is attempted. It is usually

acquired by the student holding the Joy

Stick lightly while the pilot manoeu

vers the machine in dual control types.

Later the rudder bar is likewise

learned, then combinations are tried as

frequently and instinctively, some com

bination of all three are required to be

executed almost instantaneously, espe

cially during gusty weather when near

the ground. This will be explained

thoroughly in the last article of this

series. I shall try to convince the

readers that there is absolutely nothing

in flying that a normal man or woman

with steady nerves, machine and

weather right, may not acquire.

The Joy Stick may be made of a

straight grained piece of reliable hic

kory, white oak or ash, 1%," at the butt,

which must be bolted in the socket,

tapering to about 1 inch with ‘a knob

at the top or rubber taped. A piece of

1%" tubing with a hardwood core may

be used. The fittings shown in Fig. 2,

plate 10, quadrant bearings, yoke

sockets, etc., may be aluminum castings

or built-up steel fittings, as the builder

wishes.

Wiring

Aviation cable is used where there is

excessive vibration or wear over the

pulleys, principally because of the

warning it gives by broken strands if

over-stressed. Vigilant inspection should

be given as instructed later. Hard

drawn wire may be cracked or badly

stretched without detection, so there

fore are not used for the more important

wires such as lift wires. It is recom

mended that the four main wing lift

wires be 3/16" cable, approximately

4,200 pounds tensile strength, for a

safety factor of 10 or on double wires

20. The landing cables will be ample

if of V3" diameter, approximately 2,000

pounds. The landing gear cables should

be 7/32" cables. The stagger wires

may be of N0. 12 hard—drawn wire

Turn-buckles are recommended for all

wire to make the necessary adjustment

required after hard landings.

A close study of Fig. 6 will show

how the wire and cable terminals are

made. The cables are spliced and sol

dered as shown or tumed back to at

least 12 diameters of the cable over a

thimble and wound with soft steel wire,

then soldered. Sometimes the loop,

which must be ample, is wound with a

copper wire serving in lieu of the

thimbles.

The hard wire is looped over a pin

or bolt three or four times the wire

diameter with a bend free_from any

kink with sufficient length to take hold

of the end to bend back over the coil,

Fig. 6. The surplus may be easily

snapped off by filing a nick in it and

then flexing it. The coil must be of

hard drawn wire tightly and closely

wound at least ten times. The loop is

then dipped in soldering paste (acid is

tabooed by experts), then in a pot of

molten solder.

It is urgently recommended that sev

eral of these terminals be made for

practice before attempting to cut the

wires to length. A certain allowance

must be known before it is safe to cut '

the wires to length. Make up the

largest ones first, as, if there is any

discrepancy or error, they will make

the shorter ones by cutting to the re

quired length.

A very easily and satisfactory made

loop is accomplished by placing a fer

rule sawed from a piece of copper tub

ing (16 gauge) whose diameter will

permit its being flattened to an oval

that will just admit the wire and the

tumed-back end. The same dimen

sions and method is shown in Fig. 6

(hard drawn loops) will suffice. This

method is now nearly obsolete and not’

recommended. A cheap substitute for

a turn-buckle will be diagrammatically

explained next issue.

The framework of the control mem

bers, shown on plate 11, are of the

general standard type and sufficiently

clear to guide one in the designing of

these components for the Seaplane.

The rudder of the Seaplane is a bal

anced one. The general construction is

the same as shown with the exception

that the top trailing edge does not stop

at the rudder post, but continues to

form the section that is usually occu

pied by the vertical stabilizer or fin.

This fin is located underneath the

fuselage and is rigidly braced to fomi

a solid anchorage for the lower rudder

hinge. These hinges may be made of

16-gauge sheet brass similar to that

shown on plate 11, and the same con

struction may be used for elevators and

ailerons.

At Fort Worth, Texas, there is being estab

lished a new helium plant to extract the gas

from natural gas. The latter is to be piped

ninety-six miles, and the pipe-line is to have

a capacity of forty to fifty thousand cubic

feet a day.

INFLUENCE OF AVIATION ON

’ ENGINE DESIGN

Experience gained in connection with

aircraft engines will have an important

influence on future automobile engine

design, writes Charles Faroux in La

Vie Automobile. “I am convinced,”

he says, “that we shall see the overhead

camshaft type of engine become popu

lar on the regular touring car, as well

as on the speedster. This arrange

ment of the valves is the most rational

from every point of view, and the ob

jections which could be raised against

it at the start are no longer valid. There

are some very nice constructions, and

some of these have already been de

scribed. Hemispherical combustion

chambers also have a great future be

fore them, and are destined to become

the standard construction.

“The remarkable increase in mean

effective pressure will also become evi

dent in touring vehicle motors, and the

specific output will increase proportion

ally. In the approaching races, we will

see the output of 30 h.p. per liter (61

cu. in.), where we left off in 1914, im

proved upon, as well as speeds of 3,000

r.p.m. Touring vehicle motors will fol

low the same ascending path, and will

exceed 20 h.p. per liter.”

SIMPLE COPPERING METHOD

When clean iron or steel is dipped

into any copper solution that is neutral

or acid, the copper is deposited upon

the surface by simple substitution. The

1l'0Il dissolves and the copper takes its

place. This fact has long been known

and this method preceded that of elec

tro-deposition by many years. Use is

made of this property to coat small iron

and steel goods with copper and it is

still employed for the cheapest classes

of hardware which will not admit, be

cause of cost considerations, of electro

plating with copper in the usual man

ner. Large amounts of iron and steel

wire are coppered in this way and near

ly everyone is familiar with the well

known coppered steel rods and wire so

extensively used. While the amount of

copper on the surface is very small,

it acts beneficially in protecting the steel

against rust, and for this purpose it is

the cheapest process that can be used.

A very general use is in machine shops

where steel and iron surfaces are cop

pered with a simple “bluestone” solu

tion to provide a surface on which di

mension lines, circles, etc., as a guide

for machining are easily scribed.

A receipt for liquid glue gives 500 parts

of glue, 400 parts of water, and 100 parts

of resorcine or though not so good of phenol,

if the former is not to be had. The usual

system of making liquid glue by the use of

strong acids is in many cases objectionable.
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INSTRUMENT TO AID IN

AIRPLANE CONTROL

COMBINATION recording in

strument to aid the pilot in navi

gating aircraft under conditions that

are not favorable to ordinary observa

tions owing to lack of a horizon such as

' in clouds and darkness or when caught

in a fog, has been developed in Ger

many. All three motions, climbing,

tuming and banking may be indicated

simultaneously on a single dial. To

ascertain if the airplane is banking or

climbing when it is difficult to see the

earth, a pendulum and a level are used.

A miniature reproduction of the air

plane is rigidly connected to the fuse

lage and is visible in the dial of the in

dicator, the amount of climb or bank

being easily seen at a glance. For de

termining whether or not the machine

is turning the use of the gyroscope is

introduced.

A level, designed to show very small

inclinations of the axis of the machine

to the horizontal, consists of a fluid in

an endless tube. The pendulum oscil

lations are damped in glycerine. The

gyroscope frame is restrained so it

moves about one axis only, at right

angles to the axis (horizontal in nor

mal flight) of the gyroscope, and par

allel to the direction of the motion of

the machine. Even this freedom is re

stricted, the motion being controlled by

springs. A pointer attached to the

frame passes over a scale to the "pic

ture” of the airplane on the dial, and

shows at a glance the angle of bank.

The instrument is staed to be reliable

in action.

SMALL FARMAN MONOPLANE

HE Farman “Mosquito”—a di

minutive single-seater monoplane,

equipped with a two-cylinder engine of

about 20 horse-power is announced by

that prominent French maker as a type

of single seat sport machine that will

supply a popular demand. It is small

enough to be stored in the average gar

age and its upkeep should be a simple

matter, because of the simplicity of its

construction. It is said to make a speed

of about 65 miles an hour and land to

at a speed of about 25 to 30, so that it

can start or land on an ordinary road,

if necessary. In flight, however, such

small planes do not possess the stability

of the larger machines. It pitches and

swerves from side to side, which would

seem to indicate that the pilot must be

 

Making Cable and Hard Wire Terminals

By Machinery '

NE of the most difficult obsta

cles to overcome in aeronautics

has been the making of secure

terminals on cables. A plane up in the

air with the engine gone dead is in dan

ger only to the extent of choice of land

ing. To be in the air with broken cable

terminals is fatal, as control of the

plane is impossible under such condi

  

  

Fig. 1.

tion.

To serve terminals by hand, a very

soft wire, of low tensile strength, must

be used—copper wire is used in most

cases—to enable the wrapping to be

done by hand. This

wire, when used under

full tensile strength,

falls short of a strong

terminal, as is clearly

illustrated by test, Se

rial No. 646, taken at

McCook Field, Day

ton, where it was

shown that cables

served with copper

wire stood 71 per cent,

against 100 per cent

when served by special

strength wire, both

samples being made

on the Edstrom ma

chine. This, again,

comparing with 32

per cent, being the

best test on hand

served terminals,

clearly shows the dif

ference between hand

work and machine.

soft wire and a strong,

springy wire that cannot be handled by

hand.

The illustration at Fig. 2 clearly

shows how tension is obtained by the

Edstrom machine. First the spool is

tensioned with lock-nut and spring, the

wire then is dragged around the sta

tionary drum, giving it the most uni

form tension possible. By tightening the

Fig. 2.

Work turned out by the Edstrom machine

lock-nut, tension can be had that will

break the strongest wire made, and

what makes it possible to drag the wire

to this high degree is, as will also be

noticed in illustration Fig. 2, the con

tinual wrapping up against the right

hand chuck, which is geared to work

back just fast enough to permit the new

turn room between the chuck and the

last turn.

To save time,

as well as im

prove the work,

the company also

has a machine

to automatically

clamp a metal

flange on the ca

ble, to keep it

from flaring when

cut; also a ma

chine for cutting

the cable, shown

at the top, in ll

lustration No. 1.

To do away with

the expense of

ferrule and sol

dering for hard wire, also greatly re

ducing the weight and cost, a machine

has been built to turn out work, as

shown at the bottom, in Fig. 1. Added

to these, a test machine makes it a full

  

constantly on the alert to avoid acci

dents.

The sinking of a well, twelve miles deep.

for purposes of scientific investigations and

for detennining the constitution of the

earth’s crust, was advocated at the last meet

ing of the British Association for the Ad

vancement of Science. A period of eighty

five years and the expenditure of five million

pounds was estimated for the carrying out

of the investigation.

How cable wrapping machine serves cable ends wilh

wire under tension

and complete set of wire serving ma

chine.

The value of machine-made wraps

to the aircraft is the fact that safer and

better looking work is turned out, at a

much lower cost of production, and, as

the machine work will have a large in

fluence in standardizing of cables, this

will make still lower cost of production
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The Kitchen Reversing Rudder

HE Kitchen rudder is fairly en

titled to be called a curiosity in

motor boat appliances. It is a double

rudder, whose blades can be moved

simultaneously to right or left, and

which blades can also be brought close

together at their rear ends. In one

position they act exactly like an ordi

nary everyday rudder. But by bringing

their ends together the boat can be

brought to a slower rate of speed or to
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can have their aft ends brought to any

degree of closeness. There are two con

centric shafts. The outer one is fixed

as regards longitudinal motion; the

inner one can be moved back and for

wards by the screw mechanism in the

forward end of the tiller. It will be

understood that this double or telescopic

shaft is the tiller of the boat. As the

inner shaft is forced aft by the screw

it forces aft the two oblique pivoted

 

 

  

Fi .7 Fig.8

Position fa Revolve Position for Going Aster

Shi without to Porr(or Starboard)

rogression

Figs. 1 to 8. Showing various positions of Kitchen Reversing Rudder

a dead stop or can be made to go back- arms whose inner ends are connected

wards and all this without touching the

engine, which continues to go in the one

direction. No reversing gear or feather

ing blade propellor is required; the

rudder does everything.

The first series of eight illustrations,

Figs. 1 to 8 inclusive, explain the con

struction and operation of the rudder,

and gives the various positions used for

the different operations of the boat.

The arrows indicate the water currents.

The only thing to bear in mind in the

cuts is that the rudder is astern of the

screw. Thus in Fig. 5 the rudder forms

a closed chamber astern of the screw,

into which the latter drives a stream of

water whose reaction forces the boat

backwards. In all the cuts of this

group except Fig. 1 the hull of the

boat is supposed to lie below the screw

and rudder as they are placed on the

page.

The next cut, Fig. 9, gives a rear

view or view from astern of the screw

and the rudder blades, the line of the

boat's counter showing above.

The manipulation of the rudder is

simplicity itself. It is effected in dif

ferent ways. In the illustration, Fig.

10, is shown an arrangement by which

turning the hand wheel will rotate the

two blades on their common axis so as

to be parallel as for forward work, or

to its aft end. Diverging therefore like

a letter V, each has its other end pivoted

to one of the rudder blades by an arc

and sleeve. Going towards the stern

these arms force together the after ends

of the blades. When moved in the for

ward direction they separate the ends.

Each blade has its own stock or

rudder-post concentrically arranged,

  

Sfarboard

- - ‘ ‘Rudder

Rudders Open Full

__ V‘ Sp2eolAhead

Fig. 9. Rudder: open for full speed ahead

and the whole can be tumed together in

one piece, as it may be expressed, by

swinging the forward end of the tiller

to right or left, exactly as in the ordi

nary hand tiller in use on smaller boats.

There are a number of ways of work

ing the rudders; what we have described

is one of several that have been in ac

tual use. In one mechanism the blade

manipulation is efiected by raising and

lowering the tiller’s forward end, steer

ing with it in the regular way. In an

other arrangement a smaller wheel to

one side manipulates the blades, while

the steering is done by a regular pilot

wheel. This disposition is shown in

the next cut, which is supposed to show

the bridge of a power boat or the helms

man’s place. Here the steering ap

paratus perhaps nearly the boat’s length

distant is operated by chain and wire

gear. ' '

Records of various oficial trials of

boats fitted with a Kitchen rudder are

given below:

Pinnace, 20 ft., 7 brake horsepower

(Admiralty, 1919). ‘

Ahead speed: 6.2 knots (same as

with ordinary rudder).

Astern speed: 2.02 knots (propeller

full speed ahead).

Full speed ahead to moving astem:

7 sec.

Full speed ahead to dead stop: 4 sec.

(in less than half boat’s length).

Full speed astern to moving ahead:

4 sec.

Diameter of turning circle at ‘full

speed ahead (helm hard over): About

one length of boat.

Launch, 25 ft., 16 brake horsepower

(Air Ministry, 1918).

Ahead speedz‘ 9.80 knots.

Astern speed: 3.5 knots.

Full speed ahead to dead stop: Boat

pulled up in 23 ft. (four men, aboard).

Full speed ahead to dead stop: Boat

pulled up in 16 ft. (one man aboard).

Time taken turning complete circle

on own axis without progression in any

direction: To starboard, 33 sec.; to

port, 26 sec.

SCHOOP METAL SPRAYING

PROCESS

PROCESS for covering articles

with a rnetal spray has been in

vented by M. U. Schoop. In this, the

ends of two wires are brought to the

melting point by passing a heavy am

perage current through them, the cur

rent density being from 40,000 to 50,

000 amperes per sq. in. The liquid

metal globules thus formed are carried

off by a jet of air or gas and deposited

on the article to be coated. If continu

ous current is used the wire connected

with the negative pole melts more rap

idly and must be fed forward 1.6 times

as fast as the other one. In the case

of alternating current the fusing of

both wires is at the same rate. A

careful study has shown the melting

and spraying phenomenon to consist

of a quick succession of uninterrupted

spark discharges which are accompanied
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by a special arc. The current density

during the rapid succession of short

circuits is so great that the particles of

fluid metal would be thrown explosive

ly in all directions, if they were not

carried in a definite path by the air jet.

In order that no excess of metal va

por be present, the potential differ

ence between the wires must not be too

high. With the special metal spraying

pistol a pressure of 30 volts is used.

To lower it still further is inadvisable

as the wires then melt away too slowly

With a wire diameter of'0.032 in. this

voltage gives a current flow of 35 am

peres. The rate of feed of the wires

is two to three yards per minute.

The air pressure of S0 lb. per sq. in.

is generally used, but is not closely

limited as in the case where the wires

are melted by a gas flame. This per

mits of more finely spraying the metal

and insuring a better bond between the

object and its coating. Aluminum or

FUELS FOR HIGH COMPRES

SIO_N ENGINES

N a recent paper by E. W. Dean and

Clarence Netzer, publicity has been

given to an important series of trials

by various govemment agencies and the

Delco Laboratories to determine the re

lation between the nature of the fuel

employed in an internal combustion

engine and the maximum compression

ratio that can be used without inter

fering with smooth operation. The

Delco Laboratories carried on their first

experiments with an air-cooled engine

adapted for operation on kerosene, and

found that the use of compression ra

tios above a certain value caused what

was described as “the kerosene knock”

or “pinking.” With proper selection

of fuel this "knock” could be avoided.

It was this “knock” which at the time

caused the general conviction that the

compression ratios of airplane engine

should be limited to the proportions

of 5.4 times atmospheric pressure.

A similar process of selection was ap

 

slight tendency to knock under any 8.2.

to 1 compression ratio.

On a Liberty 12 a mixture of 70%

of cyclohexane and 30% of benzene,.

give with a compression ratio of 7.2

favorable results both on the block and!

in the air, with perfectly smooth runs.

Altitude laboratory tests showed a de-~

cided increase in power at all levels.

Since one of the main points in aviatiom

engine design is the employment of

high compression ratios to keep down

engine weight, the 'above results are

very valuable and the chemist has

shown the engineer a way out of some

difficulties, which has much promise..

 

Much attention has been excited in recent.

years by calcium cyanimide, the basis for

the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. Now

comes the statement that it can be used in

case hardening steel and iron. The Shimer

process uses melted alkali and alkaline earth

chlorides, to which are added 5% of the

calcium cyanimide. The cyanimide is at‘

once acted on and a sort of effervescence

takes place, which is advantageous in se

curing a good mixing of the fused material,
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Fig.‘ 10. uzagrams snowing rneuidd of ope/rating the kitchen Reversing Rudder by screw and nut mechanism actuated by a handwheel

copper sprayed on glass under an air

pressure of 80 lb. per sq. in. cannot be

removed without detaching smaller or

larger glass splinters. Microscopic ex

amination has shown that the glass at

the points of contact is raised to the

melting temperature and intimately

unites with the coating. It is essential

in this connection that the metal par

ticles be absolutely pure and the tem

perature at contact high. It is said

to be possible to coat readily inflamma

ble materials such as wood, paper and

even celluloid with metal by this proc

ess, without it catching fire.

plied to aviation engine fuels. The

chemical properties of the fuels were

obviously more important than the

physical properties of the fluid. Ac

cordingly, samples of gasoline were ob

tained from different varieties of crude

petroleum; various types of synthetic

gasolines were obtained. Benzol, alco

hol, and cyclohexane were other fuels

employed. Tests were conducted in a

single cylinder Liberty engine, in which

compression ratios could be varied from

5.3 to 1 up to 8.2 to 1. The final result

of the investigation was that “hecter”

benzol, alcohol and a special alcohol

benzol-gasoline mixture showed only a

although there is involved a loss of the

cyanimide. The iron to be case hardened

is immersed in the bath. The bath is

cheaper than corresponding cyanide baths,

and is free from the intensely poisonous

effects of the same.

The preservation of chloride of lime, cal

cium hypochlorite, is greatly improved by

drying it. Various agents have been tried,

among the best were dry sodium hydrate

and basic calcium chloride. Phosphoric an

hydride and sulphuric acid were not so good.

Only a little of the chlorine of the calcium

hypochlorite was lost in the drying. The

trade name of the compound is bleaching

powder, and its value lies in its content of

chlorine available for bleaching so that its

preservation from losing this haloid is all

important.
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Adjusting Planetary Transmission

HE Planetary Transmission used

on the Ford automobile is clearly

outlined in part section at Fig. 1,

the various adjustments and operating

pedals are shown at Fig. 2, and a view

showing its location relative to the fly

wheel of the engine is also shown at

Fig. 2. The various adjustments are also

clearly outlined. The operation is very

simple and positive, there being three

groups of planetary pinions P-1, P and

  

Sectional view of Ford transmissionFig. 1.

K. Gear P-1 meshes with gear D, which

is keyed to a driven member attached

to the drum C. The drive gear F is

mounted on the end of a bushing which

is riveted to the brake drum D. The

gear L is attached to the brake drum

B. The clutch is a multiple disc type

normally held in engagement by a coil‘

spring.

Three brake bands are used for this

transmission, the one that constricts

around the drum C is the foot brake

and acts to retard movements of the

car regardless of whether any of the

other clutches are engaged. Tighten

ing a band around drum B produces a

slow speed. When the band is tight

ened around the drum V or that nearest

the flywheel, a reverse motion is ob

tained. To apply either the slow speed

or reverse band, it is necessary to break

the direct driving connection by releas

ing the clutch spring tension and allow

ing one set of clutch discs to move in

dependently of the other set. One set

of the clutch plates is carried by the

clutch case C which is keyed to gear D.

The other set is carried by a clutch disc

carrier which is supported by an exten

sion of the engine crankshaft and pre

vented from turning by a set screw

passing through the clutch disc carrier

hub into the shaft. The adjustment of

the Ford clutch is a very simple opera

tion, this consisting of releasing the set

screws in the clutch fingers by pulling

out the split pin that acts as a lock and

turning the adjusting screws. The

slow speed adjustment is at the side

of the gear case, and may be reached

without removing the cover plate of the

transmission which is necessary to ad

just either the reverse clutch band or '

the foot brake band.

The chief trouble with a planetary

transmission results from slipping

clutch bands. In all cases these are

provided with adjustments that can be

tightened in event of wear of the fric

tion linings up to a certain point. When

the friction material wears thin, new

brake lining must be riveted to the

clutch bands. Care must be taken when

making adjustments not to tighten any
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planetary transmission is usually

caused by excessive wear in the gearing

or in the bushings of the drums. Slip

ping of the high speed clutch may be

easily remedied by making compensa

tion for wear by the methods of adjust

ment previously described. When tak

ing down a planetary transmission, it

is important to note the condition of the

bushings on which the planetary pinion

groups rotate. If these are worn or if

the pins supporting them become re

duced in size, the gears will rattle when

in use and the transmission will be

noisy on low and reverse speeds and

when in neutral position, though it will

be silent in action on the high speed.
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Fig. 2. Phantom view of Ford transmission at top sliotes oi>crating_pedaI.t and

leverage.

of the bands too much, as if these bind

on the drum they encircle, it will pro

duce friction which results in heating

and wearing away of the brake lining

and will also decrease the efficiency of

power transmission. Noisy action of a

The view below shows brakebands and high speed clutch adjustment

The brake drum surfaces often be

come grooved and these may be deep

enough as to seriously reduce the

strength of the brake drum. Where

this condition is noted, new brake

drums must be provided.

‘—Clutch Finger Adluating

‘L. ‘Clutch licleaae 1-‘ark
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REMOVING KEYS

.\' a number of cars of early vin

tage, such as the double-cylinder

Maxwell and on many small marine en

gines, the fiywheel is held on the crank

shaft by means of jib-keys. When it is

desired to remove the flywheel, as it is

sometimes necessary to withdraw the

crankshaft from the engine-base when

rebushing the bearing, difficulty is

sometimes experienced in removing the

key. A very effective method of ac

complishing this is shown in accom

paning illustration. The key extractor

or puller is forged of steel as indicated,

having two hooks at the ends formed on

curves of different radii. The one hav

ing the more gradual curve is used first

to start the key while the one having

more abrupt curve is employed for with

drawing it. When the key puller is

placed between the head of the key and

the hub of the flywheel a cam action is

obtained by which the pressure of the

hammer blows on the other end of the

key puller is increased many times and

the key started. If the key is rusted in

place or if it has not been removed for

a long time it may be found desirable

to heat the end of the shaft with a blow

torch or to soak the rusted parts with

kerosene.

  

Special Forged Tool for driving out keys

Another simple and easily made ap

pliance for removing keys that have

rusted into place is also shown. This

device consists of a large bolt the head

end of which has been heated and flat

tened, a hole drilled through it and filed

to receive the head of the key. A piece

of bar iron is used to screw the nut

against, this being held from the fly

wheel by spacers of pipe, steel shaft or

metal blocks. Before using this puller,

the key may be heated as recommended

above and tapped on the head and sides
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sharply with a hammer for a time in an

endeavor to break the rust bond. When

the nut is screwed down so there is ten

sion on the bolt, the end of the bolt can

be given several sharp hammer blows

which may expedite removal of the key.

1

/\_F/affc/red and H0/e

9“//ed fa fir Key Head Flywheel Hub’,

  

An easily made key puller

FAULTS IN WIRING

N the two wire system every wire,

connector and socket must be in

sulated from the car and should

not be in metallic contact at any point

except at the terminal. It is impera

tive that all wires be insulated from

each other and the car frame except at

points where permanent connections are

made. All connections should be sol

dered to insure positive contact, held

securely by means of cleats of insulat

ing material and must be mounted in

such a way that there is no possibility

of sharp metal corners or edges wear

ing through the insulation and causing

"grounds or short circuits.

All wiring should be protected from

the rotting action of grease, oil and

water, and when the wiring is run

where these substances are apt to ac

cumulate the regular insulation should

be supplemented by a conduit of in

sulating material such as circular loom

or fiber tubing, or armored cable should

be used. All wire should be so in

stalled that there is no danger of inter

ference between them and operating

rods and levers. The abrasion of these

members will wear through the insula

tion and result in short circuits. Brass

or copper terminal connections should

be used at all points and no connection

should be made by winding as the

strands may bridge across the terminal

or to some metal part and cause a short

circuit or ground. Special care should

he taken with the connections in the

lamps and other points. By the term

  

“short circuit” electricians mean that

two wires of opposite polarity are in

metallic contact. Under such con

ditions the storage battery will be dis

charging and there will be no lights

at the lamps. A short circuit may

occur at any point in the wiring sys

tem, butlis usually found at terminals

that have been carelessly made or by

worn insulation on wires.

A short circuit will be indicated by

the position of the amperemeter pointer,

Always note the position of the index

hand of that instrument when the car

is stopped. With the engine at a

standstill and no lamps burning the

hand should point to zero. If it does

not the amperemeter is either out of

calibration or there is a leak of current

from the battery at some point in the

wiring. To ascertain if the ampere

meter is correct, uncouple one of the

battery terminals of the lighting sys

tem. Obviously, if the hand swings

to zero, the trouble is leakage of cur

rent, which should be immedaitely cor

rected after the trouble is located. If

the index does not point to zero when

the battery terminal is disconnected the

instrument is out of calibration and

while this does not affect the operation

  

Causes of flickering or inoperative lamp

of the system it should be taken into

account when reading the amperemeter.

If the engine backfires when the ig

nition is interrupted and it makes one

or two revolutions in the reverse direc

tion, the amperemeter pointer may be

found at the extreme of the scale on

the discharge side. This is caused by

the circuit breaker contact being held

closed and means a short circuit of the

it:
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battery through the generator winding.

This must be corrected at once by mo

mentarily disconnectingone of the gen

erator wires or starting the engine. If

the wires are removed from the gen

erator for any, reason, make sure that

they are connected to the same terminals

as they were originally.

If the wires are reversed the ampere

meter will indicate a dead short circuit

by swinging to the extreme on the dis

charge side of the scale when the en

gine is started, and if this defective

condition is not corrected the battery

will be soon discharged. In case of a

short circuit examine all of the wires

connected to the battery terminals and

to the lighting switch.

Make sure that the insulation is per

fect and that it has not been cut through

at any point. Whenever any wires are

removed from any of the units always

mark the terminals and the wire so

that they will be replaced exactly as

they were originally. If a short circuit

exists when all the switches are opened,

if one takes off a battery terminal and

makes and breaks contact between the

wire and that member a small spark

will be in evidence. If no sparking

occurs, connect up t.he terminal to the

battery and then with the engine at a

standstill close the switches to the light

ing circuit one at a time and watch

the amperemeter closely, as each switch

makes contact. If the pointer does not

move far from zero it shows that the

current consumption is normal; if,

however, the pointer swings to the ex

treme of the discharge scale it is evi

dent that a short circuit exists some

where in the circuit just brought into

action. All the circuits can be tried

in this manner one at a time.

If the amperemeter indicates only a

normal amount of current consumption

for the various lighting circuits it is

apparent that no further search is

necessary. If, however, the needle in

dicates a short circuit on one or more

of the switch positions, examine the

wires carefully for the circuits at fault,

and if the trouble does not exist there

it may be located in the lamp socket,

the connector or the bulb itself. In

case one or more lamps fail to burn

the trouble is due to either a broken

wire or a defective comedian at the

switch connectors, or lamp sockets or a

bulb or fuse is burnt out.

SPARKPLUG GAUGE FOR

MOTORISTS

SIMPLE but useful attachment

for the motorist’s key-ring is

shown in the accompanying illustra

tion. It can be made of spring steel

or hard brass, steel being preferred,

however, since it can be hardened and

tempered. It is made from a piece of

stock about .050-in. thick, 1%-ins. long

and if/§—in. wide. Before hardening, a

3/16-inch hole is drilled in the end and

the comers rounded off to make it

easily inserted on a key-ring. The

piece is then ground down to about .030

inch thick for about half its length and
  

Easily made spark plug gauge

to about .010 inch thick for the re

mainder. The thick end is used for

setting the gap between the electrodes

of the ignition spark-plug; the thin

portion will be found useful when ad

justing the clearance between the valve

stems and adjusting nuts on valve-lift

plungers.

HOLDERS FOR TOOLS

SUBSTANTIAL clips for holding

oil cans, hammers and other tools

may be made as illustrated in the ac

companying drawing. Pliers are used

to bend lengths of suitable wire to a

“U” shape and a bend is made in both

prongs. The ends are shaped to con

form to the neck of the container, or to

//"on Washer

,_§V0'od

crew

Q Washer" and Screw

for Mounting

Bmss or/ran

Wire C/110

8/2 Gauge ‘\\

  

An easily made Wire Holder /or tools

the handle of the tools to be placed in

them. A washer and a screw are used

to secure the clip to the dash of the

car, or the wall of the garage. Such

clips are easily made and installed

and are very useful in keeping tools,

oil cans, shellac bottles, etc., off of the

bench top and keeping them out of the

way until wanted,

OVERSIZE TIRE TABLES

VERSIZE tires, designed primar

ily for exceptional and hard serv

ice, have come into favor among owners

of medium and large capacity passen

ger cars, because of their extra strength,

easier riding and longer mileage that

may be expected from them. They are

popular also because in the opinion of

many owners they add to the appear

ance of the car.

Some users of oversize tires think

that a tire with increased cross section

diameter, but with no increase of dia

meter measured through the hub from

outer edge to outer edge of tire, is an

oversize. This is a mistake. In other

words, if the regular size tire is 34x4,

the oversize is not 34x4% but 35x4%.

A tire manufacturer gives the follow

ing table to show the proper regular

and oversize tire for a given rim which

is the same as the regular tire:

Regular Tire Oversize Tire

28x3 29x3%

30x3 g 31x37»

30x3% 31x4

32x3% 33x4

32x4 33x4y2

34x4 35x4%

32x4% 33x5

34x4V2 35x5

36x4% 37x5

Only the oversize tires in above list

should be used to replace the regular

size given because they have been de

signed to fit the same rim sizes as the

regular tires and can be applied in their

place without straining the beads. It

will be noticed that not only the tire

width but also its diameter is increased

over the regular size.

CORRECTING FAULTY STEER

ING

FTER driving a Saxon Six for

some time I became annoyed with

the abnormal amount of slack in the

steering gear which developed slowly

and without any apparent cause. In

spection showed that it was caused by

a very little looseness in each joint, but

there seemed to be no easy way to take

it up. I finally decided to try a spring

to pull on the wheels in one direction

and this proved a complete success. The

spring is a heavy coil 1" by 16" and is

fastened under the front _axle, one end

on the steering rod and the other on the

frame, so the wheels are pulled to the

right. The tension must be adjusted

for best operation. In driving, the

wheel only needs to be kept steady, but

in turning it will be found that the car

responds quicker in either direction

than without the spring.—LEO M. LA

FARE.

MAGNET RECHARGING

HE permanent field magnets used

on magnetos are easily recharged

by inserting them in solenoids wound

for a current of 20 amperes at a poten

tial of 6 volts so they can be coupled

up to an automobile starting system

battery of that voltage. The connec

tion is made only for an instant as sev

eral contacts of a second’s duration are

all that is needed and this will not iri

jure the battery. It is stated that a

freshly charged tungsten steel magnet

of a large magneto will lift in the neigh
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borhood of 20 lbs. as ordinarily ener

gized. This may be tested by a spring

balance attached to a suitable armature

member. In some cases where ',the

magnets are large, the pull may be as

high as 30 lbs.

TESTING MICA INSULATED

SPARK PLUGS

LUGS using mica. insulation are

very deceptive as in many cases

short circuits exist that cannot be de

tected by the eye in daylight. A good

way to test a suspected mica plug is to

lay it on top of the cylinder after dark,

taking care not to have the insulated

terminal in contact with any metal

parts except the high -tension current

lead. The engine is then run on the

other cylinders and the inside of the

spark plug watched to see if sparks

jump between the insulator and the plug

body, instead of between the points.

If a short circuit exists, it will be easily

detected by the minute sparks plainly

evident in the darkness. It is some

times possible to test a plug out in the

daytime by shading it from the light

in some manner, as with a black felt

hat.

ALUIIINUM CYLINDER BLOCK

CONSTRUCTION

NE of the contributions of aero

nautical engineering to modern

automobile engine construction is the

use of aluminum for the cylinder blocks

of automobile- engines. There is also

a growing realization of the advantages

of the overhead valve placing, the actu

ation of these members being either by

means of cam shafts carried in the

engine base and depressing the valves

through the medium of rocker arms

actuated by tappet rods or mounting

the cam shaft directly over the cylinders

and driving that member by means of

bevel gearing. The former type of

engine is shown at A in the accom

panying illustration, while the newer

construction in which an overhead cam

shaft is used is shown at B. When

aluminum is used as a cylinder block

it is not sufficiently hard material to

stand the constant wear due to the re

ciprocation of the piston in the cylin

der. For this reason a liner of harder

metal such as steel or cast iron is in

terposed between the piston and the

cylinder casting. There are two meth

ods of using a liner of this type. The

latest method developed, which is

known as the “wet liner” type is shown

at A. In this a cast iron member is

machined in such a way that it has a

flange at its upper end and is a close

fit in the holes made to receive it at

the upper and lower portions of the

cylinder block. This cast iron liner is

forced in place against a packing at

the bottom and a water tight joint is

formed at both top and bottom by the

accurate fit of the liner. The reason

that it is called a “wet” type liner is

that the cooling water circulates di

rectly amund the cast iron walls. In

the other construction, which is shown

at B and which is known as the “dry

liner” type, the sleeve is in the form

of a thin steel tube which is pressed

into the aluminum cylinder block and

 

of water to pass through. If the fuel

supply pipe is joined to the carburetor

with an elbow, as shown in accompany

ing illustration, the dirt or water is

apt to accumulate at the bend, resulting

in erratic engine operation because the

flow of gasoline is impeded and some

times stopped altogether.

 

Showing aluminum cylinder block construction methods

which is in contact with the aluminum

casting its entire length. In this con

struction the water does not come into

direct contact with the steel liner, which

need not be very thick inasmuch as it

is reinforced by the cylinder walls.

Both of the engines shown are of re

cent English development.

SEDIMENT IN CARBURETOR

FEED LINE_

EGARDLESS of how carefully

fuel is strained when filling the

automobile or motor-boat tank, a small

amount of impurities will be intro

duced with the gasoline. The ordinary

fuel filter using wire gauze screens

J»/afer or Sea’/mam‘

Clogs E/bow

A

  

Using 0 pipe tee as a sediment collector

does not prevent small particles from

reaching the carburetor. While a

screen will retard lint or scale, it will

permit particles of rust or small drops

The method shown at B is an im

provement. A tee-fitting is used in

stead of an elbow and the open end is

plugged with a standard pipe plug, or

a %;" petcock to serve as a drain. Im

purities then collect in the bottom of the

tee instead of flowing into the carr

buretor and constricting the fine pas

sage. A piece of pipe 1" or 2" long,

capped at the end, may be substituted

for the pipe plug. This gives a larger

sediment chamber.

HIGH-SPEED SENSITIVE TAP

PING DEVICES

FTER pointing out the necessity of

endeavoring to counterbalance the

cost of labor by increasing the speed of

production and aiming at standardiza

tion, a French writer describes a roller

bearing tapstock friction clutch, suit

able for taking the usual taper shank

sensitive chuck. A male cone comes

in contact with a female cone under

pressure of the tap, and forms the fric

tion clutch to transmit the power of the

latter. The female cone is also conical

externally and carries on it five bearing

rollers, which, when the hole is tapped,

engage on an internal cone ring made

all in one piece, with the first-mentioned

male cone, thereby reversing the direc

tion of rotation and releasing the tap

It is claimed that the use of this device

will result in a great saving of operat

ing time.
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Design and Construction of Model Locomotives

By Henry Greenly

Member Institute of Locomotive Engineers, England

FTER having settled the design of

the cylinder for a model loco

motive the most important item

for consideration is the valve gear.

The older American locomotive had its

valves usually operated by a form of

Stephenson link motion, the eccentrics

for which were placed inside the frames.

The expansion links were attached to a

rocker and the motion thereby trans

mitted outside the frames to the slide

valves on top of the cylinders. The more

modern practice is to employ Walsh

-.icert’s Bakers’ or some other form of

radial valve gear which is entirely out

side the frames and wheels, and it is

with a view to the use of such a gear

that the cylinders already described

were designed.

Walschaert’s gear is by far the most

widely used but in a small model it

becomes rather complicated and requires

quite a number of rather delicate parts.

In a working model such are to be

avoided and to provide ample wearing

surfaces in all joints, the writer has de

vised a form of radial valve gear which

has given excellent results in trials

which have been made during the last

ten years. The gear is one which em

ploys H.ackworth’s tilting slide shaft, an

arrangement invented in 1842, and sub

sequently adopted in ]oy’s, Bremmes’

and many other forms of radial valve

gear. A further advantage of the

writers’ motion in a model is that the

provisions of “advance” (i. e. the lap

and lead function of the slide valve)

can be effected by a much smaller num

ber of pieces than those required by

Walschaert’s gear and at the same time

 Fbsn-ion t"'_"'\._.,, ( “.  

 

  

FlG.5

585- 1 “mi 2' Dl§'8ram of prirnitive form of radial valve gear in forward and reverse positions. Fig. S. Greenly’s connected radial valve gear

for 2% gauge. It IS shown on dead center position. Fig. 6. Greenly radial valve gear shown in bottom center position

the external appearance of the model

fitted with the gear is, to a casual ob

server, not radically different to Wal

schaert’s as usually applied to examples

of the latest American locomotive prac

tice. The gear is similar in its action

to the primitive radial gear illustrated

in Figs. 1 and 2 herewith. The ver

tical component of the movement of the

crank is converted into a horizontal mo

tion by a tilting slide. The timing of

the horizontal movement of the valve

is therefore at 90° to the horizontal

movement of the piston and in this way

the gear reproduces the action of the

eccentric, as employed in an ordinary

stationary steam engine, but provides

a simple means of reversing. The slide

is tilted in an opposite direction to re

verse the motion. The tilting slide

shaft has a suitable die block which

forms a common joint for both the

vibrating link (VL) and the valve rod

(VR). It is also obvious that by alter

ing the angle of the slide the valv.e

movement can be modified in respect to

both tuning and amplitude. Although

not shown in the diagrams, it will

readily be seen that no horizontal move

ment to the valve will take place if the

slide is placed in a truly vertical posi

tion. The diagrams Figs. 1 and 2 show

the relative position of the valve with

the big end of the connecting rod on

top and bottom centres, in “forward”

and “reverse” positions of the gear.

While the arrangement shown in Figs.

1 and 2 explains the fundamental ac

tion of the gear, it does not represent a

practical form. The point on the con

necting rod from which the motion is

 

  

derived (point A, or B, in Fig. 1)

moves in an elliptical path and one

would expect that by connecting this

point to a slide block in a slide of the

form shown that the four positions,

mid-left, top-centre, mid-right, and bot

tom centre, would be reproduced in the

position of the slide block in its slide,

as shown in Fig. 3. Due to the effects

of angularity in the vibrating link

(VL) which connects the block to the

connecting rod this is not so. If the

mid-left and mid-right positions are

arranged to come right, i. e. to coincide

with a position of the slide block in the

centre of the slide as shown in Fig. 4,

then, due to the angularity of the

vibrating link, the top and bottom posi

tion will be reproduced equally in

the manner indicated by the respective

dimensions of P and W in Fig. 4.

Especially where a valve with lap

and lead functions is required some

form of correcting gear is necessary to

neutralize the disturbing effects of this

angularity. There are many examples,

the two best known being those of

David Joy invented about 1884. _]oy’s

gear had a considerable vogue some

two or three decades ago but now only

exists on various inside-connected en

gines such as built by the British model

maker has been superseded by the

writer’s fomi of corrected gear. This

gear can be applied to models of out

side cylinder locomotives the drawings

herewith (Figs. 5 and 6) showing its

adaptation to a “half-inch” scale model

such as outlined in the previous article

on cylinders.

The gear looks like Walschaerfs
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valve gear and makes use of the girder

frame so common to modem American

engines using the latter valve motion.

The valve gear provides for the cor

rection of the angularity of the vibrat

ing link (VL) by arranging the latter

on a separate swing link (a miniature

connecting rod), this link (SL) taking

its motion from the crank pin (CP).

Instead of being fixed to the crosshead

the other end is supported by a link

which swings from a fixed pivot (P)

on the girder frame. This link is called

the correcting link (CL in the drawings

Figs. 5 and 6), and its function is to

lift the swing link the exact amount

required to neutralize the angularity of

the vibrating link. This it does with

mathematical accuracy and any reader

can study its action quite easily by rig

ging up a few pieces of stiff paste board

to act as links with some drawing pins

as hinge joints. While such accuracy

is necessary the proportions of the links

are not absolutely fixed except in their

relation to each other, and can be varied

considerably to suit other considerations

which may arise in the arrangement of

the valve gear.

The lap and lead functions of a

slide valve are absent in very small

working models but independently of

all ideas of the economy obtained b_v

the expansion of the steam it will be

found that engines with cylinders above

half an inch in diameter work very

much faster if the valve has a small

amount of lap with, of course, an “ad

vance” commensurate with this lap.

Lead is not necessary until cylinders

Qliptical Point- Palh

approach 1% ins. diameter and even

then only in the case of high-revolution

model steam engines such as used for

the direct driving of dynamos. Lap

and advance also reduce excessive cyl

inder condensation which is one of

the characteristic failings of working

models.

In a radial valve gear the horizontal

component of the motion of the crank

is employed to give advance to the

valve. Lap is, of course, of no use

without advance and in Walschaerts’

motion the advance is obtained by a

separate rigging, viz., a vibrating link

operated from the crosshead.

The fundamentals of this motion is

illustrated in the primitive form of gear

shown in Fig. 7. The valve rod is not

pivoted to the vibrating link at its joint

with the slide in the slide block, but

at a point above this joint. The selec

tion of this point for a given stroke of

piston will depend on the lap added to

the valve. This lap is indicated by

the blackened portion of the valve in

the sketch and is approximately (not

more than) half of the dimension A.

This dimension is, of course, a function

of the proportions of the vibrating link

as exemplified by dimensions X and V.

So much for the principles of the gear.

In the next article the writer intends

to show in detail the practical applica

tion and the dimensions of the parts

standard valve gear, component, suit

able for 2% in. gauge models. Any

difficulties he will be pleased to clear

up if the perplexed reader will put them

before the Editor in the ordinary way.
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PLATINOID

HIS alloy is a kind of German.

silver, with an addition of 1 to 2

per cent. of tungsten. The latter, in the

form of phosphor—tungsten, is first

melted together with a certain quantity

of copper, the nickel is next added, then

the zinc, and finally the remainder of

copper. In order to remove the phos-

phorus and a potion of the tungsten,

both of which separate dross, the re

sulting compound is several times re

melted. Finally an alloy of a" beautiful

white color is obtained, which, when

polished closely resembles silver, and

retains its lustre for a long time. Plati

noid has the properties of German

silver in a pre-eminent degree. It shows

great resistance, which remains quite

constant at different temperatures, and

is about IV; times greater than that of

German silver.

AMALGAM OF LIPOWITZ’S

METAL

THIS amalgam is prepared as fol

lows: Melt in a dish, cadmium,

3 parts; tin, 4; bismuth, 15, and lead,

8, and add to the melted alloy 2 parts

of mercury previously heated to about

212° F. Amalgamation takes place

readily and smoothly. After the intro

duction of the mercury immediately

take the dish from the fire and stir the

liquid mass until it solidifies. While

Lipowitz’s alloy becomes soft at 140° F.

and melts at 150° F., the amalgam

melts at about 143.5° F. This amal

gam may be used for the manufacture

of small, hollow statuettes and busts,

which can be readily gilded or bronzed

by the galvanic process.

Small statuettes are readily made by

preparing a hollow mold of plaster of

Paris and after uniformly heating it to

about 140° F. pouring in the melted

amalgam. The mold is then swung to

and fro, this being continued until the

amalgam is solidified. After cooling

the mold is taken apart and the seams

trimmed with a sharp knife. The

operation may also be modified by plac

ing the mold upon a rapidly revolving

disk and pouring in the melted amal

gam in a thin stream. By the centri

fugal force developed the melted metal

is hurled against the sides of the mold,

and in this manner statuettes of consid

erable size can be cast.

NEW WAY OF ANNEALING

STEEL

EAT the piece as slowly as pos

H sible, and when at a low red

heat put it between two pieces of dry

board and screw them up tight in a

vise. The steel burns its way into the

boards, and, on coming together around

it, they form a practically air-tight

charcoal-bed. When it cools off the

steel is apt to be found thoroughly an

nealed.
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A 25001-Watt Step-down Transformer for

. HIS transformer was built for a

I theatrical outfit and is capable of

delivering a very .high amperage

at the secondary terminals. Numerous

experiments can be performed with the

use of this transfomier which are very

startling to the layman and the device

will also prove useful in the laboratory

.as a source of low-potential, high

amperage current.

For the core of the transformer we

will need about 140 strips of soft black

iron (stovepipe iron) of about .017 inch

"thickness and 1% inches wide and 5

inches long, and also about 140 pieces

1% inches wide by 8 inches long.

There should be enough of each size to

make a stack of 2% inches high. They

should be cut accurately to size and all

rough edges removed. For the best re

sults, each piece of iron should be given

a. coat of varnish or shellac as this will

-cut down losses through hysteresis and

increase the general efficiency of the

machine.

While the pieces for the core are dry

ing, a form may be made for assembling

the core by taking a board about 8 x 11

inches and nailing a block exactly

.378 x 6%; by about 1% inches thick in

the center of it. When the core is built

up to 1% in. in height and pressed

tightly together, it can be drilled with

3/ 16 in. holes as shown for rivets. The

rivets should be made of copper wire

(No. 5 bare) and the holes should be

-countersunk at each end so the rivets

will be flush with the surface. The

four rivets marked AAAA should not

be put in now as the end will have to

‘be removed to put on the coils. The

eight legs should be made and one put

at each comer (top and bottom) as the

-corners are riveted together.

The end of the core may now be

taken out and laid aside and the other

two legs of the core should be well in

sulated with either oiled cambric (em

pire cloth) or friction tape to a thick

"ness of M; inch. It would be well to

file off the rough edges of the core be

fore applying the insulation to avoid

-cutting it.

A winding form for the coils should

now be made of wood 1%» inches square

with two end blocks on it as shown. If

a lathe can be used it is much quicker

than hand winding, but if a lathe is

not available round ends must be made

-on the form so it can be run in wooden

bearings of some sort. A block 7%

inches long by 6 inches wide is nailed

"to the bench and two uprights with 1

inch holes 3 inches from the bottom

are nailed to the ends of the 7% inch

Arc Welding

By E. F. Tuttle, Jr.

block. These serve as the bearings and

a handle is fastened to the form to com

plete the job.

Both the primary and secondary are

wound with No. 15 D.C.C. wire and

about 15 pounds will be needed. A

strip of cotton tape about % inch wide

and 16 inches long is laid along each

side of the form and tied with a string

down into the corners at the ends and

then a layer of rather heavy paper is

put on and the winding placed over

this. Start at the left hand end, leave

about 8 inches at the end and wind 90

turns which should come to proper po

sition at the other end. If it does not,

the end block will have to be moved to

the correct place. Then put on a layer

of empire cloth and continue the wind-_

  

The completed welding transformer

ing back to the other end. This is con

tinued until there are four layers in all

wound on the leg of the transformer.

This completes one of the primaries.

Four layers of empire cloth should

now be wound on after which the core

is ready for part of the secondary wind

ing. This consists of four layers of 90

tums each of number 15 D.C.C. wire,

each layer starting at the left hand end

of the form and being wound in the

same direction as the primary. The

winding is discontinued at the right

hand end. Each end of the wire is left

about 8 inches long and the four at

each end of the form are connected to

gether. There is no need of putting

empire cloth between the different lay

ers of the secondary, but two layers

should be put over the outside and the

ends of the four tapes brought together

and tied. The coil may now be re

moved from the fonn by taking off one

of the ends and well taped lengthwise

through the hole with strips of empire

cloth or bias oiled cambric. Do not

use friction tape for this as it will not

allow the coil to slip over the core with

out- considerable trouble.

.will be at opposite ends.

Wind another primary and secondary

just the same as this one, being sure to

start at the left hand end with both and

to have just 90 turns of wire in each

layer.

After these windings have been fin

ished, one is Slipped over each long leg

of the core so the primary terminals

The top of

the transfonner should now be made

from X; or 5/16 fiber, or, better still,

Bakelite. The larger holes in it are

§/§ inch and the smaller ones 3/16 inch.

The four %; inch holes marked A are

for fastening the top to the upper legs

and holes BB and CC are for the sec

ondary and primary terminals respec

tively. The D. P. D. T. switches will

be needed and should be obtained before

drilling the other holes, D and E.

These holes are correct for a “Bryant

5190” switch. After putting in the end

of the core and riveting on all the legs,

and putting on our top we are ready for

our connections. These are shown in

the top view and allow us the following

changes in voltage and amperage with

the different positions of the switches.

Y Y

>. ii ‘=50 EB

6251 =/">5 6:‘ $§ &<

Series Series 720: 80 27% 45

Series Parallel 720: 90 13% 180

Parallel Series 360:18O 55 90

Parallel Parallel 360: 90 27% 180

These figures are for full load and on

a dead short at the terminals. This

condition should always be avoided,

however, and the transformer used only

with some sort of regulating device; a

rheostat or impedance.

Mark one coil number one and the

other number two and mark the inside

and outside ends of all wires. Join the

4 secondary ends at each end of each

secondary and connect them as follows:

Inside primary No. 1 to con

nection No. 3.

Outside primary No. 1 to con

nection No. 2.

Inside primary No. 2 to con

nection No. 1.

Outside primary No. 2 to con

nection No. 4.

Run a single No. 5 wire from No. 5 to

No. 6. Now run a double No. 15 wire

from terminal No. 13 to connection No.

1 and another double wire from ter

minal No. 1-1 to connection No. 2.
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The terminals No. 13 and No. 14

are located at holes CC and should be

capable of carrying 25 amperes. The

terminals No. 15 and No. 16 are for

the secondary circuit and should carry

180 to 200 amperes. They may be of

any style desired but I find that the

brass storage battery connections are

very good and as cheap as any. If

these terminals do not make a good

contact or are too small they will cause

trouble by heating.

The inside wires of secondary No. 1

go to switch connection No. 9.

The outside wires of secondary No. 1

go to switch connection No. 8.

The inside wires of secondary No. 2

go to switch connection No. 7.

The outside wires of secondary No. 2

go to switch connection No. 10.

Run 4 No. 15 wires from No. 7 to N0.

16 and 4 No. 15 wires from No. 8 to

No. 15 and 4 number 15 wires from No.

11 to No. 12.

The switches should be marked “Pri

mary” and “Secondary” and on the

fiber cross piece of the switch is stamped

“Series” and “Parallel” as shown.

These switches should not be opened

while carrying current—especially the

secondary switch as it carries such a

heavy load that it will arc and burn the

contacts. '

A couple of flexible electric cords

each about 6 or 8 feet long and about

No. 6 or 8 gauge may be fitted with

terminals to fit No. 15 and No. 16 on

one end of each and on" the other end

soldered to a brass screw about 3.8 inch

diameter by M; inch long to which may

be fastened suitable clamps for holding

carbons for an arc or even nails and

iron rods up to 5/16 inch diameter to

be welded. In welding, the pieces

should be put together before the cur

rent is turned on and the current turned

off before moving apart.

In using the connections for 13% or

27% the terminals may be held in the

bare hands if they are not gripped too

tightly and an arc 1 inch long between

carbons §4; inch in diameter may be

held between the hands. The 13%

volts is best for welding and 27}/; best

for the arc owing to the high resistance

of the carbons. Copper and iron wires

may be melted with this outfit but a

pan should be placed under the wire

to catch the molten metal.

Also by sprinkling metal filings along

in a ridge on a brick or other non-com

bustible article and connecting a wire

to each end the filing may be welded

together into one solid piece.

This transformer is designed for 110

volts and 60 cycle current such as is

used for house lighting but heavier

fuses should be put in than are ordi

 

narily used as the transformer takes Z3

amperes on full load.

REMOTE CONTROL FOR LARGE

SEARCHLIGHTS

RECENT copy of the General

Electric Re-vie-w contains a very

interesting discussion concerning large

searchlights and their use for military

purposes. It has been found very diffi

cult for the operator of a large light to

train the light on the object to be illu

minated owing to the dazzling effect

the light has on his eyes. The only

remedy for this condition is remote con

trol and experiments are being con

ducted along this line. In the case of

remote control the operator is stationed

at least 500 feet from the searchlight

and at this distance he is not affected

by the beam. The control is brought

about by placing the field of the operat

ing motor across a certain portion of a

rheostat. By means of a dial switch,

the armature may be connected to the

center point of the rheostat or to a point

either to the right or left of it. This

will depend entirely upon the direction

of rotation.

It is possible that such a plan could

.also be used on battleships as the same

trouble is had in training the light on

distant objects.

  

  

WINDING FORM

ALTERNATE LAYERS I |.3.5.7,9-Etc.

  

ALTERNATE LAYERS -2,4,6 ,8, \0'E1c.
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Complete Enclosure for Passengers the

MARKED feature of the recent

Aeronautical Exhibits at Chicago

and New York is the trend noted

in airplane design away

from the types intended for

military use to those that

have been designed recently

with an appeal to those who

can use airplanes for com

mercial requirements. One

of the largest machines at

the shows and one that at

tracted considerable atten

tion is the Curtiss Eagle,

which is provided with three

engines, all of which drive

tractor screws. The ma

chine weighs about 7.500

on front of the fuselage is, of course,

very thoroughly stream-lined. The fusel

age is a two-ply veneer construction.

The Avro biplane, an English type that was widely used for !r_aining

purposes in Europe

  

 

The Curtiss Eagle, a distinctive

three-engine passenger rarrier

pounds and has a useful

load of over a ton. The en-'

gines are the six-cylinder

type of 150 horsepower

each. The feature that im

presses the aviator is the

large size of the machine

and the relatively low ca

pacity of the motor power

provided, which means con

siderably higher transpor

tation efficiency than is

usually attained by aircraft.

The completely enclosed and

well arranged cockpit pro

vides accommodations for

pilots and passengers. The

engine mountings are direct

ly on the lower wing and

special care is taken in stream-lining the

The motor, mounted

  

Interior 0] Curtiss Eagle rabin, showing dual ronlrnl and pasxerlger

’ arrommodations

The landing chassis is exceptionally

substantial and is original in design.

Feature of New Airplanes

There are two wheels used on either

side, these being placed in tandem with

axles supported by a strong, bridge-like

truss. The chassis is com

posed of steel tubing which

has been faired to reduce

resistance. The span of the

machine is sixty-one feet,

length thirty-seven feet and

the height twelve feet four

inches. It provides accom

modations for eight passen

gers and is equipped with a

(lLl3.l Dep control system.

Another attractive Curtiss

exhibit was the O r i ol e

machine which provides ac

vommodations for two pas

  

Curtis: Oriole provides /or two

passengers in forward cockpit

sengers and a pilot.

The passengers sit side

by side in a roomy cockpit

and are protected by well

designed wind shields. The

pilot has his own cockpit

placed back of the pas

senger compartment. The

fuselage is built up of

veneer and is an exception

ally well stream-lined mono

coque form. The engine is

a six-cylinder type and de

velops 150 horsepower.

The machines shown by

the Dayton -Wright Com

pany were very good exam

ples of the modern method

of enclosing the passengers

outboard motors.

in a light, but well-protected cabin.

Two models were shown, one of which
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was known as the cabin cruiser, which

is provided with a twelve-cylinder Lib

erty engine. The other model, which

was of smaller capacity, is provided

with the Hispano-Suiza motor and is

known as the aerial limousine. The

Avro three Place Biplane shown is a

modified form of the type that was

used in such large quantities for train

ing pilots in Europe by both the Ameri

can and English air

forces. This ma

chine was noted for

its reliability, ease of

control and strength.

The engine is a one

hundred and ten

horsepower, Le

Rohne rotary, readi

ly accessible for in

spection on account

of its mountings.

This was the only

machine shown that

had a combined skid

and wheel landing

gear. It is surpris

ing that this con

struction is not built

to a greater extent

because a well

braced skid of this

type acts to prevent

nosing over on a

rough landing and

the rear end of the

skid can be used to

e x e rt a powerful

braking action on

the ground to retard

the speed of the

machine when land

mg_ below.

Among the other aircraft shown that

created considerable interest were the

Curtiss Sea Gull Flying Boat type.

which was very similar to the M. F.

boats used for training Navy aviators

during the war. The Aeromarine Fly

ing Yacht also received its share of

attention, especially as the passengers

and pilots are totally enclosed in a

cabin provided with transparent pyra

 

Two Dayton-Wright commercial models. Limousine model at top

In these passengers and pilot are completely protected

lin windows. The pilot can open the

windows in front of his seat if vision.

or control is impaired for any reason

by their remaining closed. The engine

is the Aeromarine, six-cylinder, verti

cal type, rated at one hundred and

thirty horsepower.

The Goodyear Company had an in

teresting exhibit known as the “Pony

Blimp,” a small dirigible balloon pro

. viding accommoda

tions for a pilot and

passenger. This is

a non-frigid airship

of 35,000 cu. ft. ca

pacity, 9S ft. long,

28 ft. diameter and

40 ft. overall height.

It is the- smallest

craft of its kind in

existence and is in

teresting because it

seems to be the

smallest size prac

ticable for the car

rying of two passen

gers. Fitted with an

Ace 40 hp. engine.

the craft has a high

speed of 40 m.p.h.

and a full speed en

durance of 10 hrs

The disposable lift

(crew, fuel and bal

last) is 800 lbs.

The envelope is

notable for in

blunt form, the

streamline ratio, 3.3

to 1, marked a (le

cided departure
and cabin cruisrr

(Cont. on page 421)

 

General view of exhibits at Chicago Aem Show, with Curtis; Eagle in foreground and “Pony” Blimp in renter 0/ the ha!)
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HE accompanying illustration

shows a number of new fittings

that will be found of value by motor

boat owners because they are simple in

construction and serve a really useful

purpose. The wrench shown at A is a

simple device that will be found ex

ceptionally useful for screwing up

grease cups and for reaching into nor

mally inaccessible places to open or

close drain or relief cocks. It is of

substantial construction and requires

no adjustment. Because of its peculiar

shape it will fit grease cups of any type

as shown in illustration and either Tee

or L handle pet cocks.

Leaky gasoline is a source of fire

risk in a motor boat because it is apt to

collect in the bilge and may become

ignited from an electric spark or other

causes. The gasoline cock shown at B

is of very good construction and can

not leak on account of having a closed

bottom and packed stem. The ordi

nary drain or shut-off cock construc

tion is such that the spigot goes right

through the body, and if it becomes

loose, the gasoline may leak even if the

valve is in a closed position. The con

struction shown has a ground spigot

which is kept seated by a substantial

spring and as a further safeguard a

stuffing-box or packing nut is pro

vided to close the space around the

stem and make it gasoline tight.

When the gasoline or oil tank or

water tanks of a cruiser are placed

low down in the boat so that the

liquids will not flow, it is neces

sary to use pressure feed. The air

pump and pressure gage shown at

C should be useful in this connec

tion. Both units are mounted on a

plate intended to be attached to the

bulkhead. When suf

ficient pressure has

been pumped up by

the pump, a turn of

the p u m p handle

prevents the escape

of air and the gage

registers th e pres

sure at all times. A

vent, operative by

turning the pump

handle, is also pro

vided. T h e tank

shut-ofi valve shown

at D includes a

combination of a needle valve with -a

wire gauze strainer in one fitting. It

is made throughout of bronze and can

easily be installed in any gasoline tank.

POWER DRIVEN SKIFF WITH

NOVEL PROPELLER ARRANGE

MENT

HE suggestion given in accom

panying diagram is a useful one

for those who operate boats in shallow

New Fittings For Motor'Boats
  

Some new fittings of value to motor boat

owners

water, or who desire a light craft that

could be hauled out on the beach when

not in use. A light, double ended

power-driven skiff that is reasonably

  

Propeller Shaff

i ‘“- Guard

A ~Prope//er Shaf

V 6 uavrd

Diagram: showing method of operating dirappmring propeller so boat ran be hauled

out on the beach without damaging propulsive mathinery

seaworthy is depicted. The arrange

ment of the propulsive mechanism is

such that the shaft and its propeller

may raise up within the hull of the

boat, leaving nothing projecting below

the keel that may be damaged by con

tact with the heach or with obstructions

in the water. The speed of the boat

may be controlled to a reasonable de

gree by regulating the depth of immer

sion of the propeller. As will be seen,

the propeller protecting shoe is an in

  

tegral member with the supporting

piece that carries the stem bearing. A

double universally jointed driving

shaft is used and the rear bearing for

the propeller shaft is also hinged so

that it can assume the required posi

tion due to the change of shaft angle

when the mechanism is raised and when

the propeller is pushed down into the

water. The general construction of

the mechanism is clearly shown in

drawing, as- is the location of the power

plant and the operating lever.

SHRINKAGE OF VENEER FROM

BOILED AND STEAMED

LOGS

CCORDING to present practice,

logs which are to be cut into

veneer are either steamed or soaked in

hot or boiling water for several hours

to soften the wood. The claim is some

times made that the veneer from boiled

logs is likely to shrink and swell less

with changing moisture content than

the veneer from steamed logs. This

point was made the subject of investi

gation by the Forest Products Labora

tory at a plant using both methods of

preparing the logs. Thirty sheets

of 1/12-inch rotary-cut birch ve

neer, 60 inches square, were se

lected from about six logs pre

pared in each way. The sheets

were carefully measured, passed

through a textile drier, and meas

ured again.

The average moisture content of

the boiled veneer and that of the

steamed before drying were prac

tically the same, being 64.8 and

65.5 per cent, respectively. The

a v e r a g e moisture

content for both

kinds after passing

through the drier

was 10 per cent, and

the moisture contents

of all dried sheets

were between 7 and

13 per cent. The

shrinkage caused by

drying was found to

be the same for both

k i n d s of veneer.

When the dried

sheets were resoaked
they expanded to their original dimer;-i

sions, and when subjected to a second

drying they shrank as uniformly as

before.

Although these tests were very crude,

they indicate that the shrinkage of ve_

neer from boiled and steamed logs is

practically the same. The variation is

no greater than is found between pieces

from different logs which have under

gone the same treatment.

\
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Models Mad

’l‘*HE models pictured on this page

are the work of Mr. George R.

Aitken. Those interested in the con

struction of historical models will enjoy

looking at the pictures of the Atlantic,

“Puffing Billy,” “The Rocket,” and

Robert Fulton’s Clermont.

  

e by a Reader
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A model of a modern passenger locomotive built by Mr.

Aitken. This is a distinct contrast to the early types

pictured on this page. The horizontal engine shown at

the right is complete in every detail, including governor

Above is shown the fa

mous old locomotive

“Pufling Billy,” which

was built in 1813 by

Timothy Haclzworth, a

blacksmith, for the

Wylana Railway, En

gland. The center bot

tom shows Robert Ful

ton's “Clermont,” which

made its famous trip

up the Hudson in 1807

15 I

5....-....................................................................................-...

A well executed model of the Atlantic which was

placed in service on the Baltimore 15' Ohio in the

year 1832. The original of this now historical loco

motive was built by Davis 6' Gartner of York, Pa.

“The Rocket,” which ‘

was put into operation

in the year 1815 by

G e o r g e Stephenson.

This was the first en

gine in which the pow

er was given to the

wheels by direct trans

mission
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  Standardizationiof Gauge Design

terchangeable in large quantities,

the question of standardization of

gauges has been found a very essential

problem to contend with, a great many

factories already having established

their own standards for jig and fixture

work, but the subject of gauging had

IN order to produce parts that are in

 

not been given as much consideration.

in order to show just what has been ac

complished in standardization of

gauges this manuscript has been com

piled.

Snap Gauges

l will [ll'S[ consider the snap gauge.

which is one of the simplest of gauges.

Fig. 1 shows a set of standards for snap

gauges which are very satisfactory for

small work, gauging up to four inches

in length. They are made of a good

grade of carbon steel, carbonized, hard

ened and ground. They have been de

signed with the idea of departing from

the old idea of putting many gauges

onto one piece of steel. there being one

  

gauge to a piece and this with a maxi

mum and a minimum step.

When several gauges are to he used

By Walter J. Oldroyd

Supt. of Equipment, Springfield /lrmory

on one operation, several of these snaps

are put onto a loose-leaf binder ring

and a drop of solder on the joint will

make the ring solid, and should it be

required to correct the gauges, the ring

is quickly opened. Each gauge on the

ring should be given the same identifi

cation number with a letter following

 

lengths but the shape of the bar may be

changed to suit conditions and the span

of the gauge. The gauges in Fig. I are

not suitable for gauging round work

over one inch in diameter, but are sat

isfactory for the length of work up to

four inches. To furnish a snap for di

ameters from one inch up to four inches

the gauges shown in Fig. III are used.

The capacity of each gauge varies by

five-eighths inch and they are made of

steel forgings with the blocks and plug

set in.

A design of built-up gauge which has

many advantages is illustrated in Fig.

IV. As will be seen from the illustra

tion it is made in two parts, the upper

portion is a simple piece of carbon steel

ground and the other portion of the

gauge has the steps machined and

ground one step on each end. The two,

parts of this gauge are held together by

means of two filister head screws.

Wliile this gauge is often used up to

two and a half inches. yet its greatest

usefulness is on smaller openings, such

as up to one-quarter inch, where grind

ing the opening in a gauge of the de

sign shown in Fig. I is not practical.

This type of gauge also has a distinct

advantage over the ordinary snap gauge

in that it may be taken down at an_\'

  

to indicate the order in which it is to

be used in gauging the work. There is

plenty of space on these gauges to mark

the component name and the operation

number as well as any other markings

that the system might require.

The illustration at Fig. II shows a

form of built-up gauge for use in gaug

ing work more than four inches long.

The end blocks are the same for all

‘time when the steps become worn and

by simply regrinding it can be put back

in its original shape again and this

process may be followed for an indefi

nite period of time or until the parts

are too light to be of any practical use.

which, of course, would be a very long

time. It will be noted that these gauges

are chamfered on the minimum side

and provided with a radius on the
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maximum side. In this way a man soon

becomes used to the gauge and does not

pay constant attention to the numerals

identifying the size.

Plug gauges, while simple in con

struction, may be made to a variety of

designs and constructions, but one that
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seems to have met all the requirements

of practicability, simplicity and neat

ness is shown in Fig. IV. The handle.

which is knurled, is finished complete.

except for the fiat for marking, in an

automatic screw machine and can be

made of any cheap stock that work~

well at a rapid speed. The plugs like

wise are made up in quantity lots and

fitted to the handle and pinned to the

handle by a straight pin as required.

FLush Pin Gauges

Flush pin gauges and bushings are

made up and carried in stock with the

upper end of the bushings left un

ground until assembled into the gauge.

Flush pin gauges are built up to meet

conditions of irregular shape, etc. These

flush pin gauges have often been used

  

  

in connection with snap-gauge frames.

where for lack of space a two-step_

gauge could not be used, instead 01

making two single-step gauges. These

flush pins are made in three sizes, one

eighth inch, one-quarter inch and three

eighths inch, and cover the require

ments of nearly all cases where flush

pin gauges are required. The two larger

sizes, shown in Fig. VI, are the more

often used. r

Flush pin depth gauges for hand use

in gauging the depth of holes, slots and

the like is shown in Fig. VII. This

gauge is made of four parts, the body is

cold-rolled steel carbonized. hardened.

and ground on the ends only. The bot

tom end is larger than the handle or

knurled end in order to secure a sub

stantial base while using the gauge.

The plunger is of tool steel hardened

and ground, the projecting end is made

to whatever length is required and quite

often has to be flattened on the sides

to meet individual conditions. The

plunger is held in place by means of a

small drill rod pin. The plunger is flat

tened to allow about one-sixty-fourth

Swing Finger Gauge:

Flush pin gauges are not always sat

isfactory for certain cuts where the

clearance has to be provided between

the gauging points and the work while

putting the work into and taking it out

of the gauging fixture. Swing finger

gauges are used in such cases, in fact

I prefer them to the flush pin gauge.

The standard for these swing finger

gauges is shown in Fig. VIII. It will

be noted that the length of the wearing

fl1'*7;flEl
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excess movement of the plunger each

side of the two limits. A spring is pro

vided inside the body to always force

the plunger outward.

I do not consider flush pin gauges

practical where the limits are very close

unless a straight-edge is used in con

junction with them, about .004 inch is

about as small as is practical for finger

nail feel.

 

surface of the “go” radius is greater

than the “not go” radius. This greater

wearing surface is to provide for the

swing coming in contact with the work

to be gauged, while the “not go” swing

should never pass by anyway. The

handle portion is reduced in thickness

a little and knurled on both sides to

provide a grip for the operator. These
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swings are made of a good grade of

machine steel carbonized, hardened and

ground.

The studs upon which these swings

are mounted are shown in Fig. IX.

They are made of machined steel car

bonized and the portion upon which

the swing bears is hardened and

3 /% ‘

ground. The swing fingers are held

onto the studs by means of cold-rolled

steel screws pack hardened and are

shown in Fig. X.

Indicator Gauges

A very handy gauge for testing the

alignment of one cut in relation to an

other cut already taken is the indicator

gauge shown in Fig. XI. In this gauge

“A” is the base, made of 40 per cent

carbon steel carbonized, hardened and

ground on the bottom and ends as indi

cated by the “f” marks. “B” is a tool

steel plunger hardened and ground and

comes in contact with the surface to be

gauged, while the ground surface on

the front end of the base slides against

a straight-edge which is in line with the

surface on the part from which we wish

to gauge the alignment of the surface

upon which the plunger “B” makes a

sliding contact.

The plunger “B” runs in hardened

and ground bushings which are made

of tool steel and held forward by means

of a spring C attached to a pin D in

the plunger. In the forward end of the

plunger is a slot into which sets the arm

E, which is pivoted on the stud F

screwed into the base A. The other end

of the arm E is forked. On the stud I

is a pointer H, projecting from the bot

tom of which is a pin G and the other

end, which is the pointer, projects

through a slot in the cover. By this

combination of levers the movement of

the plunger is magnified forty times. A

cover K is screwed to the base and has

graduations for the indicator point,

each graduation representing 1/1000 of

an inch.

The only opening in the cover is the

small slot for the pointer to pass

through and over that is a small piece

of glass which is held in place by means

of a sheet steel cap riveted to the cover,

this makes the mechanism entirely

dustproof. Gauges of this design have

a wide range of usefulness in connec

tion with the gauging of gun work.

  

SULZER DIESEL ENGINE

HE type of Diesel engine intro

duced by Messrs. Sulzer Bros. in

Switzerland is now being manufactured

in other European countries under li

cense from the inventors. Units vary

ing in size from 150 to 2,000 h.p. are

being built on the single-acting, two

stroke cycle principle, as recently in

troduced, of which more than 270,000

h.p. have already been supplied. The

advantages claimed are: (1) Reduc

tion in the number of valves arranged

in the combustion chamber and exposed

to high pressure and temperature. (2)

A simple and strong design of cylinder

head. (3) A rapid and safe method

of cooling the piston. (4) A simple

form of reversing gear and (5_) Safety

appliances 'for preventing false manipu

lation. _

The exhaust ports consist of openings

in the lower end of the cylinder wall

which, during the greater part of the

stroke are kept closed by the piston,

although partly controlled by an equi

librium lifting valve. The spent gases

are first allowed to escape when the

further travel of the piston connects the

cylinder with the atmosphere and per

mits air to enter the scavenging. The

exhaust ports are fully closed when the

exhaust ports are fully closed when the

crank is in its central position of the

return stroke, compression commences

and fuel oil is injected through a valve

in the cylinder cover. Continued com

pression ignites the charge and the

working stroke occupies a quarter of a

revolution, after which the ports are

again uncovered for the exhaust. The

two cycles are thus completed in a single

revolution, the four quarters forming

respectively the working, scavenging,

compression and ignition stroke. The

cooling arrangement for the piston con

 

sists of a jet of water which impinges

on the front end and escapes through a

telescopic tube which keeps tight with

out stuffing boxes.

Persistent sulphation which is indi

cated by a greenish deposit on a bat

tery terminal is due to a break in the

sealing compound that allows the acid

to climb the binding post and attack

the terminal. This break can be sealed

by softening the compound. A blow

torch lamp is good for this, but care

must be exercised not to melt the lead

straps or terminal posts. The battery

should be removed from the car to avoid

the danger of fire.

I
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LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMIS

SION LINES

HAT will be one of the longest

transmission lines is now in the

course of construction. This will ex

tend from the city of Winnipeg to

Portage la Prairie, Canada. The line

is to extend a distance of 60 miles and

will have towers made of steel. Alum

inum wire of No. 0 gatige is being used

on the first circuit which is to carry

5,000 kilowatts at 66,000 volts with a

3 per cent drop in voltage at the desti

nation. Plans are now being laid for

the installation of a second circuit.

DETECTING UNDER-WATER

SOUNDS ELECTRICALLY

METHOD of detecting sound in

water has been perfected. This is

one of many different systems that have

been proposed during the past five

years. The present system seems to

possess more than usual merit. The

present method, which was developed

during the last days of the war, makes

it possible to fix the source of dis

turbance with great accuracy. '

A number of submerged “hydro

phones” are laid a few miles apart at

the proper distance from the shore.

These are all connected to a central

station which is provided with a very

sensitive galvanometer that records

the slightest disturbance. The gal

vanometers are made to record the dis

turbances upon a moving photographic

film. Normally, the record on the photo

graphic film is in a perfectly straight

line. When ‘a sound wave strikes one

of the submerged phones, a variation of

the galvanometer current takes place

and a record of the sound is produced

upon the moving film. By the proper

measuring of the difference in time be

tween the arrival of the various signals

on the galvanometers, the almost exact

location of the disturbance can be cal

culated.

ELECTRIC TREATMENT OF

SEEDS

VERY novel method of treating

A seeds has been perfected recently.

An electrolyte of sodium nitrate is

placed in a vat or cell equipped with

iron electrodes. The orignators of this

system claim that the yield is consider

ably increased when wheat, barley or

oats are subjected to this treatment. It

is said that 500 farmers have become

interested in this method and that the
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work is being carried on to some extent.

After the seeds are treated in the way

described above, they are placed in a

kiln and dried. The entire treatment

must be gone through about two months

before the seeds are planted.

ELECTRICAL GAS MASK

HE electrical precipitation of gas

eous substances has been applied

to the gas mask in place of charcoal.

In the new mask a small induction coil

is used to condense the fumes or gases.

The new electrical gas mask has been

reduced in weight by two pounds and

is said to be much more comfortable

than the old type. The electrical mask

has not been developed to a state of per

fection, but it has shown very promising

results.

A NATURAL INSULATING SUB

STANCE

ELP is now being used as a source

of insulating compound in Aus

tralia. After the first treatment, the

kelp is pressed into shape under hy

draulic pressure and then treated with

formalin. The finished product can be

turned on a lathe and is capable of

taking a very high finish. The kelp is

available in tremendous. quantities

along the Australian and Tasmanian

shores.

NEW METHOD OF MAKING

IRON CORES TO CUT DOWN

HYSTERSIS LOSSES

RON cores used in radioapparatus

are generally made with the greatest

number of laminations possible. These

laminations are always insulated from

one another with a thin layer of shellac

which further cuts down the losses.

A new method of making iron cores

has recently beendevised which is a

distinct step forward. The iron used

is produced electrolytically to insure

great purity. The iron produced in

this way is then pulverized to a fine

ness that will permit of its individual

particles passing through a screen with

two hundred meshes to the square inch.

The iron powder is then thoroughly

mixed with shellac and pressed into

shape under a hydraulic press. In the

case of small high-frequency coils four

or five iron rings of this nature are

used to -build up the core. Engineers

have found that this still further de

creases the losses.

Each of the iron particles forming

the core are insulated from one another

. .
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by a very thin film of shellac. Thus

each tiny particle acts a lamination.

A NEW TELEPHONE

TRANSMITTER

THE present type of telephone trans

mitter has a number of disadvan

tages. One of the worst is its inability

to accurately transmit certain parts of

speech. The new transmitter is built on

the principle of an electric condenser.

The impinging sound waves of the

voice changes the capacity of the circuit

by causing one plate of the condenser

to vibrate. This variation changes the

current value of the circuit and causes

speech to be transmitted to the distant

receiver which is the same as that ordi

narily used. The new transmitter has

been found to transmit all parts of

speech almost perfectly.

A further development along this

line is the use of a carbon or micro-'

phonic attachment with the condenser

transmitter. This transmits all parts of

speech with great perfection and gives

a louder indication at the receiver.

Both of these transmitters are now

in a state of development and as far as

experimentation has gone very good re

sults have been produced.

THE UNITED STATES TELE

PHONE INDUSTRY

SOME figures recently issued by the

Bureau of Census give some very

interesting information concerning the

extent of the telephone industry in the

United States. According to the Bu

reau, there are over 53,000 separate

systems and lines in the country. This

also includes many private lines. These

53,000 lines involve nearly 29,000,000

miles of wire. This amount of wire is

sufficient to reach around the earth at

the Equator 1,150 times. About 11,

700,000 telephones are connected to

gether by this great network of cop

per wire. It is said that nearly twenty

two billion telephone messages were

handled in the United States during the

year 1917. This stupendous figure

means that every man, woman and

child in the country called on the tele

phone 220 times during the course of

the year. About 262,000 were em

ployed in the industry during 1917.

About 65 per cent of these were women.

Year by year the telephone messages

in the United States increase tre

mendously. Next year will exceed the

figures given above.
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TO MAKE STEEL so S()FT.THA'l'

IT CAN BE WORKED LIKE

COPPER

ULVERIZE beef bones, mix them

with equal parts of loan and calves‘

hair and stir the mixture into a thick

paste with water. Apply a coat of

this to the steel and place it in a cruci

ble, cover this with another, fasten the

two together with wire and close the

joint hermetically with clay. Then

place the crucible in the fire and heat

it slowly. When taken from the fire

let it cool by placing it in ashes. On

opening the crucible the steel will be

found so soft that it can be engraved

like copper.

ANNEALING OF BRONZE

HIS process is especially em

ployed in the preparation of alloys

for cymbals, tam-tams, bells, etc.

These alloys themselves are brittle, and

the instruments cast from them be

come soft and sonorous only by im

mersing them while still hot, in cold

water, then hammering and then finally

again heating and slowly cooling.

While steel requires hardness by

quenching, a copper-tin alloy has the

remarkable property of becoming sensi

bly softer and more ductile when quick

ly cooled, and this property is made use

of by heating the alloy to a dark red,

or, in case of thin’ objects, to the melting

point of lead, and immersing in water.

The alloy thus treated can be worked

under the hammer and stretched with

out cracking or breaking.

TO HARDEN COPPER

MONG the latest methods resorted

to for hardening copper is that of

melting together and stirring until thor

oughly incorporated, copper from 1 to

6 per cent of manganese oxide. The

other ingredients for bronze and other

alloys may then be added. The cop

per thus becomes homogeneous. harder

and tougher.

ZINC AMALGAM »

INC amalgam is formed by mixing

and triturating zinc filings with

mercury at a heat somewhat below the

boiling point of the latter. It is usually

prepared by pouring mercury into zinc

at the temperature at which the latter

is just kept in a fused state. Care

must be taken to keep the liquid stirred

and to add the mercury slowly and in

as fine a stream as possible.

 

The American Society of Experimental

Engineers

WHO'S WHO IN THE A. S. E. E.

DWIGHT SWAIN SIMPSON,

M. M. E.—“ By Himself"

HE gentleman so austerely pic

tured is not as old as he looks,

having been born in the wilds of

Michigan (Muskegon) in the Spring of

1883. The family silver spoon had

been mislaid at the time, so he held a

kit of tools in his hands.

At an early age he was transplanted

to Minnesota and succeeded in reaching

the University. Fducation (so called)

was completed at Comell University, in

Mechanical Engineering and the School

of Naval Architecture.

During this time every moment that

could be stolen from the halls of learn

ing was spent on the lakes and rivers of

the wildest parts of the continent. It

is his boast that in all the hundreds of

miles of wilderness traveled he never cut

himself with an axe but once and was

lost but once for three days. Not really

  

lost, you know-—just didn‘t know where

he was.

Some months in the general shops of

a little logging railroad (pattern maker,

foundryman, blacksmith, machinist,

boiler maker and _engineer—all in one

for $20.00 per) gave valuable expe

rience that is often called upon to-day.

After escaping from college with the

degree of Master of Mechanical En

gineering, numerous shipyards were

graced by the presence of our hero,

serving in any and many capacities

from fitter’s helper to chief draftsman.

Then a year as consulting engineer and

naval architect in Philadelphia drove

him back to the quiet of riveting ham

mers and the shipyards saw him again.

In 1914, when general manager of

the Essington Shipbuilding Co.. he re

tired from active life because of ill

health, and until cured by the great

\var spent a long time doing nothing.

Then, as head of the newly organ

ized firm of Palmer-Simpson Corpora

tion, he began a strenuous two years of

struggle against the Huns, the U. S.

Navy Department and its inspectors in a

more or less successful attempt to build

flying boats and seaplanes. “A mistake

may cost a brave man’s life” was the

oft-repeated slogan in those days, and

although it was necessary to train many

green men in this new work, no coroner

has yet indicted the Palmer-Simpson

Corporation.

In a careless moment of his youth

this prodigy had his “bumps” felt by

a man calling himself a phrenologist.

who allowed that the subject could write

things. The bump that caused the de

cision had been made recently by a

baseball, but that baseball is a great

factor in American life is proved by

the fact that some editors have for a

long time been good enough to agree

with that old fakir and the typewriter

has been busy at odd times for many

years. Camping, canoeing, woodcraft.

yacht building and handling, engineer

ing topics and shopwork have been the

subjects that from time to time have en

gaged his literary talents.

In order to have something to write

about it was occasionally necessary to

do things, and a little shop grew up

in the home. As no man is a prophet

in his own country, however, the shop

was confined to the vicinity of the coal

bin or some equally useless place until

recently it was moved to a little factory

building with the dignity of an office

all its own. In its new form “The Ex

perimenter’s Shop” is becoming so well

known that we can close this history

right here.

To conclude this laudatory sketch we

can do no better than to make use of

that form which has become so well

and widely known during the war.

Nationality—-American (four genera

tions on this continent).

Father—Canadian, naturalized.

Mother-American.

Col0r——White.

Married—Once.

Dependents—Two (wife and small

daughter).

Calls himself a naval architect and

engineer.

Sings a sort of barytone.

Plays no musical instrument (used

to, but hasn't the time). And, like the

well-known Rajah of Bong, thinks “Hg;

can do almost any old thing.”
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Motor Sle-ds for Winter Sport

OTORING enthusiasts cannot

be prevented from enjoying

themselves by inclement

weather and a large number of interest

ing motor bobs have been built, using

small gasoline engines for power. A

number of designers utilize the propul

sive thrust of air propellers and attain

good speeds over ice or hard snow.

An interesting adaptation of a Smith

motor wheel to a sled is shown in ac

companying illustrations. Two flexible

flyers are fastened together by a board

about eight feet long, the first sled being

5»-~--mt.-vmmmmi-immmmi-mt»--i--~mm~mu =

gm Aero Sled a¢

picted at the rightuses a very com

pact power plant 0]idouble opposed

/orm and a suitableaerial propeller, the5-entire outfit being;

suited for boat pro
l pulsion also E

Ill

  

held by a King bolt so that it may be

used as a guide sled. A set of handle

bars from an old bicycle were cut off

and fastened to the plank so the opera

tor could install the motor speed regu

lating levers. The speed of the engine

is controlled by a throttle on one of the

bars and there is also an exhaust valve

lifter so the motor may be easily started.

As shown in the side view, the motor

.wheel is attached to the rear sled by

three one-half-inch bolts which firmly

hold the wheel retaining bracket to the

board fastened to the rear sled. As in

  

 

bicycle practice, the wheel clamp is

hinged to permit the wheel to play up

and down and allow for road surface

irregularities. Several men can be car

ried by this outfit. The steering is

easily accomplished by means of a foot

bar attached to the front sled. It is

claimed that this outfit is capable of a

speed of thirty miles per hour over hard

snow or icy streets. '

The general details of the construc

tion of the types depicted should be

clearly grasped by any one who might

desire to duplicate any of the outfits

shown.

newt-mg

E
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The craft shown be

low is capable of a

speed of sixty miles

  
per hour and i.

powered with a

standard motorcyrle

engine driving an air

propeller. The out

fit is home-made

5
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The motor bob

shown above is

made 0] a board,

two sleds and a

motor wheel for

power

Euit-in-miIIin-1innu-tu-m-mm-ti-m-m-mun-uni

How the motor

wheel and its

rontrol members

are installed lo

push a bob sled

at good speed
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Compressed Air Motor for Model

Airplane Propulsion

By H. C. Ellis

OR the past few years builders

Fof model airplanes (particularly

scale models) have been looking

forward to some source of power other

than rubber band motors. The advan

tages of the compressed air engine are

numerous. In doing away with the

rubber motor it gives the model air

plane a still higher position in aero

nautical research. Scale models which

hitherto could only fly about 100 feet,

will now, equipped with an air motor,

easily attain the 500 to 800 feet mark.

The mass of the motor and tank is

small and compact, so that models can

be constructed after scale of man-carry

ing aeroplanes.

turned from a solid piece of steel rod.

The complete engine, without tank and

propeller, weighs but 2% ounces. The

piston stroke is ye" and the cylinder

bore V2". The engine attains a speed

of 1400 rev. per minute. The propeller

used is 12" diameter and 21" pitch and

gives a thrust of 1 lb. '

The air tank shown in the illustra

tion is 14” long and 5%" in diameter.

It is constructed of sheet bronze, wound

around a suitable mandrel, riveted and

then soldered. The ends or caps are

then put on, these being of the same

material. They are riveted and sol

dered same as the seams in the tank.

In the rear end there is a suitable
  

Compressed air operated p_o-wer plant suitable for model airplanes

The motor shown in accompanying

illustration is constructed as light as

possible. Steel, bronze and aluminum

are the only metals used. All necessary

joints are screwed or silver soldered.

The motor is what is known as the

rotary type, that is the entire motor

rotates around the crank shaft, which

remains stationary. The cylinders of

the motor are turned from a solid piece

of steel. Pistons are of aluminum,

lapped into the cylinders to insure a

good fit. The connecting rods are of

bronze and are carefully fitted to insure

smooth running. The crankcase is of

aluminum carefully machined to insure

perfect alignment. The crankshaft is

A curious discussion has been going on in

one of our contemporaries on the subject

of the effect of motion east or west along

the equator on the weight of a body so

moving. If a body is motionless on the

equator its weight is diminished by cen

trifugal force; if it were to move westward

at the rate of the earth’s rotation, it would

be unaffected by that force and would lose

weight. If it went eastward, it would add

its motion to that of the earth and the

centrifugal force would be increased and the

weight correspondingly diminished. It is

calculated that a motion of sixty miles an

hour would change its weight one twenty

fifth of one per cent.

tire valve for attaching the foot pump.

With a tire pump the air is com

pressed in the tank or container to a

pressure of 150 lbs. Then the pump is

removed and the model is made ready

for flight. Through opening the throttle

on the air container, the motor will

start to run and turn the propeller for

30 to 60 seconds. Models that can be

successfully flown by this motor can

weigh empty up to 1% lbs. and have a

span of 4 to 6 feet. Many instructive

and interesting models may be operated

by the above motor. Some of these are

to be described in coming issues of

EV!-‘.R\’DAY ENGINEERING l\'IACAZINE.
 

I-Iousekeepers have long been familiar with

glass baking dishes and cooking vessels

which resist heat. Now the same kind of

glass is being offered to chemists for use

in the laboratory, as beakers, flasks and the

like. Quartz ignition trays and capsules have

been in use by chemists for some years, and

the high price of platinum renders them

particularly acceptable.

Totem poles can now be bought by the

foot. In British Columbia the Haida In

dians of Masset, sell them for $1.50 and

$2.00 per foot. Considerable care must be

exercised in packing them for transport. It

is said that they are decaying and other

wise depreciating.

VARIATION OF HORSEPOWER

WITH ALTITUDE AND COM

PRESSION RATIO

HE results outlined below were ob

tained at the Altitude Laboratory

of the Bureau of Standards. In this,

the engine under test is installed in a

concrete chamber, having insulated

walls, and from which the air may be

partially exhausted by means of a

blower, thus reducing the barometric

pressure within the chamber to a point

corresponding to the pressure at any

desired altitude. At the same time the

temperature may be regulated during

the test by passing the air, as it enters

the chamber over a series of refriger

ating coils. The power of the engine

is absorbed by an electric dynamometer

placed outside the chamber and con

nected to the engine by a shaft and

coupling.

The engine used in the experiments

was a 150 horsepower eight-cylinder

Hispano-Suiza, furnished with three

sets of pistons, giving compression ra

tios of 4.7, 5.3, 6.2. The Claudel Car

buretor was adjusted by hand to give

the maximum power for each run. The

results are based on an engine speed

of 1,500 r.p.m., and the horsepowers

were corrected, in the earlier tests to

0°C., while in the latter ones they were

corrected to standard temperatures, cor

responding to the barometric pressures

at which the tests were made. The ac

tual temperatures at which the tests

were made are not given. The tests

were made at four barometric pressures,

which were adopted as standards for

comparing the results of different tests.

These pressures corresponded to heights

of approximately 5,500, 11,500, 19,200,

and 29,600 ft., as calculated from the

formula h::62900 log", I6/P, ob

tained from the Smithsonian Tables for

1907.

The general conclusion drawn from

the results is that the gain in power due

to increase in compression does not

bear a constant relation to the total

power of the engine at different alti

tudes, but is greater at high than at low

altitudes. The gain in horsepower due

to a high compression ratio of 6.2 as

against 5.3 amounts to 2.8 per cent at

5,000 feet, while it increases to nearly

5.8 per cent. at 30,000 feet. Likewise

the decrease in horsepower due to the

low compression ratio of 4.7, as against

5.3, while only 3.3 per cent. at 5,000

ft., amounts to about 7.3 per cent. at

30,000 ft.

It is pointed out that any comparison

of absolute horsepowers for the different

compression ratios may be misleading,

as the engine conditions, such as fit of

piston and rings, condition of valves,

etc.. were not the same in each case.

This, however, should not affect the

manner in which the power varies with

barometric pressure for a given com

pression ratio.
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A Practical Small Airplane

MERICA’S smallest flying craft

—the “Butterfly” monoplane of

the L.W.F. Engineering Cor

poration, took the air in a successful

trial flight at College Point, Long

Island, the aftemoon

of February 18. It

fulfilled all of the

predictions made for

it after wind tunnel

tests of a model. The

Butterfly, a veritable

aerial flivver, will

make its bow to the

public at the Aero

nautical Show of the

Manufacturers Air

craft Association in

the Seventy-first

Regiment Armory,

New York, March 6

to 13. It will be put

on a quantity pro

duction basis and it

is said it will sell for

$2.500.

The two cylinder opposed motor with

which it is engined, started on a half

spin of the propeller and the plane

rolled across the snow. It gathered

speed rapidly and went into the air

at about seventy-five

feet from the starting

point. Pilot Foote sailed

off toward the sound

made a wide turn, came

back to the field and

l a n d e d. The plane

stopped within sixty

feet of the point at

which its wheels first

touchedtheground. Ad

ditional trial flights

will be made for speed

Areas :

and low garage cost. Its wings.

ailerons and tail surfaces are detach

able and many of the parts are inter

changeable. The specifications of both

motor and airplane are appended.

  

The Butterfly Monoplane. An L. W. F. type that has made successful flights

SPECIFICATIONS

L.W.F. Cato Motor

(Power Plant of the “Butterfly”)

Type-—2 cylinder horizontally op

posed, 4-cycle, air cooled, valve in head.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL “L”

“BUTTERFLY"

General Dimensions:

Wing span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . ..

Depth of wing chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Height overall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Length overall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ailerons (each)

Wings (without ailerons) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Swept Volume—one cylinder 117.88

cu. in.

Total Volume Including Clearance

Volume—152.97cu.in. .

Compression Ratio—4.33 to 1.

Piston Displace

ment—23S.62 cu. in.

FILL HOLES IN

TIRE CASINGS

PROMPTLY

H E motorist

docs not realize

the great increase in

tire mileage m a d g

possible by prompt

attention to the many

cuts and bruises to

the tire tread which

are apt to be 11¢.

glected because they

do not cause defla

tion. W ate r and

sand works in be

tween the plies

through the cuts, Causing sand blisters

which in turn usually result in a "blow

out. ’ For general.use of motorists and

"1 _5m11“ shops a combination vul

canizer Wl'llCl'l is composed of a large

hollow cast-iron body

filled with water and

heated_ with a spirit

lamp, is marketed. In

this the curved face and

the flat face may be

u s e d simultaneously

and an inner tube

patched at the same

time that the outer cas

ing is being treated. As

33- - very complete instruc

1. - Elevators (each) 6.5 sq. . {ions are fumisheclwith

gaso 1ne_ consumption. Rudd“ (,5 5q_ _ these small vulcanizers,

and climbing ability Stabilizer 6.0 sq. . any motorist may be

before the exposition. Fin

Laboratory tests give

the plane a maximum

speed of 72 miles per

hour and a minimum

without losing altitude

of 22 miles.

The “Butterfly”

weighs 595 pounds

two strong men can lift

it from the ground. It

is only twenty-nine feet

and nine incheswide

and nineteen feet long.

The motor is smaller

and weighs less than

the motors in even the lowest powered

automobiles, yet it develops 68 to 70

horsepower. The maximum carrying

capacity is 383 pounds. The Butter

fly was designed to satisfy the de

sires of sportsmen for a machine of

low first cost, low operating expenses

Wing Curve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Weights and Loading:

Net weight of machine (empty) . . . . . . . . . . ..

Gross weight . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Useful load

Loading per sq. it . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Weight per H.P . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._. . . . . . . . . . . ..

3.75

Cato

S05

918

383

4.9

13.5

 

Horse Power—72 at 1825 R.P.M.

Cooling—Air.

Bore-5 inches.

Slroke—6 inches.

Total Weight ready to run--154

pounds.

Area of Piston Head—19.63S sq. in.

Sq- come familiar with

their use without much

difficulty. In some vul

“ canizers, the heat is

,, furnished by electricity

ti passing through resist

“ ance coils imbedded in

the device and are sim

ilar to an electric flat

iron in action. In vul

canizing, the most im

por_tant_ precaution is to

maintain a proper tem

perature. Too great a

degree of heat will burn

the rubber, while a

proper cure cannot be effected if tem

perature is too low. The temperatures

recommended for vulcanizing vary from

250 to 375 degree F. The lower de

gree of heat is used in working material

previously cured, while the higher

temperature is best for new rubber.

Motor :

Cato, air cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Performance:

Speed, maximum horizontal flight . . . . . . . . . ..

Speed, minimum horizontal flight . . . . . . . . . ..

Climbing speed

Radius of action (full throttle) . . . . . . . . . . . ..

68-70 H. P.

72 M. P. H.

22 M. P. H.

4.800 ft. in 10 min.

6 hours

No. i

pounds
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The Construction of 5 Ch

PART I.

HERE is perhaps little need for

any lengthy description of the

historical machines from which

the glider shown in the accompanying

illustrations has been evolved. By this, ‘

I do not mean to imply that the sketches

show any great advancements of my

own on the original machines of the

apparatus designed years ago by the

late Octave Chanute, that great and re

vered pioneer in the art of flying who

 

  

 
 

' in jg _

By Percy Pierce

Lat! l"irxI Lirufrnanl, U. S. .-lir Servirr

fortable, but it may be taken for granted

that he is, the bolsters by which he

is supported under the arms, being nice

ly padded. The pilot is placed fairly

close to the leading edge of the main

planes, and with the center of gravity

about on level with or a little below,

the lower plane. Extending backward

on a level with the center of gravity of

the whole are two outriggers to carry

the tail, and from beneath these, near

their rear ends, are two skids curving

Fig. 1. Chanutds first glider was a multiplane /onin D V

carried the credit of devising the first

powerless airplane of the biplane type

—a machine with two superimposed

planes or surfaces, one above the other.

Chanute’s first glider or powerless

airplane was a modified Lilienthal

(Germany’s Wright) type monoplane

with a tail, later he built a quadruplane

with tail, see Fig. 1, each deck divided

at its center longitudinally both in main

and tail planes. Later he abandoned

this and came to the conclusion that

two main surfaces superimposed were

nearly all that was required and a bi

plane with cruciform tail, one vertical

and one horizontal, was the result. The

machine appears to have had but a

single outrigger spar (the member con

necting the tail surfaces with the main

supporting surfaces) to carry the tail

and here I think the machine could

have been improved upon. No landing

skids were provided, nor yet any sort

of supports on which to rest the glider

upon the ground. Such details as these

I have introduced in the glider herein

dealt with.

In Fig. 2 is illustrated the rear view

of the glider in the air with the pilot

"on board”. It may appear from the

drawing that he does not look real com

downward and backward. Between

these skids and the outriggers fabric

is stretched to serve as vertical tail

vanes, by means of which the head of

the machine is kept well up to the wind.

 

 

anute Glider

ever, I do not consider, and have never

found it necessary, to use an elevator

in this type of glider, since it is so easy

to move the center of gravity of the

machine by moving the body longi

tudinally, a small amount of swing to

the pilot's legs either backward or for

ward being sufficient to control the ma

chine. The correct angle of the tail

plane—\\'hich, by the way, should be

negative to the main planes—can be

adjusted by means of the tumbuckles

showing in the side elevation drawing.

Fig. 3, the flexibility of the outriggers

permitting this.

Stabilizing Flaps Provided

With regard to the lateral balance,

this can either be accomplished by the

movement of the pilot’s legs from one

side or to the other or by the movement

of the center of pressure—-caused by

the actuation of the control cord to the

ailerons shown in the plan and side

elevations in Fig. 3. If ailerons are

used they can be pivoted on the two

outermost struts on the trailing edge

of the planes at each end. These are

merely flaps, and hang vertical when

the machine is not in flight. When in

use they make the same angle of inci

dence (the angle at which the planes

advance through the air to give lift) as

the main planes for normal flight, being

 
 

  

No Elevator Needed

lt will be noticed that no elevator (a

movable surface to glide the machine

upward or downward) is arranged for,

but could easily be rigged up. ‘How
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restrained at that angle by the tension

of the control cord. If they require

to be operated for correcting an unde

sirable list or for the purpose of steer

ing. their action is as follows:
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Supposing the glider assumes a cant

over to the left—that is, with the right

hand side higher than the other, the

right-hand flap would be pulled down,

thus disturbing the air currents between

the right-hand ends of the planes and

so rob them of their lift. At the same

time the flap puts a brake on the rising

side. The consequence is the left-hand

side commences to travel fas

ter relatively to the wind

velocity, with the result that

the left-hand side rises to the

normal level. If flaps are

not used the center of gravity

is then moved by swinging

the legs over toward the high

side—which in this case is

the right-hand side. Restor

ing the glider to its normal

position as with the use of

the flaps will be the result.

If it is desired -to steer the

machine, say, to the right,

the right-hand flap is pulled

down; this produces a list to

the right, the effort of which

is to cause the left side to rise and the

machine to swing round on the air

banking.

The control cord is attached to the

center ribs of the flaps and passes

through eyes on the rear spar of the

lower plane, meeting in the center of

underneath side of the planes. Owing

to the fact that the ribs are screwed to

the underside of the spars, the hinges

will have to pass over the two ribs at

the ends of the two united sections; it

two cases on full-sized power machines.

will therefore be necessary to glue on

to the spars some packing-up strips of

equal thickness to the ribs.

KCKING-LP STRIP

  

Fig. 4. The hinge coupling for the plane cellules

This method of attaching the sections

has been found quite simple and per

fectly efficient in practice; in fact, I

have used it on much larger planes than

those on the glider herein described——

To detach an end section after using

the machine, it is only necessary to

  

Fig. 5. Rib cur-be for main planes

the machine in a handle placed im

mediately in front of the pilot, as shown

in the plan view, Fig. 3.

Main Planes in Section

It will be seen from the drawing last

mentioned that the ends of the main

planes are arranged to be made in sec

tions, a length of seven feet at each end

being removable en bloc, complete with

struts, flaps, bracing wires, etc. This

will be found a very great advantage

indeed when the question of storage for"

the glider comes up for consideration;

it also means that the glider can be

built in a much smaller workshop than

would be the case were the planes each

in one length of 22 feet.

The arrangement for coupling up the

sections is shown in Fig. 4. It is sim

ply a pair of hinged plates, the'two

halves of the hinge being united by a

stout split-pin passing through the eyes

in the plates. One of these hinges is

screwed and bolted in the manner

shown on each of the two main spars

of the planes—one-half on the spar of

the end section and the other on the

center section; they should be put on the

undo the four bracing wires by means

of the motorcycle spoke turnbuckles,

draw the four split pins, and the end

is off.

Main Plane Curve and Construction

In Fig. 5, I have drawn the form

of the main planes in section; the maxi

mum versed sine is 1% in. at 18 in.

from the leading edge. All the ribs,

after cutting and planing to size—

which, by the way, is Y2 in. by §/3 in. in

section—should be steamed and bent

over a templet, being afterward set

carefully to a full size drawing copied

from Fig. 5. The ribs and spars may

all be of spruce or clean straight

grained pine. By spruce, I mean, of

course, silver or Oregon spruce, not the

common white variety. The trailing

edge of the planes are wired as shown

in Fig. 6. This should be No. 20

gauge music wire. Each rib is notched

slightly across its end to receive the

wire, which is then bound in place by a

few tums of fine soft iron wire, pass

ing it through a hole bored about

half an inch from the end of the

rib. Before finishing off the main

wire on the rib ends, it will be necessary

to introduce short struts as shown in

Fig. 6; these serve to transfer the pull’

of the wire to the main spar and gen

erally distribute the stresses through

the structure of the planes. To ter

minate the wire, it should be bound into

a notch in the rib in the same way as

was done all along in the other ribs,

and then bent sharply round

the end of the plane and cut

off about §{, in. from the

bend; this length is then

bound into the end, or rather

side, of the rib. When one

end has been made off, the

wire should be pulled fairly

taut and the other end fin

ished, then all the binding

gone over with a soldering

lI'011.

(To be continued)

MATERIAL IN AN

AIRPLANE

HERE is a surprising

amount of material of

various kinds necessary to build an air

plane of the conventional type. Ma

terials involving metals of various kinds

include the following:

 

Nails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,326

Screws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,377

Steel Stampings . . . . . . . 921

Forgings . . . . . . . . . . 798

Turnbuckles . .. . . . . . . 276

Wire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,262 feet

Aluminum . . . . . . . . . .. 65 pounds

The various kinds of wooden mate

rial mount up as follows:

Spruce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244 feet

Pine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 feet

Ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 feet

Hickory . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1% feet

Other materials necessary for the fin

ished plane are:

Veneer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 sq. ft.

Varnish . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 gallons

Dope . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59 gallons

Rubber shock absorber

cords . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 feet

Linen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201 sq. yds.

This list of material is exclusive of

everything necessary for the engine

alone and is used in a well-known

make of biplane tractor of about 40

feet spread built for training purposes

during the war and now used in a mod

ified form for many commercial pur

poses.

 

Two-thirds of the cobalt of the world is

produced from the mines of Cobalt, On

tario, and at that it is only a by-product.

One hundred and fifty-five tons of nickel,

337 tons of cobalt, 2,592 tons of arsenic a1-g

the annual production of the district along

with over 19 millions ounces of silver.

 

In Shanghai, China, a trackless trolley is

credited with the transportation of about

5% million passengers in the year 1918. It

has been in operation for four years.
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A WELL-DESIGNED VISE

NEW vise possessing many new

features of a practical nature is

shown in the photographs. This type

of vise is made in several different sizes

suitable for different classes of work.

  

Each vise is provided with a projected

edge by means of which it can be

clamped tightly to a drill press table,

lathe face plate or milling machine.

This is a feature that has not been in

cluded on ordinary vises. The edge

also makes it possible to mount the

vise on its side. The edges are milled

perfectly accurate. By the use of an

especially patented clamp, the moving

jaw of the vise can be rapidly ad
  

justed and finally tightened by a few

turns of the screw at the back.

The vise is also manufactured on a

swivel base accurately graduated from

1 to 360 degrees. This particular type

has been developed entirely for ma

chine use. It embodies the same ad

justing clamp as the plain type.

The smaller sizes of these vises are

admirably adapted to small shop use.

AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED

SOLDERING STAND

STAND like the one described,

comes in very handy for hard

soldering, annealing and similar op

erations in conjunction with a blow

torch.

The pan is an old frying pan drilled

through the center to accommodate a

supporting rod. Instead of sawing off

the handle it should be bent up, this

SHOP PRACTICE
IlllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIlllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllNlllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllll|ll|I|ll|lIHHlllI||l%

making a convenient support for the

blow torch when not in use. The rod

is anywhere from X; to V2 in. in diam

eter and is threaded at both ends. The

feet or legs are bent as shown from

some 1 in. width heavy gauge iron and

drilled to hold the rod. Both pan and

feet are fastened to the rod with nuts,

  

as per drawing. The completed stand

should be about three feet high or ad

justed to the height of the builder.

The pan should be filled with sand,

gravel, etc. The brick, shown in the

drawing, is used to support work while

soldering.

The builder may easily fill in any

other details to suit himself, bearing in

mind, however, that rigidity is of prime

imp0rtance.—W. G. Voss.

TOOL BOX OR DRAWER

HANDLE

UITE often the “handy-man” has

occasion to use a’ hinged handle

on a tool box or drawer, but in most

cases, if he goes to the hardware or

  

furniture store, they will show him

either the fancy stamped brass handles

for dressers, or he will find heavy

handles, such as used on trunks and

heavy tool boxes or chests, and it then

devolves upon him to make a handle

of the proper shape and size to go with

the thing that he is building. Below

is given a sketch of a handle that is

  

\
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easily made, that is plain, and that

will look well wherever used. The

stock for making the handle should be

square, the size depending on the size

of handle wanted. The material should

be able to stand a right anglebend

without cracking. The two uprights

are made of stock preferably slightly

larger. A hole is drilled in the base.

This hole is then tapped for a bolt to

hold it to the box or drawer. A hole

is drilled in the side of this upright,

as indicated, and into this hole the

rounded end of the handle proper is

placed, so that the handle will lie down

out of the way when not in use.

The above handle is very easily

made, and if the work is carefully done,

a very neat appearing handle will be

the'resu1t.—F1zANK A. SAHBAUM.

SAVING OLD DRILLS

EVER throw away a drill, be

cause of a broken tang. Re

member a drill is valuable, for it can

be easily fixed and used once more,

although this is not generally known.

Like all real solutions, the idea is

simple when once explained.

Simply grind the broken tang to the

shape shown at A and make a socket

  

One

socket will accommodate all sizes of

drills, merely make the size of the next

tang a standard size.

Considerable money can be saved by

adopting this idea.—]. H. Moolu-:.

to suit drills of such nature.

SAFETY WEDGES FOR A

SLEDGE

ANY an accident has been caused

by the head of a sledge-hammer

flying ofif, and any scheme to stop such

a danger is worth adopting. The solu

tion is very simple and effective.
  

=
Make two steel tapered wedges A

(see detail view) and place on each

side of C as shown on the sketch.

These wedges should be slightly longer

than the head of the hammer B. Now

drill a hole through the shaft of the

hammer and wedges, after which put

the pin D in place.——]. H. Moorzra. V
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CARE OF A SLIDE RULE

SLIDE rule, even though it will

stand rough usage, requires in

telligent care if reliable and consistent

results are to be obtained. At frequent

intervals the A, B, C and D scales

should be checked against each other,

and the sliding portion should fit snug

ly between the guides. The fit between

slide and guides will vary with the

weather, that is, whether it is dry or

moist, since the wooden part of the

rule absorbs moisture.

In case of a new rule, it will be

found very easy to get it “broke in”,

if the guides of the rule are sprinkled

with talcum powder and the slide

worked back and forth several times.

If the glass runner is attached to

metal blocks which serve as guides or

slides, the glass is easily broken if the

rule is dropped or severely jarred. To

overcome this difficulty, place a piece

of very thin paper between the metal

blocks and the glass, and between

screw-heads and glass. This makes a

cushion between the glass and the

metal, and it is surprising ho'w much

longer the glass will last when so pro

- tected. The paper should be trimmed

off along the edges of the metal guides,

and around the screw-heads. If so

protected, the rule will need a new

glass only at very infrequent intervals.

—FRANx A. SAHBAUM.

BUFFING AND POLISHING WAX

CCASION arose where some buff

ing and polishing was to be done

on a polishing wheel, but no polishing

wax or buffing wax, as ordinarily used,

was at hand. The writer attempted to

make a wax to meet the emergency by

melting some paraffine,'and then add

ing powdered pumice stone, till the

paraffine was very thick and sluggish.

The mass was then allowed to cool,

after constant stirring. When quite

hard, this was rubbed on the polishing

wheel and very good results were ob

tained in the way of a finish. It takes

more of this material to do a given

amount of polishing than of the regu

lar wax, but this was well suited in

case of an emergency.

Several different qualities of this

might be made, by making a mixture of

fine emery dust and paraffine, and h_v

mixing rotten-stone or some other pol

ishing powder and paraffine. Which

of these materials would be used would

depend on the finish required and on

the rate of polishing, for it is evident

that the emery would do the work more

' rapidly, although it would not give the

gloss that a finer grade abrasive would

give.-—FRANK A. SAHBAUM.

USE OF SOLDERING>

DENT in a closed metal cylinder

can be repaired by first soldering

a small strip of metal to it. By this

means the dent can be pulled out and

the solder that holds the strip melted

off.

 

OPTICAL APPARATUS FOR

TESTING SCREW THREADS

PTICAL methods are coming into

use more and more in the field of

mechanical measurement. By optical

means an accuracy can be obtained that

cannot be approached by any other

method. The wonderful johanssan

blocks that are accurate to the hundred

thousandths part of an inch are pro

duced by the aid of optical measuring

instruments. In fact, this system is so

perfectly accurate that precision blocks

One of the photographs shows the

projected profile of a screw with a cor

rect lead. The zone between the dotted

lines represents the limit of tolerance.

The screw shown in the photograph is

just at the limit of tolerance. If it was

just a trifle smaller it would be neces

sary to reject it. Any profile that ex

tends above the upper dotted lines rep

resents a screw with too great a diam

eter. This system tells at a mere glance

what is impossible to determine by the

sense of feeling. The method is abso

lutely unfailing and unlike the gauge

system it can be depended upon.

_ The projected screw is magnified 200

times and all of the irregularities of the

surface are plainly visible. The toler

  

The complete projecting apparatus together with the tolerance chart

have been made with an accuracy of

.0O000l inch.

The optical method of testing screw

threads rapidly has recently been in

troduced and is coming into wide use

in all of the large manufacturing estab

lishments in the country. Its advan

tages over the conventional gauge sys

tem are numerous. Great accuracy and

greater speed are probably the most

important factors.

In the case of testing screw threads,

the profile shadow of the screw is

thrown upon a small screen known as a

  

The profile of a screw upon the tolerance

chart is shown

tolerance chart by means of an espe

cially constructed projector. The pro

file of one thread at a time is projected

and the screw can be revolved so that

its entire thread may be inspected. The

screw is held in an especially designed

holder as shown. This is so made that

any inaccuracy in the lead of the screw

will be evident upon the screen.

ance zone is so measured off that it will

indicate a tolerance of .004 inch at at

magnification of 201) diameters.

When the apparatus is set up it is

necessary to employ a standard gauge

to set the screen the proper distance

from the projector. Adjusting handles

are provided on the screen so that it

can be brought to the proper position‘.

A perfectly dark room is by no means

necessary for the operation of the screw

testing machine. A moderately lighted

room does nicely.

  

Placing a screw in holder for testing

Mr. James Hartness. the inventor of

the optical method of testing screw

threads. claims that the present system

of gauging, as outlined in the previous

lines, will eventually reject all lead

errors in screws of minimum diameter.

The conventional s_\'.<tem of gauging

permits a larger lead error in the

smaller screws than is tolerated in the

larger screws.
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Our Readers’ ‘Workshops Page

f I ‘HE shop pictured on this page

is owned and operated by Mr.

H. \\'illhagen, who has derived

no end of benefit and pleasure from

his equipment. He had added to his

shop from time to time until it is now

very complete. .\lr. Willhagens de

scription follows:

"I use my workshop as an aid to my

hobby and incidentally I make quite a

bit of money working in

my spare time for my

friends who see my work

this device and also use it largely for

cross-cut work.

"Paints and varnishes of all shades.

colors and hues are on hand and this

considered to be a very important part

of the shop equipment. Carving chisels,

gouges and clamps of all sizes make

the wood working part of the shop very

complete.

"Cigar boxes full of screws, nails.

  

and who want something .

done which they are un

able to do on account of'

lacking shop facilities.

This work keeps me very

busy at times, but on the

other hand it adds con

siderably to my income.

My bench, which is six

feet long, has drawers in

it and is provided with a

quick-action vise at one

end and a vise for metal

work at the other end.

One end of the bench is

used for metal work and

the other for wood work.

From an old gas stove and

bread toaster I made a

very serviceable furnace

which is used in heating

soldering c o p p e r s and

glue. Aside from this the

shop is provided with

fourteen planes of all

shapes and sizes for match

ing boards, beading, etc.

A multitude of dies and

taps are on hand ranging from 2-52 to

9/16. Drills from the very smallest to

M in. are also provided. I have ream

ers from X; to 7/16; also two Morse

taper reamers. I have a rip saw, cross

cut, coping and back saw. I also have

a key-hole saw, hack saw and a power

driven rip saw. Some time ago I made

a table out of 2 x 4’s and an old saw

spindle. I am able to cut grooves on

  

bolts, nuts, washers and ‘junk’ (as we

call it) are stored under the benches

where they are very accessible.

"Some of the work I have done in

spare time has brought me good returns.

In one instance I was paid $5.00 for a

medicine cabinet. I have made a num

ber of Kiddie Cars for my own little

girls. A total of six lamps have been

made in m_\-' little shop. I have re

ccntly added an old lathe which will

be used especially for turning long

lamp posts.

"The lathe shown in one of the

photographs was made by me and it is

very serviceable. I had a friend turn

the spindle and all of the pattern work

and assembly was done by myself. I

have a face plate fixed up for a disc

grinder and sander which is a very use

ful piece of equipment. The

lathe parts include buffing

wheels, g ri n d i n g wheels,

chucks, saws and centers. l

also have a set of dogs and a

cross fecd for light metal

work. It is my intention to

install a good screw-cutting

lathe before long. The lathe

I have at the present time is

run both by foot and gas en

gine power. The gas engine

power plant, which is part of

the shop, is illustrated in one

of the photographs.

"I have made four boats,

one of which was praised

very highly by my friends

who saw it. Two of these

crafts were made from direc

tions t h a t appeared in

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

A\I:\(i.‘\7.I.\iI§. It was through

'the magazine that I turned

my attention to model con

struction. Before long I in

tend to start building a small

flash steamboat.

"I have obtained much

pleasure from working in my

small shop and I must say

that it has put me where I am today.

When I started to read your little

five-cent magazine I was a ‘sticker’ ma

chine hand working for 50 cents per

hour. Today I am a pattern maker

getting 85 cents per hour and was re

cently offered $l.20 per hour. I have

had six wage increases during the last

few years and this I attribute to m_v

little shop.”
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B Range Loose Couplers

Beginners Will- Have No Trouble in Building 200- to 600-meter

Couplers if They Follow This Data

“ AN you suggest a type of

loose coupler for 200-meter

work?” This question is often

asked in letters from the radio experi

menters. Since the query requires an

answer too long to put in a letter, it has

been made the subject of this article,

that the problem can be cleared up once

for all. Specifications are given here

for a B range type, that is, one which

tunes from 200 to 600 meters.

The dimensions of the primary coil

depend upon the antenna capacity, as

it is not intended that a primary vari

able condenser be used, nor is it neces

sary. This capacity value will vary

according to the dimensions of the

antenna, but we will consider here the

three standard types known as the

Short, Long, and Super Range aerials,

of 0.0002, 0.0004, and 0.0005 mfd.

respectively. These were taken up at

length in the November - December,

1919, issue.

While there are any number of ways

to build loose couplers, we shall con

sider only those with single layer wind

ings, having the secondary slide into

the primary. Below is a table showing

the dimensions of the primary for a

loose coupler to give a B range, operat

ing on any of the three standard

antennas.

ductance are required with a 0.0005

mfd. maximum condenser. A two-point

switch is all that is needed.

Either a crystal detector or audion

can be used with a loosegcoupler of this

type, according to the range required.

Secondary Coil, B Range

0.0005 mfd. Condenser

Diam. Length Wire Turns per in. Inductance

3 ins. 1% ins. No. 24S.S.C. 42 250,000 cms.

Tap §§ in.

0.001 mfd. Condenser—

3 ins. 13/16 in. NO. 24S.S.C. 42 120,000 Cms.

The advantage of the 0.001 mfd.

condenser is that no adjustment of the

secondary coil is needed, all the tuning

being done with the variable condenser.

If the secondary is to slide in and

out of the primary, wooden discs can be

fastened inside the ends of the second

ary tube, to take the supporting rods.

It is advisable to use two M; in. brass

rods, mounting them on small wooden

blocks secured to the base of the loose

coupler. -

The method of making connections

to the secondary winding should be

considered carefully, as high resistance

in this ‘circuit greatly r_educes' the

strength of the signals.- One way is to

use the suporting rods for connections.

If this is done, brass tubes, M; in. inside

diameter, should be put in the holes in

the wooden coil discs, and the wires

soldered to the tubes. Thus a sufficient

Primary Coil, B Range

Short Range Antenna

Diam. Length Wire Turns per in. Inductance

3% ins. 2 ins. No. 24S.S.C. 42 600,000 cms.

Long Range Antenna—- _

3% ins. 1%, ins. No. 24S.S.C. 42 300,000 cms._

Super Range Antenna-—

3% ins. 1 in. No. 24S.S.C. 42 250,000 cms.

Sliders or switches can be used to vary

the inductance, according to the plans

of the builder. If the slider is care

fully made, it will be satisfactory. Taps

should be taken off every second or

third tum, if a switch is employed.

The size of the secondary coil de

pends upon the variable condenser con

nected across it. As can be seen from

the table below, two variations of in

area is in contact between the tubes and

rods to give a good connection.

Another way is to bring out flexible

leads from the coil. When this is not

done correctly, the leads soon break ofl

at the connections. If, however, at both

ends, the wires are run from the joints

through small screw eyes placed V2 in.

away, the bending strain does not come

directly at the joints, but is distributed.

Diagrams of various types are given

in Radio Hook-ups, to which the reader

is referred.

TESTING A. C. RECTIFICATION

CLEVER method for testing the

rectification of alternating current

has been suggested by Mr. H. B. Trom

bly, of Pasadena, Cal.

When a horseshoe magnet is held

near a lamp operating on alternating

current, the filament vibrates rapidly.

However, if a rectifier, of the type using

only one-half of the cycle, is connected

to the supply, the output of the rectifier

will be in the form of a pulsating direct

current, the other half of the cycle being

cut out.

Consequently, a magnet held near a

lamp carrying the rectified current

should cause the filament to vibrate at

one-half the speed first obtained.

CUTTING BAKELITE

CCASIONALLY it is necessary in

cutting out a piece of bakelite to

remove quite a little of the material, but

not enough that a saw can be used. A

spoke shave, well sharpened, is an ex

cellent tool for such work, as it makes a

clean _cut and removes the bakelite much

faster than is possible with even a very

coarse file. The latter is not good be

cause it breaks the edges of the piece.

Don’t try to polish bakelite—rub it

down with a piece of No. 2 sandpaper,

making the strokes all in the same

direction and clear across the piece.
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The Chemistry of the Common Metals

prepared metallic sodium from

sodium hydroxide in the year

1807. Previous to the date of its prep

aration by him, sodium hydroxide was

regarded as a chemical element and the

decomposition of the compound sur

prised the scientific world at the time.

The chemical experimenter can very

easily reproduce this classical experi

ment by carefully examining the dia

gram. The surface between the sodium

hydroxide is kept well moistened with

water and as the process continues the

mercury will become thoroughly im

pregnated with metallic sodium. In

this way the sodium is prevented from

reacting with the water.

Sodium is one of the most abundant

elements on the earth. It appears

chiefly in the form of the chloride. It

has been calculated that the ocean con

tains over 4,500,000 cubic miles of

saline substances. A number of other

sodium compounds also appear in na

ture, the more important being sodium

carbonate (Na,CO3), sodium bicar

bonate (NaHCO3), sodium nitrate

(NaNO3), cryolite (Na,_,AlF,,), and

borax (Na,B,O,). A number of sili

cates also appear in nature.

_Sodium is a soft, pinkish-silver

metal that tarnish or oxidizes immedi

ately upon exposure to the air. It has

a melting point of 97.6 deg. and boils

at the temperature of 878 deg. The

vapor passing ofi from boiling sodium

is very active. Exhaustive experiments

tend to prove that sodium has a molar

weight of 23, which is exactly the same

as its combining weight. The great

activity of sodium vapor makes it ex

tremely difficult to obtain the molar

weight, but results tend to prove that

it is very close to, if not, 23.

A very interesting experiment can

be performed with sodium by dissolv

ing a freshly cut piece of metal in am

hydrous ammonia. The change is pure

ly a physical one; a new compound is

not formed. A solution of sodium is

produced and this solution conducts

electricity in much the same way as a

metal. Upon the evaporation of the an

hydrous ammonia pure metallic sodi

um is left as a residue. Sodium is also

soluble in mercury as has been men

tioned before. It was this fact that

made Sir Humphrey Davy’s experi

ment successful. Sodium - mercury

amalagam is used largely in commerce

in places where pure sodium would be

objectionable owing to its extreme

chemical activity.

When sodium is broughtdirectly into

SIR HUMPHREY DAVY first

By Henry L. Havens

PART 1

Sodium

contact with water a very vigorous

chemical reaction takes place. The

products of the action are sodium

hydroxide and hydrogen as will be seen

by the equation: Na + H20 2 NaOH

+ H. The escaping hydrogen from a

small piece of sodium in contact with

water will cause the sodium to skip

about the surface rapidly. If a large

piece of sodium is brought in contact

with water the heat of the reaction is

sufficient to ignite the hydrogen and a

violent explosion will occur. Amateur

chemists are cautioned not to try this

experiment as sodium hydroxide is

liable to be blown into the eyes which

would in all probability destroy the

sight. Upon the completion of the re

action of sodium with water, the sodium

hydroxide can be obtained by evaporat

ing the solution to dryness.

When sodium is heated in air it

quietly bums with a yellow flame. The

only way sodium can be preserved for

a great length of time is by placing it

in a perfectly air-tight receptacle such

as a tin can with the cover soldered on.
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It can also be preserved indefinitely by

immersing it in petroleum which ex

cludes the presence of air.

Sodium is so soft and pliable that it

can be easily cut with a knife. When

mixed with other metals that have a

low melting point it assists in the for

mation of an alloy with a very low

melting point.

Sodium Compounds i

One of the most common compounds

of sodium is its chloride (NaCl). This

can be prepared by the interaction of

moist chlorine and the element. It has

been found that perfectly dry chlorine

gas will not react with sodium at any

temperature up to the melting point of

the latter. The action of the water

seems to be catalytic in every respect.

By neutralizing sodium hydroxide with

hydrochloric acid the chloride can be

obtained by evaporating the solution to

dryness.

Sodium chloride is nearly as soluable

in cold water as in hot water. At 0°

100 parts of water is capable of dis

solving 35.74 parts of sodium. At

107°, which is the point of saturation,

the water is only capable of dissolving

39.65 parts of the chloride.

Sodium chloride crystals do not con

tain any water of crystallization in a

true sense. They do, however, enclose

a certain amount of water which causes

the crystals to explode when heated.

Sodium monoxide (Na,O) is pre

pared by adding metallic sodium to

sodium nitrate according to the equa

tion.

2 NaNO, + 6Na : 4Na,O.—l— N,

Sodium monoxide is a decidedly gray

compound which reacts violently with

water, causing the formation of the

hydroxide (NaOH).

Sodium peroxide (Na,O,) is pro

duced by heating metallic sodium in an

excess of air freed from carbon diox

ide. The resulting compound is a

white powder about 93% pure. It re

acts violently with water, forming

sodium hydroxide and hydrogen perox

ide (H202). Upon formation, the

hydrogen peroxide breaks down rapidly

into H20 and free oxygen. The free

oxygen is immediately available when

the water comes in contact with the

sodium peroxide. This makes sodium

peroxide an abundant source of free

oxygen and it is used largely in com

merce as an oxidizing agent. In most

cases a small quantity of some copper

compound is placed in the commercial

sodium peroxide which acts as a cata

lytic agent for the decomposition of the

hydrogen peroxide. Sometimes sodium

peroxide appears on the market in

a fused condition under the name

“oxone.”

Pure metallic sodium can be pro

duced in the laboratory by heating the

peroxide with carbon. This results in

the formation of sodium carbonate and

metallic sodium. The temperature

necessary for this reaction is between

350° and 400°.

_ Sodium carbonate(Na,CO,) is found

111 nature to a considerable extent. A

number of lakes in the United States

contain sodium carbonate which is ob

tained by solar evaporation. A double

salt of the carbonate and the bicarbo

nate is produced (Na,CO2NaHCO,2

H02). These salts can be very readily

changed to the simple carbonate by

heating. Previous to the recovery of

sodium carbonate from natural lakes,

it was obtained from the ash of sea

plants.

The Solvay Process for the prepara

tion of sodium bicarbonate consists of

saturating a solution of ammonical

brine with carbon dioxide (CO2). As

(Continued on page 427)
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The Bignoll-]ones Concrete

Pile
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cross-section is such that the piles interlock,

somewhat like tongued and grooved planks.

It will be noticed that in the sheet-piling

the lateral jets are set in recesses so as to

provide a smooth exterior surface, or better,

one free from projections. In the elevation

of the piling, the location of the lateral

jets can be seen. The spacing is closer near

the bottom, where there is the most work

to be done.

This system of piling, sheet and plain

piling has been extensively used on the Chi

cago, Burlington and Quincy R. R., under

the direction of E. Bignoll, the superin

tendent of the road. It is in use by the

dock department of this city also.

When the pile has sunk to the required

depth, and this it does without any blow,
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The pile, designated from the names of

the originators, is made of reinforced con

crete. The reinforcement is shown in dotted

lines in the cut. The reinforcing can be

distributed as desired; the feature of the

structure to which attention is to be di

rected is the jetting arrangements for sink

ing it. At the partly pointed end of the pile

is a funnel-shaped shoe, with a 1 1/16 inch

nozzle. At its upper end the opening of the

nozzle expands so as to be large enough to

receive a 5-inch pipe. This pipe is fixed in

the axis of the pile, and seats itself prac

tically water-tight in the nozzle. Concentric

with it there is a smaller pipe, 2 inches in

>---—-—---------501-u--------__._-_--_.
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Cross Section at A'A

Cross Section at B-B.

The Bignoll-Jones Concrete Pile in Pillars for supports and sheet piling for

caisson work

diameter, which also seats itself water-tight

in the nozzle. Thus the larger pipe is cut

off from connection with the bottom open

ing of the nozzle.

From the larger pipe small pipes are car

ried horizontally out to the surface of the

pile; they are fitted with upwardly directed

openings. Each pipe has its own independent

water connection. The smaller pipe passes

through a water-tight packing at the top of

the S-inch pipe.

To sink the pile water at a pressure of

150 lbs. to the square inch is forced into the

larger pipe whence it escapes through the

lateral jets, which may be from ;*§ to %

inch in diameter. Simultaneously a second

stream of water at much higher pressure is

forced into the central pipe; the pressure

may be from 200 to 300 lbs. to the square

inch. The pile sinks very rapidly, one case

is cited where it sank at a rate just exceed

ing one foot per minute. The lateral streams

of water are said to remove the spoil and

to lubricate the passage through the soil.

The sheet piling is quite interesting. It is

built on the same lines, is reinforced, and its

as it is pure jet-sinking, the smaller pipe is

removed. ' If thought desirable the larger

pipe is filled with concrete. As it is held

by the concrete it is quite impossible to

successfully remove it. It may be taken as

a contribution to the reinforcing. The fact

that the lateral jets are tumed upwards is

an important feature as it makes them many

times more efficient than if they were di

rected horizontally outward. The cuts show

the various sections and elevations of the

two kinds of piles described.

The heating phenomena of large steel in

gots has been recently investigated. A 24

inch ingot it was determined may be at a

temperature of 2370" at the surface and in

the interior 2287°. After fifteen minutes’

cooling the surface temperature was 212S°

and the interior at the center 2280°. All

temperatures were Fahrenheit. It shows

how steel is strained in the heating and

cooling phases. Chrome steel was noted as

being particularly tender.

The combustion, spontaneous probably, of

coal in bunkers, has given much trouble in

the past. In Dortmund, Germany, to pre

vent it coal is stored in steel bunkers, which

are kept filled with carbonic acid gas. The

bottom doors and any openings below the

top are closed gas- and air-tight. The upper

openings do not need such careful sealing.

on account of the high specific gravity of

the gas. A certain amount of gas is lost

when coal is withdrawn, but it is not ex

pensive and is easily replaced. The par

ticular bunkers are of 2,500 tons capacity.

A short note on the Pointolite lamp, an

English product of the Ediswan Company

has been published. The lamp was orig

inally exhibited some years ago. It is a

bulb lamp, with tungsten terminals within

the bulb, between which an arc is main

tained. A sort of deflector at the top and

within the bulb acts to prevent blackening

of the interior of the bulb. A lamp was

shown at the November 25, 1919, seance of

the British Illuminating Engineering Society

of 4,000 candle-power. The efficiency is very

high, 0.42 watts to the candle. Its life is

short, only 250 hours, but it is hoped to

increase this. The lamp has been made

with a quartz bulb to give ultra-violet light.

Steam tenders are a well known feature of

present day engineering. practise. The South

ern Railroad has utilized old engines for the

purpose. The boilers are taken ofi so m to

leave only the subframe or chassis, with the

engine and connections. The steaming ca

pacity of the regular engine B increased by

the use of fire-brick arches and feed-water

heater so that it can generate steam for its

own engine and for that on the tender frame.

The cylinders on the tender are bushed or

lined so as to reduce their diameter by an

inch. Steam tenders have been used on the

compound Mallet engines on the Erie road

and also in England.

The utilization of kelp, a kind of seaweed,

for the production of potasium products

and also for iodine and ammonia is being

carried on on the coast of Califomia. The

kelp is cut about four feet under the surface

of the sea, is retorted, incinerated and the

ash, which is properly kelp, although the

name is applied to the seaweed itself, is

Iiinviated and treated so as to give its

products. The kelp industry in Europe is

of very old origin and is one of the classic

operations of industrial chemistry.

The discovery of pitchblende is reported

from the Nipissing region in Canada. This

is the second report of the finding of a

radium ore in Canada, since the Ontario

government offered a reward of $25,000 for

the discovery of a source of radium in the

Ontario province. It has recently been cal

culated that radium contains over two mil

lion times the energy in an equal weight of

tri-nitro-toluol.

It has been estimated that an average

American family spends $24 per annum on

light. This is about the, same that a similar

family would spend a hundred years ago.

but the family of to-day gets twenty time-_=

as much light for the same money.

M. Georges Charpy in a paper presented

to the French Academy of Science developed

the theory that the cause of the fracture of

rails on railways was the production of
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minute surface cracks: these as they in

creased brought about the destruction of the

rails. To overcome this he proposed to sur

face anneal the rails in situ. A welding

acetylene flame is to be moved along the

rail as it lies on the sleepers, and its rate

of travel is to be such as to give just the

requisite amount of heat to soften the sur

face and deprive it of its tendency to form

these minute cracks. He thinks it possible

that the life of rails might be doubled by

this treatment.

In France a vast project has been out

lined to utilize the water power of the Rhone,

the Rhine and of the Pyrenees. Water from

glaciers and snow-clad mountains, forming

waterfalls and hamased by engineers to

servile power production has long been

termed “white coal", and now that its black

sister is failing, the government proposes to

establish a great number of power stations

and to distribute the power of waterfalls

by electric lines to the smallest towns and

even to farm-houses. Private enterprise in

this direction is to be encouraged by sub

sidies, and anyone owning a water power

site is to be required to utilize it. At the

same time the use of heavy oil for fuel is

being fostered by the French govemment.

To remove titanium compounds from the

hearths of blast fumacos the injection of

powdered iron oxide has been successfully

tried. It is blown in through the tuyeres;

it produces no chilling effect but on the

contrary as it oxidizes the titanium com

pounds tend to increase the heat.

A method of obtaining day-light efiects

from incandescent lights has been introduced

in which the lighting is done entirely by

reflection from a surface covered with a

mixture of colors in checker-hoard pattem.

The lower part of the bulb is screened so

that there is no direct light received from it.

The modem high efficiency incandescent

electric lamps enable reflection to be used

advantageously; a few years ago it was

quite out of»the question to get economical

results, or even satisfactory ones, by indirect

lighting.  

 

 

 

known at present. It is a huge creature,

and active work is being done on the island

at Tamarive, where it is very numerous,

in the production of silk from the living

spiders. An instance is cited of the reeling

off from 10 living spiders of some 400 yards

of thread at one operation. Twisted and

doubled it gave a 24-fibre thread. In prac

tise the spiders are subjected to the opera

tion once in ten days, and they survive four

or five operations. They need the tropical

climate; there is no chance of naturalizing

them in France.

The Laparmentier Ship

knots with a reduced cargo of only 2400

tons.

It is claimed that there is a saving of 30

per cent. of steel in these vessels, that the

time of construction is much less than for

the usual type of ocean carrier, and that the

cost is much less. Owing to their light

draught, reduced by pumping out any water

from the central compartment, the ships

can ascend rivers. It is calculated that the

7300-ton ship could go up the Seine as far

as Rouen, and the 1200-ton ship could go

up the Rhine to Strassburg.

Quite a strong point is made of the ca

pacity of the ballast compartment between

the two cylinders. In a sea-way heavy bala

lasting may be imperative, while the enter

ing a harbor will be facilitated by reduction

of draught. In the case of some harbors

the harbor or pilotage dues are based on

depth, so that in many cases there is an

economy to be effected by reduction of depth

of water required by the ship.

A ship built on this system is approaching

completion at New Orleans. The cylinders

are Z0 feet in diameter, and as it is an oil_

burning ship, the fuel oil is to be carried in

the space between the hulls. There are

eight transverse bulkheads, dividing cylin

ders and intervening compartment. The
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By the use of a thermopile in the focus

of a fourteen-inch parabolic reflector, whose

current was detected by a D’Arsonval gal

vanometer, it was found that the heat from

a man at the distance of 600 feet could be

detected. It was designed for use in war

to detect the approach of the enemy in night

operations. It is also suggested as being

applicable to short-range signalling.

In the year 1819 the steamship Savannah

crossed the Atlantic. This is credited as the

first steam passage across the ocean, and a

century later, in 1919, the passage was first

made by the air route, by aeroplane and

by . dirigible.

In war the usefulness of heliographic sig

nalling was impaired by its visibility. The

same applies to the same method carried

out with electric light. Messrs. Bell and

Mercadier employing electric light screened

the visible rays with a black screen and

transmitted the messages with the invisible

rays, which were received by a thermo-elec

tric battery. Messages could be transmitted

over twelve miles.

Considerable attention is now being given

to the production of silk from spiders. The

Paraguay Indians, it is said, made tissues

from the spider’s thread, and similar accounts

are given of China and Africa. At the close

of the nineteenth century an English in

vestigator, Rolt, drew the thread or filament

directly from the spider, winding it directly '

upon a reel. In twelve hours be got between

three and four miles of thread from 22

spiders. The spider of Madagascar, the

Halabe, is the only really available arachnid

We illustrate a new type of ship, of French

invention, due to the Laparmentier brothers.

The ship is almost a twin-hull ship, but the

hulls are so interconnected and built to

gether that the result is a single hull. The

original inspiration was due undoubtedly in

great part to the submarine menace—the

Laparmentier ship is supposed to be almost

non-sinkable by a single torpedo.

The construction is perfectly clear from

the cut. There are two parallel cylinders,

which constitute the freight carrying part.

These are connected by a curved bottom,

extending from cylinder to cylinder, and by

a corresponding deck. At the point of near

est approach the cylinders are several feet

apart, the distance depending on the size of

the ship. The central portion, between the

two hulls, is used for water ballast. Ac

cording to weather and load conditions the

ship is ballasted, or the space between the

hulls is left quite empty. The water-ballast

space is fitted with bulkheads to restrain

the motion of the water-ballast. At the same

time every bulkhead may be taken as an

element of additional safety, in the case of

the central compartment, in case of strik

ing a mine or even a rock.

The cylindrical portions are the freight

carrying divisions. These also it was pro

posed to bulkhead, with complete divisions,

without doors. If close enough a torpedo

would do much damage, but there would

always be an excellent chance of the ship

surviving. A single torpedo could hardly

damage both cylinders, especially as they

are separated by a considerable space, the

ballast compartment.

Bow and stern are worked to shape, as

in the case of any ship; our section only

shows the cross-section as it is amidships.

The main feature of the larger 7300-ton type

:re:—Length overall, 393 ft. 8 in.; greatest

beam, 55 ft. 9 in.; depth to deck in center,

28 ft.; draught in salt water, 19 ft. 6 in.;

carrying capacity at this draught, including

coal, oil, and provisions, 7300 tons; volume

of holds, approximately 316,000 cubic feet.

With 2500 horsepower a speed of 9 knots

is obtained on 19 ft. 6 in. draught and 11

ship is 328 ft. 4 in. overall, 46 ft. 5 in. wide,

and '5 to draw lo ft. 2 in. It has a 700 h.p.

triple expansion engine, with boilers in the

cylindrical hulls.

In France there are four works making

radium. Basing the production on the weight

of the metal in the salts manufactured, they

are credited with the production of 18

grams. about 275 grains, per annum. On

the same basis the price just before the war

was about $50,000 per grain. It is now

about $60,000. One works making meso

thorium, produces a little over 30 grains in

a year. A radio-active gas is also produced

and caught from springs. The United States

is France‘s most serious rival; from the

mineral, Carnotite, uranium vanadate, over

400 grains are produced annually. France

is hoping to get radium ores from her colo

nies, especially from Madagascar. In 1918

Portugal produced 75 grains. England and

Italy are all producers.

The Germans during the war planted

quantities of barley in the vicinity of Ver

dun. On investigation it proved that the

grain was of such superior quality that the

French authorities proposed to keep the

crop, or a part of it, for seed.

Recent investigations have shown that

there are one million of acres of coal lands

in British Columbia. They are situated in

the sotfthwest region.
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Construction of a Portable Receiver, B-C Wavelength Range

This 200- to 2,000-meter Portable Set Is Also Well Adapted to Stationary Use

set for field work or use in the

country is not one that fits in the

hip pocket, nor one which requires a

small cart to trundle it along. In the

first place, the electrical circuits must

be designed; then they must be worked

out in instruments which will withstand

Q PRACTICAL portable receiving

-(LL

Fig. 1.

use; these instruments must be grouped

properly in a small space; and, of

course, the arrangement must provide

an easy method of control.

REQUIREMENTS or ELECTRIC DESIGN

_ The Signal Corps of our Army used

portable type apparatus almost exclus

ively during the war. One lesson that

they must have learned is that one port

able set cannot be designed for too

broad a range of conditions if it is to

operate at maximum efficiency_under

-.-if’-u-Inullullil

.1 nu I an

By M. B. Sleeper

any one set of conditions. Signal Corps

apparatus fell down alarmingly in the

field because it was intended to do a

little of everything and actually accom

plished not much of anything.

In other words, the first thing to do

as a preliminary to building a portable

set, or any set, for that matter, is to

 

decide exactly how few things it can

do, yet meet the essential requirements.

Ideas in this respect will vary widely.

However, an average has been struck

in the set described in this article.

Dependability is an important factor

in any portable equipment, since in the

field, laboratory facilities are lacking.

Therefore, an audion detector was

chosen for the foregoing reason and for

its sensitivity.

Tuning circuits were the next con

sideration. Loose couplers meant extra

coils, moving parts, additional space,

and more difficult tuning than with a

directly coupled circuit. These factors _

were responsible for the decision to use

the latter. Moreover, sharp tuning was

not of great importance.

The necessity for highest efficiency

under the limitations called for high

The complete receiver, ready for use at the laboratory. For portable work, it is fitted into a carrying case

frequency cable on the inductance, with

a banked winding to conserve space.

To get the sharpest tuning, it was de

cided to use a variable condenser with

a small number of taps on the coil.

Experimenters who have used cable

realize the difficulties of cleaning the

separate wires to make soldered con

nections.

Before anything could be done on the

coil or condenser, it was necessary to

determine the size antenna to be used

and its approximate capacity. This
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Fig. 3. Using the jig /or laying out a panel

factor varies according to the situation

in the field. For general work it seemed

best to have a 75 ft. single wire 20 ft.

high, with a 75 ft. length of annuncia

tor wire laid on the ground under the

antenna wire for the earth connection.

This is better than metal rods driven

into the ground, as the use of the latter

means that a mallet must be included

in the equipment, while the annunciator

wire can be rolled off on a small spool.

The capacity of such an antenna

was 0.0001 mfd. circuits.
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Fig. 2.

ttructional details of

wired except for the batteries. Note

the slotted links which allow an ad

justment of the spaces between the

panels.

Showing some 0/ the con

the set, all

The flexible connection to the mov

ing condenser plates permits a varia

tion of the tension 0/ the bearing

screw, by means of which the plates

are kept /rom turning, even tho they

are not counterbalanced.

The simplicity of the circuits can be

judged by the small amount of wiring

required to connect the instruments.

When this photograph was taken,

supporting brackets had been fitted

to the panels so that the set could be

used for work in the station. These

are removed and the set fitted into

a carrying case when it is taken out

for experiments in the field.

lllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllll‘lliill

While thinking of these points it was

necessary to keep in mind the wave

length range. A B-C range, 200-600,

600-2,000 meters, covered experi

mental and the most important com

mercial stations.

Here, then, was the first data on

which the electrical circuits were de

signed.

.\lECHANICAL DESIGN

Weight and space had to be kept

down to make the set light enough to

be carried comfortably. The instru

ments outlined already were of such

design and number that their weight

was small. As a matter of fact, the

weights were as follows:

Receiving instruments. . 3.25 lbs.

Carrying case . . . . . . . . . 1.50

Telephone receivers. . . . 0.75

Storage batteries. . . . . . 4.00

B battery. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

Antenna and ground

wires . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25

Total weight. . . . . 12.50 lbs.

To carry the instruments it was de

cided to have two 5 x 5 in. panels, and

three 5 x 2% in. panels, all %; in.

thick. It can be seen from the photo

graphs that they were used in this way:

5 x 5 in. Panels—

1 inductance coil

1 variable condenser

5 x 2% in. Panels—

1 audion and grid condenser

1 rheostat

1 telephone and B battery con

nection

This arrangement left an opening

into which a box was built on the side

of the carrying case, in which a screw

driver, pair of pliers, and short lengths

of wire were kept. The case is not

shown here, as brackets were fitted to

the panels to support them vertically.

The set, however, can be used as well

in a horizontal position.

Since there were no amplifying cir

cuits, the arrangement of the separate

panels were not of great importance.

INDUCTANCE Pam-:1.

To minimize space and weight, it

was decided to have a 0.0005 mfd. con

denser in shunt with the tuning in

ductance. The G.A. Standardized type

was chosen because the minimum ca

pacity was practically zero, and the

maximum 0.0006 mfd. (See EVERY

DAY ENGINEERING, February, 1920, for

calibration curve.)

This condenser, in shunt with the

antenna of 0.0001 mfd., give a capacity

range, from 0.0001 to 0.0007 mfd.

Then the inductance steps, to cover 200

to 2,000 meters, were:

Capacity 0.0001 to 0.0007 mfd.

90,000 cms.—l79 to 473 meters

400,000 cms.—377 to 997 meters

1,800,000 cms.—800 to 2,116 meters
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Fig. 6. The mounted socket and grid (on

denser ‘

A little figuring showed that with a

three-bank winding of 3 x 16 No. 38

D.S.C. high frequency cable, 18 turns

per inch, on a tube 3% ins. in diameter,

 

 

When the coil was mounted, the zero

end was put at the left, looking at the

front of the panel, so that, to increase

the inductance, the switch was turned

clockwise.

When the coil was wound, the panel

was laid out and all holes drilled be

fore anything was assembled. Fig. 3

shows a very useful fixture made to

insure the accurate location of the holes

at the corners. A sheet of No. 30 sheet

brass was carefully marked with a 5 in.

square, and punch marks made X; in.

in from the sides at the corners. When

the panels were laid out it was only

necessary to clamp the brass sheet on a

panel and punch the centers. This was

important, for, otherwise, the panels

would not have fitted together properly.

The coil mounting was very simple.

Two lengths of brass tubing 3/16 in. in

side diameter and -/4 in. long were cut

up and placed on 8-32 machine screws

which go from the front of the panel

to the coil. Washers were put on the

screws inside and outside the tube so

that the brass tubing and the nuts

would not cut in.

Other details can be seen from the

illustrations.

CONDENSER PANEL

Fig. 4 shows the condenser mounting.

To secure the condenser to the panel,

the screws were removed which orig

 

Fig. S. A side -view o_f the rheostat with the

connection panel linked on

side was soldered to one of the screws

holding the fixed plates.

An A. H. Corwin dial, slightly modi

fled, was put on the shaft. A hole

3/16 in. in diameter was drilled part

way from the back toward the front, -fi_(

in. deep. Then the hole was continued

with a No. 26 drill, and countersunk at

Fig. 4. Looking do-wn on the completed condenser and indurtance panels

the tapping points were:

90,000 cms.,

400,000 cms., 57 turns

1,800,000 cms., 157 turns

The length from the start of the

winding to the taps were:

90,000 cms., 0.40 in.

400,000 cms.. 1.05 in.

1,800,000 cms., 2.00 ins.

22 turns

inally held" the"upper ent_l_ plates to the

fixed plates, and longer ones substi

tuted, so that they could be put in the

front of the panel. Washers were used

.t0 separate the rear of the panel and

the top of the end plate.

Connections were made to the mov

able plates by a thin brass strip soldered

to the bearing set screw. The other

the front of the handle. The condenser

is made with a hole in the end of the

shaft threaded 6-32. When a 6-32

screw was put in the handle and turned

into the shaft, it drew on the handle,

clamping it securely. The depth of

hole must be detemiined accurately so

that the handle will not go on too far

before it is stopped at the smaller hole.
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The unusual strength and perma

nence of the design of this type makes

it particularly well suited to portable

work.

Rmzosrxr PANEL

A departure from the usual rheostat

was employed in this set, principally

because the porcelain base type was too

large for a panel 2% ins. wide. The

resistance element was simply No. 24

s.s.c. copper wire wound on a tube 3

ins. in diameter. The coil was 1%, ins.

long. To make it non-inductive, the

direction of winding was reversed every

M; in.

A spring washer was put on the shaft

of the adjusting handle, with a nut

soldered to the shaft to keep a tension

on the handle. Two more nuts held a

brass contact which, at the maximum

resistance end of the coil, slipped off

the winding and opened the circuit.

SOCKET PANEL

The audion mounting and grid con

denser were put on a 5 x 2% in. panel.

Any type of socket could have been

used, but the one shown was employed

because it had been made up already.

Two small angles of §/3 x l/16 in. brass

strip held it to the panel.

Connections to the filament were

made by Fahnestock clips put on the

screws which held the tube contacts.

The plate contact was wired to another

clip, and the grid to one side of the

condenser.

The condenser was made up of five

sheets of No. 30 brass, 1% ins. long

and 1 in. wide, separated by paraffined

paper. Two small bakelite plates

secured the condenser in position.

CONNECTION PANEL

Fahnestock clips were mounted at

the front of the connection panel to take

the telephone cord tips. Another pair

at the rear were for the B battery.

This section is shown clearly in Figs.

1 and 2.

B.-\TTERI.F.S

Obviously, it was not practical to use

a 5-lb. Navy size B battery with this

set. The small Signal Corps type gave

results entirely satisfactory and saved
4 lbs. in weight. i '

Two 2-volt 10-ampere-hour Porox

storage cells were decided upon, as their

weight, filled, was only 2 lbs. each.

The dimensions of the batteries shown

in Fig. 1 were 3% ins. long, 1% ins.

wide, and 4% ins. high over the bind

ing posts. These cells operated the

audion for 9 hours at a charge, and

have stood up so that they promise to

last indefinitely.

CONNECTIONS i

The wiring of the audion plate and

filament circuits were of the usual sort.

With a Marconi or VTI, no adjustment

of the plate voltage was needed, operat

ing the tube on a 22.5 volt battery.

Looking at the rear of the set, the

antenna was connected to the right

hand post wired to the coil, the ground

to the condenser post at the left; then

a wire was run from the left condenser

post to the left of the coil, and the right

 

condenser post to the right of the coil.

Finally, a wire from the grid was run

to the antenna connection, and one

from the filament to the ground post.

Any further information regarding

this set will be supplied upon request.

 

Two New

TEN-STEP inductance has been

brought out particularly for ex

perimenters who are working with new

circuits. The advantage of this type of

inductance shown in the accompan_v

  

ing illustration is that, while it is easy

to couple it to any other coils by placing

it in their proximity, it is portable and

easy to set up for various purposes.

The maximum inductance is 254 milli

henrys.

The case is of oak, carrying an en

graved bakelite panel. The dead end

switch eliminates losses due to the con

nected unused tums. The panel meas

ures 6 x 6 inches, a size sufficiently

small to be readily used in many ways

around the laboratory.

When this inductance is used with a

variable condenser of 0.001 mfd. maxi

mum capacity, the wave length is from

1,000 to 30,000 meters.

AN ADJUSTABLE PLATE

BATTERY

HE Richter and Byrne Company

has brought out an innovation in

the plate battery design, in the form of

a plug and socket adjustment incorpor

ated in the block battery.

Tubular rivets are soldered to the

negative or ‘zinc sides of the individual

ctlls, the tops of which are just flush

with the sealing compound. Connec

tion can be made to any cell by means

of a plug which fits the rivets. If con

nections to the points of a battery switch

are desired, several plugs can be in

serted and soldered to the switch.

An advantage of this construction is

that, if one cell gives out. it can be short

Instruments

This inductance is the product of the

Clapp Eastham Company.

Compactness of design is a feature of

the Clapp Eastham two-step amplifier.

Particular attention has been given to

  

the location of the various instruments

with the view of eliminating feed back

effects.

An innovation is the provision for :1

C Battery by means of which the

strength of amplification and the qual

ity of reproduction can be greatly im

proved.' Only 1% volts are required.

This set, however, operates very well

without the C Battery.

Two rheostats are provided for the

control of the filaments. A telephone

type switch is also mounted on the panel

to allow a change from pne to two steps

of amplification.

The oak case carries a panel 7 x 7

inches on which all the parts are

mounted. -

circuited. In this way, the remaining

cells can be used still. If voltages
  

greater than 22.5 are required, one of

these batteries can be put in series with

a non-adjustable type.

I‘
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The Radio Department

T a recent dinner where a number

of radio men were present, there

was a well-known financial ex

pert from the Wall Street district of

New York. The subject of conversa

tion turned to radio magazines and the

articles they contain. With the pon

derous manner of one who attaches

great weight to his own conclusions, the

financier explained that in a short time

the magazines would go out of business.

"The reason is simple,” he told us. “In

a year or so, all the phases of radio will

have been so exhaustively treated that

there will be nothing more to write

about.”

‘You will not take this seriously, but

the man spoke with great conviction.

When the developments of the last year,

the year of 1919, are considered, it is

evident that the radio field is moving

with an ever increasing speed that indi

cates no possibility of reduction. Com

mercial expansion has been held in

check by the peculiar attitude of the

Navy Department, but the experimental

field has broadened beyond the expecta

tions of the manufacturers and dealers

in equipment.

NE of the Government officials in

New York recently stated that he

estimates the number of radio experi

menters owning sending and receiving,

or only receiving stations in this coun

try to be over 200,000. In no other

pursuit is there one-half of this number

actively engaged in experimenting on

the development of a single art. To be

sure, this figure includes men of all

ages and degrees of proficiency, but the

possible results from such concerted

effort promise an unlimited expansion

of the radio field. It seems very doubt

ful that, with any army of 200,000 men

working on the development and exten

sion of wireless, the magazines will run

out of material for articles.

The estimate of the number of radio

experimenters in the United States

offers interesting contemplation to the

manufacturers and dealers. Neglecting

the expensive stations equipped with

transmitting apparatus, and the many

elaborate receivers with their amplifiers

and other high priced instruments, let

us put an average value of thirty dol

lars on each station. This shows an

investment in experimental outfits of

$6,000,000.

If 200,000 experimenters is a high

figure—the origin was an authorative

source—the valuation of thirty dollars

is low, so that the investment estimate

. is not far wrong. The more important

consideration, however, is the amount

spent yearly.

No one who owns a station is satis

fied with it longer than it takes to plan

something new. In the course of a

year, the most restricted purchaser

spends twenty-five dollars. At the low

est figure, this shows $S,000,000 worth

of radio business a year.

HILE we are on this subject,

there are two other things which

should be brought to the attention of

radio experimenters. There was a com

pany, back in the old days, whose slo

gan was, “An antenna on every house

top.” That condition has never been

reached, but it is a good ambition.

Some of you Relay Leaguers may not

enjoy the prospect, but, if necessity is

still the mother of invention, it is not

too much to expect that, when the time

comes, or as it approaches, interference

will be overcome. ’

What are you doing to increase the

number of stations? Are you interest

ing your friends, helping them through

the difificulties which are always encoun

tered at the start? A true experimenter

is also concerned with the expansion of

the art, and not confined entirely to his

own work.

Another thing: Radio Experimenters

who have come here from the smaller

cities say, “We have several excellent

stations in our town, but the people

who own them are so secretive about

their apparatus and circuits. They get

something good, and then won’t let any

one know about it.”

This is obviously the wrong attitude.

If we are going to work for the good of

the art, we must have a free exchange

of ideas. The man who keeps his ex

periments secret is not doing his share.

It sometimes happens, too, that the

mystery is only for effect.

N interesting controversy has been

started in one of the contemporary

magazines on the question of transmit

ter spark frequency for 200-meter work.

Some operators of extensive experience

claim that a set working on a low note

can transmit farther than a 500-cycle

outfit. The conclusions were based,

however, on personal opinion which

exact science has so often set aside. To

say that high notes are not good for

long distance because one has never

heard strong, high pitched signals is

like claiming that S00 meters is a poor

operating wave-length because one has

not heard anyone going on that wave.

With a given transformer operating

on 60 cycles, the output is varied when

adjustments are made to change the

spark frequency. Because there are

only two or three makes of transformers

on which any sort of data can be

obtained, exact information on this

subject is not available. However, we

expect to give next month some quanti

tative results obtained with the Acme

transformer.

At the receiving end there is some

indisputable evidence of the superiority

of the high note. Measurements have

been made of the audibility of signals

of different frequencies, with a given

input in watts. This test shows a max

imum audibility at 800 cycles. In ad

dition, high notes are easier to read

through static and low pitched inter

ference. Other opinions on this subject

will be welcomed. '

INQUIRIES have been coming in

from experimenters who want to

purchase Audiotrons

Electric VT 1’s. The impression has

been spread about that the only vacuum

tube which has been purchased lawfully

is the Marconi VT.

It appears impossible to make any

statements regarding the vacuum tube

situation in general which will hold

good for more than a month or two at a

time, but here are at least some estab

lished facts.

The Marconi Company, in attempt

ing to obtain entire control over the

manufacture and sale of tubes, found

that, by any means they might employ,

they could not convince the courts that

a Fleming valve was an amplifier or

oscillator. judge Mayer of New York,

well known for his opinions which so

sharply conflict with those of radio ex

perimenters and engineers, did go so

far as to say:

“Stripped of technical phraseology,

what Fleming did was to take the well

known hot and cold electrode incandes

cent electric lamp of Edison and use it

as a detector of radio signals. No one

had disclosed, nor even intimated, the

possibility of this use of a device then

long known in another art.”

No one begrudges the Marconi Com

pany their Fleming valve, for no ex

perimenter would swap a good crystal

for it. The claims involved in the suit,

during the course of which the state

ment quoted above was made, were

numbers 1 and 37 , which read:

“1. The combination of a vacuous

vessel; two conductors adjacent’ to, but

not touching each other in the vessel;

means for heating one of the conduc

tors, and a circuit outside the vessel

connecting the two conductors.”

“3 7. At a receiving station in a sys

tem of wireless telegraphy employing

electrical oscillations of high frequency

a detector comprising a vacuous vessel,

two conductors adjacent to, but not

touching each other in the vessel; means

for heating one of the conductors; a

circuit outside of the vessel connecting

the two conductors; means for detecting

a continuous current in this circuit, and

means for impressing upon the circuit

the received oscillations.”

and Western
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Claim 1 describes the Edison device,

and would be void if not limited in its

use. Therefore, the following dis

claimer was filed:

“To the combination of elements set

forth in Claims 1 to 6, inclusive, and

10 to 15, inclusive, respectively, of said

Letters Patent, except_ as the same are

used in connection with high frequency

alternating electric currents or oscilla

tions of the order employed in Hertzian

wave transmission, and to the words in

the specification: ‘Whether of low fre

quency or’ at page 2, lines 32 and 33;

‘either’ at page 2, line 98; and ‘or low

frequency alternating currents of,’ at

page 2, lines 98 and 99.”

‘This patent and disclaimer, No.

803,684, dated November 7, 1905, can

he obtained from the Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, D. C., for ten

cents in cash.

Claim 37 limits the Fleming valve

use as a radio detector. It does not

cover the amplifier or oscillion, nor can

the Fleming valve operate as such.

All this means that three-element

tubes, although they may be excellent

detectors or oscillators, if licensed for

use as audio frequency amplifiers, can

be sold and bought when also licensed

to use the third element, the grid.
 

Winding Toroidal Coils

ally ready to try anything once.

However, they have shown very

little interest in the toroidal coil, possi

bly because of the difficulty in obtain

ing cores or the trouble of winding.

In the February 1919 issue, formulas

for the inductance of a torus were given,

although very little was said about this

type of coil. In form, the core is in the

I ZXPERIMENTERS are gener

shape of a doughnut or ring, the cross

section of which may be round or

rectangular. The wire, as shown in the

primary and secondary inductances of

a receiver. Then, with dead end

switches, there is no loss whatever due

to currents set up in unused coils. A

separate set of ordinary coupling coils

can be made for the coupling between

the two circuits.

Inductance of a torus of circular

section; that is, of a doughnut shape,

is given by the formula

L : 12.57 n’ (2.54 —

\/6.4SR'-’ — 2.54 a)

where L = inductance in cms.,
  

Using the needle to wind a torus

illustration, is wound around the ring.

The particular advantage of the torus

is that there is no external magnetic

field. When two ordinary coils are

connected in series and placed close to

gether, the efiective inductance also in

cludes the mutual inductance, as shown

by the familiar formula

L : L, —j- L, —}— 2M

or

L : L, + L, — 2M

To reduce the mutual inductance, M,

to zero, the coils must be put at right

angles to each other or widely separated.

Toroidal coils, however, can be stacked

up on top of each other, yet because

the mutual inductance is zero, the effect

inductance is simply the sum of the in

dividual inductances.

In this way, individual tori can be

made for the separate steps of the

n : total number of turns,

R : the average radius of the

torus, measured from the

center of the ring, to the

center of the cross sec

tion, in ins.,

and a : radius of the circular cross

section, in ins.

> A coil of rectangular cross section

has an inductance

72

 L : 11.7 nah log 10

rl

where L : inductance in cms.,

n : total number of turns,

h : height of cross section,

measured at right angles

to the plane of the torus,

in ins.,

r, : inner radius of the torus,

" in ins.,

and rz : outer radius of the torus,

in ins.

Maximum inductance is obtained by

making the coil of large cross section

and as small inside diameter as possi

ble. More than one layer can be used,

but the formulas given above become

slightly inaccurate for such a winding.

The method employed in making

these coils can be understood from the

illustration. First, the wire is put on

a needle, simply a wooden strip notched

at the ends._ This is passed through

the center of the torus as the tums are

put on. Care must be taken to keep

the turns in the directions of radii,

putting them close together on the in

side, and spacing them slightly on the

outside of the core.

A WELL MADE LIGHTNING

° SWITCH

N response to a previous article point

ing out the necessity of proper in

sulation for a lightning switch, Mr.

\V. A. Parks sent in the photograph

reproduced here.

  

Instead of depending upon the in

ferior insulation of a slate base, he

has mounted his switch on heavy pil

lars. These, in addition to being of

electrose, providing a high grade of

insulation, greatly reduce the leakage

path from the antenna to the ground.

Experimenters should bear in mind

that insulation at this point is as im

portant as at the antenna or lead-in.

NOTICE

N error was made in a formula on

page 318 of the February issue, in

the article on the measurement of the

natural period of an antenna. The

equation, at the bottom of the page,

which read:

t1 _' t2

K I

t, — t,

should have been

)\2 _' '\1

K I

t, - t,

The effective range for a condenser

with a 100 degree scale is usually taken

as 5 to 95 degrees, or, with a 180 de

grec scale, ,10 to 170 degrees.
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current flowing through it.

A Radio Frequency Amplifier Without

Transformers

High Efficiency and Freedom From Limiting Resonance Effects are

Characteristic of this Amplifier Which Also Cuts Down Interference

LL things considered the tuned

fimpedance coupling is the most

satisfactory for experimental ra

dic frequency amplifiers. The principle

of this arrangement is illustrated in

Fig. 1, and a complete circuit for the

apparatus to be described is given in

Fig. 2. _

It can be seen that a condenser and

inductance are connected in parallel

across the plate and filament of the

amplifier tube, and across the grid and

filament of the detector tube. It is well

known that, in a series circuit, the’ im

pedance is zero when the circuit is

tuned to resonance with the alternating

In a

parallel circuit, such as that in Fig. 1,

the impedance at resonance is infinite.

At the same time, the direct current

resistance through the inductance is

only.3 or 4 ohms, so that the full volt

age of the battery is applied to the

plate.

AMPLIFIER

'l'|'|
Fig. 1.

The necessity for tuning the coupling

circuit is an advantage in that inter

ference is reduced, but, when several

stages of radio frequency amplification

are employed, the tuning of so many

circuits makes it impractical. '

However, this single step radio fre

quency amplifier has several distinct

advantages. In the first place, it is

cheaper than a single step audio fre

quency amplifier, containing only a coil

and 0.0005 mfd. variable condenser,

  l DETECTOR

A simplified circuit of the amplifier

and particularly at long wave-lengths is

easier to make function at maximum

efficiency. If well made, this amplifier

should produce nearly as loud signals

Ar1PL\F|EP. _ _ DETECTOR

" - ‘ii
gE coumne

gfl . = =__—.
—1- i.._._ ct F

. _ , ' . - llllll 4

z1._sv. ' 11-5"

Fig. 2. Complete connections for the radio frequency amplifier

as the usual audio frequency trans

former coupled type. ‘ '

Using only one step, this set is better

than the resistance coupled type, which

requires an extra potential battery, or

the straight impedance and transformer

coupled amplifiers which have such

resonance effects that they must be de
 

Fig. 3. There is nothing diflicult about the construction of this set
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signed for a limited range of wave

lengths, and cannot be made readily by

(~.\perimenters.

CONSTRUCTION or THE AMPLIFIER

The set described in this article is

for the B-C wave-length range, that is,

from 200 to 2,000 meters. (See page

116, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING, Novem

her, 1919.) Fig. 3 shows the front of

panel, with the inductance and con

rod, slotted at one end and threaded at

the other. In the slot, a piece of No. 30

brass sheet is soldered and filed down

at an angle corresponding to the bev

ellcd edge of the dial.

For this particular condenser, the

knob is made with a hole drilled part

way through it of a diameter to take the

shaft. Then a smaller hole is made

the rest of the way to take a 6-32 screw

which is threaded into the end of the
  

Fig. 4. A sideiview of the instruments. N0 wiring is shown

denser controls, and Figs. 4 and S the

side and rear views.

Tm: CONDENSER

Any condenser of 0.0005 mfd. maxi

nvum capacity cah be used, although

one of the General Apparatus type is

indicated here. A Corwin dial, fas

tened to the panel by means of two

small machine screws is well suited as

an indicator.

The pointer is simply a %; in. brass

I ml

shaft. In this way, the handle is held

securely in place.

THE INDUCTANCE

The inductance is clearly shown in

the accompanying illustrations. It is

made up of a two-bank winding of 10

in. No. 38 high frequency cable, on a

tube 3% in. in diameter, and 2% in.

long. Looking at the panel from the

rear the coil is started M3 in. from the

right-hand end, and is tapped at the

ll

  

27th and 58th turns, ending at 135

turns. This makes the coil 1.5 ins.

long, with the taps 0.3 and 0.65 in.

respectively from the start.

Care must be taken that the turns

are wound closely enough to give the

required number in the given space, as

errors in this respect will change the

inductance coil. Forty-five turns per

inch were allowed for the 10 in. No. 38

double silk covered cable. Single silk

covering is not good, for with such

slight protection over the fine enameled

wires, they are too liable to be damaged.

The inductance at the three steps,

when the coil is carefully wound, is

120,000, 500,000, and 2,000,000 cms.

This gives a wave-length range, with a

condenser of 0.0001 to 0.0005 mfd. of

Tap 1. 200 to 460 meters

Tap 2. 420 to 940 meters

Tap 3. 840 to 1,885 meters

As a matter of fact, the G. A. Stan

dardized condenser has a maximum

capacity of 0.0006 mfd., bringing the

maximum wave-length up to 2,000

meters. By adding another section on

the coil, the wave-length with 0.0005

mfd. could have been brought up to

2,000 meters, but this shortcoming did

not seem to warrant the additional wire

required.

CONNECTIONS

Four Fahnestock clips are provided

for connection to the other circuits. As

shown in Fig. 2, the condenser and coil

are joined in parallel, and wires run

from each side to two of the terminals.

One set of _binding posts go to the plate

and filament of the amplifier tube, and

the other set to the grid and filament of

the detector tube.

OPERATION

There are two ways to use this am

plifier. The first requires at least an

O

Fig. S. A rondenser and inductance are the only instrummts needed
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approximate idea of the wave-length

adjustments of the primary and sec

ondary tuning circuits. Then, at vari

ous settings of these circuits, the ampli

fier can be quickly tuned to the same

\vave-length.

This probably sounds worse than it

really is, for, with only three taps on

the inductance, the amplifier is easy to

tune. If the amplifier is to be used

for 200—meter traffic only, the induct

ance can be reduced to only 27 turns.

In that case, only the variable con

denser will need adjusting.

The other method, used only when

signals with the detector alone can be

heard but are too faint to read, is to

have a switch by which the secondary

circuit can be connected directly to the

detector for standby work, or to the

amplifier for copying. This simplifies

the amplifier tuning, for with the

primary and secondary already ad-_

justed, it is an easy matter to tune the

amplifier to the other circuits.

This is a most interesting equipment,

as well as being equal to, or more

efficient than a one-step audio frequency

amplifier.

 

Making an Audion Socket

HILE it is possible, of course, to

buy as good an audion socket as

can be made, the pleasure of experi

menting is in doing the work yourself.

This socket also possesses the advan

tage that it can be set up on a large

panel with any other apparatus, de

pending upon the way it is to be used.

For an amplifier, two or three sockets

can be put on one plate as is done in

the Western Electric set described in the

June, 1919, issue.

ins. long, and 2 ins. wide. At the cen

ter of the piece a circle was described

5/16 in. in diameter and four holes

3/16 in. in diameter were drilled 90°

apart, to allow the contact pins to pass

through to the contacts on the underside

of the base. Another set of holes V; in.

in diameter were drilled in the base to

take the legs on the socket tube.

The shape of the contacts can be seen

from the illustration of the underside.

They were of No. 30 spring brass, all

  

This socket was made from a strip of

aluminum 1-5/16 in. wide a’nd 1/16 in.

thick. A wooden rod, 1;/3 in. in diam

eter, was turned up, and the aluminum

strip bent around it to form the socket

tube as shown in the illustration. An

aluminum or brass tube IV; in. inside

will do just as well, but when this

socket was made only the sheet stock

was available. The bending process

took time and patience, because it had

to be perfectly round. After shaping the

tube around the wooden rod, it was cut

off to the proper length. This made the

sheet easier to handle than if it had

been cut to length first.

With the tube completed, four legs

were cut at one end, M; in. wide and

5/32 in. long. These were to be used

as mounting legs in fastening the tube

to the base. If a solid tube is used, the

legs can be cut in the same way.

The base shown in the illustrations

was cut from bakelite %; in. thick, 2V;

filed to shape at the same time. At the

ends they were bent up so that connec

tions could be soldered to them. Capac

ity and leakage was reduced by this

method of shaping the contacts. When

this socket was made the mounting legs

came directly under the contacts. The

result therefor would have been that

the tube would have short circuited the

contacts when the audion was removed.

Accordingly, the contacts were bent so

that, in the normal position, they could

not touch the ends of the legs.

With the contacts ready to be put in

place, the tube legs were put through

the holes in the base and peined over.

Fastening on the contacts completed the

socket except for the slot to take the pin

on the side of the audion base. This

was filed down, between two of the con

tact holes, until the bottom of the slot

was % in. above the top of the base,

then over to the side for I/§ in.

If the audion is to be mounted ver

tically on a vertical panel, two brass an

gle pieces can be made of brass strip

1/16 in. thick and %; in. wide. The

angles can be secured to the panel by

machine screws, and to the socket by

two of the screws which hold the con

tacts. For mounting to a horizontal

panel, holes can be drilled through the

base. In this case it is necessary to have

the base held up at least V; in. because

the pins on the audion push the contacts

downward.

AUDIOTRON SOCKET ADAPTER

HE wide use of the tubular audion

has called for a socket adapter by

which they can be used in the regular

four-contact sockets. This need is sup

plied by the Radio Electric Company.

The new adapter is shown here.

It is made up of a tube of insulating

material, carrying at the bottom a disc

in which four contact pins are set. The

audion is set in the tube, and the upper

 

wires,from either filament and the plate,

are fastened to the posts at the top. The

other filament and the grid wires are

put through a hole in the disc, and

secured to nuts on the contact pins. A

slot in the tube makes it possible to

observe the brilliancy of the filament.

At the side is a pin which engages in

the slot of the socket.

This makes an excellent adapter, for

the connections are easy to put on, and

the audion is well protected by the up

right tube. Sufficient ventilation is pro

vided by the observation slot and the

open upper end to take care of any

tendency to overheat. Wires from the

upper binding posts are soldered to the

pins at the bottom, preventing any loss

from loose joints.
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Radio Buzzer Construction

A Development Which Combines Some Features of the Buzzer,

widely used in the American

“and foreign armies, demon

strating the practicability of this sort

of equipment. There are many differ

ent kinds of buzzers, good, bad, and in

different, with special limitations for

the experimenter who builds his own

equipment.

The type described in this article

might be called a closed core spark

coil, for, unlike the ordinary buzzer, it

has a primary and secondary winding.

It is intended that this buzzer will

work on 6 volts, the current drawn

varying with the adjustment of the vi

brator.

For such an output, the transmitting

range is much greater than that ob

tained from a spark coil, as the ef

ficiency is much higher. The voltage

is low, however, so that a very small

oscillation transformer can be used,

and less provision for insulating is re

quired.

Illustrations of the buzzer and vi

brator or condenser are given with this

BUZZER transmitters have been

article, with a diagram of connections

at Fig. 2. Essentially, the buzzer is

made up of an almost closed core, car

rying a primary and secondary wind

ing. When the core is magnetized, it

tends to draw in the armature of the

vibrator to close the opening in the

magnetic circuit.

An adjustable paper condenser is

 

Fig. 3.

connected across the break. Experi

menters do not always realize that the

condenser exercises a control upon the

output of the instrument. By making

this feature adjustable the proper ca

pacity can be selected for maximum

radiation.

Other instruments to be used with

the buzzer should be the same as used

on other transmitter_s_.

Spark Coil and Transformer

former laminations are used, about

0.010 to 0.015 in. thick.

When the core has been assembled,
it should be i clamped between two

boards and the armature slot filed out.

Three holes are shown for screws to se

cure the core to the panel. This helps

to keep the laminations tight. They

should be wrapped with tape also, to

make the core solid.
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Fig. 2.

The Core

The dimensions of the core are 3%,

ins. long, 2% ins. wide, and V2 in.

square in cross section. This core is

made with built up strips in the man

ner of transformers. Regular trans

Wiring of the buzzer and condenser

An additional wrapping, 3/32 in.

thick, preferably of Empire cloth,

should be put around the leg which

carries the winding.

PRIMARY AND Sncommnv Cons

Ninety tums of No. 24 S.S.C. wire

  

~llllllllllllllll

Details of the adjustable condenser which reduces sparking at the contacts
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are required for the primary coil. The

secondary is wound in slots turned in

a block of wood 2% ins. long and 2 ins.

in diameter. Each slot is M4 in. wide

and 7/16 in. deep, allowing about

3,300 tums of No. 36 enameled wire

per section.

The hole through the wooden sup

port is 1 in. in diameter. This gives

a clearance sufficient to allow it to slip

over the primary coil.

When completed, the secondary

should be put for one minute in boiling

paraffizn. If left too long, the wires

will become expanded and loose.

THE Vnmaron

Because fiat spring steel is so diffi

cult to obtain, the armature is mounted

on a short piece of drill rod, %; in. in

diameter. The rod is held by two posts

with clamping screws. A third post,

drilled out with a 3/16 in. hole, is

fitted with a screw and locknut, by

means of which the vibration of the

rod can be adjusted.

The armature is a piece of annealed

steel %, in. long by Y2 in. square filed

down at the end to form a 60“ point.

The drill rod is threaded into it and

headed over, to keep it tight.

As an added precaution, a. screw is

put from the top and turned tightly on

the rod. Then it is cut ofi, and a small

silver disc, cut from a ten-cent piece,

soldered to the top for a contact.

The vibrator screw bridge is made

of §/g by 1/16 in. brass strip, bent as

shown. An 8-32 screw, also carrying

a silver contact, completes the vibrator.

ADJUSTABLE CONDENSER

The condenser is made of 30 tinfoil

or copperfoil sheets 4 ins. long and 2

ins. wide, separated by paraffined

paper. One set of 15 plates are con

nected together to form one side of the

condenser. Taps are run from the

other side to the switch to give steps

of 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15 plates.

The completed condenser is clamped

between two bakelite plates 4% -ins.

long, 3 ins. wide, and %; in. thick, sup

ported by four screws, and held from

the panel by 1-in. lengths of brass

tubing 3/16 in. inside diameter.

An easy way to make the connecting

sector is to'lay out the shape on a

piece of No. 24 gauge brass. When

the small holes have been drilled, the

sheet should be clamped against a piece

of wood, and, working against this

wood, the slots can be sawed easily.

The sector on which the switch con

tacts work can be bent from a length

of brass rod 3/16 in. square.

Fig. 2 gives a diagram of connec

tions. Dimensions not given can be

determined from the scale given in

Fig. 1.
 

Commercial Stations

Released by the Government

Y Presidential Proclamation, com

mercial stations were retumed,

on March 1st, 1920, to their for

mer oi-.ners, and the regulation of these

stations was again put in the sands

of the Department of Commerce. In

other words, so far as commercial sta

tions are concerned, the situation is the

same as when the laws of 1912 were

put into effect.

In the opinion of Government offi

cials, however, matters are not the same,

for, it is maintained, the Naval stations

are not brought by the proclamation

under the laws of 1912. If this is so

—-—the point is not admitted by com

munication interests—-the commercial

stations are not on the old time basis,

for the Naval stations can still handle

private messages.

Interest in the circumstances was

greatly enhanced by the March meeting

of the Institute of Radio Engineers, di

rectly following the effective date of the

proclamation, at which Mr. Hogan, in

his presidential address, took up the

subject of radio legislation.

His paper was on the laws of 1912

as a basis of coming regulation, point

ing out the defects and advantages of

those laws and the need for new ones

in keeping with the advance of the art.

These points were also backed up by

I 1919,

the majority of answers to a question

naire sent out to members of the In

stitute.

Government control of radio was not

dwelled upon at length because the

opinions of radio engineers are over

whelmingly against it. Only the Navy

Department is called upon to justify

its attitude in this respect. Experi

menters will be interested to know that

Mr. Hogan advocated the extension of

amateur wavelengths to 250 meters.

Dr. Goldsmith, discussing the paper,

pointed out the difficulties under which

the Radio Inspectors have been work

ing. An appropriation of $45,000

previously supported the Inspection

Offices which are charged not only with

the regulation and licensing of stations,

but the examination of operators. In

the amount was increased to

$65,000, yet it was specified that this

increase should not be used to raise

the salaries of the men. Unless steps

are taken quickly to remedy conditions,

the appropriation for the coming year

will be only $60,000. Admiral Bullard

stated during a discussion of this point,

that the Navy has taken in approxi

mately $800,000 for radio messages

transmitted.

Before the meeting was called to

order, the presence of Admiral Bullard

caused much comment, for it was ais

sumed that he would present the Gov

ernment’s side of the subjects brought

up in the paper. Nor did he disap

point the members. It seemed, that

when Admiral Bullard mounted the

platform, that the representatives of

commercial interests were to be given

an oral thrashing, but it was immedi

utely apparent that the heavy jaw and

the positive manner were attributes of

a man who could go more than half

way to meet the criticism so steadily

directed at the Navy Department. It

was also significant to find that he did

not concur with the views of Secretary

Daniels, who has consistently advo

cated Government monopoly in this

field.

At the same time he felt that the

Navy had not been accorded fair credit

for their accomplishments. Communi

cation had been established with Eng

land, Norway, France, Gennany,

Italy, Russia, China, and japan.

Thousands of words of press news have

been sent out that the foreign papers

might obtain American news with the

American viewpoint. Radio compass

stations along the coast have been tre

mendous aids to shipping and in sev

eral instances averted what would have

been inevitable disaster if the ships had

not been informed of their bearings.

He seemed a little unfair in his criti

cisms of commercial companies which

were not able to keep up the Navy’s

work when the stations were turned

back, although the published propa

ganda from some directions did prom

ise such improved results upon release

of their stations that his stand may

have been well taken.

Admiral Bullard did not neglect the

interests of the experimenters, and

seemed to think that the 250-meter limit

may come as a result of furture legis

lation.

Above all, he was pleased to find

that the Institute has taken an interest

in radio regulation. He advocated the

establishment of a Radio Commission

as suggested by Mr. Hogan.

Mr. Simon, among other things, pro

posed the licensing of receiving sta

tions to establish their location ofificially

as a protection against the erection of

transmitters, where a remote control

system is used.

It seems, too, that the registration

of experimental receiving stations

should be required, to provide the Gov

ernment, in time of need, with in

formation as to the available radio

men in the United States.

Copies of Mr. Hogan’s paper and

the discussion should be obtained by

every radio experimenter, as this ma

terial, when published, will be found

tremendously interesting and important

to private individuals as well as the

commercial companies.
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Beinzol-Alcohol Fuel Mixtures for Internal

Combustion Engines

N England, where gasoline sells for

fifty cents a gallon in normal times,

or one hundred per cent more than

the average price in this country, en

gineers have sought to use benzol, which

is said to be adaptable to the present

type of motors without change, and in

cases where it has been used as much

power is obtained as with gasoline.

This material is a by-product incidental

to the manufacture of illuminating gas

and coke, and while it was formerly dis

tilled from coal-tar and obtained only

in small quantities, improved methods

make it possible to produce about three

gallons from every ton of coal changed

into coke or gas. The former material

was at one time produced by a process

which permitted the gas to escape, but

at the present time this is retained and

condensed to form benzol. The crude

product is a foul-smelling liquid which

has about the same consistency. and

color asiheavy ale. When subjected to

a refining process the dirty liquid is

converted to one that is about the same

color as water.

Benzol is not so volatile as gasoline,

but it is claimed that a motor may be

started without difficulty with this fuel

supplied to a carburetor of ordinary

construction. Owing to the greater

number of heat units it contains, it is

said it will develop more power than

gasoline, and as it will not evaporate

so readily it does not become stale or

heavy by the vaporization of the lighter

constituents. A disadvantage incidental

to its use has been that owing to it be

ing richer in carbon than gasoline it

would deposit more of this substance on

the piston head and interior of the com

ubstion chamber. While this may be

true of a poorly refined benzol and when

mixture proportions are not correct, it

applies equally well when low grades of

gasoline are used and when the mixture

of gasoline vapor and air supplied the

cylinders is too rich.

Considerable experimenting with al

cohol has been done by French and Ger

man engineers, and there are many

points to be considered in its favor when

discussing its value as a fuel. Alcohol,

instead of being derived from natural

mineral deposits, which become more

and more depleted as the demands in

crease, is derived from various plants

and vegetables and is the one fuel that

can be produced in quantities that could

be augmented as the demand for it in

creased. The vegetable substances

which are distilled to make alcohol are

reproduced each cycle of seasons,’ and

By Kenneth Alton

in tropical countries there is no cessa

tion to the growth of the vegetation.

The raw materials from which alcohol

may be manufactured are found in all

parts of the earth. It is derived from

any substance which contains either

starch or sugar, and it can profitably be

produced from fruits, grains, and vege

tables. It may be made from beets,

sugar-cane, rice, barley, rye, corn,

wheat, or potatoes, and decaying fruit

or other refuse, which could not be

utilized otherwise_ may be subjected to

a process of distillation and alcohol de

rived therefrom.

Alcohol difiers materially from gaso

line, and as it is less volatile it requires

more heat to vaporize it. Alcohol vapor

can be compressed to a greater degree

than the vapors of gasoline, and as the

heat units liberated from a fuel vary

with the degree of compression even

though alcohol gives out less heat when

burned under the same conditions,

higher efficiency may be obtained by

compressing the alcohol vapor to a

higher degree. While this substance

has been used for a decade or more

abroad, in engines designed especially

for its use, it is not been applied with

any degree of economy in motors de

signed for use with gasoline.

A motor constructed for use with al-_

cohol must use a higher degree of com

pression than a gasoline motor, and a

form of carburetor which will heat the

mixture before it is taken into the cyl

inder should be used. An engine de

signed for gasoline will use twice as

much alcohol as it does gasoline to de

velop the same amount of energy, though

in a special motor the same amount of

power will be obtained as when equal

quantities of gasoline are burned in the

conventional engine. One of the dis

advantages of alcohol that is shared in

common with kerosene is that it is dif

ficult to start an engine when cold, as

alcohol is not very volatile unless

heated.

The amount of air necessary for com

plete combustion is roughly estimated

at one-third that needed with gasoline.

Twice the amount of compression be

fore ignition can be used with alcohol

vapor. The range of explosive mixture

proportions of alcohol and air is much

greater than that possible with gasoline

and air. Various authorities have

stated that a compression of one hun

dred and fifty pounds per square inch

is possible with alcohol, but it is doubt

ful if automobile engines will ever be

built using such high degrees of com

pression unless remands for extremely

economical operation will result in the

development of Diesel engine types

which use much higher compression

pressure than this because only air is

compressed by the main engine piston

and there cannot be any danger of pre

ignition as when a gaseous mixture is

compressed too much.

Taylor-White Process. A process

has been developed with a view of per

mitting one to use alcohol in engines

of present design with no change except

a special form of vaporizer. In this the

alcohol vapor is passed through cal

cium carbide before it enters the cylin

der. The water which is present in

commercial alcohol and which lowers

its efficiency as a fuel is absorbed by the

carbide and the resulting chemical ac

tion liberates acetylene gas. This is

very inflammable and increases the ex

plosive value of the alcohol vapor.

When the alcohol-acetylene combina

tion is used, to obtain the same thermal

efficiency as with gasoline gas, it is

necessary to add water to the alcohol

until a solution containing seventeen

per cent water and eighty-three per

cent alcohol is obtained.

This is no great disadvantage, as

water costs nothing to speak of_ and the

increase in the bulk of the fuel nearly

pays for the carbide. It is estimated

that one pound of carbide is used per

gallon of liquid. As the market price

of carbide in lots of one hundred pounds

01' more is but six to eight cents per

pound, the only objection that can be

advanced to the process is the increased

Complication of the vaporizing appli

ance. The combination of alcohol and

acetylene has proved efficient on motors

employing compressions as low as sixty

pounds to the square inch and running

as high as two thousand revolutions per

minute, but when used alone the slow

burning qualities of alcohol vapor have

made it most efificient on slow-speed

high-compression motors.

Alcohol used for fuel purposes must

be rendered unfit for drinking by mjx_

ing substances with it which are not

palatable, but which do not interfere

with its use as a fuel. When so treated

the substance is called denatured alco

hol. Among the substances which may

be mixed with the ethyl alcohol are

wood alcohol, benzine, and benzol, and

various distillates of crude petroleum,

Chemists contend that it is better to use

a hydrocarbon, such as benzol, than the

wood alcohol, as a denaturizing sub

(Continued on page 446)
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COMPLETE ENCLOSURE FOR

PASSENGERS THE FEATURE

OF NEW AIRPLANES

(Continued from page 387)

from the usual design, but which is

entirely justifiable where, as compact

ness, simplicity in rigging and the pos

sibility of using the airship as a free

balloon are desired.

The car, also well streamlined, is a

mahogany veneer construction, semi

monocoque type, being built up of bulk

heads and veneer planking, which in

sures strength and lightness combined.

Single control is provided with a slid

ing wheel for altitude steering which

permits the pilot to control with either

right or left hand, or in the center, as

he may desire. Directional control is

by means of a foot bar. The car is

thoroughly equipped with all necessary

instruments for navigation.

There has been no radical develop

ments in the basic design of airplanes

as the rules establishing design seem

to be fairly well-established at the

present time. The provisions made for

the comfort and protection of the pas

sengers in order to render flying more

pleasurable. than it is in the unpro

tected cockpits of the military type ma

chines, show a disposition on the part

of aircraft manufacturers to cater to

the public and supply aircraft that can

be used for passenger carrying aerial

routes.

HEAT TREATMENT FOR STEEL

(Continued from page 369)

reamer or cutter is to be used in the

lathe or drill press there is no more

suitable or efficient steel for the pur

pose than tungsten.

In this connection, it will not be

amiss to say that while some steel mak

ers advise the use of water in grinding

 

"tools made of high speed steel, and

others advise the use of a dry wheel,

the writer has, in years of experience,

noted that the best results are obtained

by using a moderately coarse wheel dry.

Never, when grinding, dip the tool in

water, if it is purple with frictional

heat it will not affect the tool at all,

provided it is not dipped in water, but

as soon as water touches a piece of

tungsten steel when hot, checking or

cracking will start rendering the tool

unreliable. If you do use water, flood

the wheel and do not permit the tool

to get warmer than you can bear on

your hand.

In conclusion, always remember that

steel of any kind is at its best only

when hardened clear through, and

weakest when in the soft or annealed

state. The drawback reduces strain

and brittleness without materially

weakening the steel, and is the safety

valve of the treating process.

 

A 220,000-volt transmission line, over 100

miles long, to transmit one and a half mil

lion kilowatts of power is in contemplgtion.
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“He

  

in and deposits $500.

"Three years ago he started

Married, had one child, couldn't

was sick.

ing.

had started studying at home.

Employers are beg 'ng for men

with ambition, men w o really want

to et ahead in the world and are

wil mg to prove it by training them

selves in spare time to do some one

thing well.

_ Prove that you are that kind of a

man ! The International Correspond

ence Schools are ready and anxious

to help you prepare or something

better if you’ I simply give them the

chance. More than two million men

and women in the last 28 years have

taken the I. C. S. route to more

money. Over 100,000 others are get

ting readyin the same way right now.

Is there any reason why you should

let others climb over you when you

have the same chance they have?

Surely the least you can do is to find

out just what there is in this proposi

tion for you. Here is, all we ask:

Without cost, without obligatin

yourself in any way, simply mar

and mail this coupon.

PRESIDENT

p-nu an-¢-\

Deposits $500 a Month!”

“See that man at the Receiving Teller’s window ? That's Billy

King, Manager for Browning Company. Every month he comes

I've been watching Billy for a long time

take almost as much interest in him as I do in my own boy.

in here desperate-—wanted to borrow a hundred dollars—wife

“I said, ‘Billy, I'm going to give you something worth more than

a loan—some good advice——and if you'll follow it I’ll let you have

the hundred, too. You don’t want to work for $15 a week all your

life, do you ?’ Of course he didn’t. ‘Well,’ I said, ‘there's a way to

climb out of your job to something better. Take up a course with

the International Correspondence Schools in the work you want to

advance in, and put in some of your evenings getting special train

The Schools will do wonders for

several I. C. S. boys here in the bank.’

“That very night Billy wrote to Scranton and a few days later he

doubled his salary! Next thing I knew he was put in charge of his

department, and two months ago they made him' Manager.

he's making real money. Owns his own home, has quite a little

~ . property beside, and he's a regular at that window every month.

It just shows what a man can do in a little spare time.”

I3"?

Q

at Browning’s at $15 a week.

save a cent. One day he came

you—I know, we've got

Why, in a few months he had

And

  
1-iiiyglg Quy ""11--1--1 -__

INTERNATIONAL GUBRESPUIIUEIIBE SCHOOLS

Box GQTZQBSCRANTON, PA.

Explnga without obllflntin me, how I can qualify Ior

the 9 tlon, or In the sub ect, belore which I mark X.

BLBUTRIUAL lllflllllll OIIEIIOAL IIGIIIBEII

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

Electric Wlrlnn ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Show Card Writer

Electric Cur Running Outdoor Sign Painter

Heavy Electric Traction RAILROADER

Electrical Drlillrnnn ILLUSTRATOR

Electric Ileillne llulgnur DESIGNER

Telegraph Expert BUSINESS IAIAGEIBHT

9"" C! T¢|¢Pll°lIY Private Secretary

IEDIIANIUAL BNIIINEEII BOOKKEEPER

Mechanical Drnhnmnn

Toolmnker

Ship Dhfllllhlll ‘

Machine Shop Practice

Gu En near

CIVIL NGINEER

Surveying Illd Mapping

II.\'I l'0I>IIiI‘N OB ENWII

ARCHITECI‘

Arnhlteeturnl Draftsman

PLUII RING AND ll EATING

Stanogrnplnr Ind Typist

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Trniilc Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

Common fiehool Sulijm.-in

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Toxlllo Overneer or Supt.

 

AGIIIPULTUIIE Snnnllh

Sheet Mefll WOIKGI Poultry Ihhlng French

Navigator Autonobllu ltnllnn

Name

Present 7-H".

I Oceupatio

Street

I and No

Sintf‘{_i____
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been prepared by Radio Experts. Experts able to inipart their practical and technical knowledge

' th C d ' ' t l t talk. All '1! Ii 1' t d , i to listen.Wlrezess Operators learn e o e as it vias o earn 0 you wt n 2 0 0 s

stepping stone to better positions. There is practically no limit to your earning DOW¢l’- Me" Wl1°

 

 

 

The N. Y. Wireless Institute will make you an operntor——AT HOME-—in your spare t.ime—quiCkl7

The Demand easily and thoroughly. No previous training or experience required. Our Idome Study Course

to YOU in an eary to understand way. The graded lessons mailed you will prove so fascinating

for that you will be eager for the next one. The instruments furnished free. will make it as easy to

BIG SALARIES __
Far Exceeds Wireless operators receive excellent salaries ranging from $125 to $200 a month and it is only a

The Supply

  

but yesterda> were W'ireless Operators are now holding position as Radio Engineers, Radio In

spectors, Ra io Salesmen at salaries up to $5000 a year.

Travel The World Over

A \Vireless Operator can visit all parts of the world and

receive fine pay and maintenance at the saine time. Do you
--- . . .
prefer a steady position without travel? There are many

opportunities at the numerous land stations or with the Com

mercial Wireless or with the Steamship Companies.

FREE Ilishlnnenb and rm Books

We furnish free to all students, during the course, the wonder

ful n'cei't/i'na and reading re! exactly as produced in the illus

tration. This set is not loaned but pi"ven to all students com

pleting the Course.

The Transmitter shown is the celebrated Omnigmph used by

filgiacfl-laTIgI)eLll’:‘I’::1l’e5'lll‘T,CS0f Clilleyes S'T€(?ITl:I'Cn3rlne‘il-tn1IIandT¢llZgrF3l,1‘Eh This wonderful Sot for learning the Code furnished tree with our Course

Schools throughout the U. S. and Canada. Start the Omaigraph, place the phone to your ear and this_remarkable invention will send you

\\/ireless Messages the same as though you were receiving them, through the air. from -'1 Wlrelcw Station hundreds of miles sway

When you apply for your license, the U. S. Government will test you with the 0mMwflPh—-the Mme model Ommaroflh as we furnish IO

our students. Ask any U. S. Radio Inspector to verify this.

FREE Post-Graduate Course

A one month's Post-Graduate Course, if ou so desire, at one of the

largest Wireless Schools in N. Y. City. ew York—-the Wonder City

—the largest port in the World and the Headquarters of every leading

Wireless and Steamship Company.

Easy Payments I

A small payment down will enroll you. We will make the payments so

easy that anyone ambitious to enter the fastest growing profession

WireIess—may do so. Name _ _

Send for FREE Booklet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Without obli _ating you in any way,_ send for ou_r booklet "How to become

an Expert ireless Operator"—it is free. Mail the coupon attached, or

postal or letter—but do it to-day.

  

 
 

in-ii-—-iii?-1-.iii|—-it-it 1-iii

. THE N. Y. WIRELESS INSTITUTE

Dept. 21, 258 Broldwny, New York City

Send me free of charge, your booklet "How to become an Expert

Wireless Operator," containing full particulars of your Course

including your Free Instrument afier.

  

96-Page Book Catalogue Sent Free

WE have just issued a 96-page Book Catalogue listing about 2,500 of the most

recent Scientific and Technical books. This is sll the more welcome by nelson

of the fact that both the publishing and importing of books have been very mud:

upset by the war, and many books can only be supplied with great dificulty.

This catalogue will be sent to any address in the world, free on request.

Manuscripts Considered for Publication

The Book Publishing Department or the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be glad to give an

examination of any manuscript of Scientific or Technical nature. Submit as much or matter

as possible, including illustrative material. There was never a better field for books of this

nature than st the present time.

 

 

l)UCK’S z§§i°i>.‘.i..

5.‘; Catalog
JUST OFF THE PR!-BS

I78 Pogo: of Wirolun

InotrumonIn

f Any radio lmltour will toll you

  

thoro is no catalog to [lb iu

_ place, _nnd that it is n Beacon

Light to [nude you in the selection of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED

TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF I2: IN

STAMPS OR COIN, which may be do

ducted on first dollar purchase.

Scientific-American Publishing Company

Woolworth Building 235 Broadway, New York

  

What Every Mechanic Should Thoroughly Know

This book |J0lllL~l out the stumbling blocks for mechanics to avoid in acquiring

1- i'(IIl)Dl('l(‘ llli1l¢'.l‘"l-Rllillllit. as well as to show you HOW TO G0 AT the reading

of s blue print drawing.

iaiery phase of the st-veiity subjects is gone into In detail. so that any average

man can master with but little study. Every point ls clearly brought out with

.~llifl’l(-IP11! sketches to (Ii‘H\‘I’II)C cnch of the actual blue print drswlng examples.

in fact, the illustrations are practically self explanatory.

lilvery mechanic llCL‘(lS this hook, be his experience in mechanics limited or

long. Read the iollowing Colflmelll. from a man who passes on from 50 10 500

hlliv prllits a day.

“I never thou ht titers ins so much to knw

In the road nl of s blue print iirswlnq."

WM. P. CONWAY, Planning Dept. Mir-.

U. S. Rubber C0.'s Mach. shop. .

Tlils book contains the most. vital and practical information on the subject

of blue print reading, and is the best and sstei-it Investment you can ninke.

St-nci for u copy to-dny livfore you forget. YOU CANNOT LOSE, YOUR

.\[O.\'I",Y RI'Il"UNDI'lD IF NOT S.~\T1SFIED.

PItICE:—Post paid U. S.. $2.00; Canada, $2.12; Foreign. $2.25.

I69 panes—Slzs 5 x 7'/2 Inches.

Handsomely bound In cloth 228 illustrations

54 months In the making.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, 134 Rowland Bldg., Detroit, Michigan

  

Great cost of cntnlog and low prices

prohlhlt dlstrlbu tion otherwise
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What This Big Catalog Contains
  

l'l5 pp. Wireless An- 42 pp. M ot o r I and

pnrstus for Com- Dyngmgg ;

moreial s n d Ex- 8 pp, muhluhu;

perimental use;

10 pp. law Material ;

app. §l'fl‘lo18f0l':1l8l'l;

§';,,,,‘{u .“ 8"‘ vonnimrr;

Blpp/l'ologrsph 20pp.Ilcetriul sndl

nstruments: Mechanical Books. l

  

tones;

3 DD. Ammetsrs and
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THE WILLIAM B. DUCK C0.

Z“-Z4‘ Superior Strut, Toledo, Ohio

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

OF BEST, PRACTICAL BOOKS

  

High Frequencv Gable——(Litz)

I0-38. Z0-38. 2-I6-38, 3-I6-38 individual

wires enameled, D.S. over all. Grey

Cardboard Tubes, Bakelite. and Rubber

Panels. Radio Call l_lF. Write for cir

DISCOVER YOUR TALENTS

Wlini urn you best titted for! Why driit from job to

Job? Why vxpurlineiit. with vour future? Mt an

r-xpi-rt p:<yeho|0gtst"tcll' you' the right vocation in

life for YOU. l'i-rsonnl anal sis by Dr. S. S. (luorze,

  

  

  
  

  

  

 

  

 

IT'S I-‘REE

N. W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO.

2 West 45th Street: New York

cular on Honeycomb Coil Mounting.

Wholesale and retail.

A. T. HOVEY

61 Belvldere St., near Mechanics Bldg.

Boston, 17, Mass. Open Evenings

former ll. S. Army psycho oxlst. will help you to

know your niinil and what career you are most suited

lor in ilrt-. Semi fur Booklet Phone schuyler 5969

THE VOC\TlO‘UL GUIDANCE INSTITUTE i

Room 21, 225: swm. (um St.), New York, N. Y.

Plmsv ninnlion F.\‘l~1R\'D.-\\' E.\‘(2l.\'El£RlNG l\I.»\GAZlNE

I

I
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I

|
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That Wireless is a stepping stone

to the shipping business, the im

port and export business, the

electrical apparatus manufactur

ing business, the Consular ser

vice, the railroad business, (Tivil

Service, etc.

That at a recent convention of

leading American and foreign

manufacturers Radio was formal

ly accepted to replace cable trans

mission for export and import

business.

That in addition to two thousand

ships recently built, the shipping

program for the near future calls

for approximately thirty-five hun

dred more Merchant Marine ves

sels, each of which must carry

from three to five government

licensed Radio operators.
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. Do You Know These Wireless Facts?

over to the Aerial Postal System

to extend their work, each neces

sitnting a wireless operator.

That commercial wireless tele

phone communication has been

established between America and

Eiiglzinil by the Marconi Com

pany, from Halifax. .\'. S. and

Liverpool. England.

That about seventy-five new fac

tories were recently built for the

manufacture of Radio Apparatus

and that these require the service

of Radio Mechanics, Electricians

and Designers.

That Radio Operators are now

thoroughly organized and that the

lfnitcd Radio Telegraphers' As

sociation, with headquarters in

New York City, is opening

branch ofiiccs in all large Ameri

can cities, where operators can

find immediate employment.
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‘Radio Now A Stepping
i Stone To Big Business.

HE past four years have developed

many revolutionary changes in world

aifairs—kingdoins have vanished to give way to new and greater democra

cies—millions of men have left their former homes on farms to seek new and larger fields of

work in busy cities-—elc-ctricity and machinery have accomplished tasks heretofore deemed

impossible—-and as one reflects over these past four years one quickly realizes that today we

are living in practically a new age and must adjust ourselves to new conditions.

WIRELESS HERE TO STAY

livery day old methods are giving way to new but of all the

marked changes which have recently taken place perhaps the great

est is the progress made in the development of \Vireless Telegra

phy and Telephony. As a quicker and cheaper means of world

wide communication it is already supplanting the telegraph and

long distance telephone in many instances, and with its gradual.

establishment as an important business factor in world industries.

Wireless bids fair to soon take its place as the most widely used

means of communication of all nations. One of the strongest

arguments presented against the recent proposed government ur

cliase of the Telephone and Telegraph systems was that of .on

gressman Steenerson. of Minnesota, who said that all the telephone

and telegraph wires would soon be ready for the scrap heap if the

present program of wireless communication is carried out. In this

new and uncrowded field of work hundreds of responsible posi

tions now await any ambitious young man or woman.

A special illustrated booklet. entitled "Wireless The

Opportunity of Today" has been prepared which ex

plains in detail the many opportunities now open to those trained in this

line of work. the handsome salaries paid and the bright future for those

who go into this work now. It also explains how you can leam this

subject at borne during spare time, within a few weeks. and how this

institution, the first and foremost in America, has trained hundreds of

nit-ii and women to do this work. Write for it todav. It is FREE,

Sign the coupon and mail it at once to

THE NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Dept. 177, 14th and U Sts., N. W. Washington, D. C,

National Radio Institute,
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A Do you know what the successful

experiment with wireless by the

Delaware, Lackawanna and \Vest

ern Railroads and Canadian

Pacific may mean later on.

That recently five hundred aero

planes, equipped with modern

wireless apparatus, were turned

That the average beginners pay

for wireless operators is now

about ' $225 a month and that

Radio Operators in some branches

receive as high as $5,000 per

year.

Dept. 177, 14th and U Sts., N. W.

Washington, D, C.

Print your name and

address clearly

..| - . -

_- ‘.‘. .\ _‘ -‘1 0

Send me, free of charge. your booklet. "Wireless The Opportunity of TQ.]a;,-"

with full particulars regarding your famous ten weeks’ home study course

in \\'irelt-as Telegraph)", your special \VIreless instrument offer and how

I niay St't‘UI't3 your course in Modern Radio Telephony “-11110“; mm-3 charge,

. - . . . . - - . - . . - - . . . - . . . . - - . . . - - . . . . . . . . . , . _ , , _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ ' _
. | 4 ¢ - ¢ | q



EXPERIMENTERS!

FOR RESULTS use

TRIODE
(TRADE MARK)

vAcuu1v1 TUBES

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY $79‘! EACH POSTPAlD E

FOR DETECTORS OR AMPLIFIERS.

WILL FIT ANY STANDARD FOUR PRONG SOCKET

 

TRlQDE. apparatus also includes Eaton Qscillators,

Two Step Amplifiers, Vacuum Tube Sockets, Grid

Leaks, and Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformers.

When ordering radio apparatus specify TRlQDE to

insure receiving only apparatus and appliances supplied

by the _Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co. Catalog will

be sent on receipt of Z5c‘in stamps.

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS C0. ABOSTON, U. S. A. i
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AMATEURS‘ATTENTIUN.7

send over25Miles Q_I_l I_)._C_.

Here at last is real “commercial type" radio apparatus designed for low power direct

current. New transmitting records are in store for you. Take advantage of this special

__~._:.-_—__ "' introductory offer and save $7.50.

The “AMRAD”

QUENCHED GAP

Special Induction

Coil Type

All your Dower on one

sharp ware and s clear.

bell-like note at every tsp

THE “AMRAD” INDUC

TION COIL

6 Volt or 32 Volt

iiziiiliiiriciiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiEiziiiiitié -' ::.'..i:*'=...:".:..:"*.‘. ‘:25:

out. Its secoinlsry. wound iii 29 sections, ,- staio sit up Ind take

produces 50,000 volts. Rated at 100 Iltts this . notice. The A m r s d

fifnhfi U: wig“; iliiilimooxilo "l‘ulio°i§l1b‘rs|if<l)ii“i‘s“r d ted l ld the score-t of long-rsngs gpioviaiaiiriiiirb

;".'*..:.'.**.i§";'*.i.'.'i:....':.'.‘:..: '.*:'.rl‘.":.:*"::::;"iii:-'i§ii:i.l‘i‘i:.’i:‘§ (i*'.§’§ii°*€}h‘yJ@a%§§’d“@‘f;:“1f:.i*i.:.:=*::..':.n :*.".t.'...‘ ..,.*.‘.-:'..~..'.";*...*.t.i:'.'~

intended eanecinll! for use on farm lighting drcuits. When ordered soplrltoly stations. Mi only will this specill q\l¢!10l'l6d Ilv mike your twis

thlg type is Sl ell-rm T0 It-‘l lflllimlllll N81111: with lhg 5 ya“ M" l hm“-y mltter as emcient, for its power, I3 i-he more costly equipment but

6 volt ltorlle buttery is the best and most economical source nf current. you will be sble in send more messages without interfering with other

stations. For the first time in the history of sinsu-ur radio every

""ll'i"i°'Z= ‘Eur,l'iZ'¢'1'iilii§l“°““iilZ“ii'ii&.il"33ai‘Sn§§m3li= ‘L"i'h§'.’§§r'l'{

Pfich 6"/0|! KYPQ . . . . . Price, Induction Coil Typo . . .Special Introductory Offer

If you have had limited power at your disposal and ineiiicient apparatus or

if you are waiting to be introduced to the fascination of sending radio mes

sages over into the next county or state here is your chance to get the two

most important pieces of transmitting apparatus at an actual saving of $7.50.

“Amrad” Induction Coil, regular price . . . $28.50

“Arnrad” Quenched Gap, “ “ . . . 12.50

_ _ $41.00

Special Price for the Double Buy, $33.50

Either 32-volt or 6-volt coil may be chosen

Show this advertisement to your dealer and ask him to order one of these

How to Order combinations for you. If you have no radio dealer in your vicinity send us

check or money order for $5 and we will ship direct to you by parcel post C. O. D., the balance plus postage.

Act promptly, as the standard Signal Corps parts which we secured from the Government were only sufficient

to make up a limited number of sets. If you are not ready to buy and want further information send for

free Bulletin P which contains complete description and operating directions.

7 ' \\/rite at once for short—term trade discount on this combination.
Dealers Opportunlty No better opportunity to introduce apparatus of such high quality

at such low prices will ever be had again. The ofier is made especially to introduce our rapidly growing

line of “commercial type” radio apparatus.
I Address all communications to‘ New York ofice

~ dMER1¢fi"Rfl°~fl
15 Park Row Factory t Med Hllsie, Mass,

  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING l\'lAGAZINE
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Two Famous

R A D I S C O

SPECIALTIES

 

 

RADISCO COILS

conceded by several well-known Radio Men to be far superior

to any similar type of Inductances. Made in seventeen sizes,

tapped and plain. Wave length range from 200 to 20,000 me

ters. Priced from 60c to $4.85. Plentiful supply in stock at all

Radisco Agencies.

RADISCO BETTER “B” BATTERY

is made according to Government specifications in two (2)

sizes: 3% x 2 x 21/,” and 61/2 x 4 x 3". A first class 15 cell; 5

group battery; VARIABLE VOLTAGE (P'at. App. for) is a

special feature of this battery which enables you to provide critical voltage regulation for your

vacuum tube by means of a switch connection with cells, taps of which have been taken off.

Very economical and convenient. If one cell goes bad just test each group of 3 cells and short

circuit the bad one. Price: Small size $1.40. Large size $2.40. At any agency—or if ordered

by mail include postage for 2 pounds on small size and 5 pounds on large size.

RADISCO AGENTS carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look for the Radisco trade mark

on all parts you buy and be sure of getting efficient apparatus.

Below are listed a few of the reliable firms who carry the RADISCO COILS, Better "B" Bat

teries, and are our Agents for all other standard apparatus of merit.

COMMUNICATEYOUR WANTS TO THEM

HAMPTON, N. H.

DeLoncey Felch & Co.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

The Wireless Shop,

511 W. Washington St.

McK.EESPORT, PA.

K. & L. Electric C0.

427 Olive Street.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

L. A. Rose,

4323 Magnolia Street.

NEWARK, N. .|.

A. H. Corwin 8|: Co.,

4 West Park Street.

NEWCASTLE, PA.

Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. Co.,

507 Florence Ave.

LIBHAYY

uuusu 0' emu

-.. -9-uul -

BETTER "B" BATTERY

nu scenic-u ~~ .. - sh‘----~ .-.=-(.--u

RADIO DISTRIIUTING CO.

MKWARK nlw JIIIIV

  

ALBANY, N. Y.

E. L. Long,

21 Magnolia Terrace.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Rhode Island Elec. Equip. Co.,

45 Washington Street.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Radio Electric Co.,

4521 Forbes Street.

SCRANTON, PA.

Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.

P. 0. Box 3

Branch 8 Kingsbury St.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Electric Service Co.,

585 Armory Street.

TORONTO, ONT., CAN.

The Vimy Supply Co.,

585 College Street.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

National Radio Supply Co.,

1405 U Street, N. W.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Philadelphia School of Wireless WICHITA. KANSAS

Telegraphy, The Cosrndio Co.,

Broad and Cherry Streets. 1725 Fairmount Ave.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. .l.

Independent Radio Supply Co.,

118 So. New Jersey Ave.

BEINVILLE, QUEBEC, CANADA

Canadian Radio Mfg. Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

Atlantic Radio Co.,

34 Batterymarch St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Kelly & Phillips Electric Co.

312 Flnthush Avenue.

BRONX, NEW YORK CITY

Amateur Wireless Equipment Co.,

I390 Prospect Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Chicago Radio Laboratories,

1316 Carmen Ave.

EUREKA, ILL.

Klaus Radio Apparatus.

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY : Newark, New Jersey
  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING l\I.ao.».zr1\'r: ‘
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CHEMISTRY OF THE CO.\Ii\iON

METALS

(Continued from page 405)

the process of saturation continues so- i

dium bicarbonate separates out until ‘

2/3 of it has been transformed. The

remaining compounds, carbon dioxide,

ammonia and water, combine to form a

solution of ammonium bicarbonate as

is shown by the following equation:

CO2 + NH, + H30 : NH, HCO,,.

This product reacts with the sodium

chloride to produce the bicarbonate

which precipitates. The ammonium

chloride remains in solution. The ac

tion is very well illustrated by the fol

lowing equation:

NH,HCO,, + NaCl ‘-‘* NaHCO,, +

NH,C1.

The bicarbonate is taken off, washed

and heated to change it to the carbonate:

2HNaHCO,,:Na,CO3-J;-CO,-l»-H20

Sodium nitrate (NaNO,) is found

in great quantities in Chile. The

natural product contains sodium chlo

ride, and the nitrate and perchlorate of

potassium are also present in consider

able amounts.

Sodium nitrate is extremely soluble

in water and is very deliquescent. Great

quantities of it are used in the manu

facture of nitric and sulphuric acids.

Probably its chief use is as a fertilizer,

imparting its life-giving nitrogen to the

soil.

Sodium nitrate (NaNO,) is pro

duced by heating sodium nitrate with

lead. The following equation fully

describes the nature of the reaction

which takes place:

1\'al\'O3 + Pb : NaNO2 + PbO

The resulting compound (NaNO,) is

very soluble in pure water. It has

found considerable use in the produc

tion of organic dyes.

Sodium sulphate occurs in nature in

the anhydrous state. It has been known

in the deca-hydrate form (Na,SO,

1OH._,O) since the seventeenth century.

Sodium sulphate is also known as a

heptahydrate (Na,SO,7H2O).

The preparation of sodium acid sul

phate_can be brought about by the ac

tion of sulphuric acid on the neutral

sulphates. This substance, when heated

loses its water and is converted into

pyrosulphate (Na, S, O7). If the tem

perature is carried beyond a certain

point the pyrosulphate breaks up into

sulphur trioxide and the normal sul

phate. Solutions of sodium acid sul

phate effect acid reactions. This is

because of the dissociation of the HSO,

+ ion into H + and SO,

Sodium sulphite (Na, S03 7HO2O)

can be prepared by dividing a solution

of sodium bicarbonate into equal parts,

saturating one with sulphur dioxide.

This will result in the formation of

carbon dioxide and acid sodium sul

phate according to the following equa

tion:

(Continued 011 page 429)

A coon WAVEMETER

AT A MODERATE PRICE

is accurate, simple and

rugged. Comprises a port

able oak case 5%" x 8%"

x61/2" with hinged cover,

bakelite p a n e l, balanced

condenser, buzzer, detector,

switch, binding posts, and

two 2-unit inductance wind

ings, range 200 to 2000

meters.

 

   

Price $27.50

ii These meters are in stock for

immediate delivery, and are

carried in stock by most

good dealers.

 

  

TYPE B. Q. WAVEMETER

Bulletins Z and F sent for 4c Stamps list our complete line of high grade, moderately priced

apparatus for the radio laboratory. Bulletin R lists the Cambridge Rectifier for Storage

Battery Charging.

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO., 131 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass

Up—Down— or Sideways

No matter how you want to

look at “Ace” instruments,

they are ideal for an up-to

date radio installation.

Doctor “ACE’ has tonic for

some kick and on transmit

A E weak signals that give them

Q ting apparatus he sure has

the dope. Better get ac

quainted with “Doc".

You may pay more, but you

can‘t buy better.

  

The Precision Equipment Company Inc.

Manufacturing Engineer:

2437 C'lbert Ave., Dept. B Cincinnati, Ohio

YOU CAN USE S IN YOUR RADIO

SET,wlTl'l0UT CHANGING rm; SOCKETS‘ lF YOU HAVEIJ

 

  

 

Radio Electric Audiotron Adapters are the

logical means for using tubular audions in

standard apparatus equipped with four-point

sockets. The superiority of this adapter is

evident in the simplicity of construction and

protection afforded the vacuum tube.

AUDIOTRON ADAPTER, $1.50, Shipping weight 1 lb.

The Radio Electric Company carries a complete line of

Bunnell. Radiaco, Murdock, Clapp-Eastham Radio

Apparatus, Federal and De Forest instruments. Special

equipment made to order. Pittsburgh experimenters are

invited to visit our retail store. A l0c stamp will

bring our catalog.

RADIO ELECTRIC COMPAN ‘°l»iil'i;'§i§l§¢ii,'i»‘j:{.E'
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WILCOX PANEL SWITCHES

A

or

l" Radius. Bran flnlsli....40o Nickel 1inlsil....50o

l'/;" Bslilul, Brass ilnlsli....50o Nickel llnlsl|....60o

:. ‘r::.'.:":?.",.:.‘::‘"".:zra':.ir.:"i::.':‘:.'"' "" *‘"""" ' I 0 IBras nnm|.....'...s|.:o Nlokol llllllli ...... ..s1.2s VA R I O IVI E T E R PA S

  

Wireless Receiving Ban Raised

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

Tho Prscticg Bot comprisoo s rolulnr toiogrsph

koy, without circuit bronkor, o gnolsl high pitch

humor, one coll Rod Sesl Dry lttory, and four

foot oi [non covorod flexible cord.

Tho koy sud buzzer sro mounted on n highly

flnishod wood base, and throo nickel pissed

binding posts sro so connected that tho sot may

be usod for flvo dltioront purposes.

List No. pg“

. . . .8314

 

342 Tolo¢rsph Pnctleo Bot, with Bsttory

snd Cord

Wolnhs 4 lbs. lsekod.

Prico IIIIQI not includo postnlo.

MESCO COMBINATION PRACTICE SET

F97 l¢l"’ni"I lho Mora and Continental Vlnull and Audible Code!

  

'l‘his outflt is tho only roliohlo instrument

which will onsblo students to bocomo proflciont

oporltorl in tho U. 8. Nsvsl Sorvico, because it

is oquippod with s humor and mluisturo lsmp

enabling tho usor to must-or both tho visual and

sudiblo signals quickly.

Lllt No. 52—Prutloo bot will Rod Soul

Bottof! and CordWololu 4 lbs. nsokod.

Prico loos not lnoludo posinoo.

  

'n-in buns maintains s oonstont nous snd is rooominomied ss an

exclier for diockinl wlramolors whoro puro noto snd unplu onorgy

us .1-oquirod.

it oonnists of prletlcllly s closed circuit ilold of low roiuotonro.

bovlnr u stool snnsluro to which is rirotod s strlp I\wD0rt.in| o

movable oontnct. Tho nrmsluro lonsiou is sdJl.istohlo by moms of s

scrow with o rnillod hand lorlo enough to bo ouily and pormsnmtly

sdiustod with tho ilnlsrs, Tho stltlonsry cant-set is sdiustod by

moans of I limilsr sorvw. Tho msmst coils no oounoclad in ssrih

with I total D. C. rosisu-non of 3.9 ohms. Bhuntod uzoss thooo coils

is s rooistsnoo huinl s D. C. vuluo of 8 ohms. This shunt

ollminstu oil spsrkinz such u occurs At the break on ordinary radio

bunors and tho enemy uvod Lhorulry is Lrsnlorrod into any oodl

, ioLln| eiroult oounontod to it, tho ruoult bola; that this buuor ll

“ " constructed rodisms flvs times more energy thsn any other cxintlng

typo All connecting wuu llnblo to ho brokm sro olimlnntod. Contacts sro of mmuino Dill-llltllll, which is

ossoniisl in order lo mslnuin s oonstsnt lloto. Tho ports sro mounted on s Oomisnsoto bus to insuro

  

oonsllncy in opq-ntlon.

Dinmctor I m., hollht iii in. Tho cop ls sttsmod lo tho boa by s bsyonot iolnt.

List No. Prloo

55 Mason Bodiahuuor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I2.U

Wo carry a largo and comploto line of Standard Wireless Material recognized

by oxpor-ts os ouch with competent oxporioncod wireless attendants In chargo

Send for the New Edition of Our Catalog K28

It is oi lilo, oontoino H4 Dlifl. with our 1,000 llluntrutlous, md doocrlboo in plain, also: lnngungo

all shont lls, Push Buttons, Butnioo, Tolophono and Wlroloos To sph lhtorinl, Eloou-lc Toys, Burgiu

snd Iiro Alums Oontrlvsnoos. Ileotrio Coll Bolls. Electric Alsnn oaks. Modlc-oi Bsttorioo, Motor Boot

Korns. IIootrienlJ.y Hootod Apporstus. Bo-ttof! Oonnoctnrl. Bwitchu. Bsttory Gsugoo, Wiroiooo Tnlogrnph

lnstnimoulo. Ignition Supplies, etc.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc.
NIW YORK: 11 Purl Plgco BBANCHEZ IIO W. lhd Bl... ll‘! W. TIMI ll.

CHICAGO: III B. Wolll Bl. B1‘. IDUII: I108 Pine St. Son Frlndloo Oiiiooz 601 lllllion Bl.

 

 

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

To introduce the quality oi MERACO B Bat

terles, we are offering them at $1.00, postpaid,

tor one month only. This offer closes at mid

night, April 1st, after which they will be $1.20.

These batteries give 22.5 volts, with guar

anteed iuii amperage.

Buy WHILE YOU CAN at This Price

Here Are o Few Other Mei-nco Ofiers:

Hard rubber, ‘A. 3/16. 54, %. IA in., $1 40

per lb.

Bakelite, grade xx, natural, $2.90 per lb.;

black, $3.00 per lb.

Flexible rubber tubing to slip over leads,

4c per foot; $3.50 per 100 it.

Note: Postage must he included, ss extremely low

prlces prohibit shipment otherwise.

MERCURY RADIO APPLIANCE CO.

612-A Brondway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

Galen: detector,Silicon detector,

$1.50$1.50

TYPE I01

beautiful snd oilldont slsndsrdlud switch for gon

sl use. Furnished in two sizes.

  

TYPE I02 (lllustrstsd)

T_urnod (mm hsrdwood. Set ls shown eon

sistlniz of ststnr (two parts), rnlor snd form

for winding coils . . . . . . . . . . ..Postpnld $2.50

Size oi‘ sistor 5%" sq.

Other sizes msde to order

SET N0. TWO coninlns sll psrl-s for tho

vsriometer including the shove Ind knob.

smile, pointer, shall. binding posts, wire und

lnsiruolionl for sssembi_v.....l'oslpaid $5.00

BUILD YOUR OWN APPARATUS

Our slnndsrdlned psrts and materials msko

it easy to build etfldent apparatus that is

hesuiitul and uniform in sppesrsneo,

NEW LOOSE LEAF CATALOG READY

Sent for ilro oents in stomps.

The Wilcox Laboratories

Lansing Dept. D Mlcnlosn

 

  

 

SCIENTIFIC

ELECTROTECHNICAL

EDUCATI ON

"Bridges the Gap" between the E_ieci.rlclsn

and the Electrical Eniinecr. ho matter

what your previous education, the way

open in YOU! -

By fl(l\'IllICi‘\l and practical methods om

nloyed in the extensive laboratories. draft

ing-rooms, class-rooms and work-shops of

the School of Engineering of Milwaukee

you can quickly and thoroughly irsin to

become sn l-llocirotochniclsn. and later on

Electrical Euiziricrr with B.S. Deifee.

INSTITUTE OF ELECTROTECHNICS

A Junior Division for 8th Grsda Gradu

ates and a Senior Division Ior students with

2 years hixh school, require I8 months ouch

for completion. A ilood position in the

Electrical or Industrial field swslts you

upon your graduation. or you mny enter the

College of Electrical Enzlneorlnz snd so

cure your B. S. Degree in 3 years.

NEW TERM OPENS APRIL lot.

"Earn While You Learn"

you with your living expenses while at

school, and assures you splendid prnclicsi

experience.

Wriio NOW Ior lull drfails and loicsl

catalog. Mention ups and education.

SCHOOL 0F ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE

I'll-373 Broadway Milwaukee, Wis,

system llslsis

  

RADIO APPARATU

on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

Pull port.louis.rs and the EVA IULL!.'I'IN ‘oh month

sent on rocoipt oi‘ ton cunls——stl.mDl or ooln.

J. DONALD VANDERCOOK

LOMBARD Bu m ILLINOIS
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The Qulllty Mark

’I‘HE Crystal Detector illus- i

trated above is the smallest

and most efficient crystal detector

on the market and is not to be con

fused with other detectors of simi

lar appearance but of inferior make.

Our type WI-126A Detector is entirely dust and moisture proof and is de

signed to retain its adjustment under all circumstances. The galena crystal

supplied is made of specially selected ore tested at the mine by our inspector

and again tested in our laboratories after assembly in the detector stand;

extreme sensitivity is thereby assured.

As in all our other products, the materials, workmanship and finish of this

instrument are of the finest grade obtainable.

l Overall dimensions: 2%” x 3%" x 3%". Weight: 8 oz.

Price $4.50

Write for our illustrated catalog 3B-7 on Crystal Detectors.

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Radio Engineers, Manufacturer: and Distributors

47 West Street New York, U. S. A.

Crystal Dotu.-tar. Type WI-IZBA

 

INVESTIGATE

HEN you buy a Radio Trans

former, you should see that you get

one that draws full rated power under

the conditions at which it will be used.

If you order a V2 K\V Transformer

for 200 meter work, it should draw 500

Watts from the line, using a condenser

under .01 MF.

A \"\/attmeter is necessary to measure

the power, and most amateurs can get

the use of one for this purpose. Instru

ments can be rented in most of the large

cities, or any High School student could

arrange to use the one at the Physical

Laboratory of the School.

With a Wattmeter and Ammeter, the power factor can also be obtained,

which is the \VATTS divided by the product of AMPERES and VOLTS.

This figure should not be below .70. -

Many amateurs have Transformers which are rated as 1 KVV or l K.V.A.,

and which only draw 400 to 600 Watts—actually % KW Transformers.

The ACME Radio Transformers have a high power factor and high

efficiency, and will draw full rated power from a line of proper voltage and

frequency using a condenser of .007 M.F. and spark gap frequency of 700

to 800 per second.

Inn||||||||mmlllu

uimrm---mmmu

  

Price List as per Bulletin.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY

24 Windsor Street, Cambridge 39, Mass.

 

CHEMISTRY OF THE COMMON

- METALS

(Continued from page 427)

Na CO, + H20 + ZSO2 :2Na

nsio, + co,.

When this reaction is completed the

remaining part of the sodium bicar

bonate solution is added, which results

in the formation of carbon dioxide and

the neutral sulphate.

Na, CO, -l-2Na HSO, : 2 Na,

SO, + H20 + CO2.

Sodium sulphide (NaS,) is usually

prepared by the reduction of the sul

phate with carbon. The reaction has

to be carried out at high temperature.

The compound, when dissolved in

water, has a decidedly alkaline reaction.

The thiosulphate of sodium (Na,S,,

O,,SH,O) is produced by boiling a

solution of the sulphate with sulphur.

One of the most important uses of this

salt is in the fixing of photograph

plates and films. Since the develop

ment of the motion picture industry,

the consumption of sodium thiosulphate

has increased greatly.

Three sodium phosphates are known:

monosodium phosphate (NaH,PO,),

disodium phosphate (Na,HPO,), and

trisodium phosphate (Na3PO,). The

disodium phosphate is probably the

most important salt. It can be prepared

by neutralizing a solution of phosphoric

acid with either sodium hydroxide or

carbonate. This salt is extremely solu

able and effervesces very easily.

Sodium silicate (Na;,SiO3) is a com

pound well-known under the name of

“water glass.” It is prepared by fus

ing together silicon dioxide and sodium

carbonate. This compound is a thick,

syrup like liquid.

Sodium cyanide is made by first

passing ammonia over metallic sodium.

This results in the formation of sodium

amide:

2Na —|— ZNHQ : 2NaNH2 + H2.

The product of this reaction is brought

into contact with charcoal heated to dull

redness. The following reaction takes

place:

NaNH2 —l— C : NaCN + H2.

Like most of the cyanides, that of

sodium is extremely poisonous.

Sodium imparts a yellow color to a

Bunsen flame. By the use of the spec

troscope, as little as .0000000003 grm.

of sodium can be detected.

‘\

Electric furnaces for melting alloys em

ploy as heating element a trough filled with

granulated material forming a resistance.

The troughs last four months, their granular

filling only two weeks. They are in use in

Sheffield, England, and range from 40 to

1,000 kilowatts capacity; a favorite size is

105 kilowatts. The latter is a hand-tilting

round furnace. Three hundred to 350 kilo

watt hours are expended in melting a ton of

scrap brass. One 500 kilowatt furnace has

a hearth capacity of three tons of aluminum

or nine tons of brass. The loss in metal

is very small, and a large furnace will melt

a ton a day for each 5 kilowatts capacity.

Please menlion EVERYDAY Excr\'r:r-;xrNo Mncnzms
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VACUUM TUBES REPAIRED

We repair the filaments and other elements in all types of vacuum tubes and guarantee them to operate ,

equally as well as a new tube. In most cases they operate better. We produce wonderful oscillators,

detectors and amplifiers.

MARCONI VT MOORHEAD TUBES

DE FOREST VT WESTERN ELECTRIC ‘

REPAIRED A T FOUR DOLLARSAND FIFTY CENTS EACH

ELECTRON RELAYS OSCILLAUDIONS

and all tubular types.

REPAIRED AT FOUR DOLLARS EACH

  

 

  

 

 

All foreign-made receiving tubes repaired at SIX FIFTY and power tubes, depending upon size.

WE HAVE PURCHASED A LARGE QUANTITY OF BURNED OUT MARCONI VTs AND ELECTRON

RELAYS, WHICH WE OFFER FOR SALE AT FIVE DOLLARS.

REMEMBER THESE TUBES ARE GUARANTEED GOOD AS NEW. l

Dealers "write us.

VACUUM TUBE REPAIR CO.

511 Perry Building OAKLAND, CAL.

  

 

 

 

 

 
  

MORE THAN A STORE

At F. D. Pitts Company you will find an exposition of

radio and experimenters’ supplies from the foremost

manufacturers of the country. No other store has such

a complete line of equipment, nowhere else is such an

opportunity to choose from the products of Clapp-East

ham, Grebe, De Forest, General Radio, etc. A feature

which will appeal to experimenters is that we keep things in stock! What other stores

do not keep, you can get at Pitts’.

sinm 4 CENTS won oun CATALOG. 11* HAS JUST com; FROM THE PRESS.

COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

F. D. PITTS, Dept. F. 12 Park Sq., Boston, Mass.

“POROX”
"Trade Mari"

High grade Batteries made up in

single transparent Celluloid and

Pyralin cells for model and radio

work.

Special Batteries made to order

also duplicating of foreign hat

teries.

  

  
  

  

  

  

Prices on request.

ALBERT MULLER

8758 Queens Boulevard

Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.

  

  

 

 

 

  
  

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

SER.I§ OF HANDBOOKS

Check 05 title desired here

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE   

 

 

  

  

  

  

z W551‘ 45¢ STREET NEW YORK CITY ~

° ' EVERYDAY ENGINEERING HQME M5CHANI¢'$You may enter my subscription to 1 WORKSHOP COMPANION

MAGAZINE for . . . . . . . . . .years at $2.00 per year (Canada, $2.25;

- ' ° HINTS AND TIPS FORforeign, $2.50). Please let this start with the. . . . . . .(1.)a.(e. (;f.is.S‘.lc.).. . . . . . 3 AUTOMOBIUSTS

issue. I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., and according to your special ofler How To MAKE AND

send me copy of book checked ofi‘.  
3 USE A SMALL CHEMICAL I

LABORATORY

SOLDERING AND

BRAZING

  

» - - - - - . | . - - . . - . . . - . - - - - - . . ¢ - - - - - . - - - - o s - - . u - . . - - ¢ u ¢ - -   

4

 

 

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOW

 
 

RECEIVERS  
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RADIO MEN
Make your apparatus up to

date. Indicating dials now

available at a reasonable

price.

Made of fine black polished composi

tion with radial lines and figures ac

“Ask Anyone Who

Has Used It”

"Light and Sensitive, The Mechanical

(‘construction is Good, and they Look

Very Neat." (Name on Request.)

This extract from the letter of a satisr

fied patron is in line with what they

all say.

B R A ND ES .WIRELESS

HEADSET

curately engraved and filled with

brilliant white. Diameter of dial is 3

inches and they are 3/16 inch thick.

Bevelled edge.

We can furnish dial alone or with fine

Bakelite Knob mounted. This knob has a

set screw to clamp shaft of instrument to

which dial is to be applied.

If your dealer cannot supply you send us his

name with your order. Immediate deliveries.

NEW CATALOG JUST OUT, ready for distribution at once. 30 pages of real,

live, up to the minute illustrations, NEWS and descriptions of all standard Radio

8 Inch Dlsl only . . . . . . . . . . . ..75 cents

Postpaid

8 Inch Din] with Knob mounted. . .8130

Postpaid

  

Superior Tyss. 2000 stun, $7

Truutlsntlc Tyne Ns Tyne

{I0 ‘(I4

Tut out Brands: Wink“

 

parts, including the above Indicating Dial. I TRIAL Ru“-W" nu-M‘ My 0"“,

Sent anywhere upon receipt 0/ 10c. OFFER "."'*'~ 7"‘ "ml fvf Irwi

_ _ mgcqau, clcsnuu op! dia

For sale at all Raduco Agencies and by "'"- If "'5'" '"' 4”’ 1"" M‘
only rstu cl but enthusiastic Over

O thnn—b_sc coon: your snowy without

A. H. COYWIH 8: CO. ;,:",,,'_:,,'=;',-, ,,';':=:,',,;,',',,*,',:',f.'.'f ,1‘;

4 West Park Street Newark, N. J. ""’ """"""' '°"“ "““’ "‘*"nrenqtlus the sad mm!

blnrrnug. Und by only U. . Gov»

nouns! txyuh and 0: ert: sbrosd;

by eolleg:.r_ and kc.-Inn‘: xrlweh; om!

by‘ profunansb and amateur: am

or en.

SEND 4: FOR CATALOGUE M

c. BRANDES, == "M 5'--"V
INC‘ Rs:-Ia NOV Yih

WIRELESS RFFEIVER SPE(‘lALlSTS

 

 

  

Licensed by De Forest

AUDIOTRON
-The Qriginal Tubular Vacuum Amplifier

The AudioTron vacuum tube is now manufactured and sold as a genuine

audion licensed under DeForest Patents Nos 841387 and 879532 to be

used only for amplification in radio communication and only for experi

mental and amateur purposes and only in audio frequency circuits.

The AudioTron has a double filament of special thorium tungsten and

the operating life is over Z000 hours. N0 special socket is required. The

electrical and mechanical dimensions result in a heavy plate current and

corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage under 40. Our guarantee

insures satisfaction.
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' FOUR

NEW BOOKS

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS

will be interested in this NEW BOOK

SELENIUM CELLS. Design, construction and

use of the various makes. Illustrated wlth draw

lsngs and half-tones. 80 pages, 7% x 5 ln., cloth

1.50.

AUTOMOTIVE MAGNETO IGNI

TION, lts principles and applications, by

Micn. E. TOEPEL. Second Edition, re

vised and enlarged. Profusely illustrated.

Limp Cloth, $2.00

AERONAUTICAL ENGINES, by F.

J. KI-LAN. Second Edition, revised and en

  

larged. 96 pages. 48 diagrams, 29 page

plates and 5 folding plates. Cloth, $2.60.

LATEST MAGIC, The New Book, by

PROF. HOFFMANN (Angelo Lewis), Sec

ond Edition revised, fully illustrated,

handsomely bound in cloth—gilt. $2.00.

Spon & Chamberlain

122 E. Liberty St. _ New York City

IlillIllllIIllllllIllIIIllllllllIIIIIIIl|I|I||lIllIIIIl|||IIlll||Il||||I||l||Illl|l

 

PRICE $6.00 EACH

If your local dealer cannot supply you we will ship postpaid when cash

accompanies order.

The AudioTron Exclusive Guaranty: Each and every AudioTron is

guaranteed to arrive in good condition and to prove fully satisfactory.

Replacement of unsatisfactory tubes will be made free of charge.

AudioTron Audio-Frequency Transforrner $7.00

Laminated closed core, two coil type

DEALERS :—Writc for our attractive trade Proposition.

 

SEE

Special Subscription Ofier

on pages 436 and 437

Valuable Books on Radio, Automobiles,

Chemistry and Mechanics given FREE

 

AUDIOTRON SALES CO., Lick Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
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deal Books
Complete Prncticnl Machinist

by Joohun Riooo

_ Ono of the bolt-known books on machine shop

work. now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. It gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools,

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. It covers lstho work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies,

hardening and tempering, the mnklng and use

of tools. tool grinding, marking out work, mnchins

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ot

planstlons ll'0 as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efflciency will be helped townrd

using both head and bands to better sdvnntngo.

Nq mnchlnlnt’s library is complete without this

vo uma.

 

547 Pagan. (32 Illultrntlono

Price $3.00

Metal Worker’: Handy-Boolr of Recipes

nnd Processes

By Wllllnm T. Brnnnt

This volume is n valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. It ls I collection of ilorniulns and

practical manipulations for the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles msnufnciurod from them.

Tho utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and eihcisncy of the recipes so that

with ordinary care as to qunnlltles and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon.

It treats on alloys and amnlgams; hnrdonlng,

tempering, nnnenllng; bronzing and coloring;

casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling, polishing; decorating, onameling,

engraving, etching; electro-plnilng, brnsing, cop

perlng, galvanizing, giidlng, nickeiing, sllvorlng,

ilnnlng, oic.; fluxes and luies, lacquers, paints

and varnishes; solders and soldering; welding and

weidlng compounds. To the new edition has been

Added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mit and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

583 Pagan. 82 Illuotrnllonl

Price $3.00

 

Techno-Chemical Receipt Book _

Edited with Addltlonn by

Wm. T. Bronnt and Wm. H. Wnhl

This well-known Receipt Book is n mine of ac

curate information that everyone may work to

grant advantage. It is encyclopedic in range, yet

gives only the bcst formulas for onch prepara

tion or operation, and thorough teats by com

petent men guarantee their intrinsic msrii.

A compact and reliable collection of Approved

receipts and processes, containing thousands of

receipts covering the latest, most important and

most useful discoveries in chemical technology

and their application in the useful arts and in

dusirles. It is indispensable to every practical

man and contains 500 pages, closely printed,

giving an immense amount of matter on n. greli

vsrlety of subjects. Every care has been taken

to select the very best receipts of each kind and

there are fsw persons, no matter in what busi

ness or trade they may be engaged, who will not

llnd in this volume something of use and bsnoilt to

them. The library of the laboratory, factory or

home is not complete without n copy of this handy

and useful book of reference.

B16 Pngoo. 18 Illuotrntloru

Price $2.50

 

Friction, Lubrication, Fats and Oils

By Emil F- Dlotorlchs

When wo realize that it is no flgurs of speech,

but ll bald statement of fact, to say that lubrica

tion alone keeps the wheels of industry turning.

then we must look respectively upon this as a

question of vital importance in this inechnnical

ago. Tho author, himself s chemist and an in

vsntor and manufacturer of lubricants, wrote this

manual for the mechanic and mnnufnchlror of

ordinary education, that the busiest mun might

learn the insin facts of friction, tho origin and

chsrtaristlco of fats and oils, their uses, their

ndulterstions, their prnctlcll inning and tho best

ways to msks them serve his own particular end-I.

Price $1.50
 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cats

logue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., liic.

Publishers of Mechnnlonl nnd Induotrlnl Books

Z West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

 

 

  

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO AMATEURS!

We have n number of GI-IXERAL RADIO CO. HOT WIRE AMMETERS

range 0-2.5 ampere; which were left on our hands at the termination

of the war. These instruments are of the flush'typs, calibrated, and

in good condition, exactly like s large number supplied by us to the

U. S. Army Air Service.

  

  

We llso have a. few ammeters of the some tyne. range 0-1 ampere,

adapted to use in measuring the filament current of vacuum tubes or

low power transmitting sets.

  

While they last, $5.00 will bring you either range, although our

ri-izular price is $l0.00.
 

 

‘ Dealers write for our proposition  

THE STANDARD——

WHEREVER “B” BAT

TERIES ARE USED

STANDARD VT BATTERIES give you the service you

expect, and the "VARIABLE STANDARD VT BATTERY"

is unequalled in efficiency, convenience and fineness of

variation.

Used by leading manufacturers. Sold by the best

dealers.

Send for literature, and kindly mention your dealer's

name.

RICHTER & BYRNE, New York, Mfgrs.

' PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

Solo Eastern Agents

150 Nassau St. New York, N. Y.

BEST MADE

MAXIMUM

OPERATING

  

  

FOR CLEAR RECEIVING

THE SATISFACTORY

RGES

  

  

Write for Coinloguo

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY

HARRIS TRUST BLDG. CHICAGO

Loose Couplers

Couihinllion Loos: Coup

Ic Paris and accessories.

Send 4c stamp for lit

rruiure which is urc

~I0 interest Y9"

1. F. iimoiii ’°°thi*Ji:iZ: ‘};".'é“""‘

  

 

§lMemorize Continental

[Code Almost Instantly

My method is the short cut to success.

Complete chart and full instructions.

TWO DIMES.

What They Say About It

"\Vish to tell you I was certainly glad_l

sent for your Chart. Before getting it did

not know any of the Code. and today can

transmit about ten words per minute."

ROBERT ANGLEN, Detroit, Mich,

(Local address on request.)

DODGE, Box I00, Mamaroneck, N. Y

 

BLUE PRINTS
Laboratory Signs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$0.10

\'lulnt Rny Mnchiiioi . . . .

Honeycomb Coils and Jigs.

Wireless Circuits

Loose Coupler

Send for fres blue print of

THE BARWICK RADIO SUPPLY CO.

89 Britannia Ave.

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

  
 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE SERVICE DEP’T

Readers of this magazine are invited to write for any information relative to procurement of

gupplies, technical or practical books, tools, etc., they need to carry on their experimental

work most efficiently. Our Service Dept. manager can render you _valuable aid if you_avail

yourself of this privilege. Any information on_ subjects covered in our magaz_ine will be

given interested readers if available. All inquiries will receive prompt attention, and to

insure proper service, the writer should enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope or

postal card.

ADDRESS—SERVICE DEPARTMENT

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 West 45th Street, New York City

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING L'I1\GAzINE
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Nauen, Germany

Copied in the Daytime
on 90 foot Antenna with one DeForest "Honey Comb" Inductance

Coil and one V. T. Freak work? Not at all! Try it yourself on

your own Antenna.

Here Is The Formula: It fixed Grid Condenser is used, Grid leak must be

adjusted very carefully. Wave length range, 7375 to l7,500 meters with

average Antenna of .0007 mfds. capacity. This circuit works equally well

on short waves. regenerating the spark signals to a remarkable degree.

Merely plug in a No. L-I00 "Honey Comb" Coil in place of the No. bl500

and listen to the 600 meter traflic pound in. Wave length with No. L-I00

Coil, 430 to l0l0 meters.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

VlR\lfl.t'.Gll0_LLAa our production of DeForest "Honey Comb" Inductance Coils has finally

equalled the demand. From now on the genuine DeForest "Honey Comb"

Coils can be supplied unmounted for 50 cents less than the list prices for

mounted Coils.

  

Send for the DeForest Catalogue C.

Contains complete details re arding "Honey Comb" Coils, and gives descriptions and

prices on many articles of eceiving Apparatus, with valuable hook-ups and other

information. Sent postpaid for I0 cents in stamps. Send for yours today.

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.

Inventors and Manufacturers of Amateur and

' Commercial Radio Apparatus of Highest Grade

1403 Sedgwick Avenue New York City

§§§‘§*£\\\v4\iv_'._i;l1nynuh9;.v\\i#n vnar?

‘-7,?’ I g\1ii\\'Qv.l%\.g,:»\ii_

HF YGU CQULDWW

Purchase Reliable, Efficient

RADIO EQUIPMENT

Guaranteed against mechanical and electrical imperfection—

strictly high grade and up-to-date on a "lVIoney-back-if-not

satisfied" basis—would you not be enough interested to

investigate further?

  

Send for

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

Amateur Requirements

I-lalcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Heller Cunningham

Elec. Co.

FREE APPARATUSII
You get a coupon valued at 50

cents for every subscription you

receive for "Pacific Radio News."

These coupons are as good as

cash when presented at radio sup

ply stores.

  

 

  

Our new "Bulletin I4" now in preparation will list a complete line

of Apparatus, Assembled Sets, Field Signal Sets, Radio Telephones,

Independent Units, etc. It will be mailed upon receipt of I0 cents.

This amount may be deducted from your first order of $l.00.

ATLANTIC RADIO COMPANY

34 Batterymarch St., Boston 9, Mass.

  

Your own subscription or exten

sion of your present subscription

will be credited with one coupon.

  

Send for a copy of "Pacific Radio

News" today and learn about the

FAIR PLAY contest.

  

 ilE’"‘."V!'”'!ZF!='?.§§.ZI5lE§.!li{'P"l’i

The United States Shippin g Board is making heavy demands u_p0n usforDodge-tralnedwirelessoper.

ators. Travel all over the world, secure, tree, unsurpassed living accommodations and earn a bigsalary,

15 cents per copy'

$1.50 per year.  
 

PACIFIC ‘RADIO PUB. CO.
  

 

We Illso Teach Morse (Wire) Telegrapliy and Rnllway Accounting

School established 45 years. Endorsed by wjreless, railway and telegraph officials. Low

rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. CIIIIOI Free. Write Today,

Dodge’; Telegraph and Wireless Institute and Sr. lfalparalao, Indiana

50 Main St., San Francisco, Cal.

Please mention l’.\‘i~:R\"n.\\' Exci\'i:i:i<i\'<,; M.\i,:\1.|.\'F.
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TRANSFORMER
Type TXL-101 A

Price $16.75 f.o.b. Factory

A Standard Transformer modified and

redesigned for amateur use. Colls are

1/16" copper, edgewlse wound on balle

lite supports, Assembly secured to and

plates by bakellte nuts. Secondary slides on

bnkellte rods. This ellmlnntlon of metal

throughout results In maximum aflldency.

PRIMARY INDUGTANOE I2 mlsro hoary:

SECONDARY mnucr/mo: 40 mlcro

honrys

The 'I‘rs.nsl’ormer Illustrated nbovs is only

one or many newly designed radio speclllt-ls!

which we have ready for you. Write us for

descrlptlva bulletins which are helm; Issued

covering all International Radio Products.

Address Department No. 21.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEGRAPH COMPANY

326 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

l'l|l.l.l’
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AN » ANNOUNCEMENT

OF IMPORTANCE

TO RADIOMEN

A new organization selling high class apparatus in con

junction with high class service has established its retail and

mail order departments at Z26 Fulton Street, New York City.

Among the high class makes of apparatus which they sell,

they are proud to list the INTERNATIONAL RADIO,

DE FOREST, E. SIMON, COHEN, AMERICAN RADIO

AND RESEARCH, WIRELESS EQUIPMENT, DORON

BROS., RADIO SERVICE, RADISCO PRODUCTS.

-"Better Quality" B-Batteries—$l.25 for the ZZVZ volt size

—Audiotron Amplifiers, Audotron Adapters, absolutely guar

anteed Calena crystals at 75¢, and the best storage battery

made in the world.

The lntemational Electric Catalogue is now in preparation.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

226 FULTON STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Dealers write for propositions

 

II1IM

RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTERS ARE SAVING:

$2.50 (20%) on each 6 V Storage Battery

for which retail dealers ask $16-00

$1.00 on every Vacuum Transmitter Tube.

$2.50 on every Navy Type Telephone Set.

You can save substantial amounts on radio, electrical apparatus, raw material

or books. This applies to almost every electrical product advertised in this

magazine. We buy direct at wholesale. You receive a share of this co

operative buying. We manufacture nothing. Orders are made through the 3

association from advertisements and manutacturers' catalogues.

and lil<e data is furnished tree. Details by mail on request.

MANUFACTURERS:

Our radio department membership exceeds I200, and is growing daily. We

can move your stock. Submit quantity discount lists it you wish to avail

yourself of this buying power. We want supply houses in several sections

to deliver on telegraph order.

MUTUAL PURCHASERS ASSOCIATION

2-4 Stone Street NEW YORK CITY 21 Bridge Street

Tel. Bowling Green Tel. Bowling Green

4824-4829 ‘ 6372

Hook-ups

  

EVERYDAY SCIENCE NOTES

Electrically welded joints in ships’ plates

have been recently tested in England with

excellent results, as regards strength. They

are from 90 to 95 per cent. as strong as

the original plate, where rivetted joints are

from 65 to 70 per cent. only. In elasticity

they are so far inferior to rivetted joints,

succumbing more quickly to bendings back

and forth than do rivetted joints. A 5,000

ton ship has about 450,000 rivets, a. 9,500

ton ship has about 650,000 rivets. In the

displacing of these there would seem to be

quite a field for electric welding, if it can

be successfully done. Sometimes a badly

driven rivet occasions a leak, and such a

leak is regularly treated now by electric

welding. The joints between ships’ plates

can be made quite flush by this process.

 

A recent paper on the Sperry stabilizer

for ships brought out some of the interest

ing points of the apparatus. At one time

there was apprehension that the stresses of

the stabilizer might operate to strain the

ship, but it has been determined that the

strains incident to the rolling and pitching

of a ship in a sea-way subjects it to four

to six times the strains due to the stabilizer.

It is possible to instantly throw the stabilizer

in and out of action, as far as steadying

the ship is concerned, and it is said that

this gives a most impressive demonstration

of the work done by it. When out of action

in a heavy sea, it leaves the ship to roll and

pitch with the waves and the effect of tum

ing on the stabilizer operates to bring about

an impressive silence, the creakings of the

ship ceasing as the stabilizer comes into

action. The ship, it is said, is steadied in

her steering, and cconomizes on power, espe

cially if she has bilge keels. Naturally there

is not the same need of slowing down in

bad weather, if a ship is well stabilized.

There is less water on deck in a head sea.

 

It is calculated that the United States

consumes nearly 75 per cent. of the pe

troleum used in the world. The demand

for petroleum is increasing; the ship pro

gram calls for about half of the domestic

supply. Internal combustion engines are

said to furnish about two-thirds of the

prime motive power of the world, and gaso

line takes care of 95 per cent. of this.

 

A power line operating at a potential of

100,000 volts broke in Colorado, its loose

ends separating some 200 yards or more.

It was delivering 3,700 kilowatts at the

time. The current found its way along

and through the earth, and the irregularity

in the action was only observed at the pow

er house after seven hours had elapsed. It

required three hours for the earth to cool

off. The siliceous matter of the soil was

melted in places into glass-like cones or ful

gurites, similar to those produced by the

lightning stroke. These were several inches

deep, and were formed with their apexes

down in the soil.

 

A system of secret communication by ul

tra—violet rays has been described, which

was used during the war to communicate at

sea, at distances of three or four miles. The

ultra.-violet rays of the Cooper-Hewitt lamp

were employed, and were transmitted to a

receiving fluorescent screen, coated with

barium platinocyanide. A focussing system

was a part of the apparatus.

 

Georges Claude, the eminent French au

thority on the liquefaction of gases and on

low temperature work, has been working on

the synthesis of ammonia from the atmos

pheric nitrogen as the source of the nitrogen

of the compound. He has used pressures

as high as one thousand pounds to the square

inch, with results exceeding those attained

in the famous Habcrprocess of Germany.
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NOTES ON ALUMINUM ALLOYS

Aluminum not alloyed with other

metals is used for a great many ma- (7722

chine parts and devices. The automo

bile industries are large users of h - - _

aluminum castings, also the manu

facturers of pneumatic vacuum clean

ers. Commercially pure cast aluminum
has a tensile strength of 14,000 pounds Sure I m using them‘ the

 

per square inch, which is too low for $31116 8.5 most Of the men in‘

1!-"Y P3115 511bi@<?"~‘d i° 8"?" SW55 as it the shop are doing. Some of the

is less thanttlhattof czttlslt igori. In ordei Stanett Too]; in my kit’ ] bought

0 increase e s ren o a uminum, i -
is alloyed with g stronger metals. when I was an app‘-entlce'

Aluminum bronze is an alloy of cop- ~ "Y'5ee' it’; “kg thi5_ We got the

Per with from 5 to ll P“ “em °f ' habit when we were kids. Wesawthe

aluminum, which increase the tensile

strength of the copper from 28,000

pounds per square inch to an average

older men, the ones that were doing

the finer work, preferred Starrett Tools

of 85,000 to 100,000 pounds per square becal-15¢ they knew tile? W919 3¢_¢\1l'8t<!.

inch. Aluminum bronze is of a light and we copied after 6m-J‘-1$tllk'3°"l'

yellow color, and is not as heavy as - kids are doing today.

any of the ordinary bronzes. It has

been used for automobile engine crank

case and gear cases.

In machining castings of aluminum

and its alloys a difficulty is frequently

encountered by reason of the chips be

“How's that? No, I wouldn't go so far as

to say that Starrett Tools by themselves will

make a good machinist, but I'll say this

Starrett Tools will make it a lot easier for

any machinist to do good work.

 

coming so firmly embedded between “Yes, I've got one of their 'St.arrett Data ’ RX-\/£1‘/D

the teeth of milling cutters and tools Books for Machinists,‘ and believe me, it U

that they cannot be removed with a stiff saves ii lot of time and mistakes. Ii 1 want

brush, and the machine has t0 be to know a decimal equivalent, a taper dimen

stopped for their removal. This neces- sion, the speed oi’ amilling cutter, or something

Slta-R35 ll"? USE Of 3- l\lbl'iC8I1t- Oil d0€S about materials, I don't have to guess or ask

not prove suitable, but soapy water —.- l just look in the book and find oiit. it

gives good results, although it leaves set me back seventy-five cents at the hard

a dull surface. A good cutting lubri- ware store. but it saved me a blame sight

cant is kerosene, which gives a bright more than that in the first week."

finish when the cutting tools are prop

erly ground and turpentine- has been

used to advantage also. The cutting The STARRETT COMPANY

edges of all tools should have sharp, "*5 w°R"°'s CHATEST T°°LM’“‘ERS

Square Corners or edges, and there Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

should be plenty of cutting relief or ATHOLI MASS

clearance.

OF The utility and convenience of Star- 1

rett Tools are second only to their

accuracy. Catalog No. :11 "M B"

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

To determine the color corresponding 5011!. true on rBQ\l@5l- -. _.

to various degrees of temperature in "‘°*"

Fahrenheit degrees, the following table

is given as being approximately ac

curate. It may be of use to the g

mechanic who desires to obtain a known ' " ' J ' - ' - . ' ' HATS ignz Wt'h0R? -i-3| DESCB1£E;l'H°}l8l‘VI'W

degree of heat in anv work, such as - - _ A. _ .. ,,.,§',§,"J3'ii‘§,,,,°f,"i},‘i.,,1'§ii.,‘3‘..§;¢§l‘liii-.°'.is¢oiZi-s‘1'

smithing, heat treating, etc. '1" *1" ""1" ‘- 3- C “d D “°*1°'.i. “‘°° “ C1 °' iiiiii“b't§Z;iiii§'r'ni,°y"'iogii3¢s’$i§ea°“isJ.'Q“f;,{§§‘“,'{

Polyptuso Scale. Loglrltllm. Sine and lnlent Scales.
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fusf. Published

The Everyday Engineering Handbooks

" The Experience and Knowledge of Experts Condensed and Simplified

for the Handy Man—the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter

ILLUSTRATED BY SPECIAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

HOME MECHANICS

TELLS HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL THINGS

INCLUDING NUMEROUS SHOP KINKS

‘llv

ANDREW JACKSON JR.

(D
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

_;~1oRMAn w._k:nz.zLr.vs_|.zsi-imo _co.

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET, NEW YORK

For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a demand

for a hand book of mechanical in

struction that would help the average

everyday man to do the many small

jobs of repair work that are found

around the home and shop.

This treatise includes a compilation

of useful suggestions that cannot fail

to interest the handy man, and while

it is not intended for mechanical ex

perts or scientists, it will prove to be

a veritable store of information for

any one who desires to rig up a small

shop where odd jobs can be carried

on.

The subject matter is divide'd_in

I five parts as follows:

Chapter 1-The Home Workshop

and Its Equipment. Chapter 2

Special Tools and Shop Expedients.

Chapter 3—Useful Home Appliances.

Chapter 4—How to Do Things Elec

trical. Chapter 5—Helpful Recipes

and Formulae. The illustrations are

especially clear and all suggestions

are further amplified or made more

easy of comprehension by hundreds

of thumb nail sketches made by the

author. ~

 

Hmrs AND TIPS

FOR

AUTOMOBILISTS

MONEY SAVING IITNTS ON CARE AND OPERATION

ALSO LOCATION AND REPAIR Of ROADSIDE ‘IIIOUBIJS

7.3)’

VICTOR w PAGE

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. r-u-:u1.r~:v PUBLISHING co

1 wssr 45 TH srnzzr, NEW YORK

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

This volume is replete with inter

esting facts compiled by an expert

from a mass of information fumished

by the Service Departments of lead

ing automobile makers on operation,

upkeep, lubrication, location of

troubles and simple repairs of auto

mobile parts. The instructions given

are concise and to the point and no

information that will help in the

everyday operation of automobiles is

omitted.

The book is ideal for the busy man

or woman who wants to know about

car operation and upkeep because of

the economies possible when an auto

mobile is intelligently operated. It

contains many money saving hints

and a brie: simple exposition of loca

tion and remedy of roadside troubles

apt to occur under ordinary operat

ing conditions.

The permit of logical presentation,

the subject matter is divided into four

chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the

Control and Operation; Chapter 2,

Systematic Inspection and Lubrica

tion; Chapter 3, Power Plant and

Auxiliary Groups; Chapter 4, Auto

mobile Care and Maintenance Sug

gestions.

HOWTOMAKE &USE A SMALL

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

INORGANIC CHE)/IIFTHY WITH DIRECTIONS

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL IABORATOIIY

‘I?!

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

©

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

uonsum w. HENLEY PUB!-I$llXNG co

2 wzsr 45 'r1-t. snu-ze-r, new YORK

  

For the Student Chemist

and Experimenter

The treatise covers all of the es

sentials of elementary chemistry. The

law of definite proportions, solutions,

crystalloids, colloids, electrolysis, etc.,

are explained. The second part of

the book is devoted to chemical and

electro-chemical experiments. Only

those experiments that will tend to

broaden the readers’ knowledge of

chemistry in general have been

chosen.

The third part of the book describes

the construction and fitting out of the

home chemical laboratory. Direc

tions for the construction of the many

simple pieces of chemical apparatus

are given. A chemical balance, ring

stand, electric furnace, etc., are de

scribed in detail, with working draw

ings. The manipulation of chemical

glassware is also treated.

This book gives all the necessary

information for a well-grounded un

derstanding of chemistry. It will not

only be a help, but an inspiration to

study further into this fascinating

realm of science.

 

A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF

ANY ONE OF THE ABOVE VALUABLE BOOKS WILL BE

TRY T0 SEND US FOUR NEW SUBS( RIBERS—W1TH Y0

Fill Out the Special Blank on Page 430 of this Issue. Check Off the Title Desired and Mail with Your Remittance to
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just Published

Should be in Every Practical Man’s Library

All of these Books are written in Simple Non-technical _Language and

contain Information of Real Value on Sl1b]CCtS of Timely Interest

RADIO BOOKS CONTAIN MANY WIRING DIAGRAMS

SOLDERING & BRAZING

AUSEPUL HANDBOOK FOR MECHANICS

$1

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

C4)

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

Nmlfl W- HENLEY PUBLISHING CG

2 WEST 15 TH. STREET. NEW YORK

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the necessary

“kinks" that will enable one to ac

complish successful soldering. If a

mechanic has not succeeded in his

soldering, this book may tell him just

what he needs to produce good work

—-something that he may heretofore

have forgotten.

Hard soldering, for some reason,

is not generally known. Hard solder

ing, however, is very important and

must be used in all cases where soft

solder does not possess sufficient

strength. Hard soldering and solders

are thoroughly covered in the book.

Nothing has been omitted that will

enable the mechanic to apply hard

solder successfully.

Brazing and all of its important

ramifications are treated in detail.

Brazing, like hard soldering, is a pro

cess little understood by many me-'

chanics. The book “Soldering and

Brazing?’ is divided in five parts as

follows: Part I—Soft Soldering; Part

II—Hard Soldering; Part III—Braz

ing; Part IV—Heating Devices; Part

V—Soldering Notes.

RmoHOOK-UPS

    

  

ABOOK OF III! MOST ADVANCED CIRCUITS

OF RECEIVERS AMPLIFIERS AND TRANSPIITIERS

FOR IJAMPEI) AND UNDAMPED WAVE WORK:

Q1

M. B. S LEEPIZR

@i EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN VV. HENLEY PUBLISHING CG

'1 WEST 45 TH. STREET, NEW YORK

  

 

 

For the Radio Experimenter

and Amateur

In this book, the best circuits for

different instruments and various pur

poses have been carefully selected

and grouped together. The result is a

comprehensive summary of radio cir

cuits for tuning coils, loose couplers,

capacity coupling, variometers and

other equipment for receiving long

and short damped and undamped

waves, damped, undamped and modu

lated wave transmitters using buzzers,

spark coils, transformers, arcs and

vacuum tubes, telephone transmitters,

laboratory oscillators, vacuum tube

characteristic measuring c i r c u i t s,

wave-meters, and audibility meters—

in short, diagrams for every purpose.

A special feature of this book is

the explanations which accompany

each circuit, giving eonstructon or

operating details. Spaces are also

provided for notes on the results ob

tained with each diagram. This ar

rangement, coupled with the skillful

selection of the circuits, makes Radio

Hook-ups an essential to every radio

experimenter or operator.

  

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

IRANSMIITERS 8: RECEIVERS

SIMPLE METHODS FOR DESIGNING APPARATUS

ACCORDING ‘IO ADVANII-ID AND APPROVED PRACTICE

-By

M B SLEEPER

©
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HENLEY rususnmc co

1 WEST 45 TH STREET. NEW YORK

For the Radio Engineer

and Student

Far from being a collection of for

mulas, Design Data takes up in proper

sequence the problems encountered in

planning all types of receiving sets

for short, medium, and long wave

work, and spark coil, transformer, and

vacuum tube transmitters operating

in 200 meters.

Where formulas are diflicult, tables

have been worked out so that values

can be found without the use of

mathematics. The few formulas

given are so simple that any school

boy can solve them. The subjects

are so arranged that, having decided

upon the type of receiver or trans

mitter to be built, the reader can

locate immediately the problems and

solutions required.

In Design Data, radio experiment

ers are given such information, read

ily accessible, as to make it possible

for them to have modern and highly

efiicient equipment and to get the

best possible results from the instru

ments they make or buy.

 

'E\/ERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

SENT FREE FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION

‘ OWN—-SO WE CAN SEND YOU THE SET OF SIX BOOKS '

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, 2 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY
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To the Man with an idea

I_ offer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, eflicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send _sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost,

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly fumished without

charge.

My experience, and familiarity with

various arts, frequently enable me to

accurately advise clients as to prob

able patentability before they go to

any expense.

Booklet of valuable inf_orination and

form for properly disclosing your idea,

free on request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

PATENT LAWYER

I44 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.

 

Competent Patent Service

By a Former Eaansinin Oflicisl of the U. 8.

Patent sflice

NORMAN T. WHITAKER

Lawyer and Engineer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Branch Oflice. B7 Nassau St. New Yorll City

mouiiurs mvrrnn

 

RECORD your Invention, below filin apflication. bl

nsiwmr form "FlXiNG THE ESSEN lA DATES 0 ‘

IN ‘N i‘ION,"asnt n n request wifli (nil information.

Prompt. rsonel alrw i.-as by an atiemsy-at-law having

over twe we years actual ex rlance. ii-euonable pre

war ¢.-im-n-. B. $7 FISHRURNE.
I21 IIBGIII B|dI.. Walhinlton. D. G.

 

Professional Assistance

and Consultation
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COAL GAS FOR TESTING EN

GINES

PROMINENT automobile maker

uses city gas for testing and “run

nining-in” engines in its testing depart

ment. The company had constructed a

special mixer which fits the inlet mani

fold and takes the place of the carbure

This is shown herewith and will

prove of value to any of our readers

who contemplate using an automobile

type engine for stationary power-plant

, purposes. The housing is a cast iron

, cylinder having a threaded boss on one

side for attaching to the gas supply at

A. Level with the gas inlet are two air

ports, BB. Threaded into the bottom

‘_ of the housing is a plug, the object of

' ' ’ which is to rotate a sleeve immediately

above it around in one direction or the

other as may be required for the adjust

ment; this sleeve is connected to the

threaded plug by two sliding keys (not

‘ shown in drawing).
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Device /or using coal gas for running

gasoline motor

Running through the plug is a rod

threaded at the upper end which per

mits of the sleeve being raised and low

cred as may be required but which will

not rotate it on account of the sliding

keys that move up and down in corre

sponding slots in the plug; the plug is

locked in position by the screw C.

When setting the mixer in testing an

engine, the sleeve is first rotated by the

plug to obtain the correct proportion of

gas and air, usually to a position as

shown in section AA. Note that the gas

supply is considerably smaller than the

amount of air allowed. When this ad

justment is made the plug is locked by

screw C. Then the speed of the motor

can be regulated by raising or lowering

the sleeve with the threaded rod run

ning through the plug. This makes a

very simple and inexpensive device

which is entirely satisfactory. Besides

saving on the cost of fucl, it does away

with the fire-risk incidental to using

gasoline in interior installations.

The gas supply can be regulated by

any form of shut-off valve and a rubber

gas bag can be used to equalize the

pressure. These bugs look like a hot

water bottle but have an inlet at one

 

 

Genuine Armstrong

Stocks d Dies

‘ I
e_ARMSTR0;\/G

smovzronr, come:

oi-eat re lshouidbe i-emu in

the selection of stocks and dies.

Work or quality demands quality

tools.

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and

Diesareqinllty tools. Male of the

highest quality of material and by

expert workmen. They are de

pendable and accurate tools of

constant service.

Send direct to us it your dealer

cannot supply you.

Dvmiylin Caleb; on luau!

The Armstrong Manufacturing Cs.

701 Knowlton Stout B:-idgepen,Cann.
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WASTE

Grease
§

where ii 3 is Needed

THE BRIDGEPORT

Center Thread Grease Cup

This cup will squirt more grease than any

cup of the same size made.

Equip your machine, auto or boat with this

new type of grease cup, one that does not

leek, that cannot be cross-threaded and that

forces fie grease to the hearing points.

The cleanest Grease Cup made.

Send for Circular and Price List

THE GARRISON COMPANY

348 George St. Bridgeport, Conn.
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Put the

 

FOR THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN
 

We solicit the patronage of inventors

and will give prompt, confidential

service in the perfection of ideas.

Complete drawings and plans pre

pared. Specialists in steam and gas

engine appliances.

Correspondence invited.

Let Us Know Your Problem

Bell & Hoyt

1731 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

thing to make a 880 Toy Cir

cus set including Animal Wazon and Circus Wagon each

drawn by two large Jointed animals with Clown Riders,

19 Wild and Domestic Animals kicking and lumping

Donkeys with riders and other dimus Things. This set

is a red hot Money Maker and several people can work

with Umakehi No. 8 st the same time. Fina for families.

toy clubs and schools. Sand 810 for this set. Dealers

buy Christmas toys now.

W. R. PRICE. Inc., Dept. 11. UmakeM Bldg-, 127 5th Ave., N.Y.

' No. 8 lnclud 10
out"t good tools,“de

signs, 3 ply wood. hardware,

mechanical parts and every

Small Steam En ‘nee &

Boilers, Gas & Gaso ine En

- gines ' H.P. and U .

" Tanks, umps, Model Ma -

ers’ Supplies. Get our bi

Catalogue, sent Postpaid

for 15c (coin eferrcd or

Stamps. Re unded first

' order. l92 Pages, over 200

illustrations.

MODFRN ENGINE & SUPPLY CO.

364 Monadnocii Bldg" Chicago, IIL

end and an outlet zit the other.

Wiring a House

By Haasaa'r_l'aa'rr. Shows a heuae already

built; tells Just _how to start about wiring

it; where to begin; what wire to use; how

to run it aeeo_i-ding to insurance rules; is

fact, just the information you need. Direc

Fourthtions apply equally to a ahop.

edition. Price, SI cents

Electric Bells

By ll. I. Suntan. A eenpiesa truths

ier the practical worker in is ape:

sting as‘ eesii'a:' hell‘~h

alar-1, arms an e er apparatus

used wifi eleeia-is hella. ’loth the electri

eiaaaadthectpetinentpi-wililndlnthis

beeh new inateriai which is essential in

their work. 124 pqes. Fully illustrated.

Price, Q aunts

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING C0.

D-pu El 2 West 4505 Sheet, New Ysrh
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New Foreign Auto Body Designs

WO very interesting types of motor

car bodies are shown herewith, that

at A being a touring body having a

special compartment built around the

rear seat in which the top is stored

when it is not in use. The covers pro

vided are easily removed when it is

desired to raise the top. A new light

metal body is shown at B. In this, air

craft construction principles are incor

porated, notably in the arrangement of

the tubular metal framing and the use

Tubular Framework’:

 

of tension brace wires fitted with spoke

nipple ends to lend rigidity to the struc

ture. The exterior panelling is of

metal, as are the floor boards and run

ning boards. The cushions and leather

door covers are made up of separate

units which can be easily attached to

the framework and which can be re

moved very easily when it is desired to

clean these members or the body in

terior. It is stated that this construc

tion makes a very strong and light

body for motor cars. .

Cover f‘or Top Sforaga

Comparfmenf *

fal Tube Frame
A -

Me

//f W/re

Braces‘
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Interesting new foreign automobile body designs

 

COMPRESSED AIR AS A FIRE

SCREEN

A German technical paper treats of

methods employed for screening fur

naces. Workers who have frequently

examined what is going on in the in

tensely heated and glowing masses suf

fer much from the heat radiated and

various devices have been tried for re

lief. Hollow, water cooled furnace

doors afford protection only when

closed. Devices have been installed for

drawing off the hot air in front of fur

naces by centrifugal exhausters, the

objection to these being that the workers

are subjected to too great and sudden

changes of temperature. The most ef

fective arrangement is to fix imme

diately behind the furnace door a nar

row, oblong nozzle through which cold

air is blown upward, thus interposing

a screen of relatively cool air between

door and furnace. This arrangement

is to give adequate protection to the

worker, and has the incidental advan

tage that when the doors of the fumace

are opened the escape of flame is

checked and the furnace interior tem

perature is maintained more constant.

 
  

Learn Drafting
Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement.

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a

young man because drafting itself not only com

mands good pay, but it is the first step toward

success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering

or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of

work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right at home in spam

time. For 28 years the International Correspond

ence Schools have been giving boys just the train

ing they need for success in Drafting and more

than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have

stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help,

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon. then mark and mail it.

'I‘his_doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring

ou information that may start you on a success

l career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

-— 1- in mi QQQQ Quq “gig jai---_-1

liiTEil|iITlllIIl. iIililllESPiliiilEiillE SBii00lS

BOX GO73-B SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obll tin me. how I can quality for tho

position. or in the subgct, Jere which I mark I.

D IROIIANIOAL IIIAITINO

FjS'II.l'C'I‘l'llAL DIIAITINQ

HALBSIANSIIIP

ADVERTISING

Show Card wfllcr

Sign Palmer

ILLUSTIIATIKG

Cartooning

BUHINBS8 IANAQISIKNT

Private Secretary

BOOKKERPBII

Stenogranher and Typist

Cert. Public Accountant

TRAIVFIO IANAGEII

Railway Accountant

(I000 ENGLISH

‘SIIIP DIIAITING

l-ILIICTII-l(‘Al. l)RAI'I'INi'l

_ \lI0lII'l‘I-1('I’UlL\L DRAITING

'SlIlEl'I'I' IETAL DRAITING

' IIOILICIIAIER DIIAYTING

iilllI)(lI>Z DIIAITTING

IAIYIIINIZ DESIGN

_EI.BtY'I'IlIOAL ENGINEER

Eieetrle Ll htlag and ltaliways

Electric iring

Telegraph Engineer

E Felephone wont

)__‘ IIBCIIAN IGAL ENGINEER Teacher

Q Machine Sho Pl'l¢ti4:e (‘n-non School Bunion.

L,‘ Gas Engine perating Marhematica
‘T CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

STATIONARY IINGINI-ll-Jlt

e Marine Engineer

IJIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk

AU‘I‘0IOBILE 0I’ERa1‘tl

Auto Repairing

 

L3 AIKFIIITIOT PLUIIIING AND HEATING

P Contractor and Builder _ Textile Overseer or Plant.

' Concrete Builder Navigation Spanish

F Structural Bngineor Q LGRICULTUIB Tr
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HBB TTERYCHARGING

PAYS BIG PROFITS

You Can Maire sioo ts $200 Clur fit" PM"
Each MentIl—'1‘his EB 500 watt outfit rachlraes

l to 8 6-volt batteriea at onoa for 10c to 150 each

Owner pays 750 w 81.50. Figure thou profit-ll

You can build a his. Dmfli-lbll "31"". ‘I "‘"

tery charging. No mechanical knewledn re

quired. Smail tnvast.men9—lonl. Ilfl tann

BIG PROFITS.

ment Puts This , .

Q 1'3‘ .6»

 

 

  

    

Small Cash P

NB Outfit in our Shon

Balance on easy monthly terms.

Profits easily carry payments. No

burnouta, no expensive renewals

ateady, dependable service. with

BIG PROFITS. Abaoluto

M o n o y-Back Guarantee.

Tear out this ad and mall

TODAY for information.

HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY

Boa Ill! Troy. Ohio

Sacco-uaflnl Ufrs. Sines I89-I
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This is not a Real Machine but a

Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4

 

With o Wading I-liver

outfit, you, too, can

build this porioet ox

hihltlon and experi

mental model. It is

equipped with oompiete

eontrols, dummy Lib

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT BIPLANE

You can make it from our complete unaaaembled outfits. ‘What this builder says stands good

with all others who build this perfect model.

I-Iovo Isod fine oueeoos with my

lll loot.

Racer.

672-D Broadway
 

  Send rm-AThis Book

of Model Aeroplanes

Tolls how you eon build and fly IQIIIII. N

duosd-lollo Models oi‘ real Aawflllfllli DI

KAVILIILND Battle Plane. NC-6 and ‘hit.

You can build one eu11.Y- ll"! 19¢ I-I ll",

NOW and m this 48-van bwl- .

Plans for Ialsi AoflElnoo—NC-t.

500; DI HAV Bl\tI0

Plano. Curtila Military ‘Proctor.

Bleriot hIonoDlano.Nieuport Mono- __ _ '

piano, Taube Moncrplane, 550 olehi ' '

Cecil Peoli Champion Boner, 15¢

Bend for Plans or Book Tod“.

IDEAL AIRPLANE l

SUPPLY COMPANY

Ma|>In| Model Aeroplane: Sims I9!I

Cor. W. Houston l Weenies Sis.

III York

  

Learn the principles of

Aviation by flying our

famous Glide “O” Plane,

shipped complete ready

to assemble and fly with

illustrated flying instruc

tions. PRICE 55 Cents

POSTPAID IN U.S.A.

Illustrated instructions from

which you may carve an ac

curate propeller complete with

a sample propeller blank. 30

Cents POSTPAID IN U.S.A.

Both the above postpaid in U. S.

A. 75 Cents. Send for our cat

alogue D4. It is free.

I-IEC Aeroplane Co.

 

 

.

E. Wotorhouoo, 521 W. Mo. St., El Paao, Toxoo.

SET OF II SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MACI-IINI-'5 FOR $1.50

This set includes the Nieuport monoplane, Bieriot, (hlrtlss Hydroplane, Antionette, Langley

Tandem, German Taube, Deperdusln, Wright biplane, White Racer, White Flyer, and Champion

Bend be for our latest catalogue containing illustrations of models of Curtlas I.N.4-B.

B.P.A.D. Scout, De Havliand 4, Capronl Biplane, Hundley Page, Sopwlth Triplane and others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

1

erty lngines, Paragon

Propellers-—every de

tail a perfect repro

duetion of the originaL

it ls easy to build with

Wading River portl.

Fob. 9,

Nlouport Biplane. It

IDIO.

Inna flown

Brooklyn, N. Y.

information FR E E

Ion uo your nolno on odrooo or n o Ml

rogardlnl tho Aviation and Alrplono hualnooo. Find

out about tho many grout opportunities now upon ontl

hour no prounn you at homo, during nparo ti|no.to

qualify. Our now hook “Opportunities in tho Airplono

Industry" aloo oont troo ii you nnowor at onco.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION

Dept 1493 431 S. Doorborn St. CHICAGO

  

AVIATION

  

 

Qsrtloo Mod
Alrplanesd LN", an

ma e ho made eomplsto road: to

ily from Umaloll No. 1'!

(Dries $3.00). which inoiudso

blueprints. wood, metals. rubber and lpeoial tools news

sary. Send for this set quick and Make lunq Making

Umskelli Flying Airplanes for sale. Enormous dlnond.

l'roflis big. Completed Plane sells at $10 and can be

made in 6 hours from Umakeai No. 11 5eL Ask about

our 40 other UmakeM sets for making Airplanes, Toys,

Novelties Work Benches and prlotieal Screw (.\ll.lI!il and

Milling 1’.-mes.

vi. a. PRICE, lnc.. bent. 1_'[in_-an-an a1e;:._121 sm_i_\vs.. u.v 

MODEL ENGINE CASTINGS

For engines described in previous numbers of

"Everyday Engineering." Castings made in

Bronze or “Duraiite." Model water pumps

also supplied.

J. E. CARRINGTON

49 S0. Clinton St. East Orange, N. J.
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COLLAPSIBLE FLOATS

DESCRIPTION of collapsible

floats has appeared in a recent

issue of L’/ierophile, this detailing an

other interesting war development

which the censor kept secret. Two or

more floats of rubberized fabric are

rolled up and stowed at any convenient

place under the wings or‘ fuselage, and

these can be filled by means of a. com

pressed air apparatus in thirty seconds.

The number of compressed air contain

ers required is reduced by the addition

of an injector which draws in external

air to assist in the inflation process.

The wheels of the chassis may be

dropped off before alighting on the sea,

but it would seem unnecessary to do

this if the air bags were properly placed

and proportioned. In addition a hydro

vane is fitted to the chassis to prevent

too great a. shock to the inflated floats

when they strike the water.

These air-bag floats may have con

siderable value for ship airplanes, al

lowing land machines to be used in lieu

of seaplanes, which of course are much

less speedy for the same power. They

may also prove useful in commercial

single-engine land machines flying over

country with large stretches of water,

as they will permit of emergency land

ings in case the motor fails without

serious damage to either airplane or

pilot.

VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS

ATE experiments with the variable

pitch propeller indicate that it of

fers practical possibilities both in this

country and Europe. Such mechanism

will always be viewed with a justified

prejudice by the aeronautical engineer

as well as the flier, who dread the in

troduction of any additional mechanism

to the airplane, no matter how simple it

may appear to be.

It is interesting to note that French

engineers are considering another solu

tion of the variable pitch propeller. A

foreign designer proposes to have two

two-bladed airscrews, one for taking off

and climbing to 5,000 yards and the

other for use at higher altitudes. The

altitude screw will be free during the

first part of the climb and be brought

into service only as needed by a special

clutch, thus converting the two-bladed

screw into a four-bladed one at will.

What will be done with the idle screw

while climbing or at low altitudes so it

will not increase the parasitic resistance

‘ > or complicate matters must be guessed

345 East 49th St., New York City

RETURN COUPON

American Radio Relay League,

Hartford, Conn.

Enclosed Find $l: please enter my trial subscrip

tion to QST for 9 months.

i, Name

i Address

at until more details are available.

Photographers use spring clothespins to

suspend their films and prints with when

drying. An ingenious proposal is to make

a sort of replica. of such clothespins out of

a. couple of pieces of cork and a rubber band,

avoiding the use of any metal. Prints or

films can be held by this and put into :1

rather deep bath for washing. The cork will

keep them floating near the surface in the

best possible position for quick washing, and

the operation is considerably expedited.

Please mention EV!-1RYD.~\Y ENGINEERING M».c.Az1Nl-:
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The Greatest Book

Ever Offered to the Public

 

IIenley's Twentieth Century Book of

RECIPFS, FORMULAS

AND PROCESSFS

Trude Secrets

Practical Recipe:

Chemical Pr-ocouel

Scientific FormulaSnow T0 MAKE EVERYTHING

FOR THE HOME, THE FACTORY AND

THE WORKSHOP.

Antiseptim, Waterproofing, Lubricants,

Rust Preventatives, Dyes, Filters,

Cleaning Preparations, Enameling,

Beverages, Inks, Adhesives, Polishes,

Disinfectants, Flavorings, Cosmetics,

Ceramics, etc., etc.; how to make fly

paper; to color flowers artificially; to

mtimate weight of ice by measure

ment; to make materials fireproof;

to work with metals-aluminum,

brass, etc.; to make anything and

everything, from A to Z.

THIS IS THE BOOK

every one who seeks PRACTICAL,

ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE and

guidance in his everyday work

MUST HAVE at his command.

It is a money-maker and a money

saver; it appeals to the young as

well as to the old. Great business

enterprises owe their success to the

manufacture or sale of simple inven

tions or compounds, usually the result

of an experiment at home. One

woman writes: “I am supporting my

self and two small children from the

sale of toilet articles I put up by fol

lowing directions in your book.”

Profit by the knowledge that ha

made others successful. GET THIS

BOOK TODAY.

Price $4.@
Delioercd lo any address

Send for our catalogue of practical books

lncludlng n deacrlptlon of above book.

THE NORMAN W. HENLEY

PUBLISHING COMPANY

Z West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

Book Review

AIRPLANE DESIGN AND CONSTRUC

TION, by Ottorino Pomilio. Published

by the McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.

400 pages, 6 x 9 in.; 248 illustrations.

Pomilio is a name well known in

the aircraft industry, as the Pomilio

Bros. developed an aircraft plant in

Italy, which later was taken over by

the Ansaldo interests after which they

came to this country and organized the

Pomilio Bros. Corporation. Previous to

the signing of the Armistice, this firm

completed a number of different air

craft models which were submitted to

the Government for tests.

With a complete experience in the

design and construction of airplanes,

the author is well qualified to write on

the subject. His book is a text of real

engineering value dealing with the sub

ject in an analytical way. The entire

subject is treated in a complete and

systematic manner. The author enu

merates and defines the functions of

each of the principal parts of an air

plane, and considers the general laws

of aerodynamics. In subsequent chap

ters, he gives a detailed treatment of the

individual parts and a discussion of

the laws of flying. The engine is dealt
with only from the airplane designer’s I

point of view, and its design is not dis

cussed.

The text is divided into four parts,

as follows: Part 1, Structure of the

Airplane; Part 2, Elements of Aero

dynamics; Part 3, Problems of Effi

ciency; and Part 4, Design of the Air

plane. While considerable use is nat

urally made of mathematics, all of it

is quite simple, and there seems to be

no unnecessary mathematical treatment

such as many engineering writers use

for embellishment. There is much

tabular material in the volume, relating

to the properties of materials and other

matters. The calculations are illus

trated by examples of airplane design

carefully worked out. English weights

and measures are used instead of the

usual metric system found in books of

a foreign flavor. It is an authoritative

and well written treatise that can be

included in the library of anyone in

terested in the engineering side of aero

nautics. .

Radium gun sights for use in ,night work

have been extensively made. They are so

mounted on the gun that they can be pressed

down out of the way in daytime. A glass

tube one centimeter long and a little over

a millimeter in diameter contains the lu

minous compound, a mixture of the radium

salt with zinc sulphide. 0.4 milligram of

radium bromide is used for a gram of the

zinc salt. The latter, it is stated, must be

impure, although the nature of the impurity

is not known. For the tubes soda glass

proved to be the best, as it tumed only

amethyst in time, while potash glass turned

brownish.

 Whatwould It

Mean to You to

Have Muscles

Like These?
ll. would mean tremendous strength, putting

you In a class above your fellows. It would

moan that you could outdo them In feats of

strength and be a leader of men. It would

mean a strong personality because of your

commanding appearance, thereby assuring you

of success In both the business and social

world. It would mean added lung power, un

llmlted vltullty and perfect health; removing

all fears of constipation, lndlgestlon, etc.,

which undermine the average man and make

hlrn old long before hla tlme.

  

EARLE LIEDERMAN

The Acme of Phyllcnl Perfection

All These Things Are Yours

I absolutely guarantee to do all thls and

more for you. I have found the short cut to

physlcnl perfection and npplled It on my own

body, provlng Its results. I have personally

trained many of the world's strongest. men by

this same method. Why waste your time and

money with old-time worthless methods? If

you are desirous of being a real robust man,

follow the path of those who have already

made a success. Come now, get busy, for

every day counts.

Send for MY NEW-‘BOOK

“Muscular Development"

It tells the secret. Handsomely Illustrated

wlth 25 full-page photographs of myself and

some of the world's best athletes whom I have

trained. Also contains full partlculars of

my splendld offer to you. The valuable book

and special offer wlll be sent on receipt of only

10¢, stamps or eoln, to cover cost of wrapping

and mailing.

Don’t miss thls opportunity. Slt right down

now and flll In the coupon. The sooner you

get started on the road to health the easier

It will be to reach perfect manhood. Don't

drndg along one day longer—mail the coupon

to- ay.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 707, 203 Broadway, New York

EARLE E_ LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 707, 203 Broadway, N, Y. City.

Dear Slr:—I enclose herewith 10c for which

you are to send me without any obligation on

my part whatever, a copy of your latest book

“Muscular Development." (Please wrlte or

print plainly.)
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Charging iensniors ‘

Suitable for all lighting

Buttery Charging

and Pore-r R1-quiremenll.

ll0~2'10 volts. A. C.. 00 cycle,

I800 R. P. M. with pulley

1&4 M.‘.‘i.:.“‘:..."‘.'*. $24-5° -......... $16.50

‘/1 .".-.::.".t.".'..""..:..‘*. $38-5° l """~'"-~ $21-0°
I/1 $46-5°l §,".f'I.I.".I $51123 I

 

1 g;_'~-_,',',~;;=,',_,-,¢,~:-& $57.50 * ............$3g_50 i
2 ll. I. Ill-HI Dill. $10850 I m nlui III. $3850
"FEW I'll Nil

3 I1. P., IIO-Bl sols, ‘

:fi*"".:;':‘:“ , ill rslisllllp ‘

5 six. ..... .... $164-50 I ",-,2-33;: $85.00 a  

IIITE POI OITILOII. ll '

I/4 if
l.P., irsr rm.

¢IIrld\=wI~dIz I nlrr '

MONEY HACK

  

  

' FIGTOIIY GIIIIIITEEII - ll.l. SIZES -

Your Opportunity

Q and 3 phase. A.C.. N0 v.

60 r. 17.50 RPM.. complete

with hsse niid pulley.

'._au.r. -

H“. i $59-so lll"v:l1."il':;.l‘S'l'IIlll.Il van. $6850

u.r. . $72.50 l ‘ $75.00

‘, n.r. - $84.50

$124.50’ $58-5° * " "1°2'5°l **'.':i..~:-*';.-.-.*'~... $110-00

l':".'.."l‘..<'?'i*.'§-sol "-,:':.:.:~:~.ar.".:....s12s-<10

I2 II IOYON llll OEIEIIYOIS

  

  

smrrlre TERMS: :32. :::.:"‘.~:."::."..'.'.i'.."!.:'.:.!:“.¢‘r.£.-‘:- "- " '*'“

llANUTAi,'|'U RERS' DISTR IBUTITR

ll OIIGIIIL BOXES !

Ts Buy New Guaranteed Eleciricsl i

lpssnhu oi Standard Muiuliciure.

Pol lino Ioiors .I’ flap; Outfits

To operate mi .\ C.. 60 cycle. single phase

vullagv as .\p(‘(‘ilifl

ill -nu L e. II nu. in ssI\$140_00

Irlilssiiultslbsli

lsiiery

$42.50

til r\llLA.0_I8lusI|l.II0ll1.

Iiihssl iwiisbissrl -

in v-nic_:ri-manila $85_0()

Ililssi sirishbsll -

  

GUARANTEE

 

SHIP BY TRUCK

Motor Cartage.

One to Five-ton Trucks.

Hauls made to any point in

United States and Canada.

Rates by hour, day or contract.

W. H. SQUIRES

1561 Woodward Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

NEW PLUGS FOR OLD

Your used Spark Plugs made

new by our process.

We clean and

Spark Plug.

AGENTS wanted.

SPARK PLUG SERVICE CO.

6 Hendrie Ave.

Detroit,

repair any

Mich.

  

A Necessity for

Every Shop

“Tlis Samson No. 3 Bench Punch." with s power

ful leversue of 24 to l. is intended for work ba

ynnd the capacity of the “Samson Hand

Punches." and will punch hols: from $5

to % in. in soft metal up to 12 Gauge.

Extra nets punches and dies size I/|. 3/16.

%. 5/16, and ii in. easily inserted

and removed, (maximum punching

capacity 3/16 in. through 12 gauze

sort metal.) _

  

5

Eq u 1'p p e d

iu i' t Ii 3-16

inch Punch

and Die un

less Otherwise Speci/ied.»F-0-E F“°‘°"Y

Catalog of Uorriplsts Lina Sent on Request.

The Machine Appliance Corporation

351 Jay Street, Dept.Eng. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

  

REWINDING A. C. MOTORS

 

 

 

CHEMIST AMAZING DISCOVERY

"MOTOROL"

ONE DOLLAR 25 to 40% more miles per gal.

POSTPAID 25 to 35% more power.

Agents wanted. Starts your engine on a

cold day instantly.

Eliminates Carbon Deposits,

less wear and tear on motor.

AUTO PRODUCTS CO.

468 WES! I45“! 51., N. Y.Dept. 66

  

SELLING MIRACLE MOTOR-GAS

That's what O. V. Darling, South Bend, Ind..

rnnilc. 8c worth equals gallon gasoline. Prevents car

bon. Motorists amazed. eager to buy, become steady

customers. More l'TIll(‘?iR'C, power, speed guaranteed.

Eislniu Isrriis . 3001 Prslil. A cuts -zverywlwri

coining money. nvo lsom, Boise, I iiho, Wires: "Ship

500 packages. Made $60 yesterday". You should do as

wel Write or w-ire for territory today.

C.A.BU‘l'LIRCO.523Bu'r|.In Lms. TOLIB0.0.

  

W—MllO ‘I50 N

  

  

I -I

  

  

  

A PRACTICAL BLUE-PRINT

PROTECTOR

LUE-PRINTS are always getting

dirty, wet, greasy or torn while

being handled by workmen using them

An inventive genius has designed a very

practical blue-print protector of simple

construction and low cost. A sheet of

transparent sheeting—the same mate

rial used for lights in auto curtains--is

cut to desired size. A piece of light

weight leather substitute is then cut

about a half inch larger all around than

the piece of sheeting. This extra half

inch allows for a lap-over on all but the

top side of the protector. A sewing

machine stitches the lap down to the

sheeting, forming a large fiat pocket,

open at the top for the insertion of the

blue-prints. Both the transparent front

and the coated fabric back are water

proof and grease-proof. Dirt or grease

may easily be wiped or washed ofi

either without injury to the material.

Both materials are flexible and the

holder may be rolled up if desired in

the same way an unprotected blue-print

is usually handled by a workman.

MAGNETIC METHOD OF TEST

ING HARDNESS

An engineering firm in England has

developed a system for testing the

physical qualities of steel after heat

treatment by means of the magnetic

method. The principle is that the

magnetic retentivity of a steel is a func

tion of its hardness. First a. specimen

(usually a turned piece .3 in. long by

V2 in. diameter) is heat treated as de

sired. It is then tried for magnetic

hardness by being placed inside a

standard magnetizng coil, and a direct

current from the mains connected to

the coil for an instant which magne

tizes the steel to saturation. The speci

men is then removed from the coil and

is placed in a small search coil, which

is coupled to a Grassot’ fiuxmetcr. The

specimen is then sharply removed from

the ballistic coil and a reading is ob

tained on the fluxmefer, which repre

sents the hardness of the specimen. The

scale of the fluxmeter is divided in

terms of Maxwell-turns. With the

search coil of correct design, the read

ing is also given in terms of C. G. S.

units. Soft steel has less retentivity

than hardened material and the mag

netic flux will vary with the hardness

of the specimen, so by comparison with

known standards, :1 suitable calibra

tion pennits of determining the effic

iency of the heat treatment with con

siderable precision.

 

And sli methods for corinecttn and reoonnectin are

clerirly shown in the ELE"I‘RICAL WOR RS

FRIEND. 66 dialrariis with detailed explanations

solving every ruwlnding and reconnecting problem.

Electricians and Experimenters will ilnd this hook

exactly what the name implies "The Electrical

Workers Friend." Price $4.00 Cash with order or

(C.O.D.—U.S..-\. only).

HENRY F. HOSSHART

P. 0. Box 68 Hnmswood Sts. Pittsburgh, Penna.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

_ Profit every month with this @

f‘- I00 to 150 each.

‘- 32 6-volt batteries. or squlvslent, st ons time Cost

.1 the profits. You can make ~~ .. -.

' BIG PROFITS and build

~fj; Runs 24 hours . -in

Is Now Z0 Cents Per Copy

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE MONEY

$350 Every Month

NOW is your opportunity. Msks 150 to 8350 Clear

srzsr. Bschsrgei

Owner pays ‘I50 ta $1.50. Figure

f l[‘)QfI1'|lt1Bl‘II business. ()I.I'|Ql'Il are

do n lt—Y()U can, too.

8rnnTlCnsh Payment Brings You ’

This Money-Maker .

Bslnrics on can! monthlr terms.

Prnfltseusllynaytnroutfit. An.-...
. Iuts lloricy Back Gusmntse. No

expensive repairs or Ye lncemrsntl.

Ix, slonliy, l

rofltnblc income. “Wile TODA\ -

or (ull lntormstlon.

‘Y HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY

s :13: r . om .
°‘fi'u-ccvll/Ill Mn-1, s;-271:9; °

In a recent investigation it was found

.that 3,717 American locomotives had me.

chanical stokers. The engines burned 10 per

,cent. to 4-0 per cent. more coal than when

hand-fed, but hauled more and developedA ,a better engine performance.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING NIAGAZINE

~---4
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SUBSTITUTE FOR PLATINUM

CRUCIBLES

A gold Palladium alloy, under the

name of “Palau," has been put on the

market by a. finn in California and is

ofiered as a substitute for the more ex

pensive platinum-iridium alloy gener

ally used by chemists. A crucible of

this ware has been tested at the United

States Bureau of Standards. The loss

in weight on heating to 1,200 deg. C.

is intermediate between that suffered by

crucibles of platinum containing 0.6

and 2.4 per cent iridium, respectively.

The melting point of the alloy is 1,370

deg. C. which corresponds to that of

on alloy of 80 per cent gold and 20 per

cent platinum. In resistance to most of

the chemical reagents to the action of

which such is ordinarily exposed,

“Palau” compares very favorably with

ordinary platinum ware. The one note

worthy exception is fused alkali pyro

sulphate, which attacks it much more

than it does platinum. The ware is

very promising as a substitute for plat.

inum for many laboratory purposes.

ALLOY FOR FINE CASTINGS

For making the finest quality of fine

sand castings, such as used for models,

tablets and omamental work, the fol

lowing mixture cannot be surpassed,

and probably is unequaled:

 

1

  

Copper... . . . . parts

7 parts

Zparts

1 part

It is unnecessary to say that for such

work it is unwise to use scrap metals,

and only the best new metals should be

employed.

It is said that artificial graphite has

particular advantages as a facing in

making fine alloy castings. Its purity l,

prevents it from slagging when the hot ‘

metal strikes it and a smooth skin re

sults on the casting.

 

NICKEL PLATING ALUl\'IINUl\-I

BY A NEW PROCESS

A METHOD of nickel plating aluminum ‘

is given in a French journal. Re-1‘

markable results as regards adherence of

the plating is claimed. The aluminum is

cleaned by treatment with caustic soda so

lution, then with milk of lime brushed on;

it is next immersed for a few minutes in a

0.2% solution of potassium cyanide and‘

washed. A bath of 1,000 parts of an equalmixture of water and hydrochloric acid with. g Y

  

  

 

  

  

' it I.» ‘I am‘35i> 00-'1Wee

. BECOME A PROFESSIONAL 3

PHOTOGRAPHER ,

c_.._ _nndS0~c_

A San Francisco boy turned the trick. Just

before a big Frisco parade he loaded his Auto

Wheel Coaster with a lot of empty wooden boxes.

Then he started through the crowds.

almost fought each other to buy boxes at 25c. each

—-to sit on.

time, fitting the boxes one inside the other.

Auto-Wheel carries 1000 pounds with ease.

Do You Know the Story of Alto -wheel wagons?

The people

He handled $5 worth of stock at a

The

W {AUTO-WHEEL COASTER is an all

round wagon Ior hauling and

coasting. '@ CONVERTIBLE

ROADSTER is two wagons in

one. Ono minute it's a box

wagon. Swing the sides up

and you have a racer.

Auto-Wheels are sturdy, only

to steer. lost, good-look! . Roller

Bearings. Dependable rah.
Auio- Wheel Hdqoains FREE. Get Y

on mailing list. Sand names of three

coast-er dealers, Welling which handles

Auto-Wheel. We'll send I axina

and descriptive Booklet FRE .

Organize Auto-Wheel Cooltor

Club. Write for plan of givin (res

ups to nlembers, and specie cap l

to Captain. Address

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY,

I59 $:l|ench St., N. Tonawanda, N. Y.

In Canada: Preston, Ont.

R FOOTBALL
A new game that gives

you all tho sport and

thrill of s regular out

door contest.

REAL INDOO

,

The players must make

their own choiou of moves

and direct the operation

of their teams lust as

ii they had live men on

the field.

Every point in the real

game is covered and every

move can be duplicated.

The most exciting game

on the market to-day. 1

You'll never grow tired of

lt. Altractlvely put up—

wlth full directions.

00Shipped Anywhere

Big opportunities NOW.

Qualify for this fascinat

ing profession. T h r s s

months’ course covers all

branches:

M0 TIO PICTURE—COMMERClAL——POIl'I‘RAITU'RE

Comoros and Material: Iamiabed Ires

Practical instruction; modem equlpinmt.

classes; eaiy iermi. The School oi Remgnland Superi

orily. Cill or writs for eumplets cstsiol No. IO.

Dsy or svenins

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY

505 State St., Blslyn.‘I41 W. 36th St., N. Y.

  

10 Cents a Day Pays

for This Syrnphonola

Plays all records. Victor, Columbia, Edison. Paths.

Little Wonder. Emerson. Take a year to nay, altar S0

days’ trial. Compare its was inr claarness. volume.

with more costly instruments. Return at our swsnas

it it tails to ms-ks good. Ask today for the

Beautifully Illustrated S phonola Book FREE

shows this and other Symp nola styles sold mi can

“’mem"' o in of i.h I

Simghmla Records ...°.i..°‘.i'.......‘ .» ...:. :‘..'::
sound I, full toned dlso records. Play e on any

Phonograpll.

L3¢*Fm fig, Dfllk SEE azo, Buffalo, N. Y.

OLEARTONE PNONOGRAPNS

$4.00 to $200.00 Rstsil

Uur sundry Dept. oIl’ers Needles 30¢ per

thousand, l.n lots oi 500,000. Iotors $1.35

to $14.75 each. 'I\me Arms and Boproduoers

$1.80 to 85.15 per set. Main Springs 200 to

!|0c each. Records. Needles, Sapphire Points

and Parts at reasonable prices. I

Write tor our Bl-D180 catalogue. the only

one oi its kind in America, illustrating SS '

dlfleram. styles of Talking llsohlnes and

over 500 dlflsrent Phouographio Parts.

LUCKY I3 PNONOGRAPH GONPANY

Export Dent (GM. E. litb St... N. Y..U.S.A.

 

  

 

M-nu “fill l KON-\'lR- h si
rulo fiaaosbvalr LON

OVQI‘ | ettara WI,

, ooml enema . .

?l"’<‘;‘ ""'.’;‘,“§.'1"»|.m"“'=.,“" ill‘;

. lrichealn dlamstarandl nao allovse
I the world. Ia lnnch alrnpfar to to

V than othara or similar .

Evsnhulg y wil got N

—s'e°i‘tnowands vonsli .

Plain tllity rn so 01.00}

e white Ivory oalu .

extra.at-liceirp eaaa ‘boo

l.‘l'ON Ii C0.

Boston.

J. C.

Dlpt. I?-7 Water St..

  

il.s.a.

MECHANICAL DRAWING

 

in United States postpaid

Order today while they Ice!

UNIQUE GAME & TOY SERVICE

I328 Broadway, New York City

MAKE PEOPLE

LIKE YOU

rvnts each lesson. p as you go. No other sa

Cnmpleta drawinl out t vslued st 10.00 tree wi the

Onurss. One hundred blue-print sons. Will assist

you ta aocnrs mod paying position

Ihen qualified. tlsnd lor particulars

and sample lessons.

Q Per

Lesson

ALBANY INSTITUTE IEGNANIOAL DRAWING

Desk C. Look Bel 84. Albany. N. V.
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suo A Month To Start As I  
1 part of iron dissolved in it is next em-‘

ployed. In this the aluminum is immersed

until it shows colors due to the precipita-g

tion of iron either metallic or as some com

pound upon its surface. It is then washed.

and nickelled. The salt recommended is.

nickel chloride, instead of the sulphate gen

erally employed. There is a deposit contain

ing 0.25 to 0.50 gram of metallic iron to

the square meter——a very minute quantity,

and whose action is a mystery, although

efforts have been made to determine the

exact role played by the iron salt in the

process. The plated metal can be bent,

and heated without injury up to the pointy

as regards the heating, when the aluminum

melts. ;

Get along better. make more

money, develop a winning per

sonality, learn to know people

as they are. Send 5 cents

(stamps) for "PERSONAL

POWER." a little book that

points the way. Address

PROGRESS LEAGUE, 5831 Union Sq., N. Y.

UIIIBIIQM -
Umakall Comrnuniw Shops cl

form your own Umaksll Club with tbs $5 outfit. You

can make Bleriot, Qirtlss Bpsd and other Flyins Planes:

also real Work Bsndll. Stands. Btadonary Beth,

Baskets. Book Truulha. Arh. ml. Wsgcais. War Tanks.

Action Toys. DOT. Birdsblfiutrrsll Iiobhania. Rabbits

Gum. Toads. Graflel dziel. Numbers. Letters, it
-Iflifiléd Animals. Doll hirniture and Doll Houses. Prin

ri'.:1'.'.'.l'". :.‘.':.':i:.'::;r.i“.:':.':;:l-:.:':.:a: E/.*:'.*::'.""~ G"

I. I. PIICE. lne.. Dept. I1 Uiviahsl Bldg .121 501 Ave" N1.

STUDY

HUMAN

NATURE

You send $6 for

instructions. de

. blueprints than you

aka Ums.keM Money running

Club

‘S8

NLY THREE MONTHS‘ spare time study will

equip you for responsible position with a good

salary from the start. Railway 'l‘rai'fie lu

specwrs advance rnpidly—-they work right with

railway oihcisls who are constantly seeking cups

A pleasant posit.lon—you become broad

nilnded—you travel and see country. expenses psid.

S.B.'l‘.l. instruction is very interesting-it's easily

assimilated. We arrange for position; no ago limit.

Those who started studying a few

months ago till positions today.

and they're on the road to still

further advancement. so writs

immediately for Booklet D 48

before you turn this page.

Slnlani Business lillllll llsfillleluiiils IX

lile men.
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PUMPING WATER WITH A

SPIRAL SPRING BELT

‘HAT the eminent British scien

' tists are pleased to -call a “me

chanical impertinence” has recently

made its appearance in England, in the

form of a unique pump which works

by means of a spiral spring belt. The

pump consists simply of a spiral spring

belt, a grooved weight which turns with

the bottom loop of the belt and holds the

latter in place, and a driving crank and

pulley for turning the belt. Despite this

simple construction the pump is capable

of lifting a thousand gallons of water

per hour from a depth of 300 feet, even

when worked only by hand, according

to reports. The coil-like cable is sunk

to any depth by a rotating weight

Obeying the law of capillary at

traction, the water lodges between the

turns of the spiral spring and only

falls out when it reaches the top of the
pump.—Scientific American. I

Burnt earth or burnt brick clay, which

has passed through a. ,one-inch sieve and

been held by a one-quarter-inch sieve, has

been found available in England for making

concrete where broken stone was not to be

had. In South America experiments have

been carried out, in, British Guiana, with

ligno~concrete, which is concrete reinforced

with wood strips in place of steel bars. A

wood called green heart was used. It wu

employed in strips, two inches square and

two by three inches. A twelve by twelve

inch pile, reinforced by two of each size, a

total of four strips, carried some two hun

dred pounds more than a similar pile with

five steel reinforcements, round in section

and % inch in diameter. Neither was tested

to destruction in this test. In another trial

a beam with two by three inch reinforce

ment collapsed under a load only 10 per cent'.

less than that required to break down a simi

lar beam reinforced with ~34; inch steel bars.

There were two of the steel bars of this

size and only one of the green heart, the

wooden one three by two inches. It was

found that the wood should besoaked in

water for at least twenty-four hours.

 

Explosives, no longer needed for the de

structive operations of war, are being made

into fertilizers. All explosives contain the

essential fertilizing element, nitrogen, and

this is put into assimiltable form for the

nourishment of plants. Ammonia products

and nitric acid salts are mixed with powdered

peat, and the final product analyzes well.

The Italian govemment has been conduct

ing the experiments, which promise to yield

good results.

An interesting method of determining the

percentage of sulphur dioxide, which in so

lution forms sulphurous acid, has been pub

lished. The solution is treated with an ex

cess of hydrogen dioxide; this converts the

sulphurous acid into sulphuric acid. Dilute

sulphuric acid is then added and the excess

of undecomposed hydrogen dioxide is de

termined by titration with manganese per

manganate.

The Illinois Central R. R. has tried a con

crete gondola car, capable of carrying 50

tons or more of coal. Its somewhat ex

cessive weight of 53,600 lbs. it is thought

can in future constructions be reduced to

46,000 to 48,000 lbs. The Portland cement

used was mixed with burnt shale.
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CAN YOU GET MORE

WHAT
equivalent of:

Telegraph PicturesA slv i:i.r-:c}'Rici1'Y _ I '

of ohrulpment I; , ' \

;n_Iy $I’.‘5°..e}:llU'I‘i:}¢,,r]I\i- ‘ _. '-‘»

$3 eel-wpiii-1 In 0"?»-i-¢ '
science. rite D111.

i.l.Li:siiiunco. hi-L 0nlu.un
WYZSEND $1. TODAY

For One Hundred Successful Circular Letters. No two

mpiss alike. Letters thet pulled business in 100 difler

ent lines of business. This is not e book thet tells

"How to Write Letters." but gives the complete copies

oi’ each iettt. Worth their weight in gold.

Special letters pr ed on every subject. $5. elcll. Three

follow-I10 letters. 15.00.

These letters ere endorsed by advertising agencies and

the press.

Established Reputation (25th Year)

ROSENBLUM ADVERTISING EXPERT

N32 BFQIIWAY. New York City

CELLULOID
Q-IEETING. PRINTING. MOULDING. _

TURNING. DIE CUTTING

EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.

. NAPIER BROWNING CO.

ios w. 40th sr. NEW YORK crrv

  

 

 

 
 

Small lnvestors Wanted

To co-operate in recovery ot $1,400,000

cargo. Salvage already aecomplislied

bi "B6 Of LEAVITT DIVING ARMOR

proves pi-u.ctir-uhility and big profits

' in future operations.

For full particulars address

Lenvitt Deep Sen Salvage Co. Inc.

Temple Bar Annex. Brooklyn, N. Y.

SC’HNOIERlS'

SUSPENSORIES

YQU cm enioy perfect

comforr and freedom.

Schnoier's Suspensories and

lock Strep; have gained their

wid¢- spread populsriiy by

qunliry. weer. fii. end low price.

At Drug Stores or sent direct $l.0O

Send For booklet of other styles and price:

J. C. SCHNOTER CO.

511 SIXTH AVE. Dm. E N. Y. CITY

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

Your Prospective Customers

ere listed in our Ceielogol 99% gueranieed

Mailing Lists. It also Contains vital lug

geltionl how I0 advertise end sell profitably

by mail. Counie and prices given on W00

diflereni national Lilia. covering ell classes;

tor instance, Farmers, Noodle M|i'e., Hard

ware Dlre., Zinc Mines, eic. Tbi: valua

Us rr/uuiu bonl fin. Write for ll.

Send Them Sales Letien

You can produce sales or inquiries with

personal ieiiers. Many concern! all over

U. S. ere profitably using Sales Leiiere

we wriie. Send for /rre instructive

booklet, "VIII" 0/ Sale: Lrltns."

Ross-Gould
nailing

Lests $1. Louis

  

 

  

 

 

In twelve numbers of Everyday Engineering there In the

IS 2 BOOKS ON MODEL MAKING, WORTH. . ._... . . . .

  

  

  

FOR YOUR MONEY?

  

  
. .$ 6.00

$Z,()0 1 BOOK on AUTOMOBILES, WORTH. . . .‘.. . . . . . . .. 3.00

I BOOK ON AIRPLANES, WORTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

2 BOOKS on wuu-:i.i-ss, WORTH . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . .. e.oo

'7 3 BOOKS on GENERAL EXPERIMENTS, WORTH... 10.00

 

A $2.00 subscription to Everyday Engineering in equivalent to $21.00 worth of books I

W _7 I \

  
To Succeu

The secret of busi

ness and social sup

cess ll the ability

to remember. I can

make your mind e n infallible

classified index from which you can

iuntantly select Cl'i0llEIr11Cl. facts,

figiires, nurnes, laces. lblee you

to eonuntrnh. develop coll-gqpgq,

overcome blnhhilnoal. think on your

Incl. eddntl en nudlonco. Elly. Simple.

The’ result of 20 years‘ experience do

\’('li-TDIIIR‘ memories of thousands.

  

  

  

  

 

 
  

5-». were roe-1 {:1-'..£7.'§.£’-‘P°“.".’..".*=".":,“:
wry _mu|... Y0e\.l ll toobi

|g;¢k,,,,,_ “Tana s'.>°:1"iiow ir§°s»'<'\Iir In rilbilelil

rincipql

Diclnan School of Memory, I740 Hunt Bldg" Cllifillo. Ill.

Don’t Wear

a Truss

Broolrs' Appliance, the

modern srientiilc Invention,

the wonderful new discovery

that relieves rupture, will be

sent on trial. No obnoxious .

89111185 01' Did-1. Ir. 0. E. BROOK

Brooks’ Rupture Appliance

Hes automatic Air Cushions, Binds and

draws the broken parts together as you would

a broken limb. No siilvee. No lies. Durable,

cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by

U. S. patents. Catalog end measure blank!

mailed free. Send name and address today.

3POOiI lnlienee Co , 254A Stein St., Meriull, Mich.

 

  

  

  

  
A  
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DRAFTING
Inventions and Ideas Developed!

Mew.-_henio_:sl, Elettrlcll, Pllenl Oice end

Engineering Dlnvvlngs ol Every Deecfipgigm

COMP]-ITENT DRAFTSMIZNAT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM
ii! Nuuu St. New York Olty

Tolelil-‘lone BeeLins.n 4680

KLEANE-Z-SIISPEIISOIRY

Mathematics Made Easy
  

 

 

FQQM FITTING ron ALL MEN

  

)

.60") $l.50

Fllll Glove Silk $2.00

HKW Silk (Itch) $1.50

At your dooleu or Ami pnstpuid on receipt of price.

A. R. CHISHOLM CO., New York, N. Y.

Suite 591 isza nnomwsv

  

  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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OLD TOWN CANOE C0.

M3 llolrth St.

Old Town. llliIe,U.S.A.

  

K
l

“KM!07131011 (Ya/wel

l

The urgess

BLUE BOOK
For Practical Men and

  

Every Stroke Counts

Laze along in the alder shadows or shoot

through swift water, an “Old Town Canoe"

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

    

Electrical. Students

I hsvs INIIIIII a ssckst-slzs lots hook asso

elally for ths srsctlcsl on and thsss who are

talilnr us the study of slsotrlolty. It coatslss

draw ass and dlssrsius of slsctrlssl lschl

and colinsotloas svsr No hundred fsrmul

osleulstloal, sad nrollslls inltsd out sh will

  

will obey every move of your paddle. Light

as a bubble, graceful as a swan, but staunch

as a scow. The "Sponson Model" is the

safest canoe made—safer than most row

boats. Write for catalog. 3000 canoes in

  
  

  

haw the forlllllas an used. This data ls takes

from my aal note hook, which was Illll

whlls on tflsrsnt lilnds of ivurli. and lt will he

found of ralus to snyons slgalsd ls the slsctrlcsl

huslssss.

The drawings of connsctlons for electrical

apparatus lncluds Motor Starters and Start

lng Boxes, Overload and Undarload Belsass

Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Control

lers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Print

ing Press Motors, Automatic Controllers.

Variable Flsld Types. Controllers for Mine

Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Con

nectlons for Itsverslng Switches, Motor and

Dynamo Rules and Rules for Speed Regu

lation. Also, Connect-Ions for Induction

Motors and Starters, Dells and Star Con

nections and Connections for Auto Trans

formers, and Transformers for Lighting and

Power Purposes. The drswlngs slso show

sll kinds of llghtlng clrcults, Including spe

cial controls where Three and Four Way

Switches are used.

The work on Calculstluns consists of

Simple Electrlcsl Mathematics, Electrical

Units, Electrical Connectlons, Calculating

Unknown Beslstances, Calculation of Cur

rant In Branches of Parallel Clrcults, How

to Figure Weight of Wlre, Wire Gauge

Rules, 0hm’s Iaw, Wstt's Law, Infornistlon

regarding Wlra used for Electrical Pur

poses, Wlrs Calculations, Wlrlng Calcula

tlons. Illumination Calculations, Shunt In

struments and How to Calculsts Resistance

of Shunts, Power Calculations, Efllclency

Calculatlons, Measuring Unknown Resist

ances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles, Mo

tors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating

Size of Pulleys.

Also Alternating Current Calculations In

finding Impedance, Reactance, Inductance,

Frequency, Alternatlons, Speed of Alter

nators and Motors, Number of Poles in

Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Sul

ceptance. Admittance, Angle of Lag and

Power Factor, and formulas for use with

Llns Transformers.

This book ls recommended by prnutlcol

mrn. If 1': holnn used in technisol

Schools. Electrical establishments Iumhh

Ihem la their employees to nu time.

lrldusfrfnl establishments give them to

their customers.

The Burgess BLUE BOOK will be Mailed,

Postpaid, on Receipt ol $1.00

Solid dollar hlll. money srlsr or chsel. I

husrantss sstlsfactlon or will return your insnsy

ll

ou dsclils not to lisss ths bsoli sftsr usll||_

or Ms days.

Information and Write-ups on

Electrical Subjects Supplied.

Questions Anawered.ProbIems

Solved. Inventions Perfected.

  

Burgess Englneering Co.
Consulting ~ Electrical Engineering

YORKE BURGESS, President

753 East 42nd St. Chicago, III.

ELECTRICITY
Taught by a Practical Man

If you are interested in a HOME STUDY

COURSE, which is really an Engineer

ing Service, and well adapted to men

who are engaged in the electrical in

dustry, SEND FOR MY CATALOG

Superintendents, Chief Electricians and

Foremen, who are Interested In the wi

fare of their men, ARE INTERESTED

in what I have to offer. Students may

discontinue at any time, If not satisfied,

and their payments stop then.

PRACTICAL MEN recommend this course.

Seventy-five percent of my students are

engaged In practical work and flnd my In

struction well suited to thelr needs.

Over I1 percent of my enrollment has been

obtained from students.

Buggesss Electrical School
BURGESS, Superintendent

751 EAST 42nd STREET

Chicago, llllnols
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the national

joy smoke

Our exclusiv e

patented process

cuts out bite and

patch.

  

You can be quickly cured, il you

STAMMER
Bend 10 cents coln or stamps for 70-page

book on Stsmmerlng and Stuttering, "Its

Csuss and Cure." It tells how I cured myself

after stammerlng for 20 years.

Benismin N. Bogus, 906 Bogus Bldl,rlIIfiIBl|)0il
|_a_the Yiouiinsks l  

 
High-n-sdsScrsw

Cuttlng and Milling I4the

from Umskehf outflt No. I5

which lncludn all Castings

  

  

following dimensions; Length over sll, 2 ft, ll lns.;

Breadth. 12 lns.: Approximate weight, 105 Ibs.; Dimen

alons of world surface of milling table. 4 Ins. by 6 Ins.

Thls lathe has n designed to mast the wants of Model

Makers who require s incl capable of very varied and sc

curate work. It l.I self-acting and Screw Cutting. With

ll all plain Milling work can be rlom-, us wi-ll nu mnliinir it i-any [,0 do

nsrreat many boring pl». nlhorwlne van mm.-rm Aildrsns

W. R. PRICE, lnc.. boot. I1. Urnalsell Bldg" I21 sen Avo..N.V.

  

  

 

Nature’s

Lure

The freedom of

riding anywhere

ll: your~s_irfhyou ow_n : Black

cant‘. cspeediee ,cIa.aa

icst bicycle you ever laid

“iii oniint t nd

e w o ac

woncli-rful bic cle. rite for

big, free ca og illustrating

araréy styles; $211’. the one

a nppe o .

We ship at our risk. We

pay freig t. AftQ:fiXt(\ll’I"llIIlI_‘ltR

n sm IZPOSI .

Then, son n dollar a week.

No waiting to save up.

18 Exclusive Features

Remembcr t_hc Black

Beauty is a real bike. Chock

full of "class." G r ace ful

lines. Powerful steel con

struction. Fascinating color

combinations.

Factory wholesale Price

You lave money by our

"direct-to-you" plan.

Repair Kit, Tool Case

and Stand Free ! I,},9l{;;§W,1~§,

Catalog now!

' Get r fact ry&L"nfl pricesllilrl~st.Low‘»)~st

anywhere. Tires, 5 t a n d s ,

hoi-ns.lam ,parts,etc. Sun

dries Ca og sent free.

Haverford Cycle Co.

Established -‘J Years

Dept. 473 Philadelphia

  

  

Wu this

  

  
IC YOU P8

 
  

  

  

Catalog
in colors  

 

 

stock. $67 up. At dealer's or factory.

and 12 dstsll blueprints. Ooinplsts outfit I25. Note ,
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There is a wonderful opportunity right

now for boys who like electricity. Boys
i who are ambitious and will train them

. selves in spare time can step into positions

just as soon as they are ready. Good sal

aries are offered to start with splendid

chances for rapid promotion.

For 28 years the International Correspond

ence Schools hare been training boys for suc

cess in electricity and over ‘200 other subjects.

They will help you prepare right at home for

a position in the line of electrical work you like

l best—or in any other work that appeals to you.

Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,

have stepped into fine jobs, but never were

opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. helpyau. Choose the work you like

best inthe coupon below, then mark and mail it today.

This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it uiil bring

you information that will start you on a successful

career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip by.

Marl: and mail this coupon now.

ii--_----|-1;‘ °u-r ,,;_‘__ _-._ .._1

l INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6074-B SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without ohllgatliig me, how I can qualify for the

position, or In the SIIIJJGCI, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINBEII CIIl'".lIlll"AL I-I.\‘Gll\'|".EIl

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

‘ ADVF,RTISII\'(j MAN

i Window Trimmer

Show Card Vlfrlter

Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROAD!-ZR

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

I<ll'SlNhSS MAN \(IfIIEI'I

Private Secretary

IIOOKKEEPI-LR

Stenograoher and Typist

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Traffic Management

Electric \Vlrlng

Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running

Heavy Electric Traction

Elecirfcsl Draftsman

lilertrls Maehlnr Ilsslgoer

Telegraph Expert

Prncilcsl Telephony

!IEl‘l|.\.\l(‘Ali ENIIINEEII

Mechanical Draftsman

Ship Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice

Toolmnkcr

Commercial Law

GOOD EN(JLISI>I

B'I'ATI0l\'AllY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk

Testlle Overseer or Supt

AllllI(fI'Ii'l‘llNl'l E flpallsl

Gus Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

DIINB I-‘OIII-'.ll‘N Oll Hl\'tl‘Il '

ARCHITECT

Arnhltestnral Draftsman

l"l.l'lIHlNG A.\'lI Ill-'.A'l‘lN(4

Sheet Metal \‘Vorker

Navlgsior

 

 

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES

Safety Razor Blades, all makes shnrpelied with

the "Mlnlt Sharpner." Can be carried In the vest

pocket. 50c postpaid.

Send 60c and get a Sharpener with ii "Ssll me"

Airplane; fun and Instruction for the kltldles. Air-_

planes singly, l5c postpaid.

OLDWELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

240 Broadway. Room ll, New York, N. Y.

I‘oullr_vlIalsl|ig Fronal

Automobiles ltpllal

Name

Present Ida."

Occupntloii

Street

and No.

Clty State

Please mention Evnnvmw Excinnitiimc. l\/IAGAZINE
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Benzol-Alcohol Fuel Mixtures

(Continued from page 420)

stance, because wood alcohol tends to

produce acetone and other compounds

which are of corrosive nature and which

might corrode the metal parts of the cyl

inder which were exposed to the effects

of a by-product resulting from incom

plete combustion of such a vapor.

Alcohol has the advantage in that the

fire risk is less than with gasoline. The

latter is a more volatile liquid than al

cohol, and is more dangerous because it

evaporates more readily. The fiarne of

burning gasoline is one which radiates

heat rapidly, whereas the alcohol flame

does not radiate heat to such an extent.

A mass of burning gasoline will gener

ate suficient heat to set objects at a

considerable distance from it on fire.

The heat from burning alcohol goes up

ward and exists mostly in the hot gases

evolved by the flame. A gasoline fire is

spread by water_ whereas burning alco

hol may be extinguished by it. Gaso

line is much lighter than water and

floats on its surface, but alcohol is so

nearly the same density that it will mix

with the water.

If one compares the chemical com

position of alcohol and gasoline it will

be found that it requires less air to burn

a. pint of alcohol than the same amount

of gasoline. The oxygen contained in

the alcohol tends to make combustion

better, and there is practically no residue

left in an engine burning alcohol gas.

The exhaust from any of the petroleum

distillates will smell strong and be

smoky if an excess of fuel in proportion

to air is in the mixture. The burned

products of an alcohol mixture are not

objectionable even if there is an excess

of alcohol. These exhaust gases, be

sides being more agreeable to the senses,

are cooler and cleaner, and as they con

tain a smaller proportion of free carbon

less of this is deposited in the combus

tion chamber and muffier.

Among the conditions which are un

favorable to the use of alcohol and

which militate against its use at the

present time can be cited the present

types of engines and carburetors, and

the high price of denatured alcohol.

While alcohol has not been extensively

experimented with in this country, be

cause the supply of gasoline at the pres

ent time seems adequate, it is expected

that, should there be a shortage of this

use of alcohol in connection with pres

ent-day forms of motors. Some authori

ties contend that alcohol will be the fuel

of the future, while others believe that

kerosene is more adaptable for use in

the hydrocarbon motor.

Alcohol-Benzol Fuel.—-According to

reports, the Germany army automobiles

were being run on a mixture of benzol

and alcohol. As soon as Germany found

herself cut off from outside supplies of

gasoline a technical committee was ap

 

pointed to find a substitute. Experi

ments were carried out with a 1914

Mercedes touring car equipped with an

ordinary carburetor, when mixtures of

alcohol and benzol were found to give

satisfactory results. Summarized, the

results obtained in these tests were as

follows:

Speed Miles on

Benzol Alcohol Obtained 1 Liter

M. p. h. of Fuel

1 part 1 part 42.2 4.66

1 part 2 parts 41 4.4

1 part 3 parts 39.1 4.3

1 part 4 parts 38.5 4.1

1 part 5 parts -36 3.7

Benzol only 41.6 3.79

Gasoline only 43.49 3.6

supplementary tank to be put into con

nection with the carburetor for start

ing purposes. As soon as the motor is

warm the reserve fuel is shut off and

the alcohol-benzol mixture supplied to

the motor. In case of a breakdown

near the enemy’s lines, or the loss of the

main fuel through a bullet or piece of

shell entering the tank, the reserve sup

ply is used. This is able to take the

vehicle ten or twelve miles, which is

generally sufficient to remove it from

the danger zone.

NEW NUT LOCK

E safety interlocking nut and bolt

shown herewith is said to prevent

Cape C/113:/\
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Me fal Ra/ked in

//Vuf Face/' Groove

A positive method of locking nuts on mechanism subject to vibration

Calculating on the rates existing be

fore the war, the benzol-alcohol mix

ture is the cheapest fuel obtainable.

One liter of gasoline costs 9 cents, ben

zol 8.6 cents, and alcohol 8.2 cents.

The cost per kilometer works out as

follows:

Cents

Gasoline . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0157

Benzol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.01362

Alcohol-benzol, 50% . . . . 0.0125

Pure alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0167

This shows that a 50 per cent. mix

ture of alcohol and benzol is the most

economical, and it is this fuel which

has been used throughout the German

motor transport service. The only in

convenience experienced is the neces

sity of a preliminary heating of the

carburetor. Starting the motor is a

difficult task, and on several occasions

when the army has been retreating auto

mobiles have been abandoned on this

account. This difficulty has been over

come by fitting a secondary tank con

taining a small quantity of gasoline or

ether. A three-way cock allows the

stripping or wearing of threads, owing

to the fact that the threads in the nut

are_ always in perfect contact with the

threads on the bolt and as no move

ment of the nut is possible, the threads

cannot wear. A permanent contact, ir

respective of the thickness of the bolted

elements, is obtained through a com

bination bolt, washer and nut. The

washer has two inner extending lugs

that fit into grooves in the bolt. It is

locked to the nut by upsetting a por

tion of the washer into one of the

grooves on the nut. The bolt, washer

and nut remain locked in contact with

the bolted elements, and the nut will

not loosen after the metal of the washer

has been forced into the groove with a

cape chisel. The nut is unlocked by

driving the metal down out of the nut
groove with the same tools. A’

In Finland it is calculated that there is

three million horsepower in its waterfalls,

of which a little over one-third can be’

utilized. There are 79 waterfalls included in

this calculation. At present only 150,000

horsepower are utilized.
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SIMPLE GAUGE FOR MEASUR

ING COMPRESSION

NE of the most common causes of

lost power in an automobile is

that the force of the explosion pressure

depends upon compression pressure be

fore the gas is ignited. If the compres

sion is 80 pounds, the explosive force

acting against the piston top and im

parting power to it will be about 400

pounds per square inch. If worn pis

ton rings or leaky valves allow gas to

escape when the piston is rising on its

compression stroke, the resulting de

crease to 50 or 60 pounds means a re

duction of explosive pressure to about

300 pounds per square inch. Besides

this diminution in pressure there is a

   

Cy//nder

Simple compression gauge

loss due to further leakage through the

faulty retaining members. A simple

compression pressure indicating gauge

may be made by taking an old spark

plug body, from which the porcelain

has been removed and fit in a valve

from a discarded inner tube by pour

ing melted babbit or solder in to fill the

space between the spark plug shell and

the valve. When the metal has set, the

valve is found to be firmly imbedded

in the soft metal. The spark plug is

removed from the cylinder to be tested

and the combination plug body and

valve stem put in its place. As the

engine is turned over briskly by either

the hand-crank or self-starter by an

assistant, or the engine run slowly on

the other cylinders, a tire pressure re

cording gauge held against the valve

will record the compression pressure

just as it does air pressure inside a

tire. If the pressure is low on all

cylinders it is a good indication that

the entire engine needs attention.

A new power development at Niagara is

now in process of execution. A canal -con

nects with the Welland River 4% miles

from its mouth. The flow of the river is

to be reversed in direction so as to feed the

water of the Niagara River into the upper

end of the canal. This is located some dis

tance above the falls. The canal, nine miles

in length, runs to the lower end of the lower

Niagara River, ending about a mile from

Lake Ontario. Three hundred and five

feet head are obtained, instead of from

136 to 165 feet as in the present installa

tions. Each cubic foot of water per second

gives 30 horsepower. The present rate is

only 14 horsepower. The work is all on the

Canadian side. At Niagara 605,000 horse

power are now used; it is claimed that

420,000 more can be taken without impair

ing the beauty of the falls.

 

NEW ALUMINUM ALLOY

A French engineer has patented an

alloy of aluminum for which is claimed

the possibilty of being cast as easily as

the usual alloys and also worked, or

tempered in the same way as steel. For

the preparation of this metal, it is said

a preliminary alloy is prepared contain

ing cobalt, nickel, tungsten, silver, mag

nesium, and aluminum. About 10 per

cent of this alloy is incorporated with

90 per cent of aluminum to make the

new compound which. is somewhat

heavier than the simple metal and also

stronger.

KEEPING OIL FROM MOTOR

ARMATURE

HE use of ball bearings in electric

motors and generators is a feature

that has many advantages ‘providing ‘

the installation is properly made. The

accompanying illustration shows how

the bearing housing may be made so the

oil will not run out along the armature

shaft and damage the windings or cause

commutator trouble. The use of packing

grooves will insure the retention of most

of the lubricant in the bearing housing

and any that does seep through will be

thrown off centrifugally by the oil

slinger and will run out of the housing

through the drain passage cored in the

end plate casting. '
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industrial Thermometer:

Capillary Rsoorillnl Thermometers

Se’:-Contained Recording Thermom
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Temperature Controlling Devices
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Make $30 to $75 a Week

Your mime and address on the coupon brings this

rest Cyclopedia ot_Druwing without n penny down.

ny only net shipping charges when books arrive.

With these books and a low pr1ce"school set”of draw

ing instruments. obtainable at nny store, n mun can

become master of drawing and earn 830 to S75 weekly.

LEARN AT HOME-Good sying positions open

everywhere. intense sctiv ty in manufacturing.

railroading. building. etc., calls for more drnftsmen.

Shipped on 7 Days’ FREE Trial
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Oil slinger to keep oil from injuring winding

l

Concrete derrick cranes are reported front

France. They weigh less than twice the‘,

weight of a corresponding steel crane. They ‘

are allowed 498 lbs. compression and owing

to the reinforcement, 17,000 lbs. tensile,

strain. They are much cheaper than the

steel structures. Another use of concrete is

reported from Kingston, Jamaica. Mooring

buoys have been successfully employed made ,

of this material. They weigh five tons, are

three inches thick, cylindrical in shape, with

concave ends. A ton of ballast is needed,

to keep one upright. They cost £35 each.1

while steel buoys cost £75. 1

An alloy steel, termed “stainless steel".

containing 12 per cent. of chromium, has

been found of value for valves of aeroplane

engines. At a red heat it does not scale.

4 Volumes. I650 Plus. Tlwussnds ol Illustrations.

Bound in enuine American morocco. Pages 6% x 8)_£

inches. overs all branches of DraIt|n|z—Ar<:.in
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until fully paid.
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advertisement under

Agents Wanted

Slims for store and oiiices. Entirely new.

Chicago Sign System I-326

 

AGENTS.

S50-week easily made.

River St., Chicago.

SCIENCE CREATE8 NEW AUTO WONDER: solves

puzzling problem: no more rain or snow blurred wind

shields; mystic cloth works like magic: deposits Invisible

chemical film; one rub keeps glass dear 24 hours; one

smut sold 5,000. Security Mfg. Co., Dqrt. 255. Toledo.

O.

 

 

AGENTS—Wo want subscri tion agents in all high

and manual training schoo , colleges and technical

institutions to take subscriptions to Ev clay Engi

m-rlng Magazine. All practical mechani and sci

entific men and students are interested in a paper of

Illis kind. Send for our money making proposition.

Circulation Manager, Evsrgday Engineering Magazine.

2 West 45th Street, New orir City. 

Automobile Accessories

VULCANIZE RUBBER without heat or tools. Whirl

ulnd seller to every Auto Owner. er particulars

tree. Iiiueeatine Agency, E402, Muaeatine, Iowa.

MORE Power, less fuel, no carbon. No Mystery plain

facts. results guaranteed. Writs for booklet. No-Leak-0

Piston Ring Company, Baltimore, Maryland.

 

 

 

A‘z/iation

WANT TO SELL small. uncompleted airplane, with

motor, or will exchange for motorqvde. BBUBAKEB,

522 East 78th BL. New York.

Blueprints

SEND $I.50 FOR BLUEPRINT and Instructions for

liuiiiling 20x5 foot llydrofiiver. ’i' passenger. Some

 

 

tliilig new. Very fast. Easy and cheap to build and

£I‘|!lti'l'I\II". W. Olsen, 333 S0. Dcarburn SL. Boom 620.

I CIIKU. 

Books

NATURE LAWS married end engaged people should

kiiow, 500 prepaid. Central Company, 601 Ninth Ave.

.\'e\\' York. Book Lisu Fri-c.

GAMBLING EXPOSED — Sensational book exposing

secret syslclns, tricks, sciicinvs and devices gamblers use

with cards, dice, etc. You may need this hook for your

own protection. Particulars free. United Sales Co.,

.\‘|\rlni,=il1-lil. Ill.

 

BOOKS ON SEX—l"or men and women. Catalogue

In-v United Snlcs Co.. Springfield, ill.

BOOKS FOR MEN—Also "Classy" pictures. Cats

Unilcd Sales Co., Springfield. lll.

BUSINESS MAN'S LIBRARY

BOOKS DELIVERED FREE. Write today for Illus

trated Guido to the Latest Books. Wesley Mills Co.,

Iii-pt. A, 500 I-‘ifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Business Opportimities

OUAIITER FOR AGENTS’ RATE BOOK, £16.. on

magazine suhaa-Iptions. Bupplies furnished. Wilson

Agency. Middlotmvn, Ohio.

USED CORRESPONDENCE COURSES BOUGHT AND

SOLD. E. llfofrett. Huston, Louisiana.

BIG MAIL 5e—-Clever Stories. Rocklend, Wisconsin.

IN OZARKS--About 1000 kw. water, 192 acres with

50 rich bottom, railway near, truck road, $7,500; terms.

Guthrie & Son. Ozark. Arkansas.

OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS-Ambitious men who

are working their way through school can make money

by representing this magazine and securing subscriptions

for ihu host uhlicatiou of its class. We will gladly tell

you how. irculation Manager, Everyday Engineering

Illnguine. 2 West 45th Street, New York City.

Chemicals

MICIIOSCOPES. Balances. Experimental Laboratories.

Buy through our s Payment Plan. No red tape.

Write for Booklet 24- . Chemical and apparatus sup

¥:lIed for all Chemistry articles appearing in Everyday

ngineering. Perform their experiments with our

equipment. Lions Sdentiflo Institute. Bausman Street.

Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, Penna.

_EXPEBIMENTER8—This Ad pays for itself because

Everyday Engineering Readers are our regular cus

tnmers. Our chemicals. apparatus. and supplies outfit

their laboratories. Why not yours! Ask for free

price list and free service card. Lions Sdentlflo Insti

tute. Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, Pa.

EVERYTHING FOB THE AMATEUR CHEMl8T—PrIce

List free. George Ott, Rearliniz. Pa.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF SUPPLYING AMA

TEUR CHEMISTS. (;(-uriro fitt, Ttr-ailing. Pa.

logue free.

 

 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMN

Advertisements in these columns 5c per word, average 7 words to the line.

proper classification copy should rea

For Sale

FOR 8ALE—0ne I. O. B. Qualitative and Quantitative

laboratory outfit; never used: cost $70.00: must sell.

How much will you ofleri P. 0. G.. 4'19 Norway Ave.,

Trenton, New Jersey.

Help Wanted

MODEL MAKER8—8lendld opportuniw in marine

modal ah for sov men who have decided

taateand ninthix eofworkinbothwood

and metaL Write fully stating age, ex rienee. when

had, and wages expected. Address odel Maker.

:%vg:y%gk.Ii'ngineerlng llagaaine. I Welt 45th Street.

YOUNG MEN. wanting to learn drafting. write to

II. llugene, 2225 Kemper Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio, for

valuable Information and data.

 

 

 

$l00 T0 $I50 MONTH—Hundreds openings. U. S. (lov

crnrne-nt positions. Men-women, I8 up. Experience

uiiiiocessary. List positions free. Write Immediately.

l-‘ntnklin Institute, Dept. B-99, Bocheslcr. N. Y.

Instructions

Send self-addressed

free Instructions.

 

CRYSTAL OAZING--'1'he craze.

stamped envelope right now for

Zanclg's, Box 656, Aabury Park. N. J.

Inventors

INVENTOII8—Write for our free illustrated luide book

and Evidence of Conception Blank. Bend model or

sketch and description of invention for our opinion of iL1

patentable usturs free. Highest References. Prompt

service. Reasonable Terms. VICTOR J. EVANS 81

CO., 748 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

INVENTOB8. In ail matters concerning Patents.

National Institute of lnvenwrl. 118 Fulton St... NEW

York City. a co-operative society of 2500 will help you

protect. develop and market your Inventions. Annual

dues $10.00. Booklet on request.

The

lNVENTOIi8—W do experimental Model, Tool. Die

and Jig work. Iright manufacturing. Miller Q O'Brien

Mfg. 00., North Saint Paul, Minn.

lNVENTOR8—ldeas large or small wanted. I.cI. me

know what you have. All drawings returned in five

days with oifer for same if vvinited. Your Ideas are

money; don't wait. Box I3. North Sflllfurfi. N- Y

lNVENTOR8—I MAKE MODELS. Estimate free.

Bonnie Nortwsd, Kcllc_rt/an, Iowa.

INVENTOR'S MANUAL, HOW TO MAKE A PATENT

PAY is a work of special interest to inventors in DB!"

IOCLIIII their inventions, taking out their patents, and

disposing of them. It is not in any HQIIBB I

Patent $olicitor's circular nor a Patent Broker s adver

tlsement. N0 advertisements of any descrivtloli appelu

in the work. It is a book oontaining a quarter of s cen

tury's experience of a successful inventor, together with

uutgg based upon the experiences of many other inventors.

120 pages. Price $1.25 postpaigi. The Norman W.

Henley Publishing Co., 2 West 4.:th Street, how York.
TWO VOLUMES on MECHANICAL movrmiiurs by

G. D. Hisoox are works every inventor should have for

reference. If the thlnll Y0!-I W51" 11" been l1‘,""”"'**‘l'

it is illustrated in these volumes. If it hasnt been

invented, then you'll find in it the nearest things to

whet you want, some movement or device that will apply

to your case. perhaps; or which will give you a ke from

which to work. No books over published are 0 IRON!

real value to the inventor, draftsmnn or practical me

chanlc than this set of books. Price per volume each

$3.00 prepaid. The Norman W. Henley Publishinl Co.

2 West 45th Street. New York.

Male Help Wanted

PECTORS' 110.00 a monthii1AitLaiiltA|liaT§a'i>:nFsi£;|t'i§vs| It dculi"cd‘; unlimited ad

vancement. No as lilmrit. Thrfes mo‘nIt1h:halI1::m?m:ll-t\:'tJll§]’

Situation arraol spare or -

Write for Booklet CM-36. B1‘ DAILD BUSINESS

TRAINING INSTITUTE. Buffalo. N. Y.

FIREMEN, Brakenien. Bassist-mun. S140-$200: Cr=l"\'Pfl

Porters by Railroads on 'whero. Experience unneces

snry. 898 Ry. Bureau. St. Innis. Ill.

Miscellaneous

'F6eAcco on suurr HABIT cured or no Day. $1.06
if cured. Remedy sent on triaL uperba Co.. S. M..

Baltimore, Md.

BREED Cunaries—ProI'ltnhle Dil8fiTl1E

Bird Farm, Lynnhav<~n_ Virginia.

~
I‘imr-cessary. We train you. Particulars frog. _Wrlte

American Detective System. 196$; llrn."id\vn§'. N \

d in . Big nun Ex.."Z.'.‘~.'»..LE.. l.".3...§J.";.?l'.',3°'.i'.@'I‘i‘i. i'.‘l‘.7."‘i>.‘é‘.. Reporting Syn

dicate. 534 St. Louis.

MECHANICAL DRAFTING, all kinds; inventions.

.\io<lols Developed. 1:. c. Tlmlick. 423s-ii. “’- Elulfln.

St. Innis. Mo.

RADIO SET of Marvelous Efficiency.

:<lrli<‘ll0l'l5. etr'.: cmiiplcte, $1.00. F. E.

ET OF DRAWINGS f the Liberty 12EiiJtrl'I1':.LEAEl.‘IJsIted States Standardized Aircraft I-Inlirlt.

Giving all views with number of parts. names of pnrts
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Miscellaneous--( Continued)

COLLECTORS’

issues. 10 cents.

snewure,

HUNDRED-PACE MAGAZINE—'I¥o

“est Collectors World, Supg-leg, Nab,

OKLAHOMA. I El’CWl'l.ng ityi, I

to live. Write Board of Commercmc Shawnee, we

MECHANIC8—Y
to subscribe to E‘\i‘e:ryiiIii1y e£!‘l2Ing€:id:“lB&edhIhIea~

.".‘.';‘.€*.“‘.?l°.£.‘. :.:*.;1..:'*~v.=-*.~~:>=* -‘M -
. e an a r a e reprssuitatlva

li‘....°"ii§'..'.‘.“.‘.""'i;.“i‘.“..‘.}"".-.7 -=°°“,,""e==*"~'=- <=*-
45th Street, iv... Ygfk I':it'v.ww ' M"'“m°‘ 2 W‘

Motion Picture Plays <5‘ Supplies

$25-$300 paid anyone for ideas suggestion; ;ui1,TlT§»

photo la . 1-; ' -

.>’.:.....¢2".':r::.."'ss:"".':" -..‘:?"r:!.'.'~ ""'"'

Patents

.!’.'i‘.l‘"l»?.s...l’.3‘.’.'.§‘.°‘..'.§.'i$;... ““il‘.'i“i.'6'°'°“°“"
Patent Lawyer. 624 F si.,'vv._.m,,¢u,§, 11% §_°1‘m“'N'

PAT ENT8 — Herbert Jenner,

Mechanical Expert. s22 F Bi... Washington, if C, 1
;&|_>0lgiréful::.patent can be had and Ila exact cost. Said

~
PATENTS. O ' --strictly connaoiiiiilioi.l.i.'.ii’lm.'i'i.l’.‘§-iisiiii °r‘§“‘“'““‘°"'°““

special facilities for onlce consultations. Munn ii Co

gulrltl-Ill; Attorneys. an “'00IWOl'l..l1 Building, New 1-mgf

--1 Ii Street, Washington, Tower Building. Chicago.

llohart Bldg.. 582 Market Street. San Frnnci_;¢o_ C3]lf_

DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS TO PATENT PROTEC

TION—Be!ore disclosing your invention to anyone send

for blank form "Evidence of Conception" to be signed

and witnessed. Form and information concerning patmt;

a good

 

Boath

Old

O8 0" I'9<Ill!‘Sl.'

free. Lancaster & Allwine, 237 Ouray Building, \v|3h

iéigwn, D.“C., originators of the form "Evidence of

oncoption.

PATENTS—Prou|nt. personiil, effirit-nt service by an

uttorin-y-av.~|aw, skilled Iu all branches of Patent Prac

tice. l)\‘cr I2 years actual experience; full information

upon l"l't1I.It‘SI. B. I‘. Flshburne, 322 Mctiill Building.

\\'nshlni:lon, D. C.

PATENTS—l"i-es in installments. Frank T. Fuller,

fnrmerl,v Licutcmmt. Engineers, Washington, 1), C_

PATENT WHAT YOU lNVENT-lt may be valuable.

Write me. No attorney's fee until patent is allowed.

Estnb. I882. "IIiVol'il0r's Guide" FREE. Franklin H.

Hough. 510 Loan & Trust Bldg, Washington, D. (J,

GET YOUR OWN PATENTS: Save attorney’: fees: in

structions and advice free. Cari Larsm Co., Park Rm!

Illdg., New York.

 

 

Plzonographs

BUlLD_ YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPI~I—Bic saving.

furnish parts and cabinets. \VriIi.- tndny for free in

sI.i'Ii(‘Il(\lis. Ai-isociateti Phonogranh Supply Co., Dept. \',

Fiiii"lliin\tl. Ohio.

Photography

D0 YOU TAKE PICTURES? Write for free sample at

our big magazine showing how to make better pluursa

and earn money. American Photography, 466 Pope Build

ing. Boston. Mass.

Pictures

HIGH ART PHOTOGIIAPH8—]teautiful Models in

artistic poses. Suitable for Drn and Clubroom decora

tions or private collection, Send 10c for miniature

samples, Illll!4II’flt(‘(I silt-ct and price list. United Sales

Co., Springfield. Ill.

Real Estate

OZARK Water Puivor, Timber, free range and fruit.

Guthrie & Son. Ozark, Arkansas.

Short Stories Wanted

SHORT STORIES, Poems, Plays. Etc., are wanted for

publication. Literary Bureau. I68 Hannibal, Mo.

Stamps

APPROVALS 60% discount. Reference. please. Stamps

ilousiht. Lang, 1433-J 59th. Cicero. Illinois.

Fifi: PREMIUM with 4 Belgium German ow.-upnuan,

for 100. Jos. Gallant. Hempntead. N. Y.

FINEST BRITISH COLONIAL APPROVALS—P"RICES

VERY MODERATE. RIEDELL. SCHENECTADY. NJ’.

STAMP8 - 50 VAIIIETIES — Transvaal, Brazil. Peru,

Cuba, Mexico, etc., and Album, 100: 60 dii!'erfi:tU. S.

We

 

25c; 1,000 hinges, i0c: 1.000 mixed. 40¢. .

I buy stamps. C. Stsgmnnn. 6975 Oote Brilllxnte. St.

Louis, Mo.
 

Used Oflice Equipment

 

R

Formulas

EXPERT CHEMIST will furnish Formulas.

and Trade Setxeta. All lines. Lists free. W. L.

Cummings. Ph.D., 228-230 Gordon Ave., Syracuse. N. Y.

MILLION TESTED roiiviuus. Tl'l't~IP §c(‘l'0'.5, Pro

Processes

cusses. Everything! Thousand pages. Cost? Only $2.00

l"ostpald. Can I find it? Yes: and 999.999 others.

\\’Arliio us. J. Goodnow, Illghland Ave., South Sudbury,

BS3.

I Iht. f arts. Mall $1.00. Dent. A., OceanIliilrliirliziriig “Coil, 5 W. 42nd St.. New lurk City.

Blur-prints, in

\Vebb, 327 ‘Vest

ADDREBSOGRAPHS. Mull lilbs. multicoiors. folders.

sealers and dupllcstors. uaranteed. om.» Device

Company, 156 I1‘ North La Sails. Chicfi.

Wireless

W ELEBS PARTS. PROMPT DELIVERY. Standard

1%‘! switch knob-lever complete 850. Switch points flth

screws 250 dozen. State panel thlokneaa. Novoluv Blee

tric. Charlotte. N. C.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

\ .



Interchangeable Type-Sets For Every Language

Every Business, Every Science and Every Profession

 

 

  

No Other Typewriter

Can Do This:

l\/lake Your ting T-a-I-k
F E "7 E‘ l Just as oratory puts the power oi emphasis into the spoken word, so the‘

' Only About

)Multiplex Hammond
puts the all-telling power of emphasis into the written word.

Also an No other typewriter can turn cold type into hu.n'ne.r.r, professional or sorial uxage.

Alun1in\-"Tl living‘ .b'emhi"g w°rds—.wPrd5 pulsating Wm‘ .\'ute the several distinctly different typostyles

the writer's deepest convictions-—words express- ,, _ h k bu
mg [0 3 “icfly his most convemionai m0od__ reproduced l)elow— Inst turn t c no to

words showing always absolute correctness—|'n change:

F°'T'°"°'""“"°'"°'“°- All Type $ty1es ~ All Languages ~ All Sciences
Full capacity

:; especially represented on one MULTIPLEX

C//ANG£ ll’P£ /N A S£C0/V0

FOR BUSINESS EXECUTIVES: - Miniature Type and close

spacing for Condensing Loose-leaf Manuals and index Card work

  5 , ll. The Multiplex ils an-like any ‘other type- Mai] the Coupon for FREE BOOKLET

" . writer. Its work 15 as great an improvement I1; wi|1f5h;,whyo:; W-11hl(h¢d}\{u1{:p]@;,hy¢,u an pula the

. . . ' . ' . ‘ tftb D emu 83 S ll nynur YD? ma El’? OW )'Dll OBI] IIIJC

tl[}{\(_ ED'l3Vqa Over ‘he Q M“ "tel: as me enher “pe_wnwr lihme with slrunfllh of accent the lulness of your argument

, 6 in was over the fountain pen, or the fountain pen — how you can write with the same i.-onvinclmz force that

i*a w ' ' over the qum There are M,” 365 di-FEM": you use in speuklnB—an exclusive feature of the Multiplex.

_ _ We will also send our pamphlet, "Tho Prefldent and

type-sets, mcludtng all languager, to select fT0m_ Ilia Ty|J€|CIil¢f."

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER CO., 585A East 69th SL, New York City

this Couoon Gentlemen: Please send Fruo Booklet: to

~/ Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .

/"Many Typewriter; in One" Ad=1r=>~' - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

g Because one machine will /

wrhc man), styles of Wpe Occuptlnn . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

and many 1ang‘mgeS' / Inquire about special term: to profellionals

 



by A Test Yourself

l.‘

E

F?

 

AMERICA

Questio
I

A siirfiicc of Cast iron ls to he finished in

one cut on a milling machine. The castini; is‘

8 inches loin; and 5 Inches wide. The miiiini:

cutter has a diameter of 3 inches and it width

of 2 inches. How long will it take to do tllu

work? Assume a feed of 2% inches.

For what purpose is it magnetic chuck used?

How many processes for cutting gear teeth?

llow do you determine the ratio of two

gears, when the numbers of teeth are gisenli

1 The lend screw has a pT'.ch of ‘,4 inch. What.

‘ is tiie ratio or gears to be used to cut a screw

_ with 18 threads per inch!

3

-, What determines the cutting speed in ti mill

‘ ing machine?

Give a short. description 0! the thermit

welding process,

What is es~:e;itlally the first step in making

any tool from a loci-maker's standpoint?

_Why is it advisable to cut the threads of an

athustable tap somewhat smaller than the de

sired size for the tap to cut?

Under what circlimstanees would you con

sider it a_dvlsable to use a counter-boie. rather

than a drill, when enlarglni; at hole? \\'liyl'

ti." should undue accuracy never be in

dullaefd in wiien miklbg drill Jigs Illld similar
too s

What is the ractlcal way to test the temper

of moldini: san Y

How does the riser on a steel casting differ

l from one for iron?

What are some oi’ the precautions necessary

in pouring it mold in order to obtain the best

results?

llow are the sides of deep molds vented when

a flask is used?

What point carbon steel should be used for

machine tools, milling cutters. hills. and tap-.-y

Why is it iiecessary to reheat large Dil‘(‘t'_~l

after they have been hardened?

What must be the outside -Jiameter of the

original wooden pattem for the rim of a pulley

with slit arms. the diameter of the finished

pulley to be 30 inches and the width of face

9 inches?

What are the allowances for shriiikatte in the

construction of a wooden pattern oi’ a shaft

hanizer bearinfl cap?
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i A Few of the Subjects Treated :

P Machine Shop Tool Design

P"a¢ti¢e Die Making

M32528 e§:e°nPt Metal Stamping k

Production Foundry work

Manufacturing Forgmg _

Memuurgy Pattern Making

welding Mechanical

 

Tool Making Drawing. ‘BIC

Q

-tr‘ i "“ *"

  

ns on Shop Woirk?

N TECHNKIAL SOCIETY, 355$? Chicago, ill.

~s<

  

* ‘HE skilled mechanic today is a specialist. He has no opportunity to

build a complete machine or even a small part of one. l-lis active work

is carried along rather limited lines. But to make the b_c_*_st success in

his work—to secure promotion to more responsible duties or to ‘go into___busi

ness for hiinself—it is absolutely necessary that he have a broad‘ and compre

hcnsive knowledge of machine work and shop practice. There is only one

rcally feasible way for the mechanic to familiarize himself with other shop

lines outside his own individual work-and that is to have specialists,_in all

lines give him all they have learned in :1 form that will be readily accessible.

There you have the reason for the famous standard reference work, called

“.\lodcrn Shop Practice." “

Thousands of Dollars’ Worth of Shop Information

“Modern Shop Practice” is a wonderful reference work in Machine Shop

Practice and Management, Production Manufacturing, Metall'-.178)’, Weldiiig,

Tool Making, Tool Design, Die Making, and Metal Stamping. Foundry Qvork,

liorging, Pattern .\lal<ing, Mcchaiiical l)rawing, etc. It has bccntcstc

through six editions, bought b_v tliousaiitls of mechanics, consulting engineers,

shop superintendents and owners, production managers, etc. . .7‘?
New Edition Only 7c a Day '~""' vi I.

Six iiiairnificeiit volumes, flexibly bound in American Morocco, gold

stamped. 2,300 pages. 2,500 illustrations—photographs, drawing, explanatory

diagrams. tables, etc. Here you lizwe at your finger tips up to date labor-3
saving methods that hig manufacturers have spent thousandsrof dollars tot~*

develop. Facts that you can use in your everyday work. information that

fits you to earn bigger pay. All this is now yours in the ne\i."'6 volume set of

“Modern Shop Practice,” on payments so easy as to average only 50¢ a

wcck or only 7c :1 day!

SHlPPED FREE "3? +~

No money in ziilvarcc. Not a cent. See the books in your owii"home or

shop absolutely free at our risk. Read them, cxainine them, study them for

7 whole days before you need decide whether you want to l ecp them or n"ot.

Send no money to get the books for free examination. Maize no deposit.

Assume no obligation.

the books will be promptly shipped to you for 7 days’ free_,examina

tion. If you are not more than delighted with the books and do not_

consider them a wonderful investment, just send them back to

us. and you won't owe us a cent.

0

I
American

lf you prize the books :ii_iil_consiiler them worth many times their I)I'iC‘l Twhfllcal

to you, send only $2 within 7 days and then $2 a month until the ' DemS:‘cl§§y

special introductory price of $19.80 has been paid. ' ' '
" "Chicago. u. s. A.

. Please send me eat

of Modern Shot‘

Practice for seven days’

tree examination. Sitin

ping charges collect. If l

(lt'('itl'! to buy, will Qffld

$2.00 within seven clays and the

balance at $2.00 g month until

$19.-‘~"i has been paid. Tlien you

send iiie a recei t tlhowizig that the

set or books and $1‘ .00 consulting mem

lmrsiiip are mine. and fully paid for, it

Extra Feature Free

To those who order proniptly. we will give free at con

sulting meinbcrship in the Aiiierican Technical Society

for one year. This gives you the right to ask our ex

perts any question regzirtling shop practice for tin

entire year. You may ask as inzuiy questions as

you please.

SEND NO MOPJEY

Merely _sign and mail the coupon and

the hooks will he shipped to you at our
_ _ _ _ i I think that I can get along withntn the

flSi\'. (iet the coupon in the n::iil at ililtlki art»-r the seven days’ trial, I will return

once, before this special olier is ilwl" Ill -"'1" "Xl'¢‘">"~'

withdrriwn. Send it tod:;iy—.\'O\\’!   
.\'itlut' . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

loooetool
  

 

 

 

 

Simply sign and mail the coupon herewith and
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Everything New

About ShopWork!

Examine Them Free
The sixth edition of Modem Shop Practice is now off the press.

Let us send you the six volumes for seven days’ free examination

—not a penny in advance. See how 27 mechanical engineers,

designers, and specialists in shop methods have given you the

benefit of their vast experience. Read what they say about pro

duction, metallurgy, welding, tool making, tool design, die mak

ing, metal stamping, foundry work, forging, pattern making,

mechanical and machine drawing, speed lathes, planers, metal

drillers, grinders, milling machines, stamping machines, die

presses, etc. Then after free examination, send the books back

unless you are convinced they will raise your pay.

I The more you know about machine

shop practice, the more money you

will earn. Don’t depend on your

hands alone to eam your pay.

Make your head work for you. Equip yourself with knowledge

that designs machinery, that does the big work. These six mas

sive volumes tell everything you -want to know about every

phase of shop work. Written in clear, non-technical language.

Only 7c a Day

These six magnificent volumes are flexibly bound in Amencan

Morocco, gold stamped. Contain 2300 pages, 2500 illustrations,

photographs, drawings, explanatory diagrams, tables, etc. Up

to—date labor saving methods that big manufacturers have spent

thousands of dollars to learn. Facts that you can use in your

everyday work at once. Examine the books free. Then if

satisfied, pay for them at rate of 7c a day.

No Money in Advance

  

l'DA
llaElDl.l3Vll~ilvllflll "dongd0llS

  

 

Not a cent in advance. See the books in your own home first. Read

them for seven whole days before you decide. Make no deposit—

assume no obligation. If you are not more than satisfied—send them

back and you won't owe a cent. If you are sure they will raise your

pay—send only $2

§,jf,“"‘,,f§§°"$§“Y§ AMERICAN TECHNICAL soc||-:1'v

month u n t i 1 the Dept. M-358 CHICAGO, U. 5. A.

special introduc- F" - - - " — ' “ "' -' ‘ - " '- -I

tory price cf $19,80 I AMERICAN r.:cumcAL socrzrv i

has been paid_ DOD‘. "-358 CIHCAGQ. U. 8. A.

(Regular p |- i C Q I Please send ma the slx-v0lume_ set of "Modern Shop Y‘l'w- l

- tlce" for seven days’ exnrnlnnuun. shlpplng charges collect.

$30-) Wlth eadl | 1r I decide to buy, 1 will send $2 wlmln seven am um I

531: wg give you balance at $2 1 month untll $19.80 has been nald. Then

Free a year's C@\1- ' ’.‘.’.‘5 ‘fill Z~.°Jl.‘lul‘li’..§ r'il°.‘i.l‘,’.§.s’1'.'l'§."’.".% $1‘,l.“‘."...‘i“‘¢.§’1ly"‘,.”il‘.il

sulting Member- | fur. 1r 1 thlnk 1 can rm along wlthout the books, 1 will |

ship in ‘he Amen return them at your expense after seven days.

ican Technical 50- | “me |

cietyi (wortll I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

$12.)» Mail coupon

for the books now‘ I Reference: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Sendnomoney. 1-.-=4---=-----—---e

W4 1—|.-i_A-_i_;



 

 

  

VVORK for Kings and Queens.

I work for the President of the

United States.

Iork for the architects who build

your sky scrapers.

I work for the surveyors and engineers who

make your big bridges and subways possible.

I have a mathematical key board with the

ll

N
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HMOND
Standard “Writing Machine”

Over 365

Different Type-Sets

Including All Languages to Select From

Any one of which may be substituted in a fell

seconds : "Just Turn the Knob " <3.

I have shown you a few proofs of my versatility in

the various types in the column opposite.

I think you will agree with me, when you see me, that

no,other typewriter can do what I do.

No other typewriter can make your writing "TALK.”

No other typewriter can li\iSTA.~VTLY change from

one style of type, or from one language to another.

Multiplex Hammond Reasons

Variety of writing beyond the ordinar&

All sorts of type and languages on QUE Multiplex.

Automatically uniform type impressions without a culti

vated touch.

Permanently crfcct alignment.
Any width ofppapcr. and writes cards fiat without bending.

Large type, small type, medium type—all on ONE Multiplex.

. Aluminum Portable, travellers’ and home model.

There are more than sixteen _(_l6) things I can do that can

not be done on any other writing machine; and it will pay

you to

Mail the Coupon for FREE BOOKLET

“How President Wilson Frightened the

Lords at Midnight"

characters and signs used in higher and lower

mathematics, and for engineering, mechanics, M

etc.

I am invaluable to the- student of mathe

matics, engineering, chemistry and medicine ll

as I carry the signs and symbols used in every

profession—every science.

I “speak” every language, from Eskimo

Indian to Kata Kana Japanese.

I use “speak” advisedly, because I Iitcrally

make your writing talk—as the following

samples of my work show.

  

I have over 3§5 difie ent type

sets, 1-flC u-ding al anguages,

from this note size to the fol

lowing extended typo for

HEADLINES

EmphaI put the same Power of

$15 into the written word that

oratory puts into the spoken

"_Just Turn the Knob "and

emqhhasize.

Iii/0 type sets always on each.

mach

"9!-":“5"?!"

word.

‘Z7l8

  

  

Q

  

Also an Aluminum

PORTABLE Model

For traveling -— for

  

Home. \Veighs about

ll lbs. Full capacity.

Ask for special

folder.

The Hammond Typewriter Co.

585A E. 69th Street , New York City

~

\Ve will also send you our

pamphlet, “People Vi/ho Count."

housands of prominent men

and women in all walks of

life, and in all four corners

of the globe, prefer ziniI_ per

sonally use the Multiplex.

Note this partial list:

President Wilson

Queen Alexandra of England

King and Crown Prince of

Sweden

r------__----=------

Caliph of Morocco

Kin and Queen of Norway

Car lnal Merry del Val

Sir James Matthew Barrie

Walt Mason

Wallace Irwin

William Dean Howells

Bertha M. Clay

John Kendrick Bangs

Leigh Mitchell Hodges

Prof. L. A. Lolseaux

Etc., Etc.

MAIL FOR FREE BOOKLETS
L

HAMMOND TYPE\\'RITER COMPANY.

585A East 69th St., New York City.

Please scnd._ entirely free _and without obligation, the litera

ture mentioned in your advertisement in Everyday Engineering.
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21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels—

Adjusted to the second

Adjusted to temperature

Adjusted to isochronism

Adjusted to positions-—

25-year gold strata case—

GenuineMontgomery Railroad

Dia1—

New Ideas in Thin Cases.

  

A Month’

And all ofthis for $3. 50-0

per month-you pay only rock-bottom price

yes, “bed rock-bottom price”-—the lowest
L price at which the Burlington is sold.

Think of the high grade, guaranteed watch

we otter here at such a remarkable price. And

if you wish, you may pay this price at the

rate of $3.50 a month. Indeed, the days of ex

orbitant watch prices have passed. Write now.

F cent to anybody

until you see the watch. You don’t buy a Burlington

Look at the splendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, handsomely

Then look at the works. There you will see the masterpiece of the

  

You don’t pay ai

Watch without seeing it.

shaped—aristocratic in every line.

watch makers’ skill, a. perfect timepiece adjusted to positions, temperature and isochronism.

Practically every vessel in the U. S. Navy has many Burlin

tons. The victory of the Burlington among the men in the U. S. Navy is testimony of Burlington superiority.

gton watches aboard. Some have over 100 Burling

--IIII-I--IIIIIIIIIIIIIQ‘

Burlington Watch 00. \‘
19th Street and Marshall Boulevard 0.

but 0

‘»Please send me (without obligations ‘

and prepaid ) y ou r free book on \

watches with full explanation of your “

cash or 8.9.50 a month otfer on the Bur

SendYourNameonThis

Fwe flvwwn %a..*.£‘§.§.:i.‘;:%;%;1

1399 Ohicaio. Ill.

""¢‘°" “'°*°"- X‘ ing this coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch

‘.‘ buying when you read it. You will be able to “steer clear”

Name.._........_._____,,._____.._____._________ W __ X‘ of over-priced watches which are no better. Send the

\ coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

Q

44.1.... ........................................................... -. \ Burlington Watch Company

19th Street and Marshall Blvd. Dept. 1399 Chiclgo, Ill.

Canadian Offices: 338 Porhge Ave.. Wlnnlpez, Man.

TN! CAREY PRINTING CO. lllflo

Nil Yul!

l

  

  

nly $3.50“: ~ l
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Short Cuts to Bigger Pay

  

Your last chance to procure one of these

famous McGrazo-Hill Home Study Courses

at the old prices.

  

Croft’s Library of Practical Electricity

The only electrical library in existence that actually teaches

electrical practice as experts know it. 3,000 pages and 2,100

illustrations taken from electrical worlt itself. 8 flexibly bound

volumes, pocket-size. Easy to read and easy to understand,

and the principles easily applied to work as it ls done. For

both the beginner and trained man, for reference or study.

Price before Feb. 28th, 1920, $16. Afterwards $20, payable

$2 in ten day: and $3 per month.

  

Power Plant Library

The most used engineers’ library ever published. Over 30,000

power plant men are usin them as a moans of passing exam

inations and becoming chief engineers. 8 volumes, durably

bound in dark blue cloth. About 2,700 pa o, 1,800 illustra

tions. ll you are interested in any branch o power plant work

you must have these books. They will enable you to pass the

examination in any state, Price before Feb. 28th, 1920, $12.

Afterwards $16, payable $2 per month.

Not one cent in advance

Merely check the library in which you are interested. fill out the

coupon and return to us. We will ship the set of your choice for

ten days’ absolutely free examination. Return at our ex ense if

you are not thorou hly pleased. Pa only the small mont ly pay

ments called for i you are aatisfie the books will increase your

earning power. But act now. Tomorrow may he too late to get

the hooks at the old price.

McGraw-Hz'll Boole Co., Inc.

239 West 39th Street, New York

Herc are thrcc of the McGraw-Hill

Home Study Courses that make promo

tion sure. Each represents practically a

life time of study and practice. They are

not correspondence courses. They are

self-teachers. All the information you

need is laid bcforc you in plain language

and plain illustrations.

  

  

MachineShop

Library

Machine Shop Library

The practical side oi machine shop work, written by such well

known authorities as Colvin, Stanley, Lake, Goodrich, Haas,

&c.. 3,000 pages, 2,000 illustrations. 9 volumes, dark red

cloth, morocco grained. Suitable to the needs of every man

connected in any way with the machine shop. Records ol actual

practice that show the way to more pay. Price before Feb.

28th, 1920, $16. Afterwards $20, payable $2 in ten days and

$3 per month.

Save $4 by ordering NOW

An advance of $4 in the price of each set must he put into effect

after February 28, 1920. Orders received by us after that date

will be charged at the increased rate. No exceptions can be made.

Even at the new prices these books are the best buy in engineering

literature of the time.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

  

liofiraw-Hill Book 00.. lno.. 239 W. 39th lt.. N. Y.

have checked below:

E1 Croft’: Elsotrlclw. 818--payable $2 per month.

[I Machine Shop Library. $16-—pnyablo 82 per month.

I] Power Plant Llhrary, $12-—payahle Si per mouth.

same anmum PIC-ll month untli paid. If not Inning I

return the bunks at your expense.

  

iii

Gentlemen: Send ior ten days‘ free lnspodion the Library |

If satisfactory I will send first payment in ton days and ‘tin

ll

  

Add$4tothepriceofeach

setafterFebruary28,1920

Slunatura . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Residence address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Clty and State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Your smnloycr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

HI! address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Your occupation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..



 

work for you

\VORK for Kings and Queens.

I work for the President of the

United States.

Q wodh {ow {he amchiiecio

who iiui/Ed, uou/1, aha oemabemo.

I work for the Surveyors

and Eniineers who make your

big bridges and subways pos

sible. -

I have a Mathematical key

board with the characters and

symbols used in higher and

lower Mathematics, and for

Eneineeriné, Mechanics, etc.

I AM INVALUABLE TO THE

sruosnr or MATHEMATICS, ENGI

 

 

NEERING, CHEMISTRY, AND Meo

ICINE, AS I CARRY THE CHAR

ACTERS AND SYMBOLS IN svgav

PROFESSlON——EVERY SCIENCE.

I "speak" every language,

from Eskimo Indian to Kata

Kano Japanese.

I use "speak" advisedly,

because I literally make your

writing talk--as these sam

ples of my work show.

The above paragraphs were written on one Multiplex and

give a very limited example of the work that can be done on

this unique "writing machine"~—~the only "writing machine"

in existence. Just examine the Multiplex and you'll find

that it is as great an improvement over the ordinary type

writer as the fountain pen is over the old-fashioned quill.

 

  

Also an Aluminum

PORTABLE Model

For traveling — for

Home. Weighs about

ll lbs. Full capacity.

Ask for special

folder.

The Hammond Typewriter Co.

585A E. 69th Street New York City
  

  

IIIPIIX

MMONI)
Standard “Writing Machine”

Over 365

Different Type-Sets

Including All Languages to Select From

Any ons of which may bs substituted in n few

seconds: "Just Turn the Knob"

1 have shown you a few proofs of my versatility in

H

ll

the various types in the column opposite.

I think you will agree with me, when you see me, that

no other typewriter can do what I do.

No other typewriter can make your writing "TALK."

No other typewriter can INSTANTLY change from

one style of type, or from one language to another.

\lQU'\&t-|_N:—

Multiplex Hammond Reasons

Variety of writing beyond the ordinary‘:

All sorts of type and languages on O ‘E Multiplex.

Automatically uniform type impressions without a culti

vated touch.

Permanently erfect alignment.
Any width ofp paper, and writes cards flat without bending.

Large type, small type, medium type-—all on ONE Multiplex.

Aluminum Portable, travellers‘ and home model.

There are more than sixteen (16) things I can do that can

not be done on any other writing machine; and it will pay

you in

i

Mail the Coupon for FREE BOOKLET

“How President Wilson Frightened the

Lords at Midnight"

We will also send you our Callph of Morocco

amphlet,“People Who Count." Kin and Queen of Norway

housands of prominent men Car inal Merry del Val

and women in all walks of Sir James Matthew Barrie

life, and in all four corners Walt Mason

of the globe, prefer and er- Wallace lrwin

snnnlly use the Multip ex. William Dean Howells

Note this partial list:

President Wilson

Bertha M. Clay

John Kendrick Bangs

Queen Alexandra of England Leigh Mitchell Hodge:

King and Crown Prince of Prof. L. A. Lolseaux

r-----------------__

Swedcn Etc., Etc.

MAIL FOR FREE BOOKLETS

HAMMOND TYPE“/RITER COMPANY.

585A East 69th St., New York City.

Please send. entirely free _and without obligation, the litera

ture mentioned in your advertisement in Everyday Engineering.
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5
AweekRepairman

i'l'akeYourl Choice oi

These Big PayingJobs
HOUSANDS of men like you are wanted to fill these big-paying jobs in the

automobile engineering field. Thousands of places are open, too, for chauffeurs and garage

managers.

have to go to school.

It's easy to get one of these good jobs and to prepare yourself to hold it. You don't

You don't have to serve an apprenticeship. Spare time only is needed. These

great automobile books will teach you everything you need to know. Fifteen of the greatest engineers

and experts in the business wrote them in simple language that anybody can understand.

Auto Books
6 Volumes Shipped Free
Just ofif the press—thc 1920 model—an up-to-the-minute six-volume

library on Automobile Engineering, covering the construction, care and

repair of pleasure cars, motor trucks and motorcycles. Packed full of

advance information on Lighting Systems, Garage Design and Equip

ment, Welding and other repair methods. Contains everything that a

mechanic or an engineer or a motorcyclist or the owner or prospective

owner of a motor car ought to know. Anybody can understand them.

Tastefully bound in American Morocco, flexible covers, gold stamped,

2650 pages and 2300 illustrations, tables, blueprints and explanatory

diagrams. A library that cost thousands of dollars to compilebut that comes to you

free for 7 days’ examination. Over 50,000 sets of previous editions have been sold.

Only 7c. a Day!

l'lO[.

Society. (Regular price $12.)

Partial Contents

Automobile Motors; Weld

ing; Motor Construction

and Repair; Carburetors

and Settings; Valves, Cool

ing; Lubrication; Fly

Wheels; Clutch;Transmis

sion; Final Drive; Steering

Frames; Tires; Vulcaniz

ing; Ignition; Starting and

Lighting Systems; Shop

Kinks; Commercial Ga

rage; Design and Equip

ment; Electrics; Storage

Batteries; Care and Repair

of Motorcycles; Commer

cial Trucks; Gas Tractors.

128 §l‘i-E’i'.§."l‘.‘.-‘Z
Wiring Diagrams

  

Not a cent to pay in advance. First you see the books in you own home or shop. Just mail

coupon and pay express charges when books arrive. You can read them and study

them for seven whole days before you decide whether you want to keep them or

If you like the books, send only $2.80 in 7 days and $2 a month until the

special introductory price of $21.80 has been paid. (Regular Price $30.) Along

with the set goes a year’s consulting membership in the American Technical

This part of our offer will be withdrawn when

the membership is filled. Mail the coupon without delay.

Don’t Send Money Now!
Don't take our word for it. See the hook: without cost. Here is a

chance for you to get a real man's job with a man's size pay, Don't

waste a minute in sending the coupon. Put the coupon in the mails

today. Send no money—just the coupon!

American Technical Society, Dept. A-353 Chicago, Ill.

FREE Examination Coupon

  

    

  

  

| American Technical Soci, Dept. A-353 Chicago

_Please send me the 6-volume se_t of Automobile Engineering for 7 days‘ examination.

I lhippirg clinrgee collect. lfl decide to biiy,l will send $2.80 within 7 days and the bll- .

snco at $2 B month until the $21.80 has been paid. Then you send me a rccei t showi

that the $30 lctoi books and the 812 Consulting Memhershin aremine and ful y paid

It‘ lpthmk I can got along without the hooks nftcr 7 d.'\y_'»' trial, I will notify you tolqad

for tlicru at your expense. [Please Jill out all lilies.)

Reference...

¢-_—;:.

-nqx-n_.au-ans;-._i1i—|-nus-u_uji—-iiiitit

kjiiiiij

TH! CAREY PFHNTING CO. lit‘,

Nzw vorm
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Twenty Cents

a Copy

 

CONSTRUCTION OF MINIATURE LOCOMOTIVES (See Page 12)



Short Cuts to Bigger Pay i

  

Your chance to procure one of these famous

McGrazo-Hill Home Study Courses for ten

days’ free trial. Here are three of the 1\IcGraw-Hill

Home Study Courses that make promo

tion sure. Each represents practically a

life time of study and practice. They are

not correspondence courses. They are

self-teachers. All the information you 1

  

need is laid before you in plain language

and plain illustrations.

Croft’s Library of Practical Electricity

The only electrical library in exiatence that actually taachea

electrical practice aa experts know it. 3,000 pa ea and 2.100

illuatrationa taken from electrical work itaeli. 8 exibly hound

volumea. pocket-size. Eaay to read and eaay to underatand,

  

p .

  

and the principlea eaaily applied to work aa it ia done. For

both the beginner and trained man. for reference or atudy. Q

Price $20, payable $2 in ten daya and $3 per month. _:

(D

Q)

-.5
U

é’

i

i
1

l

Machine Shop Library

-,3“ The practical aide of machine ahop work, written by auch wall

known autboritiea an Colvin, Stanley, Lake, Goodrich, I-laa

&c.. 3,000 pagaa, 2,000 illuatrationa. 9 volumaa, dark

cloth, morocco grained. Suitable to the noeda oi every man

connected in an! way with the machine ahop. Recorda ol actual

practice that a ow the way to more pay. Price $20, payable

$2 in ten daya and $3 per month.

Records of Work Itself

The fact that the material in thee: lihrarica waa taken from

the beat in actual practice ha; made them the molt uaecl booha

oi their kind in exiatence. They are ior progreaaive rnen who

inaiat upon the beat in mechanical and engineering literature.

Oi equal value to the beginner and expert. Poaitively written

in la5_\|ua|e that any rnan who can read and write can under

atan .

  

Power Plant Library

The moat uaed en¢ineera' library ever puhliahed. Over 30,000

power plant men are uain them aa a meana oi paaaing exam

inationa and becoming chief angineera. 8 volumea. \‘|\ll'llIlY

bound in dark blue cloth. About 2,700 pa ea, L800 illuatra

tiona. ii you are intereated in any branch o power plant work

vou muat have theae booln. They will enable you to paaa the

examination in any atate. Price $16, payable $2 per month.

Not one cent in advance

Vlerely check the library in which you are interested. fill out the

~_-oupon and return to us. We will ship the set of your choice for

ten days‘ absolutely free examination. Return at our ex cnse if

you are not thoroughly pleased. Pa only the small mont ly pay

mente called for if you are aatisfie the books will increase your

earning power. But act now, 'I‘mnorrnw m:\_\' ln- too late.

/I/IcGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

239 West 39th Street, New York
  

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
 

Mcfirlw-Hill Book C0-. Inc., 139 W. 39th 8t.. N. Y

In-ntlt-|m~n: Send for tn-n days’ free l'IsD\'Ctl0Il the Lihrary i hare t-her-Ju~i

in-low:

U . _0roIt‘| Electricity. !‘.’0—1\ayable 83 per month.

E] Machine Shop Library, $20-—payabic $3 per month.

D Power Plant Library. $16-mayabie $2 per month.

If .\atlsim'tnry I will St‘llll first payment in ten dnya and the aamo amount

v')|l‘l\ month until nniil. if nut wanlorl I will rt-lnrn the hook; at yum‘

expenle.

Residence adtlrtrsi . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

City and State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Youromployer........... . . ..

His address . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . ..

Your occupation . . . . . . . . . . . ., _ .....

Signature . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

E. D. I-'20.
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MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE.

T w_as once "proven" mathematically that it was impos

I sible to Hy. Langley battered this theory to death. james

Clark Maxwell brought forth a mathematical treatment

called the Electromagnetic Theory of Light. Twenty-two

years later, the brilliant young Hertz of Karlsruhe proved

experimentally that Maxwell was right. ln the first case

higher mathematics were wrong; in the second case they

were right.

T requires a great intellect to theorize in mathematics as

Maxwell did, and iew men are capable of doing it. The

man or men whose mathematics told them that flying was

impossible were probably incapable of handling such an

involved problem.

THE value of mathematics to science depends largely upon

the men who use mathematics in a scientific way. The

mathematics of such men as Newton, Maxwell, Lodge, Kelvin,

Euclid dhd Arrhenius have been of tremendous value to the

world. A scientist wandering around in the upper regions

of mathematics must be sure of his step else he makes a mis

take and misinforms the world on some subject of vital im

portance. This would do more harm than good.

ATHEMATICS is the backbone of science. Without the

higher expressions in mathematics there would be no

science in a strict sense of the term. This means, then, that

progress is dependent upon mathematics.

HE wrong use of figures may bring about great catastro

phes. lt may cause a liner to sink at sea, an elevator to

drop, a building to collapse, a train to be wrecked or a city

to be flooded.

ATHEM/\TlCS stand guard over human knowledge.

Mathematics prevent theory from running amuck.

Mathematics analyze things. Few things are of greater im

portance to the world.

HE science of figures has made possible great things. The

difference between rule-of-thumb procedure and real

science is mathematics. lt would be impossible to build a

Brooklyn Bridge, a Woolworth Building or an Empire State

Express without the science of figures.

ATHEMATlC§ lead into infinity. The science is as vast

and endless as space itself. One can never hope to get

to the end. The "bottom-bottom" of mathematics is as be

clouded with mystery as any one of the great cosmological

problems.

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES, Editor.
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Books For The PRACTICAL MAN

Henley’s Twentieth Century Book of Recipes, Formu

las and Processes.

Edited by GARDNBR_D. Hiscox. _ The most valuable teehnochemical

formula: book published, including ov_er 10,000 selected scientific,

chemical, technological and practical reci es and processes. _This book

of 800 pages is the m_ost complete book o receipes ever published, giv

ing thousands of recipes for the manufacture of valuable articles for

everyday use. Hints, helps practical ideas and secret processes are

revealed within its pages. It covers every branch of the useful arts

in every respect. Contains an immense number of formulas that every

one ought to have that are not found in any other work. New

edition. Cloth.

Price, $4.00

Model Making.

By Ravuonn Fiumois Y/i'rEs. A new book _for the mechanic and

model maker. This is the first book of its kind_ to be published in

this country and all those interested in model engineering should have

a copy. The first eight chapters are devoted to such subyects as

Silver Soldering, Heat Treatment of Steel, Lathe Work, Pattern Mak

ing, Grinding, etc. The remaining twenty-four chapters describe the

construction of various models such as rapid fire naval guns, speed

boats, model steam engines, turbines, etc. This book must not be

confused with those describing the construction of toys now on the

market. It is a practical treatise on model engineering and construc

tion. 400 pages. 301 illustrations.

Price, $3.00

Automobile Repairing Made Easy.

By Vic'ros_ PAGE. A thoroughl practi_eal

book containing complete directions or making

re irs to all parts of the motor car mechanism.

Wfitten in a thorough but non-technical man

ner. This book also contai_ns _Special Inst_r_uc

tions on Electric Starting, Li hting and Ignition

Systems, Tire Repairing an Rebuilding. Au

togenous Welding, Brazing and Soldering, Heat

Treatment of Steel, Latest ,Timing Practice,

Eight and Twelve Cylinder Motors, etc_., etc.

You will never “Get Stuck" on a Job if _you

own this book. 1,000 specially made engravings

on 500 plates. 1,056 pages (5%x8). ll fold

ing plates.

Price, $4.00

How to Run an Automobile.

By VICTOR W. PAGE. This treatise gives concise instructions for

starting and running all makes of gasoline automobiles, how to care

for them, and give distinctive features of control. Describes every

step for shifting gears, controlling engines. 178 pages. 72 illustra

donui Price, $1.50

Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame.

By M. Ksirn Dimi-i.ur. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to be

used, its care, and how to construct necessary shop equipment. Pro

ceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile parts, in a manner

understandable by everyone. 167 pages, fully illustrated.

  

Price, $1.50

Abrasives and Abrasive Wheels. \

By FRED E. Jitcons. A new book for everyone interested in abrasives

or grinding. A careful reading of the book will not only make me

chanics better able to use abrasives intelligently but it will also tell

the shop superintendent of many short cuts and efficiency-increasing

kinks. The economic advantages in using large grinding wheels are

fully explained, together with many other things that will tend to

give the superintendent or workman a keen insight into abrasive

engineering. 340 pages, 200 illustrations. This is an indispensable

book for every machinist.

Price $3.00

Machine Shop Arithmetic.

By Coi.vrN-Cnsnzv. Most pular book for shop men. Shows how

all shop _problems are worke out and "why." Includes change gears

for cutting any threads; drills, taps, shrink and force fits; metric

system of measurements and threads. Used by all classes of me

c anics and for instruction in Y. M. C. A. and other schools.

Seventh edition. I31 pages.

Price, 75c

Steel: Its Selection, Annealing, Hardening and Tem

pering.

By E. R. MAIKHAM. This work was formerly known as “The Ameri

can Steel Worker," but on the publication of the new, revised edition,

the publishers deemed it advisable to change its title to a more suitable

one. This is the standard work on hardening, tempering and anneal

ing steel of all kinds. This book tells how to select, and how to work,

temper, harden, and anneal steel for everything on earth. It is the

standard book on selecting, hardening, and tempering all grades of

steel. 400 pages. Very fully illustrated. Fourth edition.

Price, $3.00

 

The Lathe—Its Design, Construction and Operation,

With Practical Examples of Lathe Work.

By OSCAR E. PIIIIGO. A new revised edition, and the only complete

American work on the subject, written by s man who knows not only

how work ought to be done, but who also knows how to do it, and how

to convey this knowledge to others. It is strictly up-to-date in its de

scriptions and illustrations. A number of diflicult machining opera

tions are described at length and illustrated. The new edition has

nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations.

Price, $3.00

House Wiring.

Bfy THOMAS W. Porn. Describing and illustrating up-to-date methods

o iflSl3lllng'¢lCClflC light wiring. Intended for the electrician, helper

and apprentice. Contains just the information needed for successful

wiring of a. building. 125 pages, fully illustrated, flexible goth.

ce, 751:

Electric Wiring, Diagrams and Switchboards.

By NEW-rou HAIRISON, with additions b Tnomis Porn. This is the

only complete work issued showing an telling you what you should

know about direct and alternating current wiring. It is a ready

reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and mathe

matics, arithmetic being used throughout. It is in every respect a

handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on wiring for

the_wire-nian, foreman, contractor or electrician. Second revised

edition. 303 pages, I30 illustrations. Cloth.

Price, $2.50

Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Sys

terns.By VICTOR W. PAGE. A practical treatise on ~- ‘i'~

-- ,_ ‘nrmiscuflfl-\I'imodern starting and ignition system practice.

This practical volume has been written with
sun

special reference to the requirements of the non- ‘ iI‘.!\'l‘l‘liN S!-WCMS‘.

technical reader desiring easily understood ex- l "ff y

planatory matter relating to all types of automo- ‘ ‘

bile ignition, starting and lighting systems. It

can he understood by anyone even without elec

trical knowledge. Nearly 500 pages. 297

specially made engravings. New edition.

Price, $3.00

Motor-Boats and Boat-Motors.

By VICTOR W._ PAGE and A. C. Lzircn. All who are interested in

motor boats, either as owners, builders or re airmen will find this

latest work a most comprehensive treatise on e design, construction

operation and repair of motor boats and their .power-plants. It is

really two complete books in one cover as it consists of two parts,

each complete in itself. Part One deals with The Hull and Its Fit

iillls. Part Two considers The Power Plant and Its Auxiliaries. A

valuable feature of _this book is the complete set of dimensioned work

ing drawings detailing the construction of five different types of boats

raraiging from a 16-foot shallow draft, tunnel stern general utility

er t_to a 25-foot cabin cruiser. These plans are by A. C. Leitch, a

practical boat builder a.n_d expert naval architect and are complete in

every particular. _Fu_ll instructions are given for the selection of a

power plant and its installation in the hull. Valuable advice is in

clude_d on boat and engine-o ration and latest designs of motor; IJQ

described and illustrated. he instructions for overhauling boat and

engine are _worth man times the small cost of the book. It is a

comprehensive work o reference for all interested in motorboating

in any of its phases. Octavo. Cloth. 350 illustrations. 500 pages.

Price, $3.@

The Modern Gasoline Automobile, Its Design, Con

struction, Operation.

By Vicron W. PAGE, M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical

and up-to-date treatise on gasoline automobiles and their component

parts ever published. _In the new revised and enlarged 1920 edition

all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance are.

fully and completely described and in language anyone um undc,-.

stand. 1,000 pages. 1,000 illustrations. P;-in, $4430

The Model T Ford Car, Its Con

struction, Operation and Repair,

Including the Fordson Farm Trac

tor. The F. A. Starting and Light

ing System and the Worm Drive

1-Ton Truck.ii‘ iuiiv)_o_v_@~\Ml1"R' By VICTOR w._ rice. This is the most oom

. . {)ilsehfeCd3(!)‘|rt|Il t|:}v‘raclt‘_1caé instrucéion b%okdev¢;-TPub.

B OI‘ C3!‘ a.n_ Q or son rac.

tora Illustrated by specially made drawings

5131 i>h0t0irrai>hs._ All pa"! of the Ford Mode]

Car are described and illustrated in a com

prehensive manner—nothing is left for th

reader to guess at._ The construction is full;

treated an operating principle made clear to

everyone. 425 pages, 150 illustrations,

Price, $2.00

  

  

 

II‘ Any of these lwolu Int iwrsinld on receipt cl price. FREE-—-Our new 1920 Catalog of Practical Books sent lree on request

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dept. E. E. 2 West 45th Street, New York
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Get BiggerPay

i"".‘f”'IiLI-I(Z'I'RIi‘.'I'l'Y
‘~‘§.i’~"~<I by using your set ,oi

HAWKINS Electrical

Guides Every Day.

They tell you lust what

you need to know.

AWKINS

Electrical Guides

place electricity at your fingers’ ends. They

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can turn right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain every day

language—no wasted words-only what you need to

know—full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.

The guides are a complete course in electrical en

 

  

  

Flexible Covers

Handy Pocket-Size

  

I0 Volumes E

350€I’ages

4700 Pictures

  

 

$1 a NUMBER

$1 a MONTH _
gineering.

They will help you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket—

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until ou have mastered its con

tents. 3,500 pages of actual information and 4 00 illustrations. Once you

see these books and put them into actual use you will never again want to

be without them. Try it at our expense.

TO EARN lVIORE—LEARN MORE

  

    

 

  

            

 

_a\

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

Io. I Gnu-al.ua M8 pages. 888 iiiuslratitna. ectriml aims and

qlhola—stat.ie and current eleet.rioity—priniary eells—ooriductors

and insuiasors—rssisunee and etmduet.ivity-—iiia¢net.isni—lndu

Illll edis—Qnaino windplu—elasses of dynanios—armat.ures—

wiadinss—eosnmutat.iou—tirushes. etc

Is. 2 contains 848 pages, 394 illustrations. Motor Di"IhClpl(~Q——

anlaturs rsaa.ion—lnotor startin|~—caioulatimis—braite horse»

wwsr-selection and installation of dynanios and motors —1al

vlnmill-an — standard cells — uirrent measurement — fQe£lflI.8ni"!

Iiflnrciisute-volune|es-s—watt1nsiers—-watthour mel.el'I—01.w:l'alI0ii

d dyna.nios—operation of motors etc.

Is. 8 Contains 300 panes. 423 illustrations. Dlurlbutlon systems

-—'wirss and wire ealeulatlons—lnside, outside and \lIILI9I’KYOl1Il|I

wirtn|\—s-ign flashsrs—1i¢htnin; prowctitai—rectiners—sioralie bat

3! systems. etc.

Ist 4 Ooutalns 710 pages. 319 Illustrations. A.IIbl'l1ll.IXi|‘[ cum-nt

pri'ndsin—alternat.in¢ eurrent dla¢rams—- the power inclor i

alternator prindgles—altsrnator c0l1ll.ruci.l0n—WIf‘idln|zs, etc.

Is. I Cuitains so oases. on Illustrations. A. C. hIotors—syn

mrmoua and induction motor prineiples—A. C. c0illi'l1lllll0I

notnrs—induet|on nwtora—tranarorinei-ii: losses, Cnniilruciloll,

stnneedons. taste-—cmverun-—rsetider~s. etc,

Is. I Ointalns 98 pases. 41$ illustrations. Alternating Current

systems-switching deviees—eurrent IJ?lllel'9—~l'0Il)‘I—Il5ZI‘ill'liI|y!

poteetor apparatus—re¢ulstl.n¢ dsvlees—ayiicnrmous C(llllI9li§(‘YS

—indlcatln¢ deviees—nieters—power factor indit~awrs—wiivs form

measurement»-switch boards. etc.

I0. 7 Cuitains 815 pans. 379 illustrations. Altemating current.

wirins power statims—t:u.rhines: manssement, selection, location.

csstin. teatiiu, running. care and repair-telephones, oil‘.

Io. I Contains 88! pages, 438 illustrations. 'l'6IGIi’lDI14!lIlJLlIil

usous tsiecaphy and telephony —wireiess -— electrolysis bells —

slsstflo 1IIhl.I.hl—gh0i0IIlfl-P1. is.

Io. I (‘sustains 8 i passe. 621 illustrations Electric railway-_

slsotrie loeomotives—ear ii nt.lris—trolltry ear m>eralion—mis

sallansous appllr.-auons—»nio on plotuns—ns enizino ignition

satanohile self-starters and ting systsnis, electric vehicles. t-tc

Is. I0 Contains 513 paces, 99 illustrations. E'IeYIl.ol'9——('ralles

i:nnI—alr mlnweeaors—electrio he-st.ln¢—elt><-trii: W&'I|lII1R—

and braa1n|~—Indult.riaI sIwi.rolysis—~elvotro-;~laung—

slsa.ro—-tnerapsutlcs—-X-rays, etc,

also a eoiri eta 126 tilts ready reference index of the eemplt-tr

tlhrary. index has been planned to render easily accessible

an the vast iniorniation eontainod in the 10 eleeti-l<-al ruine

THC! are over 13.500 moss references. You __
hit what you want to know instantly I

It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—asI<

them all the questions you can think o§—-use them in your vvork—study them—pieIs

up some information that will increase your earning ability. We will ship you the

entire set of I0 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure gold does not object to being

tested. Keep them for seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get along

without them, return them to us and owe us nothing.

When on decide to keep them you only have to pay $1.00 down and remit the

balance oi $9.00 on the easy payment of $l_.00 a month till paid for.

Use the coupon to get the books. It will pay you many times over.

wh=w=~=r=s=v= THEO.AUDEL& co.

°'°°“‘ ' ‘"“"""""'“' 12 Fifth Ave., New York, N. v.Hawkins Guides are worth double their

price. i have been able lo secure higher

pay and s better position with their aid

K. W. Menard. THIS COUPON BRINGS THE GUIDES

Supt. Erskine Light L Power Plant, |- _ Z i -Q -it i Z i. i ._._

Erskine, Minn.

$6.000 Saved

Tile ten dollars I Invested in Hawkins

I

Electrical Guides netted t.iie e0mDll1Y I

by whom I am ellwloyed somewhere

around 86.000.

The knowledle rained from your books

enabled me to save s transformer house.

whereas a year ago I should have I

72 Filth Avenue. N. V.

t.hou¢.ht myself in great denser and bers. It satisfactory 1 agree to send you

have run.

Use this letter as you please as I am

truly thankful tor having the little won

ders. A. L. Foster. Onher, Oolo.

each month until paid

Handy to Garry Slsnsture . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

The great beauty oi them is that you

ean carry them in your pocket. That oc¢,“,a“°,, _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _

gm me my I mm" I‘; '8 “comment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

em . . .

Richardson Engineering Co.. Ha.ri-ford. I Emnloyod by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

___‘ """"" ~ A-— - Resldenes . . . . . . . . . . _ , . . _ , _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._

SE THE COUPON |
u_ >_ g W1; _ 7;, . , / " Bafersnee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ,Apy]]

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Macazmiz

THEO. AUDEL l. GOIPANV

Please submit me for examinstlol

Hawkins Electrical Guides tnries Si

sat-11). Ship at once. prepaid. the 10 num

within seven days and to further mall you
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Electricity ~
Ne av c

no longer necessary to go to school or serve an ap- This is the 1920 edition-new from cover to cover—chuck

prenticeship to leam electricity. With this new library full of the latest methods and most recent discoveries in

of APPLIED PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY you leam this fascinating field. Everything is written in plain, good

right at home—in your spare time without interfering old U. S. language by 27 of the greatest experts in the busi

with your present work. ness. The eight volumes with 3800 pages make up a com

Any big job that you want in the electrical field is yours plete course in electrical engineering. It's a home study

if you will train yourself to fill it. It only takes an hour course for the beginner and a handy reference guide for

5 _ or two a day with these books. the expert combined.

~ $1, "=g',{°" %‘i"§30”oi>“'i§ ggeg, 1.3"; {£.i::.ai: yhgl, "\§ %::.'s:.$i‘

' IHIIE Elle '.o G illll b h O0 S 63¢ E "year are waiting for men5(iii')li)ooca: of electricity you will neversligiifi tdziblgk Measurements—Electric Wlifiiiiggllfiii

qualify as Electrical Engineers—Sub- for a job. The job and the big pay will derwriter’s Electrical Requirements —

station Operators — Trou blemen-

SwitchboardOperators—DynamoTend

Electricity is the

greatest force in the world and it is

i growing bigger and bigger every day.

More and more men are needed all

the time. Why don’t you get into

ers—Electricians.

, this big paying field now?

  

be looking for you. You can't dodge a

good job if you have the “know how"

under your hat. Let these 27 great en

gineers help you to the best kind of job

with their books.

Send the coupon below and get them

for FREE examination. See our free

offer below.

The World’: Greatest

Electrical Books

M l.0AllEDtoY0ll

~ I‘-‘III!
We will lend you this wonderful library to use in your own home or shop a

whole week FREE. It won't cost you one cent. DON'T SEND ANY MONEY.

]ust fill out and mail the coupon today and the set of eight volumes will come

to you by express collect.

books will do for you.

You be the judge and find out for yourself what the

Use them as you please. Show them to your friends

and get their opinion. Then if you have any doubt as to their value send them

back at our expense and you won't owe us anything.

Dnlv 1 ¢ents a Dav
If you like the books after a week's examination you pay us only $2.00 and the same amount

to pass up a better job on these easy terms. MAIL TI-IE COUPON NOW.

¢ American Technical Society.

' y A W enti E-354, CIIKAGQ

3
Y

“J

P
..

_'i‘j each month until$2-4.80 is paid. This is only 50 cents a week—7 cents a day. You can't afiord

.-4
yl

2

  

.<lg, .l
ii‘Q . "A...--. -’ -.

Theory, Calculation, Design and Con

struction of Direct Current Generators

and Motors—Types of Generators and

Motors—Management of Electrical Ma

" chinery—Electric Lighting-—Alternating

Current Machinery-Power Transmis

sion—Electric Railways-Self-Propelled

RailwayCars——TracklessTrolley—Power

Stations—Switchboards and Switching

Storage Batteries-—A plied Electro-chemistry— .

Electric Elevators-E ectric Weldin and Heat

ing — Wireless Telegra hy and elephony —

Land and Submarine T egraphy. _

Free Service “"“‘ °"°" =°‘_ _ of these great

electrical books we give a one year membership

in this society. This entitles you to consult our

engineers and experts on any electrical prob

lem. Wnte as often as you like. Ask as

many question as you like for one year.

Ill You ,_‘|_¢'..,':':.'.:::.':
C:T¢.a';0E:l:E4S- 1.

Please send me the 8-vol

_i:ime_aet of Electrical En

gi.iieeri_rig_for7 days’ examin

Btl0l1,_ shipping cha collect.

l_f |_dlX!Id8 to buy I wil send Q30

WlLillfl 'l days and balance at the

rnte of $2.00 n month until $24.80 has

been paid. _Then you will send me a

receipt showing that the ae_t of book:

and the Consulting Membership are mine

_and fully aid for. If] want to get along

without the ks, I will return them, alter I

7 days, at your expense.

-Send it

llow

@
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country.

Read What

the Factories

say of the M. S. A. S.
 

HUDSON MOTOR; CAR COMPANY

UITIOIT. I@1~ U- IA.

The Michigan State Auto School

opinion. is the finest institution of its kind

in the country. in fact. we endorse its II1C'lll0ll

of instruction.

We have recommended a great many studs-nts

to thr-ni and the results were satisfactory.

The Michigan Stale Auto School ranks high

est in the standard nf schools. its ('(]\li|")’lli'lil

and personnel is second to none. This school

is mnsidererl one of the most eiticient schools

in tbs country.

lf you intend to visit any school. then by all

means choose the best ono. The Michigan Shitt

Auto School. so far as we know, is the in-st.

You will make no mistake by entering for a

course. Yours fnlthfullv.

HUDSON IOTOR GAR COMPANY.

Service l]t'iI.lll‘il\lll

in our

 

  

 

) -an! II APIIIILI

Demon:9111:.-11, L.'.$Z.4_

The Michigan Stats Auto School enlofs ii very

enviable reputation. and ll Dfliblbly 0116 07 ll"!

best of its kind in the United States. Have no

hesitation in recommending it in every particular.

Yours vorv truly

PACKARD IOTOR CAR COIPANY.

~

MANY TRAIN AT DETROIT

AND RETURN TO THE I-‘ARM

This is your chance! Coms to Detroit, the heart

of this great industry. if you don't care to aiigimc

1|; the garage business. prepare to operate, sdlust

and r e D a i r Y o u r machines yourself—ssvo

thousands of dollars in repair bills as well as

avoid costly delays at busy seasons. Think, (mi,

of the money you can make in your spare time

adjusting arid repairing your neighbor‘: machines

either in a small slinri on your own farm or at

some Gmvenicntly lL'.‘Z\i£*<l nlscs nearby.

MONEY-BACKDETR°" GUARANTEE

We guarantee to quali

fy you for a position

as chaufleur. repair

man. demonstrator.

auto electrician. garage

man. automobile dealer

or tractor mechanic

and operator Illylllll

from $i00 to $400

monthly or refund your

money. provided you do

your sart and attend

our classes.

  

 

Trnlned men are iilwa

the big high-salaried jobs.

big demand and we constantly have a greater demand

than we can supply—-both from Detroit and throughout the

There are thousands of good locations for garages

and the big factories help our graduates get these tine locations.

The Auto _Center' is the

Logical Place

To

Complete Training in

Auto Electrics

Our course in Auto Electrics is

complete. Standard electric equip

ment for autos, trucks and tractors

is in actual operation for students

Students are taught

to quickly and easily locate electri

Hundreds of gradu

ntes are filling high salaried posi

ilnns in electrical service stations.

Every quarter of the globe recog

nizes our school as the world's

training place for Auto, Truck and

to work on.

cal troubles.

Tractor Mechanics.

  

duction.

Train in iletroit

Detroit, with its more

than l80 Auto, Truck,

Tractor and Accessory

factories is the logical

place to leam the Auto,

Truck and Tractor busi

ness. 79% of all auto

mobiles manufactured

are made in Michigan

71% of them are made

in Detroit alone. Can

you think of a better

pines to learn this busi

ness.

Brazing, Welding and Tire Repairing

Taught

These two subjects are taught in separate courses.

Hundreds of students take them with the Complete

Auto Course. Others take them separately. Competent

men are in big demand in both fields.
Brazers and

Welders are needed in every field—Tire Repair men are

always in big demand.

Graduates Pass State

and City Examinations

Graduates of thd M. S. A. S.

have no dlfliculty in passing

required examinations for

automobile mechanics, chauf

feurs, etc. No matter where

you go, our training will en

able you to handle the work

easily and quickly.

FREEsilis;
Send the coupon today for

big 176 page catalog and copy

of latest "Auto School News."

They tell about courses—show

more than a. hundred pictures

of equipment——give letters

from big auto factories and

graduates. Our Courses are

reasonably priced—so reason

Studenis From All

Over the World

Men iirs coming to our

School from every quarter of

the globe recognizing it as the

world’: training place for

auto, truck and tractor nie

(‘ilillliCS because of the close

factory co-operation.

 

Open All Year—

Start Any Time

Our school is open the year

’round. Enter the classes any

day. You can get started the

same day you arrive. Our

welfare department will assist

you in finding a good room

and splendid meals.

 

able in tact that many have jumped on train and come to

Detroit without having stopped to write for catalog. Our

.\lOllt‘Y-BBCK Guarantee protects you. If you can't come, get the

<-atalog. Resolve to leiirii the business in Detroit—tila Heart

of the Auto industry. Use the coupon NOW.

i118

day and still the demand is far ahead of

All Detail is llie lieaii sf Ilia Trensadoiis In

iiuto Factories Endorse School
The Auto Factories here in Detroit—THE

INDUSTRY—do not hesitate to endorse our school.

such factories as Packard, Maxwell, Hudson,

Intemational Harvester Co. and others,

graduates and furnish us with their latest c

Earn $100.00 to
ys needed and can get

Trained men are in

endorsing the school.

hassis for our students’

$400.00 Monthly
Service stations are after our graduates to fill positions as

managers, foremen, etc., at big salaries. Auto owners pi-9.

fer to put their cars in ii competent mechanic's hands and

our graduates have no trouble getting business and holding

it. Our graduates who are in business make $5,000 to $10 000

and more yearly. '

 

 

 
 

more than seven

_ million cars and trucks

_ licensed in the United States

din-mg l9i<_J. Thousands more are be

added to this astounding number every

ro

ally

HEART OF THE AUTO

We have letters from

Chalmers, Hupmobile, King,

They employ our

use.

Complete Tractor Course

Included

You are given complete instruction

on care and operation of Farm Tractors

in our regular Auto Course. Constant

ly increasing use of tractors calls for

trained tractor men, Manufacturers

have placed machines with us to give

our students the benefit of practical

instruction. Hundreds oi’ students are

completing our course and retuming to

the farm, competent to care for their

tractors and the tractors of their neigh

bors.

N01‘ A ONE-MAN

SCHOOL

This school is founded

on the host. newest

and most practical

principals in the Auto.

Truck and Tractor busi

ness. Our oourso is

built on the widest.

and closest co-operation

of rnsnufacturers. ga

rages. service stations

and owners. It is not

one man's ideas, but

the combined idea of

ilio biggest and most

§fi1u(l‘3e5Sf\.ll man in each

E .

A. G. ZELLER, Pres.

5EliiI THIS iIill|Pllii TllllIiY W

MICHIGAN STATE Aufo scHo0L

3964 Auto Bliin., 687-89-9| Woodward Ava.

Detroit. Mich" U. S. A.

Gentlemen: Please send mo. absolutely FREE,

  

New 176-page Illustrated Catalogue "Auto

Eclhool News." and information as checked

cow.

[1 Auto and Tractor Course. []Tlrs Repairing.

[]Bi-azlng and Welding.

(Mark each course you are interested in.)

Or, better still, you can expect me about

 

Name

Strm-t

City Sluts

 

MICHIGAN STATE:Atrro Scnooi
‘West Progressive Auto Sc/roo/in Amer/'ca"—"/n t/re /fear-"I" of 2‘/re /1uz‘o /ndusf/;y"

3984 Auto Building

687-89-91 Woodward Ave.
  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

Dei:1~oi1:.e Mich..U.S.A.
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You Can Learn Quickly by our

Practical Method

If you are a person of even average ability, you

can master this profitable profession in your spare '\

time at your own home through our fa- I

mous “Home Study Course.” You can,

in a short time, become a first class ,

Draftsman because our training is most °thorough and practical and because youwill be personally instructed and coached ‘

by the President of the school, Roy C. nor c. curuu mum

Claflin, whose long experience as a ""C_‘;"|')'ff,‘§£*"'

draftsman and a teacher especially quali

fies him to give you the kind of training you need. We

teach you to make drawings just as you would in an actual

drafting room, and when you finish our regular Mechanical

Drafting Course you are given your choice of one of our

Special Post Graduate Courses, without extra cost.

  

Draftsmen Get $35.00 to $100.00 a week

On account’ of the importance of his work, the Draftsman is paid

an excellent salary and is always in line for advancement. Drafting

is not only one of the best paying professions, but is the stepping

How Columbia Students

Succeed

(More letters on request)

“I have accepted a position as drafts

man, paying $2,640.00 a year to start.

I had no previous drafting experience

aside from my training with you, which

has proven all that was needed for me

to become a professional draftsman."

Laurence P. Johnston. (Mr. Johnston

is making as high as $200 a month ex

tra in his spare time, which makes his

total income from Drafting over $5,000

a year.)

“Several firms have offered me $40

and $45 a week to start. As I am do

ing nicely as draftsman up here and

about to receive my second increase in

salary have decided to stay. I find

that there are hundreds of openings for

draftsmen, and if I quit where I am I

stone to bigger opportunities. Many men, receiving up to $40,000

a year and over in technical positions, owe their success to their

knowledge of Drafting. General construction companies, manu

facturers of machinery, locomotives and automobiles, designers of

tools and special equipment, makers of aeroplanes, large engineering

companies, in fact all branches of industry need Draftsman today

in greater numbers and at better salaries than ever before.

“Columbia” Graduates Are the Kind of Drafts

men That Are Needed '

The properly trained Draftsmen, such as those graduated from the

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING, are the ones who get the

preferred positions and best salaries. The success of our graduates

proves this to be true. Columbia Graduates are filling important

positions as professional Draftsmen throughout the country and

prominent concems are continually offering positions to our graduates.

could secure another position in three

hours’ time. There will be a still greater

demand for draftsmen.” Geo. Murray,

Ir.

“I wish to expres my appreciation

for your courteous treatment and sin

  

No Previous Training Required

As our students are given practical Drafting work from the beginning of our

course, no previous training or drafting experience of any kind is required to

_ I t k h. . I . . ._ . .Care Interest In the progress of my a e up t rs work with us The training we give you is all that rs needed to

studies and for aiding me, upon com- secure 3' position as Draftsman

pletion of your course, to secure a very

  

desirable position at $140 a month to Druvini outfit

start lam geuing on wen and the Fmnhhed student‘ |IIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIII

chances for advancement are excellent", We furnish, without extra I COLUMBIA scnool. or nrurrma. Roy c. cum». Pm.

A' L’ Ga5h' charge, an individual draw- I Dent. IIOI, Nth and T $0.. N. W.. Wnhinitol, D. C.
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l1TEarns#5 aweek
~Aflf0S. ..i _ " ~

HOUSANDS of men everywhere are doing the same.

Many are fgetting more than this. Some are opening

garages 0 their own. Why don’t you get into the

auto game too? Men in other lines with a little mechan

ical ability have doubled their earnings after getting into

the fascinating field of auto construction and repairing.

Ten times the number of men now engaged in the busi

ness are needed. Fine, big paying ]0bS are waiting for

men who “know" to fill them. Read below and find out how you tan fit

yourself to hold one of these big, man's size jobs in your spare time,

without going away from home at a cost of only 7c a day.

Learn at Home
No need to pay for an expensive course

that will take you away from home.

You can learn the auto game at a cost

of one-tenth the expense of going away

to school. You don't have to serve an

apprenticeship either. Use spare tinie

only and keep right on with your pres

ent work. This Library of Automobile

Engineering and Tractor Information

will make an expert out of you and fit

you for the biggest kind of job. It is

in six thick volumes, with 2600 pages

and 2300 pictures, plans, diagrams and

blueprints, etc. Every part of everv

well known car is explained. They

teach you everything the best auto

schools teach.

 

  

Fifteen great auto engineers prepared

these money-making books for men ~

like you. You don't have to know a thing about cars

to understand them. Every page is written in plain, L

everyday language and they begin right at the begin -

ning. With every set we give FREE a consulting mem

bership in our society. You can write our engineers

any time and get their help on any proposition on

which you get stuck.

FREE Examination!
Mail the coupon for free examination. Don’t send any money.

We will ship the books (all 6 volumes) by express collect and you

can have a whole week to use them as if they were your own. Give

them every test_you can think of. Take them to your shop. Show

them to your friends and ship them back at our expense if you

don't want to keep them. lt you do keep the books to help you

earn more, send us only $2 B0. You ca i send the balance of the

$tLN_price the same wayY$2.00 each month. Only 7 cents a day.

This is your chance to double your eariiiiiizs—earn twordollars

m the same time it takes to et one now. The coupon is

your start. MAI IT TODAY. Q

lDont

Send

  

Everything About Autos

Automobile Motors; Welding; Motor Con

struction and Repair; Carburetors and Set

tings; Valves. Cooling; Lubrication: Fly

Wheels; Clutch; Transmission; Fin al Drive;

Steering: Frames: Tires; Vulcanizing: Ig

nition: Skirting and Lighting Systems;

Shop Kinks; Commercial Garage Design

and Equipment; Electrics; Storage Batter

ies; Care and Repair of Motorcycles; Com

mercial Trucks; Gasoline Tractors.

1 28 Blueprints of Electric

Wiring Diagrams

  

I AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY E

Money_ | Dept. A -354, CHICAGO. u. s. A. I

| Please send me the 6-_volume set of Automobile Engineering for 7

days examination, shipping charges collect. It I decide to buy I will I

l send‘ $§%.18£(!)0v:r1ithikr)ie7 da_vs_dandnt‘ialance atfihe rgte of $2.00_a mronth

un i . as en ai . en - -. I ing that the_set of bolzaks and the (i,ti)ii1smiin:&e2Eb4§]rsileiirflariesm(iii'e |

M I | and fully paid for. If 1 want to izet along without the books, I will

al I notify you after 7 days to send for them at your expense. '

I : Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I

Address . . . . . N

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E

American Technical : Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ‘
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l don't claim I can make you rich over night. Maybe

I cIn-—mnyba I can't. Sometimes I have fI.ilures-—

everyone bu. But I do claim that I can help 00 out

of every 100 poo le if they will let mo.

The point of i. lll, my friend, is that you 1rs using

only Ibout one-tenth of thlt wonderful br1in of yours.

'L‘bIt's why you haven't won greater success. Throw the

unused nine-tenths oi’ your brain into Iction md you'll

be Imued It the almost instantaneous results.

The Will is tho motive power of the brIin. Without

I high trained, inflexible will, 1 mm hu 1.bout. II

much c Inca of attaining success in life as 1 railw1y

angina has of crossing the continent without steam. '11::

biggest ideas hue nn ulna without will-power to “put

them over." Yet the will, Iltbo heretofore entirely

neglected, can be t.rIined into wonderful power like the

brain or memory and by the very same mclhod—tn

telligent exercise and use.

If you held your 1rm in a sling for two yelrs it would

become powerless to lift n ionhor, from luck of use.

The same is true of the Will—it becomes useless from

hick of practice. Becnuse we don't use our Willo

becnuso we coni.inu1lly bow to c'ircumsta.nce—-we become

unable to assert ourselves. What our wills need is

practice.

Develop your will-power and money will iiow in cn

you. Rich opportunities will open up for you. Driving

energy you never dreamed you h1d will manifest itself.

You will thrill with I new DOWfl'—l power that nothing

can resist. You'll have an influence over people thIt

you never thought possible. Sncceso—Il'i whatever form

you want it_will come as easy 1s failure came before.

And those are only 1 few of the things the "secret"

will do for you. The "secret" is fully expllined in the

wonderful book "Power of Will."

I-low You Can Prove This

at My Expense

 

No matter how much you are earning now, l can show you how

to increase it. I have even taken failures and shown them how

to make $IOO—$ZOO, and in one case as high as $2,000 weekly.

I am willing to prove this entirely at my risk and expense.

ET'S have a little chat about getting

ahead—you and I. My name is Pelton.

Lots of people call me “The Man Who

Makes Men Rich.” I don’t deny it. I've

done it for thousands of people—li.fted them

partner. Since that day I’ve never known

what it is to want for money, friendship,

happiness, health or any of the good things

of life. _ _

That “secret” surely made me rich in

up from poverty to riches.

I’m no genius—far from it.

plain, everyday, unassuming sort of man.

I’ve looked black

despair in the eye——had failure stalk me

around and hoodoo everything I did.

known the bitterest kind of want.

I have money

and all of the things that money will buy.

I am rich also in the things that money

I know what poverty is.

But today all is different.

won’t buy-—health, happiness

and friendship. Few people

have more of the blessings of

the world than I. '

IT was a simple thing that

jumped me up from pov

erty to riches. As I've said,

I’m no genius. But I had the

good fortune to know a geni

us. One day this man told

me a “secret.” It had to do

with getting ahead and grow

ing rich. He had used it him

self with remarkable results.

He said that every wealthy

man knew this “secret,”—that

is why he was rich.

I used the “secret."

iy had a good test.

time I was fiat broke. Worse

than that, for I was several

thousand dollars in the hole.

I had about given up hope

when I put the “secret" to

work.

At first I couldn’t believe

my sudden change in fortune.

Money actually flowed in on

me. I was thrilled with a

new sense of power. Things

I couldn't do before became

as easy for me to do as open

ing a door. My business

boomed and continued to leap

ahead at a rate that startled

me. Prosperity became my

It sure

At that

every sense of the word.

I’rn just a

I’ve

‘iii?-L

A Few Examples

Parson] Experiences

Among over 400.000 users of

.'{".?‘"'B°' “£‘“"n".l’ '“°“s‘€§3»£€n a an . n say;

Qouiit Justice Parker; Wu Tin]

Fang, Ex. U. S. Chinese Anib1ss1

nor; Asaistflnt Postmaster Gener1l

Britt; Gov. McKelvie of Nebrlskll

General Manner Christoson of

Wells-Ii‘1rgo Express 00.; E. St.

Elmo Lewis. former Vice-Pres. Art

Metal Construction Co.: Gov. Fer

ris of Michigan: E. T. Meredith.

Sec'y of Agriculturiat: Ind many

others of equal prominence.

$300 Profit from One Day’:

Reading

"The result from one day’:

study netted mo S300 in cash. I

think ii. 1 great book Ind would

not be without it for ten times

the cost."—Col. S. W. Wilki

Roscoo, So. Dakota.

Worth Sl5.000 Ind More

"'l'he hook has bean worth more

illilli $15,000 to nie."—Oscar B.

Sheppard.

Would Bl Worth $i00.000

"If I lild only had it when I

was 20 yenrs old. I would be

worth $100,000 today. It is worth

a hundred times the prico."—S.

W. Taylor, The Santa F8 Ry..

Milnns. Tex.

SIl1ry Jumped from $l50 to $800

"Since I read ‘Power of Will’

my sIl1ry has lumped from $150

tn 8800 1 month."—J. F. Gibson.

Sun Diego, Cal.

From $l00 to $3.000 I Month

"Ono of our boys who read

‘Power of Will’ before he cnnie

orcr here jumped from $100 n

month to $3,000 the first month.

and won I $250 prize for the best

salesmanship in the stato."—Pri

vnte Leslie A. Still, A. E. F..

France.

Y sudden rise to riches naturally sur

prised others. One by one people came

to me and asked me how I did it.

them. And it worked for them as well as

it did for me.

Some of the things this “secret has done

for people are astounding.

believe them if I hadn’t seen them with my

I told

I would hardly

own eyes. Adding ten, twenty,

thirty or forty dollars a week to

a man's income ls a more nothing.

That's merely playing at it. In

one case I took a rank failure

and in a few weeks had him

earning as high as $2,000.00 ii

week. Listen to this:

A young man in the East had

an article for which there was a

nation-wide demand. For twelve

years he "puttered around" with

it, barely eking out a living. To

day this young man is worth

$200,000, He is building a $25,

000 home—and paying cash for

it. He has three automobiles.

His children go to private schools.

He goes hunting, fishing, travel

ing whenever the mood strikes

him. His income is over a. thou

sand dollars a week.

In a little town in New York

lives a man who two years ago

was pitied by all who knew him.

From the time he was 14 he had

worked and slaved—imd at sixty

he was looked upon as a failure.

Without work—ln debt to his

charitable friends. with nn invalid

son to support, the outlook was

pitchy black.

Then he learned the "secret."

in two weeks he was in business

for himself. in three months his

plant was working night and day

to fill orders. During 1916 the

profits were $20,000. Durlmr 1917

the profits ran close to 540.000.

And this genial 64-year-young

man is enjoying pleasures and

comforts he little dreamed would

ever be his.

I C_0ULD tell you thousands of

similar instances. But there's

no need to do this as I'm willing

to tell you the "secret" itself.

Then you can put it to work and

see what it will do for you.

I know you'll think th1t I've claimed I lol. Perhaps

nu think there must be 1 catch somewhere. But here

s my offer. You can sully ma-kc tliousan<is—you an’:

lose I penny.

Send no inoney—no, not 1 cent. Merely cli the

coupon and msll it to me. By return mnil u’l re

ceive not I pamphlet. but the vrbols "secret" to in thin

wonderful book. "POWER OF YVILL."

Keep it tire days. Look it over in your home. Apply

some of its simple teachings. If it doesn't show you

how you can increase your income many times over--just

as it has for thollsunda of ot.bers—mail the book back.

You will be out nothing.

But if you do feel that ‘TOWER OF‘ WILL" will do

for you what it has done for over four-hundred thou

sand others—if you feel as they do that it’! the next

greatest book in the Bible—send me only $3.50 and you

and I'll be square.

If 70!! was this otfer by. I'll be out only the nnali

profit on I $3.50 sale. But y0u—you may easily be out

the difference between whIt you're making now and an

income sevenl times as great. So you see you've 1 lot

-—s whole lot—more to lose than I.

M1il the coupon or write 1 letter now—rend this ofler again. you may ne'er

Pelton Publishing Company

156-H Wilcox Block

__¢____

Meriden, Conn.

.____-,____

Pelton Publishing Company,

156-H Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

You may send me “Power of Will" It your risk. I

agree to remit $3.50 or reinnil the book to you in fin dlyl.

hnme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . . . . . ..

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Steam Turbines and How They Work

BOUT eighteen hundred years

have rolled by since the first

steam turbine was made. His

tory credits Heron as being the inventor

of the first “steam-motor” which was

really a reaction turbine. Although the

steam turbine had its inception long

before the reciprocating engine, and as

a prime mover is far more efficient than

the latter, it did not reach a point in

its development where it could be ap

plied in the work-a-day world until the

early 80’s. Today the whirling, hiss

ing steam turbine is proving its worth

in the power stations of the world; it

has come into its own.

The ordinary reciprocating steam en

gine is inefificient for several reasons.

When matter is set in motion, force is

required to overcome this motion, be

fore the body can be brought to rest.

When steam delivers an impulse to a

piston in an engine cylinder, the piston

is forced to the opposite end of the

cylinder and when it reaches this point

it must stop and its motion

is reversed by the crankshaft.

When the piston stops a cer

tain amount of the force rep

resented bv the steam is used

  

By Raymond Francis Yates
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While the average man generally un

derstands the operating principles of

the reciprocating steam engine, /ew

thoroughly understand the operation

of the steam turbine, which is really

a Iar more interesting machine. This

is probably due to the small amount

0/ literature which treats of the

steam tunrbine in a popular strain.

Realizing this the author has at

tempted to set forth the principles

0/ the turbine in an “everyday" way.

The subject of the steam turbine is

/ull 0/ interest /or~the man who

“likes to understand things”.
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in overcoming its motion. The general

efficiency of the steam engine is fur

ther added to by its great number of

sliding surfaces. These cause part of

the useful energy to be used in over

coming friction.

The steam turbine is far more effi

  

A Westinghouse automatic bleeder turbine, single flow, type

1200 R.P.M.

cient as a prime mover than the steam

engine as it possesses no reciprocating

parts. It has one moving member

which is the rotor and this revolves in

one direction only. The absence of a

number of sliding surfaces also con

tributes to the general efliciency of the

steam turbine. In most machines only

two bearings are used.

The De Laval steam turbine first

made its appearance “in 1883. This

machine is the A-B-C type of the tur

bine family. It consists simply of a

single disc with lunette buckets ar

ranged about its periphery. The steam

~ is directed against these buckets by a

number of nozzles which are mounted

at an angle of from 15 to 20 degrees.

The steam exhausts from the opposite

side of the wheels into the atmosphere

or condenser. The power produced by

a turbine of the De Laval type is ob

tained entirely through the impact of

the live steam delivered to the nozzles

against the buckets.

The steam ejected from the

nozzles of the De Laval tur

bine reaches the almost unbe

Rotor /or a 7500 kva. turbo

generator

A 2500 kw. turbo-generator unit in operation
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lievable velocity of from 2,000 to 4,000

feet per second. The latter figure is
equivalent to a speed ofiover three

quarters of a mile per second. This

steam velocity would theoretically pro

duce a rotor surface velocity of from

90,000 to 120,000 feet per minute,

which would involve a rota

tional speed as high as 80,000

R.P.M. with a wheel 6 in. in

diameter. T his tremendous

speed is too excessive for prac

tical application and the ordi

nary speeds of turbines of this

type range from 30,000 for the

smaller sizes to 9,000 for the

larger types. Even these speeds

are far too high for direct con

nection and the power is trans

mitted through a train of spiral

gears which reduce the speed to

the proper value. The speed is

reduced to 1 / 10th of its original

value by means of the gears.

The Parsons steam turbine

was first introduced in the year

1884. This machine originally

consisted of a number of discs

mounted upon a single shaft re

volving as a unit between sta

tionary blades. Each disc has

blades or buckets mounted upon

its periphery. The method of

sandwiching the stationary blades with

the revolving blades is shown in the

illustrations. It will be understood

that the stationary blades are mounted

on the inside of the turbine casing. The

steam enters the turbine casing at high

speed and pressure and sort of “el

bows” its way through the spaces be

tween the movable and stationary

blades. By refering to the sketch it

will be seen that the direction of the

steam is altered as it passes from the

stationary to the movable blades. A

turbine with the blades arranged as

described is said to be of the reaction

type. In this type of machine the pres

sure of the steam is less on the exit

STA YIONARV

sums!

STAYIONAFIY

BLADES

  

I
  

Section oi a Parsons Type

$ingle—FlowTurbine.
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side of the blades than on the entrance

side. A reaction Parsons turbine has

about three thousand blades compared

to 300 for a De Laval turbine of the

same size. The Parsons turbine, how

ever, is by far the most efficient of the

two.

During t h e

passage of steam

through a tur

bine there is a

STEAM CHEST

MOVING BLADE!

 

 

[L0 (
IIOWNO BLADE!

MOVING BLADES

 

SYATIONARY BLADE$

5TlTlONARY Bl QUES

NOZILE DIAPHRAGM
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Steam turbines are made to operate

on different pressures; high pressure,

low pressure and mixed pressure. High

pressure turbines operate at about the

same initial pressure as triple expan

sion steam engines. Low pressure tur

bines generally operate on the exhaust

steam of a reciprocating engine and

they are generally interposed between

the engine and the condenser. Mixed

pressure turbines operate on the exhaust

steam of engines which is sup

plemented with live steam for

heavy loads.

Steam does not flow through

high pressure turbines in one

continuous stream, but rather in

blasts or puffs at regular inter

vals. These puffs of steam are

admitted by means of a cam on

the governor, a spring—operated

piston and a steam relay which

causes about three impulses per

\ second. The steam admissions

are not throttled in proportion

to the load and at full load the

steam -puffs merge into an al

most continuous flow. On the

larger machines an automatic

cutoff is placed on the steam
 

-llllll
The arrangement of the blades and valves on a Curtis turbine

considerable thrust. This thrust is

overcome in the multistage machine by

three balancing pistons on the opposite

end of the rotor shaft. This arrange

ment will be noticed by refering to the

sketches of the turbines. These bal

ancing pistons are connected by pas

sages to the different stages of the tur

bine so that as the steam is passing

through each stage it will exert an equal

and opposite pressure against the bal

ancing piston. In this manner serious

end thrust is eliminated. The balanc

ing pistons never come into contact with

the cylinder in which they revolve and

there is little added friction to the mo

tion of the rotor.

‘/. Dqmmm;

Reachon Elemenl
  

Raacllon [/emenl

ma-E,
  

Single F/ow -------- _, q  

line which will cut off the sup

ply if the speed of the turbine

gets beyond a certain predeter

mined limit.

The Curtis type of steam turbine is

assumed to be a combination of the

principles of action of the De Laval

and Parsons types, in that the first im

pact of the steam is from a series of

several expanding nozzles in groups of

two or three, at equal distances around

the revolving wheel directly upon the

revolving blades and from a reaction

by a fixed blade disc, and in that a

further impact occurs upon the second

revolving wheel blades, the steam thus

expanding through two or three stages

and terminating in the condenser. The

vertical arrangement of the shaft with

the horizontal range of motion is one

. ._.___;-;----- Impulse Wheel

__"“' Dummy

-----Reachon Element
-

Section ofa Combination lrnpulse and

Reacfion Single -Flow Turbine.

- - - - - - -- Nozzle Chamber

""" --/mpu/.re Wheel

\

I
'=
iv-in

| \

is
Exhaust --

Section of a Double-Flow Turbine.

l y qmlml
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of the distinctive features of the Curtis

type of steam turbine.

One of the drawings shows the ar

rangement of the steam chest valves

and nozzles, and moving and stationary

blades for a Curtis turbine. The most

vital point in a steam turbine are the

buckets since they, and the spaces be

tween them, must be shaped exactly

right to give the correct direction of

flow and highest mechanical efiiciency

and also provide for the progressive ex

/(f/f(/

qrrrrr

- ((f/(K
The arrangement 0/ the blade:-in a turbine
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pansion of the steam. The buckets or

blades for the Curtis turbine are cut

out of the solid metal by a special

bucket cutting machine.

In the following lines will be found

a more detailed outline of the various

turbines and their principles of action.

In the reaction turbine approximate

ly one-half of the expansion in any one

stage takes place in the stationary

blades, imparting to the steam a veloci

ty substantially equal to that of the

moving blades so that it enters them

without impact. The remainder of the

expansion takes place in the moving

blades, the spaces between which grad

ully grow smaller from the inlet to the

exit side of the turbine forming a ring

of moving nozzles. The velocity im

parted to the steam by reason of the

expansion occurring in the moving

blades produces a reactive efiort on

these blades which turns the rotor of

the turbine. This effect is very simi

lar to that produced by water issuing

from an ordinary hose nozzle.

In the turbines of the impulse type

the complete expansion for any one

stage takes place in the stationary

blades or nozzles and the steam is de

livered to the moving blades with .1

velocity somewhat more than double

that of the blades. The passages be

tween the moving blades are of uniform

or even slightly increasing cross-sec

tion from inlet to outlet. The moving

blades check and reverse the velocity

of the steam current and the reluctance

of the steam current to having its di

rections and velocity altered gives rise

to a force against the blades which sets

the rotor in motion.

Each of these two general classes of

turbines has its partisans and doubt

less always will have. The modern

practice in turbine construction seems

to be in the direction of a combination

of the two types.

The use of a single impulse for the

first stage of the expansion is desirable

inasmuch as it replaces without any ap

preciable sacrifice of economy a con

siderable number of rows of reaction

blading in the least eflicient part of

the reaction turbine, and makes possible

a shorter and consequently stifler rotor.

For the intermediate and low-pressure

sections, in which the volume of the

steam is sufficient to require reasonably

long blades moving at considerable ve

locities and extended experience con

firms the belief that reaction blading

has a decided economic advantage.

The all-impulse type necessitates a

rotor built up of discs mounted on a

shaft of smaller diameter in order that

the circumferential clearance between

the shaft and the diaphragms separat

ing the pressure chambers may be as

small as possible so that the consider

able pressure drops between adjacent

stages will not cause too much leakage

In the reaction type the pressure

drops between adjacent stages are very

much smaller and the body of the rotor

may be built up in the form of a hollow

drum. The drum construction is much

stifi'er than the shaft and disc design

and it is believed much safer. When

a disc is heated it develops internal

strains that are impossible of calcula

tion and which are liable to start cracks

in the metal, resulting in many in

stances in complete rupture. On the

other hand, in a rotor made up of a

comparatively thin drum of consider

able diameter and rings of large bore

no such strains are encountered. Again

the drum construction of rotor makes

the turbine very much more accessible

for examination and repairs. _In most

of the later designs of Westinghouse

turbines the upper half of the cylinder

can be lifted without interfering with

the ‘govemor steam chest or pipe con

nections.

Bleeder turbines are for use in plants

which are required to furnish not only

power, but also considerable and vary

ing quantities of low pressure steam

for heating purposes. In these turbines

a part of the steam after it has done

work in the high pressure stages may

be diverted to the heating system and

the remainder expanded through the

low pressure blading and exhausted

into the condenser. In this way none

of the energy of the heating system, due

to the difference in pressure between

the boiler and the heating system is

wasted. On the other hand, if no steam

is required for heating purposes, the

turbine operates just as efficiently as

though the bleeder feature was absent.

Steam turbines have been brought

into use for the propulsion of ships.

The real high speed of the turbine pre

vented its being adopted for this use

for a long time. Finally a very e£fi

cient reducing gear was -developed

which made it possible to apply the

turbine in this field. These reducing

gears have been perfected to a point

where they transmit 98V¢% of the pow

er delivered to them. Turbines have

been designed to operate on low pres

sure steam and these run on the exhaust

steam from the engines. On the great

steamship Olympic steam turbines are

fed from the exhaust of the compound

engines and a saving in fuel of from

12-15% is realized. The impossibility

of reversing the turbine makes it neces

sary to install a separate unit when

' running astern.

TIN AMALGAM

IN and mercury combine readily

at ordinary temperatures. If 3

parts of mercury are brought into con

tact with I of tin, 6-sided crystals of

tin amalgam are formed. Tin amalgam

is used for silvering looking-glasses.

When pulverized and rubbed on the

polishing-stone it forms a kind of

mosaic silver. Electric amalgam may

be made by melting tin and zinc to

gether in various portions in a porce

lain crucible. The mixture is well

stirred up, and when on the point of

solidifying the mercury is added and

worked into the mass. The whole is

next transferred to the mortar warm

enough to keep the amalgam soft, while

it is well worked together, after which

a piece of tallow or lard, not quite the

equal in bulk to the mass, is kneaded in

until the amalgam attains the proper

consistency.

SILVER AMALGAM

HIS is best prepared by the use of

pulverulent silver obtained by the

reduction of silver solution. It may be

prepared by bringing a solution of

nitrate .of silver in 10 to 15 parts of

water into a bottle, adding a few small

pieces of sheet zinc and vigorously

shaking for a few minutes. The silver

separating in the form of a. very fine

black-gray powder need only be washed

and dried to be suitable for the prepa

ration of amalgam. This finely divided

powder may be directly dissolved in the

mercury, though it requires some time.

The object is more quickly attained by

heating the mercury nearly to boiling in

a crucible, then throwing in the pul

verulent silver and quickly combining

the mass by vigorous stirring with an

iron rod.

WATCH

Watch for the announcement of a

new contest which will appear in one

of the early numbers of EVERYDAY EN

GINEERING. This announcement will

greatly interest all men who use tools.

Several very ' substantial and worth

while pr_izes are to be offered.
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Model Car Trucks

Two-and-a-half Inch Gauge

By Henry Greenley

Associate Member Institute of Locomotive Engineers, England

UITE recently the writer has

been required to design and

make patterns for some really

satisfactory bogies for certain well fin

ished “working” models of British

Pullman cars. These trucks naturally

embrace most of the characteristics com

mon to American railroad practice and

the accompanying drawings have been

therefore rearranged in line with-U. S.

A. conditions and also slightly modi

fied to suit amateur construction.

The trucks are of the over spring

equalized type and as detailed in the

drawings herewith require three pat

terns only viz: the side frames, stretch

er or bolster, and the combined equal

izer and axleboxes. It is advisable for

the amateur to build the trucks from

castings and make his own patterns

even if a. small number of trucks are

required and all parts can be cast in

gunmetal (bronze) thorughout if fine

soft east iron is not obtainable for the

frames and bolster. With regard to the

wheels, these may be in cast iron or

turned from mild steel discs cut from

the bar.

The chief feature of the trucks lies

in the arrangement of the equalizer and

axleboxes and in the attachment of the

bolster to the car body. Although the

wheels and equalizer can take up the

position shown in an exaggerated de

gree in the sketch, Fig. 3. The bolster

is provided with a half round trans

verse rib on its upper surface. This

rib bears on a. metal plate attached to

the underside of the car transom beam

and gives lateral stability to the truck,

any direct side roll being taken up en

tirely by the equalizer springs. The

truck is, however, quite free to rise and

fall at the ends to accommodate itself

-to longitudinal waves in the track—i.

e., such as are encountered at changes

in gradient. The position taken up in

Fig. 3 would therefore not be possible

except in a slight degree, depending on

the restraining action of the rubber

washer fitted in the recess in the under

side of the bolster casting under the

head of the pivot screw or bolt.

The combination of the equalizer

side springing with the “scale-beam”

type of support for the bolster should

provide for the roughest track and at

the same time prevent the coach body

from oscillating in a. lateral direction.

Nothing looks so bad as to see a. model

coach—and many do this/—“dithering”

and wobbling from side to side as it

proceeds along the railroad.

To provide for the action indicated

in the rough sketch, Fig. 3, rectangular

holes in the side frames of the truck

should be sufficiently free to allow the

combined equalizer and axlebox to take

up the position shown and to this end

the sharp corners of the square boxes

may be chamfered off to a. substantial

amount where they pass through the

opening in the side plates of the truck.

Of course, separate boxes could be

used but if the prospective maker of

these bogie trucks is anxious to get say

a. train of four or five cars rea.dy—this

means 40 axleboxes—he will welcome

anything in the nature of labor saving.

With a view to the future use of the

pattems one is always requiring bogie

This is the third installment of Mr. l

Henry Green1ey’s series on model rail

way cngineering. During the past two

years the Editor has received a mulli

tude 0/ inquiries relative to the con

struction oj model car trucks and he

hopes that this article sets forth all

of the necessary information on the

b‘ t E
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trucks in the equipment of a model

railway—and to obtaining clean cast

ings metal pattems are recommended.

For the side frames a piece of sheet

bmss 1/§ in. thick should be cut out to

the shape required by detail drawing

Fig. 5 allowing for sand “draw” and

providing for shrinkage (3/16 in. to the

foot, approximately). On this the three

inside blocks may be silver soldered or

soft soldered and riveted. The raised

horn plates may then be cut out of

1/16 in. sheet and soft soldered on,

the plates being further secured by

countersunk screws driven from the

back with their points which should be

nicely rounded projecting through the

front to indicate rivet or bolt heads in

the final castings. The openings for

the axleboxes should be arranged for in

the pattern but enough metal should be

provided for filing to size and “dra.w"

on the sides of the hole should also be

ample.

In soft soldering several parts to one

base successive heats are necessary, and

care should be taken not to oxidize or

“burn” the surfaces and the solder by

overheating. The temperature to which

the metal is raised should be sufficient

to just melt the solder. Parts fixed in

the previous heats should be screwed or

riveted to secure them in the succeeding

ones. To hold several parts together

during the soft soldering operation,

strip steel clamps, as sketched in Fig. 4,

will be found extremely useful. Clean

liness is necessary to successful solder

ing, and a. certain amount of practice

is required to produce a satisfactory

pattern. When completed it should

have nicely rounded corners and such

fillets——which are essential to sound

clean ca.stings—may be obtained by

floating soft solder wherever it is re

quired to form a. fillet. Another point

to observe is that soft solder cannot

follow silver soldering until the whole

of the work is recleansed. To remove

the burnt borax the object should be

wanned (a. black heat is sufficient) and

immersed in a. pickle of sulphuric acid

and water, strength 1 to 20. The pat

tern for the equalizer may be made out

of M, in. x % in. brass strip, the ends

being silver soldered to plates made of

3/16 in. stuff. When shaped to

dimensions (plus allowances for cast

ing shrinkage) the axleboxes may be

sweated on, also the small pieces form

ing the spring bearings. These addi

tions are similar in shape to the pieces

soldered to the side frames (see sketch

Fig. 4) and may be sawed out of 7/16

in. sound bar brass. To retain the

spiral springs in position the pattern

should provide for the small spring pin

shown in cross section drawing Fig. 6

and in Fig. 7.

If the latter course is adopted the

casting may be of L section in the center

to lighten it, although lightness in a

model truck need not be studied. A

little weight in wheels and trucks is to

be desired. The side frames are at

tachcd to the bolster by three screws

(3/32 in. diameter) on each side, but

before the truck can be assembled the

work to the wheels and axles must be

completed, as the fixing of the side

plates secures the whole of the parts of

the bogie truck. It has been arranged

in designing the truck to make the

combined equalizer and axlebox (Fig.

7) quite flat at the back. These cast

ings can then be quite easily finished by

filing, machining or “band-grinding”

the back and drilling 11/64 in. blind

holes for the 5/32 in. axle journals.

The rest of the casting, except for the

sides of the axleboxes and the all-im

portant rounding of the comers where

the box passes through the side plate,

only requires fettling up to provide a

reasonably clean surface for the final

painting.

The hole for the truck pivot bolt or

screw in the bolster casting should be

at least 1/32 in., if not 1/16 in. larger

than the pivot itself. The rubber washer

or disc will restrain the truck from any

display of sloppiness due to the clear

ance between the hole and the screw

or bolt, and at the same time the rubber

will allow of the equalizer action of the

(Continued on page 88)
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Systematic Lubrication and Maintenance

of Automobiles

/4n Exposition Dealing With the Importance of Giving an Automobile

Regular Care, and How to Inspect the Mechanism in a Thorough

Manner. The Necessity for Periodical Lubrication to Reduce

Operating Expenses and Rapid Depreciation is also Made Clear

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

ORE automobiles come to an

untimely end by abuse than are

wom out by useful service and

more parts of the mechanism become

worn or broken by neglect than depre

ciate from normal use. The average

motorist who looks after his own car is

apt to be neglectful and keeps the car in

operation as long as it will run. Even

the cheapest of automobiles represents

an investment of nearly a thousand dol

lars, yet their owners do not always take

the care required to conserve the invest

ment and lessen depreciation, which is

apt to be abnormally high because no

effort is made to give the mechanism the

care it deserves.

This is not always the fault of the

automobile owners, because in many

cases they have no idea of what parts

to inspect and what to look for even if

they do carry on a more or less hap

hazard inspection of the power plant or

chassis mechanism. The care that an

automobile demands should not tax

even the busy man, as several hours per

week spent systematically will insure

that the car will be properly oiled and

that no serious defects will materialize

without giving notice in advance. The

instructions which follow are intended

to help the automobilist in caring for

the car in his charge and apply to most

standard cars. The subject of lubrica

tion is considered first, then that of logi

cal and periodical inspection."

Car Lubrication Important

Without question thesubject of lubri

cation is of more importance to an owner

than any other subject, because proper

lubrication contributes in no small de

gree to keeping a not inconsiderable in

vestment from depreciating too rapidly.

It does not suffice that the best of work

manship and highest grade materials

are employed in manufacture. They

cannot give the owner that service he

has the right to expect if this feature is

neglected. The best of material will not

lubricate a bearing, and the finest work

manship will not keep a piece of ma

chinery out of the scrap heap if wear
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ing surfaces are not lubricated regu

larly. Even slight neglect, not in itself

enough to destroy immediately, will

have damaging effect upon wearing

parts, and will cause not only increased

depreciation but lost time, increased

maintenance and operating cost, and a

performance not at all in keeping with

that which the automobile was designed

and constructed to give.

The instructions which follow can be

followed to advantage by drivers and

owners of practically all standard

makes of cars, though they will be sub

ject to slight modifications as the ar

rangement of the mechanism dictates.

Motor Lubrication

The oil reservoir, when empty, will

take two or three gallons of oil, de

pending on the size of the motor. The

best oil to usedepends on the type of

motor and the recommendations of the

manufacturer should be followed and

only lubricant of the best quality used.
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Chart showing location 0/ oil and grease cups on a popular light car, the Oldsmobile Six, also giving the periods when attention is needed
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The oil filler will be found located at

forward end of the motor on the left

side in most cars, though the location

will vary. Care should be exercised at

all times to see that the oil is kept be

tween high and low marks on the gage

usually found at rear end of motor.

Watch oil circulation indicator on dash

carefully, and should it not register

when motor is running, investigate im

mediately, ascertaining if the oil line is

stopped up, or if the reservoir is empty.

The oil reservoir should be drained

every five hundred miles through the

plugs located at rear of reservoir in the

starting and lighting system. One or

two drops of three-in-one oil injected

into the oil wells every thousand miles

will be sufficient. One of these wells is

located on the top of the distributor

housing, oiling the armature ball bear

ing, the distributor plain bearing and

the oil wick in the timing lever body.

The other oil well will be found on the

extension of the end plate at the driv

ing coupling, and lubricates the ball

bearing on that end of the magneto.

Oil cups will also be found on the bear

ings of generator and motor of the

starting and lighting system.

TOPNcwr foldgunless dry-keep ~: lean
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VACLUM TANK

inspect daily _

leaks and loose oomect: -

for furl

lubrication of the clutch is necessary if

a dry plate or cone clutch is used except

that the clutch throw-out bearing should

receive regular lubrication. This is

generally provided for by a large grease

cup located on the floor board, which

should be given one turn every morning

or noon.

Oil cups are provided on the steering

gear, and they should be kept filled with

a good grade of light oil. At each end

of the drag link is a socket in which the

ball of the steering arm operates, as well

as the arm on the knuckle arm. These

should be thoroughly greased at least

POWER PLANT y

Examine all wires-Clean spurkltipmi

Inspect gaps meld -kcepallollond

washedo - keep ignition

distributor clean - clean oarbonoutof

combustion clwmber ifwmgint knozks
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engine loses oower.
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BRAKES

Keep clean and

well adjusted.
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Chart showing cross section of modem /our-cylinder automobile depict: parts of mechanism that need regular impaction

bottom of crank case, and refilled with

fresh oil. The reason for this is ob

vious; the grade of gasoline that is

being sold at the present time is such

that perfect carburetion is impossible

until the motor warms up, resulting in

considerable raw gasoline finding its

way into the oil reservoir, which grad

ually thins the oil until it ceases to be

3, perfect lubricant. For this reason,

heavy-bodied cylinder oils are often

recommended.

The oil system of modern automobiles

is nearly always the force-feed type and

pressure is maintained by a positive

gear-driven pump located in the bottom

of oil reservoir, generally to one side.

There is an oil strainer surrounding the

pump intake which should be cleaned

occasionally. This can be easily re

moved for cleaning by simply taking

out cap screws or unscrewing a plug.

A grease cup is provided on the fan.

Fill this with grease weekly and turn

every day. Do not overoil the magneto

or the dynamo and motor of the electric

Chassis Parts

Grease cups are usually provided at

all points on the front axle where fric

tion comes. Make sure that the grease

cups are filled with a high-grade light

grease free from acid and grit. Keep

reserve supply of grease in a tightly cov

ered can so that no grit or dust can get

into it. If oil cups are used be sure to

keep these filled with fluid oil.

The bearings on the front wheels of

most cars are tapered roller forms and

may be lubricated with any light grease

or heavy oil if it is positively free from

acid. Plugs are sometimes provided in

the wheel for lubricating the bearings,

and in addition the wheels should be

removed periodically, the bearings thor

oughly cleaned with kerosene and re

lubricated with light grease, using a

clean wooden paddle for spreading.

The transmission should be filled in

about 1% inches above center line of

the main shaft with a good grade of

heavy transmission grease or oil. No

twice a month. Grease universal joints

weekly with a good grade of cup grease,

using grease gun, and once every three

months joints should be completely

taken down, thoroughly cleaned and re

packed.

Oil cups on brake flanges and grease

cups should be given attention once a

week. These lubricate the internal brake

cams of the rear axle. All external

brake joints should be given a few drops

of oil once a week. Fill differential

gear-case one-third full of heavy oil or

very light grease. D0 not fill over one

third full.

Every six months take out drain cup

in the bottom of case and thoroughly

rinse out old lubricant with kerosene

by pouring it in at top cap. After rins

ing out with kerosene, then fill with

lubricant as above instructed. Rear hub

bearings on full floating axles can be

given sufficient grease by simply re

moving hub cap and filling this with

grease, then screwing back in position.
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This should be done about every three

months. Every six months the springs

should be taken apart and lubricated

with a good grade of grease mixed with

graphite. Spring-bolt bearings are pro

vided with oil cups and should be oiled

daily. There are numerous other points

of friction such as control rods, cross

rods, rocker shafts, etc., not mentioned,

where a drop of oil occasionally will

materially benefit.

Daily Maintenance Routine

Engine: Examine all wiring termi

nals for tightness. Clean magneto or

ignition distributor externally. Note

tension of fan belt. Inspect oil supply

in engine crank case. Inspect oil pump

for performing its proper function. In

spect radiator water supply. Inspect

hose connection for leaks. Inspect

gasoline tanks for proper fuel supply.

Inspect fuel pipe line and all connec

tions for leaks.

Brakes: Inspect for undue wear or

looseness and tighten if necessary. In

spect for proper operation.

General: Inspect and thoroughly

clean all lamps. Inspect tires for air

pressure, cuts or damage. Make sure

spare tires are properly inflated. Tighten

all loose bolts and nuts.

Weekly Maintenance Routine

Engine: Inspect all wires for proper

support and freedom from damage.

Thoroughly clean engine externally.

Inspect all pump connections for oil

leaks. Inspect all water connections for

leaks. Inspect carbureter control con

nections. Do not attempt to alter

carburetor adjustment unless this is

shown to be necessary when the truck

is in service.

Remove magneto or battery system

distributor cover and clean with gaso

line and a. clean cloth. Operate engine

at low speed and, with one wire at a

time separated from the spark plug in

spect the spark given for length and ap

parent homess. Keep engine free from

carbon; inject tablespoonful of kerosene

into each cylinder, through pet cock or

I spark plug holes. This should be in

jected when the motor is hot and al

lowed to stand over night. Remove,

clean and adjust all spark plugs.

Brakes: Inspect and thoroughly

clean and oil all brake connections.

Adjust if necessary.

Springs: Inspect center bolt of

spring and spring clips for apparent

tightness.

Wheels: Inspect front wheels for

alignment with rear wheels. Inspect

tires for undue damage and wear. Jack

up wheels and inspect bearing adjust

ment. Inspect spindles and spindle

bolts. Inspect the steering rod adjust

ment aiid all rod ends of the steering

linkage.

Clutch: Inspect entire clutch mech

anism.

Transmission." Clean and inspect all

control connections.

Universal Joint: Inspect universal

joint for undue looseness and wear.

Clean and refill universal joint with

grease.

Difierential: Inspect differential

and propeller shaft bearing adjustment.

Body and Equipment: Inspect body

bolts, hood fasteners and all similar

General :

bolts.

Inspect transmission arm

Inspect front motor support

bolts. Inspect oil pan and transmis

sion bolts. Inspect steering gear for

lost motion and lubrication. Inspect

speedometer drive.

ENGINE DRIVE FOR BICYCLES

N easily installed gasoline engine

drive for bicycles is not a novelty

in the United States, but those of do

mestic design follow other principles

than those of a new German design

which is shown herewith. The power

plant is mounted on the front fork and

  

The Colibri drive for bicycle: is a recent German development

bolts for apparent tightness. Inspect

tool equipment for completeness.

Monthly Maintenance Routine

Engine: Detennine if carbon is

present in quantity in the engine. Ex

amine and inspect engine for loose

parts, leaks, noises. Clean oil pump

screen. Grind valves if necessary.

Ignition: Clean magneto or distrib

utor head, polish and adjust breaker

points. Inspect magneto or timer cam

for correct advance.

Clutch: Inspect clutch hub grease

tube. Inspect clutch operation. In

spect clutch alignment. _

Transmission: Clean externally and

inspect for leaks, particularly the drain

plug and the rear bearing.

Springs: Thoroughly inspect and

clean spring shackle connections. In

spect springs to ascertain damage, if

any.

Difierential: Clean and inspect dif

ferential housing for oil leaks. In

spect brake arms and equalizers on dif

ferential housing.

Wheels: Remove hub caps and in

spect for proper lubrication. Inspect

condition of bearings.

Universal Joint: Inspect universal

joint ring and yokes. Inspect housing

bolts inside joint housing.

pulls the bicycle by driving the front

wheel. The Colibri front drive is said

to reduce dangerous skidding, also the

weight will be less. It consists of an

air-cooled, four-cycle, single cylinder

engine of 1% H.P., mounted on a fork

frame of steel tubes. This is intended

to be attached beside the front fork of

the bicycle and is connected to the

bicycle frame by spring joints. The

vibrations of the engine are insulated

from the bicycle frame, which could not

stand such detrimental strains for a

long period owing to its light construc

tion. 4

The engine drives a secondary shaft

through a. short chain, this crankshaft

contains the clutching device and, from

this shaft, the chain wheel at the front

hub of the bicycle is driven with a

longer chain.

By releasing the clutch the bicycle

can be driven with pedals. The motor

has a high-tension magneto and jet

carburetor. The fuel tank is mounted

at the steering bar and from the handles

of this bar the throttle and clutch are

controlled by Bowden wire. To pre

vent splashing of oil on the rider, the

back and top side of the fly wheel is

covered with a sheet metal guard. The

weight of the complete Colibri motor

- -_. l
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drive is 36.2 lbs. (16.5 kg.), the speed

ranging from 18 to 25 m.p.h. with small

fuel consumption that could be expected

from a low powered engine. This is

an interesting revival of the Clement

motor, a French design of over fifteen

years ago.

MORE COMFORT FOR THE

AVIATOR '

HE pilot’s and navigator’s cockpit

in a recently devised machine in

tended for long flights is fitted with

Triplex glass side windows and a floor

window in front of the pilot. Nor

mally the seat placing allows the crew

to sit with their heads just clear of the

cockpit, but the design is such that the

cockpit may be converted into an en

closed cabin. The seats are fitted with

clips which permit them both to drop

about a foot, and sliding doors are

pulled across the openings to close in

the cockpit. Some of the side windows

are made to open, and a pipe running

from the front of the radiator supplies

fresh air to the cockpit interior. Dual

control is provided, and the pilot has

two rudder bars one above the other, for

the two seat positions. There is a sys

tem of pull-out tables for charts and

slots for instruments. The circular

opening for the pilot’s head is fitted

with an aluminum beading which is

liners can be made. The complete ma

chine is also shown and the size of the

fuselage necessary to accommodate the

twelve passengers is clearly shown.

Illustrations of an earlier design have

been published previously in this maga

zine, but the latest type is particularly

interesting in view of the improvements

that have been made and the luxurious

appointments of the “Pullman” body

  

Luxuriously appointed cabin of Handley

Page passenger-carrying airplane

LEAD BURNING

EAD burning consists in melting the

metals and causing the parts to

flow together and become joined with

out the aid of solder. It requires con

siderably more skill than any other

-form of brazing or soldering. A long

step toward success may be taken by

the proper arrangement of the work.

It is usual to provide something which

may serve as a mold or guide for the

melted metal. For example, if two lead

sheets are to be united by soldering,

they are laid on a sheet of some non

heat-conducting substance, such as

brick or asbestos. The work in the im

mediate neighborhood of the joint is

carefully scraped so as to remove all

oxide or scale which would tend to bind

the melted lead and prevent it from

flowing freely. The metal at the seam

is heated by a very hot bit or the flame

from a blowpipe so that there is a uni

form flow of lead across the seam. It

is sometimes necessary to add more

lead to the seam by melting a strip

held in the hand. A flame of some sort

is the most satisfactory source of heat

for the average lead burning job, be

cause not only is the heat more uni

fonn, but also more intense, and the

  

The Handley-Page twin-motored airplane is a converted bomber with a well-appointed cabin for passengers

graduated off into degrees for use with

a sextant. In the rear of the navigator

are cupboards for food.

It would seem quite possible even in

small single-engined machines to de

sign a cockpit providing every facility

for piloting and navigation, which will

be thoroughly comfortable and livable

for the pilot as well as the passengers.

The accompanying illustration shows

the thorough enclosure of the passen

gers’ cabin in the Handley Page Lon

don-Paris flyer, and shows how well

protected the passengers can be and

how luxurious the furnishings of air

provided for the accommodations of the

passengers who use the London-Paris

air route.

 

The effect of temperature on the duration

of incandescent lamps has been the subject

of recent experiment. At 392° F. lamps

were used up in 40 hours, while at 36° F.

the duration was normal or better. This

explains the short life of lamps in luminous

signs, where being crowded together they

are kept at a high temperature.

 

A mixture of sodium silicate (water-glass)

baked in a kiln, forms a solid bonding ma

terial, with a tensile strength of over 2,000

pounds to the square inch. It is said to be

used for abrasive wheels.

lead melts at the desired point before

the surrounding metal becomes suffi

ciently hot to soften. There are sev

eral types of blowpipe for this purpose

on the market. Some employ an alco

hol flame, while others make" use of

mixed hydrogen and air. The flame

is usually small, sharp-pointed, and

very intense. Lead burning is abso

_ lutely necessary, and is insisted upon

in certain classes of work, for instance,

in lining tanks with lead for chemical

solutions, or for joining the grids and
lugs of storage batteries. T
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Building A Two-Passenger Seaplane

By Charles E. Muller, M.A.E.

PART EIGHT

FABRIC COVERING AND Assamnmno

or MACHINE

HE covering of airplane Surfaces

has undergone decided changes,

principally in the improvement of

the material itself and the methods of

applying and doping the fabric. This

is far from being standardized. Each

manufacturer has his own method. Up

to about 1912 cotton and silk, oiled or

varnished, and some of the various rub

berized fabrics then used for-balloons

were experimented with. The princi

pal objections with these were the dif

ficulty in getting them sufficiently taut,

and the rapid deterioration by the oil

and gasoline from the motors. Also

they were weakened by the coating pro

cesses then used. Cotton fabrics weigh

Con Julling Jzronautic al Erigintrr

machines, the fabric is lengthwise of

the wings with the seams, if any, near

the trailing edge. It may be tacked

along the rear wing bar by placing fill

ing-in-strips between the rib cap strips.

The edge of the overlapping seam to

face the rear so that the air in the slip

stream cannot get under it. A brief

.explanation of some of the character

istics of fabrics that have been used

may help the amateur to select a sub

stitute, a cheaper covering.

Substitute Covering Materials

Cotton niuslins and percales are

comparatively strong and inexpensive.

Careful selection of the very best qual

ity of closely woven unsized and un

bleached grades, should test from 40 to

60 lbs. per inch. Sea Island and

Egyptian goods are the best cottons in

 

 

How cloth is cut an the pattern table to fit wing frames

from 1% to 4 ozs. per sq. yd. with a

tensile strength of 25 to 80 lbs. per

inch, depending on the weight.

Linen Widely Used

Closely woven linen, weighing from

3 to 4% ounces per sq. yd. with an

approximate tensile strength of 75 lbs.

per inch in the warp lengthwise of the

material to about 100 lbs. per inch in

the weft (crosswise of the material), is

now almost universally used. This is

carefully fitted, and smoothly but not

too tightly stretched over the frame

work. From 3 to S coats of cellulose

dope is then applied and finished with

a coat of spar varnish. On the large

airplanes the fabric is applied so that

the warp and the weft run diagonally

and tacked or sewed on to the cap strips

top and bottom of each rib. This tends

to assist in stopping and ripping or

tearing of the fabric. On the small

strength and durability. I believe

these are used exclusively in pneumatic

tires in which the stresses are lit

erally terrific. Cottons are susceptible

to rapid deterioration by the elements

especially moisture, therefore must be

waterproofed by a “dope” explained

later and spar varnished.

Rubberized cotton balloon fabric 36"

to 50" wide, weighing 2% to 4 ozs.

per sq. ydo, formerly sold for 90 cents

to $1.50 per yd. It is now seldom used.

The fabric on an airplane sustains an

average load at the C. P. (center of

pressure) of approximately 20 lbs. per

sq. ft. at seventy miles per hour. About

75% of this is exerted on the upper

surface of the wings so it is therefore

essential that this surface be properly

fastened to the frame structure by cop

per tacks closely spaced or sewed to

the cap strips by copper wire or flax

cord after the 2nd or 3rd coat of dope

is applied. Tape or frayed strips are

then cemented with dope or varnish over

the rows of tacks or stitches.

Dopes Used for Treating Cloth

The history of the development of

dopes is an interesting one, but ii few

pertinent facts will suffice for the needs

of the amateur. Those in use today

may be divided into two classes,

namely; those made from a base of

cellulose nitrate or pyroxylin and those

manufactured with a cellulose acetate

base. Both are dissolved in a suitable

solvent more or less a trade secret,

probably either alcohol or acetone.

Sometimes, other substances are added

to preserve its flexibility or to modify

the shrinkage.

The chief advantage of the acetate

dopes over the nitrates or pyroxylin is

  

Slipping cloth covering made in the form of a bag over wing frame

the reduced inflammability of the

former. This will probably be appre

ciated to a greater extent for commer

cial machines, although the initial

cost of cellulose acetate dope is greater.

Some manufacturers apply three coats

-of the pyroxylin followed by two or

three coats of the acetate. This gives a

fire-resisting surface even though the

doping is not non-inflammable all the

way through.

The writer built a Farman type ma

chine in 1911 that was covered with a

single surfaced six-ounce cotton duck.

It was stretched tightly over the frame

work with a pocket for each rib and

wing bar. One coat of hot paraffine

was applied with a stiff brush as rap

idly as possible, then ironed with hot

irons top and bottom. This machine

was considered fairly efficient in the

pioneer days. This method is purely

experimental but may be worthy of

further exploiting.
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Some engineers reconunend stretch

ing the fabric on the frame as tightly

as possible, then use a dope of slight

shrinkage power, others stretch the fab

ric less taut and depend on the dope to

shrink the fabric taut. Personally I

favor an intermediate course especially

for this seaplane. The frame construc

tion of this plane was consistently de

signed so far as practical to eliminate

the sewing of the fabrics and the easy

attachment thereof.

made by Zahm, Libbous, and others.

The desirable properties of a good wing

surface may be summed up as follows:

It should be taut, smooth, water- and

fireproof with dope adhering well to

' the fabric.

The fabric should then be well doped,

the first coat should be well brushed in

especially along the edges and the cap

strips. It should be carefully rubbed

down with No. 0 sand paper and well

dusted. The last coat may be heavier

 

 

Stitching pieces of cloth together to /orm a bag to be used as airplane

-wing covering

Securing Fabric to Frame

On the main wings the fabric may

be tacked to the entering and trailing

edges, and along the rear wing bar,

where cut out for the ailerons. The

aileron stabilizers and elevators are

covered and tacked on the trailing

edges. The rudder covering is made

in the form of a bag and slipped over

the frame and tacked to the rudder

post and under the part that extends

over the stabilizer.

The fuselage and the turtle back

cover may be covered with an inferior

grade of material and tacked where

convenient, then doped, similar to the

other surfaces.

Smooth Surfaces Important

The importance of a smooth aerofoil

surface is of far greater aero-dynamical

importance than most practical men

realize. This has been empirically

demonstrated by wind tunnel tests

than the others or may be a spar var

nish of a grade that is recommended

for seaplanes.

The tape or frayed strips should be

applied after the third coat. If any

patching is necessary the spar varnish

must be removed with mineral wool

and the doped surface well washed with

the proper solvent. The patch is then

well doped, two coats or more then ap

plied. The dope will then act as a

cement. After the dope has set, varnish

may be applied to the patched area to

protect it.

ASSEMBLING

When assembling we may divide the

airplane in three units, firstly, the

fuselage, with or without the motor,

usually with the landing gear in posi

tion, the tail placed on a wooden horse

so that the upper longerons are hori

zontal (level); secondly, the wings or

cellulose in two sections (right and

left); thirdly, the empennage or tail

surfaces including the elevators and the

 

horizontal stabilizer vertical fin, and

the rudder. The rudder and vertical

fin are usually left attached to the

fuselage when transporting or storing

the airplane but they are considered a

part of the empennage. The next in

stallment will explain the common

method of truing up the fuselage, em

pennage and cellule.

The horizontal stabilizer is fastened

on the longerons by 2 3/16 inch U

bolts at the leading edge and braced by

two light V2 inch No. 20 gauge steel

tubing members from the trailing edge

to the stern post and from the enter

ing edge to the longeron.

The vertical fin is then attached to

the stern post and to the horizontal strut

by 20 gauge steel plates. The rudder

and elevators are then hinged. Ordi

nary 10 penny nails make excellent

hinge pins if kept well greased. A

1/16 inch hole must be drilled in one

end to lock wire, or cotter pin it se

curely in position.

In the larger planes the cellule or

wings are usually assembled by stand

ing the entering edge of the panels, on

pads, fitting the struts in their respec

tive sockets and attaching the wires. In

this type it is advisable to sling up the

upper wing panel to the ceiling. Then

have the lower wing panels on horses

or blocks in their relative flying posi

tion, that is its proper dihedral and

angle of incidence, then fit the struts in

theirsockets. It will be necessary to

note the margin of take-up of the par

ticular size turnbuckle that is used for

each size wire as they vary according to

size of wire from 1%; to 5%; inches in

the length of barrel and therefore in

their adjustment. Now measure the

length of the wire cables (the cable is

used instead of hard wire for flying and

landing wire because it shows broken

strands before failure and is therefore

more reliable). Allowance must be

made for loops and take-up. The

stems must be turned in the barrel at

least twice their diameter.

Novel Wire Terminals

Figure 6 shows an easily made cable

terminal of 20 gauge sheet copper that

is bent over a form of drill stock, then

soldered. The cable is slipped through

the short side, then a piece of wire

spring, then returned through the long

side and bent over, then placed in a

vise and twisted as shown.

Figure 7 shows the adaption of the

bicycle and motorcycle spoke and nipple

for a take-up for hard wires. It may

do very well for the fuselage tail wires

or if cleverly done, the fitting eye bolts

may suffice for a take-up.

Figure 8 suggests a possibility for

an adjustment for cables. The nut is

to take up the slack and also is used for
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wedging the soldered cable end firmly.

The bronze or brass bushing may be a

piece of tubing about 2 inches long

threaded for 1% inches, with sufficient

ly thick walls to take an 18 to 20

thread. The opposite end may be

reamed tapering or expanded to fit a

wedge (brass is best for soldering) this

is driven into the core of the wire cable,

then soldered over the bushing and

cable. A hole must be drilled through

the nut and clip to lock it in position.

Of course these substitutes are not

recommended if the regular turnbuckles

are procurable but are suggestions to

the ingenious. The stagger wires (some

times called incidence wires) are made

of cable and sometimes of hard wire.

These are the wires that brace the

wings in a fore and aft direction. The

  

alignment of the airplane showing

several methods of checking up the

dihedral and incidence together with

some practical flying instructions as

taught in the U. S. Army during the

war will conclude the series in the next

issue.

CONCRETE HOUSES

UITE a number of methods are

employed in the construction of

concrete houses. At Brighton, England,

an experiment has been carried out with

concrete slabs. Briefly, the system

known as the “Doric” is as follows:

A skeleton framework of lath is put up

first, and then, both outside and inside,

slabs or panels of a patented composi

tion of weather-proofed cement and as

bestos are attached. These slabs form

the surfaces of both sides of the wall

and between them is poured the concrete,

making, when it sets, an unbroken, un

jointed wall faced inside and out with

asbestos covering. The outside is fin

ished with rough cast. The building

will be completed on traditional lines,

but the time required for the erection of

the shell is only about one-third that

required for brickwork, and the cost

approximately two-thirds. Concrete, as

_<u¢11, ¢-an be made more quickly and

cheaply than brick, but it is found in

practice that the process of rendering

it waterproof makes its ultimate cost

greater than that of brickwork. It is

claimed for the new method that that

extra cost is avoided.

A NATIONAL FUEL FOR FRANCE

RRANGEMENTS are being made

in France for putting on the mar

ket what will be known as the national

fuel. This will be composed of a mix

ture of benzole and alcohol. At the pres

ent time experiments are being carried

out, although it is difficult to understand

what new data can be desired, for the

Paris General Omnibus Co. used a ben

zole-alcohol mixture for several years

with complete satisfaction, and only

abolished it on account of the fluctua

tions in the price of alcohol. Actually

all of the taxicabs and motorbuses in

Paris are running on benzole exclu

sively. This is being imported from

England and America. This fuel is

adopted because of its lower price and

also because the drivers refuse to run

on anything else. As is generally

known, there is a local tax on all motor

fuel brought into the city of Paris; this

tax is 20 centimes per litre of petrol

and 15 centimes on benzole. As drivers

buy their own fuel, they naturally re

fuse to accept the one bearing the high

er tax.

DELIVERING A BUILDING BY

TRUCK

HE development_ of motor truck

transportation is shown in the re

cent delivery at Milwaukee of an all

steel building, 90 x 80 feet. This was

made by a Youngstown, Ohio, plant on

order of a large automobile manufac

turer, and as it was urgently needed

motor trucks were used to expedite de

livery. The building, in parts, was

transported on two large trucks in three

days, much faster than would have been

possible by freight; besides, two han

dlings of the material were saved, as it

was possible to load the material on the

trucks at the plant and unload it at the

building site.

FUEL EFFICIENCY OF ENGINES

HE question‘ of fuel economy is of

vital interest to the users of cars

both because of its affecting, as it does,

the pocketbook, and the ability of the

car to cover great distances on a mod

erate load of fuel. A survey of the

field by this authority shows that the

brake thermal-efficiencies of the vari

ous types of engines places the auto

mobile motor in a “fairly satisfactory

position”. In the class of steam en

gines, the locomotive stands at the bot

tom with an average efficiency of 6 per

cent, followed by the compound non

condensing engine, 10 per cent, the

compound condensing engine, including

boiler, 13 per cent and the Parsons tur

bine, including the boiler, 17 per cent.

When we come to the internal combus

Daping covered airplane wing /rame at left. Large brushes are

used to save time

  

Mel/104 0/ llflplying doped frayed strips to cover tacks or cord

stitching shown above

tion engine, there is a decided jump.

The automobile motor is credited with

23 per cent, the airplane motor with 27

per cent, the coal gas stationary engine

with 30 per cent, and the average Diesel

engine with 34 per cent. On reaching

that modern development in which the

internal combustion and the steam en

gine are combined, we get for the Still

engine an efficiency (actually obtained)

of 41 per cent, and Dr. Dawson sets

down the probable future efficiency of

the Still-Diesel combination at 44.5

per cent.—Scientific American.

WHEN GARAGE PLANNING

IN planning the home garage, remem

ber that for a single car the mini

mum floor space will be 12 ft. by 20 ft.,

if you purpose doing any work on the

vehicle in its shelter. Also these dimen

sions do not allow room for either a

work bench or for storage space; they

are simply irreducible minimum for the

man who intends to take care of his car.

 

The cement mills of the United States in

1918 saved from their waste 1,429 tons of

potassium oxide. Of course, it was not re

covered in this form, but the savings are

calculated on the basis of the oxide. The

amount recovered in 1917 represented 5 per

cent. of the total production of this country.
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Adapting Engines tothe use of

Available Fuels ‘

topic today in the automotive en

gineering world is the fuel ques

tion. This is as it should be, for it is

essential that we design engines which

will utilize not only the fuel that is

being sold today but also the fuel which

will be on the market two or more years

hence. It is time that we devise some

system which will insure the realization

of the entire useful life of the cars we

are designing today, rather than have

them discarded or run under adverse

conditions when the quality of the fuel

deteriorates. The petroleum resources

of the country are already taxed to the

limit to supply sufficient gasoline for

the cars now in use, and the only ap

parent way in which this fuel supply

can be materially increased is by util

izing some of the heavier fractions

which at the present time are not con

sidered fit for automotive use.

The accompanying curves are in

tended to bring out some of the salient

facts in regard to the character of the

fuel -marketed in the past few years.

Only three characteristics which are of

special interest have therefore been

plotted, although many additional con

siderations are to be borne in mind. It

will be noted that the end-point of the

average gasoline has been rapidly as

cending in the last four years and is

now but little less than the end-point

of the kerosene of today. The gravity,

Baumé, readings are slowly descending

but the initial boiling point has not un

dergone much change. As long as this

latter condition holds we shall not have

much trouble in starting engines in cold

weather.

PROBABLY the most absorbing

Meeting the Fuel Problem

Let us now examine various methods

of meeting the fuel problem. There

was a time when we pointed with pride

to the frost on a bare aluminum intake

header, considering this a very desir

able symptom indicating perfect va

porization. This applied when we were

dealing with fuels of about 80°, Baumé,

which vaporized under the conditions

obtaining in the manifold at ordinary

temperatures. The low temperatures

produced by this vaporization increased

the volumetric efficiency of engines very

materially and cold headers were there

fore looked on with favor. Thus we

have repeatedly demonstrated on Lib

erty engines that 500 h.p. or more can

be developed by one of these engines,

which normally will give about 420

h.p., by using high-test gasoline and

By J. G. Vincent, M.S.A. E.

getting the mixture into the cylinders

cold enough. But nowadays we are

dealing with fuels which refuse to va

porize at ordinary temperatures in the

v_| ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| mull |||||||||||| Ill ........................... -~- ................................ --.

The paper /rom which the accom

panying article is condensed was pre

sented at the annual meeting of the

= Society of Automotive Engineers. Col.

Vincent is one 0} the designers of the

Liberty motor and Vice-President in

E charge 0/ engineering of the Packard

Motor Car Co. of Detroit, Mich, so

5 his description of a new vaporizing

device should be of interest to our

readers following internal combustion

or automotive engineering progress.
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In the course of some experi

ments with glass manifolds I foimd

that when using 56° Baumé gasoline

it is necessary to put the mixture into

the cylinders at about 180° Fahr. to se

cure a perfectly dry mixture. Of

course, this is going to the extreme, and

for all practical purposes the mixture

header.
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Years

can be somewhat wet and yet the en

gine will function properly. We will

therefore assume that a mixture tem

perature of 120° Fahr. is the minimum

to be used.

I would like to state some of the rea

sons why the mixture should be intro

duced in as dry a condition as possible.

  

From the standpoint of the driver the

item first in importance is that of spark

plug fouling.

Second in importance to the driver is

the question of performance with a cold

engine. During the past few years we

have used thermostats, water-jacketed

headers, hot-spots and heated air in

takes. All these, of course, help the

situation somewhat, but I believe that

with the fuel getting worse more rap

idly than the engine is improving the

winter operation of cars is becoming

less satisfactory each year.

The third item in order of impor

tance, insofar as the owner is concerned,

is the contamination of the lubricating

oil by fuel which passes the pistons.

This is a serious problem, for few own

ers will go to the trouble of draining

off the oil at comparatively short inter

vals in winter. In consequence the lu

bricating system soon becomes filled

with a mixture of fuel and oil of little

or no lubricating value.

There are many minor questions in

volved when we try to distribute and

burn a wet mixture. Many have tried

numerous types of intake headers to

find which insures the nearest approach

to equally proportioning the air and

gasoline to each of the various cylin

ders. We are often using gas velocities

In the intake header exceeding 100

m.p.h. and it is therefore to be expected

that the liquid gasoline will separate

from the air stream, due to its greater

inertia. Of course, when the gasoline

is turned into a dry gas it behaves just

like air and takes the turns nicely along

with the air. The failure to obtain

prompt response when opening the

throttle quickly when using a wet mix

ture is also undoubtedly due to the fact’

that the air will accelerate more quickly

than the liquid gasoline particles, with

the result that the engine either “lies

down” or spits back. When a dry mix

ture lS used we can step on the throttle

and get instant response. The more

finely divided the gasoline, the better

the engine responds.

Securing a Dry Fuel Mixture

I take it that we are now all agreed

that a dry mixture is desired. There

remain to be examined the various

methods of obtaining this result. The

commonest one now employed is to'util

ize some of the heat contained in the

exhaust gases, and since there is eX_

pelled in the exhaust from 20 to 40

per cent. of the heat units contained in
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the original gasoline, depending upon

the engine speed and other considera

tions, it would appear that this is the

most practical and economical way to

obtain the result. Theoretically it un

doubtedly is, but practically, in some

cases, the method presents serious ob

jections. If we assume that the intake

and exhaust manifolds are in some

manner constructed integrally, it is ob

vious that the temperature of the intake

walls will vary in proportion to that of

the exhaust walls. This, of course,

means that at high speed and under

heavy load the walls will be very much

hotter than at low speeds and light

loads. It is therefore obvious that if

the intake header is sufficiently hot to

do the job at low speeds and light loads,

it will be altogether too hot at high

speeds and heavy loads to obtain the

under low throttle conditions. It is un

doubtedly a good compromise scheme

and does not detract from the volu

metric eficiency of the engine to the

extent that the regular exhaust-jacketed

job does. ,

Another Solution of the Problem

It was these various considerations

that led me to look elsewhere for a so

lution of the problem. It appeared de

sirable to evolve some simple inherently

automatic method of supplying the heat,

not possessing any of the disadvantages

cited above. It was shown that about

4,574 B.t.u. per hr. would represent an

average requirement. Assuming that

there are 19,000 B.t.u. in 1 lb. of gaso

line, it will be seen that we could secure

the necessary hea_t from the complete

combustion of 0.24 lb. of gasoline per

promptly under these conditions, which

are obtained when starting up and

idling. On the other hand, under wide

open throttle conditions, when we wish

to maintain the volumetric efficiency of

the engine as high as possible, but very

little mixture passes through this

“shunt” passage and a negligible

amount of heat is produced in the

bumer. Of course, the reason that the

mixture needs to be heated for wide

open throttle conditions is that combus

tion is largely assisted by the increased

turbulence, increased compression pres

sures and naturally higher jacket-water

temperature.

There are four main units which

combine to give the desired result.

They are briefly as follows:

(1) A special inlet manifold which

has a water-jacket as well as a combus
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maximum volumetric efiiciency of the

engine. Of course, there are many cases

where a high volumetric efficiency un

der heavy loads or at high speeds is not

essential, so that this solution gives

pretty fair results. We are all, how

ever, striving to get the most power pos

sible out of the least engine, and it cer

tainly hurts to cut 10 or 20 per cent off

the maximum output of the engine to

insure a dry mixture at low throttle

and light loads.

Then again there are various com

promise schemes most of which are

based on the theory that it is possible

to locate a very hot spot at such a point

that the heavy particles of the fuel will

be thrown against this surface and va

porized, whereas the air and the lighter

particles will be diverted from the hot

spot by the particular design of the

header. This would be fine if it were

possible to get the hot-spot hot enough

hr., providing we could attain a 100

per cent heat transfer. We do not, of

course, obtain 100 per cent efficiency

with the scheme I a.m going to describe,

but I believe that from a thermal stand

point you will agree that it is a very

efficient arrangement or one representing

but very small heat losses. The princi

ple of this device is to take advantage

of the difference in pressure existing on

either side-of the carbureter butterfly

valve and cause a small amount of the

combustible mixture to pass through a

passage which is in parallel with the

main carbureter passage, burn this

mixture in a suitable burner and then

allow the burnt gases to mix with the

incoming main supply to the engine

above the throttle. It was evident im

mediately that this general scheme

would be at its maximum efificiency un

der low throttle and light load condi

tions; an intense heat is generated very

tion jacket.

(2) A burner which is attached to

the combustion jacket.

(3) A vaporizer or miniature car

bureter which is used to furnish the

mixture for the burner.

(4) An auxiliary ignition breaker

and coil which is used to furnish the

spark for the bumer spark-plug.

The manifold as shown onithe ac

companying drawing is of the conven

tional construction except for the addi

tional jacket used for the hot gas which

communicates with the main intake pas

sage through the two hollow “suction"

plugs shown at a. The burnt gas joins

the main mixture after coming through

these holes and the proportions are such

that at no time does the burnt gas come

into contact with the new mixture at a

sufficiently high temperature to pre

ignite the mixture.
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The burner body is fastened to the

manifold by the two-bolt-flange shown,

and in the burner body there is formed

a combustion chamber into which a

spark-plug fitted with a wide gap is in

serted, as well‘ as an observation win

dow of heat-resisting glass which per

mits the action of the burner to be ob

served at all times. The mixture from

the vaporizer is supplied by a %-in.

copper pipe and enters the combustion

chamber after passing through a cali

brated hole in the elbow shown at b on

top of the burner and a screen c. The

purpose of the latter is to assist in the

atomization and even distribution of

the incoming mixture. The mixture is

supplied by the vaporizer shown at d,

which is composed of four main parts,

the choke e, the jet f, the jet sleeve g

and the air intake h. This vaporizer is

intended to function as a carbureter

through a limited range of depressions.

It is constructed on the general prin

ciples embodied in several different

types of plain-tube carbureters and re

lies on the fact that a submerged jet

exposed to atmospheric pressure will

feed a f1xed'quantity of fuel, and that

by suitable control of the depression

over this jet the flow of fuel can be ac

celerated in just the degree required for

an increasing suction and supply of air.

Accordingly the level of gasoline in the

sleeve g rises and falls as the suction

in the venturi e decreases or increases.

Control of the mixture supplied by this

miniature carbureter to meet various

temperature changes and starting condi

tions is attained by the simple means

of coupling the air intake h to a pipe 1'

which takes its air from the auxiliary

air supply of the carbureter, as shown. ,

In connection with the air-valve type

of carbureter around which this device

has been designed there is a dash ad

justment that permits the driver to con

trol the depression existing in the aux

iliary air supply passage so that when

starting out on a cold day both the main

and the auxiliary carbureters can be

made to supply a richer mixture simul

taneously by means of the dash adjust

ment.

The high-tension current for the

burner spark-plug is supplied by an in

dependent ignition coil, the primary cir

cuit of which is wired in parallel with

the regular ignition circuit; the extra

coil is controlled by a separate contact

breaker. The latter is operated by the

same cam as the regular engine ignition

contact-breaker. It will thus be seen

that the burner spark-plug is operating

whenever the engine ignition is operat

ing, and in the case of the twelve-cylin

der engine there are three sparks in the

burner per revolution of the engine. I

have not found it advisable to cut off

this spark or control it in any way, since

except for the small amount of current

used by the extra coil there appears to

be no disadvantage in allowing it to op

erate continuously.

How the Device Operates

In actual operation, when the engine

is idling, combustion takes place in the

burner silently and continuously and a

bluish-green flame completely fills the

combustion chamber. This flame di

minishes in intensity as the throttle is

opened and the depression in the main

intake header is thereby decreased, the

general result being that for ordinary

driving conditions up to 25 m.p.h. a

mixture temperature of 150° to 180°

Fahr. is maintained, giving perfect dis

tribution, excellent acceleration, absence

of spark-plug fouling and elimination

of dilution of the lubricant in the

crankcase. At higher speeds and wider

throttle opening the influence of the

combustion heater gradually decreases

until at wide-open throttle it is prac

tically out of action, which is exactly

the condition desired. This combina

tion has permitted the running of a

twelve-cylinder engine on kerosene at

moderate driving speeds with practi

cally the same results as when using

gasoline, but when using kerosene there

are critical temperatures below which

we cannot go without considerable

spark knock. The problem of burning

kerosene is, of course, something that

we do not yet face, but the design of

this heater can be modified to permit

any shape of temperature-load curve de

sired. The combustion heater as at

present constructed does not permit us

to start on kerosene, but simple modifi

cations would permit this to be accom

plished.

One question that naturally arises is:

What effect has the combustion heater

on gasoline economy? I have conducted

a great many experiments in an_en

deavor to answer this question. A se

ries of tests was made on the dynamo

meter, the results of which are shown in

the accompanying table. In these tests

the gasoline consumption of the engine

and of the burner were measured sepa

rately. It will be noted that the con

sumption of the burner, when idling,

was 0.066 gal. per hr. This is slightly

over % pint per hr. It will also be

noted that under average driving condi

tions the engine fitted with a combus

tion heater may consume approximately

3 per cent. more than one without the

heater, but it is possible to save a con

siderable amount of gasoline under

such driving conditions as call for fre

quent accelerating, owing to the im

proved performance obtained with a"

dry mixture. In cold weather and even

in hot weather it is possible to run with

a much leaner mixture when the mix

ture is dry, and this will more than off

set the slight amount of gasoline which

the burner uses. I believe that taking

an average over city and country mile

age there will be little, if any, difl'er

ence in the matter of gasoline consump

tion in moderate weather between a car

fitted with a combustion heater and one

not so equipped, but that there will be

a noteworthy saving in cold weather.

 

Gasoline Consumption of a 3 by 5-inch Twelve

Cylinder Engine Using Combustion Heater
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350 Idle . . . . . . 1.02 0.066 0.004 218

4%‘ 9.5 2.33 1.32 0.054 0.041 210

8%‘ 19.1 5.07 1.80 0.054 0.030 2(1)

1,200‘ 28.6 10.00 2.40 0.066 0.027 187

1,600’ 38.2 10.53 3.30 0.114 0.035 150

1,000 38.2 32.00 4.27 0.102 0.024 150

1,600 38.2 63.00 7.20 0.060 0.008 146

 

‘Assumed average driving COI‘lditi0DS.
 

In conclusion, I would say that it has

been demonstrated that, in addition to

its other advantages, this device will

appeal to both the careless driver who

omits to change the engine oil fre

quently in winter and the careful driver

who has hitherto taken this necessary

precaution. In the first case it will

serve to prevent damage to the engine,

which is the result of the poor lubricat

ing qualities of a mixture of fuel and

oil, and in the second case it will mate

rially reduce cost of operation.

GROWTH OF GERLIAN AIR

FORCE

URING a recent celebration in

Berlin to commemorate the death

of Boelke, the great German airman

and leading ace of their air service, the

Aero Club of Berlin published some in

teresting figures showing the growth of

the air forces in Germany during the

world war. The figures are very in

teresting and show how the air service

developed during the four years in an

effort to keep up with the ever growing

allied aerial forces. They go to show,

also, how hopeless Germany’s efforts

to dominate the air were after the air

craft production abilities of America

were organized.

Aug. Nov.

1914 1918

Machines (fighting, bomb

ing, scouting) . . . . . . .. 246 4,050

Escadrilles for defending

interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 108

Pilots at the front . . . . . . . 500 5,000

Personnel in the interior. 500 80,000

Monthly consumption of

fuel . in litres . . . . . . . . . . 600,000 7,000,000

Machines fitted with

cameras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 2,000

The above figures do not count the

airplanes used in training pilots in the

large aviation schools maintained for

that purpose and it is reasonable to as

sume that at least 2,000 planes were

used for that purpose.
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ROTARY PUMPS

ONSIDERABLE attention is be

ing given to rotary pumps;

m 0 d e r n machinery methods,

surface grinding and the like have re

sulted in the production of higher ef

ficiency in this class of appliances, by

the reduction of the back-leakage.

Especially does this apply to air pumps

or blowers. We illustrate in the cuts

two systems of construction of interest,

which are of English origin.

The first one, Fig. 1, is the Avon

more pump. This is simplicity itself

in design. A cylindrical casing con

tains a smaller cylinder, which latter,

in the operation of the pump, is caused
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Rotary Pump

centrically in a casing. A separating

diaphragm, H, in constant contact with

the rotating cylinder, D, at the top and

bottom of the casing, divides the space

between the casing and rotating cylin

der into two divisions. As the cylin

der, D, turns, it carries with it the four

pistons, E, and a. fixed eccentric, G,

moves the pistons radially in and out.

As they pass the line of the diaphragm,

H, the lower one is at its extreme in

ward stroke, and the upper one is at

its extreme outward stroke. The other

two have intermediate positions, the

one on the right moving outward, the

one on the left moving inward. Thus

suction takes place on one side of the

Rotoplunqc Pump

  

Figs. 1, Z, 3—Rotary pump designs. That at left is the Avonmore, the other sections

show the Rotoplunge /orm

to roll around the inner periphery of

the larger containing cylinder. This

rolling action is the all essential fea

ture. It will be seen that in this rolling

mmion a difierent element of the inner

cylinder will be in contact with the

outer one as the rolling motion goes on.

In the cut the arrow indicates the di

rection of motion. The inner cylinder

at the moment rests on the bottom of

the outer cylinder, but as the motion

continues it will touch more and more

to the right, in each rotation touching

successively all parts of the outer one

in regular succession. Immediately

above the center of the structure is a.

sliding diaphragm, which rests upon

the inner rotating or rather rolling

cylinder, rising and falling in its re

cessed seat. This divides the inner

space into two parts; the space on the

right communicates with the outlet,

the space on the left with the intake.

The diaphragm cuts ofl' these divisions,

absolutely, one from the other. If now

the motion of the rolling cylinder be

pictured, it will be seen that the water

on the outlet side as the cylinder rolls

on will be squeezed out through the

outlet pipe; at the same time water will

be drawn in through the intake; the

latter will in tum be forced out, and

other water will be drawn in. This

goes on as long as the rolling motion is

maintained.

The cuts, Figs. 2 and 3, show a four

cylinder rotary pump, the Rotoplunge.

A cylindrical driving member, D, is

bored for four pistons. It rotates ec

diaphragm and delivery on the other

side. There are no valves and no com

plication. The pistons in their recip

rocations force the water out of the

right hand compartment and draw it

into the left hand one.

Both pumps present the feature of

division into two compartments, a. suc

tion and a. delivery division appearing

in both. One feature of the rolling

motion utilized in the first described

pump, is that solid objects, if not too

large, can be carried through it. A

wire nail passes without difficulty.

MARKING FLUID FOR BLUE

PRINTS

HE following recipe for marking

fluid for blue-prints has given me

satisfaction. The fluid is composed of

potassium oxalate, 1 ounce; gum arabic,

1 dram (60 grains); water, 6 ounces;

cobalt—blue to color.

Italy has started working the iron mines

on the island of Elba, Napoleon's transitory

home. The expense is increasing as they

are carried under the sea. Iron has also

been found near the French frontier, and

electric reduction furnaces have been started

there. Coal is still a desideratum in Italy,

and the iron deposits are of relatively small

extent.

 

Under the sanitary laws and regulations

for the prevention of phthisis in Africa, the

Transvaal mines have to be washed down

with streams of water to suppress dust. The

water is found to carry gold, which is taken

out and saved, so that not only is a revenue

obtained, but a suggestion is given to do

the same in other mines to save gold, which

otherwise would be lost.

_ COAL RICH IN OIL

OR many years lignite mined near

Ione, California, has been used as

fuel, though it contains a large quan

tity of moisture and therefore does not

burn very well. Recently, however, on

account of its resemblance to some oil

shales that are apparently similar to

cannel coals‘ this lignite has been tested

by the United States Geological Survey.

Department of the Interior, to deter

mine whether it would not yield oil on

destructive distillation. The results of

the tests show that the best of the lig

nitc, when destructively distilled, will

yield 62 gallons of oil to the ton and,

as a by-product, at least 18 pounds of

ammonium sulphate, which is a valu

able fertilizer. This lignite is remark

ably “fat”. Although it contains 46

per cent of moisture, analysis made by

the Bureau of Mines shows that it con

tains also 3I per cent of volatile matter

and 16 per cent of fixed carbon. The

ash amounts to only 7 per cent, and

the heating value is 6,060 British

thermal units. Although the bed con

taining this lignite does not appear to

underlie a large territory, it is doubt

less destined to receive attention sooner

or later as a possible source of oil and

gasoline.

A SELF-COUNTERSINKING

WOODSCREW HEAD

HERE is always a certain amount

of extra work that goes with the

use of fiat-head woodscrews; for, as is

obvious and wcll known, every hole has

to be countersunk, to accommodate the

  

L i _ “<»Wooa’ l

Woodscrew with countersinking head

 

head if the screw is of any size. It has

remained for an American inventor to

patent a. uniquely designed woodscrew

which countersinks itself. As will be

noted in the accompanying illustration,

this screw is made with a. series of ribs

or cutting teeth on the lower side, so

that as the screw is driven into the wood

these cutting teeth remove sufficient ma

terial to scat the head properly.

Broken taps of large enough size can be

often removed from the holes in which they

are held by the use of the arc welder. The

arc is directed on the top of the tap, not on

the side of the hole, and little by little

metal is melted on the broken tap until the

surface is reached. Then a nut is welded

on by the arc and when the whole has

cooled ofi the tap can generally be backed

out. It is important not to let the arc

touch the side of the hole; it should be

concentrated on the tap.
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SOPWITH TRIPLANE DETAILS

HE full size Sopwith triplane is a

single seat scout plane powered

with either a 110 H. P. or 130 H. P.

Clerget motor and is very fast. The

span of all wings is the same, or 26 feet

6 inches, and the chord of all support

ing surfaces is 3 feet 3 inches. The

incidence of all planes is 2 degrees.

The amount of stagger of the inter

mediate main planes is 18 inches and
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the total stagger, measured by dropping

a plumb line from the leading edge of

the top plane and measuring from the

line to the leading edge of the bottom

plane with machine in nonnal flying

position is 36 inches. All planes are

given a dihedral angle of 2% degrees.

The overall length is about 20 feet, the

overall height is 10 feet 6 inches. The

tail plane is given an incidence, when

in normal position of 1% degrees. The

wheel track is S feet 6 inches. Ailerons

are fitted to all three sets of wings

The model shown in accompanying

drawings is not a difficult type to build

and is a very pretty model when com

pleted. No detail dimensions are given

as the model maker can make his ma

chine any proportionate size of the full

The material

sizes specified in the drawing apply to

a 3-foot model, which is about 1/§ the

size machine he desires.

size of a large machine.
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VALVE cAo1~: REMOVER

N engines using overhead valves set

in cages, such as the Buick, it is not

always an easy matter to remove the

valve cage, especially if it has not been

taken out of the engine for some time.

As it is necessary to remove the valve

and cage unit to grind the valves to a
  

new seating, a simple clamp member _

which will grip the valve spring and

collar at the end of the valve stem, as

illustrated, is of value. A block o.

wood is placed between the rocker arm

bearing pin supporting casting and a

small pry bar used as indicated will re

move the cage without damaging it or

the valve.

WATER ON FORD COMMUTA

TOR COVER

EWARE of water on commutator

cover. It can get there from a

leaky radiator, or it can get there when

you are hosing the van when washing it.

Water at that point can throw your fir

ing all out of timing, so that when you

next turn the starting handle you will

get a backfire of the worst sort. One of

the most juzzling cases of hard starting

combined with backfiring arose in my

own experience from this very cause.

The reason is, of course, that the low

tension current gets conducted by the

water to the wrong terminal on the com

mutator cover, so that the wrong cylin

der fires—and it necessarily fires at the

wrong time—before its piston gets any

where near the top of its travel. The

piston is thus driven hard back—

against your cranking.
  

PROTECTED MALLET

N straightening sheet metal parts or

driving out threaded pieces a heavy,

tempered blow is required. That
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EVERYDAY MOTORIST

struck by a wooden mallet has the

right quality, but is liable to injure the

finish because of the hard wood used

for the ordinary mallet head. By at

taching a thick piece of leather or felt

over the head of the mallet, the force

of the blow is softened and finished

parts may be removed without injury.

If the protecting material is attached

by screws it may be taken off when it

is desired to use the mallet in the usual

manner.

PUNCH FOR USE IN VISE

HERE is a use in many small

shops for a sheet metal punch for

small size holes, and any handy garage

men can make their own sheet metal

punch in a short while from scrap ends

of steel bars.
  

The device consists of two parts, as

shown. Both of these are made from

M 'x 2-inch stock bent U shape to fit

the vise jaws, and each piece is pro

vided with a set screw to clamp it to the

jaw. The die hole is drilled in one

part and a slot cut on the back for the

punched metal to drop through. The

other part has a punch in it as indicated

set in the center. The punch is of

hardened steel and has a shoulder to

hold itin place. The die hole is hard

ened and the device will punch holes in

3/16 sheet stock very easily with the aid

of the vise screw.

Small size punches and bushings can

be made to go as attachments for punch

ing various sizes of holes as required.

INSPECTION WINDOW OF MICA

MOTORIST had trouble because

of stoppage of the oil tube which

runs from the transmission case of the

Ford engine to the front for conveying

the oil, and devised the scheme shown

in the accompanying illustration for

making a quick inspection. A small

inspection window two inches in diam

eter was inserted in the transmission

case as shown. This-window is made

3 inches in diameter, but as it is held in

place by a steel ring 1/32 inch thick

  

\\\\

  

and about V; inch wide, the effective

opening of the window is but two inches.

The ring is secured by 10/32 round

head screws. A felt or shellacked card

board gasket .is placed between the

mica and the transmission cover, and

the upper side of the mica is spread

with shellac when it comes in contact

with the retaining ring.

Nag/nib

7|rm/no/-._ .-Abra Mndan

P/am rt1ry..... ‘

Tmnsm/ssion

  

WRAP UP GOOD TOOLS

T is an admirable idea to wrap

good tools such as polished pliers,

wrenches, etc., in oiled cloths before

storing them away in the tool compart

ment, as the oiled cloths prevent them

from becoming rusty or marred, which

is quite likely to happen if the brightly

finished surfaces are exposed any length

of time. Files should be wrapped to

protect the cutting teeth, for if they are

allowed to rattle around they not only

injure other tools but are injured them

selves. Polished tools should never be

carried in a tool compartment adjacent

to a storage battery because the acid

fumes will cause rusting of the polished

surfaces.

TRUING CRANKSHAFT

HE method of holding a crank

shaft when it is desired to true the

crank-pin joumal shown is a very prac

tical one and is followed by a number of

mechanics when overhauling an engine.

The journals are often not sufficiently

scored or roughed up to warrant dress

ing them down in a lathe so the crank

shaft may be securely clamped in a vise

“Abras/‘m

$77/lb

between wooden blocks and the journals

dressed down with strips of emery cloth

or with a leather belt or strap covered

with oil and abrasive material, this be
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ing given one turn around the crank-pin

and pulled up and down and back and

forth to produce the requisite smooth

ness

REPLACING BRAKE LINING

F the brake lining is worn it should

be removed by chipping off the

rivets and driving them out of the hole

in the brake band. A piece of new

lining is cut to the proper length and

holes are drilled through it to coincide

with those in the brake bands. The

best method is to drill only two holes

at a time and fit the lining carefully to

one end of the brake band, then drill

mg in the next two rivet holes and

after the lining is securely fastened in

place to go on to the next rivets. It is

_.--P/n is size of

rivefhead.

  

important to use copper rivets having

reasonably large heads that will not

pull through the material and to coun

tersink the material enough so the rivet

heads will be firmly embedded below

the surface so as not to come in con

tact with- the brake drums. Some cases

of slipping brakes have been traced to

projecting rivet heads which did not

permit the friction lining to come into

contact with the brake drums.

A simple fitting which can be placed

in an ordinary bench vise for riveting

against is an ordinary steel drift hav

ing a flat point of the same size as the

rivet head. The fitting shown at A

in accompanying illustration may be

placed in a common vise or may be

formed to fit the pritchell hole in an

anvil. This piece may be made of

mild steel, though the punch H which

is the same size as the rivet head can

be made of tool steel. The body of

the tool is flattened out on the under

side where it rests on the anvil or bench

vise top and is left oval on the top.

A §/3-inch hole is drilled in the top and

tool steel punches of the form shown

at H may be driven in place, some ar

rangement being made by which the

punch may be driven out and replaced

by a new one if it becomes broken or

by one of smaller size if different rivets

are used. A hammer and an ordinary

rivet set are used to set the rivets as

shown in the lower portion of the illus

tration. Copper rivets are easily headed

up and neat heads may be formed

without trouble. Never use iron or

steel rivets for holding brake linings

in place as projecting heads may wear

grooves in the brake drums. The only

remedy for grooved brake drums or

members that have worn thin is re

placement with new ones.

DRAIN OUT AUTO ENGINE BASE

OFTEN

CAMPAIGN to call attention to

the necessity of changing oil in

motors every so many hundred miles

is being advocated. It is pointed out

that there is so much kerosene in gaso

line today that it has a tendency to run

down past the pistons, get into the lu

hricating oil and thin it. The kero

sene cuts the thin film of oil on the

wearing surfaces of the pistons, piston

rings and cylinder walls. With the film

of oil on the wearing parts of the motor

broken, friction, the bugbear of motor

efficiency, starts in. The pistons work

up and down through broken films of

oil in a lubricating substance that has

lost considerable of its richness and

thickness.

There is little chance of changing the

quality of the gasoline. Therefore, to

prolong the life of the motor the only

thing to do is to change the lubricating

oil frequently, possibly every S00 to

1,000 miles. An experiment is instanced

as proof that it is the non-lubricating

qualities of the oil that damages motors.

A motor was brought into a shop

with almost .015 inches wear. The

motor was ground to .020 inches over

size, fitted with new pistons, put on

the block and filled with good, clean

oil. The motor was then run continu

ously for 60 hours and during this time

the oil was changed three times. When

the motor was taken down it showed

no wear. The motor was again put

together, oil was taken from an old mo

tor truck and the motor put through

the same 60-hour test without any

change of oil. It showed .005 inch

wear, indicating that it is the non-lubri

cating qualities of the oil resulting from

the.kerosene working past the pistons

and mixing with it that causes the

deterioration of motors.

ILLUMINATED MAGNET

N electric searchlight and electro

magnet should prove a useful tool

in the private garage and the repair

shop. It consists of a handle on one

end of which the magnet is placed

while below the latter is an electric bulb

which sends light through two windows

as shown in accompanying illustration.

A flexible cord passes through the in

strument and is attached to a storage

battery of the usual six-volt type or to

dry cells. The magnet is utilized to

pick up nuts, bolts or pieces of metal

that may drop into the crankcase or

other places not easily reached by hand,

and is said to be sufficiently powerful
 

  

to attract a good-sized wrench. The

light facilitates finding the parts, may

be used to ascertain the amount of

gasoline in the fuel tank or lubricant in

the crankcase and to inspect other

places. In addition to being handy in

the garage it could be included in the

tool equipment of a car and used in

connection with roadside repairs. As

most of the nuts and bolts are of mag

netic material, the device will be very

useful in many ways.

_ ADJUSTING BRAKES

UTOMOBILE owners often neg

lect the adjustment of foot brakes

because it usually takes two men to

adjust the brakes successfully. One

applies the pedal and sits in the seat

  

while the other turns the wheels to in

sure even braking power after they

are jacked up. One man may adjust

the brakes by using a jack, as shown in

the illustration. The jack with a plank

back of it, to protect the heel board, is

placed between the seat and the brake

pedal. The jack is applied to bring

any pressure needed on the brake pedal,

and the proper adjustments can then

be made to make sure that the brake

bands will be in contact with the drums

at all points on the drum circumference.

GREASE ON BRAKES

FAULTY condition that is the re

, sult of warm weather is the leak

age of grease from rear axle interiors

and the attendent excessive deposits of

that material on the brake drums, espe

cially on the inner periphery against

which the emergency or intemal brake

bands act. This reduces braking ef

ficiency to a considerable degree and

wherever such deposits are found, they

should be removed by cleaning the

parts thoroughly with gasoline, even if

this should necessitate removing the

wheels to gain access to the brake drum

interior. The leakage is usually caused

by the thinning out of the grease.
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‘ the locomotive.

An Electrically Operated Model

Locomotive '

By Frank S. Collins

N planning the construction of the

model locomotive described in this

article, the writer was confronted

at the outset by the great difficulty of

obtaining small castings, under wartime

conditions. It was decided therefore,

to dispense with castings as far as pos

sible and with the exception of the driv

ing wheels, none has been used in

what may be termed the “chassis” of

This condition in

volves a great deal more work than

would be necessary were castings ob

tainable, but the results, in the writer’s

opinion, fully justify the additional

time and labor. Small parts made from

steel bar or plate are clean, strong and

of good appearance, whereas iron cast

ings of the small cross-section and often

complicated design required for this

class of work, would be expensive to

provement upon the method of marking

out with a scriber direct upon the plate,

as the contrast of the India ink into

lines upon the white paper template to

the usual easily blurred scratches upon

the steel, has to be experienced to be

appreciated. Particular attention has

been given to the spring rigging of the

model, for apart from the matter of

appearance, the locomotive ability to

keep the track depends almost entirely

upon all wheels being properly hung.

In this particular case, the arrange

ment used in the prototype has been

faithfully followed. The fixed suspen

sion points are located at the front of

the leading drivers and at the rear of

the trailing wheels, all vertical motion

between these points being transmitted

through the rocking arms by which

the springs are connected end to end,

  

The finished chassis of the locomotive

mold, would almost inevitably be

("liill€(l, and impossible to produce

cleanly unless die-cast. Die-casting, of

course, would be out of the question

unless large numbers were required.

The frames of the locomotive, which

is on a scale of V2 in. : 1 ft., are

sawed from flat cold-rolled steel bar,

the annular spaces being drilled out

and filed to finish. The cross frames

or bracings which also form the boiler

saddles, the guide bars, hangers, spring

rigging, etc., are all cut from steel plate

or bar.

In making these parts, the writer

uses the following plan: A tracing of

the piece required is made upon vellum,

from the drawing, the tracing then be

ing cut out to form a template and

fastened to the steel plate with a little

shellac. The piece is then sawn out

to the form of the template, and cen

ters of holes, etc., punched as located

on the template. This is a great im

while a cross-compensator is supplied

at the rear of the last two driving

wheels in order to balance unequal

stresses on either side of the locomotive.

This arrangement is of particular

value in damping out any rocking mo

tion which might otherwise reach dan

gerous proportions. The springs them

selves are built up of clock spring steel

arranged in lamina, making a good

practical spring as well as being a faith

ful reproduction of the prototype.

The cylinders and valve chests,

which in an electrically operated model

are naturally on the order of camou

flage, are built up of steelplates. The

coupling and connecting rods are cut

from 5/.32 in. steel bar, the connecting

rods having split brasses with wedge

adjustment.

The trailing truck frame is made

from V; in. angle iron, trimmed down

to size as required and bent hot. The

driving wheels are, as previously stated,

the only castings used, the leading and

trailing wheels being turned from the

bar. All wheels except trailers are

pressed on to the axles and secured by

a threaded circular key. The pattern

for the driving wheels was made from

hard rubber fibre, and the writer would

take this opportunity to urge the superi

ority of this material over wood for

Su_d1 purposes. Wooden patterns for

this order of work frequently give

trouble by warping, splitting and crack

ing, especially when, as in this in

stance, spokes have to be cut across the

grain. Hard rubber has no grain, and

is equally strong in practically any di

rection. It is tough and will stand very

hard treatment. It is readily worked

with either machine or hand tools de

signed for use with metal. It can be

threaded with tap, die or in the lathe

and takes a clean, sound thread. A

pattern once made from this material,

however light and apparently fragile,

can be used almost indefinitely. The

engine will be driven by a series-wotmd

direct current motor, designed to fit in

side the boiler shell, which experience

has shown to be the best possible ar

rangement for small locomotives. The

rnotor field will be a cylindrical cast

ing with its axis horizontal, while the

armature will be vertical and connected

through a suitable machine-cut reduc

tion gear to one driving axle. The

coupling rods will transmit the torque

to the four remaining driving wheels,

and_ thus the adhesion of all six will be

available as in the prototype. In addi

"On, the driving wheels carry practical

ly the entire weight of the motor, which

1S considerable, and the adhesion is

th_us increased again. A special device

will be provided and located in the

tender, by means of which it is prac

ticable to reverse either a series, shunt

Pr ¢°mP0und motor by merely revers

ing the polarity of the third and return

rails. This greatly adds to the realis

tic effect of these models, as all their

movements can be controlled without

the operator approaching the track.

The writer makes no apology for

presenting the description of this model

while in an incomplete state, his per

sonal experience having been that it is

during construction that such work is

of most interest to model builders.

Blue Print Paper

BLUE print paper which gives

good results, and is not difficult

to make, is prepared in this manner:

Mix 12 grains of Ferric Ammonium

Citrate and 50 cubic centimeters of

water in one container and 12 grains of

Potassium ferricyanide and 50 cubic

centimeters of water in another con

tainer. Mix equal parts of each solu

tion in a third container and apply a

brush.
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A LEVEL ATTACHMENT FOR

HAND DRILLS

HERE has recently appeared on

the market a little device which

will be of great service to mechanics

and experimenters who are not in pos

session of drill presses. This is a level

that can be attached to any small hand

tool so that the operator is able to keep

the drill at any desired level. These

levels are being made in several styles

and sizes according to the class of drill

on which they are to be used. In all

lines where hand-operated drills are

used, the level enables the operator to

drill a hole at the angle or position

desired. If the angle is stated, the

level tube is set at that degree. If the

operator desires to drill at a chosen

angle or the most convenient position,

  

A drill with level attachment in use

the tube is leveled to that position. If

desiring to drill overhead, the level can

be read from the bottom as the tube

is cut away. This level will be a great

aid to amateur experimenters; in a

great many cases better and more en

couraging results would be had if holes

could be more accurately drilled. The

average experimenter’s shop is not

equipped with a drill press, when drill

ing is to be done someone is called to

tell one how to hold the drill, as de

sired.

Where it is not convenient to locate

the level through the stock of the drill

a small block is located, having a hole

and a set-screw, which holds the leg

of the protractor plate which is bent at

a right angle. In_ all cases the level is

easily removed from the drill, which

prevents breaking if the drill is placed

among other tools.

A DRAFTING IDEA

O draw in the guide lines for let

tering on drawings the writer de

vised the simple stunt shown on the

accompanying sketch.

Taking a sharp knitting needle, and

heating it slightly,he burned three small

holes through the triangle as shown.

  

First of all, the holes were laid out

the correct distance apart.

The rest is simple. The triangle

was placed on the T square, and put

ting a pencil point through the holes,

the triangle was drawn horizontally

along the T square, which makes guide

lines even and all the correct distance

apart.—-]. H. MOORE.

  

TWO WAYS OF ANNEALING

STEEL

T may be heated to a dull red heat,

covered with dry, warm sand and

left to cool slowly; or heat and cover

it up in a forge fire, and leave it there

until the fire is out and all is cold.

The other method is to heat the steel

red hot; heat gradually, let it “soak”

as the smiths say, until it is evenly

heated, then remove it from the -fire

and take it to some dark place. Let

the steel cool until you lose sight of

the dull red in the dark; then cool off

in cold water. A good “dark place”

may be made by throwing your coat

over a barrel, leaving just room enough

to look in at the iron. This method

is called “water anneal”, and is based

upon the theory that steel softens when

cooled at a certain temperature.

There are many other methods of

annealing steel but most of them re

quire apparatus and experience that

are not usually possessed by the ama

teur.

 

A New Amateur Lathe

A new amateur lathe designed along

the general lines of the Henry Greenley

lathe described in the May, 1918, issue

of Evnavmv Encmnaamo has re

cently been brought out to supply the

wants of those who are unable to pur

chase more expensive machines. The

lathe shown sells complete with back

gears for less than a hundred dollars.

To reduce the cost of manufacture

with babbitted bearings, which add

greatly to its accuracy and “longlivity.”

The motion of the slide rest is brought

about by means of a long screw oper

ated by a handle at the end of the ma

chine. The cross feed is operated in

the usual manner. The tail stock can

be clamped to any position on the lathe

bed.

  

A -well-built amateurs’ lathe with two cold roll steel rods for a bed

and yet provide a workable, serviceable

lathe, the bed of the machine is formed

by the use of two large rods of cold

rolled steel. The work on the lathe of

the bed is really limited to the drilling

of holes. The lathe is also equipped

The lathe shown is a stock article

with the exception of the bed being

made longer in this particular instance

to suit the needs of a customer. The

castings and parts for this well

designed little tool are also available.
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TWO NEW CALIPERS

HE new caliper shown on the left

gives the minimum diameter of

circular stock material from which

square or hexagon pieces can be made

without unnecessary waste of material

and can also be used as an ordinary

caliper.

For square stock the points of the

caliper 3-3 are set to the distance across

the flat sides. The distance between

  

points 1-1 will be equal to the distance

across the corners. For hexagon stock,

the points are set to the distance (2-2)

across the fiat sides The distance be

tween points 1-1 will equal the distance

across the comers.

By the use of the caliper shown at

the right one is able to select at once

the right size drill to suit bolt and

pipe taps to cut as near a full thread

as is practical for one tap without

breaking it. When the diameter of the

bolt or pipe is calipered as at A, the

diameter of the drill to be used is

given at D, for bolts when the arm C

is in contact with pin B and, for pipe

when C is in contact with P. The

calipers can also be used for ordinary

purposes.

AN ADJUSTABLE TRIANGLE

N ordinary wooden or celluloid tri

angle can be so fixed that it is

adjustable to various angles by the ad

dition of a small hardwood eccentric as

illustrated in the sketch. The wooden

  

eccentric is held to the triangle by

means of a small screw and knurled

nut, which, when tightened, will hold

the eccentric in any position. A small

piece of round hard rubber would make

a very good substitute for the hard

wood piece. When the eccentric is

not in use it can be placed in a position

where it will not be in the way.—_I. H.

Moons.

Gage Sm]:

No. O 7mm—l foot

1% in. (about 1/44th)

No. 1 lOmm—l foot

Toy 1‘/4 ins. (about 1/30th)

Gages

No. 2 ll%mm. or

2 ins. 1'; in. to 1 foot

(about 1/27th)

2% in. H in. to 1 foot

gage (strcalled half inch

scale)

For

Amateur 3% in. § in. to 1 foot

C_onstruc- 3% in. 4, in. to l foot

tion ii

4% in. 1 in. to 1 foot

7% in. 1% in. to l foot

For gage (%th size)

Private

Garden

Use

9% ins. 2 ins. to 1 foot

TABLE OF STANDARD GAGES AND SCALES FOR MODEL RAILROADS AS

EXISTING BEFORE THE WAR

Prepared by Henry Greenley

  

  

  

  

  

  

(1/6th size)

3 in. or 3.25 in.

to 1 foot

(about K in. size)

Estate {I5 in. '

  

and _ gage

Miniature

Railroads

  

 

A T-SQUARE PROTRACTOR

O get away from the use of the

protractor, the writer arranged his

T-square as shown on the sketch. The

head was marked with lines as shown,

so that one can easily set the square to

any angle without using a protractor at

all.

This method gives the angles with

  

sufficient accuracy for ordinary work.

The head is really marked on both

sides, but only one side is shown

for illustrative purposes. , These lines

are 1 deg. apart, on the sketch they

show S deg. apart, but this is in order

to demonstrate the idea clearly.

Common gages for amateur working models,

Ditto.

Quite suitable for indoor railroads where space is

limited and for portable systems. Locos. driven

by clock-work or electricity. Steam models not

entirely satisfactory if not scale proportions.

The best gage for indoor electrical steam or clock

work railroads for indoor use. The scale is a

very convenient one.

Almost the same in characteristics as the No. l

gage but too large for locomotives. Not being

continued as a standard.

The most popular size for amateur construction

and the smallest outdoor gage. Steam locos.

may be fired by alcohol, kerosene or solid fuel.
  

outdoor use and for exhibition models.

This is the smallest passenger-carrying

gage. A 2-mile non-sto run ha_s been obtained

with two passengers by ocomotive of this size.

The 7%-inch is the most convenient, smallest gage

that can be recommended for garden railways

and passenger carrying. The construction IS

within the scope of the amateur model maker.

One of the standard sizes for miniature railroad

locomotives in parks and estates, in Great Brit

ain. It is n_ot _sul_>;e_ct to British Board of Trade

rules and _|Lll’lSdlC[lOII. _

TWO GOOD LATHE TOOLS

HE boring tool shown in the

sketch is a very handy device with

which many different operations can be

done. The holder is the most difficult

part of the tool and this can be made

at a local blacksmith shop unless one

is well able to handle forging jobs at

home. When this holder is provided

with a number of differently pointed

I B

III
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tools there are few boring jobs that do

not come within its scope.

Those who have trouble with their

parting tools breaking off will welcome

the little suggestion illustrated at the

bottom of the drawing. This is really

a holder made to accommodate a small

piece of a broken hack-saw blade.
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A Design for a Small Grinding Head

By Joseph Dante, Jr.

VERY workshop should be equip

ped with a small power-driven The drilling

of the casting for the standard wasgrinding head. A hand driven ma

chine is very inconvenient

when it becomes necessary

to use both hands during

a grinding operation. The

little grinder pictured is so

easily constructed that no

mechanic who sees it can

have ‘an excuse for going

without such a machine in

his home shop.

One of the few patterns

needed in the construction

of the machine is that for

the base which is very

simple. This particular

pattem may be turned up

on the lathe. Three hold

ing-down bolt holes are

drilled in the casting when

it is received from the foun

dry. A % in. hole is drilled

in the center to receive the

standard which is a piece

of cold rolled steel. This

is held in place by a set

screw.

The body or bearing cast

ing must be drilled very

carefully to insure a work

able accuracy. The author

 

Grinding Head

in. steel rod was placed through the hole. the casting to accomodate a square

of the hole in the bottom headed set screw which holds the bear

ing casting to the standard.

The collar bearing ends

are turned up from solid

cold rolled stock. This

work was done on a man

drel. The pieces are nicely

polished before they are

taken from the mandrel.

Two I/§-in. oil holes are

drilled in the casting, one

on each bearing. Two small

round-headed pins are

turned up. These are used

to place in the oil holes to

prevent. dust and chips

from getting in.

The pulley for the ma

chine can be turned up

from a solid piece of cold

rolled stock or a pattern

can be made. This will de

pend upon the builder. No

great trouble will be had in

turning the pulley up from

a solid piece by the use of

' a mandrel. The spindle is

turned from cold rolled

stock to the dimensions

shown.

first drilled a %-in. hole through both done by allowing the ends of the ;{,-in. with the proper sized arbor can be pur

the bearings. This operation was done rod to rest in two vee-blocks. A %-in. chased from most any large hardware

on the lathe. This accomplished, a %- hole is then drilled and tapped out in store or by mail from manufacturers.

_,--Drill &c1OUf'\'lBY'SlF\l'( '

' Q x§s"Scre,w

 

Grinding wheels of the

proper grit and grade and

Two-C,.R.S.Nin‘s

"f,'.f;i.jj,§_",',;f,',.'.f§i

0 no- C.R.S.S'tonda rd
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Our‘. Readers’ Workshops Page

HE shops pictured this month

belong to E. P. Bradbury, of

Los Angeles, Cal., and H. C.

Smith, of Chicago, Ill. One is a chemi

cal laboratory and the other a mechani

cal workshop.

equipped along their respective lines.

Mr. Smith describes his laboratory

in the following words:

“My laboratory contains the follow

ing: Over 150 solid chemicals. in

cluding such metals as mercury, ar

senic, antimony, etc., about 100 chemi

cal solutions, including various acids

such as nitric, sulphuric, hydrochloric,

phosphoric, acetic, sulphurous, acetic

anhyd., etc., and about 25 solutions,

solids and stains for bacteriological
work. V

“My apparatus consists of the fol

lowing (part of which is shown in the

picture):

“Ringstand, rings for same, bunsen

burners, tripods (for retorts), burette

clamps, burettes, pippettes, various sizes

of flasks, beakers, retorts, evaporating

dishes, crucibles, watch glasses, gradu

ated tubes, long chemical flasks, test

tubes, filter pump, suction filter (heavy

glass), filter paper, sterilized cotton,

forceps, porcelain and glass mortars,

graduates, test tubes with side outlet,

hydrometers, chemical thermometers

and an ‘imported French microscope’,

also a balance and platinum inocula

Part of the chemical laboratory of Mr. H. C.Smith, of Chicago,lll.

tory needle (for bacteriological work).

“My work in the laboratory consists

of chemical analysis of various mate

rials, such as food, iron and steel, oils,

etc., also microscopical and bacterio

logical analysis ,and urinalysis. In

conclusion I would like to say that my

laboratory also contains a fine assort

ment of scientific books (mostly chemi

cal) and I spend many profitable eve

nings and Sundays in my laboratory.”

Both are very well

  

The workshop of Mr. Bradbury,

illustrated at the top of the page, is

described by him as follows:

I

The laboratory of Mr. Norris E. Bradbury,

0/ Los Angeles, Cal. Mr. Bradbury is shown

at work at his lathe

"Our workshop is located in a space

of about ten by twelve feet. The equip

ment consists of a one-quarter horse

power motor, a nine-inch screw cutting

 

bench lathe, a circular saw with ad

justable table, and a grinding and pol

ishing stand holding ten-inch wheels.

Space is left for a jig saw which is

soon to be added to facilitate pattern

making.

“The lathe is equipped with universal

and independent chucks, drill chuck,

etc. We have made, and added to the

lathe, stops with micrometer" adjust

ment for cross and longitudinal feeds,

a thread pick up dial, a milling at

tachment with vise and a gear cutting

attachment which is complete except

the index plates which are still to be

made. The grinding head and saw

are home-made, the parts being cast

from our own patterns. Even the saws

were cut out of an old hand saw, drilled

and filed. While they cut perfectly,

the amount of work involved makes it

cheaper to buy them. The line shaft

runs along the floor to economize belt

ing and the pulleys are made of thin

boards nailed across grain and turned

while in place. The soldering outfit

consists of a special low voltage trans

former which heats a soldering iron

of very simple construction and also

supplies sufficient current to sweat large

surfaces together. In the absence of

gas we chose electricity for its conve

nience and absence of fire risk.

“As for the purpose of the workshop,

our activities are not confined to any

particular line. We make play room

furniture, transformers, drum con

trollers and-accessories for miniature

railroad, and are at present engaged in

the construction of wireless apparatus,

high frequency coil, etc. We intend in

the near future to build a model steam

engine. When we do we shall draw

our plans, make our own patterns and

cast them ourselves in brass, as we

have a complete foundry outfit for

  

Another view of the laboratory of H. C. Smith

small castings, except a brass furnace.

Up to the present we have only used

babbit for casting in sand. We have

successfully cast in this metal grooved

pulleys or sheave wheels from split pat

terns, a job that requires considerable

care. Finally, we may add that our

shop policy requires every piece of work

to be as good as our skill will permit.

No matter how small a piece of work

it is it must be right.”
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Aeromarine Limousine Flying Boat

A WellAppo1'nted Type for Sporting and Commercial Use

ERHAPS the most interesting of

the new peace models is the Aero

marine Limousine, a flying boat

unique in the combining of safety, com

fort, and service. This cabin boat is

the principal feature of the large Aero

marine exhibit at the aeronautical ex

hibition in New York.

To explain why this model has been

developed to so remarkable a point of

refinement—when even the upholstery,

carpet, and interior decorations have

been the subject of much thought—it

should be stated that on this flying boat

was focused the care and attention of

the staff and men of the entire Aero

marine plant. It was felt that this fly

ing boat would be the first of a large

  

in the roomy compartment one gets the

impression that one is seated in a beau

tiful sedan. As a. matter of fact this

is true, but instead of wheels this sedan

has wings. The upholstery, the fur

nishings, the compartments and draw

ers lining the sides of the boat and also

the bow, the many little comforts, are

all specially planned to make the aerial

tourist feel that in exchanging the road

for_the air he has gained not only speed

and wonderful, ever-changing scenery,

but luxury as well. The wide doors

entering the cabin are watertight.

The merits of the cabin lie not only

in its appointments, however. The

roof not only shelters the passenger and

pilot from the cold and rush of the

is built in the Aeromarine factory and

known as the B-8, furnishes the power.

The motor is set between the wings

some distance behind the cabin. A

‘wind-driven pump lifts the gasoline

from this tank to a smaller tank in the

upper wing, whence it flows by gravity

pressure to the motor. Forty gallons

of gasoline may be carried, enough for

about three and a half hours at full

speed. This means a range of approxi

mately ZSO miles.

Specifications

The characteristics and specifications

of the “50-B-2” are as follows:

Overall length. . . . . . . . . . .28’ 11 5/16"

Overall heighth . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12’ 7"

The aeramarine limousine flying boat, a new type intended to foster commercial aviation

number of similar “ships” to be used

in pleasure flying in the United States.

The Aeromarine company is devoting

itself entirely to the production of air

and-water machines. This specializa

tion aided in the time and effort which

the plant could afford to put into one

super-flying boat.

The Aeromarine limousine, known as

the 50 B-2, is a three-passenger pusher

flying boat with a speed of seventy-five

miles an hour. The pilot sits in the

bow and just behind him sit the two

passengers, side by side. Over all

three, in a graceful, stream-lined curve,

rises the roof of the cabin. 'The roof is

built as a solid part of the hull, and

consists of transparent celluloid sheets

set in strong frames, so that the view

of the pilot and passengers is unob

structed. '

A Well Finished Cabin

The hull or cabin is finished in blue

leather and polished mahogany. With

wind, but also from spray, rain, and

the noise of the powerful motor. These

advantages make long trips possible

without fatigue.

Qne of the many unique features of

the limousine which deserves comment

is the removal of the usual and here

tofore necessary clutter of wires, pul

leys, etc., from around the control

wheel and rudder bar. A special Aero

marine invention replaces those about

the wheel, which operates ailerons and

elevators in the customary manner of

the Deperdussin system, by a single

tube. The rudder bar also, communi

cates its motion to a duplicate bar be

neath the floor. This adds not only

neatness to the interior of the cabin,

but safety, for no wraps or other ma

terial can jam the controls. A self

starter is provided for the convenience

of the pilot.

An eight-cylinder V type motor of

150 horsepower, every part of which

Weight (light load) . . . . . . . . .2280 lbs.

Weight (full load) . . . . . . .3225 lbs.

Lseful load . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 945 lbs.

Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48’ 0"

Total area . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..504 sq. ft.

Wing curve . . . . . . . . . . . .R.A.F. No. 6

.\Iaximu.m speed . . . . . . . . . . .75 MPH

Minimum speed.. . . . . . . . . . .44 MPH

Climb in ten minutes . . . . . . . .2200 ft.

Endurance in hours . . . . . . . . . .3.4 hrs.

Upper Wing

Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, . . . . . . . .48’ 6"

Area . . . . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . . .304 sq. ft.

Chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6’ 3"

Angle of incidence . . . . . . . . . . . .4’ 20"

Lower Wing

Spun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .37’ 8"

Area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .200 sq. ft.

Chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6’ 3"

Angle of incidence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3°
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Stagger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12"

Gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6’ 6"

Sweepback . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .None

Decalage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1° 30'

Area of ailerons (2) . . . . . . .58 sq. ft.

Area of elevators (2) . . . . . .25.6 sq. ft.

Area of rudder . . . . . . . . . . . 17.5 sq. ft.

Area of stabilizer . . . . . . . . .39.0 sq. ft.

Area of fin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15.0 sq. ft.

Skid fins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .None

The seating arrangement for the passenger: in the aeromarine limousine

flying boat

Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .45° “B” type

Horsepower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .150

Tank capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 gal.

Load per H.P. . . . . . . . . . . . ..23.8 lbs.

Load per sq. ft . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.15 lbs.

For those who prefer to_ be snug in

side a cabin in winter or bad weather

and out in the air when summer breezes

blow the Aeromarine company has de

vised another “ship” which may best

be described by calling it the touring

car of the air. The hull of this flying

boat will also be exhibited at the show.

In this type the pilot sits alone in a

cockpit in the bow of the boat. In a

larger opening behind him two pas

sengers sit side by side. They are pro

tected, like the pilot, by a windshield,

but the cockpit may at any time be

completely enclosed and made proof

against wind and water by the use of a

removable celluloid top. This plane,

too, is most carefully finished as well

as most carefully constructed. There

is no roughness or crudity such as

marked the first planes. An electric

self-starter is also used on this model.

 

In reporting on‘ the waste of natural gas

in this country, the Bureau of Mines re

ports that the efficiency of gas used for

cooking is as low as 13 per cent., for heat

ing houses, 2S per cent., for hot water boil

ers, 10 per cent. In good practice these

efficiencies should be trebled. It is calcu

lated that there is a domestic waste of 80

per cent., certainly a good basis on which

to establish better practice.

MOLYBDENUM STEEL IN AUTO

MOTIVE PRODUCTS

NE of the most significant side

O lights of the Aeronautical Ex

position is the appearance of

the new super-steel, a molybdenum al

loy, in parts of airplane motors. The

timely evolution of molybdenum steel

gave Liberty motors connecting rods

and crank shafts of the toughest and

lightest material ever turned out by

steel mills. Incidentally, it also pro

vided an armor plate for the Renault

"baby” tanks far superior to the heavy,

cast turrets that were in use before

American experts succeeded in perfect

ing a uniform steel with the metallic

element molybdenum as an alloy. The

helmets of Yankee “doughboys” also

were made lighter and safer protection

from German gun-fire through molyb

denum steel.

Airplane designers have been im

pressed by the fact that molybdenum

steel makes possible a lighter finished

product of the same strength than that

produced by other alloy steels. The

lightening of the aggregate weight of a

plane, through the use of lighter parts,

is now more than an engineer’s dream

because a material has been found with

which to execute the most advanced

structural ideas. Makers of automo

biles, trucks, tractors, and accessories

are even more interested in the new

steel that war evolved. It is predicted

that automobiles made of molybdenum

steel will weigh from one-fourth to one

third less than today’s models. Radical

changes in the automotive industry, in

fact, are pending because of molybde

num’s growing part in realizing “the

American light-weight car”. The sav

ing on gasoline, tires and wear in a

car one-third lighter than those of to

day are obvious.

The United States has a practical

monopoly on molybdenum, controlling

about 80 per cent of the world’s supply

of the metal. The largest known de

posits in the world were discovered in

a mountain near Climax, Colorado,

about the time of the outbreak of the

World War. Airplane makers, with

the entire automotive industry, view

this situation with relief. It not only

enables them to secure a steel alloy

 

 

The pilot’; seat and control wheel is at the /ronl of the passenger

compartment

without the previous difficulties and de

lays attending importation of chromium,

vanadium and other alloying elements,

but it assures them certain continuance

of steel manufacture in the remote

event of a war that would cut off alloys

now secured only outside the United

States. ,

We have already spoken of the utilization

of water-power of France, designed to reach

the most remote parts of the country, and

to be at the service of the farmer as well

as of the great manufacturer. Now" it is

announced that on the river Rhone alone,

two billion francs are to be expended; twenty

power stations are to be established, giving

715,000 horsepower. For the work fifteen

years are allowed and the work is to be

paid for by bonds guaranteed by the state.

 

A pipe line across the ocean has been

proposed. It is to be of flexible construc

tion so as to fed o_ut as fast as con

structed. The mterior is to be rifled and

water is to be fed in with the oil, as it

rotates the centrifugal force throwing it to

the outer portion of the tube, forms a,_sort

of pipe of water, which reduces the friction

of the oil _in |ts_ motion. The novelty of

the _propos1tion is in its size and the diffi

culties to be overcome in putting it in

position. --- O

. ’ 97'
In the tidal waters of Canada, as at Hali

fax, much trouble has been experienced with

concrete piling. Often with an atmospheric

temperature of forty degrees below zero,

while the sea water is above the freezing

point,_ conditions destructive to concrete are

established in the alternate freezing and

thawing in the portions within the tidal

range. It is_proposed to protect the portion

within the tidal range by wooden sheathing.
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMIST

  

The Chemistry of the Common Metals if

' I \HE history of potassium is very

similar to that of sodium, which

was covered in the last article of

this series. Potassium is chemically

very much like sodium and holds many

properties in common with this element.

Both elements are very abundant and

each form a large part of the earth’s

crust. It has been found that potassium

actually forms 2.49 per cent of the

lithosphere. This percentage compares

very favorably with sodium. Potassi

um is also found to some extent in sea

water and the future supply of the

world may come from this source. The

giant kelp plants in the sea absorb

potassium compounds to such an extent

that it will some day be profitable _to

develop this source for commercial

needs. At the present time other sources

of the element are much less difficult

to work. _

Potassium, much like sodium in its

appearance, is a silvery white metal

which very quickly tarnishes upon ex

posure to the atmosphere. It melts at

62.5” and boils at 758°. The vapor

of potassium is blue in color and has

been found to have a molar weight

which is identical with its combining

weight—39.1. Like sodium, potassium

is soluble in liquid ammonia. This

produces a blue colored liquid which

is an extremely good conductor of elec

tricity. Potassium also forms an alloy

oi amalgam with mercury in much the

same manner as sodium. In fact, this

forms one of the methods of obtaining

metallic potassium from its compounds.

A solution of a potassium salt is elec

trolyzed with a mercury cathode. This

method was explained in connection

with the article on sodium which ap

peared in the previous number of this

publication. This alloy of potassium

and mercury decomposes water but acts

mhre slowly than the pure metal in this

respect.

Sodium and potassium can be made

to form a very interesting alloy. If the

alloy does not contain too much sodium,

it will be a liquid at ordinary tem

peratures.

Potassium can be obtained by _the

electrolysis of the fused hydroxide.

Owing to the fact that potassium oxi

‘ ide.

Part II. Potassium

By Henry L. Havens

dizes much more rapidly than sodium

it is necessary to place a layer of oil

over the surface to protect the metal.

Since sodium can be produced much

more cheaply than potassium and since

it will do everything that potassium

will do in a chemical way, potassium

is not produced to a very great extent

in a commercial way.

The compounds of potassium are

many and varied. This is another way

in which it is very similar to sodium.

In the following lines a description of

the more important compounds of po

tassium will be found. The author has

made no attempt to outline all of the

compounds of this metal as it would

require too much space.

Potassium chloride (KCl) is proba

bly one of the best known of the com

pounds of the element. This sub

stance is found in great abundance in

the potassium deposits of Stassfurt

and it has become known as sylvite.

It is found as double salts with mag

nesium chloride (KClMgCl,6HO).

In this form it is recognized as car

nallite. The larger part of the potas

sium chloride used in commerce is ob

tained from this mineral.

Caustic potash or potassium hy

droxide (KOH) is almost exactly the

same as sodium hydroxide in regard to

its chemical properties. It is prepared

by the electrolysis of potassium chlor

It can also be prepared by acting

upon a boiling solution of the car

bonate with calcium hydroxide, calcium

carbonate being precipitated. The po

tassium hydroxide is left in solution.

The process of electrolysis first ex

plained is by far the most popular

method of producing the hydroxide. In

the last named process the hydroxide

crystallizes from the solution with vari

ous amounts of water forming KOH

H.,O, KOH.2H,,O, KOH.4H2O, 2KO

H.5H.,,O and 2KOH.9H.,O. In the

process for producing KOH in a com

mercial way the solutions are evap

orated until nothing but the molten

hydroxide remains.

KOH is a very strong base but

sodium hydroxide is generally used in

preference whenever possible. Sodium

has a very small combining weight and

' solution of

therefore less of it is required for a

given amount of work. The hydroxide

of sodium is also cheaper than that of

potassium. KOH is used considerably

in the soap industry and in the manu

facture of oxalic acid.

Potassium can form two oxides, a

monoxide (K20) and a peroxide

(K,O,). The former dissolves in water

to form potassium hydroxide and the

second dissolves in water for the for

mation of the hydroxide, hydrogen

peroxide and oxygen.

Potassium bromide (KBrO,) is

formed when bromine is dissolved in a

potassium hydroxide as:

6KOH-{-3Br,=KBr—l—KBrO;,-l—3H,O.

It will be seen that potassium bromate

is also formed during the reaction. If

the resulting solution is carefully

heated and evaporated to dryness the

bromate will decompose into bromide

and oxygen. If pure bromide is de

sired it may be obtained by recrystalli
zation. I

Potassium bromide has a density of

2.7 and its melting point is 750°. Its

solubility is much greater than the

chloride of potassium.

Potassium iodide (KI) can be read

ily prepared by any of the methods

used for the bromide. This substance

has a density of 3.05 and crystallizes

in anhydrous cubes with _a melting

point of 705°. One hundred grm. of

water is capable of holding 148 grm.

of KI in solution at 25°. Iodine has

been found to be much more soluble in

a solution of KI than in water and

when brought in contact with it tends

to form the salt KI3.

Potassium chlorate (KCIO3) is the

most important salts of potassium with

out question. It may be prepared by

passing an excess of chlorine into a

concentrated solution of KOH. The

hypochlorite is first fonned:

2KOH—l—Cl.,:KCl+KClO—l-H,O

3KClO:2KCl+KClO;,

Owing to the fact that the chlorate

is much less soluble than the chloride,

the solution can be allowed to cool and

concentrate, the chlorate gradually sep

arating out with very little of the

chloride. Potassium chlorate occurs in

nature in large quantities and therefore
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The Measurement of High Temperatures

in the Laboratory

often desirable to have some method

for the measurement of tempera

tures above those possible with the

ordinary mercurial thermometer. The

various devices now on the market for

the determination of high temperatures

are usually beyond

the reach of the ama

teu r experimenter.

However, the author

has made at a small

cost an efficient in

strument fo r th e

measuring of tem

peratures up to and

including 1200° C.

The operation is

based on the princi

ple that the ends of

two unlike metals

welded together cre

ate when heated an

electromotive force

and if small rods or wires are used

and the ends brought into contact with

each other, will produce a small electric

current. These wires are known as

the “Fire End” or thermocouple. For

temperatures as high as 1650" C. a

thermocouple of one wire platinum

and the other wire plati

num l0% rhodium is

generally used. This

couple is very expen

sive and requires a very

sensitive recorder as the

electromotive force pro

duced is but 18 milli

volts at 1600" C., while

that of the cheaper base

metal couple or nickel

alloy couples is approx

imately 80 millivolts

at . their highest tem

peratures. Where the

maximum temperature

does not exceed 900° C.

the nickel alloy known

as Constantan, which

consists of about 41%

nickel and 59% cop

per is used as a nega

tive element against

either copper, iron, or

nickel chrome as a

positive element. These

couples produce very high electromotive

force.‘ The writer has used an alloy

of chronium with nickel as a negative

element and one of pure copper as a

positive element. This makes an ex

cellent couple.

This offers a big field for investi

gation and experimenting with the vari

IN the experimenter’s laboratory it is

Temperature—C’

By E. P. Hurley

ous metals and alloy wire to- form

couples. For each half of the couple

use a wire 24 inches long with a cross

section of 1/ 16 to }/3 inch. The ends

of the wire constituting the couple must

now be welded together by oxy-acety

lene flame or by an electric arc. The

  

The apparatus necessary for the experiments

couple should now be annealed. This

can be done in an electric resistance

furnace or by other methods devised

by the experimenter. Each wire of

the couple should now be wrapped with

a close spiral of asbestos cord to with

in one inch from the end. This can

  

Fig. 1 Millivolts

be done in a lathe or other rotating de

vices. Paint the asbestos cover with a

paste consisting of 100 parts silica

flour, 50 parts sodium silicate and 20

parts fire clay. Any other good heat

insulating paint can be used. Heat

the wires in a tube fumace until hard.

Base metal couples used at high tem

"iiiliilliiiillfi
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peratures must be protected and a

porcelain or fire clay tube can be ob

tained from pyrometer manufacturers

for this purpose at a very small cost.

The mounting can be turned from

wood.

The quantity of energy available

from a thermocouple

is so small that a

sensitive millivolt

meter must be em

ployed for its meas

urement. The author

has found the Weston

Model No. 280 milli

voltmeter reading

from 0.75 millivolts

an excellent instru

ment for this purpose.

Calibration of the

Thermocouple

As the recorder or

millivoltmeter meas

ures the electromotive force produced

in terms of millivolts in order to es

tablish the connection between the read

ing and that of temperature, calibra

tion is necessary. This is easily done

by determining the melting points of a

number of substances.

The following is a list

of pure substances with

W D the boiling and melting

lilfl points:

Water B.P. 100° C.

Tin 232° C.

IB:i:ar£uth 271°C.

. 327°C.

Mm €.‘.‘.‘,§i.... %‘.‘."p‘7::;: ;‘l§~ E:
- Antimony M.P..... 630° C.

I r 960° C.

, air) . . . . . . . . . . . . 1083° C

With the couple used

by the writer the readings

were as follows:

 

Temperature

in degree: C. Milliaalts

100 4

ZOO ll

400 27

600 43

800 58

1000 72

The experimenter will

find it a great assistance

to plot a curve for the

millivoltmeter readings.

This can be referred to when desired

and will not necessitate marking the

degrees of temperature directly on the

millivoltmeter scale. Fig. 1 shows a

curve for the couple used in the above

experiments. While it is not a straight

line, yet sufficiently accurate for ordi

(Continued on page 70)
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A BURGLAR-PROOF ALARM

CONNECTION

DIAGRAM of connections for a

perfectly burglar-proof electric

alarm is given herewith. It will be seen

that two independent circuits are made.

If one is cut, the system will still be in

,-2-Qondlictoc Cable  

Dry Battery)--"

order as the other circuit will be left in

tact. This circuit can be employed in

many cases where it is necessary to ex

pose wires. The two circuits should, of

course, be as far removed from one an

other as possible. No advantage would

be derived from placing them together.

CHARLES DIEHL.

SIX USEFUL WRINKLES

A wood filler can be made with equal

parts of wax (the kind that is used for

sealing jars, etc.) and clear varnish.

Mix well and leave the mixture to set.

This wood filler is suitable for instru

ment bases, etc.

To remove paint from a window

glass, rub it well with hot vinegar.

To frost a window, paint the glass

with a strong solution of Epsom salts

in hot water. This may be quickly

washed off if clean glass is required

afterwards.

An acetylene lamp will give a far

more intense light if a. little hydrogen

peroxide is mixed with the water in the

generator.

To know whether your telephone has

rung while you are absent, place a piece

of thin paper and a piece of carbon

paper between the bell and the clapper.

When the bell rings the clapper will

make a mark.

Dip lamp wicks in vinegar and let

them dry before using. They will not

smoke if this is done.

JAMES A. UPTON.

TO ENGRAVE ALUMINIUM

NE of the very interesting pecu

liarities of aluminium is its re-_

sistance to the direct action of the

graver; the tool slips off like from a

hard surface of glass. However, by

using a vamish of 4 parts of oil of tur

pentine and 1 of stearin, mixed with 1

of rum, the graver penetrates the alumi

nium like pure copper.

Aluminium is also very difificult to

drill. This can be partly overcome by

using plain kerosene as a lubricant.

Nothing has been discovered that is

more suitable as a lubricant for this

metal.

 

American Society of Experimental

Engineers

WHO’S WHO IN THE A. S. E. E.

EUGENE LETSCH, M.E.

As a boy of 16 and released from

high school, I had the choice between a

“Mister Minister” and a school

teacher, but my ideal was something in

the direction of “Everyday”. After a

hard battle and many sleepless nights

I left goal as a winner and a week after

was hustling around a speed lathe as a

mechanic apprentice boy. Contract was

signed for four years; machinist helper

first year, handy man second year, in

structor mechanic third year, and test

ing laboratory fourth year.

Tools and dies for watches was an

interesting field for me. Diesel and

automobile practice held me for about

two years. My father then insisted on

sending me to t_he technical college for

mechanical engineering, of which I am

a graduate.

 

“Real money I'm going to make

now,” I told my father, and two weeks

after was sailing for the country of my

dream. Not mastering the English lan

guage, I was forced to work as ma

chinist helper, but soon took advantage

of the night school and the I. C. S

Since that time a new road was open

to me.

Analyzing all the possibilities within

the range of scientific societies, the A. S.

E. E. seems to have the basic spirit I

was looking for. Experimental engi

neering is one of the most interesting

occupations. It is an art where ability

and knowledge are combined. As a

hobby in general it is the reflex of in

tense interest in the things before us.

The A. S. E. E., with proper co

operation of the members, is qualified

to create great things, and with the effi

cient board of directors we have now, it

is an easy matter for every member to

become prominent through the work and

ability in experimental engineering. It

is indeed a pleasure to state here that

it is largely to the enthusiastic manner

in which the board of directors, espe

cially Mr. Raymond F. Yates, advo

cated the discussion of some of my mat

ters in preparation for EVERYDAY.

E. LETSCH, M. E.

NEW MEMBERS

Ulmont A. Diel, Jersey City, N. J.

Chas. J. McArdle, Richmond Hill,

N. Y.

Stephen Ward Blackwill, Cleveland,

Ohio.
i Royce M. Strickland, New Haven, Ct.

Milton T. Seldon, Lincoln University,

Pa.

F. Emery Eikenberg, Kansas City, Mo.

James T. Watson, Lynchburg, Va.

Wm. Derrick, Newark, N. J.

Paul H. Nelson, Wenatchee, Wash.

J. L. Hodge, Villa Grove, Ill.

F. G. Rogers, New Zealand.

M. R. Potter, Syracuse, N. Y.

Harry C. Karcher, Mansfield, Ohio.

Floyd Bookwalter, Mansfield, Ohio.

Francis MacKert, Sharpsburg, Pa.

Felix J. Gillis, Palisade, N. J.

Warren L. Loomis, Mansfield, Ohio.

George W. Pawlson, Bufifalo, N. Y.

James Angelotti, Wilmerding, Pa.

Ray Haines, Washington, Ct.

Binney Woodward Earl, on board the

House Boat El-Nido, Miami, Fla.

Arthur Edward Fitz, 66 Kensington

I-Its., Meriden, Conn.

Hum Chu Moon, 205 Albert St., Ot

tawa, Canada.

Joseph Mellon (no address).

John J. Barragar, 1227 9th St., Santa

Monica, Cal.

Edward Kiefer, Northport, L. I., N. Y.

Herbert W. Hill, c/0 Hill Logging Co.,

Bunker, Washington. '

WHY NOT SEND FOR SOME

APPLICATION BLANKS?

ROBABLY few members of the so

ciety realize what great good they

can do by inducing their friends to

join

Members who feel that they can

make good use of a few application

blanks will be gladly furnished with

them by addressing a post card to the

ofices of the society with this request.
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A NEW DIRECT-CURRENT

METER

A new single-pivot direct-current

meter of the portable type is illustrated

in the photograph. This instrument is

hand calibrated and has an accuracy

guaranteed to be within one-half of one

per cent. This accuracy"is maintained

throughout the full scale value and the

action is entirely dead-beat. The mov

ing element is normally so damped that

it almost immediately comes to rest at

zero or in any deflected position.

  

This instrument, which is of the

Rawson make, has its moving coil sup

ported at the center of an iron sphere,

thereby allowing it to oscillate freely in

every direction without touching. The

instrument has been designed so that it

can be used successfully on ships,

trains, blimps and airplanes. It can

also be operated in proximity to heavy

machinery. No leveling of the meter is

necessary.

NEW APPLICATION OF THE

X-RAY

HE X-ray has recently been ap

plied to the testing of wood. The

detection of knots, resin pockets, cracks

and grub holes can be made in timbers

up to 18 inches in thickness. Owing

to the importance of obtaining perfect

wood in the construction of airplanes,

this method will prove invaluable. The

use of X-ray apparatus has also been

applied to the testing and examination

of insulating materials. Electrical de

fects can be instantly detected by the

use of X-rays. Small pieces of metal

or other conducting material that has

become accidentally mixed with the di

electric is very visible.
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Communicating With Infra-Red Rays _

URING the war French scientists owing to the fact that they heat all

perfected a new method of com

munication by the use of infra-red rays

and it is only recently that the details

of this development have reached this

country.

The infra-red ray transmitter of the

new system is a very simple device, be

ing merely a source of light rich with

infra—rays.

sible rays of the transmitter are con.

centrated and the invisible rays pro

jected in a thin pencil in the direction

of the receiver by means of a parabolic

reflector. Before the rays leave the

transmitter they are passed through a

ray filter which effectively cuts ofi all

visible rays and allows only the in

visible rays to be projected. The filter

consists of black manganese-dioxide

glass or colored gelatine or cellophone.

The electric arc has been used with

great success as a source of infra-red

rays.

The transmitting apparatus is pro

vided with a quick-action shutter which

breaks up the invisible light stream

into the dots and dashes of the Morse

code.

Infra-red rays possess all the prop

 

The infra-red ray transmitter

erties common to heat waves and they

are often referred to as heat waves

Both the visible and in-)

objects upon which they fall. I Infra

red rays can be refracted, absorbed,

polarized and diffracted.

The infra-red rays are caused to fall

upon a parabolic reflector at the re

ceiving station where they are concen

trated and made to fall upon a thermo

  

The new infra-red ray receiver in use

pile placed at the exact focal point of

the reflector. The thermopile or elec

tric thermocouple forms the sensitive

part of a circuit containing several

audions arranged for amplification.

The concentrated infra-red rays falling

upon the couple cause a temperature

change which in turn alters the elec

trical resistance of the circuit. This

change in resistance is further ampli

fied by the audions and an audible

signal is produced in the telephone re

ceivers.

One of the most efficient thermo

couples for this purpose is made by

sealing a. plate 0.01 mm. thick to a

crystal of great thermo-electric power.

The thickness of the plate and the di

ameter of the point of contact are as

small as possible to obtain maximum

sensitivity to the waves. The best re

sults to date have been obtained with

platinum as the metal and tellurium

as the crystal.

By the aid of a powerful source of

infra-red rays and with a very sensi

tive receiver communication has been

carried on over a distance of several

miles with very good results. It is said
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that the real value of this new ap

paratus lies in the fact that it is pos

sible to carry on absolutely secret

communication.

  

A non-electrical method of carrying

on communication with infra-red rays

has been devised. One of the illustra

tions show the use of this outfit. The

rays are caused to fall upon a para

bolic reflector where they are reflected

to a special receiver in which they heat

the air and cause a sound to be made.

A RADIO RECORDING DEVICE

R. WILLIAM G. H. FINCH, an

Associate Member I. R. E. and

Fellow Member of the American Society

of Experimental Engineers, has recently

perfected a radio device which will re

cord wireless messages with an ordinary

tape register similar to those employed

on wire lines. This is made possible by

Speciallime
Relay

Smith

  

The wiring diagram

a super-sensivite relay which is designed

and constructed along entirely new lines

and which will function upon the re

ceipt of extremely weak impulses. This

sensitive relay closes the circuit of a

second relay which controls a rather

heavy current for the operation of the

tape recorder or whatever device may

  

The cabinet containing the relay and its

auxiliary apparatus

be connected in the circuit. It will be

seen that lights can be lit, motors

started, horns operated and bells rung

by this system which is very simple.

An elementary wiring diagram is

shown which will give the reader a

general idea of just how the device

works. The circuit is brought to a

point of resonance in the customary

manner by the use of variable in

ductances and capacities. A detector

and a pair of head ’phones are used to

tune the circuit. Both of these mem

bers may be switched out of the circuit

when it has been brought to resonance.

.\Iaximum current will then flow

through the special relay device which

will in tum operate the second or

heavy-current relay.

Under test this new relay worked

perfectly over surprising distances and

when used in conjunction with other

efficient apparatus it can be depended

upon to render very good service. It is

simple and there are no extremely deli

cate parts exposed. By using the spe

cial relay in connection with at least

one audion amplifier the distance over

which it will operate can be increased

considerably. With several stages of

amplification the relay will operate over

real long distances.

Radio engineers have long been en

deavoring to perfect a device that would

function on very weak currents and if

the present development proves success

ful it will certainly receive a good wel

come. It is said that the English engi

neers of the Marconi Co. recently per

fected a device along these lines that

will operate a bell upon the receipt of

a radio distress signal at sea. This is

to be employed for emergency use only

and will not be used for ordinary com

munication. The fact that the Mar

coni Co. has been interested in this

problem proves that its importance to

the field is well recognized.

New Arc“ Welding Equipment

HE electric arc is being used more

and more for purposes of welding.

A very late and practical development

along this line is shown in the illustra

tion.

This is a motor generator outfit with

Theabsolutely automatic regulation.

and readily portable without power.

To enable the operator to vary the

current to meet his requirements, this

arc welder is provided with both a volt

age adjusting rheostat and a current

adjusting switch. The latter has four

points giving, with slight variations of

 

direct-current generator is a machine

of exclusive design and is capable of

delivering a current strength of 200

amperes at the voltage required for arc

welding. This equipment is intended

for the use of a single operator and un

like the old outfits does not need several

men to take care of it during operation.

A switch and meter panel, a motor gen

erator, stabilizing reactor, electrode

holder and face shield comprise the out

fit. The entire outfit is mounted upon

a small truck of rugged construction

voltage and current desired, from SO to

200 amperes. The voltage adjusting

rheostat enables the operator to vary

the open-circuit voltage from 35 to 65

volts. With an open-circuit voltage of

40 the approximate currents obtained

with the different settings of the cur

rent adjusting switch are 65, 105, 150

and 200 amperes. The machine is

equipped with well-built commutators

and very liberally proportioned wind

ings. The machine, although very com

plete, requires but little space.

--—-<-<_.i_§'.
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Models Made by

Our Readers

 

 

 

 

EVERAL very interesting models

made by the readers of EV]-‘.RYDAY

ENGINEERING are shown on this page.

The little donkey type of engine in the

upper right hand comer is the work of

Mr. Carlin, of Pittsburgh, Pa. The

single-cylinder marine engine above is

the handiwork of .\lr. F. A. \\'ardla\v,

of New York City. The splendid lit

tle four-masted bark “Star of Scot

land” shown is the work of .\lr. Edgar

L. Brown. The execution of this model

demanded a great amount of time, pa

tience and labor from its builder. The

“Reading” loco. at the bottom of the

page was made by one of our Bloom

field, N. ]., readers, who is too modest

to have his name mentioned. This is

one of the best model locos. that has

come to our attention in some time.
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New Things for the Automobilist

VAST number of devices have

A been invented and have been

marketed with a view of sup

plementing the regular equipment of the

automobile or providing items to in

crease the comfort and safety of motor

ing that are not ordinarily supplied by

the car manufacturers. Many of these

devices have real merit, but an equally

large number have no real reason for

being and are of doubtful value. An

automobilist who loads up his car with

all kinds of junk he has little use for is

making a mistake, not only because his

money has not been expended wisely,

but it takes gasoline to carry the added

weight along. The task of selecting ac

cessories of value from the mass of such

Thermostatic Water

~ E CircuIationRegulator

Distilled Water

Bo+t\e

VaIveSpr'mg

Compressor

 

Quick detachable non-skid chains

which are made in various sizes suited

for both trucks and passenger cars are

shown at B. This is a simple chain

device consisting of a pair of cross

chains attached to a fastening device

that attaches to the wheel spoke as in

dicated, permitting quick attachment

and removal.

When driving in rainy or snowy

weather, the windshield becomes cov

cred with moisture or ice and is hard to

see through. The cleaner shown at C is

made in two forms, one to be attached

to the windshield frame, another that is

installed by boring a hole in the wind

shield glass as illustrated. The clean

crs are made of chemically treated felt.

Fig. 1—Recently developed devices for the nutomobilist

material on the market is a difficult one

for the novice motorist. The appli

ances shown in accompanying illustra

tions are of late development and should

be useful to motorists.

There is one annoying point in con

nection with changing a demountable

rim, and that is the liability of dropping

the lugs into the mud or slush when

they are removed from the bolts. The

swiveling lug as shown at Fig. 1-A is

designed so it can be easily removed

from the rim retaining bolt and swung

down out of the way without any dan

ger of loss because it is securely held to

the wheel felloe by a retention pin and

spring in the manner indicated.

The motor thermostat shown in sec

tion at D is very useful in these days of

low-grade fuel, because it allows the

motor to “warm up” quickly in cold

weather by regulating the circulation of

water through the cylinder block. When

the motor attains its efficient operating

temperature promptly, the pistons and

rings expand to their proper fit and the

escape of raw gasoline past the pistons

into the crank case where it will dilute

the oil is minimized.

One of the important points in con

nection with the care of the storage bat

tery is the periodical replenishing of

the water evaporated from the electro

lyte. It is also necessary to test the

specific gravity of the solution from

time to time to make sure the battery

is properly charged. The combination

shown at E is very useful, as it consists

of a jar to hold distilled water, pro

vided with a cover that keeps foreign

matter out of the liquid and also serves

to hold the hydrometer syringe that is

so useful in testing electrolyte or intro

ducing water into the battery cell jars.

Many motorists run their cars with

out putting the dust caps on the tire

valves because of the time it takes to

screw the cap down and remove it when

it is necessary to gain access to the valve

for inflating the tire. This practice re

sults in dust working into the valve and

causing air leakage or rusting and dam

age of the valve parts. The quick ac

tion dust cap shown at Fig. 1-F is

designed to offer all the protection af

fordediby the threaded style and ofiers

the added advantage of quick applica

tion and removal. To install, the cap

is simply pushed down over the valve

stem and the spring-actuated ‘pawls

catch in the thread and hold the cap in

place. To release, the spring pawls are

1» .pressed out of engagement by pushing

in their exposed ends with the fingers

and the cap is easily lifted off.

A new valve lifter, which is shown at

G, will prove useful to the automobile

mechanic or to the motorist who enjoys

taking care of his own car. As the ends

that spread apart to compress the valve

spring are actuated by a thread and in

clined plane arrangement, the stiffest

valve spring may be compressed with

ease and the valve spring collar reten

tion key may be easily removed or in

serted, as the case may be. The lifter

will keep the spring compressed as long

as necessary and enables the operator to

use both hands in removing the valve.

The oil filler openings of automobile

engines are not always located in ac

cessible places and it is often difficult

to pour the oil in with the ordinary

measure or funnel. The combined fun

nel and measure shown at H is a re

cently devised accessory that is equallv

valuable to the car owner or garage pro

prietor. The spout is made of flexible

tubing and the delivery opening is con

trolled by a valve so only the desired

quantity of oil may be supplied. This

valve is easily controlled by a lever

close to the handle of the measure. All

the oil passing out of the measure is

screened by a wire gauze baffle plate

through which it must pass. With the

valve closed, the measure may be used

in the ordinary way and oil poured out

of the top.

Unless a storage battery is kept prop

crly charged during the winter season,
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especially if a car is operated very little

owing to the severity of our northem

climate, there is apt to be a marked de

crease in battery capacity due to sul

phation of the plates, and besides the

electrolyte of a depleted battery is apt

to freeze if the car is kept in an un

heated garage. The rectifier shown at

Fig. 2-A is the product of a large pro

ducer of electrical appliances and per

mits the motorist who has only alter

nating current available to give his

storage battery a “boosting" or condi

tioning charge whenever necessary and

thus keep the battery in,condition even

if the car is not used for extended pe

riods.

RQCll‘FIOl’ For

Charging Storage

Batteries From

AL Current

Long Handle

-'. Garage Jock

  

Fig. 2—Use]ul devices /or the garage

The extension-handle jack shown at

B is a very strong appliance intended

for garage or service station use and is

a quick-acting jack for heavy duty.

The operating lever or handle is five

feet long and makes it easy to lift heavy

cars. The length of the handle makes

it possible to place the jack under the

axles or other hard-to-reach places.

The storage battery cell tester shown

at C is a device that consists of a re

cording meter and a special nichrome

wire resistance which connects the

prods. The sharp pointed steel prods

establish a suitable connection with the

lead cell terminals or connection bars.

and the cell voltage is indicated on the

special voltmeter.

One of the factors that promotes tire

depreciation is improper adjustment of

the front wheels and their alignment

with the normal path of car travel. A

gage that makes it possible to line up

the automobile wheels very accurately

and secure easy steering as well as

lessening tire wear is shomi at Fig.

2-D, which also outlines the method of

using it.

POWER SAVED BY

DIFFERENTIAL

SOME figures regarding the loss of

power which results when a vehicle

is operated with its two driving gears

solidly locked together, that is, without

ll differential gear, were given in a

paper by C. G. Conradi, read before the

Institute of Mechanical Engineers.

Tests were made with a % ton Elec

tromobile truck. The vehicle during

the tests was run over the same course

by the same driver, and under the same

weather conditions. It was designed

for a speed of IS m. p. h., and weighed,

complete with battery, 3,400 lbs. The

electrical equipment consisted of a 60

cell A. 4 Edison battery supplying cur

rent to a double commutator motor and

with a modified series parallel system

of control. The chassis was arranged

with an all-gear drive, the motor driv

ing the live axle through double reduc

tions, double helical gear, while a bevel

differential of normal type was fitted.

The differential was securely locked

when required, by the insertion of brass

blocks between the pinions and meshing

with the same movement being then

possible. The current consumed was

measured by a Sangamoampere-hour

meter, and showed current as charged

to the battery, not battery output as is

more generally the case.

Condition of

l)i_ffvre1ztial Load

Locked . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Light

Free . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Light

Locked . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11 Cwt.

Free . . . . . . . . . . ..l1Cwt.

It will be observed from the tabu

lated results that both light and loaded

consumption of current is greater when

the differential is out of action, the per

centage difference increasing with in

crease of load. This is to be expected,

as with increased load the tires will

grip the road better and more power be

required to cause one wheel to slip when

traveling on a curve.

SIMPLE MIXTURE INSURES

CLEAR VISION

O maintain a clear vision through

the windshield in rainy weather

when the glass usually clouds up is

vitally important to the safety of the

motor car and its occupants. A variety

of rubber wipers that scrape ofi the ac

cumulated moisture are used to keep the

glass clear in wet weather, but many

believe that the old-fashioned alcohol

and glycerine solution, which is carried

in a small bottle and rubbed on the

glass as needed, is best. If the bottle

containing the mixture is wrapped in a

cloth and stored away in the side pocket

it will always be ready for use and a

cloth to apply it will also be handy

when needed. '

A NEW CYLINDER REBORER _

NEW cylinder reboring apparatus

is being placed on the market and

is shown in accompanying illustration.

It is said that this tool will bore an

Cy/indar i

B/at/r ---- -

; ii ‘fifandrel

‘C/ampScruw

  

Hand-Operated cylinder boring tool

absolutely straight, round smooth hole.

The reamer used with this tool has a

wide adjustment and is said to run true

at all adjustments. Another advantage

is that the cutters can be sharpened by

anyone on an ordinary grinder.

A mpere

Hours Saving

per mile per cent.

5.52 . .

5.13 7

6.90 . .

6.08 12

.-1 mpere

Hours

100

93

125

110

Miles

18.1

18.1

18.1

18.1

 
 

By referring to the illustration it will

be seen that the fixture which guides

and feeds the reamer uniformly consists

of a screw, which occupies a central

position in the cylinder, and is clamped

to a short shaft which in turn is secured

in two crankshaft bearings and suitable

bushings provided to fit any particular

bearing. The reamer can be turned by

hand or power as desired.

USING UP OLD COMMUTATOR

WIRES

HEN the commutator wires of a

Ford get oily at the lower end and

are electrically leaky, turn them bottom

upward—that is to say, put the com

mutator terminals on to the low-tension

binding-posts on dash, and the upper

(dash) terminals on to the commutator

binding-posts (seeing, of course, that

you do not shuffle them). There is

little tendency for electricity to leak at

the dash end, because there is _little

metal there to short-circuit it and the

wires are spread further apart, whereas,

at the commutator end there is metal

everywhere.
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.»The Construction of a Chanute Glider

PART II.

The struts are of next importance.

These are oval or of streamline form,

1 in. by 9/I6 in. in section and 3 ft.

11 in. long. Sixteen are required, and

they should all be of carefully picked

stuff, quite straight grained, without

knots of any description. For attach

ing the struts to the planes, I have de

cided, after experience with several

other methods, that nothing can be

Illllllllllllllllll iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ill iiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"5
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Fig. 6—Sketch showing

method of fitting the

steel wire /or trailing

edges of aero/oils and

method of bracing end

rib by short strut. Fig. 8

—the strut socket in per

spective shown at right
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more simple or conducive to sound con

struction than the cast’ aluminum or

aluminum alloy socket, and for glider

work I have just designed a socket

which requires no eyebolts or lugs for

bolting down. This is shown in Fig. 7,

which sketch gives detailed measure

ments, while Fig. 8 shows the socket

in perspective. A single black iron

carriage bolt only is required to secure

the socket to the spar, which bolt passes

through a hole in the base, the head

being inside underneath the strut. The

socket is prevented from turning by

the tension of the wires. There are

four lugs provided to take the bracing

By Percy Pierce

Late First Lieutenant, U. S. Air Service

wires, but in the majority of places on

the glider only three of these will be

required, the fourth being cut off with

a hack-saw and the metal filed smooth.

It will be noted that the socket is so

designed with the base at an angle to

the vertical center line that it fits on

the dipping edges or camber of the

plane; thus the same pattern suffices

for the sockets at both top and bottom

of the struts. The positions of the lugs

are such that the wires make a direct

 

 

pull through them to the bolt.

The ailerons or flaps are shown in

plan in Fig. 9. The ribs are here fig

ured as though they were of equal

thickness from back to front, but they

may very well taper slightly from the

main spar to the trailing edge. The

pivots on which the flaps hang are to

be of No. 18 gauge cold rolled steel

and are shown in detail in Fig. 10.

Bolster and Crossbar

In Fig. 11, I have shown a perspec

tive sketch of one of the bolsters and

front end of the outrigger; it also shows

the manner in which the outrigger, and

the additional piece running parallel

with the outriggers and bridging across

between the struts to help carry the

bolsters, are lashed to the struts. The

struts——that is to say, the four center

ones—should be prepared to receive

these by having additional pieces of

wood glued on each side of them; these

pieces are then notched to a depth of

about 1,’; in., and the lashing, which

may be either of strong fine cord or

£_l|lIIl|\lIlllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllvllllvlilflllwrhg

Fig. 7—Dimensi0ned

drawings showing details

of cast aluminum strut

socket which may be cast

from a simple, easily

The car

riage bolt by which the

socket is attached to spar

made pattern.

is also shown
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fine tinned iron wire, is then put on.

The crossbar in front should also be

lashed in as shown. This bar must be

of ash or birch, in order that an easy

steamed bend may be obtained. I ought

to mention that, if tinned wire is used

for binding, it is ‘a good plan to pass

the soldering iron over the whole of

the wire; this converts the lashing into

what is practically a jointless metal

band.

The bolsters or arm nests mav, if

the pilot is not very keen on personal

comfort. take the form of a plain round

piece of wood, but it will be found well 0
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worth the trouble to pad them with

millpufi and cover with strong cloth,

leather or any other suitable material.

A section of the bolster and outrigger

are shown in Fig. 12.
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Tail Plane Construction

The tail plane can next be made.

As it is clearly shown in the plan view,

Fig. 3, no special sketch is needed.

Ribs measuring V2 in. by % in. will be‘

screwed to the spars, and wired at the

trailing edge in the same way as the

main planes. No steaming of the ribs

will be required, since there is no cam

ber, the tail beingquite flat and acting

only as a stabilizer to steady the glider

longitudinally in flight. The main

spars are clamped to the outriggers with

four V-bolts, as shown in detail in Fig.

13. As shown in the perspective view

of the glider (Fig. 2), there are two

Fig. 9—Dimensioned drawing below shows the details 0/

frame /or aileron flaps

Fig. 10—Perspecti'ue sketch at right shows how easily the

bearings for the aileron flaps are made

into the top hems the outriggers are

passed, and into the bottom ones the

bent wood strips. The lacing is then

done tightly, to keep the cloth in place.

The cloth should, of course, be turned

sary only half the number of copper

terminating tubes or ferrels that would

otherwise be required. The spokes may

be used just as they are, and the head

with the turned over end makes quite
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over and stitched along the front and

back edges, a part of the lacing cord

or wire being also sewn in. Three or

four screws with countersunk heads are

then passed through the skids into the

bent wood strip. A sketch of the short

strut which requires to be placed in the

fork of the outriggers and skids is given _

in Fig. 14. The drawing shows plates

of brass of about No. 20 or 22 gauge

secured to the outrigger by wire bind

ing; the wire may well be soldered to

the plates as additional security against

slipping.

Spokes and Nipples for Tumbilckles

With the object of lessening the cost

a simple attachment on the lugs of the

aluminum sockets. A steel plate,

shaped as shown in Fig. 15, is needed

for each brace to take the wire and

spoke nipple. To stiffen this plate and

also to act as a bearing surface when

tightening the spoke—a piece of No.

20 gauge brass between the steel and

the nipple head is used.

In the sketches, Fig. 16, I have en

deavored to illustrate the method of at

taching the spokes to the outriggers, at

_ the points shown in the side elevation

(Fig. 3). The binding here is of wire,

and soldered.

With regard to the fabric of this ma

  

Fig. 11—The bolster support to go under the arms of the pilot is Fig. 12—Cross section 0/ the bolster showing padding and method of

well padded

vertical directional vanes or fins under

neath the tail plane. The method of

securing these is indicated in Fig. 3,

namely by lacing with fine cord to the

outriggers and a strip of bent wood

screwed to the trailing skids. The

fabric is carefully cut to shape

after the skids are bent, and a deep

hem sewn along the top and bottom;

of this glider, I have shown no turn

buckles of the right and left-hand screw

type, with the exception of those two

which are used to regulate the angle of

the tail. Instead, I suggest the use of

motorcycle spokes and nipples. This

will not only save the cost of the barrel

turnbuckles, but will also render neces

attachment

chine, almost any light cloth is suit

able, from calico to oilcloth. Proofed

cloth, such as oilcloth, for gliders, espe

cially when the planes are single-sur

faced, is not at all necessary and a

good strong unbleached muslin can be

obtained at less than a quarter a yard,

38 in. wide, weighing somewhere in
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the neighborhood of 2 ozs. to the square

yard, the cloth is fastened to the ribs

with waterproof glue (ordinary glue

containing linseed oil), the edges where

the fabric is turned over the entering

edge or over the wire at the trailing

edge being cut into a few gores. An

overlap of about two inches should be

allowed. The cloth should run with

the warp across the plane, so that the

t} ourmses/2

 

The pilot takes his position in the cen

ter of the machine, supporting its

weight. The assistants grasp the ends

of the glider to steady and when the

signal is given all three start running

‘ downhill in the face of the breeze, the

pilot keeping the glider at a negative

angle as much as possible until ready to

soar, when by pulling the nose of the

machine up a bit, he will soon find him

TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY——

HE old engineer, says an ex

change, had become tired of the

deeply technical talk he heard from va

rious young engineering students he

met at his club who liked to air their

newly acquired knowledge to their non

technical friends. One evening he

began: “This morning I went over to

 
 

  

main tail spars

 
 

Fig. 15—A simple improvised tumbuckle shown above made of a

motorcycle spoke

Fig. 1t'>—Detail at right shows how spoke ends are wired to outrigger:

width will be just sufficient to stretch

over three ribs with, at the ends, an

allowance for turning over on to the

sides of the ribs. Glue and brads will

be used on the ribs where one piece of

cloth overlaps another.

of course, applied on the underside of

the planes.

The normal angle of incidence of

the sustaining surfaces will be about 1

in 8 or 7°, so that the tail plane, being

non-lifting, will be set at this angle

to the main planes.

How to Use a Glider

The art of using a glider is an im

portant point to consider. Two meth

ods confront us, name1y,—towed and

free flight. For one who has never

flown a glider, the latter is by far the

best and safest. Locate a hill with a

gradual slope of about 1 in 8 and with

the aid of two assistants you can readi

ly be launched into the air. For free

flight it is necessary to have a wind of

from 10 to 15 miles an hour blowing.

The fabric is,

self dangling in the air. The assistants

should release the glider as soon as they

feel 1t tugging. Towed flight is car

ried out in about the same manner, ex

cept that ropes are securely tied to the

lower, front sockets next to the end

struts and by these ropes two or three

assistants on each, tow the glides in

flight. The speed or pull of the helpers

in this case merely substitutes for the

wind in free flight. An automobile or

motor boat can be resorted to for towed

flight, but it is advisable to first master

free and hand-towed flights before at

tempting something of greater power.

The weight of the glider, which I

have described, should come out at be

tween 50 to 55 lbs., the latter figure

being the maximum permissible for a

glider of this size. '

By using two megaphones, one at each

end of a base line twelve feet long, the posi

tion oi an aeroplane can be located within

a few tenths of a degree by the sound of its

exhaust.

Fig. l3—Details of the clamps used to attach the outrigger to the Fig. 14-—Details of attachment of the strut between outrigger and

skid

see a new machine we’ve got at our

place, and it’s astonishing ho\v it

works.” “And how does it work?”

asked one. “Well,” was the reply, "by

means of a pedal attachment a ful

crumed lever converts a vertical recip

rocating motion into a circular move

ment. The principal part of the ma

chine is a huge disk that revolves in a

vertical plane. Power is applied through

the axis of the disk, and work is done

on the periphery, and the hardest steel

by mere contact may be reduced to any

shape.” “What is this wonderful ma

chine?” was asked. “A grindstone,”

was the reply. This brings out very

well the weakness of most technical

writers, the effort seems to be to make

easy things hard instead of the most

desired end to attain, that of making

difficult things understandable.

It is now claimed as the result of experi

ments that cyanamide has a toxic effect on

corn; it does not decompose into urea and

so gives no useful nitrogen to plants.

..-k
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The Berliner Gyrocopter

A Man Carrying Flying Mac/zine Without Wings T/zat Works

THE gyrocopter illustrated here

with, Henry A. Berliner’s new

adaptation of the old helicopter

principle, when tilted forward will fly

horizontally," the tilting being accom

plished by changing the center of lift

ing pressure. The weight of the ma

chine is given as 620 pounds and the

lifting power is over 900 pounds. The

lifting propellers are 13 feet in diam

eter and revolve on a horizontal plane.

They are driven by an 80 H.P. La

Rhone motor.

It is believed by the

inventor t h a t this

principle could be ap

plied to an airplane

and enable it to rise

from a small area or

descend in a small

field, a very desirable

feature. The propel

lers are driven by

bevel gears, and turn

in opposite directions

and at the same

speed. The driving

gearing is housed in an

oil-tight casing at the

bottom of the vertical

bearing member that

serves as a housing

for the propeller

shafts, the inner one

telescoping into the

outer one. The inner

or longer shaft drives

the upper propeller,

the lower propeller is

driven by the outer

and shorter one.

The fuel and oil

tanks are disposed

around the central

mast, which also car

ries a rearwardly ex- .

tending vane member

presumably to steer the machine to the

right and left. The construction of the

machine is very simple, and not only

the lifting force but that resulting in

forward motion is derived from the

large propellers. The reason the pro

pellers turn in opposite directions is

that this neutralizes the forces tending

to rotate the machine around its verti

cal axis, as would be the case if both

propellers turned in the same direction.

The machine illustrated is the result

of years of development by the father

of the present experimenter, Mr. Emile

Berliner, and the basic principles of

this class of aircraft were known sev

eral decades ago. The formerly exist

ing lack of light power plants retarded

development of such apparatus, as

more thrust is required for flight than

is needed to take an airplane of the

same weight off the ground. The

photograph of the machine herewith is

a particularly interesting one because

it shows the wheels and rear skids clear

of the ground and that the pilot is

seated in the frame so the machine has

lifted his weight as well as that of the

machine. The efforts of two assistants

are needed to hold the machine down

and keep it from screwing its way

through the air.

No extended flights have been made

to date with this type of aircraft so

 

Photograph showing the Berliner gyrocopter Ii"/ting its weight and that of the pilot

clear of the ground by its own power

the efficiency of the methods of con

trolling its flights can only be conjec

tured. A drawback of the machine as

at present built is that there seems to

be no safety devices to prevent rapid

descent in event of the engine stopping

in mid-air. Some adherents of t_his

principle have'stated that in such an

emergency, the large propellers will act

as a windmill and as they rotate, they

will prevent rapid falling of the appa

ratus. It is also claimed that a para

chute will safeguard the aviator in such

an event.

These devices are yet in the experi

mental stage, but considerable progress

has been made in the practical applica

tion of theoretical principles that have

long been held workable by experts.

Multi-engine helicopters may be de

veloped in the future that will provide

safe and rapid aerial transportation,

but at the present time the other types

of aircraft using the sustaining power

of gas or the litfing effort of the air

under inclined aerofoils fixed to a

rapidly moving central fuselage are the

most practical for aerial navigation.

Other helicopter types have been de

vised, some having a third propeller

for imparting horizontal thrust and se

cure forward motion without having to

tilt the apparatus and have the lifting

screws exert an angular thrust instead

of a purely vertical

lifting efifort. It is

recognized by its in

ventor that consider

able experimental

work will be required

in perfecting the ma

chine so it will be

readily controllable.

It was the intention

of the originator of

this form of aircraft,

Mr. Emile Berliner,

to try his experiments

over water with a ma

chine equipped with

floats and fly low so

even if the engine did

stop during the pre

liminary experiments,

it would be attended

by no more serious

effects than ducking

the operator and wet

ting the machine.

W hi l e considerable

development work is

yet to be done, this

machine offers inter

esting possibilities for

the future.

TO REMOVE GREASE FROM

MERCURY

O cleanse mercury, first put a ten

 

per cent solution of nitric acid in an

iron ladle, and then the mercury to be

cleaned; place same over a blacksmith’s

forge until the nitric acid boils. The

dirt will then iise to the top, and leave

the mercury perfectly clean in the bot

tom. Care must be used not to let the

mercury boil, as the fumes are very

poisonous.

The formation of iron ore by bacteria has

been investigated by E. C. Harden of the

U. S._Geolog_ical Survey. He found “iron

bacteria” actively engaged at considerable

depths below the surface. Laboratory cul

tures were successfully made for investiga

tion.
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A MECHANICAL COAL TRIMMER

The hand-trimming of coal in loading a

ship or in filling her coal-bunkers is at once

an expensive and anything but a sanitary

operation. The work is done shovelful by

shovelful, by a large gang of men in an

atmosphere charged with coal dust. The

illustrations show an apparatus for trim

ming by power, and thereby dispensing

with hand labor. The machine is compara

tively simple and compact, and lends itself

to the present system of coaling. In Fig. 1

the details of the appliance are shown. The

coal is delivered by spout or any other type

of conveyor to the hopper A. The large

drum shown in section is some thirty inches

in length, and the belt is 27 inches. wide.

The drum is grooved. The belt travels at

high speed, varying with the work it has

to do—3,500 feet a minute is a speed adap

ted for mixed coal. A thirty horse-power

  

 

EVERYDAY SCIENCE NOTES
BY PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE
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A new high-speed steel, with vanadium

and molybdenum instead of tungsten is re

ported as having given excellent results. In

gots of molybdenum steel are liable to show

cracks and tools made from it are erratic

in behaviour. The use of vanadium is said

to overcome these troubles. Another steel

containing cobalt and chromium is reported

as holding its volume, when hardened, so

that it is adapted for standard taps and

dies. Stainless steel, with about 13 per cent.

of chromium has been hardened from a tem

perature of 1740° to l830° F., which are

very high hardening temperatures. The

same steel has to be drawn at a low tem

perature. Among its uses it proved to be

very good for the exhaust valves of aero

plane engines.

There has been much difficulty in England

in bringing the manufacturers to work to a

uniform gauge system. The English manu
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Australia has long been affiicted with :i

rabbit plague. Now a new trouble is mak

ing itself felt; this time it is prickly pear

plague. Thae annoying and almost llSCl?§

plants are invading vast areas of country.

To kill them, various forms of aisenical

pobon are employed and the government

in Queensland E taking a part in the work

of extermination. It costs about 50 shillings

an acre to kill the plants, so it is of poor

economy to do it except on valuable land.

Potassium compounds can be made by the

aid of the ashes, but the expense of trans

portation makes this process of little value.

The ashes are 10 per cent. of the weight of

the dried plants, and they give about half

their weight of the potassium salt. The

plants have covered 22 million acres in

Queensland, and are spreading over an area

of a million acres annually. Some alcohol

can be made from them, but in small per
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Figs. 1 and 2—Diagrams showing operation of mechanical coal trimmer /or cooling ships

electric motor does the driving. The speed

is varied by a controller. As the coal falls

into the space between the belt and the drum

it is driven through at high speed, and

flies out at the other side to any desired

distance, and can be directed to any part

of the bunkers. The relation of machine

to the ship is shown in Fig. Z. The coal

is shown arriving in the ordinary way

through tubes. As it falls from the ends of

the spouts, instead of being trimmed back

by hand to the remote corners of the bunk

ers, it is seized between drum and belt and

projected, as indicated, clear across the

bunkers to the back upper corners, so as to

fill them in the most complete manner, cer

tainly more thoroughly than would be pos

sible with shovel-trimming. The operator

at the controller regulates the speed of the

motor from 900 to 1,200 revolutions per

minute, according to requirements.

 

In England efforts or experiments in the

use of compressed gas for driving automo

biles have not ceased with the war. It is

found that coal gas compressed to thirteen

atmospheres is thirteen times as bulky as

gasoline of the same propelling value. This

feature alone is held to limit the use of gas

to a radius of action of only ten or twelve

miles.

facturer is individualistic, but during the

war limit gauges had to be worked up to,

and it seemed as if the old system had been

disposed of, but it is said that it is reused

ing itself, and some factories, it is said,

never did reform their methods._ Just be

fore the armistice, 10,000 inspection gauges

per week were being tumed out. Limit

gauges, one too large and one too small,

were made so much of a size as to exact

an accuracy many times that employed in

the standard Englhh engineering practice.

 

The annual report of the Panama Canal

Sanitation Department shows that the mos

quito is not so completely disposed of as

had been believed. The insect can and does

go further afield from his breeding place

than was fonnerly believed. He travels over

a mile, which implies that the drainage must

be more extensive than was fonnerly be

lieved necessary. The sanitation of the

Isthmus is not so perfect, but that the rec

ommendation is made that the staff should

be away for two months every year. A

curious note is to the effect that it is im

portant to keep cattle away from dwellings,

because their deep foot-prints fill with water

and form breeding places for the mosquito.

It is definitely known that the mosquito is

the disseminator of fevers.

centage only; it has proved to be of little

use for paper-making; attempts to use ii

as a reserve food for cattle have had £1

measure of success.

 

England is expressing some anxiety about

the gasoline supply. The consumption is in

the neighborhood of three thousand millions

of gallons per annum. Potatoes may be

made a source of alcohol, as a gasoline sub

stitute, but the yield is only twenty gallons

per ton. The mahua tree flowers which

grow in India do much better, giving ninety

gallons per ton of dried flowers. The cost

of a ton of the flowers is put at thirty

shillings sterling. Cheap denaturing is a

problem not yet solved in Great Britain.

It costs about six pence a gallon. There

are hopes that benzol and the distillates

from shales may help to solve the problem.

In Norfolk, England, wells are evolving

natural gas, and hopes are entertained that

oil may yet be obtained there.

 

Froth separation, or oil separation, long in

use for certain ores by floating them in a

sort of oily foam, is being extended to other

minerals, and is being developed to cover

a larger range of minerals. Its applications

promise to become far more numerous than

hitherto in the near future.
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THE BI-]ET WATER HOSE NOZZLE

The cut shows a new hose-nozzle. recently

introduced in England, to be used for wash

ing automobiles and other purposes. which

gives as desired a strong jet of water or a

distributed and soft stream. The jet is

formed by the round aperture in the inner

As long as it is left unend of the nozzle.

  

disturbed the strong jet, once started, con

tinues. But if the hand is placed over the

larger open end of the jet for an instant the

effect is to break up the stream, and, on re

moving the hand the soft and distributed

stream continues to flow indefinitely. To re

store the strong jet, all that is necessary is

to give the nozzle a sweeping transverse

jerk. The nozzle then retums to its old

function and a continuous strong defined

jet is again produced.

 

As a lubrimnt for wood the use of

graphite, rubbed off from a lead pencil, of

talc powder or of paraffin wav from a can

dle, is recommended in preference to the

much used soap. The latter sinks into the

wood and is therefore not permanent. The

above recommendation was made especially

to photographers for lubrication of shutters

where wooden surfaces come in contact.

 

The vibrations of a reinforced concrete

chimney in Saganoski, Japan, have been

measured. The chimney is 750 feet high and

26 feet 3 inches internal diameter at the

top. In a 50-mile gale it vibrated less than

one inch; in a 78-mile gale the vibrations

had a range of 7.32 inches. It is calculated

that with a wind velocity of 110 miles per

hour, the vibrations would extend to 15

inches. Such winds are to be anticipated

in that locality. The period of vibration

was practically constant, 2.52 to 2.56 sec

onds. The maximum amplitude of vibra

tion was curiously enough at right angles

to the direction of the wind. '

 

A gas well in California recently caught

fire. It is thought that the friction of sand

carried up with the rush of gas heated the

upper two feet of the pipe red hot and

effected the ignition. Dynamite and streams

of carbon tetrachloride were used to put it

out. The dynamite proved successful. On

the explosion taking place, a deep red glow

appeared, followed by a Black puff and the

fire was out.

 

A recent investigation of the failure of

the Ridgeway storage dam in Tasmania

brought out the interesting fact that the

sand used in making the concrete contained

considerable magnesia and that this ac

counted for the failure. It is seldom that

it occurs to an engineer to have sand ana

lyzed, although the cement may be sub

jected to the most rigorous requirements.

 

In West Virginia near Fairmont and

Clarksburg there are wells which reached

a. depth of 7,579 and 7,386 feet, respectively.

They were bored to reach the Clinton sands

for oil. At Czuchow, Germany, there is a

7,348-foot well, and near MacDonald, Pa..

there is one 7,248 feet deep. These are said

to be the deepest wells in the world. The

deepest metal mine is said to be at St. John

del Ray, Brazil. It is 6,326 feet deep and

increases 1° F. in temperature for each 120

feet of depth. Some of the workings are

as hot as 110° F. It is a gold mine, and is

80 years old.

A rapid and approximate analysis of air

to determine the percentage of carbon di

oxide present is effected by drawing it at

the rate of two litres per hour, through a

solution of barium hydrate in water. It is

calculated that the formation of a precipi

tate in two minutes will indicate the pres

ence of 4 volumes of carbon dioxide to 1,000

volumes of air. If twenty minutes are re

quired to show a precipitate the proportion

is only S parts is 10,000 parts of air. In

terpolation will give the results for inter

mediate periods. Carbon monoxide is oxi

dized by passing the efflent from the above

test through a tube electrically heated, the

air being mixed with or acted on by iodic

acid. The reaction precipitates iodine, which

may be detennined by titration, and the per

centage of carbon monoxide calculated there

from. As a check the air after this treat

ment may be passed through baryta water,

just as before, for the carbon monoxide has

now been converted into carbon dioxide.

Silver nitrate solution will absorb and pre

cipitate sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphur

dioxide is absorbed by potassium permanga

nate. The two last named impurities can

be determined in the two solutions by the

regular methods.

 

THE AUTOSET CLAMP

A clamp or dog for holding work on the

tables of drill-presses and other machine

tools is shown in the cut. Its construction

is so simple that a description is hardly

needed. A single bolt holds it down, clamp

ing the work upon the bed plate of any

machine tool with a slotted table. The

  

  

distinguishing feature is the peculiar shape,

which has been studied out, so as to make

the clamp self adjusting. The semicircular

grooves receive a washer with a semi-cylin

drical base, and through this washer the

holding-down bolt passes. The shape of the

washer fitting the groove gives the feature

of self-adjusting. The general contour of

the clamp carries out this feature still furth

er. The holding-down bolt passes through

a slot, and the washer can be bedded in any

one of several transverse grooves. The bolt

stays vertical in all conditions, and a three

groove clamp will hold work varying from

-3/§ to 1% inches in thickness. A four-notch

clamp will hold work up to 23/4 inches in

thickness.

 

A step in the direction of decimalization

of standards is a bill for the consideration of

the British Parliament, Lord Southwark’s

bill, to divide the sovereign into 1,000 mills,

instead of the 960 farthings it now contains.

PROTECTING FURNACE

ELECTRODE

In an interesting paper on electric steel

furnaces, by Victor Stobie, what would

seem a minor difficulty with electric arc fur

naces was spoken of. The trouble, really a

very serious one, is the difficulty in saving

the electrode from wasting away whereit

passed through the top arch of the fumace.
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The joint there cannot be a tight one and

the carbon electrode burns away and makes

the leakage greater than ever. The cut

shows how this trouble has been overcome.

An iron tube, 24 inches long, surrounds the

electrode resting upon a water-cooled bush

ing, and is considerably larger in diameter.

At the top there is a reasonably tight joint.

As the part of the electrode which passes

through this joint is far enough from the

furnace to be comparatively cold, it does

not bum away, there is no leakage of gases

through it, and there is no trouble in keep

ing it in good working order. When as in

former practice the joint was at B, there

was endless trouble. It was calculated that

75 per cent of the waste of electrodes was

due to burning at the upper ends. The

securing of a tight joint and the coolness of

the electrode end makes the use of water

cooled heavy bronze connections unneces

sary, and makes the top of the furnaces more

accessible to the workmen on account of the

reduced heat.

 

The area, whose drainage is generally as

sumed to be effected by some river, is

termed the river's watershed. Thus the Mis

sissippi is accredited with an enormous

watershed or drainage area, in extent equal

to the area of many states. Now it has

been calculated that the water flowing in

the bed of the Father of Waters as it passes

St. Louis is only equal in amount to the rain

which falls over the area of the one state

of Mississippi. The rest of the rain which

falls over the vast watershed disappears by

evaporation. The extent of the influence

of evaporation on the delivery of water

from or by open conduits is taken very full

cognizance of by irrigation engineers; they

use open channels and wooden trough con

duits in their work, and allow a large loss

for evaporation. Were it not for the enor

mous evaporation from the Great Lakes the

volume of water pouring over the falls of

Niagara would be incalculably large. Be

sides this loss there is also the evaporation

in the land areas before the water of the

rainfalls reaches the lakes. The total an

nual rainfall of the United States has been

calculated at six thousand billion tons.

 

In Derbyshire, England, the government

has sunk wells in the neighborhood of 4,000

feet deep in search of oil. Success is thought

quite probable. One well has yielded oil

for over four months.
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New French Aviation Engines

Some Unusual Designs S/zown at the Recent French Aero Show

CAREFUL examination of the

engines shown at the Paris Aero

-Show shows that the aviation

engine of the future will probably be of

the fixed cylinder water-cooled type

with more than six cylinders. This

does not imply that the air—cooled en

gine has been abandoned, but, as power

speed engines. Many of the earlier en

gines, too, developed trouble with re

ducing gears, and such defects could

not be eliminated owing to lack of time.

Large Lorraine Engine

The largest engine in the show was

the Lorraine-Dietrich 24-cylinder W

F. I. A. T. Radial or Star Engine

As an indication of the tendency in

Europe, the F. I. A. T. has been built

in the water-cooled star type shown at

Fig. 2, somewhat like the Salmson en

gine which gave such a good account

of itself during the war. This engine

has nine cylinders, measuring 130 by

in flsinglfl LlI1iiiS rising, the advantage type. It has separately forged steel ISO mm. and are steel forgings with

is m0I'6 and !110f¢ With sheet steel welded-on

the Water-C00i@d type ii! jackets,mounted around

Units are being built

with 600 to 1200 h.p.

and the fixed cylinder,

water-cooled type only

can be used when high

power engines of this

type are contemplated.

There is a revival of

small aviation engines,

developing from 30 to

60 h.p., all of the air

cooled type, some hav

ing only two cylinders

placed horizontally.

The trend of design

is discussed by the for

eign correspondent of

“Automotive Indus

tries” in a lengthy arti

cle from which the fol

lowing notes have been

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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taken. Engines with geared down pro

pellers are on the increase. As a conse

quence, piston speed is being increased

and higher efficiency is being obtained.

At present, piston speed is not high com

pared with automobile racing practice.

The most advanced aviation engines are

limited to 2500 r.p.m., giving a piston

speed of a little more than 40 ft. per

second compared with 70 ft. for racing

practice. During the war, engineers

were not encouraged to increase engine

speed, most of those in authority being

prejudiced against and afraid of high

, 1 '-" " ' '
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Fig. l—the Lorraine

Dielrich 24 - cylinder

engine has three banks

of eight cylinders.

Fig. 2—The new F. I.

A. T. radial or star

engine. Fig. 3—Tlze

Peugeot 16 - cylinder

power plant

cylinders of 126 by 200 mm., with a

sheet steel water jacket common to a

pair of cylinders. The four valves are

in the head, but are operated from a

crankcase camshaft and push rods.

The engine is of a direct propeller type

and is shown at Fig. 1. It was de

signed toward the end of the war for

use on the big 1919 bombers which

were rendered unnecessary by the Ar

mistice, but is now being produced for

commercial purposes.
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a circular alurnimun

crankcase. One of the

features of this engine

is the ingenious man

ner in which all the in

take pipes are put in

side. The carburetor

is bolted direct to the

lowest portion of the

front of the crankcase

and delivers its mixture

to a distributing cham

ber cast with the case.

The intake pipes are

steel tubes welded in

position when the cyl

inders are built up and

before the sheet steel

water jacket is put on.

With this arrangement,

the intake pipes are en

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllIllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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tirely inside the water space and the

mixture is uniformly heated on the

whole of its passage.

New Peugeot Motor

A novel Peugeot design, depicted at

Fig. 3, is an entirely different type.

Sixteen cylinders, in four groups of

four, form an X and have rods con

necting up to a four-row, three-bearing

crankshaft. This is the only X type

engine in the Show; the idea, however,

is not entirely new, having been

adopted by Gobron and others in the

L___.__
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early days of aeronautical science.

In this construction, the cylinders are

steel forgings, each group of four being

welded to a base plate, and a sheet

aluminum water jacket fitted round the

group. The heads, which are cast iron

and welded in position, also serve to

unite the four. There are

four valves per cylinder,

slightly inclined in the head

and operated by an enclosed

overhead crankshaft, with a

single rocker arm for each

pair of valves. Cylinder

dimensions are 130 by 170

mm. and the power devel

oped is 500 at 1400 r.p.m.

This engine has a center

crankshaft ball bearing and

plain bearings for the ends.

The tubular connecting rod

consists of one master rod,

mounted direct on the

crankpin and three auxili

ary rods, one being in the

prolongation of the master,

and the two others at 180

deg. to it. Camshaft drive

is by bevel gearing and an

enclosed vertical shaft for

each group of four cylin

ders. From the camshaft

drive gear the magnetos are

operated, there being one

for each group of four cyl

inders. The water pump.

mounted immediately below

the magnetos, is common to

the entire engine.

Small Clerget Engine

So far as Continental

makers are concemed, there

has been considerably less

development in air-cooled

engines than in the water

cooled variety. Gnome.

Clerget and Anzani have

remained true to the air

variety and have adopted

improvements. There ap

pears to be a demand for

small engines for single

seater runabouts, and here,

of course, the air-cooled en

gine is supreme. One of

the smallest is a twin-cyl

inder horizontal built by

Clerget, and illustrated at

Fig. 4.

The cylinders, which are

only 85 by 100 mm., are

steel forgings with ma

chined fins and valves in

the head operated by push

rods and rockers. It is

stated to develop 16 h.p. It

has roller bearings for both

the crankshaft and the con

necting rods, aluminum alloy pistons,

and forced lubrication. The weight is

only 48% lbs.

Gnome has a new low-powered ma

chine, the Z-9, rated at 60 h.p. with

cylinders of 84 by 106 mm. The valve

in the piston head has given way to a

mechanically operated valve in the cyl

inder head. The internal lock ring

holding the cylinders to the crankcase

is replaced by studs and nuts. The

 

Fig. 5-The Seja seven-cylinder engine is an unusual design, having

oscillating cylinders supported by trunnion:

crankshaft is hollow, but this is used

only to cool the internal parts of the

engine. The carburetor delivers its

mixture to the intake valves by ex

ternal intake pipes, and in many re

spects the engine resembles the La

Rhone more than it does the Gnome,

with which Aviation enthusiasts ar'e

familiar.

Stja is an Unusual Design

The Seja, while a rotary

air-cooled type, has distinc

tive features. Theconnecting

rods are rigidly connected to

the aluminum piston, with

out the use of a wrist pin.

The cylinders, however, can

oscillate, for they are hung

in trunnions, near their

head, between a couple of

heavy steel rings forming

the frame work of the en

gine. These rings or hoops,

have a hub, connected by

spokes to the former, and it

is in the hub that the single

throw crankshaft is carried.

The crankcase is open and

the cylinder barrels are cut

short, so that at the end of

the stroke the greater por

tion of the piston skirts is

uncovered. One valve is

mounted in the head and the

other is placed horizontally.

Cylinder dimensions of this

engine are unusual, being

186 by 130 mm. It does

not appear that this engine

has been in service.

INSPECT WHEELS

FREQUENTLY

N all cars having the

rear wheels secured to

tapered shafts, and most of

the popular cars use this

construction, care should be

taken that the hubs are

kept seated tightly on the

taper end of the axle by

means of the clamping nuts.

The rear hub caps should

he taken off and the lock

nuts screwed up as much as

possible without injuring

the threads. If this is not

done the hub may work loose

on the shaft and by knock

ing against the key will cer

tainly spread the key-way

in a comparatively short

time. The car should be

jacked up when the wheels

are tested because a wheel

may apparently be tight if

the car weight rests on it

and yet be loose when re

lieved of its load. Wire

wheels are usually installed

over master hubs and locked

in position by lock nuts. It

is good practice to inspect these lock

nuts frequently and tighten same. If a

wheel becomes loose on the inner hub

it will creak and wear the hub.
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A Small High-Frequency Alternator

HE little machine illustrated in

the photograph is easily made

and many very interesting ex

periments can be performed by its use.

All that is needed for its construction

is a small battery motor, an old gear

wheel and a pair of magnets. The

motor can generally be found about the

By Joseph Jordon

but the builder should try to obtain one

between the diameters of 2% and 3

inches. A small battery motor will not

drive one beyond this diameter with

sufficient speed. Of course, if a larger

and more powerful motor is used for

this purpose a larger gear can be em

ployed. If the gear is hardened it

  

The finished high-/requency alternator

junior experimenter's laboratory and

the gear wheel can be obtained for the

asking at some local garage. The mag

nets can be wound at home, although

those shown on _the machine are sold

at all large electrical supply houses.

The gear wheel is mounted upon the

shaft of the motor. If the hole in the

center of the wheel is too large it can

be plugged up with a piece _of soft

brass and drilled out again so that it

will fit upon the shaft of the motor.

It can be made a tight fit or it can be

held to the shaft of the motor with a

small set screw. Although the builder

should try to make the gear run as

'truely as possible on the shaft just as

a matter of neatness and good work

manship this is not necessary to the

working of the device. The size of the

gear wheel is not of great importance,

should be heated to redness and allowed

to cool slowly. This process will an

neal it and make it more efficient for

the use to which it is to be put.

The gear wheel or rotor of the higl1

frequency alternator should be mounted

on the motor shaft so that it revolves

over the two magnets which are mounted

on the motor base. It should be so

mounted that its teeth will come as

closely to the poles of the magnets as

possible without touching them when

it is revolved at high speed.

The connections for the generator are

shown in the sketch. When the gear

wheel on the shaft of the motor is re

volved each one of the teeth on it will

act as a pole and these poles will be

alternately arranged—one North and

the following one will be South. The

one maznet of the generator is con

nected to a direct source of current such

as a few dry cells. This sets up a uni

form magnetic field and the rotating

wheel sets an alternating current in the

opposite magnet. This alternating cur

rent field will be indicated in a tele

phone receiver by a hum which will

vary in frequency with the speed of

_the motor. If a rheostat is used in

connection with the motor practically

any frequency can be obtained. The

frequency of the current produced will

depend entirely upon the number of

teeth in the gear wheel and the speed

of the wheel. The intensity of the

current will depend upon the winding.

The winding of the magnets should be

done with very fine wire. No. 28 sin

gle cotton covered will be found most

suitable. This will produce just about

the right E.M.F. in the second circuit

which contains the ’phones. The cur

rent strength will be very small.

This little machine is an inexpensive

experimental device with which many
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The diagram of connections

for the alternator

very entertaining experiments can be

conducted. Aside from this it can also

be used for a very practical purpose in

connection with a wireless telegraph

outfit. In this work it can be used to

replace the conventional buzzer test
with which the detector is brought toia

(Continued on page 90)

._.
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A Few Facts About Patents

An Explanation of Some of the Fundamentals

HE patent system is the out

growth of a very odious system of

monopolies which were originally

granted by the English Crown in the

form of an open letter, from which

comes our expression “Letters Patent".

This was an open letter under the seal

of the Crown, conferring the exclusive

right to practice some business in the

Realm. These monopolies became par

ticularly objectionable during the reign

of Queen Elizabeth, and not long after

her reign they were abolished. A statute

of James I contained a provision

against monopolies being granted ex

cepting to those who introduced new

manufactures into the‘Realm, and this

theory still survives in England in the

patent of importation, or “communi

cation”.

In this country the patent law is

based on a clause of the Constitution

of the United States which gives Con

gress the right to grant to inventors,

for limited periods of time, the ex

clusive right to enjoy the fruits of their

inventions. A patent, therefore, is a

Federal thing, that is, a thing of the

Federal Government and not of the

States. It is a grant of the exclusive

right to make, use, and sell a certain

invention for a certain period of time.

An infringement consists in the mak

ing, using, or selling of the thing con

cerning which the grant was made, by

some other person without authority.

Patents are granted by the Government

of the United States, under the seal of

the Patent Office, and, of course, in

accordance with the Statutes of the

United States, and the Patent Law is a

Statute Law. A patent is a creature

of these statutes, and can only be con

sidered with reference to them.

In this country an ordinary patent

runs from seventeen years from the date

of issue, not from the date of filing the

application.

The following paragraph is Section

4886 of the Revised Statutes of the

United States, as now amended. It is

the fundamental basis of our patent

law, and is worthy of careful reading,

as every word means something.

“Any person who has invented or

discovered any new useful art, machine,

manufacture, or composition of matter,

or any new and useful improvements

thereof, not known or used by others

in this country, before his invention or

discovery thereof, and not patented or

described in any printed publication in

this or any foreign country, before his

invention or discovery thereof, or more

than two years prior to his application,

and not in public use or on sale in this

country for more than two years prior

to his application, unless the same is

proved to have been abandoned, may.

upon payment of the fees required by

law, and other due proceeding had, ob

tain a patent therefor.”

Considering the separate phrases, we

have, first—“Any person who has in

vented or discovered.” This means

that the application must be made by

the inventor; no one else can make it;

otherwise it is void. If two persons

jointly invent, and one files a sole ap

plication, or if two file a joint appli

cation, on an invention made by one

of them, no valid patent can issue on

that application. So the person who

furnishes the money, or a mere assignee,

cannot make the application—-it must

be made by the inventor.

Next in the statute are the words:

“Any new and useful”. Of course a

thing must be new, for this is the

fundamental idea of a patent.

If a thing is not “useful”, no patent

should be granted, but on the other

hand, a small degree of utility will sup

port a patent. If a thing is really

harmful, the patent is void. For ex

ample, a device for perpetrating fraud

on the public would be void.

There was a case in Connecticut of a

patent on a process for producing

tobacco in imitation of certain high

grade Cuban tobacco. It was found at

one time, that in a certain district in

Cuba there was a parasite or fiy which

by biting the leaves of the tobacco

plant caused little white spots to ap

pear, and the public got into the habit

of looking for these spots and recogniz

ing them as the mark of the tobacco of

this particular district. This man in

Connecticut conceived the idea of going

, out in his tobacco fields and spraying

a certain solution on the leaves, and

thus reproducing these white spots. He

got a patent on this, though with con

siderable difficulty, as the Patent Office

held that it was a fradulent thing.

He stated, however, that this inven

tion made the cigars more free-burning,

and on that ground a patent was

granted. He prospered in this business

for some time, until some other man

decided that he would try it also. This

brought up litigation, and the judge

without hesitation held the patent in

valid, resting his decision on the

grounds of lack of utility. He said

that there was no proof that the cigars

really were more free-burning, though

he seemed inclined to rest his decision

on the broader ground of the essentially

fraudulent nature of the business.

What constitutes novelty? “Not

known or used by others in this country

before his invention or discovery.” If

of the Patent Law

used in a foreign country, it does not

affect an American patent, unless it can

be shown that it is an idea brought

home by the inventor, in which case the

patent is void. If a man goes abroad

and seeing something over there that

seems to him meritorious, comes home

and patents it, obviously he has not

invented it. If, however, a man in this

country invents a thing in good faith,

the fact that it was used abroad is no

bar to the patent, provided the thing

was not "patented or described in any

printed publication in this or any

foreign country before his invention or

discovery thereof.” This relates to the

date of his invention and not to the

date of his patent. To grant to a man

a patent on a thing that has been

described in a printed publication be

fore his discovery of it would be bad

practice, because he might have read

that publication, and in any event it

would not be new, for the world would

be in possession of the invention. But

if he had invented it in good faith be

fore this publication was issued, he

could file his application in this coun

try within two years of that publication;

otherwise it would be void.

Referring again to the statute we find

the phrase: “Not in public use or on

sale in this country for more than two

years prior to his application.” This

means that a man cannot make an in

vention and allow his device to go into

use or to be sold to the public for an

indefinite period, and then obtain a

patent; he must file his application

within two years from the time such

public use begins. The question is,

what constitutes public use, and this

question is a very difficult one.

For example, in the case where a

pavement has been laid for six years on

a toll road near Boston, it was held not

to be in public use. The reason for

this decision was that the pavement was

held to be experimental, having been

put down to determine whether it was

serviceable. It was placed in front of

a toll-gate, where the horses had to

stop and start, and where the work on

the pavement was the heaviest. Every

few days the inventor would examine

the pavement, would discuss it with the

men, and find out every detail regard

ing it. He was held to have been ex

perimenting, but that was an extreme

case.

When a man has finished with his

invention when he is satisfied the thing

is good, although capable of further

improvements, then the use "becomes

public use under the statutes. Ordi

narily, when he begins to derive profit,

it constitutes public use.
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How to Make a Small Propeller

O make an air propelled ice boat,

wind wagon, canoe, or possibly

a light aeroplane to fly with a

motorcycle engine; it will be almost

necessary to make your own propeller.

It will take a very small amount of

wood, but some time and patience. If

you are successful the first time, you

will feel well paid for your work.

There is very much experimenting

going on with propellers today, and for

R ' T

n~g7,§'33a’l‘5=? forCha v'ereU l Tw/n Screw Machine

  

Forms of model propellers

an engineer to design a propeller, figure

the different stresses, and estimate what

it will do when completed, he will have

to use as many different formulae and

mathematical rules that would fill a

real large text book.

In designing this propeller we will

use a lot of guess work, just plain every

day figures, and some good common

sense. For an example, we will take a

 
 

  

Face Side

 

By Paul F. Wilber

propeller seven feet in diameter, six

feet pitch, a blade eight inches wide,

and a hub four and three-eighths inches

thick. After studying this closely you

should be able to design a propeller

with whatever dimensions you would

think best for your needs, and no doubt

it will work as good as any propeller

you would purchase.

Small propellers can be made of

white pine or spruce, but for a motor of

fifty horsepower or more, it should be

of some heavier wood, as mahogany,

walnut, ash or gum. We will use

spruce; five boards seven feet long,

eight inches wide, and three-fourths of

an inch thick.

If you have no clamps, Fig. 5 shows

how to make seven clamps that will an

swer the purpose very well. All you

need is fourteen pieces of some hard

wood, twelve inches long, four inches

wide and two inches thick. Bore holes

for half inch bolts one inch from the

end. Also fourteen carriage bolts eight

and one half inches long and a good

wrench to draw them down.

The propeller should be glued up in

a warm room with hot glue and the

clamps screwed down until the glue

comes out between all the layers of

wood.

After it is glued up as in Fig. 1,

lay out the shape as in Fig. 2. This

will be called the face side of the pro

peller. The hub is five inches in di

ameter. Square a line through the cen

ter, down the side, and across the back,

to get a center on the edge. Draw the

line L through the center. The'lines

E come to the edge of the hub. The

  

radius H and I to be what ever looks

good to the eye. After sawing this out

on the band saw, you have a block as

in Fig. 3.

Now we will explain the pitch and

how it is figured that anyone with a

small knowledge of arithmetic can ar

rive at intelligent conclusions.

The pitch of a propeller is the num

ber of feet or inches it moves ahead in

one revolution without any slip. In

Chauviere

  

Blanks for small model propellers

other words, the blades of a propeller,

with a pitch of six feet, are placed on

such an angle as to screw it through

the air six feet in one revolution, pro

viding it was revolving in a solid

medium, but as air is yielding there

will be slip; A propeller is not effi

cient unles there is a slip. Too much

slip and a propeller would be inefiicient

and also too little slip and it would

also be inefficient. Some air must be

Fig.3 "3? k

Fig.4

Diagrams showing steps in constructing small air screw described in accompanying artirle
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piled up back of the propeller to pro

duce a reaction on the volume of air

driven back. A slip of ten to twenty per

cent is most efficient, although some

propellers are very efficient at twenty

five per cent. Anything over this would

be very poor. Therefore, an efficient

Theoretical,’

P/Tch /I

"'1-lab Bore

ll
Section A-A Sedion B"! SectionC£ Section D-D

your pitch according to the speed of

your motor and the speed you expect

to make with your machine. A simple

formula in plain figures to find the

pitch follows:

The diameter in inches, times 3.1416,

divided by the width of the blade in

two hundred and sixty-four inches.

Divide by eight (the width of the blade

in inches), which will give thirty-three.

The pitch in inches is severity-two.

divided by thirty-three, is two and

three-sixteenths. The angle of the

blade in inches, or the difference be

.-,~-Rad/‘us 1./nes

 

Sfarion 1' /

- — - — —- 60"--------_____________

Layout of Top of Checking Tablg

Back offi/adv-__

Tra//mg Edgam _

_ E. Steel Square

\‘Lea?d:'r)g Edge

II

Section E-E Section F-F

  

' s n
l<=ma/1mm;/aa14¢ - J 4 ,_-Z§"fl:,,,,

Check/hg

Method of Checking Pitch of Blades

landmi

Jead/ng [dgl

-Fan of!/ad:

,- Steel Square

no/e

Diagrams explaining actual and theoretical pitch of propellers, also showing blade sections and layout 0/ checking table

propeller should have a slip of not more

than twenty-five per cent.

The efficiency of a propeller begins

to fall off at about fifteen hundred

revolutions per minute, some at a lower

speed than this; about twelve or thir

teen hundred revolutions. Most aerial

propellers run at about fourteen hun

dred revolutions. You should judge

  

inches, times the angle of the blade in

inches. This gives the pitch of the

propeller in inches, but the next step in

making the propeller is to find the

angle of the blade in inches. The pitch

in our case is six feet.

First multiply the diameter in

inches, which is eighty-four, by 3.1416

to get the circumference, which will be

 

 

tween the leaving edge of the propeller,

which is the line L, and the entering

edge, which is the line K. Measure

two and three-sixteenths inches down

from the face side of the block, as in

Figure 3, which will be one of the

points for the line K, and the entering

edge of the propeller when finished.

A propeller should have the same

  

  

  

  

The illustration at the

ight depicts the method

of weighing and bal

ancing lhe small pro~

E pellers used /or models.

The use of a jig saw in

cutting out laminated

blanks is shown below

After model propeller

blanks are roughed out

they are worked down

to approximate size and

blade form with a draw

knife and are finished

on a small sanding

wheel before varnish is

_ applied
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pitch near the hub as at the end of the

blade, but as it does not move as fast

at this point as at the end, the angle of

the blade will have to be greater, so

we will go through the same formula as

we used to find the blade angle at the

end of the blade to find the blade angle

one foot from the hub, making the

other point for the line K.

Temp/are———" i

Blank Afrer Noichir-19

BC>‘l’h Blades Roughevl owl’

Doping or Varnishing Blade

AF+er H" is Smoothcol Down

 

Diagram showing steps in working down

small model propeller blank to finished prod

uct with ordinary knife

One foot from the center of the hub

will be circumference of two feet, or

twenty-four inches, times 3.1416 will

be seventy-five and one-half inches,

divided by the width of the blade at

this point, which is four inches,

:nineteen. The pitch (seventy-two

inches) divided by nineteen : three

and three-fourths inches. The angle of

the blade in inches at this point.

Measure down the face side one foot

from the hub three and three-fourths

  

The entering edge should be round

ing, about one-quarter of an inch, but

the leaving edge should taper to almost

nothing. In shaping the hub, use the

eye entirely. It will be very easy, as it

Y2

.
\
_

i

In making large airplane propellers skilled workmen work them the laminated blanks down

-with plane and chisel

inches, making the other point for the

line K. By laying a straight edge on

the two points and drawing a line, will

give the pitch line or the line to cut to.

Now cut the face side down, cutting

from the line L to the line K with a

draw knife, gouge, or paring chisel.

When nearly to size use a spoke shave

or block plane. This side will be the

face side or front of the propeller when

finished and should be Slightly con

caved, about an eighth of an inch, but

close to the hub it will round out the

tapers off quickly into the blade.

The blades must be balanced, by

driving a nail in each center and rest

ing the propeller on two sticks. Take

off the back of the blade that is the

heaviest.

The whole propeller should be well

sanded with first coarse and then fine

sandpaper, then given two coats of

shellac and one coat of varnish. Be

sure and get it on smooth, as two coats

on one blade and one on the other will

throw it very much out of balance.

     

- -Proportions of  

Empirical ormulae

D= D/amefer in Fee;

Q: R_=D.-'7 RJ=7D=‘/5

' R1 R'=D .-'32 R -30.-3'2

__,a_..-__>.___.D--._>__>--

Small Curved

  

  
W= D-.~ /0

  

I l

HBiIooie“F’ropellers

  

Chart showing empirical formulae /or proportions of small propellers

shape of the hub. Fig. 6 shows a

cross section of the blade one foot from

the hub and Fig. 7 shows a cross sec

tion near the end of the blade.

Make a pattern as in Fig. 4 of some

heavy paper; mark the shape out on

the finished side of the propeller, after

ward cutting the shape out on the band

saw.

The back is easy and one is more

liable to get it too thick than too thin.

By using a pair of calipers and caliper

ing each blade at different places you

can get them about the same thickness.

Some of the manufactured propellers

have a variation of three-sixteenths of

an inch.

If you use a motor running from

fifteen hundred to two thousand revo

lutions, it should be geared to the pro

peller, so the propeller will make from

one thousand to twelve hundred revo

lutions.

If the motor is to run one thousand

revolutions and the propeller is too

large for it, so as to lower the speed

of the motor, cut off the ends of the

propeller inch by inch until the motor

develops its full power.

If the propeller runs ten hundred

and fifty revolutions and has five-foot

pitch, it will travel 5,250 feet in one

minute, less fifteen per cent slip, will

be 4,464 feet, or fifty miles per hour.
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If your machine only makes thirty

miles, the propeller has too much pitch

and cannot be changed, so make a new

propeller and give it less pitch and

more blade area.

 

WHAT THE U. S. AIR SERVICE

DID

N the declaration of war the

United States had 55 training air

planes, of which 51 were classified as

obsolete and the other 4 as obsolescent.

\Vhen we entered the war the allies

.l
‘Rear Power Plum

 

COLLOIDAL FUEL

ITHIN the last'year and a half

attention of the fuel engineers has

been called to a new kind of fuelcalled

colloidal fuel. This fuel consists of a

mixture of powdered coal and fuel oil.

The making of this colloidal fuel con

sists of a certain process which keeps

the powdered coal in suspension in the

oil so that the coal does not settle to the

bottom of a tank supplying the furnaces

with fuel. Numerous demonstration

tests were made, which showed that

'

:

When three motors are used, as in the Caproni design shown, the propellers are preferably

placed so one -will not be forced to revolve in the slip stream of the others, as indicated

made the designs of their planes avail

able to us and before the end of hos

tilities furnished us from their own

manufacture 3,800 planes.

Aviation schools in the United States

graduated 8,602 men from elementary

courses. More than 5,000 pilots and

observers were sent overseas. The total

personnel of the Air Service, officers.

students and enlisted men, increased

from 1,200 at the outbreak of the \var

to nearly 200,000 at its close.

There were produced in the United

States to November 30, 1918 more than

8,000 training planes and more than

16,000 training engines. The DeHavi

land-4 observation and daybombing

plane was the only plane the United

States put into quantity production.

Before the armistice was signed, 3.227

had been completed and 1,885 shipped

overseas. The plane was successfully

used at the front for three months.

The production of the 12-cylinder

Liberty engine was America’s chief con

tribution to aviation. Before the armis

tice 13,574 had been completed, 4,435

shipped to the expeditionary forces, and

1,025 delivered to the allies.

there is a possibility of using such fuel

successfully. However, the writer does

not know of any test on a large prac

tical scale showing that success with

this fuel has been already attained and

it is therefore difficult to foretell what

may possibly happen in future along

this line. The main advantage of the

colloidal fuel seems to lie in the fact

that the process would increase the ef

fective supply of the available fuel oil

by 40 to 50 per cent. Colloidal fuel

appears to have the same advantages in

burning as the fuel oil alone.

TO PRESERVE SCREWS

SOME toolmakers and experimenters

like to save their small screws, nuts,

etc., the common practice being to keep

them in small tin boxes where they soon

become rusty and unfit for use. A good

way to keep such scrap or new screws

of various size, is to keep them in small

large-neck bottles, each provided with

a cork and labelled if desired. In this

way one can always see instantly just

what they have and how many of each

and the pieces never get rusty.

STARTING FROM COLD ON

ALCOHOL

HE problem of starting internal

combustion engines on alcohol

without application of internal heat is

said to have been solved by Ralph Mc

Kay in experimental work for the

Australian Institute of Science and In

dustry. The compression of the en

gine was reduced by controlling the ad

mission of air and it was found that

the engine fired regularly with initial

compression pressures of from 35 down

to 25 pounds per square inch. With a

leather disk, punctured to allow enough

air to be drawn to provide the correct

mixture, placed over the air intake on

the carburetor a 25 horse-power car was

started without difficulty on methylated

spirit. It is reported that another en

gine was started from cold without fail

on the first attempt on 70 consecutive

momings.

FRICTION AND ENERGY

HE effect of friction is to convert

energy into heat. Small bodies

manifest the effect of heat more quickly

than large bodies because they are not

capable of absorbing the heat generated.

The parallel is made of course in ref

erence to the same expenditure of en

ergy in both bodies.

The'specific heat of iron is 0.0038

B.t.u. per lb. per °F. rise in tempera

ture or lb. X. deg. X 10.1138 : B.t.u.

absorbed, and each B.t.u. equals 778

ft.-lb.; therefore, each pound of iron

heated 1° F. has absorbed 0.1138 X

778 = 88.5 ft.-lb. of energy.

The co-efficient of friction means the

proportion of the pounds pull (or push)

to the pounds (weight) being moved

over a given horizontal surface. For

instance, wood on wood without lubri

cant may have a co-efficient of 0.5;

that is, it will require a V2-lb. pull to

move a pound along slowly. In plain

language, the co-efficient of friction

represents the ratio of force required to

slide a body along a horizontal plane

surface to the weight of the body.

 

Quite an extensive business is done in

Birmingham in the renewal of burned out or

rejected tungsten lamps. The filament is re

placed, the bulb having been previously

cleaned of internal stains, and the lamp is

restored to a perfect condition. It is all

done through a hole in the apex, which hole

is only a quarter of an inch in diameter. It

is claimed that the renewed lamps last

longer than new ones. About fifteen cents

are saved on a lamp.

 

Molybdenum has been used with success

as the characteristic element in high speed

steel. At first results incident to its use were

uncertain, sometimes the steel would be

good at other times it would be unsatisfac

tory. At last it has been found that cobalt

acts as a stabilizer to secure an even pro

duct.

 

The following is given as the composition

of duralumin. Copper 3.5 to 4 per cent;

Magnesium, 0.5 per cent; Manganese, 0.5 to

1 per cent; the rest is aluminum.
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Some Ideas for a Crystal Receiver

New Instruments, Made by the Standardized,Panel

Met/lad, Combined into a Crystal Receiving Set

ized panel system of building

radio instruments is shown by

the set illustrated in detail by the

photographs accompanying this article.

In addition to the regular 5- by 5-in.

THE versatility of the standard

By M. B. Sleeper

ments are made by the three-point in

ductance switch and the 0.0006 mfd.

condenser.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the arrangement

of the controls, and the layout of the

instruments. Across the top are the

Tuxmo INDUCTANCE

Complete details for the tuning in

ductance were given in the March issue

of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING. It is, in

short, a three-bank coil of 3 x 16 No.

38 high frequency cable, with three

 

Fig. l.

panels, there are four panels S by 2%

ins. These save considerable space as

well as expense where full size panels

are not actually necessary.

The set is of the closely coupled type,

designed for wavelengths from 200 to

2,000 meters, the B-C range. Adjust

galena detector, adjustable telephone

condenser, ’phone connectors, and buz

zer test. The inductance, tuning con

denser, and buzzer practice key are at

the bottom. The usual single-slide tuner

circuit is used, except that the switch

replaces the slider.

The instruments assembled, ready to wire

taps brought out to the switch.

Sufficient overlap is allowed that,

with a Short Range antenna, the set

will tune as follows:

Tap 1, 179 to

Tap 2, 377 to 997 meters.

Tap 3, 800 to 2,116 meters.

4 7 3 meters.
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Fig. 3. .4 close view of the tuning condenser.

' clearly

The method of connecting is shown

If a greater range of wavelength is

required, a loading coil may be added

to the set.

Losnmc Con.

To increase the wavelength range of

this set or the one described in the

March, 1920, issue, the panels must

be changed around. The buzzer might

be left out, or the key and telephone

connection panel removed and replaced

by a 5- by 5-in. panel to carry a loading

coil. This is not shown, but the con

struction is simple.

The coil to be described will include

the D range, giving a latitude of 200

to 6,000 meters. 'A tube 3% ins. in

diameter and 6 ins. long is needed.

The winding is \0f three banks of 10

No. 38 high frequency cable, a size

which is more economical of space than

the heavy cable, and gives much bet

.ter results than solid wire. Moreover,

at the lower frequencies, the 10 No. 38

is practically as good as the other.

The winding is started }{; in. from

one end of the tube, and is continued

for 1.7 ins., in which space there should

be 230 tums, allowing 45 turns per

inch of this wire. The inductance at

this point will be 5,200,000 cms. Then

more wire is put on until the coil is

4.5 ins. long, giving a total of 607

 

Fig. 2. Rear view of the crystal receiver.

vibrator contact srrew can be adjusted from the front

Attention is called lo the buzzer, mounted at right angles to the panel, so that the
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turns. If these dimensions are ad

hered to closely, the inductance of the

entire coil will be 18,200,000 cms.

Three points are needed on the

switch that controls this coil. When

connected in series with the other, the .

wavelength ranges are:

Tap 1, coil cut out.

Tap 2, 1,577 to 4,172 meters

Tap 3, 2,665 to 7,052 meters.

Sufficient space is allowed at the end

contact presses down on the cover at

the top of the glass tube.

ADJUSTABLE TELEPHONE CONDENSER

Fig. 5 shows the telephone shunt

condenser. This is of the Dubilier mica

construction, supplied by the Pacent

Electric Company. It is made in five

steps, each of 0.0001 mfd., giving a

total capacity of 0.0005 mfd.

The condenser comes all mounted on

  

Fig. 4. A disassembled view of the crystal detector, showing the cup construction and

universal joint

of the tube that it can be mounted on

legs, with the axis of the coil perpen

dicular to the panel. This makes the

coils at right angles, so that there is no

mutual inductance between them.

TUNING CONDENSER

This instrument was described in

the last issue. It is made up of a G. A.

Standardized condenser, 0.00001 to

0.0006 mfd. The condenser 'was

mounted by removing the three screws

which hold the upper bakelite plate to

the fixed plates, and putting them

through the front panel, as is shown in

Fig. 3. Two washers on each screw

hold the condenser end plate and the

panel a slight distance apart. The

previous issue explained the method

used to secure the A. H. Corwin dial

to the shaft.

GALENA DETECTOR

The detector, shown disassembled in

Fig. 4, is from the Wireless Improve

ment Company. This type, so widely

used on Government equipment, pro

vides protection against dust, and al

lows a universal adjustment of the con

tact point.

The crystal cup carries a thumb

screw and clamping piece by means of

which the crystal is held in place and

Contact is established. Around the

edge of the cup, there is a felt ring, on

which the glass tube fits tightly. When

the thumbscrew is turned down on the

_ upright post, the arm which carries the

a brass piece which is secured to the

panel by a 6-32 machine screw. Al

though nine switch points are on the

panel, only five are connected with the

condenser. The other four are put in

to carry over the fan switch.

Fig. 5. The condenser is made 0/ discs of

mica and copper foil

No. 24 spring brass sheet is used for

the fan. After the small holes are

drilled, the fan is put in a vise with a

piece of wood behind it. With this

backing the slots can be cut with a

backscrew.

BUZZER PRACTICE KEY

Rather unusual construction is used

for the key, although its simplicity

should appeal to experimenters. The

key lever is of % in. brass rod, bent

as shown in Fig. 6. At the rear a

U-shaped piece of §/3 by 1 /16 in. brass

strip carries a % in. rod which passes

through the lever.

Underneath the U piece is put a

No. 24 sheet brass spring, bent so as

to come over a tension adjusting screw

threaded into the panel.

The movement is regulated by an

other screw against which the lever

strikes when the key knob is pressed.

.\Io\-'ement in the other direction is

stopped by a brass strip bent at the end.

Connections are taken from the _U

piece and from a brass strip into which

the upper adjusting screw is threaded.

While this key cannot be used to

break heavy currents, it is quite satis

factory to operate the buzzer test.

BUZZER Tnsr

This panel has been illustrated be

fore, in conjunction with a short wave

set. An excellent feature of the in

strument is that the shaft of the left

hand knob is threaded into the regular

contact adjusting screw. A drop ot

solder holds the rod in place. The

(Concluded on page 67)

 

Fig. 6. Both the tension and stopping

screws can be seen in this view
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Comparative Efficiency of High and Low Spark

Frequencies

Actual data obtained on tests, and an explanation of t/ze results

Enomnnnmc, mention was made

of the current discussion of high

and low spark frequencies, and their

relation to transmitting ranges.

Very interesting light has been

thrown upon the subject by Mr. C. F.

Cairns, Chief Engineer of the Acme

Apparatus Company, who supplied that

data presented in this article.

Many of the “long distance" experi

menters have discovered that, by low

ering their spark frequencies, that is,

slowing down their rotary gaps, their

‘signals were heard over greater dis

tances. The natural conclusion was

that, with greater energy per wave

train, longer distances could be cov

ered. -

As is shown in the following para

graphs, however, there are a number of

efiects to consider.

The usual, and one might say old

fashioned, type of amateur radio trans

former is known as the loose coupled

resonant type which, when used with

a particular condenser value and at a

given frequency, produces a secondary

voltage on open circuit greater than

given by multiplying the primary volt-.

age by the ratio of transformation.

This phenomenon is known as resonance

rise, and is due to a considerable leak

age inductance, in the transformer, be

ing balanced by a small condenser

across the secondary terminals, and is

specifically the production of a large

series of forces by the application of a

small series of forces at the correct time

intervals.

A mechanical analogy of this phe

nomenon is the well known stunt that

many of us have tried, namely, stand

ing on the back platfomi of the street

car whose wheels are in the middle, and

by bringing our weight to bear at the

proper time intervals get the car oscil

lating with the hopes of removing it

from its beaten path. We found that

the forces which we applied in this way

were cumulative and that after a time

the oscillations of the car were of such

magnitude as to attract the attention of

the conductor and give the motorman a

ride in a different plane than was his

custom.

IN the March issue of EVERYDAY

Nevertheless, it took time to bring .

about the large forces which had to be

built up to make the car oscillate at

such amplitude. Just so in an electrical

circuit, such as a radio transformer

with a suitable condenser for resonance,

the voltage on the condenser does not

reach its final large value on immediate

closure of the primary switch, but takes

a definite time, and may under certain

_this frequency than at lower bnes.

conditions take more than 1 /120th of a

second or the time of V; cycle of the

usual 60 cycle source of current. This

phase of resonance phenomenon is

known as transient effect and has been

dealth with, for all circuits. by Stein

metz.

When operating a resonance type of

radio transformer with a rotary spark

gap, the condenser is periodically

charged and discharged and the amount

of energy drawn from the line is

0.5 CV’N, plus the losses

in the transformer,

where Czcapacity in‘ mfds.

\':voltage in kilovolts.

N:frequency in cycles.

With high spark frequencies and the

resonance type of transformer, the

transient effect is of such magnitude

that the voltage on the condenser

does not have a chance to rise before

the ‘spark gap discharges the con

denser and although the value of N is

large, the voltage is consequently small.

Therefore, with the resonance type of

transformer, a slower gap speed pro

duces better results as more time is

allowed for the rondenser voltage to

rise before the rotary gap discharges

the condenser, and more power is drawn

from the line.

The reason, therefore, that the ab0ve_

mentioned amateurs got their signals

further was not due to the low spark

frequencies, but because they were put

ting more power into the transformer

and antenna. If low spark frequencies

were more efficient, 500 cycle sets would

not be used so widely.

As further evidence of the efficiency

of the higher gap speeds, it is a well

known fact that the human ear is most

sensitive to frequencies in the neighbor

hood of 1000 cycles per second and

also that audio tuning is sharper at

denser can therefore become sufficiently

charged during the interval between

gap discharges, although they occur at

the rapid rate of 700 to 800 times per

second.

As evidence of this fact the 1 k.w.

Acme transformer has a rating of

15,000 R.M.S. over 20,000 peak volt

age, and, when used with condensers

of 20,000 volt rating, breaks them

down, showing that even with high gap

speeds the voltage gets on the con

denser. With an Acme transformer,

the power input is reduced with a re

duction in gap speed as one would

expect from the fomiula 0.5 CV2N.

when C and V remain the same and N

is decreased.

It now rests with some interested

amateur to get voltmeter, ammeter and

wattmeter in the primary circuit of a

resonance type of transformer, and then

a non resonance type, and measure

the radiation in amperes in the antenna

at different gas speeds. At the same

time an observer should be at a receiv

ing station with an audibility meter or

shunt box to measure the strength of

the received signals under the different

conditions.

Such tests would undoubtedly show

that with the same watts input, the

higher spark frequencies will carry

much further than the low, not because

of the medium or the amplifier, but

because the human ear is affected more

by the given amount of energy at 700 to

800 cycles than at 200 to 300 cycles.

Some recent experiments on M; KW

Acme close coupled transfonner and a

$4 KVA resonance type of transformer,

of a well known make, showed the fol

lowing results at 110 volts, 60 cycles,

with a condenser of .007 mfd. and a

rotary gap running at 800 sparks per

second, on the usual operating condi

Primary lVatt.r Secondary Secondary Power Efiicierlcy Watts

Current Input Current R.M.S. Voltage Factor‘ Delivered

Open Circuit

ACME (close coupled) 1.00 S0 .020 S875

—--—(resonance) .52 60 .032 8860 (gap removed)

Oflerating Condition

ACME (close coupled) 2.55 275 .047 4830 .930 82% 226

———-—(resonance) 3.45 215 3450 .537 64.2% 138

Recognizing these facts, the Acme

Apparatus Company has designed their

radio transformers to draw their rated

power when used with a rotary gap

operating at from 700 to 800 sparks

per second. These transformers are

reasonably close coupled and do not

depend for their secondary voltage on

the phenomenon of resonance. The

transient effect is small and the con

.040

tions of an amateur station:

The above figures bear out the facts

given in this article. It will be noted

that the amount of energy delivered by

each transformer is: -

ACME (close coupled) .047x4830:227 watts

— -- — (resonance) .040x34S0:138 watts

If we take 0.5 CV"N for each trans

former, it is not proper to use the sec

ondary voltage as given either R.M.S.

or peak, as the voltmeter integrates
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the various values over a given time.

During spark discharges the voltmeter

is partially short circuited and between

spark discharges its voltage should rise

to that given on condenser load. There

fore, it can be seen that as the duration

of partial short circuit is practically

the same in both cases, the integrated

value of the voltage in the case of the

Acme shows that between gap dis

charges the voltage on the condenser is

high and in the case of the resonance

transformer is held down by the tran

sient effect.

 

Using Concentrated lnductances

Method: for Mounting and Special Application: of the Coil:

HERE are two types of concen

trated inductances in use, one the

De Forest plug-mounted type,

and the other, unmounted. Both ofier

disadvantages to the man who makes

his own instruments because the former

must be used in a plug receptacle, while

the other is not provided with any sort

of mounting facilities.

A very efficient and good looking

mounting for the plain coils is shown

here. The three coils constitute the

primary, secondary, and tickler, look

ing from right to left. A small wooden

core is fitted in each coil, and drilled

to take two 3/16-in. brass rods. The

wires from the coils are connected to

screws in the cores, from which flexible

leads run to binding posts on the base.

One of the best methods is to have a

three-coil mounting to furnish primary

secondary and tickler coupling, and

additional loading coils mounted as

shown below:

-C: .~.=
E E

SEC.,10o mh. I_PRi., 20 mh. 3_PR1.,1oo' mh.

E B2
L D

The coupling coils should be ar

ranged like this:

PRl.,4.5mh SEC.,llmh. TIC.,4.5mh.

With 0.001 mfd. maximum con

densers in both primary and secondary

  

A Radisro mounting for concentrated inductances

In operation, the secondary coil is

left at the center, and the tickler coup

ling and primary-secondary coupling

are varied by moving the outer coils.

For a long wave tuner, using a set

of coils such as is supplied by the

Atlantic Radio Company, this type of

instrument is very good. The disad

vantage is that the coils cannot be

changed for tuning to short waves.

The A. T. Hovey Company gets

around this by having a rod supported

at only one end, so that coils can be

slipped on or ofi quickly. Even these,

however, it is necessary to change con

nections.

Of course, with the De Forest three

coil mounting, coils can be plugged in

very quickly, but that is not as good

as a simple switch.

circuits, in shunt, the wavelength range,

using a Long Range Antenna of 0.0004

mfd., will be:

PRIMARY

L X

4.5 mh. 2,850 to 4,750 meters

11.0 mh. 4,400 to 7,450 meters

20.0 mh. 6,000 to 10,000 meters

40.0 mh. 8,400 to 14,200 meters

100.0 mh. 13,400 to 22,400 meters

L SECONDARY X

11.0 mh. 2,000 to 6,300 meters

100.0 mh. 6,000 to 19,000 meters

These values were obtained by con

sidering the condenser capacity as

0.0001 to 0.001 mfd. As a matter of

fact, most condensers go both lower and

higher than these values, giving an

overlap of wavelengths sufficient to

compensate for small variations in an

tenna capacity above or below 0.0004

mfd., the figure used to obtain the

ranges given in the table.

An oscillating circuit is often useful,

particularly for an undamped wave re

ceiver. The simplest type is that using

a coil tapped at the center. In the case

. of the concentrated inductances, where

no taps are provided, it is best to mount

t\vo coils so that one can be moved

toward or away from the other. The

windings must be in the same direction,

as if they were a single coil.

Then one end of one coil goes to the

grid. the point at which the coils are

connected together runs to the filament.

and the other end- of the second coil

to the B battery and on to the plate.

A 0.001 mfd. variable condenser is put

across the grid and plate leads from

the coils. To facilitate coupling, a

small coil should be connected in series

with the others, and mounted in place

of the tickler coil.

Then an ordinary damped wave cir

cuit is employed at the receiver. The

oscillations in the coupled coil produce

beats with the undamped waves.

For this purpose, an 11 mh. coil

should be used for coupling, and two

40 mh. coils for the main inductance.

They give a wavelength range of 6,000

to 20,000 meters.

A complete circuit for this type of

oscillator was given on page 104 of the

.\'o\-'ember-December, 1919, issue.

INDUCTANCE STANDARDS

ANY times the experimenter

needs coils of given inductances

Here is a table showing the length and

tums for different coils, all wound with

No. 28 single silk covered wire. If

made carefully, the inductance values

will be accurate within 5 per cent.

Coils 3 ins. in Diameter

Length

L cms. Total N0. of Coil

of tums in ins.

50,000 — — — 18 — — — 0.28
100,000 — ~ — 27 -—— -— —— 0.042

200,000 —— —— — 42 -— — — 0.64

300,000 —— — —— 53 — —— ——— 0.82

400,000 —— — —— 64 —— —- — 0.98

500,000 — — — 73 — -- --1.15

600,000 — — — 83 — -— — 1.27

700,000 — —- —— 92 — -—— — 1.42

800,000 -— —— — 101 — — —— 1.55

900,000 — —- —— 110 — — —— 1.70

1,000,000 —~ -— — 119 — — -—1.83

Coils 5 ins. in Diameter

500,000 — — — 47 — — —— 0.73

1,000,000 — — —— 72 — — -—— 1.10

1,500,000 —- — — 94 —- — — 1.44

2,000,000 — -—— — 113 — — —— 1.74

2,500,000 -— — — 130 — — — 2.00

3,000,000 — — — 147 — — -—— 2.20

3,500,000 -—- -— — 164 — — — 2.52

4,000,000 — -- —- 180 —— -— — 2.76

4,500,000 — -— -— 195 —- — — 3.00

5,000,000 — — —— 210 — — — 3.24

Remember that 1,000,000 cms. equals

one 1 millihenry.
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A Long Wave Receiver

The Grebe Regerzerative Set for 500 to 20,000 Mete1's

HE CR-7 set from the A. H.

Grebe Company is one of a very

few long wave receivers which

have been offered to radio experi

menters. In fact, long wave sets have

not been prominent in the great num

ber of new radio catalogs, principally

because, with the long single-layer in

ductances tabooed, the problems of

large inductance in small space have

not been solved satisfactorily by many

companies.

Electrical circuits and mechanical

design have been carried out on the

CR-7 set in a way which will meet the

unqualified approval of the most exact

ing experimenter. The design of the

primary and secondary inductances, de

scribed farther on, is an unusually

clever piece of work, representing an

amount of thought seldom shown by

other apparatus.

Fig. 1 illustrates the bakelite panel,

12 by 21% ins., with the various con

trols. An oak cabinet carries the panel

on which all the instruments are

mounted. A hinged cover permits the

examination of the set.

Across the top, from left to right,

are the primary-secondary coupling,

primary inductance switch, opening for

the insertion of the audion bulb, sec

ondary inductance switch, and tickler

Fig. 1.

coupling, while at the bottom are the

primary condenser, antenna compen

sating inductance switch, rheostat,

bridging condenser, secondary con

denser, and telephone jack.

In the rear view, Fig. 2, the primary

condenser and inductance are at the

right hand end of the panel. The tube

at the center carries the audion socket.

Dust is, in this way, kept out of the

set.

Three small bridging condensers are

located at the left of the socket tube,

Fig. 2.

any one of which can be cut in by the

three-point switch.

PRIMARY INDUCTANCES

Fig. 3 shows, in the primary circuit,

 

The arrangement of the controls makes possible very rapid adjustment

four concentrated inductances and a

divided tubular coil wound with two

banks of high frequency cable. The

appearance of the assembled coils can

be seen in Fig. 2.

The concentrated coils, instead of

having the same inside diameters, have

the same outside diameters, so that they

fit snugly inside a tube on the end of

which are the divided coils. The pur

pose of dividing the coils is to allow

for the shaft of the secondary coupling

coil.

  

The wiring of this set is a prominent feature

The end section of the banked coil

is tapped at three points, and is used

to compensate for variations in the ca

pacities of different antennas. By set

ting this switch at the proper point,

determined experimentally, correspond

ing adjustments of the primary and

secondary condensers and inductances

give very nearly the same wavelengths

in both circuits.

Two contacts, are employed on the

inductance switch to short circuit the

two sections ahead of the last one in

use, a method of cutting down dead

end losses which is quite effective.

PRIMARY CONDENSER

A 26-plate balanced condenser, hav

ing a maximum capacity of 0.0008

mfd., is connected in series with the

ground. The method of establishing

connection to the rotating plates is in

teresting. A short strip of brass,

drilled and slotted at one end, clamps

the end of the shaft tightly enough to

give a low resistance contact.

SECONDARY INDUCTANCES

Fig. 2 shows clearly the coil as

sembly, similar to that of the primary.

It is mounted at right angles to the

other, to prevent any coupling efiect.

Here the tickler coil is mounted at the

end of the tube. One part of the tickler

is wound on the tube, and the other

on the variometer ball. The coupling

from the straight part of the tickler is
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not great enough, however, to cause any

noticeable feed-back effect when the

adjustable section is at 0.

Sncoumnv COUPLING Con.

In Fig. 3 this coil is marked COUP.

It can be seen at the end of the primary

coils. The ends of the coil are soldered

to the shaft, which is made in two

PRI. _

 

 

A. é

‘?%~)c0uR

‘*1 Ii?

9.

pieces. Slotted brass strips are fastened

to the tube and one to the panel, clamp

on the shafts and make connections.

These can be seen more readily on the

tickler coil.

SECONDARY CONDENSER.

An 18-plate balanced condenser is

provided for tuning the secondary cir

cuit. At maximum, the capacity is

T050

mi;,....

50

§_-fififisfim

50

secouonnvCONDENSERn<p§ggg;3

an

::::i::::§:=E;-5':

...

“

as???

  

in

Fig. 4. Wavelength calibration /or the secondary circuit.

0.0004 mfd. Tuning is made sharper

when a small condenser is employed in

the secondary circuit.

Fig. 4 shows the wavelength of the

secondary circuit at various settings.

’ These curves are approximately correct

-4V. +

for the primary circuit when the com

Dial

Setting Reception

0 Damped waves (not ampli

fied).

0-40 Damped waves (amplified by

regeneration) .

pensating coil is adjusted according to 40-100 Undamped waves (set oscil

the antenna capacity.

he

ll!

lating locally).

-SEC.
  

ll
0

0

,_“’— TEL

. , g——__l_[l°

"2.0V.+

Fig. 3. Grcuit for the Grebe CR-7 receiver

TICKLER Con.

Energy from the plate circuit is fed

back to the grid by means of a tickler

coil. This method gives the best con

trol, particularly on a long wave set.

At O coupling, spark stations come

in the usual manner. As the coupling

is increased, regenerative and finally

oscillating effects occur. The table

above shows the dial settings.

  

AUDION CIRCUITS

No grid leak or condenser is used

with this set, as provision is made for

a constant negative grid potential. Par

ticularly on undamped waves. this is

an advantage, as reception is better

without a grid condenser.

Fig. 3 shows the connections of the

by-pass condenser which shunts the

telephones and batteries. The adjust

f=5'§

§

E

ifilii-l’§.......

annnann
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4,000

. . , _ . . . . . . . _ . . . . .

a,oo0 "5 10,000 |z,ooo |4,ooo 20,066

|a,ooo A

’iECONDARY WAVELENGTH "" METERS

The numbers refer to the points on the secondary inductance switch
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ment of this condenser has quite an

appreciable efiect on long wave signals.

A 4-volt battery is required for the

audion filament, and a 20- or 22.5-volt

battery for the plate. '

Operation

The CR-7 is extremely simple to

operate and, as the elements ‘are all

connected with heavy bus wire, the cir

cuits are easy to follow.

To tune to a given wavelength, con

sult the wavelength curve and set the

secondary condenser and switch to the

positions corresponding to the desired

wavelength. Next adjust the primary

circuit to the same settings, making

final adjustment for maximum signal

strength when the signals are received.

For regeneration or amplification of

spark signals, the tickler dial is turned

towards the 100 mark until the signals

have increased to the maximum, just

below the point where a mushy and

distorted note is obtained; for con

tinuous wave reception, the tickler is

increased to the oscillating point, and

the proper beat obtained by adjust

ment of either the primary or secondary

condensers.
 

RAVENSWOOD RADIO

ASSOCIATION

HE Ravenswood Radio Associa

tion which, up to the present time,

has restricted its membership to com

mercial licensed men only, has now

formed a junior Division which makes

no restrictions on the applicants other

than that they be sufficiently interested

in radio and be of such character as to

meet with the approval of the Board

of Directors.

The Senior Division of this associa

tion, consisting of twenty-two com

mercial licensed operators, will without

a doubt prove a great benefit to the

junior members, and the valuable dis

cussions and talks given at the weekly

meetings will go a long way toward

raising the standard of the radio ama

teurs and the elimination of local in

terference. It will also mean the pro

motion of good fellowship among the

amateurs, an issue of vital importance

to the systematic handling of amateur

radio traffic.

A very reasonable fee is assessed the

junior Members and a membership cer

tificate has been issued of which any

radio men may be proud.

Further information may be obtained

by either calling or writing the Secre

tary, Mr. N. E. Wunderlich, 4533 No.

Sawyer Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

THE ARMOUR VILLA RADIO

ASSOCIATION

HE Armour Villa Radio Associa

tion now has a code practice table

and code practice is held every Friday

evening. At every other meeting we

are reading one part of an elementary

course in radio telegraphy.

Last December we received a char

ter from the American Radio Relay

League, and are now an afifiliated as

sociation. We are trying out a new

idea for QRM control. We offered to

tune every amateur’s transmitter,

whether a member or not, free of

charge. This is done by a Technical

Committee member, and when he goes

to the station he gives the owner a few

points about unnecessary sending and

proper operation of a transmitter, that

is, on the communication part.

If an amateur persists in using a di

rectly connected transmitter we shall

notify the Radio Inspector. Clubs

should not feel that they are unsports

manlike when they do this. If a sta

tion after repeated wamings still con

tinues to use a directly connected

transmitter it is for the good of amateur

radio that this station be shut down.

All communications should be ad

dressed to Walter Remy, Secretary,

Bronxville, N. Y.

  

AN IDEA FOR RADIO CLUBS

HE members of the Radio Club of

Public School 37 Bronx, N. Y.,

are selling post cards, bearing the de

sign reproduced here, to raise money

for apparatus.

By holding the magazine in the cor

rect position, the reader will find a

message, clearly readable, from P. S.

37. This message may be hard to find,

but, looking at it from the correct angle,

it is perfectly plain.

The postal was sent in by Dr. Her

man V. Bucher, formerly Commissioner

of Education in Argentina, and one of

the most enthusiastic prombters of ex

perimental radio work in the country.

LOST

NFORMATION is wanted concern

ing the whereabouts of Harold C.

Sever, 9DN, of Valpariso, Ind., who

left home for Chicago, Ill., Feb. 17,

Can you read this message from P. S. 3C7?

1920, to test out some wireless appa

ratus, intending to return on a mid

night train, and has not been heard

from since.

He is 5 feet 6 inches tall, brown hair,

blue eyes, weight 130 pounds, thumbs

slightly crooked. Left in civilian

clothes; mixed grey suit; dark gray

overcoat; American Legion pin in coat

lapel; green felt hat; navy shoes; name

on all his clothes. Carried brown suit

case containing receiving set and a

black bag with tools and working

clothes.

His wife and mother will appreciate

any word concerning him. For this

purpose address Mrs. H. C. Sever, Box

226, Pleasant Plains, Ill.

VTHE PHILADELPHIA RADIO

AMATEUR ASSOCIATION

HILADELPHIA amateurs are in

vited to the meetings of the Phila

delphia Radio Amateur Association

which are held the second and fourth

Mondays of each month at 1611 Co

lumbia Ave. Live talks are given on

practical amateur subjects, ideas inter

  

changed, papers read and discussed,

etc. Like other A. R. R. L. clubs, the

P. R. A. A. is enjoying a healthy

growth, but has room for every ama

teur in Philadelphia and vicinity.

THE ELECTRIC CITY RADIO

CLUB

NEW club has been organized at

Scranton, Pa., The Electric City

Radio Club. The officers are: Presi

dent, R. C. Ehrhardt; Vice-President,

Frank Tarbox; Secretary, P. D. Mc

Farland, 802 Woodlawn St., and

Treasurer, D. G. Shotton. Meetings

are held every Tuesday evening at the

Erie Railroad Apprentice School, and

amateurs in the vicinity are cordially

invited to visit and join. The present

membership is about thirty. The club

has a wave meter and will tune mem

bership stations.
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The Problems of Vacuum Tube Circuits

An Introduction to the Problems Encountered in the Design of Detectors, Amplifiers,

and Undamped and Modulated Telephone and Telegraph Transmitters, Part VIII.

DETECTION WITH A GRID

CONDENSER

F a condenser is connected in series

I with the grid of the tube the action

of the tube as a detector is some

what different from the case just dis

cussed. '

Detection results not only from the

non-linear characteristic of the tube but

from other effects also. The action is

quite complex and involves not only

the detector effect (due to the curved

E, 1,, curve), but the blocking action

due to the grid condenser as well. No

attempt will be made to explain the

action in detail.

  

PLATECURRENT-GRIDVOLTNIE-+

I

  

By L. M. Clement

tached to the grid and during the nega

tive half cycle this supply of electrons

cannot leak off and in this way the

grid receives negative charge each oscil

lation. This change of charge or volt

age on the grid changes the plate cur

rent as it should, and for an_ impressed

signal voltage has the effect of sliding

the point of operation down the E‘, 1;,

curve, as shown at 2 in Fig. 42.

In most detector circuits there are

small leakages in the condenser and

other portions of the circuit which al

low the charge to dissipate off slowly.

For good operation an artificial leak

resistance is shunted between grid and

SIGNAL VOLTAGE

Acizoss c,

GRID VOLTAGE

ACROSS MN

PLATE CURRENT

AT X

T£LlPHON£

® cuanenr AT Y

Fig. 42. Action in the audion circuits in the grid condenser

Let us consider the case of a tube of

the high vacuum type similar to those

made by the General Electric or West

ern Electric Companies. The grid-fila

ment circuit has an almost infinite re

sistance when the grid is negative with

respect to the filament due to the lack

of carriers of electricity. In a gas tube

this resistance may be relatively small

due to thepresence of positive ions of

the gas molecules.

If the condenser has no leakage

across its terminals the grid will be iso

lated from the rest of the circuit and

will assume some charge with respect to

the filament and plate. Upon the ap

plication of an alternating voltage to

the circuit, current will flow during the

positive half cycle only, from the grid

to the filament and no current will flow

during the negative half cycle. This is

another way of saying that during the

positive half cycle electrons are at

filament to allow the accumulated

charge to leak off rapidly enough so

that blocking of the tube will not result.

The gas tube, due to the conduction

between the grid and the filament, in

general does not need an external re

sistance leak for proper operation.

Let us consider just what happens

when an alternating current signal is

applied to the grid circuit of a tube

through "a grid condenser. Fig. 43

illustrates a typical detector circuit with

a grid condenser.

Suppose this signal is in the form of

a series of damped oscillations as at

1 in Fig. 42. As we have already seen,

when this voltage is applied to the grid

circuit, the voltage between the grid

and the filament falls due to the uni

lateral conductivity of the grid. The

effect is equivalent to the superimposi

tion of the radio frequency signal on a

continuously changing point on the

grid potential-plate current curve of

the tube, and appears as shown on 2

of Fig. 42.

The plate circuit is very similar to

the grid voltage except where detection

due to the curve portion of the Ec 1;,

The

shape of the plate current is illustrated

curve distorts the signal current.

in 3 of Fig. 42.

If the ‘leakage path were of high

enough resistance, and the impressed

voltage were large enough, the negative

charge on the grid would finally be

come of such a value that the plate cur

When

this occurs, the tube would momentarily

It is for the purpose

of preventing this effect that an arti

ficial external leak resistance R is em

It has been found that for

rent would be reduced to zero.

cease to operate.

ployed.

weak signals maximum detection is ob

  

tained for very high values of this leak

resistance. The resistance should be

such that the grid voltage is restored

to its original value before the begin

ning of the second wave train in the

group. This is illustrated at 2 of

Fig. 42.

By the application of the proper grid

voltage, it is possible to start this action

at any point of the grid voltage grid

current curve.

For best detection, the point of I1‘.l3.X.'l

mum curvature should be selected. The

location of this point differs for dif

ferent tubes and should be determined

experimentally if maximum detection

is desired.

By observation of Fig. 42 it is seen

that the grid leak resistance is of such

a value that the accumulated charge is

allowed to leak off before the arrival of

the next wave train.

The telephone current is similar to

the dotted line curve of 3 in Fig. 42,

which follows the center point of each

individual oscillation.

The wave form in the output circuit

of the vacuum tube among other things

can be resolved into a series of high
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frequencies, a direct current and an

audio frequency or signal current.

The condenser C, Fig. 43, bypasses

these high frequency tenns which pre

vents them from being amplified and

causing disturbances or blocking of the

ensuing stages of amplification.

The direct current passes through

the primary winding of the transformer

T while the audio frequency is trans

formed by it and delivered to the tele

phones.

If this output impedance of the tube

is R0 and the impedance receivers at

the signal frequency, usually between

800 and 1,000 cycles per second, is Z

then in order to obtain maximum pow

er in the telephones the transformer

should have an impedance ratio of

Ro

 
. This is equivalent to a turn

Z
 

ratio of R0

\ z

The detection of a tube with a grid

condenser, if the condenser and re

sistance are properly proportioned, is,

in general, slightly better than the de

tection due to the detector effect de

scribed in the last installment of these

articles for damped wave signals. This

type of circuit, due to the grid leak re

sistance and grid currents which flow,

produce some losses in the receiving

circuit which manifest themselves by

an increase of the decrement of the

circuits.

For heterodyn reception it has been

found that the ordinary detector cir

cuit without a grid condenser gives best

operation.

 

SOME IDEAS FOR A CRYSTAL

RECEIVER

(Continued from page 60)

cover is slotted at the side allowing it

to be slipped on over the rod.

When the tone of the buzzer becomes

irregular, it can be quickly adjusted

from the panel, without the necessity

of removing the cover.

Assnmnuz

The extreme simplicity of these in

struments coupled with their excellent

appearance, should appeal to the ex

perimenters. All that is needed in the

way of tools to build this apparatus are

a set of drills, taps, files, a hacksaw,

and a soldering iron.

Several methods can be employed to

mount the panels. If another set of

brackets is put on to support the top

corners, the panels are sufficiently rigid

for all purposes. Another way is to

fit the set into a cabinet. This can be

accomplished by putting small brass

angles inside the cabinet, to which the

corner screws can be secured.

Where connections are made at the

front of the panels, wires can be run

from the rear through the separations

between the panels.

HAT’S the trouble with experi

mental radio worki The a.n

swer will depend upon the individual.

Offhand, you may say that there do<sn’t

seem to be anything wrong; in fact,

you believe things are quite all right,

at least considering some of the past

trials of the experimenters.

If you are an A. R. R. L. man, you

will probably complain of the Q R M.

According to reports which are heard

from the mid-west as well as from

both coasts, the complaint would be

justified. Somemen tell of broad tun

ing, and others of non-regulation wave

lengths.

It is to be hoped that the amount of

trouble from indifference and wilfull

ncss is small. The balance must be

charged to the account of ignorance.

A great number of radio men are

not interested in communication as

much as in laboratory experimenting.

Their cry is, “Give us datal”

THE article in this number, on

high and low spark frequencias, is

the first of-a series which will give ac

curate data on transmitting equipment,

the idea of presenting information

of value to the long distance operators.

Next month there will be some in

teresting facts about .the Amrad

quenched gap and spark coil. Mr. F.

F. Pickslay, Sandusky, Ohio, is work

ing on a radio telephone set, the de

tails of which will be given to the

readers of EVERYDAY. This is a high

powered equipment, employing a new

type of circuit. An interesting feature

is that no variable condensers will be

used.

Mr. Clement is going to postpone the

audion article which should be in the

next issue, and is preparing, in its

place some exceptionally valuable data

on high frequency resistance measure

ments, accompanied by curves showing

the resistance of different types of coils.

at varying frequencies.

As a companion article, there will be

complete details of a non-inductive re

sistance box, used with the circuits de

scribed by Mr. Clement. Various

methods for measuring high frequency

resistance have been used, but they had

the disadvantage of requiring exceed

ingly careful shielding and special re

sistance bridges.

The system to be presented in the

May issue does away with shielding

troubles, and only calls for a resistance

box and milliammeter.

NDAMPED waves offer a broad

field for experimental work, and

a practical 200-meter outfit would be

welcomed by the operators. The diffi

culty is in tuning undamped waves of

such high frequency. There are ways

The Radio Department

to get around this trouble, one of which

will be described shortly in EVERYDAY.

One of the best methods of com

municating on undamped waves is to

use a buzzer or other type of modulator

to call; then change over to the pure

undamped waves. This gives a rather

broad wave for calling, and a very

sharp‘ one for sending the messages.

HAVE you ever used a heterodyne

wavemeter? This instrument, al

though not new, is not well known or

understood by experimenters. It is

nothing more than a calibrated audion

oscillator, with a pair of telephones in

the plate_circuit. No buzzer exciter or

detector is needed.

Wavelength, inductance or capacity

can be measured, by means of the

heterodyne wavemeter, with an accuracy

which cannot be approached by the

older type of instrument.

One of these meters is under con

struction in the Everyday laboratory,

and will be described in detail as soon

as it is ready, possibly in the May

number.

ANOTHER matter of importance, on

which experiments are being

made, is the wave filter. It is easy to

show on paper that series or shunt cir

cuits can be employed to by—pass all

but a given frequency, or to admit only

a certain band of frequencies, but it is

entirely different to operate such cir

cuits advantageously under operating

conditions.

Results obtained so far indicate that

those circuits applied to radio receivers,

are of little value except as paper in

ventions. Of course, they are used on

wire telephone systems, but that is a

different matter. We hope to have some

data very soon which will show whether

or not filter circuits really aid in the

reduction of interference.

II‘ is gratifying to find that so many

new radio clubs are being fonned.

The idea of giving code practice and

tuning transmitters is particularly com

mendable. Moreover, the co-operation

established in this way between experi

menters allows an exchange of ideas

which is not possible in casual con

versations.

Quite a number of the local clubs

have joined the'A. R. R. L. thus build

ing up the chain of relay stations which

is already doing such good work.

EVERYDAY is glad to publish an

nouncements from all clubs, and also

reports of conditions in different cities.

If your club has succeeded in reducing

the local Q R M, send in an account

of the means which were used. This

will give other clubs helpful sugges

tions for their own difificulties.
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Design Features of the S. C. R. 112

Notes on the Loop Transmitter and

R€C8t‘U€1‘ from the Simon Company

T is unfortunate that, with the end

of the past emergency, the intensive

development of radio equipment

for the Army and Navy practically

ceased. So many things which prom

ised great successes never had the

chance to prove themselves.

This is particularly-true of the S. C.

R. 112 set, which was to have been

built in great quantities for communi

cation between battalion and regiment

posts of command or, in special cases,

between battalions and companies. Op

for this set are the statements: “The

box shall be capable of being dropped,

with the instruments assembled within,

five times the distance of 30 ins. on the

earth without damage. It shall be

sufficiently waterproof to operate when

set upon the ground in a driving rain.”

It took some time for the Signal

Corps and the manufacturers to realize

that apparatus in the field was sub

jected to such use. Possibly the

thoughts of the beautiful skies and the

smooth roads of France were too firmly

Indications for transmitting are

filled with red pigment and for receiv

ing, with white.

The spare parts are fitted in a. sec

tion below the part of the case which

carries the radio instruments. Thus,

while no appreciable weight or size is

added to the set, the disadvantage of a

separate spare part box is overcome.

A very human consideration is intro

duced in the design of the filament

switch, shown in Fig. 2, just beside

the folding key lever. The switch

 

Fig. 1. The top

part box

erating on the ground or in dugouts, the

range of this set is over four miles,

using a loop of 3 turns, 1 meter square.

The weight of this set, a matter of

very great importance, is only 28

pounds.

Electrical details will not be dis

cussed in this article, other than to say

that the transmitter is of the buzzer

type with an input of 60 to 85 watts

at 10 volts, while the receiver is of the

audion type, employing a condenser in

shunt with the inductance of the loop

for tuning. Adjustments are provided

for transmitting wavelengths of 110,

123, and 140 meters. Some of the

various instruments will be taken up

in a subsequent article. We are con

cerned here with the exceptionally

clever mechanical features.

Hidden away in the specifications

section tamed back ta show the spare Fig. 2.

implanted in the minds of the designers.

The influence of European methods

can be seen in the canvas-covered carry

ing case a practical solution for water

proofness which, although it is not as

handsome as bakelite or finished wood,

gives a. rugged appearance. This can

vas covering also protects the wooden

case from mechanical injury. Canvas

flaps are also provided to guard the

controls.

Figs. 2 and 4 show the flush con

struction of the switch handles and

telegraph key. Instead of outstanding

knobs to be knocked off and to strike

against the legs of the man carrying

the set, straight handles, easy to grip,

turn in recesses. The top of the handle,

flush with the side of the case, is

marked with a line to read against the

scale.

Illustrating the key, in closed position, and the

filament switch

mechanism is mounted on an asbestos

panel, while the front plate is of alu

minum. Between the asbestos sheet

and the front plate are two Ward

Leonard resistances.

At the 4-volt position of the switch,

the smaller resistance of 1.15 ohms is

cut in, or at the 10-volt position, the 6.2

ohm resistance permitting the use of a

4- or 10-volt battery on the filament

of the audion. The heat from these

resistances is radiated by the aluminum

front plate, giving the operator a chance

to warm his fingers when the weather is

cold. The flap at the end of the case

can be let down to enhance this effect.

Very little heat is conducted into the

set because of the asbestos plate at the

rear of the resistances.

The telegraph key is unusual in that

(Continued on page 86)
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He was putting in long hours at monotonous unskilled work. His

small pay scarcely lasted from one week to the next. Pleasures were few

and far between and he couldn’t save a cent.

He was down—but he wou/dn’t stay t/rere/ He saw other men pro

moted, and he made up his mind that what they could do /ze could do.

Then he found the reason they were promoted was because they had

special training—an expert knowledge of some one line. So he made up

his mind that /ze would get that kind of training.

He marked and mailed to Scranton a coupon like the one below. That was his first I

step upward. It brought him just the information he was looking for. He found he l
could get the training he needed right at home in the hours after supper. From that i

time on he spent part of his spare time studying. -
l

The first reward was not long in coming-—an increase in salary. Then came another. I

Then he was made Foreman. Now he is Superintendent with an income that means

independence and all the comforts and pleasures that '

make life worth living.
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INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE 8Cli00l.S

Box cm: E , SCRANTON, PA.

Explain without obiigatinz me, how I can qualify tor

the position, or in the subject. beiure which r mark x.
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It just shows what a man with ambition can do. And this

man is only one out of hundreds of thousands who have

climbed the same steps to success with the help of the

International Correspondence Schools.

What about you ?

Are you satisfied merely to hang on where you are or would you.

too, like to have a real job and real money? It's entirely up to you.

You don't have to stay down. You um climb to the position you

want in the work you like best. Yes. you can! The I. C. S. is ready

and anxious to come to you, wherever you are. with the very help you

need.

Surely when you have an opportunity that means so much. you

can't afford to let another priceless hour pass without at least finding

out about it. And the way to do that is easy—without cost, without

obligating yourself in any way, mark and mail this coupon.

l
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Radio experimenters buying through this association are purchas

ing the goods of every advertiser in this magazine at considerable

savings. We fill orders the day they arrive. After deducting their

membership discounts they obtain the following prices:

Audiotron Tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00

22 V "B" Batteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.10

001 Mfd Assembled Variable Condensers . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50

De Forest Honey Comb Coils 10% ofl list price.

130-230 Waverneters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.90

High Frequency Buzzers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Filament Back Panel Rheostats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.55

Tubular Bulb Adaptors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.05

Marconi VT Tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.50

Marco Storage Batteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00

We guarantee you some saving on anything advertised in

this magazine ii purchased through this association.

Send for detailed information

MUTUAL PURCHASERS ASSOCIATION

Z and 4 Stone Street Dept. EV-1 New You-In City
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MEASUREMENT OF HIGH TEM

PERATURES IN THE

LABORATORY

(Continued from page 37)

nary work. All readings were checked

with an Englehardt millivoltmeter and

a platinum rhodium thermocouple

which the writer has recently added to

his laboratory equipment.

For obtaining approximate results in

calibrating, Seger cones can be pur

chased from chemical supply houses

and can be used in an electric furnace

having an arrangement for viewing the

melting of the cones. The cones and

couple to be calibrated are arranged in

the fumace and the temperature gradu

ally raised. As the cones fuse the

reading in millivolts should be taken.

With the fusing point of the Seger

cones known a curve can be plotted

showing temperature and millivolt

meter readings. The cones can be pur

chased in assorted lots and should be or

dered by number. Following is a list of

cones with numbers and fusing points:

Number Fusing Pains-D¢gr¢¢, C,

.022 590

.02 1 629

.020 650

.019 630

.018 710

.017 740

.016 770

.015 300

.014 330

.013 360

.012 399

.01 1 929

.010 950

.09 970

.08 990

-07 1010

-06 1060

-05 1050

-04 1070

The electromotive force developed by

a thermocouple depends upon the dif

ference between the hot and cold junc

tions and for precise work one junction

of the couple should be kept at con

stant temperature. A convenient ar

rangement is to have the ends of the

couple pass through a cork into a

thermo bottle, which has previously

been filled with cracked ice. However.

as the couple was primarily designed

and made for the heat treatment of

tool steel no cold junction need be made

for these determinations.

The apparatus described herewith

should appeal strongly to the amateur

mechanic and model maker. Various

tool steels fail to give the length of

service expected due to insufficient

hardness or lack of uniformity of hard

ness and a calibrated couple with a

millivoltmeter offer a simpletmethod

for determining the proper temperature

to which high carbon tool steel should

be heated before quenching.

When iron and steel pass th'rough

certain of its transformation points the

hardness and coarseness of the grain

are considerably altered. These prop

erties may be made permanent by sud

den quenching.

(Continued an page 72)
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LEARN‘§.WlRELESS

TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY
‘ AT HOME IN TEN WEEKS

Calls Coming in Steadily for National Radio Institute Graduates

from All Parts of the Country. Four Concerns Guarantee to

Take All Operators We Can Fumish.

Commercial Radio has arrived and many attractive positions are now open

in Commercial Land Radio Service, Merchant Marine, Railroads, Radio

Supply Factories, Lake and Ocean Steamship Lines, Telegraph Companies

'and Aerial Mail service. We are now receiving requests for more National

Radio Institute Graduates than we can fumish and with the arrival of

spring more opportunities than ever present themselves.
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HIGH VOLTAGE—

DIRECT CURRENT

Motor Generators

This unit has a normal output

of 100 watts (200 milliamperes

Price, 110-Volt A.C. Driving Motor, $99.00; I10

Volt D.C. Driving Motor, $110.00, F.O.B. Factory

at 500 volts) with a voltage range of 200 to 500 volts. The generator is com

pounded to insure constant voltage under variable load. It is furnished to

operate on either D.C. or A.C.; a shunt motor being supplied for D.C. and an

induction motor for A.C. The generator is equipped with a commutator of 48

segments reducing the commutator hum to a minimum.

Unit is complete with insulating coupling and mounted as

illustrated on a finished base 8" x 20". Shipment can be

made immediately.

The motor generator illustrated ahovo is only ONE of the many newly designed

radio specialties which we have ready for you. Write us for dsscriptivo

bulletins which are being issued covering all International Radio products.

Address Dept. No. 21.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEGRAPH C0.

326 Broadway New York City

A MARK of QUALITY

rm-:?=";,wAY T0 SATISFACTION
Lies thru a careful purchase of trustworthy

equipment. -

Let your first cost be your only-cost by “Buying

Right” at the very start.

Inferior apparatus can but produce inferior

results.

ALL RADIO EQUIPMENT

carried by us is selected stock—selected with a

view toward dependability, service and reason

able cost.

Bulletin I4 will be sent upon receipt of IO cents

—applicable on first dollar order.

ATLANTIC RADIO CO., Inc.

88 Broad Street Boston 9, Mass.
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(Continued from page 70)

The sample to be tested is prepared

by counterboring a hole in the piece of

steel and the bare end of the thermo

couple inserted. Another method is to

clamp over the bare end of the couple

two pieces of the steel to be tested.

These pieces should be at least one inch

long and not less than three-quarters

of an inch wide. The sample is now

placed in a furnace and the furnace

gradually heated. Fig. — shows the

arrangement as used by the writer. A

rheostat should be used to control the

temperature. Allow the furnace to

reach 600° C. At a certain point vari

able with the carbon content of steel

the indicator on the millivoluneter will

be motionless for several seconds due

to the readjustment of the steel struc

ture and the changing conditions caused

by the application of heat. This point

is known as the decalesoent point. The

temperature of the millivoltmeter read

ing at this pause indicates the proper

quenching temperature. The tool or

sample to be tested is generally heated

slightly higher than necessary to allow

for the loss of heat from the furnace

to the quenching bath.

The serious investigator, with the

apparatus described in this paper,

should have no difficulty to acquire the

principles of‘ thermoelectric pyrometry

and particularly the pyrometric phe

nomena attending the critical quench

ing temperature of steel.

CHEMISTRY OF THE COLIMON

METALS

(Continued from page 36)

does not have a very great commercial

value.

Potassium perchlorate is formed

when the chlorate is heated very gently.

This substance is a white crystalline

one which is not very soluble in water.

It can also be formed when perchloric

acid is added to a solution of a. potas

sium salt. At higher temperatures the

perchlorate decomposes into the chloride

and oxygen.

Potassium nitrate (KNO3) is a very

important compound. It is commonly

known as saltpeter and is found in

great quantities in nature. The present

method of making the salt is by bring

ing together equivalent quantities of

sodium nitrate, potassium chloride and

water. When this mixture is heated to

a fairly high temperature a large

amount of the sodium chloride sep

arates. The solution is filtered while

hot and allowed to cool when potassium

nitrate and a little sodium chloride

crystallizes out.

Potassium nitrate (KNO,) is made

in the same manner as the correspond

ing sodium salt. As it is much more

difficult to purify and as it can be re

placed in every case by the salt of

sodium, it is not largely used.

(Continued on page 75)

This book points out ths stumbllnl blocks for rnachauloa to avoid tn aouulrtng

a complete understanding, as wall as to ahow you HOW T0 G0 AT the roadlns

of a blue print drawing.

Every phase of the aavenb stlblects II no Into tn detail. so that any avsrsgs

man can mlawr with but llttls study. very point la clearly brought out with

sulhclant sketches to describe an-ch of the actual blue print drawing axamplaa.

In fact. the illustrations are practically self explanatory.

Every mechanic needs this book. be his experience tn mechanics limited or

long. Read the following comment from s man who Dams on from 60 to 500

blue prints a day.

"I navsr thou ht thers was so much ts know .

ll the road n| of a blue int drawlns."

WM. P. C0 AY, Planning Dept. Mgr"

U. S. Rubber o.'a Mach Shop.

This book contains the most vital and practical Information on the subleot

of blue prtnt reading, and la the best and safest Investment you can make.

Send for a copy to-day before you forget. YOU CANNOT IDSE, YOUR

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED.

PRICE:—Poat Dald U. 8.. 82.00; Canada, $2.12; Foroltn. $2.25.

I69 paqn—8lzs 5 x 7'/1 Inches.

228 llluntratlsnsHamfsomsly bound In cloth

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, 135 Rowland Bldg., Datrolt, Michigan

\Il6llA\l

i EDUFATIONALINSTITUTE

54 months In ths maklnq.
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AMATEURSATTENTION!

 
 

Send overzsMiles 93

Herc at last is reel “cornmercial type” radio apparatus designed for low power direct

current. New transmitting _ are in store for you. Take advantage of this special

introductory offer and save $7.50.

 

 

The “AMRAD” i

QUENCHED GAP
Speclnl Induction

Cell Type

L11 your power en one

shs vuve snd s elesr.

be1l- e note st "I7 tan

0! the key will nuke

othc smsteurn tn wnr

sure slt up snd an

notlee. The Ainrsl

chad (J

°"“* ..“°|..°";.'.“L’

  

“AMRAD” INDUC

TION con.

5 Volt or 32 Volt

In slmost nn end dupllcs of the U. B.

Blmsl Co eoll used ln tren service durln|

the wsr. has hekellte insulation through

out Its secondary, wound tn 29 sections.

produces 50.000 volts. Rated st 100 Istta this
  

fin““'1' m “:2? |iii=i|“i:nii.° "i§¢“€Tiii;$‘i:'rq;,¢ “,4, mm, ted yl ldl tbs seas! of long rsnge
I III , _ Q , - .nnd designed to ll" I snsrk hslumq eeulvslent to .100 eyclndwnlgllch mean: ‘mnxeolslenn Is ldmuesl ln dsslln to the Iusvy 1 LI. and 1 Ln.

nnnnun lrnnlmlttlnl rlllll en short nun lsonlu. The mu eun 1| Quenchod owe now being Installed tn lonl en unstsnr

Intmdsd espedllly for we an fern: ltshttns drcufls. When ordered ssnusteb ststlon Not only will thls snectsl quenched I19 innke NI! "Inl

:"- rm: '1 .-:"...,~ 1.: .-.:: -::..'*-.~.=.-.: ::-..~=:=- -M ~*- - ~»~ -' - »-~ -me... .,.~'*:::--.:; '-."- ~'-'.......-- ":.....-=-..-.:- ..-..~*:..-.~'...'=.'
ltfl IIIOIU II!" ' ‘G economic" mum of mum.“ iivsutims. For ‘the first time tn the history of smsteur rsdlo nu!

Induction sol] trsnsmltter can now he tuned to Iith Govern

mmt decrement re|-ulstlnns. The Amnd quenched In ts the secst.

Pri¢01 6"V0l\’- KY!-W - - - - - - - - - Price, Induction Coil Type . . .

Special Introductory Offer

If you have had limited power at your disposal and inefiicient apparatus or

if you are waiting to be introduced to the fascination of sending radio mes

sages over into the next county or state here is your chance to get the two

most important pieces of transmitting apparatus at an actual saving of $7.50.

“Amrad” Induction Coil, regular pri e . . . $28.50

“Amrad” Quenched Gap, “ “ . . . 12.50

. fifiill

Special Price for the Double Buy, $33.50
Either 32-volt or 6-volt coil may be chosen

Show this advertisement to your dealer and ask him to order one of these

How to Order combinations for you. If you have no radio dealer in your vicinity send us

check or money order for $5 and we will ship direct to you by parcel post C. O. D., the balance plus postage.

Act promptly, as the standard Signal Corps parts which we secured from the Government were only sufiicient

to make up a limited number of sets. If you are not ready to buy and want further information send for

free Bulletin P which contains complete description and operating directions.

\/Vrite at once for short-term trade discount on this combination.
’ o

Dealers Opportunlty No better opportunity to introduce apparatus of such high quality

at such low prices will ever be had again. The offer is made especially to introduce our rapidly growing

line of “commercial type” radio apparatus.

Address nll communications to New Yorls ofice

AMEmcanRnmosnoResrnnc >‘ CoRPoRAr|on..~
  

 
 

15 Park RQW Factory at Mord Hillside, Mass. New York
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Two Famous

R A o 1 s co

SPECIALTIES

 

 

RADISCO COILS

conceded by several well-known Radio Men to be far superior

to any similar type of Inductances. Made in seventeen sizes,

tapped and plain. Wave length range from 200 to 20,000 mc- '

ters. Priced from 70c to $4.85. Plentiful supply in stock at all

Radisco Agencies.

RADISCO BETTER “B” BATTERY ..‘?.‘..."'E.f‘..'P.'...‘E.‘.“'...E.‘L..

  

is made according to Government specifications in two (2) ~=~?$-3'° °"""°“'Z'-’~°°..u-.1‘

sizes: 3% x 2 x 2%" and 6% x 4 x 3". A first class 15 cell; 5

group battery; VARIABLE VOLTAGE (Pat. App. for) is a

special feature of this battery which enables you to provide critical voltage regulation for your

vacuum tube by means of a switch connection with cells, taps of which have been taken off.

Very economical and convenient. If one cell goes bad just test each group of 3 cells and short

circuit the bad one. Price: Small size $1.40. Large size $2.40. At any agency—or if ordered

by mail include postage for 2 pounds on small size and 5 pounds on large size.

RADISCO AGENTS carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look for the Radisco trade mark

on all parts you buy and be sure of getting eficient apparatus.

Below are listed a few of the reliable firms who carry the RADISCO COILS, Better "B” Bat

teries, and are our Agents for all other standard apparatus of merit.

COMMUNICATE YOUR WANTS TO THEM

ALBANY, N. Y. ILLINOIS. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

5- L- 14°58» EUREKA» PEORIA Rhoda Island Eloc. Equip. Co.,

21 Mngnolin Terrace. Klaus Radio Co. 45 Washington St-root.

HAMPTON, N. H.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. PI'I_I'$BURG, PA.

Independent Radio Supply Co., DQLH“-'87 Fold‘ & c°' Rndio Electric Co.,

118 So. New Jersey AW. I-0151‘ §hALIF. 4521 Forbes Street.

o are on op,

BAl%.'I"lI‘M(.EIll‘E, MD. C 511 W. Washington St. SCELANTON, PA.

'0 siflwrinz ¢-. tt Rndi Mi . C .s21 M..u.... A... Mfffogr. I_>cAé° P_°()_°nB°; 4° ' °

s|amvn.u.=., QUEBEC, CANADA 421 05,, '5‘,,,,,"',_ ?_';l';§f°‘§,nK',{,'=','[,>"W 5*»

Cnnndinn Radio Mfg. Co. NEW ORLEANS LA‘ ' ’ '

aosron, MASS. 1. A. am, ' 5P§,'"°'."'E'-D-.MA55

Atlnntic Radio Co., 121 Camp Street. 58??‘ s°""¢s° C°-»

88 Br»-d Stress NEWARK, N. J. & C ""°" "°°"

BROOKLYN, N_ y_ A. H. Corwin 0., TORONTO ONT., CAN.

Kelly & Phillips Electric Co. 4 We-I P-IR Street The Vi-=='y Supply Co-.

312 Flntbush Avenue. NEWCASTLE, PA: 585 c°u°I° st"-‘Q5

BRONX. New You _ '£3?“;|’lZ:.?:2 ‘Z;'.?‘°" ‘“"" °°" Wg-‘*.*11_§_<;"r,<,>_1g,-, 1>,<=
Amateur Wireless Equipment Co., u8HAn I lb; ° "PPI! C°-v

PIOIPQCQ AVG. PA. U street’ N’ W‘

CHICAGO, ILL. Phil del h' S hool f wireless WICHITA, KANSAS.Chicago Radio Lshorntories, Tiaslolifllllli, C O TI" c°l_l'ldi° C0-»

1316 Carmen Ave. Broad and Cherry Streets. 1725 Furlnount Ave.

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY : Newark, New Jersey
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(Continued from page 72)

Potassium carbonate (K,CO,,) is

now obtained from potassium sulfate

by a modification of the Le Blonc

process for the preparation of soda. It

is also obtained by the use of potassium

chloride by taking advantage of the

fact that when carbon dioxide under

pressure is forced into a potassium

chloride solution, containing mag

nesium carbonate in suspension, a

double salt having the formula KHCO,

M2CO,4H,O is deposited. This salt

is readily decomposed by hot water,

producing M2CO, which is preciptated.

Carbon dioxide passes out of the solu

tion and a solution of potassium car

bonate remains from which the salt is

obtained.

Potassium bicarbonate (KHCO,) or

potassium acid carbonate may be pre

pared by passing carbon dioxide

through a very strong solution of the

carbonate. The solution of this sub

stance is slightly alkaline. It can be

partially decomposed into CO, and the

carbonate by boiling. At a tempera

ture of 190° the salt is entirely decom

posed into the carbonate, carbon dioxide

and water.

Potassium sulfate (K,SO,) occurs

largely in nature. It is present in

schoenite and it is obtained from this

substance by adding potassium chloride

and a little water. When heated potas

sium sulfate crystallizes out, leaving

magnesium chloride in the solution.

Potassium cyanide (KCN) is manu

factured by heating potassium ferrocya

nide with potassium carbonate. The

following reaction then occurs:

K,Fe(CN),+K,CO,:5KCN+

KCNO-I-CO,+Fe

Potassium cyanide is used in large

quantities in gold mining and the

processes of silver and electroplating.

A PRACTICAL SAFETY DEVICE

Emery wheels, rotary cutting ma

chines, etc., are a constant source of

danger to the workman’s eyes. With

“safety first” being preached by

trained organizations of safety men in

all big industrial estabishments, any

device designed to protect the worker’s

eyes from injury is of general interest.

Goggles and glass shields have

proven fairly satisfactory, but not en

tirely so, because of the liability of the

glass to become broken.

Recently safety glass and transpar

ent sheeting (the same material used

for lights in aubo curtains) have been

tried with great success.

The safety glass is made either by

laying in it a coarse mesh of fine wire

or by employing hydraulic pressure to

weld apiece of the transparent sheet

ing between two sheets of glass.

However, for goggles or shields over

emery wheels, the transparent sheeting

alone is very effective. It is cheaper

and lighter than any form of glass.

 

“MODERN” AMPLIFIERS
bring i_n the telegraph and voice signals with amazing intensity.

Operating on one_ dry cell, their ruggedness and simplicity maka

them particularly well adapted for demonstrations.

In the experimental station, a “Modem"

Amplifier offers unlimited possibilities for

new investigation.

Relay Stations depend upon the “Mod

ern” Amplifier ‘to strengthen their weak

links in the trunk lines.

Two-Step Amplifier and Horn

Ten years of development have gone into

this outcome of the Multi-Audi-Fone. The

perfect design, evident in the moulded

Bakelite case and highly finished metal parts

has been carried out consistently in the in

tenor construction.

Only one dry cell is needed to operate the

One-Step Amplifier, or three cells for the

Two-Step Type. So little current is drawn

that the batteries last from seven to twelve

months. No high voltage or storage bat

teries to worry about.
-..,. V

One-Step Amplifier

Modern Amplifiers can be used with any detector

One-Step Amplifier (lea headset) . . . . . . . ..$18.00

Loud Speaking I-Iorn for One-step . . . . . . . . . l2.50_

Two-Step Amplifier with Loud Speaking Horn. 75.00

BULLETIN Al DESCRIBES THE AMPLIFIERS AND OTHER APPARATUS

MODERN RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY

29 South Broad Street Elizabeth, N. J.

 

 
  

YOU CAN USE IN YOUR RADIO

sET,wITI'IOUT‘Cl-IANGING "ms. SOCKETS, IF YOU HAVI-2)  

Radio Electric Audiotron Adapters are the

logical means for using tubular audions in

standard apparatus equipped with four-point

sockets. The superiority of this adapter is

evident in the simplicity of construction and

protection afforded the vacuum tube.
IAUDIOTRON ADAPTER, $1.50, Shipping weight lilb.

The Radio Electric Company carries a complete line of

Bunnell, Radiaco, Murdock, Clapp-Eastham Radio

Appurntul, Federal and De Forest Instruments. Special

equipment made to order. Pittlburgh experimenters are

invited to visit our retail store. A l0c stamp will

bring our catalog.

RADIO ELECTRIC COMPAN

MORE THAN A STORE !!

Distributors of reliable experimental and Laboratory

Radio apparatus for High Schools, Colleges and Indi

viduals. At F. D. Pitts Co., Inc., you will find an

exposition of reliable radio apparatus and supplies from

the foremost manufacturers of the country. No other

  

 

  

4614 HENRY ST., E. E.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

  

store has such a complete line of equipment, nowhere else

is there such an opportunity to choose from the products of so many radio manu

facturers. A feature which must appeal to experimenters is that we keep things in

stockl Immediate deliveryll Give our service a triall Send 6 cents for new

catalog. Every experimenter should have it!

F. D. PITTS CO., Inc.
12 PARK SQUARE Dept. F BOSTON 11, MASS.
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To Transmit Through Static Requires an Efficient

Transformer and a High Spark Frequency

ACME TRANSFORMERS

ARE THE MOST EFFICIENT AT

HIGH S P A R K FREQUENCIES.

HIGH SPARK FREQUENCIES

ARE THE MOST EFFICIENT.

VOLTS TO PRODUCE AUDIBLE

SOUND IN 800 OHM RECEIVERS.

(By L. W. Austin. Bureau of Standards Bulletin,

Vol. 5, No. 1)

Frequency Volta

60 6,200 X I 0'7

I20 2,900 ' '

1 BO I ,700 ' '
300 600 I '

420 1 70 ' I

540 80 I I

660 30 I l

780 I I "
900 6 I I

  

Therefore the receivers are I 00 times as sensitive at900 sparks per second as at 300sparks per second

High spark frequencies—for same power from transformers —- means less voltage, less condenser

losses, and larger antenna current

The Acme Transformer is the Only Amateur Radio Transformer Which Elficiently Supplies

Energy to an Antenna at 800 Sparks Per Second from a 60 Cycle Source.

DIBIGNED BY GOOD ENGINEERS

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS write for Bulletin.

BUILT BY GOOD MECHANICS

USED BY LONG RANGE AMATEURS

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY

24 Windsor Street, Cambridge 39, Mass.

Radio and Transformer Engineers and Manufacturers

ACE

  

What Are the

Wild Waves Saying?

You can find out

with “Ace” equipment

We can fumish parts for audion

control panels and amplifiers.

The panels are 3/I6" formica,

grained finish, lettering in

white. Control panel includes

socket, grid leak, grid con

denser, rhcostat, binding posts

and formica panel.

Amplifiers include the above and transformer. etc.,‘ all ready

to wire.

Audion Control Panel

One Step Amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Audion Control Panel and One Step Amplifier on Large Panel. . . . .

Two Step Amplifier on Large Panel. .

$7.50

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00

17.50

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00

YOU MAY PAY MORE, BUT YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER

TIII-I PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO., 2437 Gilbert Ave., Dept. B, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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FOUR

NEW BOOKS

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS

will be interested in this NEW BOOK

SELENIUM CELLS. Design, construction and

use of the various makes, by T. W. Benson. Illus

trated with drawings and half-tones. 80 pages.

7% X 5 in., clotb $1.50.

AUTOMOTIVE MAGNETO IGNI

TION, Its principles and applications, by

Mxcn. E. TOEPFL. Second Edition, re

vised and enlarged. Illustrated. Cloth,

$2.00.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINES, by F.

J. KEAN, Second Edition, revised and

enlarged, 96 pages, 48 diagrams, Z9 page

plates and 5 folding plates. Cloth, $2.60.

LATEST MAGIC, The New Book, by

PROF. Horrmarm (Angelo Lewis). Sec

ond Edition revised, fully illustrated,

handsomely bound in cloth--gilt. $2.00.

Spon & Chamberlain

122 E. Liberty St. New York City

Illll|Il|lllIlllllIl|ll|IIIIllIIIlllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

A NEW DETECTORathematics Made Easy

71  

  

That. can either be used a Panel Unit. as advocated

by this nisgn.ine or "on e table," and only one knob

'., ,. ll usud for I’ tion and Pressure. Instantly adfustabls

to any spot on the crystal. Price includes tested nlena.

Bus 5 ins. by 2% ins. 82.50. Bus 5 ins. by 5 ins.

3 cups $5.00.

Just write for information and Hat

THE BARWICK RADIO SUPPLY CO.

89 Britannia Ave. Hamilton, Ont., Can.

Arcascopo-the Combination Triangle <—---

a Braln—will multinly. divide, flxuro I

image and pro orllon. solve all problslns

lgonometry an geometry, draw symmetri

gures, plot arcs. cw. Suberlor to any slide

Simple to ‘mrate. Also includesA TRANS

I-INT TR NGLE. PRO'l‘RAC'I‘0R and

E}!-I ‘I-IULIJI-13. Used at Columbia Univcalty.

'0 t, '.

Loose Couplers

Combination Loose Cup

u Paris and scream-i¢s_

Send to stamp for lit.

Qniiure Maid: is, lure

~to interest you.

1. F. mow *°‘i..‘.:’:.‘:25;t: 13:."-*'8. Aeronautic Schools. aw. OBI!
i postpaltl. Order loday before you Ivrlet.

t. U, L. J. LEISHMAN CO., Ogden, Utah
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Head Telephone. U. S. Navy Typo CW

834, Army Type P-11

made.

"Tho Quality Marl!"

H E Standard Head

I Phone of both the U. S.

Navy and U. S. Army

is illustrated in the cut. More

of these phones were pur

chased than all other types put

together. No more sensitive

or easy-wearing phone is

They are manufactured for us by the Western Electric

Company and are known as Navy type CW 834 and Signal Corps

type P-I I.

The regular price is $14.50, but for the next thirty days orders will

be accepted at the regular price less 15% or $12.30 net, Parcel Post

paid. This is the opportunity of a. lifetime to get at a bargain what

is undoubtedly the best phone made for long distance reception.

Payment should accompany order.

Our complete line of other high grade radio

products is now available to the experimenter.

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Radio Engineers, Manufacturer: nnd Distributors

47 West'Street

 

New York, U. S. A.

 

  

 

~onuke 1 chnrqc of 25:: Ior It

Inuin| I coupon roccint redeem

nhin on n uurchnc cl $5 or Incrc.

mechanically and electrically perfect.

Get a copy of our complete wireless catalog and order all of your radio material

fiom one source of supply and save trouble.

Our 180 page combined Manual and Catalog illustrates and accurately describes the

uses of standard radio instruments.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., INC.

New York—-17 Park Place

Chicago—1 14 So. Well: St.

You cannot get satisfaction from wireless instruments unless they are absolutely -

perfect. The slightest imperfection in construction destroys their efficiency. We

catalog and offer for sale wireless apparatus of the highest quality, guaranteed to be

ANUAL

No. K-I2

Ready May 25

 

  

St. Loui&—1l06 Pine St. ~

San FrancIlco—604 Mlulnn St.

  

   

MERACO

  

GOING AWAY THIS

SUMMER?

  

 

 

  

 

EVERYDAY SCIENCE NOTES

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here Are n Few Other Mernco Offers:

EQUIPMENT

"IERA00" PERFECT B BATTERIES

Are made In three sizes and Ara fully guaranteed.

Our circular will interest you. Send tor it.

Buy WHILE YOU CAN at This Price

Hclgcl rubber. Si. 8/16. K. iii. $5. in.. $1-40

WT - .

Bakelite grade xx, natural, $2.90 per 1b.; black,

$3.00 Der lb.

Flexible rubber tubing to slip over lends, 4c per

foot: $3.50 per 100 ft.

Note: Postage must be included. la extremely low

priecl prohibit shipment otherwise.

MERCURY RADIO APPLIANCE CO.

672-A Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

You may not be our I news stand while you

are away this summer, but you must not miu

the radio articles. for you will want the in

formation when ou start up in the fall. Don’t

take chlllt‘-on 8 BSCRIBE BEFORE YOU G01

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

High Frequency Cable-(Litz)

IO-35. 20-35. 2-I6-38. 3-I6-38 individual

wires enameled, D.S. over nll. Grey

Cardboard Tubes. Bakelite. and Rubber

Panels. Radio Call IJF. Write for cir

cular on Honeycomb Coil Mounting.

Wholesale and retail.

A. T. HOVEY

81 Belvidere St., near Mechanic: Bldg.

Bolton, 17, Mass. Open Evenings

Galena detector,

$1.50

Silicon detector.

$l.50

DISCOVER YOUR TALENTS

What are you best titted tori Why drift from lob to

lob? Why experiment with your future‘! Let In

expert psychologist tell you the right vocation in

life for Y0i_'. Personal analysis by Dr. S. S. George.

former U. S. Army pgycholollll. will help you to

know your mind and what cnroor you are most suited

for in life. Send for Booklet Phone Schuyler 5969

THE VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE INSTITUTE

Room 27. 2255 B‘wny. (Slit SI-). New York, N. Y.

The banana has been recommended as a

source of alcohol; the Germans left vast

plantations in Africa. Referred to the area

cultivated it gives double the yield of sugar

beets. An acre gives from its quota of 800

trees some 100,000 lbs. of fruit and the yield

of alcohol is from 1,000 to 1,200 gallons per

acre. In the Philippines, the Nipa palm is a

possible source of alcohol; it is tapped like

the sugar maple. A liquor for use by the

natives is now made from it.

A bottle with a message from the aviator

Hawker, who came down in the ocean last

May in his attempt to cross to England,

has been picked up off the southwest coast

of Norway. It was found on November

20th. It was thrown out by Hawker on

May 17th or 18th, so that it had been

afloat some six months.

The following welding compositions are

from a French contemporary.

A

Iron filings . . . . . . . . . . 6 parts by weight

Ammonium chloride . . . 14 “ “

Potassium ferrocyanide . 14 “ “

Borax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 “ “

B .

Rosin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 parts by weight

Salt . . . . . . . . . . 10 “ “

Borax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 “ “

Alum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 “ “

Ammonium chloride 150 “ “

Zinc sulphate . . . . . . . .. 20 “ “

A wooden boiler has been recently de

scribed. It was in use in the Philadelphia

pumping station a century ago. It worked

at a pressure of only 2% lbs. to the square

inch. It was made of 5-inch white pine

braced with 10-inch oak beams; it was rec

tangular in shape, 9 by 14 feet area and 9

feet deep. It had an iron fire box and flue

with a retum flue above. The trouble on

rceord is that it did not do well above the

water line. The water seemed to keep the

lower part in order, but the steam did not

take care of the upper portions.

The Colonial Belgium Office is to try out

motor tractors for use in Africa to burn

palm oil and similar vegetable oils. They

are to be used for ploughing and general

hauling and traction.

A wood-screw is being placed on the mar

ket which has no slot, but in place of it has

a square hole in its top, to receive a. spedal

square ended screw-driver. It is somewhat

in the line of the safety set-screws for belt

wheels on shafting.

It has been found that electric line poles

-give away and decay 20 inches below the

surface and a little way above the surface of

the ground. To save them they are dug

around so as to expose a yard or less; if

there is decay the rotten wood is scraped

away, and a divided tank is put around the

post and a preservative is put into it. At

tempts to do this under pressure failed as the

joints could not be adequately packed. After

impregnation with the preservative eight

vertical reinforcing pieces of steel are at

tached and concrete is applied to a thickness

of three or four inches, extending a foot

above the surface of the earth. When new

poles are to be put into the places formerly

occupied by old and decayed poles it is ad

vantageous to use new and fresh earth as

the old earth is filled with fungus germs and

will quickly start decay.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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VACUUM TUBES REPAIRED

 

We repair the filaments and other eiements in all types of vacuum tuhes and guarantee them to operate

equally as weII as a new tube. In most cases they operate better. We produce wonderful oscillators,

detectors and amplifiers.

MARCONI VT MOORI-IEAD TUBES

DE FOREST VT WESTERN ELECTRIC

REPAIRED A T FOUR DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS EACH

ELECTRON RELAYS OSCILLAUDIONS

and all tubular types.

REPAIRED AT FOUR DOLLARS EACH

  

All foreign-made receiving tuhes repaired at SIX FIFTY and power tubes, depending upon size.

WE HAVE PURCHASED A LARGE QUANTITY OF BURNED OUT MARCONI VTs AND ELECTRON

RELAYS, WHICH WE OFFER FOR SALE AT FIVE DOLLARS.

REMEMBER THESE TUBES ARE GUARANTEED GOOD AS NEW.

 

Dealers write us.

VACUUM TUBE REPAIR CO.

511 Perry Building OAKLAND, CAL.

 

 

Recognized as the largest and best

“POROX"
"Trade Mark”

High grade Batteries made up in

single transparent Celluloid and

Pyralin cells for rnodei and radio

work.

Special Batteries made to order

aiso duplicating of foreign hat

teries.

 

 

Get the most attractlve

B0YS warning s l gn made.

Your den Is Incomplete

wlthout lt. Printed ln bright. red on

whlta stlfl cardboard. 7%" x 11%”. Ra

duced to 100 each, ln coln only. Send

stamp for postage. Don't buy plaln prlntad Send gen ¢¢ng; for

iiagcnlf: sgfitlfiflgglga Fuarameed °' m°n°7 descriptive catalogue to

azcx novzuv nous: Dept E, 900-902 Penn» Ave, N- W»

Dent. D, I298 Carroll Street. Brooklyn, N. Y. Washington, D. C.

  

Prices on request.

ALBERT MULLER

8758 Queens Boulevard

Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.

  

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE *.é;X.*;-1"é°i*>’.’="‘.’.“,‘,‘.'.'l>"i.F.§‘<'>'¥<‘é.

2 wrsr 45¢ snu-:1-:'r NEW YORK cmr c"°°" °“ 5”’ “""°“ "°"‘

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING HOME ME-€HANlC'5

MAGAZINE for . . . . . . . . ..years at $2.00 per year (Canada, $2.25; WORKSHOP COMPANION

foreign, $2.50). Please Iet this start with the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HINTS AND TIPS FOR

mm 0, hm, AUTOMOBILISTS

issue. I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., and according to your special ofler How To MAKE AND

send me copy of book checked ofl. a I us!-: A SMALL CHEMICAL

LABORATORY

SOLDERING AND

BRAZING
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8 lneh Dial only . . . . . . . . . . . . .78 cents

Postpaid

3 Inch Dial with Knob mounted. . -81.30

Postpaid

RADIO MEN
Make your apparatus up to

date. Indicating dials now

available at a reasonable

price.

Made of fine black polished composi

tion with radial lines and figures ac

curately engraved and filled with

brilliant white. Diameter of dial is 3

inches and they are 3/16 inch thick.

Bevelled edge.

We can furnish dial alone or with fine

Bakelite Knob mounted. This knob has a

set screw to clamp shaft of instrument to

which dial is to be applied.

If your dealer cannot supply you send us his

name with your order. Immediate deliveries.

NEW CATALOG JUST OUT, ready for distribution at once. 24 pages of real,

live, up to the minute illustrations, NEWS and descriptions of all standard Radio

parts, including the above Indicating Dial.

Sent anywhere upon receipt 0/ 10¢.

For sale at all Radiaco Agencies and by

A. H. Corwin & Co.

4 West Park Street Newark, N. J.

 

  

  

insures satisfaction.

  

Licensed by De Forest

AUDIOTRON
The Original Tubular Vacuum Amplifier

The AudioTron vacuum tube is now manufactured and sold as a genuine

audion licensed under DeForest Patents Nos 841387 and 879532 to be

used only for amplification in radio communication and only for experi

mental and amateur purposes and only in audio frequency circuits.

The AudioTron has a double filament of special thorium tungsten and

the operating life is over 2000 hours.

electrical and mechanical dimensions result in a heavy plate current and

corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage under 40. Our guarantee

 

No special socket is required. The

  

PRICE $6.00 EACH

If your local dealer cannot supply you we will ship postpaid when cash

accompanies order.

The AudioTr0n Exclusive Guaranty: Each and every AudioTron is

guaranteed to arrive in good condition and to prove fully satisfactory.

Replacement of unsatisfactory tubes will be made free of charge.

AudioTron Audio-Frequency Transformer $7.00

Larninated closed core, two coil type

DEALERS :—Write for our attractive trade Proposition.

 

AUDIOTRON SALES CO., Liclr Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Pleas-‘e mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Macazme

 

"ASK ANYONE WHO HA8 USED IT."

WHAT OUR PATRONS

SAY

"Out of six different makes of re

ceivers I find yours are the best.

They do all and more than you claim

for them." (Name on request.)

BRAND ES WIRELESS

HEADSET

  

Superior. 2000 ohms. $7

Test out Brande: Wireless
TRIAL Receiver: against any other

OFFER make. Test them for Jenn

tizleness, (learner: and dis

tance. If uilhin len day: you're not

only xattszied but enthusiastic over

the»t—bac come: your money without

o question. Pr 'e for yourself the

fine quality, the matched tone." The

two diaphragmr, toned exactly alike,

strengthen the signal: and event

blurring. Used by many U. . Gov

ernment expert: and expert: abroad;

by college: and technical schools; and

by profess-ianal: and amateurs every

where.

SEND 4: FOR CATALOGUE M

c. BRANDES, =2 "M $~="-
INC. ROOI I22 NC.WIRELESS RECEIVER SPEClA|..|sTS

Federal

Radio

Accessories

Are the Rec ognized

STANDARDS for Their‘

Respective Uses.

BULLETIN 102 W.A.

Gives full description. Be

sides it contains valuable

information on

AMPLIFICATION

of Radio Signals

Send 6c in Stamps today and

receive this Bulletin.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH CO.

1756 Elmwood Avenue

BUFFALO,’ N. Y.
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Useful Books

Complete Practical Machinist

by Joshua Rose

One of the best-known books on machine shop

work, now In its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. it gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools,

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. it covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies,

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding, marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

planations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efliclency will be helped toward

using both head and hands to better advantage.

No‘ machinlst's library is complete without this

vo ume.

 

547 Pages. 432 illustrations

Price $3.00

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of Recipes

and Processes

By William T. Brannt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. It is a collection of formulas and

practical manipulations for the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuraoy and slliciency of the recipes so that

with ordinary care as to quantities and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon.

it treats on alloys and amalgsms; hardening,

tempering, annealing; bronzlng and coloring;

casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind

lag, pickling, polishing; decorating, enameling,

engraving, etching; electro-plating, brasing, cop

poring, galvsnislng, gliding, nickeling, silverlng,

tinnlng, stc.; fluxes and iutes, lacquers, paints

and varnishes ; solders and soldering; welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mit and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

582 Pages. B2 Illustrations

Price $3.00

 

 

Techno-Chemical Receipt Boola

Edited with Additions by

Wm. T. Brannt and Wm. H. Wahl

This well-known Receipt Book is a mine of ac

curate information that everyono may work to

great advantage. It is encyclopedic in range, yet

gives only the best formulas for each prepara

tion or operation, and thorough tests by com

petent men guarantee their intrinsic merit.

A compact and reliable collection of approved

receipts and processes, containing thousands of

receipts covering the latest, most important and

most useful discoveries in chemical technology

and their application in the useful arts and in

dustries. lt is indispensable to every practical

man and contains 500 pages, closely printed,

giving an immense amount of matter on a great

variety of subjects. Every care has been taken

to select the very best receipts of each kind and

there aro few ersons, no matter in what busi

ness or trade ey may be engaged, who will not

find in this volume something of use and benefit to

them. The library of the laboramry, factory or

home is not complete without a copy of this handy

and useful book of reference.

S16 Pages. 78 illustrations

Price $2.50

 

Friction, Lubrication, Fats and Oils

By Emil F. Diotorichs

When we realize that it is no figure of speech,

but a bald statement of fact, to say that lubrica

tion alone keeps the wheels of industry turning,

then we must look respectively upon this as a

question of vital importance in this mechanical

age. The author, himself a chemist and an in

vsntor and manufacturer of lubricants, wrote this

manual for the mechanic and manufacturer of

ordinary education, that the busiest man might

learn the main facts of friction, the origin and

ehsrteristics of fats and oils, their uses, their

adulterations, their practical testing and the best

ways to tasks them serve his own particular ends.

Price $1.50
 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata

logue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., lnc.

Publishers of Mechanical and industrial Books

Z West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

 

Please

  

 
 

‘ I
F SPECIAL INTEREST TO AMATEURS!

We have s number oi’ GENERAL RADIO C0. HOT WIRE AMLIIJTEBB

*_' range 0-2.5 amperes which were left on our hands at tho termination

of the war. These instruments are of the flush type, calibrated, and

in good condition. exactly like a large number supplied by us to the

U. S. Army Air Service.

  

  

  

We also have a few ammeters of the same type. ranle 0-1 ampere,

adapted to use in measuring the filament current of vacuum tubes or

low power transmitting sets.

While they last, $5.00 will bring you either range, although our

regular price is Si0.00.

  

..

\AmPzn:s f:.

..,..,.

  

 

 

  

‘ 4 - _ C A Dealers write for our proposition

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

  

BEST MADE

MAXIMUM

THE STANDARD

WHEREVER “B” BAT

TERIES ARE USED °""~.i‘.*tI.‘"°
STANDARD VT BATTERIES give you the service you

expect, and the "VARIABLE STANDARD VT BATTERY '

Is unequalled in efficiency, convenience and fineness of

variation. '

Used by leading manufacturers. Sold by the best

dealers.

Send for literature, and kindly mention your dealer's

HBTTIC.

RICHTER & BYRNE, New York, Nlfgrs.

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

Solo Eastern Agents

I50 Nassau St. New York, N. Y.

 

  

l)llCK'S =<'?.°i>ii..

5.‘; Catalog

JUST OFF THE PRESS

I75 Pages of Wboloaa

Instruments

- Any radio amateur will toll you

there, is no catalog to take its

_ place, _and that it is a Beacon

Light to guide you in the selection of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED

T0 ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF 12¢ IN

STAMPS OR COIN, which may be de

ducted on first dollar purchase.

ll :I*::.'..'.r:'.:.".'.=:.‘.:‘.‘.*'.'.-.,".*.* '.:':'......'*'*°-..

What This Big Catalog Contains

175 pp. Wireless Ap- 42 pp. ll o t o r s and

parstus for Com- Dynamos;

mercial a n d lllx- 8 pp. Flaaiilights;

perimental use;
10 pp. Raw Material; 2:’.pr'":°dl°“ 8""

2 pp. Transformers;

Bpp. Auto and sq. 5 $1;-ugfgatffl end

Batteries;

Bpp. Telegraph 20pp. Iiectricai and

  

SPECIAL

WORK

SEND FOR. CATALOGUE

BURGESS BATTERY

COMPANY
HARRIS TRUST BLDG.- CHlCAGO,|I.L.

 
  instruments; Mechanical Book;

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!

THE WILLIAM B. bucx co.
Z44-Z46 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio

Send for

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

  

RADIO APPARATUS

on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

Full particulars and the EVA BULLIIIN nah menu

sent on receipt of ten ('eliLs—sI.amps or soil

J. DONALD VANDERCOOK

Amateur Requirements

I-Ialcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.
LOMBARD Bu: an ILLINOIS
 

Formerly Haller Cunningham

Elec. Co.
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

la Now 20 Cents Per Copy

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE MONEY

mention Evnavnav ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

-I:-_J
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A Wireless Telephone Now

Possible for Every Radio Amateur!
TRANSMU your messages in words instead of dots and dashes! Install a DeForest

  

Oscillion Radiophone Transmitter as part of your set and you can do it. Nothing compli

cated or impractical. The Type "O" Transmitter shown below plugs into lamp socket.

just plug in, connect antennae and ground, push a button and talk! Voice quality superior to

that over a wire; clear, distinct and continuous. Once adjusted it requires no further attention.

No special apparatus needed to receive Radiophone messages over limited distances. Same

transmitter equally efiective for both telephone and telegraph. Throw a switch and telegraph;

throw it back and talk! Not an experiment or an im

practical instrument. Absolutely perfect in performance

- and guaranteed to operate as claimed when instructions

,. are followed.

Add the DeF0rest Oscillion Radiophone Transmitter to

your set and you can send messages by telegraph or tele

'- phone. Its cost is not prohibitive and it is the coming

tit-velopment in Radio Service. Find out all about it—

Send for the DeFo'r-est Catalogue

. _ " A 56-page book full of vital Radio information

for the Amateur, including wiring diagrams and
__T' ‘.’§i‘§.',.'.l"§;nas?L'§ }’.‘,’.l§'."i‘1.i.'§'.' '° °""' l"

_ _ _ __ _ 921 DEFOREST RADIO TELEPHONE
TDeForesl Complete Radioplione Transmitting and Receiving Station & TELEGRAPH CQMPANY
no "0," "A 0," Oscillton Trcumtttsv for Radio Tcleplmw and Tubman! (lull); Typo

  

1'-zoo Maltitoovo Timer (renter). and Typo P-S00 Cvfllbilllllibl Audion-Ullroadion immin and lnyenlvrv Ind MI_II\IlI¢iII"" of

one-Bur Amottlc (Hall). This oat,“ mxruu a complete Radio Tcltjlhlltld-£?IQfl1o8p:‘§;dfl0I High Grade Radio Apparatus.

munhflm md onflwn hnmmh D Mm! a . o - .';,',,,,'?,j’,‘,,, 2,,‘ W, ,,,,,,,,;,,, §,,,a,_ ' "°' ' "W "7" ' " 1399 Sedgwiclr Avenue New York City.

~\ \\‘\'Y55.\“"l*17hHHfl‘Ml9H\'7I1!f%' '
~i%\!iR:\i‘£2\i\u\g~\§lIi~

RECORDING WIRELESS MESSAGES

A New Development in Radio that Makes it Possible to Record Wireless Messages on

a Tape and to Give Visible or Audible Indication

upoéiefihe Reception of Signals by Means of a Light

or .

 

A Practical Device

This instrument is the only thoroughly reliable device

that has been perfected for the recording of wireless

messages. A new principle has been brought into use

which makes possible great sensitivity without any

sacrifice in ruggedness.

This instrument will function with entire satisfaction over long

distances.

JEWELLERS ATTIflTI'IONl

By placing this device in your window Arlington Time Signals

can be made visible to pedestrians. Be the first one in your

town to introduce this novel feature.

Literature Gladly Furnished upon Receipt of Stamp

Prim‘ does not include tape register.

AMERICAN RADIO RECORDER & SIGNAL CO.

435 WILLIAM ST., BUFFALO, N.Y.

LEARN WIRELESS TELEGRIIPHY
Fascinating and Educational Work~Blg Salarles—Prepara Now

The United States Shipping Board is making heavydemands upon usforDodge-trilnodwirelessoper.

ators. Travel all over the world, secure,free, unsurpassed living accommodations and earn a bigsalary_

We lllso Teach Morse (Wlral Telegraphy and Rallway Accounting

School established 45_ yearn. Endorsed by wireless, railway and telegraph officials. Low

rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. catalog I-‘roe. Wrlto 'l’oday_

PATENTED

PRICE $75.00

 

 

    

Radio Traffic Association

An organization devoted to the improve

ment of Amateur Radio Traiflc conditions.

Brooklyn, New York

  

 
 

  

Dodge's Telegraph and Wireless Institute Jlrd Sr. lfalparalao, Indiana
AFFILIATED WVITH THE A. R. R. L.

liiall Frsouency RBIIIIIMI lllllllrlmonts; Construction of a These are some of the articles which will appear in EVERYDAY, tho magazine that gives

H"°""d7"° wa"'"'l°': U“ M ‘M q"°"°l"'d SP"! GIPI at-curate const.rut*tion data on instruments which do the work. ll you miss 1 single issue you
7°°'"'l°" u"“'""d '1'" T"‘"""m°"" will lose information you cannot find elsewhere. I

Please mention Evanvnav E_\'t".rNt-'.r,RrNG MAGAZINE
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A GOOD WAVEMETER

AT A MODERATE PRICE

- . is accurate, simple and

' rugged. -Comprises a port

able oak case 5%"-x 81/4"

x61/2" with hinged cover,

bakelite panel, balanced

condenser, buzz_er, detector,

switch, binding posts, and

two 2-unit inductance wind

ings, range 200 to 2000

meters.

  

  

Price $27.50

These meters are in stock for

immediate delivery, and are

carried in stock by moot

. good dealers.

rvrs B. o. wavzmzrsn

Bull tin Z d 1?‘ t i’ r 4c Stamps lint our complete line of high grade, moderately pricedappaeratiia id: the !:fludl0°lll)0l‘Il-0l'Y- Bulletin B list: the Cambridge Rectifier for Storage

Battery Cha1'K1l1¢

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO., 131 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass

The Wise Radioman

looks for service as well as quality and workmanship

when he buys radio apparatus.

We are selling a high grade line of Amateur and

Commercial radio apparatus and equipment which will

assure you of maximum satisfaction.

Just received—a large stock of Storage and “B" Batteries

particularly adapted for Audion and Amplifier work, made oi the

best materials and guaranteed to give good hard_service which

we are offering at prices it will pay you to investigate.

  

  

  

 

  

Our organization is always ready to render “personalized" ser

vice with every purchase making it a pleasure for you to do

business with us.

vv/.-%‘=""\“'_ Send 10 cents for our new catalog—just off the press—

you will say it's "dii’ferent.”

iigy The International Electric Co.

Eugene Dyner, President

“QualityiAppai'atue 226-A Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

and Service"

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

 

THE RADIO ENGINEERING CO.
(INCORPORATED)

BY POPULAR ACCLAMATION
  

Manufacturers of  

“R|;‘_CQ” “RECO”

DETECTOR KEY

& 2-STEP AMP. $6.50

$40.00 10 AMP.

  

"Radio ADDll'lfll8"

TO H. I. M. THE AMERICAN AMATEUR
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Standard ln Desi|1n.Workmanslilp and Service.

Apparatus made to order. Our low prices will surprise you. We are specialists in Short Wave Relay

Station equipment. Our liioiitlily Bulletins. descrlbilll our new in-vducts. mulled aw for nix calm in filmm

Get on Our Mnllinn Ll:t—Gat Ready for the Fall. Agents Inr all Standard

614 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland

ulllty Radio Apnaratun.

Branch at Richmond, Va.. P. O. Box 859

THE OUTSTANDING FEATURE OF THE RADIO ARTICLES IN EVERYDAY is that you

can believe what you read because the instruments described are actually built and

tented and known to work. They are not ideas on paper. That in why EVERYDAY

ear-rig: such a high reputation among experimenters.

The iron mines of Bill Island, Newfound

land, have been attracting some attention.

There are two areas, one good for 700,000

tons per annum, the other for 600,000 tons.

There is enough it is believed to keep the

mines going for centuries. In Nova Scotia

a 10,000,000-ton deposit is cited, lying nar

the coast.

From England comes the interesting in

telligence that the manufacturers of automo

biles are seriously turning their thoughts to

the manufacture of air-cooled engines. Pre

sumably it E the aeroplane that has awak

ened this interest, but to us in this country

it is a very familiar subject, as we have

several very successful cars of the type in

question, and have been familiar with such

for many years.

Exploration of the upper regions of the

atmosphere by huge rockets, as our readers

know, has been proposed. And now comes

the suggestion that there might be danger

in such attempts, the idea being that there

may be hydrogen gas in the higher regions

and that a rocket might bring about a

catastrophy by igniting it. This is a very

odd and fanciful idea.

It is calculated that on the Pennsylvania

Railroad it takes 127 men to do the work

formerly done by 100. This is supposed to

have occurred in the last two years. In

shop work the output per man has fallen to

three-quarters on a ten-hour basis; if the

eight-hour day be taken as the basis the

decline is about 40 per cent., or it takes

ten men to do the work formerly done by

six men.

It was observed that piles in the Great

Salt Lake lasted a long time. Now railroad

sleepers are soaked in the water of the lake

for a year before use; Oregon pine sleepers

are greatly improved in durability by this

system.

In Algeria truck drivers found that their

trucks would give them electric shocks,

during the siroccos or high winds of that

region. They avoided them by attaching a

dragging wire to the truck. This gave a

ground and kept the chassis discharged.

Otherwise the insulation afforded by the rub

ber tires kept them in a charged condition

once the flying sand had so affected them.

Three of four instances of whales killed

by the Allies’ dirigibles in the war have been

cited. They were mistaken for submarines

and bombs were dropped with the idea of

sinking the enemy craft, but it was the poor

cetacean that suffered. The English sub

marines evolved a method of signaling by

jets of water or sterm. This increased their

resemblance to whales and it is said that one

was mistaken for a whale by a friendly

ship.

The porosity of porcelain telegraph and

power line insulators has been lately carried

out in New Zealand. They were subjected

to a pressure of 2,000 lbs. to the square inch

in a cavity in a steel block. The hole was

3 inches wide and 6% inches deep and was

closed with a plate an inch thick. A solu

tion colored red was used to enable the

penetration to be tested. Some showed no

penetration and no relation between the

specific gravity and porosity could be traced.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Commrs PRACTICAL Mscnnnsr. By Joshua

Rose, M.E. Published by the Henry

Carey Baird Co., 2 West 45th Street, New

York, N.- Y. Size S x 7%, bound in cloth,

contains 536 pages and 432 line drawings

and halftones.

This book is a particularly complete

treatment of general machine shop proc

esses and machine operation. It seems

to have been prepared with the aim to

interest the student and workman rather

than the advanced machine designer or

engineer. The contents are written in a

practical, straightforward m a n n e r

easily digestible to the layman as well

as to the experienced mechanic. All

of the various machine shop subjects

that it treats are well illustrated in a

way that greatly facilitates proper

understanding. As a home study book

for the man desiring to advance him

self where he is employed, few would

be more useful.

The chapters cover the following

subjects: Cutting Tools for Lathe and

Planing Machines, Cutting Speed and

Feed, Boring Tools for Lathe Work,

Screw-cutting Tools, Lathe Dogs, Car

riers or Drivers, Turning Eccentrics,

Hand Turning, Drilling in the Lathe,

Boring Brass, Slotting Machine Tools,

Twist Drills, Tool Steel Taps and Dies,

Vise Work—Tools, Fitting Connecting

Rods, Milling Machine and Milling

Tools, Grinding Stone and Tool Grind

ing, Lining or Marking Out Work,

Machine Tools, Precision Lathe At

tachments and Their Use, Fellows

Gear Shaper and Its Operation, Mis

cellaneous Attachments and Machin

ery, To Calculate the Speed of Wheels,

Pulleys, Etc., How to Set a Slide Valve

and Pumps.

SELENIUM CELLS AND How Tm-:Y Am»: MADE.

By Samuel Wein. Published by Progress

Publishing Co., 1812 Lexington AQe., New

York City. Contains 30 pages, bound in

paper and illustrated with halftones and

line cuts.

This is one of the very few books that

have been published on the interesting

subject of selenium, its properties and

use. Also includes a brief historical

sketch of the element and the method

of producing it on a commercial scale.

Probably the most interesting data

in this booklet is the clear discourse

given on each of the well known types

of selenium cells. The Bell-Tainter,

Fritts, Mercadier, Bidwell, Townsend,

Gripenberg, Ruhmer, Hammer and

other cells of note are treated in ‘an

understandable way. The latter part

of the booklet is devoted to general

constructional data. A very interesting

table showing the sensitivity of

Ruhmers cells at different distances

and with different sources of light is

given. Another very useful table is

included which has to do with inertia.

[To cu? aown Tfie cos? per cut
 

How Many S. P. M.?

“Haste makes waste" is just as

true of hack saws as oi’ anything

else. Forcing a blade by increas

ing the strokes per minute means

a quickly dulled blade. _5O to 60

strokes per minute is about as fast

as it is economical to run when

cutting dry. On soft steel, using

compound, saws may be run to

advantage at about 100 S. P. M.,

at from 65 to 80 on annealed steel,

and on unannealed tool steel at

about 60 to 80 strokes per minute.

Follow the Starrett Hack Saw

Chart, put on the weight and

watch the cutting cost decrease.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.

 

 
  

The World‘! Greatest Tooimakerl

jlanuhcturers of Hack Saws Unexoelicd

ATHOL, MASS.

fie?
has the regular A, B, C and D scales; also n CI or

Polyphnso Scale, LORI-fililfll, Sine and Tenant Scales.

All graduatiuns are printed on White coated steel from

onzine divided Dlutes. These Scales are accurate and

will retain their accuracy indeflnltelv. They are not

affected by acids. alknlies. water or grease. Length of

rule 10". A 100 page Instruction Book, which teaches

all thore i.| to know about slide rules. is sent with

each order.

Price of the Richlrds0n's Polyphnse Slide Rule, in

cue. with I I00-page instruction Book, $2.00.

An ideal slide rule. It is low priced and an equal

to nu other rule in appearance. occurs!!! and dura

bility. Bo convinced. iour money will be promptly

refunded if you are not satisfied.

Send for our 40 D180 cstaloirue of supplies. It de

scribes rules rnnrlmr from 500 to 810 each. Instructions

in Locsrithms and Trigonometry hoe with every catalogue.

GILSON suns RULE co., Niles, Mich.

Speed lathe $7 Complete Swing 7ins. 24 in. metal lied

Head has a three step cone. Spindle is hollow.

Centers are No. l Morse taper shank. Tail stock has

a screw teed spindle and No. 1 Morse taper shlnk

center. Spur center is furnished for wood turning.

Benrimti are of hlah Rfado bearing metal -mi us

pldiuststileuto gear. lllfst tisupdjuatnble ‘to liiIflposi

ons. a e cnmpeea an _bed $1.00 per additional toot. N pr Ce ma

I. L J. SPECIALTY CO.

252 S. Parka St.. Pontiac, Mich.  

SEE SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER ON PAGES 84 and 85.

GIVEN AWAY FREE.

  

-I2-982
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STAUNEF  

  

OOL Chest economy means a Union Tool Chest

—the c h e s t of stltlncher construction for

stnunclier service. Built of solid oak, top and bot

tom rabhcted in and frame Joints lock-cornered.

not dove-tailed. Union Tool Uhests outlast the

Innis they contain. Bangs, knocks. wits. falls. bad

weather do not hurt your -

tools when you keep them

safe and secure in s

24

Styles and Sizes.

Write for Catalog, prices l_

and niune of nelrcst '

denier and guarantee.

ll’ no denier near you,

write for special ofler. -

Union Tool ChestCo., .,~.1.
lnc.. 34 Mill Street, i

Rochester, N. Y.

REWINDING A. C. MOTORS

And All methods for oonnectin and raoonnex-tin no

clelri shown in the ELE TIIICAL W0 ERS

FRIE . 66 diagrams with detailed explanations

solvin ovary rewindlng and reconnecting problem.

Elec aims and Experirnenters will tlnd this book

exactly what the name implies “Tim Elmmcgl

‘(\s'-i:_§.li§S__llI‘jIi§1:l‘f:1"onl1;l;i.C6 $4.00 Cash with order or

HENRY F. BOSSHART

P. 0. Box 68 Homewood Sta. Plttsburlh, Penna.

  

  

  

Union Tool Chest.
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The Everyday Engineering Handbooks

The Experience and Knowledge of Experts Condensed and Simplified

for the Handy Man—the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter

ILLUSTRATED BY SPECIAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

HOME MECHANICS

TELLS HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL THINGS

INCLUDING NUMEROUS SHOP KINKS

'11]

ANDREW JACKSON JR.

(D
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

__uonM/m_w. naui.:r_i>r.w1.isnmc co.

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK

For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a demand

for a hand book of mechanical in

struction that would help the average

everyday man to do the many small

jobs of repair work that are found

around the home and shop.

This treatise includes a compilation

of useful suggestions that cannot fail

to interest the handy man, and while

it is not intended for mechanical ex

perts or scientists, it will prove to be

a veritable store of information for

any one who desires to rig up a small

shop where odd jobs can be carried

on.

The subject matter is divided in

five parts as follows:

Chapter 1-The Home Workshop

and Its Equipment. Chapter 2—

Special Tools and Shop Expedients.

Chapter 3—Useful Home Appliances.

Chapter 4-—How to Do Things Elec

trical. Chapter 5-—-Helpful Recipes

and Formulae. The illustrations are

especially clear and all suggestions

are further amplified or made more

easy of comprehension by hundreds

of thumb nail sketches made by the

author.

 

HINTS AND TIPS

F012

AUTOMOBILISTS

MONEY SAVIW HINTS ON CARE AND OPERATION

ALSO LOCATION AND REPAIR Of ROADSIDE IROUBLIS

'3.)

VICTOR w PAGE

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w nrursv PUBLISHING co

2 w|:s1 as rn srnrer, new YORK

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

This volume is replete with inter

esting facts compiled by an expert

from a mass of information furnished

by the Service Departments of lead

ing automobile makers on operation,

upkeep, lubrication, location of

troubles and simple repairs of auto

mobile parts. The instructions given

are concise and to the’ point and no

information that will help in the

everyday operation of automobiles is

omitted.

The book is ideal for the busy man
I or woman who wants to know about

car operation and upkeep because oi

the economies possible when an auto

mobile is intelligently operated. It

contains many money saving hints

and a brie: simple exposition of loca

tion and remedy of roadside troubles

apt to occur under ordinary operat

ing conditions. _

The permit of logical presentation.

the subject matter is divided into four

chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the

Control and Operation; Chapter 2,

Systematic Inspection and Lubrica

tion; Chapter 3, Power Plant and

Auxiliary Groups; Chapter 4, Auto

mobile Care and Maintenance Sug

gestions.

HOWTOMAKE &USE A SMALI.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY WITH DIRECTIONS

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OI‘ A SHALI. LABORATORY

Q7)’

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

®

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w.nnu.z1r runusmnc co

2 was-r 45 rn. STRIIT, nlw YORK

 
 

For the Student Chemist

and Experimenter

The treatise covers all of the es

sentials of elementary chemistry. The

law of definite proportions, solutions,

crystalloids, colloids, electrolysis, etc.,

are explained. The second part of

the book is devoted to chemical and

electro-chemical experiments. Only

those experiments that will tend to

broaden the readers’ knowledge of

chemistry in general have been

chosen.

The third part of the book describes

the construction and fitting out of the

home chemical laboratory. Direc

tions for the construction of the many

simple pieces of chemical apparatus

are given. A chemical balance, ring

stand, electric furnace, etc., are de

scribed in detail, with working draw

i_ngs. The manipulation of chemical

glassware is also treated.

This book gives all the necessary

information for a well-grounded un

derstanding of chemistry. It will not

only be a help, but an inspiration to

study further into this fascinating

realm of science.
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just Published

Should be in Every Practical Man’s Library

All of these Books are written in Simple Non-technical Language and

contain Information of Real Value on Subjects of Timely Interest

RADIO BOOKS CONTAIN MANY WIRING DIAGRAMS

SOLDERING & BRAZING

AUSEFUL HANDBOOK FOR MECHANICS

$1

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

@
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

Noknnu W. HENLEY PUBLISHING co

2 WEST as rn. srnzzn new vonx

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the necessary

“kinks” that will enable one to ac

complish successful soldering. If a

mechanic has not succeeded in his

soldering, this book may tell him just

what be needs to produce good work

—something that he may heretofore

have forgotten.

Hard _soldering, for some reason,

is not generally known. Hard solder

ing, however, is very important and

must be used in all cases where soft"

solder does not possess sufficient

strength. Hard soldering and solders

are thoroughly covered in the book.

Nothing has been omitted that will

enable the mechanic to apply hard

solder successfully.

Brazing and all of its important

ramifications are treated in detail.

Brazing, like hard soldering, is a pro

cess little understood by many me

chanics. The book “Soldering and

Brazing” is divided in five parts as

follows: Part I—Soft Soldering; Part

II—Hard Soldering; Part III—Braz

ing; Part IV—Heating Devices; Part

V—Soldering Notes.

A BOOK Of‘ THE "MOST ADVANCED CIRCUITS

OF RECEIVERS AMPLIFIERS AND TRANSHITTERS

FOR DAMPEDAND UNDAMPED WAVE WORK:

4*:

M. B. S LEBPER

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NORMAN w. HENLEY rususumc ca

z wssr 45 1|-1. srnszr. new vonx

  

For the Radio Experimenter

and Amateur

In this book, the best circuits for

different instruments and various pur

poses have been carefully selected

and grouped together. The result is a

comprehensive summary of radio cir

cuitsfor tuning coils, loose couplers,

capacity coupling, variometers and

other equipment for receiving long

and short damped and undamped

waves, damped, undamped and modu

lated wave transmitters using buzzers,

spark coils, transformers, arcs and

vacuum tubes, telephone transmitters,

laboratory oscillators, vacuum tube

characteristic measuring circuits,

wave-meters, and audibility meters-—

in short, diagrams for every purpose.

A special feature of this book is

the explanations which accompany

each circuit, giving constructon or

operating details. Spaces are also

provided for notes on the results ob

tained with each diagram. This ar

rangement, coupled with the skillful

selection of the circuits, makes Radio

Hook-ups an essential to every radio

experimenter or operator.

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

TRANSMIITERS 8: RECEIVERS

SIMPLE METHODS FOR DESIGNING APPARATUS

ACCORDING ID AUILAIIID AND APHIOVED PRACTICE

-Ipv

M B SLEEPER

(6)

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

uonmau w. HENLEY rususnmc co

'l‘wi:sr as -n4 srnset. usw YORK

For the Radio Engineer

and Student

Far from being a collection of for

mulas, Design Data takes up in proper

sequence the problems encountered in

planning all types of receiving sets

for short, medium, and long wave

work, and spark coil, transformer, and

vacuum tube transmitters Operating

in 200 meters.

Where formulas are difficult, tables

have been worked out so that values

can be found without the use oi

mathematics. The few formula 5

given are so simple that any school

boy can solve them. The subjects

are so arranged that, having decided

upon the type of receiver or trans

mitter to be built, the reader can

locate immediately the problems and

solutions required.

In Design Data, radio experiment

ers are given such information, read

ily accessible, as to make it possible

for them to have modern and highly

efficient equipment and to get the

best possible results from the instru

ments they make or buy.
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(Continued from page 68)

the lever folds up flush with the case

when not in use. Inside is the break

ing mechanism and a small resistance,

shunted across the key to prevent spark

dows are provided behind the heavy

wire mesh. Fig. 1 shows the open

ing through which the audion is re

moved.

Fig. 3 illustrates the method em

 

Fig. 3. Details of the thermo ammeter mounting

ing and also to keep the buzzer inter

rupter in vibration between the dots

and dashes. This idea might be ap

plied to spark coils as well.

 

ployed for mounting the Weston thermo

ammeter. As it is not practical to use

the ordinary flush mounting, a yoke was

made to fit around the case, fastened

 

Fig. 4. Front 0/ the case, showing the controls and location of the spare part box

Attention is also called to the pro

tection provided for the ammeter and

audion observation opening. To pre

vent the admission of dust, ‘glass win

to the flange by machine screws.

In this way the flush mounting efiect

was secured without actually putting

the ammeter on the front panel.

THE RADIO INTELLIGENCE

POST

The Radio Intelligence Post of the

American Legion wishes to hear from

former service men who were attached

to the Radio Intelligence Section of the

General Staff.

Membership in this Post should be

interesting to these men for the oppor

turiities it gives for exchange of ex

periences and social activity, as well as

keeping abreast of radio developments.

The secretary is A. L. Bernhard,

1679 42nd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ENGLISH RADIO ASSO

CIATIONS

HE American radio clubs will un

doubtedly find it of great interest

to correspond with some of the newly

established associations in England.

An exchange of ideas and co-operation

can be established in this way. Below

are the names of some of the associa

tions and their secretaries.

The Wireless Society of London.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. L. McMichael.

32, Quex Road, West Hempstead, N.W.

London, England.

The Manchester Wireless Club. Hon.

Secretary, Mr. J. C. A. Reid, 16, Haw

thorn Avenue, Monton, Eccles, Man

chester, England.

The Derby Wireless Club. Hon.

Secretary, Mr. S. G. Taylor, St. Mary’s

Gate, Derby, England.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage,

Nithsdale, Eversley Park Road, \Vinch

more Hill, N. 21, North Middlesex,

England.

There is a radio society in Belgium

with which correspondence can be car

ried on in the English or French lan

guage.

~Le Cercle Belge d‘Etudes Radio

téléraphiques. The Secretary -is M.

Pierre Tollenaere, 209, Bd. Leopold 11,

Brussels, Belgium.

SOUTH JERSEY RADIO ASSO

CIATION

HE South Jersey Radio Associa

tion has just elected new officers

for the ensuing year. This organiza

tion has been in existence for some time.

During the war it conducted a radio

school and graduated many men who

went into the service. It is now look

ing forward to a bright future and hopes

to secure members from all parts of

South jersey. If the experimenters

from this part of the country will co

operate with the Association we can

make it a live, wide-awake one which

will benefit everyone.

The meetings are held every third

Thursday of the month at Collings

wood, N. ]'. Communications should

be addressed to Edward B. Patterson,

West Walnut Avenue, Merchantville,

N. J.
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NON-BACK-FIRING GAS

BURNER

HE sketch shows a cheap and

easily constructed gas burner that

gives a hot flame. All that is needed

is a piece of 1%," pipe, 5" long, and a

piece of %" pipe with long thread on

one end, a piece of Xi" x 1' iron strip,

and one 93 ' pipe cap. Screw the long

thread of %" pipe through the M; x 1"

 

-----------------6"---------———-~—~*,

Long Thread-’

  

Both of these tests, as well as others

started later, must continue for a num

ber of years, yet before the relative value

of the sodium-fluoride treatment for ties

and timbers is definitely known.

NOTES ON BEARINGS

HE projected area of a bearing is

equal to the diameter of the shaft

multiplied by the length of the bear

'_-7.__._
-\-‘T/|"/’/pe Can

"/16 "H0/6

,_J_ _

Tap for ’/I Pips

Non-back-firing gas burner

iron strip and then screw on %" cap to

the end of the pipe that projects through

with 1/16" hole drilled in the center.

This burner can be turned down to

mere pilot light when not in use, and

will not go out.—Harry F. Mack.

SODIUM FLUORIDE AS A WOOD

PRESERVATIVE

ESTS made years ago at the Forest

Products Laboratory indicated that

sodium fluoride might be successfully

used as a wood preservative, because it

had high toxicity, was not injurious to

metal, and was convenient to handle.

Laboratory tests alone, however, are

never sufficient to establish the value of

any material as a wood preservative;

actual service tests, even though they

require years to complete, are also

needed.

In order to obtain comparative dura

bility records, the laboratory in 1914

placed sap-pine ties treated with sodium

fluoride, together with ties treated with

zinc chloride and creosote, in one of the

mines of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and

Railway Company, at Birmingham,

Alabama. Similar service tests were

also started at this time on red oak ties

placed in the tracks of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railway Company.

After five years of service the mine

ties which were treated with sodium

fluoride have been found in as good

condition as those treated with zinc

chloride, both showing very little de

terioration. The creosoted mine ties ap

parently were in still better condition,

while the untreated ones were in various

advanced stages of decay. The red oak

railway ties treated with sodium fluo

ride were practically all sound, as were

those treated with zinc chloride, whereas

a large percentage of the untreated oak

ties had been removed.

 

ing. Pressure per inch, therefore, may

be arrived at by dividing the total pres

sure by the projected areas of the bear

ing. Required bearing area is the total

pressure divided by the allowable pres

sures per square inch, giving the re

quired projected area in square inches.

Required bearing length is the total

pressure divided by the desired pressure

per square inch, and this again divided

by the diameter of the shaft; or the pro

jected area divided by the shaft’s di

ameter.

Allowable pressure per square inch

ranges from 10 to 30 lbs. for high-speed

shafts in babbitted bearings, to 100 lbs.

for large slow-speed shafts. Engine

crankpins often sustain 1,000 to 3,000

lbs. the sq. in. ~

Speed of minimum friction is the

ratio of motion at which, if varied from,

either faster or slower, the friction of

a bearing increases. With perfect lu

brication it is believed to be between

100 and ISO ft. per minute.

A curious and not particularly valuable

presentation of a hypothetical trip to the

moon is given by one of our contemporaries.

As there is no atmosphere for an aeroplane

propellor to work in, above a certain altitude,

the logical deduction is that the propelling

motor would have to be of the reaction or

rocket type. Then as gravity ceased, if the

speed was uniform water would not pour,

the operator would float about in his com

partment, and a fictitious gravity effect

would have to be created by having a con

stantly accelerated speed. As the efficiency

of the reaction engine is very low a vast

amount of explosive to operate it would

have to be carried—-a consumption of some

S00 lbs. to the mile might be looked for.

The physiology of the operation is not treat

ed of by our authority—life in a vacuum is

presumably beyond his planning. Finally

he takes the view that there is enough energy

for the transit locked up in an ounce of

radium, but over 1700 years would be re

quired to get it out.

:51

Learn Drafting
Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

drnttsmen. They are offering good salaries to

 

 

start with splendid chances for advancement

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to s

young man because drafting itself not only oom

msnds Rood pay, but it is the first step toward

success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering

or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of

work s boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right st home in spare

time. I-‘or28 years the International Correspond

ence Schools have been giving boys just the train

ing they need for success in Drafting and more

than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have

stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help.

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work on

like best lp th_e coupon. then mark and ma it.

This doesn t obligate you in the least and will bring

you information that may start you on s success

ul career. This is your chance. Don't lot it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

-._ -1 is -- 7|‘; Q“-1 M."i~

INTERNATIONAL GURBESPONBENBE SBNUULS
. BOX€07€E, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obli ttn me, how I enn qualify for tho

position, or in the suhrect, are which I mark X.

IIIOIIAIICAL DRAFIING IALBBIANBIIIP

STRUCTURAL lllAlI'I‘IMI ADVERTISING

SIIIP IlllAlI'I‘llIG Show Curd Writer

RLEUTRICAL DIIAITIIG Sign Pnlnler
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SIIEET IIETAL DRAWING Cartooning

BOILERIAKEII murrnw nnsmiss unnonuus-r

BRIDGE IJRA I-"I'll\'6 Prlvsle Secretary

IACIIINE DESIGI

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Illestrle Lighting and II-lllwnyl

Electric Wiring
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Stenogrnpher uni Typist

Cert. Public Accountant

TIIAFIPIG IIANAGEB

Rsllwsy Accountant

Telephone Work G000 ENGLISH
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Mnchlne Shop Practice Common School Suhlosts

Gus Engine Operating Mnrhmngflu

(‘IVIL ENGINEER

Surveying Ind Mapping

S'I'ATIDNAIII' ENGINEER

MIT‘!!! EI\R|lI¢¢l' Auto Repairing

A ILUIIITICT ~|'LU-BIN“ AND "EATING

UIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mull Clerk

AUTOMOBILE OPERATG

Contnctor nnd Builder Textile Overseer or Snot.
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Navigation Snnnlsls
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CRY Slate

Bra Pnorrrs forYOU

in HB BATTERY CHARGING

 

  

St-an now to build big battery business. Oppor

tunitlcs best this season—-more old cars drivou—

new Fords with storage batteries. HB users are

easily clesrlnl

‘I00 To $200 EXTRA PROFIT EVERY MONTH

Some liven more. Gut in tho Rlmal This H8

8-Buttery Churgnr ruehsntes 1 toil unto hstteries

st unto. Current cunts l0c to the per buttery...

Motorist pays 75¢ to 81.50. Flguhs your pro||\_|_

No Eleclrlcni or mechanical experience required

to operate No expensive re newnlu or ||djnstment1_

Small Cosh Payment Puts this Monoy-Maker

III vfillf QNIOD.

Balance on any monthly terms. Profits will

ensil Ply for outfit. no burn outs. no ex

ponn vn renewals-nerdy 24 hours I dny

with BIG PROFITS. Absolute

Money Bunk Gun-nntsn. Tour out this ad

and mull TODAY for Information.

HOBART BROTHERS‘ O0IPANY'

Box EE 4| Troy. Ohio

Slwecssftsl Mnnufulurrrs Since I598

service

Please mention EVERYDAY Exam:-zmmc MAGAZINE
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This is not a Real Machine but a

Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4

--.-,?- 1
 

With a Wading River

outfit, you, too, can

build I-his perfect elf

hibition and experi

sientsi model. it is

equipped with complete

eontrols, dummy Lib- I

erty Engines, Paragon

Propellers-—every de

tsll a perfect repro

duction of the original.

It is easy to build with

Wading River parts.

  

»

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT BIPLANE

You sen make it from our complete unassembled outflts. What this builder says stands good

with all others who build this perfect model. F b 9

e . ,

Have had fine success with my Nleu ort Biplane. It has flown

I81 feet. E. Waterhouse, 521 Mo. St., El Paso, Texas.

SET OF II SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MACHINES FOR $1.50 _

This set includes the Nleuport monoplane, Blerlot, Curtiss Hydroplane, Antionetts, Langley

Tandem, German Tsube, Daperdusin, Wright biplane, White Racer, White Fiyer, and Champion

Racer. Bend 5c for our latest catalogue containing illustrations of models of Curtlss .l.N.4-B.

B.P.A.D. Scout, De Hsvllsnd 4, Csproni Biplane, Handiey Page, Sopwlth Triplsno and others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

672-D Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

FREE
n us your name an adross orlul n o

ligardlng the Aviation and Airplane business. Find

optabout the many great opportunities now open and

how we prepare you at home. during spare ti|no,to

qualify. Our new book "Opportunities In thelirpiana

Industry" also sent free it you answer at once.

1919.

  

 

 

   

AVIATION

Information

  

Send fo is Book

of ModelAeroplanes

Tells bow you can build and ll lflflllfll-M "'

duesd-seals Models of real sci-opisnen: DI

HAVILLAND Battle Plans. NC-I and elhll.

You can build one easily. Ind 100 in ltamnl

i-‘|°“' 1mdI'=llIRis're‘I-see—NC 4'
ans or o s s - .

50c: DI H.AVI1.LAfi) Battle

Plane. (hirtlss Miiitsr! Tractor.

Bleriot Mononisns. NieuD0r1. Mono- __

lane, Taube Mimoplans. 350 each;

cell Peoli (‘hsmpion Batter, I50.

lend for Plans or Bonk Todli.

IDEAL AIRPLANE dc

SUPPLY COMPANY

Msflng Model Aernplanb Sin“ I,”

CI. W. Hsstiss In Wseslsl Sls.

 

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION

Dept. 149‘ 431 S. Desrtsorn St. CHIC-AGO

be msds complete ready to

fly from UmskeM No. 17

ssry. Send for this set quick and Make lionq Making

UIIIIIUJEI Flying Airplsnes tor sale. Enormous demand.

our -l0 other Ul11lI(t‘.\l sets for making Airplanes, 1\)ys

Novelties, Work Benches and practical Screw Cutting and

U Airpianes°""*""°°

makeM
(price $3.00). which includes

Profits big. Completed Plane sells st Sill and can be

Milling Lathes.

ei IN.-A can

blueprints, wood, metals, rubber and spselsi tools neces

nlsdc in 6 hours from Umskehl No. i7 Set. Ask about

W. R. PRICE, Inc., Dept. 11, umslisivl Bldg., :21 sin Ave., N.v. 

if I l in

= ~

  

.‘
W»“J I n

“0 Plane

Learn the principles of

Aviation by flying our

famous Glide “O” Plane,

shipped complete ready

to assemble and fly with

illustrated flying instruc- ,

tions. PRICE 55 Cents

POSTPAID IN U.S.A.

 

RETURN GXJPON

American Radio Relay League,

Hartford, Conn.

Enclosed find $l; please enter my trial subscrip

tion to QST Ior 9 months.

 

Illustrated instructions from

which you may carve an ac- N°"‘°

curate propeller complete with Addftfl

a sample propeller blank. 30 '

Cents POSTPAID IN U.S.A.

Both the above postpaid in U. S.

A. 75 Cents. Send for our cat

alogue D4. It is free.

HEC Aeroplane Co.

 

You send $5 for
c I u b tnstruetions. de

signs, blueprints than you

Hake Ul!1aleM Money running

Umskelti Community Shops or

form your own Umskeitl Club with the 85 outfit. You

can nisks Bieriot, Ourtiss. Bpsd and other Flying Planes;

also rrsl \\'ork Benches, Sewinéistanris. Stauonsry Barks,

 

 

  

MODEL CAR TRUCKS

(Continued from page 12)

truck on the roadbed. The sketch, Fig.

8, gives full particulars of the device

natural size, and it will, as far as the

writer is concerned, be considered as the

American model railroad standard fix

ing for bogie trucks for all vehicles.

The beaming springs should be de

signed to take a load of about 16 oz.

each with a deflection of about Y/§ in..

the unloaded length being about §4; in.

As already mentioned, the coeflicients

of scale tonnage are:

1 lb. of model = 5.41 tons.

1 ton of original : 0.184 lbs. in the

model. _

Taking the car at an average of 40

tons, the weight on each spring would

possible.

be 40 X 0.184 + 8 = .92 lbs. Tem

pered springs should be obtained if

The spliced ends of the crossbars and

side frames of the truck may be bolted

together with 3/32 in. bolts, and where

additional realism is desired safety

chairis—often used in real practice to

limit the movement of a. truck—may be

attached to these bolts.

The transom of the car body may

vary in design, but it is suggested that

the dimension of its underside (includ

ing the metal rubbing plate) being

rzitined for all types of vehicle at 1 9/16

in. approximately, above rail level. A

difference of 1/32 in. either way is of

no account.

In view of the fact that a British

firm has adopted a. similar design to

the above, for their V2 in. scale Pull

man coaches, and readers can obtain

castings, the points of difference, which

are solely due to the manufacturing con

siderations, may be mentioned. The

axleboxes and equalizer are cast in one.

but instead of the boxes working in a

slot in the side frame casting, the latter

is milled out as shown in the sketch

and the journal rides in this slot. The

axlebox therefore provides for the ver

tical'movement and control of the jour

nal, while any longitudinal position of

the journal is restrained by the milled

slob. The sketches should make this

clear. __-i_

WHITE WRITING FLUID FOR

BLUE-PRINTS

FLUID which I find is as good

as any I have ever used for writ

ing white on blue-prints is made of

equal parts of sal-soda and water. An

other fluid, not as good, is made by

mixing equal parts of borax and water.

Both these fluids must be used with a

fine-pointed pen; a pen with a blunt

point will not work well.

It is proposed by French electricians to

use what they term “denatured electricity"

for heating purposes. This kind of electric

power is supposed to be made unfit for any

thing but heating, and so is said to be

“denatured”. The current is periodically

cut off or is purposely caused to fluctuate

so as to be intolerable for lighting and to

work badly for power. For heating such in

ierruptions are of no account.

345 East 49th St., New York City

Baskets, Book Troughs. Arks, rt-us, Wagons. War Tanks,

Action Toys. Dogs. Birds, Squirrels. Elephants. Rabbits,

Goats. Toads, Glraifes. Ostrlches, Numbers, Intliers. 19

Jointed Animals. Doll Furniture and Doll Houses Prin

clpal dealers buy‘ all lhrlr my-i nml new-Iii» now for Christmas. Get
Your Umsllsm I up Illrled qiilfh and vrvln limskv-M Monet-,

l W. Q. PRICE, Inc., Dept. 11 UmsheM Bldg., 121 5th Ave., N.Y.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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HEAVY DUTY SCREWDRIVER

HE improved type of screwdriver

shown in accompanying cut will

be found useful for turning large or

tight screws. Any long bladed driver

may be altered by heating and bending

it into the shape indicated. It can be

/ibniey Wrench App/led

76 Give Adokdfeveroge

‘\P/10¢ wifh F/offend

End In Increase

L everage

used with a piece of flattened pipe to

provide increased leverage, or a monkey

wrench can be applied. If the screw

driver is of good grade of steel, the

most stubborn of screws ordinarily be

yond its capacity if used in the regu

lar way, can be easily turned.

 

SILENT CHAIN TOOL

EMOVAL or replacement of the

lock link of silent motor chains is

made easier by the use of a tool that

will draw the chain together while do

ing the work. Such a tool comprises

“Hardened Jaws /

  

two steel hooks made of strip stock that

may be caught into the links at each

side of the master or lock link and con

tracted by a thumbscrew and bolt.

The steel jaws may be case-hardened

to insure durability but this is not ab

solutely necessary.

 

The Siemens house is putting aninert dry

cell on the market. Its exciting components

are absolutely dry, so'that it suffers no de

terioration from standing for however long

a period. Before using it water is added,

and it at once becomes active.

 

Triple liie Mileaize

al I/A the Best

4000 Miles Guaranteed

Reconstructed for drirabiliU- 3"

perlor Super-Fabric Tires represent

quality, value, aervioe and lltIsYl¢

tion. and are guaranteed for 5.000

miles Iood wear.

plies oi’ fabric of ordinary tlrea

making them practically puncture

and blow-out proof.

  

Look at than Lew Prlaea

SIZE TIRE TUBE

8013 . $8.00 82.50
  

so xi; I" 260

' zio
. 1.00 .

838% s. only. . . 8.00 .

81:4 . 9.00 2.

82:4 9.25 2.

83:4 .50 S.

84:1 . .75 I.

llllkfi .25 8.

85:4 .50 8.

S614 . 8.

85:5 . 3.10

87:5 ll 25 3.85

  

Ilcllnor Free With Every Tiro

Statu wliether you want straight aide

or clincher, plain or nun-skid Bend

82.00 deposit for each tire; $1.00

d it on tubes; balance C. O. D.

au lect to examination. or 5% dis

6011;!!! it full amount is sent with

or er.

SUPERIOR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

Dept. I00, 633 First Avenue, New York City

 

 

Puncture

roofTU

Mile Guarantee;

"lilo" T|RE$ii2i'f;i1$.L*l?
ard in reconstructed tires. Their

reinforcement of 4 extra layer! of

0 fabric reduces rr-stly blowout and

5 puncture possibi itir-ii. Over 200.000in

use. To further increase mileage, wt!

- int-lurle with every tire OFlII'l’T’\'I l

_ PUNCTURE PROOF TUBE FREE

that unrler ordinary eondltionswill last

ten to 20.000 miles Oiir 5.000-mile tire

guarantee conificiito with every tire.

Prices Include Tire .mdTube

80:3 . . . . . . . “$7.40 82:45.5 .... ..8l2.00

  

  

80ii3l4....... 8!!) 831414 .... .. 12.50

82x1i&§'S.S.oo1y 9.l0 84:05 . .15

Slat . .l0.35 851414 I0

gag‘ ' .25

( , '1

all .95

  

Ralliier Free With Every Tlvo

State Whether you want straight side or clincher,

plain or non-skid. Send 8?. rieposi‘ for each tireordered.

alance C O.D.. subject to examination. or 5 percent

discount if full amount is sent Will‘ order.

UNION RUBBER COMPANY

Dept. 89, Racine Ave. 81 15th St., Chicago

SHIP BY TRUCK

Motor Cartage.

One to Five-ton Trucks.

Hauls made to any point in

United States and Canada.

Rates by hour, day or contract.

W. H. SQUIRES

1561 Woodward Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

  

You Can Save $50.00

  

  

By rueovorinl your old auto

lop frame yourself. We

rnnlie these recovers to fit

all Nikki‘! nd a d up

';;;;;~"~ ~' r-1:1. Post mi
gratin that

can t rive a car can iit it on. We fiirrili-h in

izuarters sewed inyethtriitrucliuns. Roof mi

with It-Ir curtllvi, fasteners. welt»: anti Lucia. All complete. Give

us the name. year Il'_\Il|'Il4)d¢‘lVlLlfl1bQY of your l‘I\I' and we will "ml

you our rialaloinie with lllIl|'lI\‘l and qui-to you exact price.

LIBERTY TOP It TIRE 00.. Dellt. E3. Cincinnati. 0.

 
 

 

Tires have I2 i

$835838

is yours if you own a Black

Beauty_','l'hespeediest,cla.ss

lest bicycle you ever laid

eyes on.

We want to send

wondorfulbic ele.

big, free ca qg illustrating

many styles. Pick out the one

that up uals to you.

We s i at our risk. We

psyfreig t. Afterexamining

it you pa a small deposit.

Then, se_n a dollar s week.

No waiting to save up.

18 Exclusive Feature: —

Remember the Black

Beaut is n roul bike. Chock

full o "clue." Graceful

Linea. Powerful steel con

struction. Fascinating color

combinations.

Factory Wholesale Price

Repair Kit, Tool Cale

aiidstand I-‘reel D°'!'* ‘""
Catalog now! wnw for

' G t r tS--M ..z?...e.:'.'...:".:::.z
anywhere. Tires, s t a n d s ,

horns lam ,parta,t-tc. Sun

dries og sent free.

Haverforcl Cycle Co.

Eemblialudi-i Year:

Dept. I74 Philadelphia

FREE P1'0ofTub6

18o'ooMiles.Reco1-d

., of this Tube.

$51‘ 2%3213,-/__ 3.90 3sm;__ 13.10

3lx4__ 10.15 35x5_'__ 14.35

32x4___. 10.50 36x5_...... 14.70

33!4....._ 10.95 37x5 ......c' 1495

In rdi mo hv.nrssoi-CLlnde- -Ilrezi. §:iiii'e_§.oo dzpgaltefor each Lira. Illll

. 0. D. Iubgoct to examination. 61 I001‘-ill

laeonntif full amount not with order.

We lend You our guarantee bond

withorder. 'IEis_ip your protection.

Catalog
in colors

 

    

  

301.3%...

  

PUBIC TIRE _CORPORATlON

Dept. 57, 3500 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

  

NEW PLUGS FOR OLD

Your used Spark Plugs made

new by our process.

W6 clean

Spark Plug.

AGENTS wanted.

SPARK PLUG SERVICE CO.

6 Hendrie Ave. '

Detroit, Mich.

and repair any

  

BACK NUMBERS OF EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

Cannot be supplied dating back of

January. |9I9. All back numbers are

now 20 cents. and only u few are in

stock. SUBSCRIBE NOW—YOU CAN

NOT AFFORD TO MISS A SI
ISSUE. NGLE

—~

  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

4‘
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Your Opportunity I:..':'..":.'..‘i::;::":.'..‘..".'-;i.'"::! '3

Blurring Generator:

Suitable for all lighting. Battery

Charging and Power

Requirements.

lzflailala - $1950

inmm-, .' $2450

g_-nu--r» - $31.50

llOv.i"||np grmm.‘-a - $46.50

ur_-nan» - $78.50

nm|n.iu-|.- $1()6_5()

lilvvliatllnallovlagfletmlrl

llumlal H 1., Si s.

WRITE [OI CITILOO. IIIIGIIII

ii0-9120 volts. A. C., 00 ryclr,

isoo R r. hi. with pulley -

l'.'.'."r.i'l..'I".l.l.".'*. $28-50
u. r. Ill-1!! unl-I

laeilal. 1.» 1.-4 alut- $38-50

n. r. mm mu.» $5250
nlihntvwlvvuw

$116-5°

$142.50

$184.50

‘/4

l/2

l/2

I ll. F-. lll-12! Will. "Il

lloa. will |lldlI| ban - -

2 ll. P.. IIMII nlll.

mnlslol, sills; tau

3 ll. P.. "I-22! nltl,

nplsiu. sliding has

5 It. F- Ill-til villa

nnlxisa, slilllr hm

"1 Pa l0.. Ill

4 8. 7.. lfll I.P.N.

Oolplatu. sari. Ill! Ill pllsy .

uqmzv BACK

IPPIIG TERMS:
S

Polypha Motors

Q and 3 phase. A. C-. “O V

00 0., I750 R. P.M.. complete

with base and pulley.

'4 n. r. ; $45.50

I av. ‘J $64.00

2 av) T $31.00

3 av. @ $96.00

5 Ii}. $112.00

ill. r. up 9001,1100 ‘-“"

am. m v _ $3650
2 shu only -

II IIOYOB All OEIEIITOI8

GUARANTEE

lntiery Charging Outfits

To operate on A. C.. 60 cycle. single

phase. Voltage as specified.

“'.s”'..';r.‘t°.".l.‘.l.'.'.'..‘*. $68-5°

$63.50
I |.I'R\ Illfiialrl -

"';.”'..l;'.5r?:§ir'..2i;'.‘.r$88-5°

no-no I., ac_1u -as

"'ir”.'.i; 5.°.".‘.’l..'i‘.“;.*. $68-5°

”'n".'{‘.l."..‘.2';.'l.'..'..".‘.‘.$75-0°

‘- '-' '5' p'Ec|A|_ (Vigil:-HIICNIIENOTOIS

I m um ;;,.,,~., -75/ R .312..

il", lapatll uqllnl n al avlsra. lallafl 0. O. D. I1

lrmu. light lrlli Iltl Iill cl Lilli] llllflll by lrslgit

MANUFACTURERS’ DlBTRlBU‘l'II‘R

' CHAS. ll. -I0lllSl'0I, Bu 10, lest Ell, Pittzbrrgli, Pa.

 

 

  

WASTE

Grease

is Needed

THE BRIDGEPORT

Center Thread Grease Cw

This cup will aquirt more grease than any

cup of the same size made.

Equip your machine, auto or boat with thk

new pc of grease cup, one that does not

leak, t at cannot be cross-threadedhnd that

forces the grease to the bearing points.

The cleanest Grease Cup made.

Send for Clrcular and Price Lil!

THE GARRISON COMPANY

348 George St. Bridgeport, COIIIL

PREVEN T

Put the

where it

 

  

Genuine

Stks and Dies

QARMSTRO/l/g;

Armstrong

__ _ ____ ‘AK

ERIDGCPORT. CONN

  

tools.

pendable and

cannot supply

Great care should be exercised in

the selection oi stocks and dies.

Work or quality demands quality

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and

Dies are quality tools.

highest quality of material and by

expert workmen.

constant service.

Send direct to us it your dealer

Durripliu Cad" on Rlqunl

The Armstrong Manufacturing Co. ;

101 Knowltnn Stunt

Mada oi the

They are de

accurate tools oi

YOU.

Bridgeport. Conn.

 

 
 

 

 

  

sosaso ctr-:As norrr EVERY Jaourn -
wiru "rms H832 snrenv cs/morn

You can recharge 32 8-volt auto batteries or equiva

". lent in 12- or 24-volt bltterlal, at one time. for 100

3'. to 15c each. Customer pays 75:: to 81.50. Flllllo

  

i those prniitsi

.5‘, Small Investment Puts Thla

5. Money-Maker In Your Garsuo

" Balance on easy monthly

Outfit easily pays for

Absolute Money-Back

 

  

  
Small Steam Engines &

Boilers, Gas & Gasoline Eu

incs K H.P. and U .

inks. F‘-lmiw. Model Ma -

Ei'aI'a-lSl.l1J|)llCI. Getfpur bi

t ogue, sent o ‘

for l5c (coin eferredl or

Stamps. Re unded first

order. 192 Pages, over 200

illustrations.

MODERN ENGINE A SUPPLY CO.

364 Monadnock Blclg., Chicago, IlL

 

MODEL ENGINE CASTINGS

  

A SMALL HIGH FREQUENCY

ALTERNATOR

(Continued from page 52)

point of maximum sensitivcness. A

buzzer used for this purpose often pro

duces too heavy a current and many

times burns the point of a detector crys

tal and renders it insensitive. The lit

tle high-frequency alternator described

can be used successfully as a substi

tute for the buzzer and will be found

much more efficient for this purpose.

By the use of a rheostat inserted in the

input circuit or in the circuit of the

first buzzer, the amount of current flow

ing through the detector crystal can be

controlled. The frequency of the ma

chine can also be controlled nicely by

adjusting the speed of the motor. B)’

the use of a. higher frequency it is pos

sible to bring the detector to a higher

point of sensitivity as the human ear is

more sensitive to the higher vibrations.

A buzzer is continuously getting out of

adjustment and it is almost impossible

to keep one in perfect order. This dis

advantage is entirely overcome by the

use of the high-frequency alternator.

Once the motor speed is set, the fre

quency of the machine will not vary

‘ in the least and the machine can be

* run indefinitely. When the device is

used for wireless work it can be con

trolled by push buttons in the same

way a buzzer is controlled.

PAINTING IRONWORK

HERE are many positions where

girders and other iron members are

used which are not prominently in

view, and often because metal work is

not in immediate view it gets neglected.

In putting in out-of-sight work it

should be all cleaned thoroughly and

have one or two coats of red lead and

raw linseed oil paint, usually about 4

lbs. red and 1 lb. old white lead

thoroughly ground together, forming

y the pigment, no driers or turpentine be

ing used. The paint is made fresh as

l required, and is well worked in with

. stiff paint brushes, each coat being al

lowed to dry before a succeeding one is

applied. After the work of building is

finished all dirt should be cleaned off

the ironwork, and if the paint has been

removed or broken another coat should

be applied. In places where stream and

moisture is prevalent all concealed iron

work should be examined and, where

necessary repainted at least once a. year,

but where exposed to view there is less

need to specially hunt after paint de

fects, as they soon make themselves

apparent.

' renewals. Easy to install and

operate. 0nLy attention necd- ‘

‘.-. ed iloccnsionaloillnit. Wrltl '

TODAY for full information.

HOBART BROTHERS CO.

B0! EE43 Troy, Ohio

_ Baa.-eulul Min. Since I89!

1.1- .'_.-,-.:~.r;,,,q__-_'

,. terms.

Itself.

' Guarantee No burnouts or
For engines described in previous numbers of

“‘Everydn_v Engineering."

"Durslite."Bronze or

also supplied.

J. E. CARRINGTON

49 So. Clinton St.

Castings made in

Model water pumps

East Orange, N. J.

Terrestial heat is believed to be profound

‘ ly influenced by the presence of radium in

the crust of the earth. And now comes the

theory that the heat encountered in driv

ing the Simplon tunnel was in part at least

due to radium‘. It is very obvious, as is

stated, that if there had been enough radium

it would have been impossible to construct

; the tunnel.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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TESTING GLOVES FOR USE OF

LINEMEN

OME day when you are walking

along a “main-traveled” road

where traffic is piled back as far as one

can see and linemen are repairing a

broken wire, stop and watch them work.

They are interesting artisans; the most

interesting phase of their operations you

will not see. The gloves they wear tell

a unique story. Probably the line they

are handling is “alive”, and carrying

electric current enough to cause instant

death, yet they pick it up, twist it, splice

it as nonchalantly as though handling

fishing tackle. They are able to pick

up the live wire because of the rubber

gloves they wear. Did you know that

these gloves are today made according

to rigid specifications completely stand

ardized, and that no purchasing agent

dare buy rubber gloves until he has

thoroughly tested them?

No glove can be marked with the

manufacturer’s name or with the size in

such a. manner as to injure it in any

way. Every glove must be more than

14 inches long and the average thick

ness not less than 60 mils. They must

have a tensile strength of 1,200 pounds

per square inch and bear having two

inches of their surface stretched to

twelve without a rupture. The gloves

shall be capable of withstanding the ap

plication of 18,000 volts without punc

turing. The dielectric test is made by

immersing the glove in a pan of water

with the glove nearly full of water. The

water inside and outside of the glove

forms the electrodes. These are conve

niently connected to the testing trans

fonner by means of a chain suspended

within the glove and by direct connec

tion to the retaining vessel.

After the gloves are purchased, rigid

inspection is insisted upon; they are

subjected to periodic high voltage tests

weekly or monthly, cleaned with soap

and water and stored in cold, dark

places. They are marked by serial num

bers and their history kept. You under

stand that should one of the linemen

you have been watching puncture his

gloves, death may result. The perfec

tion of linemen’s rubber gloves is one

of the silent romances of the electrical

industry. They are as important in the

day’s work as the steel helmet in battle.

Today line work is a hundred times

safer than formerly, for now when a

line is deadened the switch is usually

0‘ the modern safety enclosed type and

no other person but the man on the line

holds the key that locks the discon

nected switch.

Melted quartz, now coming into many

uses will not crack as glass does under sud

den changes of temperature. An immersion

heater is produced in England, in which the

core on which the wire is wound as well as

the enclosing tube are made of quartz.

  

 

  

it's easy tor this fellow.

Steering ‘round corners

and out of ti ht places is

a feature o the Auto

Wheel Coaster and Auto

Wheel Convertible Road

ster. T h e II e wagons

develop the best motorists

—with sharp eyes and

keen nerves.

Roller - Bearings, cut

under wheels. wide-sweep

ing steerinl-tongue. Built

durahly to give years of

service. The Auto-Wheel

will carry a I.000 lb. load.

Twotypes: Auto-Wheel

Coaster—(or all ‘round

coastin a n cl haulin .

Autn- heel C01IV¢|'llb’Q

ltoadster— two wagons in

one, chanced from box

wauon to apeodster in

hall a minute.

Felt Pennant Free

Also descriptive booklet,

and our new magazine for

boys—lor the narnea of

three local coaster dealers.

Mention which one handles

the w on with Auto

Wheel oaster or Auto

Wheal Convertible Road

ster on the aides

Ornnise an Auto-Wheel

Coaster Club. l-‘ree cane

to members. Special cap

to Captain. Get busy.

The Buffalo Sled Company,

159 Schenck St., N. Tonawanda_ N. Y.

In Canada: Preston, Ont

LEARN WIRING!

 

 

harp‘-'l'urn ll

  

am‘35i>’l00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL 3

PHOTOGRAPHER

Big opportunities NOW.

Qualify for this fascinat

ing profession. T h r e 9'

months’ course covers all

hranchea:

MOTION PlCTURE—COMMERClAL—PORTRAl'l'URE

Comoros and Materials Iamishod free

Practical instruction; modern equipment. Day or svsninl

classes; easy terms. The School of Recognised Superi

ority. Call or writs ior complete catalog No. 20.

  

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY

I41 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State St., Bltlyn.

  

  

1 10 Cents a Day Pays

for This Syrnphonola

Plays all records. Victor. Columbia. Edison. Paths.

Little Wonder. Emerson. Take s year to pay, after 30

days‘ trial. Compare its tons ior clesmess. volume,

with more costly instruments. Return at our elwnss

ii it fails to make good. Ask today i'or the

Beautifully Illustrated S mphonolu Book FREE

Shows this and other Symp nnola styles sold on easy

Dlirnents.

Symnhoiwla Records .°.'i.‘..°‘.i'...‘.’:.‘ .‘i!..‘.".i. ‘:.‘:::
Bolllldllll. full toned disc records. Playable on any

Phonurraph.

Lazirip Ca, uni. SEE 420. Buffalo, N. Y.

CLEARTONE PHONOGRAPHS

$4.00 to $200.00 Retail 1

I

 

Our Sundry Dept. offers Needles 39¢ per

thousand. in lots oi 500.000. Motors $1.35

to $14.75 each. Tons Arms and Rani-oduoers

$1.80 to $5.15 par set. Main Sprinn 20¢ to

90¢ each. llsoortls. Needles, Sapphire Points

and Parts at reasonable prices.

Write ior our 84-page cataloluo, the only

one of its kind in America. illustrating 33

diflerent styles of Talkiiia Machines and

var 500 diilsrent Pbonozraphio Parts.

LUCKY I3 PHONOGRAPH COMPANY -

Exilflrt Debt. MM. E. 12th SL. N. Y..U.S.A. "

 

Tb! Qflilnal KON»VER-TIR allda

"Ill llll Over 3.000 Iruluatlons an

over 1,800 letters and fliilroa, wi

handle snytliliis in Arlthinsue, Al .

brs.Ge-vmeuy 0!‘Tl’ll'0nomQtr1. his

lrichrnln diameter and In use all ova:

tho \\OYlll, la much Ilmplor to oporata

; than others of similar construction.

Fvyfltiinlkv you will cs‘. the KON

Vhlt-TE_ _— Intllnownnd savs mono .

Plain Utility rulr-| $1,i)ii- 5 ¢l.|

xa white Ivory cailulo d 02.50,

“'Zi"E“°iii‘i'iv°ia‘°§o'i‘if'co
Dept. F-7 “'att.~r St., Bosnon. d.s.a.

  

  

. $110 AMonil'iTo Start As

-‘\ _ RaiilwoyTraffic I

In iW spec or

, tin A

  

  

  

  

 

 

EARN S75. A WEEK

ThlsYsar's Eiiltloii Will Make You an Expert Wlrsnisn

SEND FOR IT

440 Paggg

Illustrated

The National Authority for 26 Years

All tho latest underwriters’ rules. 52 of the

latest and simplest tables which show, at a glance.

just what size oi’ wire is needed for any kind and

size oi‘ lighting or motor iiistallatloii, for any

voltage, current and drop desired for any system,

Direct Current. Alternating Current, single, two or

three-phase. How to install and _0Dernte generators.

motors and every kind of wiriiilr device with dia

grams of connections.

Gilt Edues.Leather Cover. Pocket Size.

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of $3.00.

H. C. CUSHING, JR.

6 W. 40th Street New York

SLY THREE MONTHS’ spare time study will

equip you tor responsible sltlou with a good

salary from tho start. ailway ‘Prairie in

spectors advance rapidly-—they work right with

railway oiilciala who are constantly seeking capa

ble men. A pleasant position-you become broad

ininded—you travel and see country. expenses paid

S.B.'l‘.I. instruction is very lntersstln3—it's easily

assimilated. We arrange ior position; no ass limit.

Those who started studying a isw

months ago flll positions today.

and they're on the road to still

further advancement. so writs

immediately for Booklet D Al

before you turn this pus.

Slntari Business lrnsisg lnstiislellsflaio il.l

MAKE PEOPLE

S T U D Y Ll K E Y 0 U

H U M A N get‘8:102! lll8!tBl'.wil'nal‘la more

9 I GT6 OD I nn ilfl D6!’

5‘3“‘¢iiZ’§' '3?“ “€i.‘i.“<i"r°.‘§.‘?i.".2
NATU RE (stamps) :6» "PERSONAL

POWER." a little book that

mints the wsv. Address

PROGRESS LEAGUE, 5831 Unlon Sq., N. Y.
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Pattern Work in Woodland Metal

um-uimummmnmnm----------------- in ........................ .
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Mail Order Work

Solicited

Prompt Service

Guaranteed

  

    
nullIlllllllllllllllllllllllli

  

Perfect wood or metal patterns made for any of the machines or model

engines described in Everyday Engineering Magazine.

BRING YOUR PATTERN PROBLEMS TO US '

We solicit the work of experimenters, inventors and model makers.

Quotations gladly made upon the receipt of drawings and specifications.

Patterns both large and small made for any part no matter how intricate

or complicated.

Have you had the sad experience of taking a set of home-made pat

terns to the foundry only to have the foreman laugh and tell you that

they are made wrong? Let us save you this embarrassment.

Our charges are reasonable, our service prompt and courteous.

U. S. PATTERN AND MFG. CO.

64-66 High street, West. Detroit, Mich.
  

 

  

MODEL COMPRESSED AIR MOTORS

We are the manufacturers of rotary com

pressed air motors suitable for the propulsion

of model airplanes. Motors are made of the

very best materials with cylinders turned

from solid steel stock.

SPECIAL WORK

We also build motors to specificatinii and will be glad

to furnish quotations upon the receipt of drawings

and details.

MODEL SUPPLIES

\Ve manufacture a line of model supplies and will

send complete list together with prices upon receipt

of stamp. .

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 E. 71st St. New York, N. Y.

  

A Necessity for Model Shop Equipment

Every Shop

“Tho Samson No. 8 Bench Punch." with a power

ful lav-araie of 24 to l. Ia Intended tor work ic

‘ond the capacity of the “Santana I-Ianl

uncles." and will punch holaa from $5

to 55 In. In aoft metal up to I2 Gauge.

Extra am Dllllchaa and dies alze Bi. 3/I6.

56. 6/16. and ii ln. anally Inserted

and removed. tmulmuni punchIn|

capacity 3/16 In. through I2 gauge

loft metal.) ’
6 Ncu BECI-I LATHE

Castings or finished machine. Shop tools

and supplies. Designs for Model Boats.

Stamp for

E q u 1'pp e J

w if h 3-16

inch Punch

andDie un

less Otherwise Specified.»F-0-B- Flchri

Catalog of Comnllfa Lina Bent an Reqaut.

The Machine Appliance Corporation

351 Jay Street, Dept. Eng. BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Drawings of U. S. Destroyer.

catalog.

HUHN MFG. CO., 590 Elm St., Arlington, N. J.
 

'n'.u9\

1 WDRil “CI
Beginners Get $1300 a Year

  

I THE HURD 7 INCH

HAND SIIAPER

 

Rona“ cflflnu or Hundred. Men ....IIIIIIIIIIII:IIl'lIlIIlIIIIIIIIII

» - oya o-‘er ~ ran in ns u e,~ / ' """"°“ ”‘°"'“° geecled at '7 s s1kiz<>¢i-Lt:-“Ntir

.|- , . O - ' I I ~ -l "5 priiifi, ofrUrSl il<(l1;u‘(‘II‘Iil)1I3 once .." Slraz Send me. without. charge.

‘ Dlcte st-t of dctzlllx-cl blue 3 |> |_;fe 9 (ll llmnlo Ballway Mall Clerk
" ‘ I prints ‘This aniouiit will be In I" 0° n"'m1n"1°n quuuomi in ‘chad’

‘)..¢ \. ‘lmiugwd mm‘ first Md" JI|i~|'I||UI- °~) ulu ahowing places 01 all U. 5. Gov

?’ I “pm, “amp rm. flr,,“1,", ‘ aecman. Q arnmcnt cnmlmz examinations; (3) ltiit

‘- I M°DE~L TOOL woR'Ks‘ .3 of othéer gowr.-rnnient 8I)>sn_nowboo‘pkendtn

. man In IOITIEII, IIIILI EQ H

W 908 _W0st 3rd 8.» -.~‘ acrlbtng them.

P|a|||flg|d_ N_ j_ ,4‘ NAAIE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . .

-—-" ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

  

ENGINE ROOM HINTS

EAKY boiler settings may be made

lastingly tight by soaking cheap

waste or asbestos from old discarded

pipe covering in thin fire clay and harn

mering the mixture into the cracks.

Paint the brickwork with thin fire clay

or cement.

In packing valve stems of piston

rods, never use old packing that has

been removed. It has lost its elasticity,

and there is danger of its scoring the

rods. _ '

Frequently the sight feed- glass of a

lubricator fills with oil. If the oil is

removed from the body of the cup and

it is filled with water and Started up

in the usual way the water will float

the oil out of the blast without further

trouble.

DETECTING SULPHURIC ACID

IN OIL

ROUGHT into contact with mois

ture, any acid present in the lubri

cant will cause corrosion. The pres

ence of sulphuric acid may be detected

by a. solution of barium chloride in dis

tilled water. Thin the oil by mixing it

with an equal quantity of gasoline or

benzine. Add a few drops of the

barium chloride solution, and if the oil

contains sulphuric acid, a whitish pre

cipitate will be revealed. In the ab

sence of moisture, sulphuric acid is not

so active and may escape detection.

Dr. W. H. Eccles in a recent discussion

before the British Association said that the

three electrode vacuum tube was revolution

izing wireless telegraphy. One point made

was that it can be used with small receptive

antennae. By its use speech, he said, has

been freely transmitted across the Atlantic.

He thought it possible that it may yet be

used in the field of electric power. In his

laboratory he has detected currents due to

10-10 volts; at times a magnification of

20,000 was involved. He calculated that

with a fifty-mile length of cable submerged

on each side of the Atlantic with a 40-am

pere current and a frequency of 20 to the

second, telegraphic messages could be dis

patched.

 

Tho production of tungsten has doubled

during the war. Portugal, Spain, France and

Great Britain are credited with 2.500 to

2,800 tons, North America with 6,000 tons.

South America with 3,000 to 3,500 tons, In

dia, Siam. Australia and the Malay States

with 5,500 to 6,000 tons, and China, Japan

and Indo-China with 800 to 1,200 tons.

Although produced in such small tonnage, it

is one of the most important metals in the

world. In its use in incandescent electric

lamps it has increased the efficiency of that

type of lamp fourfold, and has brought about

the manufacture of such high candle power

lamps that they almost rival the arc lights

in power.

 

From Canada comes the suggestion to use

water transmission lines for the conveyance

of voice messages by what is known as

“wired wireless"; in this system a metallic

line is used in connection with wireless

transmission methods. to effect in some de

gree a limitation of transmission to one

station. -

Plcnsr fll(‘1Il'l!HI EVF.R\'D.\\' E.\'(;ll\'I-'.I-‘.R|.\‘G M.\r..-\zmi~:
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The Burgess

BLUE BOOK
For Practical Men and

Electrical Students

I have sresared a some ls sets book sags

elaiiy tor the practical Isa

taking up the study oi electricity. it

drawings and diagram ei electrical UIGIIIIIIU

and connections over he huadnsd lsrtlulss _ior

calculations. and nrohlens worked out snowing

now the formulas are used. This data is takes

irom my personal acts hook, which was llade

while on dlflsrani iilmls el work. and it will be

found el value is aayene engaged is the electrical

huslases.

The drawings of connections for electrical

apparatus include Motor Starters and Start

mg Boxes. Overload and Underload Release

Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Control

lers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Print

ing Press Motors, Automatic Controllers,

Variable Field Types, Controllers for Milli!

Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Cou

nectlons for Reversing switches, Motor and

Dynamo Rules and Ilules for Speed Begu

lation. Also, Connections for Induction

Motors and Starters, Delta and Star Con»

nections and Connections for Auto Trans

formers, and Transformers for Lighting and

Power Purposes. The drawings also show

all kinds of lighting circuits, including spe

cial controls where Three and I-‘our Way

Switches are used.

The work on Calculations consists of

Simple Electrical Mathematics, Electrical

Units, Electrical Connections, Calculating

  

  

Q

E
E

%
E

!
E

E

E  

  

Unknown Beslstances, Calculation of Cur

rent in Branches of Parallel Circuits, How

to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge

Rules, 0hm’s Law, Watt‘s Law, Information

regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur

poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calcula

tions, Illumination Calculations, Shunt in

struments and How to Calculate Resistance

of Shunts, Power Calculations, Emcicncy

Calculations, Measuring Unknown Resist

ances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles, Mo

tors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating

Size of Pulleys.

Also Alternating Current Calculations in

tlnding Impedance, Reactance, inductance,

Frequency, Altornstlons, Speed of Alter

nators snd Motors, Number of Poles in

Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Bus

ceptance, Admittance, Anglo of Lag and

Power Factor, and formulas for use with

Line Transformers.

This hook is recommended be practical

men. II is below Iced tn technical

Schools. Blectrlcol estohllehwussts fumish

{Arm to thew employees to sore time.

Industrial establishments viva than to

their caetesurs.

The Burgess BLUE BOOK will be Mailed,

Postpaid, on Receipt of $1.00

Send dollar bill. money erlor er check. i

ruarantee sailsiacilsn or will return your money

1 ou decide nei to keel the hook alter using

It or iivs days.
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Information and Write-ups on

Electrical Subjects Supplied.

Questions Answered.Problems

Solved. Inventions Perfected.

 

Burgess Engineering Co.
Consulting Electrical Engineering

YORKE BURGESS, President

753 East 42nd St. Chicago, lll.

ELECTRICITY
Taught by a Practical Man

If you are Interested in a HOME STUDY

COURSE, which is really an Engineer

ing Service, and well adapted to men

who are engaged in the electrical in

dustry, SEND FOR MY CATALOG.

Superintendents, Chief Electricians and

Foremen, who are interested In the wel

fare of their men, ARE INTERESTED

in what I have to offer. Students may

discontinue at any time, if not satisfied,

and their payments stop then.

PRACTICAL MEN recommend this course.

Seventy-five percent of my students are

engaged in practical work and flnd my in

struction well suited to their needs.

Over 11 percent of my enrollment has been

obtained from students. -

Burgess Electrical School
YORKE BURGESS, Superintendent

751 EAST 42nd STREET

Chicago, Illinois

IlIIlilIIlIIlIIIlIIlIllIIIIIIlllIlllliIllllIIlllllII!lllIF
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An “Old Town Canoe” will

jump at the thrust, or glide

at the dip of a paddle.' Floats

light as a fleck of foam, but

every “Old Town” has the

built-in strength and -sturdi

ness to withstand many years

of rugged service. For the

youngsters, buy the “Sponson

Model” the canoe that’s safer

than a row boat. Write for

catalog. 3000 canoes in stock.

$67 up from dealer or factory.

OLD TOWN CANOE COMPANY

944 Fourth Street

Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.
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You can be quickly cured, if you

 

 
  

th_e national

Joy smoke

Our exclusive

patented process

cuts out bite and

parch.

 

 

  

l

Cause and Cure." It tells how I cured myself ‘

after stnmmerlng for 20 years.

HIII1~R'l'adeBorew

Cutting and Milling Lathe

and I2 dctaii blueprints. Oomnlete outfit 825. Note

following dimensions: Length over ail, 2 it ll ins '

This lathe has n designed to meet the wants of Model

Makers who require a tool capable of very varied and sc

IIHBII mnny bor HI jabs otherwise very difllcult Add".

w. R. PRICE, lnc., Dept. 11, umaaaul ning.. 1:1 sin Ave.,I.V.

SCTHVOIERIS

SUSPENs0RiES

Bend iii cents coin or stamps for ‘I0-page

Benjamin N. Borne, 907 Bop: Bldg, Imianapoii I

from UmakeM outfit No. iii

Breadth. is Ina; Aonronmm "um, 105 ibs'.: Dimsri-'

curaln work. it Is self-acting and Screw Cutting. With

YOU can enjoy perfect

book on Stammering and Stuttering, “Its '

U k M Lathe You makes

which includes all Castings

stuns of workin surface ot milling tabla, 4 ins. by 6 ins.

it all plain MIIIII11 Work ran be done. Ia we-il In rnlkin it Gilly to do

comfort and freedom.

 

Si-hnotcr's Suspensories

and Jock Straps have

gained their wide-spread

popularity by quality,

wear‘. tit and low price.

  

  

  

1f your tlrugiist 11088 not carry Sn-hnoter's.

Accept No Bu siliutes. Sent direct upon re

quest of $1.00.  

Send for booklet of other st,vl~>s and ‘prices.

J. C. SCHNOTER CO.

628 SIXTH AVE. Dept. (E) N. Y. c|‘ry

  

 

 

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES

 

 

The secret of busi

ness and social suc

_~ - cess is the ability

to remember. lcan

make your mind an infallible

I classified Index from which you can

Instantly select tho

figures. names, laces. .nnnli-.~ you

tn cmeoairah. develop sail-control.

overcome bashhilnaas. think on you

lees. address an audience. Fasy. Simple.

The result of 20 years’ experience de

veloping memories of thousands.

WY"! TMII! it‘?-'...{§.‘.‘§.."-‘~’°".".'.’.i l:'Z‘§§'i

cry Toot. Rlno hnw ti. ohusin m

. "How To $l>1'nk In Public.’

htn. facts.

  

Diclnon School of Memory, I740 Hearst BIdg.. Chicago. III.

Mechanical

Engineering

; 1

 

  

Learn at Home I

Employers everywhere are looking for

men with mechanical ability. Splendid sal

aries and rapid advancement are offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in

which you can learn right at home in

spare’ time. For 28 years the Interna

tional Correspondence Schools hav_e been

giving men and women just the training

they need for success in mechanical engi

neering and more than 200 other subjects.

Hundreds of thousands have stepped into

good positions through I. C. S. help, but

never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon below. then mark and mail

litodny. This doesn't obligate you in the least

and it will bring you information that will start

you on a successful career. This is your chance.

Don 't let it slip by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

._i.__-11,1-.“°u1-Ht";-_i._-ti

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

 

Safety Razor Blades.

the "lilinit Sharnm-r."

pocket. 500 postpaid.

Send 60c and get a Sharpener with a "Sail me"

Airplane: fun and instruction for the kiddies. Air

planes singly, l5c poetpaicl.

OLDWELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

nil makes sharpened with

Can he carried tn the vest

240 Broadway, Room ll, New York, N. Y.

BOX 60778, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without ohligutlng me, how I can qualify for the

position, or in the subject, heiore which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER OIIENIIIIAL ENGINEER

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

Electric \Virlng Al)Vl.~‘.RTISlNG MAN

4 Electric Lighting Window Trimmer

Electric Car Running Show Card Writer

Henvy Electric Traction

lilrrirlc llarhlne Designer

‘Telegraph Expert

PraClICn Telephony .

Ml",l‘lIA§|l'.IL F.N(iINl-IIIII

Mechanical Draftsman

Outdoor Sign Painter

Electrical Draftsman RAILROADER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

lII'SINI'.SS MAN.\fiElEIT

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Slenograplier and Typist

Cert. Puh. Accountant

V Traflic lflanagetnent

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISII

STATIONAIIY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE

Rsllwny Mall Clerk

Textile Overseer or Supt.

AiIIlI(‘IlI/IITIIIII E Spanish

Ship Drattsmsn

Machine Shop Practice

Toolmakcr

Gas Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

MINE I-'(lIIl'"..\I'N Oll I'.'NG‘Il

ARCHITECT

Arrhltrrtural llralisnian

PliI'lIIlIN(I AND IIIEATINII

Sheet Metal VVOrIu~r l'oul|r_rIlsislng I-‘ranch

Navigator Automobiles Italian

Name _

Present 7'“-m

Occupation

Street

and No.

CIIY State

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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To the n with an Idea

I_ol"fer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, eiiicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost.

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly furnished without

charge.

My experience, and familiarity with

various arts, frequently enable me to

accurately ad_vi_se clients as to prob

able patentability before they go to

any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and

forrii for properly disclosing your idea,

free on request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN
PATENT LAWYER

I44 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.

‘-.. .' . . -_'..

 

Competent Patent Service

By n Former Examining Officinl of the U. S.

Patent Office

NORMAN ;T. WHITAKER

Lawyer and Engineer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Branch Office, 87 Nassau St. New York City

INQUIRIES n~ivi"ri-:0

 

Professional Assistance

and Consultation

We solicit the patronage of inventors

and will give prompt, confidential

service in the perfection of ideas.

Complete drawings and plans pre

pared. Specialists in steam and gas

engine appliances.

Correspondence Invited.

Let Us Know Your Problem

Bell & Hoyt

I731 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

 

INVENTORS;
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‘ expensive apparatus.

'. are done by incandescence and plates three

‘ inchcs thick can be successfully spot-welded.

~ For seams between plates to be joined arc

EVERYDAY SCIENCE NOTES

The preparation of tungsten filaments for

incandescent lamps is carried out in the gen

eral way as described here. The crude oxide

is dissolved and reprecipitated and heated to

expel any ammonium salts it may have re

tained from-the precipitation. Some tho

rium nitrate is mixed with it and it is com

pressed into a prismatic shaped bar, eight

inches long and a quarter of an inch square

by hydraulic pressure. It is heated in a gas

furnace until it sinters. The heating is

then completed in a reducing atmosphere by

passing an electric current through it. It is

then drawn down into wire, graphite being

used as the lubricant. The thorium must bel in just the right proportions.

 

In welding operations on the large scalei as in ship-building, it is found that arc

, welding is slower and takes more labor

charge, but requires less power and a less

Butt and spot welding

welding is much employed. Metallic elec

trodes are favored for arc work, and the

skill of the workman counts for a great deal

in the work.

 

It is claimed that by the use of wire of

. streamline section, rafwire, ten miles an hour

have been added to the speed of an aero

plane. The designation "raf” stands for

l Royal Aircraft Factory.

 

  

If a machine in a factory breaks down it

may be an affair of days to replace it. If

it is a workman that is injured he can be re

placed without delay. In Germany it is said

there is a special insurance to cover the

contingency of the breaking down of ma

‘ chines; in case of a machine failing the in

3 surance company is held obliged to imme

diately replace it. It is obvious that this

might be an impossibility, however.

 

As it begins to appear that the resources

of the world in tungsten are limited, molyb

‘ denum comes in as a substitute for tung

sten in high speed steel. This has already

been noted in these notes. The production

of molybdenum in Canada in 1918 was ten

times what it was in 1914. If tungsten is

to be scarce it is well to keep it for in

candescent lamp filaments and to use the

‘ commoner metal, molybdenum, for steel.

 

According to some calculations at the pres

ent rate the petroleum resources of the

United States will be expended by 1927.

, Other countries are searching for oil, the

' Argentine Confederacy and England among

the most prominent.

 

A good deal of work is being done in the

development of the production of electrolytic

iron. Electrolytic copper has long had a

place in commerce, and now a very pure

, iron is being precipitated by the electric

i time.

current from the solution of the metal. A

rotating cathode receives the deposit, which

is stripped from it as a sheet from time to

Hydrogen gas accumulates on the

_ cathode and interferes to some extent with

the progress‘ of the operation. The iron

produced is very soft. After fusion it can

, be cut with a knife like copper, and is as

l

l

malleable as that metal. It is of special

‘ value for tubes and sheets. Under the micro

scope it shows a lamellar structure.

F“ I

Telegraph Pictures
BY ELECTRICITY i '

A complete set of two machines i ' .,

of this marvelous equipment fo_i

only $19.50. Instructive, mystI- .

fying and useful. This picture -

of reaident Wilson was tele

graphed by these machines. Pic

ture telewphing is the coming '

science. rite today. '

L J. LHSHMAN C0. Den. L Ogden, Utah

SEND $1 . TODAY

For Ono Hundred Successful Circular lnttern. No we

ooplq alike. Letters that pulled business in I00 d.IflI

om. lines of buainms. This is not a book that talk

"How to Write Letters." but gives the complain conic

of each letter. Worth their weight in gold.

Bpocill letters prepared on every lubleot. 85. such. ‘Barns

follow-up letters. $15.00.

These letters are endorsed by advertising agenda and

the press.

Established Reputation (25th Year)

ROSENBLUII ADVERTISING EXPERT

I482 Broadway, New York Olh

 
C Small Investors Wanted

To co-operate in recovery of $1.400.0(!)

cargo. Salvage already accomplished

by usoot LEAVITT DIVING ARMOR

proves practicability and big profits

in future operations.

For tull particulars address

Lenvitt Deep Son Salvage Co. Inc.

Temple Bar Annex. Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

CELLULOID
l S-IETING. PRINTING. MOULDING.

TURNING. DIE CUTTING

EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.

NAPIER BROWNING CO.

ios w. (Otis s'r. NEW YORK crrv

DRAFTING

Inventions and Ideas Developed!

Mechanical, Electrical, Patent Ofice and

Engineering Drawings of Every Description.

COMPETENT DRAFTSMEN AT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM

H6 Nassau St. New York Olty

Telephone Badman 6689

  

Don’t Wear

a Truss

Brooks’ Appliance, the

modern scientific invention,

the wonderful new discovery

that relieves rupture, will be

sent on trial. No obnoxious :1

springs or pads. Ir. 0. L BROOK

Brooks’ Rupture Appliance

Has automatic Air Cushions, Binds and

draws the broken parts together as you would

a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Durable,

cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by

U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks

mailed tree. Send name and address today.

Brooks Appliance Co , EMA State St., Mardiall, Mich

    
;...-»  

our Prospective Customers

are listed in our Catalog of 99% guaranteed

Mailing Liiu. It also contains vital ang

gestlonl how to advertise and sell profitably

by mail. Counll and prices given on KID

diflerent mzional Lists. covering all classes;

tor instance, Farmers. Noodle Mfrs" Hard

ware Dii-s.. Zinc Mines. elc. Thu volu

Ha re/rrniu book fru. Write for IL

Send Them Sales Letters

You can produce sales or inquiries with

personal letters. Many concerns allover

U. S. are profitlbly using Sales Letters

we wme.uSend lov fin instructive

booklet. Vdlu efSnIu Lauri."

Rag:-Gould

iS‘l’$ St. Louis

  

 

  

Send Sketch and Description for Free

Estimate

BENNIE NORTWED, BOX 101,

KELLERTON. IOWA.

MR. INVENTORI Let ul assist you with that

ides that you can't just work out, or let Us oonstruct

A model of your patent. We develop ideas, and nro

exports in MODEL and IXPERIMIIINTAI. work. We

wwilllw in dP!lRl'l|l‘ll and building special LABOR

SAVING MACHINES. Or perhaps your device is

It no. get in touch with

It would be to our mutual advani-agel.

ELK MFG. CO., INC.

1926A Broadway,

ready tor manufacturing.

ui.

New York

W ' N . 8 ineludu 10

outiit Ioibd tools, de

ma e signs. 3 ply wood, hardware,

mechanical parts and every

thlnl to make a $30 Toy Cir

cus set including Animal Wagon and Cimus Wagon each

drawn by two largo jointed animals with Clown Bldorn.

19 Wild and Domestic Anllnnls, klcklnl and lumping

Donkeys with riders and other Circus Things. This set

is a red hot Money Maker and several people can work

with Umakehi No. 8 at the same tima. Fins for families.

my elu and schools. Bend 810 for this set. Dealers

buy Chr stmas toys now.

W. R. PRICE, Inc., Dept. $1, UITIIIKOM Bldg-, I27 5th AVG" N.Y.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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THE

Wireless

World
The Oflicial Organ of the

Wireless Society

of London

Commencing with April

3d, will be published fort

nightly in order to ade

quately de al with the

increasing a m 0 u n t of

W i reless Experimental

and Research Work.

Full of Practical hints

and useful information

for Wireless Amateurs.

Extensive reports of the

Wireless Societies of

Great Britain.

Annual Subscription 17s,

Post Free

Single Copies 9d, Post Free

To be entirely up-to-date in your

THE

RA D I O

REVIEW

A MONTHLY

RECORD OF

SCIENTIFIC

PROGRESS IN

RADIO

TELEGRAPHY AND

TELEPHONY

Monthly - Half-a-Crown

Single copies, post free 2s.

9d. Annual Subscription,

post paid, 30/- post free.

T1-IE RADIO REVIEW,

a new monthly magazine,

devoted entirely to the

technical side of radio

communication.

Edited by Professor G.

W. O. HOWE, D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E., assisted by

PHILIP R. COURSEY,

B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E.
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The laboratories of the

world’s ‘foremost scientists

' are equipped throughout

with Tycos Temperature and

Pressure Indicating Record

ing and Controlling Instru

ments. Can you atiord to

use any less trustworthy?

  

\‘\

Tycos Products include:

Indicating Tlisrinoinstsrs

Rscoriling Tlisrrnonistsrs

Oontrolllnii Tlsrinonstars

Pyrornetsrs

Pressure Gauges

Vacuum Gauges

Tlias Controls

iiylroinoters

Hyilromstors

Baroinstsrs

Therinograniis

Altilnflers

Oil Tsst Instruments

Housshold Tnsrnioinstsrs

Aotlnsinatsrs

Laboratory Glassware

Compasses

I We shall be glad to fur

,‘ ~':'- . nish information

knowledge of Wireless you

must be a subscriber to

The Wireless World.

‘To the Publisher,

The wireless world,

12-13 Henrietta St.,

London, WC2, England.

Please enter me as a subscriber

to the Wireless World for the

period . . . . . . . . . to . . . . . . . . .

THE RADIO REVIEW

is the Authoritative jour

nal of Wireless Research.

Contributions from the

pens of the W0rld’s lead

ing Radio Scientists will

be a special exclusive

feature.
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Be a Draftsman!
Make $30 to $75 a Week

Your name and address on the coupon brings this

eat Cyclopedia of Drawing without a penny down.

av only net shipping charges when books arrive.

With these books anda low price "school set" of draw

ing instruments, obtainable at any store, s man can

become master of drawing and earn $30 to $75 weekly.

LEARN A1’ HOME —Good paying positions open

everywhere. Intense activity in manufacturing,

railroading. building, etc., calls for more draftsmen.

Shipped on 7 Days’ FREE Trial

GYGLUPEDIA 0F DRAWING
4 Ioluiiiss. I650 Pages. Thousands oi illustrations.

  

for which l enclose . . . . . . . .

Editorial and Publishing Offices

12-13, HENRIETTA STREET

LONDON, W.C. 2

Address

Please write distinctly.

FREE APPARATUSH

 

USEFUL BOOKS

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

You get a coupon valued at 50

cents for every subscription you

receive for "Pacific Radio News."

These coupons are as good as

cash when presented at radio sup

ply stores.

For mi, piiiciicii I-‘_]_|-ICTRICIAN 5%t2§.‘“852232”.fti'“i?S.€.*:'t.E;°I.‘i°°B>.*§§%‘;‘f’fi322%?
tecture, Electrical, Structural S_teel Sheet Metal,

etc. Teaches pen-and-ink rendering, lettering, free

hand, perspective, shades and shiidowa, working

shop drawings. machine design. etc., etc.

Only $2 n month if you keep the

8 books. (‘ougon explains ofier,

good only within borders of U. . and Canada.

Free Membership in This 8eeiety.—A Consulting

Membership given Oreo with each set—worth 812.00.

AMEIIIGII TEGIIIIGII. SOCIETY

q Dept. D-354 Chicago

Wiring a House

By HERBERT PRATT. Shows a house already

built; tells just bow to start about wiring

it; where to begin; what wire to use; how

to run it according to insurance rules; in

fact, just the information you need. Direc

tions apply equally to a shop. Fourth

Your own subscription or exten

sion of your present subscription

will be credited with one coupon.

Send for a cop)’ of "Pacific Radio cdnoni . Y. '.:‘E';5-"":“=

News" toda "and learn about the Electnc B°u' I aogii='ir'$A"

By M. B. SLEEPER. A complete treatise

for the practical worker in installing oper

ating and testing bell circuits, urglar

alarms, thermostats and other apparatus

used with electric bells. Both the electrri

_ Dept n-as-1

Chiealo. U.S.A.

' Please I s n a Cyclopedia

of Drawing tor ‘I dsn ox

-’ amlnstion. lilllallilll ohlrgss col

lect. 1 will sen $2.80 Within 1

FAIR PLA contest.

15 cents per copy

$1.50 per year.

7_‘his?

‘an and th ' t 'll fi d ' th' .»§‘.._i. HEW f....°.’.§‘.’.°.’i‘"‘5.‘i.;";t. “R. .;_l...‘£;i 35.‘ 5, ,,~*,,-3,,-,=,;1,gg-,=,*,°,-,,-=;~==_;~,*;,~\,:,~,*;,=,:.:,;:

C0. their work. 124 pages. Fully illustrated. '= u$bg°uggLvy,g.{gur order. Title nottopass

50 Md“ st" San Fr‘nci‘c°' C.]_ Norm,“ w_ Henky puuhhrnl ¢°_ Nsins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Dept EB, 2 west 45“, Shea‘. New York Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS

Advertisements in these columns 5c per word, average 7 words to the line. To insert

advertisement under proper classification copy should reach us not later than the first of -

the month.

Agents Wanted

AGENTS. Signs for slots and oiiices. Entirely new.

850-week easily mads. Chicago Sign System, I-326

lilver St... Chicago.

SCIENCE CREATES NEW AUTO WONDER: solves

puzzling problem; no more raln or snow blurred wind

shlslds: m stlc cloth works llko magic. deposits Invisible

chemical m; one rub keeps glue clear 24 hours; one

aghelnt sold 5.000. Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 255. Toledo,

O.

MAKE derator for

Fords ssl in

Makes sny

bucking.

0.00 NEXT SATURDAY. S

like wildfire. Used by Ford otor ofliclals.

ord run like a Packard. Slaps stalling and

Put on quick—instant satisfaction. No holes

Io bore. Sell ten to twelve a day easy. Splendid profits

and exclusive territory. Write quick for Information. Ad

dress Pcrrln Co., 104'! Hayward Bldg., Detroit. Mich.

Automobile Accessorics

 

MILLION TESTED FORMULAS. Trade Secrets, Pro

Evcrythingl Thousand pages. Cost? Only $2.00

Can I find it? Yrs; and 9‘J9.lll)9 others.

J. Goodnow. Iiighland Ava. South Sudbury,

ceases.

Postpaid.

\\‘rllo us.

Mass.

For Sale

UNUSED RADIO APPARATUS: send stamp for par

ticulars. Roy Anderson. Ketchiksn. Alaska.

MODEL BOAT PROPELLER8. also marine boiler in

working ordsr. Adams. 163 Do I/Epsc Ave.. Montreal.

FINISHED LOCOMDTIVE CHASSIS ready to run.

Full Walschcrts Gear §%inch scale 8 inch lugs 4-4-0

Cab Finished. Needs oiler to com eta. lrst $30.00

takes it. Tlilrtnen Bound Vols. Model Engineer and

Electrician. $2.00 per Vol. or first $25.00 takes all.

Vol. 3 and 4 Models Railways and locomotives. 84.00

cinch. ‘,5 inch scalo locomotive parts. C llnder Wheels.

cit‘. F. Ii. Russell. 563 Palisade AVO.. onkars. N. Y.

 

T/Tiickmzz nusssn without heat or mu. Whirl
wind seller to every Auto Owner. Further particulars

free. Muscstinc Agency. E-I02. Musoatlns, Iowa.

MORE POWER. less fuel, no carbon. l\'o Mystery. plain

facts. results guaranteed. Write for booklet. No-Leak-O

Piston Ring Company. Baltimore, Maryland.

TlRES—I0.000 MILES GUARANTEED III WRITING.

(No seconds). At special Wholesale direct-to-you prices.

Don't. b until you get our prlcos. Write Washington

Mcliun lrs Co., 2104 14th BL, N. W.. Washington. D.C.

Aviation

$I75.00 BUYS motors. l7I‘OD6llel‘. wins frames. toil film“

and under-carriage for single roster tractor biplane.

Brubaker. 522 East 78|.h Street. New York.

MIX your own airplane dope. Perfect rsults old

Small cost. Guaranteed formula $1.00. Bend stamp for

sample. Plsnoloid. Box 309. Old 'l\>wn. Ms.

BUILD YOUR OWN AEROPLANE. on installments.

materials cut to ill. or in the rough. J. Angslss. Cen

tralll, Wash.

Books

BOOKS DELIVERED FREE. Write today for Illus

trated Guido to the Latest Books. Wool‘ Mills Co.,

Dept. A, 500 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. .

FORD OAR REPAIR BOOK sent free. This complete.

well illustrated. valuable book explains in a simple way

the Causes and Cures of Overheating: Repairing Ford

Timer; Curing Piston Ring Troublq; Carburetor Ad

tments and Repairs: Connecting Bods; Transmission

ublss' Care and Repair of Bear Axis: Stopping Axis

Grssu fnslu; also covers prsc every other phase

of 1-‘ord Car repairing. Another feature is a chart

showing exactly how much to pay for work dons by

repair men. Bend 250 coin for three months’ trial sub

scription and get the valuable repair book free. Ford

evv;'ners"MagazIns. 499 Montgomery Bldg., Milwaukee,

scone n.

MARRIED AND ENGAGED people should read "Science

of s New Life." nature explained. 400 ages Illustrated.

$2.00. Central Company. 601 Ninth va., New York.

"LOVERS' PACKAGE" containing instructive and pleas

ing books for lovers. 75c. Cmtrsl Company. 601 Ninth

Ave., New York.

~ii_i,

"DON'T MARRY." rssd this book first. 25c. Central

Company, B01 Ninth Avs.. New York.

Business Opportunities

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Help Wanted

RAILWAY MAIL GLERKS. Clw Mail Carriers, wanted

by government. Commence $100 month. Men. 18-45.

List positions free. Writs immediately. Franklin In

stitute. Dept. S-99. Rochester. N. Y.

Instructions

CRYSTAL GAZlNG—'l'hc craze. Send self-addressed

siurnpcd envelope right now for free instructions.

Zsnclg‘s, Box 556. Asbury Park, N. J.

Inventors

lNVENTDRS—Wrlte for our free illustrated sulde book

snd Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or

sketch snd description of invention for our opinion of its

pstenusble nature free. Highest References. Prompt

Sr-rvlcc. Reasonable Terms. VICTOR J. EVANS &

CO., 748 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

INVENTORS—I make Electrical and Mechanical Models.

Esllmalo free. Geo. E. Chambers. 326 Camp Bf-Peel.

Merldeu, Conn.

Kodak Finishing

ONE 0 EX. ROLL developed and finished. 20c. C.

Praln. Eureka. Ill.

Male Help Wanted

 

 

 
 

Motion Picture Plays G’ Supplies

$25-$600 PAID ANYONE for ideas. suggqtluug nflhhk

for photoplsys. Experience unnecessary; com gm.

llne I-‘rec. Producers League. 530 BL Louis. o.

Patents

-~
DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS to patent protection. Ho

furs \‘1_i_scloslng your invention _t_o anyone sand for blank

form Evidence oi’ Conception Io be signed and wit.

nessod. Form snd information concerning psu.-nt.s free

Lancaster snd Allwine 237 Ourly Bldg.. Washington.

D. C. "Originators of the form "Evidence of Conception."

._~

I'ATENTS—Prompt. personal. amcient service by an at

torney-st-law, skilled in all branches of Psi-ens Practice.

Over 12 years actual experience; full information upon

:'neQ‘lZest.DB(.: P. Flshburne, 322 McGll.l Bldg., wuh.

I n. . .

PATENT8—Ii‘ees in installments. Frank '1‘. Pulls.

formerly Lieutenant. Engineers. Washington, I). C,

PAITENTS. Booklet free. Highest references. Best re

su ts. omptness assured. WATSON E. COLEMAN.

Patent Lswycr. 624 F St., Washington, D. C.

nrsurs-n b t J . P -1 AMechanical sxpiitir ezzmiust. \ii§§i.ingwii?"i>°_' Q“?

report if a parent can be had and its exact cost. Send

for circular.

?~
PATENTS. Over 70 years’ Drsctice; all communications

strictly confldontlsl; handbook on patents free on request;

special facilities for office consultations. Munn Q 00..

Patent. Attorneys, 641 Woolworth Building, New York,

625 F Street. Washington; Tower Building. Chicago‘

Hobart Bldg., 5s2 smite: Street. San Francisco, cam’

GET YOUR OWN PATENTS: Save sttonlt-y's fees; in

structions and advice fres. Carl Larsen Co., Pug Row

Bidg.. New York.

PATENTS. In all matters pertaining to invention consult

National Institute of Inventors. 118 Fulton SL. New

York CILY. bavinl three thousand members. Booklet free.

PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT. it may be valuable

Write ms. No attorney's foo until atant is allow-¢d_

Estab. I881. "Inventor's Guido" FR . Franklin H.

Bough. 510 Loan k Trust Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

 

Phonographs

.~

BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPH-—Big saving. We

furnish parts and cabinets.

structlons. Associated Phonogrsph Supply Co., Dem. V.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Short Stories lVantcd

SHORT STORIES. Poems. Plays. Etc.. are wanted for

publication. Literary Bureau, 166 Hannibal, Mo.

Stamps
i~

APPROVALS 60% discount. Reference. please. Stamps

bought. Lang, 1433-J 59th, Cicero. Illinois.

STAMPS — 50 VARIETIES — Transvaal. Braxfl, Pam

Cuba, Mexico. etc., and Album. 10c; 00 diflerent U. 8-.

25c; 1.000 hinges, 100: 1.000 mixed. 40c. List Pres

Lxlrhry sltlsmps. C. Stegmann. 5975 Cote Brilllanu.-. BL

. o.

Write today for free in

 

 

PACKET "X" 100 varieties foreign stamps. 20c. DI!

ton Stamp Co., East I-‘oxboro, Mass.

APPROVALS 40-50% disc; Packets 10 U. 8. Pro

csnceis 12c, 50 Assorted 25¢: 2c Pomsge. Stanly

Albert. Box 498. Waterbury, Ct.

Want to Buy

 

 

 

 

AMBITIOUS MEN—Grasp this opportunity to make

money. You can make 85.00 to $10.00 every day in your

spare time at horns. Not a cheap scheme agen or

soliciting proposition, but substantial business pans.

Investigate this today. Address. Business. Box 175."

Frodonla. N. Y.
?i~

SI DOES IT. Tsxss oil land making holders big money

srurydsyl. Bank references furnished. investigate us

ihoroug ly, that's all we ask. Results count. Our Ian.

$1 down, balance monthly, few months gives you ar

ranty Docd to land. Msy pay profits $200 or more

monthly. Maps, reports, established fncts FREE. Ad

iiiess Bonrlske Texas Oil Co., Z Dell/lenil, St. Iouis,

O.

._~i___

USED CORRESPONDENCE COURSES Bought and

Bold. E. Moffclt. Rusion. Louisiana.

_~

THE BUILDERS SUPPLY and EQUIPMENT business

requires no capital and commissions can be curried while

bl-181119-15 ll lwinlz learned by mall. Pnrticulsrs free.

gtréifigrétion Bureau, 338 Shepard BIdg.. Grand Rapids,

FREE information regarding largs earnings. Raising

Canaries for pastime. Birclluml. Lynnhaven. Virginin

Chemicals
i~

EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORIES. fully equlpped—

$ll.00 In $100.00. Payment Plan or Cash. D:--crlntions

Md wwal nlimogrnvhs froo. \Vrlte I):-pt. E-27. Lions

S('i<'ntll‘lc Institute, “Laboratory Outfitters." Mt. Oliver,

Pittsburgh, PL

Formulas

EXPERT OHEMIST will fu lh F l , ooggqand Trade st-m-ts. All lirii-its Liiiinurigs. Prw. 1.

Cummings, Ph.D., 228-230 Gordon Avs., Syracuse. N. Y.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS cam from $110 to

$200 per month snd expenses. Travel if desired. Un

limited advancement. No age limit. We train ynu.

l‘oslfl0ns furnished under guarantee. Write for Booklet

Chlll §l.YSla.r|dsrd Business Training Institute, Buf

fn 0, . .

FIREMEN. Brakemsn. Bllslgsmen. $140-$200. Colored

Porters by Railroads everywhere. Experience unneces

sary. 898 Ry. Bureau, East St. Louis. Ills.

Misccllancous

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT cured or no ay. $1.00

If cured. Remedy lent on Irlsl. Superba .. S. M..

Baltimore. Md.

SHAWNEE. OKLAHOMA. a growing city, s good plnce

to live. Writs for information. Board of Commerce.

Shawnee. Oklahoma.

DETECTIVE8 EARN BIG MONEY. Trsvsl. Elperiencc

Unnecessary. We train you. Particulars free. Writo

American Detective System. I988 Broadway. N. Y.

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Big pay. Ex

pc-rloncc unpeccsssry. details free. Press Reporting Syn

dicate, 534 St. Innis.

COMPLETE SET OF DRAWINGS of the Liberty 12

engine. A United States Standardized Aircraft Engine.

Giving all Views with number of parts names of parts

and weights of parts. Mall $1.00. 'l)ept. A.. Ocean

Publishing Co., 25 W. 42nd St., New York City.

TRAPPERS—Ele\'(-n good box traps. Complete blue

rims 20c. R. E. Grunt. DepL 92. 215 12th BL‘,

Jetroit. Mich.

EXOEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES ARE OFFERED to

men, with or without experience, to act as subscription

agents for Everyday Engineering Mlsazlne.

This Linguine is very readily sold in all kinds of

mnchlne shops. electrical plants. and vocational schools.

Everyday sells itself because ll. sells on its own merits.

It coninins the kind of articles which appeal to sll

classes of mechnlllcs iis well as students, teachers. and

professional men.

The terms to solicitors are so llheral. and the Mag

avins so easily sold that many of Everydsy's filll)sl'rip

tion solicitors own automobiles in which they travel

from town to town.

If there ls a largo manufacturing plant, college or

gangs in your city, you can start. without any expense

to you. In your own locality.

Remember .that tho summer is the ideal season. if

you want big money snd pleasant work, write im

mediately for Subscription So lcitor's mr-position.

Subscription Dept. Everyday Engineering Magazine.

CASH FOR OLD FALSE TEETH--We pay up to $35.00

per set (broken or not). Also buy discarded gold

jewelry. gold crowns. bridges lstlnum. diamonds.

wntchcs snd silver. Send now. ssh by T('(l.II'Il mall.

Packages held 5 to 10 ds s for sender’: approval of our

oi'h~r- U. 8- Smclilnr orks. Dem. 61. Chicago, Ills.

Wireless

WIRELESS PARTS. PROMPT DELIVERY. Standard

1%" switch knob-it-rer complete 85c. Switch point; with

screws 25c dozen. Stats panel thichless. Nov-otoy Else

tric, Charlotte. N. C.

TO YOU WHO ARE USING OUR CLASSIFIED

COLUMNS:

Do you realize that you are placing whatever protlurts

you have for su.lc or exchange before an our growing

audience! An audience whose Purchssinll 1'0"" ll

among the grcntcslf D0 Y0" Wall” Y0" I19 plilrll

an exceedingly low rats for this ovporlunityf Hi-re is

an audience which has increased by considerably or-er

9.000 in three months!

Now. you know you have to

cost of pi'0d\ici.l0n-—s0 do We. ‘ erotofore we have not

mlvnnced our price, which has remained at the same

old standard. Now. it is absolutely imperative. Con

sequently we are ninklng the small and exceedingly

lustlfisblc increase of two-cents I word, thus. the ran.

for those colurmis AT-‘Tl".l'l JUNE lat. I920. \VILL FE

SEVEN CENTS A “FORD.

Do you sea the significance of this advance inforrna~

f"on EVERYDAY ENGINEERHG MAGAZINE.

ay more for malerlals.
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lD you ever stand and gaze into the illimitable depths

D of a starry night? You were awe-inspired? Why?

Because space seems so vast, so unending

you are so small? ls man's respect for the boundless space

beyond us, due to the smallness of man or the greatness of

space?

or because

F an ant approached a mountain, the ant would think that

the mountain was infinite in size because he would compare

the size of the mountain with his own tiny self. To an

elephant, or a dinosaur, were such a creature in existence

today, the mountain would not seem so large.

AN is continually comparing things with himself. He calls

a locomotive heavy because it weighs a great deal more

than he is capable of lifting. He thinks that the earth is large

because it is spread out under him in all directions as far

as his eye can see.

HEN man compares things by his own standards he is

apt to be confused by the smallness of small things and

the greatness of great things. The atom is thought to be

extremely small not only because it lies just beyond the

borderline of the visible, but because man attempts to

determine its size by his own units of measure.

UR minds are undeveloped and easily confused. The day

will come when these things will be more understandable.

AN measures time in much the same manner as he meas

ures spacciby units hopelessly small. A man's life

to a man covers a considerable period. Compared to the

age of the earth, for instance, man's existence is only a flicker

of life, created and extinguished at almost the same instant.

Yet as individuals time appears to drag on.

EHIND space and time there is a great unanswerable

"WhyP". There is a "Why" to everything, no matter how

small, trivial or insignificant it may appear to be. To the

average man time is just time and space——well space is just

plain space. Simple, is it not?

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES, Editor.
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JUST PUBLlSHED—PRACTlCAL NEW BOOKS

ALL MECHANICAL MEN AND EXPERIMENTERS WILL BE INTERESTED IN

THESE NEW VOLUMES ON RADIO, BOATS, PLATING AND SHOP WORK

 

Experimental Wireless Stations
Their Theory, Design, Con

struction and Operation

By P. E. EDELMAN, E. E.

12 Mo. 390 Pages

167 Specially Made Engravings

Price, $2.50

This book tells how to make appara

tus to not only hear telephoned and

telegraphed radio messages, but also

how to make simple equipment that works for transmission

over reasonably long distances. Then there is a host of new

information included. The first and only book to give you

all the recent important radio improvements, some of which

have never been published. This volume anticipates every

need of the reader who wants the gist of the art, its

principles, simplified calculations, apparatus dimensions, and

understandable directions for efficient operation.

Complete Understandable Modern Radio Information

Answers Every Question—-Clears Up Mysteries of

Things Radio You Have Often Wondered About.

Endorsed by foremost instructors, preferred by amateurs,

and recommended by Government Radio Inspectors, because

of its accurate descriptions of all modern apparatus without

limitation to any company types as in non-independent

publications. Straight from the shoulder and without

abtruse mathematics, you are told not only how and why

the circuits work, but also the size of the parts; how to

make and operate same in accordance with the radio law.

1920 REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION

  

 

The Modern Electroplater

A Complete Treatise on the

Electro-Deposition of All Metals

By KENNETH M. COGGESHALL

Practical Electroplater

I2 Mo. 350 Pages. 142 Illustrations.

Price, $3.00

This book details in simple language all of the elementary

principles pertaining to electro-plating and allied processes,

their practical application and industrial use. It includes

a discussion of the essential fundamentals of chemistry,

magnetism and electricity, written with special reference to

the needs of the practical man. It considers all equipment

and supplies required for a successful plating plant and

outlines all the latest methods of cleaning, plating and

finishing metals on a commercial scale. The student, as

well as the practical man will find valuable tables, tested

formulae for solutions of all kinds, also easily understood

instructions for setting up and using apparatus and me

chinery designed for plating establishments.

UP-TO-DATE, PRACTICAL INFORMATION ON

PLATING

  

  

 

MotorBoats and Boat Motors

DESIGN OPERATION

CONSTRUCTION REPAIR

Written by a corps of experts, edited by

VICTOR w. PAGE, M.E..

524 Pages (6x9) 372 specially

made engravings and Complete

Working Drawing for Boat

Builders —- includes

Full Instructions for Building Five Boats Ranging from n

General Utility I6-Foot Model to a 25-Foot Raised Cabin

Cruiser from Tested Designs by

A. CLARK LEITCH, N. A.

‘Price, $4.00

This is an indispensable book for every present or perspective

owner, user, repairman or operator of motor bolts and marine

engines. A non-technical treatise for practical men.

This is a complete handbook for all interested in any

phase of motor boating, as it considers all details of modern

hulls and marine motors, deals exhaustively with boat de

sign and construction, design and installation of all types

of marine engines and gives expert advice on boat and

engine maintenance and repair. Not only is boat construc

tion fully treated but every needed dimension'is given for

building from complete, yet simple plans and construction is

considered step by step.

CONTAINS A SPECIAL CHAPTER ON SEAPLANES

AND FLYING BOATS

Shop Practice for Home lllech

USE OF TOOLS

SHOP PROCESSES

SHOP PROJECTS

By RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

Author of “Model Making."

324 Octavo Pages

309 Illustrations

Price, $3.00

The author of this volume has made special effort to

present things in a clear and simple manner and everything

from the very simplest shop matters to the more involved

processes is covered. If a man wishes to learn how to run

a lathe, he will find the information in this book. If he

wishes to know something about pattern making, use of

measuring tools, filing, grinding or the heat treatment of

steel. the information given in a straight-forward manner,

will be found in the book. Nothing that would be of value

to men seeking enlightenment along the line of small shop

work has been overlooked.

This is the only book now available that sets forth the

principles of shop work from the standpoint of the amateur.

It treats every important shop process and operation in such

a way that one possessing little or no mechanical education

can grasp the essentials. Every detail that would be of

interest to the man who uses small tools is treated.

An Indispensable Book for All Interested in Mechanical

Work——the Mechanic as Well as the Amateur

Can Read with Profit.

  

.
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Li’ Any of these hooks sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE——Our new 1920 Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dept. E. E.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M./\<;/tzmiz
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e Hive Days toProve ~

ICan Raise lfiurPay
I’ve done it for thousands of others. I can doubtless

do it for you. If I can’t, then it won't cost you a cent.

 

Some of the things this “secret" has done

for people are astounding. I would hardly

believe them if I hadn't seen them with my

own eyes. Adding ten, twenty, thirty or

forty dollars a week to a man’s income is a

mere nothing. That's merely playing at it.

Listen to this:

A young man in the East had an article

for which there was a nation-wide demand.

For twelve years he “puttered around” with

it—barely eking out a living. To-day this

young man is worth $200,000. He is build

ing a $25,000 home—-and paying cash for it.

He has three automobiles. His children go

to private schools. He goes hunting, fishing,

traveling, whenever the mood strikes him.

His income is over a thousand dollars a week.

In a little town in New York lives a man

who two years ago was pitied by all who

knew him. From the time he was 14 he had

worked and slaved-—and at sixty he was

looked upon as a failure. Without work, in

debt to his charitable friends, with an invalid

son to support, the outlook was pitchy black.

Then he learned the “secret/' In two weeks

he was in business for himself. In three

months his plant was working night and day

to fill orders. During 1916 the profits were

$20,000. During 1917 the profits ran close to

$40,000. And this genial 64-year-young man

is enjoying pleasures and comforts he little

dreamed would ever be his.

I could tell you thousands of similar in

stances. But there's no need to do this as

I'm willing to tell you the “secret” itself.

Then you can put it to work and see what it

will do for you. I don't claim I can make

you rich over night. Maybe I can—maybe

I can’t. Sometimes I have failures-—every

one has. But I do claim that I can help 90

out of every 100 people if they will let me.

How It Is Done

The point of it all, my friend, is that you

are using only about 0ne—tenth of that won

derful brain of yours. That's why you haven't

won greater success. Throw the unused nine

tenths of your brain into action and you'll be

amazed at the almost instantaneous results.

The Will is the motive power of the brain.

Without 'a highly trained, inflexible will, a

man has about as much chance of attaining

success in life as a railway engine has of

crossing the continent without steam. The

biggest ideas have no value without will

power to “put them over.” Yet the will.

altho heretofore entirely neglected, can be

trained into wonderful power like the brain

or memory and by the very same method

intelligent exercise and use.

If you held your arm in a sling for two years,

it would become powerless to lift a feather, from

lack of use. The same is true of the Will—-it be

comes useless from lack of practice. Because we

don’t use our Wills—because we continually bow

to circumst2\nce—we become unable to auert our

selves. What our wills need is practice.

Develop your will-power and money will flow

in on you. Rich opportunities will open up for

you. Driving energy you never dreamed you

had will manifest itself. You will thrill with

a new power—a power that nothing can resist.

You'll have an influence ove'r people that you

never thought possible. Success-—in whatever

form you want it-—will come as easy as failure

came efore. And those are only a few of the

things he “secret" will do for you. The “secret"

is fully explained in the wonderful book “Power

of Will."

How You Can Prove This at

My Expense

MEAN just what I say. There’s no

trick or catch about it. Give me five

days and I'll prove that I can get your

pay raised for you. I’ll do it on a “show

you" basis. You get the proof before you

pay me a cent.

You've probably heard of me.

Lots of people call me "The Man

I don't deny it.

Pelton.

Vt’ho Makes Men Rich.”

My name is

I’ve done it for thousands of people—lifted

them up from poverty to riches. There’s no

sound reason why I cannot do it for you.

So let's try.

Now, follow me carefully.

tell you exactly how to do it.

A FEW EXAMPLI-l§

Pu-zonal Exnurioneu

Amoul over 400,000 users ot

“Power of Will" _nre lueh

men as Judce Ben B. Lind

sey; Supreme Court Justice

Parker; Wu Tlni Full. EX

lj. S. Chinese Ambassador:

Assistant Postmaster General

Brit-1; Gov. lrlclielvle of Ne

braskn; General Mmugor Chris

teson of Wells-Fafiv EIDNBB

Co.; E. St. Elmo Lewis. of

Detroit: Gov. Ferris of Mich!

gsn; E. T. Meridllh, Secy. of

Agriculture. and many 011181‘!

of equal prominence.

$300 Profit trom One Du‘:

Reaiilne

"The result from one dlY's

study netted mo $300 cosh.

I think it I Ire“ book Ind

would not be without it tor

ten times the cost."—Col. B.

W. Wllkie.

kotu.

Worth $l5.000 and More

"The book has been worth

more than $15,000 to mo."—

Oscar B. Sheppard.

Would he Worth $I00,000

"Il' I had only had it when

I was 20 years old, I would

be Worth $100,000 today. It

ls worth a hundred times the

prioo."—S. W. Taylor, The

Santa Fe Ry.. Mllnns. Tex.

From U00 to 96.000 u Month

"Ono of our boys who read

"Power oi’ Will" hetore he

came over hare jumped from

$100 1 month to $3,000 tho

first month, and won I $250

prize for tho best salesman

ship in the State."-—Privat.o

Loslin A. Still. A. E. I‘,

France.

Roscoe, So. Dn

I’m going to

I'm the

possessor of a

“secret” for

whichmenhave

been searching

s i n c e T i m e

began.

There’s no

need to discuss

the whys and

the wherefores

of this “secret."

Suffice it to say

that It Works.

That's all we

care about-It

Works. O v e r

400,000 men

and women the

w 0 r l d over

have proved it

for themselves.

Among them

are such men

as Judge Ben

B. Lindsay;

Supreme Court

Justice Parker;

Governor Mc

K e I v i e , o f

Nebraska; Wu

Ting Fang, ex

U. S. Chinese

Ambassador;

Governor Fer

ris, of Michi

g an ; E . T.

Meridith, Sec

retary of Agri

c u l t u r e, and

thousands of

others of equal

prominence.

I know you'll think that I've claimed a lot.

Perhaps ou think there must be a catch some

where. ut here is my ofier. You can easily

make thousands—you can't lose a penny.

Send no money—~no. not a cent. Merely clip

the coupon and mail it to me. By return mail

you'll receive, not a pamphlet. but the whole

"secret" told in this wonderful book, “POWER

OF VVILL.”

Keep it five days. Look it over in your home.

Apply some of its simple teachings. If it doesn't

show you how you can increase your income many

times_over——just as it has for thousands of others

—m:ul the book back. You will be out nothing.

But if you do feel that “POVVER OF VVILL”

will do for you what it has done for over four

hundred thousands others—if you feel as they do

that it's the next greatest book to the Bible-—send

me only $3.50 and you and I'll be square.

f you pass this offer by, I'll be out only the

small profit on a three and a half dollar sale. But

ynu~you may easily be out the difference between

what-you're making now and an income several

times" as great. So you see you're a lot—-a whole

lot——more to lose than I.

Mail the coupon or write a letter now~—you

may never read this ofier again.

Special Note

In nearly five year: the price af "Pazvgy

if Will" has been increased only 50c. We

mi it necessary new to mire the price a:

suon as the present edition is gone. This

mmn: that by July lst or .ro0ner the

price must be increased tn $4.50.

Pelton Publishing Company

I56-J Wilcox Block Meriden, Conn.

Perm“ Publishing <31‘-§|§.T.§"'

156-J Wilcox Block, Muriden, Conn.

You may send me “Power of Will" at our

risk. I agree to remit $3.50 or remail the ooh

to you in five days.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Maonzmi-:
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$1 a NUMBER

$1 a MONTH

They _will help_you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until you have mastered its con

tents. 3,500 pages of actual information and 4,700 illustrations. Once you

see these books and put them into actual use you will never.again want to

be without them. Try it at our expense.

TO EARN MORE—LEARN MORE

  

  

It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—ask

them all the questions you can think of-—use them in your work—study them—pick

up some information that will increase your earning ability.

entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides.

Keep them for seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get along

without them, return them to us and owe us nothing.

\\'lien ou decide to keep them you only have to pay $1.00 down and remit the

{$9.00 on the easy payment of $l_.00 a month till paid for.

It will pay you many times over.

tested.

balance o

Use the coupon to get the books.

What Users Say:

Become a Superintendent

Hawkins Guides are worth double their

price, I have been able to secure higher

pay and a better position with their aid.

K. W, Monard.

Supt. Erskine Light & Power Plant.

Erskine. Minn.

$5.000 Saved

The ten dollars I invested in Hawkins

Electrical Guides netted the oomllany

by whom I am employed somewhere

around $5.000.

The knowledge gained from your books

enabled me to save a transformer house.

whereas a year ago I should have

thought myself in great danger and

have nin.

Use this letter as you please as I am

truLy thankful for having the little won

ders. A. L Foster, Opher. Colo.

Handy to Carry

The great beauty of them is that YOU

can carry them in your pocket. 'l'hat

suits me for I never want to be without

them, F‘. S. Collins.

Il.i<-liardson Engineering Co., Hartford,

Goon.

 

~ AWKINS

ElectricalGuides

place electricity at your fingers’ ends. They

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can turn right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in

language—no wasted words—only w at you need to

know—fuli of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.

T_he guides are a complete course in electrical en

gineering.

 

by using your set oi

HAWKINS, Eletctrical

Guides Every Day.

They tell you lust what

you need to know.

lain every day

FREE
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armature I(‘lt‘LlOll-——llli)Lt)r starting—caloulations——brake horse

power—selection anti installation of tbwiamos and motors-—gal

vanometi-rs —~ standard cells — current measureiiient — I'(.'$lSl1llit‘6

maaIurement—-voltmeti-rs—-wattrneters—watthour meters—<>peration

of dynanio&—operation of motors, etc.

Na. 3 Contains 300 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution S}'Slt‘lIlS

——wires and wire caiciilatioiis—inside, outside and underground

wiring—-sign flasliers—ligbtning protecti<xi—rectiiiers-storage bat

tery systems. etc.

No. 4 Contains 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating current

principles — alternating current diagrams — the power factor -

altsrnamr principlos—aitornator constriicti0n——windlngs, etc,

No. 5 Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors-sym

chrrmous and induction motor principies—A. C. commutator

motors—-induction motors—transrormei-s: losses, construction,

connections, it-sts—converters-—rectiiicrs, etc,

lo. I Contains 293 pages, 472 illustrations. Altiernatin cuirent

systems—-switching devices»-—<2urrent breakers»—rela)'s—— ightning

woteotor apparatns—rcgtilating devicea—aynchr0nous COIlll(?Tlit'I'H

—indic-ating dev'ioes—meters~power factor iiidicatorl—wiive form

messurenient—-switch hoards. etc.

No. 7 Contains 315 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating current,

wiring power stations—turbinee: IlllI'i8Rt'l‘l'lPilI., selection, location,

erection, testing, running, care and ri-;iai'r—teleph0ni-s, ett'._

Io. 8 Contains 332 pages, 436 illustrations. 'l‘eiegraph—simulta

nsous telegraphy and ti~lephony—wireless—electrolysis belLs—

electric lishtinit—photometry, etc.

NO. 9 Contains 322 pages, 627 illustrations. Electric railways-—

sloetrie locomotives—car lighi.ing~—-tr~oll0Y car operation—mis

osllaneons applications—motion pictures—gas engine ignition

automobile self-starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles. etc.

Na. I9 Contains 513 pages, 599 illustrations. I':ii‘VllUI'Pl-—('f\n@§

—pnmpa—-air compressor-s—eli=ctrio in-ating—ele<-trie W€'itilnR—

soldering and brazing—-industrial sleetr~olysis—eieetro-plating

aleetr0—the-ranoutit-s—X-rays. etc,

also g enmplete 126 page I'N\(i_\' reference index of the oompietis

library. This index has hi-en pllHH<*d to rvnder easily accessible

all the vast information contained in the I0 electrical guides.

There are over 13,500 r-ross Tf'fi"TPn("(‘S You __ .

find what you want to know Instantly

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M.-\(‘..»\zi.\'i=.

 

Hawkins Electrical Guides (wtaa $1
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I Tho thoroughness of o u r

of our equipment are well known

in [ho Auto industry. The big

cudorse our Course. in fact. many of

the leading Auto Manufacturers assisted

students the fullest. co-operation possible.

These factories are constantly calling on us

we turn out Everywhere in the Automobile in

dustry M. S. A. S. graduates are given the

school.

In-Ow!

,9

Training for \ °

E nu-tllotls and the completeness

jlral factories in the country heartily

in outlining our Course and tho)‘ sire our

for graduates because they know the type of men

preference because ours is the factory endorsed

I . g~"" Dolrolt.Hirhip-r\.U.$.A

l. Havinghad the pleasure ofnesntly visitilna and in

'ng moat carefully your school, it me to aav

t l was decal’: impressed with the personnel of your

organisation, equipment that you have and the

' '°"-";'.‘$-"at 's:;"e"%a"-‘sir-:at*" '""*IOU

CL 9.. illlalwy. Iaaagor lorvlco DODOPQIIO‘

  

-Hupmobilc

I-iugpp Motor Car Corporation

‘-‘

 

THE SFITDEBAKER (1oru>0|u\11o:v

(I A.‘lIIIICA

‘lllrnurr. .\h-10-au 0 .\ -

Answering I’ ‘QB! of ' 18th . relative to the

Ilchipan Shmum School trott. it is our under

Itlndmg that they conduct a very good school, in fart

Io do not know of a better automobile school that we

could recommend to{ou than the Hichlkln State.

ours wig truilz,

“II ITUDIIQKII COR IA? I OI AMERICA

@@’li©(€.°®€.Ti‘%©iTi°
Moron CAR Counuw

Dlrrnon-. Micn..U.S.A.

The lidlltlfl Sta? Auto School boars odroputadon and we be love turns out good wtnrvkaxi-a:n.'°At

proacnt tune there acorns to be no difllcuity for their

"-"M":-".:a"" ':-°"asl’;."a".l's:""
Q I. Iloolon Faotob Ianalor

Read This

Money - Back -..Guarantee

We guarantee to

qualify you for a

position as chaufleur.

repair man, demon

strator. auto electri

cian, garage m a n .

automobile dealer or

tractor mechanic and

operator paying from

$l00 to $400 month

ly. or refund your

money. provided you

do your part and at

cnd our classes.

 

 

  

  

even greater.

Factories, Garages and Service Stations every

where are calling for Trained Men in ever increas

ing numbers. Hundreds of our students are in business

for themselves making $5,000 to $10,000 and more yearly.

There are thousands of valuable locations for Garages and

Service Stations everywhere——the field is unlimited.

No matter what you have done or what you are doing now, you

Auto Factories Endorse '-courses Thorough a

i Complete
We train both the head and hand. There are over

one hundred motors of all types in our block test department.

School

detail.

Our Course in Auto

no trouble locatmg

l Course, students are

  

courses may be taken

Detroit the Logical

Place to Learn

Detroit. with more than 180 Auto

and Accessory factories. is the logical

place to learn the Auto and Tractor

buslllcss. i'9'.‘~E> of all automobiles

manufactured are made in Michigan

-71% are made in Detroit alone.

(‘an you think of a better place than

the Auto Center in which to learn

this business of big opportunities? i

Detroit in Su mmer

in addition to being the heart of the Automobile Industry,

Detroit in summer is the center of some of the finest pleasure

spots in America. Detroit has 38 parks, the finest of which

is Belle Isle-—a wooded island in the Detroit River, said to be

one of the most beautiful spots in America. Here you find

boating, bathing and a score of other amusements within a

few minutes boat or trolley ride of the heart of the city, Then

there are daily boat trips up and down the Detroit River.

through Lake St. Ciair,—across Lake Erie to Toledo, Cleve

land, Buffalo and Niagara I-‘ails; trips to Sugar Island and to

Put-in-Bay where you may explore the caves in which Com

mander Perry hid his men from the British Fleet in the War of

I812. During the summer months many pleasant evenings may

he spent enjoying the cooling breezes from the deck of a boat as it

glides through the moonlit waters. Already tho Michigan State

.\uto School has arranged for three of these boat trips for this

~ummer. These are free to students and their friends. At all times

throughout tho year. Detroit is the logical place to learn the Auto

and ‘Tractor business. but the summer attractions in and around

Detroit make May, June, July, August and September ideal months

in which to get this training and at the same time enjoy Detroit.

Big 176-Page Catalog

Send the coupon today for the 176-Page Catalog and copy of latest

"Auto School l\ews" both absolutely FREE. They tell about

Courses—-show more than a hundred pictures of equipment-give

letters from big Auto Factories and Graduates. M. S. A. S. Courses

are as reasonable in price as they are thorough in their training.

l'hose who have jumped on a train and come to Detroit to investigate

our school, have found the Courses so satisfactory and so reasonably

priced that they have remained to get the M. S. A. S. Training.

Our Money-Back guarantee protects you. If you can't come. get the

"8tol0;r- Resolve to learn the business in De-troit——Ths Heart of the

Auto industry. Use the coupon NOW. -

 

MICHIGAN STATE’Apr
C

3955'Auto Building

6B_7-89-91 Wcodward Ave.
  

Students get complete, thorough and practical knowledge oi

Motors, Starting, Lighting and Ignition Systems, Carburetion,

Lubrication, Transmissions, Differentials, etc.

care, repair and operation of Farm Tractors.

i and Tire Repairing are taught in separate Courses.

  

' NOT A‘ONE-MAN
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A u t o mobile ,

Truck and Tractor bus

iness, in a few years, has

become the world's greatest industry.

In amount of capital invested, in number of

men employed, in volume of business it exceeds

any other industry.

in its infancy.

industry are almost beyond belief; future opportunities will be

Prepare yourself to take advantage of these oppor

tunities by looming every phase of the Automobile, Truck and Tractor

business as taught by the old reliable Michigan State Auto School. Detroit.

Earn $100 to $400 Monthly

Manufacturers tell us it is still

The opportunities for Trained Men in this

can learn this well-paid, pleasant worlt. Whether

you are young or have reached more mature

years, our courses will fit you to command the

opportunities you desire. To the men with grit

and the determination to get ahead, the future is

without limit. .\lichigan~ State Auto Training

will help you to success in any branch of the

Auto, Truck and Tractor business. .. ,__
I

n d

Each student is taught Auto, Truck

and Tractor construction in every

Electrics is very thorough-—graduates have

any electrical trouble quickly and easily.

As a part of the regular

given complete and thorough training in the

Brazing and Welding

Either of these

separately but if taken with the regular Auto

mobile Course, make a valuable

addition to the equipment of any

student. To men who want to

sell Autos, Trucks and Tractors,

this training gives an exceptional

  

 

advantage for they know just how

to judge the value of old ma

chines they are asked to take

in trade on new ones. They

know these machines as no av

erage salesman can know them.

School is open all year-you can

start any day.

SCHOOL '

This school is founded

on the best. newest and

most practical princi

pics in the Auto. Truck

and Tractor business.

Our course is built with

tho closest and most

l i b e r al co-operation

f r o m Manufacturers,

Garages, Service Sta

tions and Owners. it

is not one Man's ideas.

but the combined ideas

of the biggest and most

successful men in each

field.

A. G. Zeller, President -

SEND THIS [IilliPilli~TlillAY

mcmoau STATE AUTO 8Cll0L

3965 Auto Building 687-9| Woodward Ave.

Detroit. l1iol\.. u. s. A.

Gentlemen :——

Please send me. absolutely FREE New 176

l‘age Illustrated Catalog. "Auto School News."

and information as checked below.

( ) Auto and Tractor Course

( ) Tire Repairing

( ) Brazing and Welding

(Mark each course you -are interested

  

in.)

Or. better still, you can expect me about

i\'ann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l,‘it_v.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Smn- . . . . . . . . ..

Scnoon
Wosf Progressive Auto Sc/roo///7 .4mer/'ca"—- "/0 z‘/re //ear? of 2‘/re /Iuz‘0 /ndusf/;y"

 

Det~oi1:. Mich.U.S.-A.

- Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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TestYourself NOW

A surface of Cast iron in to be fliiishod in

one cut on a inilliiiit machine. The casting ta

8 inches lonz and 5 inches wide. The miiiinl

cutter has a diameter oi 3 inches and a width

oi 2 inches. How long will it take to do the

work! Assume a feed of 215 inches.

For what purpose is a maanetio chuck used!

How many processes for cuttinz near teeth!

How do you determine the ratio of two

learl. when the numbers oi teeth are liven!

The lead screw has a gltch oi ‘A inch. What

is the ratio of gears to e used to cut a screw

with I8 threads per inch?

What determines the cuttinl speed in a mill

lnl machine!

(live s short description of the thermit

weldinl process.

What is essentially the flral. step in maklnl

any tool from a tool-maker's standpoint‘!

Why ls it advisable to cut the threads of an

adjustable tap somewhat smaller than the de

sired sin for the tap to cutl

Under what circumstances would you eon

aider it advisable to use a counter-bore, rather

than a drill, when nnilllllll a holel Whyl

Why should undue accuracy never be in

dulled in when melting drill Jiaa and similar

toulsl -

What is the ractical way to test the temper

oi’ moidins san t

How does the riser on a steel castlnl dlfler

from one for iron!

What are some of the precautions necessary

in pour-ins a mold in order to obtain the best

results!

How are the sides of deep molds vented when

a flask is used?

What point carbon steel should he used for

machine tools. miliina cutters. drills. and taps‘!

Why is it necessary to reheat large laces
after tliey have been hardened! D

What must be the outside diameter oi the

original wooden pattern lor the rim of a pulley

with six arms. the diameter oi the ilniahed

puller’ to be 30 inclica and the width of lace

9 inches!

What are the allowances for shrinkage in the

construction ol a wooden pattem oi a shaft

hunger bearing cap!

 

A Few of the Subjects Treated

Mlflhlhé SIIO|7 T99] Dggizn

P"-=fi== Die Making

Mfihi“° 55°F Metal Stamping

anazemen‘ Foundry Work
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PRACTICE Pnciici;

. . -

swer these

Questions on Shop Work?
I-IE skilled mechanic today is a specialist. He has no opportunity to

build a complete machine or cvcn a small part of onc. His active work

is carried along rather limited lines. But to make the best success i_n

his work-—to secure promotion to more responsible duties or to go into busi

ness for himsclf—it is absolutely necessary that he have a broad and compre

hensive knowledgc of machine work and shop practice. There is only one

really feasible way for the mechanic to familiarize himself with other shop

lines outside his own individual work—and that is to have specialists in all

lines give him all they have learned in a form-that will be readily accessible.

There you have the reason for the famous standard reference work, called

"Modern Shop Practice."

Thousands of Dollar’: Worth of Shop Information

"Modern Shop Practice" is a wonderful reference work in Machine Shop

Practice and Management, Production Manufacturing, Metallurgy, Welding,

Tool Making, Tool Design, Die Making, and Metal Stamping, Foundry Work,

Forging, Pattern Making, Mechanical Drawing, ctc. It has been tested

through six editions, bought by thousands of mechanics, consulting engineers,

shop superintendents and owners, production managers, ctc.

New Edition Only 7c a Day

Six magnificent volumes, flexibly bound in American Morocco, gold

stamped. 2,300 pages. 2,500 illustrations—photographs, drawing, explanatory

diagrams, tables, ctc. Here you have at your finger tips up to date labor

saving methods that big manufacturers have spent thousands of dollars to

develop. Facts that you can use in your everyday work. Information that

fits you to earn bigger pay. All this is now yours in the new 6 volume set of

“Modern Shop Practice," on payments so easy as to average only 50c a

week or only 7c a dayl

SHIPPED FREE

No moncy.in advance. Not a cent. Sec the books in your own home or

shop absolutely free at our risk. Read them, examine them, study them for

7 whole days before you need decide whether you want to keep them or not.

Send no money to get the books for free examination. Make no deposit.

Assume no obligation. Simply sign and mail the coupon herewith and

the books will be promptly shipped to you for 7 days’ free examina

tion. If you are not more than delighted with the books and do riot

consider them a wonderful investment, just send them back to

us, and you won't owe us a cent. American

If you prize the books and consider them worth many times their price T°§::||:J

to you, send only $2.80 within 7 (lays and then $2 a month until the Duh 3.555

special introductory price of $21.80 has been paid.

Extra Feature Free

To those who order promptly, we will give free a con

sulting membership in the American Technical Society

for one year. This gives ou the right to ask our cir

ports any question regarding shop practice for an

entire year. You may ask as many questions as

you please.

SEND NO MONEY

Chimes. U.S. A.

Please send me set

of M 0 cl e r n Slum

Practice for seven s’

free examination, -

ping charges collect. 1.1 I

decide to buy. l will and

$2.80 within seven days and the

balance at $2.00 a month until

$21.80 has been paid. Then you

send me a recci t ahowinl that the

  

 

$1“-F-1.’Pi

Forging

Pattern Making

Mechanical

Drawing, etc.

Production

Manufacturing

Metallurgy

Welding

Tool Making

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, i

Bolcrenco . . . _ ..

Merely sign and mail the coupon and

the books will be shipped to you at our

risk. Gct the coupon in the mail at

once. before this special ofler is

sot of books and Si‘ .00 consulting mem

bership are mine. and fully paid (or. If

I think that I can get. aionl without the

buolts alter the seven days’ trlll. 1 will return

Lhein at your expense.

withdrawn. Send it t.oday—NOWi IN
amB....

D t. ° IM335 Chicago, lll. -*““"‘-5‘

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Macazirziz
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time.

Draftsman.

Olllef Engineer. $5.000 to $50,000 I Your

How “Columbia” Students

Succeed

Students of the Columbia

School of Drafting often se

cure positions at $2,000 or

more a year to start before

completing the course. Hun

dfcds Qf mgn and wgmgn Chief Draftsman, $50 to SISO a Week

with “Coliimbia" training are now making good with big con

cerns all over the country. Many more are needed for splen

did positions, now open. Here is what “Columhia" training is doing for

some of our graduates; Laurence ohnston, over $5,000 a year; George

Murray, $45 a week to start; G. angorra, $2,800 a year; A. L. Gash,

140 a month to start; \V. S. Burfoot, $150 a month to start; T. R.

rown, $2,860 a year; R. Fowlres, $3,700 a year. These are only a few

of a great number of similar cases.

Big Concerns Employ Columbia Graduates

The best concerns in America employ Columbia graduates in their

drafting de artments because of the thorough practical training we give

which enab es them to step right into important drafting positions Our

diploma is the entering wedge into big drafting rooms ever where. As

a Columbia graduate you are recognized as an experience draftsman,

not as a mere apprentice. Our training spells Success for you. Wh be

satisfied with a grinding, underpaid position when there are hundre s of

promising positions open to you in the big field of Drafting. \Ve are

called upon to place trained draftsrnen more rapidly than we can roducc

them. General construction companies, manufacturers, railroad), ship

building concerns, engineering projects. etc., need draftsmcn today in

greater numbers and at better salaries than ever before.

This Complete Drafting Equipment Furnished

  

AT HOME—lN SPARE TIME
As You Would in Actual Practice

Gets into this constructive branch of industry where big salaries are paid. No previous training is

necessary to become a capable draftsman with the help of the Columbia School of Drafting. You can

master the practical lessons of our famous home study course, at home, in spare

' You will be personally coached and instructed by mail, by Roy C. Clafiin,

president of the school, whose long experience as a draftsman and teacher spe

cially qualifies him to give you the training you need to become a successful

BECOME A SPECIALIST

We not only give you thorough and practical training in Mechanical Drafting,

Let us tell you the fuciiiatiiig story of

Drafting and liow you can master this

lucrativo profession of big salaries md

steady iidvuncement Lhrouuh our help.

Write to-dpy to

Dept. iizs, I4\h & T Sts., N. W.

Draftsman. $35 to M00 I W"!

 

 

teaching you to make actual drawings as you would

in any drafting room, but you receive the additional

benefit of a post-graduate course in some special branch

of drafting. A big field of opportunity is thus opened

to you as a trained specialist in this profession.

Draftsmen Get $35 to $100 a Week
Because of the importance of his work the draftsman is paid

a big salary and is always in

line for advancement. The

draftsman's pay is from $35

to $100 a week. A knowledge

of drafting is the stepping

stone to big technical posi

tions in the industrial field,

paying as high as $50,000 a

 

 

scan nus couwou T0-DAY

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF

DRAFTING

Roy C. Claflin. President

Washington, D. C.

  

to students of our school. The instruments are of standard American

"133" Of "EB M5? quality, fully guaranteed. and become your property

on completion of the course.

is included.

Every instrument needed for the course

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Roy C. Claflin, Pres.

Dept. 1128, 14th & T Sts., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

I am interested in your practical training in Mechanical Drafting.

Plense send me Free, your illustrated book of particulars, testimonials,

terms, etc. 1 uni also interested in the special post-graduate course

checked below:

(Mechanical Drafting, or l_Vlachine Drafting is the foundation

course and is complete in itself.)

Architectural Drafting q... . . . . . . . . . .. ggpougantiifiaz Draftlno - - - - - - ~ < ~ - - ~

A iolnohna D af“ng _' IQ‘ ‘fl fl . r . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . A . 4.

E|"mr,m| Braking stadtlisi-csi ‘Drafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Aeroplane Drafting Ra 0 -m mm ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ "

I D m Automotive _Draftln\_i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

sieclal Mach ""7 '3 "ll - - - - - - ' - " Hydrogranhie Draftinu . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2:186!‘ MB‘ia|D Dgtifflfli - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - -- ¥30ll'llI6Q llleslqn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

|'l.lC ura Ti! IIIQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 00 ES flfl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Highway Draftinq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Shop Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Patent Drafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Builders Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I\'anio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......-.-:

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1tnto . . . . . . . . . .........

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Camels are sold everywhere in

scientifically sealed packages of

20 cigarettes Ibr Q0 cents: or ten

packages ‘Q00 cigarettes) in a

§las5ine- paper- covered carton.

We strongly recommend this

carton for the home or oflice sup

ply or when you travel.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Winston-Salem, N. C.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 1\’lAGAZINE

As sure as you

a_re_ a foot high

you will like this

Camel Turkish and

Domestic blend!

 

 

v \

OU will prefer Camels smooth, de

lightful blend of choice Turkish and

choice Domestic tobaccos to either kind

smoked straight! It gives you an en

tirely new idea of cigarette enjoyment

Camels never tire your taste no matter

how liberally you smoke. They are al

ways appetizing—and satisfying, because

they have a desirable, mellow body.

Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty

aftertaste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor.

In fact, every angle you get on Camels is

so different from any other cigarette that

you will be won as you were never won

before!

That’s why we say frankly—compare

Camels With any cigarette in the World

at any price! We know the answer.



  

PRACTICAL MECHANICS

FOR" EVERYDAY MEN

  

e ~ -1.

ODAY the country or suburban

home can be provided with all of

the conveniences possible in the

modern city dwelling. This is espe

cially true with electrical conveniences

and during the

past ten years

m a n y thousand

small lighting

plants have been

sold to people who

are too far from a

power station to

have the mains ex

tended to th e i r

homes. The iso

lated lighting plant

really a little

power house all in

itself. It is so

simple to operate

and maintain that

most any one with

out any experience -

in electrical mat

ters can take care

is

of it.

Those contem

plating the instal

lation of a small

lighting plant

should first lo 0 k

over the available space in which the

plant is to be placed and then make the

purchase accordingly. Some plants

Isolated Ligting lanti

  

MAGAQ I N E

a@
MAY, 1920

  

By Jerry Dare

For those who are not well acquainted

with small lighting plants a general

outline of their operation will be given.

The generator is really the heart of the

system. This is always a direct cur

 

A compact small lighting unit with the generator directly connected to the gasoline engine

rent machine driven by a gasoline en

gine. The voltage generated by these

machines is generally in the neighbor
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current of the storage battery reaches a

certain value the plant automatically

stops. This is brought about by a lit

tle cut-out or circuit breaker which

functions when the current passing

through it reaches

a certain point.

When t h e current

of the storage bat

tery falls below a

certain value, the

plant is automatic

ally started in most

cases although

s o m e systems do

not have this ad

vantage. Some

m a n u f acturers

claim that a per

fectly automatic

system causes the

plant to be neglect

ed because the per

son responsible for

its operation does

not have to go near

it. The author

feels that this is a

poor argument and

that there is a

great advantage in

a perfectly auto

matic system. If one makes a practice

of looking the plant over every few

days there will be no danger of anything

 

  

are more compact than others. The hood of 32 although some are manu- going wrong.

ideal location for Such all iI1- " Once the storage batteries

stallation should be light, TABLE OF SIZES of a small lighting plant are

Clean and dI'Y- A C°I1¢1'@t<‘- ' _ char ed, the whole s stem
floor is also an added ad- Sh Iv Liam Capacity (‘vi §§'i:l¢=‘ii=ri=l’i>'ii can gremain idle untily the

. 2 of lhumhei or Ampere Capacity Lamps ot Runnlna and .

vantage and Wlll g r e a t l y ozgewcr‘ ngéfigy vomgfioi ggggl altar-cunt 23s“¢.;!.pt. ntrtqttuy; grand charge in the battery falls be

eliminate vibration. The ' ' i 7 y 2owi£l.’£. Battery la<=.‘§'.° 2o"§v‘§'zt. low a certain value. Aside

attic or cellar, unless the lat- 1'5 16 g 32 60 15 7 15 from general depreciation, the

ter is very dry and clean, are 1'5 16 i 90 10 13 only expense of operating

both bad places to install a 1'5 _1L -52 120 ll 14 ‘Z2 such a plant is incurred while

private lighting plant. A lit- ‘/é 15 32 l 120 40 14 40 it is in actual operation.

tle corner boarded off in the "/4 11? 32 150 50 18 50 A very novel little isolated

barn or a small shed are good 1% 11> 32 200 100 25 100 lighting plant that has re

places to make an initalla- 22 1??) 22 cently appeared on the mar

tion. Care must be ta en to _ 5- -1 - 5 ket is illustrated in the

see that the place does not get ' drawing. This has become

too cold in the winter else trouble will

be had with the batteries. The plant

should never be allowed to stand in an

atmosphere at a freezing temperature.

On the other hand it is not necessary

that the building containing the plant

should be heated.

factured that operate at 110 volts. The

generator is usually directly connected

to the gasolene engine but in the case

of a gas engine the generator is driven

by a belt.

The output of the generator is fed

to a battery of storage cells. When the

105

known as the Sunnyhome Farm Plant

and is extremely neat and compact.

This little plant comes complete

with a small enclosure which obvi

ates the necessity of providing a special

building for it. The space occupied is

very small and the plant is so designed
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that it is very efficient in its operation.

In the winter the engine is cooled with oil

which is carried in a 5-gallon tank in

the base of the machine. The same oil

is used to lubricate the entire system

and is forced into the bearings of the

engine under pressure. One filling of

the tank is sufficient to run the ma

chine for an entire year.

This plant is probably the most auto

matic one that has been designed. For

instance, if the gasoline in the fuel

tank runs out a small red light in the

house is lit. If the piston of the en

gine freezes up, the main switch is

caused to open within three seconds

time.

This plant is provided
with at 110-volt generator

and this makes it possible

to obtain all the wiring

fixtures at any electrical

supply house. In the case

of a 32-volt system the

electrical fixtures cannot

be obtained as easily.

With this system, h 0 w -

ever, the standard type

electric i r o n s , toasters,

fans, etc., cannot be used.

This is a very important

consideration and should

not bb overlooked by those

who contemplate the in

stallation of a private

lighting plant.

The Sunnyhome plant

has a 2%-hp. gasoline

motor which reaches a

speed of 2,000 r.p.m. This

motor drives a 1%-kw.

generator which is capable

of supplying sufficient

current for the average

size country or suburban

home. Unlike most plants

of this nature, the starting

and stopping of the gen

e r a t o r depends entirely

upon the terminal voltage

of th e storage battery.

When the voltage reaches

a. certain maximum value,

a switch is opened and the

plant stops. As the bat

tery discharges the voltage drops and

when it passes beyond a certain limit a

switch is closed and the plant again

starts. The starting of the gasoline en

gine is brought about by feeding the

current from the storage battery into

the generator which then acts as a mo

tor. This is not a feature of the par

ticular plant in question but is used

on most all small lighting systems.

In case the coupling between the

motor and the generator of the Sunny

home plant breaks, the gasoline motor

is prevented from racing by a simple

form of suction governor which is

placed in the inlet passage.

Compactness and simplicity of con

struction arc the two most important

  

Lead Cable:

The plan of the Sun

nyside lighting plant.

This little plant sets

in a small enclosure

not much larger than

a dog kennel

considerations in farm-lighting equip

ment. While dwelling on the features

mentioned above a brief outline of a

new system employing the Knight

sleeve-valve engine will be interesting.

This outfit is provided with a 32-volt

generator whose armature shaft is ex

tended with the engine crank at one

end. The engine is rated at 2 hp. when

turning at 1,100 r.p.m. It is fitted

with an aluminum cylinder head, par

ticularly designed to dissipate heat.

The cylinder is a gray iron casting with

the cooling fins cast integral.

The method of govering this engine

is by a fixed air passage which re

stricts the engine under load to 1,100

r.p.m. W hi l e running

light it would run in ex

cess of 1,600 r.p.m. The

ignition circuit is includ

ed between one of the

Support-_

Gasoline, Supply Pipe-~

Gasoline Tank

main brushes and an auxiliary or third

brush. In starting the ignition voltage

is 12 but owing to‘ the armature reac

tion this drops down to about three

volts while the engine is running. When

the battery is fully charged, the igni

tion is automatically cut out. The

battery cut-out, manual starting switch

and overload switch are combined in a

single electro-magnetic device. This

device carries three windings, one series

and two shunt. The electro-magnet also

has two armatures arranged side by

side one of which carries the switch

contacts for both the main line and the

field circuit.

The generator of this outfit is con

structed along the most modern lines.

  

There are no brush wires, the leads to

the brushes being strips of copper im

bedded in Bakelite. The control box is

mounted on the field frame which gives

a very compact outfit. The comlpete

unit weighs but 350 lbs. without the

battery. The battery weighs 52 lbs.

per cell.

Most fann-lighting outfits are pro

vided with storage cells mounted _in

glass jars. A shelf or number of

shelves must be constructed to carry

these cells. It is also necessary to paint

these shelves with an acid-resisting

paint. The room in which the cells are

placed should also be very well venti

lated to carry off the gases generated by

the storage cells while they are being

charged. These gases will corrode ex

posed parts unless they are well pro

tected and it is also best for the health

of the person taking care of the plant

that means be provided

for removing them.

The voltage of a

farm-lighting outfit is

a very important con

sideration as this will

depend largely u p 0 n

the nature of the in

stallation and the dis

tance that current is to

be transmitted. T h e

usual outfit which has

a voltage of 32 is suit

able in all cases where

the lighting is confined

to a fairly small area.

In the average 8- to

10-room house the 32

volt system will make a

suitable installation if

the current is not to be

transmitted over a dis

tance of 300 feet. Of

course, if larger wire

was used, the current

could be sent a greater distance

but on the other hand this would

entail a greater expense which

would probably meet the cost of a

110-volt system. It can be said

in general that for distances over

300 feet a 110-volt system vvill

prove to be more economical and

satisfactory.

On farms where a gas engine is al

ready in use for driving cream sepa

rators, wash machines, etc., a lighting

dynamo can be very easily belted to the

engine directly or to a point on the line

shaft. Some farmers prefer to have the

whole outfit together. If the gas en

gine is powerful enough, the battery

charging generator can be driven while

the washing machine or water pump is

being operated.

For country use the Edison type of

storage battery possesses many ad

vantages over the ordinary lead plate

battery. Although the lead type of

battery will give splendid service if

taken care of properly, it is very sensi

--Filler P|pe
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tive to abuse of any kind and when

once injured it requires expert at

tention to put it back into a service

able condition. The Edison alkaline

battery never requires expert attention,

does not need to be cleaned, does not

make use of a corrosive acid and is not

injured if discharged completely. The

alkaline battery is also capable of re

ceiving and making use of a charge “at

any old time” which is not true of the

lead battery which is generally charged

only when its voltage falls below a cer

tain point. Another point in favor of

the alkaline battery is the fact that an

accidental change in the polarity of the

charging current will in no way injure

the plates. Such an accident would be

ruinous to a lead plate battery. The

alkaline battery gives off non-corrosive

fumes which is a very important con

sideration 'as the ventilating problem

does not give so much trouble. A lead

plate battery is very sensitive to a low

temperature and they should never be

exposed to a temperature below the

freezing point. The alkaline solution

used in an Edison type‘battery cannot

be frozen at any winter temperature

common to this part of the country as it

ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MODEL

LOCOMOTIVES.

By R. D. McMu1uzY.

ANY readers of this magazine

who are engaged in the construc

tion of model electric locomotives will

probably welcome a few notes along

this line that come as the result of con

siderable experience the writer has had

in making and operating such devices.

Experience has proven that the fiat

type of commutator is much better for

this purpose than the drum type. This

used in conjunction with a laminated

field motor makes it possible to produce

a motor that will fit into a very small

space and yet be efficient. The writer

makes his field laminations of black

iron (the thinner the better). After

they are all cut out they are packed

together and placed in a vise when they

are filed and the rough edges trimmed

off. When this is done four holes are

placed in the pieces and brass studs

or rivets used to hold them together.

The armature from an old electric

horn motor makes a very suitable type

for use in railway motors but, of course,

these are not always available when

they are wanted most. Armature discs

can be easily cut out of sheet iron.

First the plain discs are cut and

then the holes for the shaft are drilled

in the center. When this is done the

slots can be drilled out.

Motors constructed along these lines

are in general much more satisfactory

than those of the permanent magnet

type. They are lighter in weight and

far less bulky. For given size they are

also much more powerful. The one

is capable of withstanding a temper

ature of 50 degrees below zero. It is

possible to leave the alkaline battery

standing in a discharged condition for

an indefinite period without the slight

est deterioration which cannot be done

with a battery of the lead plate type.

In a recent issue of Automotive In

dustries, a splendid outline of isolated

lighting plants was given. The author

has taken the liberty to include this:

“Most of these plants were specially

designed for use on farms and country

estates, while a few were developed for

war purposes and are continued as

meeting a certain peacetime demand.

An output of 1 kw. or close to it is

common, and this seems to best meet

the requirements of the average farmer

who wants light mainly. The great

majority of the engines are single

cylinder uprights, but there are two

two-cylinder engines listed and four

four-cylinder ones. While several of

the most prominent makes use ball and

roller bearings on the crankshaft, bab

bitt-lined bearings are used in most

instances. Water cooling is common,

though air cooling has advantages for

an outfit that is expected to run for

long periods without attention. In one

case, oil is used as the cooling fluid to

overcome the freezing difficulty.

“Ignition is almost equally divided

between battery and magneto system

and one manufacturer gives customers

an option, fitting either the one or the

other.

“About two-thirds of the systems are

adopted to bum kerosene, while the rest

use gasoline only. Two voltages are

standard, viz., 32 and 110. For the

former 16 battery cells are invariably

used, while either 54 or 56 cells are

used with 110 volts. ‘ There is consider

able variation in the proportionate

amount of battery capacity provided,

ranging from about 3 to about 10 kw.

hrs. per kilowatt generator output, but

the average is very close to 5.4 kw.-hrs.

There is also an enormous range in the

governed engine speeds, from 340 to

2,000 r.p.m. Two speeds have recently

been adopted by the S. A. E. as stand

ard for farm-lighting plants, namely,

1,200 and 1,800 r.p.m., but there is

really little indication in the table that

the speeds gravitate ,toward the two

figures.”
 

advantage of the permanent magnet

type is that the armature can be re

versed at any point on the lines by

simply reversing the polarity of the

rails.

In the drawing, A is the motor the

author has used with great success. At

Fig. 1, B is the common type of com

mutator; the disc type is shown at C.

This consists merely-of a fibre washer

with copper segments riveted to it. The

holes for the rivets must be counter

sunk. At D Fig. 2 is shown the method

of mounting a small electric motor in

a model “steam” locomotive. One is

the motor, 2 is the small driving pinion

meshed with the main gear 3, which is

not on the shaft but on the hub of the

driver. Four is a frame fastened to the

motor. This acts as a brush holder.

Bearings for the motor are drilled and

the axle put in place. The hook 7 rests

on the cross-pin 8. Five is the contact

shoe for the third rail. This is a tube

fastened on an insulated cross member

on the frame. The shoe has a plunger

and fits loose in the tube 6 with a light

spring inside the tube.

Motors of this type run heavy trains

at a considerable speed and they may

be used with either D.C. or A.C. cur

rent.
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Heat Treating Alloy Steels

/4 Simplified Exposition of the Precautions to he Taken in Heat Treating Modern

Alloy Steels to Bring Out Their Physical Properties to the Best Advantage

and Reasons Why Such Steels Demand Careful Treatment

By Victor W. Page, M.lS.A. E.

PART ONE

HE rapid growth of the automo

tive industries and the increas

ing use of automobiles, motor

cycles, airplanes, and tractors has cre

ated an entirely new series of problems

for mechanical engineers to solve. The

solution of these resulted in the devel

l!.|r: l‘.:m|'\l\' l'orrwl.\ln |n1||l.Illnn

  

have brought hardening steel from the

old hit or miss methods of temperature

determination by color to an exact sci

ence where the temperature of the fur

naces may be determined with great

accuracy by electrical pyrometers which

show the heat within the furnace on a

plainly read scale. Any mechanic who

liuniplne Thermo-Couple

Fig. 1—Steps in the construction of heat measuring thermocouple

opment of alloy steels, that require en

tirely different treatment than the high

carbon steels of a decade back as the

alloying elements ordinarily employed,

nickel, chromium and vanadium, im

part certain qualities to steel only when

it is given a predetermined heat treat

ment found to be best for that particu

lar alloy. It is not within the province

of this series of articles to discuss the

effects of the various alloying elements

as it is not a work on metallurgy. The

heat treating department of the modern

shop will be given the chemical com

position of the steel to be treated and

the point to which the steel is to be

treated before quenching will have been

accurately determined previously by

testing samples of the steel in a small

electric furnace and finding its critical

or quenching point. This means that

any particular alloy has a point to

which it must be heated, no more, no

less, before quenching and the range

of temperature permitted in some alloys

is not more than twenty-five degrees

either side of the theoretically correct

temperature if its physical properties

are not to be sacrificed.

Science in Modern Hardening.

The chemist, metallurgist and hard

ener work in very close relation in the

modern manufacturing plant. Scien

tific research and exacting processes

can tell time will be able to read the

temperature scale and know the heat

without attempting to approximate it

by color of the furnace interior. On a
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Alloy Steels Demand Multiple

Treatments

Modern alloy steels must receive

double, triple and even quadruple treat

ments in some cases whereas the steels

of the usual high carbon variety seldom

required more than two treatments, the

hardening and a tempering that fol

lowed. The tendency of the old-time

hardener to guess at the proper heat

treatment is no longer in evidence as

costly experience has demonstrated that

modern alloy steels cannot be treated

intelligently unless their critical point

and chemical composition are known.

Critical Point Important

The critical point determination is a

scientific process based on the princi

ple that steel undergoes a change in

molecular structure when heated to the

proper point, and that the quenching of

the steel, when this point is reached,

sets the molecules so that the steel is

hard instead of soft. A small piece or

specimen of the alloy to be tested is

placed in a special holder and heated in

a small fumace. The temperature may

he controlled with great exactness and

is measured and constantly recorded.

 

 

Fig. 2—/in electrical recording instrument with calibrated scale is attached to

the thermocouple

light day, the colors do not appear as

bright to the normal eye as on a dark

day and it is easy to misjudge tempera

tures by 50 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit,

which would be a serious matter if an

alloy having a limited range of per

missible treatment was to be hardened.

The temperature of the piece is

also recorded and in some types of

instruments it is registered on a re

cording chart. The heat curve rises

up to a point where the critical point is

at which point the steel specimen heat

curve flattens out and finally drops.
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The steel must be quenched at this or

decalesccnt point and before the curvc

indicating the changed molecular struc

ture drops.

Spccimens of the steel are then ll'.I1'(l

‘I,

the instruments function that it is pos

sible to maintain a uniformity in the

hardness that would not have been pos

sible with the Old processes where in

dividual skill of the hardener deter
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rig. .5 at lop shows haw thermo-couple or /ire end is inserted in furnace wall,

and coupled to indicating and recording instruments. Fig. 4 Ihows how one

set oj instruments may take readings from a number of furnace:

‘cned by the metallurgist who breaks

them in zt tensile testing machine to de

termine their strength and examines the

structure under a powerful microscope

to make sure the hardening process has

been accurate. Other testing machines

determine the hardness and endurance

to fatigue the treated specimen pos

sesses. It is only after the laboratory

men have determined accurately the

qualities of the alloy, that recom

mendations are issued to the hardeners

for treating the steel in a commercial

manner.

Accurate Gauging of Temperature

By the use of recording pyrometers,

which are a type of electric thermome

ter, it is possible for the men in charge

of the furnace to regulate them to main

tain a uniform temperature at all times.

and for those in charge to make sure

that the heat has been properly main

tained for the period. This is espe

cially valuable in carburizing or case

hardening certain work where the

proper depth of penetration is only ob

tained after a period of 10 to 24 hours

at thé carburizing temperature which

is between 1650-1700 degrees Fahren

heit. Pyrometers also indicate the

temperature of the oil baths and lead

pots for tempering and thehardening

furnaces. The secret of heat treating

modern alloy steel is control of tem

peraturc, quenching at the critical point

and then carefully following the sub

sequent treatment. So accurately do

 

principle discovered by Seeback, that

if the juncture of two dissimilar metals

is heated, an electric current will be

generated, the voltage varying in pro

portion to the heating temperature.

Different metals are used for this pur

pose, as the voltage will vary with the

type of metals used. Base metal fire

ends are commonly used in commercial

application, rare metal couples are used

for fine measurements and checking

purposes. All that is necessary is a

suitable fire end which is joined to a

millivolt meter which can have a scale

calibrated in temperature units instead

of fractions of a. volt. This is done by

a. pair of wires and they may be of con

siderable length, so the recorder does

not need to be combined with the fire

end as in the mechanical types. The

temperature indicator may be in one

building, the fire end in another. Base

metal thermo couples are usually

formed of nickel alloy wire and gen

erate more current than the more ex

pensive platinum-rhodium combina

tions. Typical thermo couples, indi

cators and method of installation are

shown in Figs. 1 to 3. A recording

outfit and the method of connecting it

so it will serve a number of furnaces

is shown at Fig. 4. It is not necessary

to go deeply into this subject as full

information may be obtained by writing

the manufacturers of these devices.

 

 

Fig. 5—Special apparatus for determining the critical point of steel specimens

and indicating it by making a chart

mined the grade of excellence of the out

put, which obviously could not be uni

form because of the varying conditions.

Electric Pyromcters

Electric pyrometers operate on the

Transformation Point Determinator

The freqent reference to “critical”

point of alloy steel in the heat treat

ments described can be easily under

stood when it is explained how this
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critical or transformation point can be

determined with an apparatus such as

shown at Fig. 5. Briefly the operation

of this instrument is as follows:

There are two small pieces of metal

placed in the electric furnace shown.

One is a neutral body of pure nickel,

the other is the piece of steel to be

tested. These pieces are about §4

inch in diameter and 1 inch long. A

5/16 inch hole is drilled in each piece.

It will be noticed that there are two

thermo couples, one of which is placed

in the test piece and the other in the

neutral body.

~2
'I5i"v"IIIIIfl
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D by the combined E. F.’s of both

pieces.

An actual transformation chart at

Fig. 6 made by this instrument gives

a clear idea of the well-defined record

line. On a rising temperature, the

transformation occurs at which is

known as the “decalescent” or “Ac”

points, while those occurring on falling

heats are known as recalescence or

“Ar" points. At the highest Ac point

the steel will have the finest grain and

should be quenched when that point is

reached. Steel should be quenched on

a rising rather than a falling heat, so

 

Fig. o—Chart showing how critical point of steel isrecorded by special apparatus

The couples are connected to the

proper binding posts on the instrument

and current turned on. Each piece

heats up at approximately the same

temperature. Due to the fact that the

instrument has two coils and a switch

ing mechanism, the E. M. F. of the

neutral body opposes the E. M. F. of

the test piece when one record is made.

When the other record is made the

switch opens and the true temperature

of the test piece is recorded on the

chart.

When the point of transformation is

reached, however, the necessary work to

change the molecular structure of the

steel means that the test piece will not

heat up for probably several minutes.

During this time, however, the neutral

body which is not experiencing this

transformation phenomena exerts its

strong counter E. M. F. and produces a

very exaggerated buck in the line made

the highest “Ac” point is that usually

chosen and the furnace maintained at

a higher temperature to allow for the

inevitable cooling that results during

transfer of the piece to the cooling me

dium.

(To be continued)

 

For brazing steel, immersion in melted

spelter is found very efficacious. The spelter

picks up traces of iron, and this makes it

much stronger. The joint may show from

10,000 to 20,000 pounds to the square inch

strength. The steel is attacked at the rate

of one thousandth of an inch for each two

minutes of immersion. In the brazing the

metal may be kept in the spelter for three

minutes up to an hour.

 

It seems to be the oxygen in water which

makes it corrode pipes. In hot water prac

tice it is found that if no new water is

added that the pipes will not corrode. If

water has to be added from time to time, it

is good practice to keep such water in a tank

with expanded metal or other form of iron

of large surface. This takes the oxygen

out of the water.

WELDING COMPOUND

HIS process relates to the use of

certain chemicals and ingredients

which are dried and mixed to form a

fine powder, and in this form are ready

to apply to the iron or steel to be

welded, when these metals are in a

heated state and nearly ready for weld

mg.

The chemicals and ingredients form

a flux which spreads over the surface

of the metal and prevents the steel or

iron from burning if it be slightly over

heated and in part so protects the heated

surface from oxidation, so that a clear,

sound weld is easily secured, the flux

being driven out from the joint by

means of the hammer carrying cinder

or other impurities with it.

To prepare this welding compound

use the materials listed below and in

the proportions specified.

Ounces

Boracic Acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Fused Borax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Fine Iron Filings . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Fine Steel Filings . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Carbonate of Potash . . . . . . . . . 2

Chloride of Ammonium . . . . . . . V;

Potassium Nitrate . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Silver Sand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .y2

All the chemicals and ingredients

‘given above are dried on a tray over a

low frame, and then finely powdered

by tarnping with a hammer, and when

reduced to a fine powder are intimately

mixed together by sifting.

After mixing the various ingredi

ents, unlws wanted for immediate use,

they should be stored in airtight metal

containers.

In using the mixture, the intended

weld is first scarfed in the usual way,

and when the parts to be welded ap

proach welding heat withdraw each

part from the fire and apply a small

portion of the mixture to what will be

the actual joint and then return it to

the fire and bring the heat to a little

less than the heat required for ordinary

welding.

When the parts are then brought to

gether, apply the hammer slightly at

first, and then more heavily to complete

the weld. If any part of the scarf is

imperfectly welded, it can again be re

heated and some of the composition

sprinkled over the defective joint, and

heat again to the desired point and com

plete the weld under the hammer.—

American Blacksmith.

The water-power of British Columbia has

been estimated lately at three millions

horse power. One falls, Helmokon, has a

clear descent of 450 feet. In the United

States the steam railroads use 25 per cent

of all the coal mined. The utilization of

water power and the more economical gener

ation of steam will have a profound efiect

on the future of the coal question.
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Putting the Boat Hull in Condition

A Spring Cleaning Process that Keeps the Boat Looking Fit

HEN spring comes around

and you are ready to get your

boat in the water, you should

commence in plenty of time. To prop

erly put a boat in-commission requires

considerable time and care. The hull,

both above and below the water line,

should be well cleaned and all

loose or scaly paint scraped ofif and

sandpapered smooth. Any cracks, open

seams or other spots that may leak

should be well caulked with spun cot

ton and finished ofi with white lead or

some good calking compound. For

many places marine glue or similar

preparations can be used to advantage.

]e£frey’s marine glue or “Petro” liquid

calking are excellent. These com

pounds are applied hot or semiliquid

and are allowed to harden after which

the excess is scraped ofi. If the edges

of the crack, or hole, are cleaned and

free from paint and are dry the com

pound will adhere firmly to the wood

and will expand and shrink with it,

thus insuring a tight seam. White

lead is good for finishing a seam or

crack but ordinary putty should be

avoided. Any badly rotted, decayed or

wonn-eaten wood should be cut away

and replaced by new timber or if on

the bottom of the keel or skeg it may

be merely cut away to solid wood,

planed smooth and given a good coat

of copper paint.

Tools and Supplies Needed

The following tools and supplies will

be found of value in putting the boat

in commission. If the boat is a large

one, an old hoe will be very useful for

removing marine growths. On smaller

craft, cabinet scrapers or putty knives

of large size will be adequate. A steel

wire brush is also useful in this con

nection. A plumber’s gasoline torch is

very good for paint burning. Small

calking irons and a calking mallet and

two old files for cleaning out seams can

be used advantageously. Paint and

varnish brushes will be needed, two

flat brushes about 2% to 3 inches wide

for paint and a varnish brush about

1% or 2 inches wide. For sharpening

the scraper fine-cut flat files are valu

able. For general work around the

engine, an auto tool kit will be useful.

The materials used will include

white lead and raw linseed oil, turpen

tine for thinning paint and ]apan dryer

for insuring that the paint will not take

too long to dry. Special prepared paint

may be obtained for canvas decks and

anti-fouling or copper paint will be

needed for the bottom. Spar varnish of

the best quality will be used for natural

By Andrew Jackson, Jr.

finished woodwork. If one wishes to

do a real good job, the engine should

not be neglected and a small can of

engine enamel can be purchased to

advantage. Paint and varnish remover

will help in stripping off the old colors.

Sandpaper and steel wool, about No. 1

grade, will help in smoothing down the

wood preparatory to painting. If a

wooden deck is used, some seam filler

composition will prove useful to fill

cracks and if calking is found neces

sary, special seam composition and

calking cotton-should be provided.

Removing Old Paint

Sometimes the old paint and varnish

may be so badly cracked, blistered or

cleaned woodwork is of great value as

it removes all old traces of oil, paint,

varnish, etc;, remaining in minute

cracks or pores and gives a fresh, clean,

surface for the new paint. Boiling ox

alic acid solution will bleach out wood

work and provides a clean surface for

paint or varnish.

While almost any sort of paint will

cover up wood and almost any varnish

will give more or less of a gloss, yet

for marine work you cannot be too care

ful in getting the very best and high

est grades of paint and varnishes.

Many paints and varnishes which will

answer very well for use on shore are

absolutely unsuited to boat work for the

  

worn that it must be removed. This

.may be done either by burning and

scraping or by the use of some good

paint and varnish remover. A num

ber of these preparations are on the

market and all are about equally good.

Be sure and scrape off the old paint

and varnish thoroughly after softening

with the remover and then rub well

with gasoline. When thoroughly dry

sandpaper until smooth and do not

apply new paint or varnish until the

wood has dried and aired for 8 or 10

hours: if you neglect this the new paint

may peel or soften from the action of

chemicals remaining in the pores of

the wood.

Old, hard paint or paint of several

thicknesses is best bumt off. A gaso

line torch should be used and as fast

as the old paint blisters up it should be

scraped off with a ship scraper, putty

knife, broken glass or old knives. After

all the paint has been scraped off, sand

paper smooth and rub with gasoline.

The use of gasoline on scraped or

conditions are totally different and are

far more severe and moreover the paint

and varnish stands all the hard knocks

and wear on a boat. For underwater

parts either a high grade copper, anti

fouling, or bronze paint should be used.

The particular kind and color which

you put on will depend upon your own

taste, for practically all the standard

copper and bronze paints are equally

good. Do not expect too much from

any of these compounds however;

they will prevent worms and marine

growths to some extent_but the best

made will not prevent some weeds and

barnacles from growing on your boat.

If you are situated near a river you

may readily keep your boat free from

salt water growths by occasionally run

ning her into fresh water and leaving

her there for a day or two. If you

carmot do this, it will be necessary to

beach her, or haul her out, two or three

times each season and thoroughly scrub

or scrape off all marine growth and

when dry give her another good coat of
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paint. A wire brush is excellent for

cleaning a boat’s bottom but barnacles",

young oysters and other shell fish must

be scraped away with a ship’s scraper, '

an old putty knife or a short-handled

hoe.

Painting the Hull

For the topsides above the water line

you should use either the very best

yacht paint or mix your own paint with

white lead, oil and a little turpentine.

Avoid zinc white as it dries very hard

and is almost impossible to scrape off

while too much dryer renders the paint

less liable to stand the weather and

hard usage. If colors are to be used

you may either mix them yourself by

adding the desired color to the lead

paint or you can purchase them ready

made. If a. durable glossy surface is

desired add some spar varnish to your

paint or better still use the “Enamolin"

colors. These paints are made in black,

white and various colors for both above

and below water and for exterior and

interior work. They are brilliant, dur

able and will stand up two or three

times as long as ordinary paints.

Use Only High Grade Varnish

For varnishing, use the highest grade

marine or spar varnish you can buy.

“Valspar,” is as good as any but sev

eral other makes answer practically

every requirement. In varnishing you

must be sure to have your surface

smooth, clean and dry and if you wish

a high finish you must first use a “fil

ler” and apply two or three coats of

varnish and if unusually fine work is

required each coat should be rubbed

down with pumice stone and water be

fore applying the next coat. A good

brush must be used and cheap brushes

do not pay. Rubberset brushes, or

brushes which are guaranteed not to

shed their bristles, should be used and

before using on the boat they should be

broken in by painting or varnishing an

  

old board or plank, for the best brushes

will always shed a few hairs at first.

Keep each brush for a certain purpose

and keep them clean. Cleanliness is

one of the main points in successful

painting or varnishing".

For metal work use enamels or alum

inum paint but avoid gilt, bronzes, etc.:

if gold stripes are required use size and

gold leaf as no other gilt will stand salt
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water use. For decks use regular dark

paint or mix the color desired with

your spar varnish until the proper

shade is obtained. White is the most

common color for boats but it is hard

to keep clean and looks badly when
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The Best Part

Xof theJob-.

\ Painting

  

scarred or dirty. Black is a neat and

good color but it is harder to keep in

good shape than white and makes a

boat very hot, as well as dingy looking.

Many boats are now painted bright

colors and this custom is to be recom

mended as the colors serve to identify

the boats and on small launches it

gives an excellent appearance. Blues

and greens wear well and are easily

kept presentable but reds fade and turn

color badly. The various “battleship

grays” that have recently become so

popular wear well but are not at all

attractive.

It is economy in the end to keep a

boat in good shape outside as well as

in for a boat badly painted or with the

paint scarred and rubbed, is an eyesore

besides being more liable to rot, injury

and decay than a well painted, clean

craft. A boat may be readily touched

up above the water line without pull

ing out but if the spots or places to be

touched up are badly rubbed they

should be smoothed with fine sand

paper before painting and care should

be taken that they are thoroughly dry.

Varnish should be kept smooth and

bright at all times for if varnish is al

lowed'to get scurfy, white or rough a

new coat cannot be applied until the

old is removed. As fast as varnished

surfaces show scratches, wear, or dis

coloration they should be rubbed with

fine sandpaper or with pumice stone

and water and revarnished. Varnish

that is in good shape but is scratched.

bruised or dull in spots may be re

vived by rubbing with a soft rag dipped

in oil and turpentine. Never use alccr

hol, kerosene or gasoline on varnish or

paint; it may brighten it temporarily

hut will ruin it sooner or later.

LARGE BRITISH DIRIGIBLE

AIRSHIP

Reliable reports indicate that the

British Government has started to build

the largest airship that has yet been

constructed in any part of the world.

This is to be large enough to carry -six

airplanes as auxiliaries for its own pro

tection against enemy heavier-than-air

craft. This airship and the two hangars

to be built‘ for it will cost $9,000,000.

It will have a capacity of 10,000,000

cu. ft., will be 1,100 ft. long, 137 ft.

in diameter and capable of lifting 100

tons, which would be about five times

the lifting capacity of the R-34, which

has recently completed a round-trip

voyage across the Atlantic. The cruis

ing radius of the new airship, which

will be completed in about twenty

months, is estimated as 16,000 miles.

It looks as though Britain will have

the largest air fleets as well as being

mistress of the seas.

In Switzerland electric steam boilers

have been experimented with. The cur

rent at a voltage of 10,000 is sent

through vertical tubes immersed in the

boiler contents. By changing the posi

tion of the electrodes in the ‘tubes the

current is modified as desired.
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Building A Two-Passenger Seaplane

By Charles E. Muller, M.A. E.

' I ‘HE dynamic balance and easy

control of any airplane absolute

ly depends on the alignment,

providing the machine is designed cor

rectly. The first airplane that I was

responsible for was a Farrnan type in

1911 which was badly out of balance

at the first trial. But realigning it sev

eral times by varying the incidence in

the main planes and the empennage

planes it was considered a fairly stable

plane. The final alignment of a new

machine can only be made by actual

trial, but it is absolutely necessary to

diligently check up and inspect every

detail before flight is attempted.

The method of alignment generally

accepted by manufacturers and fol

lowed by the Air Service, U. S. A., is

as follows:

1. Place the airplane in its nonnal

flying position, 1'. e., the top longerons

Consulting Aeronautical Engineer

ll. Alignment of rudder.

12. Adjustment of rudder control

wires and foot bars.

13. Adjustment of joy stick and its

control wires.

14. Checking up propeller.

Fuselage Alignment

1. Level up the fuselage by a spirit

level or in its absence a device may be

made by combining a straight edge 90

degrees to a plumb line, shown at Fig

ure 4.

2. Align the fuselage by starting

at Stations 3 and 4, Plate Seven (Jan

uary, 1920, issue). When tightening

the diagonal wires be sure to loosen the

opposition wires. Stations 2, 5 and 7,

Plate 7, should have diagonal wires

laterally in a plane parallel to the

motor bulkhead.

The engine section should be checked

The pontoons must be properly blocked

to avoid damaging the planking. This

is usually done by constructing a cradle

with padded blocking that bears along

the chines and keel runners. It is a

wise precaution to always support the

tail end of the fuselage when working

on the machine or when in storage.

The above cradle may be equipped

with wheels to serve as a truck.

The end of all struts, particularly

the landing gear struts, must fit solidly

with a full cross area bearing, other

wise the ends squash or flatten out,

which slackens the wires, throwing

the entire machine out of alignment.

Pontoon Alignment

The alignment of the landing gear

is accomplished by adjusting the “in

cidence” wires shown in Figs. 2 and 4,

Plate 8, and the cross wires, Fig. 3,

  

Curtis: JN4D Biplane viewed from above shows clearly all wiring and controls of typical standard‘ design

to be levelled laterally and longi

tudinally, supported by wooden horses

or blocking under the tail struts at sta

tion 7 and the nose station 1.

2. Alignment of the fuselages.

3. Alignment of the landing gear.

4. Alignment of leading edge of

lower plane——dihedral, stagger and in

cidence. P

5. Alignment of leading edge of

upper plane.

6. Alignment of trailing edges.

7. Tightening and safetying all

wires, turn buckles, nuts and pins.

8. Alignment of ailerons.

9. Alignment of stabilizers.

10. Alignment of elevator flaps.

next. Then work from the starting

point aft to the tail post, which must

be plumb, as it determines the position

of the rudder.

The dynamic b a l a n c e may be

checked up approximately by rigging

up a bearing with a round edge to set

under the lower longerons or the pon

toons directly under a center midway

between the centers of pressure of the

top and lower planes as shown in the

side elevation Plate 1 (August, 1919,

issue). Bags of sand equaling the

weight of the pilot, computed at 165

pounds, must be set in the rear cockpit

for this.

3. The landing gear is then aligned.

Plate 9, and Fig. 12, Plate 13. The bow

of the pontoons should extend 3 ft. 10

in. forward at the end of the lower lon

gerons. The center of the wheels of

the wheel chassis should be 10 inches

in the rear of the same point. A plumb

bob should be dropped from the cen

ter of the propeller shaft to the center

established between the pontoons at

the bows and one similarly at the stern.

The pontoons must line up fore and

aft. The wheel chassis must also be

correspondingly aligned. Take all

measurements from similar points on

the longerons and tack light strips

across the bows and stern of the pon

toons shown in Fig. 12.
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Determining Dihedral

4. Align the leading edge of the

lower plane for a dihedral of 3 degrees

for each wing. This may be increased

to 4 degrees at the option of the builder.

The more the dihedral angle, the bet

ter inherent lateral stability and the re

duction in lift is unappreciable up to

7 degrees dihedral to each wing. The

dihedral or declivity board may be

also used as an incidence board, as

they are the same in this particular

case. A number of methods are shown

in Figs. 1, 3, 4, S, 6, the method

outlined at Fig. 1 being the simplest.

This board may be made by laying

off 1 inch in height to every 57 inches

in length for each degree, therefore

there is a taper of 3 inches in a S7

inch straight edge for the 3 degrees

incidence and dihedral. The level may

be used as shown, or along the under

edge if parallel or if the declivity is

laid out from the lower edge. The

natural sine is .Ol7452 for 1 degree,

which equals 994764 inches in S7. A

block of wood on a straight edge may

be used if figured and placed correctly

as suggested in Fig. 4.

Adjusting Incidence and Stagger

5. The angle of incidence and the

stagger of the top plane may be ad

justed considerably by the manipula

tion of the wires shown in Figs. 2, 4,

S, 6. They are therefore known as in

cidence or stagger wires. If a machine

proves nose or tail heavy, due to a dif

ference in weight of materials used

from that estimated, or if it is desired

to allow for a difference in the weight

of operator and that computed, it may

be compensated for by slightly increas

ing or decreasing the stagger as de

cribed in a previous issue. The stagger

of the plane with the 2-ft 6-in. plane

is 8% in, for the 4-ft. chord it is 5%

inches. Two methods of setting and

checking the stagger are shown by

Figs. 2 and 4.

6. The trailing edge is now aligned

for “wash in and “wash out” to com

pensate for the propeller torque. This

is accomplished by the rear flying and

landing wires that are a duplicate of

the A and B wires shown at Fig. 12.

7. All wires must be carefully in

spected, particularly for over tension,

as this is a common error even with ex

perienced men. \\'hen tightening or

loosening a wire, be sure to test all

opposition and adjacent wires, as the

adjustment of one always affects one

or more.

Wire Tension Important

Too great an emphasis cannot be

placed on the importance of the even

tension of all wires, otherwise the air

plane will become distorted and fly

badly. The tension should only be

sufficient to keep the framework rigid,

if in excess of this it reduces the safety

factor and by undue compression in

various components of the framework

crushes the fitting into the wood,

thereby distorting the entire machine.

There is no one best rule for tensioning

wires. Experiments have been made

with many devices for this purpose, but

with little success. Only by careful

observation can one be assured that the

wires are not over tensioned.

When adjusting tumbuckles do not

use a pair of pliers because the barrels

are not as stout as they look. They are

easily squashed out of round, thereby

rendered useless. A piece of heavy

wire or a nail-set inserted in the holes

provided will answer the purpose much

better. All tumbuckles must be prop

erly safety-wired in the right direction,

if not the barrel is liable to unscrew

from a quarter to a half turn, destroy

ing the fine adjustment necessary for

the success of the airplane. A piece

of 16 to 20-gauge soft copper or iron

wire is threaded through the eye in the

barrel, then carried in the direction

that tightens the turnbuckle, then

through the stem 3 or 4 times. Do this

to both ends. The rule that the eye

bolts of tumbuckles be screwed into

the barrel for a distance equal to at

least twice their diameter should be ex

ceeded.

Control Surface Alignment

8. The alignment of controlling

surfaces is of utmost importance, as

the pilot depends upon them entirely

in -managing the airplane. Figure 9

graphically depicts the manner of al

lowing for the necessary slack of the

aileron control wires. The general

rule is to allow V2-inch drop for every

18 inches of chord in the controlling

surface. The air pressure in flight will

hold it in the stream line.

9. The stabilizer or tail plane on

this machine was designed to set at a

zero angle of incidence and must be

carefully aligned to be horizontal. It

is supported by V2-inch 20-gauge

tubing braces from the trailing edge

to lower part of the stern post. The

same bolts that are used for the cen

ter hinges of the elevators may be used

to anchor these braces. The ends of

the braces are reinforced with a 16

gauge plate internally, then flattened

and brazed to accommodate the anchor

bolts. The stabilizer cross ~section is

known as a symmetrical wing surface,

which produces a lift even at 2 to 3

degrees negative angle of incidence,

varying with the depth of the section.

10. The elevators (flaps) are set

as shown in Fig. 10, because any ad

justment needed is taken care of by a

slight movement of the “stick”. Each

should have three hinges described

later.

11. The rudder is aligned with the

stem post, which is essentially plumb.

It should have three hinges, as sug

gested in Figs. S-9, Plate 4 (Novem

ber-December issue), or may be sim

ply modified strap hinges with a plate

brazed to it to form a yoke section sim

ilar to Fig. 30, Plate 5. Another

method of attaching these members is

to have the rudder post, the trailing

edge of the stabilizer and the leading

edge of the ailerons of 20—gauge Shelby

tubing X; to 1 inch in diameter, and

then use 16-gauge shaped brass strips

1 inch or more wide, to pass around

the tubing, bolting on to the adjacent

components.

This arrangement if properly lubri

cated is simple, neat and effective.

Adjusting Control Wires

When adjusting control wires the joy

stick and rudder bar must be oper

ated smartly to be sure there is no

binding over the pulleys or that there

is no snatch due to slackness. If the

adjustment is correct the control sur

faces should show a slight movement

when the joy stick moves 1/§ inch either

side of the neutral position. After

every flight examine the control wires,

especially when they run over the pul

leys by passing the hand over them; if

a strand is broken, take no chances, re

place them. Keep all internal wires

well enamelled and external wires well

greased or oiled for protection against

rust. When inspecting the wires the

airplane must be level or blocked up

in the flying position, otherwise it is

liable to have a twist, throwing some

wires in undue tension and slackening

others. If you find a slack wire do

not jump to the conclusion that it must

be tensioned, perhaps its opposition

wire is at fault.

Get the habit of sighting the leading

edge to see if it is parallel to the wing

bars, the trailing edges allowing for

wash in and wash out, the position of

the stabilizer, etc. With practice you

will become expert in dete ining by

the eye faults in efficiency, sta ility and

control.

Checking the Propeller

The propeller is usually the last

thing to be attached and adjusted. The

performance of the machine varies con

siderably with various propellers. Not

only is the R. P. M. of the engine in

fiuenced by the careful checking up of

the propeller, but the thrust of the pro

peller itself is greatly influenced by file

correct pitch and tracking of the blades.

“Pitch” is the distance that the pro

peller would screw or travel forward in

a medium if there were no slip. “Slip”

is the difference between this (the

oretical pitch) and the actual distance

travelled.

(Continued on page 188)
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The Knack oi Carburetor Adjustment

Some Easily Understood Instructions for Adjusting Various

Types of Carburetors to Secure Smooth Engine Action

and ,Maximum Fuel Economy

By Victor W. Page, M.S.A. E.

HE average motorist who takes

care of his own car and many

of those engaged in running au

tomobiles or for caring for them as a

means of earning their living do not

realize the importance of carburetor ad

justment and usually any setting that

will run the motor, regardless of the

amounts of air and gasoline vapor in

the mixture, is considered satisfactory.

The result is often a waste of valuable

fuel and actual mechanical depreciation

may be caused by the dilution of the

engine sump oil with excess fuel. Care

ful carburetor adjustment is especially

important in these days of low grade

gasoline, or rather motor fuel, which

bears but little resemblance to the

liquid known as gasoline several years

ago for which most of the carburetors

were initially designed.

Carburetor Construction

The modern form of spraying car

buretor is provided with two chambers,
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of late in which auxiliary air valves

are done away with and proper com

pensation for mixture variation due to

the various engine speeds is made by

ingenious applications of double jets.

In some manual, regulation of the in

coming air is again resorted to.

Automatic compensation is made

necessary because a satisfactory mix

ture must be furnished at all engine

speeds without the operator constantly

varying the fuel supply or air propor

tions to allow for diflerent conditions

of operation produced by varying

  

  

gas speed will be sufficiently high when

the engine is pumping slowly. The re

duced diameter of the mixing chamber

increases the velocity of the gases be

cause the cylinder must be filled

through a smaller hole in a certain unit

of time than would be the case if the

bore were larger. Therefore to insure

a full supply reaching the cylinder the

gases must pass the top of the jet at a

high rate of speed even if the piston is

working slowly. As the opening is

constricted not enough air will be

drawn in at high speed, and it is neces

sary to supply it through an auxiliary

opening usually controlled by some au

tomatic form of valve. This can be ad

justed to open only when the suction

effect is sufficiently high to overcome

the tension of the spring which holds

the valve to the seat, and this increased

suction effect obtains only at high

speeds.

The Venturi type of mixing cham

ber is being widely used at the present
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one a mixing chamber through which

the air passes and mixes with a gaso

line spray, the other a float chamber in

which a constant level of fuel is main

tained by simple mechanism. A jet or

standpipe is used in the mixing cham

ber to spray the fuel through and the

object of the float is to maintain the

fuel level to such a point that it will

not overflow the jet when the motor is

now drawing in a charge of gas.

The design of the components of

modern carburetors differ largely, but

most of the modern mixing devices

operate on the same general principle.

Certain features of design have been

accepted generally, such as automatic

mixture compensation by auxiliary air

valves, Venturi type of mixing cham

ber, float and mixing chamber concen

tric, separate adjustment for gasoline

andyair, and simplicity of construction.

Various carburetors have been devised

speeds. On early types of carburetors

it was necessary to constantly vary the

mixture proportions by working the air

shutter or fuel valve from the driver’s

seat while the vehicle was in motion.

The aim was to secure a mixture that

best adapted to the conditions of opera

tion then present, and while a skillful

driver would manipulate the adjust

ments in a way to deliver well propor

tioned mixtures to the cylinder the

average operator did not control the

mixture exactly and the results ob

tained did not make for efficiency.

The velocity of entering gases de

pends upon engine speed, and as the

draught diminishes it will not pick up

as much fuel as when it is traveling at

a higher rate. The present type of

compensating carburetor provides for

a sufficiently rapid flow of gas at low

speed by constricting the mixing-cham

ber bore at the spray nozzle so that the

I--mnnmuum-nmm.m.mu"--n-.-1..-...., ..

time because it has properties, when

properly proportioned, of insuring high

gas velocity at low engine speed. Spe

cial care must be taken in the propor

tions of the air passage, as it is neces

sary that the area be large enough to

allow the air stream to pass through

freely, yet at the same time it must be

constricted to such a point that the en

tering air stream will pass the top of a

standpipe with sufficient momentum to

draw an adequate supply of gasoline

from the spray nozzle. The velocity of

the air stream has been variously esti

mated, but most authorities are agreed

that it should be from 7,000 to 9,000

feet per minute to insure picking up a

sufficient amount of liquid as it passes

around the spray nozzle._

It is not possible to describe in dc’

tail several hundred carburetors that

are procurablc in America. in an article

of this nature, so, representative types
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are selected to familiarize the reader

with the essential features of modern

vaporizing devices, as well as sugges

tions for their adjustment.

One Adjustment _Forms

One form of Ford Carburetor is

shown at Fig. 2. This is a “puddle”

type that is exceptionally simple in

construction. The gasoline is admitted

to the float bowl through the usual

form of gasoline supply valve regulated

by a float, which determines the proper

level of fuel in the float chamber. The

mixing chamber is a peculiar fonn, so

designed that all air entering through

the main air intake must pass over the

small pool of gasoline at the bottom of

mixing chamber before it can reach the

engine. The amount of gasoline sup

plied the mixture may be varied by a

regulating needle valve, and the amount

of gas reaching the cylinders is con

trolled in the usual manner by a butter

fly throttle valve. At low engine speeds,

as when starting, the air cannot fail

to pick up gasoline vapor no matter

how slow it passes over the top of the

spray nozzle. At higher speed the mix

ture is diluted by auxiliary air supply.

Only one adjustment is provided, that

regulating the fuel supply by a needle

valve.

The Packard carburetor is an ex

ceptionally simple device of the single

jet type having auxiliary air valve con

trol of the extra air needed at high

engine speeds. As all parts are clear

ly lettered in the diagram, Fig. 4, the

construction and operation can be

readily understood.

The carburetor is placed above and

between the cylinder blocks. Thus the

heat derived from the exhaust pipes in

addition to the hot water jacketed cross

and cylinder block manifold permits a

uniform temperature and insures ef

ticiency in mixing the sprayed gaso

line with air. The mixing chamber is

a cylindrical chamber around and

above the spray nozzle._ The vacuum

created by the pistons, causes air to

rush into the mixing chamber through

both the primary and the auxiliary air

inlets. The air passes through the mix

ing chamber around the nozzle, atom

izes and mixes with the gasoline

sprayed through the latter. In this car

buretor, the adjustment is by varying

the air valve spring tension. Changing

spray nozzles or altering float level is

work that should be attempted only by

expert factory service men.

It is important that the proportion of

air and gasoline in the mixture be cor

rect for all motor speeds. Consequent

ly, although the primary air inlet valve

is controlled by springs, so that while

the valve opens slightly at low speed,

the increased vacuum of high speed

opens it still more, letting in the greater

amount of air required to maintain the

correct proportion of the rriixture. The

carburetor thus automatically pro

duces a correct mixture for all motor

speeds, the auxiliary air valve hand

wheel on the control board being used

only for the regulation of the mixture

for starting and to suit different atmos

pheric conditions.

/Command no
_|r*d Gal lain all
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Fig. 4—The Packard carburetor and its in

stallation

Multiple Nozzle Vaporizers

To secure properly proportioned mix

tures some carburetor designers have

evolved forms which two or more noz

ing a slightly augmented bore so .that

it is employed on intermediate speeds.

At high speeds both jets would be used

in series. Some multiple jet car

buretors could be considered as

a series of these instruments each

one being designed for certain condi

tions of engine action. They would

vary from small size just sufficient to

run the. engine at low speed to

others having sufficient capacity to

furnish gas for the highest possible en

gine speed when used in conjunction

with the smaller members which have

been brought into service progressively

as the engine speed has been augment

ed. The multiple nozzle carburetor

differs from that in which a single

spray tube is used only in the con

struction of the mixing chamber, as a

common float bowl can be used to sup

ply all spray pipes. It is common

practice to bring the jets into action

progressively by some form of mechani

cal connection with the throttle or by

automatic valves; as shown in the

simple mixing chamber of the two jet

type shown at Fig. 3. This carburetor

has two adjustments, one regulating

the air flow valve for high speeds, the

other a gasoline adjustment for low and

medium speeds. 1

Tillotson Two-Jet Type

This is a double jet, variable Venturi

carburetor and has been widely used on

Overland cars. A partially uniform

vacuum is maintained at the fuel noz

zle by two flexible reeds mounted on a

cage designed so that the maximum

opening takes care of the volume re

quired to fill the combustion chamber

at maximum piston speed. When the

reeds are seated they provide the high

est possible vacuum at slower engine

speeds. They are placed so as they

move they form a virtually variable
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Fig. 5—Views showing construction and adjustment of Tillotson Carburetor, a simple

two jet type

zles are used in a common mixing

chamber. The usual construction is to

use two, one having a small opening

and placed in- a small air tube and

used only for low speeds, the other be

ing placed in a larger air tube and ‘hav

Venturi. A secondary nozzle comes in

to operation at higher engine speeds

and is not in use at the lower speeds.

The body design of the carburetor per

mits only one air intake, and thus it

is quite simple to pre-heat the entire
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air supply. The particular feature is

that the heavier fuel is taken care of by

the pre-heated air and that the veloci

ties through the variable Venturi are

as high as possible. The construction

is clearly shown in the sectional views

at Fig. 5, and the relation of the car

metering pin is controlled by the aux

iliary valve; when the valve moves

downward in opening, it carries the

metering pin with it, the latter being

designed to increase the jet as it is

lowered.

In the Stewart carburetor, the meter

  

Fig. o—H0w the Tillotson carburetor is installed on populairflour-cylbider engine

buretor to the engine is outlined at

Fig. 6.

There is but one adjustment neces

sary in the Tillotson instrument—the

low speed adjustment or needle valve.

The air supply is controlled by auto

matic valves.

1. To regulate the carburetor first

run the motor until it is warmed up.

2. Retard the spark and set the

throttle so that the motor is running at

a car speed approximating fifteen_miles

per hour.

3. Turn the needle valve to the left

or right until the best results are at

tained. When this adjustment is made

the valve should be from one to one and

one-half turns off its seat. For the

most economical adjustment the valve

should be gradually turned into the

carburetor until the motor starts to miss

and then slowly turned out again until

firing becomes perfect.

Metering Pin Carburetors

Another carburetor classification is

the type in which some form of meter

ing pins are placed in the nozzle and

provision made to lift this pin by

raising or lowering it. The metering

pin is like a pointed pencil, made with

different degrees of taper to supple

ment the auxiliary air valve, the air

valve perhaps caring for the high

Speeds and the metering pin for all

intermediate speeds, while idling and

low speeds may be taken care of in

other ways such as pilot nozzles.

Controlling the metering pin is ac

complished by various methods. In

one design it is raised by the throttle

as at A, Fig. 7, in another by the aux

iliary air valve, and in a third by an

air valve within the mixing chamber.

In the Schebler carburetor Fig. 7, the

ing pin action of which is shown in

diagram form at B, Fig. 7, the entire

spray nozzle and air valve combination

move together, the action being damp

ened by a dashpot. The metering pin

may be regulated from the dash board

 

Fig. 7—Metering pin carburetor designs

but when once set it is intended to be

left alone. At higher suctions, the air

valve and spray nozzle combination lift

away from the metering pin.

Compound Nozzle Form

In the Zenith carburetor which is

shown at Fig. 8, a compound nozzle is

used, this being composed of two jets

designated as G and H. The center

nozzle G is the main member and con

centric with it is a tube which forms

the compensating jet H. The inner

nozzle communicated with the float

chamber through passages E and C

while the annular space between the

main jet and the cap of the compensat

ing member is supplied ‘with gasoline

by the passage F. At one side of the

mixing chamber, and between that

member and the float compartment, is a

cylinder in which the secondary well

P and the priming tube K are suspend

ed. The upper end of the priming tube

is in communication with the passage

U in the mixing chamber walls. The

passage U is controlled by the throttle

T. When the throttle is closed the

suction through the priming tube

K is so great that it drains the

gasoline from the secondary well and

furnishes a very rich mixture through

the opening U in the wall of the air

The gasoline enters the sectube D.

 

Fig. 8 at top shows Zenith carburetor con.

struction

Fig. 9 is a sectional view of Rayfield my

buretor

ondary well P through the small hole

Q at the bottom. With this vaporizer

the quantity of air increases almost

directly as the engine speed but the

gasoline supply does not.

Since the air supply increases with 3

constant ratio the amount of gasoline

must be regulated to such proportions

that a correct mixture will be obtained

at all speeds. This is the function per

formed by the double nozzle because

at low speed the outer or compensating

nozzle has a large quantity of fuel, but

this decreases as the engine speed aug_

ments until at high speed the compel-1

sating nozzle does not add much fuel to

(Continued on page 186)
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A New X-Ray Outfit

OR many years the X-ray has

been the invaluable ally of sur

gery and medicine, but until re

cently it has been necessary always to

transport the patient to the X-ray

laboratory. Those suflerers whose con

dition forbade this, were, through no

fault or desire of their own, deprived

of the X-ray’s benefits with the result

that medical skill has been handicapped

in diagnosing conditions which other

  

wise might not have been

recognized. Dr. W. D.

Coolidge and his associ

ates in the Research

Laboratory of the Gen

eral Electric Company at

Schenectady have recent

ly perfected a portable

X-ray outfit which meets

this need. The U. S.

Army Portable Outfit,

which they devised, ren

dered service of a high

order in the European

war and the new and

more compacted outfit is

the peace outgrowth of

the army set.

It is now possible for

any doctor to transport the entire new

outfit, packed in four hand-borne units,

to any home wired for electricity and

produce radiographic results as good

as those secured in a completely

equipped X-ray laboratory. The proc

ess of operating the machine is simpli

fied for him by control systems enabling

him to use the exact ray intensity he

needs and a time switch that accurately

controls the length of each exposure.

\Vith these adjusted, the doctor merely

presses a button and the machine does

the rest. Plates can thus be produced

which show remarkable uniformity.

An ordinary incandescent light circuit

supplies all the necessary current.

The portable Coolidge X-ray outfit

is made also for hospital use, so that

it can be taken to the bedside of pa

tients who cannot be conveniently

moved to the X-ray laboratory. The

results produced with this outfit are

comparable with those of any ordinary

X-ray machine except its power is too

low for instantaneous gastro-intestinal

Dr.‘Coolidge, inventor of the new

X-Ray outfit

radiography which

speed and power.

The portable Coolidge set has been

greatly compacted and simplified over

the army type familiar to medical corps

men. The bulb itself has been reduced

in size to 2% inches. By making the

tube of thick lead glass thus replacing

a heavy shield, the total weight of the

tube and its protection was reduced five

pounds with a consequent lightening of

requires greater

the frame which

supports it. This

lead glass made

from a formula

developed in

the Schenectady

laboratory con

tains about 57

per cent metal

lic lead and in

its resistance to

X-rays, is equal

i n protective

power to lead

one-sixteenth of

an inch thick.

The new tube

rectifies its own

current, thus do

ing away with a heavy, bulky rectifier

and adding to the efficiency of the set

as a whole. The transformer has been

reduced in size by the use of smaller

windings and a case shaped to fit the

coils. A minimum of weight and bulk

is secured in all other parts of the out

fit by a careful choice of materials and

a study of sizes and shapes. Thus when

the outfit is ready to be taken out for

use, the doctor carries an ordinary size

suit case, containing the tube, reels,

cables, base of the stand and other

small parts, the transformer borne by

a special carrying cover, the tube stand

in a cloth container resembling a golf

bag and a small instrument and control

box. The whole load is such as can

be put easily into the tonneau of a

small automobile and as easily carried

in or out of a house. The transformer,

which is the heaviest unit of the four,

weighs 43 pounds with its case. It is

oil insulated and delivers to the tube

10 milliamperes at 60,000 volts.

DETACHABLE BROOM MADE

POSSIBLE BY LOW COST OF

OXWELD MANUFACTURE

HIS is the day of H. C. L. plus-—

but it is also the day of new and

crafty ways of sidestepping the on

slaughts of the ugly ogre. The latest

device to enlist on the side of the people

is the detachable broom handle.

At first thought the broom handle

seems inconsequential. Isolated and

individually it is. Multiply it by some

fifty millions or more, which probably

approximates the number of brooms

sold yearly in the United

States, and you have something

quite different.

The detachable broom han

dle is a brand new idea and

it is “taking”. At the present

time there is a factory in Ver

mont devoted exclusively to

manufacturing brooms with

this type of handle. The han

dle is of wood fitted into an

oxwelded metal holder that

clamps easily onto the brush

of the broom. The metal part is light

but very strong, being securely welded

by the oxy-acetylene process, which not

only makes it rigid but allows the en

tire piece to be neatly finished.

This is but one of a long list of

interesting new departures from man’s

habitual thriftlessness that have sprung

out of the need for widespread econo

mies to combat living costs. In fact,

the oxy-acetylene process itself is per

haps the most far-reaching of all mod

ern economies in the metal working in

dustries. Owing to the superior qual

ity of welds made by this process, its

remarkable speed and almost unbe

lievable economy, it is now almost uni

versally applied in manufacture, con

struction and repair work. All that is

required for a complete portable outfit

is an Oxweld blowpipe for welding, a

cutting torch, a cylinder of Linde oxy

gen and a tank of Prest-O-Lite dis

solved acetylene, with which practically

everyone is familiar.

HOW TO FILL HOLES IN

FURNITURE

CEMENT for stopping holes in

mahogany and other furniture or

woodwork may be made by melting to

gether five parts of shellac with one of

Indian red and enough yellow ochre to

give the correct color.

Or beeswax may be used, in the pro

portion of one part to Indian red to four

of wax. When properly mixed and

applied this filler after drying cannot

be distinguished from the wood itself.

It is also good for other woods of a

dark color, as oak and cherry. The

proportions may be varied to suit the

shade of the woods and all cracks and

holes which are not too prominent may

be well hidden.—]oHN UPTON.
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‘ an exasperating silence.

 

A Model Engineer Aboard A Destroyer

By Harvey Dale

HE writer is a

member of th at

unfortunate class

of model makers whose

desire to build models is

aggravated to an intense

degree by the sight of a

suitable subject. Con

sequently, when the new

twelve-hundred-ton de

stroyers of the United

States Navy first made

their appearance he suf

fered an acute attack of

the building fever which

raged for a long time

unquenched owing to the

absolute dearth of any

data regarding the boats.

Most people whom he

consulted knew nothing about the boats

except that they didn't look like the

old ones, and the few who did know

were forced by the censor to maintain

At last, how

-ever, the Atlantic Fleet paid a visit to

New York, and for the first time since

the war visitors were allowed to go on

board the various vessels and even to

take photographs.

The writer promptly hied himself to

the Naval Landing and jumped aboard

the first small boat from a destroyer

that came to the float It happened to

be a dory from U. S. S. Blank, No. O00.

a brand new boat, a month off the ways

of Cramp’s yard at Philadelphia. He

explained his mission to the officer of

the deck and was taken below to the

ward room and presented to the com

  

The bow of the destroyer

not disclose their names, he, neverthe

less, thanks them for their courtesy.

After the consultation in the ward

room the writer sallied forth in search

  

This is a vivid little article prepared

by a “young salt” who would rather

build model boats than call on his best

girl—-if he has any. It gives many de

tails that will greatly assist those who

contemplate the construction of a

model of one of the new destr0yers.—

Enrron.

of fair game for the all-seeing eye of

his camera. There were many details

of deck fittings that he recognized only

in outline, and which were necessary

  

On the system of start

ing at the bow and work

ing aft the ground tackle

came in for first consid

eration. By getting a fair

ly general view from the

top of a hatch the details

of the chocks, chain

guides, anchors and an

chor davit were fully taken

in. The next things of

interest were the forward

4-inch and anti-aircraft

guns, but they were so

shaded by the awning as

to prevent detailed photo

graphs, so one of the after

guns was used as a model

instead. The forward glm

differs from these only in

a small steel shield designed to keep

some of the water away from the

mechanism in a heavy sea. The shape

of this is apparent from the photo

graphs.

Next, of course, came the bridge, and

this fumished opportunity for several

pictures and also for nice model work

in the future. First a general view of

the bridge taken from the extreme star

board after corner covered the arrange

ment of steering wheel and indicators

fairly well. A close-up of a torpedo

director, one of which was mounted on

each side, gave an excellent idea of the

appearance of these interesting and in

tricate range and deflection finders.

The signal and searchlight platform

atop the bridge deck house seemed difi°1

cult of photographing until a climb up

  

The bridge of the new destroyer

manding ofificcr. Both these gentlemen

showed him every kindness and gave

every assistance in getting sufficient de

tails of the boat for a model, and al

though the writer unfortunately can

for the construction of a. presentable

model. Chief among these were the

appearance of the gun and torpedo tube

mounts and the arrangement of bridge

and bow fittings.

The group of open hatches

the foremast to the crow’s nest spread

the whole ship out like a map. The

searchlight platform with its two sig

nal stations at the sides was taken and

a view looking aft, which was not of
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great help owing to the awnings which

hid almost everything on deck from

sight.

On coming back down to the deck

the ship's mascot, a young and lively

goat suitably tinted a low-visibility

grey obligingly posed with the assist

ance of one of the men and was snapped

on the last picture on the film. It is

sure that no model of the vessel would

be complete without the ever-present

goat, but the writer is afraid he may

be difficult to copy, especially his bleat.

The gun platform over the galley and

beween the two funnel groups looked

interesting, but the photograph shows

its shape and arrangement better than

a word description could. However,

the two 4-inch guns gave an excellent

opportunity for views of both sides of

their mouths, which were promptly

taken.

The anti-aircraft gun on the port

side between the first and second fun

nels was next taken and although

shaded by the awning a short time ex

posure recorded its details very well.

In passing it may be noted that the

guns differ on different boats. The one

shown is a short barreled three-inch

with a high angle mount. Other boats

are fitted with a semi-automatic one

pounder, which is of quite different

appearance.

Any picture of the general appear

ance of the deck was unobtainable

owing chiefly to the awning, but one

was taken looking forward over the

after engine room skylight which is of

some assistance. One of the four units

of triple torpedo tubes was photo
  

The anti-aircraft gun carried by the destroyer

graphed both from the side to show its

mount and from the rear to show the

breach mechanism. The “tin fish"

fired is a Whitehead 21 feet long and

w
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21 inches in diameter overall.

The afterdeck house came next, and

was taken from the after searchlight

platform. Unfortunately, the depth

charges and “Y-gun” for throwing

them were not in their places, but the

name “ash-can” is almost sufficicnt de

scription of the charges and several

pictures of the projectors have appeared

in the press. Just what is contained in

the Radio Compass Box is a mystery

to the writer, but its external appear

ance is simple enough.

The after gun gave another oppor

tunity for pictures, and one of the men

obligingly swung it so as to show the

view from the muzzle when elevated

and from the breech when depressed.

The four pictures of a mount of the

same mark and modification should

be sufficient to enable anyone to draw

‘ up plans of a very accurate model.

The possibilities for useful photo

graphs and the film being both ex

hausted at ‘about the same time, the

writer went below decks and tried to

puzzle out the maze of pumps and pip

ing connected with the powerful tur

bines that drive the vessel at a thirty

seven knot clip. These consist of a

high pressure and low pressure turbine

connected to each shaft by reduction

gears. The necessary condenser is

mounted alongside each engine. The

port engine is forward of the starboard

A group 0/ interesting pictures showing the top of the bridge from above, the torpedo tubes and a deck gun
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making two separate and complete en

gine rooms.

When the writer finally set his feet

on the shore he was in possession of the

following information:

Length over all, 314 ft.

Length between perpendiculars, 310

ft.

Beam, 31 ft.

Draft, 9 ft.

Molded depth, 20 ft. 7 in.

Top of main mast 100 ft. 10 in.

above water.

177 frames spaces 21 in. apart.

Small boats.

1 24-ft. motor sailing launch.

1 24-ft. whale boat.

1 21-ft. motor dory.

1 14-ft wherry (carried between cut

ter and dory).

1 10-ft. punt (carried on deck by

galley).

at the top about three feet high and

shaped as shown. The two power boats

are carried on steel supporting frames

when hoisted aboard ship, but the

whale boat not having the weight of

an engine simply hangs from its davits

six feet above the deck. The sections

shown are taken on the frames as

numbered, and are not evenly spaced as

is the usual procedure. This accounts

for the apparently somewhat irregular

 

This group of pictures show two more views of the deck gun and one 0/ the range finders

Shafts incline downward and aft at

2 deg. 40 ft. 54 in.

Shafts diverge from center line at

1 deg. 16 ft. 12 in.

The photographs are very nearly self

explanatory, but one or two things are

worthy of note. The forced draft blow

ers on the port side of the galley are

simply steel boxes with a wire grating

 

Secretary of the Navy Daniels was recently presented with several very elaborafe model: 0/

The

The

Screws 110 in. x 122 in. Port, left

hand; starboard, right hand.

the new coast defense guns now being constructed by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

guns are of the railroad type and are somewhat similar to those employed in France.

models are exact scale reproductions, and cost several thousand dollars to build

shape of the hull. The separate de

tails show the tops of the three deck

houses, while the main deck plan shows

the shape of the house itself. It will

be noted that in each case the two are

quite different. One detail not shown

in the photographs is the railing stanch

ions. These are slender steel rods

spaced about eight feet apart and carry

ing two wire hand lines. They run

wherever no obstruction such as torpedo

tubes interfere.

It is sincerely hoped that this brief

account and the pictures and drawings

will enable many builders to make an

accurate model of these magnificent

boats which have doubtless already at

tracted their interest.

ENDURANCE or OXWELDED

JOINTS

UT of the debris of a $400,000

fire that swept two blocks of

Tampa’s industrial district last De

cember practically the only salvage was

a 12,000-gallon oxwelded oil storage

tank, which was afterwards found in

tact excepting for dents and scars that

were later removed. Inspection showed

that the oxwelded seams held tight at

every point, no leak developing any

where in the welds. The tank con

tained 5,000 gallons of gasoline at the

time of the fire.
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Turning Wheels and Pulleysi

HE machining operations on

l flywheels, pulleys, rings, casings,

etc., are not so simple as those

on objects of smaller diameter because

of ditticulties attendant on the chuck

ing and the production of true running

surfaces in the finished article. The

proportions of the diameters in relation

to thicknesses of rims and arms or

webs are so great that it is very easy

to spring and warp the castings with u.

chuck or clamp pressure that does not

appear to be actually excessive. The

resistance of a disc-shaped casting in

the fiat plane direction is not very ef

fective against clamping pressure, un

less the metal is supported on firm bed

ding in a line with the direction of the

pressure.

Neither is the power to resist distor

tion circularly on open portions of a

rim or flange. Yet, unless a sufficient

hold is obtained for driving, the piece

will move in the chuck, or on the face

plate, possibly after a certain amount

of work has been performed on it, with

resulting waste of time, sometimes dam

age to the surfaces, or occasionally a

loss. The large diameter on which

cutting has to be done renders the prob

lem a difficult one, especially if the

amount to come off is considerable, or

the metal is hard. The secret of suc

cess in the majority of awkward exam

ples lies in getting a drive somehow

without making the friction of the

chuck jaws or of the face-plate clamps

assume all this duty. The inclusion

of bolts, pegs or occasionally of special

clamps projected in a suitable manner

solves the matter and reduces the ma

chining time and the risks of disaster.

In considering this subject, the ques

tion of concentricity takes an important

place. It looks very bad to see a fly

wheel or pulley or other element run

ning slightly eccentric on the rim, or

wobbling ever so little sideways, while

in the case of gear blanks, friction

wheels, brake drums, certain types of

covers, etc., any error in these direc

tions is fatal to correct fitting and rim

ning. The relation of a bore to an ex

terior must be ensured correctly by

careful workmanship at one chucking,

or the operation must be divided, tum

ing the outside, (or, at any rate, fin

ishing it) while the piece is mounted

on a mandrel. Very careful boring is

required to get accuracy by the first

named method, as a small deviation

from truth, by reason of the spring of

the boring tool or fault in the lathe

head or the slide-rest, is much magni

fied at the periphery of the casting

when mounted on its shaft. Hence the

popularity of the practice of putting

the job on a mandrel, which enables

concentricity to be more easily gained

and any faint imperfections to be seen

readily, either with the eye or more

closely by an indicator.

' Reprinted from the English Mode! Engineer and Electrician.

Two important variations arise in

respect of the methods of chucking, say,

a flywheel or pulley of good siz<.~—that

is, whether one desires to have the rim

portion free for turning or at least

roughing out, or whether its covering

with jaws or clamps does not matter,

when boring the hub is the only opera

tion desired. The relative advantage

of having the rim available for holding

depends on several factors, such as the

diameter in respect to that of the chuck

or face-plate, the thickness of the sec

tion, the presence or otherwise of arms

or spaces in the web. In certain in

stances it beoomes advisable to drill two

or three holes in a solid web for the

purpose of passing bolts through, being

an easier way than trying to secure a

hold on the rim with a chuck that

barely reaches thereto while the jaws

are but inadequately supported in their

slots, and also leaving the rim clear for

the action of a tool.

The matter of support really settles

the point whether a wheel will spring

and warp out of truth during the time

it is held. This applies both to pres

sure radially and axially. For exam

ple, a severe degree of pressure exer

cised radially against a rim where it is

unable to offer efiective resistance is

certain to cause disturbance of circular

truth. The pressure may come on an

open portion of the rim, away from

arms, or the thickness of the metal may
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be not enough to resist the push of the

jaws or screws; chucking force must

therefore be always tempered to the cir

cumstances. If arms come suitably the

grip should be taken directly in line

‘with them in holding on the outside of

a rim, and as closely adjacent to them

as practicable when gripping from the

outside. Some of the risks can in any

case be obviated by_ the expedient of

bolting a driving pin to the chuck,

thereby carrying the wheel around posi

tively and lessening the need for hard

setting out of the jaws.

If clamping-plates are employed to

fasten a wheel on a face-plate the ef

fects of their pressure upon the shape

of the casting will depend upon the de

gree of support that is afforded to it.

Bearing down at positions where the

metal lies over air must inevitably in

troduce chances of deflection. The

ideal method, and a simple one, is to

rely on the well-known three-point

principle, giving three supports, with

an equal number of clamps placed di

rectly over them, and not adding to

  

Fig. 1. A correct method of packing and

clamping wheel to avoid distortion

these with a view of gaining greater

holding power. This is illustrated at

A, Fig. 1, the rim in this instance rest

ing on packing blocks and the clamps

biting on the curve of the inside of rim.

A peg may be projected from the face

plate to give a circular drive, if found

desirable. Two pegs are really more

correct, located at opposite positions of

the circle, otherwise the cut may induce

the casting to slew round in an eccentric

path. Increase of friction is easily se

cured by the dodge of placing emery

cloth between the packings and the

meeting surfaces, or by using wood

packings. These give an excellent

drive on rough castings, as the metal

sinks into the wood slightly where the

little bumps and nodules occur. The

inclusion of inside dogs is common in

dealing with such objects as these, as

they assist the drive, but still better,

provide a rapid means of setting to ad

just the interior of the rim, see B. The

screws are not tightened up more than

to a moderate degree or the risk of bulg

ing out the rim is involved. Three

clamps seen in the previous view are

retained as given.

The alternative practice of setting

the clamps across the arms in order to

leave the rim entirely free is repre

sented at A in Fig. 2, with packing di

rectly beneath the pressure spot. Pre

vention of skidding here is dealt with

by_ stop-plates, one being dotted at A,

these being tightened up while pushed

against the rim with the fingers. No

actual driving friction is thereby

brought about, but the wheel cannot

change its concentric position so long

as these plates remain firm. The idea

is specially useful in chucking thin

pieces, such as rings and washers; for

these the projecting bolt-head may be

in the way of the tool, so a countersunk

head will be let into the plate to_leave a

flush face. Where wheels and pulleys

with regulation shapes of arms are fre

quently handled it pays to make special

dogs for their chucking, to avoid the

time consumed in preparing packings

and fixing up them and their bolts. A

simple device comprises the preparation

of small plummer-blocks, either cast on

a disc at fixed radii for repetition work.

or with stems adjustable in the standard

face-plate B, the only operation for

chucking and releasing being the ma

nipulation of the two setscrews on each

cap, which can be done rapidly with a

socket wrench. Another useful ar

rangement may be observed in sketch

C. Three of these castings are em

-ployed for a six-arm pulley, and after

the latter has been gently pinched and

adjusted to run true laterally, through

the medium of the screws a and b the

screw c is adjusted (in collaboration

with its two companions on the other

clamps) to bring the rim concentric.

Incidentally, the rig-up brings the

wheel clear off the face-plate so that

with suitable hooked tools it may be

practicable to turn the inner faces of

the rim and boss.

Limitations of size often bring the

tumer up against difficulties when his

face-plate does not reach to the diam

eter of a rim. A mode of giving a tem

porary increase of range consists in

bolting on straps or plates of a suffi

cient thickness to form a firm support

for the work, and fixing the latter in

any of the ordinary ways with dogs or

clamping plates arranged inside or out

side the rim. These extension portions

can be either formed in link shape for

convenience, Fig. 3, A, or made from

plates B, this showing countersunk

bolts so as to present a level surface

right across. Sometimes it may be

preferable to utilize a complete ring or

a disc, should such a one be available;

this procedure offers more variety in

the choice of holes or slots on the en

hanced temporary diameter, since there

is more metal around the circle for

drilling suitable holes into.

Reduction of overhang of bolts is

usually prevented by reversing them,

running the tail into a nut at the back

of the face-plate. Or, on occasion, it

may be necessary to employ hook bolts

so as to get the least possible projection

at the front, to avoid dulling the tools.

Another matter in connection with

bolting, that concerns the turner more

in repetition work than in occasional

and varied jobs, is that of keeping the

bolts stationary while removing a wheel

and putting on another. The bother of

the bolts slipping in their slots, and

flopping about with much waste of time,

can be avoided by locking them with a

nut, C, Fig. 3, the body being threaded

down to pennit this; the bolt is thus

held out rigidly always at the same spot

on the plate ready for setting up or

releasing the work. In dealing with

thin-rimmed pulleys, a. handy type of

bolt or clamp is the hooked design, ap

plicable when it is not required to tum

the rim, but only to bore the boss at the

first chucking. Either the bolt head is

shaped to catch round the rim D, or a

loose clamp of similar outline is slid

over the bolt. The second idea enables

bolts of different lengths to be used with
one clamp. i

TWO INTERESTING EXPERI-i

MENTS WITH BORAX

HE writer has performed two very

interesting experiments which. he

believes, ought to be familiar to the

chemistry student. They are both easily

performed, using borax.

For the first experiment a concen

trated solution of borax is prepared.

It has been found advisable to saturate

the solution in the hot, and get the best

results by dissolving about 20 gms. of

borax in the least quantity of water

necessary. The success of the experi

ment depends on having the least

amount of water possible. Some blue

litm_us is added, followed by acetic acid

until the litmus is just red; if water

is now added the solution is diluted

and turns blue.

The reason for this is that boric acid

is a very weak acid; its salts conse

quently are highly hydrolyzed. When,

after the concentrated solution of borax

is reddened by acetic acid, the water is

added, the base (sodium hydroxide) is

set free and colors the litmus blue.

Boric acid is so weak that it has scarce

ly any effect on litmus.

The second experiment is also the

result of hydrolysis—in this case of

silver borate. Silver borate is formed

by mixing concentrated solutions of

borax and silver nitrate. It is thrown

down as a white precipitate. If, in

stead of using concentrated solutions,

dilute (usually dilute solutions should

be used) ones are used, a dark brown

precipitate of silver oxide is obtained

This brown precipitate may often be

hastened by application of heat. The

reason for this is that silver borate is

completely hydrolyzed to silver oxide

and free boric acid in the dilute solu

tion.
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SPECIAL TOOLS FOR VALVE

REPAIR

FTER an engine has been used for

a time, valve grinding no longer

suffices to keep the valve mechanism in

proper condition because of deprecia

tion at various points. For example,

the valve stem bearing guides at the

top of the cylinder block and the push

rod guides at the bottom are apt to

wear out of round which will result in

noisy action. The remedy is to ream

out the guides when they are cast in

tegrally with the cylinder block and
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A RESILIENT WHEEL FOR

AUTOMOBILES

HE pneumatic tire, which has

helped to bring the bicycle and

the automobile into common use, can

not be said to be a wholly satisfactory

solution of the problem of minimizing

vibrations and joltings on uneven roads.

The risk of puncture is an ever-present

source of trouble. A French inventor,

M. Guiot, has devised an elastic wheel

which is free from this defect of the

pneumatic tire. It may be said to have

passed the experimental stage, for it
  

use valves having oversize stems or use

oversize push rods in their guides. If

these holes are reamed out larger than

can be taken care of by oversize valve

stems or valve plungers, as the case

may be, it may be possible to place thin

bushings of steel tubing in the enlarged

guide bearings. The important thing

to observe in this connection is to cen

tralize the reamer tools so that they

will not bore out the holes one sided

and so the parts will be in absolute

alignment after restoration is complete.

Two forms of guiding fixtures are

shown that do this work on the Ford

motor, in accompanying illustration.

The sketch at A shows the use of a

simple fixture for reaming out the valve

stem guides. That at B.shows a simi

lar fixture for reaming out the push

rod guides. In order to restore the

valves to proper condition after they

have been in use for a time, it is ad

visable to reface the valve head in a

special fixture such as shown at C and

ream out the valve seat in the cylin

der block with a special form of reamer

shown at D. When the valve head is

properly dressed off and the pits and

scores reamed out of the seat, it will be

a very easy matter to grind them to a

correct seating.

has stood the test of a 6,250 miles trial

adapted to a 4-seater car, with a full

load.

The wheel consists of two concentric

rims, both rigid, but joined together by

steel helical springs. The axes of these

springs are not set in line with the

spokes of the wheel, ‘but obliquely, so

as to withstand the maximum strain of

starting and when stopping with the

hrake on. The outer rim is provided

with a solid rubber tire. Experience

has shown that on rough roads, this

elastic wheel runs quite as easily as the

ordinary pneumatic-tired wheel, and

that the springs have a long life when

the speed does not exceed SO miles an

hour. Breakage of one of these springs

does not involve stoppage, so that no

repairs or change of wheels on the road

are said to be necessary. This type

of elastic wheel is claimed to be suit

able for motor trucks and other heavy

vehicles, as well as for motor carriages

and cabs. This is but one of a legion

of similar devices as the resilient or

elastic wheel has long been a problem

that has defied complete solution and

the Patent Office archives of all civilized

countries have thousands of patent ap

plications pending and have granted

hundreds of patents on devices of this
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character during the past decade. In

spite of this, the air filled tire still

reigns supreme for passenger cars, bicy

cles and motor-cycles and is gaining

ground in the heavy vehicle field as

well.

HOLDING SHORT STUD

O hold a short stud while thread

ing the end sometimes troubles the

mechanic. A stud box is useful to hold

the stud, also to drive it into position.

But as an off-hand kink the writer

learned a new one the other day. Sim

ply hacksaw a nut lengthwise across

the centre of one of the flats through to

the thread. This gives the nut a spring

hold. Run the stud into the nut, place

the nut in the vise and you have a per

fect hold for the stud without injuring

the thread.

CUTTING SHEARS

HEARS for cutting sheet metal and

intended to be attached to a bench

can be constructed by any mechanic.

The stationary jaw that is fastened to

the bench may be formed from a sec

tion' of wagon spring. Heat the spring

in the forge and bend to the shape

shown in the illustration. Drill holes

near the end to fasten to the bench and

Cuf fer in P/ace-,

  

another hole as a bearing for the cut

ting bar. Grind the cutting edge on a

sharp bevel so that it will retain its

edge. The lever is made from a 14-inch

file, the teeth of which are ground off

on an emery wheel and the cutting edge

beveled. Clamp the two sections to

gether with a bolt which is used as a

bearing. The file must be annealled to

drill the hole in it as a bearing.

 

The electrical resistance of carborundum

diminishes with increasing voltage. This

makes it valuable to be used in parallel with

any apparatus which needs to be protected

from sudden increases of voltage or so

<"'llcr‘l surges. For series resistance this prop

erty is undesirable.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM TESTERS

HE Defectometer is a new and

useful device for those engaged in

magneto repair work. It enables the

repair man to quickly locate shorts in

the various parts of themagneto. It is

designed and manufactured by a firm,

who are authorities on magnetos. It

THE HEAT TREATMENT OF

DROP FORGINGS

HE forging heat of the part is so

far above the average critical tem

perature that it is necessary to heat-treat

the steel after the forging process to re

store its physical properties; all forg

ings which will be subjected to severe
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is the first instrument of its kind ever

put upon the market and should prove

to be a valuable assistant to electrical

repair men, as its possibilities are very

extensive for test work, as all parts may

be tested for short or open circuits and

any other electrical faults that may

prevent proper generation of current.

Another handy all around testing

device for the repair man and acces

sory dealer, as well as the individual,
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shocks or strains should, therefore, be

properly heat-treated. Simply allowing

the forging to cool from the forging

heat is by no means proper heat-treat

ment. Heat-treatment begins after the

forging has cooled. The forgings are

taken from the hammers to the heat

treating department. Here they are

given a preparatory heat to reduce forg

ing strains. Next they are treated to

the critical temperature and quenched

and then drawn and tested to the proper

hardness. This hardness is the proof

of the suitability of the forging for the

wear and strain of actual use. The

forgings are then pickled to remove the

scale.

The forging is then subjected to an

oil and water-quenching operation.

An abundance of water insures abso

.lutely uniform cooling and conse

quently a uniform hardness. After the

forgings have been heat-treated, it is

necessary to heat them again to reduce

the quenching strains, and prepare the

metal for the machine. This is known

as the “draw-heat,” and is considerably

lower than the critical temperature.

After the forgings have remained in

this heat for the -required length of

time, they are removed from the fur

nace, and allowed to cool in the air.—

American Blacksmith.

In the southwestem part of the United

States much trouble is experienced with the

presence of fine silt in the water used in

irrigation developments. In the Zuni reser

voir 4.86 per cent. of its capacity B filled

up annually. Sixty per cent. of the volume

of the reservoir is now filled. No solution

of the problem of getting rid of the silt has

as yet been evolveo.

POLISHING WOOD

VERY nice polish on wood is ob

tained by using the following mix

ture: yz pint of alcohol, M4 ounce of

shellac, and Z; ounce of resin. Dis

solve the shellac and resin in the alco

hol; then add V2 pint of linseed oil,

and shake the whole mixture. Apply

with a sponge, brush or flannel. Rub

the wood thoroughly after the appli

cation.

TO CASE_ HARDEN CAST IRON

CORRESPONDENT has suc

cessfully case hardened cast iron,

using the following receipt. Pulverize

and mix together equal weights of salt

petre', prussuate of potash and Y;

ounce of sal-ammoniac. Heat the cast

iron pieces till red hot, roll them in

the powder, and then plunge them into

the liquid.

HARDENING FORMULA FOR

CUTTING TOOLS

O make a hardening solution for

metal-cutting tools, mix, saltpetre,

2 ounces; sal-amoniac, 2 ounces; alum,

2 ounces; salt, 1% pound; and soft

water, 3 gallons. Keep the solution in

a stone jar for it will eat a wooden tub

and rust an iron pot. Do not draw

the temper but only warm the tools

enough to relieve the hardening strains.

It is also well to rinse the tools well in

water, for if this is not done, the solu

tion will rust them. '

BRACING MUDGUARDS

ANY cars rattle at high speeds

due to vibrating front fenders.

These can be reinforced and made

more rigid by joining them with a rod

/Erace Rod

I

"""Nuf
" l Ldng/e Washer

  

below the lamps. Make two angle

washers of metal and draw the rod tight

into place. Pull the fenders back first

by hand to get the length of the rod

and the angle at which to make the

angle washers. Make the rod of one

quarter inch iron and cut the thread

long enough so a nut can be placed on

each side of the fender apron as shown

in accompanying illustration.

___<_

_ Double Contact

Lamp Tester

Singtsz Contact

Lamp Tester

Attachment

Plug

is illustrated. It is designed for test

ing spark plugs, single or double con

tact lamp bulbs, homs, or for locating

general electrical troubles. There are

two types, the first for attachment to

altemating current lighting circuits,

and the second for battery attachment.

In either case lamps of any candle

power or voltage, spark plugs of any

length, or electric horns of any voltage

can be tested.

JL
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A Universal Lathe Attachment

HIS device is called a universal

attachment for the reason that it

l is used on a small lathe for sur

face and other grinding; milling, with

the work held in the lathe chuck,

clamped to the lathe bed or to a. table

between centers, or in the attachment

itself. It can also be used for indexing

and shaping or planing. One three

quarter inch bolt clamps the device to

the cross slide and the drive may be

either from an overhead drum pulley

or, as in the writer's case, from a small

electric motor bolted to a wooden base

which is screwed directly to the vertical

slide. The work can all be done on a

small screw cutting lathe, the round

column with slide" keyed to it being

chosen as more adapted to amateur con

construction than flator vee-d sliding sur- 0 1 2 5 ¢ , "7-m_i I

faces which require a 11 V 1;
l_.i_1_i_l-i-L-L-l-1-1-1-l-l-1-I-l 6

Q'

planer or shaper to fin

ish accurately. The

long keyway in the col

umn is cut in the lathe,

after first drilling a se

ries of shallow holes to

remove some of the

material, by clamping a

cutting tool on its side

in the tool post and by

running the car

riage back and

forth by hand, thus

making the tool cut

the groove like a

sha.per tool. The

keyway in the slide _

casting, of course, must be sawed and

filed to shape by hand.

Although only intended to be used

on small and light work, such as parts

of models, this attachment will be

found of great service for a large va

riety of operations, especially if the

builder is not equipped with a small

grinder or shaper or miller, as is usually

the case. One instance in which the

shaper head would be of value, for ex

ample, occurs in undercutting the seg

ments of a dynamo or motor commuta

tor—rather a mean piece of work to

attempt by hand. The dimensions given

arc suitable for a ten-inch engine lathe,

but these may readily be altered to suit

any individual machine. It would be

a good idea to draw a rough plan view

of the column, slide and spindle sleeve

and cut out a cardboard templet. Then

by laying this upon the cross slide of

the lathe and moving the tool slide in

and out, any changes in the dimensions

necessary to be made could be decided

upon. We will not go into a detailed

Scale — inches

By H. H. Parker

Drawing by the /lutlior

PART I

description of the various machining

operations, believing this to be unneces

sary except in a few instances, but will

give a general idea of the various parts

and their uses.

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the vertical

slide, column and cap, all of cast iron,

though the column could be turned up

from a piece of steel shafting drilled
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for the clamping bolt. No complicated

core work is used in the patterns, the

cores all being straight and cylindrical.

It is optional with the builder whether

or not the horizontal hole in the slide

casting is cored out or ‘drilled out of the

solid; the latter method being perhaps

preferable, as there would be no sand

or chilled surfaces to throw the boring

bar out of true or dull the cutter. If the

column is cast, it should be cored out

to one inch, and it will be unnecessary

to drill out this hole later.

The machining of the column is a

simple lathe job; if the builder under

stands lapping he could make a lead

lap and finish the surface accurately,

and another lap mounted on a taper

mandrel could also be used to smooth

up the slide after boring; in any event,

these must fit over each other with no

binding or play at any joint. Four lugs

are shown on the bottom of the slide;

the actual purpose of these is to hold

the wooden motor base, but they should

be cast on even if the motor is not to

be used, as they are a means of holding

the slide to the face plate while boring.

The slit through the clamping lugs is

made by hand with a. hack-saw frame.

In making the keyways and fitting the

key to the slide care must be taken that

the key fits into place without play in

either direction, as the accuracy of the

device depends upon this to a great

extent. Similarly, the keyway should

be perfectly parallel with the axis of

the column. A jig will be found neces

sary for drilling and reaming the holes

in cap and slide for the adjusting screw;

if this screw does not stand parallel to

the vertical axis, binding will occur.

Fig. 6 shows the bushing into

which the adjusting screw

turns. This is made a driv

ing fit into the slide, but not

so tight as to split the casting,

and held by a set screw as an

extra precaution. The screw,

Fig. 7, is fitted with two lock

nuts which will take up all

lost motion through the cap.

In Fig. 8 there is a rather

elaborate handle. Castings

and forgings of such handles

are on the market or one may

be turned up on the lathe, or,

if the builder prefers, a more

simple form can be substi

tuted. The quarter-inch

square steel key is shown in

Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 is the

clamping bolt. This is a

, standard iron or steel three

I quarter inch bolt with the

head filed down to fit into

the tool block. The S.A.E. pitch

of sixteen threads to the inch would

allow of an easier tightening of

the bolt than the 10 pitch U.S.S.,

though either may be used. The split

slide is tightened on the column by a

nut into which is fitted a sliding handle

and screws down over a three-eighths

inch stud screwed fast into the clamp

ing lug. Figs. 11 and 12. In setting

up work when the attachment is to be
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used, a surface gauge or dial indicator

is necessary, and in Fig. 13 is a short

three-eighths inch steel upright which

screws into the slide at any convenient

joint and over which is slipped a stand

ard surface gauge or dial or other indi

cator. We are now ready to take up

the various grinding, milling and other

attachments.

Surface Grinding

For surface grinding a narrow two

to three inch wheel is used, the spindle

of which rotates in two bronze bush

ings (Fig. 14) set into a steel sleeve

(Fig. 15). The sleeve makes a snug

sliding fit into the horizontal one-inch

hole in the clamp. The obvious way

to make this hole is to clamp the slide

to the column and the latter to the tool

slide, making sure that it stands verti

cal. Then move the cross slide over

until the boss can be drilled out about

seven-eighths of an inch in diameter

and finish nearly to size with a boring

bar between centers. A reamer is then

run through to finish the hole, and the

boss is split with a hack-saw. To return

to the spindle sleeve, this is first drilled

and reamed to five-eighths inch inside

diameter, then set on centers and tumed

down to one inch, thus making the sur

face concentric with the bore. Then

the bushings are drilled with a reamer

drill, turned down, driven into the

sleeve and a finishing reamer run

through. If the builder desired he

could fit tapered, split adjustable bear

ings to take up the wear, otherwise they

are discarded when worn and new ones

fitted. The grinding wheel spindle is

three-eighths of an inch in diameter and

carefully lapped to fit the spindle

sleeve. The pulley depends upon the

type of drive.

As mentioned above, the writer has

used a one-sixth horsepower electric

motor, running at 1750 r.p.m. mounted

directly upon the slide casting, to drive

the grinding wheel. This has given

good results, but if no motor was at

hand an overhead driving drum would

have to be rigged up. Fig. 2 shows a

plan view of the motor drive. (To

appear in Part II.) If a wooden

base bolted directly to the bot

tom of the slide interfered with the

lathe cross feed handle, an offset flange

could be made of cast or plate iron

which would raise the base up higher.

Some work may be held between cen

ters‘ for surface grinding; sometimes it

is clamped directly to the lathe bed or

to the face plate or to an angle plate,

but small flat pieces are best operated

upon by being clamped to a small flat

table held between centers (Fig. 18)

provided with adjustable legs to level

the table transversely. The size of such

a table would depend upon the builder’s

tastes and the size of his lathe. A pair

of Starrett Toolrnakers’ Clamps, Fig.

  

19, are very useful for work of this

kind, as they may be fastened to the

table in any position by flat head

screws and the work clamped in them.

This table is also used for milling,

when the cutter is rotated in the sleeve

spindle as described later. Cylindrical

grinding also, to a limited extent, may

be performed by swinging the sleeve

around parallel to the lathe bed.

Milling, Cutter in Spindle Sleeve

A side elevation of the attachment

is shown in Fig. 1, where the device is

fitted up to do milling. A second spin

dle like that of Fig. S is made and

fitted with bushings reamed out to half

inch, Fig. 17, and a half-inch shaft.

The business end of the shaft is ma

chined to take a drill chuck, lathe chuck

or whatever is used to hold the milling

cutters, while a pulley is fitted to the

other end. Of course, the pulley must

be taken ofi' when the sleeve is to be

removed. The electric motor can be

used here also, the sa.ine as in surface

grinding, but the spindle would rotate

at a much lower speed. Fig. 1 shows

the adaptation to overhead drive.

A SIMPLE DEMAGNETIZER

By J. A. STATLER

HE little demagnetizer illustrated ~

in the photograph will be found

very useful in different work. It can

be used very successfully in a jewelry

repair shop for the demagnetization of

watches. It will also find a number

of uses about the experimenter’s labo

ratory.

The connections for the device are

sketched in on the drawings. By ro

tating the shaft carrying the reverser

and collector rings, the polarity is

changed at each revolution of the shaft.

The ratio of the gearing is such that the

current reversals can be made very

rapid by turning the handle slowly. If

A. C. current is used with the device,

the handle need not be turned. Of

§,_,’_i_.

  

The completed demagnetizer

course, magnetizing cannot be done

with this current. When the device is

used with batteries, a fuse is merely

inserted in place of the lamp seen in

the photograph. The lamp is used

when the device is employed on a 110

  

The gearing of the demagnetizer

volt circuit. A 50 C. P. lamp is em

ployed because it draws a heavier cur

rent through the coil.

The author has since made a ma

chine similar to that described above

but driven with a spring motor so that

the hands are free to manipulate the

work.

A TIP ON DRILLING

HE average mechanic who uses a

handdrill always reverses the rota

tion of the drill when he desires to take

the drill out of the hole made. This is

bad practice, as it not only helps to

take the edge off the flutts but is also

liable to break the drills. In remov

ing the drill it should always be re

volved in the one direction.
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The Langmuir Condensation Pump

duced many triumphant feats

SCIENCE and industry have pro

through the agency of vacuum.

for in it there can be no loss of

energy through heat conduc

tion and matter cannot decom

pose by oxidizing. So the de

gree of achievement has been

in proportion to the p€1'f€CI10I1

of vcauum attained. Many

machines have in the past been

devised to extract as much air

as possible from containers.

Suction pumps are sufficient

even today for exhausting such

containers as electric light

bulbs, but for the higher grade

vacuua such as those required

for Coolidge X-ray tubes and

for high power tubes for wire

less use, a mechanism of much

higher efficiency is required.

Many types of pump have been

designed to pro

duce a specially

high vacuum, but

the crowning

triumph in their

construction was

reached when Dr.

Iwmg Lmgmh

devised his mer

cury vapor mechan

ism since come to

be known as Lang

muir Condensation

Pump.

This device is

not only the most

rapid of all high

vacuum pumps»

but it also will

produce the high

est vacuum.

It came into be

ing as the result of

efforts to get high

er a n d h i g h e r

vacuum for the

purpose of re

search and to get

i t quickly. T h e

pump, in spite of

its remarkable ef

fectiveness, is sim

plicity itself in op

eration. lt has no

moving mechanical

parts. A stream of

mercury vapor,

p r o d u c e d by a

small electric

boiler, and moving

at high velocity.

entraps and sweeps

along with it the

 

By L. A. Hawkins

air or gas molecules from the vessel

undergoing exhaustion and delivers

them to the rough pump, which ejects

  

A Langmuir pump with driving motor for the two-stage rough

rotary pump

 

them into the air, while the mercury

vapor itself is condensed and flows back

into the little boiler.

Like most new tools of

science, the Langmuir Con

densation Pump has found a

field of great practical utility.

All the Coolidge tubes, which

have revolutionized X-ray

practice, and all the high

power radio tubes or pliotrons,

as they are called, which have

made long-distance wireless

telephony practicablefi are ex

hausted by this pump.

Its speed has been stated in

this way—it will reduce the

pressure in a 1-liter vessel

(approximately 1 quart) from

100 microns (approximately

1/10,000 atmosphere) to

1 /100 micron (approximately

1/100,000,000 atmosphere) in

two seconds.

But such a state

ment, while it tells

the whole story to

a. physicist, does

not mean much to

a layman, so sup

pose we put it this

way—Since a mil

lion is about as

large a number.

and a second about

as short a time, as

have a real mean

ing to the average

man, h o w l o n g

would it take to

accomplish the re

sult above stated,

if, from the vessel

in question, we re

m 0 v e d a million

molecules a sec

ond? The answer

is 750,000,000

years.

As for the de

gree of v a c u u m

which may readily

be obtained with

the L a n g m u i r

pump, the physic

ist would say: -Bet

t e r t h a n a ten

thousandth of mi

cron. This can be

expressed approxi

mately as 1/10,

000,000,000 a t

mosphere; b u t,

 

The Langmuir pump in use: D is the rough rotary pump; A the Langmuir pump, and

F the vessels being exhausted; B is a liquid air trap /or the mercury vapor

even so, the state

ment lacks clear

(Cont. on p. 180)
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Surface Combustion

A Special Process of Burning Hydro Carbon Gases in

URFACE combustion is the term

adopted to designate a system of

burning hydrocarbon gases, in in

dustrial furnaces, using just enough air

to give an explosive mixture. The air

and gas are mingled intimately outside

of the furnace by means of a sort of

mixing-valve. If such a mixture is

ignited at a given point, time is required

for the explosion to be promulgated, the

explosive wave travels at a definite
 

Fig. 1. Low pressure mixing valve

speed of so many feet per second, ac

cording to the proportion of the con

stituency. If therefore the velocity of

the current of the air and gas in a pipe

or conduit exceeds this rate the mixture

cannot explode back. As the explosive

gases rush out of the nozzle into the

furnace its velocity of current or of flow

rapidly diminishes, and a few inches

from its point of entrance the velocity

is lowered to that of the explosive wave

transmission. At this point the mixture

bums instantly in a very limited space,

with almost no flame, but with intense

heat.

If the point of instantaneous combus

tion were to be determined simply by

the velocity of the current as it was re

duced by its entrance into an open

furnace it is evident that the element of

uncertainty would be considerable. To

fix an unchanging place of combustion

the current is received by a mass of re

fractory material, carbonundum or

Industrial Furnaces

By Prof. T. O’Conor Sloane

alundum are two substances which have

proved available. The refractory mate

rial is soon brought to a white heat by

the combustion, and thus fixes the zone

of such combustion.

Air is a mixture of about four vol

umes of nitrogen to one volume of oxy

gen. In burning hydrocarbon fuels

the heat is produced by the chemical

combination of the oxygen of the air

with the carbon and hydrogen of the

fuel. If the combustion is perfect theo

retically, the products of the operation

will be carbon dioxide and water, and

if the theoretical result is attained, the

highest practical efficiency will result.

While it is possible to combine nitro

gen with oxygen no such combination

occurs in ordinary burning. The nitro

gen is inert, does no good except as a

diluent, making the reaction less in

tense and more manageable, but adds

no heat. After the combustion it is still

nitrogen, unchanged in all respects. It

has been aptly termed the ashes of the

air. As the nitrogen leaves the furnace

it inevitably carries off some of the heat,

so that its presence impairs the economy

of the process. Now suppose that, as

in ordinary fumace work, there is a

large excess of air. Such air does no

good whatever, but does harm, as it

carries ofi a quantity of heat up the

chimney. The excess of oxygen is

nearly as harmful in impairing the

economy of the process as is the same

quantity of nitrogen, and with the ex

cess of air there is the more serious

nitrogen to waste heat by carrying it

up the chimney.

The clue to the practise of surface

combustion is the quiet and regulated

buming of an explosive mixture of air

with a hydrocarbon gas. The theory

is simplicity itself; the practical appli

cation is now to be described.

The cut, Fig. 1, shows the construc

tion of the low-pressure mixing valve.

The gas in the pipes is maintained at

a pressure of from 2 to 6 inches of

water. The air is supplied from X, to

4 lbs. per square inch; this is over ten

times the gas pressure. The air and

gas inlets are named in the cut. As the

air rushes in through A, it produces a

slight vacuum around the mouth of the

nozzle, C, so as to draw the gas in with

its own current. The two mix rapidly

as they pass through B and G; the pres

sure of the gas is kept constant by a

governor, D, and the amount passing

the nozzle is regulated by the valve, F.

There is a valve to regulate the flow

of air: this is not shown. The mixture

thus produced is carried through pipes

connected to G, to the furnace. As the

gas pressure and air pressure are con

stant once the setting of the valves is

effected so as to produce the explosive

mixture all goes on indefinitely without

further attention, except for watching

the minor adjustments.

It is seen that the low pressure sys

tern needs two pipe lines-—one for air

and one forgas; the air at the higher

pressure does the inspirating.

high-pressure system the air is taken in

at atmospheric pressure; the gas, at a

pressure of 10 to 25 lbs. per square

'inch, issuing from a small jet enters

the open end of an outlet tube, draws in

air from the atmosphere, and the mix

ture is thus formed. Only one line

of pipe, that for the gas, is used.

The cut, Fig. 2, shows the gas inlet

at the top; at C is the jet, above which

is the screen, B, to remove any dust

from the gas. At D is the adjutage,

Opera ting

Lever ._

7/////

'?

i

"4

lhj

Fig. 2. High pressure mixing valve

coaxial with the gas jet. The small

high-pressure stream of gas ‘draws with

it through the opening, D, a quantity

of air, which enters directly from the

atmosphere through the opening, E, ad

justed as to area by the shutter, H, by

In the
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setting this shutter more or less open,

the proportion of air to gas is regulated.

The handle of the gas-cock is connected

by a link, I, with the air-shutter. When

the gas is shut off, the shutter is closed

with the cock. This is necessary be

cause there is always maintained in the

fumace a. slight pressure above that of

the atmosphere, and closing the air

shuttefii prevents back-draught. The

. r_

 

/
ails. \

I

,..
~.\~\-\»“~ \ \

Fig. 3.

bastion principle

mixture passes into the conduits to the

furnace through the pipe, C.

The burners are generally of what is

called the impact type. After various

trials of material, cast-iron was selected

for their construction. Their contour

is seen in the cuts of furnaces. It is

an object to keep them as cool as pos

sible. Accordingly outside of the fur

nace each bumer is provided with cool

ing fins, of disc-shape, shown in the

YJZII./QZZZ/.1./6'.’/.4

7/[£7/////A7/////A

C.Llj//vmefers §m '
"— i‘" Q//'5///A

‘gr/////4
gay//A

VIII!»

§V////4
RV////A

//r/rue///7?/u//zhig
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“

Semi-mufile type furnace utilizing sur/ace com

in them exceeds that of the atmosphere.

No air enters except that which comes

in mixed with the fuel gas. The an

alysis of the escaping gases shows per

fect combustion as far as the burning

of the gas is concerned, and the ab

sence of fr'ee oxygen indicates the ab

sence of any excess of air. These are

the two conditions ensuring economical

operation.

ing on thirteen-inch shells is next

shown. This is different from the pre

ceding ones. There are no heaps of

refractory material and the burners are

horizontal. The mixture enters some

what tangentially against the walls of

the furnace. High- and low-level

burners are used to secure an even dis

tribution of heat.

There are other types of burners, but

 

/s

In one of the cuts, Fig. 3, is shown

a furnace of semi-muffle type. The

oblique lines indicate the radiation and

reflection of the heat from the intensely

heated refractory material. The prin

cipal heating effect is attributed to

radiation, rather than to convection in

this type of furnace.

- The next cut, Fig. 4, shows a fur

nace in which the charge is run in upon

a car. The floor of the car is a little

. I

— ' as-as ,-—

§v2////iv)’;/2/2,;//1;/2//////2//'22,;/,-I/222»
V///I1§§}§§.\\\\\\\\\\\\\WV/flak

  

Fig. 5. Annealing furnace for large objects

cuts; the air circulating around and be

tween them keeps the burners from

over-heating.

In front and below each burner is a

pile of refractory material, to localize

the locus of combustion. The furnaces

are so arranged that the pressure with

longer than the furnace so that_ a few

inches at both ends project, like shelves,

at each end. The vertical doors of the

furnace rest upon these shelves. To

right and left of the car and underneath

it are sand-seals to exclude air.

An annealing furnace, Fig. S, work

t
.”ll!~@?((@; .5andJe/ ii Jeal

Iflly '

Fig. 4. Furnace in which charge is run in on a car

those shown are the ones most largely

in use. In one type of burner, of the

utmost interest from the scientific

standpoint, the mixture was passed

through a diphragm of porous material,

such as fire-clay. It burned on the

surface of the diaphragm, with intense

and localized heat. There was abso

lutely no flame visible, and the heat

was confined to the thin‘ outer layers of

the plate of refractory material.

TURNING COPPER

HOSE who have had to turn cop

per in the lathe have generally

wished that they had let someone else

do the work and that they stood by and

jeered when it was being performed, or

else criticised it after it was done. Soap

and water do not help; turpentine or

kerosene is a delusion and a snare; but

milk does the trick with neatness and

dispatch.

Under existing conditions it is calculated

that there is room on the earth for only

twelve first-class wireless stations. But by

directional methods, varying wave lengths

and such features of operation it is thought

that eventually there may be room for 175

times as many. The transAtlantic wave

lengths are 40,000 and 80,000 feet.

 

Electric heating furnaces for work on guns

are being constructed for France. The

largest are 90 feet deep. They are built

in sections, so that they can do diflerent

work. For shrinking on a breech lock 37

kilowatts, and for the longest pieces 1,000

kilowatts are used. The chamber is seven

feet in diameter. The temperature control

is automatic. For shells a special furnace

is made in which graduated temperature

can be applied so as to produce a shell with

a different temper for the nose than for the

body. It can cover a range of 300° F. in

the length of a projectile.
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Manual Arts and Crafts

Projects in Wood and Metal Work for t/ze Sc/zool, Home or S/zop

NOVELTY SEWING BASKET

AND SMOKING SET

PEDESTAL

ROJECT No. 1 graphically de

picts a very easily made, yet de

cidedly convenient, Sewing Basket

that any one ever sews will appreciate

more and more each time they use it.

A few slight changes as described later

will produce a wonderfully convenient

Smoking Stand. It is designed par

ticularly for the beginner and may be

made of any convenient and easily pro

cured wood such as ash, oak, mahogany,

walnut, cherry, hard pine, chestnut, red

wood, white wood, white pine, cypress

or spruce, and if stained carefully will

make an ornamental as well as useful

article of funiture.

The tools actually required for this

project are: 1 Plane (Smoothing plane

preferred), Block or jack will answer;

1 Saw—Fine tooth Cross Cut preferred;

1 Screw Driver or Hammer and nails

instead of screws; 1 Pencil; 1 Ruler; 1

Brace and Bits or Holes may be burnt

with red hot irons; 1 Try Square or a

Tee Square.

"l‘lALl"LAPJ0lNT" QAJE Cnoog

~Po=>r~ Pia./-\.

The central post, Fig. A and the

base, Fig. E-F, may be made of one and

one-half inch to two inch sq. stock,

the shelves of boards §/8" to 1" thick.

A basket of proportionate size with or

without a handle, Fig. G, will suffice

for the Sewing Basket or may be sub

stituted for by a suitable ash tray which

will make the “Smoking Stand”.

The first step is the careful selection

of the lumber. It should be thorough

ly dry, free from knots, cross grain,

weather of kilm checks (which appear

as slight cracks running with the grain

and are found usually in the ends of

the board). Frequently the boards are

found badly warped across their width

and sometimes sprung lengthwise due to

being poorly stacked when drying.

These should be avoided if possible.

These defects are often not noticed by

the amateur until assembling. They

are very annoying and detract from the

appearance of the article and more often

it is found necessary to replace them at

additional expense and trouble. If

care is taken in the proper selection and

if the parts are stood on edge while

waiting for operations, no difficulty will

be met with.

It is strongly recommended, especially

for the novice, that they work as closely

to the dimensions as possible, especial

ly where the parts fit together as a

slight deviation may affect the other

finished pieces. However, if allow

ances are made in all the adjacent parts,

the dimensions may be altered to suit

the available material.

The first step in construction is to

lay out the length of the post accu

rately, as in Fig. A, squaring the lines

on all four sides of the post. Saw off

squarely to the overall length. Next

lay out the 1" pins on both ends. From

experience gained in teaching elemen

tary school boys from the 4th year to

8th year inclusive (ten to sixteen years

of age) I found that better results were

obtained by using a twenty-five cent

piece as a template.to draw a circle on

end grain in lieu of the compass, which

has a tendency to follow the grain. It

is easily centered, by sighting the mar

gin on the four sides. Now plane the

taper, using the top pin as a guide
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maintaining the relation of the sides

square to one another. Of course it is

optional to taper the post to a 1" or 1%"

square. If the pins are dressed to a 1"

square, then sawed across the corners

and pared down to an approximate

octagon, then these corners dressed

down to the 1" circle, a slight rub of a

flat file or the corners scraped off with

glass will produce a fairly rounded

doweL By using a 1" hole bored in a

spare piece of wood as a template, the

dowels may be carefully and gently ro

tated to a very satisfactory fit.

Stop chamfers, Figures A, E and F

are easily made if care is taken to

equally thumb gauge pencil lines on
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The pieces shown a-t Figures E and F

are made _of the same size material as

the post and are the next to be pro

duced. Lay out 2-10 inch lengths,

square the lines on all four sides. Saw

close to but leave the lines; if carefully

sawed as directed it will save the trou

ble of block planing. After the pieces

are all fashioned ready for assembling,

a piece of No. 2 sand paper will remove

all saw marks. Lay out the shape as

shown with center lines, lengthwise with

2 opposite sides and crosswise on all

four faces. This should be very care

fully done with a try square. The cen

ter line lengthwise is the depth of the

cut for the half lap joint shown at
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both sides of each comer. Proceed very

slowly, using a chisel or knife, taking a

little off at each time. The mistake

that the inexperienced usually make is

to slice off too much at the first cut and

where the wood is curly or cross

grained a bad tear results.

Through chamfers, Figures B and C

are always planed with a slicing cut,

holding the plane at an angle, especially

across the grain. One must be con

stantly on the watch for cross or curly

grain also when planing the corners

of diagonal cuts (corner cuts of poly

gons) to cut with the grain, otherwise

the corners will split off. The grain of

the wood may be compared to the hair

on one’s head, the shape or angle of the

piece will not present any difficulty if

the cuts are always made with the grain.

 

X Fig. D and at Y Fig. E, the cross

hatched section must be removed so that

the components D and R fit snugly in

the‘form of a cross. If repeatedly tested

before cutting and during the process of

cutting out, it will safely guide even the

beginner to a satisfactory fit. If this

cross half lap joint is made before the

contour is shaped it will avoid any pos

sibility of the mistake of having the

bevel ends upside do\vn. The 1 inch

hole is then bored or burnt through

Fig. D only. The piece shown at Fig. E

or the lower part has a small hole just

large enough to admit the wood screw

used to clamp both members of the base

Figs. E and D to the post Fig. A when

finally assembled.

.The recessed clearance is made by

first cutting a saw kerf 1%” from each

‘ 2 Swab

end M1" deep, then chiseling a taper

ing cut from the center to this kerf. The

principal reason for cutting this taper

ing recess is that it often requires skill

ful manipulation to avoid slivering

when cutting in confined limits and

when paring diagonally to the fibers of

the grain this difficulty is avoided.

It is now time to decide whether it

shall be a Sewing Table or Smoking

Stand. If the former, proceed as per

drawing. If the Smoking Stand be de

sired, make both shelves approximately

7 in. The top shelf has only one 1 inch

hole to about 2/3 of its thickness, with

a smaller hole to admit the 2" to 3"

No. 10 to No. 14 flat head woodscrew
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that clamps the basket or ash tray to

the post. The lower shelf for the Sew

ing Basket is laid out as in Fig. C 8

%,” x 1%" dowel pins are glued in the

X4" bola. These are used to hold the

spools of thread. The inner set of %"

holes are bored through the shelf to hold

the scissors, thimble, darning ball, etc.

When boring a hole through any

wood it is necessary to protect the

under-surface from splitting. This is

accomplished in several ways; the pref

erable method is to bore from the top

down until the worm or point of the bit

protrudes through the under side, then

using this tiny hole as a center, bore

from the opposite side.

The most elementary way to produce

a hexagon is to lay out a square, then

lay off the corners as shown. The first
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step in all wood work is to establish a

working edge, 1'. e., plane the edge

smooth, straight and square with the

face side. Second step, mark out a

square end with the side of a try square

held tightly to the working edge, then

square this line on the other three faces.

(This method is excellent practice for

the amateur, as it enables him to watch

the saw cut very closely and it surely

repays in the results for the additional

time so spent.

Now lay out the rest of the octagon.

There are many ways to do this, but the

simplest one is to follow the drawing.

Another way is to inscribe a circle tan

gent to the square, then use a 45 degree

angle and project the other 4 sides tan

gent to the circle.

Next inscribe a 6" and a 4" circle

from the oenter of the hexagon. Con

nect the corners with lines passing

through.the center at the intersection

with the 6" circle bore 8 X," holes until

the point of the bit just protrudes

through the under side. Then halfway

between the X," holes bore the %"

holes as stated above. When boring be

sure all holes are perpendicular so that

all the parts afiected look “plumb”.

The hole through the lower shelf to

fit over the post is surely a test for a

beginner. However, if you will follow

these directions carefully you are as

sured of success. First bore or burn a

hole a trifle less than the diameter of

the post at the location of the shelf, then

file or chisel the hole to a square and

constantly test it by placing it on the

post. Be sure to maintain all shelves

level or truly horizontal when fitting

and assembling.

For the Smoking Stand the only

changes required are the size of the top

shelf, which is the same size as the

lower shelf; also omit the outside circle

of holes and dowels in the lower shelf.

Now assemble the project. Always

sandpaper carefully with the grain

where possible, using Nos. 1% to 2,

followed with No. 1, then V2. Precau

tions must be taken not to mar the sharp

corners, as these are the signs of good

workmanship. Stain the completed arti

cle the desired color. This may be pur

chased in many shades. The directions

with the stain will clearly explain the

method particularly recommended for

that stain.

A satisfactory stain may be made by

thinning out green or brown paint or

burnt umber with turpentine, applying

it with a brush or cloth. Let this dry

from 6 to 24 hours, then apply prepared

polishing wax or, instead of the wax, a

coat of shellac (orange preferred),

which will dry in a few hours, then rub

down with fine sandpaper, No. 0 or 00.

Another coat of shellac or thin varnish

will complete the finishing process. If

a finer finishing surface is desired read

the process described for advanced

projects to come later. ,

PROJECT NO. 2--COMBINATION

BOOK CASE OR WARDROBE, SEC

RETARY, WALL CABINET

HILE this combination is de

signed especially for the ad

vanced student and wood

worker, there is nothing in the construc

tion or execution that should deter the

ambitious handy man or boy from suc

cessfully and satisfactorily completing

it. There are no useless or complicated

joints. Every joint is practically a

square cut butt joint. The rails are

fastened to the stiles by yg" dowel pins

in all the doors. All cuts may be made

with a fine tooth cross cut saw (even

the rip saw may be omitted), followed

by a_slight paring with the chisel. Any

one who will lay out the work accu

rately, make all cuts squarely, leaving

the guide lines until completed, may be

absolutely assured of success.

The only tools necessary are: One

ruler and pencil, 1 try square, 1 cross

cut saw and ripsaw if convenient, 1

smoothing plane and jack plane if con

venient, 1 brace, 1%" twist bit and 1

screw driver bit, 1 hammer, 1 1" or

1%" chisel.

The following precautions if observed

faithfully will avoid the disappointing

mistakes so liable to creep in amateur

work:

l—Careful selection of all materials.

2—Careful handling of materials. 3

Faithfulness to details. 4—No change

in dimensions without carefully study

ing the adjacent components. 5—Es

tablishing the true working edges before

laying out, i.e., straight, lengthwise,

square, crosswise, and smooth. 6—Ac—

curate layouts. 7—Work close to, but

leave the guide lines until assembled.

8—When assembling avoid all bruis

ing by the hammer, the clamps, or by

any foreign material on the floor or

bench. An excellent shop rule is to

clear the bench of all nails, blocks, etc.,

before operations. A nail or screw that

is left accidently lying on the bench may

cause a very ugly scar in an otherwise

beautifully grained surface in a most

conspicuous place. 9—Sandpaper al

ways with the grain wherever possible,

as the sandpaper invariably leaves

scratches, but if they run parallel to the

grain are not noticed. 10—Stain and

paint always with the grain so that the

brush strokes will blend with the grain.

The Bill of Materials practically tells

the complete story. Outside of a few

suggestions no further instructions are

needed. A drawing usually to scale,

but sometimes only a sketch with over

all dimensions is given to a cabinet

maker or carpenter to build the project

accordingly. If the components are

fashioned and assembled in the order

listed and temporarily nailed, 1'. e., the

nails are not driven in completely, but

allowance made for the claw of the

hammer to fit under the nail head to

withdraw it if desired, surely one should

be sufficiently experienced to proceed

without further assistance.

The first assembly is made by nail

ing the sides A and A’ to M and F. 1,

then A-1 to H and G, shown in the side

view, then the top shelf C to A-—A1 and

B, then the back E to the top shelf and

to F. 8 and H and G. The sides A and

B are rabbitted V2 of their thickness to

accommodate the %" back. The side

A’ is made 14 inches minus the thick

ness of the back, approximately %".

The top shelf C is also rabbitted or cut

out to allow the back to fit flush. The

shelves marked J are nailed in position

or may be adjustable. The pigeon hole

rack is amply strong if made only of

butt joints; it is built up as a unit, then

screwed in position. The secret of nail

ing permanently is to lock the nails by

slanting each nail alternately. This

acts as a dove tail and they will hold

more than the wood. Especially is this

necessary in the end grain.

The slides for the drawers should be

made of hard wood and screwed in po

sition. The cleats or supporting run

ners for the stool may be made of the

same material as the cabinet. They

should be screwed in position to hold

the stool about V; inch above the floor.

The door stiles and rails K-L-M-N-O

should be rabbitted for the glass, which

is held in place by narrow strips

.bradded in.

The small drawer Fig. U may be just

butt joints, the bottom bradded to the

sides and back. Observe very carefully

that each part butts to its adjacent com

ponent.

You will note the drawer fronts are

one piece, the bottom butting against the

back so that the joint is not visible from

the front.

The large drawer is similarly con

structed. It is advisable, however, to

rabbit the sides into the front §§ of an

inch, also the back into the sides. The

bottom may be dadoed into the front or

a butt joint with a cleat fastened to the

front would suffice.

Another very elementary way, yet

efficient one, is to make up these

drawers as a tray, with the front a sepa

rate piece glued or screwed on from in

side the drawer. The front can then

project V4" as a margin on the four

sides. This makes a neat and a posi

tive stop for the drawer. The main

thing is to have two slides either under

the bottom edge of the large drawer or

two rabbitted grooves as shown for the

hard wood slides to work very freely in.

If these are well paraffined, they will

slide very smoothly. .

The stool is very simple and requires

no further description. Follow the de

sign as you choose. There is surely

great room for elaboration; simply keep

the overall dimension near the size. The

sand papering and wood finishing is

practically the same as the No. 1

project and offers no difficulties.
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SECURITY OF AIRPLANES IN

FLYING OVER THE SEA

HIS article deals with the provi

sion of collapsible floats which can

be instantaneously filled with com

  

  

pressed air at the desired moment. The,

idea is due to Colonel Busteed, and has '

been developed both‘ by him at Grain,

and by Lieutenant Bonnet-Labranche in

France. The air floats have been filled

on some hundreds of British and French

airplanes patrolling the North Sea, the

Channel and the Mediterranean, and

many aviators owe their lives to them.

“‘»4ir Bag:

dition a hydrovane is fitted in front of

the chassis to prevent too great a shock

to the inflated floats on alighting. A

machine weighing 1,000 kg. requires

floats of an aggregate volume of 2,000

litres.

NOTES ON PARACHUTES

OR many years one of the thrills

at a country fair was a balloon

ascension and the jump of the in

trepid aeronaut from a great height

with a parachute. During the war,

aerial observers, both allied and enemy,

made their escape from observation bal
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Airplane provided with air filled floats to permit landing on water

Airplanes fitted with these floats have

been largely employed on airplane car

rier ships in place of seaplanes, which

are, of course, much less efficient.

Two or more floats of rubberized fab

ric are rolled up and stowed under the

wings or under the fuselage, and these

can be filled by means of a compressed

air outfit in 30 secs. The number of

bottles of compressed air required is re

duced considerably by the addition of

an injector with three concentric cones,

inserted in the pipe leading from the

compressed air bottle or bottles to the

float bags. A jet of the compressed air

issues from a fine nozzle, whose walls

are divergent toward the orifice, and

by its expansion draws a large quantity

of the external air through the triple

opening between the three cones.

Several reservoirs of air in rubber

bags are symmetrically arranged in the

fuselage framework, and connected by

tubing provided with taps by which the

pilot can partially deflate them at alti

tudes. A hand-pump allows loss of air

pressure due to leaks during long flights

to be made up. The wheels of the

chassis may in some cases be dropped

off before alighting on the sea. In ad

loons when these were set afire or shot

down by this means. Dirigible airships

have parachutes as life preservers much

as ocean liners carry life boats and

rafts. Parachutes are easily launched

from either free, captive or dirigible

balloons, but the problem is ‘a more dif

ficult one when they are used as a life

saving auxiliary to airplanes.

In the early days some inventors fig

ured out schemes of having a parachute

large enough to sustain the weight of

the entire airplane, but if this was diffi

cult of practical achievement in the

days when airplanes weighed but 650

to 700 pounds, it surely cannot be very

easily accomplished in these days with

aircraft weighing from 2,000 pounds

to several tons. To check the fall of an

airplane of modern design would re

quire a spread of fabric about 8,800

square feet in area. The inventors,

therefore, have confined their efforts to

the design of parachutes suitable for the

individual and even at that, it takes a

good-sized parachute to keep an average

man from falling too fast.

An empirical figure is 4 square feet

area per pound supported so as to ob

tain a safe rate of fall. This is esti

mated to be about 10 feet per second.

As a parachute would require about 3.5

minutes to fall 2,000 feet and about 10

minutes to drop 6,000 feet in still air,

the latter figure is the usual height con

sidered safe for normal flying. Recent

tests have demonstrated that parachutes

of latest pattern will open and check

the fall of the pilot from heights rang

ing from 200 to 500 feet. The greater

the area of canvas available for sup

porting a given weight, the slower the

rate of fall. An area of 5 sq. feet per

pound will allow a drop of about 8

feet per second—while allowing 3 sq.

ft. per pound, will result in a drop of

nearly 14 feet per second.

The important points to secure in

parachute design are to have as rapid

opening as can be obtained, this to be

absolutely automatic and have a means

of suspending the individual using it

so there will be as little shock as pos

sible when the parachute does open and

checks the fall. The pilot of an air

plane catching fire, for instance, must

 

How parachute opens and falls

be able to make a quick getaway, there

fore the “Parachute pack” in which the

aviator carries the entire safety appar

atus canvas attached by straps and belt

to his back, is favored by some author

ities. A modern parachute will open

in a distance ranging from S0 to 100

feet. Special efforts are made in the

design to avoid tangling the supporting

cables and to secure positive opening by
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having some air in the chute, as a par

tial vacuum would cause the folds of

cloth to stick together.

In descending a parachute goes

through three phases. During the first,

as it is still folded it does not support

the aviator, who falls very fast, at the

beginning of the second phase the can

vas spreads and checks the speed of the

fall; in the third phase, the device bal

ances itself and continues to approach

the ground at the reduced speed of 10

to 15 feet per second, depending on the

weight supported.

AIRCRAFT INCIDENCE METER

HE construction of an aircraft in

cidence meter is described in the

Franklin Journal by A. D. Zahm, Ph.

D., of the Navy Department, Bureau of

Construction and Repair.

To enable the air pilot to read at a

glance the direction of flow of the air

past his airship or airplane, a balanced

weather-vane, indicating promptly small

changes of incidence, has been devel

oped and tried under regular working

conditions. The scale drawings and

test of the device herein described were

5 i_Uf‘\4‘l£$.L'--T'."~iv'K

ALL PRINCIPAL PARIS HIDL OF ALUMINUM

Figs. 1 and 2.

In the second period the aviator is

subject to a very considerable amount

of strain, because of the sudden “brak

ing” produced by the spreading of the

canvas. To prevent this from being

dangerous the aforesaid strain is dis

tributed over the entire body of the

aviator by a system of wide webbing

straps and belts. The parachute is also

provided with a rubber shock absorber

which seems to be quite effective.

The lateral movement of the para

chute is at first equal in speed to that

of the aircraft from which it was

launched and becomes gradually less un

til it entirely disappears, provided there

is no wind. Strong gusts of wind, how

ever, cause landing to be comparatively

dangerous, since the parachute retains‘

the horizontal speed of the wind, and

for this reason it is important for the

aviator to be able to free himself from

the apparatus as soon as he reaches the

ground, since otherwise he may be

dragged into various obstructions with

considerable force and injured to a

greater or lesser extent.

A new German optical glass is colorless,

yet cuts off the ultra-violet rays; it can be

used for goggles instead of the usual colored

glass. It is said that the rare earths, such

as thoria are the characteristic constituent.

  

Aircraft incidence meter experimented with by U. S. Navy

Department

made respectively by L. H. Crook and

S. S. Rathbun, members of the aero

nautics staff at the Washington Navy

Yard.

Model.—Figs. 1 and 2 give the gen

eral appearance and dimensions of this

instrument. It consists of a two-blade

weather-vane supported from a. hori

zontal pivot at the end of a bracket arm

protruding forward from an airplane

strut and adjustable in pitch by means

of a clamping nut at its base. The

vane has a forward counter-weight to

insure static balance and a pointer play

ing on a graduated arc of 14 in. radius,

indicating even degrees and readable to

fractions of a degree from the pilot’s

seat. , The blades have the sectional

shape of an Eiffel Wing No. S, which at

zero incidence possesses very slight

drag and a large increase of lift with

slight increase of incidence.

Test in Fl/ight.—The instrument

was finally mounted midway between

planes on the nearest right-hand strut

of Flying Boat HS-2 No. 1840, and

carried through very still air at three

different fixed speeds. The following

table indicates its behavior under these

circumstances.

Wind Tunnel Test.—When the in

strument was given its preliminary test

in the 8 x 8 ft. tunnel, its pointer re

mained steadily fixed in the wind direc

tion until forcibly displaced. It then

promptly returned to zero incidence

without lag or indication of friction.

OBSERVATIONS WITH C. It R. INCI

DENCE METER IN FLIGHT

Speed of Flight

in Knots 55 65 75

Normal variation... i0.6° "_"O.4° :t0.4°

Precision of reading

possible . . . . . . . .. -_t'0.3°

Occasional variation. 1'2.’

$0.2’

i1.°

‘_*'_O.2°

:1.’

C0nclust'0n.——If this instrument is to

be put into use, it may be lightened

somewhat and provided with a strap to

lash its flange to the airplane strut. So

finished, it would Weigh about 1.5 lb.

AN ALL-METAL BIPLANE

HE Austin “Whippet” is a biplane

of English design and its dimen

sions have been reduced so it can be

accommodated in the ordinary garage.

From nose to tail it measures 16 feet

while the wing span is 21% feet. But

by the introduction of wing-folding

facilities the over-all width of the ma

chine is so reduced as to permit stor

age within a building measuring 18

feet in length by 9 feet wide and 8 feet

high. The folding arrangement is

simple, it only being necessary to un

lock four bolts holding the wings se

curely and rigidly in position for flight

to permit the wings to be folded back

to the side of the fuselage. Folding

and spreading the wings is a simple

operation and can be carried out in

two or three minutes. The fuselage

and landing chassis are constructed of

steel and streamlined steel tubes take

the place of the usual bracing wires, so

that the necessity to undertake re-rig

ging from time to time is obviated.

It is powered with a six-cylinder,

air-cooled radial Anzani engine de

veloping 45-50 horsepower. Its climb

ing capacity is moderate, it being pos

sible to attain 5,000 feet in 8 minutes

and 10,000 feet in 18 minutes. Its

flying speed is 85 miles per hour, but

the landing speed is only 30 miles an

hour which is a very desirable feature.

The builders have had considerable ex

perience in airplane design and con

struction, having built 2,000 machines

of various types including the S.E-5,

single seater fighting scout which was

popular among the American airmen

and over 2,500 engines. The “Whip

pet” is marketed at about $2,500 and

the flights which have been made have

demonstrated that the machine is a.

very able one and that it possesses con

siderable inherent stability.

It has been found that the sun gives more

heat from its central parts than from its

edges. ‘The distribution is quite irregular.

It is thought that the irregularity may be

due to refraction by the gaseous layers.
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EASILY READ CALIPERS

AVERY simple and clever way of mark

ing calipers, so as to make them easy to

read, is shown in the cut. It is of the ordi

nary slide construction. The stem is marked

in two scales. The upper scale is marked in

inches, each of the longest lines indicating an

inch, and on this same scale the shorter lines

indicate the odd eighths, ‘/Q, %, % and %.

The lower scale is laid out on the same sys

tem except that here it is the even eighths

that are marked. All this refers to the scales

  

of vertical lines. On the slide of the instru

ment there are two scales of horizontal lines,

each coinciding in position with the end of

the line of the other scale corresponding to

the number of eighths marked on it. When

the calipers are opened to any given extent,

the inches are read directly, and the frac

tions are given by the horizontal line coin

ciding in position with the nearest vertiml

line's end. It will be noticed that the lines

of the upper scale are unevenly spaced; this

is because they start with a single eighth and

end within a single eighth of the inch line,

while the intermediate lines are spaced two

eighths apart.

 

A concrete arch, 95 feet high and 300 feet

span, has been erected in Sweden, the longest

span of reinforced concrete in the world. It

is in three pieces with hinge joints between

the sections. A year of settling and season

ing was allowed before it was put into ser

vice. Under its working test it received a

permanent set of only 1/16 inch.

 

As a. breakwater, a horizontal pipe laid

under the water and perforated with holes

through which air is blown has been suc

cessfully applied. It is said to form an “air

reef." It has been used in salvaging a ship

and a pier in Califomia has been kept in use

by means of such an appliance.

 

Impressive figures of what may be done in

the saving of coal have been published. In

Silesia by saving twenty per cent of the waste

heat in zinc furnaces an economy of 800,000

tons of coal per annum is represented. It

is held that by other simple and inexpensive

changes Germany could save 25,000,000 tons

per annum. The fact, that there would be so

large a number of individual cases each re

quiring treatment of its own operates to pre

vent the fullest application of such methods.

The point has been made that in the case of

wet coal it is not only the los of heating

power that is to be considered, but also the

increased cost of transportation, and the

longer the distance the greater is the loss due

to the weight of the water to be carried.

BY PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE
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In St. Louis trouble has been experienced

with the electrolysis of lead-covered electric

cables. The lead sheathing was injured, so

that water got at the insulation and heating

ensued.

 

A system of stereo-photography from two

aeroplanes, taking parallel courses, and whose

distances apart is determined also by photo

graphic methods, gives a series of photo

graphs with stereoscopic effect. Each plane

has its own camera, adjusted for the distance

between the planes. They may also be in

tandem instead of parallel. It is even possi

ble to get a. result with a single machine in

two successive flights.

 

Slag from furnaces, such as gas worlu

but not from blast furnaces because of the

sulphur and other characteristic constituents,

is recommended for concrete. It must be

well wetted down in the mixing, and it is

quite essential, that it is weathered a long

while before use. One part of cement to

eight parts of cinder is a typical proportion.

 

Some interesting work in the intensive

hydration of concrete has been reported. The

mix is rotated in a bowl at high velocity of

rotation; the bowl was open at top. A

curved arm continuously cut off a ribbon of

the concrete from the outer edge, and the

ribbon was returned to the center of the

whirling material. The process brings about

a very rapid and thorough mingling of the

ingredients and was quite rapid in effecting

the result.

 

TANGENTIAL BLAST GAS FURNACE

HE illustration of this fumace is self

explanatory. The object is to avoid the

destructive impingement of flame upon a

small area of the fire chamber. The principal

If this wereblast enters by the upper jet.
  

the only jet, the blast would strike the oppo

site wall of the chamber and would soon in

jure it by the concentrated heat. To avoid

this action there is a supplemental lower

blast of air, entering tangentially, which

sweeps around the chamber and carries with

it the horizontal upper blast. Thus the heat

is distributed, and destructive localized heat

ing is avoided.

 

The deterioration of calcium carbide

brought about by the moisture of the air can

be prevented entirely by immersing the car

bide in kerosene oil. The oil may be poured

into the receptacle holding the carbide and

then at once is poured off. The treatment

preserves it indefinitely, and has been rigor

ously tested.
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BRINNEL HARDNESS TESTER

HE Brinnel tat for the hardness of

steel or other material is based on the

depth to which a hardened steel ball is forced

into the metal under definite pressure. As

the test is comparative it is essential that the

pressure is always the same. In the appa

ratus shown, which is a species of tongs, the

ball is held in the socket, A, and the sample

of metal is held in contact with it by the

screw, B. Pressure is brought to bear by the

handle, F, acting as a cam. H H is a stirrup,

and when drawn up by the cam action of F

it presses the ball into the test pieee, by com

pressing the spring E. The arms of the ap

paratus, C and D, are thus drawn together

by the foroe of the spring, so that the pres

sure brought to bear on the ball is always

identical, as it is due to a practically identi

cal compression of the U-shaped spring, E.

 

Considerable interest is now shown in the

electrolytic purification of iron. For many

years copper has been thus purified. In both

cases the procem is simplicity itself. Anodes

of the metal to be purified are suspended in

an electrolytic bath, and by the action of the

current are dissolved, and by the further

action all the metal with the impurities elimi

nated is deposited on the cathode. To purify

iron the bath contains various solutions;

double oxalates or sulphates are employed;

organic salts, such as the sulphocresylate Ls

one that has been used. The cathode is

rotated mechanically; it may be made of

various metals,‘ copper and lead working very

well as regards the ease of separating the

sheet of pure iron deposited on it. The

cathodes are treated with alkali solution to

dispose of any grease and are then put

directly into the bath. Carbon almost in

evitably accumulates in the electrolyte, and

this-is very objectionable, and it has to be

filtered out periodically. The color of the

solution is a guide for judging of its purity.

The iron deposited contains a little hydrogen,

nitrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon diox

ide, all of which are expelled by heat treat

ment. It is so pure that it is nearly a soft

as copper.

 

The toxic effects on vegetation of salts of

the alkalies in soils has been investigated

with the result that the effect of the salts is

not in proportion to the salts which have

been added, but to the salts which can be

extracted by leaching from the soil.

 

A floating mill has been tried with some

success on the Mersey ofi Liverpool. It con

sisted of two or more parallel endles chains

working on two drums or wheels, and floats

are carried at regular spaces on the chain.

The construction is simple in all respects, and

it would seem applicable to many small in

stallations where limited power only is

needed.
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Aluminum maintained at a temperature of

1000° C. for seventy-three hours evaporates

until there is but three per cent of the orig

inal weight left. The residue is supposed to

be an allotropic fonn of aluminum, and

oxidizes spontaneously in the air.

 

It is calculated that in the great Wit

watersrand mining diatrict of Africa three

hundred and sixty million tons of rock have

been hoisted in the last fourteen years. The

deaths by accident, largely by falling of rock

in the mines, have been 10,600 with 22,400

wounded and hurt.

 

The Wheatstone telegraph apparatus using

the perforated tape system of transmission

has been tried with success in England on a

wireless circuit. One hundred words a min

ute could be transmitted and it is believed

that much better can be done.

 

It is proposed to send power from England

to France by a power line under the waters

of the Channel. Sweden and Denmark are

connected by a power line, carrying 50,000

kilowatts at a voltage of 25,000. This would

represent many shiploads of coal.

 

An ingenious way of measuring the veloc

ity of projectiles is based on firing them

through coils of wire on closed circuits, so

that the currents induced can be made to

record the passage of the steel body through

them. One of the coils may surround the

barrel of the gun so as to give a record for

the shell before it has left the piece.

 

The experiments with oil borings in Derby

shire, England, have produced one well,

which delivers oil steadily; one well has been

abandoned on account of water troubles, and

other borings are proceeding satisfactorily.

England is much exercised over the rising

price of gasoline, and the subject of motor

car fuel is receiving much attention.

 

RAILROAD SPIKE

THE object of this spike is to hold rails

on the sleepers and to be to an extent

locked in position. The effect of the three
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notches, A, A, A, and of the inclined faoe or

edge, B, is to cause the spike when driven

to bend around as shown and thus to get a

good hold on the sleeper.

To have water for power stations at all

seasons arrangements have to be made for

impounding a sufficient quantity to carry

over the dry season. It has been brought

out that this is easier in the case of high

falls rather than in low ones. Obvious as

this is, it has only recently been commented

on. In Switzerland it is proposed to trans

mit power at 120,000 to 150,000 volts, gen

crating in the plant at 45,000 to 50,000 volts.

Low temperature carbonization of coal is

advocated from some standpoints. It gives

a smokeless fuel residue, produces gas and as

by-products oil and ammonia are given. The

oil is adapted for intemal combustion engines.

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON

HIS tool comprises a tubular section, A,

into whose lower end the soldering bit,

E. B, fits. Outside of the tubular part is a

jacket, C, and set-screws, D D, hold all the

parts together. In the upper part of the bit,

E, are holes containing quartz tubes, F, which

receive resistance coils to eflect the heating.

In one form of construction the end of the

bit, B, is made detachable so as to be readily

renewable.

Several propositions to reform the calendar

have recently been made. The simplest and

to that extent the most rational one provides

for the division of the year into quarters,

each quarter to comprise two months of

thirty days each and one month of thirty

one days. This gives 364 days. Then there

is to be one day each year additional, which

day is to be outside the week, and there are

to be two such days in leap year. One effect

of this would be that week days would re

peat themselves every year; any week day

would always come on the same day of the

month. The extra or leap days would come

at the end of the year. If the year began in

March it would give meaning to the names

of the last four months; September, for in

stance, is now the ninth month, yet its name

means seventh month. If the year began

with March, then September would be the

seventh month; October, which means eighth

month, would be the eighth in reality, where

it is now the tenth, and the same applies to

November and December, the eleventh and

twelfth months in their order, and in name

the ninth and tenth.

Electric iron ore reduction fumaces in

Sweden use electrodes of carbon Z4 inchm in

diameter and four or five feet long. Pro

vision is made for attaching new sections to

the old pieces as they grow short. The elec

trodes cost 4 cents a pound and 16 to 20

pounds are used per ton of iron reduced. A

3,000-kilowatt furnace will have six elec

trodes.

The treatment of the water in swimming

pools has become a problem to be dealt with.

One college is cited, where the water is

changed only once a year. It is repeatedly

filtered and purified with chloride of lime

(bleaching powder). The standard tempera

tur is 76 F. except for swimming matches,

when it is reduced to 72° F. In another

prominent university ultra.-violet light is the

purifying agent; elsewhere ozone or copper

sulphate is employed.

It is officially stated that England is five

years behind on her proper building program,

and half a million of additional houses are

said to be needed. Steel frame houses with

bolted fastenings are in use there now. A

light concrete wall filling is used for the

houses in question. _

By combining the water gas process with

the old distillatory process complete gassifi

cation of the coal is brought about. The

coke is the basis for the water gas, so that

there is no residue or by-product, except the

ash of the coal. The gas is of 425 British

thermal units heat value.

The Ford radiator is coming into its own.

It has been promoted to the service of cool

ing the oil in transformers. The oil is circu

lated, exactly on the lines of the water in

an automobile, and an electric fan, of the

oflice type, is used to accelerate the cooling

if necessary. This is reported from a rail

road in the Southem States.

In France a wireless alarm system is being

installed on the railways. The block stations

use an antenna about 46 feet long, operated

by an 8-volt battery coil with an inch and

a quarter spark. One pole of the battery is

earthed, the other connects through the pri

mary of the induction coil to an insulated

rail, which is grounded by the passing train.

The locomotive carries its own local battery,

coherer and antenna. The grounding of the

insulated rail causes a whistle to blow upon

the passing of the signal station.

The peat beds of Manitoba are calculated

at 12,000 square miles area, with an average

depth of six feet. This gives over nine bil

lions of tons of peat, equivalent to over five

million tons of good quality coal. A number

of peat deposits or bogs are in the neighbor

hood of Montreal and Toronto not as ex

tensive as the Manitoba fields, but represent

ing fifty million tons, about equally divided

between the two localities.

As a means of increasing the vacuum in a

liquid gas container in the outer space, char

coal has been found to be useful; it absorbs

under the reduction of temperature, incident

to the filling of the bottle, any gas in the

vacuous space. But this is believed to be a

cause of explosions; if there is any leakage

of oxygen from the container int.o the outer

compartment containing the charcoal, an ex

plosion may result, on account of the reac

tion between the oxygen and the charcoal

impregnated, it may be, with combustible

gas in addition to its own comhustibility.

NEW KEEL BLOCKS

IN dry-docks and on launching ways ships

are carried, as regards greater part of their

weight, on blocks placed under their keels.

In the system of launching employed in this

country and in England, the weight of the

ship at the last moment is transferred to

parallel ways at each side of the keel, and the

keey-blocks have to be removed. In the con

struction shown in the cut, each block con

sists of two opposed wedges. When they are

to be removed, before the ship goes down the

ways into the water, hydraulic rams applied

as shown pull one of the blocks, in this case

the upper one, in such direction as to reduce

the height of the pair, which releases them

so that they can be removed. In this ar

rangement there is a possibility of various

other applications.

A recent report on helium for balloons

states that the helium to inflate a balloon

would cost more than the balloon itself.

Efforts are to be made to cheapen the pro

duction of the gas in question.
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The Chemistr

HE metal calcium, which be

I longs to the alkaline group, was

first prepared by Sir Humphrey

Davy in the year 1808. The calcium

prepared by Davy was in a very impure

state, and it was not until the year 1898

that the metal was obtained in a per

fectly pure condition by Prof. Moissan.

In this instance it was obtained by the

electrolysis of the fused iodide and by

the reduction of this salt with sodium.

Calcium is a very abundant element

and occurs in the form of silicates, car

bonates, sulfates, fluorides, phosphates,

borates, etc. The human body contains

a. considerable amount of the element,

the teeth being largely made up of cal

cium carbonate.

Today calcium is prepared by -the

electrolysis of the fused chloride. This

is carried out with a carbon anode and

an iron cathode. The liberated cal

cium clings to the iron cathode which

is in the form of a rod. The tempera

ture of the bath is kept as low as pos

sible. To accomplish this calcium

fluoride is added to the bath, which,

since it dissolves, lowers the melting

point of the chloride.

Calcium melts at 800 degrees and

will voltalize below this point under

reduced pressure. It has a density of

1.55 and is extremely malleable. It

decomposes water forming calcium hy

droxide or lime water Ca (0H,). Cal

cium acts vigorously with acids and

burns brilliantly in air. Combines at

higher temperatures with nitrogen, chlo

rine, sulphur, silicon and phosphorous.

When heated in a closed vessel, both

the oxygen and nitrogen present are al

most entirely removed if a. sufificient

amount of the metal is heated. A very

high vacuum will result.

Calcium hydride (CaH,.) is a white

crystalline substance that reacts with

water, forming the hydroxide and hy

drogen. Calcium combines directly

with hydrogen to form the hydride.

Calcium oxide (CaO) is one of the

most important compounds of calcium.

It is commonly called lime and finds a

multitude of uses in the workaday

world. This important substance does

not occur in nature but is prepared by

heating marble or limestone in a high

temperature; The following reaction

takes place:
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Part III—Calcium

By Henry L. Havens

CaCO,, = CaO -1- CO,

This reaction is carried out in what

has become known as a lime kiln.

Calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH), is

nude by the action of calcium oxide

on water. The following reaction is

carried out:

CaO + H20 : Ca(OH),

This action is very slow in starting,

but once started the heat gradually

rises, the rapidity of the reaction in

creasing with it.

Calcium carbonate (CaCO_.,) occurs

very freely in nature as limestone, mar

ble and chalk.

Calcium chloride (CaCl) occurs

very abundantly in nature and the

oceans contain great quantities of it.

This important compound finds great

use in the industries. It is extremely

soluable in water and crystallizes out

with varying amounts of water. It is

possible to prepare it in the laboratory

my dissolving pure calcium carbonate

in‘ hydrochloric acid. The compound

is very diliquescent and melts at ex

actly thirty degrees. _

Calcium hypochlorite (CaCl._,O) is

prepared by the reaction resulting

when chlorine is allowed to come in

contact with slacked lime:

Ca(OH), + Cl, : CaCl.,O + H20

This compound is sometimes called

bleaching powder. It is partially solu

able in water and yields calcium, chlo

rine and hydrochlorite ions. It is ca

pable of reacting with all the acids.

The following is an example:

Ca C120 -1- H,SO, : CaSO, —|— HCl

—|-HClO

Calcium fluoride (CaF,) is found to

a considerable extent in nature. This

substance is commonly called fluor

spar. It melts at 1330 degrees and

is quite insoluble in water. It has

the peculiar property of becoming lu

minous at temperatures below redness.

It is used as the source of most all

other fluorine compounds and especially

for the production of hydrofluoric acid.

Calcium nitrate Ca (N03), is pro

duced by the action of nitric acid on

calcium carbonate. The compound oc

curs in nature-. and is found in all fer

tile soil. When calcium nitrate is

heated it gives calcium oxide, nitrogen

peroxide and free oxygen. The sub
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y of the Common Metals

stance is very soluable in water and

forms a number of hydrates.

Calcium phosphate (Ca3(PO,),) oc

curs in nature as part of the mineral

Ca5(PO,),,F. This substance is found

widely distributed i.n but small quanti

ties in practically all rocks and soils.

Calcium sulfide (CaS) can be read

ily produced by heating the sulfate with

charcoal. It is produced commercially

as a by-product in the Le Blanc process

for the production of soda. It is in

soluble in water but can be slowly hy

drolyzed forming hydroxide and the

liydrosulfide. The following equation

represents this:

2CaS—l-2H,O:Ca(OH),+Ca(HS),

Calcium sulfide has the property of

phosphorescence when the compound is

mixed with impurities but the pure sub

stance does not exhibit this property.

Calcium sulfate (CaSO,) takes two

forms in its occurrence in nature, the

mineral anhydrite (CaSO,) and gyp

sum (CaSO,2H,O). The latter is by

far the most important of _the two, as it

is used largely in plaster of Paris and

cement plaster.

Calcium carbide (CaC,) is formed in

the electric furnace by the reaction pro

duced when carbon is brought into con

tact with lime at the high temperature

of the furnace. The following equation

represents the reaction which takes

place:

CaO, —|— C = CaC, -{— CO,

The calcium carbide thus prepared re

acts vigorously with water for the pro

duction of the inflammable gas acety

lene. Calcium carbide is produced in

enormous quantities at Niagara Falls,

where electric power is cheap.

Calcium cyanamide (CaCN,) is pro

duced in the electric furnace. This

substance, which is used as a fertilizer,

is formed when -nitrogen gas is brought

in contact with calcium carbide at the

proper temperature. The reaction fol

lows: CaC, + N._. = CaCN, + C.

Calcium silicate is contained in al

most all of the natural silicates. Arti

ficial and very complex silicates in the

form of glass are produced in great

quantities and the following equation

-shows how the production of one of

these is carried out:

Na2CO3+CaCO,,+6SiO,=Na,CaSi,

O14-l-ZCO,
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Experimental Physics

HE twentieth century was ush

ered in by a series of epoch

making discoveries. With each

new advance, the mind of the scientist

reached further into the mysteries of

the unknown. Modem physical science

is one of the most fertile fields for

study and experimentation. The study

of the various types of radiations,

Roentgen, radioactive, ultra-violet, and

infra-red, aside from being intensely

interesting, is instructive as well. It

is the purpose, then, of this series of

articles to outline a few experiments

in physics, suitable for amateur inves

tigation. The field of radioactivity

has been omitted, as it has been covered

by the author in previous numbers of

this magazine.

Light is one of our most familiar

entities. We all recognize light and

appreciate its many simple properties.

It is defined as the sense impression

formed by the eye. This definition

would have been accepted gen

erally for light 30 years ago.

but now we know that thereis light which it is impossible

for the human eye to detect.

To say, then, that light is what

we see, is an obvious absurd

ity. We had better speak of

light as a transverse wave in

the all-pervading ether. This

wave has a constant velocity of

186,000 miles per second, but

may vary greatly in the wave

length and the frequency.

The ether can probably

transmit waves of any wave

length. The shortest waves

Ultra-Violet Rays—Part 1.

By James L. Clifford

By the action on a photographic

plate. and the phosphosescence caused

in certain substances, waves of but

.0002 mm. wave length were detected.

I

  

These were called the ultra-violet. On

the other end of the spectrum, heat

light waves were discovered with a

wave length of .001 mm., and were

called the infra-red. By repeated re

flections from quartz, flourite, and syl

vite residual rays were isolated having

wave lengths up to .06 mm. In Fig.

1 is shown the relationship of these

various types of light rays. In this ar

ticle we shall confine ourselves to a

discussion of the ultra-violet rays.

It has long been known that in light

there is a peculiar ray having the prop

erty of producing chemical action. If a

ray of light is broken up into a wide

spectrum by a diffraction grating, or_

a prism, all the colors can be obtained.

If a small volume of equal portions of

chlorine and hydrogen is first placed

under the red portion of the spectrum,

and then successively moved under the

orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, it

will be found that the gas will be

unaffected until after passing

the violet, when it will ex

plode. This action is the com

bining of the chlorine and the

hydrogen to form HCI due to

the ultra-violet rays.

The rays have also a dis

tinct physiological action. It

is these rays that produce sun

burn and sun-stroke. Every

one knows that it is dangerous

to look long at a bright artifi

cial light, but few understand

that this is because of the ul

tra-violet rays emitted by the

light which affect the eyes,

often causing total blindness. 

detected by Shuman, and later

accurately measured by Ly

man, have a wave length of

but .0001 mm., while the

waves of radio-telegraphy, also

ether disturbances, sometimes

reach a wave length up to 20

kilometers. Thus we see that

the ether is probably overflow

ing with vibrations of all

wave lengths and frequencies.

The human eye can only rec

ognize vibrations of from

.0004 mm. (violet) to .0007

mm. (red) wave length, this

being the range of the colors

of the rainbow. Wave lengths

greater or less than these can

not be detected by the eye. It

was long thought that this

3/10,000 of a millimeter va

 

  

riation of wave length con

stituted all of the radiation
_ Fig. 3.

known as light.

A simple arc light used for the production of ultra

0.000lmm. I Shortest Waves Known

0.0002 » Ultra-Violet Rays

0. 0004 n Violet

%‘

5;
E

3

0. 0007 » Red

0.001 mm. Infra Pod

Residual Rays

Fig. 1. The wavelength scale

0] the spectrum

violet rays ~

Some time ago an experiment

was tired to find the "action of

these rays on life. A beam of

sun light was separated into

its component colors by a dif

fraction grating or other device

of this kind. Small cages con

taining ants were placed under

each successive color from be

yond the red to the ultra-violet.

The actions of the ants were

then observed. The ants every

\\ here except under the ultra

violet acted normally, but un

der the ultra-violet they were

very much disturbed. They

seemed to try to get away from

the radiation. If kept long

enough under the light the ants

died. Ultra-violet light isn’t

good for healthy life cells.

Ultra-violet light, unlike or

dinary light, does not pass

(Continued on page 166)
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ISS FORT WAYNE is the

M name of a new model speed

boat being constructed by Mr.

E. J. Stroud, of Fort Wayne, Ind.‘ The

new craft is to be motored with "a four

cylinder engine similar in general de

sign to the Westinghouse type of engine

described in the September, 1918, num

ber of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGA

ZINE. This engine has a three-quarter

bore and three—quarter stroke. An

extra large blow torch and boiler sup

ply the four cylinder engine with steam.

The valve design is in general the same

as that of the Westinghouse engine pre

viously mentioned.

The hull of Miss Fort Wayne is de
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signed along lines that have not been

employed in model work heretofore and

great interest will be shown in the trials

of this craft. Of course, this type of

hull is not as easily constructed as the

common single step hydroplane hulls

and therefore it may never become

quite so popular even though it may be

more eflicient.

The model power enthusiasts at Cen

tral Park may well feel concerned over

this newcomer as it is very apt to set

new records that will be difficult to

beat. Mr. Stroud, the builder and

owner of the new boat, has great expec

tations, and if these are fulfilled some

one will have to leave New York be
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A Model Record Breaker Under Construction

fore the summer is over and go out to

Fort Wayne with a boat under their

arm to prove to that part of the coun

try that model speed boats of the real

fast variety are really made only in New

York. It is certainly gratifying to

those who are following the sport to see

new designs making their appearance

from different parts of the country.

The Editor has one suggestion to

make: He would advise Mr. Stroud to

take the stop cock off the steam line.

If this is closed when the boiler is in

operation something is going to happen

between that point and the water end

of the boiler.
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Construction

paratus which would indicate and

record the temperature of one cor

ner of a thousand acre orange grove at

the opposite corner, or the gas pressure

IF you were asked to devise an ap

W
,-1"-.--@
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Fig. 1.

of a large feed pipe at the main works,

it would seem quite a difficult task.

Yet such systems are in operation. The

principle on which the apparatus works,

the Bard induction balance, was pat

ented several years ago, but has been

applied to this use a comparatively short

time.

Fig. 1 shows the interior of the trans

mitter, while Fig. 2 explains the work

ing of the instrument. This particular

instrument is for recording gas, water

or steam pressure, although a change in

the measuring device makes it applic

able to the measurement of water-level,

temperature or mechanical movements.

This is composed of two soft iron cores

with two coils tuming horizontally be

tween them. Jewelled bearings support

the moving element. Since alternating

current is used to energize the coils, it

will be seen that any change in the rela

tion between the cores and coils will

change the current, allowing more cur

rent to pass in the coil which moves

away from the core, and less in the

other one.

At the receiving instrument, perhaps

many miles away, a pair of solenoids,

mechanically balanced and free to take

any position, are connected to the trans

mitter coils. As the current increases in

one coil of the transmitter, the corre

sponding solenoid of the receiver will

attract its core with more force, while

the opposite is true of the other set. If it

  

Complete set for indicating temperatures at a distance

oi a Long Distance Indicator

By George Leslie

is desired to make a permanent record

of these changes, the solenoids are con

nected by a frictionless multiplying

lever to an arm which moves over a

circular chart. This chart is continu

ously revolved by

clock-work, so that it

gives an indication of

the pressure at any

time during the day.

A new chart is put on

every twenty-four

hours.

Three wires are re

quired to connect the

two stations, as indi

cated in Fig. 1. One

end of each magnet, at

both transmitter and

receiver, is joined to

the common wire, or

the center lead shown

in Fig. 1. The other

ends of the transmitter

coils go to the corre

sponding connections

on the receiver. The

batteries or source of

current is inserted in

a break in the com

mon wire. Thus two

circuits are formed, each with the bat

tery, one transmitter magnet, and one

receiver magnet.

 

rigating system if it is desired to record

the level of the water.

There are many applications for this

apparatus. Now that such care is used

to get the greatest efficiency from heat

ing and power plants, these instruments

are being used to show in the chief en

gineer’s office the performance of the

boilers. In heat-treating rooms the re

corder is used that the results of differ

ent treatments can be compared. This

is particularly true in factories where

rubber is vulcanizeda

One practical use of this apparatus is

the installation of a steam-pressure in

dicator to show on the first floor of a

house the condition of the furnace in the

cellar. The transmitter can be attached

to the steam gauge, to move the sole

noids. A simple pointer on the receiver

solenoids will make indications corre

sponding to those of the gauge. 110 volt,

60 cycle current can be used, though a

higher frequency will give better results.

A small light must be put in series with

the apparatus, or the coils wound to a

sufficient resistance to keep the current

down to the carrying capacity of the

wire. The greater the number of turns

on the transmitter coil, the larger the

range of variation in resistance.

The principle of the system is one

which can be applied to other instru

ments. Perhaps some of our experi

  

 

LOFIG DISTAHCE

INDICATOR "'

Fig. 2. A‘ model of the long distance indicator which will find various uses in. the

experimental laboratory

If 110 volts, alternating current, is

used, and the wires are of number 14

gauge, the stations can be thirty miles

apart, or if number 12 wires are em

ployed, the transmitter and receiver can

be separated by forty miles. The trans

mitter is mounted in a moisture-proof

case, so that it may be set up out of

doors, on the bank of a reservoir or ir

menters can work out a new use for this

type of induction balance.

The experimenter who keeps in mind

the practical application of his work is

the one who finds some material reward

aside from the pleasure of the work he

performs. Moreover, there are always

new applications of old principles which

the student inventors are rapidly bring

ing out as commercial products.
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Compressed Air Driven Monoplane

EFORE. attempting the construc

tion of this model study the

drawings carefully. Use the

scale for measuring in laying out full

size components. Two main planes are

required, one~left and one right. The

wing spar is of spruce 3/16" x M," and

tapered as shown to a stream line form.

The leading and trailing edges of the

main planes are of flat steel wire, 28

gauge is used for the leading edge and

26 gauge for the trailing edge. The

ribs are constructed of the same mate

rial. Be certain to have the same curve

on all ribs.

To assemblethe wings make a full

size lay out on a piece of board and
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By H. C. Ellis

bolt which passes through the tubing

soldered in the tank and through the

loops at the front edge of the tail.

This provides for the connection of the

tail to the fuselage. “B” is a small

sleeve on the tank cap. This receives

the wire running length wise through

the tail just at the end of the tank.

The rudder and rear wheel chassis is

soldered to the tail.

Landing Chassis

The landing chassis is built up from

18 gauge piano wi-re and bound with

30 gauge wire, then soldered. The up

per ends of the struts are bent into

The tank and motor used for this model

are the same as the one described in the

March issue of the EVERYDAY ENGI

NEERING MAGAZINE.

Flying Instructions

In flying the model charge the tank

with 75 lbs. pressure with a foot pump.

Grasp the tank with the right hand

just to the rear of the main planes.

Open the throttle with the left hand

and launch the model gently forward

at a slight upward angle, with the wind.

The maximum pressure capacity of the

tank is 150 lbs., and with this pressure,

the model should fly from 600 to 800

 

ARROW-TAUBE-MONOPLANE
Wood Spar~ EQUIPPED WITH 3-cvnrvp: 5- MOTOR ~
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place small nails or brads along the

edges. These will aid in holding the

wire in place. If any difficulty is ex

perienced in shaping the wings heat the

wire at the point where the bends are

to be made. All joints are to be

wrapped with 30 gauge wire and care

fully soldered. The wing spar is bound

to the ribs at the points shown with

linen thread and glued. After the main

planes are completely assembled cover

with a good grade of silk, glue same to

the ribs on the bottom side. After the

glue is thoroughly dry apply three coats

of dope, being sure to apply one and

allow it to dry before applying the re

mainder.

The tail is built up the same way as

the main planes. “A” is a long

small loops, the wing spars passing

through same. The lower ends which

join the skids are bent parallel to same.

The strut at A measures 9% in.; B, 11

in.; C, 10 in. One-half inch is allowed

for bending the loop on each side. The

skids are 13 in. long, 5'in. being re

quired for shock absorber. The chassis

measures 9 in. in width. The spreader

D is 9 in. long and has two loops at the

ends to receive the guy wires. The

wheels used on this model are 2% in.

in diameter, or larger. They are the

rubber stream line disc form that can

be secured from dealers in model sup

plies. The axle is of yg-in. steel

rod, 10}/2 in. long, threaded and fitted

with nuts. It is bound to the landing

gear with 30 gauge wire and soldered.

Curve

"f
Fig 2 3;‘,

Pl.
' Way of Joining Wire

-1 gags of Chassis £

. 1 s.
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“Bind with f/ne Win and

fhen Solder.

feet. When the tank is pumped up to

its capacity, the model will rise from

the ground under its own power.

 

The temperature of ignition of liquid com

bustibles has been determined with a simple

apparatus as below. A steel block, three

inches high and four inches across has deep

grooves turned to make it easily heated. It

is bored out so as to receive a crucible. Oxy

gen is admitted through holes in the block,

so that it is heated when it reaches the cru

cible. The oil to be tested is dropped in and

the temperature is taken by a thermo-couple.

The combustion of the oil produces a slight

explosion and the temperature of combustion

is thus determined.

 

It is reported that two tons of tin are

smelted each day in Canada at Brantford,

Ont., by electrically heated fumaces.
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF

MAN

HEMISTS and scientists have

whiled away many a long day by

delving into the mystery of the sub

stance of mankind. They have brought

many interesting things to light. One

French scientist discovered, for ex

ample, that the stuff of which a 150

pound man is composed equals a thou

sand ordinary hens’ eggs. An experi

menter, with nothing of more practical

value to do, busied himself with dis

covering, that in every one of us is

3,500 cubic feet of oxygen, hydrogen

and nitrogen, sufficient gas to inflate a

balloon. with a lifting power of 200

pounds, or to illuminate a street a quar

ter of a mile long for several hours:

for the humbliest of us contains, with

out suspecting it, $3.75 worth of illu

minating gas. And if the 22 1/6

pounds of carbon in the average body

were reduced to graphite, there would

be enough leads for 780 pencils. An

other chemist found out that enough

iron is stored in the human system to

make seven large nails. And as for

phosphorus—there is enough in each of

us to tip 820,000 matches or, improp

erly administered, to poison S00 people.

It has been estimated that we are worth,

if we could be separated into our re

Spective chemical elements, $18,300,

which is considerably more than most

of us have of the world’s goods.

NEW MOTOR BOAT RECORD

SUNBEAM motor of the same

construction as that used in the

British dirigible R-34 is said to have

broken the World’s speed record for

motor boats during a recent trial on the

Seine river, near Paris. The trials

were carried out on a 500-meter course

where the current is slight, and the of

ficial chronometers-recorded that this

\vas covered in from 14 to 16 seconds at

different trials. The general speed

may be set down as 120 kilometers, or

75 miles anhour. The Sunbeam mo

tor used in making this record is 450

hp. Naval constructors have held that

a propeller turning more than 1800

revolutions a minute would produce a

vacuum about itself and in conse

sengers, with three additional seats for

pilot and mechanicians and is the same

type in essentials that was used in

bombing. The largest Caproni but

recently developed is a triplane which,

fully loaded, weighs about 25,000

pounds and is driven by five 200 horse

power engines. This has a double

deck cabin and accommodation for 22

passengers. The Vickers-Vimy has

been remodeled and is carrying ten

passengers. The Farman “Goliath,”

which is making regular passeng

er trips between Paris and Brus

sels, carries ten passengers at a

time, and with this load aboard has

attained a height of 10,000 feet. The

Handley-Page four-engined biplane

has been fitted for passenger accommo

dation and is credited with having ac

A sensitive drill press can be used to “run in” a compressed air motor.

»At the right one method of testing for free running is shown

quence fail to secure speed. The in

veiitors of the new record-breaker, how

ever, have disproved this theory and

used a multiplicator which produced

3000 revolutions a minute.

LARGE CAPACITY AIRPLANES

STRIKING development noted in

European aviation is the great in

crease in size and power of the large

airplanes suited for bombing in war

and for passenger carrying in times of

peace. The Carproni triplane which

made a flight from Villacoublay,

France, to London with a number of

passengers, has been remodeled for pas

senger service and carries eight pas

 

commodation for thirty persons. An

other huge machine is the Bleriot four

engined machine, with accommodation

for twenty-eight passengers. Commer

cial fiying in Europe is well estab

lished and showing rapid development.

The presence of nitrogen in iron may af

fect its qualities to a considerable degree.

Some investigations of the contents of the

bubbles often found in the metal have shown

that they contain nitrogen with a little car

bon dioxide and hydrogen. The latter is

derived from the moisture of the air which

has been used as a blast in the manufac

turing processes. Red hot iron can bring

about the combination of nitrogen and hy

drogen to form ammoniacal gas (N HI):

so if this is formed conditions of heat may

determine the combination of the nitrogen,

in the nascent state with the iron.
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Wh0’s Who in the American Society of

Experimental Engineers

C. Vey Holman, LL.M.

VEY HOLMAN is a resident

of Maine, in which State he

Q has served as State Geologist

and State Assayer. Mr. Holman was

born at Poughkeepsie, New York, Jan

uary 23, 1861, of parentage running

back on both sides to early colonial

and‘ pre-Revolutionary New England

stock.

He was educated in the common

schools of Maine, Rhode Island and

C. Vey Holman, LL.M.

Massachusetts, becoming a graduate of

the Boston Public Latin School, the

oldest school in America. Studied four

years as a member of the class of 1882

at Harvard College, where he received

honors in the classics and prizes for ex

cellence in reading and declamation.

Matirculant of Boston University Law

School and graduate of the Law School

of the University of Maine, receiving

from the latter the degrees of Bachelor

of Laws and Master of Laws. Founder

of daily journalism at Harvard College

where, as a sophomore he established

the Harvard Daily Echo, published in

Boston and other Massachusetts cities.

Member of the bars of the Supreme

Courts of Massachusetts and Maine and

of the Courts of the United States.

Member of many technical and scien

tific bodies, including the American In

stitute of Mining and Metallurgical En

gineers, The American Mining Con

gress, of which he is a Vice-President,

the American Association for the Ad

vancement of Science, The American

Electrochemical Society, life member of

the Association of Harvard Engineers

and a charter member of the American

Society of Experimental Engineers.

An owner and developer of mining

properties in Maine, Alaska, Pennsyl

vania and Nova Scotia. Member of

the Boston Veteran journalists’ Asso

ciation and of the Navy League of the

United States.

Mr. Hohnan _very interestingly sets

forth his experiences in life in the fol

lowing lines:

“I was first attracted to the little mag

azine, then called Everyday Mechan

ics, by the casual purchase of a copy

on a railroad train. My interest was

excited by the plucky and straightfor

ward way in which the Editor was

appealing to his constituency of read

ers for support in his fight to re

tain the use of that title in which I be

lieve he would have received universal

public support had he been able to con

test it to the bitter end. I immediately

subscribed, mailing my subscription

from the train.

“The cleverness of his editorship, the

brightness and aptness of the little pub

lication so won my admiration that

when the proposition to consolidate the

amateur engineering talent of young

America in our Society was broached,

I was happy to yield instant and en

thusiastic support. I am only regret

ful that I have not been able to do more,

but as the years advance, duties ac

cumulate rather than lessen, and the de

sire to do all that I should frequently

succumbs to the necessity of doing

merely what I can.

"I have always been interested in

boys—bright boys—bad boys (who are

usually only over-bright boys lacking

opportunity to express natural apti

tudes of the highest order) and, of

course, good boys, not preternaturally

good, but well-dispositioned and teach

able lads of spirit and principle.

“Looking back to a boyhood now

nearly half a century behind me, I am

as young as ever in my love of all out

door sports, boating, hunting, fishing,

tramping in the forest and in the open,

studying always and everywhere the

lessons which in imperishable charac

ters God has written in the massive

rocks in glacial-cut river valleys and

glacier-deposited moraines, rames or

“horse-backs” as they are termed in the

vernacular, in forest, field and moun

tain, for the guidance and government

of us, His children, who, after all, are

only boys of a larger growth and elder

stature, and pitifully small boys at our

best and greatest, in His great scale of

creation.

“With many years of pupillage in the

school of experience, as joumalist,

publicist, lawyer, miner and mining

geologist, I am continually being more

and more impressed with the duty we

owe the young of this great, free

America, happily still possessed of our

unrifled Constitutional character of lib

erty regulated by law, to impart to them

the wisdom we may have been so for

tunate as to steal or borrow from the

great book of Nature and of Nature’:

God. So from me, as one whom a Con

necticut Pegnot Indian taught to swim,

and a Maine Penobscot Indian taught

to paddle a canoe; who in my youth

knew by sight and by name every na

tive bird with its nesting habits and

tricks of flight; who understood how to

set dead-fall and figure-four traps, and

to prepare the pelts of the small ani

mals, grey and red squirrels, weasels

and minks they caught; who knew the

Rhode Island hillsides where grew the

hickory and chestnut trees, and when to

gather the nuts the early frwts dis

lodged from their hold upon the

branches; who knew the Maine Hard

wood ridges where the beech and oaks

scattered their mast in brown profusion

in the golden autumn days, convey to

our brethren of the American Society

of Experimental Engineers my saluta

tions and best wishes.

“I hope the time may come when every

American boy may know more than I

ever learned of these wondrous lessons;

may see in every angleworm a chemical

engineer fertilizing more efficiently than

ever any farmer did the soil he con

tinually works over, in the wasp the

original pulp wood paper-maker, in the

beaver the earliest and most indefa

tigable hydraulic engineer, in the bee,

nature’s greatest conservationist of food

supply, in the ant, the mole and the rat,

mining engineers surpassing in ingenu

ity, fertility of resource, and untiring

application, the graduates of the tech

nical schools which have distinguished

the names of Freiberg, Columbia, Caw

borne, Harvard and the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology among the

many of the world’s polytechnic schools.

“And may it be the mission of our So

ciety to encourage, foster and develop.

in American youth, enthusiastic love of

scientific research along all lines of me

chanical, electrical, chemical and gerr

logic science.”

TESTING METALS

ILE, or grind, the pieces to be tested

and polish them smooth, then place

them in a dilute nitric or sulphuric

acid solution for a day. Wash and

dry the pieces, and if they are of the

best steel, the surface will have a frosty

appearance. Ordinary steel will have

a honeycomb surface, and iron will pre

sent a. fibrous structure running parallel

with the direction in which the metal

was worked.
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UGGEDNESS, compactness and

simplicity of construction are the

distinctive mechanical features of a

new type of demand meter now being

manufactured by the Westinghouse

Electric 8: Manufacturing Company.

The instrument employs the principle

of thermal storage and indicates what

has been termed the logarithmic aver

age demand. The new line of instru

  

ments consists of indicating watt de

mand meters for alternating current

circuits, and ampere demand meters for

altemating and direct current circuits.

The watt demand meter can be used

to measure the watt demand in all types

of alternating current circuits where it

is desired to measure the load with an

indicating type of demand instrument.

The ampere demand meter is applicable
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to installations where it is desired to

measure the current demand; this type

of ampere demand meter is espeically

applicable in determining the average

current in steel mill and railway work

where a motor load varies through a

wide range within a very short time.

The moving element of the instru

ment consists of a shaft connected to
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two bi-metallic spiral springs. The

springs are attached to the shaft at their

inner ends, and to a cylindrical case at

their outer ends. The springs are

wound in opposite directions so that an

equal change in the temperature of both

springs does not produce any rotation

of the _shaft. The instrument is, there

fore, independent of atmospheric tem

pcrature changes. However, if one

spring is raised to a higher temperature

than the other, it will deflect through a

greater angle than the other, and the

shaft will move through an angle which

is proportional to the difference in tem

perature of the two bi-metallic springs.

Each of the cylindrical cases mentioned

above contains a heating element which

is connected to the electrical circuit in

such a way that one spiral spring is

raised to a higher temperature than the

other, which results in the shaft de

flecting through an angle proportional

to the load on the meter.

In the wattmeter, the difference ~in

the temperature of the two spiral

springs, and hence the deflection of the

' shaft is made proportional to the watts

by causing the load current to pass

through the heating elements in such a

way that in one heater it is additiveto

a current which is proportional to the

voltage, and subtractive from the same

current in the other heating element. In

other words, if E is a current which is

proportional to the line voltage, and I

is the load current in each element, then

the total current in one heating element

will be E+ I and the other E-——I.

The losses, and hence the heating in the

elements, are proportional to the squares

of these currents, and it is readily seen

that the difference in the heating is

the difference between the squares of

(E + I) and (E — I), which is pro

portional to the product EI or watts.

Due to the thermal storage of the cylin

drical cases surrounding the bi-metallic

springs, the wattmeter does not respond

instantly to a change in load, but al

ways indicates the logarithmic average

load for the time period immediately

preceding the instant of observation.

The thermal storage capacity of the

cases is so designed that the wattmeter

gives a deflection equal to 90 per cent

of the final deflection in the rated time

interval of the meter. This means that

:1 30 min. meter will give an indication

equal to 90 per cent of final indication

in 30 min.
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PRESENT TENDENCIES IN CON

STRUCTION OF SWITCH

BOARDS

WING to the increasing, labor

shortage which necessitates the

employment by industrial plants of men

and women having no electrical experi

ence, the question of protecting the

“green employee” from electrical haz

ards is of paramount importance. In

dustrials, cognizant of this new respon

sibility created not only by a realization

of the humanitarian aspects of the prob

lem but by the tremendous expense en

tailed by accidents, are rapidly re

constructing their electrical equipment

in such a manner that the element of

danger is reduced to a minimum. Ex

posed portions of current-carrying parts

are being protected so as to insure safety

to life, reduction of fire hazards and

simplicity of operation.

  

Dead front switchboards have al

ready found a broad range of applica

tion as they protect the inexperienced

operator by providing a centralized con

trol for starting motors and miscellane

ous powe_r circuits.

The accompanying illustration shows

fourteen modern type safety switches

mounted on steel panel boards in the

Sperry Flour Company plant at Spo

kane, Washington. The safety switches

made by the Square D Company of De

troit, control 2300, 440, 220 and 110

volt circuits. '

Such a board has a great many ad

vantages. It can be constructed by any

responsible electrical contractor, as the

material used consists chiefly of pipe

or angle irons, pipe clamps, conduit,

steel plates used for panels and the

safety switches themselves. An unusual
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feature is its flexibility. Switches that

are already individually installed'on

motors are easily convertible to a cen

tral power panel, and panels already

mounted can easily be changed for in

dividual drives.

MONSTER ELECTRIC PASSEN

GER LOCOMOTIVES

HE Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railroad is one of the ‘trunk

lines which bridge the gap from Chi

cago through to the coast. Building

the road in itself was a pretty big feat of

engineering, and the railroad operators

had their problems when it came to

hauling trains successfully over the

steep inclines. For there are several

steep grades, many short radius curves,

and numerous tunnels. A sample of

what they have to negotiate is a 21-mile,

2-per-cent grade between Piedmont and

Donald, Montana. And another climb

is a 49-mile, one-per-cent grade on the

west slope of the Big Belt Mountains.

Two sections of the lines are electri

fied. One, the longer, and more impor

tant, comprises a division 440 miles

_in length extending from Harlowton,

Montana, to Avery, Idaho. The dis

tance is approximately equal to that

from New York to Buffalo or from Bos

ton to Washington.

The success resulting from the use

of electric power on the division just

described led the company to electrify

another section further west, extending

from Seattle to Othello, Wash., a dis

tance by railroad of 211 miles.

Each looomotive is equipped with six

electric motors capable of developing in

the aggregate four thousand two hun

dred horsepower. The driving wheels

of the giant engines are 12 in number,

six on each side. Their diameter is 5

feet 8 inches, or equal to the height of a

man of average stature. The diameter

of the so-called “bogie” and trailer

wheels is 3 feet. The height of the en

gine from rail to top of cab is 14% feet.

 

The overall length is nearly ninety feet.

Electrification of railroads goes a

long way in solving the coal problem

which confronts the United States to

day. The energy used for driving these

trains over the mountains is obtained

from the great waterfalls of the Mon

tana Power Company, thereby utilizing

the “White Coal” which otherwise

might be wasted.

The electric locomotive described

makes use of a feature known, as re

generative braking. That is to say,

when the engine is running down hill,

the motors become generators which de

liver power back into the line, and in

so doing they resist the impelling force

of the train and act in a retarding or

braking capacity. This is a big factor

when one considers the pushing force

brought to bear on the locomotive, by

a heavy train. This tremendous energy,

which would otherwise be lost by fric

tion braking, is in part saved and used

for _moving other trains. It were as

though a train going down one side of

a mountain were helping to pull another

up the other side. Power is saved and

the down moving train is effectively

braked as well. This form of braking

has increased the safety of operation on

grades and has greatly reduced the

wear on wheels and tracks, to say noth

ing of the saving on brake shoes, which,

under the friction braking method,

wear down quickly, the friction often

becoming so intense as to heat the

brake shoes red hot.

Anyone who has traveled through a

tunnel behind a steam locomotive will

at once recognize the advantage secured

by electric operation through the elim

ination of noxious coal gas. This is an

important item out on that mountain

line with its 36 tunnels to be negotiated.

BAKING BY ELECTRICITY

HE extraordinary rise in the prices

of fuel caused by the war has con

siderably furthered baking by elec

tricity, although a great many electric

bake ovens existed in Norway, Sweden

and Switzerland before the outbreak of

hostilities. The cheapness of coal at

that time was not conducive to the

bakeries taking up electric baking, in

spite of the fact that in those countries

which possess water power, baking by

electricity is of considerable economic

importance, as the employment of elec

tric ovens permits the utilization of

superfluous energy which usually can

not be rnade use of during the night.

The night energy can be supplied by

hydroelectric power stations at such

cheap rates as to make the use of elec

tric ovens much more economical than

those heated by coal or steam.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONES IN

NEW YORK

HE telephone company operating

in New York City has recently an

nounced that, following exhaustive ex

periments, it has developed a machine

switching central office system that has

proved so satisfactory in a number of

practical trials as to warrant its use in

several places within its territory. In

stallations are now being made in Dun

kirk, Ithaca and Geneva and the work

is expected to be completed about the

first of the year, in the three new ex

changes, but none of these installations

can be completed, according to present

estimates, much before the end of 1920.

The latter changes are expected to help

meet the abnormal demand for tele

phone service in that city. The new

system has been carefully worked out

and the means of co-ordinating it with

the other types of switchboards have

been so perfected that the different

types of equipment will interconnect

without difficulty. In fact, a subscriber

connected with one of the new switch

boards will not need to know whether

the called party is connected to a ma

chine-switching or a manually-operated

switchboard and vice versa.

  

<
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Detecting Flaws in Mica With X-Rays

HE difficulty of detecting flaws

and the presence of foreign

bodies, of a metallic or other

nature, in built up mica which is used

for insulating purposes, has caused the

General Electric Company to install an

X-ray testing outfit for this purpose.

As will be shown, the detection of such

flaws before the mica is actually used

for insulation purposes is highly im

portant, as much damage, and loss of

time and money, due to faulty mica

are averted.

Mica, a substance which has a very

high dielectric strength, is extensively

used in the electrical industry as an in

sulator, especially in building commu

tators for direct current generators and

motors. In this construction the copper

segments of the commutators are sepa

rated by sheets of mica, to prevent short

circuits between the copper segments.

Mica is best for this purpose because of

its high insulating properties even

when it is in the form of a compara

tively thin sheet and also on account

of its heat resistance.

When it is received at the factory it

comes in the form of flakes varying in

size, but none very large, and with a

thickness of one-one-thousandth of an

inch. These flakes are given various

treatments and built up into sheets,

which are cut to any desired size. These

sheets are pressed in a hydraulic press.

Since at best the bars are not very

thick—about one-thirty-second of an

inch—it is important that they have a

uniform cross section, and be free from

all foreign substances, because a thin

spot in the bar, or the presence of some

small metal object would weaken its

resistance and probably cause consid

erable damage to the machines in whose

commutator it was. A good many of

the processes involved in building up

these sheets are done by girls, and it

has been found that, in spite of all pre

cautions, pins, bits of chewing gum, tin

foil wrappers, small pieces of wire and

other foreign substances are sometimes

built up in the mica.

Since objects like these, as well as

unevenness in the density of the struc

ture are invisible from the outside of

the sheet, the X-ray method of testing

is about the only one that will reveal

these faults with any degree of cer

tainty. The installation itself has fea

tures that are well worth description.

The testing is done in a light-proof

cabinet, which is equipped with pro

tection in the form of lead sheeting so

that neither the observer or any one out

side can be burned by the rays. The

section where the observer sits is merely

a cabinet, painted black throughout and

having a light-proof curtain over the

By Brewster S. Beach

door. Directly in front of the observer's

face is a lead glass window through

which she can see the reflection of the

mica under test.

On the front of the observing cabinet

is another smaller cabinet, which is

divided into two sections, laterally.

The upper of these sections contain the

X-ray tube, in a lead-covered case, with

a. fan at one end and an exit at the

other, for ventilation. There is a hole

in the bottom of this section, directly

under the tube, which permits the rays

to fall directly upon the mica under

test. The lower section contains a track

and truck with a fluorescent screen

which would otherwise discolor the

glass of the mirror. The mirror in

question is set at a 45-degree angle,

about a foot under the tray, and so

placed that it reflects the image of the

mica directly through the glass in front

of the observer.

The mica to be tested is placed on

the trays, which are put on their track

through a lead-covered door in the front

of the section beneath the tube, which

closes by means of counterweights. The

aperature between the tube and the trays

is then opened and the observer has be

fore her the X-ray reflection of ‘the

mica. This reflection has the general

 

Complete apparatus /or X-my examination of side mica to locate flaw:

upon which the trays of mica are set,

same being about two feet long and a

foot wide, consisting of a light wooden

frame stretched with white cloth.

This arrangement is necessary so that

the observer can move the trays from

her cabinet without moving from her

seat. There is a lead shutter, which is

connected to the end of the truck, and

which closes when the tray is moved

over, shutting off the rays from above,

appearance of an X-ray photograph.

The solid parts of the mica strips ap

pear light gray, the spots of lesser den

sity being of a lighter shade. The ab

sence of comparatively few mils of mica

will show up in the form of light spots,

which increase in brightness in propor

tion to the decrease in the density of the

mica object. Foreign objects, such as

pins, bits of wire—no matter how fine

(Continued on page 184)
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Ideas for the Radio Laboratory

An Oscillating .4ua.'i0n Circuit, Use ofa Milliammeter, Winding

and Tap;i>ing Ban/zed C

SMALL laboratory oscillion is a

Avery useful as well as interesting

instrument. It can be employed

for undamped wave reception, as a

transmitter for testing receiving sets, a

wavemeter, and a short distance trans

mitter, when the industance coil is re

placed by a loop antenna.

s
'1

/
I

99

‘l.

By M. B. Sleeper

are all put in the lead from the con

denser to the plate. The filament is

in series with two small storage cells

and a rheostat. A lead is taken from

the negative side of the filament to a

tap at the center of the inductance.

This completes the wiring.

The condenser, audion, and rheostat

-4:

I ,

879

9

\ *‘
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Fig. 1.

The instruments are illustrated in

Figs. 1 and 2. The panels carry a

milliammeter, rheostat, tube mount

ing, and variable condenser. There is

a grid condenser on the tube panel, but

this is short circuited. This is the

simplest type of oscillator, and a very

efficient one, too. Wave-length control

is effected by means of the variable con

denser, while the strength of the oscil

lations is regulated by the rheostat

which controls the brilliancy of the

filament.

THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

In this type of set, the inductance is

connected in shunt with the condenser,

and the condenser is put across the

grid and plate of the audion. The B

battery, milliammeter, and telephones

oils, and Other Ideas for the Experimenter.

the meter, while the other panels were

of X; inch bakelite. When the panels

were linked together, the discrepancy

in thickness was made up by putting

washers at the back of the thinner

panel, under the links. Thus the fronts

were made flush. Small angle brack

ets at each end supported the panels.

  

A jront -view 0/ the oscillator used as a wrruemeter

panels have been fully described in

previous issues of EVERYDAY. Fig. 3

shows the Weston milliammeter. A O

to 1 milliampere type was selected be

cause, in this type of oscillion, the plate

current seldom exceeds 1 milliampere,

and readings as low as 0.01 milliam

pere or 10 microamperes can be taken.

Mounting the meter is an easy mat

ter. A hole can be turned out in the

panel, or a series of small holes can be

drilled in a circle, and the work com

pleted with a file. Three small screws

hold the instrument in place. One of

the binding posts on the meter is

marked + . This side goes to the plate

of the audion; the + lead from the B

battery is joined to the other post.

A % inch panel was used to carry

CALIBRATING THE OSCILLATOR

Several coils of different sizes were

made up, so that the oscillator could be

used as a wavemeter. A wavemeter

was set up with rather close coupling

between meter inductance and the os

cillator coil. The buzzer and detector

circuit were not used with the wave

meter, the milliammeter and telephones

in the oscillator plate circuit serving as

the indicators. As the capacity of the

oscillator condenser was increased, the

plate current increased, and, when the

point of resonance with the wavemeter

was passed, the milliammeter dropped

back slightly, then moved up again.

When, however, the oscillator con

denser was left stationary, and ' the

wavemeter varied near the resbnance
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point, the plate current increased up

to a point at which it dropped back

again. The telephones were used for

a more accurate determination of res

onance. The method was as follows:

For example, when the capacity of

the wavemeter was increased, a click

at 84° on the condenser scale, which

was also the wavelength of the oscil

lator.

CALIBRATION or A RECEIVING SET

To calibrate a receiver, it is gener

ally sufficient to measure only the sec

ondary, particularly when it is to be

Undamped wave receivers can be

tested by means of the oscillator. The

receiver is set up at one end of the'

laboratory, and the oscillator at the

other. Then leads are run from the

antenna and ground posts to a small

coupling coil placed beside the oscil

 
 

Fig. 3. A low-reading milliammeter is a very use/ul instrument for the radio laboratory

was heard in the telephones when the

pointer passed 88°. Reducing the ca

pacity of the wavemeter condenser, a

click occurred at 80°. The coupling

between the oscillator and wavemeter

 

used on various antennas. The pri

mary has, of course, the same wave

length as that of the secondary circuit,

when they are tuned to an incoming

signal.

lator. A condenser of about 0.0003

mfd. is inserted in one of the leads, to

replace the antenna capacity.

With the oscillator to supply the un

damped waves, the characteristics of

 

 

Fig.2. A rear view 0/ the set, showing how the panels are assembled to make an oscillating audion circuit

coils was reduced. Then, on the in

crease, a click occurred at 85°, and on

the decrease, at 83°. This indicated

that the resonance point was at 84°,

half-way between the clicks. Refer

ence to the wavemeter calibration curve

gave the wavelength of the adjustment

The primary should be moved away

from the secondary coil, and the oscil

lator coupled to the latter. Then, by

setting the oscillator for a given wave

length, the secondary circuit can be

tuned to it, using the click method de

scribed above.

the receiver can be readily determined.

UNDAMPED WAvE RECEPTION

The use of a separate oscillator for

receiving undamped waves has been

discussed in previous issues of EVERY

DAY ENGINEERING. A set of this sort

is well adapted to such work.
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An ordinary damped wave receiver

is employed, with a small coil of

twenty turns connected in the ground

lead. This is coupled to the oscillator.

Beats are set up with the incoming os

cillations, producing audible signals.

CONTINUOUS BANKED WINDINGS

Fig. 4, at the left, illustrates a coil

which was used in making measure

ments. This has two banks of No. 24

S. S. C. solid wire. Although experi

menters are not generally aware of the

fact, this is excellent wire for banked

windings, in that it is very easy to

handle, and can be tapped readily.

 

GROUPED BANKED WINDINGS

The problem of producing an effi

cient coil of high inductance in a small

space is a difficult one for the man who

makes his own apparatus. Probably

the easiest method is that shown at the

right of Fig. 4. The turns are wound

on in the following manner:

46 47 48 49

45 44 43 42 41

35 36 37 38 39 40

34 33 32 31 30 29 28

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

spectively.

It is not practical to attempt to

tap this type of coil in the center of the

section, but a tap can be taken off easily

at the end, as in Fig. 4. Here a piece

of paper was put under the wire, and a

strip of copper foil soldered to the wire.

Some difficulty was experienced with

breaking taps at the edge of the solder.

An easy way to get around this was

found, however. Instead of using a

single copper foil strip, a long strip

was bent double at the center, and this

end of the foil put under the wire. The

upper half was soldered to the wire,

 

Fig. 4. Continuous and grouped banked windings, showing the method employed /or taking ofl tops

The important part of winding coils

with solid wire is to maintain the

proper tension. G-A-lite tubing was

employed, and no trouble was expe

rienced with slipping wires. After a

little practice, it is possible to wind

banked coils of this heavy wire without

stopping at the crossovers.

Where taps were made, the insula

tion was scraped away for %, in. Then

a strip of paper }/3 in. by 1 in. was

put under the wire. After a piece of

copper foil had been placed over the

paper and under the bare section of the

wire, the winding was continued one

turn. Next, a second piece of paper

was put on the coil, with one end over

the tapping point. Subsequent turns

were wound over the paper.

The result, as can be seen from the

illustration, was the complete segrega

tion of the tapped wire from the other

turns. When the coil was completed,

each tap was soldered, making a perfect

joint. Copper foil 0.0002 to 0.005 in.

thick is the best material for tapping,

as it is so thin that it does not distort

the winding.

This coil actually had 20 turns on

the bottom layer, and was 7 layers

deep, giving 119 turns per section. If

the bottom layer is wound on with

sufficient tension, no trouble will be

experienced from slipping. To make

doubly sure, after the first layer was

wound, a thin film of beeswax was run

around the tube at the starting end of

the coil. A soldering iron was used to

melt the wax.

No difficulty should be experienced

in bringing the wire from the end of

the top layer down to the tube to start

the next section. Any slipping can be

eliminated by bending the wire, at the

top, to the side at a sharp angle, then,

holding the bend with the thumb nail,

bringing the wire down on the tube.

A drop of beeswax should be put on

each of these jumps after the coil has

been completed.

Four of these sections, wound with

No. 24 S. S. C. solid wire on a tube

3% in. in diameter, gave an inductance

of 22.35 millihenries, 8 sections, 40.4

mh., and 12 sections, 107.2 mh. These

coils, measuring at the bottom, were 1.8

in., 3.6 in., and 5.4 in. long re

and then cut off. The under half was

used for connections. Thus the strain

of bending did not come at any sharp

line, as at the solder, but was dis

tributed, lessening the chance of break

ing the copper foil strip.

THE RADIO REGISTRY

All kinds of opportunities are coming

up in radio work, not only in the United

States but in foreign countries as well.

Men. to fill these positions cannot be

located readily, but they will be found

through the Radio Register. Is your

name among the others?

The following information, clearly

written, is needed for proper registra

tion.

Don’t put it off—send in your name

at once.

Name.

Address.

Engineer or Experimenter.

Age.

Experience.

Special qualifications.

Radio station owned, if any.

Address your letters to the Radio De

partment, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING.
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A Two-Stage Amplifier

This Instrument, From the Wireless Improvement Company, Illustrates

Some Features of Standard Navy Practice

LTHOUGH, from the point

of view of the experiment

er, construction following

what has become known as stand

ard Navy design is expensive, it

gives to purchased or home-made

equipment a dependability which

inspires a consistent faith and

pride in the instruments.

The amplifier illustrated here is

carried in a case 9% ins. high, 4%

ins. deep, and 6% ins. wide. All

the instruments are carried on the

removable panel.

At the front are the tube obser

vation windows, closed to dust by

a fine mesh screen, filament rheo

stats, telephone jacks, and binding

posts. Connections from the de

tector are run to the posts marked

INPUT. When signals are of

such strength that no amplification

is required, the telephone plug is

simply inserted at the jack marked

DETECTOR.

For one or two stages, the fila

ments are lighted by turning up

the rheostats, and the phone plug

put -in the one- or two-stage jacks.

1110 STAGE AIPLIFIQI
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by experimenters, although it is

readily adaptableto the compact

design of all kinds of instruments.

A bakelite plate on the upper legs

of the brackets carry the sockets.

Between the upright parts are

two Navy type rheostats, just visi

ble in the side view. A dead point

is left on each rheostat so that the

corresponding tube drcuit can be

opened. This is accomplished by

connecting the tubes in parallel,

with a rheostat in series with each

tube.

Small biasing resistances, to

give negative grid potentials, are

mounted just above the socket

plate.

The phone jacks are clearly

shown. The first is of the open

circuit type. Therefore, as long as

the plug is not inserted, the plate

circuit of the detector goes direct

ly to the grid or input circuit of the

first stage. The second and third,

however, are of the closed circuit

type. The plate circuits are closed

through the jacks, when the plug is

removed, or the telephones placed

The rear views, with the panel re- Four U-shaped brackets hold the trans- in series with the plate when the jack

moved from the case, show the very formers and tube sockets. This type of is inserted. »

compact arrangement of the apparatus. mounting has not been used extensively (C0,,;,',,,,,-,-1 0,, W9, 153)

 

A close examination 0/ these illustrations will reveal a number of ideas which experimenters can incorporate in their

own equipment
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Quenched Gap Operation

An Explanation of t/ze Construction and Use of the Amrad

Gap for 200-meter Transmitters

V l '\HE writer was once questioned

by a puzzled father as to why

radio should hold such a fas

cination for his son as to occupy all

his spare time.

The question was certainly a sticker

for, while the writer could readily sym

pathize with the youthful enthusiast,

being in a similar state himself, he had

not, at that time, analyzed his own

._J“““1@
A csumv :5

-<-_. 8

Fig. 1. Circuit /or the

feelings sufficiently to give a satisfac

tory answer.

There is but one thing that will keep

the human mind concentrated on a

single subject and that is to have that

subject constantly presenting new prob

lems or novelties which demand thought

and attention. Radio is far from be

ing a cut—and-dried art and its varia

tion of possibilities, as influenced by

the innumerable conditions under which

it is used, should prove attractive to

any person possessing an average

amount of curiosity and ambition.

All devices used in radio have their

limitations as well as possibilities, and

depend to a certain extent on the con

ditions under which they are used.

Each one to be put to best advantage

must be studied, its requirements

noted, and favored as much as possible.

To show the importance of this,

imagine an enterprising amateur who

has purchased an audion detector to

replace the crystal formerly employed.

Not being well acquainted with the

operating characteristics of the vacuum

tube, possibly he fails to supply suffi

cient plate voltage to obtain satisfac

tory results. Were it not for the fact

that perhaps a friend has a similar

tube which does remarkable work, he

would, in all probability, regret his

purchase and revert back to the old

crystal detector. Such instances prove

conclusively that every person who is

contemplating the use of some new ap

paratus should, to be fair to himself

and to the new device, extend every

effort to obtain facts concerning it.

By H. J. Tyzzer

In these days of QRM, anything

which tends to lead to selectivity of

reception or transmission is certainly

welcome to the average amateur. Re

ceivers of the loose coupled and re

generative types have assisted consider

ably in solving this problem but when

several stations within a few miles’ ra

dius persist in using transmitters hav

 
ing a decrement of (no decre

NH NI

.- §

‘(:55

quenched gap transmitter

meter manufactured reads high enough

to obtain this value), these are of lit

tle avail. In vain we attempt to per

suade them to loosen up the coupling

of their transmitters but it is more

or less difficult to give a comprehen

Fig. 2.

sive reason for doing so when it re

sults in a decrease in radiation of

about fifty per cent.

For some time rotary gap transmit

ters have proved most effective for ama

teur use but that does not necessarily

mean that they could not be replaced

by something better. For instance,

there are comparatively few rotary gap

installations in commercial service at

the present time, because Radio In

spectors have enforced the government

regulation limiting the decrement to 0.2.

This low value can only be obtained

in case of a rotary or plain gap by

employing exceedingly loose coupling

which results in low radiation and

efficiency. There is no question as to the

merits of employing a low decrement as

it results in greater selectivity together

with longer distance transmission with

a given power.

The association of S00 cycles with

the quenched gap has led many people

to believe that they are inseparable and

hence the employment of a lower fre

quency has led to considerable skep

ticism on their part. However, 500

cycle transmitters were only adopted

because their signals might be easily

read and not because they were spe

cially adapted to the quenched gap.

In such a transmitter there are 1,000

wave trains emitted from the antenna

per second corresponding to a 1,000

 

The completed gap and a disassembled section

spark note. It is evident that if the

number of wave trains were decreased

to S00 as by using a 250-cycle supply

the energy per wave train will be dou

bled and, as the audibility at the re
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ceiver is dependent upon the amplitude

of the wave train, the signals will be

greatly increased. This shows the ad

vantages of employing a 60-cycle

rather than 500-cycle supply for long

distance transmission, although in some

cases this may be partially compen

sated by the fact that the receiving tele

phone diaphragms might operate more

efficiently at the higher frequency.

There are certain requirements which

must be met in successful operation of

quenched gap transmitters, and it is

desired to explain these in detail in

order that the Amrad Quenched Gap,

shown in the accompanying photo

graphs, will meet with the success

which it deserves.

Commercial transmitters make use

in greater efficiency but reduces the pos

sibility of an arc when the gap is

broken down by acting as a high im

pedance choke, thus decreasing the

secondary voltage. The power in watts

consumed in such an equipment, neg

lecting transformer losses, is equal to

CV’N where C is the capacity em

ployed, V the maximum or peak value

of the secondary voltage and N the fre

quency of the A. C. supply. This is

figured on the basis of one spark per

alternation or two sparks per cycle,

such as is ordinarily made use of in

quenched spark transmitters. From

this the amateur may readily figure the

average value of the transformer secon

dary voltage necessary, which is
 

Fig. 3. A quenched spark gap for use with an induction coil

of the phenomena of resonance to ob

tain satisfactory and efficient quenched

gap operation.

Reference to Figure 1 will demon

strate clearly what is meant by this

term. In alternating current circuits

the current may lead the voltage or lag

behind it, depending upon whether the

capacity or inductive reactance pre

dominates. It is desirable from the

standpoint of best efficiency to have

these values equal. If the step-up

transformer shown in Fig. 1 is of the

non-leakage type, a condenser shunted

across the secondary leads will have

the sa.rne effect upon the supply line as

a much larger capacity, depending

upon the primary and secondary turn

ratio, replacing the transformer.

It may readily be seen then that by

inserting a variable inductive react

ance in series with the primary of the

transformer a condition of resonance

may be secured. This not only results

L

\/@_~
1.41

The result will probably be much

higher than the voltage rating of some

of the radio transformers now on the

market, many of which were con

structed for rotary gap use where the

number of sparks is much greater than

two per cycle. With such low voltage

transformers the power consumed will

be small when properly resonated and

the primary inductance necessary for

resonance must be much greater. In

the event of insufficient primary in

ductance being present, there will be a

tendency to crowd in several sparks per

alternation, which results in an exceed

ingly mushy and uneven note, although

the power consumed may be increased.

This shows conclusively the necessity

for the highest voltage transformers

manufactured for radio purposes and

now on the market.

The major difficulty encountered by

amateurs employing the Amrad

quenched gap has been in obtaining

resonance, due to the variety of trans

formers used. Because of the compli

cations from the use of a primary in

ductive reactance, the manufacturers of

this gap have recommended the use of

a variable resistance as an alternative.

Although this latter method is not as

efficient as employing an inductive re

actance, due to heat loss, it gives the

necessary falling characteristic to the

transformer and if a sufficient amount

is used it prevents arcing. As in the

case of the reactance the less the trans

former voltage the more resistance is

necessary and the'lower the efficiency.

Amateurs familiar with alternating

current circuits and having the neces

sary equipment may be able to operate

their transformers successfully at re

sonance but unless this is true the use

of a primaryresistance is recommended,

the value of which may'best be deter

mined experimentally as it varies with

the type and voltage of the transformer

employed.

The radio circuits are much the same

with the quenched as with the rotary

and plain gaps with the exception of

the coupling which is sharply defined.

An ammeter in the antenna circuit is

quite sufficient for indicating when the

primary and secondary-circuits are in

resonance, but if the efiectiveness of

the quenched gap is to be compared

with some other it is urged that a sensi

tive meter, placed in a tuned circuit

and coupled to the antenna, be used.

This latter method is the true way of

determining the efiectiveness of the

transmitter as it discriminates between

a high and low decrement.

The quenched gap is particularly

well adapted for use with induction

coils which supply a peaked secondary

voltage wave, thus eliminating the pos

sibilities of arcing. The use, or rather

misuse, of induction coils for trans

mitters, with the high decrement which

has caused them to be such a source of

Q R M, has caused much prejudice

against their use. However, when used

with an oscillation transformer and

properly tuned, remarkable results may

be obtained from them. For the ama

teur who has no A. C. supply and must

use batteries, they ofier the only solu

tion to the transmitting problem.

The induction coil illustrated in Fig.

3 in similar to those supplied to the

United States Army Signal Corps for

trench warfare. These proved very ef

fective for use on the European battle

fields and often formed the only means

of communication between advancing

troops and headquarters.

It has been the custom of amateurs

and manufacturers to rate induction

(Continued on page 158)
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The Measurement of High Frequency Resistance

Part I. The Eflects of Hig/2 Frequency Resistance,

. and a Comparison of Dijferent Types of Wz'ndz'ngs.

HE resistance of the coils and

condensers which make up the

radio frequency circuits of trans

mitting and receiving radio apparatus

plays an important part in the opera

tion of the apparatus as a whole. The

resonance curve of a circuit was taken,

Fig. 1, with various values of series re

sistance in order to show what effect

this resistance has on the operation of

the circuit. The tuning of the circuit

is made less sharp by the addition of

resistance and the circulating current is

ii‘° .
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By L. M. Clement

It is the purpose of this article,

therefore, to describe some means for

obtaining the values of the radio fre

quency resistances of coils and con

densers and particularly a method

which almost every experiment can use.

Many attempts have been made to

calculate the effective resistance of

straight conductors at radio frequen

cies with a considerable degree of suc

cess. Unfortunately, however, when

this wire is wound in the form of a coil,

the resistance based on the calculation
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the magnetic field of the winding.

. Loss due ‘to the effect of dis

tributed capacity of the coil. This

is maximum at the natural period

of the coil.

6. Losses in dielectrics in the elec

trostatic field of the coil.

In order to illustrate the effect of

different types of coil construction on

the resistance of the wire at radio fre

quencies seven coils were made up hav

ing the dimensions and constants shown

in Table 1. The resistance of each of

U1

000

Fig. 2.

 

1,000 L100 11.00 L300 1,400

WAVELENGTH lrl METERS

900‘   

High frequency resistance of 1 millihenry coils of diflerent types. No. 1, single layer, 10-N0. 38; No. 2, single layer, No. 26

D.S.C.; N0. 3, double layer, 10-N0. 38; No. 4, two-bank winding, 10- No. 38; No. S, two-bank winding, No. 26 D.S.C.; No. 6, concentrated

reduced for the same total amount of

energy in the circuit. In radio appa

ratus, therefore, where it is desired to

obtain sharp tuning, the resistance of

the circuit should be kept low. In

radio transmitters it is essential that

the resistance be kept low in order to

keep the losses in the circuit to a mini

mum. If this is to be done we must

know something about the resistance of

the component parts of our radio fre

quency circuits.

coil, 10-No. 38; No. 7, baskel weave, 10-No. 38

for a straight wire is useless so that it

is necessary to go to some method of

measurement.

The total resistance of a coil is the

sum of a number of component resist

ances which result from the following

causes:

1. D.C. resistance of the wire.

2. Skin effect at High Frequencies.

3. Eddy current losses in the con

ductors.

4. Eddy current losses in material in

these coils for wave lengths between

four hundred and two thousand meters

was measured. The results of these

measurements are plotted on curves

which show the radio frequency resist

ance and the ratio of radio to direct

current resistance for various wave

lengths, Figs. 2 and 3.

It is evident that at the lower wave

lengths the single. layer or double

banked wound coil using ten strands of

No. 38 B.E.C. wire is the best. (Coils
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No. 1 and No. 4). The two-layer coil,

because of the high capacity between

layers, has a higher natural 'od than

any of the others measured should

never be used in radio frequency cir

cuits. The effective resistance of this

coil is by far the highest of the coils

measured.

,The increase of the high frequency

'stance due to skin efifect or the ten

cy of the radio frequen currents

to travel in a thin layer on surface

of the conductor is illustrated strikingly

by the results obtained on coils 1 and 4

and 2 and 5.

Coils 1

strands of

a. smaller

d 4 are wound with 10

. 38 B.E.C. wire and have

s section of co r, as

shown by higher D.C. re ' ance,

than coils 2 and 5, which are wound

with solid No. 26 D. S. C. wi .

At the longer wave lengths ' 2 is

of lower resistance than coil 1, but at

the shorter wave lengths, due to eddy

currents in the conductor, coils 1 and 4

have much less resistance than coils 2

and 5. The eddy currents

by the stranding of the co ctor and

insulating each of the strands from the

reduced
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Fig. 3. These curves show how much greater is the resistance of a coil ta high frequencies than to direct current. At frequen

cies greater than 2,000 meters, which corresponds to 150,000 cycles, the high frequency resistance drops still lower, approaching

the direct current resistance. The results shown here and in Fig. 1 are convincing arguments in favor 0/ stranded conducfors
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others. The 1 m.h. concentrated and

pancake coils, while not as good as the

single layer solenoids, can be used in

special cases more or less satisfactorily

at wave lengths above 1200 meters.

The conclusions drawn from these

ditions. In general that coil is the best

whose ratio of high frequency resistance

to D.C. resistance approaches nearest

to unity. See coils 1 and'4, Fig. 5.

The continuation of this article will

take up some of the available methods

TABLE 1

TABLE Grvmo "rm: Dnnznslons or rm: Cons Ussn m rm‘. TESTS

Wire

Used

Type and Number

of Coil

Single Layer Coil

. Single Layer Coil

Double Layer Coil

Double Banked Coil

w@“+s~r

Basket Weave Coil

results should not be applied to coils of

other electrical or geometrical dimen

sions, as in all probability they would

not hold. It is therefore necessary to

investigate each series of coils from ac

tual measurements and tests made on

them under the actual operating con—.

10 Strands No. 38. .

No.26 D. S.10 Strands N0. 38. .

10 Strands No. 38. .

. Double Banked Coil No. 26 D. S. C....

. Concentrated Winding 10 Strands N0. 38. .

10 Strands No. 38..

Length Depth Total Direct

0/ of Mean No. of Current

Winding Winding Dia. Turn: Resistance

2% 3§§" 106 7.23

2% 3%” 106 4.20

1 " 3%" so s.s1

pg" 3%" so 6.53

7/§" 3%" 86 3.42

.5 .3 .6 300 4.1

.6 3.52 64 6.0

for measuring the resistance of coils

and condensers at radio frequencies,

and in particular a method by which

the amateur can make measurements

with apparatus generally found in an

amateur laboratory.

(T0 be concluded)

Determination of Distributed Capacity

and Inductance of A Coil

LL coils have a certain amount of

distributed capacity which will

resonate with the inductance of the coil

at a wave length called the natural wave

length of the coil. At all other wave

lengths this capacity adds to the ca

pacity of the condenser which is con

nected around the coil when resonance

is obtained. Lu is the true inductance of

the coil, Cu is the distributed capacity

of the winding and C, is the capacity

of the shunt condenser to obtain reso

nance at the various wave lengths.

The wave length of the circuit at

wave length A is expressed by

/\=59-6 \/Lu (Cu+Cv) (1)

At a wave length A, the condenser

reading will differ from C, if Lu and

Cu remain constant. Call this value of

capacity Cu

;\1 I + CV1)

From these two equations in two un

knowns, Lu and Cu, we can obtain the

solutions for the inductance and the

distributed capacity of the coil as fol

lows:

Dividing 1 by 2 eliminating Lu, we

have

A,’ Cu + CV,

—=——— <3)

/\’ Cu + Cv

Solving for Cu

MC“ + X-’C.,, : It’, Cu + X-’,C.

from which

cc., _ >.=,c, : .\a c. _ >.=c.,

' /\’, C. - 2t=C.,

cu = i__(4)

A’ -—AF

Substituting the value of Cu in either

equation (1) or (2) and solving for

Lu, we find "

A’ — A1’

Lu : —-—

3553 (Cu + C1)

The following table indicates one of

the many ways in which data of this

sort can be tabulated and shows a typ

ical example of a calculation of dis

tributed capacity and inductance of a

coil from two of the observations.

TABLE 2

TYPICAL SET or D/rm AND Csncvmnon or

Lu AND C-1

Capacity

Obser- Wave Necessary for

vation Length Res0n- Resistance

Number inMeters ance Mjds. in0hms

I 600 .0009l S

2 800 .OOOl7O 4.2

3 1000 .0OO27l 4.1

4 1200 .0OO39S 4.0

Distributed Capacity of Coil

Let It : 600 C, : .OOOO91

A1 = 1200 C" I .OOO395

then C“ =

(12OO2X.0OOO91)—(6OO2X.OOO395)

600’ —1,Z002

— .0011l4

_ --1.08

.O00O103 Mfd. distributed

capacity.

From this it can be seen that the in

ductance of a coil cannot be measured

accurately by the wavemeter method.

Readings taken in this way are high,

because no account is made of the

capacity of the coil.

ll

A TWO-STAGE AMPLIFIER

(Continued from page 153)

All the wiring is done with heavy

solid copper wire, covered with Em

pire cloth tubing. The neatness of the

soldered joints can be observed from

the illustrations. Experimenters who

have difficulty in making smooth and

regular joints where wires are fastened

around screws will find that, if they file

or sandpaper both parts, and make the

soldering iron very hot, this difficulty

will be overcome. A soft, long-haired

brush is excellent for removing filings

or soldering paste which may collect in

the corners of the parts.

QUENCHED GAP OPERATION

(Continued from page 155)

coils by the length of the secondary

spark, not watts input, and under this

category it may be classed as a two-inch

coil. The frequency, approximately

100 cycles, while not high, is easily

readable. A study of the engineering

problems encountered in spark coil de

sign will reveal the reason for this when

it is realized that a high frequency two

inch coil necessitates a low inductance

primary. Such a primary would con

sist of but few turns, which means so

high an input current as to make its

use prohibitive to the average amateur

employing a battery supply.

An exceedingly rugged vibrator with

large and ample contacts is supplied

with the coil which ensures long life

and permanent satisfaction. The coil

is manufactured in two typa, Type C

being wound for a six volt battery sup

ply and Type C-1 for a 32 volt D. C.

source such as is often furnished with

farm lighting outfits. '

This coil and the quenched gap

shown in the photograph provide an

admirable equipment for amateurs. Its

range is comparable with many trans

former transmitters and it is particu

larly adapted to motor car, camp, and

other use where a course of alternating

current is not available.

FOREIGN RADIO ACTIVITIES

OMMERCIAL radio systems have

been expanding rapidly in the

European countries. A commission of

Danish experts is now in the United

States, making arrangements for direct

communication between this country

and a station to be erected at Copen

hagen. Traffic is now carried on with

the Norwegian station near Stavanger.

Successful radio telephone trials have

been carried out from Chelmsford,

England, up to a distance of 1,000

miles at sea, and to Rome, Italy.

The German Government has erected

a station at Dortmund. Telephone ex

periments have been made between Ber

lin and Karlsborg, Sweden, and be

tween Berlin and Moscow, with the

view of maintaining regular service.
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High Inductance Variometers

A Met/zod for Making Variometer W1'ndings of Very Slight Clearance

HE variation of inductance in

a variometer composed of two

coupled coils in series is due to

the change of the mutual inductance

between them, according to the formula

L = L, + L, + 2M

or L : L, -|- L, — 2M

where L = total inductance,

L, - inductance of one coil,

L, : inductance of other coil,

and M = mutual inductance, all

measured in the same units.

was the real problem. Here is the

method:

A 3-in. tube was used for the smaller

coil. To wind the other, a piece of 3-in.

tubing was cut to a length slightly

greater than that of the proposed coil.

First, the tubing was slitted down its

length with a sharp knife. Then a

piece of cardboard 1/16 inch thick was

wrapped once around the tube. This

was covered by one wrapping of thin

paper. Several tums of threads were

  

To obtain the largest maximum value

of M, the_ coils must be very close to

gether. For this reason, the ball type

of variometer is widely used, since at

maximum, the coils can be made quite

near each other.

This method of constructing a varo

meter, has limitations, however, in that

only a small amount of inductance can

be used in each coil, unless the wind

ings are made of very large diameter.

The type shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is

adaptable for coils of high inductance,

and the windings can be made as close

as with the ball method. Moreover,

the design is‘ simple and inexpensive.

The only disadvantage is that the

coils cannot be changed from opposing

to aiding as is the case with the ball

type. A switch is needed for the vario

meter described here, to reverse the

connections of one coil to give positive

or negative values of 2M.

An outstanding feature of this in

strument is that one coil is wound on

a cardboard tube, while the other is

on the inside of a tube. For this

particular instrument, two-bank wind

ings of No. 26 S. S. C. wire were

employed.

It was was easy enough to wind the

smaller coil and to fit wooden end

pieces on the tubing. The larger coil

put around the paper to keep it in

place.

All this accomplished, the coil was

-held to the panel by nuts.

beeswax was heated to the boiling

point, and, with a. paint brush, a very

thin coating of wax was brushed over

the coil. After cooling, the inside slit

ted tube was carefully removed, then

the cardboard, and, finally, the thin

paper was drawn out, leaving a. self

supporting winding held together with

W3.X.

This was by no means the end of

the work. Attempts to push the coil

inside another tube failed, for the wires

were loosened. Ultimately a tube 3%

ins. in diameter was slotted and enough

cut off, lengthwise, so that, when the

tube was pressed around the coil, the

tubing closed exactly.

To keep the tubing together, a wood

en disc was turned up to fit inside the

tube, and the tube was nailed to the

disc with small brass escutcheon pins.

As a finishing touch the completed coil

was held in the heat of a gas burner

just long enough to warm the beeswax,

but not melt it, causing the wax to ad

here to the tubing.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the variometer

mounted on a 5x5 in. bakelite panel,

ready for use. It can be seen that the

movable coil slides on two brass rods,

A third rod,

carrying a handle, serves to move the

smaller coil in and out.

This method of mounting is also

good for any sort of coupling coils, tho,

in-the case of primary-secondary or

secondzirv-tickler coupling, it is not ne
 

Fig. Z.

wound on. The cardboard acted as a

spacer to make the inside of this coil

slightly larger than the outside of the

other.

When the coil was done, a pot of

The variometer completed, ready for use

cessary to have such a small clearance

between the windings. A particular

advantage is that this method of mount

ing takes up very little panel space for

the large inductance obtained.
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Radio Tuning Circuits

The Radio Man Thinks in Terms 0fWaoelengh; the Electrical Man, in Reactance.

This Article Discusses Radio Circuits From the Latter Aspect

EARLY all radio experimenters

take up wireless work because

it is interesting and gives them

something to do. And most of them

stop with wireless, thinking that the

electrical considerations are too dry and

uninteresting.

Since electrical engineering forms

the basis of all radio work, the experi

menter must have some knowledge of

the former to be profficient in the latter.

Moreover, an understanding of the
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of one complete cycle per second. The

current and voltage are said to be in

phase, because they reach the zero and

maximum points simultaneously.

A cycle can be divided into so many

parts of a second, or, as is more usual,

360 degrees, as is a circle.

The values of the current and volt

age, during the complete cycle, are giv

en by the table below:

Degrees Seconds Current Voltage  

 

0 ' st. '/ -4. "4. ~-/.. '~/.. '*/.. Wu =~/.. *r.- 0 ~/..
0' so‘ co‘ so‘ 11.0‘ use‘ mo‘ z|_o' 240‘ L10‘ 590' ago‘ 590' 9‘ &_0' 6_0' 99' l2_<>' l5_0'

Illustrating the loss of power when the current and voltage

- reactancc

electrical side makes radio problems 30 2/24 +10 +2-0

more interesting so 4/24 +1.7 +3.5

h. . .'. 1 I f ., 90 o/24 +2.0 +4.0

_T _is IS particuary true 0 tuning 120 3/24 +1_7 3_5

circuits. The radio man says, “Reson- 150 10/24 +1.0 2.0

ance is obtained when two circuits are £8 (1)-811 —- . " -

tuned tol the same wavelength. I Tit): 240 16/24 __,_, __.,_S

electrica man says, Resonance 1S o 270 18/24 _2_0 _4_o

tamed when the reactance is zero.” 300 20/24 -1.7 -3.5

Thereupon the former looks puzzled 33° 22/Z4 -1-0 -2-9

and asks, “what do you mean by re- 36° 24/24 0'0 °*°

actance?” The power in Watts is given by

Let us start at the beginning. In all W : E I (1)

radio tuning circuits, only alternating where E : potential in volts,

currents and voltages are considered. W = power in watts,

Fig. 1 shows an alternating current, I, _ and I : current in amperes,

‘Z0 B/I4

employed. Since the alternating cur

rent is varying continuously, the watts

at any instant are as shown below. It

should be noted that, in multiplying the

amperage by the voltage, the pro

duct of two negative quantities is a

positive quantity.

Degrees E I W

0 . . . . . . . . .. 0.0 x 0.0 = 0.0

so . . . . . . . . .. +2.0 x +1.0 = +2.

so . . . . . . . . .. +3.5 x +1.7 —_- +5.0

90 . . . . . . . . .. +4.0 x +2.0 = +8.0

. X +1.7 2 +5.9

__r.-.- 4

asI.2

 

~

~..>

.~:~lasers: Itfifiltfltfilllétlt...

_“§!:

Wheat.“"‘4»- 'X+ '7» ‘X4 99'?» 5EC0N°3 i

 

  

l80'lZ§1° M0‘ Z10‘ 3(1)‘ J50’ 36.0'DE_GREES

are not in phase, due to the unbalancing 0/ inductive and capacity

150 ........ .. +2.0 x +1.0 = +20

180 . . . . . . . . .. o.o X 0.0 _—_ 0.0

21o . . . . . . . . .. -2.0 x -1.0 = +2.0

240 . . . . . . . . .. -as X -1.7 _—_ +59

270 ........ .. -4.0 X -2.0 = s.o

soc ........ .. -as X -1.7 = 5,9

sso ........ .. -2.0 x -1.0 = +2.0

no ........ .. 0.0 X 0.0 —_- 0.0

The effective value of the current

and voltage, that is, the value indicated

by an ammeter or volt meter, is

and a voltage, E, changing at the rate whether direct or alternating current is

Eegf. iwhere Em. : effective voltage

and E : maximum value

OI’ Iefg. Zwhere I0". : effective current

and I : maximum value
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Therefore, the efiective voltage in

Fig. 1 is

Ea“. = 0.707 x 4 : 2.8 volts effective,

and the effective current is

I8". : 0.707 x 2 : 1.4 amp. effective.

The efiective power, in watts, is

‘verb : Eetb X Inn (4)

or VV,“. : 2.8 x 1.4 : 3.9 watts efiec

tive.

It may appear as if the foregoing has

nothing to do with radio tuning cir

cuits, but what is to follo\v is based on

Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 3 presents a new problem. It

will be seen that the current and volt

age are not in phase, that is, at some

instants, one is positive when the other

is negative. This is one of the effects

which we know occurs, even though

we have not actually seen the electricity

itself do that way.

If an alternating current, taken, per

haps, from a vacuum tube oscillator, is

put through a carbon resistance rod it

will obey Ohm’s Law, which is

Ea“. Z Iegf. X Rwhere R : resistance in ohms.

In a radio circuit, however, there are,

in addition to the resistance of the

wires, inductance and capacity. These

also act as resistances. Resistance due

to inductance or capacity is spoken of

as reactance. Resistance or reactance

indicate an absorption of power, for

work must be done in overcoming them.

Losses in pure resistance are dis

sipated in heat. Reactance losses are

indicated in Figs. 3 and 4. When the

current I is zero, the voltage E has

passed through 30° of its cycle. In

other words, the voltage is leading the

current.

When the reactance due to capacity

is greater than the inductive reactance,

the voltage leads the current, or when

the inductive reactance is greater, the

current leads the voltage.

Let us make another table to deter

mine the power when the current and

voltage are not in phase, as in Fig. 3.

Degrees E I W

0 . . . . . . . . .. 0.0 x -1.0 : 0.0

30 . . . . . . . . .. +2.0 x 0.0 : 0.0

so . . . . . . . . .. +3.5 x +1.0 Z +3.5

90 . . . . . . . . .. +4.0 X +1.7 : +6.8

120 . . . . . . . . .. +3.5 x +2.0 : +7.0

150 . . . . . . . . .. +2.0 x +1.7 = +3.4

130 . . . . . . . . .. 0.0 x +1.0 : 0.0

210 . . . . . . . . .. -2.0 x 0.0 : 0.0

240 . . . . . . . . .. -3.5 x -1.0 = +3.5

270 . . . . . . . . .. -4.0 x -1.7 = +0.3

300 . . . . . . . . .. -3.5 x -2.0 = +7.0

330 . . . . . . . . .. -2.0 x -1.7 = +3.4

360 . . . . . . . . .. 00 x -1.0 : 0.0

This table is plotted in Fig. 4, the

shaded portion of which represents the

watts. The area of the W+ sections are

smaller than in Fig. 2, where the cur

rent and voltage are in phase. There

is a small area, W~—, in Fig. 4 which

accounts for the lost power. This oc

curs when the current and voltage have

opposite signs, for a positive quantity

multiplied by a negative gives a nega

tive quantity.

As the difference in phase is made

greater, the power loss increase until

the current and voltage are 180° apart.

Then the watts at any instant have a

negative value. This is called a watt

less current, for, while a. voltmeter and

ammeter would show the passage of

electricity, the current would perform

. no work.

The reactance due to inductance in a

circuit is

X, : 21.-fl. (5)

where

X, : inductive reactance, in

ohms,

1r : 3.1416,

f : frequency, in cycles,

and L : inductance in henries.

1 cm. : 0.000000001 henry.

1 mh. : 0.000001 henry.

Capacity reactance is given by the

formula.

 

1

Xe = (0)

2 1rfC

where

Xe : capacity reactance, in

ohms,

and C : capacity in farads,

1 mfd. : 0.000001 farad.

The formular for impedance, which

includes the pure resistance and the re

actance is

Z_—_\/R‘-'-}-(X,-—.\'c)'-' (7)

where Z : impedance in ohms.

If the capacity reactance is greater

than the inductive reactance, the latter

is subtracted from the former.

Thus it will be seen that if the re

actance is made zero by balancing X‘,

and Xe, then the only opposition to the

flow_0f the alternating current is pure

resistance, no power is lost in overcom

ing reactance, and the current and volt

age are in phase.

This is shown by the formula

 

R

Cos <I> I (8)

Z

where Q : difference in phase of

current and voltage, in

degrees.

If there is no reactance in the circuit.

from (7) it will be seen that Z : R.

Then (8) will read

R

Cos <I> : -—— : 1,

. R

and, as shown by a cosine table,

Cos 0° : 1. Therefore, there is no

lag between the current and voltage.

(To be continued)

A TUBULAR AUDION ADAPTER

N interesting socket adapter has

been introduced by the Interna

tional Electric Company. In contrast

to other types, the arrangement is such

that the axis of the tube is at right

angles to that of the socket.

The fibre plate which carries the

audion clips also has four binding

  

posts to which connections are made

from the tube. These posts are, in turn,

joined to four pins which make contact

with the springs in the socket. Thus

a tubular bulb can be used with a regu

lar VT socket.

  

Such an adapter is particularly good

for apparatus where the tube protrudes

from the panel, as is the case with In

ternational Radio and de Forest unit

panel instruments.

OSCILLATOR con1>L1.\'o con.

N instrument such as is shown here

is useful in oscillating circuits, as

well as for other purposes. This coil

was designed for coupling a test circuit,

in series with the small coil, to an oscil

lator, of which the longer coil was the

inductance.

The vertical bakelite strip has five

binding posts, two of which are con

nected by flexible leads to the rotating

coil.

to the ends and center tap of the large

winding.

The others serve as connections
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 The Radio Department I

T may appear to be a reflection on

the intelligence of radio men to

bring up here the subject of Martian

signals, the possibility of which has

been brought to the attention of the pub

lic through newspaper statements at

tributed to Marconi, though he has de

nied the responsibility for them. How

ever, some interesting points were

made by Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton

in his presidential address to the Wire

less Society of London. .

“Perhaps is might be pointed out

with advantage that the intensity of

received signals varies inversely more

or less as the square of the distance be

tween the source and point of reception,

so that, if we suppose the mysterious

signals in question originate on the

planet Mars, the power of the sending

apparatus must be of prodigious di

mensions.

“For example, if the signals are re

ceived in London as loudly as those

from Paris, the power employed at

Mars must be greater than that used

at Paris, in the proportion of the square

of 200, the rough distance of 49,000,-'

000, the distance in miles to Mars.

“The power employed at Paris is

about 200 horsepower, so that, unless

the inhabitants of Mars have im

proved methods of directional sending

greatly surpassing our own, the power

used on Mars to give equal effects at

London must be about 60,000,000,000

times greater than at P_aris, or say

l2,000,000,000,000 horsepower.”
While theicircumstances might be

such that this power could be reduced

greatly, it is obvious that an impossible

amount of energy would have to be

employed to signal to the earth. The

required horsepower given by Mr.

Campbell Swinton is equal to 8,952,

000,000,000 kilowatts. If it costs ten

cents per kilowatt-hour on Mars, the

expense to the Martians for each hour

of signaling would be 895,000,000,000

dollars.

HE vacuum tube situation, as

was stated in the March, 1920,

issue, is such a complex affair that

is it almost impossible to pick out

facts of importance to the experi

menters.‘ This is made doubly difficult

by the legal definitions which have

come to supplement and modify general

technical understanding.

According to Judge Mayer, “An am

plifier really consists of two or more

detectors in tandem with a telephone

transformer interposed between each

element in series. The primary element

of such an amplifier may be either an

audion or any other form of a detector.

In other words, an ‘amplifier’ is

part of a detector.”

In regard to the Oscillion, the fol

lowing statement~is from judge Mayer:

“While the claim covers broadly the

device (Fleming valves) when used in

the radio art, yet when read with the

context of the specification, it is plain

that Fleming's disclosure was addressed

to the use of the instrumentality as a

detector only.

“It is, however, a principle of pat

ent law—so well settled as not to call

for citations of authority—that a pat

entee is entitled to all of the benefits

of his invention whether or not known

to or foreseen by him.

"The testimony of the experts and

numerous demonstrations in the court

room... proved beyond a peradven—

tu_re that the two element valve pos

sesses inherently the same capacity for

generating radio waves as is possessed

by defendant’s (de Forest's) three

element device.” '

In a demonstration, “The valve was

made to oscillate without a condenser

although the action in this regard is

not certain and reliable; but, this lat

ter fact is immaterial.”

It is not generally known that a

Fleming valve has been made to oscil

late. This was done with a special

gas tube, but further information con

cerning the means employed is not

known. ,

The statement in the March issue,

concerning the purchase of vacuum

tubes, may have been misleading. To

make it more 4clear—- “Tubes not

licensed under the Fleming patents can

be used only for other than radio work

or non-communication purpose, and

then only when licensed by the de For

est Company for the use of the grid.”

ADIO men, whether concemed with

the commercial or experimental

aspect of radio work. will be greatly

pleased at the announcement, made by

Dr. Goldsmith at the May meeting of

the Institute of Radio Engineers, that

the Department of Commerce, in its

decisions regarding radio regulation

and legislation, will be guided by a

committee of twenty-eight radio engi

neers, of whom twenty-seven are mem

bers of the Institute, while the twenty

eighth man is about to become a mem

ber.

This means that the future control

of radio has been put, not in the hands

of uniformed men or in the military,

but in a representative body of engi

neers who are entirely familiar with

the problems involved, and personally

interested in their most useful solution.

It was notable that, in the discus

sions by this committee, almost unani

mous agreement was reached on the

various subjects discussed. The decis

ion to put the radio problem in the

hands of such a committee, and the

promise of successful results, lifts from

the art the gathering cloud of Govern

ment monopoly.

WO papers by Dr. Austin, of the

Bureau of Standards, were read at

the May meeting. The first was o_n the

quantitative predetermination of loop

antenna transmission and reception.

'These were checked by actual measure

ments made at the Bureau an signals

from Arlington. _

A point brought out, of special in

terest to experimenters, was that loon

transmission and reception is very

much more efficient at short wave

lengths, in the neighborhood of 200

meters, than at the long waves. This

was shown clearly in one of the tables

accompanying the paper.

The second paper summed up the

results of observations on static, show

ing the variations in audibility on dif

ferent wavelengths over periods of

twenty-four hours.

A striking feature of the curves

shown was that a receiving set tuned to

15,000 to 20,000 responds several hun

dred times more loudly to the static

than when it is adjusted to 200 meters.

This accounts for the static interference

during transatlantic communication.

This led to a discussion of the char

acteristics of the static discharge. Mr.

Pickard maintained that the static is

a critically damped impulse, and

showed several slides illustrating re

sults which were obtained from an arti

ficial static producer. These checked

with Dr. Austin’s curves on the audi

bility of static at a receiver tuned to

different wavelengths.

- It may be added, for the benefit of

those who are not members of the In

stitute, that copies of the Proceedings

can be purchased from the Secretary,

Institute of Radio Engineers, College

of the City of New York, New York

City. Application blanks for mem

bership can also be obtained by writ

ing to this address.

EXT month, a heterodyne wave

l meter for 150 to 20,000 meters

will be described, with full details and

illustrations of the apparatus. The in

strument. under construction in Ev1-:rz\'

nAv’s laboratory, is nearly finished.

An amplifying unit is also being made

for-the June issue. Both of these de

vices have much of interest for experi

menters who make their own apparatus

The article on the non-inductive re

sistance box has been postponed to ac

company_ the conclusion of Mr. Clem

ent’s article on high frequency resist

ance measurements. In the June issue

he will describe several circuits which

can used for this purpose, and (me

special method not disclosed before.

Several new instruments from the

manufacturing companies will also be

shown in the next number.
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A Model Automobile

HE automobile make them especially for

shown in the illus- his use, which seems

tration is one of the best somewhat doubtful. The

pieces of model engineer- steering gear, headlights,

ing that has come to our windshield, fuel tank,

attention in some time. upholstering, radiator

.\'ot one of the construc- wheels and dash are car

tional features of the lit- ried out with amazing

tle machine differs from detail, to say nothing of

those of its prototype. the smaller fitments. As

The characteristic lines far as can be learned,

of the body, which were the little machine is not

designed after those of a equipped with a work

well-known car, will be able gasoline motor. It

immediately recognized. appears that the con

liven the tires are in- structor of the machine

eluded on the model and (who appeal-5 in the pho

how the builder over- mgraph) made the de

came this difficult prob- vice to demonstrate a

lem is quite beyond the new automobile top of

Editors of EVERYDAY which he is the inventor.

unless he succeeded in It will be seen that the

inducing some of the top is not similar to the

large manufacturers to conventional type.
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This chart, which shows the difierent types of American car trucks, was prepared by Mr. George Bender. It will be of great assistance

to model engineers engaged in the construction of model railways
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A Home-Made Hygroscope

By L. B. Robbins

NE of the earliest forms of bar

ometers consisted of a long

piece of “gut” hanging verti

cally and held straight by a weight.

This was called a hygroscope, and fore

told weather changes by recording

changes in atmospheric moisture. As

the gut absorbed moisture its length

varied and these variations indicated

certain changes in the weather.

The apparatus herein described

makes use of this principle inasmuch as

'.uCr'¢W0y¢

at the right. A screw eye takes the

place of a fifth pulley at the left. Use

long slender screws for the pulleys to

rotate on and provide washers if the

heads are too small to retain the spools

upon them. One more pulley is mount

ed in a similar manner at the lower

right hand corner of the base.

The four remaining pulleys are then

provided with hangers made of sheet tin

bent in the form of a U as shown in

detail. Holes through the top of each

Style of Pullcg Made

of Fishline pool

Ui ‘ Tin Weight Hangar‘

i
Weigh?‘flllllllll

Hole for Cotter,

Copper Tube, ‘A

l
Spool-‘i

_"»Woodqn Lu s for

attaching d.ol to case

the gut is used, but is arranged in such

a way as to be in a convenient form and

readily accessible. Only simple things

are needed in its construction which can

be found or made at any work bench.

First procure nine deep grooved

spools about 2 in. in diameter. There

are certain brands of high grade fish

line, which come wound upon spools

admirably suited to this purpose. Five

are used for stationary pulleys and four

for weighted ones. Mount four of them

near the top edge of a base board 3 ft.

6 in. long by 2 ft. wide, setting them in

a straight line allowing considerable

more space at the left of the row than

 

_-Hand

Wnshizr-ii

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\““\\\\

leg take the axle of the pulley, which

consists of a small bolt. A hole in the

center at the bottom is for a wire by

which 4 oz. weights are attached to

each hanger. These weights are made

by pouring moulten lead into small

sand moulds, letting them solidify

about a wire through their centers.

Make a fifth weight for the dial.

Next, take about 32 ft. of V3-in. raw

hide “gut” or belt lacing and weave it

hack and forth through the stationary

and weighted pulleys as indicated. One

end attaches to the screw-eye; the other

passing under the lower pulley.

Cut out a cardboard dial 19 in. in

diameter, and mark it out in degrees

as shown, from 25 to 31. This is in

imitation of the common barometric

readings. Three lugs on the back of

dial serve to fasten it to the cover on the

base. '

The dial drum is shown in detail and

consists of a somewhat wider spool than

the rest. A copper tube is driven

through the hole and acts as a bearing

which revolves upon a bolt projecting

from the base. Wind several turns of

the lower end of gut around this drum.

hanging the extra weight from its end

as shown.

When this is done and the gut is in

place, fit a cover over the base to hide

the entire workings. This can be held

in place by screws or hooks so it can be

easily removed if necessary A hole

should be provided in the cover to coin

cide with that in the center of the dial

and allow the bearing of the drum to

project through. Cut out a hand of thin

metal and ream out a hole in the center

to make a driving fit over the end of

the bearing. A cotter pin can be used

to hold the hand in place if desired.

Set the barometer on the wall in the

desired location and allow it to remain

there several days before placing on

the cover in order that the weights may

take up all slack in the raw hide and

stretch it to its full length. Then set

the hand on the bearing so it points to

the same figure as a regular barometer

would indicate at the same time and

secure it finally to the bearing with a

drop of solder. This is done, of course.

after the cover is replaced.

While this instrument is not intended

for a barometer in the strict sense of

the word, it will, however, serve to

indicate the relative and absolute hu

midity, the dew point and approach of

frosts and rains. Numbers on the dial

can be marked as such after it has had

a few tests.

It also will assist in determining a

healthful degree of humidity in the

house while the heating apparatus is

being operated.

 

The six-hour day in factories has been

investigated in England. It was found that.

for work requiring heavy muscular exer

tion, it was advantageous, but the contrary

was the case for light work. It is said that

the noise in a factory is a serious element in

fatiguing the workers. One advantage for

the six-hour day is that if two shifts are

used, it gives twelve hours of production for

the expensive machinery.

 

An electric treatment of seeds is described

in an English publication. The seeds are

put into a solution containing 2%%-5% of

sodium chloride or calcium chloride. Five

gallons of the solution suffice for a bushel

of seed. Eight watts of electric power are

taken for each gallon. Remarkable results

are claimed in the way of increaed yield.

although the same favorable results have not

always been attained by others than the

originator. The seed must be used soon

after the treatment, as the effects of the

electricity last only a month.
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Z “l-lere’s an Extra $50, Grace
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—l’m making real money now!”

“Yes, I’ve been keeping it a secret until pay day came. I’ve been pro

moted with an increase of $50 a month. And the first extra money is yours.

Just a little reward for urging me to study at home. The boss says my spare

time training has made me a valuable man to the firm and there’s more money

coming soon. We’re starting up easy street, Grace, thanks to you and the

I. C. S.!”

Today more than ever before, money is what counts. The cost of living is mounting month by month. You

can’t get along on what you have been making. Somehow, you‘ve simply got to increase your earnings.

F t tl f * h d d fth . d f *"'i'*'—'i"“"°""""“'———'-othei'>rn::ri1ah(i1i)"e r(>)1I"oi':il1thLtl2i"]eiIsea1s1 iinfaililrigrwasyctb I.-I-"TERNAT|oNAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

do it. Train yourself for bigger work, leam to do Box 6°78-B scR‘NT°N' PA‘

some one thing well and employers will be glad

  

  

 

  

 

Explain, without obllgntlnz me, how I can qualify for the position. or in the

subject. before which Imark X. -

you going to do with it? Can you aflord to let a

single priceless hour pass without at least finding out 2‘f§"§P_;‘:,f§,e,

what the I. C. S. can do for you? Here is all we ask

-without cost, without obligating yourself in any smflmdm __

way. simply mark and mail this coupon.

to pay you real money for your special knowledge. I iii'|i|iiii|Tiiiiiiiii- iiigiligi-" ‘mum i'ai:.-‘lii§;li§.i|"o'é:il'-in-“?

You can get the training that will prepare you I :_i'i§i§§s‘iin”1|'f¢i“ni'§n1 i3Ei§§i§l§ miliigg Miiiiiiii lS)li;ip¢T’er:ctlco

for the position you want in the work you like I i’:ii§§-°§§°.'i'i.'.'v'¢ i:i'.°3';°ai:§§@§Z'%'§i."¢?ion ?2.‘.':.'.'.“.;E::.°' D""""

best, whatever it may be. You can get it without i:ii$:l'1<=';'<'>i’.'.l$|.'.\§°°'""“" §i§§§§i§'i1?¢'§i.i'¢“'p'l'.i¢-¢. E3-l’-'-'.':'§',"°»§'<>ri=

sacrificing a. day or a dollar from your present ii<'>ii'i'|i§|£i-§‘ii°""""' -i:§i§§ii'.{ii'=%§l'ii'°' £|ll‘€cQkl':'¢‘l.:|w0fKIl’

occupation. You can get it at home, in spare §.';.','.§"E§'i'i§i='°" T""" i\':§:i1T¢'Zil-in: Drfltllnnn §T.'i.‘.:..“.';“él'.'i.‘..'i.

time, through the International Correspondence I §lii§'-'i?<':'-:a"$é'i'i'i'r ii3i'i§ilf¢'°r'o'=l'|‘i=:I"'d" giiiui=.lulai:§"d:'5§|ii1||n

S(‘l100lS- idiliinpilsiiiiios gouiiuazifauiia - h‘.'.'.‘fi$‘.'.‘Z'L5'|i§i;;1¢¢¢

It is the business of the I. C. S. to prepare I :1‘-ii"<i.'n#'i.§"c"'k ii';E'ti-'i;§'i='vs.Ti-'ii|'-'1:-'-iii!“ gll-'v'Jii-l§'§-'i§'ia-pvt.‘

men in just your circumstances for better posi- I :‘.t.'.‘.'.‘.’.°.‘.‘,'."' §i>'1'="-'§L‘i.'i>'|i-"-'?i§':°' §h'.i§§‘i3:'='.'¢'|'.'.'.°Ii"'
tions at better pay. They have been doing it I i’;.°'r'I>¢’ici‘>':-'1?-="='-"'°' 2.‘:-'ii'y'ii§.ici..mi.¢ §iii.'Q\?::i\riir-sii:§ii

for 28 years. They have helped two million i¥§,ii'=i>'ir's'¢‘i:1'-‘i§"i-'¢'¢ ‘iii?-'§'§iiI:.Fi='L'=':-iii:-_ ii1'§"l-iZi“p':ii!:Ei?}‘ali'§§§

other men and women. They are training over I i:i>‘|ii-'i=i>i=s¢m|snsi.u- <'ii,“.i'iii|'iii1'i;"°“'w"'“ i‘.f.2..'1‘.‘..T.'f'S.._.-. @113}:

100,000 now. Every day many students write I li'.'$~s-ciifigisublml %.°.‘:',2¢‘“"" |‘7g\l“lllc%I;:Jl2‘|=I “"‘"

to tell of advancements and increased salaries k‘iI1t.2|:T:‘4)>:lllI;‘RoPllT-i‘I.i:,‘e izlifiol-i'i4‘il='i-'i§§¢'i.'§i‘i'isU"' i.’|§'¢'s'|i'>'¢.°|.§."i>':i'r','v'||-¢

already won‘ I Mm, Work Woolen Mnnuhcturini [ji-oci.-nu iuisan

You have the same chance they had. What are I mm:

C"!
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Q. S. T.
Radio experimenters buying through this association are purchas

ing the goods of every advertiser in this magazine at considerable

savings. We fill orders the day they arrive. After deducting their

membership discounts they obtain the following prices:

Audiotron Tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00

22 V “B" Batteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.10

001 Mfd Assembled Variable Condensers . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50

De Forest Honey Comb Coils 10"} off list price.

130-230 Waverneters

High Frequency Buzzers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Filament Back Panel Rheostats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tubular Bulb Adaptors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Marconi VT Tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MarcoStorageBatteries.................

2.00

1 .55

I .05

6.50

7.00

We guarantee you some saving on anything advertised in

this magazine if purchased through this association.

Send for detailed information

MUTUAL PURCHASERS ASSOCIATION

Z and 4 Stone Street Dept. EV-I New York City

EXPERIMENTAI.

-SCI*]g_NCE ~
- CHEMISTRYN \ J - PHYSICS -
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\

Tgchniaal [l]an_ / { $1.75, ‘N810 U/lid 0'I“'l-Q1-7l.l1L'

‘WRITTEN BY AUTHORITIES

Literature Sent on Request

Send ln Your Subscription NOW!

Experimental Science Publishing Company

710 Fourteenth Street Washington, D. C.

 

WIRELESS ANUAL

lbls on 1 uurchass of $5 or more. Raid)’ Ml)’ 25

You cannot get satisfaction from wireless instruments unless they are absolutely

perfect. The slightest imperfection in construction destroys their efliciency. We

catalog and offer for sale wireless apparatus of the highest quality, guaranteed to be

mechanically and electrically perfect.

Get a copy of our complete wirelcs catalog and order all of your radio material

from one source of supply and save trouble.

Our 180 page combined Manual and Catalog illustrates and accurately describes the

uses of standard radio instruments.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., INC.

New York--17 Park Place St. Louis——l 106 Pine St.

Chicago—114 So. Wells St. San Francisco-—604 Mission St.
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EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

(Continued from page 141)

readily through ordinary glass, so the

interposition of glass will often cut out

the rays entirely. It is for this reason

that a person will not tan so readily

inside a glass conservatory as out in

the open air. Quartz, however, passes

ultra-violet light easily" so in all work

with this type of radiation prisms and

lenses must be of quartz. '

There are many methods of produc

ing ultra-violet light experimentally; the

most common being, the mercury vapor

lamp, a spark discharge, and an elec

tric arc. When using a mercury va

por lamp it must be provided with a

quartz window to allow the rays to

escape, and since this type of lamp is

somewhat expensive the author has

used the spark and arc methods ex

clusively.

Of these two the arc is much prefer

able. If, however, the experimenter is

the possessor of a wireless transmitting

set, he may use his transformer, con

denser, inductance and gap, to produce

ultra-violet light of fairly good in

tensity. The spark gap should be fit

ted with zinc electrodes, as this pro

duces much better rays.

The construction of a good arc lamp

for the experimental production of

ultra-violet rays is shown in Fig. 2.

The completed instrument is shown in

Fig. 3. From these two illustrations

the construction should be easily seen.

_ Of course, any small hand arc lamp

may be used, and the following dc

scription of the author's is only given

for those who do not have one suitable

for this type work.

A small round metal container is

fastened horizontally on the top of a

wooden support. In each side of the

container two holes about an inch in

diameter are cut to allow the electrodes

to enter the container. On each side a

common ten cent monkey-wrench is

fastened by a suitable clamp arrange

ment. The object of the monkey

wrenches is to permit easy manipulat

ing of the electrodes. An insulating

clamp fonned of two thin pieces of

fiber or hard rubber bolted together.

is attached to the moving portion of the

monkey-wrench. Through this clamp

the electrodes are inserted and firmly

fixed in place. By turning the small

worm screw on each monkey-"wrench

the electrodes may easily be brought

together, an arc struck, and then sepa

rated sufficiently to form a good are

discharge. The cheapness of construc

tion and the ease of handling should

recommend this arc lamp to the amateur

experimenter. Besides ultra-violet my

work it may be used in countless other

experiments, and is a valuable addi

tion to the amateurs laboratory.

In the rear of the metal container a

reflector is placed. This cannot be of

(Cnnt1'nm'd on page 168)
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, WirelessTelephone Industry PresentsTremendous

Field of Opportunity to Ambitious Americans

  

R. Haas, Director of the National Radio Institute, tells how the developiiieiit of the \\'ireless Telephone

has opened a fertile arid uncrowded field of opportunity to American men and women.

When Alexander (jrahain Bell announced his invention of the telephone to the skeptical world he was

hooted, laughed at and told that his device was simply a scientific toy. But the men and women who

backed the Bell Telephone with their money and their energies have reaped rewards far beyond their

rosiest dreams.

Marconi met with a similar experience when he

claimcd completion of the first Wireless Tele

graph with which messages could be sent

through space without wires. Bu! Marconi

started smnethin which has revolutionized all

former methods 0 communication for today it is

I_\§II)IL' to send messages around the world by

udreless Telegraphy. There are thousands of

people and millions of dollars involved in carry

ing on the industry and a permanent demand

exists for more men and women. trained in

Wireless than can possibly be supplied. Salaries

in the wireless field have advanced steadily and

today range from approximately $250 a month

  

to $15,000 a year.

.>\nd now comes the last word in the devel

opment-of Wireless with the perfection of

the Wireless Telephone and the announce

ment that wireless telephone communication

is actually established between New York and

Chicago and that perfectly audible conversa

tions may now be held between rapidly mov

ing aeroplanes high in the air and stations

located on land. -

The Wireless Telephone annihilate: space

and in doing so overcomes many of the

serious objections to older methods of tele

phonic communication. So great has been the development in this

iine that Congressman Stceucrson of Minnesota recent y stated that

all tele raph and telephone wires would soon be scrapped owing to

the per ection of Wireless.

  

Men and women are needed and will be needed in ever increasing

numbers to carry on the work made necessary by the advent of the

Wirelesa Telephone. Those who realize this fact and who prepare

now to successfully fill positions in this great field. will be the first

to rofit—as in the case of the pioneers in the telephone, automobile.

tal ing machine and flying machine industries.

America has alwa s been at a disadvantage be

cause of the ina cquacy of her oceanic cable

system. This is one of the many im rt.-int

obstacles to greater world commerce which the

Wireless Telephone will efiectually remove. In

fact the Wireless Telephone puts the world at

America's front door and elevates her from a

minor to :i major position in world communica

tron.

The perinanent success of Wireless Telephony

in America is definitely assured because of the

recent formation of the Radio Corporation of

America (controlled by the General Electric

Company) which has taken over the basic

Alegandei-non patents covering radio iutercommunication and will

virtually control this important industry in America and as :1

fm-ghcy gig; of progress American apparatus is now standard

throughout the world.

  

Due to its low cost of operation, installation

and maintenance, the wireless telephone is

steadily supplantin the long distance tele

phone for practical usiness purposes. Branch

factories located in difierent cities may now

enjoy the advantages of frequent telephonic

intercourse by means of their individually

controlled wireless stations; the wireless tele

phone makes possible telephonic communica

tion between moving trains, ships and other

carriers. something heretofore impossible of

accomplishment and it will soon be as simple

a matter to talk by wireless phone with people

across the ocean as it now is to phone across

the street.

  

The Wireless Telephone is bound to do more toward unifying the

commercial, political and social interests of the world than any other

single factor. The day of wireless, while still at its dawn, is here

to stay and the field of opportunity which it has opened to ambiti

ous men and women is second to none.

Each new step forward in the development

of wireless creates a still further demand

for men and women who are trained in this

modern method of communication and it was

in order to help meet this ever increasing

demand that the National Radio Institute

was founded in the Nation's Capital, in 1914

by Iames E. Smith, E. E.

The National Radio Institute was one of the

first schools of Wireless Telegraphy in

America and was the first to teach this

science by mail. Thousands of students

have completed their practical courses in this fascinating study.

Hundreds of them are still holdin important positions in the wire~

less field and .1 permanent demant now exists for all graduates of

the National Radio Institute.

  

It is only natural that the National Radio Institute should also be

first in the field to teach \Nireless Telephony by mail to the hundreds

of progressive Americans who realize that this modern method of

communication in all its various branches presents a broad field of

commercial opportunity in which to exercise their abilities and make

their fortunes.

You, who have read this far will find in

Wireless Telephony the opportunity for

growth'and successful accomplishment for

which you have long been seeking. By tak

ing up the study of Wireless Telephony

now. as taught by the National Radio In

stitute you will advance rapidly as its uni

versal use increases and you will be carried

along on the crest of the wave to success in

what is fast becoming one of the foremost

industries in the world.

  

Text Book and Advance Lesson on Approval

The National Radio Institutes home study course in modern wireless telephony consists of a complete text book containing 300 modern illus

rrations, a complete index and ten individual lessons, personal instruction and aid. each lfflliiflg 3 P\'3¢¢i°3l Pl1¥l9¢ 05 "R S\1bl¢¢!. bu!

Ilepcnding on each other for a firm foundation and thorough knowledge of the entire subject.

SEND THIS FREE TRIAL COUPON TO-DAY

The National Radio Institute

Division of Radio Tole houy

Dept. 208, 14th Q U tl., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

lnclosed find deposit of $7.50 on account for which send me prepaid

your mm lele tan book and lesson No. 1 of your Home Study Course ln

Modern Wireless Telephony for three days exsmlmtlun on approval Al

the end or thra days I agree to either remlt an additional 87.50

In lull payment for the entire course or to remit. an additional $10 ln

rlilrly days, or return the lest hook 1lDd lesson to you ln good condition

on receipt of whldl you Will refiiml the inelosed $1.50.

  

  

.\"arn<- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . .

  

The real value of the course lies in the

personal instruction, correction of lesson pa rs and individual help to

suit each case. In order to quickly intro uce the course we ofler it

complete_for only $15 cash or $17.50 in payments of $7.50 down and

$10 in thirty days. This enables you to examine the course before pay

ing the full tuition. We will send the complete text book and first

lesson on receipt of the attached coupon properly filled out with $7.50

on account. You may examine the text book and lesson for three days

and then remit an additional $7.50 and we will send the remainder of

the course in full; or you may remit an additional $10 in thirty days;

or return the text book and lesson in good condition and your $7.50

will be refunded to you.

THE NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Division of Radio Telephony, Dept. 206

WASHINGTON, D. c.
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SQUARE AND LINEAR LAW

VARIABLE CONDENSER

The Square-Law Variable Condensers pro

vide a most convenient element in all circuits

for adjustment to wavelength. The Linear

Law Variable Condensers are used where capacities are to be measured

and as energy storing units. The International Condensers are all

housed in standard interchangeable cases, and may be incorporated in a

complete receiving outfit of any type by adding to other International

Sectional Radio Units such as Amplifiers. Detectors. etc.,—at any time.

Write to Dept. 21 for free bulletin describing the International Experi

'mental products.

International Radio Telegraph Company

azs BROADWAY

‘\\\\\§\%\\\\\&&N§K\\&\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

NEW YORK CITY

THE WAY T0 SATISFACTION

Lies thru a careful purchase of trustworthy

equipment.

Let your first cost be your only cost by “Buying

Right” at the very start.

Inferior apparatus can but produce inferior

results.

ALL RADIO EQUIPMENT

carried by us is selected stock—selected with a view

toward dependability, service and reasonable cost.

Bulletin 14 will be sent upon receipt of 10 cents—ap

plicable on first dollar order.

ATLANTIC RADIO CO., Inc.

88 Broad Street
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’ DRAWINGS
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Elli l‘AlIU\»\L INSTITUTE

  

  

Boston 9, Mass.

 

What Every Mechanic Should Thoroughly Know

This book points out the stumbling blocks f b I to old 1 umn
A complete uncleretandlni, ll wall an to |how°;o€el§0.Vl:’ °!IO GI; ATofEa bluehprtnt 'd{]iJiw1nI- U wee“ u in in

vrypaaeo eaeven nu ne to dtail, thtman ecan maaber with but little study. ery point igecleu1'y°bm.ug1‘;Iguq\:g'°:f,;

uuflicient sketches to deauibe each of the actual blue print drawing ex.unplg_

In tact, the illustrations are practically self explanatory.

Every mechanic needs this ook. be bi; experience in mechanic; limited or

long. Read the following comment from a man who pneaeg on from 50 go 500

blue prints a "I h "i

‘ never out era was no much t l

la the raad n| of ap bcl\‘|)oN&r|nYt diia\vl'lI|'."

WIL . A , Plannin Dept. M|:r.,

rm book ntain th moat vlt-al u 'i:rubmu8o"' mm shop’
u oo a e an pr

of blue print readlnl. and In the boat and latest inijersmtnlianuil $1

Said f 0 I lO~day before you for t. YOU CANNQTMONEY“ R.Eli'I)J‘ITDED Ill‘ NOT SATISFIIIIID. loan YDUR

PRICE:—Poat paid U. 5.. 32.00; can dn, $2.12; rm , g_;_5_
I69 IlIIO—8lZl 5 x 7‘;/, Inches. an ‘

228 lllush-atlolu
I-landeemely bound In olotli

54 Iloltha In the maklne.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, ‘I36 Rowland Bldg, Detroit, Michigan

  

  

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

(Continued from page 166)

glass as‘ ultra-violet rays do not pass

through glass readily, nor are they well

reflected from it. The reflector then,

must necessarily be of metal. It has

been found that a nickel plated brass

or tin reflector is the best suited for

this type of work. For some unac

countable reason silver plated reflectors

do not give very satisfactory results.

For good results the reflector should be

parabolic in order to focus the rays on

one spot. This is necessary as it is

impossible to_ use a lens to focus the

rays, as glass is impervious to the rays.

At first the arc should be provided

with ordinary carbons. Using them

fairly good ultra-violet content will be

found to the light. Using one metal

and one carbon electrode more rays will

be formed. The author has found that

the combination of one iron electrode

and one carbon gives excellent results,

although the arc is somewhat hard to

start. One authority on the subject

has suggested the use of two tungsten

electrodes, but the price of tungsten has

kept the author from trying this com

bination.

By far the best method, however, is

to use ordinary carbon electrodes im

pregnated with certain salts. The

manner in which these electrodes are

made is as follows: Two X; inch arc

carbon electrodes are cut the required

length for the arc lamp to be used.

Some uranium nitrate, easily procur

able at any good chemical supply house,

is dissolved in water and placed in a

large test tube. The carbons are now

placed in the solution which is boiled

until the carbons are well soaked with

the salt. When dried the carbons are

inserted in the lamp and used just as

ordinary electrodes. More ultra-violet

light will _be found_to emanate from the

lamp using these electrodes than by the

use of any other combination.

Just what constitutes the efificacy of

the uranium salt for the production of

ultra-violet rays is not known. Wheth

er the fact that uranium is a. radio

active element has something to do with

the matter, or simply the fact that

uranium is the heaviest element, is not

known at the present time. To be

sure other salts when soaked into the

electrodes will aid in the production of

the ultra-violet rays; chief among

which are the salts of tungsten, thor

ium, iridium, etc. It is a wonderful

field for experimentation and study.

This field holds forth asmuch Oppor

tunity for original research as any in

the work in modern physical science,

The next article of this series will

outline a number of very interesting

experiments with ultra-violet.

( To be continued.)
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THE PERFECT

VACUUM TUBE

COMBINATION

PRESENTING TWO NEW TYPES OF

VACUUM TUBES FOR EXPERIMENTERS

—the De Forest 20 Audion Detector and the Moorhead VT

Amplifier-Oscillator: perfected to meet the increasing demand for

tubes of superior efficiency, wherein all desirable characteristics are

combined without subordinating any essential elements.

THE DE FOREST 20

AUDION DETECTOR

Type 2o combines all the advantages

of the tubular type De Forest audion,

in its extreme sensitiveness as a de

tector, with those of the Navy stand

ard base. This tube is of the so-called

“soft” type, requiring relatively low

B battery potential, and is unexcelled

as a detector.

Both types of tubes are of unusually

rugged construction.

THE MOORHEAD VT

AMPLIFIER-OSCILLATOR

The VT Amplifier-Oscillator is

similar to the Navy “hard” tube, and

is designed and manufactured ex

pressly for amplification and oscilla—

tion purposes.

A combination of two or more Moor

head tubes as amplifiers with a De

Forest tube as the initial detector or

oscillator is the ideal receiving com

bination for long distance amateur or

long wave reception.

These tubes are licensed under the De Forest ./iudion and Fleming Patents.

 

I

PRICE $7 EACH

Specify full names of tubes when

ordering. Orders may be placed

check, draft, or money order, to the

Laboratories. Immediate delivery.

l

|

|

I

g through a dealer or sent direct, with

; II :
I

 

Dealers—lVrite for prices and ‘particulars.

PACIFIC RADIO SUPPLIES CO., SAN FRANCISCO

SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR MOORHEAD LABORATORIES, INC.

REFERENCE, THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK, SAN FRANCISCO.
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Two Famous

RADISCO SPECIALTIES

RADISCO COILS

conceded by several well known Radio Men to be far

superior to any similar type of lnductances. Made in

seventeen sizes. tapped and plain. Wave length range

from Z00 to 20,000 meters, priced from 70c to $4.85.

Plentiful supply in stock at all Radisco Agencies.

 

 

RADISCO BETTER “B” BATTERY

is made according to Government specifications in two (Z) aizeo—

3%x2x2V2" and 6V2x4x3". A firabclasa I5 cell, 5 group battery,

VARIABLE VOLTAGE (Pat. applied for) is a special feature of this

battery which enables you to provide critical voltage regulation for

your vacuum tube by means of a switch connection with cells. taps of

which have been taken off. Very economical and convenient. If one
- Dar-0—W70 is. Y "<1-C0-(‘em

cell goes bad just teat each group of 3 cells and short circuit the bad

one. Price, small size, $l.40. Large size, $2.40, at any agency, or if M _ APPAQATUS _

ordered by mail include postage for 2 pounds on small size and 5

pounds on large size. BEYTER .,B.. BATTERY

RADISCO AGENT5 carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look for "",,M,,°the Radisco trade mark on all parts you buy and be sure of getting """""‘ "I" -IIRIIY

  

efficient apparatus.

Below are listed a few of the reliable firms who carry the RADISCO COILS, Better "B" Batteries and are our Agents

tor all other standard apparatus of merit.

COMMUNICATE YOUR WANTS TO THEM

ALBANY, N. Y. EUREKA PEORIA PROVIDENCE, R. I.

E, ]___ Long, ILLINOIS Rhode Island Elec. Equip. Co.

21 Magnolia Terrace Klaus Radio Co. 45 Washington Street.

-n W1-[C CH-Y, N_ _,_ HAMPTON, N. H.
A Independent Radio SupplyCo. Delancey Felch & C°" Pl'I];la_¢S1E,U]I‘_‘]§¢l:-§cP(§,'_,

118 So. New Jersey Ave. LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 4521 Forbes sh

The Wireless Shop

BALTIMORE» Ml? 511 w. Washingtdn St. SCRANTON, PA.

g;"g'§ Eé‘§l‘:;°t“§‘t3 C°" M¢|(EE5p()RT, pA_ Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,

' ' K.&L.EI ti" Co., P-O-B033BEINVILLE, QUEBEC, CAN. 421 olive e§¢,;t Branch s Kingsbin-y St.,

Canadian Radio Mfg. C0. NEW ORLEANS, LA_ _ Jamestown, N. Y.

BOSTON, MA§5- '1-éi‘\bR°*°~s SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

AIIHIIUC Rad“) C0-1 amp t‘ Electric Service Co.,

88 Broad Street. NEXVA:IR§, N._ J.& C 535 Armory Street

BR°°Kl-YN- N- Y- . 4 'w' t i>mi,n st, T’ TORONTO our CAN

Kelly & Phillips Electric Co., NEWCKSTCE PA“ The vimy Suppl’), Co"

312 Flatbush Ave. v -

Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. 585 College sheet

BRONX, NEW YORK C _,

Amateiu Wireless Equipment 507°|:'1°,.ence Ave_ WASHINGTON» D- C

Co" ,,8HA,, National Radio Supply Co.,

139° P'°‘P°°* A"°- PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1405 U St'°°" N‘ W‘

CHICAO, ILL. Philadelphia School of Wire- WICHITA, KAN.

Chicago Radio Laboratories, less Telegraphy, The Cosradio Co.,

1316 Carmen Ave. Broad and Cherry Streets. 1725 Fairmount Ave.

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY : : Newark, New Jersey
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EVERYDAY SCIENCE NOTES

.-\n elaborate report on the effect of the
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

utilization of electric light on the laying of

amt; t;:::..‘::r;;*@:.ir:,x.'>'T:.:“';..::?, ~ This is Important *0 Y0"

READ I T
ments were carried on in the winter, when

daylight was short. The light was turned l

ml 3‘ dusk and was kept gomg unm 1030 ‘ THE ever increasing cost of raw material and labor

compels us to advance the price of our famous

Loud Speaking Horn. After ‘.\Iay 31st the price of

p. m. It was next turned on at 7 a. m. ,'

The most impremive result.-‘ were obtained i

our horn will be $l_5.00. You cannot buy a better

horn at twice the price we ask.

between November 15th and April 15th. ,

ORDER NO\V AT THE OLD PRICE OF $12.50 each.

1018-1910. In the darker months, the cost

per dozen including light was 21.1 c. and 9

There are two styles—Desk type and wall type. Specify

type desired.

ounces of grain were eaten per egg pro

duced. This was for the artificial light

di\-Lsion. For the other, the eggs cost 33.6 N

(j, pgr dgzgn and fgf gagh Qgg Z4 Quncgs of

grain were g3tQn_ Frgm X()\'(-inbgr ISL}; t() Wt‘ WOUIKI suggest that IIIICY buy illfi

parts of this horn and assemble same themselves. Coin

plete set of parts ready to be assembled—either type, $11.50.

(Prices of ports shall be advanced also)

.\Iarch 1st the artificial light division gave

0.324 eggs against 2,557 eggs of the unlighted

Considering the very low price asked for such high grade instruments

no C.O.D. orders shall he Zl(‘(‘\"I\It‘tl. Remit by post ofiice or express

division. But for the period from October

mnney order.

 

 

27th to June 22d, the relative production ‘

was not so favorable to the lighted part;

the eggs produced were 13.544 against
H 06‘ Our New Vacuum Tube Detector and Amplifiers

l

now in courle of construction which embody rnnny

new features will be ready soon. Don't miss next

month’: advertisement.

MODERN RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

Designers and Manufacturer; of High Grade Radio

 

.-\ simple test for the hardness of steel

has been introduced. Sample bars of stand

ard hardnesslfsl are sgpplied. They are , . V x Amnnuu

placed in a oder wit a steel ball below '
them, and the whole is then held on the ELIZABETH’ NEW JERSEY

sample to be tested. A light blow is given

and both sample and standard bar are in- ‘

r,le3te;l.th The igjdentations are compared,

an i e same en the two are of identical

hardness. Each bar can be shifted aboutso as to be used over and over again, and '

the effort is to obtain a bar that will give

the same indentation as the piece tested.

Distributors of reliable radio apparatus for Experimentera in every br'anch

of the radio field '

 

 

The relation between shoemakers’ sizes “Pl! lsco" “REMEMBER"

in the French and English or American _ _ » _

System have been published in 3 French The sign of service and . '. We carry an immense

contemporary. The English system is the immediate deliveries. All _ , I stock and can make imme

53'me_ 3'5 the Amencam three mlmb9l'5_ l° we ask is a trial. _ diate delivery on every

the mch. In France there are four sizes -, I. t d
to the French inch; this reduces to almost ' em " e '

the same dimension as the English shoe size- __ _

we Er-ii-h inch is -om mm the rm ié ..... ...'?.fif,.".'.°.'§.."§§.'§}°Z.i"?§.l’?i¥,’§".5.“JZ.f.i’;‘ii“3.i.'fi; "::.".."':“.::;' .".".;2‘::::.':;‘-...'.‘..::l':."-=
.027 meter. a difference of about .08 inch, N MF'Ds _ ' , 4
and the English size number is .06 inch Cat’ °' Cap‘ _ M°'"mng_ P"°°

10"" "la" the F'="d=- 533%? :33} BEEZEEEZS ‘JJ§.*i.°“§.Z.f{J‘.'?T:::;:;;;ii1:13;? ‘i$'i3

CV-I010 .00l In standard glans case without Vernier . . . . . . . . ZL00

. .. CV-I013 .00! I at nd d l 'th ' . . . . . . . . .. 23.50Efforts are being made to utilize horse- CV-1500 .0015 llnmduntaercl . . . . . . . . .. 16.80

.Cl'18Sll'lLllS. By steeping them in 8. PYOPQI’ ' CV-I503 .00l5 Uni-nounted with Vernier: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. IBJ5

iiiiI£i'i“’b§"°Z 13-‘é"iZi‘°’;»i‘>'.‘é’..“".I‘2§{'.§3}‘.1“J23 53:12:: £3}? l: 22223223‘§fI.Z‘L°;'L1Z‘i3%l‘i?“$.¥.5{3‘?T:1;1:11: 3:92
butyl alcohol are produced. 1 The distillate Ucv PE Foagosl-I; gNlT,TYPE,v|i:I:NlER Alk CONDENSERS

from the fermented liquid, called the “mixed uc»/Z1332 Z0015 oi‘. iiiiii £2251 35l€i.°3f...Y.‘i'.'?'?T;13:11:11:1:

Oll . contains 1/3 acetone and 2/3 butyl UCV-iooo .001 On unit panel without vernier . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

alcohol The nuts give 19!], of the l-mixed UCV-I003 .00! On unit panel with vernier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Oil '. Tilt? W0!.'ltS are at King's Lyn, Eng. Important! Every nrtlclo listed lent to any part of

the U. S. A. postage prepaid. We want your business!

Pomace, the residue left in the press after 5""! 6 cent’ l" “amp” l°' new °‘“°l°3l

 

the juice has been expressed from fruit, such

as from apples in making cider, is of little F0 D0 P CO0 Inca

value for mule food. as it is dsfisient in 12 Park Square Dept. F. Boston 11, ivim.,u. s. A.

some of the important elements of nutrition.

It can be made a valuable food by mixing

it with 45% of its weight of molases. This

has to be done at a temperature of about

180° F. with vigorous stirring. The result

is a dry product, easily handled, and a good

 

 

  

“PRECISION”

 

feed for cattle. The molasses suppl' thdeficiencies of the pomace. '65 e In Every Sense of the Word

. . Radio Transmitting and ReceivingApparatus of Precise Performance
The explosion of meteorites as they ap- ‘ _ , ,

.p_roach the earth accounted for by the re- Instruments B‘-“It to sPeclfi¢3h°n3

5'5m"°° °f the ‘“'" The" "el°‘ltY is 5° Standard and Special Equipment for School and Laboratory Use

great (it may be 30 miles a second) that _ _ _

the contact with the air is almost or quite H°"w"'° 3'“! M‘“"““"‘°t°"'‘ l . _ _I

115$...“ .‘.’.,;’.".I......‘"“.i ‘.‘:.“.‘.‘i..i.":.':‘.“..‘."'~'.Y.i.:*“‘.: J. EDW. BROADBELT, Jr.

  

called the shock wave. This was observed Maker of

with projectiles in the w r. Th - d d '

. like .1... of an .2,,i..a....,“’....‘2i’.". E32- PRECISION RADIO EQUIPMENT
ditions of high velocity as they passed on, , 553 E. Thirty-Eighth Street Dealers Write Baltimore, Md.

their l1‘2t]€CIOI’_V.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING l\IAG.-\ZlNE
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A GOOD WAVEMETER

AT A MODERATE PRICE

is accurate, simple and

rugged. Comprises a port

able oak case-53/4" x 8%"

x6%" with hinged cover,

bakelite p a n e I, balanced

condenser, buzzer, detector,

switch, binding posts, and

two 2-unit inductance wind

ings, range 200 to 2000

meters. ‘

  

Price $27.50

These meters are in Stock for

immediate delivery, and are

carried in stock by moat

. . .. -. good dealers.

TYPE a. Q. wnvzmsrsn

Bulletins Z and II‘ sent for 4c Stamps lint our complete llne of high grade, moderately priced

apparatus for the radio laboratory. Bulletin B llltl the Cambridge Rectifier for Storage

ButW1'!CI1lPKl!18.

131 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass.CLAPP-EASTI-IAM CO.,

, -n~ _;-..-_

  

 

 
 

YOU CAN USE IN YOUR RADIO

SI:'.'I',WI'I'l-IOUT cnmcmc nu-: SOCKETS, IF YOU HAVE-A

~/

Radio Electric Audiotron Adapters are the

logical means for using tubular audions in

standard apparatus equipped with four-point

sockets. The superiority of this adapter is

evident in the simplicity of construction and

protection afforded the vacuum tube.

AUDIOTRON ADAPTER, $1.50, Shipping weight l lb.

The Radio Electric Company carries a complete line of

Bunnell, Radisco, Murdock, Clapp-Eaatham Radio

Apparatus, Federal and De F0reat Instruments. Special

equipment made to order. Pittsburgh experimenters are

invited to visit our retail store. A lOc stamp will

bring our catalog.

RADIO ELECTRIC COMPAN

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO AMATEURS!

We have 1 number 0! GENERAL RADIO C0. HOT WIRE AMMETEKS

range 0-2.5 amperea which were left on our hands at the termination

of the war. These instruments are of the flush typo, calibrated, and

in good condition, exactly like n large number supplied by us to the

U. S. Army Air Service.

 

3807 FIFTH AVENUE

PITTSBURGH, PA.

  

  

We also have u few unmetern of the sumo typo, range 0-1 ampere.

adapted to use in meuuring the filament current of vacuum tubes or

low power transmlttln: nets.

  

While they Int. $5.00 will bring you either range,

regular price ll $10.00.

  

ulthouzb our

  

Dealers write for our proposition

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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Loose CouplersConbinalian Loon Cup

u Pam uni accessories.

Send 4c rump for lit

erature which ll l\l.I‘l

~10 interest Y9"

J. r. ARNOLD ”°°’E.L.°.‘.'{2fi‘.Z3 'iZ¥J""

Cannot be supplied dating back of

January, I919. All buck number: are

now 20 cents. and only a few are in

ltoclr. SUBSCRIBE NOW—YOU CAN

NOT AFFORD TO MISS A

ISSUE.

SINGLE

The output of ships and vessels in the

United States for the year 1919 was S7 per

cent. of the output of the world, and nearly

74 per cent. of that of all other countries.

Of turbine-driven ships, about 1,900,000 tons,

and of ships for internal combustion en

gines, about 43,000 tons were built. Of

the internal combustion-driven ships one

was of over 6,000 tons. Five concrete ves

sels of an aggregate of 18,046 tons, includ

ing two of 5,000 tons, were launched. In

Great Britain the concrete ships were S3 in

number. No sailing vessel was reported

launched there in 1919. The world’s output

for that year is placed at 7,144,549 tons.

There has been considerable trouble in

treating Douglas fir with liquid preserva

tives, as they did not penetrate the wood

beyond the outer layers. A system of super

ficial perforation is now applied. The logs

are passed through rolls carrying projecting

blades. These cover the surface with per

forations ‘/§-inch wide, M-inch deep and

about 7 inches long. This facilitates the

charging of the wood with liquid preserva

tives.

In England wooden centered car-wheels

are still in use, although they seem to be

'going out of use. The center is filled with

sixteen blocks of teak, and the principal

problem in their construction is securing the

wood in place. The bolt holes wear under

the effects of the brake action. The tire is

forced on by hydraulic pressure or by heat.

blacksmith-fashion. The wheels are rotated

at a standard of forty miles an hour to test

their dynamic balance, and are brought into

quiet running by counterweights. An in

genious mcthod of making carwheels in use

here is to rotate the mould. A manganese

alloy steel is poured in and by centrifugal

force forms a. ring around the periphery;

then a soft steel is poured in to make the

center. Cast iron wheels are still made here

in great quantity, the capacity is put at

20,000 per day. They are sold to the rail

roads under a five-year guarantee.

A thoroughly up-to-date aquarium is to

-be established in Golden Gate Park, San

Francisco. In addition to the glass-sided ex

hibition tanks, there will be out-of~doors

tanks, a feature to which the climate of the

locality lends itself; the absence of extreme

cold favors or facilitates the maintenance

of outdoor features.

The readings of the mercurial barometer

on a fast traveling ship are affected by the

_varia_tions in centrifugal force, if'thc ship

1s_gotng east or west. Traveling west, the

ship’s progress reduces the centrifugal force

of the earth's motion, and its readings of the

mercurial barometer vary from those of an

aneroid, which is not affected. On an easterly

course the centrifugal force is increased and

the opposite effect is produced on the baro

metric column. It is calculated that a ship

may weigh 4 cwts. less going in one direc

tion than when going in the other at a speed

of 22 knots. Aneroid barometers are un

affected by this phase of course and speed.

An aeroplane will climb faster in the north

ern hemisphere going clock-wise, and the

reverse is the case for the southem hemis

phere.

The vibration of the engines on a ship

affects and reduces the lag of the me:-¢urv_

and draughts of air through the chart-rooin

may affect its readings.

Pleare mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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“The Quality Mark"

HE Standard Head

Phone of both the U. S.

Navy and U. S. Army

is illustrated in the cut. More

of these phones were pur

chased than all other types put

together. N0 more sensitive

or easy-wearing phone is

made. They are manufactured for us by the Western Electric

* Company and are known as Navy type CW 834 and Signal Corps

1 type P-ll.

  

Head Telephone, U. S. Nnvy Type CW

834, Army Type P-ll

At the regular price of $14.50 this is the most economical plione—and one

which excels in sensitivity all other types. Immediate shipment from stock.

Dealers supplied at attractive discounts. The Balwin Mica Diaphram Phone

can also be shipped from stock. Payment should accompany order.

Our complete line of other high grad_e radio

products is now available to the experunenrrr.

l WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

Radio Engineers, Manufacturer: and Distributors

‘ 47 West Street New York, U. S. A.

a-_-A»7_L4 M.‘
   

  

Just Like -

Finding. Money

An organization for wireless men rendering personal,

intimate and humanized service with every article it sells.

We are distributing a high grade line of Commercial and

Amateur radio apparatus including such well known

makes as Kilbourne & Clark, dc Forest, etc.,—apparatus in

accordance with the latest designs and theories, quality,

workmanship and materials that guarantees you of maxi

mum results under working conditions.

When in town drop in and see us. \\"e will be here to

greet you with a glad hand, ready to render a “Personal

ized Service” that makes you a satisfied customer.

Our new catalog is “d_iFferent" and is well worth the

I0 cents we ask for it. Send for your copy today.

The International Electric i_Co.

Eugene Dynner, President

226-A Fulton Street, NewYork, N.Y.

  

“Quality Apparatus

and service"

Belt-driven Well quenched

Solid balanced rotor

Largo steal shaft

Long brass bearing

Short loading spark

Clear tone

High Eflleioncy

WILCOX ROTARY GAP

COMPLETE $10.00

Poo{paid

The WILCOX LABORATORIES lnc.

Lansing Dept. D Michigan

  

 

 

, 1 Learn

I , ELEC

  

/
  

BigMoneyforB’o‘;;

~ e l

- ici Y
There is a wonderful opportunity right

now for boys who like electricity. Boys

who are ambitious and will train them

selves in spare time can step into positions

‘ just as soon as they are ready. Good sal

‘aries are offered to start with splendid

chances for rapid promotion.

For 25 years the Intemational Correspond

ence Schools have been training boys for suc

cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects.

They will help you prepare right at home for

a position in the line of electrical work you like

best—or in any other work that appeals to you.
I Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,

have stepped into fine jobs, but never were

1 opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help;/ou. Choose the work you like

best in the coupon below, then mark and mail it today.

, This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it will bring

you information that will start you on n luccaaful

career. This is your chance. Don't let it llip by.

‘ Mark and mail this coupon now.

-———-—-—'rnn our uni — -— —- —

IIITEBNATIONAL CORRESPOIIOEIICE SCHOOLS

 

 

BOX soaia, SCRANTON, PA.

Zxplaln, without ohll tln rne, howl can qunllly for tho

.ositIon, or In the sub ect, etore which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (IIIBIIUAL EIGIIIEII

Elcclrlclnn SALESMANSHIP

I Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Window Trimmer

Electric Cur Running

Heavy Electric Trucllon

Electrical Drnflnmnn

Eleelrln Inelilne Ilulguor

Telegnph Expert

Prncllcn Telephony

IECIIANIFAL ENNIIEEII

1 Mechanical Drnltlmln

1 Ship Drnlurnnn

Machine Shop Practice

Toolmnlter

GI! Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

IIIXE P'(IlIl".I‘N OR EIHWII

ARCHITECT

Arehlteelnrnl llrnltn-nu

PLUIIRING AND HEATING

Sheet Metal \Vorker

Navigator

Show Curd Writer

Ould0Or Sign Pnlntlr

RAILROADER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

' IITSINESS IIAIAGIIIZITA

Private Smeury

IIOOKKEEPER

Slnnofrnphor nnl Typlli

Cert. Pub. Aocountnnt

a Trnfllc Management

Commercial Luv

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE

Rnllwny Moll Clerk

Tutllo Overloer or Supt.

AGRICULTURE Spolllh

l'nnItryRnlnIn|' French

Anlornobllu lhllll

Name

Present 7-"4.

Occupation

l Street

and No.

Clty_ an ~.

Send ten cont: for

descriptive catalogue to

Dept. E, 900-902 Penna. Ave., N. W.,

wuhington, D. C.
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G. A. STANDARDIZED SUPPLIES
STANDARD BAKELITE PANELS

The highest grade of insulating material obtainable. The use of standard sizes of panels Fedemakes possible the interchangeable design of equipment.

 

Size 1/8 in. Thick weight 3/18 in. Thick Weight 1/4 in Thick Weight

21/ax 5 ins. $0.30 1/2 lb. $0.45 X/q lb. $0.60 ‘/2 lb. Q

5 x 5 IIII. .60 l lb. .88 l lb. 1.16 1 lb. _

5 X10 inn. 1.13 1 lb. 1.76 1 lb. 2.30 Z lb.

10 X10 ins. 2.35 1 lb. 3.50 Z lb. 4.60 2 lb.

10 X15 ins. 3.50 Z lb. 5.25 Z lb 6.85 3 lb.

Accurately cut, always kept in stock. Shipping charges extra.

G. A. STANDARDIZED AIR CONDENSERS

ituizged design, with ii consequently peri'ria- For vacuum tubs transmitters G. A. conden

O

iient calibration is iin outstendliig feiiture oi sers are practlciilly the only ones aviiiiiible tothe G. A. Standardized Condensers. experinienters which ivliill SIiti)Ild)Sl£I1dl'0lIJl§BS

Losses as high as 50 to 75°/ of the energy oi’ and hmvy "_‘“"'°n'§ _“_"l 9"" “I °w“'

received signals are commtiii to condensers SPECIFI; 5111.95?" 5'1"!“ l“1fl°' gooooli lo

liiivlng and plates oi’ moulded composition, 0-000585 m d" Z“ I’ “em oven‘ em I 3% M’

fibre, or metal with insulating bushings. Losses Lllrge slz°' 0-000015 I" 0'00n5 mm" 59 plates‘ Are the Recognized

in the G. A. condensers can be neglected be- Meta“ height 6% ms" Bakellw, end plug‘ fOI' Thelf

cause these heavy end plates are cut from :.l::~m:)'l‘: b“lel;':_'i':t:r' ,1\'3l’$_‘i’gll°n*:‘_l‘lt5e5 hilgidatg R . U

“mm grade sheet Bakelite’ ihalt. Shaft {if in. 'diaIiiel;er,p protrudes 1 in. espectlve ‘es’

Like the other G. A. instruments, these con- fl-on] end pram Hole in end thrmlded for 6/32

 

ileiisc-rs are expensive because they are de- Sc,-em W1" k Ramsco Ur (,-rebe |m0i,5_

slgiied for men of such (llSl‘l’ltlllllX\ll0|l that PRICE. Smgileslu _ _ _ _ _ _ __$ 3_35 wt 21ba_ w'A'

they will not uike sonietiiiiig just as good, but Large B1“ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 13_6_-3 “L 415,,’

‘lemlmd the beg" Cal_ibratioIi curve for either size: . . . . . . ..$.50 Gives descripti0n_ Be.

G. A. Standard H. F. Cable for Receivers and V. T. Transmitter: . . .

10 No. 38 cable, D.S. covered, for receiving coils. Good for 2-blink winding. 40 turns per inch. S1dCS It CO11talI1S valuable

Price per 100 feet $0.60. - -

20 No. 38 cable, D.S. covered. Gives gt-enter signiil strength and sharper tuning than solid wire, l11fO1’1'11aI'.10n on

35 turns per in.. 100 feet $0.95.

3 x 16 N0. 38 cable. D.S. covered. .\iust be used for \'.'l‘. transmitting inductancas for maximum

emdency 20 Nils’. $40 §e.§t.d.2'v0vli'r=, 1/. lb., $0.50-1/, lb., si.oo-i lb., $2.00

N . 26 S.S.C. 1 , V lII., 0.60—1/ IlI., l.20—1 IIL, 2.40 u u

N:. zs s.s.c. 3.-$2, 1/I lb., 0.15-1' lb., i.so-i lb., a.oo of Radio Signals
N0. 30 S.S.C. WIIQ, 1/‘ 0.901 1.5011 II‘). 3.60

~. 1 -. y
SEND 3 IN STAMPS FOR G. A. BULLETIN JUST OFF THE PRESS. -The G. A.cCompany has been completely reorganized under the ll'lilIll\|.!9lII(!lll. of Send 66 In Stamp3 today and

Mr. E. L. Gulick, Jr. Watch the June issue for an iniportaiit :lllll|)lllH'L'lll£'lil. receive this Bu"etin_

..iili*.l'.. A§‘*§‘(.';'f{f.T.E FEDERAL TELEPHONE
olénillfgl . ' RELIABILITY AND

1756 Elmwood Avenue

The General Apparatus Company BUFFALO, N. Y.

4310-A Broadway at l83rd St. New York City

 

 

“POROX”
"Trude Mark”

High grade Batteries made up in

Jingle transparent Celluloid and

Pyralin cells for model and radio

worlt.

Special Batteries made to order

also duplicating of foreign bat

teriee.

  

  

—is worth two in the bush. Yes

Boy, and one readable signal is

worth two unreadable signals.

  

l/Vhy not have readable signals?

Using an antenna 2 wires 100' long.

30' high one end and 25' other end

amateur signals readable every I

night are received in Cincinnati

from Connecticut to Texas. No NIERACO

amplifiers used.

Prices on request.

ALBERT MULLER

8758 Queens Boulevard

Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.

  

 

 

 

 

   

EQUIPMENT

- ‘-nzuco" PERFECT B BATTERIESTlle Ace Regencratwe Tuner does t_he are made in three sizes and are fully Iuarlntead.

trick. Range 150 to 2750 meters. Price gtyclwfilflg $36‘ ax“ s:‘t“1.l'.:b"~Price

$55 f-°'b' Cmcmnath Here Are a Few Other Meraco Oflu-s:

penllzd Yllbbflh §fi. 3/18» Ii. IL 5‘. i.n.. $1.40

I‘ .

1'0“ "l".\‘ ['u_\' more but you can't buy bvltrr. ,31f,§*;{f,‘°,§"d“ “- ""'"'1- $2-90 tier 1b.: black.

Flexible rubber tubing to slip over leads. 4-c per

footi $3.50 per I00 ft.

The Precisign Equipmgnt C()_ ' ..l§§-.’.§°’..l.’.‘3i“i¥;‘.‘°.i‘.‘iS.§.‘..‘3." ‘.“.i.‘.‘l‘3.‘1‘3a.'*"“"“’*" ‘°“

_ MERCURY RADIO APPLIANCE CO.

2437 Gilbert Ave. Dept. B Cincinnati, Ohio " ‘"2" ”'°“"”“"B'°°"""' """

'l.EARN w|n£|.£s$ 1lsI.£smiPIIv
Fascinating and Educational W0:-k—Big 8alar|'ea—-Prepare Now

The United States Sii ipping Board is making heavy demands upon l1Sf0l'DOdflQ-tl'IIl‘lQd wirelessover.

ators. Travel all over the world.seeure,iree, unsurpassed living accommodations and eam a bigs:i1ary_

We Illso Teach Morse (Wire) Telagraphy and Railway Accounting

School established 45 years. Endorsed by wireless, railway and telegraph officials. Low

rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. Catalog Free. Wrlto Today,

llodge’a Telegraph and Wireless lnstliuia Jlrd Sc. Valparaiso, Indiana
Silicon detector.

H.511
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lndicating

Dials

Make your radio apparatus up to

date. Indicating dials now available

at zi reasonable price.

Made of fine black polished composition

with radial lines and figures accurately

engraved and filled with brilliant white.

Diameter of dial is .3 inches and they are

3/lo inch thick. Have bevelled edge. We

can fumish dial alone or with fine Bakelite

Knob mounted. This knob has a set screw

to clamp shaft of instrument to which dial

is to be applied.

 

 

3 inch Di“ °"||,’;"§é;i‘d' ' ' ' ' '75 "nu If your dealer cannot supply you send

3 inch Dial with Knob mounted. .$I.30 u_' I“. n_.me_ with your order‘ lmme'

Pqglpgld dine deliveries.
  

OUR NEW CATALOG now ready for distrilintion contains Z4 pages of

real, live. up to the minute illustrations, news and descriptions of all

stanrlard Radio parts, including the above Indicating Dial.

Sen! anywlicrc upon reccipl of 10c.

For sale at all Radisco Agencies and by

A. l-l. Corwin & Co.

West Park Street Newark, N. J.

  

 

  

Licensed by De Forest

AUDIOTRON
The Qriginal Tubular Vacuum Amplifier

The AudioTron vacuum tube is now manufactured and sold as a genuine

audion licensed under DeForest Patents Nos 841387 and 879532 to be

used only for amplification in radio communication and only for experi

mental and amateur purposes and only in audio frequency circuits.

The AudioTron has a double filament of special thorium tungsten and

the operating life is over 2000 hours. No special socket is required. The

electrical and mechanical dimensions result in a heavy plate current and

corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage under 40. Our guarantee

insures satisfaction.

 

  

PRICE $6.00 EACH

if your local dealer cannot supply you we will ship postpaid when cash

accompanies order.

The Audi0Tron Exclusive Guaranty:

guaranteed to arrive in good condition and to prove fully satisfactory.

Replacement of unsatisfactory tubes will be made free of charge.

Each and every AudioTr0n is

AudioTron Audio-Frequency Transforrner $7.00

Laminated closed core, two coil type

DFJ\LERS:—Write for our attractive trade Proposition.

 

AUDIOTRON SALES CO., Lick Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

  

 

 

What Our Patrons Say:

"l can hear the signals three

times as loud and clear as I could

with my old receivers." (Name

on request.)

Brandes

Wireless Headset

  

"Superior", 2000 ohms, $7

Test out Brande: Wireless
TRIAL Receivers against any other

QFFER make. Test thcm for sensi

tiz/erwss, clcarm-ss and dis

lanro. If ivithin ten days you're not

only satisfied but erithus-:'astir over

thi-m—hnrk come: your money without

a quertimi. Prove for yourself the /inc

quality, the "marched tone." The rwo

diaphragms, toned exactly a If k e ,

strengthen the signals and prevent

blurring. Used by many U. S. Govern

ment rxltrrts and expert: abroad," by

colleges and technical schools; and by

professional: and amateurs everywhere.

SEND 4c FOR CATALOGUE M

C. BRANDES, 32 Uni" 51""

lNC_ Room Ifl, New Yuri

Wi'rcle.rs Receiver Specialist:

 

TYOUTR FUTURE

IS on THE

Mighty Merchant Marine

Hundreds of first, second and third mates, masters

and r-nnminn sire needed liv the big shlnnlnrr mm.

panles and America's great merchant murlne.

Sslsrles up to $4l2 per mo. siid Ilvlna expenses.

Ships flying the American flag pay the biggest

salaries of any ln the entlre world.

Learn Nsvlsstlon at Home or on Board Ship.

Captain Warren Sheppard’: Course on Ocean

Coast and Lakes Navlgatlon ls now ready. It ls

a life time of practice placed before you for quick

miisterv. Captain Sheppard was instructor for the

United States Shipping Board durlng the war.

All of his students received llcenses—irom third

mate to master. Not one talled. He offers thls

same sure method to you at ii very low prlce.

You cannot fail.

Valuable Booklet FREE

Fill out the coupon below iind return to us. A 36-pile

booklet telllnz how you may become s ship olficer at ii

bl: siiliiry wlll be sent you tree. Don't delay. Officers

uritently needed.

FREE COUPON.

World Technical Institute

Depl. 12, Fuller Blrlg., Jersey City, N. J.

Gentlemen:-—Send to mo free booklet. "Yoiir Future ls

on thti Seven Sena."

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address

  

Please rnmition F.vi-:Rvp.w E.\'G!NF.F.RING MAGAZINE
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Useful Books‘
 

Complete Practical Machinist

by Jonhun Rose

Ono of the best-known books on mschins lhol

work, now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. it gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools,

both hsnd and machine, and tolls how the work

should be properly done. It covers istho work,

vise work, drills and drilling. taps and dies.

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding, marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

plnnations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efliciency will be helped toward

using both head and hands to better advantage

N01 machinist’:-1 library is complete without this

vo urne.

54'! Pngos. I32 Illustrations

Price $3.00

Metal Worker’: Handy-Boolr of Recipes

and Processes

By William T. Brnnnt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. it is n collection of formulas and

practical manipulations for the working of nil the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of Articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and efficiency of the recipes so that

with ordinary care as to quantities and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon

it treats on alloys and nmalgnins; hardening.

tempering, annealing; bronzlng and coloring;

casting nnd founding; cements; cleansing. grind

ing, pickling, polishing; decorating, enamellng,

engraving, etching; electro-plating, brnsing, cop

psring, galvanizing, gliding, nlckellng, slivaring,

tinning, etc.; fluxes and iutes, lacquers, paints

and varnishes; solders and soldering; welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mlt and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

582 Pages. B2 lllustrntlons

Price $3.00

 

 

Techno-Chemical Receipt Book

Edited with Addition; by

Wm. T. Brnnnt and Wm. H. Wnhl

This well-known Receipt Book is n mine of sc

cursta information that everyone may work to

grant advantage. it is encyclopedic in range, yet

gives only the best formulas for each prepara

tion or operation, and thorough tests by com

petent men gunrnnioo their intrinsic merit.

A compact and reliable collection of approved

receipts and processes, containing thousands of

receipts covering the latest, most important and

most useful discoveries in chemical technology

and their application in the useful arts and in

dustries. it is indispensable to svery practical

man and contains 500 pages, closely printed.

giving an immense amount of matter on n great

variety of subjects. Every care has been ml-ren

to select the very best receipts of each kind and

there are few persons, no matter in what busi

ness or trade they may be engaged, who will not

find in this volume something of use and benefit to

them. The library of the laboratory, factory or

home is not complete without n copy of this handy

and useful book of reference.

516 Pages. 18 Illustrations

Price $2.50

 

Friction, Lubrication, Fats and Oils

By Emil F. Dlotorichs

When we realize that it is no figure of speech,

but s bald statement of fact, to say that lubrica

tion alone lreops the wheels of industry turning.

then we must. look respectively upon this as o

question of vital importance in this mechanical

age. The author, himself a chemist and an in

vontor and manufacturer of lubricants, wrote this

manual for tho mechanic and manufacturer of

ordinary education, that the busiest mnn might

learn the main facts of friction, the origin and

chartoristics of fats and oils, their uses, their

ndulteraiions, their practical testing and the best

ways to make them serve his own particular ends

Price $1.50
 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata

iogue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & C0., Inc.

Publishers of Mechanical and Industrial Books

2 West 45th Street,

 

 

  

New York, N. Y. ,

We're Prompt!

You don't have to wait from three weeks to

three months, for the apparatus you order. Qn

everything except apparatus specially con

 

  

structed to order, you'll have the benefit of.

Shipment Guaranteed Within Twenty-Four Hours

  

Audions and Amplifiers

  

I0-Ainpere Reco Key
 

  

Watch for our

newbulletins and - . M t d ha]

ads in the mag

iB_:u;:l'lJl:-En _l>88e

azinc describing or _ e"ef' ' ' ' $ Enth '01"! “Iver

°‘-‘T new aPPa‘ 1 Sl)tep Amplifier’ without pziritsc ogrrtisahid

|-atus_ A n e W ' eleCl’.0l‘ . . . . . . . . . . . in brushed brass

d e s i g n eve;-y will] D8lBCt0l'. . . . . . . . . or nickel. Abso

month at prices 2 StBp Amplifier, W'ltlI0llt hitdy, Kside .

- . pay in rs e .

Wllhln "uh of Detector . . . . . . . . . . $45 A8,“; big ,,,,Z

a"- was Detector. . . . . . . .. $50 i@*==?_"~'-5°P~*P~*  

The RECO ADAPTER $1.50 P.P_

if you want a bright, snappy. monthly bulletin that means something; send us 6c

in stamps.

Any apparatus made "your way" from your own design. and all parts furnished for

Variometers and short-wave regenerative receivers.

Radisco Agents

for the South

Baltimore, Md.

The Radio Engineering Co.

614

North Calvert

Street
 

BllRGESS"B"

BATTER

SPECIAL

[ill _ _ !,|

SEND FOR. eiinbl-in

IIRGESS BATTERY

COMPANY

HARRIS TRUST Bl.DG.- CHlCAGO,|l.l..

Send for

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

Amateur Requirements

Halcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Holler Cunningham

Elec. Co.

  

  

  

i i

 

  

T DUCl(’S z.'?.°i=.‘.‘.’...

Catalog

JUST OFF THE PR%S

I75 Pages of Wfrolua

Inatrumcnh

All! rndio amateur will boll you

thorn rs no cntnlol (Q pk. it,

_ PIN", and that it is n Beacon

Light to guide you in tho soloction of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOGTO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OFMlAZlculN

STAMPS OR COIN, which may be d9

ducted on first dollar purchggg,

min-sumo
.....

uvrurna

';.|z1‘ll¢l|

Grant cost of tn] J |prohibit d i o t°r.i b 3% ilonn :z'r.:iwi::

What This Big Catalog Contains

i75 DD. Wireless Ap

parntus for Com

msrcisl s nd Ex

perimental use;

10 pp. Raw Material;

42i1p.lotor| and

Dynamos;

8 pp. flashlights;

inn. Iodiool Bas

2 pp. Transformers; M1";

a pp. Auto and sq. 3 PM “mm:-a ma

Batteries ; Vvlflret-on:

EDD-T8l9Rrlph 20pp.Iioctriol.l ma

instruments: Mechanics] Book;

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.

Z44-Z46 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio

~
 

RADIO APPARATUS
on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

P1111 pnrtlcnisrs and the BVA BULLIIIN such rnonu

sent on roooipt of ton cents-—stAmp| or I311;

J . DONALD VANDERCOOK

LOMBARD in ILLINOISBox
 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

In Now 20 Canto Per Co y

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE M NEY

Plvrise mention Evsavrmv Ewcrmnzrunc MAGAZINE
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(Illustration by Courtesy of Q. S. T.)

A wsve-length chsrt showin

Comb” Coil reception by sn

DeForest “Honey

msteur unknown to

us. He hss written en srticle on the value of these

Coils.

second.

  

Resd it in the March number of Q. S. T.

~*\““go~._._-\?)lh \M\‘Ihn\u\u\n4nhn\ln~ mi * \

STATIC
comes in at low audible frequencies

Signals from AcmeTransf0riners
come in at high audible frequencies.

Designed for use with rotary gap of 700 to 800 sparks per

RESULT

With ACME TRANSFORMERS communication can be

maintained when others have given up hope.

Acme Apparatus Company, 24 Windsor St., Cambridge 39, Mass.

  

Ti

l~~

With “Honey Comb” Coils

and a Single Audion!

Look at this chart. The Amateur who made it says that with

DeForest “Honey Comb” Coils "P O Z jumped up at me like

he had suddenly moved a thousand miles nearer.” Nothing

exceptional about his results._ Thousands of Amateurs report

equal satisfaction with DeForest “Honey Comb" Coils. Any

Amateur can do as good. If you haven't tried DeForest

“Honey Comb" Coils you are not getting signals you can brag

about! Find out more about them now.

Send for the DeForest Catalogue

A 36-page book full of vital Radio information for the Amateur, in

cluding hook~ups and much other data. Sent postpaid for 10 cents

I" 5l3mP5- Send for yours today.

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Inventors snd Msnufscturers of High Grade Radio Appnrstus.

I403 SEDGWICK AVE. NEW YORK CITY

Lee DeForest Incorporsted, 451 Third St., Ssn Francisco, Cal.

Western Distributors Shipments Made from Ssn Francisco Stock

  

RADIO AND TRANSFORMER ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

 

 

A Few of the Distributors Who Can Supply You With

The Famous “Standard VT Batteries”
American Electro Tech. Appl. C0. A. H. Grebe G: Co.

L, Bamberger 61 Co. Holt Electric Utilities Co.

Clap -Essthnm Co. Kelly 61 Phillips Elect. Co.

De Flisrest Radio Tel. Ac Tel. Co. Mnnhnttnn Electrical Supply Co.

William B. Duck Co. A. P. Merchant Co.

Paramount Radio Supply

Geo. W. Parezo Co.

Radio Electric Co.

Radio Equipment Co.

_]. M. Zamoiski Co.

Ask your dealer for the "Standard VT Battery"—The "B" Battery of sterling quality that

assures satisfaction. Outclasses the ordinary "B" Battery in operating life and costs no more.

Refuse imitations or substitutes and insist on the genuine "Standard VT Battery"-——made in

two sizes and two types—variable and non-variable.

RICHTER & BYRNE, Manufacturers, 1377 40th $11., Brooklyn, N-Y.

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC., SOLE EASTERN AGENTS. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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 XsPEciAi. OFFIER TO OUR READERS

ANY ONE OF THESE VALUABLE BOOKS WILL BE SENT

FREE FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION

ILLUSTRATED BY SPECIAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPI-IS—RADIO BOOKS CONTAIN MANY WIRING DIAGRAMS

HOME MECHANICS

  

TSI-L5 HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL

ELECTRICAL AND XFCIIAIITAI THINGS

INCLUDING NUMEROUS SHOP [INKS

. ’fi_\'

ANDREW JACKSON JR

(D
EVERYDAY INGINHIINO SIIIES

IGIMAI W IIIILIY rvsuinmr. on

| was! as IN IIIIII NI!‘ vena

 

For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a dc

mand for a hand book of mechani

cal instruction that would help

the average everyda man to do

the many small jobs of repair

work that are found around the

home and shop.

  

HINTS AND TIPS

FOR

"AUTOMOBILI S TS

  

HIIIIY savno imns in us: nu or: anion

ALSO LOCATIVI AID IIFAII 07 INBSIH IIWIII

‘E’

\'l(“|'OR W PAGE

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

HOIHAI i nun.“ vvniinino no

i till! 4‘ ru lYIlIII.I1I\' man

 

For the Automobile Owner

' or Driver

The book is ideal for the busy

man or woman who wants to

know about car operation and up

keep because of the economies

possible when an automobile is

intelligently operated. It con

tains many money saving hints.

I'IOW IO MAKE & USE A SMAII

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

All IITIODIIITION ‘IO TIII STUDY OF

IIURGAIIIC CIEMIYIIY WITH DIIICTIQS

Kl ‘III $611001!!! (IA SHALL IAIBIAIWY

.5),

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

(5)

LVERYDAY UIGINILIING SERIES

wanna w uruuv roauuiiro co

I -“iv 4s IN ivanv uni YOIK

  

For the Stiident Chemist

and Experimenter

This book gives all the neces

sary information for a well

groundcd understanding of chem

istry. It will not only be a help,

but an inspiration to study fur

ther into this fascinating realm of

science.

  

I

SOLDERING 8. BRAZING '

AUSEFUI. IIAIIDBOGK FOR MECHANICS

1,. |
RAYMOND FRANCIS nus [

@

LVILRYDAY ENGIIILLRING Siil S

~onmi~ w uinu.n runtiiniwc

1 ~vn u YN in-nv Haw vulur

 

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the nec

essary “kinks" that will enable

one to accomplish successful sol

dering. If a mechanic has not

succeeded in his solderin , this

book may tell him just w at he

needs to produce good work.

In this book. the best circuits for dif

ferent instruments and various purposes

- hFor the Radio tgié/zthtéecn carefully selected and rouped

The result is a compre ensive

Experirnauer summary of radio circuit diagrams for

and Amateur

In Design Data, radio experimenters _

are given such information, readily ac- FBI‘ the Rldlb

cessiblc. as to make it possible for them

to have modern and highly efficient equip

ment and to get the best possible results ‘nd student

from the instruments they make or buy.

every purpose.

A special feature of this book is the

explanations which accompany each cir

cu_ilt, giving construction or operating de

tai s.

  

All of these Books are written in Simple N0n-techni

cal Language and contain Information of Real Value

on Subjects of Timely Interest.

RADIOHOOK-UPS "SIG" DA“ "°"W”

'l‘Rl' TO SEND US FOUR NEW SUBSCRIBERS—-WITH YOUR

QH'.V-SO IVE CAN SEND YOU THE SET OF SIX BOOKS

AIMUIII )Dfl AINAIICD CBCVIYS

NMVIBSAIPI.lII!NAIDTlAISH'l'I’1‘$

M IDIPD AID UIIIAPIPID WAV! Whlli Fill Out the Special Blank Below

Check Off the Title Desired and Mail with Your Remittance.
SIMPLE Hlfll NI DEGIIIZ APHIAXIB

(‘J - I I ' ‘ MIIEIAMEAIDAMIIIPY-M-‘TIE

Muulm Special Circular DFSCVIIIIIIQ 'Ihese Books Sent On Request. Q,

@ The Experience and Knowledge of Experts Condensed and MESH“

EVERYDAY INGINEIIING SIIIIS

Simplified for the Handy Man——the Mechanic and

the Radio Experimenter.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 WI-ST 45th STREET NEW YORK CITY

NORMAN w nun." PUILIIIIIIO col

1 vlsr 49 ‘III !l’II|I Illw wean

IIVEIYIIM IEIIIIIINO IIIIES

nonnaa w. nniur rvsualino on

1 wan on II si-anr. III roan

  

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

SERIES OF HANDBOOK5

Chock 05 titlo doliroll hero

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 1 HOME MECHANICS

MAGAZINE for . . . . . . . . . .years at $2.00 per year (Canada, $2.25; WORKSHOP COMPANION

foreign, $2.50). Please let this start with the . . . . . . . .u.)a.‘e. ‘;f.i-.“.n.) . . . . . . g FOR

issue. I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., and according to your special oflcr
    

HOW TO MAKE AND

3 I USE A SMALL CHEMICAL I

LABORATORY

send me copy of book checked ofi.

  

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4 SOLDERING AND

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BRAZING

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

State

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOW
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NOVEL ENGLISH 'l'()()l.S i

HE tools shown in the accompany

ing illustration were exhibited at

zi recent English motor car show and

should be valuable to motorists because

of their simplicity. A new form of

valve grinder which is shown at A is

provided with special bits to suit the

various types of slots in the valve heads.

 

" "3$pec."er/ 6/'7‘:

It is actuated by a reel over which a

piece of cord is wound by a spiral.

spring. Pulling on the handle un-1

winds the cord and imparts several

revolutions to the valve grinding bit.

Releasing the pull on the handle al

lows the spring to return the reel and

cord to its original position, which im

parts a rotary motion to the valves in

a reverse direction to that given when

the bit is actuated by the cord. A very ‘

neat arrangement for carrying a set of l

screwdrivers nested into a hollow metal

hammer handle is shown at B. All the

screwdrivers have hollow handles and

fit into the next larger size. The nest

of screwdrivers is held in place by a

threaded plug which fits into the end

of the handle, and the parts are sol

proportioned that they are firmly held ‘

and do not rattle around when the

hammer is used.

UNTYING KNOTS

T is often a diflicult business to get 1

rid of knots in ropes especially if .

these are of long standing. By following

the plan indicated it is a simple matter

to free the hardest knots whether these

be in straps, harness, rope, cord, or any

thing of a similar nature. As a first

step place the knot on some hard sur

face and give it a good hammering on

all sides with a mallet or thick piece of

wood. Now boil up a little water with

soap in it sufficient to make rather a i

cloudy solution. Then soak the knot

for two or three minutes in the liquid.

At the end of this time it will be found

that it can be quite easily untied, often

enough with the fingers. The loosening

can be done with some sharp imple

merit.

i

I

 

TOOIITICIAGF SGyS -'

“Yes, I’ve got quitea num

ber. No more, probably, than

most toolmakers, but quite a

number just the same. But

then. I ought to have a lot of

'em. I've been buying Star

rett Tools ever since I was an

apprentice.

"You know my work calls for pretty

close limits, and some way or other

I've got a feeling of confidence in

Starrett Tools that makes it easier for

  

me to do good work.

Starrett Tools have been designed and made

by men who knew machine shop -practice

You know, practical men. And somehow it

shows in the quality of the tools."

The L. S. STARRETT COMPANY

THE WORLD'S GREATEST Tooi..\i/\i\'ERs

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

Accuracy, utility, Ind quality are

built into every Jta.rrett Tool. Write

fur Catalog No. 2| --M “-

R

hn the regular A. B, C and D l¢lIOl; Ibo I CI or

l Polyphuo Scale. Lonrlthm, Etna and Tangent Scales.

All grldultluns are printed on white coated steel from I

, engine divided plates. These Scale: are wcurnto and

will retain their accuracy lnclannltolv. They are not

oflocted by lclda, alkalles. wlter or zreua. Length of

rule 10". A 100 pale Instruction Book. which teaches

Ill there In to know about slide rules. In sent with

each order.

can, with n I00-pllo Instruction Book. $2.00.‘

An ldul alldo rule. It ls low priced llld I-D equal l

lune. locuroq and dun- i

our money will be promptly 1

to any other rulo tn I

blllly. Bo oonvlnced.

refunded it you are not utlsfled.

Send tor our 40 page catalogue of luppllea. lt de

scribes rules rnnzlqghom 500 to 810 elch. Instructions

in Lognrlthina and llonomotry free with ovary catalogue.

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO., Niles, Mich. l

 

  

Speed Lathe $7 Complete Swing luu. Zlin. metal bed

Hold has I three step cone. Spindle ls hollow.

Cmton are No. l Morse taper shank. Tull stock has

I scrtw teed spindle and No. l Morse taper shank

aunts. Spur center ls furnished for wood turnlnl.

Burtnu are of high nude bearing motel and are

adjustable to wear. Rent ls adjustable to lll pool

tlonii. Lathe to complete at the above price. Longer

bod $l.00 per l(ICIIll0llll foot.

M. It J. SPECIALTY G0.

152 8. Parka St.. Pontiac. Mich.

~ Is Now 20 Cents Per Copy

“\\'hen did I get my first Starretl Tool?

Oh, somewhere back in the 80's. In fact, it

must have been pretty soon after the Stiirrclt

factory started. There's one thing that ul

ways impressed me. Right from the start,

  

 

Price of the Richardson’: Polyphne Slide Rule, in l
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SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE MONEY

431388

HATS THE WORD T0 DECRXBE THIS NIW

utlllty cheat.-—thu handlant. nturdlut cheat for

luau or homo us-is. tor auto-mechanics, electricllnl.

plumbers, lineman. ltu nolld out homo, rigidly

held together by lock-cornered otnt|—twloa ll

strong an dove-t.alI1.ng—tnaura| too safety against

I-halt. rust. bangs, knocks

or outdoor weather. Got

the datnfla about thin

chant Ind the other ll

Union duo and styles.Write for Catalog, prI@Q

and name of nearest

dealer And guarantee.

It no dealer nur you,

write for Ill ofler.

Ulilun Too Chad 60.,

In-. 34 Mill strut. ‘

Rochester, New Yo.-it

   

REWINDING A. C. MOTORS

And all athoda! oonn t‘l d mun semidearly d-llsown lnwtho Ecl.liIiC'l'.llllCAL EVO H.

l~'RI1'-‘ND 66 dlurnma with delllled explanations

uolvltnrg every rowindlnz and reconnecting problem,

Elm clans and Experinientera wlll find thin boolt

exactly what tli_e name lrnpllon "Tho Elgggflul

$4.00 Cub wlth order or

HENRY F. BOSSHART

P. 0. Box 68 Hornevmod Sta. Plttsburlli, Plfllll.

Plmsv mrntimi EVI-‘.R\'D.-\\' Encmw-“nine l\'I.\G.'\Zli\'E
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This is not a Real Machine but a

Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4_

‘Q

-vith a Wading Biver

outfit, you, too, can

build this perfect ax

nibltion and experi

mental model. it is

squipped with complete

controls, dummy Lib

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT Bll-“LANE

You can make it from our complete unsssembled outfits. What this builder says stands good

with ail others who build this perfect model.

Have had fine success with my Nietwort Biplane. it

521 .

SET OF ll SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MACHINES FOR $1.50

This set includes the Nieuport monopiane, Bieriot. Curtlss Hydropiane, Antionette. Langley

Tandem, German Taube. Deperdusln, Wright biplane, White Racer, White Flyer, and Champion

Bend 5c for our latest catalogue containing illustrations of models of Curtiss J.N.4-B,

B.P.A.D. Scout, De Haviland 4, Caproni Biplane, Handiey Page, Sopwith Tripiane and others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

18] feet. E. Watcrhouae,

Racer.

672-D Broadway

 

Compressed Air

Motors
  

HE new and improved

method‘ of propelling your

model aeroplane. Manufactured

of the finest materials. VVork

manship guaranteed. Special

propellers for the above motors.

Send stamp for descriptive circu

lar of these wonderful motors.

Vi/'e manufacture everything for

the model aeroplane builder.

Give us a trial and be convinced.

HEC AEROPLANE CO.

302 East 49th St. New York City

 

_Ulg§§_

nu;

BOYS
Get the most attractive

warning sign made.

Your den is incomplete

without it. Printed in bright red on

white stiifi‘ cardboard. 7%" x 11%”. Be

duced to 10c each, in coin only. Send

stamp for postage. Don't buy plain printed

signs. Satisfaction guaranteed or money

back. Sent unbent.

BECK NOVELTY HOUSE

Dept. D, I298 Carroll Street. Brooklyn. N. Y.

 

I

 

 

any Engines, Paragon

Propellers-—every de

tail a perfect repro

duction of the original.

it is easy to build with

Wading River parts.

Feb. 9, 1919.

has flown

Mo. St, El Paco, Texas.

  

Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

New You can no
A REAL AEROPLANE AT LOW COST

 

 

THE DELERAY D-5 SPORT PLANE

Wing Span 18 It Speed 35-65 rn.p.h.

Planned by men with 4 years‘ experience in

Designing successful U. S. Government planes.

Equipped with 15 H.P. engine (practical

engineering made it possible for this biplane

to be flown with only 8 H.P.) Use your own

motorcycle engine If you wish.

Send $6.00 for complete sei of 18 large detailed

blueprints, actual duplicates of our shop drawinls.

showina axactir how each part is made and fitted.

DELERAY AIRCRAFT WORKS

AEROPLANES ENGINES mars

FREEPORT, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
  

seas forThis Book

of ModelAeroplanes

hill h build 4 B!

ass-a-.'3'|.’°‘in$Z'n of r::l Aaroplanbi DI

HAVILLAND Battle Plane. NC-I and OGIII

You can build one easily. Said 100 in lumps

F?" ,"“'-‘.'i‘.|‘li" ‘i""’ s'8°l‘"an or e aaee— - -

60¢: on nsvn.t.'i§p Battle .
Plane. Cantu Military Tractor.

Blcriot llononlane. Nieuport Mono

plane. Taube Mono lane. Silo each:

l Peoli chamnon Bacer. fie.

Send for Plane or Book Today.

IDEAL AIRPLANE &

SUPPLY COMPANY

Making Model Aeroplane: Since I9”

Cal. W. Hontien It Waeslel Sh.

‘ In York

llmakeM

  

  

 

' Olrtiss ModA"'p|'n°s el LN.-4 can

be made complete read: u

ll! from Umalall No. 17

(Brice $3.00). Which includes

blueprints. wood. metals. rubber and Ivodai tools neocl

sary. Send for this set quick and Make Money llakins

Umakeli Flying Airplanes for sale. Enormous demand.

Profits hi‘. Completed Plans sells at S10 and can be

made in hours from Umakehi No. 11 Set. Ask ahouv

our 40 other Umlkehl sets for making Airplanee. Toys

Novelties, Work Benches and practical Saew Cutting and

\liiiin| Lathes.

vv. II. Pale}. l|\c.. Dept 1_1. Umalielll Bldg..12_15_lllAye..N.V.
  

Don't Scrap Aluminum Parts

Save lheni with SO~LUMiNUM. New. great Wt!l\l

ing solder, Stronger than aluminum. perfect. sub

stitute ior acetylene. weiiiing—-K time and cost.

Use gasoline torch or soldering iron. N0 flux re

quired. Booklet on request. Sample bar $1.00.

Used and endorsed by United States Army and Navy.

British Munitions Board and leading aeroplane au-I

motor truck companies.

S0-LUMINUM MANUFACTURING co

L799 Broadway New York
 

  

FLYING AT HIGH ALTITUDES

HE advantage of flying at high al

titudes, with provision for main

taining engine power, is pointed out in

a recent issue of Flight and the diffi

culty of attaining such conditions dis

cussed.

Under normal conditions the density

of the air at 20,000 ft. is only half

that at ground level; also the engine

power falls off approximately as the

density. At the same time, owing to

‘the density being halved, the lift of

the wings is also halved, and to make

up the loss in lift the angle of incidence

must be increased. ‘

If, on the other hand, it were pos

sible to maintain power at height the

machine would be able to fly faster,

since the resistance, other things being

equal, is directly proportional to the

density; but the speed has-to be in

creased to obtain the required lift.

However, as the horsepower varies as

the cube of velocity and thrust is in

versely proportional to speed, the in

crease in speed to obtain the same lift

as a constant angle of incidence is not
I attainable.

In order to maintain engine power it

would be necessary to either carry a

supply of oxygen, or over-dimension

the engine, raise its compression and

regulate the fuel supply at low altitude

or supercharge; all-of the above add

weight to the airplane in addition to

the extra weight which might be re

quired for apparatus to supply air or

oxygen to the pilot and passengers.

 

THE LANGMUIR CONDENSA

TION PUMP

(Continued from page 130)

ness, so let us try it this way. First, to

get an idea of what atmospheric pressure

means in terms of molecules, suppose

each molecule of air enlarged tovthe

size of a fine grain of sea-sand_or

sure means in terms of molecules, sup

pose each molecule of air enlarged to

the size of a fine grain of sea-sand or

1/ 100th of an inch in diameter. How

big a beach could be made from the

sand corresponding to the contents of

a cubic inch of air at atmospheric

pressure? It would make a beach ex

tending from New York to San Fran

cisco. one thousand feet wide and over

ten feet deep. Had it been on such a

beach as this that Alice’s friends were

strolling when the Walrus put his hypo

thetical question of seven maids with

<cven mops sweeping for half a year.

there could have been no doubt in the

Carpenter’s mind of the futility of their

suppositious efforts. And yet by the

aid of the Langmuir pump, assuming

the sand were air again, that magnifi

cent beach could in a few minutes be

reduced to an almost invisible line

only two grains broad and one grain

deep.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING hl.‘\(‘-AZINE
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DUST-PROOF INK BOTTLE

HE simple device shown herewith

is a very useful ink bottle holder

for draftsmen and artists. The ink bot

tle is tightly closed, but with a cork‘

that is installed in one end of a bell

crank lever instead of one that is free

from all connection with the bottle.

The lever is hinged at the base holding

the bottle, and connected in such a way

that the pressure of the hand on the

~hort arm of the bell crank lifts the

cork out of the bottle neck and leaves

the bottle open.
  

 

The cork is one with a quill fixed in

its bottom; and the relative position of

the hand pad and the quill is such that

while the cork is held out of the bottle

with the wrist, the hand is in the right

position to sweep the pen across the

point of the quill and load it with ink.

So instead of three unconnected opera

tions, one fills the pen from this dust

proof bottle with a single series of mo

tions—-a sweep of the arm bringing the

twist down on the lever, followed by a

twist of the wrist to secure the ink. The

re-corking is automatic, taking place

by spring action as soon as the weight

of the hand is removed from the lever,

so that no forgetfulness can result in an

open bottle. The heavy base keeps the

bottle from tipping over and the auto

matic cover means positive enclosure

and keeps the dust out.

NEVV TERMINAL MACHINE

VERY simple form of punch and

die arrangement for rivetting over

a copper or brass eyelet, to form a

terminal is being marketed by a

prominent magneto "concern. This

i A B .5pec/'a/ I

%e d

Eye/e1‘

@ PUr76/7- 1

,.5of?fi’ubber

l ' Ferru/r

  

and a very neat one, that insures a good

contact under the terminal clip. The

terminal end is composed of a cup hav

ing a channel in which the wire is

placed and a central opening in which

the tubular shank of the eyelet is

pushed after the wire is laid in the

channel. The terminal end is then

laid on the die and the punch is driven

down with a sharp blow from a ham

mer. This bends over the shank of the

eyelet and firmly holds the wire between

the two parts of the terminal. Two

forms of cups are provided, the one

shown at A being the simplest. That

at B shows a form with an extending

lip covered with a rubber ferrule after

the joint is made.

DRAFTING KIT FOR TRAVEL

ING ENGINEERS

HE travelling engineer in many

branches of industry, especially in

the construction and erection lines has

been inconvenienced in his drafting

work by the lack of a kit which could

be easily moved from point to point and

one in which he could carry all the

paraphernalia such as T-square, instru

ments, slide rule, bottles of ink, etc.

A Milwaukee engineer has contrived a
 

  

kit to meet these conditions, which is

shown in the accompanying illustra

tion. It consists of a leatlier-covered

case much like the ordinary suitcase.

This is large enough to hold an 18 by

Z4-inch drafting board which is placed

on top of the lower portion of the case

when open. There is enough space

below the board to carry several hand

books, ink bottles and miscellaneous

supplies. In the cover are two slip-in

envelopes for triangles and set of in

struments. Then there are two narrow

leather straps made up with loops to

hold a T-square, slide rule, eraser, pen,

pencils and scale, all of which are

plainly shown in the illustration.

DISTILLATE PRODUCTION

DISCONTINUED

HOUSANDS of owners of motor

vehicles on the Pacific Coast who

have been operating their machines

with distillate will be forced to use

gasoline unless a carburetor is per

fected to burn kerosene, through the

decision of the Standard Oil Co., to

discontinue the distribution of distil

late. This action was taken by the

company because of the scarcity of

crude oil and the necessity to refine it

more thoroughly in order to produce

more gasoline.

 

DRAF, ING
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at Home !

Employers everywhere are look

ing for skilled draftsmen. They are

offering splendid salaries, and good

positions are always open.

No line offers greater opportunity for

advancement. Drafting itself not only

commands good pa , but it is the first step

towardsuccessin echaniealorstructural

Engineering or Architecture.

There is an easy delightful way in which

ou can learn ri ht at home in spare time.

or % years t e lnternation_al_ Corre

spondence Schools have been giving men

and women just the training they need

for success in Draftin and more than 200

other subjects. Hun reds of thousands

have step ed into good positions through

I. ('. S. he p but never were opportunities

so great as now.

Let the i. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon below.‘then msri_r and

mail it tod_ay. This doesn't obligate you in the

least and it Wlll bring you information that may

start you on l successful career. This is your

chnrce. Don't let it SliD by. Mark and mail this

coupon now.

,_i..__i_-y“_.|" ,|g_'.i._--_j-1

IITEIIIATIUIIAL BORRESPUIIIJEIIGE SCHOOLS

BOX £0795, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without ubii sting me. ho-v l can quality for ths

position, or in the sub ect. before which l mark X.

BLICTIIOAL IIOIRIBII OIIIIIOAL IIGIIIII

Elcclrlclsn SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

Window Trlminor

Show Curd Writor

Outdoor Sign Pnlsstot

Eloctric Wiring

Electric Lighting

Blnclric Cur Runnln

Henvy Eloctrlc T n

Elecrrlcnl Drnllsmsn RAILROADER

llollrls Inohin Ihslgusr ILLUSTRATOR

Tole Expert DESIGNER

Prscr ta Tolophony IIUSIIIBS IAIAGIIIII

IIUIIAKIOAL IIGIIIIR

Mechanical Draftsman

Ship Dnitslnnn

Mndsino Shop Practice

Tooiinsker

Gns En noer

CIVIL NGINBER

Surveying snd Mapping

III! I'0III‘N OI lLIlI‘I

ARCI-Il'I'E('.1'

Ara-hitootlrnl Drnll$nn

PLUIIIIG AID IIIATIIG

Shoot Moral Worker

Navigator‘

Private

BOOKKEEPER

Gtologrnnhsr and ‘Iniss

Cort. Pub. Accountnnl

Trsflic Mans ensent

Commercial I

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY l!GilllIl

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway MnilClcrk

Tnxtllo Ovsrsscr or lint.

AGIICULTUIB BDIIIII

Polltrylloislng I-‘ranch

Anhlnblloo llullll

 

Name

Present

0ccupntion_i.__iii

Street

and No.

 

1-II-IO

ii.Stntoli.BUD

u k M c I ii 3 £2:

fl. uourintsma e sh Unisksll llonq rnnninrl:

Umskell Connmniw Bhopsu

la-in your own Unislsl Club with the $6 onmt. You

un nits Blsriot, and other Flying Yisnss:

also rui Work Bsnchss. n Sunnis. luminary Bach.

fir. Book Truushl. Arts. . Vlvasgrlsa

Goats, Tolsdls, @.'.¢‘?.""<s.fi@.... hummus. utui-s. ii

Jointed Animsis Doll inn-aims snd Doll Basins. -PHD

dbl! danlers bn nil their soy! nnd novelties IN). fur Chrfflmnn. Oct

vour Ulruknl n op shrtsd nnlcl Ind coin limnknl Iorinv.

W. Q. PRICI, Int" 909'. I1 Urslntiofi IlIll.. I17 Sfls AvO., I.Y.

Mathematics Made Easy
The Arcsscupo—ths Oonihinstion Triangle

with s Brsin—will inuit1nl!- divide. fllilfl

- granule mtg pr rtion. solvsrsll wohisafi

trigonoma an geometry. sw symm -

cs] flnrres. Diot srns. eta. Superior to sn siids

rule. Simpietoopernto. Also ineiudosA S

PAREN1‘ TRIANGLE. PR(Yi‘ftA(.‘l‘0B and

THRIIIE RULES. Usod st Columbia _Un.lvIsi!7.

West Point, U. 8. Aeronautic Schools, etc. Only

1.00 nos ri. Order todsy before you for-gr-L

apt. U, . J. LEISHMAN CO., Ogdnn, Utah
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THOMAS-MORSE .\IAIL PLANE

HE Thomas-Morse mail plane

illustrated herewith is a biplane

which has a center nacelle and twin

fuselages. It carries its two engines in

the center nacelle, one in front and one

in rear. The pilots, having dual con

trol, sit in the two fuselages, the nacellc

being given over to the engines, which

are Wright-Hispano engines rated at

300 hp. each, and to compartments for

freight.

 

wire stretched across the spar tips.

Every part of the plane is streamlined

to reduce parasitic resistance. The

only exposed wires are those used

for bracing between the planes. The

control wires except those to the ailerons

are inside the fuselages. There are

two complete control systems—one in

each fuselage. In flight tests, the plane

has demonstrated that it will stay in

the air without losing altitude with only

one engine running. The wing spread

  

Side view of Thomas-Morse mail plane using two engines in a central nacelle

The ratio of loading is such that the

weight of plane empty is 2890 lbs.,

the useful load being 2610 lbs., almost

the weight of the machine itself. The

framework is laminated wood built up

to a strength which gives a factor of

safety of six. A cross-section of the

wing is said to be more nearly like the

cross-section of the wing of a bird than

that of any other airplane. It is usual

ly thick at the front like the wing bone

and tapers toward the rear. The

foundation of the trailing edge is a

 

is 45 ft. 6 in., the wing chord 8 ft. 10

in. and the overall length 25 ft. 10 in.

The‘ maximum speed is 130 m.p.h.

Four of these machines are being as

sembled for the aerial mail service.

INK FOR WRITING ON

CELLULOID '

NK for writing on celluloid triangles,

etc., can be prepared by dissolving

a tar dye stuff of the desired color in

anhydrous acetic acid.

WHEN PUTTING CAR IN

COMMISSION

F a car has been laid up for more

than a couple of months, it is ad

visable to introduce a plentiful supply

of oil into the cylinders through the

valve caps or spark plug orifices. Care

should be taken that the oil does not

run out through the open valves, but

that it is applied to the top of the

pistons. The quantity to be introduced

is as a rule, two or three tablespoon

fuls, which should be sufficient, and

when the engine is subsequently start

ed (with a full supply of fresh oil in

the sump) a great deal of blue smoke

will issue from the exhaust, but this

will soon pass off. The engine should

not be run at a high speed for five or

ten minutes after it has been started.

to give time for the oil to circulate to

the bearings. On the other hand the

engine speed should not be very low.

but one that will be sufficient to cause

the lubricant to be thoroughly thrown

up by the connecting rod ends to the

various parts.

 

The air pressure at the center of the

earth, were there a shaft reaching thereto.

would be about 6,000 tons to the square

inch.’ The figures calculated for the pro

posed 12 mile deep shaft give a doubling

of the atmospheric pressure for every two

or three miles. Air shields and locks would

be needed to make it accessible to the work

men and observers. To ventilate it liquid

air might be sent down in vacuum-jacketed

pipes. Aeroplanes have gone up over seven

miles in the air, but our penetration of the

ground is in only very few cases a little in

excess of a single mile.

A totally immersed water wheel, mounted

on a float. has been tried at Lyons, France,

at the confluence of the Saonne and Loire

rivers. It gave 25 horse power at an ei

ficiency of sixty per cent. It would seem

that much could be done on this line on

rivers free from winter ice.

.-_¢ . .. ..-~
-“ 0"
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AIR CLEANER FOR TRACTORS

T has been found desirable to use

special types of air cleaners before

air is supplied to the carburetors of

gasoline or kerosene engined tractors

because the dust laden air not only

contributes to carbon deposits but also

assists in mechanical depreciation by

wearing cylinders. and bearings and

other parts of intemal mechanism. Dry

cleaners of the centrifugal type are

stated to have the disadvantage of not

removing the light and fine particles of

dust from the air because these do not

separate out either by centrifugal forcc

or gravity. Water type cleaners are

said to remove all dust only when the

air bubbles are very small which is

sometimes accomplished by screens in

the water to break up air bubbles.
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A new type of air cleaner in which

water is used has been developed by the

.\Iidwest Engine Co. The method of

cleaning the air in this device is to

draw it through the pores of a wet

sponge saturated through its capillarity

by resting in about M; in. of water

maintained automatically and supplied

from the transparent reservoir above.

As the air zigzags through the pores,

the dust is caught by the wet surfaces

and held on the surface of and in the

pores of the sponge. The sponge is

washed out once or twice a day, de

pending upon the amount of dust in

the air.

As the cleaner is used, dust will be

gin to work through the sponge, and if

the day is very dusty the dirt may

penetrate one quarter the way through.

Every time the reservoir is filled, which

will be once or twice a day, the sponge

should be taken out and thoroughly

washed in a bucket of water, put back

and the reservoir put in place. There

is a hole through the sponge for the

feed pipe When the reservoir is in

verted, water will flow into the sponge

cup until the end of the tube is cov

ered, and as the water passes up by

capillary attraction through the pores,

more water will be fed to the sponge

cup. Little water is said to be takcnl

up by the air in this cleaner because the i

air cannot pick up globules of water,}

only absorb sufficient for complete‘;

saturation. l ..-.

| ,.'.I_

THE DEEP ET(.‘HI.\'G OI’ STEEL i

N Technologic Paper No. 156 of V

the Bureau of Standards the extent W A

to which defects in steel may be broughtout by deep etching is described. A

lack of homogeneity is shown at once.

internal fractures are emphasized, and

any faults due to initial stresses, caused y

by preliminary mechanical and thermal

treatment, may be revealed. Segrega

tion is indicated by a roughened surface

after etching, due to the greater extent

to which the non-metalic inclusions,such as sulfides and oxides are soluble'

as compared to the metal itself. Stresses

due to the mechanical and thermal

treatment have been found great enough

to cause specimen balls made from the
metal to cmck when subjected to the I, S

action of strong acids. In the case of

steel, this is similar to the behavior of,

brasses and bronze under corrosiontests. Lack of physical homogeneity‘

is usually evidenced by minute cavities 1

resulting in spongy metal. Often in-,

ternal fractures are so sn_iall that the

metal appears to be continuous, and

this type of fault is frequently found in ,

defective rails of the transverse fissures
type. Deep etching reveals these in-‘i

temal fissures as short cracks. Special i

methods have been developed for the

examination of metals by the deep etch- ,

ing process.

7/\.;C’OS
The Engineering student, the

experimenter and the profes- ‘

sional technician all find

Tyros Temperature Instru

ments-—- Indicating, Record

ing, Controlling—well-adapt

ed to their individual needs;

and thoroughly dependable.

 

 

  

Tree: lmtrurneiiis include:

Iliillutiu Thermometers

Roeordlu Tlurmoiletars

Controlling Thermometer:

Pynlntora

Prouuro Gauges

Time Controls

"yIl'OIIlQlOl'l

Hydrometer-I

Barometer:

Vacuum Gauoen

Tharniogrnpln

Oil Tutln| Instruments

Laboratory Glassware

Comnuus

Houuhold Thermometers

Altimotorl

Actlncmeturs

  

ll'r|Ifl /nr irilormotion regarding lie

.”~..\i‘m!vnnimIn you iisr in your
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mrvi on-nk.

75v/or Instrument ompanmv
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TURNING WITHOUT A LATHE _

HE cuts show how a shoulder can ‘ B

  

be cut on brass rod without a lathe.

A hole the size of the rod to be turned

down is made through a block of fibre. 1 , M

In a direction to intersect this hole a‘ E§l“.'¢ 'é'§'¢'i§fii'._l§if’i§'§';'wili"¢§i‘§if§.l'?§'L§’rlli'}'§ay|il
second hole is drilled to receive the cut- ‘ “Y my net "h'°°"'“ chug” Wm mks mm

ting tool. The cut shows the disposi

tion perfectly. The tool is set so as to

a Draftsman!
Make $30 to $75 aWeek

With these books and n low price ‘ ‘school net’ ’ oi’ draw

ing instruments, obtainable at any store, u man can

become master of drawing and earn X30 to £75 weekly.

LEARN AT HOME - Good paying positions open

everywhere. Intense octivity In mflfluffldflflflfl.

Shipped on 7 Days’ FREE Trial

GYGLDPEDIA OF DRAWING
I650 Pages. Thousands of llluslrulions.

1 railroading. building. etc., calls for more drnftamen.

l
l

eriuine American morocco. Pages 5% x 82¢,’

inches. ovcrn_ nil branches of DfflfUI‘iR—Al'L‘ll!

I lecture. Electrical, Structural Steel, Sheet Metal,

Bound in

h 1 4 Volumes.  

ctc. Teaches pen-and-ink rendering, lettering, l'r_ee

hand, perspective. shades rind shadows, working

shop drawings. machine design. etc., etc.

0 l 82 n month if you keep the

i 8 WEEK Cougon ex lain! Offer.

} good only within borders of U. . and anadl.

l Froo Memborahlp in Thin Soeioty.—A Consulting

Morn rship given lroo with each set-worth ll2.00.

l\ME|ll6lll| TECIIIIGM. SOCIETY

- , Dept. D-355 Chicago

'----_

  

  

iii1
be in a. position to cut off all that is to

be removed in one cut. When thus in

place it is secured by a set-screw. The

rear end of the rod is held in a drill

stock or auger brace and turned by‘

hand and gradually fed forward. The

result, if the operation is properly

.-i1isi:i:i4§iil

It11.4"ag-J“,“‘{i,’1'_-'-

/ AMERICAN

TECHNICAL

SOCIETY

om. 0-ass

Chicano. u. s. A.

Please send Cyclopedia oi

Drawing for ‘l days’ 9xliI\llll

lion. shipping charges collect.

I will seuii $2.80 within 7 on/it

iiiid $2 ll niuiitli until $14.80 is

paid, or notify ynll and hold book:

nllblect to your order. Title not to pus

until fully paid.

carried out, is 3 perfegt shgulder, such , NET: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . ..

, , - A eon . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

‘ls Sh0“n ‘n the Smaller figure’ i Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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Pattern Work in Wood and Metal

IlilllllilllllIllllllllllllllllllIIIIIHIIIIIAIIIIAIII I I

Prompt Service

Guaranteed

lumilivllmillmm||||ml!iilllllllhlllilllllll
  

llllllllllllvl

Mail Order Work

Solicited

u||1||----|i11||lI|u||-|||||||n|||u|||-||mumu|-mum-u-mum

Perfect wood or metal patterns made for any of the machines or model

engines described _in Everyday Engineering Magazine.

BRING YOUR PATTERN PROBLEMS TO US

We solicit the work of experimenters, inventors and model makers.

Quotations gladly made upon the receipt of drawings and specifications.

Patterns both large and small made for any part no matter how intricate

or complicated.

Have you had the sad experience of taking a set of home-made pat

terns to the foundry only to have the foreman laugh and tell you that

they are made wrong? Let us save you this embarrassment.

Our charges are reasonable, our service prompt and courteous.

U. s. PATTERN AND MFG. co.

64-66 High Street, West. Detroit, Mich

 

R0

TARY steam engines, %" bore

%" stroke, cylinders made of solid

steel stock, aluminum crankcase, bronze

valve. '

\Ve also build motors to specification

and will be glad to furnish quotations

upon the receipt of drawings. Send for

circular to:

Model Machine Shop Company

4l5';East 71¢: Street New York, N. Y.

 

 

  

Castings or finished machine. Shop tools

and supplies. Designs for Model Boats.

Drawings of U. S. Destroyer. Stamp for

catalog.

HUHN MFG. CO., 592 Elm St., Arlington, N._ .l.
 

Small Steam Engine: &

Boilerl. Gan 8| Gasoline En~

ineg % H.P. and U .

anka, 1-Imps. Model M _

era’ Supplies. Get our b_i

Catalogue, _ sent Poatpu

for 15c (coin referred) or

Stamps. Re unded first

order. 192 Pages. over 200

illustrations.

MODERN ENGINE Q SUPPLY CO.

364 Monadnock Bldg. -_ _Chicago. Ill.

  

  

MODEL ENGINE CASTINGS

 THIS table utensil is especially for

the use of one anned people, al

though we are free to regard it as

adapted for anyone to use to eat his

dinner with. Back of the fork, A, and

normally above it is a curved knife, C.

When the handle, D, is pressed down,

the knife slides down back of the fork.

 

  

A piece of meat or other food held by

the fork is thus cut. If simple pressure

of the knife is insufficient a rotating

motion can be given by tuming the

handle to and fro. When pressure on

the handle is released the knife is

drawn back into its original position,

sliding along the rod, B. This rather

clever aid to the injured comes from

France.

DETECTING FLAWS IN MICA

WITH X-RAYS

(Continued from page 149)

sharply defined outlines. In fact, the

—tinfoil, etc., are a jet black, with

smallest piece of metal or wire shows

with a distinctness that reduces the pos

sibility of its remaining undetected to

almost an impossibility. The same is

true of weak or thin spots in the

mica itself. The trays themselves are

equipped with clearly marked scales,

one on the side, and the other on the

bottom, as it appears in the reflection,

so that by reading the figures it is pos

sible for the observer to tell any one

outside exactly which mica piece is

faulty and indicate the location of the

fault in the piece.

The only limit to the number of strips

that can be tested is the speed with

which the trays can be loaded and set

on their tracks.

The result is a test that cannot fail

to show instantly any piece of mica that

is faulty for any reason whatsoever, and

thus assures the company that all the

mica that is sent out is as nearly per

fect as is possible from an insulation

is that one of the tubes used in this

test has an actual running time of one

thousand hours to its credit, which is

standpoint. A further item of interest

nearly, if not, the record for life in an

X-ray tube.

 

An ingenious arrangement for ensuring the

perfectly even angular velocity of a rotating

body is the following. On the shaft in ques

tion there are mounted a square, a pentagon,

a hexagon and a star. The rotating figures

are shown by a timed series of sparks. Thus

if the square appears motionless it shows

that, during the interval between two sparks,

it has rotated through 90° or some multiple

of 90°. Other speeds of rotation are shown

by the other figures appearing stationary. A

stationary pentagon means a higher speed,

and so for other figures of a greater number

of points. It enables a high speed of rota

tion to be closely watched and to be kept

constant.

 

Tidal power, long neglected, is now com

ing into the field. The great tides of the

Bay of Fundy are to be used in a power

station of 90,000 horse power. The sta

tion is in the center of a 25,000 population.

The horse power will cost per unit $80.00

per annum. The tide in the Bay of Fundy

rises and falls from 32 to 40 feet.

 

The Pyrenees are now in course of de

velopment as a manufacturing region, their

water power is being utilized, ten times as

much being harnessed as in 1914. What

may be called the Niagara Falls products are

being made, bleaching compounds, abrasives,

caustic soda, cyanamide, aluminum, carbide

nitric acid from the air, steel alloys, and it is

proposed to make electrolytic iron.

 

In studying ballistics by the kinematograph

exposures at the rate of 20,000 per second

were required. This rate and even more

were obtained without the use of a shutter

by using the Leyden jar spark at 5,000 volts

potential, and controlled by a jet of air. It

was found possible to get 80.000 sparks a

second. Each spark gave an exposure; no

mechanical shutter could be operated at any

thing like such speed.

1-lior engines described‘ in previous numbers of

“En-r_\"d:\_\" Engineering." Castings made in‘

‘Bronze or "Duralite." Model writer pumps

and spark plugs also supplied.

J. E. CARRINGTON

49 So. Clinton St. East Orandfi. N- J

~
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NOVEL SPARK PLUG TESTER

NEW device for testing spark

plugs has recently been intro

duced by an English manufacturer.

The device consists of a spring sup

ported plunger carried by a simple bent

sheet metal fitting that screws down

under the terminal nut. Pressure on

the insulated knob overcomes the

spring pressure and brings the plunger

close enough to the plug body to show

a spark if the ignition device is func

tioning properly. The construction is

 

-5/1e¢i‘Mefal
  

simple and there is nothing about the ‘I

device to get out of order. It elimi

nated the use of a screwdriver blade,

hammer head or other makeshift in

making the tests and permits one to

short circuit a plug at will in endeavor- ,

ing to locate a cylinder that is not fir

ing. If only one cylinder of a four or

six cylinder engine is at fault, when the f

spark plug in that cylinder is short l

circuited, it will not affect the running

of the engine. If the

the operative cylinders is shorted the

engine runs even more irregularly so

the faulty cylinder can be easily lo- i

lated by testing each plug in turn.

VALUE OF U. S. PETROLEUM

PRODUCTS

ETROLEL-'.\I and its products can

well be said to be our greatest na

tional asset, the exports to date exceed

ing $4,000,000,000, or more than all

the gold mined in America since i-ts

discovery. The annual production of

oil is now eight times in value the pro

duction of gold, and it equals, if in

deed it does not exceed, the annual out

put of all of the minerals, as well as

all other precious metals and gems

combined. There are over 300 by

products made from crude oil. They

include benzine, gasoline, lubricating

oil, naphtha, kerosene, fuel and paraf

fin, asphalt products, axle grease, coal

tar and soaps.

Off the coast of Queen Charlotte's Island,

in the North American Arctic, it is pro

posed to use the aeroplane to search for

whales. The cetacean can be detected at a

distance of thirty miles from the working

height attained and its location is given to

the ship by wireless.

 

plug in one of ‘

 

Triple the Mileaze

  

al '/. the Best

4000 Miles Guaranteed

Booonatruetad for duratiiiiw. Su

qualiq. value. aorvioo and aatiaiae

tion, and are niaranuod for 5.000

rnilaa good wear. Tirea have 12

pliea oi fabric oi’ ordinary tires

  

liollur Free With Eva-y Tire

Btate whether you want straight aide

or clincher, plain or non-aktd. Bend

$1.00 deposit int each tire; 81.00

de it on tubea: balanoo C. 0. D.

au lact to examination. or 5% (Ils

00:1!!!‘ tr full amount ia aent '-vitli

Ul’ GI.

SUPERIOR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

Dept. 100, 633 Firat Avenue, New York City

  

 

 

SAVE MONEY!

' A High Grade

INNER TUBE FREE

6000 MILES Guarantee

  

  

  

  

valor Super-Fabric Tina repreaont .

making them practically puncturi

and blow-out proof.

Look at than Low Prloaa

Elli-.‘ TIRE E

Siiad . . . . . . . . . . . . - 86.00 $2.50

sou}: ........... .. 1.00 1.00 V

82!! D. a. only. . . 8.00 1.70

8114 .. . . . 9.00 1.90

I214 0.25 1.95

88:4 0.50 8.00

Mai . 9.15 8.10

N84 . ll.25 3.35

35!! . ll 50 I10

38:4 I‘l.00 8.50

85:5 12.15 5.70

I715 I3 25 3 R5

 

 

Bicyclel

Have fun and healthful

e.\erv:I|e with a Black

Beauty. the tineat bike in

the world. Writs Quick for

our Illuatratod Caialol. Pick

your wheel from our 40

stylea. Black Beauty will be

shipped at once. We nay

irolaht. Tn make the Black

lteauty yours. pay a small de

posit, their H a week.

ll En.-lualva Features

of tbla aciaatlonal wheel are:

Slil FIRESTONEBIUQ

Non-Skid '].‘Irea' New De

piirluro Coaster Brake; Durk

worth nickel roller chain;

niotorcyelo saddle, pedals and

handlebara. etc.

Repair Kit, Tool Cale and

Aithoulh low
Stand, Freol tn Dr,“ me

Black Beauty iar outclanes

other wheela. Bafl. Ifaeeiul

linea. iaacinatinl color oom

blnailons. daulinz nickel and

enameiflriiahi ADSOIIIIIIYQIGF »

aateed Ior 5 yra. Six months’

tree act,-tdnii (maniacs.

C ' Got our far-tory

"undne$ prices. Positively

lowoai. in country. Tires. bells.

lanipa. horna, podala. ate. Send

for Free Bandria Ootoloa.

HKVEIIFUIID CYCLE C0.

tlialoblialcd 24 naval

DIM 475. Phllllvielnhla

Catalog
in colors

WANTED

Want ads for thousands of trained Auto

mobile Repairmen are appearing in all the

papers all over the Country. New Garages

and Shops are badly needed everywhere.

If you are earning less than $30 a week-—

YOU SHOULD LEARN THIS TRADE.

You Can Earn

$150 to $400 a Month
Come to this school and learn. We teach

by actual practice on all kinds of cars.

A few _weel_<s time learning will fit you ior

a position in a garage, service station, or

you can start in business for yourself.

(I\o colored enrollments solicited.)

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

DO IT TODAY SEND IN COUPON

BUFFALO AUTO SCHOOL, No. E.E.I.

 

 

‘ 463-471 Connecticut St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Please send me full particulars of your complete

Automobile Course.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Age . . . . . . . .

Street or R. F. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _,

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

 

        

, TIRES Qé?-.5
. P , _. .
> \/i .:.:.-=."r.-:':;‘..:i'e-.:l::.ee..eeee:‘::."'.eare

* 10.000 Miles Guaranteed

_ S ' A ' E I Agents Wanted.

. — erv oo u 0 qu pmont Corporation

"T as 59"“. 5'48-u Kanaaa City, Io

  

 

 

 

You Can Save $50.00

  

I-Imnnmy Reconstructed Tirea made

iiy our new special process are

guaranteed to give good aervlca be

cause the beat materials are used in

their construction. Our tirea are

zuaranteed ior 6,000 miles and we

give a FIRST quality inner tube

iroe with every tire ordered from

um. Our tires are reiniorced with

extra plies of fabric making them

strong no they rcaiat punctures and

binwouta.

RI-lliil-‘IR lS FURNISHED VVITH EACH CASING

AT NO EXTRA COST.

THESE PRICES INCLUDE CASING. RELINER

AN D TU BE .

30:3 l7.l5 33x4 SI I .00 35x4'/ SI3.I5

3013' 3 0.25 3414 I L25 361:4‘ | l5.50

3213 /1 0.00 3114'/z I I .75 3615 I4.50

SIX4 I0.l0 XII/3 I115 37:5 “.50

32!! I015 414'/a I100
other a atraiaht aide or

. d "hState with your or er w send . deposit

clincbar, plain or non-aldd tread.

or $2 for each casing ordered. Balance C. 0. D.

aubiect to examination. 1% discount. ii full amount

Ia sent I'Ii.I1 OTLIPI’. Reierenom furnished If desired.

UNITED ECONOIY TIRE CO. _

205 West 48th Street New York Gil’!

SERVICE STATION

(At Jamaica and Far Rocitaway)

LET US QUOTE YOU

on any tire lnnile. We 5t0¢k:—

Al GOODYEAR

way‘ PENNSYLVANIA

the GOODRICI-I

GLOBE

McCLAREN

HORSE SHOE RACINE

NORWALK-CORD

MARTIN-CORD

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD

(At New York)

UNITED STATI-5, etc.

Supplies AT COST to tire patrons. IT

WILL PAY YOU to trade wii)i:

JAMAICA TIRE & RUBBER CO., INC.

I36 West 49th Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..New York

Hillaida and Flushing Avenue! . . . . ...lamalca, N. Y.

I508 Central Avenue . . . . . . . . ..Far Rociiaway. N. Y.

43 East Iain Street . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fat¢:ho|ue,"N. Y.

--Largest, because we serve best .

By recoverlnir your o d auto

from: yourael . We

in o then recovers to fit

"JD

al

all flare; and a n d u p
mo e a , -Any er‘a’onc$:t ' Puwb Pal Pad

can l'_iVl' n car can utit on. Wu furnish In

atructinna. Roofan quarters aewed mgr-[her

with rear curtain, fa-Itanora welt: and tacka. All complete. Give

ua ms name year and model number of your car and we will send

you our catalolua with narriplea and quilt! you exact Mi",

LIBERTY TOP Ii TIRE CO-. Dopt. ES. Cincinnati. 0.

Please mcniion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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start to build

your own W!"

mansut. profitable

blue;-y charfllnl

business. Others are

making big profits from

Hi! Battery Ch!-rlllll

on-ry mouth. You can

I00. The demand for te

llable. high-trade battery

clinrging was never better.

Start Now. with RB equipment

Make HB Battery Charging

Your Biggest Money-Maker

it costs only 10:: to 15c each to charle hat

torlcs-the customer pays 150 to $1.50. Fiaure your

profits. All HB Charaers are sturdy. dependable

and absolutely reliable. Built. of practically W91?‘

proof materials. ho‘ burnouts, no 0108118!" fe

uewale nr repairs. l\o attention except occasional

piling. Use power from your lighting lines. Bis.

quick, clean profits. easily made. A size to suit

aria bag‘ business.
YMIN‘I'—IALAICE 0'! EASY MONTHLY‘ pl CHOOSE Till Slli ‘I_0U I|§EDi

  

_~-I ‘r_.
1 i

nu I.» B51: » -L;
 

Ail HB Equipment is s0ld under our absolute

Iuaranteo oi’ satisfaction. You run no risks. I!

not llllsfled after using any KB Equipment 10 dayaé

you may return it and receive all you pay us. The H

Monthly P ment Plan is an additional guarantee.

Cheek the homer You Need. Then Mall thla Ad.

Mark a cross on the HB Charzor you are inter

ested in. Tear out tlila ad and mail TODA\ for

full information. Bo the first in your town to have

a nioncu-making HB Charaer. Don't delay. Act

Now. Write to

HOBART BROS. 60.. Box EE57. T . O.

Successful Manufacturers 8lneo I89 .

  

  

Sold on Trial UnderHB|Abao|u|c‘Money-Back Guarantee

 

Genuine Armstrong

Stocks and Dies
if ‘F'.:F\i\i1:1‘";;;t:m

BRIDGEPORT. CONN

Great care should be exercised in

the selection or stocks and dies.

Work of quality demands quality

tools.

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and

Diesarequality tools. Made 0! the

highest quality ot material and by

expert workmen. They are de

pendable and accurate tools 0!

constant service.

Send direct to us it your dealer

cannot supply you.

Durriplin: Cu¢!o| on Rzquul

The Armstrong Manufacturing C0.

701 Knowlton Sta! Bridgeport. Conn.

 

SHIP BY TRUCK

Motor Cartage.

Qne to Five-ton Trucks.

Hauls made to any point in

United States and Canada.

Rates by hour, day or contract.

W. H. SQUIRES

1561 Woodward Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

 

THE KNACK OF CARBURETOR

ADJUSTMENT

(Continued from page 118)

the mixture. In this fomi the multiple

nozzle construction is employed to do

away with the automatic air valve, all

air being drawn through the primary

air opening at the bottom of the mixing

tube D. A strangling tube A is

dropped into the air tube in order to

constrict its area at the spray nozzle

and secure a Venturi tube effect. Out

side of the idling jet adjustment the

only way to alter thc mixture in at

Zenith carburetor is to change nozzles

and strangling tubes.

Rayfield Mixed Type

Rayfield uses :1 metering pin, as

shown at Fig. 9, which is lifted as the

throttle opens in the main jet through

a linkage, and so establishes a_ right

to be classified as a metering pin type,

but it goes further: It incorporates an

auxiliary nozzle, which also has ll

metering pin which is depressed when

the auxiliary air valve opens. Thus,

by having two distinct nozzles, it cs

tablishes its right also to be classified

as an expanding type of instrument.

But Rayfield goes still further in that

Y it combines a. pumping action on the

gasoline in the auxiliary nozzle where

by a very rich mixture is fumished for

acceleration whenever the air valve is

opened suddenly. This is accomplished

by the piston, the lower end of the air

valve stem this piston working in a

dashpot above the piston and is ad

‘ mitted to the space below the piston

by the disk valve in the piston. When

the air valve suddenly opens, forcing

the piston downward, this disk valve

is closed automatically, forcing or

pumping the gasoline upward through

the fuel passage into the nozzle, where

it is sprayed into the inrushing air.

Only when the valve opens is this

pumping function occurring. At other

times the gasoline issues through this

auxiliary nozzle according to the suc

tion of the motor. Thus Rayfield is :1

compound of two metering pins in con

junction with the pumping function for

acceleration. The dashpot also prevents

any fluttering action of the valve, since

the gasoline flow dampens sudden open

ing or closing.

Rayfleld Adjustment for Various

' Speeds

Adjusting low speed. With throttle

closed and dash control down, close

nozzle needle H by turning low-speed

adjustment N to the left until the block

Y begins to leave cam M; then turn to

the right about two complete turns.

Open throttle not more than one-quarter

by advancing lever marked G on steer

ing wheel. Prime the carburctor by

pulling steadily a. few seconds on lever

, G (see cut of carburetor). Start motor

and allow it to run until warm, then

with retarded spark (see lever marked

S on steering wheel), close throttle un

til motor runs slowly without stopping.

Turn low speed adjustment N to the

left until motor slows down, then to the

right, a notch at a time, until the motor

idles smoothly. If the motor does not

throttle low enough, turn stop screw B

to the left until the motor runs as

slowly as desired. Adjusting the high

speed.-—With dash control down, ad

vance the spark about one-quarter and

open -the throttle rather quickly. Should

this cause the motor to backfire, the

mixture is lean. Correct this by turn

ing the high-speed adjustment O to

the right, one notch at a time, until the

throttle ‘may be opened quickly with

out causing backfiring. If “loading”

or “choking” is experienced when the

motor is running under heavy load with

throttle wide open, the mixture is too

rich. This may be overcome by tum

ing high-speed adjustment O to the left.

Adjustments made for high speed will

in no way affect low speed. Low-speed

adjustment N must not be used to get

a correct mixture at high speed; it is

to be used only when motor is running

idle.

General Rules for Carburetor

Adjustment

The adjustments should only be

made by one possessing an intelligent

knowledge of carburetor construction

and must never be made unless the rea

son for changing the old adjustment is

understood. Before taking up the ad- '

justment it few hints regarding the

quality to be obtained in the inixturc

should be given some consideration, as

if these are properly understood this

knowledge will prove of great assist

ance in adjusting the vaporizer to give

a good working mixture of fuel and air.

There is some question regarding the

best mixture proportions and it is esti

mated that gas will be explosive in

which the proportions of fuel vapor and

air will vary from one part of the

former to a wide range included be

tween four and eighteen parts of the

latter. A one to four mixture is much

too rich, while the one in eighteen is

much too lean to provide positive

ignition.

A rich mixture should be avoided

because the excessive fuel used will de

posit carbon and will soot the cylinder

walls, combustion chamber interior,

piston top and valves and also tend to

overheat the motor. A rich mixture

will also seriously interfere with flexi

ble control of the engine, as it will

choke up on low throttle and only run

well on open throttle when the full

amount of gas is needed. A rich mix

ture may be quickly discovered by

black smoke issuing from the mumer,

the exhaust gas having a very pungent

odor. If the mixture contains a surplus

(Continued from page 190)
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arcoric A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Big opportunities NOW.

Qualify for this fascinat

Statement of the ownership, manage
ment, circulation, etc., required by the i V bfbugb Yfllflwstflflfi

1 Act of Congress of August 24, l9l2, of an _:A\k“_\Q\\\\0\

F.\'ElYDAY ENGlNEEll.\‘l'. .\TA(}AllNE pub

lished monthly at New York, N. Y., for it mskessasnny hllm

load all your baggage on the

  

kuu can

I _,\pfl| 1| ]920_ ing profession. Three

‘-h_wh.| cud" nionths course covers Jill

liranches:

orthe

\ste-Wheel Caavertihie leadster i

and see all the sights See Old ‘

l-aithiul Geyser shooting lC0|\‘lIIif\ i

of steaming hot water i‘5 feet in

the air. or a thousand other won

-leriul things.

The Auto-Wheel _(}oaater or

Convertible Roadster is a mighty

dependable helper on such tramps.

it carries ell the baggage-everi

a 1,000 pound Told ia carried with

out eflort Roller-bearlmia make

the Auto-Wheel pull easily over

most any old

You may not be able to hiki

tnrou h Yellowstone but the woods

‘round your home will make a fine

hiking ground.

Oar New Magaine for Boys

tells how fellows are makinv

hiking tripe We'll be glail to send

it to you We'll also send ou I

Free Felt Pennant and tel ou

shout the Auto-Wheel Coaster lub

which you can organize, it you

, write telling us the names oi thrrt

l. That the names :inil addresses of thepublisher, editor, managing editor. and Auto-Wheel" on the sides

business manager, arc: Publisher, Every
day Mechanics Co., Inc., 2 West 45th St., _" _ \?The Bufialo Co”

New York City; Editor. Raymond Francis ‘ 159 5°\"'"* at Y '

Yates, 2 \Vest 45th St., New York City: ‘ ,,,""¢,',‘:§’§‘.{§','“‘;'§‘,..§;,_ <3...

Managing Editor, Victor \V. Page, 2 \\'e.st '

45th St., New York City; Business Mana

ger, Stephen Roberts, 2 West 45th St.,

New York City.

State of New York, County of New
MOTION PICTURE—COIMERCIAI-—PORTHA|TURE

York, ss.

Camera: mid Materials furnished frce

Practical instruction; [lll'Kl0H‘l equipment. Da or evening

classes; easy terms. The School or ltecoen Simul

ority. Call or write for complete catalog No. 20.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

I41 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State St., Bltlyn.

Before rne, :1 Notary Public in and for

the State and county aforesaid, permnally

appeared Stephen Roberts, who. having

been duly sworn according to law. de

poses and says that he is the Business

.\!anager of the Everyday Engineering

Magazine and that the following is. to

the best of his knowledge and belief. a true

statement of the O\\'l'iCl'ship, management,

etc., of the ‘aforesaid publication for the

date shown in the above caption, required

by the Act of August 24, i9l2, embodied

in section 443, Postal Laws and Regula

tions. printed on the reverse of this form.

to Wit:

Try it some day

  

10 Cents a Day Pays

for This Symphonola

Plays all rectrds. victor. Columbia. Edison. Paths.

Little Wonder. Emerson. Take a ysar_to pay. altar 8|

<1!!!‘ t.ria.l. Compare its tone tor clearneas. volume.

with more costly instruments. Return at our expense

ii it tails to make good. Ask today for the

Beautifully Illustrated Saornphonola Book FREE

Shows this and other Symv nola styles sold on easy

payments.

Symphonola Records ,‘?,°,},,°‘,;’,,,},';,‘ ,3! ,,‘,':'_., 'g,,":,‘

wlwiiilll. full toned disc records. Plays e in any

  

‘ 2. That the owners arc: Evcrytlriy .\le

chanics Co., Inc..2 \‘Vest 45th St.. New York

City; Norman W. Henley, 2 \Vcst 45th

St.. New York City; Edward I. Richmond.

2 West 45th St., New York City; Stephen

Roberts, 2 \Vest 45th St.. New York City;

Phonograph.

Laykfu Ca. Dlllk SEE 420, Buffalo, N. Y,

 

CLEARTONE PHONOGRAPHS

$4.00 to $200.00 Retail

Our Sundry Dept. oifers Needles S80 pm

 

Write ior our 84-page catalogue. the only

-ins of its kind in

George Rosendale. 52 Broadway. New thousand. in iota of 600,000. Motors S1-8-'

York Ch to $14.75 each. Tone Arms and Rsproduoer

T Y- i es. i W W W si.:io to ts.-is per set. Main Springs 20¢ i.

,__ ,_ I\0c each. Records, Needing, Sapphire Point.

3 That the known bondholders mort- “N 5110 AH°nthT° Siari A5 md hm n ruwmble Wm“

 

 
America. iliustratlnl 32

-iiihreiit styles oi Talking Machines and

mar 500 difleront Phonoizraphic Parts.

LUCKY I3 PHONOGRAPH OOIPANY

Export Dept. ISM. E. ilth BL, N. Y..U.S.A.

  

,1 i Ra.ilwayTratflic ;
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or holding i per cent or more of total

\ gagees, and other security holders owning

or otheramount of bonds, mortgages.

securities arc: None.

 

\|.\ ltiithh. .\lu.\Ttiei spare little stuuy wil

equip you for responsible sitlon with a good

salary from the start. sllway Tram: in

spectora advance rapidly—they work right with

railway oiiiciais who are constantly seeking nape

ble men. A pleasant positlon—you become broad

minded-you travel and see country. expenses paid

8.8 T.l. instruction is very |iiterestinI—it's easib

llI|I'I\“lEFd. We srranes tor position; no age limit

Those Ihn started studying a in

months ago flll positions tnday

anti they're on the road to rtil‘

further advancement. so writ

inimosliately IN Booklet D ll

beiore you turn this page.

Sisslsrl isssiwst liaising lsuilstejsiiils I]

4. That the two paragrziplis next above,

giving the names of tlie owners, stockhold

ers, and security holders, if any, contain

not only the list of stockholders and secur»

ity holders as they appear upon the books

of the company but also, in cases where

the stockholder or security holder appears i

upon the books of the company as trustee

or in any other fiduciary relation, the \

‘name of the person or corporation for ,

whom such trustee is acting, is given; also

DISCOVER YOUR TALENTS

What are you best titted tori Why drift from Job to

Job? Why experiment with vour tuiurei Lei. an

expert psychoiogiiit tell you the right vocation in

life for YUK‘. Personal analysis by Ur. S. S. George.

iormsr U. S. Army psychologist. will help you to

know your mind sud what carve! you are most suited

i'or in life. st-mi for Booklet Phone Schuyler 5969

THE VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE INSTITUTE

Iiooia 27. 2255 B'\vay. (Bllt St.), New York. ll. Y.

  

MAKE PEOPLE
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and belief as to the circumstances and coii- u they -,,_ semi 5 mm.
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curity holders who do not appear upon thc , new dewcel guide, you hand; corrects points the wsv. Address

  

Wiring in few days. Bit! irnnrovcmcrit in thrcu

No failures. (‘omploto outline FREE.

WriteC. J.0ament. Dem 60 Be, Louie, Mo,

~ A USEFUL BOOK
FOR THE AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN

Electric Bells

By M.

books of the cornpaiiy as trustees, hold

stock and securities in at capacity other

than that of a bona fide owner; and this

afiiant has no reason to believe that any

other person, association, or corporation

has any interest direct or indirect in the

said stock, bonds, or other securities than

as so stated by him.

PROGRESS LEAGUE, 5831 Unlon Sq., N. Y.

GOING AWAY THIS

SUMMER?

 

You may not be near a news stand while you

are away this summer, but you must not miss

the radio articles. for you will want the in

formation when you start up in the fall. Don't

take chances SUBSCRIBE BEFORE YOU G0l

S. ROBERTS. EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

Business Manager.

  

B. Si.asi>sit._ A_ complete treatise

for the practical worker in installing, nperv

 

ating and testing bell

alarms, thermostats and

used with electric bells. Both the electrri

cian and the experimenter will find in this

book new material which is essential in

their work. 124 pages. Fally illustrated.

~—

Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.

Dept. EE, 2 West 45th Street, New York

circuits, burglar

other apparatus
See Our Special

Subscription Offer

on Page 178

Valuable Books

Given Away Free

30th day of March, 1920.

\ (Seal.) ANNIE M. HOLDEN.

(My commission expires March 30. 1921.)

i Sworn to and subscribed before me this

l

  

Reg. No. H61, N. Y. Co. No. 501. .

 

  

Please nivntimi F.\‘ERYD.-Vi’ ENGI.\'F.l-‘.RlN(‘. MAc.\7.1.\'t~:
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THE

Wireless

World
The Oflicial Organ of the

Wireless Society

of London
O

Commencing with April

3d, will be published fort

nightly in order to ade

quately de al with the

increasing am 0 u n t of

Wireless Experimental

and Research Work.

Full of Practical hints

and useful information

for Wireless Amateurs.

Extensive reports of the

Wireless Societies of

Great Britain.

Annual Subscription 17s,

Post Free

Single Copies 9d, Post Free

To be entirely up-to-date in your

knowledge of Wireless you

must be a subscriber to

The Wireless World.

To the Publisher,

The Wireless World,

12-13 Henrietta St.,

London, WC2, England.

Please enter me as a subscriber

to the Wireless World for the

period . . . . . . . . . to . . . . . . . . .

for which l enclose . . . . . . . .

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Please Write distinctly.

 

SCHIVOTERIS

SUSPENSORIES

 

 

 

 

BUILDING A TWO-PASSENGER

SEAPLANE

(Continued from page 115)

Select any point (say for instance 2

feet) a given distance from the hub

center, then by the aid of a protractor

find the angle the chord line of the

blade makes with the table. Lay this

angle out on paper (this may be laid

out to any convenient scale) or the

table top, as shown in Fig. 13.

A : Angles of incidence at a given

point.

B : Selected diameter X 3.1417.

C : Length of line (taken at 90 de

grees to circumference line) is the pitch

of the propeller in inches.

For example, the point selection is

2 ft. from the hub center, which is the

radius, double it equals the diameter

4 ft. X pi. 3.1417 equals 12.5668 ft.,

the circumference at that point. Now

draw a line from C (which is the length

of the circumference 12.5668 from A)

90 degrees to the circumference line,

until it intersects the chord line at C.

The length of this line is the actual

pitch, and should be within one-half

of a degree of the specified pitch of the

propeller, which should be stamped on

the hub. Any error is usually due to

the propeller blade distortion, to faulty

manufacture, to the hole in the pro

peller hub being out of place or hub not

properly bolted, which is also the cause

of the error in tracking. Both blades

should be tested at points 2 ft. from

the hub and each additional six inches.

Propeller blades should be within

I/§ inch of each other in length. The

propeller should balance exactly on a

ball-bearing shaft. The camber should

be equal in curvature, the area should

be tested for equality in surface.

Tracking is also esential and may be

tested by revolving the propellers, while

measuring corresponding points in both

tips with some convenient established

point. The limit allowed’ is % of an

inch. This may be corrected by the

manipulation of the hub bolts or shim

ming with paper between the propeller

hub and the shaft flange.

When bolting the propeller hub in

place it should be set at about 45 de

grees past the vertical and should cause

ignition in the motor when slightly

above the horizontal.

Notes on Flying

The A B C of Aviation by Pagé

is an excellent book on Aviation. The

suggestions for the art of flying are

about as complete as it is possible for a

book to give, and its use is recom

mended to prospective pilots. There is

 
  

very little that I can add to it. Al

though the writer was taught to fly by

the Army instructors officially at Mine

ola, he feels convinced that it is quite

safe to acquire the art without con

crete flying instructions. I realize that

I will be criticised severely for this

statement, but I shall state a few facts

and leave it to your judgment. Of

course if it is possible to receive proper

instructions it surely is by all means

the only sane thing to do. However.

the Wright Bros., Curtiss, Bleriot and

most of the early pioneers were self

taught with s l u g g i s h , ill-balanced,

poorly proportioned machines. Up to

and including 1911 the writer saw a

number of amateurs take the initiative

and became quite proficient aviators.

Hadley, in a Farman type, Schneider

in a Curtiss type, Brown in a \Vright

type, Dixon in a Bleriot type of their

own manufacture were self-taught and

never had an accident with the excep

tion of young Dixon, who was killed

' flying over the Rocky Mountains in a

factory-built airplane in the fall of

1911. These men began by taking

short, straight-away flights, gradually

increasing the “hops” until they got

accustomed to the motion and speed.

It is obviously necessary to under

stand the controls perfectly, working

them automatically as far as humanly

possible, and have a thorough knowl

edge of the mechanics of the airplane.

The Army method is to give the student

a course of instruction in aerodynamics

and aero-mechanics, then have him

watcsh the flying until he gets so en

thusiastic and anxious that he will al

most steal a plane to fly it. He is then

given a few rides called “joy rides” to

further arouse him. Finally he is taken

up in a dual control machine, and after

an indeterminate time ranging from the

first trip to the ’steenth trip he is given

permission to hold the “joy stick” with

the admonition that if he did not let

go at a prearranged signal he would be

struck on the “bean” with a cudge}.

Finally he is permitted to use the

“joy stick”, and after they attain 500

to 1,000 ft. altitude to bank, elevate and

depress the machine on signal from the

pilot, who is in the front seat. He con

tinues this until the instructor has a

heart to advance him, depending on the

personal equation both sides. He is

then permitted to use the rudder with

the ailerons until he banks and steers

simultaneously and satisfactorily. He

then practices climbing and gliding.

Later he practices the landings and

eventually “solos” or flies alone. I have

yet to learn of a single accident in all

the first solos of more than 200,000

Army and Navy flyers. Any experi

enced one may acquire riding a fast

motorcycle at top notch speed (the In

dian model 16 is supposed to do 72

m.p.h) will accustom one to speed and

making quick decisions.

0U can anioy perfect

.......'w. ‘Ynomfort and freedom

Sehnoter‘s Susnensories

and Jock Bulbs have

gained their wide-unread

populsrity by quality,

wear, fit and lmv price.

I1 your drug st does not carry S1-hnoter’s,

Accent No Su stitutss. Sent direct upon re

quest of $1.00.

Send for booklet of other styles ami prices.

J. C. SCHNOTER CO.

$28 SIXTH AVE. Deot. (E) N. Y. CITY

THE OUTSTANDING FEATURE OF THE RADIO ARTICLES IN EVERYDAY is that you

can believe what you read because the instruments described are actually built and

tested and known to work. They are not ideas on paper. That is why EVERYDAY

carries such a high reputation IIIIOIII experimenters.

Please mvntian EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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The Burgess

BLUE BOOK
For Practical Men and

Electrical Students

I have srsoanl a sects!-size sets tool anes

oially ior the lfaotioal nu and those who an

taklsr as the stuly of oisstrislb. It osstalas

draw sls and diaqrals sf slsotrloal laohlsdy

ass eoaaeotl s our two hudrol ieenalas tor

saieulatisas. no pfoilols varied sot slswiao

how the isrunlas an used. This data is tales

irol my nal lots heel. which was Ianis

while on iilsrsnt kinds oi wort. all It will is

iousl oi rslos to aayon nuns is the electrical

suslscsa

The drawings of connections for electrical

apparatus iacluds Motor Starters and Start

ing Boxes, Overload and Underload Bolosso

Boxes, Reversible Types. Elevator Control

lers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Print

ing Press Motors, Automatic Controllers.

Variable Flsld Types. Controllers for lino

Locomotives, Street Car Controllers. Con

nections for llsrerslng Switches, Motor and

Dynamo Rules and llulss for Speed Begu

lation. Also, Connections for Induction

llotors and Starters, Della and Star Con

nections and Connections for Auto Trans

formers, and Transformers for Lighting and

Power Purposes. The drawings also show

all kinds of lighting circuits, including spo

clal controls where Three and Four Way

Switches are used.

The work on Calculations consists of

Simple Electrical Mathematics, Electrical

Units. Electrical Connections, Calculating

Unknown Resistances, Calculation of Cur

rent. in Branches of Parallel Circuits, How

to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge

Rules, 0hm's law, Watt’! Law, lnfonnation

regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur

poses, Wire Calculations, Wlrlng Calcula

tions, Illumination Calculations, Shunt In

struments and How to (falculsts Resist-snce

of Shunts, Power Calculations. Emclency

Calculations, Measuring Unknown Resist

ances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles, Mo

tors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating

Size of Pulleys.

Form a canoe club. We .

will furnish constitutions and

by-laws. You can pick a fleet

of “Old Town Canoes” from

the new 1920 catalog. Thir

teen graceful models pictured

in natural colors. Complete

list of accessories. All prices

given. First cost is the last

-there is no upkeep to an '

W T,,,,,,.._ Mechamcal
Write for free,

J

postpaid catalog today. En ° °

gmeermg
OLD TOWN CANOE COMPANY

945 Fourth Street

Old Town. Maine, U. S. A.

The secret of hull

ness and soda] suc

cua is the ability

to remember. I can

|nak_e your mind an infallible

classified index from which you can

Instantly select tho hlo, facts,

figures. name, faces. ables you

to acontnsa. develop all-aaawoi.

The result of M yearn’ experience de

veloping memories of thousands.

' 1 wme Tod.’ for free booklotd"l>low In
Remember‘ '

 

Dickson School of Memory. I140 Hearst Bids-. Thirst" III.
 

=,..__,_Q1-ii!

  

  

You loan be Tqu’ickTy cured, Ci!

STAMMER
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Also Alternating Current Calculations in

finding Impedance, Reactance, inductance,

Frequency, Alternations, Speed of Alter

nators snd Motors, Number of Poles in

Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Sna

ceptance, Admittance, Anglo oi’ Lag and

Power Factor, and formulas for use with

Line Transformers.

This book 4| recommended by proetiool

Ii is being used in loclntooi

6 I0 "lt llslo leurslmylslt -n'.z:i.|i:mm:rTig muss ysazs. Employers everywhere are looking for

|-,35. 3,“. |g,_’,g n with mechanical ability. Splendid sal

N. 908 bu. ‘ml ' fies and rapid advancement are offered.
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Your llpportunity

Polypline Molar:

E and 3 plisse. A.C.. iill \-,

00 r-. I750 RPM" complete

with hsse and pulley. l

'/i ILP. -

Single Phase Ilolors ‘

lI0-2-10 volts. .\. C.. so .1-cl».

lI§00 I1. P. M. with pulley

ll. P. Ill vslll. indu

lsl, III loll fllrl - -

ll. P.. Ill-III N|lLll—

lIIfiIl.ll|sll$tsrl

Charging Generators ‘

Suitable for sll lighting

Battery Charging

and Power Ileqiiirunenlr.

lvelll. ll ll;I/4

$3850 l Ilvilltllsly. $21_()() j
I/2

I/1 $46-5°
I II. P., Iii-fll vile refl

iuvillllilfllw -- $67-50 "'-"H1-l$38.50 l

2 r. iii-mm $ _5Q ll'IOlI,§ II}. $38,5() ,

J 50 00 -01» ii--» $58.50 '

$l64'5o Illvshslhly. $5850

5 Ii. P.. III-21! Illbt

rspslsiss. sills; hlli

MI-lien -mu in """' """' $85.00 =
In Gsnnlsr

SPECIA

ll.
S.

‘/4 .
0sn||sIs.swI,|lu| I pulley .

in

HONEY BACK

SIIIPPIIG TERMS:

ll vsill. I sly. ‘ "' "

i1n.1'/= Ill $24.50 ‘ rim. - $12.50

iii.r.

I ll. P. tsvli. III

IJJI. iir.

2 sins only -

WRITE FOI ¢l'l’ll.00. lllflllll II MOTOII III) OEIEIIIOII

To Buy New Guaranteed Eletlriul -I

lpsmliu oi Standard Msnulscluie.

Isliery Ghwling Olilils

To operate rm .\ C.. 60 ryclr. single phsle

voltsge ss :<p('(‘ifirLI.

no villi. L 0. II am. ii um. $40_()()

wlthssl iwilrhhssrl

_ $ .50 1 iii'mitfi;.i‘s'0' rum, u um. $6850

59 $15-00
j m-in mu I. c. no lllil.

j ii mu viilholl nitshhssil -

j in mu, L0. II IIII1, It vslls.

; Iilhui nilchhurl -

m out L0. iii arm. ii mi
, iviihsst iaaiuwr .

j no on LC. so Illli.

$42.5O L

$85.00

$85.00

unis. with isitshhosrl I0'00

".71w:-5liI1s5s.i'::'iI:hb0|rl 25'0o$36.50 \

II”; {mill rsqslnl II all vim. Islam G. 0. D. by Eipimr

Siyhl lull with Ii-II oi Lllisy sltlrhel by licighi.

HANUTACTU RTE!’ DISTRIBUTER

Professional Assistance

and Consultation

We solicit the patronage of inventors

and will give prompt, confidential

service in the perfection of ideas.

Complete drawings and plans pre

pared. Specialists in steam and gas

engine appliances.

Correspondence Invited.

Let Us Know Your Problem

Bell & Hoyt

1731 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

 

  

BY ELECTRICITY

A complete set of two machines

of this marvelous equipment for

only $19.50. Iustructive, mysti

fyinfi snd useful. This picture

of resident Wilson was tele

graphed by these insdiines. Pic

tu_re tel sphing is the oomin;

science rite today.

L J. LHSIIMAN l'.0. Dad. L Oylel. llhh
 

WSm7all Investors WEE

To co-operate in recovery of $I.400.000

cargo. Salvage already accomplished

by usoot LEAVITT DIVING ARMOR

proves prni-.ti<-nliility and big profits

in Iuture Operations.

For full particulars sddress

Lenvitt Deep Sen Salvage Co. Inc.

Temple Bar Annex, Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

 

Inventors and Experimenters

  

 

The Elk Msnufscturlniz Company offers special

fscllitles for the (IBVI-'l0|JIIl\*lIl. rind IIIIlIIl.II'll‘I.\|I'0 or

lnveiitlons and liibor siivliig ilr-vices, ls Well as the

coiistructluii of special ports for IIlOtIl'I lIIIlI(L'l':I and

ESI)£‘I’Illl£‘lIl(~l‘:l.

\\'rlI.e us about your work. You will not nhllizato

younioli ln any way.

ELK MANUFACTURING 00..

I926 Brondway.

lNC..

New York City

No. I inoiudu 10outiit M, mob‘ db

ma e slznl. 8 ply wood. hsrdwsn,

meensnlcsl parts snd every

tblnl to mshe s $30 Toy Cir

rms sot Including Anlmsl Wsgon snd Circus Wscon sscli

drswn by two lsr¢e jointed snlmsls with Clown Elders,

II Wild snd Domestic Anlnisls kicldnl snd Iuinpinl

Donkeys with riders snd other Circus Things. This set

ls s rod hot hlonsy Mslisr sud leverll peopls csn work

with Uinskshl No. 8 st the ssme time. Fins ror families,

my clubs snd schools. Send 810 for thls sot. Dsslers

buy Christmas toys now.

W. R. PRICE. lnc.. Dept. I1. Uiylnkefl Bldg. I27 5th Ave" NJ.

  

  

 

 

 

 

Don’t Wea

a Truss
. .

Brooks Appliance, the

modern scientific Invention,

the wonderful new discovery

that relieves rupture, will be

sent on trial. No obnoxious .

springs or pads. sir. 0. e. BIIOU|\e

Brooks’ Rupture Appliance

Hss automatic Air Cushions, Binds snd

draws the broken ports together ss you would

s broken limb. No salves. No lies. Durable,

cheap. Sent on trliil to prove it. Protected by

U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks

mailed free. Send name and address today.

 

 

 

#3.
  

Brosha Appliance Cs ,Z64A Shin SL, Mariisll, Mich
  

CELLULOID
SHEETING. PRINTING. MOULDING.

TURNING, DIE CUTTING

EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.

NAPIER BROWNING C0.

ios w. son. sr. NEW YORK CITY

DRAFTING
Inventions and Ideas Developed!

Mechanical, Elecrricsl, Psierir Ofice snd

Engineering Drlwinp of Every Description.

COMPETENT DRAFTSMEN AT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM

Ill Nsusii St. New York 0|!)

Telephone Bednisn I689

  

  

  

  

Your Prospective Customers

ere lived in our Csislog oi 99% guaranteed

Mailing Lisis. It slso conisins viral sug

gestions how to sdveriise snd sell profitably

by mail. Counts snd prices given on KID

diflcrenr nv:i..rul Lists. covering sll clssscs;

IDI insisrire, Farmers, Noodle Mirl., Hartl

wsre Dlrs.. Zinc Mines, etc. Tblr Delu

lla Vs/lrnvre hool fin. Virile for it.

Send Them Sales Letters

You can produce sales or inquiries with

personal Itllfrs. Many concerns sllover

U. S. are profiishlv using Sales Letters

we write. Send ior fin instructive

booklet, "Valiu of Solu Lman."

R_ps.-gs:-Gould

ists $1. Louis

  

' THE KNACK OF CARBURETOR

ADJUSTMENT

(Coiitiimcd from page 186)

of air there will be popping sound in

the carburetor, which is commonly

termed “blowing back.” To adjust :1

carburetor is not :1 difficult matter

when the purpose of the various con

trol members is understood.

For example, types are illustrated

which have a single needle vzilvc to

change the fuel flow, others are ad

justed by altering the lift of the air

valve or otherwise varying the amount

of air admitted to the mixture, either

at the carburetor itself or at the air

stove around the exhaust pipe. Before

any attempt is made to change :1 car

buretor adjustment, it is well to make

sure that the trouble does not exist in

the ignition system or that dirt and

water are not present in the gasoline.

The first thing to do in adjusting :1

carburetor is to start the motor and to

retard the spzirking lever so the motor

will run slowly leaving the throttle

about half open. In order to ascer

tain if the mixture is too rich cut down

the gasoline flow gradually by screw

ing down the needle valve until the

_mot0r commences to run irregularly or

misfires. Close the -needle valve in

those types having this method of fuel

regulation as far as possible without

having the engine come to a stop and

after having found the minimum

amount of fuel gradually unscrew the

adjusting valve until you arrive at the

point where the engine develops its

highest speed. When this adjustment

is secured the lock nut is screwed in

place so the needle valve will keep the

adjustment.

The next point to look out for is

regulation of the auxiliary air supply

on those types of carburetors where dn

adjustable air valve is provided. This

is done by advancing the spark lever

and opening the throttle. The air

valve is first opened or the spring ten

sion reduced to a point where the en

gine misfires or pops back in the car

buretor. When the point of mziximum

air supply the engine will run on is

thus determined, the air valve spring

may be tightened by screwing in on thr

rcgulating screw until the point

reached where an appreciable speeding

up of the engine is noticed.

If both fuel and air valves are set

right, it will be possible to accelerate

the engine speed uniformly without'in

terfering with regularity of engine op

eration by moving the throttle lever or

accelerator pedal from its closed to its

wide open position, this being done

with the spark lever advanced.

is
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To the Man with an Idea

I offer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, eflicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost,

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly furnished without

charge.

My experience, and familiarity with

various arts, frequently enable me to

accurately advise clients as to prob

able patentability before they go to

any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and

form for properly disclosing your idea,

free on request. Writ! today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

 

the national

joy smoke

Our exclusive

patented process

cuts out bite and

  

A MONTHLY

RECORD OF

SCIENTIFIC

PROGRESS IN

RADIO

TELEGRAPHY AND

TELEPHONY

Monthly - Half-a-Crown

Single copies, post free 2s.

9d. Annual Subscription,

post paid, 30/- post free.

THE RADIO REVIEW,

a new monthly magazine,

devoted entirely to the

technical side of radio

communication.

Edited by Professor G.

W. O. Howe, D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E., assisted by

PHILIP R. COURSEY,

B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E.

THE RADIO REVIEW

is the Authoritative jour

nal of Wireless Research.

Contributions from the

pens of the World’s lead

ing Radio Scientists will

be a special exclusive

feature.

Editorial and Publishing Ofiices

I2-13, HENRIETTA STREET

LONDON, W.C. 2
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American Radio Relay Lzagut.

Hartford, Conn.

don to QST for 9 months.

Name

Addrw

PATENT LJWYER

H4 Owen Builing, Washington, D. (1

RETURN COUPON
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The positive electrification of the atmos

phere is found to increase more and more in

degree with the height. The rate of increase

is quite irregular, and is due to the action

of the sun's rays, which ionize it; the ac-'

tion is virtually the same as that of the

heated conducting filament in a vacuum

tube. Its charge may have a potential of

thousand volts. The upper layers

are most highly charged; they get more_of

the powerful ultra-violet rays, and being

further removed from the earth lose less

of their charge by conduction to the earth.

In the dry air of winter the electrification

is greater than at other seasons. In ]anu

ary, 1917, at an elevation of 3,500 meters

the U. S. Weather Bureau determined the

potential as 26,835 volts, anrl at 500 meters

it was but 410 volts.

An Italian racing automobile is provided

with wings, like those of an aeroplane, but

they are set at a negative angle of inci

dence so as to hold it down on the ground

instead of tending to raise it or reduce its

net weight. Their use would seem to be

of rather doubtful value.

Switzerland is electrifying her railroads;

twenty years will be required to carry out

the work as planned, with an annual ex

penditure of $25,000,000. The work has

been delayed by the difficulty of getting

insulators for the power lines.

The wearing away of concrete in sea

water, where it is exposed to great varia

tions of temperature has been noted. But

another cause of wear is the attrition with

the stones and sand of the beaches, where

it is used on the sea coast. On the Sussex

shore. in the south of England, as much as

4 to 6 inches of material have been wom

away in a year. An attempt to prevent this

ivear by facing the surface exposed to tho

wa\'cs, with four inch flint stones, met with

la degree of success, as the stones lasted five

iyears. Wooden blocks, set with the grain

{end-wise, like paving blocks are being ex

perimented with as a facing.

In England experiments in running auto

mobiles with a mixture of 45% of ether

lwith 54% of alcohol denatured with 1% of

triethylamine have met with much interest.

The triethylamine acts not only as a de

naturant but also neutralizes any acetic acid

which may be produced in the combustion.

‘This is desirable as the acid is corrosive.

»The calorific power is as 95 to 134, com

pared with gasoline, yet it gives 85% to 956;;

of the mileage of the latter. It is in practi

cal use in South Africa; 3,000 gallons a

‘ day are made in Durban, and it is also made

in East Africa, and is in prospect of further

extension. The ether is cheaply produced.

land it fulfils its function of making the

engine start easily. It is said that the car

iburcter needs no readjustment for the new

fuel.

Fairlygood results are claimed for solar

tengines in Egypt, still in the experimental

istage. An efficiency of 4.2% was shown;

with the range of temperature utilized the

theoretical efliciency would be 5.9%. A

‘steam engine under the best possible practi

cal conditions would give 11.5%. The ex

,pense of running the engine figured out as

‘equivalent to a coal-price of £3 10s. a ton.

The war brought out the fact that the

existing French maps were on too sma.ll a

scale. For future work three scales are as

‘signed or suggested; for artillery 1/20000.

for general staff work 1/10000, and for in

fantry use 1/5000. The artillery scale bi<'l<

fair to be the most generally useful.

1 Pulverized coal in use in this country on

jrailroad work is being tried in the Nether

‘lands, in New South Wales and in Italy.

l In the latter country there is no coal, unless

1 lignite be so considered. This fuel is to be

used if possible to give some degree of in

‘dependence of foreign fuel.

On the Northern Pacific road larger cylin

ders have been placed on existing engines.

the boilers have been lengthened, and better

efficiency, lower boiler presure and an in

' crease of power has been secured. The driv

ling mechanism of the engines was not

changed.

An interesting example of what can be

done in the way of propagating pedigreed

seeds is cited in an exchange. A peck of

Red Rock wheat was sown and from it the

succeeding year there was obtained 7% bush

els of seed. This took care of several acres.

The last reports are that in 1919, six years

from the first sowing, about 60,000 acres

were planted. This report comes from the

State of Michigan.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Mxcxzma

_\_‘pl.
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the month.

Agents l’Vanted

SCIENCE CREATES NEW AUTO WONDER: solves

puzflinmnroblem; no more rain or snow biurrr.-cl v\"ind~

shields; mystic cloth works like magic. deposits invisible

chemical film; one rub keeps glass clear 24 hours: one

agent sold 5.000. Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 200, TOIcd0,

 

 Ohio.

MAKE $30.00 NEXT SATURDAY. Speoderator for

Fords sellin like wildfire. Used by l1‘ord Motor ofloials.

ord run like a Packard. Stops stalling and

bucking. Put on qulck—instant satisfaction. No holes

to bore. Sell ten to twelve a day easy. Splendid profits

and exclusive territory. Write quick for inlormation. Ad

dress Perrin Co., 1041 Hayward Bldg.. Detroit. Mich.

HI-LIFE IOTOR GAS. The new auto fuel, eliminates

carbon, increases power. Enough for 100 gallons. $1.00

prepaid. Agents wanted. B. P. Neiers, Manufacturer,

Dept. E. Cascade, Iowa.

Automobile Accessories

VULCANIZE RUBBER without heat or tools. Whirl

wind seller to evcy Auto Owner. Further Particulars

rrse. Muacatine Agency. E403. M“l°"-ml. lowl

NDRE POWER, lass hlel. no carbon. No Mystery. plain

facts. results guaranteed. Write for booklet. No-leak-0

Piston Ring Company. Baltimore. Maryland.

A7Jl0l101l

$I7ii.00 BUYS motors. propeller. Wine frames. till

frames and under-earrille for alnalo seater tractor bi

plane. Brubaker, 523 East 18th Sweet, New Yok.

BUILD YOUR OWN AEROPLANE, on instailmmts.

mstsrials cut to flt or in the rough. J. Angelea. Cen

tralia, Wash.

CONSULTING AERONAUTICAL AND AUTONOTIVE

Engineers. Inventions analyzed and develoDed—Deslgns

prepared. Tests. Expert advice. Van Muiiling t Marx,

City College, New York.

Books

BOOKS DELIVERED FREE.

trated Guido to the Latest Books. Wesle Mills Co..

Dept. A, 500 Fifth Avenue. New York, . Y.

THE ABUSE of the Marriage Relation. For single, en"

gaged and married men _and women. Saves disappoint

ment, prevents diseases. and makes happiness. PM!

paid for seventeen 3-cent stamps. Naturopathic Pub

lishing Co., li0 East list St.. New York.

MARRIED AND ENGAGEDl&e:ple should read "Science

of a. New Life." nature expi . 400 XIIBI illustrated.

$2.00. Central Company. 601 Ninth

Business Opportunities

Makes any

 

 

 

 

 

Write today for Illus

ve. . New York 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS

Advertisements in these columns 5c per word, average 7 words to the line. To insert

advertisement under proper classification copy should reach us not later than the first of

 

For Sale

FOR SALE. Brsnd new Bausch Lomb F. F. libero

scope with complete eye pieces sud obiecilvcs Abbe Lon

Ilcnser, also four-inch astronunncsl telescope. Both

I$'iii’1;8Ifl3, H. E. Bussey. Box 1698. Atlanta. Ga.

Help Wanted

IEN-BOYS-GIRLS. 16 or over. Get ready for Bail

way Mail Clerk Examinations. $100-$150 month. List

goaitions obtalnable—free. Franklin institute. Dept.

-99, Rochester, N. Y.

WE WILL START YOU in the cleaning and dyeina

business, little capital needed. big profits. Write for

l§ook(l:et. The Ben-Vonde System. Deb. C-G. Charlotte,

 

 

 

 

Inventors

INVENTORS--Wrina for our free illustrated guide book

and Evidence of Conception Blank. Send model or

sketch and description of invention for our opinion of its

patentable nature free. Highest References. Prompt

Service. Reasonable Terms. VICTOR. J. EVANS &

CO., 748 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

INVENTOR'8 MANUAL. HOW TO MAKE A PATENT

PAY is a work of special Interest to inventors in per

fecting their inventions, taking out their patents, and

disposing of them. It is not in any sense I

Patent Bol.icitor's circular nor a Patent Broker's adver

tisement. No advertisements of any description appear

in the work. It is a book containing a quarter of a cen

tury's experience of a successful inventor, together with

notes based upon the Iences of man other inventors.

120 pages. Price $1. postpaid. e Norman W.

Henley Publishing Co., 2 West 45th Street, New York.

TWO VOLUMES on MECHANICAL IOVENENT8 by

G. D. Hlsoox are works every inventor should have for

reference. If the thing you want has been invented,

it is illustrated in these volumes. If it hasn't been

invented. then you'll find in it the nearest things to

what you want. some movement or device that will apply

in your case, gerhlaiis: or which will give you s key from

which to wor 0 books ever published are of more

real value to the inventor, draftsman or practical me

chanic than this set of books. Price per volume each

4.00 prepaid. The Na-man W. Henley Publishing Co..

West 45th Street, New York.

 

Lathes

LATHE WANTED. Small second-hand screw cutting

in good condition. State price. Address: M. S., 505

South St., Alliance. Ohio.

Male Help Wanted

 

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn from $110 to

$200 per month and expenses. Travel if desired. Un

limited advancement. No age limit. We train you.

Positions fumished under guarantee. Write for Booklet

‘Chi 310:. YStandard Business Training Institute, Buf

ao, . .

FIREMEN. BRAKEIEN. BAGGAGEMEN, S140-$200,

Colored Porters by Itallroads everywhere. Experience

unnecessary. 898 By. Bureau. East St. bouls, Ill.

 

Miscellaneous

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT cured or no 8:1 $1.00

if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba ., S. LL,

Baltimore. Md.

_~~

SHAWNEE. OKLANDIA. a growing city, a good place

to live. Write for information. Board of Commerce.

Shawnee. Oklahoma.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG NONEY. Travel. Experience

Unneceas . We train you. Particulars frce. Write

American etective System. 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

 

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Biz Day. Ea

perience unnecessary. details free. Press Beportlng Syn

dicate, 584 St. Louis.

COMPLETE SET OF DRAWINGS Oi’ the Liberty 12

engine. A United States Standardized Aircraft Engine.

Giving all views with number of parts, names of parts

and weights of parts. Mail $1.00. Dept. A., Ocean

Publlshlnir Co., 25 W. find SL. New York City.

CANDY—IIr:vr to ll1lII\’0 it for pleasure or preiit. 25

vents, descrlplivc circular FREE. Acme Supply House,

409 Chestnut Strcct. Mllnnukce. \VI_e(0fisln.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES ARE OFFERED to

men, with or without experience, lo act as subscription

agents for Everyday Engineering Magazine.

This Magazine Ia very readily sold in all kinds of

machine shops. electrical plants, and voostional schools.

Everyday sells itself because it sells on its own merits.

It contains the kind of articles which appeal to all

classes of mechanics as well as students, teachers, and

professional men.

The terms to solicitors are so liberal. and the Mag

azine so easily sold that many of Everyday's subscrip

tion solicitors own automobiles in which they travel

from town to town.

If there is a large manufacturing plant. college or

garage In your (LIU. you can start. without any expense

to you. in your own locality.

Remember that the summer is the ideal season. if

you want big money and pleasant work. write im

mediately for Subscription Solicltor's proposition.

 

 

 

Models

BUILD a .\lode.-l Electric Motor Complete working outfit

$2.00. Blue Priiits '.'5c. .\. I-‘. Ciissel. 52 W. 130th

St. New York.

WANTED—Wil1 Buy Historical Models oi’ l.or-nmotlvcs,

Stcaniships, etc. Furnish description, Photograph and

Price. Please. G. \\'. Mclntosh, 51 Blanch St. Battle

Creek. Mich.

BUILD a Model "Speedster".

Blue Prints 250. A. F.

York.

Motwn Picture Plays 6' Supplies

$25-$300 PAID ANYONE for ideas, suggutions suitable

IUI photopiays. Experience unnecessary; comglfijte out

line Free. Producers league. 530 St. Louie, .

Katents

PATENT8. Booklet free. Bighut references. But re

$\1“4- Plvmvtness lellircd. WATSON E. COLEMAN.

Patent Lawyer. 624 I-‘ St, Washington, D. C.

PATENT8—-Herbert Jenner. Patmt Attorney and

Mechanical Expert. 622 F St., Washington, D. C. I

report if a patent can be bed and lu exact cost. Send

for circular.

PATENTS. Over 70 years’ practice; all communications

strictly confidential; handbook on patents free on r»-ouoet;

specie facilities for oilice consultations. Munn & Co.,

Patent Attorneys, (iii Woolworth Building, New York_

025 F Street. \Ve.shIngtol1; Tower Building Chicago;

Hobart Bldg. 532 Market Street. San Francisco. Calif.

(~
i!t:"Ijl8C'i.-i.-)I1vle“Rfl%o:fi~\‘Il!0 free. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row

PATENTS. in u tt- r 1 INational Illt9I.II.TIiE".I:i LI‘i:Ivg:tr0l?s.nIII8t°FP|ii'ii1li1uogLcmli:':2

York City, having three thousand members. Booklet free.

DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS to patent protection.

B@\"~"'@ lusclofllllk your invention to anyone lend fur

blank form "Evidence of Conception" to be signed and

witnessed. Form and information concerning patents

free. Lancaster and Allwlne. 237 Ouray Building. Wash

lI_:)¢':.t_>;lI;wl))l;"_C. "Originators of the form "Evidence of

Complete outfit $2.00.

Cassel, 52 W. 130th BL. New

 

 

 

PATENT what you invent. it may be valuable Wg||°

"111 N11 attorney's ice until patent is allowed ' Estab
1882. "Inventor's Guide" Free. Franklin HI Bough
.‘-l0 Loan 8:. Trust Building, Wuhingmri, 1)_ (;_

PATENT8—P t,l01'u9'Y'l"IEW.,°lt:IIOdDei1.I1sO:i‘i1 §If’nli1l:Ill‘ga‘Zli"§:li.:ht"IJ*r:€:

tics. Over 12 years‘ actual experimce. Full inform‘

:#*."..1.":.':..'.*".".?"*... Bl P- “-*='~'~~- M mu Be»

PATENT8—l<‘ 1 in 1 ,merly Licutcnelflult,nEIl:ILl"IQ:I'(:naWlSFrhlnhigtonkT’ %fu%f for

Phonographs

BUILD YOUR OWN PH _
furnish parts and cabine2sI‘o%v.'i-lAt:"tod]:]y‘ f7>.r'"Ilr‘¢'¢

:r:.:*.<;'.:.*:'::.. s.:.*::.**="“ S-W ‘=0--1>=»= v

Phofo Fzmslmig
_=

MAIL US 20c ith i ill
six velvet prints? O'I‘.ne{*n§,£8IX I‘l]63'lotrIYs:veIII1°?mli.::200 for six prints. Or semi 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted

‘i*‘il.‘i{.i’.‘i.'1‘,§"'<':.... ‘§§‘§“‘r‘§in "1‘Z'.'..".°.‘ n%°.'..'l.°r°..;. vl‘.‘I"“°"° P"°‘°

Short Stories Wanted
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HE columns of our mechanical contemporaries are full of

letters and editorials against the adoption of the Metric

System of weights and measures as an American standard,

and there seems to be real cause for their alarm. Considering

the subject from the viewpoint of the mechanical and civil

e_ngineer, it would be undesirable to have any learned, well

meaning but impractical group of professional men influence

Congress in passing legislation to confuse any industry that

has always thought and worked to dimensions and values such

as inches and pounds by making a system of foreign units

such as millimeters and kilograms compulsory.

NY mechanical man knows that the adoption of the metric

system would entail an enormous first cost of new equip

ment to conform to the new standards and a constantly aug

menting cost in the maintenance of a double standard for

repairs and renewals, and also an increased cost of the product

to the consumer. The confusion would be even greater

among mechanics, moat of whom would have to be re

educated to think and plan their work in accordance with the

unfamiliar, and to them, new units. The opportunities for

errors are great enough now without introducing any new

hazards. The matter is very serious, and American manu

facturers are thoroughly alive to the trouble-making pos

sibilities of any double standard. Practically all are using

their influence to retain the present reasonably satisfactory

British system every one is familiar with.

HERE are two sides to every question, however, and the

advocates of the Metric System have a substantial following

among men of science who are able to and who do use

metric units advantageously in their work. The British units

are those long used in our commerce and industry, the metric

units are evidently best for our chemists, physicists and other

scientists who are using these units and who are thoroughly

familiar with them. No law is needed for them t_o continue the

use of units best adapted to their requirements. The issue

should not be made more complex by legislators trying to

force the majority in this country to use weights and measures

that are obnoxious to them While there is no obstacle to their

use by those who do favor them and do apply them to good

advantage in scientific research work.
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SPECIAL NOTE ,

In mrlr llv-'0 nan the price ol "Power 0/ Will" has b1-rn inrrraard ;

only 50¢‘. life find it necessary now to rake Me in as won as flu I Nnnie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..on-amt ednum is gone. TM: mearu tlmifiy file lat or sooner. ' I ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "

ihr price must be increased to $4.50. I

I

I Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I

I

156-K WILCOX BLOCK MERIDEN, CONN. 1'

Please mention Evnvnav Emzmmamc Manazma
' - ‘I

I
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At Home

Through National Radio

CALLS coming in steadily for National Radio

 

 

Institute graduates from all parts of the country.

Four concerns guarantee to take all the operators

we can furnish.

Commercial radio has arrived and many attractive

positions are now open in the Commercial Land Radio

Service, Merchant Marine, Railroads, Radio Supply

Factories, Lake and Ocean Steamship Companies, Tele

graph Companies, Aerial Mail Service, and Radio

Compass. Stations. We are now receiving requests for

more National Radio Institute graduates than we can

furnish.

Salaries Up to $15,000 a Year

Our graduates start work as Senior Operators at $125

a month, with all living expenses paid (an average

total of about $200 a month). Advancement is rapid to

high positions with bigger pay, as follows: Radio Aids,

$6 to $15 a day; Aerial Mail Service, $1,500 to $2,400

a year.and 10% bonus; Radio Inspectors, $1,200 to

$3,500 a year: Radio Engineers, $2,500 to $15,000 a

year. Our graduates are guaranteed positions upon

securing their official license after taking our course.

You can~Iearn wireless the National Radio Institute

way in a few months by mail, right in your own home.

l\Iany of our students secure positions before com

pleting the course, because it is based on actual prac

tice and teaches what is needed to make a big success

of wireless work.

Easy to Leam Wireless at Home By

Qur Method

By our practical method of home instruction

and with the aid of our improved Natrometer

outfit it is easy for any intelligent person to

leam wireless and become an efficient operator

in a few short months. You get actual practice

in sending and receiving messages while taking

our course by mail. Every step is made clear

and you will make rapid progress

from the start. We now have hun

dreds of students throughout the

world.

I "' DOWNTOWN

SCHOOL

  

Instruments to Every

Student

In addition to S text books,

one hand book, 46 special les

sons and 18 personal examina

tions, we send you, while taking

(I-‘_,;g_ 1914) _ . , _ our course, the fine Natrometey

Dep|_ 226, 14",, and U Skeet‘. N_ w_ mm» outfit here pictured. It becomes

. =11 1Washmgwn, D. c. Z§.‘£‘;1@‘§§J§.°'Lr J3L‘}§’§.' "" “"°“

  

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

America's First and Foremost
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lnstitute-Washington, D. C.

Travel If You Want To

If you want to travel and see the world, go to foreign

countries and increase your knowledge of world affairs,

wireless offers you the chance of a life time. However,

you are not obliged to travel, but may secure a permanent

position at one of the many commercial land radio

offices, telegraph or steamship companies near your home,

if preferred.

Membership ln N. R. I. Relay League

Upon enrollment every student in the National Radio

Institute is presented with a handsome blue and gold pin,

signifying his official membership in the N. R. I. Relay

League, with a rapidly growing membership throughout

the world.

Extra Course ln Radio Telephony

In addition to our complete course in modern radio telegraphy every

student is given our complete course in Modern Radio Telephony. This

course combines ten special lessons and ten personal examinations.

This combined telegraphy and telephony course enables our students to

secure positions requiring knowledge of both radio telegraphy and

modern radio telephony.

Get Your Instructions by Mail From the Nation’s

Capital

(Our Course is Recognized by United States Government Officinli)

The National Radio Institute, established in 1914, was the first in

America to successfully teach wireless by mail. It is headed by authori

ties who have been closely allied with govemment training of students.

The work is under the direction of J. E. Smith, E. E., formerly director

of the Radio Department, Howard University, and E. R. Haas, formerly

of the Radio Division of Yale University, assisted by a competent corps

of trained instructors and lecturers.

We now maintain two schools in Washington and through our

Home Study course have successfully trained hundreds of students

throughout the world by mail. Our location in the Nations 1" -------- _._

Capital, together with the standing of our officers and their wide

acquaintance among government officials connected with Wire

less activities, places us in position to give our students the best

instruction obtainable and to be of the utmost help in assisting

them to secure good paying positions.

SEND THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

containing particulars of our special ofior to student:

enrolling now.

America’: First and Foremost

(En. 1914)

Dept. 226, 14th and U $115., N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

Plcasc mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAG/\z1.\:i»:

 
 

NATIQNAL RADIO INSTITUTE,

Dept. 226, 14th & U Stl., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Send me your Free Book, “Wireless the Opportunity of Today." Tell

me about your famous Home Study Course in Wireless Teiegraphy and

Te1ephony—y0ur Post-Graduate Course, Membership in the N. R. I.

Relay League and your Special Wireless Instrument otter.

I

I

I

|

I

I

I
I

I

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE i .\-Hm. ........... ..

I

l
l

l

L

E.lZ.HAAS. . . . .

DIRECTOR UDTOWN SCHOOL

(Write Plninly)
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A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS

ANY ONE OF THESE BOOKS WILL BE SENT FREE -

FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION

HOME MECHANICS

WORKSHOP COMPANION

rsu.s IIOW ro no mini USEFUL

ILICIIICAL AIII7 )l!OlAIl<‘AL ‘IHIIIGS

IIKILIIDDIG NUMEROUS SI!!!’ XIII!

'31

ANDREW -IACKSONJR

(D
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SIIIBS

llcllasall w. unuu vwssisiiiun ca

I urn \s in suns. issw was

For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a de

mand for a hand book of mechani

cal instruction that would help

the average everyda man to do

the many small jo it of repair

work that are found around the

home and shop.

HINTS AND TIPS

Fon

AUTOMOBILISTS

KIIYSNIIGIIIIHICAHAIB OPEIIAIIOII

ALDIDCAI'IOIAIDlDAIl(I'IOAMlIIlflIIB

Q7

VICTOR W PAD!

®
EVIIYDH INGIIIIIIING SIIIIS

IOIMAN W. IIIII-II YVILIIIIM @

I was! es ni sfiissr. nu vcsui

  

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

The boolt is ideal for the busy

man or woman who wants to

know about car operation and up

keep’ because of the economies

possible when an automobile is

intelligently operated. It con

tains many money saving hints.

HOWII) MAKE Ki USE A SMALL

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

AI IITIIODIXZTION TO TIII STUDY OF

IIIQGANIC CIEHHTIV VIII DIIICTIUI!

IQ ‘I'll QGTIIXTIKIIGA SHALL IAIOIAIUI

'3]

RAYMOND IIANCIS YATES

®
FVEIIYIMY ENGINEERING SERIES

~onvni~ w urn.“ rususiiiiuo co

1 walr 4s rn srssn‘ wsw vans

For the Student Chemist

and Experimenter ‘

This book gives all the neces

sary information for ii well

grounded understanding of chem

istry. It will not only be a help.

but an inspiration to_ study fur

ther into this fascinating realm of

science.

AUSIIFUI. IIANIIBOGK FOR MECHANICS

fly

IAYMONI7 FRANCIS YATES

@
EVEIYIMY ENGINEERING SERIES

nonsuu w MINI-II vuniniiuc m

i wnr as ni stun. nu van!

  

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the nec

essary "kinks" that will enable

one to accomplish successful sol

dering. If a mechanic has not

succeeded in his solderin , this

book may tell him just w at he

needs to produce good work.

  

DESIGN DAIA FOR RADD
LL I Q I _

of these Books are written in Sim Rs niciwm

ple Non-technical Language and

contain Information of Real Value on

Subjects of Timely Interest.

RADIOHOOK-UPS

 

 

  

_ %'.__ 3"

noiauiasnosi AIWAIICID mcoirs

oisscsivsnssiirtirnwsslnmsiuiunsu

in laHPDAIIIHl‘IIIAl4PD mvs wow

TRY TO SEND US FOUR NEW SUBSCRIBERS——

WITH YOUR OWN—SO WE CAN SEND YOU

THE SET OF SIX BOOKS

!I)fPI£)III€ POI DESGIIIIG APHHAIB

ARRMIGNAKIIIAIDAIIWDHACIIZE

4'27

M I SLEIPII

©
EVERYDAY IIIGIIKSIIING SIIIES

nuns-nu w. |sn|i.as rosununn ea

s wan ea ni as-aari-i Isw vnsiii

  

'1:

M1 SLIIPIJ.

G)
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

nosinau w.nnii.I1 rivsuutiisa on

i wan es ni IIIII1, i-sw YORK

  

Fill Out the Special Blank Below

Check OE the Title Desired and Mail with Your

Remittance

  

For the Radio Experimenter

and Amateur

In this book, the bcst circuits_for

different instruments and various

urposes have been carefully se

l)ected and grouped together. The

result is a_compre_hensive summary

of radio circuit diagrams for every

purpose. _ _

A special feature of this book is

the explanations which accompany

each circuit. giving construction or

operating details.

Special Circular Describing These Books

Sent on Request

For the Radio Engineer and

Student

In Design Data, radio experi~

mentors are given such informa

tion, readily accessible, as to make

it possible for them to have modern

and highly eflicit-nt equipment and

to get the best possible results

from the instruments they make

or buy.

The Experience and Knowledge of Experts

Condensed and Simplified for the Handy Man

—the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter.

I<IVERYDAY ENGINEERING

SERIES OF HANDBOOKS

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
Check off title desired here

2 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK CITY

WORKSHOP COMPANION

*~

2 HINTS AND TIPS FOR

AUTOMOBILISTS

I HOME MECHANIC'S I

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

for . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. years at $2.00 per year (Canada, $225; foreign, $2.50).

let this start with the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. issue. I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . .., and

(Date of issue) 3

according to _voiir special offer send me copy of book checked off.

Please

HOW TO MAKE AND E AS.\IAI.L CHEMICAL Us

l.;\BORATORY

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 SOLDERING AND BRAZING

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Cit" 5 RADIO HOOK-UPS

State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOVV

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

6 TRANSMITTERS AND

RICCEIVERS
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Arecognized scientific efiective means of handling your own case is afiorded

by the RENULIFE VIOLET RAY HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR. lt

is so designed and made that anyone can a ply the wonderful corrective,

urbuilding forces of the VIOLET RAY. T is pleasant POWERFUL form

0 electricity has done and is doing wonders in relieving and eliminating

?ain and suffering. You owe it to yourself to investigat¢.~—find out the

acts. Get our new booklet explaining the nature of the Violet Ray-—its

uses. benefits, and applications—send the coupon below at once.

WHAT USERS SAY THOUSANDS or VOLTS
"The Rsnulifs Violet Raw High fie

izww Gm-=-wr i- wow» in ~.~if-='»-v No Slioclt—No Harm—Si'mply Great Benefits
beeaun of its perfect character and eon- _ ,

mi 0; ,.,,,.,,,_ ..<,,,,.,,.,,,,.,,, ,,,.i .,,,|..-it Current from your light socket is transformed

llllllllllin. The smallness and lighliiefl into the most powerful. effective purifying

of Electrode holder is also ii (HM ~1- Health and Beauty giving agency; yet as pain

"“""=° Tl" d°“‘°' ‘old ms "1-' '5' less and pleasant as a ray of sunshine. Made

trouble was hardening of the arteries I - - ,
‘mum mHnm.mom“M “lawman” safe for use in any home. on infant or viealtest

in ‘M 'oru_.. ..I “Mot mommmd “_ invalid. Attacks the deep seated source of

uiohisiilv." "I havebeen ii-in; mine now dlsgases. at tthe hsame tgiciie hrelieving_the aches

for a week for Sflll-ltl and 1 lm highlv an pains w ic may t e annoying symp

Qlfillld wits‘ results." "I think it i- one toms. Learn how this modern form of elec

°' "’° 5"" ml” ""'°l'l"°' "1" "" "Y" tricity—The Violet Rav—so acceptable to the

""""‘°“‘ I '"“’° “'94 “ “"‘5 "‘°°""'."' human body actuallv saturates the whole system

rirulta for the restoration of hair and llll _. . . - . . - . . - k

md mm rbmmmc fin", jam”. “Am “llll invigorating life’-laden forces. bringing bac

"ii ,|...,..d pig]; 9,, (;..,,,,.,..,,_ mi m, normal conditions. \ ou may treat the local area

kind treatrnent received from vour Com- but results are not confined to that part alone—

onrw-" "Mr Gwen!-ir bu aioowd my the blood. nerves. tissues are revitalized. toned

neuritis." "Every house should have a and rcstoi-ed_

§::j:_'fo,‘,;‘j'ff__ {f‘;’tm':;'_{“O,§_.';j;1‘f_{ Send for the Booklet—-full of information—that
Nun-._-D, son 1-hm.._ Km,“ in Nxk, tells the story so you can understand it.

Crarunoz Headache: Stiff Neck Mur

cular Soronx: Rheumatism : Paralysis

-in short, pain of all kinds."—.\I. D. What is the “ran ' . ' '
,, . ge relation between electricity and
l b,‘."° b°°° "§“°h "l'°,‘,"‘1 by lb‘ “"’ °l life? Some declare electricity is life. Vlie do not know.

7°” ".'°'°" "’”.('°"°"."°" But life cells do welcome and respond marvelously to
,,§"fi"d5?t° l°'bm";:““.' ., electricity in the form of Violet Rays. It works with

“ ' '“° ' °° "' “'“'°“'“°-' nature to restore where many other methods fail. It

treats fundamentally and therefore is specified by

 

 

-O

  

Your

U11"! Face and

SW19 as ie¢U_ as

S§¢C80‘t$|8

Strniglhens—

 

"I would not part with it for five times the

°'l,°°' I" i’ '“"’ " mm '°"d°"" . physicians for a wide range of ailments—for rheuma

I ‘m ‘::"°h :b:“mfl:_l°"'°d . "$1,, an tism. neuritis, nerve and blood disorders—etc.. etc.—

G°°"”°" ' °' ' "° “'““" both ehrforiilc and acute. I531].-e tihe lisbt on fiOl.l[)Ol1 and

' _ _ ask for u articu rirs. oo is roug t to area

THIS TYPE of Violet Ray instr11- treated—enrii:lied and I)l.ll’lfiC(l—aSSllI1l.ll3.l'.lOfl and

13¢"!mak¢5P°55lbl'{3llll"--¢°!1V¢"!¢"i digestion improved—functions restored to normal.

ha|_1dl¢ afld D¢"T1"$ l_3Y8¢ _¢lfi¢l¢"1 Combines the benefits of electricity, vibration. ex

umts ‘° b¢ l-15*-‘d ¢°ma"1¢d "1 hand" ercisc, stimulation, and oxidation. Get the informa

9°m¢ 939° tion as to what you may expect from the Violet Ray.

Its astonishing low price places it within the reach of

all. Thfe griafl Plan proges its value. lin actual use.

- R ' ' t' t ' .JUST OUT. This latest edition ccewe u m om“ ‘on y re um mm

explains in detail.with many illUS- Rgnulife EIe¢tri¢ Cg,’ In¢,
trations. the uses and benefits of _ _ _ _

Violet Ray, You ghguld have 1906 Marquette Building, Detroit. Mich.

°n¢- Ffee 7°? the 38kl"8- Chicago Office, Room 410. 123 West Madison

Revitaliza

Builds 14 9

    

SEND FOR BOOK!

High Class Sales

LOWEST PRICED

  

  

 
 

- _ Distributors Write Pain

:IIIIIIIIIII_I—_—__I_III: Efficient ‘O, propmmon and Ache

Eradica10r—

: COUPON FOR BOOK : VIOLET RAYS Wmioiii Equal

. and Special Information : 5,.,.,,.,|

: RENULII-‘E ELECTRIC co., : M°d°" ‘°"

I ;5\6l4arquette Bldg" Detroit, Mich. - Home _

. Pleafle sand without oblllrallon, your hook 'fllellth." . and " irli<_

I explaining Violet Ray treatments with Rcriullfe _GoDOl'- -3-.»I stors_n:l'a:h¢.i::.auLl‘l:’a'rUcolars as to its application for : V Profe“ .
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AT HOME—IN SPARE TIME
As You Would in Actual Practice

Get into this constructive branch of industry where big salaries are paid. No previous training is

necessary to become a capable draftsman with the help of the Columbia School of Drafting. You can

master the practical lessons of our famous home study course, at home, in spare

time. You will be personally coached and instructed by mail, by Roy C. Claflin,

president of the school, whose long experience as a draftsman and teacher spe

cially qualifies him to give you the training you need to become a successful

M"'m"' BECOME A SPECIALIST

We not only give you thorough and practical training in Mechanical Drafting,

teaching you to make actual drawings as you would

in any drafting room, but you receive the additional

benefit of a post-graduate course in some special branch

of drafting. A big field of opportunity is thus opened

to you as a trained specialist in this profession.

llraftsmen Get $35 to $100 a Week
Because of the importance of his \\ ork the draftsman is paid

a big salary and is always in

line for advancement. The

draftsmaii’s pay is from $35

to $100 a week. A knowledge

of drafting is the stepping

stone to big technical posi

tions in the industrial field,

paying as high as $50,000 a

cum Enslnosr. $5.000 to $50,000 n Your

How “Columbia” Students

Succeed

Students of the Columbia

School of Drafting often se

cure positions at $2,000 or

more a year to start before

completing the course. Hun

dreds of men and women chm |'\'IlY1smlII. $50 r» §l5|_\_:_Wl\Ir.v

with “Columbia” training are now making good with big con

cerns all over the country. Many more are needed for splen

did positions, now open. Here is what "Columbia" training is doing for

some of our graduates; Laurence Johnston, over $5,000 a year George

Murray, $45 a week to start; G. angorra, $2.800 a year; A. . Gash,

$140 a month to start; W. S. Burfoot, $150 I month to start; T. R.

Brown, $2,860 a year‘ R. Fowlres, $3,700 a year. These are only a few

if a great number of similar cases.

Big Concerns Employ Columbia Graduates

The best concerns in America employ Columbia graduates in their

drafting departments because of the thorough practicztl training we give

which enables them to step right into im iortaiit drafting positions. Our

diploma is the entering wedge into big rafting rooms eve where. As

a Columbia graduate you are recognized as an experience draftsman,

not as a mere apprentice. Our training spells Success for you. \Nh be

satisfied with a_grinding, underpaid position when there are hundre s of

 

 

Draftsman. $35 to M00 I Wool

BEND THIS COUPON T0-DAY

list us tell you the fascinating story oi

Drafting and how you can master this

lucrative profession of big salaries and

steady advancement throulh our help.

promising positions open to you in the big field of Drafting. VVe a e Wm” Wu“ '0

called upon to lace trained draftsmen more rapidly than we can roducie COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF

them. Genera construction companies, manufacturers, railroa s, ship DRAFTING

building concerns, engineering projects, etc., need draftsmen today in

greater numbers and at better salaries than ever before.

This Complete Drafting Equipment Furnished

to students of our school. The instruments are of standard American

ROY (1 Claflin, President

Dept. 1138. 14th & T Sts., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

  

make of the best quality, fully guaranteed, and become your property

on completion of the course.

is included.

I
II I

I
IEvery instrument needed for the course

CQLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFFING

Roy C. Claflin, Pres.

Dept. 1138, 14th 8: T Sts., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

I am interested ln your practical training in Mechanical Drafting.

Please send me Free, your illustrated book of pnrtlculnrs, testlinonials,

.l I.“

  

  

_

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

l’lrase mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

: terms. etc. I am also interested in the special post-graduate course

h k d below:

I ilégchanical Drafting, or Machine Drafting is the foundation

I course and is complete in itself.)

I Architectural Drattlnq .. Topographical Draitlng . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I Amomobua Dram“ Ship Draftlnp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

- Electrical Drafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. slamhml D."m"' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ‘ ‘ "

I A I D m Rzidlo Drafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I 9"” “M r“ "9 ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' " Automotive Draitlnp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._

. Special Machinery Draltinp . . . . . . . . .. Hydrogranhlc Dram" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sheet Metal Draitlng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Maghlng Dgglgn _ _ _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I Structural Drafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Tool Deslpn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ __

I Highway Draitinp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Shop Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I Patent Draftlnp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Builders Course .. . . . . . . . . . .

I

I Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........--.

: Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................,.

I City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Stuo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....
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Heat Treating Alloy Steels

A Series of Simplified Articles Detailing t/ze Various Met/zods of Heat Treating

Modern Alloy Steels. This Instalment Explains the Various Heat Treating Processes

for Simple Steels and Describes t/2e Way T/zey Are Applied in Everyday Work

By Victor W. Page, M.S.A.E.

PART 2

N the first article of this series, the

point was brought out that heat

treatment was an exact science and

that modern methods of precision meas

urement made it possible to determine

the best points to which various grades

of steel should be heated and the tem

perature at which they should be

quenched to secure the maximum bene

fit from the desirable physical prop

erties of special steels. Before consid

ering the treatment of different alloys,

the writer believes that the non-techni

cal reader can understand what is

meant by heat treatment much better

if the various simple treatments are de

fined and explained, so these are out

lined in a manner that should be of

value to the experimenter and prac

tical man.

Annealing

Many varieties of steel are hard

when the process of manufacture, espe

cially if rolling or hammering is in

volved, is completed, these being prin

cipally grades used in tools and special

‘ machine parts. In order that they may

be worked without too much trouble by

ordinary machine tools it is impera

tive that the metal be soft, and this

condition is obtained by a process

known as annealing. While steel can

usually be bought annealed cheaper

than it can be treated at the factory or

shop where it is to be machined, some

times conditions materialize that make

it necessary to anneal metal to facili

tate work and reduce stresses upon the

machine which completes the finished

product. This process not only makes

the steel softer, but also removes the

internal strains or the tendency of the

metal to crack and spring when hard

ened. The strains are caused by the

rolling or hammering processes in the

steel mill or forge shop while the rods

or forgings were being made.

When the metal is a forging or a

gear blank of nearly finished size, it is

customary to remove part of the sur

face by taking several rough cuts, after

which the piece is ready for annealing.

In order to soften steel it is necessary

to heat it to a uniform red heat and

allow it to cool slowly, which process

can be carried on by several methods.
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How Pipe May be used in Corbor~i1ing

How uiork is packed in pots or pipe for box

annealing‘ or carburizing

Box Annealing

The method commonly followed

when the pieces are not of too large

size is known as box annealing, and

for this treatment it is necessary to have

cast iron boxes or pots and furnaces of

sufficient capacity, as it must be ob

vious that to do this work in a manner

 

that is commercially practicable it will

be necessary to treat a considerable

quantity of work at the same time.

The parts are placed in the container

and packed in wood charcoal or other

material of that nature which has been

ground or pounded into small pieces.

A layer of this material is first placed

on the bottom of the box to a depth" of

an inch or more and then follows a

layer of the steel, then another layer

of charcoal, then more steel, and so on.

For certain small work, the material

may be packed in wrought iron pipe

as shown in accompanying illustration.

How Pot Is Packed

The pieces of metal should not come

within one-half inch of each other or

within an inch of the walls of the con

tainer at any point, and the spaces

should be filled with charcoal, the metal

being covered with another layer of

packing material about an inch in

depth. This method of packing is re

peated until the box is filled, care be

ing taken that all pieces do not touch

each other or the iron walls. A tight

fitting cover is then applied, and the

seams are sealed to exclude the direct

heat or hot gases of the furnace, by fire

clay luting. Several test wires may be

placed through the top of the box,

which can be \vithdrawn from time to

time to see if the contents are at the

proper temperature if no pyrometer in

stallation is supplied. The heat should

be maintained a sufficient length of

time to insure a uniform temperature

and thorough heating of the parts and

the color of the piece should not be al

lowed to go over a full red, as can be

regulated by the heat of the furnace

and determined by the test wires. After

the box and contents have been main

tained at the desired temperature for

the proper length of time, the heat is

shut off and the whole allowed to cool
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slowly, the metal being left in the con

tainer until cold.

Two Simple Methods

Often in shops there are no facili

ties for box annealing and other meth

ods may be used, though the work is

not so uniform _as by the treatment

previously described. In one of these,

the metal to be treated is heated in a

forge or furnace until a uniform red,

and then placed on a piece of board in

an iron box, the wood resting upon a

bed of ashes several inches deep. A

second piece of board is placed on the

pieces, and the whole covered with

ashes. The pieces of wood will smol

der and maintain the metal at a high

temperature for some time, thus insur

ing gradual cooling, which is essential

to secure a good anneal.

Another common method of armeal

ing is to heat the pieces to a red heat

and merely bury them in ashes, which

is apt to give unsatisfactory results

unless the ashes are also heated, which

can be easily accomplished by burying

a large piece of heated iron in the an

nealing box. When the steel piece has

been sufficiently raised in temperature,

this piece of iron is removed from the

ash bed and the steel part buried in its

place. The whole secret of successful

annealing is to gradually heat and cool

the metal to be treated; and the more

gradually and uniformly the tempera

ture rises and falls, the better the char

acter of the work.

Hardening

After the parts have been machined

to the finished or nearly finished size,

approved practice is to further heat

treat to either toughen or harden the

steel. The amount and character of

treatment depends largely upon the use

for which the piece is intended and the

composition of the material and will

be fully considered in proper sequence.

Steel may be hardened by several proc

esses, the most common of which is

raising it to a low red heat or dull

cherry red and plunging it in some

cooling medium such as water, brine or

oil, or by case hardening, which merely

acts on the surface of the metal if

superficial methods are used or which

can go to some distance below the sur

face if the work is properly carburized.

Steel should never be heated to a

temperature greater than required to

give the desired result, and the degree

varies with the composition of the steel

as relates to the carbon content, the size

and shape of the piece and the purpose

for which it is to be used. Much de

pends upon heating uniformly; the

edges and corners should be no hotter

than the center and the interior should

be of the same temperature as the sur

face. If this precaution is not taken

the metal may crack in the cooling bath,

because uneven changes take place in

the molecular structure. If metal.is

heated in an ordinary forge be sure that

no air from the blast strikes it, which

will prevent uniform heating.

When uniformly heated it should be

plunged in a bath to give it proper

hardness. It must be worked up and

down rapidly in the bath to prevent

the film of steam forming, which would

surround the piece if kept in one posi

tion and prevent proper contact with

the cooling fluid. If the piece is long

and slender it must be moved up and

down, but if short and with teeth on the

outer edge, as on a milling machine

cutter, or gear, it should be agitated

rapidly so that all teeth will be cooled

uniformly. If it is flat and has a hole

through it, the walls of which must be

hard, it should be so moved that the

liquid of the bath passes through the

aperture and at the same time strikes

both faces.

Tool steel should always be hardened

at a temperature (about 1350 to 1450

degrees) which leaves a fine grain when

the piece is broken, which can be de

termined by hardening a test piece

from the same bar as the part is

to be made at various temperatures

and breaking to determine the grain. A

coarse grain denotes a higher tempera

ture than is permissible. An excellent

bath for hardening small pieces is said

the forge so one end is hotter than it

should be and the other end just show

ing color. The gradation of color is

noted and the piece is quenched. When

cooled, it is broken into its respective

parts and the point or notch that shows

the finest grain upon fracture indicates

that the temperature to which it was

heated was the best adapted to that

particular grade of steel. Each section

will have a different color when with

drawn, which will be remembered by

the worker from the punch marks. In

heat treating the finished piece, it is

raised in temperature uniformly to the

color that the operator remembers as

having given the best fracture on the

test bar. This is a rough and ready

method of temperature determination

that was popular before the days of

precision heat measurements and is

used today in many small shops when

pyrometers are not available. The table

below is a useful guide to temperature

approximation by color, and while it

has been widely published, its inclusion

will save the reader looking it up.

Pack Hardening

Pack hardening is the method em

ployed with pieces that are low in car

bon and which cannot be treated by the

ordinary processes without risk of

HEAT DETERMINATION BY COLOR
 

Degrees F. Degrees C. Color of Heats

752 400 Red-visible in the dark

sss 474 Red-visible in twilight. Tampering.

975 525 Red-visible in daylight.

12;; 53$ {§:‘.‘i;“:*.'.‘.’.“ "11472 300 Dull cherry red. Hardening.

1652 900 Cherry red.

1832 1000 Bright cherry red.}(ja|~bQniZjng_

2012 1100 Orange red.

2192 1200 Orange yellow. }F .
2372 1300 Yellow white. owing‘

2552 1400 White-welding.

2732 1500 Brilliant white. 

to be easily made by dissolving one

pound of citric acid crystals in one

gallon of water. The container should

be tightly closed when not in use to

prevent ‘loss of evaporation. It does

not require much experience to dis

tinguish the silky, smooth grain that

indicates that the piece was quenched

at the proper temperature as compared

to the coarse crystalline fracture that

shows too high a heat.

A Rough and Ready Test

The notched bar test is an old one

that is very good for purposes of com

parison when work is heated in a forge

and the eye is the only judge of tem

perature A bar of the same composi

tion steel as that of which the steel tool

or part is made is used, this being either

round or square section about V2 in. in

diameter and eight or nine inches long.

It is notched every inch of its length

and the notched pieces marked with a

prick punch. The piece is heated in

springing or cracking them. The arti

cles are packed in an iron box with

some carbonaceous material and sub

jected to the action of heat to cause it

to absorb enough carbon to enable

hardening in an oil bath. While this

treatment is not generally used, it is

suitable for a number of different tools,

such as milling cutters and taps Or dies

which must be hardened without alter

ing the diameter or pitch, also for gears.

The usual material employed is raw

bone, charred leather or bone black

which is mixed with an equal quantity

of wood charcoal, coke or similar sub

stance, both materials being reduced to

particles about the size of a pea or even

smaller, depending on the character of

the work.

The pieces are placed in a container

and packed in the same manner as for

box annealing, and as is the case with

that process, it is almost as cheap, as

far as heat is concerned, to treat a num

ber of pieces as it is one, providing the
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carburizing pot be of sufficient ca

pacity. The pieces should be wired

with ordinary iron wire of sufficient

size to sustain the weight of the nieces

when the wire is heated if their shape

permits and one end of the wire should

be covered with a luting of fire clay.

Several holes should be drilled in the

cover for test wires If they cannot be

wired together, the pieces can be

dumped on a coarse mesh screen so the

carburizing material will not go into

the quenching bath when the heated

work is ready for cooling.

The box is placed in the furnace and

heated sufficiently (about 1650 to 1700

degrees) to charge the parts with car

bon. The time and heat varies with

the character of the parts treated. For

instance, with a piece of one-half inch

diameter or under the heat is main

tained for about one and one-half

hours, while pieces from two to three

inches in diameter must be heated for

two and one-half to four hours after

the parts have reached the carburizing

temperature.

When the furnace has been main

tained at the required temperature for

the correct period the pot or pots are

removed from the fumace and the cov- ‘

ers taken ofi. The parts are then re

moved by means of wires attached to

them and immersed in a bath of raw

linseed or whale oil or other cooling

medium. They should be moved about

in the liquid until the red color has

disappeared and are then lowered to

the bottom and allowed to remain im

mersed until cold. When a piece of

steel one inch in diameter or larger is

hardened, it should be immediately re

heated over a fire after cooling, to pre

vent cracking, which would be caused

by internal molecular changes which

take place after the outer surface is

hardened and unable to yield. Re

heating to a-temperature of about 212

to 300 degrees Fahrenheit will accom

plish the desired result without mate

rially softening the steel.

Tampering

The hardening of a cutting tool,

such as a chisel or lathe tool, makes it

too brittle to stand up well in use, and

consequently it is necessary to soften it

somewhat. This operation is‘known

as drawing the temper and is accom

plished after the part has been

quenched by reheating to a proper tem

perature. This is ordinarily determined

by the color on the surface of the tool,

which must be brightened previous to

this operation. As the metal is raised

'in temperature a light, delicate straw

color appears, and then in order, a

deep straw, light blue, blue tinged with

green and black. When black appears

the temper is gone. These colors fur

nish a guide to the temperature and

condition of the hardened steel. The

(Continued on page 266)

A New System of Airplane Propulsion

HIS proposed and experimental

new system of propulsion uses the

reaction from the pressure of a gas

driven into the atmosphere by a blast

engine; this principle has been tried be

fore, but all previous machines had a

very low efficiency. Any fuel whatever

blast engine, and makes a direct thrust

against the air at the rear of the engine.

By this means a difference of pressure is

set up between the inlet and the outlet

of the tube, and is said to result in the

propulsion of the craft. To obtain a

high pressure of the gas, several means

  

can be used, gasoline, kerosene, alcohol,

etc. It is forced at high pressure to a

bumer. The proportions of the mixture

of fuel and air can be regulated by a

needle valve. The explosive mixture is

lighted in the first instance by a spark

ing plug, and after that combustion con

tinues uninterruptedly in the combus

tion chamber, which is made with fire

proof sides. The mixture of gas and

air is exhausted through a_blast pipe

and four blast engines—one large and

three small, as shown at Figs. 1 and 2.

At the inlet mouth of each of these air

is drawn in by suction. The gas and

air is exhausted by the last and biggest

 

. A jet propulsion engine for airplanes

are provided by the inventor.

With reference to the sketches, Figs.

3 and 4 are modifications of the stand

ard arrangement. In apparatus shown

in Fig. 3 combustion chamber b is

fitted in the front of ejector tube a, walls

of b are lined with refractory material,

and the chamber terminates at its front

in a blast pipe i, which discharges in

to the blast engine a. Liquid fuel is

supplied to b through c, and the air to

support combustion through pipe f.

The pressure in c and f is made greater

than in combustion chamber b. The

fuel burns inside b and the gases are

discharged through i._ The gaseous jet

B/asf [I19/nlcisz i‘ i__"C°‘/‘

F/reprovf-' ‘._\CombUsf/on

C/7dI1b¢r

Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Diagrams explaining principles involved in jet propulsion scheme

for airplanes
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sucks in the surrounding air through j

and transmits a portion of its energy to

that air. The velocity diminishes in the

rear portion of the blast engine, thus

imparting increased pressure to the

moving fluid at k. The difference in

pressure between j and k exerts athrust

in direction of arrow f, and in opposite

direction to that in which the fluid is

discharged.

The engine shown in Figs. 1 and 2

was a trial machine; the inventor, Mr.

Mélot, has been experimenting during

the war at the Laboratoire du Conser

vatoire des Arts & Métiers with the

French Ministre de l’Ai-mement et des

Inventions, and the results obtained are

interesting. The machine gives 30 h.p.

for a relative speed of S0 metres a sec

ond, the thrust is 45 kilogrammes. The

trials gave a high efficiency.

The advantages of the system are nu

merous if it can be applied practically,

seeing that the exploded gas pressure

works directly to produce thrust to drive

the machine without passing through

the medium of a motor, transmission

mechanism (geared engines only) and

propeller. The construction is simple,

as valves, pistons, connecting rods,

crankshafts, water and oil circulation,

etc., are all dispensed with. The

weight per b.h.p. works out at .5' kilo

gramme (1.1 pound), which is a record

in lightness, and the cost of the engine

should also be extremely low. No trials

of the device in an airplane are re

‘ corded, so one cannot judge its practical

value by the theoretical considerations

involved. Further details of actual

trials in an airplane are awaited with

interest, and will be sent as soon as

available.—E. H. Lémonon, Paris.

A TOY SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

HIS motor is designed to be run

from an alternating lighting circuit.

The axis is vertical, pointed at the low

er end, and is supported in a frame

consisting of a brass bracket screwed

down to a base. Its pointed lower ends

rests upon and turns upon a plate of

glass, held in position by a bent plate

of brass. This arrangement is shown

in the small cut very clearly. The ro

tor is a bar of steel, which may be the

armature from an electric bell. It is to

be about two inches long, and through

the hole in its center the shaft passes

and two tightly fitting india rubber

washers of rather thick stock hold the

armature in place. A bobbin or in

duction coil with a core of soft iron

wire is mounted close to the armature

as shown in the cut. It will be seen

that the bracket and foot of the frame

and the brass part of the bearing for

the foot of the shaft can all be made

of a single piece of brass. The induc

tion coil is connected in series with an

incandescent lamp so as to cut down the

current within safe limits, unless of

course the inductance of the coil is

enough to do it alone. The connection

is shown in the diagram. When the

current passes the armature or rotor is

turned by hand tentatively, and after

a few trials synchronous speed corre

sponding to the frequency of the cur

rent will be secured, when the motor

will spin away of its own accord as

long as the current passes. At the top

of the shaft there is a drum, which re

presents a brake-drum or a driving

pulley. For the induction coil a bobbin

(Bra/re D/Isr
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HELIUM FOR AIRSHIPS

ELIUM will certainly always be

considerably more expensive than

hydrogen, but there are two factors

which to some extent reduce the im

portance of this. The rate of diffusion

and consequent wastage with helium

is only half that obtaining when hydro

gen is used. This will, »of course, re

duce considerably the amount of gas

consumed while an airship is lying in

the shed, though it will not affect the

loss of gas occurring while rising dur

ing a flight. In addition to the saving

E
2

A simple toy synchronous motor for the junior experimenter.

from a discarded electric bell will

answer. By exercising braking action

on the motor, by pressing on the little

drum with the finger, it will be found

that no change in the speed of the mo

tor results. It must be synchronous in

some way; it may run at a multiple of

the speed indicated by the frequency of

the current, but if the braking action is

sufficient it will stop dead, but cannot

be made to depart from synchronism,

except by causing it to cease rotating.

 

A TRUE EXPERIMENTER

THE late Lord Rayleigh has had his

life’s work commemorated in the

scientific journals. He was a scientist

whose work was of the nature which

seemed to appeal to the less technically

educated person. Investigating the sen

sitiveness of the ear he found that it

could respond to pressure changes of

one hundred millionth of an atmos

phere. He found that the sensitiveness

of the eye was of the same order. In

vestigating the action of the whispering

gallery in St. Paul’s Cathedral he put

it, that the sound waves cling to the

wall, as if hemmed in between two con

centric doors. Another interesting dem

onstration was that to make the

sound issuing from a fog-hom spread

sideways in a horizontal plane, which

is of course what is desired and neces

sary, an oblong aperture is most effi

cient, but curiously enough it should be

a vertical and not a horizontal slot, as

one would naturally suppose. Lord

Rayleigh’s advice to experimenters has

been widely cited. It is, “Do not place

too much reliance on the instrument

makers.” The great experimenter did

his work, it is said, largely with wood,

glass and sealing wax. This last fact

should interest our working readers.

Details of

'¢.
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thus effected, helium is believed to be

easier to repurify than hydrogen; al

though, owing to the comparative

cheapness of the latter, it is doubtful

whether the matter has been seriously

considered.

When the purity falls below a cer

tain figure the present practice is to

“rip” the envelope and allow the hydro

gen to escape into the air, the envelope

or gas bags are subsequently reinfiated

with fresh gas. With the advent of

helium, the gas will presumably be ex

hausted by fans into a reservoir, from

which it will be taken to a purifying

plant prior to being used again. This

will naturally result in effecting a great

saving in the amount of the gas that

will be required.

The question of production is also

extremely important from the practical

point of view. Plants under construc

tion capable of tuming out 50,000 cu.

ft. of helium daily are mentioned. This

amounts to 18,250,000 cu. ft. per an

num, or 1,520,000 per month. If this

represents the total output of all the

plants under construction it is totally

inadequate. An airship consumes

roughly its total capacity in gas per

month, so that one modern rigid airship

would require more than the whole out

put.

In Diesel engines an obturator has been

tried to replace piston rings. This appliance

is a brass or other metallic ring of U-shape

in cross section, exactly like the leather ring

used since early days in the hydraulic press.

The pressure forces it out against the cylin

der walls and it is reported as proving most

effectual. It has a lap joint. It is con

sidered good for a thousand hours running,

and has operated well in a worn cylinder

where piston rings failed in short order. A

single obturator replaces all the piston rings.
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A Study in Lenses

By J. F. Comstock

St. Lawrence University, Department of Physics

less familiar with the many dif

ferent types of optical instru

ments, such as telescopes, microscopes,

reading leness, moving picture ma

chines, opera glasses, etc. Few of us

realize how the skill of the designer of

these instruments was taxed in order

that he might produce an article satis

factory to the user. The defects such

as chromatic aberration, spherical aber

ration, astigmatism, coma and distor

tion are due to improper focusing of

rays as they converge toward the axis

after passing through the lens. In or

der that a lens may form sharp images

it should focus rays of light coming

from all parts of the illuminant at the

same spot.

In the case of chromatic aberration, a

single ray of light in traveling through

the lens is divided into about six rays,

i.e., red, orange, yellow, green, blue and

violet. However, the red and violet

rays are the only ones which are dis

tinctly visible because the other colors

overlap so much that they are obscured.

In some lenses the focal spot of red

light is separated from the focal spot of

violet light by several inches, but al

most any lens disperses red and violet

enough so that they are readily found.

It will be noticed that the focal spot

for violet light is closer to the lens than

the focal spot of red light. Then a

screen placed at the focus of violet rays

would show a small round spot of violet

surrounded by red, and if the screen

was placed at the focus of red rays it

would show red in the center with a

violet fringe.

A lens having this defect is not suit

able for use in moving picture ma

chines, projection lanterns, microscopes

NEARLY every person is more or

  

Shows how 1-he |ens'bb'is +urned_in order to have

separate focal spots for ver-heal and horizon

+aI lines.

Fig. 4

or telescopes, because its images would

be fringed with colors. The correction

applied consists of combining two

lenses, one a convex, the other a con

cave, making the defect of one lens

ofiset that of the other. Lenses com

bined in this manner are made of dif

ferent kinds of glass. For example,

nne of the lenses is made of crown glass

and the other of flint glass. Such a

combination does not altogether prevent

the dispersion of the colors, but it will

generally be satisfactory for most prac

tical purposes.

Spherical aberration is produced by a

lens having different focal spots for

rays of light leaving the lens at dif

ferent distances from the center toward

the edges. In Fig. 2 it will be seen

  

Fig. 1

that rays of light, A and B, diverging

from O, reach the lens at widely sep

arated points, and after passing through

the lens are converged to different focal

spots on the axis. Intermediate rays

would also be present, but are not rep

resented for the sake of simplicity and

clearness in the diagram. It is clear

that these rays would be focused at a

succession of spots along the axis of the

lens. Therefore, a lens having sperical

aberration will produce a badly blurred

image of objects placed a short distance

away. Not only will the image be in

distinct, but there will be a wide circle

of light around the image causing it to

be highly illuminated. Bright lines

will appear dull because of the lack of

contrast between these lines and the

SI

fastened into position about 8 in.

from an electric light bulb and the

image of the bulb is received upon a

screen of white paper. The full size

of the lens is used, thus admitting

rays of light through the edge portion

of the lens. This picture shows an in

distinct image surrounded by a wide

field of white light. Fig. 3 was made

by admitting light from the lamp

through a small opening in a screen

placed in front of the lens, thereby

shutting ofi rays from its edges. Of

course, this decreased the number of

focal spots along the axis because the

edges of the lens were no longer used.

Anyone can easily demonstrate how

the image produced by a lens increases

in sharpness as the outer portions of

the lens are cut off. Nothing is needed

for the trial except an ordinary reading

glass and an opaque screen which has

a small opening through it. Hold the

lens in front of an electric lamp and

focus the image of the lamp on a piece _

of white paper. Now place the screen

against the lens and focus again. With

only the center of lens used, the image

will be sharper and more distinct.

The wider the lens, the more neces

sary it is that it be corrected for spheri

cal aberration, unless the lens is thick

at the center, or, in other words, has a

short local length. The preceding ex

periment demonstrates to the reader

that a simple way to correct this aberra

tion is through providing a stop either

in front of or behind the lens. If one

examines a camera which has but one

lens, he will find that provision is made

for decreasing the blurring of the pic

tures by using a lens of short focal

length. It is also provided with a stop

which may be changed in size, making

The arrangement of +he,_¢_\re Light or Lamp,(S)

‘condensing lenses,5liole $SIand ob_jec+ive lens

"BB'is here shown for producing barrel distor-Hon.

brilliant illumination surrounding the

image.

Spherical aberration makes an elec

tric light bulb very indistinct when

viewed through a lens.. Fig. 3 shows

a picture of a bulb after the edges

of the glass had been screened. To

demonstrate spherical aberration pro

cede as follows: A reading glass is

Fig. 14

it possible to use almost any width of

the lens desired. Such an arrangement

proves fairly satisfactory for correcting

spherical aberration and is used on the

cheaper grade of cameras. The success

of these cameras is due to the fact that

the single lens is of such shape and

thickness that the distance between the

focal spots of light coming from its
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edges and the focal spot of light from

the center is small. It is clear that this

kind of a lens does not form badly

blurred images.

Lenses wihch have a large amount of

spherical aberration are not suitable for

use in cameras, telescopes or optical

instruments which require sharp defini

tion in their images. The means of

correcting this defect in a camera lens

are far more simple than the method

used on telescope objectives. A camera

lens usually has a short focal length

compared to that of a telescope lens.

On this account, the loss of brightness

  

FIGURE ll

of the image formed when the edges

are screened does not interfere with the

process of picture taking except that a

longer exposure is required. Usually

this does not inconvenience the opera

tor. But a telescope lens in the ob

jective must be of long focal length in

order that the telescope may magnify

greatly, and it also must be wide to

enable it to gather enough light to illu

minate the image. If the lens were

narrow, as would be the case if the

edges were screened to reduce spherical

aberration, the image could be so poorly

lighted that it would be seen only with

difficulty. The method used on tele

scopes is too complicated for discussion

here.

The presence of astigmatism in a

lens, for some purposes, is as objec

tionable as spherical aberration. Al

most any thin lens shows this imperfec

tion, which may be readily observed by

looking obliquely through a reading

glass lens at the rulings on a piece of

cross section paper. Under these con

ditions either the vertical or the hori

zontal lines may be blurred, depending

upon the distance of the lens to the

paper. A far more striking demonstra

tion may be made by projecting the

image of a cross ruled slide, made from

a fogged photographic plate, upon the

screen with the lens tumed obliquely

to the lamp as shown in Fig. 5, in

which AB represents the slide and LL

the lens. Light from a point O on the

slide is focused by the lens along two

lines, H and VV, the line H being per

pendicular to the plane of the paper and

the line VV in the plane of the paper.

It is found by trial that horizontal

lines are focused at H and vertical lines

at VV. A lens, then, which has two

focal spots, one for horizontal lines

FIGURE I2 _

Pin Cushion Dis-for-+|on

and one for vertical lines, has astig

matism.

In order to photograph these lines,

it was necessary to use a lamp having

high candle power and a frosted bulb

in order that the slide might be highly

and uniformly illuminated. A 100-watt

tungsten lamp will answer the purpose.

The slide was placed about four inches

from the lens. Then the lens was set

up about 6 in. from the slide so that

the rays passed directly through the

lens. Under these conditions the im

ages of both vertical and horizontal

lines were well formed. (See Fig. 5,

  

FIGURE is _

Barrel Distortion

which shows both lines in good focus.)

When the lens was turned so that rays

passed through obliquely, one or both

of the lines became blurred. By chang

ing the distance between the slide and

the lens, and by moving the screen for

ward or backward, a position was

found for the screen where the vertical

line "was well focused, and the hori

zontal line blurred, or even obliterated,

and vice versa. Figs. 6 and 7 were

obtained by placing a photographic

plate at the focal spot for each line and

by exposing for an instant. In obtain

ing these pictures for the purpose of

illustration, the amount of astigmatism

was exaggerated by throwing one of the

lines completely out of focus.

Lenses having astigmatism cause con

siderable annoyance to the designer of

  

Fig. 6

instruments which are used to form

images of straight lines running in dif

ferent directions. There is no known

method of correcting such lenses by

combining other lenses with them so

that the defect of one lens corrects that

of the other, as was the case in chro

matic aberration, and neither will the

use of a screen to shut off the edges of

the lens correct this defect. In fact,

the design for a lens system free from

Fig.

astigmatism, called a stigmatic lens

system, is accomplished by trial guided

more or less by detailed mathematical

calculations, the discussion of which is

beyond the scope of this article. A

stigmatic lens system should be used in

projection lanterns, copying lens for

maps, architectural plans, etc.

Perhaps one of the most interesting

of the imperfections of a thin lens is

coma. The most pleasing feature of

this defect is the facility with which it

may be illustrated. The only differ

ence between astigmatism and coma lies

in the width of the band of rays which

pass obliquely through the lens. It is

-not even necessary to use a cross ruled

slide. It is found that light from the

lamp as arranged for astigmatism ex

cept the screen will form at H (Fig. 4),

a flare illustrated in Fig. 9, and at VV

(Fig. 4) a flare which is shown in Fig.

8. If the reader desires to reproduce

these flares, he can easily do so by hold

ing an ordinary reading glass in front

of a strong electric lamp so that the

rays of light pass obliquely through the

lens, and by’ receiving the flares on a

white screen. In order that both flares

may be seen separately, he should focus

for one and then move the screen until

the other flare comes into focus. The

presence of coma in a lens is as objec

tionable as the presence -of astigmatism.

It must be corrected or the images

formed by the lens will be worthless.

The correction of coma is as involved

as that of astigmatism and is worked

out in the same manner.

The image formed by a simple lens

is generally distorted. Thus, Fig. 11

represents a square network of lines,

and Figs. 12 and 13 are illustrations

of two kinds of distortion, barrel and

pin cushion. The cause of this distor

tion is due to the difference in magnifi

cation near edges of the field of view

and the center. In Fig. 12 the mag

  

s Fig. 1

nification is greatest at the edges of the

field of view, and in Fig. 13 the mag

nification is greatest at the center.

A most striking illustration of dis

tortion may be obtained as follows: A

magic lantem is provided with a thin

objective lens LL (Fig. 14). The

image of a cross ruled slide is projected

upon the screen. For this experiment

either an arc light or a 250-watt lamp

is needed to furnish the illurnination_
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The distance of the lamp from the con

densing lenses CCC’C’ should be so

adjusted that the light after passing

through these lenses is concentrated at

B, Fig. 14, as if the point B were a

small hole in the diaphragm in front

of the objective LL. In this case the

cross rulings as projected upon the

diaphragm in front of or behind the

objective lens. The convergence and

the divergence of the beams of light

may be easily seen by agitating small

particles of dust in the region both in

front of and behind the objective lens.

One can now see in a general way

that distortion may be corrected by

  

, jsm°Lens

FIGURE 2

the different focal spots for rays of

light from different regions of the lens.

9

Showing

  

Fig. 8

screen appear like Fig. 13. If the

lamp is now adjusted so that the light

after passing through the condensing

lenses is concentrated at B, as if B

were a small hole in a diaphragm be

hind the objective lens, then the cross

mlings will appear like the lines in

Fig. 12.

These experiments show that one or

the other of these distortions will ap

pear according to the position of the

    

Fig. 9

using two thin lenses with a diaphragm

placed between them. Such a lens sys

tem is called a rectilinear or ortho

scopic lens system. It will produce

erect images and is very useful in

photographing buildings, or for making

accurate copies of drawings. A kodak

eq'uipped with rectilinear lenses makes

a very satisfactory kodak, and will re

spond to almost any purpose for which

a kodak is likely to be used.

Dressing an Alundum Stone

UT of the raw material for bases,

and awaiting more, I looked

around my workshop for things

which wanted doing. An examination

of my alundum stone disclosed a dis

tressing condition of that patient suf

ferer. Exigencies of floor room had

located his giddy career in a dark ob

scurity. In the penetrating light of

truthful day I gazed on his war-wom

profile. He had gone to service three

months ago in his remote station, an

honest 4 in. by % in. true and upright

abrader; he was now a stale bath cad

from which the currants had been

stolen by fingers which left their larcen

ous indenture. Of course, I know now

how he could and should have been

cured, but star dressers and holders do

not grow on the hedges in old Tyrone.

Mounted on a mandrel and slowly

rotated. the sufferer seemed hopeless,

even if I could find means to grind

away the superfiuities of his constitu

tion-to-be. If steel caused his present

state, steel could cause a better state.

Alas, for my high speed tool; half a

minute’s facing with it convinced me

that was not the way to get a face on

Alundum if I wanted my tool again.

Try an old file! So the old file takes

its place in the post. That file was

ashamed of itself in twenty “whirls”

and retired to its pensioned leisure. In

assisting its retirement I tumbled on

my head a piece of a broken Carborun

dum stone about 4 in. long and about a

square inch section. Not large, indeed,

but the material is uncompromising,

and falling from a heavenly direction

on the top of your thoughtful brow into

your mouth, and from my mouth that

thought issued, translated into “The

very thing!” First repairing the dam

aged brow with a felt fastener, I bore

the offending Carborundum again and

“faced.” Excellent, till about half in,

when the forces of nature exprhssed

themselves in a “jam,” followed by a

“d-—.” But something was happening,

some dust was flying. Back and try

again. No, “jam” again. A third try

—worse! No, that is not the way, but

apparently it is part of the way. If I

could get the hills chiselled ofi I might

get it. A few minutes with the chisel

and hammer convinced me I could

chisel bits off alundum. Nevertheless,

light came into my darkness from this

effort; this also was part of the way.

So back to my Carborundum stone in

the post; feed in, in rapid, short ad

vances and withdrawals. Magic! I

get right in to the mandrel, back and

give the lead screw a quarter turn and

“jab” at the face again. In again;

now I am getting a face. Keep at it;

in ten minutes I have a perfect face,

but, alas, it is a beautiful cone. The.

Alundum certainly comes away, but, in

lesser degree, does the Carborundum,

and they face each other beautifully

at an angle of nearly ten degrees. “ lab

bing” in the tool post cannot cure that

evidently. Well, as it is in the post, let

us try the periphery of the Alundum.

Feed in slowly, feed across rapidlv

back and forward. Beautiful! But,

alas, I have nearly three-quarters of an

inch to take off the diameter before I

get a ssuare or nearly square corner

with the face I have done; but I have a

perfect periphery. The other face is

then done, with like “coning” result to

the first face. How is this to be cured?

Well, I think I have learned that to

dress Alundum I must hit it whilst it

runs, and runs fast. Accordingly, I

take the Carborundum stick, or stump,

in my hands, get the tool post out of

the way, and rub it vertically up and

down, much as I see the harvester

sharpening his scythe, against the coned

face as it revolves, feeding in to the

mandrel. Remarkable; in two minutes

I have a true face, and in four minutes

(will say six, if you like; time was

made for trades unions) I have a per

fect stone. In a minute more the cali

pers verify my eye, and the rule per

suades me I have a stone now 4% in.

by 7/16 fit for the front again.

All very painful to him who knows,

of course, but I took more pleasure in

that little stone regenerated out of my

sheer ignorant perseverance than in get

ting a dozen new ones on credit. I

now know all about the star dresser,

and also the inertia stone dresser, and

I know their working principle from my

painful progress, but I also know now

I can do without either and produce as

good a job with a piece of another

abrader rescued from the scrap heap to

bring salvation to another erring

spinner.

From “The Model Engineer and

Electrician.” London. England.

Ex
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A SEA-SLED ON THE TIGRIS

' RIVER

HE names Tigris River and the

city Bagdad bring one’s thoughts

at once to the “Arabian Nights” and to

the great World War. It is on the wa

ters of this river that the craft illus

trated has been most successfully em

ployed. The diagram with the legend

tells the story of its construction in gen

eral. It weighs 5,500 pounds and is

driven by a 250 h.p. Salrnson gasoline

engine, which actuates an aerial propel

ler at the stern of the boat. Up to a

power rendition of 120 h.p. its effi

ciency is low, but as the power in

creases it gathers speed, and at 19 miles

an hour begins to plane, and at 130 h.p.

the speed runs up to 37 miles an hour

and at 160 h.p. it shows 43 miles per

hour. When it reaches a speed of 56

miles an hour the air resistance becomes

4/‘I

'3: Fi‘f."‘

iijhli

record a 1,200 h.p. speed launch of the

displacement type is cited which could

only give a mile and a quarter better_

rate per hour.

CURRENT REQUIREMENTS IN

DENMARK

ENMARK is at present supplied

from 497 central stations having

a total output of 108,000,000 kilowatt

hours per annum. The net sale to 205,-.

000 consumers is 30,800,000 units for

light and 54,700,000 units for power.

The average net cost per unit in 73

towns is 4%d., in 387 villages 7%d.,

and 37 agricultural district 3;{,d. The

high cost in the villages is chiefly due

to the load factor, which seldom reaches

0.10, and in a smaller degree to the

,A er/a/ /

Screw/ Propeller
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_,--fxhausf Pipe

French sea-sled propelled by aerial screw used on Tigris River

the controlling factor. The aviation mo

tor used to drive it is never put to more

than half its rated power, and hence

lasts very well. It takes about half the

ipower of an ordinary speed boat. It is

said that the French Government pro

poses using this type of boat quite ex

tensively in their colonies. Its light

draught is a most important feature on

many rivers. At full speed or above the

critical point the resistance sums up to

that of the air added to that of a mix

ture of air and water against the bottom

of the hull. The official report says that

many and excellent trips were made by

it on the Tigris. It has gone from Bag

dad to Baidji in five and one-half and

in six hours, a distance of 180 miles.

The sea-sled principle, as it may be

termed, is no new one; Lambert, in

1904, got over 22 miles an hour and

Tissandier, in 1913, with 160 h.p., at

tained a speed of nearly 60 miles an

hour. In comparison with Tissandier’s

high cost of fuel. With regard to fu

ture developments, it appears, accord

ing to the Technical Review, that a

scheme is being considered which will

enable a supplementary supply of elec

trical energy to be obtained from Nor

wegian waterfalls. ‘The distance from

the nearest suitable falls to Copenhagen

is about 75 miles, and it is proposed

to send 26,000 kilowatts at a pressure

of 50,000 volts by an overhead trans

mission line running through Sweden

to Malmo, and thence by submarine cable

across the Sound to Copenhagen. The

engineering difficulties in connection

with this proposal are easily overcome,

but the economic question presents some

difficulty, as a low load factor would

require a very expensive transmission

line, a.nd necessitate high prices to con

sumers. The estimated requirements

of the" country, provided cheap energy

can be supplied, are about 450 million

kilowatt-hours per annum.

PREVENTION OF DOPE

POISONING

RKMEN who apply dope to

wing fabrics find it difficult to

avoid the occasional splashing of dope

upon their hands. When protective

gloves are not worn the dope dries upon

the skin to a film that is removed only

through the use of strong solvents.

Some workmen soak their hands in

dope thinner (acetone, benzol, methyl

acetate, etc.) in order to remove the

dried dope films. As a result, cases oi

socalled “dope poisoning” have been

observed. In some instances the hands

may become greatly swollen and cov

ered with an eruption.

It has been found possible to largely

eliminate such trouble by having the

workmen rub vaseline, glycerine or

similar emollients upon their hands

previous to starting work. The dried

dope does not then readily adhere to the

skin and may be removed at night by

rubbing the hands with further quan

tity of emollient followed by washing

with soap and water. A further appli

cation of emollient will serve to keep

the skin from becoming dry and

cracked.

Dopes containing tetrachlorethane, a

toxic volatile solvent which causes pro

nounced jaundice to those inhaling it

for protracted periods, is not approved

in dopes used by the Navy Department.

The solvents now used are relatively

non-toxic. Their vapor, however,

should be removed from dope rooms as

rapidly as possible in order to provide

plenty of fresh air for the workmen.

This may be accomplished by the use

of revolving ventilating fans placed at

the floor level in order to rapidly with

draw the vapors, which are heavier than

air. The inlet vents for the fresh air

should be about 12 ft. from the fioor

level. Provision should be made for

cleaning the incoming air and passing

it over temperature regulating coils so

that the temperature of the dope room

should be approximately from 68 to 72

deg. Fahr.—Bureau of Construction

and Repair, Navy Department.

ADHESIVE FROM SNAILS

ANY of the larger kinds of snails

have at the extremity of their

bodies small white bladders filled with

a gelatinous substance. The Scientific

American claims that this is the strong

est adhesive known for the repairing of

porcelain, glass, etc. The substance is

applied thinly to both sides of the frac

ture and the broken piece is tied firmly

together so that all is held in place. A

rather longer time for drying should be

given than in the case of ordinary ad

hesive so as to allow the natural glue to

acquire the greatest degree of strength.

When it is once really set the tenacity of

this remarkable adhesive is astonishing.
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The Gear Shaper and How It Works

A Description of the Principle Involved in Generating Gears by a Special

Shaping Mac/zine Using a Very Simple Cutter that Is Capable of

Doing a lVide Variety of Accurate Work

HEN one mentions gear cut

ting to the average machinist

or mechanical man, the con

ventional milling machine, index head

and revolving, formed milling cutter

comes to mind. There are other ways

of cutting gears that have advantages

besides milling the teeth on the blanks

by a formed cutter that removes the

metal by a modified sawing action. The

student or apprentice machinist will be

interested in the description of gear

 

shaper operation that follows and the

more experienced machinist will readily

perceive some advantages of the shap

ing process especially in making shoul

der and internal gears.

The Fellows gear shaper, shown in

an accompanying illustration, repre

sent a type of gear-cutting machine

that works on the generating principle,

as it employs a gear-like cutter which

generates the teeth of gears by a shap

ing action. The principle upon which

this machine works is comparatively

simple. Essentially, it is similar to the

action of two gears in mesh, one the

blank being cut and the other the cut

ter. The cutter is similar to an ordi

nary gear, except that it is provided

with clearance on the teeth to permit

of free cutting. This cutter is recipro

cated up and down by means of a

shaper ram, and at the same time work

and cutter are slowly rotated in unison

with each other.

Features of the Gear Shaper

The gear shaper has many interest

ing features embodied in its design.

One of these, which is worthy of spe
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cial attention, is the work-spindle and

illustrates the principle of construction.

The work-spindle is held in an apron

which is hinged to the cabinet and is

operated by a relieving I‘Il€Cli3,l'1lSITi

which withdraws the work from the

cutter on the return stroke of the latter.

This work-spindle is of the reverse

taper type. In other words, the work

arbor on which the blanks are held has

a reverse taper and the more tightly the

blanks are clamped to the work-spindle,

the more tightly the arbor is held in

the spindle; this forming a very rigid

construction. In addition to this rigid

support in the work-spindle, the work

is also additionally braced by a work

as
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support, which resists the thrust of the

cut and greatly assists in eliminating

all cutting strains.

Indexing Mechanism

It can be truthfully stated that a gear

cutting machine stands or falls on the

merits of its indexing mechanism. It

is the critical point in its design. The

diagram, Fig. 3, shows the indexing

mechanism employed on the Fellows

gear shaper. It is of the continuous

Fig. i—Gear shaper cutting two Z4;-pitch stub tooth pinion: for

tracfor work
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Fig. 2-—5crtional diagram showing work-support and cutting ram

of gear shaper, also design of work-arbor

It will be noticed in

this diagram that both the upper and

lower index wheels are tied together by

change gears, and are entirely inde

pendent of the cutting mechanism.

This feature on the gear shaper great

ly assists in the production of accurate

work.

Productive Capabilities

From the standpoint of production

there are certain features about the gear

shaper that are worthy of attention.

One is that when compared with the

hob or milling cutter, it is a much more

efficient remover of stock. As is shown

in Fig. 4A, the hob or milling cutter re
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moves a chip of varying thickness. It

starts with a paper thickness and fin

ishes at the top with a chip of greater

thickness. The case is otherwise with

the gear shaper cutter. Here, as is

shown at Fig. 4B, the chip has

its full thickness for the en

tire length of stroke. ' The gear

shaper cutter in making a chip

has a two-fold advantage. In

the first place, it starts in at

maximum thickness and keeps

it up to the end of the stroke.

In the second place, it gets

under the metal at once, and

in addition, owing to the rigid

ity of the cutter-slide, deflection

of the cutter once it is buried

in the work is impossible.

This is very important, espe

cially when cutting hard alloy

steel gears.

Another feature of the gear

shaper is the small amount of

excess travel necessary as com

pared with the milling cutter

or hob. The milling cutter or

hob has to travel the distance

X before getting into full

depth as shown in Fig. 4C. It there

fore must be fed that much more than

the width of the gear being cut. With

the gear shaper cutter, the excess stroke

need never be more than 3/16 of an

inch greater than the width of the gear;

just enough to allow for relieving the

cutter and returning it at the end of

the next cutting stroke. This is shown

at Fig. 4D.

Coarse Feed and Fine Finish

Coarse feed and fine finish is an

other advantage of the gear shaper cut

ter as compared with the hob or mill

ing cutter. The gear shaper cutter and

the work rotate together, as indicated

by arrow in Fig. 4E, while the cutter

is reciprocated as a shaper tool in a

direction at right angles to the illus

tration. The successive outlines in the

figure show the position that the cut

ting edge occupies for each successive

stroke. The distance between

any two adjacent outlines in

dicates the thickness of the

chip at that point. One of

the chips has been cross

hatched to show its shape.

Here it will be noticed that

the thickest part of tlie chip

comes in the middle of the

tooth space away from the

finished surface. As the chip

approaches the finished sur

face it runs out to a thin edge, which is

just the right condition for a fine fin

ish. This illustration is greatly exag

gerated so that conditions are much bet

ter than they appear in the illustration.

Cutting Heiical Gears

The description, previously given,

has referred to the gear shaper as it is
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built for the cutting of spur gears. The

gear shaper is also adapted to the cut

ting of helical gears, and accomplishes

this in a very unique manner. The

principle of the machine is similar to

gear with the one exception that the

cutting face of the teeth are located at

right angles to the helix angle of the

teeth.

It will also be noticed that the guide

is of twisted form. This guide

has the same helix angle as

the cutter and by means of a

shoe in the worm-wheel hous

ing controls the action of the
 

  

Fig. 3—Diagram explaining action 0/ gear shaper indexing

  

  

Fig. 5—Cut.‘er-slide, cutler and cutter-spindle of gear shaper jar

helical gear work
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Fig. 4—Diagrams showing advantages of

gear shaper cutter

that used for cutting spur gears, with

the one exception that a different form

of cutter-slide is used and a different

type of cutter. Fig. S shows cutter

slide, cutter-spindle and cutter assem

bled, but removed from the machine.

Here it will be noted that the cutter

used, instead of having teeth like any

ordinary spur gear, resembles a helical

  

cutter as it is reciprocated back

and forth past the face of ‘the

work. In other words, the

helical guide controls the helix

angle of the gear that is being

produced, and it is in this one

' feature that the gear shaper

differs from all other gear-cut

ting machines used for cutting

helical gears. In other words,

the helix angle of the gear be

ing produced is under abso

lute control, because it is not

accomplished by change gears

and the setting of index heads

which are not easily so con

trolled. Another feature of the

helical gear shaper is that the

gear shaper cutter used for this

work is ground all over after hardening,

including the involute curves of the

teeth which are generated by a pre

cision process.

Adaptabil/ity of the Gear Shaper

The preceding description dealt with

the features of construction of the gear

shaper, and we have shown how it dif

fers from other types of gear-cutting

machines in the method in which the

cutter works, and also in the way in

which the cutter is controlled. The

gear shaper has other exclusive features

which give it considerable range of

adaptability. Fig. 1 shows the gear

shaper cutting two V3-pitch stub tooth

pinions for tractor work, whereas Fig.

6 shows the cutting of a shoulder gear.

In order to cut this form of gear with

a rotary cutter it would be necessary to

have a much wider space between the

flange and the gear teeth. The gear

shaper can be operated into a

narrow recess, and is thus

adapted to the cutting of this

form of gear.

Another form of gear

which shows the range of

the gear shaper is illustrated

in Fig. 7. This three-step

gear for a gas engine trans

mission is made in one piece.

The gear shaper cutter can

be used for generating all

three steps with ease and precision.

This form of gear cannot be generated

on any other type of gear-cutting ma

chine.

In connection with the description of

the helical gear shaper, previously giv

en, it was stated that the cutter was

controlled in its action on the work by

means of a helical guide, but no men
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tion was made of the range of this type

of machine. Fig. 8 shows the helical

gear shaper generating a combined in

ternal and external helical gear the

same cutter being used for both ex

temal and internal gears. The helical

cutter can also be worked into a nar

row recess, which is a feature that is of

prime importance to designers desirous

of producing compact mechanism.

  

RENEWED INTEREST IN AIR

COOLED ENGINES

ERE is a renewed interest in the

air-cooled cylinders that points to

a return to the earliest experience with

light intemal combustion engines, for it

is a fact that the first specimens be

yond the experimental stage were un

England, Franklin and Cameron in this

country went thmugh a full range of

experiments with air-cooling, followed

by water-cooling in the case of the

European manufacturers and early

users of the products of some of these

pioneers recall that they failed rather

because of lack of the materials now

available than for lack of the specific

knowledge based on experience which

is now found in so many text books.

The problem of materials which com

bine higher conductivity with freedom

from distortion and which are capable

of withstanding prolonged spells of a

high working temperature, is still for

midable, but it may be that its solu

tion will be found rather in improved
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Fig. 8—The gear shaper is capable of cutting internal nr external helical gear teeth

with the same cutter

jacketed, and it is also noteworthy

that, when indirect or water cooling was

first applied, it was limited to the

regions of the cylinder head and valve

chambers. De Dion and Aster, in

France and Lanchester and Holden, in

foundry methods than in some new

grade of material. On this score, it

may be well to note that the “whirling”

meth0d—American by the way—of

casting, now being used with some suc

cess for casting piston rings almost

  

ready for use and in making rpipe may

prove to be applicable for fin-jacketed

cylinders of plain concentric form, with

removable head. Tungsten irons have

been used for air-cooled cylinders and

in the field of aeronautical engineering,

we see a number of examples of alumi

num cylinders with steel or iron liners,

the aluminum having greater heat con

ductivity than either iron or steel. The

Figs. 6 and 7—Examples of work that can be done on the

gear shaper

use of alloy steel air-cooled cylinders

machined from the bar or forging and

having flanges machined therein is too

costly for automobile engines. The

Franklin automobile engine and the

various motorcycle power plants prove

that air-cooling is practical when prop- '

erly carried out.

General Squier’s report on the work

of the United States Signal Service

Corps states that of all electric ap

paratus regarded as adequate at the

beginning of the war, hardly a

single piece was in operation at the

armistice. The London Electrician

comments with great favor on the

document and is especially pleased at

its early issue. Whatever good has been

done by the corresponding English de

partment is unknown for lack of a

report. The American department

drew men in from telegraph and tele

phone companies. A million batteries

were produced, and over a hundred

thousand telephones, and over eight

thousand sets of one single type of wire

less apparatus were sent to France.

Seventeen hundred miles of pole lines

were erected in France and 37,950

miles of wire were laid.

 

In France a company is going to make

artificial fuel from lignite and peat by a

special process. In the same country fine

refuse coal is saved, often on the smallest

scale by householders, by mixing clay with

the culm as a binder. It is said that the

process has been known in Wales for cen

turies. From South Africa come reports of

enormous coal deposits in the vicinity of

iron beds. The coal situation of the world

is far from acute apparently.
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A SIMPLE WATER-CLOCK

CLOCK, whose movement is pro

duced by the escape of water from

an orifice, represents one of the earli

est mechanisms for the indication of

time. In the cuts are shown a very sim

ple construction of clock in which one

of the difficulties incident to such de

vices, irregularity of movement due to

the changing level of the water, is al

most completely obviated.

At the top of a frame is carried a

drum, to the front extension of whose

axis is attached a clock-hand. A dial,

‘marked with the hours of the day, is

also there, the axis of the drum passing

through it, thus bringing the index or

E
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posite sense to that of the cord of cylin

der, A. An opening at the bottom of the

cylinder, A, permits the water, with

which it is charged when the clock IS

wound up, to escape. It is here that the

distinctive feature of this clock appears.

As the water escapes from A it tends to

rise because the cylinder, B, weighted

with shot, pulls it upward. But as it

rises, the cylinder, B, descends into it

and acts to maintain a nearly constant

water level within it. The result of this

is that the water escapes with a nearly

uniform rate, giving a uniform action

to the hand on the face of the dial. The

small cut shows a construction of ad

justable outlet for the escape of water.

Elevation and

Moun+in9

Outlet Cock

l)irzgram.r xhotcing construction of simple water clack

hand in front of the dial, as in any

clock. To two cords, a, a, wound on the

drum, both in the same direction or

sense, is attached the cylindrical vessel,

A. When the clock is wound up the

vessel, A, is at its lowest point and is

full of water. Suspended by another

single cord is a second cylinder, B,
nearly of the same diameter as theiother.

A guide pulley, b, over which its sus

pending cord passes, keeps it in line

with the other cylinder, into which it

descends as the first one rises. This

reverse motion of the two cylinders is

brought about by the suspending cord

of cylinder, B, being wound in the op

\\'HALE’S LIVER FURNISHES

PERFUME

MBERGRIS, which forms a basis

for the best quality perfumes and

scents, is found as an unattractive look

ing mass floating on the sea or lodged

on the shore. History does not record

how such an unlikely substance sug

gested itself as a perfume, but it has

been in use for centuries. Its origin,

however, has been known for a com

paratively short time. It is a morbid

secretion of the liver of a sick sperm

whale, and ashen-colored and waxy in

appearance. Although unpleasant in

sight and touch, it gives off a fragrant

musky odor when warmed, even in the

raw and unprepared state. It is sub

jected to chemical action to extract the

active principle, called amberine, from

which the perfume is actually derived.

This material is also used as a remedy

for catarrh and nervous diseases and

is very valuable. The largest pieces on

record weighed 130 pounds.

REMOVING GASOLINE FRO~.\I

NATURAL GAS

HE belief which has prevailed in

more than 2,100 towns and cities

in the country where natural gas is used

that it was being robbed of a portion

of its heat value by the gas companies

through taking the gasoline from the

gas has been upset by the result of a

series of investigations made by the

Bureau of "Mines. These showed that

the natural gas consumers, which are

in excess of 2,000,000, lose practically

no heating value through the process.

In fact, the Bureau claims that the tak

ing of the gasoline from the natural

gas is a benefit to the consumers and to

the country as a whole rather than a

detriment. ‘

The heat value of 1 gal. of gasoline

in natural gas is approximately 1;/4'

cents, while this same quantity of gaso

line is worth from 25 cents to 30 oents

to the automobile user. By removing

the gasoline from the gas 1 gal. will

equal 35 cu. ft. of gas, but this is not

taken from the consumer since the gas

is measured at the meter in his resi

dence or place of business and he act

ually obtains 1,000 cu. ft. of gas irre

spective of whether the gasoline is re

moved or not.

When the gasoline was not removed

the gas companies experienced diffi

culty due to the condensation of gaso

line and water in the pipe lines, the

mixture disintegrating the rubber gas

kets in the couplings with a resultant

large leakage of gas and the conse

quent lowering of the pressure. If this

gasoline were not taken from the pipes

the Bureau states that several hundred

million gallons of gasoline of the high

est fuel value and adaptability would

bepractically wasted instead of being

added to the country’s supply. All of

the gasoline obtained in this way has a

low boiling point, that is, it vaporize-.<

easily, which makes it valuable for

starting automobiles, especially in cold

weather.—U. S. Bureau of Standards.

In testing aeroplane engines in England.

trouble was found in reaching accurate re

sults on account of the different sizes and

inaccuracies of the carburetor jets. Evemu_

ally they were tested by measuring the 1-are

at which gasoline would flow through them

and this was found to be far superior to any

attempt at gauging. It was found to be 50

accurate that when an airplane was shipped

without its carburetor one could be pickgd

out by this simple test which would fit i{_
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Systematic Location of Carburetor Faults _

Where Defects Are to Be Loolzed for in Modern Float Feed Carburetors and

How T/zey Can Be Located by a Systematic Inspection and

Knowledge of Symptoms Denoting Trouble

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

A\'I.\'G once learned how to ad

H just a carburetor to supply the

properly proportioned mixture

for different operating conditions from

instructions in last issue, the motorist

uill realize that he has found a remedy

for many motor ills, because a large

proportion of motor troubles, such as

misfiring, backfiring in the carburetor,

loss of power, etc., are generally due to

some faulty carburetor adjustment.

There are, to be sure, a number of other

troubles likely to occur, and while the

symptoms are similar to those caused

by ignition system faults, the operator

who is familiar with carburetor action

should have no trouble in locating them

quickly and ascertaining positively if

they are the result of faulty carbure

tor action or due to the ignition system.

Taking up the various causes which

contribute to loss of power, misfiring

and trouble in starting the motor, we

have: Dirt or water in the carburetor,

Clogged fuel pipe, obstructed spraying

nozzle, clogged gasoline filter, leaky

metal float or fuel logged cork float,

poor or stale gasoline, a loose throttle

valve or comedian and air leaks in the

inlet manifold. If the motor refuses to

start and the ignition system is known

I0 be in good condition, the fuel tank

may be emptied, the gasoline line shut

off valve closed (it may jar partly or

wholly in the "off" position), there may

be dirt or water in the carburetor or a

choked fuel pipe, or perhaps the fuel

level is too low in the float chamber.

As a cold motor and stale fuel are the

most common hindrances to prompt

starting, the first step is to prime the

carburetor and fill the float chamber

with fresh gasoline. Almost every car

buretor is provided with a “tickler” and

in most cases priming is all that is

needed to supply gasoline enough to in

sure prompt starting of the motor.

Start a Systematic Search

However, if the motor still refuses to

Operate, the trouble is deeper seated

and should be found by a systematic

search. To locate the trouble without

undue delays the various parts of the

fuel system should be examined in turn.

First, the tank should be looked into

I0 see if it contains sufficient fuel. The

filter screen of the carburetor should be

retrieved and cleaned, since the fine

mesh is very likely to become clogged

“ith dirt or lint filtered out of the fuel.

If the wire gauze is in good condition,

examine the pipe line for obstruction.

Test the supply pipe by opening the

drain cock under the float bowl of the

carburetor; if the pipe is constricted,

but little or no fuel will be forthcom

ing. If no gasoline issues and there is

plenty of fuel in the tank and one is

sure the drain cock is not stopped up,

 

shows concentric float

In the design

shown below, the float chamber is at one

side of the mixing chamber and a metal

float is used

Sectional view at top

carburetor with cork float.

it is reasonable to assume that the sup

ply pipe is choked and it should be re

moved and cleared out as previously

described. If the obstruction is not in

the pipe it may be located in the shut

off valve, or perhaps in the fuel line

filter.

Obstructed Spray Nozzle Common

Fault

An obstructed spraying nozzle or jet

will sometimes be found the cause of

trouble, as the opening in this stand

pipe is very small, even a tiny particle

of foreign matter will be enough to con

strict the orifice and so deprive the mo

tor of the proper amount of fuel. Flood

ing the carburetor will sometimes dis

lodge the obstruction but if it does not

the spray nozzle should be removed and

a fine wire poked through from one end

to the other. Compressed air may be

used as outlined in an accompanying

illustration. Fine particles of lint some

times work through the strainer and

collect into a ball, which floats about

and is drawn into the nozzle by the

suction of the engine. ln cases of this

sort the motor will start easily but in

variably commences to misfire, slow

down, and finally come to a stop. This

peculiar behavior is caused by the

greater suction at high speeds, which

draws the foreign matter in the jet and

so chokes the bore, but as the motor

slows down and the suction decreases

the obstruction will fall away from the

jet opening. It is sometimes possible

to remedy this trouble by racing the

motor and opening and closing the

throttle valve quickly, which will give

momentary increased suction, often suf

ficient to suck the particles of rust or

lint or drop of water through the nozzle

opening.

Fuel Level Adjustment Important

It may be observed that in those car

buretors where no fuel regulating

means is provided, that the height of

liquid in the spraying jet is an impor

tant adjustment. The repairman should

not be too hasty about altering the posi

tion of the spray nozzle in the mixing

chamber. If the jet is placed too high

the fuel level will be considerably lower

than it should be, and while the nozzle

will then feed enough gasoline for high

speeds, owing to the increased suction.

the vacuum created at low velocity will

not be sufficient to draw up the re

quired quantity of fuel. On the other

hand, if the nozzle is placed too low,

the fuel level will be raised unduly and

‘ the carburetor will show a tendency to

flood. As the proper adjustment can be

determined only by experimenting,

when the nozzle is so adjusted that the

motor will get the proper amount of fuel

at both high and low piston speeds, the

spray jet should not be disturbed again.

The only way possible to raise the

nozzle is by inserting thin washers

made of brassor copper shim stock be

tween the spray nozzle and its seat.

The only way the nozzle can be lowered

is by removing the packing washers,

sometimes placed between the nozzle
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and it seat in the mixing chamber.

Alteration of nozzle position is‘ work

for the carburetor expert only. ‘ ‘
4

Two Parts of Conventional Carburetor

There are two parts to the usual float

feed carburetor and either of these is

apt to cause trouble. In the float cham

ber any defective condition that will

prevent the float control valve from

seating properly will result in flooding,
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iliary air valve opens too much an ex

cessive amount of air will be admitted

in proportion to the gasoline, whereas

if the valve does not open enough, the

mixture will be rich.

Connecting Union Coupling

The repairman or motorist often

finds it necessary to remove the fuel

pipe from the carburetor and it is often

noticed that after this is replaced a slow

, limr JAEHZT

,4Hui DAMJ’l'.R

Sectional view showing construction of Marvel-Buick carburetor

which will be evidenced by a rich mix

ture. If the passage the valve controls

becomes clogged up then there will not

be sufficient liquid in the float chamber

and the engine will misfire on account

of the deficiency in the fuel supply. If

the float needle valve is adjusted in

such a way that it will close too soon

the mixture will be deprived of gasoline

on account of the level being too low

in the float chamber.

About the only trouble that can ma

terialize in a mixing chamber is clog

ging of the spray nozzle with dirt or

water and failure of the auxiliary air

valve to open properly. If the spray

nozzle is constricted, not enough gaso

line will enter the mixture. If the aux

The Damper

Float Bow[~\

\mm! rma:--.__‘-~ i

\_

Float Controlled.

fuel 5huf~aFf '

Tube Screen

  

The Master multiple nozzle carburetor parts and how they fit in

the assembly 0/ the mixing chamber

Detachable Trap

leak will develop around the joint. It

is not difficult to connect the coupling if

this is properly done, but it is impor

tant that the nut of the coupling is

started evenly on the threads of the

joints. The nut is often tightened when

it is cross threaded and sometimes, even

when successfully started, it must be

screwed all the way home with a

wrench, due to cramping of the pipe.

The secret is to secure proper align

ment of the components before making

a connection. If after having properly

aligned the parts and screwed the nut

fairly tight, the joint should leak

slightly, do not exert undue strain on

the union in an endeavor to make a

tight connection, but loosen it and ap

F/oar Valve ._

  

ply common yellow laundry soap to the

threads and screw itback in place.

If a pipe is a short one and there are

two couplings, it is well to loosen both

unions and start the nuts at each end

at the same time, screwing them down

together. In this way a tube bent in

several places, which tends to shorten

it, may be straightened without strain

ing any of the threads on the joints and

besides, it is always easier to center a

loose pipe and start the nut correctly

on the thread than to try and line up

a pipe fastened rigidly at one end.

Cause and Repair of Flooding

If the repairman notices continuous

flooding or dripping of the carburetor,

this indicates either a badly seated nee

dle valve, a leaking metal float, or a

fuel-soaked cork float. If the float con

trol valve itself is at fault, this is prob

ably due to poor seating. The valve

should be carefully ground in by using

a small amount of powdered grindstone

(lust and oil; When doing this work,

care should be taken to keep the valve

stem in a vertical position, and when

finished both the valve and its seat

should be smooth and bright.

If the valve spindle is bent, remove

the float, place the bent spindle on a

block of wood, carefully straighten it

with a few taps from a light hammer.

In cases of continual flooding examine

' a metal float for minute holes or leaky

seams, which must be soldered up.

Owing to the extreme thinness of a hol

low metal float, care must be taken to

heat the metal as little as possible. As

instructions will shortly be given for re

pairing metal floats and finding the

leak, no trouble should be experienced

in making repairs to this member. The

use of hard or silver solder, which re

quires a blow-pipe or torch, should be

left to those sufficiently skilled to ma

nipulate the heating flame properly.

/M/'xh/re Our/er
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The Claude! carburetor is an efficient device of French design ha-U

ing a compound spray nozzle of distinctive construction
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In order not to disturb the balance of

the float, only a little solder should be

used, and care should be taken that

none drops inside the float itself.

Cork Floats Absorb Liquid

hiention has been previously made

of the way a cork float will gradually

absorb the liquid owing to its porous

nature and how it will lose its buoyancy

when it is fuel soaked. The remedy is

a simple one, the cork being placed in

a moderate oven so it will be thoroughly

dried out and afterward it is given a

couple of coats of shellac to make it

liquid proof. It will be found that

shellac dissolved in grain alcohol will

resist the action of gasoline better than

that dissolved in wood alcohol. In

some carburetors the float is can'ied di

rectly by the needle valve spindle,

which has the valve at the top so that

it may close the fuel opening when the

gasoline reaches the proper level. If

the level is too low the float may be

shifted on this spindle to ride at a

slightly higher level, which permits the

float chamber to fill up more. If the

_ Fuel Con/a/rver
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A cause of trouble in which no con

trol of the motor may be had by moving

the throttle lever is due to loose throttle

connections. It sometimes happens that

the set-screw used to fasten the butter

fly or disk valve in the inlet pipe to its

spindle becomes loose and allows the

shutter to shift about and thus par

tially or wholly close the opening. In

this case the motor cannot be speeded

up. If the valve is loose and drops into

the pipe in such a way that it does not

obstruct it to any extent, it will be

found impossible to slow down the mo

tor as there is no means of cutting off

the supply of gas to the cylinder. If

the mixture volume is controlled by a

sliding shutter or barrel throttle, this

may stick in either the open or closed

positions. in one case pennitting the

motor to speed up to its limit, in the

other extreme it will prevent speeding

up. Troubles with the throttle valve or

connections are easily recognized be

cause the motor will refuse to respond

to the movement of the hand lever. An

uncommon source of trouble may be a

bit of stray waste left near the intake

R/' /71‘ Wa ofMg/r/ng yvo/‘fl’.

/n P/Ice.

Illustrations showiiig how lo test for fuel level, methods of coupling fuel pipe

and suggestion for brazing a hollow metal float

float level is too high the float may be

lowered on its spindle in order to close

the valve sooner or when the float cham

ber has less gasoline in it. When lever

age is used, the lever may be bent to

change the position of the needle valve

relative to the float. If toggle levers are

used, as is the case with a metal float,

shift the collar on the valve stem.

opening or the primary air supply when

cleaning the motor. This waste may be

sucked into the air opening and‘ will

cause trouble by reducing the amount

of air supplied for mixture. Air screens

also clog with dirt at times.

Soldering a Metal Float

In repairing or making sheet metal

floats, such as are used in the gasoline

chamber of the float feed carburetor,

one often experiences some difficulty in

sealing up any small vent which makes

the float air and liquid tight. \Vhen a

metal float fills with gasoline, it be

comes heavier and the float level is al

tered so it is imperative that the fuel be

Va/vz Stern rm/sfnot
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What to look for when inspecting float

chamber

expelled from the interior and the hole

sealed. The usual way to do this is to

first locate and enlarge the hole through

which the fluid reached the float inte

nor.

To locate a leak, the float is held un

der the surface of boiling water, which

evaporates some of the gasoline inside

the float and evolves a gas which indi

cates the hole by escaping through it

because of the pressure inside the float.

The hole is then marked and made

larger with a needle drill. Another

small hole is made in the float so the

interior can be thoroughly cleared out

by air pressure or by placing the float

in an oven where the heat will evapo

rate the gasoline. After the float is

emptied, it is necessary to close up the

openings. This may be done with an

ordinary soldering iron, though most

mechanics having the facilities prefer

to braze the opening, because by this

means one can seal it and use a mini

mum of metal, which is not liable to

upset the balance of the float and inter

fere with the level in the spraying tube.

In brazing a joint or vent in a per

fectly tight receptacle, the job is often

a failure because the air contained in

the float becomes heated and produces

a pressure that may result in having

bubbles in the brazed seal. To make it

possible to close the opening in a posi

tive manner, the copper or brass float

may be placed in a box of ice, as shown

in accompanying illustration, this tend

ing to keep the air contained in the float

cool despite the heat imparted to the

float by the brazing flame.

How to Test Fuel Level

After a carburetor has been in use

for some time, wear may exist at the

point of the needle valve or at the nee

dle valve seat, or there may be some

depreciation in the fulcrum joint of the
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lever connecting the float with the nee

dle valve. A good way of testing the

float level is shown in cut herewith.

The float chamber of the vaporizer is

held in a vise and gasoline is allowed

to flow from a small can which is joined

to the fuel inlet pipe by a piece of rub

ber tubing. The gasoline will flow from
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‘lfloal Mechanism

Removed

  

hour and is powered with an eight

cylinder engine of 5%-in. base and 6

inches stroke, rated at 200 horsepower.

The torpedo is carried in a special

compartment forward which can be

flooded by opening a hinged door form

ing the bow, and when the latch is re

leased the torpedo leaves its chamber

-T. ‘I

\&/I/IIIIIIIIJ

\-114,141,’,

'-.f/oa/ Chamber

Drain Cock

How to use compressed air for clearing out juel supply nozzles in either float

or mixing chamber

this can into the float bowl and raise

the float as the chamber fills. The level

of the gasoline should be just a little

below the top of the stand pipe in the

mixing chamber. If the level is too

high, this will be evidenced by a liq

uid overflowing at the stand pipe, if it

is too low this condition may be easily

ascertained by inspecting the height of

liquid in the jet. If one suspects that

the jet is clogged or that the gasoline

feed connection on the float bowl is

constricted by dirt it is a simple matter

to clean the passages out by using a

compressed air hose as shown in cut.

A ONE MAN TORPEDO BOAT

PARTICULARLY practical

weapon of offense and defense in

war is the one man torpedo boat illus

trated herewith which is designed to

carry a full-size 21-inch torpedo loaded

with as much as 500 pounds of gun

cotton. It is the invention of W.

Shearer and has a number of features

we feel sure will interest those of our

readers who are boating enthusiasts. It

is capable of a speed of 30 miles per

and speeds away under its own com

pressed air power of 2,250 pounds,

which gives it a speed of 40 knots. As

soon as the torpedo is discharged, the

door is closed and the compartment is

pumped clear of water in less than a

minute by the powerful centrifugal

pump provided for that purpose. When

the front end is lightened the boat can

make a quick get-away and there will

be very little chance of it being hit by

enemy gun fire. When submerged, the

craft offers an extremely small target,

which compensates to some extent for

its reduced speed.

METAL CLEANING POLISH

O prepare a metal polish that will

form an emulsion of cream con

sistency, and which will not precipi

tate, use the ingredients listed below

and in the proportion specified.

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 pounds

Pine Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 “

Sodium Olegate (Soap) 2 “

Silex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 “

Heat the water in a large boiler,

when the water is hot, but not boiling,

add the sodium oleate, in small quan

tities at a time and continue to stir

constantly while adding. When the

mixture becomes creamy or thick, add

the silex in small amounts, until all of

it has been placed‘ in the mixture, con

stant stirring is also necessary when

adding the silex to insure uniform in

termixture. The mixture should now

be removed from the heat, but while

still warm add the pine oil, and stir

well while adding. After the oil has

been added the polish is allowed to cool,

and after cooling can be poured into

suitable containers.

TO REMOVE BURNT OIL FROM

STEEL

O remove excess oil from parts that

have been hardened in oil, place

the article in a small tank of gasoline

which, when exposed to the air, will dry

off immediately, allowing the part to

be polished and tempered without the

confusion and unsightly marks of burnt

oil.

BATH FOR HARDENING HIGH

SPEED STEEL

AN excellent bath for hardening

high-speed steel consists of amix

ture of table salt and paraffin oil in the

proportion of one pound of table salt

to each gallon of pure oil. The steel

is heated to a lemon color and plunged

into the bath, being kept in motion un

til it has thoroughly cooled. The steel

should come out of this bath gray in

color and nearly free from black spots.

The bath referred to can be used for

almost all brands of high-speed steel

with good results. It has been used to

great advantage for the Midvale steel

and also on a large number of tools

made of Novo, Simeteora, Rex, jessop,

High-Speed and Blue Chip steel. On

all these, good ‘results have been ob

tained, but it may be added that this

bath seems to give the best results with

the Midvale steel.—/lmerican Black

smith. L

TO HARDEN DRILLS FOR CUT

TING GLASS

TO harden drills for cutting glass,

dissolve zinc in muriatic acid to

saturation. then reduce the solution by

adding an equal volume of water. Dip

and use without tempering.

Pump for C/ear/ng

I.-H/rrged W.ZHafc/Z
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RECORD-BREAKING RACING

CAR

BOUT ten years ago Glenn Curtiss

broke speed records with a special

motorcycle at Daytona, Florida, and

was reputed to be the first to make a

mile at a speed of more than two miles

per minute in a wheeled vehicle by

covering the distance in 26 2/5 sec

onds. This very high speed was at

tained by using a freak machine he had

built to try out an eight-cylinder, air

cooled motor that Charles Kirkham had

designed for airplane work and for use

on a machine that was the pioneer of

the present long line of Curtiss craft.

Specially built steam cars have also cov

ered the famous beach sand course at

speeds exceeding 120 miles per hour.

Tom Milton, a well-known racing car

driver, driving a special freak car pro

pelled by two engines, is credited with

having broken all world’s records for

the mile and two-mile recently at Day

tona by covering the former distance in

23.07 seconds or at the rate of 156 miles

per hour, and the latter space in 46.24

seconds.

Students of aviation know that to ob

tain this high speed it is important to

reduce the air resistance by stream-lin

ing the car in just the same manner as

an airplane fuselage is and for the same

reasons. As the illustration shows, all

parts of the mechanism except the wire

wheels are enclosed and even the dis

turbance in air flow that might be pro

duced by the driver’s head is provided

for as it is in the fastest scout planes

by using a small sloping windshield in

front and a tapering aluminum head

piece, well padded with an air cushion,

back of the driver, so the continuity of

air flow is not disturbed by eddies pro

duced by the projecting parts of the

driver's body. ~

The streamline enclosure of the

chassis is not new, as attempts were

made years ago to overcome the air re

sistance by this means, so the most in

teresting point and one that is a radical

departure from conventional racing au

 

Unusual arrangement of twin'engines and dual drive on record-breaking

racing car

tomobile design practice is in the engine

installation. Reports are that the en

gines are eight cylinders each, the two

combined making a sixteen-cylinder

powerplant. The engines are placed

side by side at the front end of the

chassis as is usual practice. The en

gines deliver their power to a special

rear axle construction, each engine hav

ing its own clutch and driving through

flexible fabric universal joints and in

dependent shafts to gearing in the rear

axle. Each propeller shaft has a brake

(Continued an page 246)

  

Record-breaking twin engine racing automobile has carefully designed stream-lined body to minimize air resistance

1"
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Metal Hull Construction For Ship Models

A Tested Met/10d of Building Model Ship Hulls to Secure Strength, Liglztness

and Maximum Interior Capacity by Using Metal S/zeet and Wire

By Chas. A. Myers, Jr., U. S. N. R. F.

HE writer, as described in a re

cent issue of EVERYDAY ENGI

NEERING, has for a number of

years been building model ships and

in this work improvement in the con

struction of hulls has naturally been an

item to which he has devoted a great

deal of time and effort. As a beginner

he was satisfied with the wooden hulls

made by the time-honored method of

hollowing out a block of wood which

had in its outward form been made to

correspond with the measurements ot

the ship itself; or perhaps the some

what more desirable “bread and butter"

method. Wooden hulls, however con

structed, represent a tremendous amount

of work, and when finished they have

so many disadvantages that they hardly

repay the effort expended in the mak

ing.

Chief among these are their tendency

to split, warp and rot and the difficulty

of properly securing machinery and

fittings in place. Then, too, in shap

ing the outside it is a mighty simple

thing to slice off just a little too much—

an error that it is not easy to correct

by any means—and to get from the

solid block type a hull that is thin

walled enough to be sufficiently light

requires very careful handling of the

tools. If the model ship

builder happens to be a good

carpenter or cabinet-maker,

these difficulties may not be

important, but if, like the

writer, he is instead a metal

worker and only an indif

ferent kind of a wood-butch

er, he will find himself ver_v

much out of his element.

The writer had this situa

tion brought before him to

the extreme in the case of a

model of the scout cruiser

“Birmingham”, which he

constructed a number of

years ago. Here was a model

built on the scale of %; inch

to the foot which as calcu

lated from the plans would

have a total displacement

when completed of approxi

mately 10% lbs. Owing to

the fact that in addition to

powerful propelling machin

ery it was desired to install

radio control, the weight of

the hull, which is 53 inches long, could

not exceed 2% lbs. (excluding, of

course, the superstructure) and still

have the completed ship weigh within

Views 0/ battleship models constructed by

have a built-up metal hull as described

the allotted displacement. The writer

was unable to accomplish this result

with wooden hulls and he built at least

half a dozen metal hulls of different

forms of construction before hitting

upon one that gave entire satisfaction.

Since building the “Birmingham” (over

ten years ago) the same method has

been used in all subsequent models

  

  

with uniformly good results.

Two variations of the method of

construction have been evolved depend

ing upon the type of ship and the shape

Mr. Myers which

of the hull. Where the ship’s bottom

has a modified "V" shape (that is a

pretty sharp rise to meet the turn of

the bilge) and the length is fairly great

compared with the beam it will be

found possible to dispense entirely with

athwartship frames in the completed

model. In this case the cross-sections

are reproduced from the plans to the

proper scale from fairly heavy sheet

zinc. At certain distances beginning

on each side from the keel as a starting

point semi-circular cuts are made in

the edge- with a fine round file. The

distances at which these cuts should be

spaced is determined by the width of

plating desired and this, of course, is

decided by the plans. In absence of

definite information on this point, how

ever, it may be said that plating wider

than §/4 inch should not be used, and

where the ship has a sharp turn at the

bilge it may be necessary to make the

plating considerably narrower and con

sequently the cuts closer together.

The zinc cross-sections being all

ready, a hole about %; inch diameter

should be drilled at the center-line of

each cross-section‘ a definite distance,

say 3 inches, from the keel. The cross

sections should now be strung onto a

piece of straight %; inch brass rod, or

if this is unprocurable, %;

inch steel drill rod may be

used. They should then be

properly spaced and soldered

in place, care being taken

that they are all in proper

vertical position, as otherwise

the deck of the ship would

be wavy instead of fiat.

In the semi-circular cuts

which have been made in the

zinc cross-sections, starting at

the keel, lay 3/32 inch diam

eter hard drawn straight

brass wire from bow to stern,

soldering it to each zinc

cross-section. Cross wires

should now be run from the

top of one cross-section to the

bottom of the next adjoining

one, bracing them firmly to

gether and in this process it

is well to lay the whole set

of frames on a bench to

which the keel-wire should

be firmly fastened. A good

way to do this is to drive

short nails with large flat heads into

the bench along a perfectly straight line

and countersink them flush with the

top of the bench. The keel wire may
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then be temporarily soldered to these

nail heads which will hold the frames

in position until they are properly

braced and trussed together and all the

wires have been run from stem to stem

on both sides of the keel and right up

to the deck line. The reader will, of

course, understand that the round file

used in making the semi-circular cuts

in the cross-sections should not be

larger in diameter than the longitudinal

wires else the latter will not fit snugly

in place in the cuts. At the first

plating starts on each side of the keel

and is soldered to it, a sharp stone

pressing against the bottom strake close

to the point where it is soldered to the

keel would have a shearing effect and

be liable to break the plating away

from the keel.

The material to be used for the hull

may be varied as desired, and if cost

is of no moment, probably tinned cop

per or tinned brass will prove most

satisfactory from the standpoint of re

sistance to corrosion. If the model is

terns should first be cut in cardboard

and it is well to call in outside assist

ance to hold the cardboard close to the

wires while it is being marked as it is

desirable to make the strakes as long

as possible and it is absolutely essential

that the cardboard confomi exactly to

the curves of the hull.

In fastening the plating to the longi

tudinal wires two methods may be used..

The second strake (counting from the

keel) may be laid on top of and sol

dered to the first strake and the third

cross — sec- strake on

tion a stem top of the

piece is second and

soldered and so on

perpen- uptheside

dicularly of ‘theboat,

to it and which will

the wires produce a

are run to form of

their prop- construc

er posi- tion akin

tions at to that in

this point,

cut off, and soldered to the stem and a

similar procedure followed at the stern,

the outline of which should also be

faithfully reproduced in zinc from the

plans. When all the wires have been

soldered in place, the keel-wire may be

unsoldered from the nails in the bench

after which the hull skeleton is ready

for the plating. If the cross-bracing

has been properly carried out the frame

work should be so stiff that it may be

supported at one point amidships with

out either end sagging down; and if

the reader will refer to two of the ac

companying cuts he will see the frame

work of the “North Dakota” with the

bow piece (which in this case was

made of heavy brass wire instead of

sheet zinc) in position and a few of

the longitudinal wires fastened in place.

Another cut shows the various frames

as viewed from dead ahead. The

method of cross-bracing referred to

above is very clearly shown in the

broadside view.

The framework of our model now

being complete, we are ready to pro

ceed with the plating. In this the

writer has developed two or three

“kinks” which may help in making

the finished model better able to with

stand wear and tear. While ordinarily

the plating would start at the keel and

proceed on each side, it is a good plan

to make the first strake (as the strips

of plating are termed) of a V-shape

so that the keel itself will fit in the

angle of the V and the two sides will

proceed up to and meet the first of the

brass wires on each side of the keel to

the outside of which, of course, they

will be soldered. This presents a homo

geneous sheet of metal to any rough

obstructions on which the model may

be placed—for instance, a pebbly

beach; but on the other hand when the

  

  

The right half shows the clinker method 0}

(0n.rtmction,whcrms the half on the le/t shows

the other system described in this article.

A = zinc frame (or cross-section), B =

longitudinal ‘wires, C : keel wire, D = first

strake of plating, E : upper longitudinal wire

not to be placed in water very often,

ordinary “tin” plate will be found to

work very well indeed, and consisting,

as nearly everyone knows, of nothing

more or less mild steel which has been

tinned (to make soldering easier) it is

stronger and lighter than either brass

or copper and is in addition the very

material of which large ships are built.

The thickness to be used will de

pend upon the size and type of vessel

and the kind of treatment to which it

will be subjected and is therefore a

matter for the judgment of the builder

to determine. No hard and fast rule

can be laid down as there are a num

ber of considerations according to cir

cumstances which should be given

thought. In a general way, it may be

said that the thickness known in the

metal trade as “One Cross” should be

used on the larger models (say from

24 to 60 lbs. displacement), whereas

a somewhat thinner sheet should be

used on smaller ships. On destroyers

or scout cruisers, where everything is

to be sacrificed for high speed, metal

almost as thin as a sheet of paper and

known to the trade as “taggers tin”

may be employed.

Before cutting the metal strakes, pat

a clinker

built wooden hull; or, a method in

many ways preferable may be adopted.

This consists in soldering the first

strake in place, skipping the second

strake altogether, soldering the third

strake and then soldering the second

strake on top of the first and third so

that it overlaps them both. Thus the

even numbered strakes will overlap all

of the odd numbered ones. This is the

method of construction used in build

ing large steel ships and it has a num

ber of advantages over the other. Both

systems are clearly shown in the ac

companying drawing.

As indicated at the beginning of this

article the zinc athwartship frames may

be removed either in whole or in part

when the plating of the model has been

completed up to the gunwale; but as

previously stated they may be removed

completely only in vessels having a

sharp rise of the floor to the turn of

the bilge. On ships with a fairly fiat

bottom (battleships, for example) most

of the frames should be left in place

in the finished model. In order to in

stall boilers, engines and other parts

of the machinery, holes may be cut in

the frames, but it is strongly recom

mended that at least V; inch of .th.e

amidships frames be permitted to re

main attached to the longitudinal wires

as they add comparatively little weight

to the finished hull and give a really

great strength to it.

To cut out the center of the frames

the writer has employed the electric arc

method very satisfactorily. One pole

of the ordinary house current is

grounded to the hull and the other pole,

connected through suitable resistance

permitting a flow of S to 10 amperes

ends in a steel pencil. The pencil be

ing touched to the zinc frame where it

is desired to cut it away, the tremendous
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heat of the arc melts through the metal

almost instantly, very much after the

manner of an oxy-acetylene cutter; and

it might be added here that after the

zinc bow and stern pieces have served

their purpose of giving contour to the

ends of the ship they may be entirely

removed, as they will then no longer

be of service.

- The hull of our ship being now com

pleted, it is necessary to add the pro

pelling machinery and the deck and

superstructure fittings; and an early

number of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

will describe some of their construc

tional details. '

STIRRING PAINT BY AIR

WRITER in a recent issue of

Factory calls attention to an im

portant use of compressed air in large

paint shops. Nearly all large plants,

he says, have paint rooms of their

own. Here is stored the paint supply

of the whole factory. Because of the

tendency of the paint to settle, it must

be stirred up each time any quantity is

withdrawn. As a rule, the stirring of

paints by hand is done to the accom

paniment of aching muscles and break

ing backs. One good-size factory,

however, performs the whole operation

by the turn of an air-cock. There hap

pens to be a high-pressure air supply

handy to the paint room. Paint is

kept in barrels, each containing a

double wooden paddle. When the

paint requires stirring, a pneumatic

reaming tool is slipped over the end

of the paddle shaft which projects

above the barrel top. This shaft is

held in place by two crossed pieces

placed across the barrel head. By us

ing the shaft in place of a reamer

shank, the paddle is whirled rapidly

and the paint mixed in a surprisingly

short time. After one barrel of paint

is mixed thoroughly the reaming tool

is slipped over the paddle shaft in

the next barrel. Thus the whole job

is done quickly and with little labor.

CONCERNING TRUCK LOADS

I-2.-\D distribution is of the highest

importance. The motor truck is de

signed to carry a certain proportion of

its load on the front axle and the re

mainder on the rear axle. If the body

is not chosen properly for the sort of

load to be carried, it will result in the

load being concentrated at the wrong

point. This gives the same effect as

overloading, because if too much of the

load is placed on the rear axle, it will

not make any difference if the total load

is under the normal capacity of the

motor truck. The fact that bodies must

be chosen not only to carry the load

conveniently, but also to concentrate the

load at the proper point, leads to some

unusual constructions to meet unusual

operative conditions.

Electricity Combats Smoke Nuisance

HE abatement of the “smoke

_ nuisance,” whether from indus

trial plants in large cities or

smelters and similar industries in more

or less isolated districts, is a problem

that is almost as old as the industries

themselves, yet, like many other prob

lems, it is being solved electrically.

The time may indeed come when Pitts

burgh will be as clearas Washington,

D. C.

The Cottrell electrical precipitation

of noxious fumes, objectionable smoke,

etc., is a process which, stripped of its

engineering technicalities, holds no

small degree of interest for the general

reader. The basic theory of operation

of this electrical process is simply that

any insulated body coming between an

electrically charged poi-nt and an op

posite charged plate receives the same

electrical charge as the point, and since

like charges repel, the body is thrown to

the plate. This is also true of the par

ticles of invisible gases, as is proved by

the old physical experiment of blowing

out a candle flame by putting it between

are attracted to each other, forming

masses which are heavy enough to fall

by gravity to the hoppers underneath.

The pipes are relieved of their load by

being periodically beaten with ham

mers, either electrically or by the hand.

This process will not precipitate pure

gases, but many chemicals are in a

gaseous state at high temperatures are

either liquids or solids when sufficiently

cooled. They can then be removed by

the Cottrell process, as is actually done

with arsenic in a Western smelter,

whereby large amounts of this valuable

element are recovered in a high state

of purity. A large cement plant recov

ers many tons of potash dust per day

which was hitherto pure loss but which

now can be sold for fertilizer at almost

as good a price as the cement itself.

In fact this process is applicable to

all sorts of industries, such as smelters,

blast-fumaces, chemical pants, and is

used for the removal of the objection

able features from the smoke of incom

pletely burned oil and coal. Before its

development many smelters in the West

  

The view at left shows dust coming from a cement plant and how it was prevented by

Cottrell process is made clear in the other picture

a charged needle and a smooth, charged

plate. In its simplest form the Cottrell

apparatus consists of a metal pipe or

flu through which the gas to be cleaned

passes; connected to one side of a high

voltage direct-current circuit, and a

wire along the axis of the pipe, which

is connected to the other side of the

same circuit.

Since it is not practical to generate

diret current at the high voltages—-be

tween 100,000 and 25,000 volts—de

manded by this process, the electricity

is generated as alternating current and

rectified into direct before reaching the

flue.

What happens is simply that the

small particles of fume and smoke

‘which are held in suspension by the gas

passing through the flue receives the

same charge as the wire and are either

attracted to the pipe and held there or

were forced to shut down by the Gov

ernment because their fumes were de

stroying the vegetation for some dis

tance around them. This Cottrell proc

ess has proved valuable, not only in

abating smoke nuisances but in recov

ering valuable materials that have

hitherto gone up in smoke and been

completely wasted.

The pictures illustrate the electrical

equipment built by the General Electric

Company to meet the requirements of

this process and also how the electric

current eliminates the dust normally

coming from a cement plant.

It is said that in Canada 50,000 ounces

of platinum are lost annually by faulty

placer mining. This does not say how much

is left undisturbed in the ground. It is

thought that Canada may become one of the

world’s greatest producers of this metal, now

so scarce owing to the condition of Russia.

_ -_ m-__> -_._
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A NEW THERMOSTATIC METAL

NEW, built up metal strip that

bends when it is heated has just

appeared. It is called thermostatic

metal, and is a British invention. It is

prepared by permanently uniting,

throughout their length, strips of the

two metals having widely different co

eflicients of expansion with heat, so

that under a change of temperature the

combined strip bends one way or the

other. The reaction is stated to be al

ways the same, in a strip of given

length and thickness, for a given tem

perature change and thus to provide a

reliable basis for temperature indica

tion, control, or compensation in oven

thermometers, electric heaters, ice ma

chines, and other apparatus, including

scientific instruments of high precision.

The component metals will not corrode

under ordinary conditions, and they

may be used in any reasonable situa

tion, without fear of deterioration or

change in their operating characteris

tics. They will not separate, no mat

ter how much the strip is bent, twisted

or hammered, and even with heating the

bond between them will not be broken

down at a temperature below the melt

ing point of the softer of the two. They

can be formed into any desired shape

and annealed after formation, and they

can be safely employed at any tempera

ture below 500 degrees Fahrenheit.

SOLDERING OF ALUMINUM

BRONZE

0 solder aluminum bronze with

ordinary soft solder, thoroughly

cleanse from dirt and grease the parts to

be joined. Then put the parts to be sol

dered in a strong solution of sulphate of

copper and place in the bath a rod of

soft iron touching the parts to be joined.

After a while a copper-like surface will

be seen on the metal. Remove from

bath, rinse clean and brighten the sur

face. These surfaces can then be tinned

by using a fluid consisting of zinc dis

solved in hydrochloric acid in the or

dinary way with common soft solder.

HEAT TREATING HIGH-SPEED

' STEEL .

F it is desired to treat tungsten or

high-speed steel, the proper method

is to pre-heat the tool to a bright red

(1500 Fahr.), then bring to a white

heat quickly (1975 - 2100 Fahr.),

quenching in oil until cold; next re

place in the fire and bring up to a very

dull red (900 Fahr.) and allow tool to

cool 06 in the open air. This makes a

very hard, tough tool with unexcelled

cutting qualities, and while the better

grades of high-speed steel cost from five

to ten times more than carbon steel it is

more economical for some classes of

work, as a properly treated tool made of

it will hold an edge when smoking hot

and is capable of doing a tremendous

amount of work.

CALCULATING AIR RESIS

TANCE OF TRAINS

IN a recent isue of the Engineer, Lon

don, Mr. C. F. Dendy Marshall dis

cusses the subject at some length, and

states that, thanks to the work which

has been done in connection with aero

nautics, it is now possible to take the

matter up and study it on a scientific

basis, with a promise of substantial im

provement.

The importance of the front wind

pressure on the engine isnot fully ap

preciated. The horsepower required to

overcome it increases with the cube, not

merely of the speed of the train, but

~l
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SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR

with that of what is called the “created

wind,” which in the case of an express

train may easily exceed eighty miles per

hour.

It may now be taken as established

that, for speeds within and even far

beyond the range of railway speeds, the

resistance of the air to a surface moving

normally to itself is represented by the

expression KAV’, where A is the area

exposed, V the speed and K a constant.

If A is measured in square feet, and V

in miles per hour, K = .0033.

The constant .0033 applies to the

total resistance and includes the now

well-recognized suction on the back of

a moving body. For plane surfaces nor

mal to the wind M. Eiffel found in his

famous experiments that the suction ac

counted for one-third of the total. The

frontal pressure alone may, therefore,

be taken as .0022AV"’, and the horse

power required for every square foot of

exposed surface is

.OO2ZV“ 6

, or roundly V“.
 

375 10°

The value of this expression at 60

miles per hour is approximately one and

one-fourth horsepower, and at 80 miles

per hour three horsepower.

If we know the “all out” speed in a

‘cairn’; say 70 miles per hour, numerical

limits can be assigned between which

the speeds will lie for any ratio of train

to wind speed. These limits are shown_

in the diagram.

It will be readily understood without

entering into calculation that the speed

of the created wind creeps up as the

strength of the natural wind increases,

and that 80 miles per hour is quite a

moderate figure to take for it, while the

diagram shows how sharply the demand

for power runs up with any increase of

speed in that neighborhood.

We now know fairly well what should

be the best shape for a body which is to

be driven through the air at speeds of

the order under consideration. The

front should be quite “blufi,” a sharply

conical or wedge-shaped form not being

at all the ideal to be aimed at. What is

required is to eliminate every square

inch of transverse fiat surface that can

possibly be dispensed with, smoothing

off projections and putting in gentle

curves parallel to the natural flow of the

air.

RESISTANCE OF STRUCTURAL

STEEL TO FIRE

O.\IE interesting figures relating to

the behavior of structural steel at

the high temperature of ordinary fires

have been given by the United States

Bureau of Standards. Naturally, the

strength of steel at high temperatures

has a very important bearing upon the

stability of a structure which may be

subjected to fire. Without any protec

tive covering, steel columns fail after

only ten or fifteen minutes of exposure

to temperatures such as are reached in

ordinary fires. Resistance can be greatly

increased by the use of coverings of

brick, concrete, plaster, tile, etc., to such

an extent that columns so protected are

unaffected after several hours’ exposure

to intense heat.

Tests have been made to determine

the compression strength of specimens

of structural steel when heated in an

electric furnace to temperatures corre

sponding to dull-red heat (1100 degrees

Fahrenheit) and loaded up to 20,000

pounds per square inch. It was found

that structural steel loaded to 10,000

pounds per square inch fails at about

1075 degrees Fahrenheit, and under a

load of 20,000 pounds per square inch

failure occurs at about 925 degrees

Fahrenheit. For practical considera

tion, however, the limit of utility may

be regarded as reached at temperatures

of about 130 degrees below those given

above.

During the war, the number of carbon

filament lamps made in the United States

rapidly decreased until in 1918 only 12 mil

lions were sold. They are very much less

efficient than tungsten filament lamps and

it is calculated that 24 _milli-ons of them

would use a million tons more of coal per

annum than would be required for the same
number ofittingsten lamps. '
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A Universal Lathe Attachment

Milling, Cutter in Lathe Live Center

NOTHER way to perform milling

operations is to hold the cutters

in the live center of the lathe

and the work in the attachment itself.

Fig. 20 shows a flat steel plate bolted

to a one-inch solid arbor which slips

into the vetrical slide in place of the

grinding or milling spindle sleeves and

is clamped there. The work is bolted

to this plate or held in one or a pair of

the toolmakers’ clamps screwed to it.

Some kinds of work could be best held

on an angle plate bolted to this arbor

in place of the flat plate. The other

end of the arbor is turned down and

threaded the same as the lathe spindle,

which allows of work being held in the

lathe chuck screwed to the arbor, or to

the lathe face plate By the use of

these various attachments, work of al

most any shape may be operated upon;

the feed an be by hand or power,

longitudinal or crossfeed, and if the

lathe is provided with a compound rest

a still further variety of manipulation

is possible. Fishtail cutters for slotting

or keyways, end mills and side mills

and angular cutters are used in the

lathe chuck or the vertical slide spindle

and ordinary twist and other drills are

frequently brought into service for spe

cial ofi-center drilling operations.

Shaping

Still another use for the lathe attach

ment is for light shaping, the tool being

motmted in a miniature swing frame

on the end of an arbor or “ram” which

fits into the horizontal hole in the ver

tical slide. Fig. 21 illustrates the gen

eral arrangement, though no dimensions

are given, for the builder would be able

to build a tool box to suit his own ideas

without any difficulty.

The box is made either of cast iron

or sawed from a block of steel and the

groove may be milled or ground to

shape by some of the devices described

above. A rectangular block is pivoted

to the box and should swing out and

back easily, but without shake or lost

motion, either at the pivot pin or be

tween swing frame and sides of tool

box. A half-inch hole is drilled in the

lower end of the block and counter

bored underneath for the tool post.

This is made like the lathe tool post,

only much smaller and provided with

8- quarter-inch slot for the shaper tool,

made of a piece of quarter-inch drill

rod with the lower end forged and filed

to shape and then hardened. Square

tool steel could also be used or an old

By H. H. Parker

Drawing: by the Author

PART II

square file broken up and sharpened.

The tool box is either set screwed or

pinned to the ram with a taper pin;

the ram being cylindrical, allows of the

tool being set at any angle. No attempt

was made to give a feed to the swing

frame itself, as in the case of large

shapers; this might be practicable, but

the regular vertical slide feed answers

the purpose well enough.

The size, shape and character of the

work determines its mounting—whether

between centers, on the face plate or

lathe chuck, on the little table shown

in Fig. 18 or clamped to an angle plate

on the lathe bed or directly to the bed

ll
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Ordinarily the lathe carriage is run

back and forth by means of the longi

tudinal feed handle and rack, and while

power feed might be used in some cases,

the character of work suitable for such

a small device makes hand feed the

most practicable. By lengthening out

the ram and clamping the work to a

small table of some kind resting on the

lathe ways, the transverse feed would

be only limited by the width of the

cross slide and the length of stroke by

the length of the ram (within limits)

and length of the work.

The builder will soon discover a great

variety of operations which can be car

<i- longifudinal /Ix/'5, la/be 394 i>

‘at-~
lull

,.._
Drdwoad Drum
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Fig. 2. Plan view showing motor drive

itself. If on the table between centers

the width that can be machined de

pends upon the width of the work or

upon the amount the ram overhangs the

table when parallel to it. With a very

short stroke it might be possible to face

the ram around at right angles to the

lathe bed and use the cross feed screw.

ried out to advantage by means of the

various devices which have been de

scribed.

Indexing

One more application of this device

remains to be described—its use as an

index head. Fig. 22 suggests a layout

of an attachment of this character,

F
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though the actual dimensions would de

pend upon the size of gear used. As

an example of its use, it might be re

quired to mill a square or hexagonal

head on the end of a bolt or screw.

The bolt would be held in a chuck on

the end of the index head arbor while

the milling cutter would be rotated in

the live center of the lathe and each

time a flat was milled off the index

gear would be turned the required

amount to present the next surface to

be faced.

As an accurate index plate is diffi

cult for an amateur to construct, a gear

is used for this purpose, preferably a

new gear the teeth of which would be

in good condition. If not badly worn,

one of the change gears of the lathe

could be used. One of 48 teeth would

be best for general purposes; sometimes

one of 36 teeth might be better. The

pitch should be such that the diameter

of the gear would be small enough to

swing close up to the face of the vertical

slide—about three inch P.D. would be

right. The drawing shows the index

fixture bolted to the vertical slide, a

boss having been provided on the cast

ing for the purpose. This is shown in

Fig. 3, though the bolt holes are not.

The fixture must be high enough to

allow clearance for the 48 gear, but it

would be_ a good idea to allow the stop

spindle enough up and down motion to

adapt it to the 36 gear also.

A one-inch steel spindle is turned up

to make a push fit into the vertical

slide; one end is threaded to take a

lathe or other chuck which holds the

work to be milled; the other end is

turned down so that the gear will make

a push fit over it, the gear being held

by a locknut as well as a small key.

The remaining portion of the spindle is

turned down to about three-eighths in

diameter and threaded. When in posi

tion the gear is prevented from turning

by a vertical stop on the end of a spin

dle which slides in a reamed hole in the

fixture casting and is clamped by a

thumb screw which closes the split

clamp lug. No play whatever should

be permitted in the stop spindle, as this

would spoil the accuracy of the device.

This spindle has a. small keyway cut

in it, being milled or shaped by one of

the methods described above, to pre

vent its turning. The end of the spin

del, or the stop, is filed to an included

angle of 29 degrees, to fit between the

gear teeth.

As it is a nuisance to count the num

ber of teeth every time the gear is

turned, a pair of spacing fingers are

shown. These are cut out of one

thirty-second iron or brass sheet and

the fingers bent over at right angles

to cover the face of the gear. The in

side finger disc carries a clip and thumb

screw; the clip extends over the edge

of the outer finger disc and the thumb

screw clamps them both together, yet

a'llows the two to turn on the spindle,

to which they are clamped when desired

by a thumb nut on the threaded end.

In use, the fingers are so spaced

around the gear that their outer edges

cover the required number of teeth and

one finger bears against the stop; then

the end thumb nut is tightened. After

the cut has been made, the vertical slide

spindle clamp nuts are loosened enough

to allow the gear and the fingers

clamped to it to be turned; the second

finger will then bear against the stop.

The index spindle is then clamped, as

well as the stop spindle. Then the end

nut is loosened and the fingers, still

clamped together, turned all the way

around until the first one again bears

against the stop. Then the end nut is

tightened, another milling cut is made

and the process repeated until the op

eration is complete.

When not in use, the entire index

fixture may be removed by taking out

the two bolts and withdrawing the

spindle.

In concluding, the builder is cau

tioned to see that the column of the

lathe attachment stands perfectly ver

tical when clamped to the tool side of

the lathe; otherwise it may not give

accurate results when in use. This de

pends upon the face of the tool slide

being square and parallel with the lathe

bed, assuming that the base of the col

umn has been squared off accurately.

If the slide is found to be out of

true, a cutter could be rigged up in a

sort of boring bar between centers and

extending down to the tool slide. Then

by running the carriage back and forth

and moving the slide at the same time

by the cross feed, the tool will act as a

planer cutter and will face up the tool

slide by taking a light cut across it.

All play between the carriage, cross

slide and ways must be taken up before

beginning this work and also while the

attachment is in use after completion.

HOMEMADE CANNED HEAT

HILE up in the North Wiscon

sin woods last summer the wife

of one of the resorters became ill and

often during the night required some

hot water. Since the small electric

lighting plant was shut down every

night after eleven o’clock and no other

source of heat was available, the man

set about to provide some means for

heating the small quantities of hot

water required. He managed to pur

chase some wax at a nearby general

store, and this with some newspaper

solved the problem. The newspaper

was folded into strips about one inch

wide with several thicknesses. The

wax was melted and the paper rolled

into coils, which were then dipped into

the wax. The wax with the paper im

bedded in it, all contained in the tops

of tin baking powder cans. were stored

away and used in the same manner as

alcohol burners. They were very suc

cessful in operation and gave their in.

ventor a feeling of satisfaction, par

ticularly so since in everyday city life

he was a prominent attorney and had

little time to put on handicraft work —

G1~:o. J. KIRKGASSER.

SAWING SHEET METAL

HEN sheet metal or brass is to

be cut with a hacksaw, clamping

the material between two wooden blocks

in a vise will greatly facilitate the

process. Without this support, the thin

metal may bend and buckle, the saw

blades frequently breaking or stripping

their teeth. Thin sheet metal tubes

  

can be cut in the same manner. A plug

or rod of wood is forced in the tube and

clamped in the jaws of a vise, the saw

will cut right through the tube without

the saw teeth catching, even if regular

saw blades are used instead of the fine

tooth saws generally used for tubing.

The metal to be cut should be clamped

in the vise so it will be rigidly sup

ported and the hacksaw should just

clear the vise jaws.

WHITEWASH FOR INTERIORS

OTHING brightens up the interior

of a dingy garage like a good coat

of whitewash. Poorly prepared white

wash flakes ofif soon after being ap

plied. The United States govemment

standard receipt is probably the best

there is. Slake one-half bushel of un

slacked lime in boiling water, keeping

the lime covered during the process.

Strain and add a peck of salt dissolved

in warm water. Add also three pounds

of ground rice boiled to a thin paste

and V2 pound of Spanish whiting. Dis

solve one pound of clear glue in water

and add. Mix whole thoroughly and

let stand for several days. When readv

to apply, heat thoroughly and apply

as hot as possible.
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LANCHESTER VIBRATION

DAMPER

TH a six-throw crank-shaft,

whether there be six pistons or

twelve, one of the commonest forms of

vibration is that produced by the twist

ing of the shaft at certain speeds. The

shaft has a natural period of vibration

if deflected torsionally, and when the

sequence of explosions coincides with

the natural vibration period the pendu

lum eflect causes the violence of the

vibration to be increased. The vibra

tion which is perceptible to the pas

sengers in the car is due to the front
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Sectional view showing construction 0/ Lan

chester vibration damper

crank throw twisting with each ex

plosion, and then the spring of the

crank jerking the piston back as soon

as the power stroke is over. Elasticity

of the steel causes oscillations to take

place, so the crank flies back too far,

springs forward again and so vibrates

many times before returning to its

proper position, by which time the suc

ceeding explosion again displaces it.

The oscillation of the piston disturbs

the center of gravity of the whole piston

mass much more than the first deflec

tion does, and the object of the Lan

chester damper is to resist the return

spring of the crank so that the twist

caused by the explosion is made “dead

mi)

The original design of F. W. Lan

chester, a leading British atomobile en

gineer, was to mount on the front end
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EVERYDAX MOTORIST

of the crankshaft a little fly-wheel and

disk clutch, as shown in accompanying

illustration. The inner member of the

clutch was secured to the shaft and the

fly-wheel rim rode loose. Thus when

the crank twisted forward the inertia

of the fly-wheel rim caused it to try to

maintain a steady speed and the

clutch slipped a little, and when the

crank tried to twist back at the end of

the power stroke the fly-wheel rim again

resisted the tendency to oscillate. The

sum total of effect is that the energy of

the twisting crank is absorbed by fric

tion between the clutch surfaces and the

rapid oscillations are prevented. Some

thing depends upon the strength of the

clutch spring in the damper, as the

little fly-wheel rim must be sufficiently

loose to be able to act as described, but

not so loose that the friction will be

too small to absorb the energy of tor

sion. The adjustment is not delicate

and once the proper strength for the

clutch spring has been found the

damper can be made on a production

basis and fitted complete without any

further attention. When first tried out

the effect of the damper was amazing,

turning a six-cylinder motor with a

weak . shaft and two bad vibration

periods into a smooth-running and

practically vibrationless one.

DRIVING AWAY FROM CURBS

T is quite often the case that a car

is parked so close to a curbing that

it cannot be driven away. When this

occurs place the jack under the center

of the front axle, raise the car a few

inches and then push the car off the

jack sideways, away from the curb.

This will give room to tum the wheels

out enough to drive away.

FITTING ROLLER BEARINGS

N replacing roller bearings on a

front wheel spindle on which it is

a tight fit, many owners slip the bear

ing on to the taper end of the spindle

and then put on the wheel, using it as a

hammer to drive the bearing home.

This is a poor method, as the bearing

is likely to be injured. The hardened

shoulder of the inner race, which re

ceives the brunt of the blows, is espe

cially liable to be broken.

 

For fumaces where a traveling chain brake

is used in automatic stoking, a registering

apparatus has been devised based on the

rate of speed of the grate and the area of

the hopper opening. From its registration

the coal consumption has been found within

a limit of accuracy of 5%.

  

REMOVING MOTOR TRUCK

WHEELS

SIMPLE device for removing mo

tor truck wheels of the dual type

and especially serviceable where one

man has to do the work, is made from a

two-inch plank, cut to the desired

length and width. Jack up the wheel

  

Removing heavy motor truck wheel:

several inches from the floor, lay four

rollers, made from either iron pipe or

old shafting, on the floor beneath the

wheel, place the plank on top of them

and chock the wheel at each side.

After the wheel has been loosened on

its axle it can be easily adjusted on the

movable platform for further work.——

Automobile Journal.

LOCATING UNUSUAL NOISES

IN ENGINE

S an aid to locating the cause of

unusual noises in automobile en

gines, it is recommended that the en

gine be throttled down and the fre

quency of the occurrence of the noise

determined. Generally speaking com

mon engine noises occur at either cam

shaft or crankshaft speed. By noting

when the knock occurs with reference

to the rotation of one or the other of

these shafts, it may be more easily

classified. In every case main bear

ings produce knocks at crankshaft

speed, as do also crankpin and wrist

pin defects. Knocks at camshaft speed,

which is half that of the crankshaft,

are usually due to a loose bearing or to

end play of the shaft. If an attempt is

made to classify these sounds before

proceeding further in the diagnosis,

much time and effort can be saved.

 

The annual expense‘ of repairs for two

pumps in use at Bridgewater, England, built

by the Watt works in 1877, nearly fifty years

ago, have been reported. For one year they

amounted to a little over $20. Some yeans

later the repairs run up to $7H remark

able proof of good engineering practice.
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RUNNING BOARD ACCESSORIES

HEN the interior of a closed car

_ is fitted up with delicate trim

mings and carpets like a lady’s boudoir,

and many cars are of this nature, it is

an advantage to keep dust and mud ofi

the floor, yet anyone stepping into the

car from the street cannot help carrying

in a little dirt on the shoes, no matter

how careful they are. To avoid this,

an idea which originated in Paris and

ought to be popular in the big cities

of America is worth mentioning. This

"h;unn/'ng

Board

 

9- -C/amp Screw

B

Useful auto running board accesson'es'

is to have a small piece of stout door

mat neatly cut and edged and strapped

to the running board just below the

door opening. The mat can be sewn to

metal end pieces and screwed to the

running board, or it can be fixed with

screws and washers, the heads of the

screws being well buried in the mat.

A device of this sort is now marketed as

an accessory.

Luggage carriers, as shown at B,

are securely fastened to the running

board by means of thumb screws. It

is not necessary to drill any holes

through the running board. It is

claimed that the device will not rattle

or work loose if properly installed.

Suit cases, traveling bags, or parcels

of any size may be safely carried and

can be quickly strapped in place and

removed. They do not touch the side

of the body to mar the finish. The

carriers may be removed in an in

stant and stowed away so that they are

not evident when not in use and will

not clutter up the running board.

CORRECT TIRE INFLATION

ANY motorists labor under the

impression that they should run

their tires under-inflated during the

warmer summer months and fully in

flated during colder winter months.

This practice has become so general that

one of the larger tire manufacturing

companies has recently carried out a

series of tests to determine the wisdom

or fallacy of this practise. It remained

for the B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio, to test this theory. A

34 x 4 inch tire, for which makers pre

scribe a 70-pound pressure, was used

for the test. Air at various temper

atures was pumped into the tires and

they were then run at excessive speeds

under severe road conditions. The

changes in pressure were found to be

negligible. Goodrich recommends an

even pressure the year round with ad

_ herence to the pressure designated for

the various sizes of tires. Frequent

observations conducted by experts of the

company have demonstrated that the

vast majority of motorists keep their

tires under-inflated. Even if hot

weather makes a slight difference in

pressure it would be policy to risk it

rather than take the chance of having

the tire under-inflated. Of the two the

latter is far the worse and more uni

versal.

sure. In order that the correct amount

of air in tires may be readily ascer

tained, a standard table for all makes

of tires is shown as follows:

Inflation Inflation

Rim Sizes Pounds Rim Sizes Pounds

28x3 ...60 33x4y2...70

30x3 ...60 34x4%...70

Z9x3y2...6O 3Sx4%...70

30x3V2...60 36x4y;...70

31x3%...60 37x4%...70

32x3%...60 38x4%...70

33x3V2...60 4Ox4y2...70

34x3%...60 42x4V2...70

36x3V2...60 33x5 ...80

32x3 ...7O 34-x5 ...80

34x3 ...7O 35x5 ...80

3_Ox4 ...7O 36x5 ...80

31x4 ...7O 37x5 ...80

32x4 ...7O 39x5 ...80

33x4 .._.7O 41x5 ...80

34x4 ...7O 43x5 ...80

35x4 ..70 36x5%..._80

36x4 ...7O 37xS%...80

37x4 ...7O 38xS%...80

40x4 ...7O 39x6 ...8S

42x41;-...7O

SHAFT STRAIGHTENING

DEVICE

HE crank and cam shaft straight

ening press shown in accompany

ing illustration was designed for ser

vice stations catering to the Ford trade.

It comprises two tools in one, is light in

weight and very accurate in its work.

The device consists of a bench rest,

made of heavy cast metal, the ends

vertical with V-shaped grooves for the

shafts to rest in while straightening and

a screw clamp in a vertical bracket,

  

Crankshaft and camshaft straightening press

In this connection it is well to re

member that air pressure is just as apt

to increase in cold weather as in hot.

This is brought about by the friction

of the tire against the road where the

traveling is rough. Yet the motorist

never thinks of letting out the air in the

winter months. A safe rule is to keep

the tires inflated to the standard pres

that fits the shafts at its center. The

device is equipped with a dial test in

dicator reading accurately to a thou

sandth of an inch. Ford repairers are

aware of the fact that Ford crank and

cam shafts are bent very easily and by

testing them during the course of re

pair, guess work on this score is elimi

nated.
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AUTOMOBILE AS EMERGENCY

POWER

UR attention has been called to a

factory in Chicago, engaged in

manufacturing mechanical devices for

the Government, which operated on the

power of a standard touring car for

twelve consecutive days.

AUTOMOBILE TRAMCAR

TRACTOR

HE automobile engine has been put

to a new use in Apeldoorn, Hol

land, as shown in the cut herewith.

Two automobile power plants, each in

its own hood, as shown, are mounted

on a small four-wheeled truck and drive

 

How an automobile may be belted to a line shalt as an emergency source 0]

power

When the coal shortage threatened to

tie up the plant, the president decided

to press his touring car into service. It

Was rigged up in the factory as shown

in the accompanying illustration with

belts placed around the rear wheels and

to a line shaft, in order to drive a 220

volt generator. This generator supplied

current for lighting and also power for

running the various lathes, drills and

other machine tools as well as the auto

matic machinery throughout the factory.

A belt was placed around each rear

Wheel and both wheels drive the shaft

to prevent the wear on the differential '

' gear which would be inevitable if only

one wheel was used for driving the

shaft.

In Boston, the Transit Commission tried

the efiect of paint on concrete reinforce

ment bars. This was done to see if it was

practical thus to preserve them from cor

rosion, but it was found that their bonding

strength was cut down below that of the

plain bars.

the city streets with a considerable gain

in economy and satisfactory operation,

besides it has not been necessary to

electrify the lines or build an expensive

central power plant for generating cur

rent as is needed with the usual elec

trical railway system.

COTTON USED IN AUTO TIRES

T is estimated that nearly four per

cent of the cotton production of the

world for 1920 will be consumed in the

manufacture of pneumatic automobile

tires, a total consumption of approxi

mately 400,000 bales. The 1920 pro

duction of tires in the United States

should_ approximate 40,000,000, to

equip nearly 1,500,000 new cars and

to maintain about 7,000,000 now in op

eration. Cotton promises to remain in

definitely as indispensable in tire mak

ing as rubber.

Many motorists wonder how much

cotton goes into the manufacture of

pneumatics. Tires now contains an av

erage of four pounds—an increase of

one pound, due to the increasing num

ber of pneumatic truck tires, which re

quire more cotton because of their size.

Much of the cotton used is Egyptian or

Peruvian. The larger companies use

the cream of the world’s crops—the

11/§-inch staple or better. A few of the

larger companies will make more than

half the year’s output—the remainder

will be divided among more than 230

smaller concerns.

MANDRELS

N general practice, mandrels do not

require as high a percentage of car

bon as cutting tools. Small-sized man

drels give good results when made from

steel of from 1.00 to 1.10 per cent car

bon. Larger sizes of mandrels are better

when made of steel containing from .80

to 1.00 per cent. carbon. Material con

  

Gasoline trartor replace: horses for hauling tramcars in Holland

the wheels through a simple chain

transmission, making an internal com

bustion engine propelled tractor. In

this manner the horses used previously

are replaced and the gasoline locomo

tive hauls one or two trarncars through

taining this carbon content will harden

well and can be very accurately fin

ished by grinding. This insures that the

surface will be true and round and that

it will be more resistant to wearing than

a softer surface would be.

41"
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Experimental Physics

N the first article of this series the

experimental production of ultra

violet rays was discussed, and the

construction of a simple arc lamp for

this purpose briefly outlined. Ultra

violet rays are easily produced, and, in

fact, are constantly about us, but their

detection is not always simple. It is

for this reason that their presence was

so long unthought of.

The statement has been made that it

is absolutely impossible for the human

eye to detect ultra-violet rays. This is

not entirely true, for pure ultra-violet

light, after all of the ordinary Wave

lengths from .0004 to .0007 mm. have

been filtered out by means of suitable

screens, causes some impression on the

eye. A hazy blue patch will be formed

on the retina of the eye, C8-\-158d I10

doubt by the fluorescence produced by

the rays. Thus to say that they are

invisible is not true, but for all prac

tical purposes it may be accepted.

The two methods best applicable to

the experimental detection of ultra

violet light are: the use of phosphores

cent screens or the use of a special type

of gold leaf electroscope. In the early

work with this type of radiation, as also

in the experiments with phosphorescent

bodies, an instrument known as the

Phosphoroscope was utilized. As this

type of instrument is difficult to con

struct, and to properly adjust, it 118-S

not been used by the author.

For simple qualitative experiments

with ultra-violet light phosphorescent

screens may be used. S_uch a screen

may easily be prepared in the follow

ing manner: A small quantity of the

chemical, anthracene, is

moistened with water

and then thinly spread

over a ground glass

surface. When dry

most of the anthracene

will adhere to the glass.

This fluorescent sur

face when exposed di

rectly to the rays will

glow brightly. If the

reader is unable to pro

cure any anthracene

another screen can easi

ly be made using Si

dot’s Blende (crystal

line zinc sulphide) or

Willimite. The pow

dered substance is even

ly spread over a glass

surface first covered

with sticky gum arabic

or other adhesive.

When observing

Ultra- Violet Rays——Part 2

By James L. Clifford

ultra-violet rays by means of a phos

phorescent screen it must be remem

bered that ordinary light also will to

some extent cause phosphorescence.

The effect of ordinary light may be

found by interposing thick glass be

tween the source of the rays and the

screen. When this is removed the dif

ference in intensity of the phosphores

cence is caused by the ultra-violet light

which reaches the screen.

This method, however, of detecting

ultra - violet
  

rays gives

practically Fig, 1

no _oppor' Assembly

tunity f o r -gig-w of

accurate E014 lwf

wo,.k_ The electroscope

author has

found that

t h e b e s t

way is to

  

  

r Fig. 2. Completed electroscope and arc lamp

utilize what is known as the photo

electric effect. If a metal plate is ex

posed to a beam of light of short wave

length the plate will assume a positive

electrical charge. Thus if a gold leaf

electroscope negatively charged is

placed in ultra-violet light it will rap

idly lose its charge. The explanation

of this effect is really very simple.

When the light having a very short

wavelength strikes the metal surface a

disturbance is immediately set up, end

ing in the emission of a negative elec

tron as a ray. The electric potential of

the plate was originally neutral (by a

neutral potential we mean that there

are equal quantities of both negative

and positive electricity residing in the

plate). The emission, then, of a nega

tive electron obviously leaves the plate

with a positive charge.

A gold leaf electroscope having a

definite surplus of negative electricity

or a negative charge as we generally

call it, is placed in the path of the

rays. The negative ions are literally

knocked off by the rays, thus causing

the electroscope to discharge. The rate

of fall of the gold leaf is the measure

of the amount of ultra-violet light pres

ent. If, now, the electroscope is posi

tively charged, the rays will have little

appreciable effect. In some cases the

electroscope will be a little more

charged positively as a result of the

emission of the negative electrons.

The construction of an electroscope

as designed especially for this type of

work by Mr. F. W. Russell is shown

in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 is shown the com

pleted instrument to the right, and the

arc lamp described in

the first article to the

left. The details of

the instrument should

easily be gathered from

these illustrations.

The housing for the

electroscope is of y

inch oak or mahogany.

In the front of the con

tainer a reading glass

of about 4-inch focus is

mounted, while direct

ly in the rear of this is

an opening over which

a transparent scale of

the type shown in Fig.

3 is glued. In the top

of the housing a hole

about % of an inch in

diameter is cut into

which a cork snugly

fits. The cork is hol

lowed out to allow Lhg
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electroscope proper to extend through,

after which it is filled with melted sul

phur and allowed to harden. The con

struction of the electroscope proper is

depicted in Fig. 4. It is made of a

well smoothed brass strip of M;-inch

width, and so shaped as to hold a metal

sheet of about 4 inches by 4 inches.

The metal plate was of aluminum in

the author’s electroscope, but some au

thorities use zinc for this purpose.

When the electroscope proper is as

sernbled, well insulated from the cork

by the sulphur, and well smoothed and

polished to obviate leakage, a small

strip of gold leaf is attached to the

strip about an inch and a half from

the lower extremity. A tiny drop of

shellac will hold the gold leaf firmly

in place. The cork is now put in

place, and the electroscope is ready for

use.

To charge the electroscope negatively

it is only necessary to rub a glass rod

with a silk or flannel pad, and then

touch the plate of the electroscope with

the rod. The desired charge may be

produced by repeated applications of

the charged rod. If hard rubber or

ebonite is used instead of the glass, the

electroscope will assume a positive

charge, and will then be useless for

detecting ultra-violet rays. For this

type of work, then, glass must be used

exclusively.

Now when the charged electroscope is

brought in front of the arc la.rnp pro

ducing ultra-violet light it will be no

ticed that the gold leaf will immedi

ately fall. The speed with which the

electroscope is discharged by the ultra

violet rays produced by the arc lamp

with soaked electrodes, is surprising.

Even at the distance of ten feet or more

the electroscope is easily discharged.

When a glass plate is inte the

gold leaf comes to rest. The reason for

this, as explained in the first number,

is that glass is opaque to this type of

radiation. The difference in the speeds

of discharge of the electroscope can_be

used to determine the amount of high

frequency radiation produced by the

arc with various types of electrodes

After using the electroscope for_some

time a very peculiar property will be

noticed. The electroscope will refuse to

discharge even when exposed directly

to the radiation. Repeated attempts

will fail and the electroscope will ap

pear to have lost all its power to detect

ultra-violet rays. If, however, the

metal plate is now well sandpapered

with emery paper, or better, well rubbed

with a little wire wool, the power will

be restored. The explanation of this

peculiar property is in reality very sim

ple. After repeated exposures of the

plate to ultra-violet light the supply of

free negative electrons on the surface

of the metal is completely used up. The

rays can find no electrons to force from

the plate, and thus cannot impart to

the plate any positive charge. If now,

a new surface is formed the supply of

electrons is again ready and the rays

can again give the plate the necessary

positive charge. It is necessary, then,

every now and then to form a new

surface on the plate.

It should not be necessary to go on

with the innumerable interesting ex

Fig. 3. Detail of

scale marking

Fig. 4. Beetro

rcope frame

periments which can be performed by

the use of these two pieces of apparatus.

To the experimenter interested in this

type of work it should only be needed

to suggest the fundamental prin

ciples involved, and his mind should

supply the rest. Needless to say, any

labor expended in the production of

apparatus and in performing experi

ments with them, will not be wasted.

It is a wonderful field for research and

study. Ultra-violet -light is little un

derstood today, and practical use of it

is almost unheard of. No one can say

to what use it may be put in the future,

for we are just beginning the century

of radical discovery and experiment.

It certainly behooves us to be working

and thinking along this most wonder

ful field of modern physical science.

TREATING SULPHATED PLATES

F, on test, the efficiency of a storage

battery cell sinks to 50 per cent, or

lower, the plates should be removed and

washed thoroughly with distilled water.

They are then placed in a cell contain

ing a two to five per cent solution of

caustic soda in water, and. the charging

current sent through the cell in the

usual way. If the sulphate on the

positive plate does not disappear dur

ing the time of the ordinary charge,

and the solution gives an acid reaction

with litmus paper, more caustic soda

must be added to the solution, and the

charging continued until the plate has

the usual chocolate appearance. The

plates should then be removed from the

soda solution, well washed, replaced in

the sulphuric acid solution, and the

charging continued until gassing be

gins. Many cells have had their effi

ciences raised from 25 to 75 per cent,

by six hours’ charge, and many elec

tricians believe that any plate which

will hold together will well repay treat

ment by this method.

LEGALIZED FRENCH METRIC

MEASURES

N September 6, 1919, the French

Chamber of Deputies legalized a

set of metric measures, of which many

are so familiar as not to need special no

tice but several are of interest in them

selves and the whole set is to be noted as

being based not directly on the familiar

C. G. S. system, the centimeter-gram

second system, but on the M. T. S. sys

tem, the meter-tonne—second system. It

was concluded that the meter-kilogram

second system, as well as the decimeter

kilogram-second system, gave units too

small for commercial and everyday use.

Of course the same objection applies in

still greater degree to the C. G. S. sys

tem.

The first thing to be observed is that

the metric tonne is a little less than the

avoirdupois long ton. It is one thou

sand kilograms, which are 2,204.6

pounds avoirdupois.

The unit of angular measurement is

the grade, symbol, gr.,.and is the one

hundred_th_part of a right angle. The

degree, it is stated, can be used if de

sired.

The marine mile is to be one-six

teenth of a degree of latitude or 1,852

meters. The mass of the standard kilo

gram, preserved at Paris, is stated to be

27 milligrams loss than the weight of a

cubic decime_ter of water at maximum

density. This indicates the failure of

the attempt to absolutely standardize

units. The carat, used in weighing

precious stones, is to be two decigrams.

The unit of density is the mass of a

ton occupying a space of one cubic me

ter. The unit of force is the sthene,

equal to one hundred million dynes.

The unit of pressure, the pieze, is the

pressure of one sthene per square meter.

It is equal to one thousand baryes.

_ The unit of power, or of energy rate,

is the poncelet, one hundred kilogram

meters per second. This is 0.981 kilo

watt. The unit of atmospheric pressure

is 1,013 hectopiezes or 1.033 kilogram

per square centimeter.

The unit of heat is the thennie, one

tonne of water at 15 degrees C. raised

one degree C. in temperature under a

pressure of 1.013 pieze.

_For_ low temperature work a unit, the

frigorie, is defined as one millitherm.

The decimal candle, the unit of can

dle power of light, is one-twentieth of a

violle.

The unit of luminous flux is the lu

men; it is the light of one decimal can

dle emitted for one second at a distance

of one meter, covering one square meter

on the surface of a sphere of one meter

radius. It is a rare unit. Its symbol

is lu.

The lux, symbol lx, is the light of one

lumen distributed over one square me

ter; 10,000 luxes are equal to one phot.
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LARGE STEAM TURBINE-GEN

ERATOR HAS RECORD RUN

PERATING without a shutdown

for a period of 84 days, 11 hours,

36 minutes, the 45,000 Kw. Westing

house turbine-generator at the power

plant of the Narragansett Electric

Lighting Company established, recently,

a world's record for the continuous op

eration of a. multiple-element steam tur

bine of the cross-compound type. Dur

ing this run there were generated

51,104,000 Kk. hours or considerably

more than the total output of the Nar

ragansett Company for any year prior

to 1915. In fact this unit generated

about 85 per cent of the total station

output. Furthermore, this record was

made with the load varying from a min

imum of 6,000 Kw. to a maximum of

41,000 Kw.

ELECTRICAL PROGRESS DIGEST,
/ \
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ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT

OF METALS

OPPER has been purified by elec

trolysis for many years and re

cently much attention has been given to

the development of the electrolysis of

iron. The power required in any elec

tric process depends on the amperes

used and the voltage at which the work

must be done—-it is a question of watts.

If either factor, intensity of current or

potential drop, is low the power re

quired is small. As the electrolysis of a

metal requires a very low voltage a com

paratively low power is required to carry

out the process, notwithstanding the

very large current needed. The prin

ciple of the process is simplicity itself.

A solution is used capable of dissolv

ing the metal, if it is made the anode;

the current, which effects the solution

  

The enormous bulk of the new electric locomotives used by the Chicago, Milwaukee

and St. Paul Railroad is supported by seven trucks or twenty-eight wheels

To some extent this continuous opera

tion was made possible by means of an

800-gallon self-contained lubricating

system. Oil is pumped through a

cooler to the bearings at the rate of 600

gallons per hour.

One of the most important features

of this run was the fact that the turbine

was operating under ordinary condi

tions. No preparation was made for the

run, for when the unit was started early

last December there was no thought

other than to operate for a week, which

is the ordinary period of a run. Abnor

mal weather conditions, however,

brought about such a demand for power

that it was not considered economically

advisable to shut down the unit until

the conditions were relieved. Even at

this time it was not necesary to stop the

turbine but existing station conditions

allowed this procedure.

also effects the deposition of the metal

on the cathode. The potential expended

on the deposition, however high it may

be, is almost compensated for by the po

tential developed by the solution of the

anode.

Various solutions are used where

iron is to be electrolyzed; double oxa

lates or double sulphates may be em

ployed; sulphocresylate of iron is also

given as a suitable electrolyte. A ro

tating cathode is sometimes used. The

material of the cathode is of interest as

the iron has to be stripped therefrom,

and copper and lead work well in this

respect. The process is applied to the

production of iron so pure as to take

the place of charcoal iron, such as Swe

dish iron. It is also applied to the pro

duction of tubes.

A number of cost data have been

published, giving the result attained in
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France, and therefore not very applica

ble to this country. The cost is put at

one hundred francs a ton above that of

the original metal purified by the proc

ess. At ordinary temperatures 0.66
volt potential is required. i

SIEMENS DRY CELL

The Siemens inert cell is attracting

considerable attention. No chemical

action whatever takes place in it until

it is moistened. After that it operates

exactly as a dry cell. An English con

temporary suggests its availability for

flashlight torches. The idea would be

for the vendor to keep them dry on his

shelves and when he puts one in a flash

light for a. customer to charge it with

water so that the customer receives a

perfectly new cell. Dry cells even on

open circuit gradually deteriorate.

SCREW COUPLINGS FOR

CONDUCTORS

WO variations in construction of

couplings for electric wires are

shown in the cut. The one for smaller

wires consists of a central cylinder of

metal with conical ends and on these

ends right and left hand screws respec

tively are cut. Longitudinal grooves are

cut through the threads on each end.

Right and left hand threaded nuts screw

on the ends over the ends of wires to be

connected, jamming them solidly against

the central piece making a very solid,

yet easily released, coupling. In the

other figure is shown a modification in

which appear the conical right and left

  

Simple screw couplings for wires

end screws. But here the central piece

is cut in two longitudinally, axial

grooves are made in each half, so that

when they are put together an approxi

mately circular aperture is formed. The

ends of the wire to be joined are in

serted in these grooves, which they just

a little more than fill. The two nuts

as shown are screwed up towards each

other, compressing the halves of the

coupling against the wire in the central

groove. The coupling is instantly re

leased by slacking the nuts.

Never use machine oil on the com

mutator of an electric dynamo or mo

tor. It is matter out of place, does

damage and serves no useful purpose.
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COMMUTATOR BRUSH.

HE inventor of this brush pro

poses to substitute for the friction

contact of the regular D. C. dynamo air

motor a rolling contact as shown in the

cut. The brush holder (a) carries rol

lers (b) which bear upon the commu

tator. He claims that much wear is

avoided by this invention and that the

grooves between the commutator bars

never fill with carbon. It is also sug

gested that balls may be used instead

of rollers.
  

New roller brush

STORAGE BATTERY STOPPER

THE object of this stopper is to

prevent acid spray from being

carried out of a storage battery during

the charging operation. When a bat

tery is gassed, a stream of bubbles of

hydrogen are emitted and carry a cer

tain amount of spray with them. In

the stopper which we illustrated and

whose construction is clean from the

sectional view and which is supposed

  

Special cell vent for storage batteries

to be screwed into the battery jar top,

the gas escapes through the apertures

(e), then descends and the most of the

which it will have carried with

1t, runs back into the battery through

the apertures (s). The gas now takes

an _upward cross escaping finally

through the apertures (d) into the open

air. The central opening (d) is pro

vided with a perforated recess at the

top of the plug, whose central aperture

through which a trivial amount of

liquid which may have escaped is re

turned to the jar.

§Pray,

The Puget Sound Traction, Light_ and

Power Co. have adopted pulverized hgmte

as fuel. It gives 9,000 B.T.U.’s per pound

and its culm gives 7,300 only. It 15 reduced

to V2-inch size, dried, passed through mag

netic separators to remove any fragments of

iron, and is fed by screw stokers into the

boiler furnaces.

THERMO - ELECTRIC BATTERY

FOR AUTOMOBILES

IT is proposed to use the waste heat

of the exhaust of the engine of an

automobile to excite a thermo-electric

battery. The couples are to be arranged

radially about the exhaust pipe and

their outer ends are to be cooled by the

water of the circulating system. It is

to be used to light the car or for the

other uses on a car whose engine is

running. It will not be of service ex

cept in such case, as if the engine is

stopped it will give no current. As such

a battery is almost indestructible and

as the heat used by it is absolutely

wasted in ordinary practice, there is

much good in the idea.

PHOTOGRAPHING MAGNETIC

CURVES

LL are familiar with the produc

tion of magnetic curves by sprink

ling iron filings on a sheet of paper

held over a magnet. The filings ar

range themselves along the lines of

force, and varied results may be ob

tained by using different magnets,

straight or horseshoe, and by using sev

eral at once, with their poles in various

relationship. To photograph the curves

all that is necessary is to use blueprint

paper, to distribute the filings on it,

and when they have been brought into

their final position, by gently shaking,

if necessary, to expose the paper to sun

light and then to develop by immersion

in water. This will give a perfect and

permanent reproduction of the lines of

force of the field in question. Develop

ing papers may be used, such as bro

mide paper, and the operation then

must be done with observance of the

regular methods of photography, using

a non-actinic light in the distribution

of the filings. The advantage of the

blue-paper process is that it is so simple

and easy, and a collection of curve

photographs obtained in this way may

be quite interesting.

MERCURY RECTIFIERS

HE mercury vapor rectifier, acting

by only letting one element of a

two directional current pass through it,

has attained considerable popularity,

although now the Tungar rectifier is

taking its place to a considerable ex

tent. The mercury vapor rectifier needs

a high vacuum. One of the terminals

is mercury; this terminal must be the

cathode; the anode may be a solid metal

one. A current of three to five amperes

is good practice. Some heat is gener

ated; the mercury is heated and the

solid anode may show low red heat.

 

' The report appears in the English joumals,

that the London County Council is trying

out no less than two trackless trolleys. This

seems anything but a daring attempt, when

it is remembered that such a system has

long been in successful operation in the

Orient.

ARC LAMP

IN an arc lamp 95% of the light is

said to be in the crater, 4% in the

negative pole and 1% in such portions

of the carbon as are brought to red

heat. To get the full advantage of the

crater it is proposed to arrange the car

bons at right angles to each other as

shown in one of the dia instead

of facing each other end to end. Of

course the angle can be varied and it

will probably be necessary to rotate the

negative carbon and perhaps also the

positive one in order to keep the crater

in axial position.

  

Navel arrangement for arc light carbon:

The operations eflected by electricity

in the California citrus belt have ex

cited some attention. The ground is

irrigated by water distributed from

electrically driven pumps and electri

cally driven machinery cleans thefruits,

s_orts, packs and labels it and is natu

rally called into use for driving the

box-making machinery.

LAMP SOCKET

HIS socket is of the regular con

_tion with the exception that it is

arranged so that a special tool or key

may be required to remove the lamps.

The end of the lamp is screwed into the

socket (f). Set screws (b) are pro

vided which, when screwed up, preclude

  

Lamp socket to prevent theft of lamps

the unscrewing of the lamp from its

socket. The heads of the screws are

covered by a ring (a) which is con

structed with any special form or lock

desired, so that a special tool is needed

to remove it. To take the lamp out of

this socket this ring has to be removed

so as to expose the heads of the screws

to enable them to be turned back when

the lamp is to be removed.
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USEFUL LIFE OF AN AIRPLANE

NE of the drawbacks to the com

mercial use of airplanes has been

their short life, which coupled with

their high initial cost has resulted in

unusually high depreciation charges.

During the war, it was found that the

average life of airplanes in active serv

ice was from sixty to ninety days so

strength and endurance were sacrificed

to gain the desired military advantages

of high speed and quick manoeuvering

qualities. The efforts of designers are

now directed to increasing the life of

both the power plant and airplane

structures.

Many of the aeronautical engine

manufacturers have remodeled most of

their successful types with intention of

increasing reliability. This has usually

resulted in a slight increase in weight.

The question of overhauling cost has

been gone into and modern engines are

so designed that their accessories,

valve gears, and similar parts are easily

reached for cleaning and adjustment.

The result is that most engines on the

market to-day for commercial use can

be relied on, with proper use and care,

for from 125 to 150 hours without be

ing overhauled. And if, simple cranes

or hoists, suitable benches, and other

shop equipment are not available,

valves may be ground and even pistons

changed in many modern types without

removing the engine from the engine

bed.

One feature was developed as a re

sult of the war which will have a great

effect on the future use and develop

ment of aviation. This is the applica

tion of metal, such as alloy steels, dur

alumin, etc., to the structure of the air

plane. The Gennans were driven to

this by the lack of a reliable supply of

suitable lumber. Some French and

English firms also worked on this

problem, notably Brequet in France.

Many inventors have brought forward

alloys, new structural combinations,

etc., with the object of using metal in

whole or in part.

This development has been foreseen

for many years, but presents a difficult

problem. The effort to obtain the

maximum of strength with the mini

mum of weight resulted in vastly re

fined types of internal structure and

thorough investigations into the

strength and properties of the avail

able materials. All of this data and

knowledge is now available to the de

signer who is working with the idea of

durability.

The shortage of suitable linen

prompted an investigation of other ma

terials as a substitute. _Various fabrics

of cotton and cotton with linen were

developed which have some properties

of value that all-linen has not, besides

being cheaper. Streamline wire was

brought out of the experimental stage

and can be obtained of equal strength

and reliability with stranded cable.

Very light sheet metal has been used
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COMMERCIAL AVIATION IN

ENGLAND

EPORTS from abroad indicate that

the Handley-Page Co. is now

making use of converted bombers, for

continental air service. These ma

chines are known as Type W-S, and

carry 15 passengers or 2 tons of freight

at a speed of 112 miles an hour. The

first of these machines was exhibited

at the Paris Aero Show, having been

 

Two useful appliances /or the airplane hangar.

chock are given at top and of a quick action lilting jack to go under the axle

at the bottom

~ for surfacing wing frames, which have

already been constructed entirely of

metal. All of these experiments can

not fail to bring out designs of planes

and engines which will be much more

enduring and lower in cost than pres

ent types. There is no reason why a

good, substantial airplane cannot be

built on a quantity basis cheaper than

a good automobile and if it is reason

ably enduring, its up-keep cost will be

no greater than that of an automobile

of similar capacity for a given mile

age. Of course, before the airplane can

compete with the automobile, to any ex

tent, the demand must be large enough

to warrant production on a large scale.

Dimensions of practical wheel

flown there from London. On the

close of the exhibition this machine

was flown back from Paris to London,

making the flight in 2 hours 10 min

utes. The average time between Paris

and London is under 3 hours by air;

by train and steamer the journey often

occupies 14 hours. Since the London

to Paris and Brussels air services were

established on Sept. 2, 1919, until

jan. 29, 1920, Handley-Page machines

had carried 924 passengers, 43,412

lbs. of freight and had covered a dis

tance of 65,293 miles. On May 1,

1919, civilian aviation was established

in Great Britain, and" from that date

Until Jan. 29, 1920, Handley-Page
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machines carried 461 passengers, 44,

805 lbs. of freight, and covered 74,743

miles.

A new service has recently been

established between London, Paris and

Brussels for carrying freight at re

duced rates. The following is the

scale of charges:

Per Lb.

Shipments up to 10 lbs . . . . . . . .*2/6

" from 10 to 20 lbs. . . . 2/3

“ from 20 to 50 lbs. . . . 2/

“ from 50 to 100 lbs. . . 1/9

“ 100 lbs. & over . . . . . . 1/6

Passengers baggage (unaccom

panied by passengers) . . . . . . . 1/6

Minimum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/—

‘At English rates. Shillings equivalent to 25

cents and pence, 2 cents.

Numerous consignments of delicate

articles, such as ladies silk dresses,

scientific instruments, antiques, valu

able flowers, are now constantly carried

by air between Paris and London. Air

service is proving itself particularly

valuable for this class of transporta

tionf for all danger of damage by rough

handling is removed, and the risk of

loss by theft becomes negligible.

FRENCH AERO ENGINE

. OUTPUT

built, representing an aggregate work

of 100,000,000 man-hours, an output

of nearly 2,000,000 hp. and a cost of

2,000,000,000 francs.

A NEW RECORD IN AVIATION

HE great transatlantic aeroplane

A. R. F. which was completed on

February 26, 1920, at the airship shops

of the Fiat, began its flights at the

Aviation Field of Mirafiori in Turin

with a wonderful speed record, in

which the world’s record was beaten by

the well-known aviator Lieutenant

Francesco Brak Papa, who, with four

passengers on board, attained the

amazing speed of 261 kilometers an

hour. The flight was carried out ac

cording to the rules of the International

Aeronautic Federation and was of

ficially supervised by the comrnissaries

of the Aero Club of Italy, and by of

ficers of the Italian Military Aviation,

to whom was entrusted the duty of

verfying the electric measuring appa

ratus.

This record marks a decisive turn

ing point in the development of avia

tion and shows the seriousness of intent

and the broad means with which the

great Italian Company, long known for

its multiform activity in the various

branches of industry, has persevered in

the study of this new branch of engi

neering, before which there is certainly

a bright future. The machine was the

one invented by Engineer Celestino

Rosatelli and shown at the Internation

al Exposition in Paris. It attracted the

general admiration of engineers by its

ponderous bulk combined with a pleas

 

 

ing elegance of form and harmony of

lines. This craft is a biplane of conven

tional design propelled by the powerful

700 hp. motor illustrated, this is also

the product of the Fiat Company. The

machine has a capacity, in addition to

the crew and instruments for fully 660

gallons of fuel, or sufficient to supply

the motor for twenty consecutive hours,

which renders it possible for the air

plane to cover the great distance of five

thousand kilometers without stopping,

while the voyage across the Atlantic is

only three thousand.

ELECTRICAL TURN INDI

CATOR

There has recently been introduced

in German flying circles an instrument

that indicates the difference in air speed

between the two wing tips, which is but

another way of expressing the rapidity

of turns. Two venturi tubes are used,

one over each wing tip. Each venturi

contains three resistance thermometers,

one in the throat, one in the entrance

section, and one in the exit section.

The temperature difierence between the

throat and the entrance and exit can

thus be obtained for each venturi. By

combining two instruments differenti

ally, the difference in temperature be

tween the two throats can be measured.

This temperature difference will de

pend on the rate of turning. It is

claimed that the electrical recorder has

very little lag.

AN

CCORDING to a paper read by

M. Martinot-Lagarde, before the

Society of Civil Engineers of France,

the production of aircraft engines in

that country increased from 40 per

month in August, 1914, to 4,200 in Oc

tober, 1918, or from 900 per year in

1914 to 34,000 for the first ten months

in 1918. During the war a total of

nearly 90,000 aircraft engines were

The 700-H.P. F.IA.T.aviation engine shown

at the right is a good

example of modem

high power and light

weight motor design.

It is a twelve-cylinder

type

It is advised that lenses should be boiled

in distilled water before being put in place

and where it is possible the instruments

should be airtight and filled with dry air.

‘F.IA.T. four-passenger bi

plane shown below is a very

efficient large capacity air

plane design with amazing
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The Henri George Mercury Vapor Lamp

By Prof. T. O’Conor Sloane

HE quartz tube mercury vapor

lamp of the ordinary type has

various disadvantages. The fact

that mechanism is required to rock or

oscillate the lamp back and forward in
order to light iit, is one objectionable

feature. It takes some fifteen minutes

to get started into full illuminating

power. Containing a quantity of mer

cury in a high vacuum there is danger

of fracture from a mercury hammer,

analogous to the well-known water

hammer. No matter how well con

structed as regards the joints, and no

matter how pure the mercury and the

quartz may be, there is always danger,

that air will find its way into the in

terior, impair the vacuum and inter

fere with the proper operation of the

lamp. Other troubles incident to their

operation are cited. The lamp de

scribed here lights on turning on the

current without rocking, has no vacuum

in its interior, and starts into full oper

ation at once. Referring to the three

-diagrams its operation and general fea

tures of construction may be followed

out.

Suppose the tube in Fig. 1 was filled

with mercury, and that its ends were

open and were immersed in open cups

of mercury; the pressure of the atmos

phere would keep the tube full. If a

current of electricity were passed

through the circuit as shown, the mer

cury would complete the circuit. But

if the current was of sufficient strength

it would heat the mercury in the upper

bent of the tube, would vaporize it and

form a bubble, breaking the circuit and

giving at least one of the conditions for

starting an arc. This arrangement is

very insensitive, as so much heat would

be needed to break the mercury column.

Now suppose a bulb or flask-like re

cipient, R, of Fig 2 communicated by

the tube, t, with the upper part of the

bent tube. A comparatively slight heat

ing of the bulb, R, would form a bubble

of gas in the upper part of the bent

tube, across which an arc under proper

conditions would spring. It is clear,

that we have got rid of the need of

rocking or oscillating the lamp to start

it.

So much for the basic principles.

Now referring to Fig. 3 we see there in

diagram a bent tube hermetically

sealed. The recipient, 4, communicates

by a. tube t, as before with the top of the

bend, and by another tube, t’, with the

lower part of the working tube. A

second recipient, R’, with a stricture at

e, gives additional capacity for mercury.

Here too the circuit is difierently ar

ranged. One of the wires of the cir

cuit enters the recipient, R, at it_S t0P,

where it is sealed in, and wound into a

heating coil passes down through the

tube, t’, into the mercury lying in the

quartz tube. The other wire enters the

quartz tube at its other end. The level

of the mercury when the tube is inactive

is indicated by the dotted line, a, b.

When the current is caused to pass it

heats the gas in R, expands it breaks

 

Figs. 1, 2 and 3—Diagrams showing princi

ples 0/ Henri George mercury vapor lamp

the mercury column and the arc starts.

The recipient, R’, receives any excess

of mercury, the stricture preventing

sudden changes and ensuring a steady

action.

The breaking of the mercury colunm

is thus provided for, and the next ques

tion is what gas should be used to fill

the recipient, R. The gas is to be at

  

Fig. 4—The Henri George mercury vapor

lamp

atmospheric pressure; hydrogen will

not do for at such pressure it will pre

vent the formation of the arc; air con

tains oxygen which would attack the

mercury in action; nitrogen does not

work well as it forms a deposit on the

walls of the tube, probably an unstable

nitride, and interferes to a considerable

extent with the action. It is the use of

the rare gases of the atmosphere, which

has made this lamp successful. If the

mercury column is broken in an atmos

phere of neon, argon or helium the arc

always forms and starts at once into

full action," provided the gas is abso

lutely dry. If there is any moisture

present hydrogen is formed by dissocia

tion and the action is interfered with.

The actual lamp is shown in Fig. 4.

The quartz tube, within which the arc

is formed is indicated by 1, W is the

cathode reservoir of mercury, 3 is the

anode reservoir, 4 and T are the posi

tive and negative ‘terminals. The re

cipients, 7 and 8, corresponding to R

and R’ of Fig. 3, are connected by the

tube 6. The tube, 9, corresponding to

T’ of Fig. 3, must be three-sixteenths

or more of an inch in diameter. The

tube, 10, containing a heating coil of

tungsten, 12, has a hole in its wall at

11; the lower end of the wire is always

immersed in mercury at the base of the

lamp. At 13 is the steadying stricture,

the line 14, 15 shows the level of the

mercury when the lamp is inactive. At

15 there is an annular space between

the concentric tubes. The lamp is

hermetically sealed. The lamp oper

ates on direct current, regulated by a

rheostat, 16; this is set so as to give a

current of eleven amperes when the

lamp is in operation. .

To start the lamp, the current is

turned on by a. switch. The coil, 12,

becomes hot, the gas expands and

breaks the column of mercury in 1, the

arc forms and eventually plays from

A to B; the excess of mercury rises into

7. In,a lamp for a 115 volt circuit,

the current drops to four amperes at a

voltage between the terminals of eighty

to eighty-five volts. The mercury vapor

soon expels all gas from the arc-tube, 1,

and in five or ten seconds the lamp is

in operation. The long period of wait

ing, incident to the use of the ordinary

quartz tube lamp is done away with,

and the fact that the pressure in the

lamp is practically atmospheric dis

poses of the trouble of leakage into the

interior of any air. The lamp is start

ed by the turn of a switch, no rocking

is needed to draw out the arc. Its ac

tion is made steady by the stricture at

13 as previously explained.

To make twist drills available for drilling

marble, a French contemporary gives the

following instructions: One side of the point

is to be kept at the regular angle of 59°.

The other side is to be ground ofi to 4-8°.

Both angular measurements are referred to

the axis of the drill. Another thing recom

mended is to file or grind a slot across the

point at 90° with the cutting edge about

one-quarter of an inch deep.
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EXTREMELY LIGHT AUTO

BODY

ENTION has been previously

made in these columns of the in

fluence of automobile engine design

principles on the development of the

aerial power plant and now we find

that aerial designers are contributing to

the refinement of automobile construc

tion, especially as relates to body con

struction. Our contemporary, Auto

motive Industries, describes a special

five passenger Sedan body which is

claimed to weigh only 120 pounds for

a car of 112 inches wheelbase. These

bodies are constructed on airplane
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Light car has novel spring suspension

fuselage principles and are of a three

ply veneer combination. The great

strength and light weight of plywood

permits it to act as a sheathing and at

the same time contribute considerably

to the strength of the structure. The

veneers usually“ employed consist of two

plies of birch with a play of mahogany

between. The thickness used in auto

body work is % inch.

At the last summer meeting of the

Society of Automotive Engineers there

was an interesting discussion on a five

passenger Sedan that would weigh 900

pounds oomplete. In this car, the sills

and frame are combined and the axles

are replaced by cross-springs, which

perform the functions of both springs

and axle. The drive to the rear is

through propeller shafts with universal

joints. Plywood is used practically

exclusively in the construction of the

car, even the fenders being of this ma

terial. The cross-spring suspension is

of particular interest, and is illustrated

herewith.

There is nothing experimental about

the construction as it was tried out on

a light cyclecar six years ago. The

rear construction is modified from De

Dion practice of nearly twenty years

ago and should prove practical in the

new application. As will be evident,

there will be very little unsprung

weight and exceptionally easy riding

should be obtained from this method of

springing. As an example of the light

weight of the plywood body, there has

just been shipped to one.of the well

known eastern manufacturers a five

passenger Sedan body weighing 196

pounds. This car, which is known for

its lightness, has hitherto used an

aluminum body weighing 600 pounds.

NEW USE FOR POISON GAS

NEW use has been found for sur

plus war stocks of asphyxiating

gas. Some cases of typhus occurred in

Paris, among refugees, and it was sus

pected that they originated from

clothes from which vermin had not

been entirely removed.

One of the measures used by the

Pasteur Institute was to take the

clothes, hair brushes and combs of

those who had been in contact with

persons affected and hang them for

twenty minutes in a cylinder contain

ing a mixture of chloropicrine, which

was one of the asphyxiating gases used

in the war. Twenty cubic centimeters

of gas were used for every cubic meter

of air and the mixture was heated to

45 degrees Centigrade. In addition to

clothes the mattresses and blankets

were treated in this way and it was

found that as well as killing all vermin

the gas disinfected them completely.

PROPOSES SHAFT TWELVE

MILES DEEP

IR CHARLES PARSONS, lectur

ing recently at the Royal Insti

tution, referred to his proposal for

sinking a "bore hole twelve miles deep

into the earth. He said that the cost

of boring the hole would not be very

great. In countries where the atmos

phere is dry, the sides of mine shafts

are cooled by sprinkling them with

water, the evaporation of which cools

the rock. This effect might be aug

mented by artificially drying and cool

ing the air before passing it down the

mine. With still greater depths of

shaft further methods of cooling would

probably be necessary. The heat might

be carried upwards by means of brine

circulated in a closed ring of steel pipes

with a rising and descending column,

or a simpler method would be to ar

range for a rain of liquid air down the

shaft. \Vhen seeking the deeper por

tions of the shaft probably shields

would be required to protect the miners

from the splintering of the rock, since

the intense compressive stress splits off

scales from the surface, sometimes with

considerable violence. When he first

brought forward his suggestion in 1904,

the estimate of the time required to

sink a shaft twelve miles deep was

eighty years; but with improved ma

chinery and methods the records have

been so much lowered that he now

thinks an estimate of thirty years rea

sonable.—-(Compressed Air Magazirie.)

AUXILIARY LATHE PEDAL

N the usual arrangement of foot

lathes, the foot, which does the driv

ing gives one impulse downwards for

each turn of the flywheel, and then has

to be raised simultaneously with the

rising of the pedal. In the simple ar

rangement illustrated an extra pedal is

provided, hinged to a block of wood,

which block is screwed down to the

floor. The two pedals are connected by

Juana’
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Auxiliary lathe pedal

a rope passing over a grooved pulley

attached by a bracket underneath the

lathe bed. In operating the left hand

working pedal is pressed down as the

flywheel turns. At the end of the down

stroke, instead of raising the foot by

muscular effort, the other pedal is

driven down by the other foot, lifting

the driving pedal and with it the other

foot of the operator. This makes the

work much easier as the feet press al

ternately down, and the tiresome lifting

of the foot is done away with. The

attachment of the second pedal to the

floor-block is shown in the smaller

figure.

The asphalt lake on the Island of

Trinidad is one of the classic curiosi

ties of the world. Owing to the closing

of the Continental markets, the output

was greatly reduced during the war,

little more than one-quarter of the nor

mal output being exported in 1918. In

Trinidad and Tobago there are a num

ber of wells, producing upward of 43,

000,000 gallons in a year.

Continual reports are coming in

from all over the world about iron ore

and coal deposits. It is reported from

Queensland that in one place there are

500,000 tons of magnetic ore. This ore

has a way of being very pure or very

impure and the Queensland ore is said

to be of wonderful purity. Boring op

erations have shown the existence of

many millions of tons of coal. In the

existing condition of things it is a com

fort to hear of coal and iron ore de

posits.
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Small Boat for Outboard Motor

HE economical and simple in

stallation of the various types of

outboard motors intended to

convert ordinary rowboats into motor

boats is remarkable and many varieties

of this type of light power plant have

been made and have been found satis

factory in many respects. The aver

age rowboat, however, is not well

enough built to be

adapted for an out

board motor or to war

rant making it a semi

permanent installation.

It is possible to build

a small, inexpensive

craft that will be as

easy to propel with oars

as a rowboat is and at

the same time have pro

portions that make it

much better suited to

carry the added weight

of the outboard power

plant at the stern.

One of the requirements is that the

after sections be fuller and the boat

have more beam than would be the

case if intended to be used only as a

simple rowboat. The boat illustrated

has been designed by an experienced

naval architect, who has had consider

able experience with small boats of this

type. It is clearly outlined in the ac

companying design drawings and its

construction will be clear to anyone

familiar with boat making. It should
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be of special interest to our readers in

terested in small boat construction. The

boat has lap strake sides and the gun

wale is left open so that any water

collected in the boat will run out when

the boat is turned on its side to clear

the interior of water.

The main feature is the extra

strength of the transom, which is ma
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Cross section 0)‘ boat showing lap stroke construction

terially strengthened to be better able

to resist the vibration of the engine and

carry the weight. Another feature is

the design of the rear or stem seat,

which is so shaped that the operator

can sit comfortably in any of the posi

tions he may desire to occupy while

working at the power plant or con

trolling the boat. The sides flare out

more than in the usual rowboat. This

flare extends the entire length of the

craft. This is to keep the boat dry in
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choppy seas by throwing the water to

the sides as the boat progresses forward.

The broader beam at the rear will

keep the boat from riding with its

stem in the air as the ordinary row

boat does when it is fitted with a spe

cial outboard motor and enables the

boat to sit better when the operator rid

ing in the rear seat alone which brings

most of the weight at

the back end. The

outer keel is made re

movable because a

small boat of this kind

is constantly hauled out

on the beach and it

may be necessary to re

place the keel with a

new one after the fric

tion against sand and

stones has worn out the

old one. Rubbing strips

are also provided along

the sides and the re

movable keel piece and

these strips may be used when neces

sary thereby protecting the bottom and

side planks against undue depreciation.

A boat of this size is not only an ex

cellent type of tender for larger water

craft, but is also a very good and handy

general utility boat for fishing and other

work of that nature. It may be built of

any of the woods recommended for boat

construction in previous issues of this

publication and the details of construc

tion should be readily understood.

I
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Design drawings of small boat especially well adapted for use with outboard motor
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THE GASOGRAPH FUEL GAUGE

TANK gage designed to be

mounted on the instrument board

and adapted to indicate the amount of

fuel either in a seat tank or a rear tank

has been placed on the market recently.

The device contains no float, springs

or wires, and it is not necessary to mu

tilate the tank in order to install it, as

it screws into the drain opening. The

principle of the device is as follows:

The pressure due to the weight of the

gasoline in the tank is transmitted

l.'\'(\&

STRENGTH or UNIVERSAL

JOINTS

HE strength of the various parts

entering into the construction of the

average automobile is seldom appreci

ated by the layman. The great strength

of universal joints was brought out by a

series of torsion tests made in the Labo

ratory for Testing Materials of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and shows how manufacturers of such

components provide a large factor of

safety so that breakage due to weak

The Gasograph fuel gauge shows amount 0/ liquid in rear tank on car dash

through a small copper tube to the

gauge on the instrument board, and this

indicates the quantity of gasoline in

the tank by an indicating hand moving

over the dial. The principle on which

the indicator works is the same as that

of a pressure gauge or manometer, ex

cept that a diaphragm is used instead

of a Bourdon tube. The instrument

can be installed with tanks located any

where on the car and using either

vacuum or gravity feed. It is guar

anteed for one year.

Aeroplane propellers have been made of

Bakelite-Micarta. Bakelite ls familiar to our

readers as an insulating material in the con

struction of fine electrical apparatus and

many other places, where celluloid or hard

rubber formerly figured. These propellers

were found to be much stronger than wood,

sometimes twice as strong, and therefore can

be made thinner and lighter. To secure them

to the engine light keys may be used, bear

ing directly on the material itself, instead

of the heavy flanges, hubs and bolts used

on wooden propellers. They were exposed

during their trials for two summer months

to changes of weather and varied in pitch

only 0.2°. The plane speed and rate of

climbing were about the sameas with wooden

propellers, but the engine speed was 100

r.p.m. less. They lend themselves readily

to reinforcement by metal strips imbedded in

them. It is claimed that one will outwear

several wooden propellers.

ll\InbIlIn__-.

S. A. E. standard ten-spline fitting, the

joint showed yielding under a twisting

moment of 72,000-inch pounds, and

failed under a twisting moment of 75,

600-inch pounds. The shaft failed at

the spline end by shearing at the neck.

The keys started to shear slightly at the

other end. No damage was done to the

ring, bushing or forks. This would cor

respond to the transmission of more

than 1,000 horsepower at a speed of

1,000 R.P.M., which is the normal

speed of many auto and truck engines

and which corresponds to the propeller

shaft speed with the gearing in direct

drive at car speeds ranging from 30 to

40 miles per hour, depending on the

size of the rear wheels and final drive

gear ratio. The most powerful average

auto engine would not deliver over 50

or 60 horsepower at this speed so it will

be apparent that the factor of safety is

twenty.

  

Test: 0/ this universal joint show that the design has a large safety factor

ness of design is almost impossible.

The specimens were centered in a

torsion machine. In the first test the

universal was connected up at one end

to a 1%-in. S. A. E. standard taper

with S. A. E. standard key, and at the

other end to a 1%-in. S. A. E. standard

ten-spline fitting. The joint failed un

der a twisting moment of 40,680-inch

pounds, owing to the S. A. E. key

shearing off. No damage was done to

the ring, bushings or forks.

In the second test, made on the same

joint fitted to new shafts, these being

connected at one end by two 7/16-in.

keys and at the other end by a 1}./;-in.

 

In the third test the same ring was

used as in test No. 2, but fitted with

two new forks and shafts. The shafts

were solid at both ends and fitted with

two 7/16-inch keys in each. The joint

showed yielding under a twisting mo

ment of 93,000-inch pounds, and failed

under a twisting moment of 100,000

inch pounds. The shaft was badly

twisted at one end and the keys sheared,

At the other end the shaft was slightly

twisted and keys sheared. No damage

was done to ring or bushings. The key

ways in the forks were slightly twisted,

A scale drawing of the joint tested,

which was reproduced from “Automq.

tive Industries,” is shown herewith.

Musicians find the drum an unsatisfactory

instrument for lack of harmonic overtones

From India comes the description of a drum

whose parchment head is loaded with an

adherent composition containing finely di

vided iron. Such composition lies in a cen

tral circle. Around the edge a second ring

shaped membrane is secured and the effect

of the loading is to produce good harmonic

overtones. .

The forests of the world are being de

pleted as we all know and from Brazil comes

the statement that reforestation of the

eucalyptus tree is proposed. Five years

suffices for the growth of the tree to a

commercial size, and the expense is figured

at 3 shillings sterling per cubic meter of

wood.
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SLIPPER BOX AND FOOT REST

FOR THE BEGINNER

HIS foot rest is also used as a re

ceptacle for father’s or mother’s

slippers. It surely will be a very ac

ceptable birthday or holiday gift. It

may be made from any convenient ma

terial. Ordinary soap boxes or canned

goods boxes at the corner grocery store

will suffice for the stock required. The

dimensions may be varied to suit the

builder. The principle factors govern

ing the size is the material at hand, the

comfort of the user and the length of

the slippers. The principal aim in this

design is simplicity of construction, all

butt joints securing the components by

lock-nailing with one and one-half

inch number sixteen finish nails or

brads.

Chestnut, whitewood, cypress, red

wood and pine are recommended for

the beginner. The hardwoods, plain or

quartered oak, ash, mahogany or black

walnut from old furniture will be

found excellent material for the ad

vanced workers and will take a much

nicer finish.

The ends may be braded together

when fashioning the contour. The de

sign is such that only a few bits, a

cross-cut saw, a plane and spoke-shave

are necessary to shape it. The cross-cut

saw will saw with the grain well

enough if a rip saw is not available.

The first step is to establish the work

ing edge, second, square off the length,

saw to within a sixteenth of the line,

if great care is taken to do this accu

rately, no further tool operation will be

necessary either on the top or bottom of

the end pieces “A.” Third, lay out the

centers of the §/§-inch holes for the

foot and the 1-inch holes for the sides,

then the sloping angles for the slats to

dimensions or at 60 degrees to the hori

zontal. You will observe that the lower

recess section is made so that the con

tour can be sawed with any saw in the

line indicated by the dashes. This, if

carefully done, will only require touch

ing up with a rasp or coarse sand pa

per. The particular part of this opera

tion is to resolve to maintain the lines

tangent to the circles. That particular

feature instantly indicates the work

manship and skill of the worker, or as

it is more commonly called, the care

fulness of the student.

A very easily produced design to add

to the pleasing appearance of this proj

ect, especially when the end pieces lack
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MANUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS
PROJECTS FOR THE SCHOOL. HOME OR SHOP ’
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character of grain is shown in the large

end detail. The design is merely a sug

gestion of a method that may be used.

A series of different sized holes would

also serve the same purpose. It is ur

gently recommended, however, that any

change in this design be drawn out on

paper full size or to correct scale, then

submitted to others for criticism before

adoption. This may be easily done by

shaping the piece, then tracing around

it on drawing, wrapping or even news

paper. This will be found interesting

and decidedly instructive to the ama

teur. I find it very convenient when

designing or helping the students to de

velop the initiative to fold a sheet of

paper on the symmetrical center line

shown in the end detail layout, full

\\\\  

//4//, \\\\\\
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size, one-half of the design, then cut

out the pattern. It can then be altered

to suit one’s fancy. The law of design

will be taken up in a future article.

In all projects where only butt joints

are used it is essential that the nailing

be given due consideration. In this

case the bottom will require four 1%

No. 16 brads driven in No. 1 and 3

approximately 15 degrees, diagonally

in a horizontal plane, left to right 2

and 4 right to left. This will lock the

nails similarly to those shown at C.

Here again it may be necessary to cau

tion the amateur to be on his guard not

_to nail too closely to the edges or ends

of the slats. The nails or brads act as

wedges and may split those parts, espe

cially in hard woods. To eliminate any
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possibility of this occurring, close-fit

ting holes may be drilled for the brads

with either a twist drill or brad awl if

very cautiously done. The brads must

be set very little, care must be taken not

to let the nail set slip as it would scar

the wood an_d perhaps split it. Finish

the project by any of the methods de

scribed in previous articles.

MISSION CHAIR

HIS style chair is of the simplest

possible construction and when

carefully made is substantial, comfort

able and appropriate for a. dining room.

It is designed particularly for the ama

teur that appreciates the mission style.

It is usual to start work of this char

acter by getting out all the stock to

size and dressing all surfaces that show

in the finished product.

It is advisable for the amateur to set

up the front and back posts in the po

sition they are to occupy relative to

one another in the finished product and

mark ofi with penciled symbols the ap

proximate location of the mortises.

(This will prevent a possible error by

laying out mismated legs.) Then place

them on the bench, side by side, ac

curately squaring, with a try-square

across the bottom of the legs. Now

gauge all the mortises precisely from

the same relative corners so that any

difierence or error in dressing the posts

will not be noticeable. Next the rails

are laid out and cut to length allowing

for two 1-inch mortises. It is recom

mended that one of each of the various

members be accurately cut to length,

then used as a template to mark off,

by using a sharp knife, the similar

parts.

Now lay out the shoulder lines and

the cheeks of the tenons. The shoulder

lines must be exactly squared on the

four surfaces by a knife mark; this if

carefully done, will not only insure a

perfect joint but will assist in forming

a clean cut shoulder. A back saw or

mitre box will be found to work very

satisfactory when cutting the tenons.

It is customary to make the mortises

first and fit the tenons in their respec

—-4 Ft»
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tive positions, as they are made when

produced by hand methods.

When gauging the mortises care

should be taken not to scratch beyond

the shoulders, so that no gauge marks

will show after assembling the parts.

Bore a series of holes with an augur bit

that just fits the width of the mortise.

A Stanley bit jig is surely worth the

price, and will positively insure excel

lent results. It may be also used to

employ the dowel method of construc

tion, which is a good substitute for

tenons. Many cabinet makers and prac

tical carpenters use the dowel method,

using two or three %-in. dowels 2 in.

long instead of the tenons. The cen

ters of the dowels may be located by

driving in small brads, cutting off the

heads with nippers, then pressing the

adjoining surfaces accurately against

these brad joints. Using the intersec

tion of the lines produced by the gauges

and a squared penciled line is the .com

mon method. The slats are usually

housed into the back rails their full

thickness and width about % in deep.

The rule for size of tenons is to

make them one-third of the thickness

of the material, but when used with a

thicker post they are increased in width,

always allowing sufficient shoulder

stock to avoid crushing the softer side

grain. While the drawing shows the

back and front of equal width, the back

may be an inch or more narrower if de

sired, but this entails a much more

difficult problem of angles in the side

rails and mortises or tenons.

When “gluing up,” the two front

legs are clamped together until the hot

glue sets. The back posts are glued

together in a similar manner. Then

the front is assembled to the back of

the chair with all four legs setting

squarely on a level floor or bench.

The chair is now finished by an ap

plication of the desired filler or stain

as per the manufacturer’s directions or

a home-made stain may be made of any

pigment dissolved in turpentine, kero

sene or even gasoline. Water and alco

hol stains are sometimes used. Cut

nails soaked in vinegar for a day or

two will produce a pleasing brown

stain. It is suggested that the-amateur

try this on a specimen of his waste

wood, as all stains vary in shade and

affect different varieties of wood in

various ways.

Wipe ofi all surplus. filler or stain.

Let it dry thoroughly before applying

a thin coat of orange shellac. After

shellac has hardened, sandpaper with

Over this apply

several coats of good rubbing wax a

little at a time, well rubbed in. Each

coat is to be well polished with felt or

flannel and dried. A lustre will appear

after a second or third coat. This ma.y~

be purchased especially prepared or
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may be made of beeswax with only

suflicient turpentine to produce a paste.

Care must be taken not to add too

much wax, as it fills the small pores

and produces a chalk-like appearance.

The leather seat is then tacked on

with No. 43 gilt-headed upholstery

nails. These seats may be purchased

in great variety in imitation or genuine

leather. Coil springs may be added to

these seats. There is a patented metal

frame work with attached coiled springs

that makes a very durable and ex

tremely comfortable seat. Burlap, web

bing or canvas strips may be used to

fasten the springs to, and a cover

cushion with horsehair or cotton pad

ding produces a very comfortable seat.

In the latter cases a seat frame is used

instead of the one-piece seat. The

front piece should extend the full width

of the chair, thus avoiding the joints

in front. Cane seats are neat and com

fortable, and this method of construc

tion will be explained in a coming

issue.

PASTE FOR CLEANING HANDS

GOOD mixture for cleaning grimy

hands is made by pounding a

cake of “Sapolio” or “Bon Ami” up

quite fine and stirring it into a cupful

of pure leaf lard, heated very hot. Stir

until well mixed and when it is partly

cool pour into a tin or tins of convenient

size to get the fingers into.

PLUGGING HOLES IN CAST

IRON

GOOD mixture for plugging blow

holes in cast iron is made of sul

phur, cast-iron borings, sifted very fine,

and graphite. Melt the sulphur in an

iron ladle and stir in as much of the

sifted borings as the sulphur will allow,

not making it too thick to pour readily.

Add a small quantity of graphite, say

a tablespoonful to a quart of the mix

ture. Pour into the holes while hot and

after it is cool smooth off with a file.

When holes are filled with this mixture

on surfaces to be machined, a finishing

cut can be taken over it which will ob

literate the holes.—-American Black

smith.

 

Glue for Model - Making

HERE are several grades of glue,

I the best of which is made from

scraps of hides. This is trans

lucent and of an amber color. As glue

is indispensable to the amateur who

makes models with paper, or of wood,

it may be interesting to learn how to

prepare it. Glue may be melted in a

pot, set within a larger pot, water sep

arating the two to prevent overheating.

Melting glue in this way about the

house this way is objectionable, owing

to its disagreeable odor. A liquid glue,

however, may be made by adding acetic

acid (strong vinegar will do), or a

very small quantity of nitric acid, to

its solution. Its property of adhesion

is in no way destroyed by this action.

If vinegar is used, the glue may be dis

solved in it for a fluid, instead of water.

A strong glue that is liquid, or gela

tinous at will, may be made in small

quantities, liquified and kept in an or

dinary bottle. Take of a good quality

commercial glue, broken in small pieces,

sufficient to fill a wide-mouthed bottle.

Pour over the glue dilute carbolic acid

of the strength recommended and sold

for household purposes. The bottle

may be heated by setting it on the back

of a stove; or it may be laid slanting in

the top of a lamp chimney, the wick

first being lit and turned down. The

glue will soon commence to bubble, or

boil, and it is advisable to turn the bot

tle occasionally.

The thickness and fluidity of the glue

is maintained at any degree sought by

adding glue or carbolated water, as in

dicated. The quickest drying glue is

that which is rather stiff at normal tem

peratures; this may have to be heated a

minute on a lamp before it will flow

freely. If made thin, it far “out-sticks”

most glue. The glue does not smell

offensive, as it would if it was melted

in the well-known glue-pot. It is

spread with a mucilage brush, and, as

used, a supply of glue and diluted acid

are added from time to time to replenish

the stock.

A special glue may be made by dis

solving purified glue in nitric ether,

when there will be obtained a free

flowing ether glue. A few pellets of

india rubber added to the solution will

give the mixture the power to resist

moisture.

A NEW HIGH-SPEED ALLOY

NEW high-speed steel containing

no tungsten has appeared and ad

vantages of both a practical and eco

nomical nature are claimed. It is

cobalt-molybdenum steel, the cobalt ap

parently acting as a stabilizer and as

correcting certain disadvantages said to

exist in molybdenum-tungsten steels.

The alloy is claimed to be very efficient.

The hardening is said to be more defi

nite as well as simpler, since the hard

ening temperature required is only in

the neighborhood of 2,000 degrees

Fahrenheit. The steel is also reported

to machine well, as it is exceptionally

soft and cuts easily for a nature hard

stock. The specific gravity of como

steel, as the new alloy is called, is re

ported to be equal to that of the old

carbon tool steels, and so 10 per cent

less than that of the tungsten high

speed steels. As a result it is estimated

that a given weight of steel will pro

duce 10 per cent more tools than the

same weight of regular high-speed steel.

The new alloy is a British invention.

CEMENT TO STOP LEAKS IN

FUEL TANK

URING the war numerous experi

ments were made with the object

of securing a means for easily and

quickly closing rents in gasoline tanks.

Toward the end of 1916 the testing

laboratory of a French technical school

was requested to analyze and test a spe

cial putty, called Ob. The analysis

gave the following results:

 

Per cent

fatty acids . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.05
s°“PS ialkalies . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.60

Glycerine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21.45

Various mineral materials. . . . . . 53.90

100.00

Per cent

Clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 95.20

Lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

Magnesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.40

Sulphuric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.40

100.00

In order to determine how this putty

behaved under the influence of vibra

tion, a 40-gal. tank was mounted on a

light motor truck. Nine holes were

punched in it, varying in diameter from

0.4 to 0.8 in. and located at different

heights. These holes were closed up by

means of plugs made from the paste or

putty under test.

The truck was driven a distance of

34 miles over bad roads at an average

speed of 13 m.p.h. A single crack

formed in one of the plugs and this was

stopped by applying more of the putty.

After 23 hours of testing there was no

oozing out of liquid at any of the plugs

and the conclusion was reached that

this putty or cement may render great

services in stopping leaks in fuel tanks.

—-La Technique Moderne.

Leaky boiler tubes are sometimes

plugged up by conical plugs driven into

their ends. This keeps the boiler in

action until a chance arises to put in a

new tube. In England recently such a

tube in a locomotive boiler blew out its

plug which was 4% inches long. It

killed a man by the force of its expul

sion, indicating the danger of this prac

tice.

Advocates of the obturator for gas

engines claim that the piston-ring fric

tion may constitute seventy-five per oent

of the total mechanical losses in the in

temal combustion engine.
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Foreign Biplane Flying Model

HE model flyer illustrated in ac

companying drawing is of Ger

man origin and the description is

reprinted from one of the German aero

nautical publications and according to

the report in the description, it has

given very good results. As all dimen

sions are given and the drawing is ex

ceptionally clear, there should be no

difficulty experienced by any model

maker building this machine. The

main stick may be made of spruce and

can be braced as indicated by a flying

wire. The landing gear may be made

up of wire or very light strips of spruce.

The frame work of the wings and

tail structures can be constructed in the

way that has been described in a num

ber of issues of this magazine by using

reed or making the ribs of balsa wood.

the spar of spruce and the trailing edge

of fine wire. It will be noted that the

main planes are of unusual design, the

entering edge being straight, while the

trailing edge is scalloped on account of

the ribs being different lengths. It is

important that the bottom wing be given

a slightly greater angle of incidence

than the top wing as this will give the

machine greater stability and make it

easier to fly on an even keel.

Care should be taken to balance this

machine accurately, which can be easily

done by moving the biplane wing struc

ture back and forth on the motor stick

until the machine flies on an even keel.

If the machine is tail heavy, the biplane

wing structure may be moved a little

further back on the stick. If it is nose

heavy, the wings may be moved for

ward. After the proper position has

been determined, the center section

struts attached to the wing structure

should be fastened securely to the motor

stick. In this model, the rubber motor

is placed above the motor stick and the

center section struts are arranged in

V form, having the apex below the stick

in order to provide sufiicient space for

the rubber motor to pass between them

above the stick. The view shows that

the wings are not only given a pro

nounced dihedral angle of five to seven

degrees, but that they are also staggered

in relation to each other. The rubber

band motor is not shown in sketch, but

is made of I/§ in. by 1/32 in. flat rub

ber, the rear end being attached to the

rudder post, the front end to the pro

peller hook in the usual way. From

ten to fourteen strands can be experi

mented with to determine the best num

ber to use.

 

 

Those of our readers who are inter

ested in models suitable for long flights

and of simple construction will find

that illustrated a novel departure from

the usual simple “flying stick” types

that have been described in detail in

past issues of Evaavmy ENGIN'EERJ'.‘N'G

MAGAZINE.

ALUMINUM SOLDERING

For thtse who wish to embody alu

minum in their designs, but are unable

to solder it, the following information

will be useful. For an aluminum solder

to be successful, it must contain a per

centage of phosphor tin. A solder I

can personally recommend is composed

of tin, 75.5 parts; zinc, 25 parts; phos

phor-tin, 1 part; and aluminum, 1.5

parts. Melt the aluminum first, add

the zinc in small pieces, then the tin

in small pieces, and, finally, the phos

phor tin. Stearin is by far the best

flux to use.

The temperature required to ma.ke a

sweated joint with the above solder is

about 700 deg. Fahr., and a blow-pipe

is preferable to a soldering bit, as heat

may be maintained. If, however, a bit

is preferred, it should be aluminum or

nickel instead of copper.;—F. -J. CAMM.

= 5
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Details of foreign biplane flying model 0/ novel construction '
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A Model MarineSteam Engine

By Ensign D. L. Jones, .lr., U. S. N.

following marine-engine design,

makes an excellent working

model engine for driving a small model

steamer or for direct comedian to a

small dynamo. It is of the single

action type with trunk piston and is

made throughout of brass and steel. An

exceedingly high speed can be obtained

with an engine of this type, and tne

construction is much simpler than that

of the double-acting type.‘

The first thing to make will be the

pattern for the cylinder and crankcase.

Figure 1 shows the general dimensions

and construction of this pattem which

should be made of white pine. The cyl

inder is not cored, as a much smoother

casting can be obtained without core

work and the extra time of making the

pattem with cylinder core is offset by

the slight extra work of boring the cyl

inder. Sharp comers should be avoided

and should be filletted with beeswax

and a slight draft is given the pattern

from each side of the center line to fa

cilitate drawing the pattern from the

sand. The pattern is painted with

black shellac and the core prints with

orange shellac.

The core-box, Figure 3, is built up

of four thicknesses of white pine cut to

dimensions as shown on the drawing.

The pattern for the bearings is

shown in Figure 2 and that for the con

necting rod in Figure 4. The crank

end of the connecting rod pattern is

made slightly oval in shape so that

when the casting is cut in two and

squared off it will be round.

When the patterns are finished they

are taken to a foundry and a casting

obtained. Cast iron would make the

best working engine, but brass is easier

worked and makes a nicer looking

THIS engine, while not strictly

model and will give nearly as good sat-'

isfaction_ _

The first thing to be done to the cyl

inder and crankcase casting is to bore

and face the cylinder. The cylinder is

chucked in the lathe and the cylinder

top faced off to dimesions. The cylin

der is accurately centered and a small

drill is run through and then drilled

01' bored out to about 47/64 inch and

afterwards reamed out to M; inch.

The casting is now set up in a shaper

01’ miller and the crankcase sides and

steam-chest shaped to dimensions. If

no shaper or miller is at hand this work

can be done as well in the lathe, though

great care must be taken to have the

two sides of the crankcase parallel with

each other.

Engineering Ofiicer, U. S. Submarine S-16

The castings for the bearings are

now drilled and reamed to %". They

are then placed on a mandrell and

turned to dimensions. The six holes for

the securing screws are layed off and

drilled with a number 41 drill. The

two bearings are now clamped to the

crankcase side——first passing a piece of

M,” rod through them to secure align

ment—and the crankcase drilled with

a number 41 drill. The bearings are

now removed and redrilled with a %;"

drill and the holes in the crankcase are

tapped with a M3"-40 tap.

The crankshaft is turned from a

piece of }'§"x%" cold-rolled steel. Fig

ure l9 shows the dimensions of the

crankshaft. The tapered end for the

flywheel is tapered %" per foot and the

threaded part threaded 3/16"-28

thread.

The piston, Figure 12, is tumed

from round brass stock. Two grooves

are cut for the piston rings. ‘The lugs

for the piston pin, Figure 10, are

turned from X," round brass stock and

are soldered to the inside of the piston.

The centerpiece, which insures align

ment of the two lugs, is drilled away

when drilling for the wrist pin.

The piston should _be a tight fit in the

cylinder and should be lapped in. The

piston rings are tumed from cast iron.

The bearings, crankshaft and con

necting rod are now assembled and the

piston placed on top center. The clear

ance between top of cylinder and top of

piston is measured and the cylinder

head is turned up to just touch the top

of the piston. The placing of a piece

of 1/64" sheet fiber packing under the

cylinder head will give the necessary

piston clearance.

The steam inlet and exhaust ports

are layed off and drilled. If the maker

has some very small jeweler’s files the

steam ports can be squared ofi.

The steam-chest, Figure 17, is cut

from V2" flat brass stock and the cover, s

Figure 16, is soldered and sweated to

the chest.

_ The slide valve is filed and cut from

a piece of V2” square brass stock. The

exhaust side should be chipped out first

with a small cape chisel and the rest of

the valve finished by filing. The valve

face and steam-chest face are finished

by grinding and scraping, to make them

steam tight.

The eccentric, Figure 20, is turned

from brass stock and has %;" throw.

The eccentric strap is cut from 3/16"

sheet brass.

The valve stem is turned from cold

rolled steel. The location of the slotted

part is found by placing the eccentric in

the middle position, that is 90 degrees

from top center, and the slide valve is

placed in middle position. The valve

stem is marked and the flat filed to fit

the slot in the valve. To set the valve,

the piston is placed on' top center and

the eccentric 90 degrees ahead or be

hind the crank, depending on which

direction the maker desires the engine

to _run.

The flywheel is turned from solid

stock or a pattern can be made and a

casting obtained. The flywheel hub is

drilled with a 7/32" drill and tapered

with a number 4 taper-pin reamer to

fit the crankshaft. The flywheel is

drawn up tight on the crankshaft with

a 3/16" nut. -

The engine is now assembled and is

ready to run. All parts should be pol

ished and buffed and left unpainted.

 

SAFETY CAP FOR GRINDER

SPINDLE NUT

HE cap illustrated is a valuable

safeguard on grinding wheels

where considerable work has to be done

on the side of the wheel and where it is

  

impossible to provide a hood with a side

piece covering the nut. “A” indicates

one of a pair of holes for spanner

wrench. The thread “B," cut in the

washer, must be right hand or left

hand, the same as on end of spindle.

On the European Continent efforts

are being made to use cast iron wheels

on trolleys instead of steel-tired wheels.

The latter are not only expensive but

under existing conditions are hard to

get. Considerable success has followed

their use. On the driving wheels over

10,000 miles without excessive wear

have been attained and five times as

much have been obtained on trailers,

where there is no question of traction.

J
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\Z BY PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE

Seventy per cent. of the world's nitrogen

should be used in agriculture. One of the

efiects of the war was to employ vast quan

tities of nitrogen in explosives, so as to

diminish directly the fertility of the land.

Efforts are being made to get the nitrogen

out of explosives for commerical use.

To secure clear vision through a glass

windshield in rain or snow, it has been sug

gested to have a disc of glass arranged to

be rotated at a rate sufficient to throw

off water or snow by centrifugal force. A

circle of_ eleven inches diameter of clear

vision was obtained on trial of an apparatus

of this nature.
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THE SKIALYTIC OR SHADOWLESS

LIGHT

HE name of this lamp, invented by

Prof. K. Verain, means shadow-dissolv

ing. It is specially designed for surgeons’

use, though there are many other fields in

which it might be used. An incandescent

lamp is carried in the axis of a Fresnel lens,

such as is used in lighthouses. The lamp

and lens are surrounded by a reflector, com

posing the frustrum of a cone. From the

Fresnel lens light rays go out horizontally

in all directions. No light is permitted to go

directly downwards; the rays are refracted

into the horizontal plane by the lens, as

\QlIlIl|llllllIIlilllllllllllllllllllllIlllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllIllIllllllllllllIllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllll[HIlllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllflllllIllllIllllIIlllllllllltllll||llllllll||l|ll|l|l%

Diagram Showing‘ Interior Construction of

shown, and are reflected downwards and

obliquely from the frustrum shaped reflector

as indicated by the dotted lines in the dia

gram, Fig. 1. An object on the table, which

we may suppose to be directly under the

reflector, will receive light from all sides of

the reflector. If the person operating under

it leans over the table, he will cast hardly

any shadow, for he will only cut ofl a part

of the light. The skialytic is designed espe

cially for surgeons, and the other cut, Fig. 2,

shows it mounted over an operating table,

and shows the system of suspension and

difierent positions it may be placed in to

meet requirements of different cases.

Preliminary work has been started on a

pipe line from the British Channel at Havre

to Paris. It is to be a double line, a five-inch

pipe for gasoline and a ten-inch pipe for fuel

oil. There will be five pumping stations on

the line, and its capacity will be 4,500 tons of

fuel oil and 1,000 tons of gasoline per day.

There will be a 60,000-ton reserve tank at

Paris.

A tunnel for vehicles and foot passengers

across the Scheldt is contemplated, to be

completed in 1924. There are to be three

parallel tunnels, with two lifts or elevators

for foot passengers, two for autos and light

vehicles and two for heavy trucks. It is to

be 2,100 meters, upward of 6,700 feet, long.

A race should be started between this tunnel

and the much-debated Hudson River tunnel,

as they are both of fairly close length.

Lamp and Arrangement of Reflecting Surfaces
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Showin Various Positions of Ligh+  

A metallic driving belt packed with paper

yarn to give a soft adherent running surface

has been tried out in Germany. It consists

of short flat-wound wire spirals which are

fastened together by pins passing through

eyes at the ends so‘ that it is virtually a

chain. The sections are wound alternately

right and left handed. Wood or pasteboard

is packed in the interior so as to keep the

paper packing in place. They were found

to be suited best for slow drives on large

pulleys and for long spans having two or

three times the power of leather belts of

the same width.

 

"The spark discharge of a Leyden jar of

less than .001 millifarad capacity has been

used for motion photography. The spark

gap consists of two aluminum hemispheres

separated by one millimeter. The discharge

gives 50,000 sparks per second, so that an

enormous number of exposures per second

can be obtained. A strong blast across the

spark gap prevents arcing and the Leyden

jar is only charged up to 5,000 volts potential.

After discharge, it is at once recharged from

a circuit of 12,000 to 18,000 volts.

 

A mixture of carborundum, 75 parts, and

water glass, 25 parts, has been recommended

for an application to the interior surface of

gas retorts. Another mixture consists of

carborundum, 85 parts, and fire_ clay, 15

parts. It should be put on cold and be

given 24 hours tn dry before firing up.

EVERYDAX SCIENCE NOTES

  

/, e“

In utilizing gases from blast furnaces for

heating the hot blast stove and any other

purposes, the large amount of dust has been

a great trouble. The dust fuses on the bricks

and is deposited on metal flues or tubes,

making them non-conductors and hence in

terfering with the efficiency of the plant.

The dust sometimes makes large clinkers.

Considerable success has been experienced in

electrical separation of the dust. In one

process, the Cottrell apparatus, the gas is

passed through 6 in. vertical pipes. In the

center of each pipe an electrode chain or

wire with a 15-pound weight at the bottom

is suspended. The pipes are grounded, but

the wires are fully insulated and are nega

tively charged with 35,000 to 50,000 volts.

The gases pass upward through the pipes,

the dust collects on the chains and pipes and

both are rapped periodically by an electric

hammer. Fifteen to 20 kilowatts will dean

45,000 to 50,000 cubic feet of gas per min

ute. If the furnace is running on pig iron

the potash contents may run as high as 9%

and with ferro-manganese there may be 20%

potash contents in the dust collected. A

cubic foot of purified gas will contain less

than 1/10th grain of dust.

 

Some examples of trees used as conduits

for the water supply of London prior to the

advent of cast iron pipes were discovered

during some excavations in a street in Lon

don. Several fir tree trunks, about twenty

feet in length, were unearthed, with the cen

ter bored through at a. diameter of eight to

ten inches. They are in a fine state of

preservation, although it is estimated that

they have lain underground for at least 200

years.
 

For years Peru has had great silver mines.

It is an ancient industry of the country, but

the value of the metal made the work only

slightly profitable. Recent advances in its

price have witnessed the reopening of these

mines, with the employment of many men

at good wages, and the development of a

profitable and extensive business.

 

According to Coal Age, the principal gases

found in coal mines are the following: Me

thane or marsh gas, sometimes called light

carbureted hydrogen (CH,); carbon mon

oxide (CO); which is the “whitedamp” of

miners, carbon dioxide (C0,), which, mixed

with nitrogen, forms the chief ingredients of

the blackdamp of miners. In addition to

these principal gases, occur, in limited quan

tities, hydrogen sulphide or sulphurated hy

drogen (H,S), the stinkdamp of miners and

the heavy hydrocarbon gases that are as

sociated to a limited extent with methane;

namely, ethene or ethylene (C,H,) belonging

to the olefine group; and ethane (C,I-L),

belonging to the paraffin group. Of the

gases named, methane, olefiant gas, carbon

monoxide and hydrogen sulphide form ex

plosive mixtures with air in certain propor

tions. Carbon dioxide and the nitrogen of

the air are the only ones that are not ex

plosive.

 

In Canada pneumatic tamping tools have

been used on the railroads for tamping down

the road bed. In has been found that they

reduce the cost of this work 38 per cent,

and that four men can cover from 400 to

700 feet of track in a day.
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The investigation of vertical air currents

is exciting interest in aviation circles abroad.

The use of pilot balloons for this purpose,

whose ascents are to be observed and timed

by trigonometrical observations and watch

is an old story, but now it is proposed to

use vertical axis anemometers of the regis

tering type. It is probable that one will be

installed on the Eifiel Tower in Paris.

 

In the British Navy there are now some

600 sets of reduction gears to bring the

speed of turbine-driven propellers down to

the proper limit. Nearly eight million horse

power are thus taken care of. A single ship

is cited, on which there are four sets, trans

mitting 36,000 horse-power each. A stand

ard ratio is one to eight or nine. In some

instances the gears lasted over six years, and

only two or three had to be refitted, no real

break-downs were recorded and the gears

after dressing were put into service again.

Only two fractured teeth were reported. The

use of gears, giving proper turbine speed

and propeller rotation, increased the efficien

cy of the plant 15 to 20 per cent.

 

From the district of Minas Geraes in Brazil

deposits of iron ore calculated at two thou

sand million tons are reported.

 

The water power of England has been

estimated as only one and a half million

horse-power, or about one per cent of the

water power of the earth. She is assigned

two and a half per cent of the coal of our

planet. Blast furnace practice there has

been unfavorably criticised. It is daimed,

that by efficient methods 10,000 horse-power

could be produced from three blast furnaces

where now but little is utilized, and that

half as much could be saved on the fuel side

by better methods. It is only recently that

the saving of potassium products from the

flue dust has been taken up seriously. The

gases evolved from the stacks are practically

producer gas and could be used to drive

intemal combustion engines. Electric ore

reduction fumaces, if actuated by water

power, indicate an enormous saving of fuel,

as only enough coal has to be used to reduce

the oxide, the heating being done by the

electric current. To effect this economy in

coal the electricity must be produced by

water power.

 

In Neuilly, near Paris, a physician was

recently killed by a shock from an X-ray

apparatus. If the apparatus is operated by

an alternating current, a fuse on the supply

line will not protect the secondary as re

gards its shock capacity. Practitioners using

modem high power apparatus, such as Cool

idge tube sets, should see to the insulation.

 

A small amount of water in a tungsten

filament lamp soon destroys the filament.

The tungsten is oxidized at the expense of

the water and the tungsten oxide volatilizes

and is deposited on the inner wall of the

bulb. The free hydrogen reduces it to metal,

forming water again, which reacts again in

the same way, and the cyclic action goes on

until the filament succumbs.

 

The statistics of the atmosphere as re

gards barometric pressure and temperature

changes have been investigated with results

of considerable certainty. At an altitude of

four and a half miles the annual variation

of temperature is at a maximum; at altitudes

from five and a half to seven miles and a

quarter the annual variation falls off rapidly.

The diurnal range of temperature existing

at the surface of the earth practically ceases

at less than a mile altitude. Local varia

tions in barometric pressure nearly disappear

at twelve miles altitude.
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EXPANSION JOINT IN BOILER

SETTINGS

I-IE cut shows a system of constructing a

gas tight joint in furnace work, which

joint is undisturbed by expansion and con

traction due to the heat of the fumace. It

is supposed to be adapted for use in a boiler
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ADJUSTABLE WRENCI-IES

I-IE illustrations show two adjustable

spanners or wrenches, whose construc

tion is particularly adapted for portable or

even pocket tools. In the open ended span

ner the size of the opening is adjusted by

tuming in or out of the opening one or

more of the little strips of steel as shown in

the cut. In it some of the strips are shown

turned out of the opening, adapting it for a

medium sized nut. The range of sizes cov

ered by this construction may be quite large

and the writer’s experience with it has been

very satisfactory.

The other cut shows a closed spanner of

similar type. Here the adjusting strips take

the form of loops. Swung outwards they

give an almost complete hexagonal opening,

and this opening is larger or smaller ac

cording to the number of loops swung out.

The cuts show several openings, and illus

trate the extent of variation of which it is
capable. i

ln firing guns the copper rings of the

shells foul the bore and to prevent this an

alloy of 60% tin and 40% lead, identical

With solder, has been tried in the chamber.

Under the influence of the discharge the tin

is supposed to unite with the copper, form

ing a fusible alloy and the lead is distributed

along the bore, and is taken as acting as a

lubricant for succeeding rounds. In France

during the war, tin-foil wrapping from the

lusts used to be put into the powder cham

bet to prevent fouling on the same lines.

lt is claimed, that by utilizing the waste

brat in steel works for the operation of the

boilers driving the power plant, a saving of

43-75% was effected, which figured out at

937‘/z pounds of steam per ton of ingots

Produced. It is also claimed that by more

Pfirfect methods 1200 pounds of steam could

be produced.

The land and sea are both slightly radio

active, the land being the more active. Ow

ing to the greater area of the water over

that of the earth, the total radiations from

the mtg; and land surfaces are about equal

In amount.

setting, but it B quite suggestive of other

uses. The problem is to maintain a tight

joint between the boiler on the side of the

cut and the plate A. The latter is supported

by a small roller, B, and on the other side

of the plate, the side remote from the boiler, '

a number of rollers, C, C, resting on in

clined projecting plates constantly press

against the plate. The rollers are perfectly

free in their mounting, so that whether the

boiler shell recedes or advances, they adjust

themselves to its changes and exert a con

stant pressure against the boiler. This goes

to ensure a tight joint under all the changes

to which boilers and similar structures ex

posed to heat are liable.

It is calculated that the inefliciency of the

steam boilers of Great Britain accounts for

15 to 20 million tons of coal per annum. It

is held by expert engineers, that the opera

tions of boilers should be conducted in a

scientific way, the water and coal used

should be accurately known and the flue

gases should be analyzed. There are vari

ous simple ways of getting at the composi

tion of flue gases without much special skill

as well as quickly. The subject of mechani

cal stokers has recently been debated there,

and no very definite conclusion was reached

as to whether they economized coal or not.

Both views were upheld by different authori

ties.

Copper is poor metal to cast, as it fails

to run well and does not fill the moulds.

It has been found that by melting it in an

atmosphere of hydrogen gas and allowing

it to cool therein, it retains much of the gas

and becomes quite tractable and gives good

castings. Hydrogenized copper has higher

electric resistance than the pure metal. It is

thought that this may be due to the segrega

tion of sulphides and arsenides of copper,

which then form films enveloping granules

of the metal.

Some years ago the metal molybdenum

was of little use except as the characteristic

element in a reagent used to determine phos

phoric acid. Fertilizer laboratories were the

principal consumers. Now it has come into

its own as an alloy for steel and as a mate

rial in the construction of incandescent

lamps and Coolidge tubes. It is produced

in Canada, and the output there is rapidly

increasing.
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ELECTRIC VALVE GRINDER

HE valve heads are very easily

pitted or scored. It is not possible

to refit them by the simple grinding

hand process without the expenditure of

considerable time. The electric grinder

illustrated herewith makes it possible to

face a set of eight average sized auto

mobile motor valves in from ten to fif

teen minutes that would ordinarily re

quire three hours to complete “rough

grinding” in. The work is very accu

rately done and the machine is adpat

able to a number of difierent valve

sizes.

  

Electric valve face grinder

The grinding wheel is equipped with

a high-speed half-horsepower motor of

standard design which is attached to a

rigid base. The motor may be operated

from any lamp socket by a simple snap

of the switch. Special arrangements are

provided so it is possible to grind valves

accurately that have no centers. The ar

rangement is such that the valve is

moved back and forth across the wheel,

being rotated by a small hand crank in

order to insure a smooth finish on all

parts of the valve head. While the ma

chine is designed initially for facing

valves, it can be provided with an extra

hub and wheel and used to advantage

in grinding small tools such as drills

and chisels. The machine is adaptable

for various sized valves and is indexed

so that the table may be set to grind

different angles of valve seatings.

 

ESTIMATING HOW MUCH

PAINT TO USE

F one intends to paint a building it

may be difficult to know just the

number of gallons required. While the

quantity of paint varies with the surface

to be covered, the following method of

measurement is an accurate guide: A

good grade of prepared paint will cover

at least 350 square feet to the gallon,

two coats. First, measure the distance

around the house and multiply by the

average height; then divide by 350 and

the result will be approximately the

number of gallons to buy. Of this quan

tity one-fifth will represent the paint

required for trimmings, cornices, etc.

RECORD BREAKING RACING

CAR

(Continued from page 217)

drum mounted at its rear end, a con

stricting band-brake working on each

drum. No change speed gearing ap

pears to be used in this unusual racing

vehicle nor is it needed, because the car

is much too powerful for street use and

it is not difficult to “get away” by slip

ping the clutches when racing. Four

carburetors are used, each one appar

ently serving a unit of four cylinders,

two carburetors being employed on each

engine. The engines are overhead valve

types, very similar in construction to

airplane motors, the cam shaft being

' carried above the valves and thoroughly

enclosed. The method of final drive ap

pears to be by two sets of bevel gears to

a through axle to which the driving

wheels are attached, this construction

making it possible for either engine to

drive the car if the maximum power is

not required, and for this reason inde

pendent clutch control seems to be pro

vided so one or both engines may be

used at will. Of course, when breaking

world’s records, all the power that can

be produced by both engines is needed,

but for running around one engine

would suffice. As is usual in racing-car

practice, no differential is used.

SPRING VISE JAWS

FITTING that finds ready use in

repair shops and service stations

is the vise jaws shown in accompa

nying illustration with which it is pos

sible to use the ordinary bench vise as

a pipe vise or for holding securely

Corrugafed

',rJaws

/'
"

  

Vise jaws to hold round work

round bars of iron or steel. The device

consists of two jaws shaped to fit the

main jaws of a vise and held together

by a flat spring. These vise jaws oc

cupy but little space and it is stated

they will fit any vise, large or small, as

the jaws may be spread apart or closed

to take the different sizes of pipe or

iron rods.

It is noted that in X-ray work a

“hard” tube, which means a tube of

very high vacuum, has high penetrat

ing power but low actinism, so that it

does not give satisfactory photographs.

A tube with lower vacuum, a “soft”

tube, gives well-defined and clear photo

graphs but is deficient in penetration.

AUTOMATIC BRAKE ADJUSTER

AN automatic ibrake adjuster de

scribed in Automotive Industries

and illustrated herewith, is undoubtedly

an entirely new device in the automo

tive parts and accessories field. To

apply the adjuster the brake rod is cut,

or made in two parts, each part being

threaded to fit the device. The control

rod is set in about the position indi

cated. Upon application of the brakes,

the adjuster mechanism moves forward,

with the exception of the lower portion,

which is held by the guide clip through

  

Automobile brake adjuster

which the rods pass. This relative

movement of the different parts causes

the small crank of the adjuster to turn

through a certain angle, which becomes

greater as the brakes wear, acting upon

a ratchet wheel. When the pedal is

released,’ the adjusting sleeve is turned

automatically by the ratchet and takes

up the slack. It is claimed for this

device that it gives an equal brake grip

on both sides of the car without a brake

equalizer, that greater braking surface
is brought into play, andithat the re

sulting uniformity of action enables

the driver to much better estimate the

distance required for stopping.

STELLITE ALLOYS

N alloy consisting of practically

pure nickel and chromium was

produced, as long ago as 1899, by Mr.

Elwood Haynes, of Kokomo, Ind., by

heating their mixed oxides with alu

minium. This alloy proved to be prac

tically insoluble in nitric acid, even

when boiling. It is malleable when

cold, and under proper annealing can

be worked into sheets and wire. An

alloy of cobalt and chromium was pro

duced, which showed the same untar

nishable properties, possessed much

greater hardness, and was malleable at

a bright orange heat. In 1909 a, cut

ting blade was made of the alloy, which

took an edge comparable to that of

tempered steel. Later, tungsten or

molybdenum was added, and the alloy

thus produced was sufficiently hard to

turn iron and steel on the lathe. Later

experiments demonstrated that such al

loys, when properly formed, would

scratch any steel, and would stand up

under much higher speeds on the lathe

than the best high-speed steel tools.

___~l
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A Heterodyne Wavemeter for 170to 21,0 Mts

   

Design Data For a Laboratory Oscillator Which Can Be Used A: a

Wovcmetcr, For Hetcrodyne Receptions, And Many Other Purposes.

HE problem of building any

type of wavemeter for a long

range of wavelength, and par

ticularly a heterodyne wavemeter, is not

an easy one if accuracy and permanence

of adjustment are required. The in

strument illustrated here and built in

By M. B. Sleeper

meter panel, vacuum tube control panel,

inductance panel, and variable con

denser panel. Although the instru

ments might have been mounted on a

10- by 10-in. panel, the constructional

operations are greatly facilitated by di

viding the apparatus into four sections.

LIILLIAMMETER PANEL

This section‘ was described in the

May, 1920, issue of EVERYDAY. It con

sists simply of a Weston model 301

meter reading from 0 to 1 milliampere,

which can be read accurately to 0.01

 

Fig. 1. Illustrating the completed heterodyne wavemeter, ready for use

Ev1sRYoAy’s laboratory, has, however,

proved to be admirably adapted for the

work of calibrating wavemeters, con

densers, and inductances, and for other

purposes which require a calibrated

generator of continuous oscillations.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This apparatus was made up on four

bakelite panels 5 ins. square and X, in.

thick. Thinner material would not

have stood the strain of the heavy parts.

The four units comprise the milliam

t-..,c...~

Variations of the wavelength is ac

complished by a switch on the induct

ance panel, and the close adjustment

by the condenser. The strength of the

oscillations is controlled by the filament

brilliancy, which can be regulated by

the rheostat.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the general ar

rangement of the assembled apparatus.

These photographs were taken before the

individual instruments were connected,

so that the vacuum tube and inductance

panels could be shown separately.

milliampere. The meter is of the flush

mounting type fitting into a hole 2%

ins. in diameter in the panel. Fig. 3

illustrates the rear of the panel and

meter.

The purpose of the meter is to show

the plate current in the oscillator. Its

use was explained in the May, 1920,

issue.

VACUUM TUBE CONTROL PANEL

A detailed view of the control panel

is given in Fig. 3. It will be seen that,

 

1' M
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at the rear, are a Paragon filament

rheostat, Murdock socket, and a jack

for the telephones. The B battery is

carried on a support made up of brass

strips, ;/3 by 1/16 in.

The same brackets that hold the bat

Illlllbllllulinullml IllllIlllIlllllinl||l4|IIIIIHAIIIH1IlllllIIll||MmI|IInIIIul||\H||||||u||||v||v

Fig. 5. The rear of the inductance

panel is shown at the left, and the

sub-panel, to which all connections

from the coils are made, at the right.

Double contact arms, carried on the

bakelite disc, make connections to the

front with the three brass sectors, and

to the rear with the switch points.

The screws which hold the sub-panel

can be seen protruding from the main

panel. In the view at the right, the

sub-panel is held in place only by the

heavy copper wires which run to the

taps on the coils

n|uiI||mainnumm||mmummmn||muui||uuu|||m|||u|||||un-|1mmimmmmuumn

tery also carry the audion socket. Be

cause of the design of this Murdock

socket, it was not possible to get at the

connections after it was secured to the

brackets. Therefore, short lengths of

copper wire were brought out, to which

connections were made after assem

bling.

till;
l|lv”|II!|rlr=uupug|||

/’//I727??? 2

\\
ll

ll

To permit the operation of the set

without the telephones, a closed circuit

jack was used. ‘That is, when the plug

is removed, the spring contact closes

the plate circuit. Otherwise, removing

the telephones would leave the plate

circuit open and inoperative.

THE INDUCTANCE PANEL

This is the most difficult part, from

the point of view of the constructor,

about the apparatus, and one which

calls for patience as well as skill. To

understand just what is required, the

an ~ ~

lllllllllllll
‘ h

 

wiring diagram, Fig. 6, should be

studied carefully.

Essentially, this is the familiar cen

ter tap type of oscillator. In positions

I, II, and III of the switch, the small

Turning the switchcoil is used.

  

changes the taps from the coil to the

grid and filament, while the plate re

mains connected to the end of the coil.

At‘ position IV, the small coil is dis

connected altogether, and the grid,

plalte, and filament joined to the long

con .

Wavelength ranges, with the G. A.

Fig. 2. A side -view of the apparatus before the connecting wires between the panels were put on
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standardized condenser shown, were as

follows:

Section Wavelength Range

I 170 to 790 meters

II 460 to 2,160 meters

 

III 1,115 to 5,230 meters

IV 4,610 to 21,650 meters

About S deg. at each end of the con

denser scale were not used when these

measurements were taken.

The small coil is 3% ins. in diam

eter, wound with 2 banks of No. 24

S. S. C. solid wire, giving 45 bottom

turns per inch. The taps were taken

  

Section Length

I 0.34 in.

II 1.13 ins.

III 4.00 ins.

These sections give inductance values

of:

Section - L

I 160,000 cms.

II 1,200,000 cms.

III 7,000,000 cms.

A tube 3% ins. in diameter and 8

ins. long was required for the larger

coil. This was wound with 13 sec

tions in the manner described in the

May issue. There were 20 bottom turns

on the former coil. As a matter of

fact, fiat head screws were put into the

tube, with nuts and washers on the in

side, before the coil was wound. The

screw heads were sunk just enough so

that the wire could be put over them.

»»»»»»»»»»»» IIllInIllllIIIIllIllllIlllllIIIIIIlllltl!lIIIllIIIIllIllllllllllllldllilllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfll

Fig. 3. A detailed view 0] the audion

control and milliammeter panels. The

wires from the socket, to which con

nections were made, can be seen, as

well as the method of mounting the

socket and B battery. Fahnestoclz bind

ing posts are secured to the supporting

frame and the telephone jack, to which

the B battery leads are run. The Para

gon rheostat is admirably adapted to

apparatus of this sort because of its

small size and the ease with which it

can be mounted. This illustration also

shows the system employed to /aslen

the panels together

l||||ullllllllllllllllllllIllIIIIIIllllIIIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllIIlllllllllllllltllllllllll

Four brass angles of %- by 1/16-in.

stock were used to hold the larger coil

to the panel. The work of mounting

the coils required considerable care to

secure the necessary rigidity. G-A-Lite

tubing was employed, and proved quite

satisfactory, the bakelite would have

given still more strength.

Fig. 5 illustrates the inductance

 

Fig. 4. Here is the inductance panel all finished. The sub-panel mounting can be seen at the le/t

off as shown in the table below:

Section Filament Grid

I 15 turns 30 turns

II 51 turns 101 turns

III 179 turns 360 turns

The lengths of the grid sections, mea

sured from the start of the winding,

are:

to each section, built'up seven layers

deep. Thus there were 119 turns per

section, or a total of 1,547 turns in the

entire coil. This winding gave an in

ductance of 1l4.000,000 cms.

Fig. 4 shows the complete coils. Al

though the smaller coil was fastened by

screws to a bracket secured, in tum, to

the larger coil, no screws can be seen

switch. Essentially, therepare 3 cir

cular brass segments on the main panel,

and 12 switch points on the sub-panel.

A bakelite plate, carrying three sets of

double contact arms is located between

the two panels and operated by the

handle at the front. The purpose of

the switch has been explained, and can

be understood from the diagram. The
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various taps from the coils are soldered

to their respective switch points, while

the leads to the grid, plate and fila

ment are taken from the brass seg

ments.

These segments were made by bend

ing a piece of 3/16-in. square brass rod

into a circle. Then the three parts

~ 1SMALLER

COIL

soldered to the switch points before the

large coil was fastened on.

CONDENSER PANEL

This panel carries only a large size

G. A. Standardized condenser, with an

A. H. Corwin indicating dial. As may

be seen from Fig. 1, the dial is fastened

  

LARGER

COIL

were cut out and fastened to the panel

by 2-56 flat head screws with nuts at

the front.

The sub-panel is supported by four

long screws put in from the front of

the panel. Nuts in front and behind

the sub-panel hold it in place. Ad

justing the tension on the contact arms

was a delicate matter. Therefore, the

sub-panel was put in place, and long

leads of No. 16 bare copper wire were

to the panel and a pointer put in the

handle where the set screw was sup

posed to go. A hole was drilled into

the handle to take a 6-32 screw, for

which the end of the shaft was already

threaded.

This condenser was chosen because

its design assures a permanence of

calibration.

CONNECTING THE INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 6 shows clearly the circuit em

ployed and the method of connecting

the switch points and sectors. Since

the B battery is contained in the set,

no external connections are required

except for the filament battery, unless

a larger amount of power is required

from the oscillator than can be obtained

with a small 22%-volt battery.

TELEPHONE

-LACK

6 MILLMHMETER

CALIBRATION

No calibration for this wavemeter

will be given, as there are bound to be

discrepancies between any two instru

ments, though built identically. How

ever, a heterodyne wavemeter can be

readily calibrated from any other type

of wavemeter, and more accurately than

is possible with the usual crystal de

tector and buzzer exciter.

 

Time Signal Receiver

NEW time signal receiver from

the International Radio Com

pany is illustrated here. Very small

and simple in design, this set is par

ticularly well suited for the use in

watchmakers’ stores, on shipboard, and

under similar circumstances where no

skilled radio operator is available.

At the left is a variometer, on the

panel of which is a crystal detector,

to be used when the vacuum tubes are

not in operation. The second cabinet

contains a detector and a one-stage

amplifier. This combination gives a

set of very high sensitivity, making pos

sible the reception of time signals from

a considerable distance, even with a.

small antenna.
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Condenser Capacity Ratio

Pointing Out the Significance of Capacity Ratio, and Means for Obtaining

Maximum Wavelength Range with Concentrated Coils

used to a limited extent to regu

late the wavelength of the sec

ondary of a receiver, has come into

much popularity since the introduction

of concentrated inductances.

Since the inductance steps, with the

news coils, are necessarily large, a va

riable condenser is required to tune

over a range of wavelengths. To keep

the number of coils required to tune

from 200 to 2,000 meters, for example,

as low as possible, the condenser must

be of a type to give a maximum wave

length range on each coil.

Antenna series condensers will not

be considered here, as they are not

widely used by the experimenters, but

only condensers shunted around the pri

mary and secondary inductances.

THE variable condenser, formerly -

Enizrcrs or H1011 AND Low CAPACITY

RATIOS

A variable condenser generally has a

range of 0.0001 to 0.001 mfd. Con

nected around an inductance of 1,000,

000 cms., the wavelength in meters, at

the maximum and minimum capacities,

can be determined by

X -_—_ vL¢m..Cm|¢

giving

minimum wavelength = 596 meters,

- maximum wavelength = 1,885 meters

If, however, the capacity variation

had been from 0.00002 to 0.001, this

would have given a range of

minimum wavelength : 267 meters

maximum wavelength : 1,885 meters.

In other words, the greater the ratio

C max.

C min.’

the greater the Wavelength range that

can be obtained from a given inductance

coil.

The wavelength range is in proportion

to the square root of the ratio

 

 

 

C max.

C min.

Take the example above:

C max. 0.001

I Z 10.

C min. 0.0001

The square root of 10 is 3.16. There

fore, if the wavelength at 0.0001 mfd.

is 596 meters at 0.001 it should be

596 X 3.16 = 1,883 meters, or practi

cally the value shown. The second con

denser has a ratio of

' 0.001

---—— or 50,

0.00002

the square root of which is 7.07. There

fore, this gives more than twice the

wavelength variation of the other con

denser and, as a result, requires only

one-half as many coils to cover a given

wavelength range.

To make this more clear, the tables

below have been made, comparing the

two condensers:

0.0001 'ro 0.001 MFD. CONDENSER

CAPACITY RATIO = 10

120,000 cms. coil

min. A, _206 m.—max. A, 653 m.

1,200,000 cms. coil

min. A, 653 m.—max. A, 2,065 m.

12,000,000 cms. coil

min. A, 2,065 m.—max. A, 6,529 m.

0.00002 TO 0.001 Mrn. CONDENSER

CAPACITY RATIO _—: 50

600,000 cms. coil

min. A, 206 m.—max. A, 1,460 m.

30,000,000 cms. coil ‘

min. A, 1,460 m.—max. A, 10,320 m.

This shows that the condenser with a

capacity ratio of 50 covers, with two

coils, almost twice the range covered

with three coils and a condenser whose

ratio is 10. \

The foregoing does not, however, ap

ply to antenna circuits, for there the

capacity of the antenna must be consid

dered. It must be remembered that the

antenna capacity is added to the capac

ity of the shunt condenser. Hence, if a

tuning condenser of 0.0001 to 0.001

mfd. is used with an antenna of 0.0005,

the effective capacity variation is from

0.0006 to 0.0015 mfd.

Because of the antenna capacity, the

C max. 0.0015

is = 2.50. The 
ratio

C min. 0.0006

square root of 2.50 is 1.58, as com

pared to 3.16 in the case described be

fore. Thus it can be seen that the

wavelength range covered by one coil in

the antenna circuit is greatly reduced.

Now, if an antenna of 0.0002 mfd. is

used, the ratio, with the same condenser,

C max. 0.0012

is =

C min. 0.0003

root of which is 2, instead of 1.53, as

found before. This shows that a low

capacity antenna gives a longer wave

length range than the high capacity an

tenna. .

A condenser of high capacity ratio

helps somewhat in the primary circuit,

although not as much as in the second

ary. Connected with the 0.0002 mfd.

 : 4, the square_

0.0012

——= s.s,

0.00022

the square root of which is 2.35, or

slightly higher than the other.

A reduction of antenna capacity sug

gests a decrease in the size and a corre

sponding loss of efficiency. This is not

true, however, for a high capacity multi

wire antenna is no better for receiving

than the low capacity single-wire type.

The conclusions to be drawn from the

foregoing are that, _to get the greatest

wavelength range with the fewest num

ber of coils, the antenna should be of

the low capacity single-wire type, and

that the tuning condensers should have

a high ratio of maximum to minimum

capacity.

antenna, the ratio is

SPECIAL SIGNALS FOR CHECK

ING WAVEMETERS

NFORMATION has been received

from France that the stations at the

Eiffel Tower and Lyons are sending

out test signals to permit the checking

of wavemeters. Experimenters should

have no trouble in hearing these signals.

On the first and fifteenth of each

month Eiffel Tower sends out special

C. W. signals for the checking of wave

meters, as follows:

On 5,000 meters—At 6.00 P. M. and

for one minute, a series of A’s followed

by a dash lasting for three minutes.

On 7,000 meters——At 6.10 P. M. and

for one minute, a series of B’s followed

by a dash lasting for three minutes.

The programme is then continued by

Lyons, as follows:

On 10,000 meters——At 6.20 P. M.

and for one minute, a series of C’s fol

lowed by a dash lasting for three min

utes.

On 15,000 meters——At 6.30 P. M.

and for one minute, a series of D’s fol

lowed by a dash lasting for three min

utes.

At 6.45 or 7.00 P. M., according to

the time required for the measurements,

the actual measurements of the emitted

waves are sent out by Y N, on 15,000

meters, and repeated thrice.

Example:

A— 5,170 meters.

B-— 7,090 meters.

C—10,025 meters.

D—14,990 meters.

The time indicated is Paris time,

which is earlier than ours. Therefore,

the proper allowances must be made

for the part of the country in which the

experimenters are located.
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The Measurement of High Frequency Resistance

Part II. Circuits used for resistance measurements, and an explanation of their use

The ability to measure the high fre

quency resistance of coils opens to the

experimenter many new, interesting,

and possibly profitable lines of investi

gation. Signal strength and the sharp

ness of tuning must be considered in

relation to the resistance of the circuits.

All kinds of tests and comparisons can

be carried out by the man who has the

apparatus for measuring high frequen

cy resistance.

By L. M. Clement

mine the balance point accurately by

ordinary methods.

Two general methods are available,

namely, the use of a modulated high

frequency input to the bridge and a

radio frequency detector connected

across its output or a radio frequency

input, and a heterodyne detecting sys

tem across the output. Such an ar

rangement is shown in Fig. 4.

The frequency of the oscillator is de

  

Fig. S.

1. BRIDGE l\/IETHOD

An adaption of the well-known low

frequency impedance bridge at once

suggests itself for the measurement of

resistances at high frequencies. Such a

bridge is illustrated in Fig. 4. The low

frequency bridge is supplied by an

audio frequency current which is made

audible by means of a pair of telephone

receivers. The bridge is balanced when

there is no sound in the telephones.

The current of a frequency at which

the measurements are to be made is

supplied by the vacuum tube oscillator

through the transformers L and T,

across the bridge at CD. The detecting

apparatus is connected across AB. In

this bridge r, and r2 are non-inductive

resistances which are made equal so

that the resistance R will represent di

rectly the unknown resistance. The

unknown, usually a coil, is placed in

series with a condenser which is ad

justed until resonance is obtained, that

is, until the inductive reactance of the

coil equals the capacity reactance of

the condenser. The resultant reactance

is zero and the coil acts as if it were

a resistance. This is assuming that the

coil has no distributed capacity. The

effect of distributed capacity has been

discussed elsewhere.

In high frequency measurement

work, the frequency is beyond the

range of audibility and for this rea

son it would not be possible to deter

This circuit is used in the resistance variation method

termined by the inductance and capac

ity in circuit. The wave length of the

oscillations is expressed approxi

LOCAL HETERODYNE OSCILLATOR 1‘

BRIDGE OSCILLATOR

 

. circuit A

oscillator B, and the detector tuned

should be calibrated and

carry scales which make them direct

reading. This is of inestimable value

in the actual manipulation of appa

ratus.

The resistances r,, r,, and R must be

non-inductive and should have a re

sistance characteristic independent of

frequency. This can be accomplished

by the use of extremely fine wire of

some non-magnetic metal such as “Ad

vance” or “Manganin”.

In order to obtain satisfactory re

sults with a bridge of this sort, it must

be very carefully constructed and very

well shielded. If the shielding is im

perfect there may be enough leakage to

obscure the null point.

OPERATION or THE BRIDGE

The unknown inductance should be

connected in series with a condenser of

such a value that series resonance can

be obtained. Set the bridge, the hetero

dyne oscillator and the detector circuit

A at the desired frequency. Adjust the

oscillator B until a convenient beat note

is heard in the telephones, adjust C2

until minimum sound is heard in the

telephones. Adjust alternately R and

C, until a balance is obtained, then the

resistance of C, and L,, is equal to R.

Unless the bridge is very carefully

DETECTOR AHPLIF IER

EQUIVALENT

CIRCUIT

E

1'"?-7-=§?.*(L~-El‘

Fur Ruomnco, Lu I EL

7-' iRi.*(°l‘ = R

 

 

Fig. 4. The bridge method is seldom used except in very well equipped laboratories A

inately by

A meters : 59.6\/Lcms. Cmfd. (1)

The bridge oscillator, the heterodyne

constructed and thoroughly shielded it

is very difficult to obtain reliable results

with this method. The method is best
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suited to the laboratory which has fa

cilities for building this type of high

grade apparatus.

2. THE R1-zsrsraucrz VARIATION

Marnoo ~

The so—called resistance variation

method of determining the resistance of

a coil at radio frequencies has been used

very successfully to a considerable ex

tent.

If the calibration of the meters is ac

curate and the resistances are reliable

over the frequency and current range

used, very accurate results can be ob

tained with this method. '

A diagram of the apparatus and con

nections involved are shown in Fig. 5.

The coil to be measured is connected in

known value in the circuit and note the

current. Let this value of current be I.

The power dissipated in the resistances

will now be expressed as:

Power : I’ (R, + R, + R,)(3)

Assuming the total power in the cir

cuit is the same in both cases we can

equate equations 2 and 3 and solve for

Ru + Rm

1”» (Ru + R-) = 1’ (Ru + R-H-PR1

from which

PR,

R, + R, :————

I’,,—I"

(4)

When the current is reduced to 0.707 of

the maximum value the resistance R,

CNL TO BC
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series with an accurate radio frequency

rnilliarnmeter of known resistance R,, a

condenser C, and a variable radio fre

quency resistance R1. The oscillator

should be coupled very loosely to the

measuring circuit and be able to de

liver enough power to it, under this

condition, to give nearly full scale de

flection of the indicating instrument.

The oscillator is set to generate the

frequency at which the measurement is

to be made, the resistance R, is cut out

and the oondenser C, is adjusted until

the measuring circuit is in resonance

with the oscillator. This is true when

the current is maximum and equal to Im.

For resonance the reactance of the

coil, 2-rrfL, is equal to the reactance

1

 
, and the impe

Z 1-fC

dance of the circuit is then equal to its

resistance. The power delivered to the

circuit is expressed in terms of the cur

rent and resistances as follows:

Power I Pm (R, -1- R,)

of the condenser,

(Z)

Now insert a resistance R, of some

ii 6. Almost any laboratory has all the apparatus needed /or this circuit

is equal to the sum of the resistances of

the coil and the meter. This is seen by

substituting for I the current value

 

0.101 1,,.

The“ (0.707 1,,,)=R,

R, +42, =-i

1=,,,-(o.1o1 1...)’

OI‘

0.5

I R1

which gives ~ I—O'5

R,-}-R, =11,

This method, although it involves

much less apparatus than the bridge

method, is hardly a method which many

amateurs can use.

3. SUBSTITUTION METHOD

The connections of the apparatus

necessary for the measurement of resist

ance at radio frequencies by the so

called substitution method is illustrated

in Fig. 6. The apparatus consists of a

vacuum tube oscillator A capable of

generating alternating currents of the

desired frequency. The oscillator is

very loosely coupled to a wavemeter of

the ordinary type. Resonance is indi

  

 

cated by a maximum reading of a sen

sitive galvanometer which is connected

across a crystal detector of any ordinary

type. The detector is connected in series

with a very small condenser and the

combination is connected across the

wavemeter condenser. This arrange

ment affords better tuning as less re

sistance is introduced in the wavemeter

circuit, due to the detector, than in the

ordinary connection.

The coil to be measured should not

be coupled with the oscillator to any

measurable extent and for this reason

the coil L,, its condenser C, and the

pick-up circuit condenser C, should be

placed at some distance from the os

cillator. Usually 15 feet is sufficient

separation. An alternate plan would

involve shielding the oscillator and the

pick-up coil.

The pick-up coil L, is coupled to the

oscillator or wavemeter loosely and con

nected to the measuring circuit by a pair

of twisted leads. This is done to pre

vent the leads from picking up any

stray field.

The voltage across the condenser C,

is indicated by means of the vacuum

tube circuit, consisting of the tube V,,

the galvanometer G2, and the plate, fila

ment, and grid batteries bl, b,, and b,

respectively. The tube acts as a detec

tor and the change in the galvanometer

reading is an indication of detected cur

rent or voltage applied to the grid. The

voltage will be the same for two succes

sive readings if the galvanometer G,

deflection is the same in both cases.

This galvanometer can be of either the

Rawson Unipivot or the moving coil

wall type and it is not necessary that it

be calibrated.

The condenser C. and the wavemeter

should be carefully calibrated so that

the value of inductance and distributed

capacity as well as the resistance of the

coil can be determined.

This method because of its simplic

ity, ease of operation and accuracy has

found quite a wide application in ex

perimental laboratories.

OPERATION

The oscillator should be adjusted to

the wave length at which the resistance

of the coil is to be measured and the

wavemeter adjusted to resonance with

the oscillator. Place the switch S,

Fig. 6, on position 3, which short

circuits the leads M and N. Adjust

the condenser C, so that the circuit

C,L, is in resonance with the oscillator.

This is indicated by a maximum read

ing of the galvanometer G,. It is ob

vious that L, should be so chosen that

it will resonate with the oscillator for

some value of the condenser C,.

The equivalent circuit is shown in

Fig. 6 with the switch S thrown to posi

tion 3. Then E is the alternating

induced in the circuit from the

oscillator. When the circuits are in

(Concluded on page 260)
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Duo-Lateral Type Inductances

A New Mac/zine-‘wound Coil of Very Low Distributed

ROM the point of view of the radio

man, other lines of work must seem

very dull, for there is no other industry

in which so many new and clever ideas

are brought out in such rapid succes

Capacity and Resistance

practice, the distance between the wires

of alternate layers is increased. Tests

on these coils show that this new

method of winding decreases the dis

tributed capacity, and, because a small

gears. Another improvement is the in

dicating dials. Connections from the

movable plugs to the binding posts are

made by flexible conductors.

The plugs are of the Pacent type,

DATA FOR DUO-LATERAL INDUCTANCES

  

L H. F. R. A C Natural A Wire

Mhs. Ohms at Meters Mfds. Meters Turns S. C. C.

0.045 1.9 150 _ 17 70 25 24

0.075 2.6 200 17 86 35 24

0.156 4.2 300 18 102 50 24

0.36 6.3 400 19 150 75 24

0.66 27.2 500 19 _ 220 100 24

1.40 38.0 700 20 Z90 150 24

2.50 48.0 1,000 20 350 200 25

4.20 63.0 1,400 20 420 250 25

6.25 68.0 1,500 21 540 300 25

10.62 73.0 2,000 22 700 400 25

17.6 75.0 3,000 23 860 500 25

25.0 90.0 4,000 23 1,120 600 28

38.0 97.0 5,000 23 1,260 750 28

72.8 104.0 8,000 24 1,750 1,000 28

116.6 125.0 10,000 24 2,200 1,250 28

171.5 140.0 15,000 25 2,600 1,500 28

Fig. 1. Mounted and unmounted duo-lateral inductance:

sion. It almost appears that there is er number of turns is required for a made up of a grooved plug which snaps

into a spring socket, similar, in prin

_Manufacturing

nothing more to be added to the line

of radio achievements save a substitute

for electricity itself.

The duo-lateral coils, invented by

Mr. Giblin of the Electrical Products

Company, and dis

given inductance, the length of wire

and, consequently, the resistance is

lowered.

A table is given here showing the

number of turns, the high frequency

‘resistance at various wavelengths, and

ciple, to the Pacent binding posts.

A three-coil mounting permits con

siderable flexibility of circuits. The

most usual method is to use the center

coil as the secondary, one outside coil

  

Fig. 3. Showing the bevelled gears by means 0] which the

the coils are tumed

Fig. 2. and tickler coupling are controlled from

the front of the panel

Primary

tributed by the Pacent Electric Com

pany, are different from the familiar

“Coto-coil” in that the wires of every

other layer are between the wires above

them, instead of being directly below

them. This effect can be observed in

the unmounted coils shown at Fig. 1.

As a result of this change from former

the distributed capacity, as well as the

natural periods of duo-lateral coils of

various inductances. All sizes are 2

ins. inside diameter and 1 in. wide.

In Figs. 2 and 3, a new type of in

ductance mounting is illustrated. Here

the panel effect is achieved by connect

ing the shafts of the handles to the

shafts of the movable plugs by bevelled

as the primary, and the third as a

tickler. Another way, for undamped

wave reception, is to replace the tickler

by a very small coil in series with a

separate oscillator. This serves to

heterodyne the incoming oscillations.

Again, the three coils can be con

nected in series, and used as a variom

eter.
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The Radio Department

VEN when the automobile had

passed the “gasoline wagon” stage,

and people had come to realize that this

new means of conveyance was destined

to become a permanent factor and one

of tremendous influence upon civiliza

tion, the automobile was not popular,

so that one could say, for example, that

one man in every one hundred, through

out the nation, owned a car.

The nationalization of any product

depends upon three things-—its value

as a convenience or necessity, its value

as a pleasure, and its cost.

The automobile, for the first few

years, possessed the first two points of

popularity, but not the third. Having

these two properties, the mastering of

the mechanical difficulties did not

trouble the public. All they required

was an automobile at a moderate price.

Since that result was accomplished by

the manufacturers, we all know the re

mainder of the story.

Has the foregoing any bearing on

radio telegraphy or telephony? Most

certainly. Radio, a necessity in many

cases, has the imaginative appeal which

makes it a tremendously fascinating.

hobby. Its technical problerm make it

interesting, and its rapid and continu

ous changes and developments main

tain the fascination which it has for

every man or boy once he has put up a

station.

There is the point which has been

so sadly neglected by the manufacturers.

Sit down with your catalogs and find

out first what you need for a beginner’s

station, and then what it will cost. Be

ing quite ignorant of the requirements

of a radio receiving set, you probably

will not be able to find out what you

need, if you depend upon the catalogs

to tell you.

If you are determined to have a

radio station, you may hazard an in

quiry to one of the manufacturers. The

result may put an end to your interest

in radio. Or you may know an experi

menter who has a station. He will, of

course, suggest the purchase of the best

instruments, wishing to assure the suc

cess of your outfit.

Then comes the reckoning of the

cost. It will vary from fifty to two

hundred dollars.

How many men want to put that

amount into something they know noth

ing about, and have no assurance of

the results to be obtained, or their con

tinued interest in the purchase after it

is made-P Between these two experi

ences through which the average be

ginner must go, it is a. wonder that any

one ever takes up radio work.

The introduction of a complete re

ceiving set, with materials for an an

tenna and a set of simple instructions.

to sell at twenty dollars, would give a

greater impetus to radio experimental

work than any of the new ideas which

have been brought out in the last ten

years. This set should not be cheap

because it is cheaply made, but be

cause the design is very simple. It

must be a set which will not get out

of order, and can be operated success

fully by anyone who knows nothing

about radio.

If those who are mildly interested in

wireless could get a set at a low price,

and make it work, they would quickly

respond to the call of radio, and join

the ranks of those who spend all the

time and money they can spare for

better apparatus. The problem is to

make it easy for a man or boy to start.

The number of such prospects far ex

ceed that actually doing radio work

nO\V.

Incidentally, this is the time to pre

pare for the manufacture of such a

set, as there is just time enough before

the fall season starts. The men who

operate such a set this winter will be

buying expensive apparatus next year.

OW a word to those who are mak

ing their own instruments. In a

recent discussion concerning a new de

vice to be sold for experimental work,

one of the men at the head of a large

supply company said, “There’s no use

in putting so much finish on the instru

ment. It’s too good. Experimenters

don’t care how a thing looks as long as

it works_—at least that is my opinion

from what I can judge by the stations

I have seen.”

Let us hope that this man’s idea was

not correct. No matter how well an

instrument may work,'if it is merely

thrown together, an experimenter can

not feel the pride in it that he would

if it looked like a real job. We can

not all be instrument-makers, to be

sure. At the same time, a careful choice

of materials and a little extra care

make a very great difference in the

completed apparatus.

The main trouble with the experi

menter is that, when he decides to build

an instrument, he wants to make it

immediately. Rather than wait to get

the proper materials, he falls back on

makeshifts. That is why his set gives

the impression that he doesn’t care how

it looks as long as it works fairly well.

HILE the experimenters have,

no doubt, all they can do to keep

up with developments in this country,

they should have an eye on the other

side of the ocean. As they were sur

prised to know to what extent radio re

search had been carried on during the

War, they may be again surprised at

the work subsequently accomplished.

In the May, 1920, issue of EVERY

DAY, there were the names and ad

dresses of several British radio socie

ties. Since England and France have

worked together, practically all the

European developments are known in

England. Correspondence with those

societies will certainly be helpful and

interesting at both ends.

Such success has been attained by

some of the A.R.R.L. stations, that

transmitting across the ocean to a well

equipped English receiver is not at all

out of the question, and arrangements

could be made without difficulty for the

attempt. The accomplishment of such

a feat would be no inconsiderable

feather in the cap of the operator, and

the League would share in the credit.

Someone will do it. The question is

who will be first.

OW many radio catalogs have

you? Probably fifteen or twenty.

When you try to arrange them in your

bookcase, what is the result? You

ca.n’t keep them in an sol; of order

because no two are the same size. They

can’t be put in a loose-leaf binder, in

fact, they are rather a nuisance to have

around except that you can’t get along

without them.

Think what it would mean to have

all your radio catalogs and bulletins

printed on the same size paper, Then

they could be readily filed and kept in

proper shape without losing the little

ones, or having the big ones all bent up.

If each experimenter, when he writes

for a catalog should say at the end of

his letter:

“P S. I hope you print your cata

logs on 8%- by 11-inch sheets, so

I can keep them neatly filed.”

the companies might realize after a

while, that, to have their catalogs pre

served and not lost in the shuffle, they

should use regular size paper which,

incidentally, is more economical than

the small sheets.

OR next month, there will be even

more radio articles than in this is

sue, an increase of three pages over

May. The constructional article will

be a. two step radio frequency ampli

fier, not radical in design, but an ex

ample of the best practice. A new type

of concentrated inductance, entirely dif

ferent from any other will be described

with tables and data on the use of all

types of coils for receiving work. An

other feature will be a description of

radio equipment suitable for small

boats. Illustrations of transmitters, re

ceivers, and directional receivers will

be shown.

Mr. Clement, although he is taking

a well-eamed vacation on the Pacific

coast, has written an article on the

measurement of inductance, describing

a method which, as might be expected.

is quite different from the usual prac

tice. In fact, the inductance is meas

ured on a resistance box.
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A Duplex Radio Telephone Set

This Equipment, Built Byvt/ze Western Electric Company,

Transmits and Receives Simultaneously

HE question of two-way radio

telephony in which two speakers

may carry on conversation with

out the necessity of changing the cir

cuit connections from the receiving to

the sending condition or the reverse, and

which for brevity will be spoken of as

“duplex radio telephony”, is one which

has been of considerable interest to

radio engineers for sometime and while

a number of attempts have been made

to obtain such communication it has

not come into general use. This is, no

doubt, due largely to the enormous ratio

between the power developed for trans-'

mitting purposes and the power of the

received energy at a given station which

makes it exceedingly difficult to prevent

an overwbglmjng amount of side tone

during the transmitting period, that is,

the presence in the operator’s receiver of

the message which he is endeavoring to

transmit. This condition has made

necessary thus far the use of a circuit

in which a switch or key of some kind

is employed for throwing from the re

telephone sets for the United States

Navy which, in accordance with the

definition of the term, permit two people

at remote stations to converse with one

-<__i-
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materially by the transmitting antenna.

This is particularly convenient if the

receiving and transmitting stations can

be separated by a distance of a few

  

'l.'\.'\'t

Fig. '4. A simplified diagram 0/ the transmitting unit

another by radio without the necessity

of throwing switches and with no more

thought to the question of whether one

is transmitting or receiving or both than

is done in the case of an ordinary wire

telephone conversation.

miles, the speaker being located at one

or the other station or at some inter

mediate point and being connected to

the two stations by means of wire con

nections. Another method would be to

"use a single antenna for transmitting

 

Fig. 1. The complete duplex radio telephone system, comprising a transmitter, receiver and dummy antenna

ceiving to the sending condition, the set

nonnally being in the condition for re

ception and being thrown into the other

condition only during the actual trans

mitting period, during which time the

local receiving circuit is entirely discon

nected for its own protection.

The Western Electric Company has

recently designed and built duplex radio

There are a number of difierent ar

rangements which might be used for

successful duplex radio signalling. One

method would obviously be to have two

separate antennae, one for transmitting

and one for receiving, the two antennae

being tuned for different frequencies or

being so related by form or position that

the receiving antenna is not affected

and receiving in which some balancing

scheme reduces the amount of trans

mitted power which énters the receiv

ing circuits. In places of restricted

space, such as sea going vessels, it is

apparent that the first method cannot

well be used, and that the second

method offers a satisfactory solution of

the problem, if a sufliciently accurate
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balancing of the circuits can be ob

tained, so that the transmitter does not

afiect the receiver to any great extent

even though both circuits are associated

' with one and the same antenna.

the Navy based on the second method.

Figure 1 shows a photograph of such a

set, which consists of two units, A

and B.

The Unit A, to the left, comprises the

 

and the other as a modulator tube. The

Unit B, to the right, comprises an arti

ficial antenna and the receiving circuit,

and the interior of this unit, also looked

at from the rear, is shown in Figure 3.

  

ANT.roTRAN$.

The \Vestern Electric Company in co

operation with the United States Navy

used the first method some years ago in

connection with radio communication

between Washington and battleships at

sea. More recently it has built sets for

Fig. S. The receiher cir-Quit and dummy dntenna

oscillation generator with its modulator

circuit and as such is the transmitting

set. Figure 2 shows the interior of this

unit looked at from the rear. It will

be noted that there are two vacuum

tubes, one of which acts as an oscillator,

 

  

In this unit three vacuum tubes are

shown, one acting as a detector and the

others as amplifiers of the detected sig

nal. In setting up the station it is only

necessary to connect a terminal from

the Unit A to a terminal on the Unit B;

 

Fig. 3.

tenna below. This unit is also completely shielded

The receiver is mounted above, and the dummy an- Fig. 2. Interior of the transmitter. The rear 0/ the panel is

shielded, and the set, when in use, is fitted into a metal case
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to connect the antenna to a second ter

minal on the Unit B, and to make two

ground connections, one from the Unit

A and one from the Unit B. In addi

tion, of course, the usual connections of

batteries, transmitter and receiver must

be made, provision for these comedians

being shown in Figures 2 and 3. This

particular set is arranged to communi

cate with any one of three stations.

A simplified circuit diagram of the

transmitter unit is shown in Figure 4.

A variety of oscillator circuits may be

used, one which is particularly useful

and which is shown here, is the Colpitts

oscillator. This circuit includes a tuned

circuit having two capacities in series,

the one capacity consisting of a con

denser of suitable dimensions and the

other capacity being that of the radiat

ing antenna. One terminal of the fila

ment is connected to a point between

these two capacities. The plate and grid

are connected respectively to points on

the inductance L. Power is supplied to

the plate circuit by the generator G.

Such a circuit will oscillate at a fre

quency determined by the capacity and

inductance of the tuned circuit. These

oscillations are modulated by the Heis

ing method, which is shown in the dia

gram as consisting of a vacuum tube

connected in parallel to the oscillator

tube. Suitable choke coils E and F are

connected to this circuit as shown. The

impedance offered by the modulator

tube M is determined by the potential

of its grid, which in turn is controlled

by the speech wave set up by the micro

phone transmitter T. The modulator

tube therefore acts as a variable shunt

to the oscillator and thus controls the

amplitude of the oscillations to be ra

diated. As shown in the circuit one

terminal of the inductance L goes to a

binding post indicated in Figure 1 as

“Ant. to Rec.” and upon connection with

the corresponding terminal on the Unit

B becomes connected to the radiating

and the artificial antenna.

A simplified circuit diagram of the

receiver unit B is shown in Figure S.

In this circuit the coil L, and con

denser C, constitute a tuned circuit

which, by means of the condenser C,

can be tuned to the signaling frequency.

Associated inductively with the induc

tance coil L, is a second tuned circuit

L,C, which is connected directly to the

input circuit of a vacuum tube D acting

as a detector. The detected current is

then impressed through the trans

former T, on the input of a vacuum

tube A acting as an amplifier, and the

output of this amplifier tube is then im

pressed, by means of a transformer T,,

on the input circuit of a second ampli

fier tube in the output of which is a

transformer T4, the secondary of which

contains the telephone receivers. The

amount of amplification obtained can

be adjusted by means of the variable

resistance in the output circuit of

the detector tube. It will be noted that

one terminal of the filaments of the

tubes are all connected to ground and

the other terminals are connected to the

positive pole of the filament battery, the

negative pole of which is grounded.

The filaments are thus supplied with

heating current in parallel. The bat

tery B is used for the plate circuits of

the three tubes in parallel. From the

mid point of the inductance L, is a lead

going to the binding post marked in

Figure 1, as “Ant. to Trans.” and is

used for connecting the Unit A with the

Unit B.

In view of the balanced arrangement

oscillations coming from the Unit A to

the mid point of the inductance L, di

vide equally, half of the energy going

to the antenna and the other half to the

artificial antenna. This leaves the

points P, and P, always at equal po

tentials as far as any disturbances aris

ing in the Unit A are concerned and

they therefore produce no effect upon

the receiver circuit. Oscillations re

ceived upon the antenna, however, are

not so balanced and therefore will pro

duce an effect in the telephone receivers.

The essential point of this circuit ar

rangement is the presence of the arti

ficial antenna, which is naturally made

to simulate the actual antenna as closely

as possible, both in oscillation and

damping characteristics. Obviously the

greatest difficulty in a circuit of this

type is in the balancing of the two cir

cuits so that P, and P, will actually be

equal potential points. In the design

ing of such balanced circuits the West

ern Electric Company has probably had

more experience than anyone else be

cause of the extensive use of such bal

anced circuits in ordinary telephone

practice. In this circuit, however, the

requirements are much more severe than

in ordinary telephone circuits because

of the high ratio between the transmitted

and the received power.

In a later modification the set is di

vided into three units, A, B and C, the

Unit A being the sa.me as be-fore, the

Unit B including the receiving circuit

and the inductance L and condenser C,,

and the Unit C including the artificial

antenna alone. This arrangement has

certain advantages in flexibility. In

particular it permits the artificial an

tenna Unit C to be placed in a more

or less inaccessible and useless space,

a matter of importance in airplane work.
 

The Possible Standardization of Radio Equipment

ANUFACTURERS in various

lines have found it advantageous

to co-operate in the standardization of

certain parts of their products. Par

ticularly in the automotive and airplane

fields, such standardization has worked

out to considerable advantage.

Such methods have been proposed, at

difierent times, by radio engineers, but,

partly through lack of interest and

partly through the difficulty of bring

ing the manufacturers together, nothing

has been accomplished. In fact, no

one has ever made a definite proposi

tion as to what might be standardized.

Obviously, someone must outline a

method of standardization before manu

facturers will take an interest in the

idea. Since it has proved so valuable

in other lines, why should it not be

applied to radio? There are a num

ber of men entirely capable of drawing

up a tentative plan. That such a sys

tem can be put into practice is shown

by the U. S. Navy’s radio piece part

method of standardization.

The primary objection which will

arise in the mind of each manufacturer

is that to change his products means

the re-designing of all his apparatus, a

serious consideration, of course. Off

hand, it might appear impossible to

correlate the many special features of

instruments from as many different

sources.

At the same time, something can be

done, unquestionably, along this line

which will be of very considerable

benefit to the entire field.

In outlining a possible system, con

sideration must first be given to such

things as are used by all companies,

such as knobs, scales, indicating de

vices, switches, switch points, and bind

ing posts. This has been done by the

Navy to decrease expense in designing

and drafting, and to increase produc

tion. It does not mean necessarily,

however, that a standardized part is to

be made by only one company. While

these parts might be used in various

ways by difierent manufacturers, uni

formity to this extent would improve

the appearance of a set made up of

instruments from several sources.

Before too many companies go into

the building of sectional apparatus, it

would be well to determine on a stand

ard panel size, and a method of mount

ing. The argument that an experi

menter having bought instruments of

one company of one size of panel would

not buy other apparatus on another size

panel, is not sound, for it discounts

the ingenuity of the experimenters. A

standard panel size or combination of

sizes would be very well received.

Other features can be treated in a

similar manner by the far-sighted de

signer.

Evrzavnxv ENGINEERING will be very

glad to publish letters from manufac

turers or experimenters, setting forth

their ideas on the possibilities of stand

ardizing radio apparatus, or their rea

sons for considering it impractical.
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Radio Tuning Circuits

This Article Points Out Exactly What

Happens When a Receiving Circuit

Is Tuned to a Given Frequency

HE subject of capacity and in

ductive reactance was discussed

in the May issue, and it was

shown that, to obtain the maximum

power, in watts, in an alternating cur

rent circuit, the current and voltage

must be in phase, a condition obtained

by using such a combination of induc

tance and capacity that the impedance

is zero.

0.00040 2,512 3,980

0.00050 2,512 3,180

0.00055 2,512 2,890

0.00060 2,512 2,650

0.00065 2,512 2,450

0.00070 2,512 2,270

0.00075 2,512 2,120

0.00080 2,512 1,980

0.00085 2,512 1,870

1,468 is never tuned to the receiver, though

668 this is done in adjusting wavemeter to

378 a receiving circuit. Perhaps a coil of

138 10,000,000 cms. or 0.01 henry is con

58 nected with a condenser of 0.001 mfd.

242 or 0.000000001 farad. The wavelength

392 of such a circuit, from (9), is 5,960

532 meters. A wavemeter is coupled to the

642 inductance, and varied from 4,000 to

+++++lIll

TUNING T0 A GIVEN Fnsounncv

Let us take a slightly difierent angle

on this question of radio tuning cir

cuits, to show more exactly what hap

pens when a receiver is tuned to an in

coming signal. First, we shall assume

that the transmitter is working on

3,000 meters or 100,000 cycles. Since

the secondary circuit is simple, we shall

discuss it first.

An inductance of 4,000,000 cms. or

0.004 henry is employed, with a tuning

condenser of 0.0001 to 0.001 mfd.

From (5) the reactance of the induc

4,000I-.000-01‘1,0004,000

 

tance, at 100,000 cycles, is E § ES

I - ::

X, =2 211- X 100,000 X 0.004, ‘Z’ “’ zi

X, = 2,512 ohms inductive reactance. .38 if

To balance this 2,512 ohms of in- E3"

ductance reactance, the condenser must 5 8 8‘

be varied until a value is found which % C_

gives a capacity reactance of 2,512 — 2 i

ohms. Then, from (6), the reactance g -

will be zero. The following table 2;

shows the reactance, at 100,000 cycles, - - q

of the condenser: §_ ~ H p q 1 1 _ _ H _ _

c..... X. * , H ~.» 0 ->1. e0.00010 15,920 §_ - - i 1 -» ~- ~~~~~ ~ 1.1.1.-‘ f._Ll_;;

3 0.0:Pgg%4+’i|l.:0:‘5FD0.s0-006 0.0007 0.0000 0.0009 0.0010

' ’980 Fix. 4. The inductive reactance is constant, while the capacity reactance is varied above

000040 3' and below resonance

0.00050 3,180

8-8882(5) 2,323 0.00090 2,512 1,100 + 152 s,000 meters. Let us see what the in

0:O0065 2:450 0-00100 2,513 1,590 "i" 932 d}l11CtlV6 and capacity reactances are at

000070 2,270 _ _ t 1S range of wavelengths or fre

000075 2,120 Cusg Se§£;:nt*;:t):1 tggptgggfnafillg quencies. _The frequencies correspond

0_0O08O 1,930 000065 mfd. and the 4 mh_ coil the ing to various settings of the wavemeter

0-00085 11870 reactance to 100 000 cycles is hero are:

0.00090 1,760 A150 from ’ ' W 1 h0.00100 1,592 A __ 59 évficfi afggggt Fr7'*;i\(1)?)1:)¢y

'-“ ' cms- mfd., , ,

This table is Pbtted in Fig 5- The the wavelength with these values is 4,500 66,700

capacity reactance table and curve show A : 59_6 4,000,000 X 000065 5,000 50,000

that, as the frequency is increased, the or A __ 3 O30 meters 5,500 54,600

reactance decreases. _Another curve is In other ;m_(’,S the wa've1ength of 5,750 52,200
gwen of the total lm.ped.3'nCe’ 91' the the circuit when iits reactance to the 6'00‘) Soiooo

value (X°— Xll’ as mdlcated In the incoming fi-equency is zero is the same 6'25O 48900

following table: as the wavelength of the tfansmitter. 6’500 46300

><@- Xc - X 4222 231388
090019 2,513 15,930 __13,403 Tunmc rm: TRANSMITTER -ro 'rm: 8’00O 37,500

0.00020 2,512 7,940 — 5,428 RECEIVER ’ ’

0.00030 2,512 5,315 — 2,803 In operating practice, the transmitter Then the inductive, capacity, and gf.
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fective reactances at these frequencies

are:

Frequency X, — Xe : X

75,000 4,710 2,120 + 2,590

66,700 4,190 2,390 + 1,800

60,000 3,770 2,650 + 1,120

54,600 3,430 2,920 -|- 510

52,200 3,280 3,050 + 230

50,000 3,140 3,180 —- 40

48,000 3,020 3,310 — 290

46,200 2,900 3,450 — 550

42,900 2,690 3,720 — 1,030

40,000 2,510 3,980 — 1,470

37,500 2,360 4,240_ —— 1,880

Fig. 5 shows these three values

plotted. Above the zero line is the in

ductive reactance, and below, the ca

pacity reactance. The third curve gives

MPEOAHCEIllOM18

01.0004.0000.000

E

§

§
$0,000 4 0,000 50,000

the voltage across each one will be

found from (10) to be 4 and 16 volts.

Thus, in a series circuit, the total volt

age drops across the individual parts

equals the applied voltage. The higher

the resistance, the greater the voltage

difference between the terminals of the

resistance up to a point where the cir

cuit is practically open.

Now let us go back to an alternating

current circuit. By increasing the in

ductance and decreasing the capacity,

let us keep the efiective reactance zero

at 100,000 cycles or 3,000 meters.

Lem. X, Cm“. X

10,000,000 6,28 0.000258 6,288

9,000,000 5,654 0.000281 5,654

8,000,000 5,026 0.000816 5,026

  

00.00060,000 10,000

FREQUENCY no CYCLES

Fig. 5. Showing the reactance of a fixed circuit over a range of frequencies

the effective reactance. When the trans

mitter is adjusted to the wavelength to

which the receiver is tuned, that is,

5,960 meters or 50,400 cycles, the ef

fective reactance is zero, and the cur

rent is only limited by the direct current

resistance of the circuit.

WHY TI-IE SECONDARY CONDENSER or

AN AUDION RECEIVER SHOULD

BE SMALL

Statements have appeared several

times to the effect that, because the

audion is a voltage operated device, the

secondary tuning condenser should be

small. Just why this is, if it is, may

not be apparent to the average experi

menter.

Suppose that a resistance of 10 ohms

is in a circuit carrying 2 amperes. If a

voltmeter is connected across the re

sistance, it will measure

E:IR (10)

E: 2 x 10

or E:20volts

as shown by the meter.

Again, if two resistances of 2 and 8

ohms are in series carrying 2 amperes,

1,000,000 4,398 0.000361 4,398

6,000,000 3,770 0.000422 3,770

5,000,000 3,140 0.000506 3,140

4,000,000 2,513 0.000688 2,513

3,500,000 2,200 0.000723 2,200

8,000,000 1,885 0.000843 1,885

2,500,000 1,510 0.001010 1,510

2,000,000 1,251 0.001210 1,251

1,500,000 942 0.001100 942

1,000,000 628 0.002530 628

It is obvious from the table that, if

the capacity is increased and the in

ductance reduced to maintain the same

wavelength, the impedance of the con

denser is reduced. The voltage across

the condenser varies with its impe

dance. Therefore, if a large condenser

is employed, the drop across the con

denser is lowered and the voltage ap

plied to the grid of the audion 1s re

duced.

MEASUREMENT OF HIGH

FREQUENCY RESISTANCE

(Continued from page 253)

resonance, the inductive reactance of

the coil cancels the capacity reactance

of the condenser and the current is

limited only by the resistance. The

current is maximum and produces a

maximum voltage across the condenser

through which it flows.

Place the switch S in the position 2

and adjust C, until the reactance of C.

cancels the reactance of Lu and the cur

rent in the total circuit becomes a

maximum again. In this case the same

driving exists and the current

is limited by the sum of the resistances

R and R“. This reading of the gal

vanometer will obviously not be as high

as the first, due to the addition of the

resistance Ru.

This at once suggests a method of

determining the resistance R... Suppose

the switch S is now thrown to position 1

and circuit Lu R,, C, replaced by the

resistance which is varied until the same

voltage across C,,, as indicated by the

galvanometer reading G2, is obtained.

When this condition obtains the substi

tuted resistance is equal to the resist

ance of the coil.

FEED BACK EFFECTS IN AM

PLIFIER CIRCUITS

EN your amplifier sings and

howls, go over your wiring. If

the connections of the detector and the

subsequent circuits are parallel or close

together, the coupling between them

causes the circuits to react upon each

other. This effect is often caused by

switches or connectors. If the trouble

is not remedied by spacing the wires

and putting them at right angles, anti

capacity switches are required.

COMMUNICATION FROM

LYONS, FRANCE

HE radio station at Lyons, France,

is equipped with a 250 k.w. arc

and a 350 kw. Bethenod high frequency

alternator. It is understood the alter

nator will soon be used to the exclusion

of the arc set, though the latter is now

doing practically all the work.

Below is the schedule on which the

station is now operating, the time indi

cated being Greenwich mean time:

12.00 midnight to 3.30 A. M.

Duplex communication at 15,500

meters wavelength with Annapolis

(NSS), which operates on 16,800 or

18,000 meters, and also with New

Brunswick (NFF), which operates on

13,600 meters.

3.30 A. M. to 4.30 A. M.

Press new at 8,000 meters.

5.30 A. M. to 6.30 A. M.

Press news at 8,000 meters.

9.10 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.

This period is for duplex work with

America, though the schedule is not

entirely settled.

9.00 P. M. to 10.00 P. M.

Press news to Holland, in the French

language, transmitted at 8,000 meters.
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STOPPING FUEL-PIPE LEAKS

NE of the simplest emergency

methods is to utilize a section of

rubber tubing which is slipped over the

meal pipe, but if the break be in the

center of the line and the rubber hose

light-walled, the vibration would tend

to chafe the rubber. The latter should

be braced by splints and the manner of

attachment is shown in accompanying

cut. Where this is not obtainable a re

pair may be made with ordinary fric

Rubber//use

Rubber /-/use-., .‘

EM,-\§§ill§“\§~'I(/.!¢ lope

Tape M» "'e~'>'/>/"#5

  

tion tape. Light splints or strips of

wood are laid lengthwise on a first

double winding of tape and in the same

direction as the pipe and the outer tape

wound as depicted, being tied with

twine or copper wire. The wrapping

should be smug where the bffik ocoirs

to prevent leakage of the fuel. A small

crack may be treated in a similar man

ner or by using soap and tape as the

former is not affected by gasoline; in

fact, a piece of this material is invalu

able in the tool kit. Shellac may also

be used in conjunction with tire tape.

Any piece of rubber hose that will go

over the pipe may be used to join the

broken pieces of tube temporarily to

gether.

LIGHT ABSORBING PROPER

TIES OF WALL-PAPER

HE color of wall-paper used in a

room may decide whether one

lights one or more lamps. White walls

absorb only thirty per cent of the light,

but nearly everyone wants some color

that is easier on the eye. Chrome yel

low absorbs only thirty-eight per cent.

Paper of an orange shade robs one of

fifty per cent of his light. It is when

one gets into reds and greens that the

light begins to dim. A dark-green wall

paper, so restful to the eye, absorbs

eighty-two per cent of the light; and

paper of a deep chocolate color leaves

only four per cent of the light rays

for use. Its power of absorption is

ninety-six per cent.

Norway is credited with the longest aerial

power cable, which spans a stretch of water

in one of the fiords. There are three cabls

with a span of 1,384 meters, nearly a mile;

the cables are 40 meters above the water at

their lowest point; in their crossing they

drop 80 meters from the level line. In still

weather the tension is four tons; when it

blows it may be double this amount.

  

  
.._ . ‘I '.'> g‘. Iv. ~ I \.“ 1 000 s <1 I "

, ave .
“Lastnightlcame home with great news! Our savings had passed the $1,600

mark I

“1 remember readin one time that your first thousand saved is the most im

portant money you wi ever have, for in saving it you have laid a true foun

dation for success in life. And I remember how remote and impossible it

seemed then to have such a sum oi’ money.

“I was making $15 a week and every penny of.it was needed just to keep us

oin . It went on that way for several years. Then one day I woke up I I

oun I was not getting ahead sim ly because I had never learned to do any

thing in particular. As a result w enever an important promotion was to be

made, I was passed by. 1 made up my mind right then to invest an hour after

supper each night in my own future, so I wrote to Scranton and arranged for

a course that would give me special training for our business.

"1 can’! understand why I had_never realized beiore that this was the thinq to do. Why, in a

few months I had n whole n_ew VISIOII oi my work! The general manager wnsnbout the fintio

note the change. An opening came and e gave me my first real chanoe—with an increase.

A little inter another promotion came with

  

so it went. Bax soaz-B, SCRANTON. PA.

"Tildul I am m‘.m“zer of m7dep‘nme'“_wllh Explain without obllgntln me, how I can quality Im

two increases this year. We have ii thousand the position. or in the nub act, beiore whlchlinark ii.

  
  

j.i--1y.;||¢qy";|||-_.-—i-=-—_

i’.?é’.“.‘§.';.‘3i’"."..’..‘Il“;l..°¢‘§‘;i‘i‘.§“i§.‘<§”.;.lI‘;°‘;.2;‘°!l;‘;Y INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCI-IOIILS

dollars saved! And this is only the beginning.

We are planning now for a home oi’ our own.

There will be new comforts for Rose. little enjoy

menta we have had to deny ourselves up to now.

And there Is ii real future ahead with more money

than I used to dare to dream that I could make.

What wonderful hours they are-those hour!

after Subperl"

For ll years the international Correspondence

Schools have been helping men and women

everywhere to win promotion, to earn more

money, to have happy, prosperous homes, to

know the joy oi’ getting ahead.

More than two million have taken the up road

with I. C. S. help. More than 100,000 are now

turning their spare time to profit. Hundreds are

to find out what. the I. C. S. can do for you?

You, too, can have the position you want in

ll-BC‘I'BI(JAl| IIGIIIBI

Elect-i-idnn

Electric Wiring

Electric Lighting

Electric Cor Runnln

I-Ienvy Electric Traci on

Electrical Draftsman

%_io:t.rIo linlciluo lhulguor

c e npert

Telephony

IIOIIAIIIOAL lllfllillll

Mechanical Drnltlmnn

Toolinuker

Ship Dnhlinm ‘

Machine Shop Pnctlco

Gn Engineer

CIVIL NGINEBR

Surveying Ind Mapping

IINI It‘0lI-BI‘N OB BNG‘li

ARCHTFEC1‘

Architectural Drlltamnn

PLCIIIING AND IIBATIIG

Sheet Marni Worker

Olllllfllli IIGIIIEI

SALILSMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

Show Card Writer

Outdoor Si Painter

RAILROA ER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNQ

BUSINESS IAIAGBIBIT

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Buuogrlplior and Tynlgl

Cert. Pub. Aocounini

Trutflc Mann mom

Commercial w

GOOD ENGLISH

(‘oin-on School Sublcatu

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway MnIlClerk

STATIONARY INGHEEII

Textile Ovorner or Supt.

AGRIOULTURE fipnnlnl

Ponllrylhhlng ifrenel

  

  

I

I

I
starting every day. isn't it about time for you I

I

I

I

I

I

the worl: of yqlur chplllce, ylpu (!llII1ig?\'6 the klllld N-yinw, “‘°m°hu.- mu"

of a iiaary t at w ma e pose a money n

the hank, a home of your own, the comforts

and luxuries you would lllie your family to NR1!"

have. No matter what your age, your occupa— Prue", *1‘ "

tion or your means—you can do Itl Qggupgflgn

All we ask is a chance to prove It—wlthout. obli

gation on your part. or ii penny oi’ cost. That's igaefqlo

{nii-,1sn'tlt? Then mark and mall this coupon. -~

CIty~Sint=_i 

IRELESS ANUAL
 

We make I charge of 250 tor it N°_ K_]2

l:>'IuomoIn lo t .'."'.TZl".Z Ready May 25

You mnnot get_ satisfaction from wireless instruments unless they are absolutely

perfect. The slightest imperfection in construction destroys their efficiency. We

catalog and offer for sale wireless apparatus of the highest quality, guaranteed to be

mechanically and electrically perfect.

Get a copy of our complete wireless catalog and order all of your radio material

fiom one source of supply and save trouble.

Our 180 page combined Manual and Catalog illustrates and accurately describes the

uses of standard radio instruments.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., INC.

New YorIr—l7 Park Place St. Louil—l106 Pine St.

Chicago-—ll4 So. Walls St. San Frnnciaco—604 Minion St.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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VACUUM

SINGLE STAGE AMPLIFIER

Single tube Detector and Amplifier Units are among the 11105!

useful of the Interchangeable panel instruments in the lntema

tional Experimental Apparatus Line.

READY r-‘on IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

AUDION DETECTOR RTD-102-A . . . . . .$15.00

SINGLE STAGE AMPLIFIER RTA-104-A . $26.00

F. 0. B. NEW YORK CITY

Write to Dept. 21 for our new completely illustrated FREE six-page bulletin index.

\\\\\\\\\\\“\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“\\W\\\\“\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

"""""""""'=»'»v'w<"~4://,r/////////zarr////4%///1

; International Radio Telegraph Company

P, szegsnonowav NEW YORK CITY

 

 

R “MODERN”

Vacuum Tube Control Cabinet

Designed snd built the "Modern" Way. Price com

plete less battery and tube,

$ 1 5.00

Beautiful mahogany finished case with handsome

grained bskelite panel on which is mounted s

standard socket. rheostst, grid leslr, eondensor and

switch for arc and spark reception.

THIS INSTRUMENT IS THE LAST WORD IN

VACUUM TUBE CONTROL CABINETS.

Prompt shipments from stock.

ORDER NOW.

DETECTOR AND TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER

TYPE EBA.

Our new instrument which surpasses all others. It

is in a class by itself. Price complete less tubes

and batteries, $75.00.

Look tor the “Modern" Trade-Mark. It ls your

guarantee oi complete sstlsfsction and of the best

Instruments money can buy.

"Modern" apparatus sold at suthorized "Modern"

agencies.

MODERN RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

Designers and Manufacturers of High Grade Radio Apparatus.

ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY

 

 

  

  

  

 

American Electro Technical Appliance Company

    

RECOVERY OF SILVER FROM

OLD CYANIDE PLATING

SOLUTIONS

HE baths may be evaporated to

Tdryness, the residue mixed with a

small quantity of calcined soda and

potassium cyanide and fused in a cru

cible, whereby metallic silver is formed,

which, when the heat is sufficiently in

creased, will be found as a button upon

the bottom of the crucible; or if it is not

desirable to heat to the melting point

of silver, the fritted mass is dissolved in

hot water, and the solution containing

the soda and cyanide quickly filtered

off from the metallic silver. The

evaporation of large quantities of fluid

is, to be sure, inconvenient, and re

quires considerable time, but the re

ducing process above described is with

out doubt the most simple and least

injurious.

According to the wet method, the

bath is strongly acidulated with hydro

chloric acid, observing the precaution

to provide for the effectual carrying off

of the hydrocyanic acid liberated as

given under gold. Remove the precipi

tated chloride of silver and cyanide of

copper by filtration, and after thorough

washing, transfer it to a porcelain dish

and treat it, with the aid of heat, with

hot hydrochloric acid, which will dis

solve the cyanide of copper. The re

sulting chloride of silver is then reduced

to the metallic state by mixing it with

four times its weight of pulverized char

coal. The whole is made into a homo

geneous paste, which is thoroughly

dried, and then introduced into a

strongly heated crucible. When all the

material has been introduced the heat

is raised to promote complete fusion and

to facilitate the collection of the sepa

rate globules of silver into a single but

ton at the bottom of the crucible, where

it will be found after cooling.

If granulated silver is wanted, pour

the metal in a thin stream, and from

a certain height, into a large volume

of water.

 

EMERGENCY DIMMER FOR

AUTO LAMPS

HE cruising radius for motor

trucks is constantly increasing and

frequently the drivers are called upon

to make deliveries in cities or towns

where local ordinances demand a spe

cial kind of lamp dimmer, differing

from that which the regulation at

home requires. Sometimes this causes

a lot of trouble for the driver, who must

find some means of keeping within the

law. In some cases it is possible to use

mud, and by smearing it on the glass,

the light is dimmed to satisfy the most

exact guardian of the peace. Graphite

grease or some other substance that

, makes a greasy smear, also furnishes an

excellent emergency dimmer.

Loose Couplers. $6.00. Sl0.00. $l5.00.

Tunln Coils. 4.000 Meters. $4.75; l.

Crysts Detectors. $i.75; DeForest Type, $2.60.

l9.00.

$3.75.

DeForest Vsrlsbls Condensers Always On I-land.

Fixed Condensers. .002 MFD, 70o; .003. 001:.

Spark Gaps 750, 901:. $2.00.

Osolllstlon Transformer (Murdock Ty e) $5.00.

Oselllstion Transformer (SI nsl Tyne? §l6.00.

Llshtnlng some son v.-| o AhlP., §e.s4.
Silteh olnls 8/l6"x3/I6", Threaded Shank with

So Es.

s$n..|. mm. 3/l8"x3/I6’ with lisehlne Screw,
D 1.

m,|°,' (g°|.si.), 3" snd sl/.". 750: with um. $1.25.

0 Met0l'I. $3.50.

llurdoek Vsrishle Condensers. .00l IIFD, $4.75; .0005.

Dept. EM, 235 Fulton Street, New York City

Partial List of What We Distribute:

White Metal Dlels. 8". 500.

Binding Posts, 9e. I00. I20 and 20e.

Pnrapon Rheostats. “.75.

Park n I-lheostets. 8l.00.

Del-'orest Rheostats. $l.00.

All the Wireless Press Books.

All the Cole snd Morusn Books.

Hawkins Electrical Guides.

Msreenl VT Bulbs, $7.00: Socket for Same, l.l0.

Murdock VT Socket. SL00; DeForest Tyne. 0 .50.

Western Eleetrle Phones, $I2.00.

Nut. DeForest Coils All Sizes.

Complete Stock oi DeForest. Murdock and Grebe

20c Manufacture.

Oscillation Hslex. Complete to Assemble, $.00.

Loads of Other Annnralus On Hand.

Please mvnlian Evsm-nay ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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SOMETHING NEW!

DUO-LATERAL wouuo COILS
THE DUO-LATERAL COILS now being offered for the first time are not to

be confused with any other types of machine wound inductances which have '

been on the market for some time.

The Duo-Lateral Coil made in various sizes for general

and specific application has the following distinct advan

tages which make it superior to any other coil for amateur

and commercial work alike.

M€__€_~

Lower natural period.

Lower high frequency resistance.

Very low distributed capacity.

Lower direct current resistance.

Higher self-inductance.

Mechanically stronger.

  

.°*.°'!“§-°5\"!“‘

Bulletin PIE, containing valuable engineering data, constants and prices of numerous sizes of

Duo-Lateral Coils covering practically every wavelength used, is yours for the asking.

MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, JOBBERS and DISTRIBUTORS—write for our proposition.

SALES AGENTS for Electrical Products Mfg. Co., A. H. Grebe & Co., Dubilier Con

denser Co., Richter and Byrnc, Rawson Electrical Instrument Co., The Magnavox

Company and others.

PHCENT ELECTRIC COMPANY. Inc.
Builders and Specialists in Radio, Electrical and Laboratory Equipment

Telephone:

150 NBSSBU STREET Beelrmnn 5810 NEW YORK CITY

Federal

Radio

Accessories

Are the Recognized

STANDARDS for Their

Respective Uses.

BULLETIN 102 W.A.

 

We’re Prompt!

You don't have to wait from three weeks to three

months, for the apparatus you order. On everything

except apparatus specially constructed to order, you'll

have the benefit of

Shipment Guaranteed Within Twenty-Four Hours

Audions and Amplifiers

Audion Control . .$22

without bulb or B

batteries:—

l Step Amplifier

Without Detector.$28

with Detector . . .$33

Z Step Amplifier

Without Detector.$45

with Detector . . .$5O

 

  

Mounted o n

ltnlian marble

b n s e , with

s o l l d silver

b n r contact

p o in t n , fin

i a h e d 1 n

brushed bran

or n i c k el .

Absolutely no

side play in

this Key. A

great big spo

cial at $6.50

postpald.

Gives full description. Be

sides it contains valuable

information on

 

  

If you went 1 bright. snnDDY. monthly bulletin that means some!-hlnz: mend us 6c in iitamm.

NEW! An Adnoto to Tbl B lb Ms kt:l 6-cl Iand I00 par cunt. clllloisrnt. “unit -dosltlvs|.y_vlhr\ll'hh-:ihiof.—lninlzdldis D0ll'iIi:r; '50

Rzlriilcg Aginta - O 0*c_ 5*; Bf,,*,={- The Radio Engineering Co. Norm Calm,
AMPLIFICATION

of Radio Signals

 

 

 

. P. 0. B 5 'Send 6c in Stamps toda and Rieiimoniix. avg. Baltlmorei Md- Slfeel

' h' B ll yreceive t is u etin. P P

FEDER ,1 TELEP A NEW DETECTOR REWINDING A. c. MOTOR
That can either be used an n Penal Unlt. ll advocated And All methods for oonnoctin and reoonn I

by this mllllins or "on the table." and only one knob clearly shown in the ELI! ICAL W~

C0_ \:\¢y¢i'{:; Encuglpn nn‘(l‘lPi'e;5luol'°e.' lll\1|ld!lIlll.1 adjustable so dll3G:nm| Wish detlllod explsnstllzi

ii». 5 we. by RKTL 32.55. nil. a°'ui'L"°ii; ‘:l?h:: h?ls'dh‘lolnn!'."tii<i“i§xper'im'£'i==s-§°°"1i'ii°§‘iiii' uT-°"s<

Avenue 3 MIDI! 5---("L exactly wnu the name implies "Tho Eleotrll

N Y Juwt write for information and liar $4.00 Cub with order

’ . ' THE BARW!Cl( RADIO SUPPLY CO. "ENRY F- B°3sHART

89 Bfiunnh Ava Hamflmm Ont. Can‘ P. 0. Box 08 Honiavmod sn. Plttsburlh. Pun
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THlS—

the second

Announcement

since our entrance into the Radio and Electrical field, is

published to acquaint you with the fact that we have been

taken at our word as an organization specializing in

“PERSONAL SERVICE TO THE CONSUMER"

Our eflorts will always tend to serve each one of you

individually and promptly, through our sales or mail order

department, and to this end we have contracted with over

ninety per cent. of the leading manufacturers, which means

that we will carry everything Radio from Contact Points to

Complete Stations.

Among the serviceable and high quality Radio and Commercial

Apparatuswhichwe offer you are to be found the foremost products of

Radio Craft Co., A. H. Grebe, Clapp-Eastham, International

Radio Tel. Co., De Forest, W. J. Murdock, J. H. Bun

nell, American Radio & Research, Manhattan Elec

trical Supply Co., General Radio, Acme, Marconi, S.

Cohen, Federal Tel. 8: Tel., Electrose, Brandes, Pacent

Electric, Wireless Equipment, Wireless Improvement, Cole&

Morgan, hooks; Wireless Press, books; Endurance Storage

Batteries, Marko Storage Batteries, Standard V. T. Batteries,

Adams-Morgan, Dubilier Condensers; Firth, Omnigraph;

Magnavox and others.

We also carry a large stock of high grade Electrical Appa

ratus, including a very complete line of Heating Appliances.

You have our most courteous invitation to spend a few

moments in our spacious show rooms to look over our

complete stock. We will gladly show you any instrument

or part you may desire to examine. lt will be a revelation

to you, besides, it is part of our service.

Our word of honor to you is our guarantee. Let us prove it.

Writs Dept. F6 for literature and price lists

CONTINENTAL RADIO AND ELECTRIC CORP.

J. DI BLASI, Secretary J. STANTLEY, Treasurer

6 WARREN STREET NEW YORK

 

 

Standard VT Batteries
When ou purchase a "STANDARD VT BATTERY" you

enjoy t at satisfaction that comes from obtaining full value

for your money. v

Reputable dealers throughout the United States. who have

their customers‘ interests at heart, distribute "STANDARD

VT BATTERIES" because they know they are selling the

STAND-BY-LOSSES

CHARACTERISTIC expression

occurs in English engineering lit

erature which expresses very well a

source of inefficiency and low yield in

mechanical operations. It is “stand-by

losses.” It indicates such cases as the

maintenance of steam pressure, with

consequent expenditure of fuel, when

the engine is not running and no steam

is being taken from the boiler. An au

tomobile standing at the curb with its

engine running “idling” is the appro

priate term, is a good example of a

“stand-by-losses.” A steam-trawler

lying to on the fishing grounds is cited

by an English contemporary as an ex

ample and this loss is taken as a plea

in the use of the easily started gas en

gine in trawlers. There is no trouble in

finding far too many cases of “stand

by-losses” in the engineering world. In

the household there are numerous ex

amples, and the extensive use of two

very expensive sources of heat, gas and

electricity, for cooking, is only made

economical by the ease with which gas

or current is turned off, minimizing

“stand-by-losses.”

PITH AS A LENS CLEANER

T is said that any ordinary cleaning

medium that can be used is likely

to smear and even scratch a. lens in the

cleaning, the latter being a. serious con

dition in the case of lens used in photo

graphic apparatus, especially when used

for photo-micrography or study of

structure of metals. A very perfect lens

cleaner can be made by using the pith

of such plants as sunflower, rush or

elder. Strips of the dry pith are cut,

and these are fastened with an adhesive

to a piece of cork. The pith may be

arranged in rows, with small spaces in

between. The lens is rubbed gently

with the pith and all marks disappear.

The basic process of treating steel

consists in general terms in the use of

alkaline earths. The linings for the

furnaces or converters work so efi'ectu

ally in removing the phosphorous from

iron ore that phosphorous is desired for

the process in order to provide heat.

This impurity, which in other proc

esses it is desirable to keep out of the

iron ore, becomes an advantage in the

basic process. When the slag from the

basic process is finely ground it is used

as a. fertilizer. If the process is run

simply from the steelmaker’s point of

most reliable "B" Battery at a reasonable price. They are

in the osition to know, and they don't take chances—do

you? he next time, buy a "STANDARD VT BATTERY"

and understand Why it is best.

F ' , l t’ t f ' 't t' .01?‘.l€g‘;:i[E,l:g:Tctll.,l’?Sl8€t\.l‘:):)l'::a?l'lé°ngC};1(:l‘;!‘lC°fgdfxfifixfig “iii view the slag may be a very poor fer

BATTERY" " h h d . 1. 'tt . h - u. 3 1 ’ - - —acllljacent phO::)l[t£YB|'7tl'\cOitré\2\te, "N: 76‘;§lSTnA§DAaRDwVTmBAT€ ,. tlhzen _somet1me_s to make the slag

T more fusible calcium fiuorlde or chloRY——a very popular size.

RlCHTER & BYRNE, Manufacturers, 198 Roebling St., Brooklyn, ride is added to the flux This reduces

the solubility of the phosphate and
Pacent Electric Co., lnc., Sole Eastern Agents, 150 Nassau St., New York, N:

makes it of less use to the farmer. En

Should you know of a worthy young man desirous of obtain- gland is taking up the question vigor

ing a good technical education and making a good future for him- ously with the idea of making the slag

self refer him to our announcement on page 274 of this number. of high value in agriculture.
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PRESENTING

TWO NEW TYPES OF

VACUUM TUBES FOR

EXPERIMENTERS

  

    

  

,\1<i3¥liiv
jttomotltt

ans

  

  

ti/132  

THE

MOORHEAD

PERFECT

VACUUM TUBE COMBINATION
—perfected to meet the increasing demand for tubes of superior efliciency, wherein all de

sirable characteristics are combined without subordinating any essential elements. A com

bination of two or more VT tubes as amplifiers with an Electron Relay as the initial detector

or oscillator is the ideal receiving combination for long distance amateur or long wave re

ception. Both types of tubes are rugged in construction and unqualifiedly guaranteed.

  

The Moorhead VT

Amplifier-Oscillator

The Moorhead

THE MOORHEAD

ELECTRON RELAY

The Electron Relay is the original tubular

vacuum valve brought out by this company in

1915, now supplied with the standard four

prong base for convenience. This tube has the

familiar “hissing” point and low B battery po

tential characteristic of the perfect vacuum de

tector. Of all vacuum tubes the Moorhead

Electron Relay is the most eflicient spark re

THE MOORHEAD VT

AMPLIFIER-OSCILLATOR

The VT Amplifier-Oscillator is the Navy SE

1444 “hard” tube, and is designed and manu

factured expressly for amplification and oscil

lation purposes. Particular attention is in

vited to the large amplification constant of this

tube. Recent official Navy tests show con

clusively that the Moorhead VT tube has a

higher amplification constant than any other

vacuum tube known to the radio art.

Price — $7.00 each. Immediate

deliveries. Order from your dealer

or remit direct to address below.

ceptor.

Price —- $6.00 each. Immediate

deliveries. Order from your doalw

or remit direct to address below.

Amateurs write

for d e s c r i p

twe literature.

BOTH TUBES LICENSED UNDER THE DE

FOREST AUDION AND FLEMING PATENTS

Dealers write

for prices and

particulars.

PACIFIC RADIO SUPPLIES CO.——SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR

MOORHEAD LABORATORIES, INC.
Reference—-The American National Bank, San Francisco.

638 MISSION STREET - SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

EASTERN AGENTS—THE ATLANTIC RADIO SUPPLIES CO.

NUMBER EIGHT KIRK PLACE, NEWARK, NEW JERSI-IY—PHONE MARKET 1575
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ATTENTION AMATEURS

The only practical adapter

 

HEAT TREATING ALLOY STEEL

(Continued from page 203)

table herewith gives the color and cor

responding temperature at which the

various tools mentioned are best

quenched.

Temperatures for Tempering

The following table gives the re

quired temperature in Fahrenheit de

grees to produce certain colors, when

tempering hardened steel:

Lathe, shaper and planer tools:

430. Very light straw.

450. Light straw.

Taps, dies and wood turning tools:

470. Dark straw.

490. Very dark straw.

Hatchets, chisels, etc.:

500. Brownish yellow.

520. Yellow tinged with purple.

530. Light purple.

Price $1.50

RADISCO AGENCY

We make up sets to specifications

  

Made by the

AMATEUR wlnurss soumvmn-r co. \i.>

1390 Prospect Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

_ _ Springs, etc.:
Catalogue sent on receipt of 10c, which S50_ Dark pu1.p1e_

may be d e du c t ed from first ordcr. Dollars wrlto for proposition s70_ Dark b1ue_

 

The following table gives the pro

portional parts of lead to one pound

of tin, which when melted will have

the required temperature to produce

certain colors on hardened steel, by

simply immersing the parts to be

treated in the molten metal:

  

“Sparks” says:

“Lasting Satisfaction
. . . . TEMPERATURE

is measured to a great extent by the initial quality of the Color F_ De‘ Proportions

radio apparatus Y0" P"'¢h"°- _ Very light straw.... 430 1;/ to 1

Our high grade line of Standard-make Commercial and Light straw. . . . . . .. 450 2 to 1

Amateur Radio equipment embodies the latest 1deas_ in Dark straw . . . . . . .. 470 2% to 1

design and workmanship which assure you of lasting Very dark straw... 490 3% to 1

satisfaction under all operating conditions. Bl'0Wl1lSl1 yellow... 500 4§/ to 1

Ilsiglit purrile . . . . . .. 530 71; to 1

' ar purpe . . . . . .. 550 12 to 1

Our Specialty Dark blue....... .. 570 25 to 1

is rendering you such Service that you may always know

your interests will be looked after as to Quality and

 

  

The International Electric Co.
“"' _ Eu ans D nncr, President"‘,’.{'t;‘§'.l"...1.l"i.‘=".-£33’-" 226-A Fulton Stzroet y New York, N. Y., u. s. A.

553 E. 'I'l1irtY-Eighth Street

price.

and Satisfactorily looked after.

Write for it today.

 

  

“PRECISION”

In Every Sense of the Word

Radio Transmitting and ReceivingApparatus of Precise Performance

Instruments Built to Specifications

Standard and Special Equipment for School and Laboratory Use

Hot-Wire and Milliammotors

J. EDW. BROADBELT, Jr.

Maker of

PRECISION RADIQ EQUIPMENT

  

 

Call on us when in town. Your wants will be Quickly

Our latest catalog is yours for 10 cents to cover postage.

Baltimore, Md.

BE SURE AND QRDER YOUR COPY

or 1-zvnnvnsv ENGINEERING MAGAZINE FOR JULY Now "r0 INSURE 0:1-rmc. rr. I

When small work is tempered in

large quantities the above method is

expensive as the pieces are handled in

dividually and is not as reliable as

when the articles are heated in a kettle

of oil, using a thermometer for indi

cating the temperature or in a lead pot

furnace. A piece of perforated metal

is used to keep pieces away from the

bottom of the oil kettle, though a wire

basket will serve the purpose even bet

ter. As soon as the parts are raised

to the required temperature they are

quenched to cool.

Case Hardening

When an article of low carbon steel

is to have a hard surface it is not pos

sible to treat it by merely heating and

quenching, as there is not enough car

bon in the steel to insure proper hard

ening. One process of treating such

materials is known as “case” hardening

and consists of covering the surface

while red hot with some material which

forms a coating or case steel, which can

be hardened by quenching, as in previ

ous processes. Small parts, such as

nuts, bolts, cones, etc., may be case

(Continued on page 268)
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Two Famous

RADISCO SPECIALTIES

RADISCO COIIS

conceded by several well known Radio Men to be far

superior to any similar type of lnductances. Made in

seventeen sizes, tapped and plain. Wave length range

from Z00 to 20,000 meters, priced from 7Qc to $4.85.

Plentiful supply in stock at all Radisco Agencies.

RADISCO BETTER “B” BATTERY

  

is rnsde according to Government specifications in two (Z) sizes-—

3%4xZxZl/;" and 6V 14:3”. A first-class I5 cell, 5 group buttery,

ARIABLE VOLTA (Put. spplied for) is s special feature of this

battery which enables you to provide critical voltage regulation for

your vacuum tube by means of s switch connection with cells, ts s of

which have been taken off. Very economical and convenient. I one '°“’°°"’°°‘”"'°°“"'

cell goes bad just test osch oup of 3 calls sud short circuit tho bud ° “ ~- Q

one. Price. small size, $l.4 . Lsrgo size, $2.40, st any agency, or if

ordered by mail include postage for Z pounds on small size sud 5 ' APPARATUS ‘

pounds on large size. BETTER ,_e_ BATTERY

RADISCO AGENTS carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look for ““,_':;:)"',':'|;_;,;|':_I';'::G"""“‘c°_""' '

the Radisco trade mark on all parts you buy and be sure of getting NEWARK N“W

  

efficient apparatus.

Below are listed ii few of the reliable firms who carry the RADISCO COILS, Better "B" Batteries and are our Agents

for all other standard apparatus of merit.

COMMUNICATE YOUR WANTS TO THEM

ALBANY, N. Y. EUREKA PEORIA PROVIDENCE, R. l.

E. L. Long, II..I..IN_OIS Rhode Island Elec. Equip. Co.

21 Magnolia Terrace Klaus Radio Co. 45 Washington Street.

ATLANTIC crrv N. J. "AMPT°N» N- "- PYITSBURGH, PA.

Independent Radio 5\II>I>lyC<>- D°l“‘°°Y F°l°l' 8‘ C°" Radio Electric Co.
I

118 So. New Jersey Ave. EA!-IE 4521 F9,-be; st,

3A,:-'{,1.M°ERE.'~ M1? Co sii wi'w2I....;1‘2;.. St. scnaurou, Ifa.
6la4lNorth Calverg St. l, MCKEESPORT’ A‘ lS>hoottc§i Radio Mfg' Co"

K.&I...F.lectricCo., - - 0!3_

BEINVII..I..I:'., QUEBEC, CAN. 427 Q5“, 5;,-cc; Branch 8 Kingsbury St.,

Canadian Radio Mfg. Co. NEW QRLEANS, LA_ Jamestown, N. Y.

BOSTON. MASS. '-- A- Rm» SPRINGFIELD MASS.

Au»-ac Radio Co., 121 Cemv $*- Electric Service Co.,

88 Broad Street. NEWARK, N._ J. 535 Armory Street

BR°°K1-Y", "- Y- i"\ivi' Fimin "rononro our cm
Kelly & Phillips Electric Co., e‘ M ° The vim’ su ‘I’ Co '

312 nab-as Ave. NEW¢A5TU’¢- PA-_ 585 C “Y §P Y -'
Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. ° *3‘? bee‘

BRONX, NEW YORK Co"
Am*t°'"" W“°l“' Eq"iPm'mt 507 Florence Ave. WASHINGTON’ D’ C‘

Co., “SHAH Nation_sl Radio Supply Co.,

1390 Prospect Ave. PHKADELPHIA’ PA sos Ninth St., N. w.

CHICAGO, ILL. Philadelphia School of Wire- WICI-IITA, KAN.

Chicago Radio Laboratories, less Telegraphy, The Cosradio Co.,

1316 Carmen Ave. Broad and Cherry Streets. 1725 Fairrnount Ave.

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY : . Newark, New Jersey
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A GOOD WAVEMETER

AT A MODERATE PRICE

is accurate, simple and

rugged. Comprises a port

able oak case 5%’ x 81/4"

:61/g" with hinged cover,

bakelite p a n o I, balanced

condenser, buzzer, detector,

switch, binding posts, and

two 2-unit inductance wind

ings, range 200 to 2000

meters.

  

Price $27.50

  

These meters aro in stock for

immediate delivery, and are

carried in stock by most

good dealers.

 

 

  

TYPE B. Q. WAVEIETER

Bulletins Z and I‘ son: for so Stamps list our oomplsto lino of high grads, modorstsly priosd

apparatus for the radio laboratory. Bullstin ll lists tho Camlrridgs Rectifier ior Storage

mun (mums

l3l Main Street, Cambridge, Mass.CLAPP-EASTHAM CO.,

EXPERIMENTAL

~scm__NcE -

" CHEMISTRY

A New Magazine of Sci- ___ \ J A ,./

ttmce f’?-1 tilts ,RJ}D£ .

er a rac tea 1um- _ _ I
Technical Man l $1.75, ‘New and Ortgmal.

WRITTEN BY AUTHORITIES

Literature Sent on Request

Send In Your Subscription NOW!

Experimental Science Publishing Company

710 Fourteenth Street Washington, D. C.

 

- PHYSICS '

First Issue out May 5th.

$1.50 per year; Canada

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO AMATEURS!

. We have s number of GENERAL RADIO CO. BOT WIRE AJDETIBB

rsngs 0-2.5 amperes which were lafl on our hands at the termination

of the war. Thsso lnstrumants are of tbs flush inn. callbrstod, and

In good condition. exactly like a largo number supplied by us to the

U. 8. Army Air Barrios.

We also luvs a tow ammsters of tbs same K790. rlnls 0-l smncro.

adapted to use in measuring the fllsmsnt current of vacuum tubes or

IOI power trsnsmittinl sets.

 

  

    

» ' 1 ‘t
AMP(FIC5‘_‘.,

OIDIIL. -.»--.

Whils they last, $5.00 will ht-ins you either rinse. slumush our

regular Dfll-‘C II “B-99

Dealers write for our proposition

 

Loose Couplers

Combination bums Cour

u hm and soussiies.

\ Send lc stamp for lit

eraturc which is surs

~L0 Interest IIIII.

1. P. morn ’°°”thZ‘§fi§§ZL‘ '1‘;;.>"""

RADIO APPARATUS

on thl

INSTALLMENT PLAN

Pall panioaiars and the BVA BULLIHN cam malt)

suit on rsoslnt d ion c<~ms—stuups or coin.

J. DONALD VANDERCOOK

LOMBARD rm m ILLINOIS
 

HEAT TREATING ALLOY

STEEL

(Continued from page 266)

hardened by heating red hot and cov

ering with a thin layer of powdered

cyanide of potassium, and when this

melts, the article is again heated to a

red heat and plunged in water. While

the above process is suitable for hard

ening a few small pieces, it is not rec

ommended for large quantities of work,

as the results would not be uniform

and the process would be too expensive,

besides, the hardening is superficial

and only a thin skin.

If many small pieces are to be case

hardened at the same time, they may

be treated in much the same manner as

in box annealing. Granulated raw

bone, and granulated charcoal should

be mixed in equal proportions and a

layer of this mixture placed in an

iron pot box to the depth of one or one

and one-half inches. A layer of the

articles to be treated is then placed in

this and these are covered with more

material, the same care being observed

in packing and with regard to test

pieces as with other processes. After

the container has been sealed with fire

clay luting, it is placed in a carburiz

ing furnace and the temperature main

tained at a point which will keep the

pieces at a bright red heat for periods

varying with the degree of the surface

hardening desired. Generally carbon

will penetrate the surface of wrought

iron or low-carbon steel one-eighth inch

in 24 hours, but as it is seldom neces

sary to harden any deeper than one

thirty-second inch, the work may be

taken out after four or five hours.

After small pieces are heated the con

tents of the pots may be emptied di

rectly into a tank of brine around

which there is a constant circulation of

water to keep it cool. If great tough

ness is required, the packing material

is sifted out and the pieces quenched

in oil. Large pieces must be dipped

one at a time and can be wired so that

they can be removed from the harden

ing box when desired. There has been

great development of late in scientific

heat treatment, which will be described

more at length in other articles of this

series. The processes which have been

described are simple ones which are

of particular interest to the practical

mechanic or repairman and make clear

what is meant by heat treatment.

(To be continued)

En. Nora. The next instalment will

outline the construction of various

forms of furnaces used in heat treat

ing and explain how to distinguish the

various types.
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SOME WICONY DEALERS

PRODUCTS If you are a re

Augizzl c°'“'°l liable, progressive

Audion Amplifiers

Audion Accessories

Complete Receivers

and Accessories

Complete Transmit

ters and Accessories

Your Holidays

You can do more during your vacation than in all the evenings

you have spent on your station during several months. It will not

only be a recreation but will improve YOU and YOUR STATION.

Sent on Approval for Comparisons

In order to help you choose the “best wireless value per dollar”

we will ship you any Wicony product on 5 days’ approval. If,

after receiving it, you are not satisfied in every respect, ship it

back within five days and we will refund your money. \Ve want

you to see the inside design and workmanship of the apparatus

as well as that showing on the outside.

‘l dealer, it will pay

you to write us.

Write today.

  

You may have the Wicony bulletins and cover for the

small sum of 10c. If you have not received yours,writc

immediately to be put on our "bulletin mailing list."

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
Radio Engineers, Manufacturers and Distributors

47B West Street New York, N. Y.

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

To the Radio Engineer

Radio Manufacturer

Radio Amateur

You cannot afford to do without the

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO

ENGINEERS

In it, you will find all the latest information on Transmitters,

Receivers, Bulbs, Radio Telephony, Elimination of Strays, and

every other important radio topic.

$9.00 (in U. S.)

S b ' tiu scrip on per year{ 9.60 (abroad)

Address

Secretary,

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS

COLLEGE or Tl-IE CITY or NEW YORK

 

WILCOX ROTARY GAP
Belt-driven Well quenched

' , ,_ Solid balanced rotor Short leading snark

.- ' - Large steel slisft Clear tone

Long brass bearing I-lloli Etllcleney

COMPLETE $10.00

Postpaid

The WILCOX LABORATORIES lac.

Lansing Dept. D Michigan

  

Employers everywhere are lookinli ior skilled

drsftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement.

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to ii

young man because drafting itself not only com

mands good pay, but it is the ‘irst step toward

success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering

or Architecture. And di-siting is just the kind of

work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right at home in spare

time. For 29 years the International Correspond

ence Schools have been giving boys just the train

ing they need for success in Drafting and more

than M0 other subjects. Thousands of boys have

stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help,

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work_ ou

like best in the coupon. then mark and _mai_ it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring

ou information that may start you on a success

ul career. This is yoiir chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

ii;-_-my-_‘n °u"' ggggim-_i-_

INTERNATIONAL 00llliESPONllENlIE SCHOOLS

BOX 6084-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Expliiln, without obli ting me, how I can qualify for the

position, or in the sub act, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL EIGIIEIR

Iectrlcien

leclrlc Wiring

Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running

Heavy Electric Traction

Electrical Draftsman

lleetrlo Iaehlne Designer

Telegraph Expert

Precilca Telephony

IICIIANICAL ENGINEER

Mechanical Draftsman

Ship Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice

Toolnieker

Gas En lneer

CIVIL NGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

llllli FOII-EI'N OR INTI

ARCHITECT

Arehlleetaral llraltsmea

PI-HIRING AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

Name

Present

Occupation

Street

and No.

'Jlty

Recognized as the largest and beet
  

Send ten cents for

descriptive catalogue to

Dopt. E, 900-902 Penna. Ave., N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

CREIIUAL ENGINEER

SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

Window Trimmer

Show Card Writer

Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

IIUSINILSS IAIAGBIBIT

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Slenograplisr and Typist

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Trslilc Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

S'l'A‘I'l0ll|AllI BNGIIIII

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mall Clerk

Textile Overseer or Snps.

AGIIIOUI-TUIIF. Spaniel

l'onllr_vRalslu¢ French

Automobiles Itallaa

 

T-no-is

Slalom __.
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RADIO APPARATUS

Distributors of reliable Radio apparatus

for experimenters in every branch of

the Radio field!

  
  

G. A. STANDARDIZED SUPPLIES

STANDARD BAKELITE PANELS

The highest grade of insulating material obtainable. The use of standard sizes oi panels

make possible the interchangeable design of equipment.

  

  

  
  

  

  

Sine 1/8 In. Thick Weight 3/16 in. Thick Weight 1/4 In Thick Weight

21/1: 5 ins. $0.30 1/; lb. $0.45 ‘/1 lb. $0.60 1/. lb. ‘

5 I 5 Ina. .50 I lb. .88 I ll). 1.13 I III. “P. ,, ‘Remem

s no Ina. 1.1a 1 lb. 1.1a 1 lb. 2.30 21b. 1"!" ber" We

10 X10 ins. 2.35 1 lb. 3.50 2 lb. 4.60 2 lb. Th; sign

10 X15 Ina. 3.50 2 Ih. 5.25 2 lb. 6.85 3 lb. of Farry an

Accurately cut, always kept In stock. Shipping charges extra. 'ervice rmmense
  

  
  

G. A. STANDARDIZED AIR CONDENSERS stock.
  
 

 

Rugged design, with a consequently perma- For vacuum tube transmitters G. A. conden

nsnt calibration is an outstanding loatura ol sers are practically the only ones available to

the G. L. Standardized Condensers. eXDel'lm0l1i-er! Whlfib will ll-Ind 111811 "#118800

  

HONEY-COMB C0115

LITZENDRABT wmn. (wan. they last.)

  
Lou“ u huh u 50 w 75% of mo me,” of and heavy currents without breaking down.

ruched sum“ “Q common m madman SPECIFICATIONS . Small size, 0.00001 to

hm“ ma mm, 0, moulded c°mD,,sm°,,_ 0.000535 mld.,29 plates,ovsrallhsight8% ins.

  

  

    
  

  

  

    
  
    
 
 

  

1.1.-75 330-1030 meters ............ .. s|.sofibre. or mm! with inwlv-ins buuhinss Losses Llriousilzloi 05000015 ‘to 0.00:1: KL 5: Pia“; 1.1.-100 450-1400 " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. s|.7o

in the G. A. condensers can be neglected be- °'°“'l ed? 0 '5 IE" x 0“ an 9 Nd 1,1,_150 000.2200 " _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _, $100

muse these heavy end plates are cut from 3*m,‘1"" b ““°‘°'" M‘°°lI"°'“. ’ °k"’,d .5 LL-200 930-2s5o " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.|o

extra (fade sheet Bakelite. lgirt °smf;,_‘“g“-m_ d|‘:n';fe,“ arffmdz 1 “L 1.1.-250 1soo-4000 -' ............ .. $2.30

Like the other G. A. instruments, these oon- ' LL-300 1550-4800 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.50
from end plate. Hole in and threaded for 0/I2

  
  denser: are expensive because they are ds- mfl,w_ Wm uh Rldlsco or Grebe knobl LL-400 2050-6300 " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.80    
  

 

    
    

  

signed for men ol such discrimination that ; _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 5 I LL-600 4000-12000 “ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.00
they will not take something lust as good, but PRICE 1821.031: 3:: _ _ _ _ _ _ __‘1g_:5 :2: LL-750 5000-15000 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.20

“mind Q" 0031- Calibration curve for either size . . . . .....$.50 “"1000 020040000 " - ~ ' - ~ ' - - - ' - - - - $3-50  
 
 
  

LL—1250 7000-21000 “ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.90

Note :—These are the genuine DeForest litz

coils.

INDUCTANCE COIL MOUNTINGS

FOR HONEY-COMB COILS

No. LC-101 DeForest, mounted on oak

base with gears to hold three coils... .$I3.00

N0. LC-201 DeForest, same as above but

with primary condenser switch mounted

on base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$I5.00

No. LC-I00 Same as LC-101 but with

out base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l0.00

No. ULC-100 Same as LC-100 but mounted

on unit panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l0.75

No. ULC-200 Single inductance coil

mounting on unit panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.00

No. ULC-300 Double inductance coil

mounting on unit panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.80

No. LTLC~400 Triple inductance coil

mounting on unit panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.60

DE FOREST UNIT PANEL UNITS

No. US-500 Primary condenser or vario

meter switch . . . . . . ..'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.00

No. UCS-1500 Loading or Bridging con

denser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $8.25

No. US-200 Master anti-capacity switch.. $4.40

No. S-200 Master anti-capacity switch

  
G. A. Standard H. F. Cable for Receivers and V. T. Transmitters

10 Io. 88 cable, D.S. covered, lor receiving coils. Good for 2-bank winding. 40 turns per inch.

Price per 1.00 leet $0.60.

80 No. 88 cable, D.S. covered. Gives greater signal strength and sharper tuning than solid wire,

I6 turns per in., 100 lest $0.95.

8 x 16 No. 38 cable, D.S. covered. Must be used for V.'i‘. transmitting inductances for maximum

efllclency 20 t-p.i., 100 feet $2.00.

No. 24 S.S.C. wire, gg Ib., $0.50—- Ih., I1.00—1 Ib., $2.00

  

  

  

  

  

N0. 26 S.S.C. wire, ¢ Ih., 0. Ih., 1..20—1 Ih., 2.40

4 Ib., 0.75— Ib., 1.50—1 Ib., 3.00

No. 30 S.S.C. wire, 4 Ib., 0.90— 1 Ib., 1.80--1 Ib., 3.80

SEND 3c IN STAMPS FOR G. A. BULLETIN JUST OFF Tl-IE PRESS.

    

No. 28 S.S.C. wire,  

norm
Gl1A0lAAcNl'l’EE $00000‘

on EVERY "s°"0"
om“ . . nunlun

The General Apparatus Company

4310-A Broadway at 183rd St. NQW_ York City

 

 

  

  
“ , unmounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.00

No. UD-100 Crystal detector with crystal. $4,30

No. UR-100 Audion tube receptacle . . . . .. $2.95

No. US-500 “B" battery switch . . . . . . . . .. $3.00  

No. UF-100 “A" battery filament rheostat $3.30

No. US-400 Tlckler or audion-ultraudion

  
at the distance, strength of signal and freedom from   

. . 3 1 t n l1 ..................... .. s .25
Q. R. M. you get with Ace equipment The type T. T. N.;.h3i_e3?:::-i9- 1......” switch and tele- ‘:25

Tuner is the kind -..~—~~~~ ~.6lng;3§.p0.;.";§..;'".'..;.;.i.".;.;a"..i..;i;.;.;; mo

you Want for that ex_ N.;.“31.. G...".;..i..i.i.;';.;,;.az.;...."".;.;.a $7 75

Heme long distance 1... U¢"v":.‘.'.s"s'...;.a.;;'"..;;."..;.;."'..;;.: '  

denser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.75

Important! Every article sent to any part of

the U. S. A. Postage prepaid. We want your

business. Send 6 cents in ltnmpa for new

catalog.

F. 1). PITTS co., Inc.
12 Park Square Dept, 1-‘_

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Telegraph Pictures

  

work thru the worst

Q. R. M. Doc Ace

has the right dope

when he says “You

may pay more, but

you can’t buy better.”

  

  

 

Type T. T. Regenera- 0 if ,. BY ELECTRICITY _ ;

, . ~ A complete set of two machines '~

hve TUHGP, range __ oi this marvelous equipment for

Y - _ only $19.50. Instructave, l_ny|ti~

to 2750 meters, F.O.B. - - V -. _ lying and n0¢fnl- This suture .

, , , ' ' i - - -» of resident Wilson was tele i

C1n¢|I|_nat_| — ‘ ‘ 0 ~ = graphed by these machines. Pic‘

ture tele phing is the coming

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT co. ‘=1’?-. 0..

2437 Gilbert Ave. Dept. B Cincinnati, Ohio 0

LEARN WIRELESS TELEGRIIPHY
Fascinating and Educational Wm-k—B1g Salarlea——Preparo Now

The United States Shipping Board is making heavy demands upon usfor Dodge-trainedwirelessoper.

ators. Travel all over the world,secure,free, unsurpassed living accommodations and earn a bigsalary_

We Also Teach Morse (Wire) Telegraphy and Railway Accounting

icllool established 45 yearn. Endorsed by wireless. railway and telegraph officials. Low

rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. Catalog Free. Write 1’odny_

Dodge's Telegraph and Wireless lncllhlle 88rd Se. Ualparalso, Indlflnq

  

\iiHuiVIMI4|I1Illlllllllllllllllllllliill!H.|HlutllHHIIIllllllllllslllllllllllllllil

AMBITIOUS

YOUNG MEN

‘ WHO WANT A COLLEGE

EDUCATION CAN READ

_ OUR ANNOUNCEMENT ON

PAGE 274 TO ADVANTAGE

-..........-.................................................-....<...................-..................----_-_é

|1t4|IIyi||Il1I4lH|I|IIHIIIll|lll'

  

m|uv|u|||||

Hlllllllllillllltvu

  

.....

  

  ...m...v.4.-........

  

Please mention Evsavnav ENGINEERING Maoazms
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3 inch Dial only . . . . . . . . . ..75 cents

4 West Park Street

Indicating

Dials

Make your radio apparatus up to

date. Indicating dials now available

at a reasonable price.

Made of fine black polished composition

with radial lines and figures accurately

engraved and filled with brilliant white.

Diameter of dial is 3 inches and they are

3/lo inch thick. Have bevelled edge. We

can furnbh dial alone or with fine Bakelite

Knob mounted. This knob has a set screw

to clamp shaft of instrument to which dial

is to be applied.

Put’-M l.f your dealer cannot supply you send

Slnch mu with Knob moussted..Il.30 ‘" 55' ‘"'"° ""5 Y°'" °"l°"- |"“°°'

Postpaid d.ll!O dGllYQl"lOl

OUR NEW CATALOG now ready for distribution contains 24 pages of

real, live, up to the minute illustrations, news and descriptions of all

standard Radio parts, including the above Indicating Dial.

Sent anywhere upon receipt of 10c.

For sale at all Radisco Agencies and by

A. H. Corwin & Co.

Newark, N. J.

Licensed by De Forest

AUDIOTRON
The Qriginal Tubular Vacuum Amplifier

The AudioTron vacuum tube is now manufactured and sold as a genuine

audion licensed under DeForest Patents Nos 841387 and 879532 to be

used only for amplification in radio communication and only for experi

mental and amateur purposes and only in audio frequency circuits.

The AudioTron has a double filament of special thorium tungsten and

the operating life is over 2000 hours. No special socket is required. The

electrical and mechanical dimensions result in a heavy plate current and

corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage under 40. Our guarantee

insures satisfaction.

PRICE $6.00 EACH

If your local dealer cannot supply you we will ship postpaid when eash

accompanies order.

The AudioTron Exclusive Guaranty: Each and every AudioTron is

guaranteed to arrive in good condition and to rove fully satisfactory.

Replacement of unsatisfactory tubes will be ma e free of charge.

A'udioTron Audio-Frequency Transforrner $7.00

Laminated closed core, two coil typo

DEALERS :—Write for our attractive trade Proposition.

AUDIOTRON SALES CO., Lick Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

 

 

 

  

  

"Ask Auyaue Wha Has Und It."

What Our Patrons Say:

"I have had my hones about

three years, and ey still can

make “POZ" (Nauen) roar."

(Name on Request.)

Brandes

Wireless Headset

  

Superior. 2000 shins. Q7

TRIAL £e:l out Brande: Wireless

rceiverr against any other

OFFER make. Test them for sensi

tiveuess, clrarueu and dis

toucs. If within toss days you're not

only actuated but enthusiastic over

lhem—boc corner your money without

o question. Prove for yourself the

flue quality, the "matched tone." The

two diaphragnss, toned exactly alike,

strengthen the .1-zonal: and event

blurring. Used by many U. . Gov

ernment experts and ex erl: abroad;

by r0llege:_and technica schools; and

bmrofesmnals and amateur: every

w e

SEND 4: FOR CATALOG u

C. BRANDES 32 Um" 5¢""*»

INC. Room 822. New York

WIRELESS RECEIVER

SPECIALISTS

 

Radio Apparatus

The Mutual Purchasers Associa

tion offers you membership on

a dividend earning plan, where

by anyone buying thru the asso

ciation automatically becomes

entitled to a coupon chocls

which is a dividend and is ac

ceptable as cash, upon anything

else you buy.

Our membership exceeds 1900

and is growing daily, and they

are earning dividends and get

ting other benefits of the asso

ciation, such as hookup data

and information on anything

pertaining to radio.

We can furnish radio material

and parts advertised in this

magazine at manufacturers’

catalog prices.

Write Department E.lVl. for

application blank and general

information on how to earn

these dividends.

No application fee.

MUTUAL PURCHASER

ASSOCIATION

2 & 4 Stone Street New Yor‘
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THE

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY

announces the birth of another

RADI()- TRANSFORMER

named weight 13 pounds

250 watts, 250 miles—a mile per watt

 

  

ACME. 250 has inherited the high efficiency, excellent operating characteristics, rugged

construction and attractive appearance of its older brothers, and has come to fulfill the

demand for a transformer which, though it may not present as good a front, can make itself

The ACME cry is 800 cycles strong.

heard in any company.

Price..................$16.00 Dressed

110volt

ACME APPARATUS COMPAN

  

Make Your Own

ELECTRICAL APARATUS

3

It is easy to make your own at home

with the aid of these 4 up-to-date

books that you can understand. Each

has over 72 pages and over 60 illus

trations, 3 color cover, size 5 x 7 inches.

HOME MADE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

in Three Parts

VOL. I—C0ni.alns working drawings and direc

tions tor making all aorta oi Static Machines,

Static Apparatus. Home-made Batteries. Storage

Cells, Transformers, Rectifiers, etc.

VOL. 2—Conts.ins working drawings and direc

tions for all sorts of Voltmeters, Ammeters,

Gulvanorneters. Switches, Rhenstuts, Wireless

Telelfaph Apparatus, Tesla Coils, Wireless Tele

plhoue, Electroplating, Experiments. etc.

0L. 3-—Contalns working drawings and direc

tions for making all sorts oi’ Dynamos, Motors.

Electric Engines, Miniature Lightin Plants,

Wireless Telegraph Apparatus, '.l‘es a Coils,

Wireless Telephone, Electro lating. Experiments,

HOME-MADE TOY MOT RS—Gives complete

details with working drawings for making 12

simple but operative electric motors. Several

ouilt from sheet "tin." Others with castings.

lgiziltlpaid TRIRYEE $ I s00

GET THEM NOW

PRICE MAY ADVANCE ANY DAY

COLE 8: MORGAN, Inc., Publishers

Dept. U.13, 188 Greenwich St., N. Y.

 

  

  

Send for

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of

Amateur Requirements

Halcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Haller Cunningha

Elec. Co.
  

 

 

 

 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

$13.00 Undressed

60 cycles ‘A KW

24 Windsor Street,

Cambridge 39, Mass.
 

em

DUCl(’S z§i°i>l§.. i

Electrical

-ml w==l- Catalog

JUST OFF THE PR1-".55

Ill Pages of ‘Vb-alqgg

Instrument:

SEVERAL

SIZES

r-on

  

.n . ‘ 1 _-_

Z ~: A was sq F

‘-' ~ ‘ ’ Haze is noulcztrorg to tam‘,2 K

’ _ P1100, _and that it is a Becca. ,,

Llglutogtudcyoaiathelolocflors of’;

your apparatus. ‘

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG
TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT 0FMlAZ‘eLElg

STAMPS OR COIN, h‘ h _
ducted on first dol‘l'ar“|:surI:ls.a,s:. d.

C-rose at I es] ¢ |prohlbl:t° d|°lIcl'.|bl‘:{l‘OnIl 32::

._.__.____._ _._____i,_ _

What This Big Catalog Contains

175 sp. Wireless Aa

paratna for Com

|

l
llerciaiand lk- I:.W; l‘

l

I

l

Anni l

SEND FOR. CATALOGUE

IIRGESS sarrrmr l

conmnr i
perimontal use;

10 pp. Raw Material;HARRIS TRUST BLDG.- ClllCAGO.ll.l..
I». Transformers; ‘mu;

_ _ sap. Annusss
'fi“f,‘.',:,‘“" st‘ Yoihldsu; ‘Id

lpp. Telegraph ll». Iedlql Ami I

Instruments:

MERACO

EQUIPMENT

"IIERAGO" PERFECT B BATTERIES

Ara made in three sizes and are full: guaranteed.

Our circular will interest you. Bend for it.

Buy WHILE YOU CAN at This Price

Here Are a Few Other Meraco Ofieraz

Halid rubber. 55. 8/18, K, Q5, K, in., $1.40

per .

Bakelite grade ax, natural, $2.90 per lb.; black,

$8.00 per lb.

Flexible rubber tubing to slip over loads. in per

loot; $3.50 per 100 it.

Note: Postage must be included, as extremely low

prices prohibit shipment otherwise.

MERCURY RADIO APPLIANCE C0.

872-A Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.

244-Z46 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio    

 

“POROX"
"Trade Mark"

High grade Batteries made up in

single transparent Celluloid gnd

Pyralin cells for model and rmdjo

work.

Special Batteries made to org-1.;

also duplicating of foreign 5;‘,

teriea.

 

 

Prices on request.

ALBERT MULLER

8758 Queens Boulevard

Jamaica, Long Island, N- Y_

  

Sllioon detector. Galena neteltor.

ll.50 SI .50
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, - | r . .

V’ ‘ Here’s a Receiver with
EiglTt:l~)_ji*Asti‘r1Et’Ti5iidv_a’ntaTges

"P? ~. N

D“FoR§S?. Agni,“-_“ 9"‘ ' " Cl?M_.PLI_'ITE, compatcst anal infexpensitvse Iieceliving Set

at 1 rmn ¢ 1 o emen an re nemen w 1c increaseC""": ‘A’; a"“' "'7' ‘" eficiengylgigid riiliiiriiiiliate many objectionable features oi re

Elccnical Den er to get you . .

D¢FOREST Apparahu. cewlng 3PP3r3tu5

No longer is it necessary for you to have two or three

¢;,,,,,|,|,,m°,, Au¢|,,,_U|t,-.A,,¢|,,, expensive, inconvenient and cumbersome tuners spread all

and One-step Amplifier: Typo P- over your operating table when working all wave lengths.

390- sll; '2V="*1?9:."X "- Pm; With this new DeFOREST tuning system you can work

‘H50’ '°'““" u " I ‘O0 “C any and all wave lengths with the one tuner shown at the

right. This Set has distinct advantages oi minimum table

space and of convenience in coupling not equalled in any

other type Ofslippflri-LKUS. 'I'_Il‘]heGentire S€1i5i;6(él‘lE§]gl%lC}I§l the

two cabinets own ere. e enuine e “ oney
Comb" Coil System o_i Tuning is employed—no superior T3'§<,"~§|'z-/I-’§'i'~. Tim‘ $7§.|.'l;

system has ever been invented. without Cells.

I

I

I

I

I

This is a new DeFOREST production embodying a l~i

  

unique and superior tuning system. Possession of this Set

mans more eficient and satisfactory operation; more

pleasure and practical benefit for every Amateur. Its price

is remarkably rezmonable for the quality oi apparatus and

the distinct advantages the Set offers. Find out more

about it at once—

Send for a DeFOREST Manual

I 36-page book conuining full information about this

and many more DaFOREST instruments, an well as

giving much useful information for the Amateur. Mailed

anywhere upon receipt oi 10 cents.

DE FOREST .RAD|0 TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH C0.

Inventors lDd‘MlflUflC!UlQfS of High Grade Radio Apparatus

I403 Sedgwick Ave., New York City

Lee De Fornt, lno.. Western Dletrlhuton

45! Third Street. Sui Francisco. Col.

(Shipments Direct Irom Sun Francisco Stock)

\\\\\\.. _-..\\\\\‘4\

ARIABLE LCUNDENSER”

THE “A R C0 " VARIABLE

CONDENS E R, illustrated

above, is made in two capaci

ties-—.0005 Mfd. and .001 Mfd.

The rotary plates are rounded

on one end, affording a straight

line capacity — a valuable fea

ture in wave meter work. The

condenser is furnished un

mounted only, but with the
L” ’ ’ * ’ * E addition of Dial and Knob, if

desired. Dial is of moulded composition, scale in white—0-I00 reading. Bakelite Knob.

We can guarantee this condenser in every way as to quality, reliability and satisfaction.

The low price is decidedly an innovation.

PRICES:

Capacity Unmounted with Dial and Knob

.0005 Mfd. $5.00 $6.00

.001 Mfd. 6.25 7.25

"BULLETIN l4"——describing and illustrating the best in RADIO

EQUIPMENT will be mailed upon receipt of I0 cents in stamps.

This amount may be deducted on your first order of $1.00 or over.

ATLANTIC RADIO CO., Inc.
New England Distributor: “Radiu:o" Products

88 BROAD STREET BOSTON 9, MASS.
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DEALERS

We shall be pleased to send our revised schedule of

prices and discounts on request. Delivery on our

standard equipment can be made immediately from

stock, subject to prior sale.

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO.

131 State Street Boston, Mass.
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CHIEF ELECTRICIANS ARE SCARCE. THOUSANDS ARE IN DEMAND. WHY NOT

PREPARE NOW? YOU ARE CAPABLE OF EARNING

$60 to $125 a week
AS ONE OF THE LEADING CONSULTING ENGINEERS OF THE EAST I know exactly

how to train men for positions of this kind. It Ia my SUCCESSFUL METHOD OF HOME

STUDY COMBINED WITH MY OWN PERSONAL ATTENTION THAT HAS PUT HUN

DREDS OF MY GRADUATES IN PROMINENT ELECTRICAL POSITIONS THROUGH

OUT THE COUNTRY.

Apply immediately for my SPECIAL OFFER of this month.

I'I. K. BI-ATCNLEY ls 60.: CONSULTING ENGINEERS. Llhsrty Blllldllll. I52 Temple BL, New Haven, Conn,

Kindly send me full particulars of your Home Stud! Course.

  

 
 

YOUR FUTURE

ON Ti-IE SEAS
  

Be a

- " » Ship

7. / -

Officer

Join America's

Mighty Merchant Marine

Hundreds of first, second and third mates, masters

and captains are needed by the big shipping com

panies and America’s great merchant. marina.

Salaries up to $4|2 per mo. and Ilvinn axnenaana.

Ships flying the American flag pay the biggest

salaries of any in the entire world.

Learn Navigation at Home or on Board Slip.

Captain Warren Sheppard's Course on Ocean

Coast and Lakes Navigation is now ready. It ta

a life time of practice placed before you for quick

mastery. Captain Sheppard was instructor for the

United States Shipping Board during the war.

All of his students received licenses—trom third

mate to master. Not one failed. He oflers thla

same sure method to you at a very low price.

You cannot. fail.

Valuable Booklet FREE

Iifloutthsenuporibeluwandretumtein. Ale-pp

hooklattellina howyoumay beauneaahipaflmi ass

hie salary will be sent you Ina. Du’! delay. Olen

urgently needed.

FREE COUPON.

ii(il§;ili"'¥L}Li.§'-§i'¢"Li Institute
Dept. ‘I2, Fuller Bldg” Jamey City, N. J.

Gentiemm:—Gand to ma tree build. "Y3 Iain U

on the Bays: Seas."

 

Are You Going to Give Up a College Education

BECAUSE YOU CAN’T AFFORD IT?

Will you allow yourself to go through life handicapped by the lack of technical

education, knowing that you can never attain the success that would have been yours

if you had gone to college?

NO!

If you have the stuff in you of which success is made you need not think of the cost

of going to college, for EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE will pay your expenses at

any University, College, Trade School or Correspondence School in the United States.

Everyday Engineering Will Finance Your Education

in return for all or a portion of your spare time. It may seem too good to be true, but it

is no less a fact—Four years at college with all the opportunities of learning, with the

social life, which, in itself, is of tremendous importance in the life of every man.

To make arrangements for starting this coming fall, write immediately to the “Circu

lation Department”, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, stating the name of the

University to which you want to go, the course you are desirous of taking and the

approximate cost for the scholastic year.

Here is your chance. It is up to you to take this opportunity now.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 West 45th Street New York City, N. Y_
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CARBON DETERMINATION BY

ELECTRIC RESISTANCE

METHOD, new in principle and ,

extremely simple, has been re- 1

cently brought out by J. R. Cain and

J. C. Maxwell for determining the

amount of carbon in steel. It is claimed

to be accurate within one-tenth of one

per cent. The details were published by

the authors in the September, 1919, is

sue of the Journal of Industrial and

Engineering Chemistry.

The fundamental principle of the

method which, it is believed, is of

wide application, is the change of elec

trical resistance brought about in a

standard solution by the precipitation

into it of another substance. This sub

stance is, in this case, carbon dioxide,

obtained by direct combustion of the

metal. The standard solution is barium

hydroxide of known electrical resis

tance. Hence the underlying chemical

equation is:

Ba(OH), + CO = BaCO + H,O.

 

The increase in the resistance is due to

precipitation of barium ions. Not only

is the principle new, the assembly of

apparatus is also new, and offers many

advantages for technical work over the

methods hitherto in use for the measure

ment of electrolytic resistance. These

require a complicated and expensive set

of apparatus. Other new features are:

The application of the “nomograph”

for the graphical representation of resis

tance data and the use of special con

ductivity cells with adjustable electrodes

to facilitate the manufacture of any

number of such cells without the same

cell constant.

WESTINGHOUSE EQUIPMENT

FOR SOUTH AMERICAN

RAILWAY ELECTRIFI

CATION

OR the Paulista Railway electrifica

tion in Brazil, the Westinghouse

Electrical International Company an

nounces the obtaining of contracts for

four locomotives—two for passenger

service and two for freight service. This

electrification will initially be 28 miles

in length, but later it is expected to

make extensions which will include a

distance of 100 miles.

The passenger locomotives have a

one-hour rating of 2,000 h.p. and

weigh 121 tons. They will be operated

from a 3,000-volt, direct-current over

head trolley system and will be com

plete with regenerative control. They

are designed for a maximum speed of

65 miles per hour and have a track

gauge of 5 feet 3 inches. The freight

locomotives have a one-hour rating of

1,500 h.p. and will weigh 87 tons.

They are also operated from a 3,000

volt, direct-current overhead trolley sys

tem and will be complete with regenera

tive control. The maximum speed will

be 40 miles per hour and the gauge five

feet three inches.

  

  

TO CUE EOWO iie CO8; B81’ CUE

250% More Work

ln power hack sawing, compound acts more

as a coolant than as a lubricant. Cutting

heats the blade, and the purpose of the

compound is to prevent the temper of

the blade being drawn.

A few drops of oil or a scanty flow of

compound simply tends to hold the chips

in the cut and is frequently responsible for

broken blades. Whatever you are using

for ii coolant, compound. or water, see io

it that the work is flooded except when

cutting iron castings. If 'ou use com

pound. keep it thin and well agitated.

Actual tests have proven that the use

of compound will increase the amount of

work accomplished by 250 per cent.

Get a co of the Starrett Hack Saw

Chart "bib" pick the right blade, grit

on the weight. sec to it your S P. .

are right—and watch your cutting cost

decrease.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.

  

 

  

42-984

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

THAT'S WHAT YOU'LL BAY when you aoo thia new

hm Utiliw Cheat. Built with a aolld oak frame.

and inta that are not dovetailed, hut lock-cornered

tor extra at:-enzth. This cheat la I sturdy keeper oi

wola; ban: proof. knock proof. and weather proof.

Auto-mechanic, alectrldan, lineman. will find tha

right house ior his tools in this

UNION Utility Cheat

Note U1! that llftl with

cover, yet flta anuily when

cover la closed. Strong

handla,_ hlnloa. hardware. e

Write for Catalog " '

prioaa and name of no

dealer. Sold on "Sat

isfaction or Money

Iiaek" luarantoe.

UNION TOOL CHEST

C-0. tno.. 34 Hill St-.

Fioahastar, N. Y.

  

...~.~.~

  

  

  uring your spare time.  

FREE BOOK COUPON
11,-1--_—-1i1

Amer]:-an F:-hool of Avlnflflll

431 S. Dearborn 8t..Chlna¢o

  
  

  
  

 

  
  

  
  

  
  

I EIOHOUS chance. n

The World‘: Gfl‘ll£ll‘T00lIDlkBII

Manufacturers oi Hack Saw: Uneleelled

ATHOL. MASS.

has the rag: A B. C alao a C1 or

Polnhaao . lhiiaaritlim. Sine and 'l‘an|uit loalu.

All graduation: are printed on white coated atoal troin

we divided platen. Than Scales are aoourata and

and D scalar

retain thalr accuracy indaflnitoly.

allaetad hr molds. alkaliaa. water or araaaa. Dearth or

rule 10". A 100 page lnatructioai Book. which toaohaa

allchthaaa ta to know about alido rules. la lent with

aa or or.

Prion in the Richardson’: Polyphuo Slide mm. in |

mu. with a 100-mo Instruction Book. 82.00.

ldoal altdu 0. It la low priced and an equal ‘

other rule in co. aaouraq and dura

hillb. Bo convinced. our money will he womptly

refunded it you are not aatlaflad.

Said RI our 40 page oatalonio of auimllaa. It da

aaiba rulaa Illlllfl from 50o to 810 each.

Thay are not

Ris
DOSitl0l"l3 Opfilllll

nowicdge to enter this new field. Learn at home by mail d

Prepare NOW

for than position:

Anronnutlrnl Entlneor

Al-rriiiiiutlvul Instructor

Aoroniuitlcnl Contractor

Al'I'lII)|lll'lO ll:-pnlrmnn
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/\Pl’U|)||lIli" Salesman
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Aeropluno Builder
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movie istory will repeat itself in Avi

able oflorfltfin to 1 II

nowhook "(Evert tic l!thqAlrph

oblhatbn. Iurotnt-oarfiandmgi rwu

ht now is your opportunity to get into the greatest industry the World has ever know_n_. Thousands of new

u everywhere in this attractive new field. Never before have ambitious men had ouch a

Coupon at once-find out how our wonderful Course in Practical Aeronautics will give you the

Enor-rnonaDomand Ior Men—BlgPay

ll you know Practical AIl'l).'\:lull6\. some bin Airplane Cor

Unheanl of Salnrim are bcinir paid

Sneclal Otter NOW-Send Coupon
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_ _ _ HIGH SPEED AND ALTITUDE

This 18 not a Real Machine but a RECORD average speed of 155

Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4 m_p_h' has been maintained by a

Breguet airplane equipped with a Re

nault 300 h.p. engine and the Rateau

supercharger in a flight from Paris to

Lyons, according to advices from Paris

under date of April 14tl1. The distance

was covered in 1 hr. 50 min. The high

speed is attributed to the fact that Lieu

tenant Roget, the pilot, flew at an alti

tude varying between 17,000 and 20,

000 feet.

At sea level the speed of this ma

chine is only 93 m.p.h., so that by going

to the higher altitude a gain of more

than 60 m.p.h. on the average speed

was obtained. At this height it was not

necessary for the pilot and his mech

anician to use oxygen masks and, with

the use of the Rateau turbine compres

sor, there was no falling off in the en

gine power. It would appear that the

wind did not assist in attaining the in

creased speed, for on the day of the

flight the weather bureau reported that

the direction was from south to north,

or against the machine, with an average

velocity of between 16 and 19 feet per

second. This experiment appears to

justify the prediction of Breguet that

with air-tight cabins and the use of the

Rateau compressor it would be possible

to attain an altitude of 50,000 feet and

fly at a speed of 250 m.p.h.

      

With a Wading ltlver

outfit, you, too. all

build this perfect ex

hibition and experi

mental nhsctilei. ltl 3

agulpped comps

controls, dummy Lib

    

ert! Engines, Paragon

Propellers-every de

tail a perfect repro

duction of the original.

It is easy to build with

Wading River parts.

  

  

  

You can make it from our complete unaasembled outfits. What this builder says stands good

with all others who build this perfect modeL F 5 9 19"

e . , .

Have had tine success with Biplane. it has flown

181 feet. E. Waterheuee, $21 . Mo. St., El Peso, Texas.

SET OF ll SCALE DRAWlN@ OF BFST KNOWN MACHINE FOR $1.50

This set includes the Nieuport inonoplane, Bleriot, Ourtiss Hydroplane, Antionetie, Langley

Tandem, German Tanbe, Deperdusin, Wright bi lane, White Bacer, White Flyer, and Chain ion

Bacer. Send 6c for our latest catalogue conta illustrations of models of Curtias LN. -B,

S.P.A.D. Scout. De Havlland 4, Csproni Biplane, Handley Page, Sopwith Triplane and others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

672-D Broadway

myN ort

NOWYOU CAN FLY!

A REAL AEROPLANE AT LOW COSTCompressed Air

Motors

THE DELERAY D-5 SPORT PLANE

Wing Span 18 ft. Speed 35-65 m.p.h.

Planned by men with 4 years’ experience in

Designing successful U. S. Government planes.

Equipped with 15 H.P. engine (practical

engineering made it possible for this biplane

to be flown with only 8 H.P.) Use your own

motorcycle engine if you wish.
QUICK DRYING LACQUER

COATINGS

PEED of production on some prod

ucts demanded the use of finishes

that would dry within a few minutes,

and cellulose lacquers or “dopes” were

adopted with successful results. Such

Said $8.00 for complete set of ll large detailed

blueprints, actual duplicates of our shop drawings,

showing exactly how each part is made and fitted.

DELERAY AIRCRAFT WORKS

.u-znornmns ENGINES PARTS

  

FREEPORT, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
  

HE new and improved

method of propelling your

  

Don't Scrap Aluminum Parts

Save them with S0-LUMINUM. NGI. lfeat weld

model aeroplane.

of the finest materials.

manship guaranteed.

propellers for the above motors.

Send stamp for descriptive circu

lar of these wonderful motors.

VVe manufacture everything for

aeroplane builder.

Give us a trial and be convinced.

HEC AEROPLANE CO.

the model

302 East 49th St.

 

 

UNDERSTAND
up Ilraxlmd

awn i>nr’ri'r
nnawmos

  

 

Manufactured

Work

Special

  

Use iasoline torch or soldering iron.

gulre Booklet on request.

motor truck companies.

80-LUMINUI MANUFACTURING 00.

I790 Broadway
  

blueprints. wood, metals, rubber sndumiai tools

sary. Send for this set quick and

made in

N°w Y°"k City Millins Lathes.

What Every Mechanic Should Thoroughly Know

This book points out the stumbling blocks for mechanics to avoid in acquiring

a complete understanding, as well as to show you HOW T0 G0 AT the reading

of a blus print drawing.

ll-‘very phase of the seventy subjects is gnu into in detail, so that any average

man can manta with but little study. ery point is clearly brought out with

suincient sketches to describe each of the actual blue print drawing ezamplq.

In fact, the illustrations are practically self explanatory.

Every mechanic needs this book, be his experience in mechanics limited or

ling. lrnoad tbs following comment from a man who passes on from 60 to 500

ue pr ts s er.

"I never thought there was so muoh to know

" *"' "“"'w.."'.'.»':lm'l".-'.'1l""r:~';. . ..... , EDD 6 . .,U. S. Rubber so/apllsoh. Bhop.

This book contains the most vital and practical information on the subieot

of blue print reading, and is the beet and safest investment you can make.

Fond for a copy to-day before you forpett YOU CANNUI‘ IDSE. YOUB

MONEY ill-‘.l<‘T_Ti\“DED Ill‘ NOT BATISF .

ins solder, stron er than aluminum. perfect sub

stitute for acety ens, welding—\( time and oost.

No flux re

Ssmple bar $1.00.

lsed and endorsed by United States Army and Navy,

British Munitions Board and leading aeroplane and

New York

Airplanes °""I'l°¢

  

al 1.11.-I Uh

ma e be made complete ready

ll! from Umahali Not

(Drloa 83.00). whld tnaiudeo

MoneyUmahahd Iiylng Airplanes for sale. lzormous demand

Profits b . Completed Plane sells at I10 and can b

hours frtnn Umakeld No. 11 Set. Ask abou

our 40 other Umakehl sets for making Airplanes, Toys

Novelties Work Bmchos and practical laew Cutting and

W. R. PRICE. lIlc., Dept. 11, Urru|l(eM Bldg., 121 llh Ave" I.Y.

 

“dopes” were already in use for mak

ing moisture resistant and rendering

taut the fabric wing surfaces of air

craft. They were composed of either

cellulose acetate or cellulose nitrate dis

solved in volatile solvents. For air

craft work their composition resembled

those shown below:

Cellulose Acetate Dope

Methyl acetate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60%

Methyl ketone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%

Benzol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%

Acetone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10%

Diacetone alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . . 5%

Each gallon of dope made with the

above liquids contained approximately

seven to nine ounces of cellulose ace

tate, one ounce triphenyl-phosphate,

and very small quantities of chemicals

such as benzyl acetate, benzyl benzoate,

and urea.

The various stabilizers and other

solid ingredients in the dopes were used

for specific purposes (such as to in

crease fire resistance and flexibility, or

l’RlCE:—Post paid U. 8., 82.00; Canada, $2.11; Pnrdan. “.25.

I69 sasee—8lre I x 7'/| Inches.

Hsndwmely bound in cloth 228 lllustratleal

54 months In the making.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, 137 Rowland Bldg., Detroit, Michigan
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to prevent the development of free acid

or “blushing”), but are not usually re

quired where the “dopes” are to be

used only as protective coatings.

Cellulose Nitrate Dope

Butyl acetate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%

Ethyl acetate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50%

Benzol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30%

Each gallon of dope made with the

above liquids contained from six to

eight ounces of cellulose nitrate.

Cellulose nitrate “dope” is greatly

improved as a protective coating by the

addition of from five per cent to seven

per cent of castor oil or treated tung oil.

Greater elasticity of film and slower

evaporation result.

It is quite possible that cellulose ni

trate lacquers made on the above basis

will find application in peace times for

certain specific purposes where quick

drying, hard and elastic films are re

quired. They may be admixed with

pigments to produce colored coating

which dry to a flat, washable surface.

When mixed with aluminum powder or

zinc powder, quick drying, hard prim

ers for metal are formed. These may

be used satisfactorily as the base for

many metal finishes. As substitutes

for shellac on some types of work they

should also prove of value.

It should be pointed out that cellu

lose lacquers or enamels are not as dur

able as these made with oil or varnish.

They are, however, useful for certain

purposes where the longevity may be

partly sacrificed to obtain rapid dry

ing.—S0ientific American.

 

TEST SHOWS BENZOL DOES

NOT INJURE INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE

PARTS

N official report has been issued by

the Automobile Association of En

gland on the 10,000-mile benzol road

test carried out on a touring car. The

trial was organized with a view to dis

covering whether benzol of N. B. A.

specification does or does not result in

bad efiect upon the modern internal

combustion engine; examination of the

engine and its parts at the end of the

10,000 miles produced no evidence of ill

effects. Owners of both touring cars

and business vehicles have been using

benzol for many years with satisfactory

results, but this is the first occasion on

which a lengthy, searching and official

test has been made.

The Sperry parachute weighs but 12%

pounds, and descends at the rate of 12 feet

per second. This '5 the rate which would

be reached in jumping from a height of

less than three feet.

 

 

Mechanical

ical engineering and more

than 200 other subjects.

Hundreds ofthousands have

stepped into good positions

through I. C. S. help, but

never were opportunities so

great HS DOW.

Let the I. C. S. help au.

Choose the work you like est

in the coupon, then mark and

mail it today. This doesn't

obligate you in the least and

it will bring you information

that will start you on a suc

cessful career. This is your

chance. D0n’t let it slip by.

The most important thing you

have to do is to mark and

mail this coupon naw.

Learn at Home!

Employers everywhere are looking for men with I118-i

chanical ability. Splendid salaries and rapid advancement

are offered those with special training.

....._.., __~,,_.n___i City

Engineering

There is an easy, delightful way in which you can learn

right at home in spare time.

tional Correspondence Schools have been giving men and

women just the training they need for success in mechan

For 29 years the Interna

iiii-r|“.u~|-gqglgi--Q-1i.i

INTERNATIONAL BURRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

I Box 6083-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain without obllgntlng rne, how I can qualify for

the position, or in the subject, beiore which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL IIGIIIEH

Elnctriciln

Electric Wiring

Electric Lighting

Electric Cu Runnln

Heavy Electric Tract on

Eicctricnl Drnftlrnnn

Electric Iuhino Designer

Telegraph Expert

Prncticn Telephony

IEUHANIPAL ENGINEER

Mechanical Draftsman

Toolmnltcr

Ship Dnitornnn

Machine Shop Practice

On Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

IINE l"0REI'N OB I'1Hi.i‘I|

ARCHITECT

Arrhitortnrnl Drnltannn

PLUIIBING AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

GIIIIIPAL ENGINEER

SAL!-"SMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

Show Card Writer

Outdoor Si n Painter

RAILROA ER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

BUSINESS I_AIAOEIlBX‘l'

Private Scaetlry

BOOKKEEPER

Stenogrnphor nnd Typln

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Trnific Mnnu ernent

Commercial vv

GOOD ENGLISH

(‘amnion School Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Moll Clerk '

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Textile Overseer or Supt.

AGIIIGULTUIIE Spanish

Poultryllnhing Frenrh
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Slate

SHIP BY TRUCK A

Motor Cartage.

Que to Five-ton Trucks.

Hauls made to any point in

United States and Canada.

Rates by hour. day or contract.

W. H. SQUIRES

1561 Woodward Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

  

  

Speed Lathe $7 Complete Swing Tins. 24 in. metal bell

Bud has n three atop cone. indie in hollow.

Cliletl no No. 1 Morn taper lhlll Tall ltock hu

I new Iced spindle and No. I Morn taper shank

outta. Spur center in furnished for wood turning.

Ben-inn are at high grads buxinl mot-Ll and Ire

adjustable to wear. Rent is adjustable to lll posi

tionn. Lathe in complete at tho above prion. Longer

bod 81.00 per additional foot.

I. It J. SPECIALTY 00.

232 8. Pnrkl BL. Pontiu. Ilch.
  

  
The AI-ouonpo—t.hn Combination Trtnngln

with n Brnln—wl1l multiply. divide, llguro

Ereentngo and proportion. solve all problem:

trigonometry and Ieometry. draw symmetri

nl ngui-en. blot um. eto. Buverlor to llido

Illa. Simple!-oonorntc. Also lncludouh BANS

PARENT TRIANGLE. PROTRAUTOR and

YHREE RULES. Used at Columbia University,

Want Point, U. S. Aeronautic Bchooll. etc. Only

\I.00 poutnud. Order today before you irrrrat.

Dept. U, L. J. LEISHMAN CO., Ogden, Ulnh

Mathematics Made Easy

n
-I
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Cranking Propellers With Bottled Gas

VERYONE interested in aviation

is ready to admit that the present

method of hand—cranking the propeller

is primitive and certainly dangerous

for the inexperienced. Yet for want of

a really suitable cranking equipment

this crude practice has persisted de

spite many attempts to introduce some

mechanical means. Some attempts have

been along the line of an electric or

compressed air self-starter for the air

E‘;
7:5
Lg:

es
an

5‘
Q.

f/0.52‘/c

plane engine, following types tried out

in automobile practice; but even at this

late date airplane designers are not

anxious to add anywhere from 40 to

100 pounds of weight to their power

plant especially if the plane is in

tended for military service. The

preference has been given to portable

propeller swingers, which could be

carried about the airdrome and used

for cranking any machine.

¢4b50r.6e/-'./‘I

Diagrams showing construction and action of a device for cranking airplane

engines by compressed air or gas. Upper drawing shows cranking clutch en

gaged with propeller

One of the most compact airplane

propeller swingers is that invented by

a Frenchman, M. Odier, and illustrated

in the accompanying drawings which

are reproduced from the Scientific

American. In the first place, the weight

of this propeller swinger is by no means

excessive, so that one man can carry

it about. It is compact and safe to

handle. Briefly, the Odier starter con

sists simply of a two-leg stand carry

ing at its upper end a long steel

cylinder and piston. Attached to the

extremity of the piston, which projects

outside the cylinder, is a pulley over

which a cable is passed, having one end

fastened to the cylinder and the other

end wound four times round a grooved

drum and then secured to an elastic

absorber. The grooved drum is mount

ed on a short shaft having a bell

shaped extremity on which four projec

tions are placed symmetrically around

the periphery in such a way that they

can be made to engage with sloping

recesses in a standard fitting mounted

on the boss of the propeller or tractor

screw. The mechanism is actuated by

turning a valve which releases the con

tents of a flask of carbon dioxide gas

into the working cylinder. The gas

pressure against the piston causes it to

actuate the propeller and turn it over

briskly by means of the cable and

clutch mechanism. As soon as the en

gine starts, the clutch is released auto

matically just as that at the end of an

automobile hand starting crank is.

This device is much simpler than the

automobile with propeller swinging

attachment used on some American

aviation fields.

NON—CORROSIVE FLUX

HERE is no absolutely non-corn}

sive flux on the market, but the

nearest approach to this ideal is prob

ably attained by the use of a compound

of rosin and stearic_acid. The Naval

Aircraft Factory has been using for

some time past a flux composed of 75

per cent stearic acid and 25 per cent

rosin. It is practically non-corrosive

but it is not quite so powerful as the

commercial fluxes; at the same time it

is very satisfactory if the men do not

expect to rely on it to actually clean

the surfaces. The average commercial

flux is composed largely of ammonium

chloride, although the manufacturers

sometimes claim to have a “secret” com

position. Ammonium chloride is very

hygroscopic, thus causing accelerated

corrosion in the presence of moisture.

Owing to the high prices of crude

oil and its distillates, many scientists

are working on the problem of pro

ducing a synthetic fuel.
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Instantaneous Water Heater

HE accompanying cut illustrates

a new type of water heater that is

being made for the trade by a Canadian

firm. The principle used in heating

the water is that of bringing the hot

gases from the burning fuel into direct

oontact with the water in its passage

from the inlet to the outlet of the con

tainer. This method provides for the

utilization of every heat unit produced

by the gas, and when properly regu

lated there is absolutely no loss of

heat. The flow of the water and the

consumption of gas can be easily regu

lated and the control of both is ob

Diagram: showing installation and construction of simple, instantaneous -water heater

tained by the single lever shown di

rectly in front and a little below the

oontainer.

This water heater requires no cum

bersome tank, and can be supported by

the fittings that are used to secure it in

position on the wall or any other con

venient location. The water does not

lie stagnant while not in use, as there

is practically no water in the tank at

any time, the outlet being at the lowest

portion of the water chamber. Even

when in use the water passing through

is virtually in suspension and very lit

 

tle weight is ever placed on the appli

ance. This permits the container to

  

be made of light sheet Si6€l that per
'

mits of instantaneous heating of the 3'

water when heater is operating.

The construction of the heater isshown in the line sketch. The cold ',‘

water enters at A and passes into the

cross pipe B and out at the opening in

the middle where it is sprayed against

the inverted cone C, thence dropping

in succession to the baffle plates D and

E and on to the inclined roof F of the

inner portion, from where it flows down

the side to the lower level to the out  

let G. It will be seen that the heat—[

shown by the staggered arrows—mu.<z

pass directly through the sheet of water

as it drops from one baffle to another,

thus absorbing all the heat of com

bustion.
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The care with which Tycos

Temperature Instruments

Indicating, Recording and

Controlling-—are made, the

grade of materials used in

their manufacture, and the

' type oi artisans who pro

\ duce them, all contribute to

' Tyros dependability.

Tycos Products embrace:

lndlcatlna Thormomoton

Rocordlnn Tlnrmomev -

Controlling Thormolotil

Pyromolon

Preuuro IIIIII

Tlmo Controls

Hyqromotoro

Hydrometer!

Barometer!

Vacuum Gnuooo

Thormonnoho

Oll Tostln| lnstrumontl

Laboratory Glouworo

Compluou

Household Tbormolioton

Altlmotors

Ac-tlnomotoro
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Be llraf sman!
Make $30 to $75 a Week

Your nnrne and lddreas on the coupon bring! thin

great Cyclopedia of Drawing without n penny down.

ny only net shipping charges when books arrive.

_Wit.b these bookl and 21 low price ' ‘school set" of drow

ing instruments. obtainable at any store, n mun can

become master of drawing and earn 880 to $75 Weekly.

LEARN A1’ HOMI—G00d paying positions open

everywhere. Intense nctivity in manufacturing,

railroading. building, etc., culls for more drnftsmen.

Shipped on 7 Days’ FREE Trial

GYGLOPEDIA OF DRAWING
4 Volumes. I650 Faun. Thousands ol Illustrations.

Bound in aenuine American morocco. Pages 5% x8K

inches. vars all branches of Drnt'ting—Arehi

lecture. Electrical, Structural $tee| Sheet Metal,

roe. Teaches pen-and-ink rendering, lettering. free

hand, perspective, shades and shadows, working

shop drawings, machine design, etc., etc.

Onl $2 a month if you keep the

3 boo s. Coupon ex laino ofler,

good only within horde:-s of U. S. and anadn.

Froo Iomborohlp In Thlo 8oelo!y.—A Conlulting

Membership glvon lroo with each set-—wort.h $12.00.

AMERICAN TEOIIIIGM. SOCIETY

. V Dopt.D 35A Chicago

  

0

In a recent book by a French author,

American methods are the topic. The writer

says that in factories the Americans are

profuse of everything except time; the Ger

mans save on time and material and spend

on plant; the French economize on every

thing except time. He says that the Ameri

cans overwork machinery so as to scrap it

and replace it by the most advanced kind.

/ AIERIOAII

TECHNICAL

soclrrv

om. nan

Chluoo. u. s. A.

Pleuo land Cyclopedia ol

. Drawing for 7 dlyg‘ @n,mm;.

' Hm. uhl vlnr ohorloo collect.

X wlll send 2.80 wlthtn 1 days and

$2 n month until $14.80 ls bald, or

notify you and hold books subject to your

order. Title not to Doss until fully pal-1.

Nomo

hofronoo . . . . . . . . . . . . - .-.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....-........
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Pattern Work in Wood and Metal

Prompt Service

Guaranteed

auntie-nnuuuuununinuiunnmunmun"mm"-I-m.v
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Mail Order work

Solieited

Perfect wood or metal patterns made for any of the machines or model

engines described in Everyday Engineering Magazine.

BRING YOUR PATTERN PROBLEMS TO US

We solicit the work of experimenters, inventors and model makers.

Quotations gladly made upon the receipt of drawings and specifications.

Patterns both large and small made for any part no matter how intricate

or complicated.

Have you had the sad experience of taking a set of home-made pat

terns to the foundry only to have the foreman laugh and tell you that

they are made wrong? Let us save you this embarrassment.

Our charges are reasonable, our service prompt and courteous.

U. S. PATTERN AND MFG. CO.

64-66 High Street, West.

    

MODEL AIRPLANE ENGINES

3 Cylinder Rotary Compressed Air

Engines.

§§ in. bore, $4 in. stroke

lfi in. bore, 1,4 in. stroke

95 in. bore, $5 in stroke

6 Cylinder rotary steam engines, steel

cylinders, tobin bronze pistons, alu

minum crank case.

1,5 in. bore, }fi in. stroke

Send stamp for descriptive circular.

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 East 71st St. New York City

  

 

| 6 INCH BENCH LATHE I

  

Model Shop Equipment

Castings or finished machine. Shop tools and

supplies. Designs for Model Bouts. Drawings

of U. S. Destroyer. Ready for lmmedisto

shipment. Stamp for catalog.

Huhn Min. 00.. 594 Elm St., Arlington. N. J.
  

small Steam En nes A

Boilers. Gas & Gaso 'ne En~

gines é H.P. andi mks, umps. Model M -

ers' Supplies. Get our bi

Catalogue, sent Postpai

for l5c (coin referred or

Stamps. Re unded first

order. 192 Pages, over 200

illustrations.

MODERN ENGINE & SUPPLY CO.

364 Monndnocls Bldg.. Chicago. III.

MODEL ENGINE CASTINGS

For engines described in previous numbers of

“Everyday Engineering." Castings made in

Bronze or "Durullte." Modelwuter pumps

  

also supplied.

J. E. CARRINGTON

  

Detroit, Mich.

 

A Necessity for

Every Shop

"Tho Ssmson No. 3 Bench Puseh." with s pmsq.

M lemme of 24 m 1. is intended for work be

nd 7-11,9‘ Bflfllclly of the "Samson Hand

unchss. and will mm‘-h hohlfi 1,-om 1,,

10 K In. in soft iuvtul up to 1'2 Gauge.

Elf-H1 M-I Dilnches l1lllIIll(‘S rm Y... 3/10.

K. 5/16. and K in vlliliy Illgierled

and removed, (I.IN\\lH|llHl plnn-hing

gsptacllntztfiylli in. lIll'lr|lLll 12 gauge

Equhipsped Price

wit -16- _,

inch Punch E

and Die un- _ .

less Otherwise Specified. I-‘-0.5. Factor!

Cflwlvr '>I Complain Line Bent on Request.

The Machine Appliance Corporation

351 Jay Street, Dept. Eng. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

 

 

THE HURD 7 INCH

HAND SHAPER

mush Cutlass or

Flnlshsd Nschlns

Swnd 250 for construction

blue prints or $1.00 Iur com

Xw-te set or detailed blue

Ivllllll. This smount will be

lilwlueted from first order.

.\‘vl‘(I stamp for circular.

MODEL TOOL WORKS,

908 West Srd St.

Plsinflsld. N. J.

ALUMINUM

CAN

BE SOLDERED WITH

SUPREME BRAND ALUMINUM SOLDER

FLOWS AT 500° FAHRENHEIT

REQUIRES NO FLUX

Used b Gsnsrsl Electric Conlpsnga Worthinlton

Puml omnany. I-Isle L Kllburn mnsny. Beth

lshsm Shipbuilding Om-p., Nstlonsl Lssd Comnsn .

snd hundreds oi other msnuisctursrs and rsp r

shuns.

ln_<trm~t|nns for using with each hsr.

Price $3.00 per Pound in Hall Pound Bars.

SEND FIFTY CENTS FOR

2-OUNCE SAMPLE BAR.

VANDAM SPECIALTY COMPANY

 

PULVERIZED FUEL IN BRAZIL

OME details of the use of pulverized

coal on railway locomotives in Bra

zil are available from a report presented

at the semi-armual meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical Engi

neers. Two hundred and fifty locomo

tives have been equipped with pulver

ized coal and a. number of tests were

made that gave satisfactory results, full

boiler pressure having been maintained

throughout the test runs. The average

analysis of the coal is given as follows:

Per

Cent.

Moisture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.93

Volatile Matter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.80

Fixed Carbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43.07

Ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.20

The average number of thermal units

per pound is 10,225. It was only by

the adoption of a pulverized fuel sys

tem that the utilization of Brazilian

coal became possible. This solution has

therefore led to the development of the

native coal fields of the country through

the establishment of steamship and rail

way lines.

The report is very encouraging and is

a. positive proof that the same results

could be obtained in many districts in

other countries where the coal deposits

may be of an inferior quality, but which

could be utilized by the application of

a comparatively economical process of

pulverization that would render the coal

available for the purposes desired.

DRESS SNAP FASTENERS IN

ELECTRIC WORK

NAP fasteners are much used by

dressmakers in places where but

tons formerly held sway. Now it is sug

gested that their use be extended to

light types of electric work. By using

them as terminals of wires, one part on

each wire, or one part on a wire end

and the other part on any place to

which the wire is to be connected, a

most convenient and neat system of con

necting and disconnecting results.

Especially is the use of these little ap

pliances to be recommended for light

or experimental work, where small

wires only are used. The two parts

are to be soldered to any desired places

in the circuit.

The well known action of magnesium-lead

alloys in the presence of air has been sug

gested as a possible basis for making nitro

gen gas. An alloy of 15% magnesium and

85% lead rapidly oxydizes in cold or moist

air, falling to a black powder, which gradu

ally becomes lighter in color, it is presum

ably a mixture of the hydrates. This is the

action, which is suggested for the manu

facture of nitrogen gas; simple exposure of

air to the alloy would absorb the oxygen

of the air and leave the nitrogen. An alloy

of 65% of lead with 35% of magnesium

boiled in water evolves hydrogen, the mag

nesium alone oxydizing. This gives a way

of making hydrogen gas in conditions when

other methods requiring chemicals or ex

tensive apparatus might not be applicable.
49 80. Clinton St. East Oranso. N. J.

Grsnd Cenlrsl Pslsce New York City

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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(If HORSE SHOE RACINE
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MARTIN-CORD

RIGHT KELLY-SPRINGFIELD
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Sup lies AT COST to tire patrons.

IT ILL PAY YOU to trade with.-—

JAMAICA TIRE & RUBBER CO INC.
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Hillside and Flushliin Ave .

ISM Central Avenue . . . . Far lteehaway, N. Y.
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B0YS Your den ls incomplete

without it. Printed in bright rod on
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stamp for postage. Don't buy plain printed

signs. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
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BECK NOVELTY HOUSE

Belt. D, I298 Carroll Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

Get the most attractive
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Your Prospective Customers

are listed in our Catalogol 99% guaranteed

Mailing Lina. It also contains vital ang

gestious how to advertise and sell profitably

by mail. Counts and prices given on fill)

diflerent national Lists, covering all claasea:

Ior instance, Farmers. Noodle Mira, Hard

ware DIis.. Zinc Mines, etc. Tbl: valan

ua nfneisra Deal fin. Writ: Ioi It

Send Them Sales Letters

You can produce sales or Inqniriea with

personal letters. Many concerns all over

U. S. are profitably using Sales Letters
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booklet, Value af8alu Lsneu."

R_9_s_s_s:-Gould

i ST5 St. Louis

A USEFUL BOOK
I-‘OR TIII-I AMATEUR ELECTRICIAN

Electric Bella

By M. B. Saserss. A complete treatise

for the practical worker in installing, oper

ating and testing bell circuits, burglar

alarms, thermostats and other apparatus

used ‘with electric belle. Both the electrri

cian and the experimenter will find in this

hook new material which is essential in

their work. 124 pages. Fully illustrated.

  

  

 

 

Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.
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See Our Special Subscription
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Want ads for thousands oi trained Auto

mobile Repairmen are appearing in all the

papers all over the Country. New Garages

and Shops are badly needed everywhere.

If you are earnin less than a week

YOU SHOULD EARN T IS TRADE.

You Can Earn

$150 to $400 a Month
Come to this school and learn. We teach

by actual practice on all kinds of cars.

A few weeks time learning will fit you for

a position in a garage, service station, or

you can start in business for yourself.

(No colored enrollments solicited.)

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

DO IT TODAY SEND IN COUPON

BUFFALO AUTO SCHOOL, No. E.E.I.

463-471 Connecticut St., Buflalo, N. Y.

Please send me full particulars of your complete

Automobile Course.
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Don't let them ell you any other kind.

The Auto-Wheel is the genuine Coaster

w_agon—and it's the only Coaster that

will admit you to our Auto-Wheel Club.

With the Auto-Wheel you can join

our club and takein all our good times.

You know it's a big, speedy coastei-—so

strong that it will carry is L000 pound

load with ease-50 fast that it will bent

any other wagon made.

Prize Contests

Our new MAGAZINE ior bo)a

tells of the prize contests we are

holding periodically. We'll send you

a copy of the magazine ii’ you viill

send us the names oi three coaster

dculers, mentioning w h i c h one

handles the wagon with

“M\\I0~\v\\ee\”
on the sides. We'll also send you a

booklet telling you all about our

Auto-Wheel Club, which you can

organize.

The Buffalo Sled Co.,

159 Schunck Street,

NI TONAWANDA, N. Y.

In Canada: Prawn, Ont.
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Useful Books on

Mechanical Subjects
 

Electro-Deposition of Metals

By George Langbein

and

William T. Brannt

The new eighth edition oi’ this volume, which

has been completely revised, considerably en

larged and entirely reset, is now ready. It is a

complete and comprehensive treatise, written

from a scientific as well as practical standpoint

and especially intended for the practical work

man, wherein he can flnd advice and informa

tion regarding the objects to be plated while in

the bath as well as before and after electro

plating. This volume is the foremost book on the

subject in the English language and covers

electro-plating and gslvanoplastic operations, the

deposition of metals by the contact and immer

sion processes. the coloring of metals, iacquering,

and the methods of grinding and polishing as

well as descriptions of the voltsic cells, dynamo

electric machines, thermopiles, and of the mate

rials and processes used in every department of

the art. Particular attention has been paid to all

important innovations, and it has been en

deavored to include all oi’ the latest practical

methods of plating, as well as the moat recent

machinery and apparatus. It is a ready book of

reference and a practical guide to the workshop.

Octavo, 875 Pages, 185 Illustrations.

Price $7.50

 

Complete Practical Machinist

By Joshua Rose

One of the best-known books on machine shop

work, now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. It gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools.

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. It covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies,

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding, marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

planations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efficiency will be helped toward

using both head and hands to better advantage.

Nci machinist’s library is complete without this

vo ume.

547 Pages. 432 Illustrations

Price $3.00

 

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of

Receipts and Processes

By William T. Brannt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. It is a collection of formulas and

practical manipulations for the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and eiiiciency of the recipes so that

with ordinary care as to quantities and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon.

It treats on alloys and amalgsms; hardening,

tempering, annealing; bronzlng and coloring;

-casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling, polishing; decorating, enameling,

engraving, etching; electro-plating, brasing, cop

pering, galvanizing, gliding, nlckeling, silvering,

tinnlng, etc.; fluxes and utes, lacquers, paints

and varnishes; solders and soldering; welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mlt and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

582 Pages. 82 Illustrations

Price $3.00

 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata

logue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., Inc.

Publishers of Mechanical

and Industrial Books

2 West 45th Street,‘ New York, N. Y.

 

 

MAGAZINE OILING FOR SPRING

SHACKLES

HE method of spring-bolt lubrica

tion, as applied to the 1%-ton

Service truck model, is illustrated in

accompanying cuts. A reservoir is cast

into the spring shackle or bracket as a.

container for the lubricant and holds oil

sufficient for a month of ordinary usage.

Oil finds its way from the reservoir to

the spring bolts through a system of

holes drilled in the spring shackles and

bolts. These holes are sufficiently large

to avoid the possibility of clogging and

are filled with felt packing to resist

and regulate the flow of oil.

The spring bolts use oil only when

the truck is in motion. To prevent sur

plus oil being delivered to the bolts

when the truck is idle, the oil holes do

not open directly into the lubricant in

O/'l Ff//er Cap
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and braking torque reaction in trucks

using the Hotchkiss drive, they are

made cup—shape at the center bolt in

this truck, as illustrated, so that when

the spring is assembled all the leaves

are fitted into one another, making it

impossible for one leaf to slip over the

other. A plate on the top leaf is dove

tailed into the spring and held in per

fect alignment with the spring seat on

the axle by the spring clip pad, which

in turn is tied to the spring seat by

risers straddling the spring at each side

and registering in slots provided in the

clip pads.

For portable or small size storage bat

teries, such as used on automobiles, a charg

ing rate of one ampere per kilogram of lead

in the plates is recommended. Too much

surcharging is not approved. A quarter of

an hour or twenty minutes gassing is given

Spring 5/vac/r/el

Fe/1‘ F//fer~._
Bo/r.

"""""Frame

Jecf/on
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Two_ne-w ideas /or increasing life of motor truck mechanism. Magazine oiling at

top msures constant lubncation 0/ chassis parts. A secure method of spriag re

tention shown below the oiling scheme

the reservoir, but come out at a point

above the oil level. The holes, there

fore, depend upon their supply from the

splashing of the lubricant while the

truck is in motion. The oil feed is also

restricted by the felt packing to a flow

just sufficient for the needs of the

spring bolts. The reservoirs are filled

through openings covered by caps that

are held securely to their seats by

springs. The reservoirs can be conve

niently filled at the same time the en

gine crankcase is being given atten

tion.

To prevent misalignment of the

spring leaves which take the driving

TIIIIIIIIIIII.

9;)‘;/7-,;;>>‘;;;;;;>>: Ks’-3

“Y-“

as a proper limit. A discharge rate of one

and a half amperes per kilogram is prescribed

as a maximum. The voltage should not

go below one and eight-tenths volts to the

cell. Desulphatiori may, if the sulphating

is not too bad, be effected by filling the

battery with weak sulphuric acid (3°

Beaumé), after removing the regular fluid,

and charging it at half the regular rate.

When bubbles appear the charging is stopped

and the battery is allowed to stand an hour.

Then it is again charged until bubbles ap

pear. It may be regarded as desulphated

when, on starting to charge, bubbles are im

mediately given ofi. When this point is

reached the weak acid is removed and re

placed with 24° to 26° Beaumé acid. If

the battery is to be stored, it should be

charged. emptied and filled with distilled

water and stored in a dry place.

Please mention Evaarnsv Eucmncnmc Msoszm-3
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FURNITURE FOR EXPORT TO

TROPICS

URNITURE, as well as other wood

products used in the tropics, is sub

jected to the attack of insects known as

termites. This attack is excessive in

South America in the coastal regions

north of Rio de Janeiro, and is so cer

tain and so severe that, in the opinion

of the Forest Products Laboratory, it

is useless even to think of exporting

wooden furniture to those regions unless

the wood used is naturally resistant to

termites or is treated with a poison

which will prevent the attack of these

insects. There are a number of species

growing in Brazil and other tropical

regions which are naturally immune to

termite attack and which are used in

those countries almost exclusively for

the manufacture of furniture. None of

the cabinet woods which grow in this

country, however, possess such immu

nity.

Of course, in order to compete with

the furniture now used in these regions,

the United States product must be

equally durable. One way of making it

so would be to import cabinet wood

from the region in question, make it up

into furniture here and return it. A

similar practice appears to have been

very successful among European fur

niture manufacturers before the war,

when much of the furniture sold in

Brazil is said to have been manufac

tured in Europe from Brazilian woods.

Another possibility that may be con

sidered is the use of some of the cheaper p

domestic furniture woods for backs and

cores, after thorough impregnation with

a poison such as mercuric chloride, and

the use of Brazilian termite-proof woods

in the form of veneer for facing.

SIX—WHEELED TRUCK

LAIM is made that actual demon

stration and close tabulation of

results appear to indicate clearly that

the “six-wheel” or tandem rear axle

construction with pneumatic tires _0n all

wheels has steadier riding qualities,

better traction, is less wearing of road

surfaces, has lighter axles, smaller and

lower cost tires and greater braking

capacity, and the vehicle has greater

operating radius.

This form of truck has six wheels,

four of which are grouped under the

rear end of a chassis in much the same

form of assembly as the truck of the

steam railroad coach. The develop

ment of this machine was due to the I

strong conviction of P. W. Litchfield,

factory manager for the Goodyear

Company, which was expressed at a re

cent joint meeting of the members of

the Detroit and Cleveland sections of

the S. A. E. held at Akron, that the

heavy tonnage truck would be some

(Continued on page 284)
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SIX—WHEELED TRUCK

(Continued from page 283)

form having more than four wheels.

This is an evolution that may be com

parable to the railroad car construc

tion practise of grouping pairs of axles

in frames known as trucks and mount

ing one of these trucks at each end of

a car. There was no endeavor made

to perfect such a truck design, but care

ful study was made of the practicality

of pneumatic tires for vehicles built to

haul heavy freights.

Special interest attaches to tire

weight and cost, which are probably the

factors that most deeply concern truck

owners, and instead of using 48 by

12-inch pneumatic shoes, weighing

about 398 pounds each, that are de

signed for five-ton trucks, with the

tandem axle construction four 40 by

eight-inch pneumatic tires, each weigh

ing 119 pounds, are used. The four

tires weigh 476 pounds against 796

pounds for the “giants,” and as they

are each 279 pounds lighter they can

be handled far more easily, a matter of

no small importance when changes are

necessary, especially if the work must

be done outside of a garage or service

station. Not only this, the set of four

tires will cost approximately a third

less than the two larger tires. And as

the same tire is used on all wheels the

number of spares is reduced to that

which will insure continuous service.

This form of truck is still in'the de

velopment stage, but offers interesting

possibilities for future improvement

providing it proves out in extended

service.

ELECTRIC REDUCTION FUR

NACES

LECTRIC furnaces used for heat

ing and fusion of metals are eco

nomical more especially in those cases

where what the French call white coal

or water power is available. White coal

V is properly, or in the strict metaphori

cal sense, the streams from snow-clad

mountains and from glaciers, or rather

the source of such streams, the ice and

snow on the mountains. When ore is

-reduced in a reduction furnace, such as

a blast furnace, the coal performs two

functions; it supplies the requisite heat

and also is_the reducing agent which

takes up the oxygen of the ore so as to

produce metal therefrom. But in the

electric reduction furnace a new factor

appears; the heat for fusion and for

inducing the chemical reaction of re

duction is produced by the electric cur

rent actuated by the requisite voltage.

No coal would be required except for

the fact that there is combined oxygen

in the ore to be got rid of. Therefore a

certain amount of coal is charged into

the electric reduction furnace simply to

supply the reducing agent. In an electric

melting furnace no fuel is needed, the

electric energy does everything, for it is

simple heating which is required. But

if ore, such as iron ore, is to be reduced

in an electric furnace, carbon in the

form of coal or preferably of charcoal

is to be added, otherwise there will be

no reduction of the oxide. There is a

distinction to be drawn in the two

classes of electric furnace. In the

melting furnace is it possible to melt

the metal without any foreign substance

coming in contact with it; this is done

in the induction type; an alternating

current induces a current through the

metal so as to bring it to any required

temperature. In the case of the reduc

tion furnace a reducing agent is neces

sary; this is always coal or charcoal, so

that in the reduction of metals there is

always some liability of contamination

from the impurities of the coal or char

coal, although the latter is practically

perfectly pure and will not contaminate

the metal perceptibly. The induction fur

nace is not in extensive use. Its shape,

as regards the hearth or crucible, is in

convenient. Arc furnaces are the usual

type in the metal industries, and in

them the electrodes may be the source

of introduction of impurities.

It is the practice to distinguish be

tween arc and conduction or incandes

cent furnaces. But the fact is sometimes

overlooked that what is presumably an

arc furnace may have the current of the

arc conducted a part of the distance be

tween the electrodes by the charge. In

this case, and it is a usual one, the fur

nace may be lookedupon as a combined

arc and incandescent furnace. Espe

cially is this the case where one set of

electrodes enter the fumace through

the bottom, so that the arc really has

the upper layer of the charge as one

electrode, and the current all goes

through the body of the charge, heating

it by direct incandescence, to which,

however, is superadded the heat of the

arc. It is fair to consider the arc the

principal source of heat, although the

fact, that the charge is eventually so

hot, acts to increase its resistance and

give it greater incandescing power.

A recent report on iron ore electric

smelting in British Columbia has been

issued. To produce a long ton of pig

iron from one-third to one-half a horse

power year is required, so that a fur

nace producing fifty tons a day would

require 8,000 to 9,000 electric horse

power. It was figured that by getting

the cost of electric power down to ten

dollars per horsepower year, electric

smelting would be profitable. An item

of expense cited is the electrodes, which

alone, according to Swedish experience,

cost about fifty cents a ton of pig iron

produced.
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Bell & Hoyt

‘I731 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

 

  

'95’n o
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.

Course has been worth $95 to me! My

osition, my $5,000 a year income, m

ome, my family's happ1ness—I owe it a

to my s are time training with the Inter

national) Correspondence Schools!”

Every mail brin s letters from some of

the two million I. . S. students telling of

promotions or increases in salary as the

rewards of spare time study.

What are you doing with the hours alter

supper? Can ou a ford to let them slip

by unimprove when you can easily make

them mean so much? One hour u day

spentwith the I. C. S. will repare you

for the position you want in t 1e work you

like best. Yes, it will! Put it up to us to

prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now!

__.i.._i._-yl.lquY Htnziilii

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

  

Q Chicago, Illinois

ELECTRICITY
Taught by a Practical Man

Ii you are interested In a HOME STUDY

COURSE, which is really an Engineer

ing Service, and well adapted to man

who are engaged In the electrical in

dustry, SEND FOR. MY CATALOG.

Superintendents, Chiei Electricians and

Foreman, who are Interested In the wdp

tare of their men, ARE INTERESTED

in what I have to ofier. Students may

discontinue at any time, if not satisfied,

and their payments stop then.

PKA(.'I‘lCAL MEN recommend this course.

Seventy-tive percent of my students are

engaged in practical work and flnd my in

Itructlon well suited to their needs.

Over 11 percent of my enrollment has been

obtained from students.

Burgess Electrical School
YORKE BURGESS, Su erlntondent

751 EAST 42nd 'I"R£E'I'

 

I4. The Bllds Valvs Simply Explained.

I5. The llsgnsto Tsienhone.

I6, The Corliss Engine and its Management.

I7. Making Wireless Outfits.

I8. Wlrelsss Telsohons Construction.

I9. The Wlmshurst Machine. How to Make It.

20. Simple Experiments in Static Eleotrlolty.

2|. Small Electrical Measuring Instruments.

22. Electrical Clrnults and Diagrams. Psrt 2.

23. Induction Coils, How to Make Them.

24. Model Vaudeville Theatres.

25. Alternating Currants, Slmliy Exnialned.

26. How to Build s 20 toot Bl-slsne Glider.

27. A B C of the Steam Engine.

28. Simple Soldrlng. I-lard and Soft.

29. Telegrsohy tor Beginners.

30. Low Voltage Lighting with Storage Batteries.

33. House Wlrlng lor Electric Light.

34. Magnets and Magnetism.

36. Small Windmills and How to Malls Them.

37. Collin’: Wireless Plans, Part l.

38. Collln‘s~Wlrel0ss Plans, Part 2.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN

‘ . Publishers of Technical Books

. I20-I22 E Liberty Street :

  

New York
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BOX 6085-B ,SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without ohll uting me, how I cnn qualify tor the

position, or In the sub eel, beiure which I mark X.

llLE(‘Tl'll(‘AL ERGINEEII ("lIIi)ll(‘AI. ENGISEER

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

Electric Wiring

Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running

Heavy Electric Traction

Electrical Drnllsman

Elcelrle llsehlne lirslgner

Telegraph Expert

Practical Telephony

.\IE(‘llAYll‘AIi l>Z.\'l-'|NEl-Ill.

Mechunltfll Draltsman

‘ Ship Draftsman

' Machine Shop Prilltllcc

Toolmulter

Gas Engineer

CIVIL ENGINI-‘.ER

Surveying nml Mapping

MINI‘. I<‘I)lllIll'.\ iili I'I1\'4|“ll

z\liClll'I'l".(I'I‘

.\l'l‘llllFt‘illflI llrallsmau

l'I,llhIIll§UANlt lll..l'l'lNU

Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

Name

ADVERTISING MAN

\Vindow Trimmer

Show Curd VVritcr

Outdoor sign Painter

RAILR OADER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

IlI"Sl.§|-SS MANAGEMENT

Private Secretary

IIOOKKEEPER

fit:-uugraphsr and Typlat

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Trallic Management

Commercial Law

GOOD El\‘(;I.lSH

HTATIIINAIIY l"..\l|‘INEEll

CIVIL SERVICE

Railwny Mail Clerk

Textile (lrrrsesr or iiupl.

AGlIlCI'L'I'l‘lll*I Spanish

l'qIlllil'_t ltalalug I-‘reueh

Aulolnolnlles Italian

Present

Occupation
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and No.
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0 the Man with an Idea

I offer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, efiicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost,

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly furnished without

charge.

My experience, and familiarity with

various arts, frequently enable me to

accurately advise clients as no prob

able patentability before they go to

any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and

form for properly disclosing your idea,

free on request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

PATENT LAWYER

I44 Owen Building, Washington, D. C

¢

_ Before disclosing your invention to

' anyone, send for blank form, "Evidence

" of Conception," to be signed and wit

nossed. Form and information con

ceming patents free.

Originators 0/ lhu [arm “Evidence

0! (‘mu-epiilm"

WILLIAM C. LINTON

Consulting Engineer and Patent Attorney

"Inventor's Adviser" mailed free on

request. Gives full information as to

Patents, Trade Marks and Their Cost.

Offices

364 University St. 920 F St., N. W.

Montreal, Canada Washington, D. C.

 

 

Competent Patent Service

By a Former Examining Official of the U. S.

Patent Office

NORMAN T. WHITAKER

Lawyer and Engineer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Branch Office, 87 Nassau St. New York City

mqunurzs mvfrr-:0
  

DRAFTING

Inventions and Ideas Developed!

Mechanical, Electrical, Patent Ofice and

Engineering Drawings of Every Description.

COMPETENT DRAFTSM EN AT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM

H6 Nassau St. Nev Y0rl Clb

‘l'nir~nhnn.- Rudman MRO
 

 

 

CELLULOID
SHEETING. PRINTING. MOULDING.

TURNING. DIE CUTTING

EXPERINIENTAL WORK, ETC.

NAPIER BROWNING CO.

I05 w. son. s'r. NEW YORK CITY

  

 

 

Mechanical Drafting .

EXPERT SERVICE—REASONABLE

 

 

E. W. HEANEY & CO.

2105 Monterey Avenue New York City

Telephone Fofdliiini (7249

 

 

Window Glass Manufacture

II‘ is remarkable how little the ave

rage person knows about the manu

facture of common things in everyday

use, and the value of these objects is

only realized when we are deprived of

their use for any reason. The value of

window glass is known to us all, and

it is a recognized necessity of our mod

ern life, but how few of us have any

conception of the processes involved in

its manufacture. It is not generally

known that the formation of the thin

sheets of glass called for by the glazier

follows the rather roundabout formula.

of blowing the glass into cylinders, to

be later slit and flattened out into sheets,

but this is the fact. The process out

lined has been described in the Scien

. tific American, and should be of interest

' , to many of our readers who like to

‘ know how things are made.

Lumps of the raw glass are attached

y in furnaces to the ends of long tubes,

and then heated to a sufficient tempera

ture to permit of blowing. The entire

blowing cannot be performed in a single

operation, both because it is still done

1 by human wind-power, of which no

man has enough to blow a complete

cylinder of the necessary size, and

because the glass will not hold the

~ blowing temperature long enough. In

practice this tendency of the glass to

cool is actually accelerated, in the

first stage of the operation, by water

sprays. In this stage the lump of

glass adhering to the end of the tube

lS blown into a more or less indefinite

shape, of which little more can be said

than that it is roughly globular and

quite small. It then goes bad; to the

furnace for re-heating, and after the

next bout with a blower it has become

considerably enlarged, and assumed the

general shape of a pear. The blower

during the formation of this big bubble

is relieved of the necessity for support

ing the entire weight of glass and tube;

a wooden form of the appropriate hol

low shape is provided for him to rotate

the glass in. The third stage of blowing

brings the glass into the form of a long

cylinder of very even section; so long,

in fact, that pits have to be provided

for the accommodation of the glass.

‘ I‘he blower stands on the edge of these

depressions, and holds the long narrow

bubble down in them while he works

at it.

The ends of the cylinder thus formed,

of course, are closed; the blower and his

issistant carry the cylinder down a slop

, ing platform and place it in position

on a bench, where it is held by wooden

wedges. The two ends are removed,

and then a rim of molten glass is

-meared around the line of cleavage at

each end to prevent splitting. This is

easily effected by taking a lump of semi

molten glass on the end of a small rod

and using the latter as a brush, drawing

it about the circumference of the cylin

der-end.

With both ends thus opened and

made secure against damage, the cylin

ders are placed, usually three in a. row,

on a. bench. Here they are cut longi

tudinally by a diamond cutter, a single

slit being made in each cylinder from

end to end—not two slits. The slit is

held open by the insertion of one or two

small wedges and the glass now is

ready to go to the heating oven for flat

tening.

It is conveyed into this oven me

chanically, and deposited on an iron

table with a. stone top, which is moved

back and forth inside the oven by means

of a long rod, protruding through a hole

in the oven wall. The “ironer” stands

at the door of the oven, and after push

ing the glass off the loading frame and

on to the table, he works at it with a

tool consisting of a long handle with a

block of water-soaked wood at the busi

ness end. The assistant at the table

controlling rod moves the table back

and forth at the ironer’s command until

the glass has been successfully reduced

to a flat sheet.

 

SEAPLANES RESIST WEATHER

N indication of the worthiness of

seaplanes—and, likewise, a. dem

onstration of the practicality of such

machines for commercial us%may be

obtained from the experience of the

naval air detachment of the Atlantic

fleet in the winter maneuvers at the

southern base. The detachment re

turned to northern waters with the fleet

in April, the six F-5-L seaplanes, the

main battle machines of the detach

ment, having been in continuous service

for six months. Although showing

hard service, the planes were still in

good condition. The machines left the

Naval Aircraft Factory in October,

1919, and, until their return to the

North, had not had hangar or flying

station service. They were cared for

on the water or on the beach and were

exposed to ‘sun and rain in a tropical

climate without protection part of the

time during the rainy season. But de

spite this, no hull failures were ex

perienced and wings were rebuilt and

recovered without removal. Despite the

fact that the hulls were barnacle cov

ered and the soakage in hulls and wings

totaled about 1,000 lb. per unit, the

performance and air-worthiness were

excellent.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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HEAT REGULATOR FOR HOT

WATER HEATING FURNACES

HE simple regulator shown in the

cut is given in a French contempo

rary as of home construction. In the

cut A is hot-water heater boiler and

C, C are the smoke-flue and chimney.

The cross-hatched parts, T, T, indicate

the hot-water conduits. The vessel, V,

surrounded by the hot water, has within

it a second vessel of a little less diam

eter, V1, and this is surmounted by a

1

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

 

 

Heat regulator for hot water heating

furnaces

still smaller vessel, V2, in communca

tion with it by the pipe as shown. F is

a float with suspension cord passing

over and wound on a pulley or drum, s,

and on the axle of this drum is a larger

pulley, S, over which passes a cord with

a counterpoise, P, at one end while its

other lead actuates the chimney damper,

R, and the ashpan damper, O. The ves

sels, V, and V2, are filled with water to

a proper level. Changes of temperature

affecting the level of the water in these

vessels, as it expands and contracts,

open and close the dampers. This regu

lates the draft, reducing it as the fur

nace gets hotter and increasing it as the

heat diminishes.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

POTATO RHEOSTAT

DECIDED oddity in the way of a

rheostat is a potato. By thrusting

two bars of copper or iron into a po

tato an adjustable resistance is at hand.

By forcing the bars into the tuber, so

as to bring their ends nearer together,

the resistance of the simple rheostat

will be decreased and vice versa. Heavy

wires will do excellently for the rods,

and the wires of the circuit can be

twisted around their exposed ends. A

heavy current will operate to dry the

potato, it might even go so far as to

cook it, so the resistance will be subject

to an inevitable increase. It is quite

possible that this simple suggestion

might be of value. A horticulturist

could undoubtedly suggest other prod

ucts equally available for electric re

sistances.

ELECTRIC WATER BOILERS

Much interest is being taken in

Switzerland in the line of electric heat

ing on the large scale. Boilers are

heated by resistance coils, which, in

the case of direct current, must be kept

out of contact with the water of the

boiler by a quartz tube or otherwise,

to prevent the production of of hydro

gen gas, which might bring about an

explosion. If alternating current is

used, the liability of evolution of elec

tnolytic gas disappears. So far no ex

plosion has been chronicled and an ef

ficiency of 90% in the generation of the

steam has been obtained. This, of

course, says nothing about the efficiency

at the generating end of the electric

system, but, as water power is used for

this, the at that point efficiency is not

a matter of great concern. In one sys

tem a coil of pipe filled with oil is sur

rounded by the water of the boiler and

the resistance coils are immersed in the

oil in the lower parts of the tube. It is

not considered safe to exceed a tempera

ture in the oil of 320° C. (608° F.).

One arrangement is cited in which iron

resistances are imbedded in a concrete

block, their heat being transferred by

means of oil pipes to the water in the

boiler. 77% efificiency was claimed for

this arrangement. The bakers of

Switzerland are said to represent an

annual consumption of over 350,000

tons of coal per annum and an efiort

is _made to have them bake by elec

Palms:
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THE

RA D I O

REVIEW

A MONTHLY

RECORD OF

SCIENTIFIC

’PROGRESS'IN

RADIO

TELEGRAPHY AND

TELEPHONY

Monthly - Half-a-Crown

Single copies, post free 2s.

9d. Annual Subscription,

post paid, ,30/- post free.

THE RADIO REVIEW,

a new monthly magazine,

devoted entirely to the

technical side of radio

communication.

Edited by Professor G.

W. O. Hows, D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E., assisted by

PHILIP R. COURSEY,

B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E.

THE RADIO REVIEW

is the Authoritative Jour

nal of Wireless Research.

Contributions from the

pens of the World’s lead

ing Radio Scientists will

be a special exclusive

feature.

Editorial and Publishing Oflices

12-13, HENRIETTA STREET

LONDON, W.C. 2

Our exclusive

patented process

cuts out bite and
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tric heat.

Anti-rust oil, called slushing oil, is used

extensively to preserve iron and steel from

rusting. It has been found that there is a

difference in oils as regards their usefulness

in this regard, some adhering better than

others. Some leave the surface in spots or

areas. It is suggested that a test for ad

herence should be applied, the oil being

applied to polished metal plates and being‘

kept under observation for several days at

a range of 60° to 95° F. to see if it adheres.

and ll detail blneprtnu. Oomplote outfit 816. lieu
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS

Advertisements in these columns 7c per word, average 7 words to the line. To insert

advertisement under proper classification copy should reach us not later than the first of

the month.
 
 

Agents Wanted

MAKE $30.00 NEXT SATURDAY. Qvoederator fea

Forda solllnz like wildfire. Used by Ford Motor ofilciais.

Makes any Ford rim like a Packard. Stop! stall!-nl and

bucking. Put D11 uuick—instant %lill§llflL‘Il‘iIl. .\o lilvlvn

to bore. Sell ten to twelve a day us-:~' >‘illvH-1l\l i»Y"Y\i~>i

lllld exclusive territory. Write qtllra for I.'.I'Ul'llll'll.li)il. Ail

dreaa Perrin Co., 1047 Hayward Bios-. lmwll. -\ll"li

Automobile Accessories

VULOANIZE RUBBER without heat or tools. Whirl

wind seller to evwy Auto Owner. Further particulars

free. Muscatine Agency. E402. Musoatino, Iowa.

AUTO PART8. Save 10 to 50% on sears. allo aha"!

and other auto parts. We can furnish parts for more

than aoo diflerent models. Write us your nwda Hon

"mm-1&1 1: parts are not satL-risctory. Auto Tire 2

Parts Co.. Cape Girardeau. 11°

Aviation

§rl76.00 BdUY8d rnotors..‘.p|'fo.i:ellc.

am an un er-oarrl

plan: Brubakar. B22 last 18th Btreel. New Yak.

OUR WN AEROPLAIIE. (II instalimmtsr'i.l't'.'§i'li.Y=sr to gt or in the rwlil J. Anlelfl. CG:

trails, Wash.

AERONAUTIDAL AND AUTOMOTIVE
§2ii,g'i:eue:-sT'"Igvent.ions an:Ktod and I-‘IBWI —D9l1l’nl

opared. ‘rests. Expert vice. Van M I-Bl t Marx.silty College, New York.

Blueprints
€i——~

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEEDSTER auto body. artilll

cost $10.00 with my plans. llshwr. cheaper. and mi"

to construct than tin. Send 81.00 for blue print

instructions and full details. Man's Plans. Dqvt. 5.

1911 Curtis Bt., Denver. C0l0!ld0

Books '

BOOK! DELIVERED FREE. Write today for Illus

trated Guide to the Latest Books. Wesl Mills C0-

Dept. A, 500 Fifth Avrmue, New York. . Y.

NATURE racrs married and encased eople should

know. hill ewlanatlon concisely given. Cent"-1

Sales. 601 Ninth Ave.. New York.

P h (H baiisIni- Herbs IndTtlhair eIlIl‘pfi9l-Itlgr and Disease by Dr.

B edi t 1. r. illustrated. 52:: postvaId- Nam"
Ciille, 1°10 E9841»: st. N. Y. City.

Business Opportunities

1 , Baisinl

<':l'.§.§i.."il.‘l'“?,§§'ti'.‘l‘..'°‘i:‘i’.‘lli';l.<i. ‘1‘i.'.§.sfii‘.'“-r‘l§‘§ri.nni..
~

|_|_r|,n rpor tio ants 019:31:8;:1NTtlaA';st)aal:lll\.s‘li!uI'iranch iiid |:ian:¢0' salalmall

8300 to 81.500 necessary. Will allow expenses tonllaitla

more as explained. Address, Treasurer. "6 N- °'""

St. , Baltimore. Md.

WILL YOU HELP—financially—to place the best Lock

Nut on the market! (Cheap. M641! mi-1° 'ddm%‘“g

machinery to manufacture, simple and positiveg, t Ow

many shares at $1.00 each will you buy, sill socw ‘

when. as and if issued? Ralph J. Laclmer. 3 ea

49th BL. N. Y.

MEN-—-G thl opportunity to makeQllngilliizliiri can make r$.;I()l0 to‘$l0.00 every dly ill WI-ll’

spare time at home. Not a cheap scheme, asency 0|‘

gqlldflng proposition, but substantial business piapg.

investigate this today. Address, Business. B0! 1 -

Fredonia, N. Y.

APPARATU8 AND CHEMICALS for the laboratory.

Write for price lists. Park Scientific company. 1841

Park Road. Washlnrwn. D. 0

Chemicals

~

ATORIEQ f ll equipped$Elxl_|IlERt<|)"T:lTilAlll- II’.-aAy:3l1it Plan or 'cssii. ,Dea0ripIt‘:0l1s

and act photographs free Write Dept."E-27. On!

Scientific Institute. "Laboratory Outfitters. Mt. Oliver,

Pittsburgh, _ Pa.

 

 

 

 

 

Electrical
~iii'

INSTANTANEOUS Hot Watt: Heater, attachable any

1 , 1| , dd tlts'ofilc .'l)'l‘-I!%I.'.D1lllIsbl1!t)Dl:lOF1i’lRt9..l.R2hlil‘Ic‘sll\.a l-)l:lIO::\$:5. Vicar

0. Ford Company. 250 West 54th Bt., New York.

Electric Motors

MOTORS ELECTRIC. no delay. it H.P., 110 vol 60

cle, single phase. New, money back guarantee 8 .50.

e b motors of various sizes. 25$ with order, bal

ance . 0. D. General Diatrihutina Co., 22 West lst

8t., Duluth, Minn.

Ford Owners

 

 

FORD SPEED-POWER EQUIPMENT stocked: 4 Speed

Forward Auxiliary Transmissions. Doubles Pullln Dowel‘.

increases speed 40 or 20%; l6 Valve Overhead ylinder

head; speed carburetors; camshaft, lston rings; light

pistons, crankshaft counterbalances; igh tension mag

notes; underalung fixtures; speed power bevel sears: loot

accelerators; steering wheels; wirewheels; disc wheels;

metal wheel diau; Ford Firs Chemical Hook and Lad

der; 15"-30" Double Universal Wheelbase Extension;

lli-2 ton Bide Spring Additional Frame Work Units:

Complete Line 1 -5 ton Shaft-Chain Drive Units;

Racing Body: Comp ete Racing Cars $500.-$1150. B. V.

Ford Speed-Power Equipment Manufacturers, 250 West

54th St., New York.
 

Formulas

EXPERT OHENIOT will furnish Formulas, Processes

and Trade Secrets. All lines. Lists free. W. L.

Cummings, Ph.D., 228-280 Gordon Avs., Syracuse. N. Y.

Health Resorts

NATUR l(UR—Besort for Natural Lite Regeneration.

p ical. mental and iritual. Nature cure methods.

drugiess and rations methods of diet. cure reducing

and upbuilding. Dr. Benedict Lust, Butler. N. J.

Inventors

INVENTORO-—Write for our free Illustrated Iuids book

and Evidence of Conoqation Blank. Said model or

sketch and description of invention for our opinion of its

tarrtahle nature free. Highest References. Prompt

ce. Reasonable Tums. VICTOR J. EVANS L

CO., 748 Ninth, Wllhlhfllll, D. C.

Male Help Wanted

RAILWAY TRAFFIO INSPECTORS earn from I110 to

8800 per month and nses. Travel if desired. Un

limited advancement. o age limit. We train you.

Positions furnished undc guarantee. Write for Booklet

‘C31 31%. ‘Standard Busineal Training Institute. Buf

o, . .

FIREMEN. BRAKEMEN, BAOGAGEMEN, El40- 200.

Colored Portors by Railroads everywhere. once

unnecessary. 898 By. Bureau. East St. Louis, lii.

8ALE8MEN—-Citly or Travelling.

sary. Bend for ist of lines and full particulars. Pre

pare in spare time to earn the big salarles—$2.500 to

10,000 a year. Employment services rendered members.

National Salesmen's Training Association. Dept. 157G,

Chicago, Ill.

 

 

Experience unneces

Miscellaneous

OHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA. a growing city, s good place

to live. Write for information. Board oi Commerce.

Shawnee, Oklahoma.

DETEGTIVE8 EARN BID MONEY. Travel. Experience

Unnecesa . We train you. Particulars free. Write

American etective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Bis ply. Ex

perience unnecessary, details free. Press Reporting Syn

dicate. 534 St. Louis.

NAME PLATE8—'i‘o fasten on your umbrella handle.

lfuyou should leave it in street car, theatre. etc., you

w be notified and can easily get it again. Price 25

cents, postpald. Mail orders promptly filled. Address,

Wallace, Box B15. Brsttloboro, Vermont.

MULTIDRAPHS. Addreasographs. Duplicators, Bealws,

Folders, Less than half price. Guaranteed one year.

Pruitt Company. 112-D. North La Salle, Chicago, ill.

SHOES, Half soled (nailed) 60c; hand sewed 800:

rubber heels attached 80c; best quality material used

throughout. We pay stage. Quick service. Satis

faction guaranteed. he Shoo Repairing Co., 489

Woodlan Drive, Devon. Conn.

WANT Goodall Pratt Lathe, with Eawtable. Pray, 102

Heath, omcrville, Mass.

Models

BUILD a Model Electric Motor Complete working outfit

32.00. Blue Prints 250. A. F. Cassel. 52 W. 130th

St... New York.

BUILD s Model "Speedster". Complete outfit 82.00.

glue’ Prints 250. A. F. Casacl, 52 W. 130th St., New

OI’ .

WANTED—Woi-king models, all kinda. anything. What

have you—pricel Description. Mclntosh. 51 Blanch

St.. Battle Creek, Mich.

 

 

 

 

 

Motion Picture Plays <5’ Supplies

$25-$800 PAID ANYONE for ideas. sflsitestions suitable

for photoplsvs. Experience unnecessary; complete out

line Free. Producers League. 580 St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

Motorcycles

Patents

PATENT8. Booklet free. Highest references. Beet ro

sulta. Promptneas assured. WATSON E. COLEMAN,

Patent lawyer. 024 F St., Washington, D. C.

FATENT8— Herbert Jenner, Patent Attunay and

Mechanical Expert. 622 ll‘ BL, Washington. D. C. X

reporctmiiua patent can be had and its exact cost. Said

or ar.

PATENTS. Over 10 gears‘ practice; all communications

strictly confidential; sndbook on patents free Ci request:

special facilities for oiilce consultations. Munn 5 Co

2.2-rs ms-.-. "s.,..."~"~..": B~s*.':.zi.§§;7 Y-Y
ee . as ' e ;et S r Fran ~.

Hobart B1dg., 582 Mar treat, Ban

PATENTS. In all matters pertaining to invantim consult

National lnatituto of Inventors ll8 Fulton SL. New

York City, having three thousand members. Booklet free.

PATENTS--Fees in installments. Frank T. Fuller,

formerly Lieutenant Enginmrs, Washington, D. C.

PATENT8—Prompt egusonal. efllcient service by an

sttorngxt-law. skill in all branches of Patent Prac

tice. r l2 years‘ actual experience; full Information

Wu request. B. P. 1-‘ishburne, S22 Mefllll Bldg.,

ashington, D. C.

PATENT WHAT YOU 'INVENT. It may be valuable.

Write me. No attorney's fee until patent is allowed.

Istab. I881. "Inventor's Guide" Free. Franklin H.

Bough, 510 Loan t Trust Bldg.. Washington. D. C.

"INVENTORO RECORD" and "Bulletin" sent without

charge. My free blank form for disclosing your invention

aimpifies procedure. Send sketch or description for

preliminary advice. Wm. H. Mulligan, Registered At

torney, 894 Woodward BuDdlng,_VVasbingt4!|, D. C.

DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS to patent protection.

Before disclosing your invention to anyone send for

blank form "Evidence of Conception" to be aimed and

witnessed. Form and information concern patents

free. Lancaster and Allwine, 7.87 Ouray uilding,

Waahinswn. D. 0.. originators of the form "Evidence

of Conception."

 

 

 

 

Personals

DON'T O0 DRY—MaIre your own Bye, Corn. Bourbon

with our essences; 50 rlssses 82.00. Mnlthop extract

$1.75; makes 8 gallons fine wholesome beverage. Comply

with the National Prohibition Law. Superior Supply

Co., 1440 Niagara, Denver, Colo., Dept. 26.

Phonographs

BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOORAPH-—Bis ssvins. We

"!.'.?l:.“ ""‘l -1": "‘"l“s "mt." ......'- ‘@s ons. ssoea on a ti ., ,Cincinnati. Ohio. on D up

Photo Developing
~__iM

MAIL U8 200 with any sine film for development and

six velvet print.-1. Or send six negatives any sine and

200 for six prints. Or send 400 for one 8 x l0 mounted

enlargement. Prompt. perfect service. Roanoke Photo

Finishing Co., 283 Bell Ave., Roanoke. Va.

Schools

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF NATUROPATHY—1l0E. dlet

St., N. Y. City. Become a Drugless Doctor and be

professionally successful and iinancially independent.

Send 25c for explanatory literature on this wonderful

science of New Rational Healing Art.

HOME STUDY: Hi h School, College and Mechanical

 

 

 

Courses. Standard lplomaa. Degrees irrsnted. Pros

]').ectusMF‘ree. Metropolitan College, Station "A". Bos

n, ass. 

Short Stories Wouted

SHORT STORIES. Poems, Plays. Etta, are wanted for

publication. Lilarary Bureau. l66 Hannibal, Mo.

Stammering

ST-STU-T-T-TERINO and Stamrnering cured at home.

instructive booklet free. Waiter McDonnell, 103 Potomac

Bank Building, Washington, D. C.

Stamps

APPROVALS 60% discount. Reference, please. Stamps

bought. Lang. I433-J 59th. Cicero. Illinois.

I.000 NIOELY MIXED STAMP8 from all over the

world. cat up to 20c each. post free 590. Dayton Post

age Stsnip__Co., East Foxboro,_llasa. We buy stamps.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE STAMP HERALD? I-‘ingt

monthly stamp paper published. Subscription 500 a

year. 3 months trial for 100. Stamp Herald Publishing

Co Dept. E, Indianapolis, Ind.

OLD OOINB WANTED. 24121!“ buyinl catalogue, 10c_

 

 

 

 

 

 A. Kraus. Kraus Building, lwaukee, Wis.

Watches

WATCHES REPAIRED. Elpert Watch airing for

the public. Write for prices or send for ea ate. In

r-lude return postage. Henry Dietrich. Wltchinaker,

liamler. Ohio.  

FORDS RUN S4 MILES per alien with our 1020

cu-buretors. Use cheapest gasol e or half kerosene.

Start easy any weather. Increased power. Styles for

all motors. Ituna slow in high gear. Attach yourself.

Bil profits for agents. Money back guarantee 30 days’

trial. Air-Friction Carburetor Company, 600 Madison

BL, Dayton. Ohio.

'Ovsrhauled and tested by experts.

USED AND REBUILT Indians, Excelslors, Barlrys.

Guaranteed and

shipped on approval. We save ou big money, we

furnish Bank References. Send tamp for Free List.

Floyd Clyiner, Dept. 3. "Larsest Motorcycle Dealer in

Western America." Denver. Colorado.

Wireless

WIRELESS PARTS. PROMPT DELIVERY. Standard

153" switch knob-lever complete 350. Switch points with

wrews 25c dozen. Stats panel thickness. Novotcy El.“-

trio, Charlotte. N. C.

Please mention Evmzvpav ENGINEERING M.\c.-xznvr.
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' The Age oi Precision

HIS is truly the age of precision. We find the importance

oi precision measurements recognized just as mud; in

practical mechanics as in theoretical science. ln this issue

the reader will find two articles which deal with the division

oi units we formerly thought minimum values in the field of

mechanics and chemistry, to still more minute quantities,

some of which are so small as to be hardly understood by

the average human mind.

QR some time past, mechanics and makers of precision

instruments have believed that working to one-tenth of one

thousandth of an inch was the practical commercial limit as

the most delicate mechanical measuring machine was capable

of indicating, with reasonable accuracy, no lower unit than

one hundredth of a thousandth part of an inch. New methods

of measurement have now made it possible for men of ordinary

attainments to measure variations as small as one-millionth

part of an inch, and experts to measure accurately to the

twentieth of a millionth of an inch.

HE chemist of former times could never get below the

atom, so it was considered the smallest possible division

of matter; it was held that two or more atoms formed a mole

cule, and that as an atom could not exist alone, molecules

were the smallest unit of independently existing matter, and

"a molecule was built up of atoms. While the atom and mole

cule remain the working units of chemistry, the theory of

the last few years considers the atom as a very large unit of

matter, and as described in a very interesting article in this

issue, a new unit of matter is now used by scientific men.

CORPUSCLE termed the electron that is estimated as

being less than one hundredth of a thousandth part of the

diameter of an atom, is being seriously considered and talked

of by Scientists. The size of an electron may be understood

to be exceedingly minute, when an estimate made by a com

petent authority, who gives a value of one-iortieth of a

millionth of an inch as the diameter of an atom. is properly

grasped by the mind. a difficult feat for most of us.

J
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p ""¢'ELECTRl(ZITY
. by using ,your set oi

' HAWKINS Electrical

Guides Every Day.

They tell you lust what

you need to know.

AWKINS

Electrical Guides

place electricity at your fingers’ ends. They

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that you

can turn right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain every day

language—no wasted words—only what you need ta

know—full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.

The guides are a complete course in electrical en

gineering.

They will help you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

for your inspection

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket—

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until ou have mastered its con

tents. 3,500 pages of actual information and 4, 00 illustrations. Once you

see these books and put them into actual use you will never again want to

be without them. Try it at our expense.

_TO EARN lVlORE—LEARN MORE
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IO. I Contains 348 piles. 388 illustrstions. Electriosl silfls snd

symhols—sutic and current eloct.riuity—primsry oolls—oonduo\ors

and insulstnre—resletsnoe snd cmiduct1vity—ms¢nsti.su\—1ndu

tion oolls—dynsmo pr-ineiples—<;lseses oi d.ynsmos-s.rmstures

Iim1i.n[s—oommutsLion-hrushu. etc.

Is. 2 Contains 848 pages. 394 lllusLrsLions. Motor principles

lrlnlture reaction-—mot0r sis-rtin|—caloulstions—brnke horse

wwer—seloction and installation oi’ dynsmos snd mot0ra—-[ll

Innometers -—- standard cells — current messurernent — resistance

lnnumzrmnent--volunetorl—wattrnsmn—wutthuur metnr|—operntion

of dynI.|n0o—-operltitrn of motors ow.

Is. 8 Contains 300 pares, 423 illustrations. Distribution systems

—wires and wire csl0ulstions—Lnside, outside Ind underground

w1.rin|»—sign flssher-|—lizhtning orotection—reetifiers—storne bat

tsry systems, etc.

Is. 4 Centsins 270 pesos, 879 illustrations. Alternstins current

principles — alternating current dlsg-rs.rns — the power factor -

slternstor princi,oles—slternstor oonstruetlon—windin¢s, em.

Ne. 5 Contatus 320 panes, 814 illustrations. A. C. Motors—~syn

ohrnnous snd induction motor principles—A. C. commutator

motors -- induction motors — trsnsrormurs: losses. construction,

connections, tests-—converter's—-reotliiers. etc.

Io. I (hutnius 293 pages, 472 illustrations. Alternstin current

systems—swiu:h.lsz du1oes—-ou.r-rent breakers-—relays— lghtninx

protector I-Dnnrstu.s—rezulstin3 devices-—synchronous condensers

—indiostin; dsvioes—n1eters—powar isetor indicnwrl—wnve form

messuremsnt—|w'ltch hoards. etc.

ls. 7 Ctmtuins 315 pares, B79 illustrations. Alternating current,

wiring power ststions»-turbines: ms.ns|u-ment, selection, location,

emotion. testing. running. esre snd repuir—telephoues, etc.

Io. 8 Gontsins 832 vases, 436 illuscrstions. '1‘ols:rsnh—sirnuits

neous telssrsphy and telephony — wireless — electrolysis bells —

electric lighttns-—pholomet.r'y etc.

Io. 9 Contains 822 pages, i327 illustrations. leotric rnl.lwsys—
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Thme srs our 13.500 cross references. You _

It Will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—ask

them all the questions you can think of—use them in y_o_ur work—study them—|Iick

up some information that will increase your earning ability. We will ship you the

entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure gold does not object to being

tested. Keep them for seven days and if you do not decide that you can‘t get along

without them, return them to us and owe us nothing.

\Vhen you decide to keep them you only have to pay $1.00 down and remit the

balance of $9.00 on the easy payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use the coupon to get the books. It will pay you may times over.

wh=w==~$=v= 'r|-uso. AUDEL& co.

“'°°“' ' "’"""'"'°”""" 12 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.1-{swkins Guides sra worth double their

price, I have been sble to secure hiahsr

psy and s better position with their sid.

K. W. Menard. THIS COUPON BRINGS THE GUIDES

Supt. Erskine Light 5 Power Plant. — i iii -_. __. i iii

Erskine. Minn.

$5.000 Saved

The ten dollars I invested in Hawkins

Electrical Guides netted Lha mrnns-I13‘

by whom I um employed somewhere

Around $5.000.

The knowledge zulned from your books

enabled rue to save s transformer house.

I

I THEI. AUDEL A GOIFAIY

whereas I you no I should have I

72 Fifth Avsslls. N. Y.

Plssse submit ms for lnmilafln

Hawkins lsotricul Iuilss tlrlno 81

as-dz). Shin st once. nnnsld. the 10 num

bsrs. Irssusisotsrylssrsouvseulyuug

within seven dsys and to further msii you

ascli month until paid.

thousht myseli in nest dunner and

have run.

Use this letter as you please ss I em

truly thankful for hsrinl the little won

dare. A. L. Foster. Ooher, Colo.

Handy to Gerry

The great beauty of them is that you

can carry them in your pocket. That

Iulta me for I never wunt to he without

ht! whst you want to know Instantly

them. F. 8. Collins.
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MERCHANT M RIN

Big Money in Wireless Work

Few professions offer the opportunities

found in Radio. Any young man with

ambition and energy can soon be quali

fied for exceptional positions by taking

our course in Wireless. Your first posi

tion will pay you the equivalent of $200

or more a nmnlh -$125 in salary, plus

living expenses, which by a conservative

estimate we place at $100 a month.

There are exceptional chances for rapid

promotion to Radio Mechanic, Electrician,

Government Inspector, Radio Aid, and

Radio Engineer. One of our recent grad

uates is getting $6,000 a year.

No previous knowledge of Wireless or

electricity is necessary to take our course.

Our course is easy and comprehensive,

and with the help of our Natrorneter,

you can master Wireless in a marvelously

short time—right in your own home,

the National Radio institute way, in your

spare time!

Travel Around the W0rld—

Your Expenses Paid

if you are eager to travel, anxious to visit

foreign countries, and hcrease your knowledge

oi’ world aflalrs, Wireless oflers you the big

gest chance you will ever have. You triivel

on shipboard with an ol'.licer’s rating, living

the life of an oiiicer, eating at the captain’a

table, and mingling with the passengers. All

without one cent's expense to youl

Ii’ you prefer to locsts permanently at or

near your own home. Wireless again offers the

opportunity. for you may secure an equally

attractive position at one oi’ the many land

stations, with Radio companies, Steamship

companies, or Commercial houses.

Regardless of how big your desires and

plans for your future, Wireless is always in

the foreground, offering advantageous and

attractive opportunities. Look into it and

plan your life accordingly.

This Fine Natrometer Given

To You

COMMERCIAL

RADIO ' '

  

Hundreds of attractive and interesting" posi

tions in Commercial Radio Service on Land, Merchant Marine, Railroads, Radio

Supply Factories and Laboratories, Lake and Ocean Steamship Lines, Telegraphy

Companies, and Aerial Mail Service always ready to be filled. Because of the

efficiency of our graduates, they are given first choice, and positions are guaranteed

to those who complete the course and secure a license.

Get Your Instructions From

Washington-—Center of All

National Wireless

Activities

The National Radio Institute was estab

lished in 1914, and was the first in America

to successfully teach Wireless by mail. It is

established in the heart oi’ national interests——

in Washington, the home of the United

States Shipping B0ard—ceuter of all otilciai

Wireless activities—and the home of the

United States Department oi’ Commerce

(Radio Department) which passes upon every

first grade government license granted in

America, and also issues all permits to erect

and operate radio stations.

Our location in the nation's capital, together

with the high standing of our school and in

structora, and our close communication with

government otflcinls connected with Wireless

activities, naturally places us in the Dosi

tion of giving our students the very best in.

structlon obtainable. We are also able to be

oi’ the utmost help in asslstihg them secure

high type positions paying substantial salaries.

Special Privileges to National

Radio institute Students

Students of the National Radio Institute

receive the following:

Complete combination course in Wireless

Telegraphy and Telephony—

Speeial post-graduate course at our large

Washington school, if desirul—

Five text books, one hand book, forty-six

special lessons and eighteen personal

examinations——

Large handsome diploma suitable for

framing-—

Complete automatic Natrometsr outfit and

carryin case—

Personal elp in securing wirelooo position

and endorsement of institute oflclals.

Send For Free Booklet

We have prepared a book telling you all

you want to know about Wireless and the

future it oflers you. Startling facts you are

interested tn are freely discussed. It tells

how, during the past six years, we have helped

hundreds of ambitious men and women and

how we will help you. Send the coupon to

day or write to the

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

America’: First and Foremost

Established 1914-_Dept. 244,

14th and U Streets, N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,

Dept. 244, 14-th & U Streets, N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

 

 

LEARN WIRELESS
0 AT HOME QUICKLY AND EASILY

-"~ BY MARVELOUS NEW METHOD

A combination coin-se in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony

perfected by the National Radio institute that will fit you in a few

months for a position paying $200 or more a month to start.

H

Send me your free book, “Wireless the Opportunity of Today,

telling me-about the opportunities in Wireless, your Famous

Home Study course in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony,

your post-graduate course, and your special Wireless instru

  

This wonderful Nntrometer automatically

sends you Wireless messages as though com

ing from a rndio station thousands oi’ miles

away. It ls a complete improved sending and

receiving set, embodying the some type of

instruments as used by the United States

Bureau oi’ Navigation in testing applicants

for oifliclal license. Made especially and ex

clusively for National Radio Institute students.

ment offer.

an-—-__—-@—-___.___,..________'

I

' Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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H MOTOR BOATS AND BOAT MOTORS

By Victor W. Page’, and A. Clark Leich. (6 x 9.)

£1400pages. 372 illustrations. Cloth. Price

Indispensable for owners, users, repairmen or operators of

motor boats and marine engines.

SHOP PRACTICE FOR HOME MECHANICS

By Raymond Francis Yates. (6 x 9.) 324 pages,

309 illus. Cloth. Price $3.00.

Deals'with small tools and machines such as those em

ployed about the home shop.

STARTING, LIGHTING AND IGNITION

SYSTEMS

By victor W Page. B15 pages. 492 specially

made engravings. I920 Edition, Revised and

Enlarged. Price $3.00.

A [practical treatise on latest automobile starting, lighting

an ignition system practice. Over zoo wiring diagrams

are shown in both technical and nontechnical forms. Com

plete data is given for locating troubles in all systems, the

various steps being considered in a logical way for those

without expert electrical knowledge. All ignition systems

receive full consideration, starting with the simplest bat

tery and coil forms found on early cars to the modern

short-contact timer and magneto methods used with the

latest eigl" and twelve-cylinder motors.

ABRASIVES AN_D ABRASIVE WHEELS

By Fred B. Jacobs. 340 pages, 200 illustrations.

Price $3.00.

A new book for everyone interested in abrasives or grind

ing. A careful reading of the book will not only make

mechanics better able to use abrasives intelligently, but it

will also tell the shop su erintendent of many short cuts

and efficiency-increasing kinks. The economic advantage

in using large grinding wheels are fully explained, together

with many other things that will tend to give the superin

tendent or workman a keen insight into abrasive engineer

mg.

HENLEY’S TWENTIETH CENTURY BOOK

OF RECIPES, FORMULAS AND PRO

CFSSES

Edited by Gardner D. Hiscox. 1920 edition.

Cloth binding. Price $4.00.

The most valuable tcchnochemical formula: book published,

including over 10.000 selected scientific, chemical, techno

logical and practical recipes and processes. This book of

8oo pages is the most complete book of recipes ever pub

lished, giving thousands of recipes for the manufacture of

valuable articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, practical

ideas and secret processes are revealed within its pages.

It covers every branch of the useful arts and tells thou

sands of ways of making money and is just the book every

one should have at this command.

LIQUID AIR AND THE LIQUEFACTION

OF GASES

By T. O'Conor Sloane. 400 pages fully illus

trated. (I920.) Price $3.00.

The third revised edition of this book has just been issued.

Much new material is added to it; and the all-important

uses of liquid air and gas processes in modern industry,

in the production especially of nitrogen compounds, are

described.‘ The book gives the history of the theory, dis

covery, and manufacture of Liquid Air, and contains an

illustrated description of all the experiments that have ex

cited the wonder of audiences all over the country. It

shows how liquid air. like water, is carried hundreds of

miles and is handled in open buckets.

 

HENLEY’S

New Practical Books

These Are the Books You Should Procure

All Up-to-date and Reliable

Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE—1920 Catalogue of

Practical Books—Send for a Copy

The Norman W. Henley Publishing C0.

2 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK

  

MODERN ELECTROPLA'I'ING

By Kenneth M. Coggeshall. 350 pages, I42 illus

trations. Price $3.00.

Anyone interested in practical plating and metal finishin

wfillhfind this book a valuable guide and complete manna

o t e art.

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS STATIONS

By P. E. Edelman, E. E. (5 x 7) 390 pages,

167 illus. Cloth. Price $2.50.

Answers every question—clears up mysteries of things

radio, you have often wondered about.

THE MODEL T FORD CAR, ITS CON

STRUCTION, OPERATION AND RE

PAIR, INCLUDING THE FORDSON

FARM TRACI‘OR, F. A. LIGHTING AND

STARTING SYSTEM, FORD MOTOR

TRUCK
By Victor W. Page. 410 pages, 153 illustrations,

2 large folding plates. Price $2.00.

This is the most complete and practical instruction book

ever published on the Ford car and Fordson tractor. To

the 1920 Revised Edition matter has been added on the

Ford Truck and Tractor Conversion Sets and Genuine

Fordson Tractor. All parts are described. All repair

processes illustrated and fully explained. Written so all

can understand—no theory, no guesswork. New Edition.

MODEL MAKING

By Raymond Francis Yates. 400 pages,

301 illustrations. Price $3.00.

A new book for the mechanic and model maker. This is

the first book of its kind to be published in this country

and all those interested in model engineering should have

a copy. The first eight chapters are devoted to such sub

jects as Silver Soldering, Heat Treatment of Steel, Lathe

Work, Pattern Making, Grinding, etc. The remaining

twenty-four chapters describe the construction of various

models such as rapid fire naval guns, speed boats, model

steam engines, turbines, etc.

ELECTRICIAN’S HANDY BOOK

_ By Prof. T. O’Conor Sloane. 840 pages, 600 en

gravings, handsomely bound in cloth. 1920 edi

tion. Price $4.00.

This work has just been revised and much enlarged. It is

intended for the practical electrician who has to make

things go. The entire field of electricity is covered within

its pages. It is a work of the most modern practice, writ

ten in a clear, comprehensive manner, and covers the sub

ject thoroughly, beginning at the A B C of the subject,

and gradually takes you to the more advanced branches of

the science. It teaches you just what you should know

about electricity. A practical work for the practical man.

WETINGHOUSE E. T. AIR-BRAKE IN

STRUCTION POCKET - BOOK CATE

CHISM

By Wm. W. Wood, Air-Brake Instructor. Cloth.

I920 edition. Price $2.50. A

A practical work containing examination questions and

answers on the E. T. Equipment. Covering what the E. T.

Brake is. ‘How it should be operated. What to do when

defective. Not a question can be asked of the engineman

up for promotion on either the No. 5 or the No. 6 E. T.

equipment that is not asked and answered in the book. If

you want to thoroughly understand the E. T. equipment

get a copy of this book. It covers every detail. Makes

air-brake troubles and examinations easy. Fully illustrated

with colored plates, showing various pressures.
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Now is the Time

to Get Ready for

Bigger Pay

   

raid the beginner.

Study Course.

  

tl~‘i"

Industrial America is teeming

and throbbing with the great

est activity in its history. Every day

hundreds of men in small positions are

raised to bigger responsibilities and bigger pay. A search

is being made everywhere for men who have the neces

sary training to asume these new responsibilities.

A McGraw-Hill Home 'I'heM¢Graw-Hillfiome

Study Course Will

Prepare You Quickly

the great fields of engineering which they cover. No

space is wasted with higher mathematics and theory.

Only facts, written so that you can understand them.

About one hundred thousand men are now using them as

a daily guide. They are equally valuable to the expert

Study Courses are

founded on actual

work as it is done in

Not One Cent in Advance

Small Monthly Payments If You Are Satisfied

No matter what your age is, where you are located,

or bow limited your means, you can succeed through one

of the McGraw-Hill Home Study Courses. Everyone

contains a complete education on the subject covered.

No matter how much you might pay for books or

courses you cannot acquire knowledge that will advance

you more rapidly and surely than a McGraw-Hill Home

Power Plant Library]

Power plant practice complete, in

cluding mathematica. bollqa, engines.

electricity, turbinea and refrigeration.

New the moat used engineers‘ library

in existence. . Baa enabled thousands

of men to pass the most rigid exam

inationa. 2,500 L500 illustra

tioua. Eight ban one volumes. bound

in the tough ‘I’ pattern of cloth. as

durable as leather. Price SIB. ll.Yable

$1.00 per month.

Factory Management

A set of books written by leading

authorities. to help men flt I-hemaelvea

to take complete charge of the shop or

factory. Covers industrial organiza

tion, administration, purchasing,

mariufacturinl coeta and accounts.

enginecing of eho . factories and

power plants. 6 vo umee 2.300 pages

fully ll usirated. Bound in aemi-iiexi

hie karatol. Price $20. Ilyable $2

in ten days and $3 per month.

Croft Library of

Practical Electricity

Without queatioli of more practical

value than anything of the kind ever

attempted in the world of electricity.

Enables you to know electricity ea ex

perts know it. Mathematics. practical

electricity. electrical machinery, ceri

tral stations. wiring for light and

power, wiring of finished buildings.

illumination. 8 flexible volumes.

pocket aiu. 3.000 pages. Price $20.

paya'l'r'Ia $2 la I0 days and $3 per

lllllll .

Iron and Steel library

The high positions in the great iron

and steel world are now attainable

through this library which is written

by authorities actually engaged in this

work. Metallurgy. foundry work, blast

furnaces construction, operation and

products. refractories. A complete

iron and steel library. Seven volumes,

over 3.000 pages. Fully illustrated.

Price" complete 924, payable $3 per

mon .

 

 

I

1

Machine Shop

Library

Machine chop practice complete.

Writicn by eight practical men. well

known in the machine ahon world.

Now the standard in America. No

other pet of hooltl On the sub eel ever

equalled it in popularity. ethema

tice. drawing and design. composition

and heat ‘treatment of steel gears.

tool work. inding, Jigs and fixtures.

screw mach ea, dlea, etc. 9 volumt-~.

3.000 pales. Price $20. payable $2

In I0 days and $3 Ier month.

Metal Mining library

Herein is brought together in nine

iieaibly-bound volumes the very meat

of metal mining practice in America.

Examinations, principles of mining,

timbering. thousands of working de

tails. ore dressing. surveying, account

ing, costs. All the in orrnation you

need to reach the high positions in the

mining world. The most intricate

problems solved by plain words and

illustrations. Prioe $24. payable S3

ler month.

Goal Mining library

Coal mining and coilicry practice

complete, including outside and inside

work—both mechaniu and engineer

ing. Of leaietance to every man in the

business. from the lowest aid man to

the operator. It is now oolred upon

as a necessity, and as containing the

secrete of uasceas in coal mining. 8

volumes. 8.000 lice. 1.100 illus

trations. Prioe . payable $2 in I0

days and $3 per vaeath.

iiadcliife's Electricity

A three-volume compact set of books

on the practical aide of electricity. in

question-and-answer form. for quick

reference. This ooinae ia somewhat

condensed, and will be found of

s al value In those interested in

eectricity aa used in power plants.

‘I00 pegee of facu. illustrated and

carefully indexed. Price S6. payable

SI per lentil.

  

Any library Shipped on Ten Days’ Trial

At 0ur Expense. Merely Return the Coupon

Look at the illustrations of the libraries at the left and right

of this page. Then refer to the coupon, chock the library you

want, fill out the blank spaces carefully and return to us. After

receiving the books, go over them carefully. Keep them ten full ~_

days. See how much knowledge you can gain from them within

ten days. if then you decide you cannot afford to be without

them, send us the small monthly payments called for. if on

the other hand you do not want them, return at our expense.

Bill DRY "0 charges. We bear shipping expenses both ways.

  
  Pay only

$1 to $3 MeGRAW-HILL noon co., lne., 239 w. semi St., N. v.

Gentlemen: Send for _ten days’ free inspection the Library

per i have checked below.

th §1'1'Il.'i‘..."s"i'i.'.',‘°'t t.§3,°‘»_..“"‘° ‘Si "' “‘°""‘" hrnon I ‘ d S. ' uh -I 2‘_ aya e per mont .

if u a ii-ill» "Hr" .|h$;:zDa‘yableD‘ ‘bill: am<'§§'ts'.“°'““'

a n Ii _ < __-Y? _ re Power Pianut Lani-all-yy, i%_‘5’.’;2?,lZ 3 $5: $3231

sat‘;-fled Fulfil‘! Manalemflll . $20—t1s§'able 3 per month.

RadellIie'e Electricity, 36- bl 1If satisfactory i will send first r>a€':ri,e.1il.Bin tcri)€dayJ.:ionaiihd

tho_same amount each month until paid. if not wsnteii

I will return the books at your expense,

Signature   

City and State. . ..

Your employer

HI: address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . ..

Your occupation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ , _ _ _ ,_ _ _]_-11) 1.20

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS
I ANY ONE OF THESE BOOKS WILL BE SENT FREE

HOME MECHANICS

WORKSHOP COMPANION

rs II W ro no MA USEFUL

lI.l I an was THINGS

IIICI. iumi-riiou s limits

'51

mnnzw JACKSON JR.

®
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

IIOIDIAI w.sin1i.sr rvnuinnnn cn

I urn 1| rn svaasi. usw vonn

For the Handy Nan in the

Home or Snap

There has always been a de

mand for a hand beek of mechani

cal inatrnoden fliat would help

the avenge eviydaz man to do

the many snail jo I of repair

work that are found around the

‘heme and shop.

RADIOI'IOOK'UPS

aroma III Men anvailcsn ciacviis

onztaivnsrmrtlmssan

II urirnflim unmrrn ways wuiin

$1

M- I. l LIIPIR

©
EVERYDAY ENG RING SERIES

noizsug vi. av rvnu bu

I viii 051’ arIIl‘r_NI K

  

For the Radio Experimental

and Amateur

In this the best oircuits_for

difinreut iatrumants and various

purposes have been carefully se

ected and grouped er. The

result _ia a_ wnipqd e summary

of radio circuit diagrams fer every

P‘"P°°°- . . .

A special feature of tiiia book is

the explanations wilt aoceippany

each oirouit, giving construction or

operating details.

HINTS AND TIPS

FOR

AUTOMOBILI S TS

inn savnn: imni u cuzriim oruumos

AISO IDCAIIOI AID IUAII Of Iflfil TIGHB

'0

VlC'l'0Il W PAGE

®
EVERYDAY IIGIIEERING SERIES

noon“ I1.llIIILI! rnnisuno co

‘I was! as nc snur. new veal

  

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

The book is ideal for the busy

man or woman who wants to

know about car operation and up

keep_ because of the economies

possible when an automobile is

intelligently operated. It con

tains many money saving hints.

HOWI0 MAKE&USE A SMAII

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

All INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

IIIOIGANIC CIEMTSTIY WITH DIllC'|'I@$

IQ Tl! HISIIIJCIIGNIA SHALI. LAIORATNY

.3]

RAYMOND TIANCIS YATIS

C9
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES:

NOIIHAII -1 nun.“ run-iuiino co

‘I WI]! as ‘IN SIIIII. saw wean

For the Student Chemist

and Experimental’

This book gives all the neces

sary information for a well

grounded understanding of chem

istry. It will not only be a help,

but an inspiration to study fur

ther into this fascinating realm of

science.

LL of these Books are written in Sim

ple Non-technical Language and

contain Information of Real Value on

Subjects of Timely Interest.

TRY TO SEND US FOUR NEW SUBSCRIBERS—

WITH YOUR OWN—SO WE CAN SEND YOU

THE SET OF SIX BOOKS

Fill Out the Special Blank Below

Check Off the Title Desired and Mail with Your

Remittance

Special Circular Describing These Books

Sent on Request

The Experience and Knowledge of Experts

Condensed and Simplified for the Handy Man

»-the Mechanic and the Radio Expcrimcntcr.

FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION

  

SOLDERIIG & BRAZING

  

AUSEFUI. HANDBOOK FOR MECHANICS

/2; l

RAYMOND YIAIICIS YATES

©
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

Hanna»: w IIIIILIY PUIIJSIIIIIG av

z -an 4! 1-n svnrrr. Ilvl roux

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the nec

essary "kinks" that will enable

one to aceeinpliah anccaaifnl sol

dering. If a mechanic has not

succeeded in his solderin , this

book may tell him just w at he

needs to produce good work.

DESIGN DATA FOR RADD

SIXPLEHHNN NI IVEIZIIIIZAPMIAIIB

WWWARITAIIIAHIWIDIIAI-‘I'D!

Q]

H I $1-IIPIR

©
EVERYIKY IIOBGIIIIIO SIIISS

nouns w. sinlnr svauasriiio on

1 van QITII niiaai. new volts

  

For the Radio Engineer and

Student

In Design Data, radio experi

menters are given such informa

tion, readily acoeedble, as to make

it possible for them ta have modern

and hlglih efliciont equipment and

to get the best possible results

from the instruments they make

or buy.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 WEST 45TH STREET

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

NEW YORK CITY

SERIES OF HANDIOOKS

Check off title desired here

~i

WORKSHOP COMPANION

I HOME MECHANICS |

~

for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. years at $2.00 per year (Canada, $2.25; foreign, $2.50). Please

let this start with the I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . .., and

according to your special offer send mc copy of book checked ofi.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOW

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. issue.

(Date of issue)

2 HINTS AND TIPS FOR

AUTOMOBILISTS

HOW TO MAKE AND USE A

3 SMALL CHEMICAL

LABORATORY

~

SOLDERING AND BRAZING |

—~

5 RADIO HOOK-UPS ‘

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

TRANSMITTERS AND

RECEIVERS

Plcasr mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING i.\IAG.-\ZlNE
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WHAT USERS SAY
T "The Renulile Violet Ray High Fre

quency Generator is superior in eficienci

because of its perfect character and con

trol of current. compactneae and perfect

l.nsulation._ The smallness and lightnefl

oi Electrode holder is also a great ad

vantage." "The doctor told me that the

trouble was hardening of the arteries. I

would not be without it tor all the money

in the world." "I cannot recommend it

too highlv." "I have been using mine now

for a week for Sciatica and I am highlv

pleased with results." "I think it is one

of the but little machines that was'ever

invented." "I have used it with excellent

results {or the restoration of hair and sti Y

and snre rheumatic finger joints." "Am

well pleased with the Generator, and the

kind trmtrnent received from vour Corn

panv." "My Generator has stopped my

neuritis." "Every house should have a

Renulile Violet Ray liigh Frequency

Generator tor tho treatment of Neuralgiaz

Neuritis: Sore Throat: Kernels in Neck;

Cramps: Headache: Stifl Neck Mus

cular Sorenem; Rheumatism : Paralysis

-—'ln short. pain of all kinds."—.\l. D.

"I have been much relieved by the use of

your Violet Ray Generator."

"It is fine tor irmomnia."

"I find it such a help in nervousnem."

"I would not part with it for five times the

price. It is sure a little wonder."

"I am more than pleased with

Generator. the whole family are using it."

 

the

THIS TYPE of Violet Ray instru

ment makes possible a light.convenient

handle and permits large efficient

Units to be used contained in hand

some case.

OUR NEW BOOK

JUST OUT. This latest edition

,' explains in detail. with many illus

_¢ trations. the uses and benefits of

-5 Violet Ray. You should have

I

.\

one. Free for the asking.

SEND FOR BOOK!

'

we ~ti;"z.e.-..tt~<.%QI~;a%i.~s.=»,.

laliitaanana-clan-anaae-v ‘3

COUPON FOR BOOK

  
  

/7?”/Z5:.§;.?£Q"~Z’5.

T *~*~ t

A recognized scientific effective means of handling your own case is aflorded

by the RENULIFE VIOLET RAY HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR.

is so designed and made that anyone can a

upbuilding forces of the VIOLET RAY. T is pleasant POWERFUL form

of electricity has done and is doing wonders in relieving and eliminating

pain and suffering. You owe it to yourself to investigate—find out the

Get our new booklet explaining the nature of the Violet Ray—its

uses, benefits, and applications—scnd the coupon below at once.

  

—-L

~

  

  

 

._€_______

It

ply the wonderful corrective,

THOUSANDS OF VOLTS

No Shock—No Harm—Simply Great Benefits

Current from your light socket is transformed

into the most powerful. effective purifying

Health and Beauty giving agency; yet as pain

less and pleasant as a ray of sunshine. Made

safe for use in any home. on infant or weakest

invalid. Attacks the deep seated source of

diseases. at the same time relieving the aches

and pains which may be the annoying symp

toms. Learn how this modern form of elec

tricity—The Violet Ray—so acceptable to the

human body actually saturates the whole system

with invigorating life-laden forces. brin ing back

normal conditions. You may treat the ocal area

but results are not confined to that part alone——

the blood. nerves. tissues are revitalized. toned

and restored.

Send for the Booklct—fuli of informati0n—that

tells the story so you can understand it.

Nalures Own Aid

\Vhat is the strange relation between electricity and

life? Some declare electricity is life. We do not know.

But life cells do welcome and respond marvelously to

electricity in the form of Violet Rays. It works with

nature to restore where many other methods fail. It

treats fundamentally and therefore is specified by

physicians for a wide range of ailments-—for rheuma

tism. neuritis. nerve and blood disorders—etc.. etc.

both chronic and acute. See the list on coupon and

ask for full particulars. Blood is brought_to area

treated-—enriched and purificd—assimulation and

digestion improved—functions restored_ to normal.

Combines the benefits of electricity, vibration. ex

ercise. stimulation, and oxidation. Get the. informa

tion as to what you may expect from the Violet Ray.

Its astonishing low price places it within the reach of

all. The Trial Plan proves its value. in actual use.

Receive full information by return mail.

Renulife Electric Co., Inc. i

l907 Marquette Building, Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Office, Room 410, I23 West Madison

  

LOWEST PRICED

Efficient

VIOLET RAYS
  

  

f5_’§@11o/

High Class Sales

T Distributors Write

for Proposition

é

i

\

-_

  

  

  

011'" Face and

$6019 as well as

Specialists

Siren gthens——

Rein'lalo'zcs—

Builds up

  
Pain '.- L

and Ache if

Eradi'cat0r—

  

  

  

I

I

I

I

I

I

- 1907 Marquette Bldg, Detroit, Mich. - H°"\¢ , , . -- _ ;_._'\';"

- have send without Obllfllwfl, your book "Health." : and "'7 ‘T ‘I explaining Vieletflar treatments with Renulile t;ener- - -- ___ ---_ E

: as to Its lppllcltmn tor I Profes- ‘

s TREATS SUCCESSFULLY :

- -.Abecs_Iea ..l'aci_al Neuralgia ..Obesity |
I -.Anemia "Falling [lair ,,PaininAb<l0msll .

I --'-.~'.;.».~.~..<~'-~ .
- Z: ldneas ..Goit.re "Piles

I -.Blackbeads .. IIPi=-pi” I

-.Brai r ..ii hide ,..P h I --.;~-~.'~: ..am¢_“hi‘ ..H:fl%::er9 ..Ri§ii'm§iim |

- ..ln”a‘1i\tile Para- "gcciarai -

-- I -. ll (‘I
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Man alive

Listen!

You can smoke Camels

till the cows come home

without tiring your taste!

  

AMELS bring to you every joy you

ever looked for in a cigarette! They

are so new to your taste, so delightful

in their mellow mildness and flavor, and

so refreshing, you will marvel that so

" jmuch enjoyment could be put into a

cigarette!
Q

Camels quality is as unusual as

Camels expert blend of choice Turkish

and choice Domestic tobaccos which

you will prefer to either kind of to

bacco smoked straight! No matter

how liberally you smoke, Camels never

will tire your taste!

You will marvel at Camels smooth

“body”. And, your delight will also be

keen when you realize Camels leave no

unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor un

pleasant cigaretty odor!

For your own personal

proof, compare Camels

with any cigarette in the

world at any price.
  

p me!are be
Camels are sold everywhere in scientifically sealed packages

of 20 cigarettes for .70 cents; or ten packages (200 cigarettes)

in a glassine-paper-covered carton. We strong-;'ly recommend

this carton for the home or office supply or when you travel.

  

  

R. _]. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. Winston-Salem, N. C.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M.\GA2lNE
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FOR EVERYDAY MEN MAKE AND D0 THINGS

VOLUME 9 JIILY, 1920 NUMBER 4
~‘=--‘->’_i=.i‘-.1‘-:i""'*"‘ -3-'~=i' Ie *‘ is - t’ _=. "..-a "E.-,.-1-=-t ii‘->».=_‘t=.>~=>». -‘aislesCommon Causes of Automobile Noises

A Simplified Exposition for the Man W110 Rum His Own Car

Describing W/lat Various Noises in an Automobile

Are Due To and How To Eliminate T/zem

By Victor W. Page, M. s. A. E.

NE of the most annoying c0n- Body Noise needed to produce a pronounced

Q ditions experienced in motor

ing is noisy operation. The

first year a car is used, providing that

due care has been taken in regularly

screwing down the multitude of grease

cups provided,-the motorist will not be

annoyed by noise. But after the car

has been operated for a season or two,

no matter how well it

has been taken care of,

it will develop a series ‘

of rattles and squeaks

when it is driven over

roads that are not of

the best. Some really

important noises are

due to relatively unim

portant parts, so that a

driver may be unneces

sarily worried by a

loud and reoccurring

noise when it can be

easily fixed by the ap

plication of a few drops

of oil at the right place.

Automobile noises

  

C/In/195' speed

no/se on /ow a

Defect‘/'ve mu

causes /10/sy

er/to

four classes, i.e., those

due to the engine, those

resulting from wear

in the power transmis

sion system, from de

preciation in the run

ning gear, and lastly,

those due to looseness in the body and

auxiliary parts. A number of illus

trations which accompany this article

have been prepared to bring out in an

easily understandable way the various

points about an automobile that should

be inspected in event of noisy opera

tion. When locating noises, the proper

thing to do is to go over the car sys

tematically and inspect all of the points

that are apt to be noisy unless properly

adjusted and oiled.

worn ornofpr ‘_ _‘

of/ea’ tr/7/more _‘ 7’ '

  

Be Survbrmtran " .

c/ufc/7/rook mm . I

so loose f/raf 2‘/my \?*t\ ‘

hh‘ fire floor

is

..-i-=1

'rn on/iliersnl. ~_ _ .

every f/‘me c/ufth /'5 '/éfinorpt/.9//ed

our wh//e car is in rnof/on.

  

Among the most annoying of the

common noises are the various squeaks

and creaking sounds which are usually

caused by the various parts of the body

or auxiliary members. Most of the

body squeaks result from two pieces

rubbing together which should be in

fixed relation. When a car is first

  

  

 
     

squeaking or creaking noise.

The remedy is a very simple one.

If the felt strips are battered down to

such a point that the sills can come

in contact with the frame at different

points, the old pads should be removed

and new ones substituted for them. If,

however, they are not flattened down

very ._.much, a simple

tightening of all the

5:/‘:"i1,"’f’v"f'”‘”"’3““’ I“? "_¢'¢/\'°W_f/IWV body retention bolts is

' ram‘ .,I¥"’t“§i_'t‘/”" WW‘ all that will be neces  

f<

 

‘.55 l

  

/'nfermea'/Zzfe, t ‘ 4 I

  

ii.

  

no/Ire
  

  

Front end of typical motor car showing sources of noise

built, the manufacturers interpose strips

of felt or leather between the body sills

and the frame side members. After a

time this material flattens out or beds

down and the sills of the body will

rub on the dry leather or other padding

or parts of the body may come in con

tact with the metal frame. When the

body-retaining bolts are loose. a slight

movement of the body is permitted

every time a car goes around a corner

or whenever it is run over rough roads.

This slight movement is all that is

'-"T "leak //1 #7/'3‘

or links causes ruff//ng

, _ p ' ii/zspr/ng shack/e resu/its

' - noise on rough roads

‘Engine boll: must‘ be f/'9/11". loose

engine causes hard knock/nq no/se

W~

93*". sary to hold the parts

“""“'”"/“fie 1 firmly together.

_ I Squeaking Doors

Mmfmflfstky Another common

trouble in a body, espe

cially if it is a- closed

body, is squeaking

doors. Sometimes the

metal members of the

door lock may rub

against each other, the

door hinges may be dry

or the material of which

the door is composed

may have changed in

form sufficiently so

that the door no longer

fits the door frame ac

curately.- Wherever

hanger be 1‘

causes rah‘//‘Q

  

contact, the squeaking

can soon be prevented by applying a

few drops of oil at the right places. If

the door squeaks and rattles because it

is loose in the frame, various expedi

ents, such as installing small leaf

springs made from brass strips or clock

springs so that they will take up the

space between the door and the frame

when the door is closed or small pads

of rubber which may be cut from an

old inner tube may be placed between

the door and the body.

Another point about the body that is

metal parts come in .
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apt to squeak is the windshield. When

ever this causes noise, it is usually be

cause the nuts on the windshield sup

porting posts are loose. These are

placed under the cowl in almost all cars

and as they are out of sight, they are

apt to be out of mind. It is usually

or aprons can be prevented is to pre

vent the cause by strengthening the

unsupported portions with strips of

metal or wood securely riveted or

bolted to the ofiending members and

to the frame or supporting brackets.

Another cause of rattle that is not

Be sure winds/vie/o’ is fiqhf av‘ cow/ fa prevenf squeaiés

Loose /ampsC671/_$€ raff//n_q . i

no/se ‘

Mudguards /oose

on supporf or

apron /oose on

frame causes

squeak/n.

Fronf whee/

bearing rnusz‘

be proper/y

ad/usfea’ and oi/ea‘

There should be no /osf

rnorion in sfeer/'_nJa km/Ck/es

or operaf/'n_g linkage

 

/f fop is nof

sec urely

\/‘asrened mt

fhese poinfs

/ooseness w/'//

cause noise

Be sure hood

s/des are he/o’

secure/ly on

of bofh 5/des.

Loose fire

rim lugs

cause

squeak/'n9'

Front view of automobile showing points needing inspection in looking for noise

difficult to tighten them up with ordi

nary wrenches, so socket wrenches

should be used to make sure that the

nuts are screwed up tightly against the

rubber washers and also that the wind

shield supporting posts are drawn

tightly into their sockets or against the

rubber washers at their base on top of

the cowl.

Other parts that can cause intermit

tent noise are the mudguards and side

aprons. If the mudguards or their

supporting aprons are loose on the

body, a rattling noise will result, where

as if the apron-retaining screws are

loose where they go through the frame

channel members, it is possible for the

apron to move against the frame and

cause a squeak. On some moderate

priced and most cheap cars, the metal

of which the fenders and apron are

made is apt to be of a light gauge and

as the metal is thin, there will be a

certain amount of vibration because the

parts may not be supported for con

siderable distances. The metal acting

as a diaphragm produces a constant

drumming or rattling noise, which in

the case of a four-cylinder car keeps

time with the running of the engine

and vibrates in unison with the motor

at certain critical speeds. The only

way noise due to light gauge fenders

Keep Spring well o//ea’

1/Be sure ;1_// r/'71

ugzrare lg/7f y

seafea’

/re carrier

musf be secure/y

fasfened

it is not long before there is a slight

loosening which will cause noise.

Tighten them with pliers or a wrench

to make sure they will not loosen.

Engine Noise

Considering‘ the power plant as a

source of noise, various articles that

have been published in EVERYDAY EN

GINEERING MAGAZINE have outlined

what these noises may be caused by.

As a general rule, knocking is due to

over-heating or excessive carbon de

posits, if it is not produced by worn

bearings or other mechanical parts.

Knocking due to carbon can be readily

prevented by eliminating the cause,

and as most engines are now made with

detachable cylinder heads, there is no

real reason for not cleaning them out

as frequently as may be necessary. Of

course, knocking due to worn bearings

can only be prevented by properly tak

ing up the looseness. Knocking due

to over-heating can be prevented by

making sure that there is an ample

supply of the proper grade of lubri

cating oil in the engine, that the fan

driving belt is tight, that the radiator

is cleaned and none of the hose con

nections buckled to prevent proper flow

of water, that the water pump is cir

culating the cooling liquid and that the

radiator is kept properly filled with

water.

In connection with lubrication the

point that should be carefully looked

after is to see that the oil pump is cir

culating oil through the system. In

Rivefs ho/a/no framemembers fa»

gef/rer musfbe fig/2:‘ fopmenf

squeak/'ng

Brake ma’ //n/rs and aefuafioamuffs

musf be w¢// 0/7ea’a/rd/nf warn un

duly fa secure qr/ier‘ acfio/1.

- . Body supporfi

. rackets /7n/sf e

‘ __ f/'9'/11‘ on frame

' side member

Spring shack/es musf ,

be /rep?‘ wellgreased lo

/ prevenf wear andno/se.

Wear af canfi/ever sprin

cenfer bearing bo/f w/7

cause knocking sounds

  

Runnjng board supporf

ing /ran musf be secure

fo preyenf squeak/ng.

Rear end of modern automobile chassis showing frame parts to be looked over

often located is the loosening of the

points of support of the body at the

body braces, also loose motor retention

bolts and lost motion at the ball ends

of the windshield support posts to

which the front bow of the top is held

by wing nuts or thumb-screws. Usually

these are tightened with the fingers and

most of the modern engines, the pump

must work continuously so that all

parts will receive the proper amount

of oil. If the pump is not working

properly, the oil container in the en

gine base might be full of the proper

grade of oil and yet it would not be

circulating to the bearing points.
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Transmission System Noise

The transmission system is not apt

to make any noise when the car is

operated on the direct drive or high

speed position unless there is consider

able wear in the transmission bearings

or an imperfect adjustment at the rear

axle. When running

on low and intermedi

ate speeds most cars

will produce noise be

power transmitted by

gears, but this can be

reduced to a minimum

by filling the gear case

with adequate quanti

ties of the proper gear

case lubricant.

When the universal

joints are worn, one

will note a rattling

noise every time that

the clutch is applied or

released, and one will

also notice a pro

nounced rattling if the

engine does not run

regularly. This is because the lost mo

tion between the parts of the universal

joints will be the first taken up and

then the parts become loose again un

der the fiuctuations of power delivery.

If the engine runs steadily after the

looseness is taken up by the initial

application of power, the parts will re

main in contact as long as the torque

is uniform and there will be no noise.

/inks also

CGU$I H0153

Loose fuel fan/r

causts no/S2 \

- 5 ' C/' N r‘
cause of the amount of S M’/;’/.9;)/ff

Worn shackle F
~" it

Dry Bearings Squeak

A squeaking noise is sometimes pro

duced by a dry clutch spigot bearing

if a cone clutch is used and a dry or

worn clutch throw-out bearing on any

type of clutch may cause noise. This

will be in the form of a squeaking that

or /nsuf_/cie/1f /ubricam‘ causes

rlndmg no/$9.

/i -8'

\ / 1 .
6/om shackle be/f i »

causes knockingwhenhgo/rig over‘ '7 "P"'i”9 /'m."’-5

mug roads

  

Points in the transmission system and rear suspension that rattle when worn

will be noticed only when the clutch is

held out with the foot pedal. If the

bearings on either the main or the

countershaft of the gear box are worn

or broken, there will be a certain

amount of rattling noise all the while

that the car is being driven. Practi

cally all ball or roller bearings will

cause a clicking noise which reoccurs

at regular intervals if one of the balls

Poo_r/y ad ‘us fed drive bear/by yea, ,',-, 3,-ape ,-0,3-~

or shafts courses

ininor raff/ing

loosebra/res cause

raft///7 by hff 1‘/rig

cause squeak/ng brake rum on wheel

or rollers is broken or if a race ring

is cracked.

A grinding noise in the back axle

indicates a poor adjustment of the driv

ing gears and may be due to the gears

meshing too deeply or not meshing

deeply enough. The only way one can

prevent rear axle noise

is to make sure that the

driving gears are in

good condition,

they are properly ad

justed and that there is

plenty of grease in the

differential housing.

Chassis Parts Cause

Most Noise

The various parts of

the automobile chassis

are the most common

cause of noise, as any

looseness in the multi

tude of links and

shackles will cause a

rattle. Starting with

the front end of the

car, the first thing to

do is to see that the lamps and lamp

supporting brackets are secure. An

other point to inspect is the lamp glass

or lens which sometimes become loose

in their frames and make a rattling

noise all the time the car is operated

because of engine vibration. This can

be easily prevented by putting pack

ing material, usually in the form of felt

(Continued on page 370)

Worn sprin 0bushingar bi:/fyv

causes raft/ing

noise.

  
  

Mudguards musf be

f/rm/y secured fo body

and running boards.

  

Loose or oar/y
I. .. /fr‘/ng ors are

a common source

  There are fwenfy-four of these

_ rim /u_qs to keep 1‘/'ghf.Anycne

Ofmysfer/ous Squeaks. fhaf /s loose causes a squea/r.

Body musf be secure/y bo/fed fo

  

should be placed bofweeri si//s and

rnefa/ frame./

frame and fe/f, rubber or /eafher strips

   

  

  

  

  

  

 

Three-quarter rear view of late model automobile showing parts 0! body and running gear that contribute their quota

ago/nsf drum.

Brakes musf be

aajusfea’so fhey

WI” nof raffle

Be sure fop is he/a’

fiyhfly af fhese

points which are dup

//cafea’ an ofher side ofcart

Hood rubbing on cowl

or rad/afar causes

squea/ring.

Keep hood 1

clips fight

“--.

Be sure apron /s firmly

affached re bofh frame

Side and running board.

to a noisy car

that
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Modern Precision Measurements

A Brief and Concise Exposition of the Latest Means of Measuring Minute

Distances and the Refinement of Measuring Appliances From the

Prehistoric Measuring Stick to Modern Precision Apparatus

HE art of measurement had its

beginning so far back in dim

antiquity that we do not know

just where it originated. The earliest

peoples of which we have record used

crude measuring instruments and built

their houses and measured distances by

more or less crude '

standards. Undoubt

edly, the first meas

uring instruments

were nothing more

than sticks or stones

cut or broken to a

common length. In

fact, notched sticks

have been taken

from excavations of

ancient sites and

these appear to have

By Harry A. Mount

The simplest of measuring instru

ments, the measuring stick, or “cubit

rod” had its origin way back before the

dawn of history. Even Noah laid out

his ark in cubits. But it is a far cry

from the ancient measuring st_ick to the

precision measuring instruments of to

  

been the crude an

cestors of our yard

sticks.

Just as the necessity for a standard

of measurement grew as the ancestors

of our race first learned to build houses

and boats, so the measuring instrument

itself has been made more and more

‘accurate and better systems of measure

ment developed until today we are able

to measure with absolute precision dis

tances so small that the average human

mind cannot conceive them. At the

same time we are able to measure dis

tances so great that our earth seems a

puny speck in comparison.

 

Photographs taken to show interference bands used in measuring by light waves

day with which it is possible to meas

use with absolute accuracy so tiny a

distance as a twenty-millionth of an

inch—a twentieth part of a millionth-—

a distance so small as to be beyond the

average understanding.

To give an understandable idea of

just how far a millionth of an inch is,

a scientist of the Bureau of Standards

has figured that if a rod of tool steel,

one-half inch in diameter were clamped

in a vise, so that the free end projected

twelve inches; and that if an ~ordinary

- I1||lI|||l|IIlIlIIIIII|IIlIIIIIIIIIIIllllll"lI\|\|lHllllllllyllllllIllIHllillllllIIt|I||lllI\lY||\\\|(Hn|u\\\.\1| \.......- _

The yardstick of the housewife need

not be accurate to less than 0ne-six

teenth of an inch. A skilled machinist

can work to the hundredth 0] an inch

with caliper and steel scale. Micro»:

eter calipers will measure to one-tenth

of a thousandth 0,‘ an inch

house-fly should alight on the tip of

the rod, the fiy’s weight would bend the

rod just a millionth of an inch! An

ordinary human hair would have to be

divided into about three thousand equal

parts to get pieces a millionth of an

inch in thickness. But you or I,

equipped with mod

em apparatus, and

given a few minutes

instruction, could

measure the thick

ness of that infini

tesimal piece of hair

very accurately.

Early Measurements

Derived from Body

It is interesting

to note that our

present English sys

tem of measurement

was derived directly

from the dimensions of the human

body. The earliest known systems of

measurement were built something like

this: digit, the width of a finger; palm

or handbreadth, width of the palm;

span, width of the extended hand; foot,

length of the foot; cubit, length of the

arm; pace, length of a step; fathom,

distance between extended arms. For

longer distances, a day’s journey served

as a convenient gauge.

But as the need for some sort of
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standards of measurement grew, rude

measuring devices were invented. At

first these were simply notched sticks.

Probably one of the oldest existing

measuring instruments is a notched

stick taken from a very ancient Egyp

tian tomb by excavators for the Metro

politan Museum of Art. Later forms

of Egyptian “cubit rods” which have

been found were made of stone and

fairly accurately divided.

It is probable stone measuring rods

 

ll

  

self, has kept pace step by step with

our ability to measure distances ac

curately.

Accurate Measurement a Recent

Development

It has been only within very recent

years that accurate measurement was

an everyday matter. Old mechanics re

member the day when men who could

fit parts, such as bearings, accurately,

received higher pay than his fellow

 

 

Precision measuring machine will measure lo one-hundredth part of a thousandth of

an inch

were used in constructing the pyramids.

The great pyramid of Ghizeh, built

4000 years B. C., seems to be accurate

ly constructed and it stands today as a

record of the system of measurement

used by the ancients. In fact, the

Anglo-Saxon system of measurement

was derived directly from its dimen

sions. But until very recent times the

dimensions of the human body were

used as standards of measurement. In

England, as late as the reign of Henry

I, the English yard was the length of

the sovereign’s arm. The custom also

prevailed in other countries and since

kings were not cast all in the same

mould there was great confusion as to

standards of measurement which varied

with the physical peculiarities of the

reigning monarch.

Later standards of measurement. as

the need for uniformity and accuracy

grew and better measuring instruments

were made, were fractional lengths of

the earth’s diameter and the arc of a

pendulum. Other attempts to set in

variable standards were made by finely

engraving two parallel lines on metal

bars. But as soon as measuring instru

ments of sufficient accuracy were made,

it was found that these - standards

varied under different tempertaures or

other conditions. The advancement of

science, and indeed of civilization it

 

At the left, the simple apparatus used in measuring by light waves is shown. The

group of gauge buttons at the right have such accurately finished surfaces they adhere

together with force enough to support their own weight

workmen and he closely guarded the

secret of his ability. His was almost a

separate trade. Then came the microm

eter caliper and today very accurate

machine shop work is regularly done

to a ten-thousandth of an inch. In

the most accurate machine work, such

as making the micrometers themselves,

dividing engines are used which are

accurate within a hundred-thousandth

of an inch. But the human element of

uncertainty enters so largely into such

fine measurements that in at least one

big shop where accurate measurements

are required, it is the practice to have

three workmen make the measurement

and then to average the results.

Use of Light Waves

Then came the interferometer meth

od of measurement, developed by our

Bureau of Standards during the war.

The length of a wave of light is used

both as a standard of measurement and

in making the actual measurement.

The length of that light wave never

varies. It is the same at the North

Pole as at the Equator. The new

method determines with absolute pre

cision variations of a millionth of an

inch and the human element is entirely

eliminated. With extreme care varia

tions of a twenty-millionth part can be

noted. -

But what of it? What difierence

can it possibly make to you and me if

a few scientists have gotten together

and figured out a way to measure a

millionth of an inch? It means, first

of all, that .we have progressed a long

way from yardstick days. Not that we

will ever measure the garden fence or

lay the kitchen linoleum to a millionth

of an inch. But we will have better

and more enduring sewing machines,

 

better bicycles, longer-lived automo

biles and more reliable airplanes be

cause accuracy in the fabrication of

their components insures all of the de

sirable qualities.

‘ The micrometer gauge is not to be

discarded. But micrometers get out of
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adjustment. As they are used, the

measuring faces wear away and they

have to be readjusted. So it is with

all other types of accurate gauges used

in machine shop practice, and accurate

standards are necessary to reset them

when worn.

Heretofore we have used gauge

blocks that were very expensive and

A accurate to about a hundred-thou

sandth of an inch in making the cor

rections. Now we have available gauge

blocks that cost less than a tenth as

much and are accurate to a millionth

of an inch. This means that we will

have more uniformly accurate measur

ing tools and consequently a more uni

form product. This is extremely im

portant in quantity production where

I Wave /eng 1‘/v

approx/'ma fe/y

.0000/ inc/7. ~,

come plainly visible. These bands are

caused by the interference of light

waves reflected from the lower surface

of the glass with those reflected from

the surface of the steel. It has been

determined that the dark bands are

caused by a quenching of the light, due

to the two sets of waves getting “out

of step” when one set crosses the air

gap between the glass and the steel.

It has been further determined that

these interference bands occur at every

half wavelength of light, so that each

band ‘represents a variation of a hun

dred-thousandth of an inch in the steel

surface. If the bands are straight and

parallel it indicates the surface is per

fectly flat. If the bands are curved,

they indicate minute hills and valleys

.-0pf/'ca/ /ass
fl/afg

51‘ee/ Surface Tes fed",

Exaggerated drawing showing how light waves can be used in measuring flatness of

surfaces

pieces made in one department have to

fit those made in another, and where

spare and replacement parts have to be

procured from factories thousands of

miles away from the ultimate consumer

of their product. But just how is it

possible to measure a millionth of an

inch? The method is not complicated.

Briefly it is this:

Measuring a Mill/ionth of an Inch

It is known that ‘the waves of sodium

light, produced by burning common

salt in a flame, are one fifty-thousandth

of an inch in length. We need not

worry about how that was discovered.

Suffice to say that it is a fact and that

the length of the light wave is always

the same. .

Suppose we wish to test a steel sur

face for flatness. A simple piece of

clear glass, ground on one side so that

the surface is optically flat, is the only

tool required. The steel is placed un

der the sodium light and the glass is

pressed in close contact. Immediately

a series of alternately dark and light

“interference bands” varying in num

ber and contour with the surface be

  

in the steel surface, just as the lines

on a contour map represent hills and

valleys.

In measuring the length of a piece of

steel, the piece to be tested is placed on

a perfectly flat surface beside another

piece of known length. The glass is

placed across the two and by observing

the interference bands it is possible to

tell whether the two pieces are of ex

actly the same length, or how much

they are at variance. By the use of an

instrument called an interferometer,

which operates on the same principle,

the calculations can be reduced to so

small a quantity as a twentieth of a

millionth of an inch: So far the most

practical application of the method has

been in the making of precision gauges.

Outfit for Shop Use s

A Boston concern has just placed on

the market a_ complete outfit intended

for shop use in inspecting flat surfaces

and for length measurements by the

interference of light waves. The out

fit consists of two working optical glass

flats, one master flat, and a source of

monochromatic light, or light of one

wavelength or color.

The light source is a conveniently ar

ranged box containing a tungsten fila

ment lamp. There is provided a spe

cial selenium diffusing lens, which cuts

out all the wavelengths of the violet,

blue, green, orange and yellow light

and allows only a very definite red

wavelength to pass. A monochromatic

hght is used because if more than one

wavelength of light is allowed to fall

on the object being gauged, the inter

ference bands are double and it is more

difficult to interpret them. A mono

chromatic light produces single inter

ference bands, which are sharply de

fined as alternate light and dark spaces.

The wavelength of this red light is

approximately a fifty-thousandth of an

inch. The interference bands, how

ever, occur at every half wavelength or

every hundred-thousandth of an inch.

Thus the unit of measurement is . a

hundred-thousandth. It is possible,

however, to gauge a tenth of that dis

tance with the eye, so that measure

ments of a millionth of an inch can be

made with great accuracy. Finer meas

urements require more precise methods,

but the same equipment may be used.

As an instance of how the apparatus

is used, suppose we are testing a steel

surface for flatness. Any one of the

optical glass flats is pressed in close

contact with the surface, so that all the

air possible is expelled. If the surface

is perfectly flat no interference bands

will be observed. But if there is a de

pression in the surface, at~the point

where the depression begins there will

be a tiny wedge of air between the glass

and the steel surface. A light wave

coming from the box will penetrate the

glass and part of it will be reflected to

the eye from the under or inside surface

of the glass. Another part of the same

wave will cross the tiny air gap and

be reflected to the eye from the surface

of the steel. But in crossing the air

gap the two parts of the wave get “out

of step” so that in reaching the eye

they actually collide or interfere with

each other and the eye sees these inter

ferences as dark spots, or rather fails

to see anything at these points. Thus,

not only can we observe that there is a

depression in the steel, but we can de

termine just how much of a depression

by counting the interference bands.

]ust what takes place is illustrated

in the accompanying drawing, although

on a greatly exaggerated scale.

In comparing the length of two

gauges, or the diameters of two plug

gauges or ball bearings, the two ob

jects are placed between two of the

glasses and the observer looks down

through the two glasses. In this case

the under surface of the top glass acts

as one reflecting surface, as before, and

(Continued on page 313)
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Electrons and the Constitution of the

modern experimental science the

ultimate constitution of matter

was a subject of speculation and theory.

The conception of the atom was formed,

as a minute indivisible particle of mat

ter and every substance was held to be

composed of such minute and impene

trable particles. In the early days of the

last century chemistry was formulated.

The word atom acquired a new mean

ing, the conception of the molecule

built up of atoms was evolved and the

molecule came nearer the old time atom

of the philosophers than did the new

atom of the chemist. What might for

instance, under the old theories be

called an atom of water was now called

a molecule of water; in a general way

it was assumed that an atom could not

exist alone, that it must be combined

with one or more other atoms building

up molecules. The conception of the

chemical elements was formed, and the

universe, or as much of it as man

could get at, was found to consist of

marvelously few elements. Another

change has come; the atom no longer is

accepted as the smallest possible di

vision of matter, but is considered as a

compound Structure of varying num

bers of parts, some atoms containing

more .parts than others, so that the atom

is compound in structure and is made

up of components, originally called

corpuscules.

In olden times alchemists had made

their living by persuading men of prop

erty and rank to back up their efforts,

alleged or sincere, to convert the base

metals into gold. Some of the alchem

ists were probably honest, but many

were imposters. After the modern

chemist had found that the world of

matter consisted of less than a hundred

elements, he began wondering whether

there might not be an ultimate sub

stance, out of which the elements were

composed. If such were the case the

transmutation of metals might not be

impossible after all. This original of

all matter, whose existence was not

even hinted at by any known property

of the elements, was termed protyle—

the first stuff, from the Greek. The

word, atom, from the same language

means, indivisible; molecule, from the

Latin, means little mass. The old

scholastic philosophers had all sorts of

views about matter. Some practically

said, that it did not exist; this is about

what Bishop Berkley’s subjective ideal

ism amounted to.

Priestly and Lavoisier are generally

CENTURIES before the dawn of

Chemical Atom

By Prof. T. O’Conor Sloane

considered the founders of the modern

science of chemistry by their work on

oxygen and on the theory of combus

tion. Soon the idea was grasped, that

chemistry was a quantitative science,

and that the composition of compounds

must be determined and stated by

weight. This was an immense stride in

the right direction; the use of the chem

ist’s balance, the subjection of com

pounds and elements to the criterion of

proportion by weight, the devising of

methods for the quantitative analysis

of substances, making the quantitative

composition the all important thing in

the study of a substance, all these lie

at the foundation of modem chemistry.

The theory, that matter was all made

up of compounds of a few original in

alterable substances was formed, the

substances were called elements, and it

was found, by the application of the

chemist’s balance, that the elements

united in very simple ratios as regards

the weights entering into combination

with each other. It was found that

water was composed of one part of

hydrogen and eight parts of oxygen;

hydrogen was the lightest substance

known, and one part of no other ele

ment entered into combination with

eight parts of oxygen, it was always a

greater weight. As water was taken to be

a combination of an atom of hydrogen

with an atom of oxygen, its gravimetric

composition, which means its composi

tion by weight, was supposed to give

the relative weights of the atoms of

hydrogen and oxygen; that of hydrogen,

the lightest element known, was taken

as the base of the atomic weights, and

was put at unity, or one, which gave

the weight of the atom of oxygen as

eight. From time to time new or rather

unknown elements were discovered and

added to the list; their atomic weights

were determined on the basis of the

composition of water given above, and

each such discovery was a triumph of

the comparatively new science.

Then the law that the molecules in

the gaseous state all occupy the same

volume was formulated and accepted,

and this forced a modification. A

single instance will suffice to show just

what kind of changes were involved.

The volumetric composition of water,

when its constituents were in the gase

ous state, and in those times they were

only known as permanent gases, is

one volume of oxygen to two volumes

of hydrogen. Water is readily decom

posed by electrolysis, many of our

readers have done it as an interesting

experiment, and when water is so de

composed and the gases are separately

collected in two tubes, the hydrogen in

one and the oxygen in the other, it will

be found that the hydrogen measures

twice as much as the oxygen. There

fore by the last law to form water,

twice as many molecules of hydrogen

would be needed as of oxygen. Mole

cules of elements are supposed to con

tain as a rule the same number each of

atoms; therefore the water molecule

should contain two atoms of hydrogen

and one of oxygen, and its formula

should be H, O and not H O. Yet up

to the year 1870 and even later many

chemists wrote the formula of water

as H O. But a few years earlier it

was al\\-'ays so written. It was about

the year 1868, that Columbia College,

as it was then called, announced, that

the new system of chemistry should be

accepted and used in its scientific

courses. In the old system the symbol

or formula of water was, as we have

seen, H O. Sulphuric acid was ex

pressed as H O, S O3, calcium chloride

as Ca Cl. and so on; for many com

pounds formulas differing from the ac

cepted ones of the present time were

used.

In. these days the expressions “old

system” and “new system” are never

heard; fifty years ago they were in

constant use. As a matter of historical

interest a few of the old system for

mulas are given here with their trans

lations into the new system.

Old System New System

Water . . . . . . . . . . . .HO H20

Sulphuric acid . . . . .HO, S0,, H250,

Calcium carbonate. .CaO, CO, CaCO3

Calcium chloride. . .Ca Cl Ca Cl._.

Nitric acid . . . . . . .HO, NO, HNO,

Barium hydrate. .BaO, HO Ba(OH)._,

The first theorizing about atoms re

ferred to the physical atom, which is

the chemical molecule. Various at

tempts were made to get an approxi

mate picture of its shape. The smoke

ring, often produced by smokers, and

sometimes seen in great perfection

formed at the smoke stack of a loco

motive, shows the motions of the eddys

of air. These rings collide and re

bound, but never pass through each

other. They are impenetrable by one

another and are elastic. They have

been cited as possibly somewhat like

molecules.

The chemist in former times could

never get below the atom, so it was
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considered the smallest possible di

vision of matter; it was held, that two

or more atoms formed a molecule and

that an atom could not exist alone, so

that molecules were the smallest unit

of independently existing matter, and

a molecule was built up of atoms.

We have seen that two parts by

weight of hydrogen combine with six

teen parts of oxygen. As the atomic

weight of oxygen is sixteen, this tells

us that two atoms of hydrogen com

bine with one of oxygen. Hydrogen is

assigned a valency of one, and is called

a monad. As two atoms are required

to saturate one atom of oxygen_, the

latter element is called a dyad, mean

ing that it has a valency of two. The

atomic weight of carbon is twelve and

as many as four parts by \veight of hy

drogen can combine with twelve parts

of carbon; this is the same as saying

as it were with another bond. Thus

the atoms of hydrogen, barium, triad

nitrogen, carbon, pentad nitrogen and

hexad sulphur may be written thus:

H—-,Ba=, NE,=C'=,NE,E$E

But atoms under this theory have to

unite and form molecules so as to sat

urate their bonds. The molecules of

the same elements would then be rcp

resented thus:

H—H. Ba=Ba,N_=.N,C§C,NEN,S§S

The formulas of compounds must

provide for the saturation of bond by

bond, and to illustrate the principle

the formulas, on the bond system, of

water, of sulphuric acid and of benzol

follow.

Each of these formulas tells its story

Mayor's Floating Needles

that four atoms of hydrogen can com

bine with one atom of carbon. There

fore carbon is an element whose atom

can combine with four atoms of the

monad hydrogen, which gives it a

valency of four, and it is called a

tetrad. The possible valencies of atoms

run from one to eight, some possess

more than a single valency; they are

called monads, dyads, triads, tetrads,

pentads, hexads, heptads and octads,

terms derived from the Greek language,

and indicating in the order written suc

cessive valencies from one to eight.

Later it. will appear that the number

eight enters into the theory of atomic

constitution very specifically.

In the bond system the valency of

atoms was referred to the possession by

each atom of unsaturated bonds, each

bond representing a valency of one. A

bond was saturated by joining hands

 

but there is not the least idea. that they

represent the shape or appearance of

the molecule.

If an atom is separated by any op

eration from a molecule it immediately

unites itself to another atom or group

T
H\c/C\C/H

’H—°’s*o ’ ii c|

H/ \c¢ \u

I

H

of atoms so as to become a part of a

molecule. There is no known limit to

the number of atoms which can form a

molecule, the molecules of organic sub

stances seem to have the capacity of

containing more atoms than inorganic

compounds can contain.

And now while the atom and mole

cule remain the working units of chem

istry, while the old stoichiometrical rule

of three calculations are good and valid

as ever, the theory in the last few years

has had great developments, a. sort of

protyle seems to have made its appear

ance, the atom is considered a very

large unit of matter, comparativel_v_

speaking, and the impenetrability of

the atom is quite disposed of. A new

unit of matter, the corpuscule, appears

on the scene; it is smaller than the

atom, perhaps not ahundred thousandth

part of the diameter of an atom, and

the atom is made up of a few of these

corpuscules so distributed, that the

atom is far more void than substance,

and an atom resembles a solar system,

with corpuscules for sun and planets.

Just as a. body can move between sun

and planets without hitting any of

them, so can a corpuscule presumably

move through the void space of an atom

with freedom.

For the working system of chemistry

the bond method is perfectly good and

valid, but the phenomena of radiation

have exacted a new conception of the

atom and the electron and nucleus con

stitution is now the accepted one, sub

ject undoubtedly to change and modi

fication as more work is done on the

abstruse subject.

If a number of similarly electrified

corpuscules were placed near each

other they would tend to fly apart and

separate. If some force is conceived

which overcomes their mutual re

pulsion and holds them in greater or

less propinquity, the modern idea of the

constitution of the atom is reached.

The present accepted theory it may be

said is, that the force holding the cor

puscules together is located in a. central

body, whose electrical charge is the op

posite of that of the other corpuscules.

The central body is called the nucleus,

and the mass of the atom is supposed

to be concentrated in it. The surround

ing corpuscules are called electrons,

each is charged with exactly the same

charge of negative electricity, and this

charge is the natural unit of electric

charge. The nucleus carries a. positive

charge equal to the sum of the negative

charges of the surrounding electrons.

If a number of common needles are

strongly magnetized, and each one is

thrust through a cork and floated in a

basin of water, as shown in the cut,

similar poles being upward, they will

repel each other. They may be taken

as representing negatively charged elec

trons or corpuscules. Then if a magnet

pole of opposite sign is held above

them it will draw them together and

they will take a symmetrical arrange

ment. The magnet represents the pos

itively charged nucleus.

(To Be Continued)
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JET PROPULSION FOR MOTOR

BOATS

NE of the earliest methods for pro

pelling boats and which was also

employed in a suggestion for the first

steam engine is a reaction motor in

which a jet of water or steam impinges

upon the air or water as the case may

be, the resulting reaction serving to pro

pel whatever the jet is fastened to in a
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They are not only used for propelling

the craft, but inasmuch as the direction

of the discharge openings or nozzles

may be changed by a steering wheel

which revolves the pump casing to

which the nozzles are attached, they

also serve to steer the boat. The rudder

is thus dispensed with and the inventor

claims that the hull may be as easily

controlled as with the usual form of

rudder. It is claimed that this system

I.Pump Driving Gears

  

FORMULA FOR WHITE BRASS

GOOD white brass can be made as

follows: Melt 20 lbs. of zinc and

add 3 lbs. of copper in the form of thin

sheet, wire or other easily dissolved ma

terial. Heat the zinc until the copper

has been dissolved and then add grad

ually 12 lbs. of zinc, making a total of

32 lbs. To this add 63 lbs. of tin and

2 lbs. of phosphor tin. The mixture

should be thoroughly stirred.
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English scheme for jet propulsion applied to small motor boats

direction opposite to that of the jet.

This scheme has been suggested from

time to time for the propulsion of ships

and only recently we find an inventor

backed by the resources of the French

Government working out a blast engine

for the propulsion of airplanes by a re

action system. We illustrate herewith a

new scheme which has been suggested

by an English inventor for utilizing

hydraulic jets for propelling small

boats. While the scheme is not as

simple as the conventional propeller

and its efficiency may be questioned

until its value has been demonstrated

by actual tests, the idea is a novel one

as worked and should be interesting be-’

cause it is a modern variation of an a

idea that is as old as Science and Me

chanics. The propelling unit consists

of a gasoline engine which drives a

powerful centrifugal pump. Inasmuch

as the crank shaft of the engine has, a

horizontal axis and the pump shaft is

on a vertical axis, it is necessary to use

considerable gearing, which no doubt

contributes its quota to the loss of ef

ficiency.

In the scheme suggested by the Eng

lish inventor the impeller shaft is

driven by bevel gearing. The water is

drawn in through a suction intake and

after being whirled around at high ve

locity it is discharged through water

nozzles placed on the pump casing

somewhat back of the center of buoy

ancy of the hull. The reason these

jets must be placed either in back or

ahead of the center of buoyancy is be

cause the jets perform a dual function.

is particularly valuable for use in boats

intended for shallow water.

The details of the propelling mech

anism are clearly shown in sketch, but

no reports are available to indicate if

the scheme is an efficient one. It would

seem that the inventor neglected to work

out his scheme as fully as he might

have by overlooking the fact that a

gasoline engine would operate just as

well with its crank shaft vertically

placed as it will with its crank shaft

horizontal. If there is any merit to

the device, it would seem that the use

_of a five or seven-cylinder radial en

gine horizontally placed in relation to

the mechanism with a centrifugal pump

attached directly to the crank shaft a.nd

having no gears to transmit power

would be considerably more efficient

than the scheme outlined.

» LUBRICANTS FOR BICYCLES

L used for lubricating bicycles is

commonly made of speim o'l anl

vaseline, mixed, 3 parts of the former

to 1 part of the latter by weight.

The sticks of hard lubricant that

are rubbed on bicycle chains for lubri

cating purposes are made by melting

some tallow, stirring in graphite until

it is thick enough so as to have it set

solid when cold. While it is still fluid

it is poured into moulds of any desired

character. A mixture that does not

solidify and that must be applied with

a brush consists of vaseline to which

enough graphite is added to stiffen it

again to the desired degree.

ONE-MAN HAND TRUCK

\IE of the disadvantages of the

usual form of hand truck is that it

often takes two men to load it, as one

must steady the truck while the other

assists in placing the boxes or barrels on

the carrymg platform. A new hand

truck has been introduced to save the

labor of one man and is shown in the

accompanying illustration. This is
  

Oine-man ‘hand lruck

equipped with a special crate rest on

the wheel guides that may be adjusted

to various vertical and horizontal posi

tions. To load a hand truck of this

design, the operator seizes the case or

box with an adjustable steel hook and

this bolts back on the hand truck, the

retaining hook insuring that the crate

will rest properly on the truck.
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Heat Treating Alloy Steels ~~1
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A Series of Simplified Articles Detailing t/ze Various Met/20a's of Heat Treating

Tlzis Instalment Explains t/ze Various Types of

Furnaces Used in Hardening, Carburizing and Tempering

By Victor W. Pagé, M. S. A. E.

Modern Alloy Steels.

PART III

S suitable furnaces to heat the

metal in are so essential, a

knowledge of the operating

principles and types of construction of

the various furnace forms used in heat

treatment will enable the student to

secure a better understanding of the

more advanced articles of the series as

they appear and at the same time such

descriptions have an educational value

that appeals to all of our readers in

terested in mechanical matters and not

familiar with furnace construction.

Furnace Forms

Now that the various different meth

ods of heat-treatment have been de

fined, the next point to consider is the

design and construction of the fumaces

used in heating steel for carburizing it

or heating preparatory to hardening.

While a large number of designs of fur

naces are offered, they may be classified

in a few types. One method of classi

fying is by the class of fuel used in

producing the heat. Some furnaces are

adapted for using solid fuel, such as

coal or coke, others are fitted with

suitable burners to derive their heat

from the combination of illuminating

or other gases and air, while still others

have burners adapted for liquid fuel,

such as crude oil. Another group de

rive their heat from electricity instead

of gas combustion. \

Three Main Furnace Types

The general construction of a fur

nace and the principle it follows is in

dependent of the type of fuel used to a

certain degree, but there are three main

types of fumaces employed in the heat

treatrnent of steel, these being classified

according to the way in which the heat

is applied. A furnace may be under

fired, that is the fire may be below the

chamber in which the work is placed;

it may be over-fired, in which the heat

ing medium is burned above the hearth

on which the work is placed, or it may

be heating-chamber fired, in which case

the work is placed directly in the com

bustion chamber. Then again, there

are types of furnaces that may really

be considered as heating the work in

directly because the desired temperature

of the steel is produced bv immersing

it in baths of molten metal, or putting

it in a muffle surrounded by electrically

heated metal wire coils.

The under-fire type of furnace is the

form that is most suitable when one

does not desire the gas resulting from

combustion to strike directly against

the work. A number of different de

signs and arrangements of combustion

and heating chambers are built, but for

the most part, the flue arrangement is

based on the principle of breaking up

the gases so that they are directed to

all parts of the furnace to distribute

heat evenly. The amount of heat in

the combustion portion of the fumace

is generally greater than that in the

work chamber or hearth.

Counfcrba/anccd

S/id/‘rig Door Open;
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draft. A natural use of an over-fired

furnace is in that class of work where

the hearth is mounted on wheels so it

can be removed from the furnace with

the work.

Furnaces of the heating-chamber

fired type have the flaming gas going

directly into the chamber where the

work is placed. It will be apparent

that in treating finished work, impuri

ties in the fuel will come directly in

contact with the piece to be treated

and may result in poor work due to

scaling. When the metal is placed in

carburizing pots, where it is protected

_D0or Opening

Chain

Typical steel-encased gas-heated fumace suitable for hardening or carburizing

The over-fired type of furnace is that

in which the combustion chamber is

placed above the heating chamber and

the hot gases are conveyed to the latter

through a series of openings made in

the arch. The burning gases are dis

charged from the bottom of the hearth

in the over-fired fumace. This type

is not nearly as effective as the under

fired furnace because a natural law is

defied. The tendency of heated gas is

always to rise because it is lighter than

gas of lower temperature. In an over

fired furnace, the heat must be exhaust

ed by means of some form of blower or

flue arrangement that produces extra

from the direct action of the burning

gases by packing it in carburizing ma

terial and with luted top covers, such

fumaces are found to give very good

results. They are also suitable for an

nealing pieces that are afterwards ma

chined. It will be evident that in a

heating-chamber fired furnace, work

will scale much more than in the form

where the steel does not come in con

tact with the heating medium.

A muffle type of furnace is one in

which the heating chamber is com

pletely protected from the flame or hot

gases. A furnace of this type is we-ll

adapted for heating finished pieces such
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as dies and tools preparatory to hard

ening. The niceties of furnace design

and construction require considerably

more space than is available in a series

of this nature and any reader who is

interested in building a fumace can
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furnace construction

find special works on the subject that

will go just as deeply into detail as he

may consider necessary.

 

Materials Used in Furnaces

The materials employed in furnaces

are heat-resisting brick for combustion

chambers which are surrounded with

various heat insulating materials, such

as asbestos, magnesia and various types

of composition, insulating bricks. The

exterior of the furnace is made of or

dinary building brick and if the fur

naces are large or to be operated con

tinually, the external walls are usually

braced by angle or channel iron mem

bers arranged both horizontally and

vertica.lly and held together by tie-rods.

The smaller, portable furnaces which

may be purchased ready made from

dealers in such material, usually have

cast iron sides and front and are lined

with heat-resisting material. In their

simplest form, they are simply cast iron

boxes lined with fire brick having open

ings for burners and flues for gas dis

posal.

Automatic Furnaces

When a large amount of work is to

be handled, it is sometimes possible to

use automatic furnaces which are

equipped with special mechanism for

carrying the work through them and

dropping it into the bath. Special ro

tary hardening fumaces have been used

in many manufacturing establishments

for hardening screws, nuts, pins and

washers and steel balls used in ball

bearings that are not intended for ex

tremely high grade work. The trouble

with a rotary hardening furnace in

which the work is fed through by means

of a large screw-thread machined in the

fumace shell or formed in the heat

resisting lining, is that the pieces pass

ing through the furnace do not always

go through at the same time or at the

same speed. This results in some of

the pieces being heated more than others

and does not produce uniform work as

some pieces will be quenched at too

low a heat and others at temperatures

that are too high.

Lead Pot Furnace

A lead pot furnace is the type in

which molten metal is heated in a large

metal tank or crucible which has a

combustion chamber around and under

it. These are often employed for heat

ing work of which only certain por

tions are to be hardened. Lead pot

fumaces are also used for tempering as

various kinds of alloys of metal will be

come molten at different heats and in

this way it is possible to obtain various

temperatures by altering the propor

tions of the alloy that is to be melted

as the writer has previously pointed

out. A marked advantage of the lead

pot fumace is that it will hold its tem

perature, in as much as the heat at

which the molten metal is, does not

fluctuate as much as in those types

where the door must be frequently

opened and closed to remove and in
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sert the work. A lead pot furnace is

really a muffle furnace in which the

usual refractory fire brick muffie is re

placed by a metal pot or special cruci

ble. It has the same advantage that

the mufie furnace has in that the gases

can not come directly in contact with

the work.

r

'3wam 6as flue

Heafing Chamber-Fired Type

12¢/0 i

‘\B urncr

Muffle Furnace

Diagrams showing difierencc between heat

ing chamber fired and rnuflle furnaces

Advantages of Gas Burners

Most heat-treating furnaces now have

either gas or fuel oil burners as it is

much easier to regulate the flame when

gas or oil vapor is burned than it is

by using solid fuel and it is also pos

sible to obtain higher temperatures.

For very accurate work, such as in lab

oratory tests, furnaces heated by elec

trical resistance coils are generally used

as their temperature can be controlled

within very narrow limits by regulating

the current flow. When crude oil is
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Sectional view of underfired furnace for heat-treating steel, showing materials used in

construction of diflerent parts
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used for fuel, the burner is a simple

type having a regulating valve to con

trol the amount of oil sprayed into the

air stream which is supplied by some

form of blower The air passes through

an external tube while the liquid fuel

is passed through an inner concentric

tube. In some form of burners, both

the air and liquid fuel may be con

trolled. The fuel oil is usually pumped

porting and adjacent turns are spaced

by insulators of a special refractory

compound set in the fumace wall. The

construction of the unit is such that it

may be easily removed from the front

of the furnace. The terminal studs

which pass through the furnace wall

are insulated from the walls by means

of heavy porcelain bushings.

(To be continued)

  

Examples of heat treating furnaces. A—Hardening furnace. B—Lead pot

fumace for tempering. C—Carburizing or case hardening muflie

to the bumers from underground stor

age tanks. Practically the same form

of burner -is utilized when manufac

tured gas is used instead of liquid fuel

except that the area of the gas passage

must of course be larger than that of

the passage of a crude oil burner.

Electric Resistance Furnace

Any type, style or size of combustion

furnace where the temperature does not

exceed 980 degrees C. (1,800 degrees

F.) can be made in the ribbon wound

type electric fumace. In general, where

high quality product is required, the

electric furnace will show a saving in

cost per finished piece. Some of the

more specific examples of applications

in which it is highly desirable to have

uniform heating characteristics and ac

curate temperature control of the elec

tric furnace are: hardening and draw

ing furnaces for high carbon and alloy

steels, drawing furnaces for high speed

steel, annealing furnaces for certain

alloy steels, special grades of malleable

iron, cold rolled strip steel for deep

stamping, etc. Annealing furnaces for

copper, aluminum, brass and other non

ferrous alloys can also be of the elec

trically heated types.

The accompanying illustration shows

a horizontal semi-cylindrical furnace.

The refractory brick lining is backed

up with heat insulating brick and the

whole is encased in a sheet steel jacket.

The heating unit consists of a heavy

nichrome ribbon wound on edge in such

a manner that the successive convolu

tions form an arch which extends the

.full length of the heating chamber

and gives a perfectly uniform distribu

tion of heat. The ribbon is self-sup

,1"/‘re Br/ck
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THERMO-ELECTRIC PYRO

METERS

HE question of a really satisfactory

base-metal couple still remains to

be solved. While it is quite true there

are a good many base-metal couples on

the market which are suited for the

comparatively low temperatures up to

800 deg. and 900 deg. Cent., for tem

peratures above 1,000 deg. Cent. there

is still nothing to compare with Le

Chatelier’s original platinum and plati

num rhodium element. While supplies

of these metals are available, there is

nothing serious about this; even at pres

ent prices this couple pays for itself in

the regularity of the heat-treated prod

ucts. The fact is, however, that plati

num is becoming more and more scarce,

the price continually rises, and it is

within the bounds of possibility that

there may not be enough of these metals

available for pyrometry—a serious

prospect, having in view the large

amounts which are being used for this

purpose. Dr. Burgess of the Bureau of

Standards, asserts that base-metal

couples are being successfully applied

in America. There are a number of

',1'n.w/afing Br/ck
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Diagram showing construction of electrically-heated resistance fumace

LOCOMOTIVES IN GREAT

BRITAIN

HE number of locomotives avail

able for traffic on the 16 principal

railways in Great Britain in June,

1919, was 17,743, a decrease of 1,186

as compared with the number available

in 1913; 429 Government locomotives

have been loaned to the companies, and

strenuous efforts are being made to re

duce the number awaiting repair and to

increase the rate of construction of new

locomotives.

quite excellent pyrometers on the mar

ket described as portable pyrometers.

One is well advised, however, to take as

little advantage of their portability as

possible; there should be an instrument

for each fumace or group of furnaces.

Moving these delicate instruments

about the works, to say the least, does

them no good, and further, the calibra

tion varies with the surroundings and

the leveling. Unless the instruments

are handled carefully and by experi

enced men, there is always the danger

of setting them down too hard and dis

turbing the adjustment.
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DOMESTIC ILLUMINATING

ENGINEERING

LITTLE simple “illuminating

engineering” applied to your

door and window screens will make

them serve the double purpose of pro

tecting the interior of your home from

the prying eyes of inquisitive folk, as

well as from the inroads of flies and

mosquitoes. One has simply to paint

the screens white to make them “peep

proof". The accompanying photograph

illustrates the principle. The picture

was taken through an ordinary wire

screen, half of which was painted white

and half black. It will be noted that

the black screen interferes very little

with vision through it. The white

screen, on the other hand, effectively

conceals the room behind it.
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with, while persons inside the room

will have difliculty in seeing out be

cause of reflected light from lamps.

Vision from the inside of the house

can be rendered better at all times by

painting the inside of the screen black,

while the outside remains white. This

would seem to be the ideal screen, be

cause even in daytime some reflected

light from the interior of the room would

interfere partially with vision out. The

best plan in making a screen of this

kind is to secure a screen which already

has on it a coat of black enamel, and

then to paint one side white. In do

ing this a small brush should be used,

carrying as little paint as possible. It

is well to have the paint thick. If

these precautions are observed no

trouble will be experienced from the

Photograph showing relative visibility through white and black screen mesh

The explanation is simple. The

screen was only a few feet in front of

the camera and is “out of focus”.

Nearly all of the light falling on the

white wires is reflected and is seen as

a blur of light. The intersecting white

wires form a screen of white light

which interferes with light coming be

tween the wires and destroys good

vision. The black wires, on the other

hand, absorb most of the light which

strikes them and there is no interference

with light coming between the wires.

Vision is good through it. The effect

is the same to the eye as to the camera.

To a person standing near a screen and

looking through it, the wires are “out

of focus” and the white wires offer

even better resistance to vision than to

the searching eye of the camera.

A white screen can be depended on

for this purpose only in the daytime,

however, since at night the observer

outside has no reflected rays to contend

paint running through the mesh and

coating both sides of the wire. A little

more patience is required, but the re

sults justify it.—HARRv A. MOUNT.

Hard rubber or ebonite, which is es

sentially a vegetable substance, if rub

bed with a woolen cloth or with a piece

of fur becomes charged with negative

electricity. It is due to the contact of

animal and vegetable substance, but if

half of the piece of ebonite is rubbed

with quick lime and then the piece is

rubbed with the cloth or the fur the un

treated portion will be negatively elec

trified as before, while that portion

which has been rubbed with lime will

become positively electrified, and this

property will last for five or six months,

gradually fading away until the lime

rubbed portion becomes quite inactive to

rubbing with the cloth or fur.

MEASURING HEAT VARIATION

IN GAS ENGINE CYLINDERS

XPERIMENTS described in En

gineering show that the tem

perature at the inner surface of a small

gas engine cylinder is about 240 degrees

C; and the cyclical variation is usually

less than 10 degrees C. The steady

conditions of low temperature at the

wall surface are maintained by the

jacket-water, although the explosion of

the gaseous mixture produces very great

changes of temperature close to the

walls of the combustion chamber.

This variation has not hitherto been

measured for a complete cycle owing to

the difficulties which occur in measur

ing the highest temperature of the ex

plosion. In order to obtain the cyclical

variation near the walls, a couple was

made of an alloy of 10 per cent iridium

and platinum, with a pure platinum

wire, and this was secured in a metal

plug so that it projected M4 inch into

the cylinder. On light loads and weak

mixtures the cycle remained unbroken,

but near full load the platinum wire

melted.

Couples made from 10 per cent alloys

of iridium and rhodium with platinum

were afterward used, having an elec

tromotive force E above 500 degrees C.

given by E= — 174 + 7.6075 T—

0.00167 T’, where T is the temperature

centigrade. The junctions were rolled

down to five or six ten-thousandths of

an inch thickness and inserted at a

depth of Y; inch from the cylinder wall.

These couples were able to withstand

the highest temperatures near the walls,

and they were not melted except during

abnormal explosions. Measurements

of the cyclical variations showed a

variation of E. M. F. lying between

1.56 and 7.83 millivolts with an aver

age cold junction temperature of 30 de

grees C. The temperature variation

corresponding to these values ranges be

tween 250 degrees C. and 1,700 de

grees C. '

HOW LOCOMOTIVES HAVE IN

CREASED IN POWER

THE lubrication of the main jour- '

nal‘ ‘of the modern locomotive

calls for careful consideration, both

because of increased weights and ex

acting demands in service. A pas

senger type of fifteen years ago, with

a tractive force of 16,000 pounds,

could handle a light train between

Chicago and New York in about thirty

hours. Today the same service re

quires a locomotive of 300,000 pounds,

with a tractive force of 30,000 pounds,

capable of hauling the heavy all-steel

train in twenty hours at all seasons and

always without delays. In like manner

freight locomotives have developed

from a tractive force of 25,000 pounds

to the Mallet articulated compounds,

with tractive force of 100,000 pounds,

weighing 450,000 pounds.

AA.
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A Compressed Air -Driven Monoplane

The Main Features of an Interesting and Simple Monoplane Using a

Compressed Air Power Plant That Has Made Successful Flights

HERE is a growing interest on

the part of model engineers in

compressed air motors and model

airplanes suitable for use in connection

with them. The writer has recently

completed a simple monoplane design

that has made successful flights and

that is not so complicated but what

any amateur mechanic can build it

without much trouble. If the enthusi

ast does not have shop facilities suffi

ciently complete to build the engine or

tank, these may be secured from mak

ers of model supplies, so the simpler

work, such as wing construction and

assembling the parts can be done by

anyone possessing even a limited tool

equipment.

While the machine illustrated is a

monoplane, there is no reason why the

experimenter cannot build other types

of multiplanes, using the same power

plant and air tank. Inasmuch as wing

construction has been described in arti

cles previously published in EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING Macszme detailing va

rious rubber motor-propelled types,

only the main points of construction

will be considered in this article.

Details of Motor

The motor is of the three-cylinder

rotary type, 3A;-in. bore and 7%;-in.

stroke. The cylinders are turned from

 

Front, three-quarter rear and top views 0/ compressed air monoplane using a three-cylinder motor.

this machine and how everything is built around the air tank

By H. C. Ellis

a solid piece of steel and have a small

flange at the bottom so they may be

bolted to the crankcase. The crank

case is entirely of aluminum. Pistons

are of aluminum and are lapped into

the cylinders to insure a perfect fit.

Connecting rods are of bronze. It is

not easy for the average reader to build

these motors and will cost less in the

end to purchase same from a model

  

For some time past, our mail has in

, dicoted that there was more than the

usual amount of interest in model air

planes driven by compressed air mo

tors. The model plane and engines

described on this and /allowing pagesshould be of particular interest to themore advanced airplane model enthusi

asts who have graduated from the

rubber motor driven types 0/ con

struction.—Tm-: Emroa.
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supply house specializing on such

product, though instructions detailed

enough for building several types are

given in this issue of EVERYDAY ENGI

NEERING Maonzmn.

Main Planes and Landing Gear

The ribs of the main planes are the

solid web type. They may be made of

1/16-in. spruce or of Balsa and are

assembled on the wing spars and held

in place by gluing. Twelve ribs are

used in each wing. The curved wing

tips are made of reed. The front spar

is M;-in. by V4-in. section, rear spar

I/é-in. by 3/16-in. section, spruce. The

entering and trailing edges are %;-in.

reed. Planes are covered with bamboo

paper to which three coats of dope are

applied. The landing gear is made of

two V type strut assemblies and is con

structed of spruce 5%;-in. by Y;-in. sec

tion which is streamlined to lessen re

sistance. A %;-in. round section steel

axle is used. The landing gear is at

tached to the fuselage by small alu

minum fittings. The tail skid is of

%-in. reed bound and glued in place

and is similar to the tail skids that

were used for a time on the early

Bleriot monoplanes.

The pylon for the bracing wires is

also of reed, bent to shape and attached

to the longeron members with a bind

ing of fine wire. The bracing wires,

which may be provided with light

model turnbuckles if one desires, are

attached to light aluminum fittings at

tached to one of the wing ribs. The

flying wires are attached to the land

ing gear struts, the landing wires are

secured to the pylon. The wing spars

terminate into round aluminum or brass

tubes which project about 1% ins.

 

 

The plan view shows the large size ol
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from the wing inner ends and which

are inserted into sockets of tubing

brazed or soldered in the air tank at

the proper points. These tubes go en

tirely through the tank, and are care

fully soldered at their ends to mini

mize leakage.

Tank and Fuselage

The tank is constructed of 30 gauge

sheet bronze in strips of suitable size.

The bronze is wrapped around a suit

Propeller

A /r /40 /"Or

Theywhich all parts are fastened.

are %-in by 5/16-in. at their greatest

cross section, which is situated 22

inches from the nose of the model, from

which point they taper to 3/16-in. by

X;-in. at the ends. The longerons are

united at the rear by gluing and bind

ing. The tank is fixed by bronze dis

tance pieces soldered to it. The ends

of these are bent to the form of the

longeron and then soldered to hold

them in place. The general design of

Compressed Air Tank

FIRE-PROOF FABRIC ON GER

MAN AIRPLANE

PORTION of the airplanes that

were surrendered to the Allies at

the conclusion of the Armistice by the

German Air Service have been received

in this country and are distributed to

the various flying fields so that the

features of construction could be

studied and various experiments could

be carried out with different machines.

During recent tests at Kelly Field,

  

Side view of compressed air monoplane alter wings are removed to show how air tank forms the basis 0] the entire fuselage

able mandrel to form the tank body,

lapping the edges about % in. Hold

the material in place with small rivets

and solder the seams. After soldering

the metal should be trimmed off to re

ceive the ends. Wrap the tank with

light gauge steel piano wire, making

the wraps about %-in. apart as a re

inforcement. The wires should then be

soldered at several points to keep it in

position. The caps or ends are spun

of steel of the same gauge as the bronze

and are carefully riveted and soldered

to the cylinder. Light tie rods are

sometimes used, being placed longitu

-dinally through the tank to help in

holding the ends. "An ordinary bicycle

tire valve is carefully soldered in one

-end and the throttle and motor shaft

in the other end.

Two longerons of spruce attached to

-and in connection with the tank form

the two side members of the fuselage

which carries the motor at the front

-end and empennage at the rear and to

the machine is clearly shown in ac

companying illustrations and some idea

of its size can also be obtained. The

principal specifications follow:

COMPRESSED AIR-DRIVEN

MONOPLANE

Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..56 ins.

Chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19% ins.

Length over all . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 ins.

Propeller. .12 ins. diam., 25 ins. pitch

Tank... . .4 ins. diam., length 24 ins.

Wheels. . . . .‘ . . . . . . . . . . .4 ins. diam.

Stabilizer . . . . . . . . . . . . ..8 by 18 ins.

Pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lFO pounds

Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..30 ounces

Distance of flight with 150 pounds

pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .400 feet

Wing area . . . . . . . . . . ..462.5 sq. ins.

Loading . . . . . . . .15 sq. ins. per ounce

Dihedral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 degrees

Incidence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 degrees

Texas, it was found that the Fokker

airplane was covered with fire-proof

fabric. Even when the material with

which the wings were covered was ex

posed to the hot flames from a blow

torch the fire did not spread even after

holes had been burned through the

fabric, which required a great deal of

time. Recent experiments made in this

country with fire prevention materials

indicated that by the use of wing cov

erings of fire-resisting material of non

infiammable dope, that the accidents

which have been so common in the past

due to a plane catching fire in the air,

would be practically eliminated.

The Aviation Committee of the Aero Club

of France has now approved the regulations

for the Louis Bleriot Safety Prize. The prize

of 100,000 francs will be awarded to the

competitor, who under certain conditions

makes the lowest vertical speed in descend

ing from a height of 500 meters and lands

in a circle of 50 meters in diameter.

fH
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How To Make A Compressed Air Motor

Details of an Interesting and Powerful Model Airplane Power Plant Built With a

tion of anything of this sort should

be short and general in its nature

as any real model engineer generally

wants to follow out a few ideas of his

I HAVE always held that a descrip

Minimum of Lathe Work

By V. Davenport

Crankcase Made of Sheet Metal

The crankcase can perhaps best be

described by the use of a sketch, which

is given at Fig. 1. A strip of rather

  

Views showing construction of air motor having a built-up crankcase and other novel

features

own, even in the construction of some

one else’s apparatus, and so will give

no dimensions or lengthy details. The

photographs with this article will

probably explain the construction bet

ter than a lengthy description. The

main idea I want to bring‘out,is that

the only lathe work was the pistons

and distributing valve. All the rest

was hand work and easily obtainable

material was used throughout the en

gine.

Reamed Tubing for Cylinders

Thecylinders were made from Shel

by seamless steel tubing. They were

first cut to slightly over length, and

then a wooden block with a hole the

same size as the outside diameter as

the tubing was made so as to hold the

tubing in a vise while it was reamed.

To get a good finish the tubing was

reamed three times. First with a rough

ing reamer, then with a standard size

15/16-in. reamer. It was finished with

a 15/16-in. expansion reamer, ex

panded to a little over its ordinary size.

The outside of the cylinders were pol

ished by inserting a bolt, about a half

inch longer than the cylinders in the

chuck of a hand drill and slipping the

cylinders over this and letting the coni

cal end of the chuck extend into the

tubing, a nut and washer on the other

end holding them in place. The hand

drill was placed in a vise and strips of

emery cloth used for the polishing.

6 1‘ '
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of the crankcase is taken and the

groove for the cylinder and the hole for

the bolts laid out and drilled before

bending to shape. A true hexagon

should be cut from a block of wood

to insure a true crankcase, as it serves

as a pattern and the case is made by

bending the strip of metal around it.

The ends of the strip were butted to

gether, riveted and brazed.

The sides or end plates of the crank

case were made from sheet alumi

num cut to the shape of the crankcase

proper. The flanges were made by

taking a piece of the same material

and cutting to the inside diameter of

the hexagon, then cutting out the mid

dle of it so as to leave a ring. This

ring was then riveted to the larger plate,

forming a flange or shoulder. The con

struction is shown more clearly in the

photograph. The crankcase bearings

were made of Shelby tubing reamed to

fit the crankshaft. They were first

brazed onto thin washers to form a

View of crankcase interior of Davenport motor shows counterbalanced crankshaft and

me.hod of grouping connecting rod big ends

thin steel, 1/16-in. is thick enough,

equal to the width of crankcase wanted

and in length equal to the perimeter

This flange was then riveted

to the crankcase. The bearings were

finished the same as the cylinders.

flange.
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Built-up Crankshaft

On account of the construction of

the connecting rods the crankshaft was

made in two pieces and bolted together

by means of the crankpin, similar in

construction to that of a motorcycle.

7/zeseho/es fit spokes used

(as cy/mder /10/d down bo/f5

apart. The connecting rod big end as

sembly is very much the same as used

on the Gnome aviation engine, con

sisting of one master rod and five

auxiliary rods.

The cylinder heads were made the

same as the crankcase was, except that
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Connecting Rod Details

F|G.3

Fig. 1—De1/elopment 0/ crankcase. Fig. 2—Special cutter for cylinder heads and crank

case_.

The crankpin itself is brazed to the

propeller end of the crankshaft, mak

ing the end of the crankshaft that takes

the strain one solid piece.

The connecting rod bearings and

crankpin bearings were made from the

rollers and roller sleeves from a motor

cycle chain, and brazed to the con

necting rods. Afterwards they were

reamed to fit the crank and connecting

rod pins. A jig was used for the braz-~

ing operation to make sure that the

sleeves would be the same distance

Fig. 3—Connecting rad details showing master rod

they were made of brass. They were

first drilled, the grooves cut, and then

filed to shape. They can be made as

separate pieces or as one piece and cut

apart.

The cylinder retaining bolts were

made of spokes from an aeroplane

wheel, the reason being that the heads

on these are straight and not at right

angles, as with bicycle spokes. The

crankcase sides are held by bolts run

ning clear through. The rotary valve

is of the ordinary construction. Tub

ing is copper and all joints are silver

soldered. N0 doubt but the reader can

considerably lighten the weight. The

engine weighed 20 ounces as made and

delivered a maximum of about three

horsepower on two hundred pounds of

air.

MODERN PRECISION

MEASUREMENTS

(Continued from page 302)

the other reflecting surface is the top

surface of the under glass. If there is

any difference in the thickness of the

objects being compared the air space

between the two glasses is again wedge

shaped, although the wedge is much

wider. But the result is the same and

not only can a difference in thickness

be detected, but the difierence deter

mined within a millionth of an inch by

counting the interference lines. By

using a standard of known accuracy

and comparing other parts to it, meas

urements can be rapidly made with the

apparatus. A different procedure is

necessary for other measuring opera

tions, but the basic principle of deter

mining distance from the interference

bands is used throughout.

Quartz and fiint are the mineralogi

cal names for silica or silex. In other

words, the names are applied to the

minerals found in nature. Flint is a

quartz with a sharp, conchoidal frac

ture, but chemically the same. Silica

is the chemical name for quartz and

flint. It is oxide of silicon. Silex is

‘the old chemical name and is not used

in modern chemical treatises. The

name silica has replaced it. Therefore,

quartz, silex, flint and silica are the

same chemically, when ground into

powder. But in masses, the quartz and

flint have a slightly different appear

ance. Quartz is the name applied to a

general class of materials of difierent

colors but of the same chemical compo

sition. Flint is really a variety of

quartz. but this is not generally known.

  

  

Crankcase

‘ Side P/afe\
  

Group 0/ parts of Davenport air motor. Note built-up crankcase side plate and method of using

  

Cy//nder H0/d

00wn Bo/1‘

wire spoke as cylinder hold-down bolt
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.A Six .Cylinder Air Motor |. . 1

HE motor described is a six

cylinder form that has been used

successfully on various types of

model aircraft, including helicopters

that have raised themselves and the

weight of the motor, though they do

not lift the source of compressed air.

The illustrations and drawing show the

details of construction clearly enough

so that any experimenter of average

ability and owning a small lathe should

have no difliculty in building the en

gine.

The cylinders are machined from a

solid steel bar and are V;-in. bore and

stroke and are machined to the dimen

sions indicated. The piston is made

of cast iron and also uses 1/ 16-in. sec

tion cast iron rings. The crankcase

is made of aluminum and is machined

from a hexagon of that material 1%

ins. across the flats and finished 15/16

of an inch wide.

Of course, sufficient stock must be

allowed for finishing the sides so it is

well to have the alu

minum piece at least

one inch thick. The

intemal dimensions

need not be held

very accurately, the

aluminum piece be

ing bored out so

that there will be

ample room for the

crank pin and con

necting rods to

swing around as the

cylinders and crank

case revolve. The

By A. Bohaboj

base is drilled with two No. 2-56

screws which hold the cylinder in place

on the crankcase. A hole is drilled

with a No. 37 drill through the boss

on top of the cylinder for the air in

take and a series of holes are drilled

around the cylinder about midway of

its length so that they are uncov

ered when the piston reaches the end of

its stroke. These serve as passages for

the exhaust compressed air. The con

necting rods are light rectangular sec

  

 
boss on top of the

cylinder is machined

with a 10-32 thread

and a simple coup

ling nut fitted there

to. This serves to

hold the 1/§-in. steel

tubing that conveys

the air from the dis-.

tributing valve ring

to the top of the

cylinder. Two end

plates are provided

for the crankcase,

both of which are

made of steel. These

are fastened to the

crankcase by small

screws and are

turned from the

solid stock to the

forms shown.

A flange is formed

on the base of the

cylinder which is

afterwards cut ofi

at the sides and the

Front, rear and side views of the Bohaboj six-cylinder

model airplanes

, ,;'”s¢ee/ Tub/fig

Fxhousf

/-/0/es ‘ - _

60 //0/e

for/’in K‘ ..

  

compressed air motor for

J!

tion members machined out of sheet

brass of any desired gauge. As con

siderable space is allowed inside the

piston interior, the rods are assembled

all in a line on the crank pin and some

will be off center as relates to the cylin

der center line.

The construction of the crankshaft,

which also serves as an air distributing

valve, can be readily ascertained. A

No. 6 standard taper pin is used, this

being carefully fitted to the end plate

which is reamed with a standard No. 6

taper reamer. The rear end plate of

the engine is machined from a piece of

steel and has a ring tumed on it which

is drilled through with a series of holes

that are intended to communicate with

the air supply hole in the crankshaft.

These holes are drilled to correspond

to the center line of the cylinders and

are tapped with a 10-32 thread for the

coupling nut.

The crank pin is a piece of stock

threaded at one end to fit into the crank

web. It is held firm

ly in place by a

small nut and is

drilled at the end

with aNo. 60 hole for

a pin that keeps the

connecting rods from

working ofi of the

shaft. The web is

made of a piece of

sheet steel and has a

square hole filed in

it to fit a correspond

ing square portion

that is filed at the

big end of the taper

pin. When this

square projection is

burred over, the

crank web is firmly

retained by the

riveted metal. The

small end of the

taper pin is threaded

to receive a union

by which the main

air inlet is attached

to the non-rotating

crankshaft. The

valve is set so that

air goes to the cylin

ders just before the

piston reaches the

top of the cylinder.

There is actually

very little clearance

between the piston

top and the top of

the cylinder as the

more closely fitted

Design drawing_ showing main details 0/ Bohahaj motor. Attention is directed to the (contimfed on Page

simple air distributing valve and crankshaft construction - 319)
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Model Steam Engine and Boiler Construction

SMALL OSCILLATING CYLIN

DER ENGINE

LTHOUGH the following article

A will be of more interest to be

ginners than to older readers

and more experienced model engineers

I feel it fills an existing demand. The

readers of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING in

crease with every issue and many of

the boys who have been in the services

during the war have returned to their

old pastime of making models. So I

feel justified in starting from the very

beginning and gradually working up

to the more complicated engines and

locomotives. I shall begin with the

oscillating type of steam engine as the

simplest form. Before starting with

the actual construction it will be neces

sary to say a few words as to the op

erating principles of those engines.

Steam Distribution

The steam is distributed by a port.

A single port is drilled into the cylinder

(see Figs. 1 and 2), the outer face of

which slides over the ports in the steam

block, the latter being stationary, also

forms the pivot bearing for the cylin

der (see Fig. 4). The setting of the

ports depends on the size of the cylin

der and the extent of the oscillation.

The amplitude of the latter is regulated

by the length of the stroke and that of

the piston rod. The diagram at Fig. 3

shows how to set out the ports in a

single acting oscillating engine. The

width of the ports is not less than 1/6th

of the cylinder bore. According to this

rule, the ports for a cylinder of M; in.

diameter are 1/16 in. In setting out

the ports on the steam block we must

take care that they are sufficiently far

apart to allow the port in the cylinder

to clear both when in mid position, so

as to prevent leakage from the steam

supply to the exhaust port.

A very important point is the method

of pivoting and preserving the contact

between the port faces. The writer has

found the spring contact the best and

recommends it as the only satisfactory

device. In selecting the spring it is

necessary to be very careful as the ten

sion of the latter must be sufficient to

overcome the opposing steam pressure,

which is tending to force the port faces

apart. This force is equal to the pres

sure of the steam multiplied by the

area of the port. On the other hand

the tension of the spring must not be

too great, as the resulting friction will

seriously reduce the efificiency and speed

of the engine.

By W. A. Helm

PART I

Keeping the -above facts in mind, let

us now get to the actual construction

of a single acting oscillating engine of

~,'»§ in. bore and §/§ in. stroke. We be

gin with the cylinder, the dimensions

and components of which you find in

Figs. 1, 2 and 5. For the benefit of

the readers who may prefer to build

up their own cylinder in preference to

purchasing the castings in the rough

or half finished, full size details of the

various parts are given in Fig. 5.

How Cylinder Is Made

The cylinder barrel can be made

from a piece of solid drawn brass tub

ing with a bore of }'§ in. inside diam

eter. By passing a §{; in. parallel

reamer through the piece of tubing the

bore can be trued up to the required

diameter. Having done this, file the

ends of the tube square until it is ex

actly 1 21/32 in. long. Then bell

mouth the lower end so that there is

no difficulty in placing the piston into

position after it has been packed.

The top cap can be made out of a

solid piece of brass and permanently

soldered on, together with a block 3/16

in. thick drilled and tapped for the

pivot pin. A 1/16 in. hole should be

drilled through the interior of the cylin

der, and the block should be recessed

so that only the port face and the strip

below the pivot pin make contact with

the steam block. To show up the parts

which form the bearing surfaces I have

shaded the rubbing portions. The bot

tom cap of the cylinder may be made

to fit tightly, or may be secured by a

drop of solder. It should be provided

with two or three vent holes. The pis

ton shown is a long one with two

grooves for packing or piston rings. It

is screwed to a I/fi in. diameter piston

rod. The crankpin end is of simple

construction but care should be taken

to fit the crankpin snugly into the pis

ton rod.

Simple Built-up Crankshaft

The steam block and bed plate are

made out of one casting as shown in

Figs. 4 and 6. Fig. 4 shows how the

cylinder is secured to the steam block.

The drawing speaks for itself and it

is not necessary for me to describe how

to finish it. The crankshaft is very

simple. A piece of 3/32 in. diameter

mild steel rod will be required. This

should be 1% in. long, after the ends

have been filed square. Place this in

the bearing space which has been

drilled and afterward carefully

smoothened with a reamer. The reamer

used is a 3/32 in. expansion type.

Then attach the flywheel on one side

and the crankpin on the opposite side

as indicated. So much for the con

struction of the engine proper.

HOW TO MAKE THE BOILER

A steam engine cannot run without

a boiler"to provide steam, so I have

decided to describe a suitable boiler for

each engine. The boiler described is

of the stationary type and is perhaps

the most efficient to drive a small oscil

lating engine, as the latter is seldom

worked at a greater pressure than

twenty or thirty lbs. I might suggest

here to the prospective builder to take

great care in building the boiler, as it

is also of ideal construction to keep on

hand for trying new engines as built.

To make this boiler take a piece of

solid drawn copper tubing 3 ins. in

diameter and 9% ins. long (see Fig. 1

of the plate giving the boiler details),

the thickness of the wall being about

3/64th in. The end plates may be

made out of a casting (see Fig. 2), or

out of sheet brass turned or filed cir

cular to make a tight fit inside the tube.

If the latter method is employed cut

two strips of copper M; in. by 1/16 in.

and about 9}/.1 ins. long and fit them

accurately into the barrel of the boiler

about ys in. from each end, then rivet

fast. Put the end plates in against

those rings and flange the projecting

rim of the tube, by lightly tapping with

a hammer (see Fig. 3), the ends of

the tube having been previously an

nealed. The first method of using a

casting has the advantage of being by

far the easiest way, and so I recom

mend this method as especially adapted

to those who have not had any great

experience in building model boilers,

as the castings can be purchased at a

very small cost.

Before putting the end plates in

place, drill two holes through the top

of the boiler to hold the brass bosses

for the boiler fittings (see Fig. 4 of

boiler plans). The latter shows the

dimensions of the boss. The same size

is employed for both the safety valve

and the steam pipe. Before soldering

the end plates and bosses into place it

is necessary to scrape and clean the

surfaces coming in contact so that the

silver solder will be sure to mm all

around the joint. Through the front

plate of the boiler drill two holes for

the water gauge. Through the front
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and rear plate centers, drill a 3/ 16 in.

hole in each for stay bolts.

After having completed the work on

the boiler tube and the bosses, the end

plates are soldered into place. We take

the fittings in hand. They consist of

a safety valve, filler plug, water gauge

and steam pipe, the latter being

equipped with a union cock to turn off

the steam. As the efiiciency of a model

boiler is somewhat dependent upon its

fittings it is good business to pay close

attention to the making of them.

We start with the safety valve. The

circular base of the latter also forms

the filler plug. It is turned out of a

solid brass bar of 1 in. diameter to the

dimensions given in Fig. 5. The cross

bar is also turned out of a solid piece

of brass. The pillars and plunger are

tumed out of a mild steel rod. The

valve itself is turned out of steel, tem

pered and carefully ground in. Care

should be taken, when turning the

valve, that the point of contact between

the plunger and valve is below the seat

ing surface of the latter.

The next fitting in importance is the

water gauge as indicated in Fig. 6. It

is a plain gauge without cocks and can

be easily tumed out of a ;»§ in. diam

eter hexagonal brass rod. The nipple

into the boiler is silver soldered into

the rod. The top fitting is open and

has a cap for the insertion of the glass.

The maker should be very careful in

lining the top and bottom fitting up to

the center of the glass, before inserting

the latter.

These instructions should be suffi

cient to keep the reader busy over to

the next article, when I shall finish

the description of the boiler and shall

advance to the next step in model steam

engine construction.

HOW NAMES ORIGINATE

ANY persons are puzzled to un

derstand what the terrns of “four

penny,” “sixpenny” and “tenpenny”

mean as applied to nails. “Fourpenny”

means four pounds to the thousand

nails, or “sixpenny” means six pounds

to the thousand nails, and so on. It is

an old English term, and meant at first

“ten pound” nails (the thousands being

understood), but the old English

clipped it to “tenpun” and from that it

degenerated until “penny” was sub

stituted for “pounds.” A “monkey

wrench” is not so named because it is a

handy thing to monkey with, or for any

kindred reason. “Monkey” is not its

name at all, but “Moncky.” Charles

Moncky, the inventor of it, sold his

patent for $2,000 and invested the

money in a house in Brooklyn.

GAS HEATING SOLDERING

COPPER

NE of the deficiencies of the ord.~

nary form of soldering iron or cop

per is that considerable time is taken up

Lo heat the iron and that it cools rap

idly when it is removed from the source

of heat and used in soldering. Of

course, this can be eliminated to some

extent by using two irons, one being

heated while the other is used. Elec

trically heated soldering coppers are

marketed and have many advantages

for difierent varieties of work such as

carried on by various manufacturing

firms. In some cases, the gas heated

copper bit such as illustrated may be

8"”/0/d"f' (Shari/I/,0 /e
,.f.'-I'f/£1/T7_q1' /Air/4 _/us/er

(Tap fwo //o/es
fbr Screws "H0/es forscrews

ho/din (0

57'/°/pe 7/ireaii3

 

the various parts comprising the as

sembly. The gas is conveyed to the

device _by flexible, metal gas tubing.

Even if illuminating gas is not avail

able, hydro-carbon gas may be used if

the burner design is modified somewhat

so that the orifice through which the

gas issues is controlled by a screw

valve. In this case, if this modifica

tion is made, the flexible gas tube may

be connected to a suitable container

in which the gasoline is under air

,'W0oa' //and/e

Details 0/ gas-heated soldering copper

used advantageously. The soldering

copper is carried by a simple forked

member that screws on to the end of a

piece of pipe which in tum is attached

to an adjustable fitting that forms part

of the Bunsen burner. In fact, this

fitting has an air control for the burner.

The pipe passing through the handle

has its end blocked and is drilled so

as to allow only the proper quantity of

gas to pass through. The air adjuster

carries a nipple that forms the burner

and the flame issuing from its end,

which is the usual hot, blue, Bunsen

flame impinges against the copper and

in a hole formed in its interior so that

this is kept heated at all times that the

burner is lighted. The adjustable bit

support makes it possible to place it

in various positions for different classes

of work.

The construction of the device is

clearly shown in a sectional view as are

pressure and the device will function

on the same principle as a brazing

torch. Modifications of this design will

readily suggest themselves to the ex

perimental engineer.

BELL METAL

. HE best bell metal is composed of

78 parts of copper and 22 of tin.

The use of silver in the manufacture of

bells is purely imaginary. The idea

grew out of a practice at the casting of

church-bells when pieces of silver were

supposed to be mixed with the bell

metal. The foundrymen had other uses

for the pieces of silver and contrived

means for the silver pieces to fall

through the grate bars into the ashpit.

Nearly all bell makers have their own

methods for determining the tone of a

bell from a certain size.

P
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Switches and Cut-Outs

5 Overload and Underload; Electra-Magnetic,

Centrifugal and Film Circuit Breakers

UT-OUTS and switches may be

entirely hand or mechanically

operated, or the action of the

electromagnet or other electric device

may be utilized in their operation.

There are a number of constructions of

switch, in which centrifugal force is the

controlling factor. When one of this

type is applied to a motor, the latter

will not start when merely connected to

the circuit; the centrifugal switch must

be closed and kept so by centrifugal ac

tion. Often the starting in such a case

is done by hand, the rapid turning of

the motor armature closing the switch.

  

Fig. 1. Starting box

The cut-outs, which will be first de

scribed use electromagnetic action for

their operation. The starting box

whose appearance is familiar to all is

an example of this type. It is used on

direct current circuits for starting mo

tors. If the full potential of a circuit

were connected to a stationary motor

with no resistance intervening, the

armature would pass so strong a cur

rent in the absence of all counter-elec

tromotive force, that it would be heated

and perhaps permanently injured. Re

ferring to the cuts, Fig. 1 and 2, it will

be seen how this cause of accident or

damage is avoided. The switch handle

passes over a series of studs one by one.

As it touches the first one, a number of

resistances in series, one for each stud

are interposed between the active lead

and the motor. The armature begins to

rotate under the effect of a reduced cur

rent. As the switch bar passes to the

next stud it cuts out one resistance

coil, and the armature now in motion

receives more potential. This goes on

as the switch is moved until all the

coils are cut out. and the armature pro

tects itself by counter electromotive

force due to its own rotation. When

By Prof. T. O’Conor Sloane

the switch handle or bar reaches its

final position, it is held there by the

electromagnet, from which a spring

  

Fig. 2. Starting box connections

tends to separate it and to pull it back

to its original inactive position, cutting

off the current completely. Suppose

that by any accident or incident the

current is cut ofl'; the electromagnet

ceases to act, the switch bar flies back,

and if the current is turned on at any

other point, the motor circuit remains

open and the motor does not start. It

has to be started just as before, with the

successive reduction of resistance, so as

to protect the armature from buming

out.

This is an example of a no-load or

protective cut-out. If the motor circuit

stayed closed, and the circuit was

opened and closed, the closing would

bring the full potential to bear on the

armature and perhaps would bum it

out. It is obvious, that, while this de

vice is primarily or usually a no-load

circuit breaker, the magnet and spring

could be so adjusted as to make it an

underload instrument, one which would

open the circuit if it fell below a cer

tain potential.

  

Fig. 3. Knife switch

This is also, as illustrated, an ex

ample of a fiat bar switch. The knife

bar switch is the more approved con

struction for heavy currents, and to

make the sequence complete a simple

two-pole knife-switch is shown in the

cut, Fig. 3. The construction is famil

iar to all; the only point to be made is,

that, except in particular circumstances,

the switch should open downwards.

Then as far as gravity is concerned it

tends to stay open, and to that extent

there is no danger of an accidental

closing. If placed in the other position,

the handle might fall and close the

switch when not desired. The position

is a safeguard against accidental clos

ing.

The next cut, Fig. 4, shows an under

load knife-switch cut-out. When the

handle, H, is pushed up the circuit is

closed and current passes. At M is an

electromagnet. The bell-crank lever on

the handle, H, is pulled back by the

operator when the switch is to be closed.

  

Fig. 4. Underload cut-out

As the handle is pushed up, the pro

jecting end of this lever pushes the

pivoted bar, R, into the position shown

by the dotted lines. At the end, R,

there is an armature, which is attracted

by the magnet, M. The catch, a, en

gages in this position of R, with the

corresponding catch on H, also indi

cated by a. The current is now pass

ing. But if the current ceases or grows

weak, the magnet will not have power

enough to hold R, which is drawn away

by a spring, omitted in the cut. The

bar, R, will fly back the catch, a,a, will

be released, the bar, H, will fall back

and the current will be completely cut

off and the circuit will be broken. The

minimum load required to keep the cir

cuit open is determined by the relative

strength of spring and magnet.

There are double contacts in this

switch. B, B, are carbon contacts and

A is a metallic one. The carbon con

tacts are the last to open and the first

to close. This protects the metal con

tacts from injurious sparking and arc

ing, although the metal contacts are the

real working contacts.
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The overload cut-out is designed to

open a circuit when too strong a current

is beginning to pass. It protects appa

ratus directly frbm burning out. One

form is shown in Fig. 5. This is a

knife-bar switch, with an auxilliary

carbon contact above the metal one. In

the position shown in full lines the

carbon contacts at the top of the swing

ing bar are seen in contact with each

other. Below them the metal contacts

are in engagement. If the handle, seen

 
  

Fig. 5. Overload circuit breaker

projecting to the right, is pushed up

wards the switch-bar will be thrown

into the position shown in dotted lines

and both carbon and metal contacts

will be opened. This can be done by

hand, but to introduce the feature of
 

Fig. 6. I. T. E. overload cut-out

automatic overload opening, an elec

tromagnet is placed back of the handle

bar as shown, and below it is a. pivoted

armature If too strong a current

passes, the armature will be drawn up.

it will strike the handle and drive it

up so as to break the contacts.

Another form is shown in Fig. 6.

The pivoted handle in its vertical posi

tion as shown closes the switch against

the pressure of a spring, which presses

against a bar, which in its tum presses

against the switch-bar at its upper end.

A low resistance solenoid coil is shown,

cut away in the drawing to show the

plunger within it. The entire current

goes through this coil. The switch-bar

is held in position against the pressure

of the spring, just spoken of, by a catch,

just above the solenoid. When too

much current starts to pass, the solenoid

draws up its plunger armature, driving

up the rod seen on top of the plunger,

and releasing the catch. The horizon

tal plunger actuated by the spring just

spoken of pushes the switch-bar back

and the contact is broken.

There is another type of switch de

pending for its action on centrifugal

force. Several examples are given

below.

  

Figs. 7 and 8. Centrifugal switches

The next cut, Fig. 7, shows a switch

in which mercury thrown out from the

center by centrifugal force forms a sort

of ring around the inner perimeter of a

drum. There is a contact plate on each

side of the drum and the mercury when

the motor is in action makes an elec

trical connection between the two. The

case, A, of the drum is of insulating

material.

In the next cut, Fig. 8, a curved

arm is pivoted at the point as shown;

near the pivot are the contacts also

clearly indicated. The distant end of

the switch-bar is weighted and is held

by a spring in such a position as to keep

the contacts separated when the motor is

not in action. The switch in question

is carried on the end of the motor shaft

or in other position where it will ro

tate when the motor does. It will be

understood that the actuating current

of the motor passes through the switch.

When therefore the current is turned

on, none can pass because the switch is

open. But if closed for an instant by

hand or otherwise the motor will start

into action and the weighted end of

the switch-bar will swing outwards

under the effect of centrifugal force.

the contact points will come together

and the motor will go on indefinitely.

If it is a small motor all that is neces

sary to stop it is to check its rotation

by hand; the switch will be opened by

the spring and the current will be cut

off.

The film cut-out, Fig. 9, is simply

a pair of contacts held apart by a piece

of thin paper. It is to be used in

parallel with a lamp in a series circuit.

If the lamp filament should break down

it would put out all the lamps on the

  

Fig. 9. Film cut-out

circuit. But if such an accident did

occur there would be a sudden rise of

potential, enough to make a spark,

which would pierce the film and restore

the connection. Of course the resist

ance of the lamp would be lost, but

the series of lamps would be relighted

instantly as the film would be per

forated.

WHAT IS DRY ROT?

HE term “dry rot,” the Forest

Products Laboratory finds, is ap

plied by many persons to any decay

which is found in wood in a compara

tively dry situation. Thus loosely used

the term actually includes all decay in

wood, since wood kept sufficiently wet

cannot decay. In the more limited

sense in which pathologists use the

term, “dry rot” applies only to the

work of a. certain house fungus called

Merubius lachryrnans. This fungus

gains its distinction from the fact that

it is frequently found growing in tim

bers without any apparent moisture

supply; in reality it does not grow with

out moisture and is as powerless as any

other fungus to infect thoroughly dry

wood. Given moist wood in which to

germinate, it is able to make its way a

surprisingly long distance in dry tim

bers, drawing the water it needs from

the moist wood through a conduit

system of slender, minutely-porous

strands.

Wood in the typical advanced stage

of dry rot is shrunken, yellow to brown

in color, and filled with radial and

longitudinal shrinkage cracks, roughly

forming cubes. In many instances

these cracks are filled with a white

felty mass, the interwoven strands of

the fungus. The decayed wood is so

brittle and friable that it can easily

be crushed into powder. The dry rot

fungus is active in nearly every region

of this country, in Canada, and in

Europe. It is very destructive to fac

tory and house timbers and to logs in

storage. Coniferous or soft woods are

more commonly infected by it than

hardwoods.
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Miniature Railroad System

HEN a man who has been active

in business decides to retire and

enjoy the peaceful routine of farm life,

it is often necessary for him to interest

himself in other things besides farm

work in order to keep busy enough to

satisfy his longing for action. A former

New York broker, Mr. W. Cecil Gage,

found that he had considerable time on

his hands so he spent this spare time

in building a miniature railroad, views

of which are presented herewith. The

materials for its construction were ob

tained by demolishing an unused hen

house, 250 feet long, which provided

enough wood to not only build the rail

road rolling stock, but also the track.

Practically everything about this road

is built of wood, the rails being made

of 2" x 4" timbers, and even the loco

motive being built largely of this ma

terial. Special passenger cars and

freight cars have been built entirely of

wood and the miniature railroad oper

ates much the same as its larger proto

type. The locomotive is driven by a

four-horsepower gas engine which

drives a counter shaft supported by

regular shafting hangers, and this in

turn transmits power to the traction

wheels by means of a drive chain of the

conventional pattern.

  

5 The view below

shows the locomo

gtive power plant

which is a single

- horizontal cylinder

3 hopper cooled gaso

line engine driving

a countershaft, this

in turn driving an

axle by a chain
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Plenty of room is provided in the

engine room for the engineer, and the

passenger cars will carry two people

with ease and comfort. The interesting

point about this railroad is that it was

built entirely by a man who normally

  

a hobby and a source of pleasure and

recreation.

The construction of the entire sys

tem called for considerably more skill

than possessed by the average man and

the installation of the engine and cf

The double-deck passenger car seats two people

was engaged in a business that did not

give him any opportunity to develop

latent mechanical talent. He also

claims that many men who are working

in the professions and in merchandizing

find in mechanical handiwork at once

  

fective utilization of its power in the

compact and realistic-looking locomo

tive evidently required more than an

elementary knowledge of mechanical

principles. The false boiler top of the

locomotive covers the power plant.
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The locomotive

attached to a freight

' car /ull of produce

is shown at left. The

engineer, as seen be

low, seems to be a§

_ fair load for thetender and canreach the controlsin the cab easily
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AIR PRESSURE DEVICE FOR

THE TRANSFER OF OIL

HE illustration shows a handy

means of ‘removing oil or other

liquids from barrels or other closed con

tainers for transmission to permanent

shop tanks or elsewhere. It is essen

tially a home-made device of the class

so numerous in railroad shops where a

supply of air at suitable pressure is

Wfllw nth»;

we we pl Harv’
0-arm ens

Air pressure device /or oil tram/er

 

Details of air pressure device /or tram/ening

oil from barrel to storage tank:

always available, and the dimensioned

drawing is reproduced from the Rail

way Mechanical Engineer. It com

prises a long, finely threaded taper

plug, with diameters ranging from 1%

to 2% in., which may be screwed into

any ordinary bunghole, or, if more

convenient, into a hole in the barrel

head. The oil delivery pipe which is

long enough to reach the bottom of the

barrel slides in a stuffing box which

makes a practically air tight joint.

When a barrel is to be emptied the plug

is screwed into the bunghole, a small

air hose is connected to the pipe at the

side and connection is also made from

the delivery pipe to the point where the

oil or other liquid is to be deposited.

A slight opening of the air valve ad

mits pressure above the body of liquid

and it is driven up the delivery pipe

with any permissible rapidity.

¢\I||l|fl%'
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PROTECTING MOLTEN METAL

FROM OXIDATION

DIFFICULTY in melting alloys

and some metals is the oxidation

of the metal, whereby serious loss of

material occurs. To meet this difficulty

the Technische Blatt says it is a com

mon practice to fill the container with

a neutral gas so as to effect the fusion

in a neutral atmosphere. But the usual

arrangements allow the neutral gas to

escape, its place being taken by air

from the surrotmding atmosphere. As

a consequence, some oxidation still oc

curs. An invention, patented in Ger

many, remedies this effect. The con

tainer in which the metal is melted is

constructed to be closed air-tight, and

put in communication with a com

pressed air-cylinder filled with nitro

gen. The gas, under a pressure of 60 to

70 atmospheres, may be led into the

container through a reducing valve.

PRACTICAL OIL DRILL

MASSACHUSETTS firm has

brought out the oil drill illustrated

which is intended to remedy some of

the troubles which have been noted by

using those forms of oil drills in which

the oil conductors are soldered to the

drill. The old-style drill with an in

serted tube sometimes gives trouble

= ~;:-r=~»-...

‘~ 0/7 Passage

shown bydoffed

//nes.

__ 0/7 6roave

or Passage

/ 1 “~0r/// Rod

End vT¢TvFf Drill

  

How a practical ail drill is made

through the loosening of the tube or

this may bend and break. The oil

conductor may also be bent and the

flow interrupted. The new oil drill is

made by forming an oil channel in the

drill itself, by milling a groove in the

body of the drill and dovetailing a piece

of rod into the upper portion of this

groove. When the process is complete

the piece of drill rod can never come

loose and for all practical purposes a

solid oil drill is produced that is said to

be free from trouble.
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ADAPTER FOR SURFACE GAUGE

SURFACE gauge is a handy tool

around a lathe and similar ma

chinery, but it is not always an easy

matter to clamp this securely to the

carriage or tool. The accompanying

illustration shows an adapter that

should be very useful.

The adapter is made the same size as

the regular surface gauge except that

a collar is turned or brazed on its

lower end. This collar may be easily

  

Adapter /or surface gauge

formed by heating the lower end of the

rod to the proper temperature and by

upsetting it to form an enlargement

which can afterward be machined

down to required size. A special hollow

nut that fits in the hole drilled into the

tool slide and which is placed at any

convenient part is a good fit on the sur

face gauge standard and when it is

screwed into place the collar will be

held firmly against the bottom of the

hole. In using a surface gauge this is

removed and the clamp and pointer are

moved on the adapter to any desired

point.

Various modifications for this de

vice will suggest themselves. The lower

end of the adapter column may be

threaded or it may be a simple piece

of straight stock that will clamp by a

split, tapered nut, which closes in

against the rod when it is screwed down

into the hole.

HARDENING SMALL CARBON

STEEL TOOLS

PECIAL care must be taken in the

tempering of small tools of carbon

steel. A small gas fumace, inclosed

with a chamber for the heating of the

tools, is desirable but a coal or coke

fire properly banked is satisfactory.

The fire must be burned down to a bed
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of live coals, and it is best to insert

a section of tubing into the fire to pro

tect the tools from the direct blast. The

quenching heat may be determined ac

curately by instruments, but where

these are not available, the use of a

magnet is suggested. When the magnet

no longer has an attraction for the steel

being heated at the part in the fire, the

proper point for quenching may be de

termined by permitting the steel to re

mai.n in the fire a few minutes longer.

The point at which the magnet ceases

to attract is about 1,42S° F., and the

best heat for tempering is 10° above

that temperature.

Tools cracked and damaged in the

hardening process frequently result

from the failure to relieve the strain on

the steel after quenching, and the

moment that it has cooled sufficiently

to harden. While still grasping the

tool in the cooling bath, the instant

that the tremor from the sudden plunge

stops, the piece should be withdrawn

quickly, and permitted to cool in the

open air. The steel will still be too

hot to hold in the hand. This is only

necessary, of course, when the steel is

not to be drawn to temper on the origi

nal heating.—/lmerican Blacksmith.

SPECIAL TOOL HOLDER

HE special tool holder shown is of

English design and possesses many

features which enable one to describe it

as both a handy and substantial tool.

As the illustration shows, it takes

3/ 16th in. cutters of square section;

the holder shank being % in. x 7/16th

in., and 5 inches overall. The cutter is

% in. above the level of the top slide;

and the drop head, fitting flush and

n
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Special lathe tool holder

  

square to the edge of the slide rest,

takes the “thrust” of the cut, preventing

all vibration of the cutter. The head

is also “off set,” which enables a cut

to be taken close up to the chuck or

face-plate. A side or facing cutter can

also be used in the holder. The long

bearing surface of the clamp permits

the cutter to be held at an angle for

recessing. It is only made in one size

and is being marketed, with one high

speed cutter and spanner wrench to fit

the clamp nut. Extra cutters of high

speed steel ground to various shapes

may be easily inserted in the holder

and can be made by the workman with

out any trouble from the special high

speed tool bits that can be secured

from dealers in machinery supplies.

USING A CROSS-CUT saw AS A

TRY-SQUARE

USEFUL kink for the handy man

is shown in the illustration, as it

demonstrates how a saw can be used to

draw a line perfectly uare across a

board. The saw is hel vertical with

its back resting on the board and is

  

Using saw as try-square

turned one way or the other until the

reflection of the edge in the bright blade

is exactly in a line with the edge of the

board in front of the saw blade. The

saw now is exactly square with the edge

and a pencil or scriber can be used to

mark the place for the cut. If the saw

is rusted it will not work so nicely be—.

cause the reflection will be dimmed.

CHART FOR POWER TRANS

MITTED BY LEATHER BELTS

HE accompanying chart may be

used to determine the width of a

single leather belt necessary to transmit

any ordinary amount of power, the

horsepower that will be transmitted by

a single belt running at a given speed,

or the speed at which a belt may run

in order to transmit a given power. For

example, to determine the power that

will be transmitted by a single belt 7

inches wide running at a speed of 5000

ft. per minute, locate the point 7 and

5000 in the lower graduated line and

then find the point midway between

them. This point will be found at 44

h. p. on the upper graduated line. The

dividing may be done with a rule, or

HORSE POWER

“’ °ass§5 -I

a pair of dividers, or by folding a piece

of paper.

Should it be necessary to transmit

44 h. p. by means of a belt traveling at

a speed of 5000 ft. per minute, the

width of single belt required may be

found by measuring the distance be

tween 44 h. p. and SO00 and then meas

uring an equal distance to the left of

the 44 h. p. point. In this case it will

be found that a 7-in. belt is sufficient.

In a similar way the belt speed can be

determined where the belt width and

horsepower are kn0wn.' This chart is

based on the well known rule of thumb:

A single leather belt, 1 in. wide, run

ning at a speed of 800 feet per minute

will transmit one horsepower.—.lIa

chinery.

QUICK SETTING MACHINE

VISE

HE vise we illustrate is an Eng

lish one. The movable jaw of the

vise is the inner one, the reverse of the

usual practice. The vise-screw end

enters the hole in the movable jaw. A

plate is riveted to the back of the jaw

which, when dropped, covers the hole.

To force the movable jaw forward, this

plate must be dropped. To open the

vise, all that is necessary is to tum the

screw back a quarter of a turn. The

plate is then swung upwards, exposing

the hole and the jaw can be pushed

back by hand. When the work is re

placed between the jaws, the movable

jaw is pushed forward until it is in
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Quick setting machine vise

contact with the work. The plate is

dropped down and a quarter turn of the

screw locks the work fast. It is evident

that, where a number of pieces of the

same size are to be worked in the vise,

there will he a great saving of time in

its use.

It is often an object to have a source of

illumination truly reproducing daylight for

comparing colors and perhaps for other pur

poses. Considerable attention has been ex

cited by the Sherningham daylight reflector,

which is simply a reflector covered with little

squares of different colored papers, which are

so selected as to give a true daylight effect.

BELT SPEED, FEET PEP MINUTE

  

(‘hart for power transmitted by leather bells
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Napier’s Rods and their Use

By Prof. T. O’Conor Sloane

OHN NAPIER of Merchiston,

Scotland, born 1550, died 1617, is

distinguished for all time as the

inventor of logarithms. This is a capi

tal claim to distinction for it is hard to

say how trigonometry calculations could

be performed in any reasonable time

and without the aid of absolutely un

wieldy tables, were it not for the con

ciseness of logarithmic methods. For

years the discovery of a method of de

tennining the longitude at sea was an

unsolved problem, and was in the class

with perpetual motion and the squaring

of the circle. The mechanical solution

came from the production of the chro

nometer. But to use the chronometer

:1 calculation in spherical trigonometry

has to be made for every observation.

Two or more such observations are

taken in a normal day at sea; the navi

gator has to solve a spherical triangle

morning and afternoon and often at

other times, in the evening when twi

light enables him to see the stars and

to distinguish the horizon. In the

routine of navigating it ship Napier’s

great invention, logarithms, are in con

stant use to bring the ship across the

ocean and into port.

‘We illustrate one of his inventions,

, on which he set great store, although

now it is nearly forgotten, Napier’s

Rods or Bones. They are designed

to facilitate multiplication. They are

strips of bone, ivory, wood or even

heavy cardboard. They may be from

a quarter to half an inch wide, and

about ten times as long as wide. Each

one takes care of one of the multiplica

tions of the multiplication table; two

times up to twice nine, three times up

to three times nine and so for the rest.

As shown in the cut, each rod is divided

into squares, and a diagonal line is

drawn from corner to corner of each

square, from the upper right-hand to

the lower left-hand corner. At the top

of each rod is placed the number by

which the nine units are multiplied on

that particular rod. Then in the upper

divided square and below the diagonal

line is placed the unit multiplied.

This is taken as “one times” the

number at the head of the rod. In the

next lower square is placed “two times”

the same number and then “three

times” and so down the rod in the suc

cessive squares. When numbers are

reached which contains tens, such as

Z4, 36 and the others of two digits, the

unit figure is placed below the diagonal

and the tens figure above it. As many

of such rods as needed are to be made,

in general terms the more the better.

Then there must be a master rod, which

contains in its nine squares, the upper

one being empty, the nine digits in

 

their regular order. A very convenient

accessory is a board or tablet of wood

‘or heavy pasteboard. A strip of the

thickness of the rods is glued along its

bottom, and another one at right angles

to this at the left side and on the strip
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How square rods were numbered

at the side is glued the master strip,

with the bottom of its lowest square

exactly even with the top of the bot

tom strip.

To use the rods such are selected

as are headed by the numbers of the

multiplicand. They are put on the

board as shown in the cut in proper

order. Suppose they are to be multi

plied by 7. The horizontal row of

squares on a line with the seven square

of the master rod contains the products

of the digits of the multiplicand by 7.

Suppose the number to be multiplied,

the multiplicand is 37564. For the right

hand figure of the product put down

the unit figure of the square of the rod

headed by 4, which square is opposite

the number 7 of the master rod. This

figure is 8. For the -next figure add

the tens figure of the same square,

which figure is 2, placed above the

diagonal as explained, to the unit fig

ure of the square on the immediate left,

which figure is 2, the unit figure of 42.

This square is on the next rod, the one

headed by 6. Adding these figures

gives 4, the second figure of the prod

uct, which is 4. In this way we fol

low along the horizontal row, adding

tens of the right-hand squares to units

of the left-hand adjoining squares.

4 added to 5 gives 9, the next figure

of the product. Sometimes there is one

to carry. Thus in the particular multi

plication we are supposed to be doing,

after the addition of 4 to 5 comes the

(Continued on page 360)

 

Arrangement 0/ Napier’s rods on a supporting frame for doing multiplication
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MOTOR TRUCK FOR RAILS

HE increasing interest of railroad

heads in the use of motor trucks

to facilitate freight and passenger

transportation on short hauls is evi

denced in the recent addition of motor

and baggage weighing S tons. When

not pulling a trailer the round trip of

32 miles is made on 6 gallons of gaso

line. At one point on its route the

truck climbs a seven per cent grade

with full load. It is operated continu

  

 

lines by several roads. ' Prominent

among these is the Palatine, Lake Zu

rich and Wauconda Railroad, which is

using a 3-ton truck, equipped with

flanged wheels and passenger body on

its 16-mile track from Wauconda to

Palatine, Illinois. The truck, which

has a capacity to care for 30 passengers,

also hauls a trailer loaded with freight

  

The illustration at the left shows a small electric automobile 0/ German design suited for one person.

spring and leather tire substitute for the usual pneumatic form shown at the le/t.

Motor truck fitted with flanged wheels for short railroad

ously from morning until night.

Whether or not the railroads, with

their return to private ownership will

universally adopt the motor truck as an

aid to their freight and passenger hauls

is a question that is at present upper

most in the minds of truck manufac

turers. It is the opinion of some that

with a-resumption of the old time com

shown at the right

petition the railroads will add motor

trucks to their transportation system in

an effort to get all possible business,

rather than see it go into outside hands.

The motor truck of the type illustrated

would seem to be specially well adapted

to short lines that cannot be operated

profitably with steam or electric power.

NEW GERMAN ELECTRIC

AUTOMOBILE

NE of the late developments in

Germany is the small automobile

which is illustrated herewith and which

has been developed to meet a need for

urban transportation that exists on the

part of a large portion of the public

which cannot afford to pay the very

high prices now asked for automobiles

of conventional construction. This car

is credited to Rudolph Slaby, son of the

well-known Professor and wireless tele

graph expert of Germany. The machin

ery in the car is extremely simple, as is

the case with all electric vehicles. A

person with little or no instruction can

operate it because the current is sup

plied from batteries and is regulated by

a- simple controller and transmitted to

the electric driving motor by simple

wiring. It is claimed that the batteries

supply current for four hours opera

tion without recharging. The maxi

mum speed of the car is 17% miles per

hour and the vehicle is so small that a

garage not much larger than a dog

house will accommodate it.

Because of the absence of the usual

intricate propelling and speed changing

machinery of the ordinary light car,

 

Attention is directed to the steel

The small size 0/ the garage needed is clearly
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there is ample room for an adult in the

small vehicle body. Steering is by a

simple tiller carried at one side of the

driver’s seat, a method that was used in

this country for many years in connec

tion with electric vehicle control, and

that is still found on a few types.

MOWING LAWNS BY POWER

UCH of the mechanical progress

in industry has been due to the

limited capacity of the human being for

work and also the fact that the average .

person does not enjoy exhausting him

self in doing work that can just as well

be done by machinery. This has re

  

How a garden tractor can be used for operating lhrce lawn mowers and cutting

STEEL DISK WHEELS POPULAR

HERE is a growing tendency on

the part of motorists to favor the

pressed steel disk wheel and increasing

numbers of fine cars are being equipped

with traction and support members of

this type. The wheel used for passen

ger cars is a single disk type, being

dished for strength. In most designs

the thickness of the metal is greater at

the center than at the rim, thus pro

portioning the section to the strain com

ing upon it. A cast-steel master hub is

fastened to the axle, and the steel disk

is attached to this by four easily re

a wide math

sulted in the development of various

interesting forms of labor-saving ma

chinery in our shops and factories. It

is only in recent years that machinery

has been applied generally to outdoor

work, especially in doing relatively

light work. The accompanying illus

tration shows a new garden tractor

which is used for many odd jobs about

the small farm and can be employed for

cultivating and other garden work. The

addition of the lawn mower mechanism

to the garden tractor makes it suitable

for mowing lawns with much less

, physical exertion on the part of the

operator than the usual method and also

makes it possible to do considerably

more work in a given time than can be

done with either hand operated or

horse-drawn lawn mowers.

The other power mower shown is the

invention of Admiral Sir Percy Scott,

a. well-known British seaman, and is

very simple in design and construction.

Power is furnished in this case by a

small air-cooled engine, similar in con

struction to the types used on motor

cycles. In deference to the vogue of

the “Motor Scooter” which is being

widely used in England, the new ma

chine has been called “The Lawn

Mower Scooter.” While conventional

types of power driven lawn mowers

may be obtained in this country at low

cost, those of our readers who are in

terested in making their own mechan

ical appliances can get ideas of value

. from the two types of power lawn mow

ers illustrated.

1 “,7
 

 

Admiral Sir Percy Scott, a retired_British seamen, has in-vented a simple lawn

PRODUCER GAS FOR MOTOR

VEHICLES

BRITISH committee in a report

on the use of gas as an automo

tive fuel enumerates three possible sys
tems of making gas fromiplant carried

on the vehicle itself, and, in the case of

one of these, drawings are given of the

arrangements. Such plants, it is stated,

can be made to work automatically,

after the necessary attention of lighting

up. Their fuel cost, with coke at $9 a

ton or anthracite at $11 a ton, is equiv

alent to gasoline at 8.6 cents per U. S.

gallon. One hundredweight of coke or

anthracite will, on the average, do the

same work on the road as 5 or 6 gallons

of gasoline, and the weight of genera

tor and accesso.i__ for a 30-b. hp. en

gine is about 220 lbs.

The risk of escape of unburned car

bon monoxide gas from a suction gas

producer on a motor vehicle is not such

as to call for special precautions, ex

cept when the vehicle is at rest within

a closed structure with the fire still

burning in the producer. The water

feed to a portable suction gas producer

can be so adjusted as to increase the

calorific value of the issuing gases by

as much as 50 per cent on a consump

tion of water, falling as low as 25 per

mower and roller propelled by a motorcycle engine

movable nuts which screw on studs in

the permanent hub flange. The disk

wheel is as easily removed as any other

type and is stronger and more easily

washed than the conventional wood or

wire spoked forms.

During warm weather, be sure to

watch the lubrication and cooling sys

tems. Keep fan belt tight, radiator

filled with water and be sure to use

the proper grade of oil.

cent by weight of the simultaneous

combustion of coke or anthracite. In

an ordinary motor vehicle engine, un

altered structurally as regards the com

pression space, the power-yield, on the

basis of 100 for gasoline, may on the

average be taken as 91 for town gas of

450 B.t.u. gross per cubic foot, 97 for

suction-producer gas (partly hydroge

nated with water gas) of 210 B.t.u. and

82 for suction-producer gas of 140

B.t.u. heating value.
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How to Test Engines for Horsepower

sary, to know exactly how many

horsepower a certain motor develops,

as in the case of automobile or marine

motors that have been “fixed up” with

a view to increase the power output for

some reason or other. The usual (and

easiest) way is to send the motor to

some established testing station or to a

concern which is known to havethe

necessary outfit for the purpose. This

method is very expensive. Unless the

power is unusually large, however, such

tests can be quite accurately performed

by anyone who is able to rig up a suit

able stand, and who commands the most

elementary notions of mechanics. The

IT is often desirable, or even neces

   

Simple Prony brake

purpose of this article is to show how

such tests can be performed with com

parative ease and little expense.

As nearly everyone knows, a horse

power is defined as being equivalent to

33,000 foot pounds per minut<.%that is

to say, the work done in lifting a 33,

000 pound weight one foot (or 33

pounds 1000 feet, or 330 pounds 100

feet, etc.) in one minute. The problem

of finding the horsepower of a given

unit then resolves itself to this: Find

out how many pounds it will lift and

how many feet per minute. Multiply

ing the two values together will give us

the number of foot pounds (Ft. Lbs.).

Dividing the result by 33,000 will give

us the H.P. There are three ways of

finding the foot pounds developed.

Prony Brake Test Simple

The first is the familiar “Prony

brake test.” The motor is firmly

mounted upon a stand, which should

preferably be bolted on to the floor, or

at least be heavily weighted to avoid

tipping over. If the motor is provided

with a moderate size flywheel this may

conveniently be used, but if it is very

large, a pulley should be fitted for the

brake shoes to press against.

The shoes are made of hard wood,

By Adrian_Van Muflling, M.S.A.E.

cut out on a band saw so as to encircle

at least 9/10 of the circumference of

the flywheel. Two long bolts are then

mounted so as to pass through the shoes

and permit tightening up of the brake

while the motor is running so as to ap

ply the load gradually as the speed is

increased. Wing nuts are excellent for

this purpose.

One of the shoes has attached to it

a strong arm of wood or metal, so placed

that it will not bend, and which is

about four feet long. The line between

the shaft center and the point at which

the scale is attached must always be

horizontal, or nearly so, and is made

to exert a pressure upon a pair of scales

either of the platform type or an ordi

nary spring balance suspended from a

rafter. A revolution counter of any

suitable form completes the outfit.

The method of performing the actual

test is as follows: The motor is first

started and allowed to “warm up” at

moderate speed, with the shoes com

pletely released. When everything is

ready pressure is gradually applied up

on the brake by, tightening the wing

nuts while the throttle is gradually

opened. (A little practice will be neces

sary to avoid “racing” or a sudden

slowing down.) This must go on until

the motor has attained its proper speed,

which is most conveniently found by us

ing the counter for a period of 10 sec

onds at the time, 150 revolutions being

equivalent to 900 R.P.M., 166 to 1000

R.P.M., 200 to 1200 R.P.M., and so on.

It is best to take short readings to avoid

overheating the brake. When the motor

is running at its rated speed (say 1200

R.P.M.) with throttle wide open, the

actual test is made by measuring the

number of pounds registered at the

scale. Having this, we are through,

and can proceed to calculate the H.P.

of our motor.

What we must look for first is the

actual distance that the end of the arm

wound have traveled if it had been left

free to swing. If the end was four feet

from the center of the flywheel, the cir

cumference would obviously have been

2 X 4 X 3.14 : 25.12 feet.

In one minute it would have covered

1200 times that distance or

25.12 X 1200 = 30,144 ft.

This is the distance through which the

registered pull acted during one minute.

Let us say for example that the scale

was found to indicate 46. pounds. Then

the number of foot pounds is given by

30144 X 46 : 1,386,624 foot pounds,

which divided by 33,000 = 42.02

horsepower.

It will generally be found more con

venient to write all the factors involved

in a formula as follows:

_ 2 X L X 3.14 X \\-' X R.P.M.

H.P.: —i————i———

33,000 _

in which L is the length of the arm in

feet and W the weight shown by the

scale.

During this test it will be found that

the brake will heat up quite consider

ably. As this heat means a waste of

power in the form of friction, it is evi

dent that the test by this method is not

entirely accurate. It should be noted,

however, that as the power thus

wasted is generated by the motor, and

is not shown on the scale, the result will

indicate a horsepower somewhat lower

than the one actually developed. The

error is thus on the safe side. To avoid

undue heating the brake shoes are some

times lined with asbestos cloth or brake

lining. If the arm has a tendency to
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Modified Prony brake

“chatter,” that is, vibrates too much to

permit an accurate reading, a few drops

of kerosene will generally obviate the

trouble.

Modified Pron} Brake

The second testing method is a modi

fication of the prony brake, and is some

times more convenient, especially when

the flywheel is large. It requires two

pairs of scales and a long leather belt

which passes around the flywheel, and

is attached by each end to the scale.

These are suspended from a roof rafter

so as to allow the tension to be adjusted

by means of wing nuts as before. Be

fore the test is made the latter are drawn

up until the tension of both legs of the

belt is equal, say 50 pounds. The motor

is started according to the procedure

outlined above. It is obvious that the

friction along the belt will increase the

pull on one side while relaxing it on the
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other. The total force is then indicated

by the difierence between the pulls on

the two scales. This will be W in the

formula, which can be applied just as

before, excepting of course that the ra

dius of the pulley now represents the

arm, and consequently the value of

L : Diameter of the pulley.

It may be found that the belt shows a

tendency to slip off during the test.

This can be obviated by interposing a

number of small wooden blocks cut to a

shallow U shape between the pulley and

the belt, and screwed or riveted to the

latter, the pulley being made to run in

the channel of the U formed by the

blocks.

Pea: Hon
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be. But as the strength and dimensions

of the club should be calculated, and

as its use involves considerable danger

(they have been known to fly apart and

kill some innocent bystander), it is per

haps best to use a brake similar in con

struction to that described above, but

now, of course, firmly bolted to the

stand.

The test is performed in exactly the

same manner as in the case of the prony

brake, and the same formula can be ap

plied, L being the length of the arm

measure from the center of suspension

of the cradle. If the arm is placed on

the side of the cradle, which tends to go

downward, the best way to measure the
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Reaction method 0] testing horsepower

Torque Reaction Test

A better method by far, which re

quires a somewhat higher initial outlay

but gives much more accurate results

on account of eliminating a_ll fr1Cil0I1

losses is known as the rocking cradle,

or “torque reaction” test. It is based

upon the fact that the reaction or

_ “torque” of a motor is exactly equal to

the motive force, and hence we get the

same result whether we measure the

turning force of the flywheel or the

force which tend to rotate the rn_otor

around the shaft in the opposite direc

tion. In order to be able to do this we

must mount the motor in a cradle (of

strong wood or iron), which is sus

pended into a framework so that it will

rock along a line corresponding to the

crankshaft of the motor. It will take

a little ingenuity to suspend the motor

in just that way, and it is most easily

done by large ball bearings, which can

freely pass over the crankshaft at both

ends. When this cannot be done the

suspension should be just below the

crankshaft and as close to that as pos

sible. This cradle is equipped with an

arm attached to a pair of scales as be

fore, with which the torque can be meas

ured.

Next. the motor must beprovided

with a resistance, which may consist of

a strong wooden club made up of lami

nations glued together and very care

torque will be to suspend a known '

weight from its end, which can be in

creased or decreased until the arm re

mains perfectly horizontal, with the

motor running at the required speed and

under load. When many tests are to

be made on different motors a simple

calculation will enable one to calibrate

the length of the arm so that the horse

power can be read off directly by the

number of pounds necessary to balance

the cradle.

EXTRUDED METAL

ETAL wire and rod made by the

extrusion process is coming more

and more into common use, so that a

little information about what the proc

ess is should be welcome. Wire and

rod have been made for many years

by the drawing process, in which the

metal is pulled through dies, gradually

reducing its diameter or shape. Volume

of production by this process was lim

ited, first by the fact that attempts to

reduce the diameter of the wire too

much at one draught resulted in pull

ing the metal apart; and second, by

the fact that the frequent annealings

necessary to soften the wire consumed

time.

By the extrusion process, the metal

is pushed through the die while quite

hot. Thus are overcome at once the

two limiting conditions mentioned in

“ire drawing; the wire cannot break

because you don’t pull on it, and it does

not get hard because it retains its soft

ening temperature during the extrud

ing.

For lead extrusion the necessary out

fit consists of a multiple plunger pump,

a hydraulic accumulator for storing

water under high pressure, and a hy

draulic press with attachments. Brief

ly, these attachments consist of a heavy

steel cylinder with a die-holding ar

rangement mounted on one end, the

other end being adapted as to inside

diameter, so as to form a close fit to

the plunger or ram of the hydraulic

press. In extruding lead wire a large

piece of lead is put into this cylinder

and the press started. Lead wire will

flow continuously from the hole in the

die until the ram reaches the end of

its stroke. Naturally, some lead is left

at the bottom of the cylinder, but the

ram is withdrawn, another piece of

lead put into the cylinder, and the ram

started in again. Here is the interest

ing thing. During these two strokes of

the ram there occurs no break in the

lead wire; it is impossible to tell where

the metal in the first piece of lead stops

and that in the second piece begins.

In producing lead pipe a long arbor

"is used, the point of which enters the

die in such a way as to make the orifice

through which the lead must flow ring

shaped, or to be exact, shaped like a

cross-section of the pipe.

Recognizing the possibilities of such

a process, it was not long before ex

periments were tried, with the end in

view of making brass rod, and wire by

the extrusion process. Difficulties at

once arose. It was found that to get

any results at all the metal must be

quite hot during the extruding; it was

found that hydraulic machinery of

great power was necessary; it was

found that the dies suitable for lead

extrusion would not stand up under

the heat. However, these difficulties

have been overcome and there are now

a number of firms who sell extruded

brass rod. One of the good features

of this process is the practicability'of

extruding the brass through odd

shaped dies, to give a certain cross

section, very expensive to get by ordi

nary methods.

In discussing this process, it is in

teresting to note how interdependent all

processes are on something else. With

out the gas engine we would not have

the automobile or the aeroplane; with

out the railroads we could not have big

cities; without the powerful hydraulic

press we could not extrude brass.-—

Scoville Bitlletin.

The growth of trees has been registered by

encircling the tree with an expansible ring,

whose expansion operates an index, which

records the movements on a revolving cylin

der, thus making a graphic chart. The move

ment is multiplied by suitable gearing so rela

fully balanced and attached to the

crankshaft as an aerial propeller would

tively slight changes are magnified and made

evident.
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Largest American Airplane

Some Interesting Details of a Large T/zree-Motored Design for Commercial Work

HE L. W. F. Owl is announced by

its makers as being the largest

freighter in America and one of the

largest yet built. It was originally de

signed for the aerial mail service. It

has a wing spread of 105 ft., being of

biplane construction and an overall

length of nearly 54 ft. The design is

of the twin fuselage and center nacelle

type. Three 400 hp. Liberty engines

are used for power, one being mounted

in each of the noses of the fuselages

and nacelle. The machine loaded was

designed to weigh ten tons and has a.

mail carrying capacity of 3000 lbs. on

long distance flights or double that

amount on shorter trips.

The crew and controls are located

in the central nacelle while the two

fuselages, constructed of laminated

wood, carrying part of the fuel supply

and the freight. Four persons com

prise the crew, these being two pilots, a

radio operator and a mechanic. At the

maximum speed of 110 m.p.h., it is

able to remain in the air for 10 hrs. or

sixteen hours at a lower speed. Climb

ing ability with full load is claimed if

only two of its engines are operative

and it is designed to land at a speed

of 56 m.p.h., which is reasonable.

Among the distinctive features of the

machine are the monocoque fuselage

and nacelle, -the intercommunicating

phones, the fuel and the fire extinguish

er systems. The wing construction is

of the usual truss type and consists of

three upper and three lower panels of

11 ft. chord and equal spans with a

gap of 11 ft. Each wing is equipped

with balanced interchangeable ailerons.

Ribs are built up first and then slipped

over the beams, which are built up of

four pieces, forming a hollow box sec

tion. The top and bottom of the box

spar are of spruce and the sides of

birch. The internal wire bracing is

double, of No. 8 solid piano wire and

3/16-in. hard cable. All external

wire fittings are applied directly to the

beams and project through the covering.

The fuselages and nacelle are sup

ported between the upper and lower

planes on tubular struts thoroughly

streamlined. Each engine drives a

tractor propeller. The main load and

crew are carried in the nacelle while

each fuselage carries its complete motor

plant and has a small auxiliary com

partment for extra cargo. Each power

.7‘ -ii , _
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plant is complete within its respective

fuselage or nacelle and consists of a

12-cylinder Liberty engine equipped

with Splitdorf ignition, electric starters

and compression release. The radi

ators are above the motors, directly in

the blast of the propeller and equipped

with individual shutter controls.

The tail is of the biplane type, at

tached to the rear end of the two

fuselages. It consists of two double

cambered horizontal stabilizer planes

superimposed, with elevators attached

and a fin on the top of each fuselage

followed by a balanced rudder. _ A

third balanced rudder is installed mid

way between the two. The landing

gear is of the six-wheel, two-axle type,

with the outer two wheels side by side

directly under the center of each fusel

age and the other two wheels spaced

equally between. The landing gear

which is extremely well built is so

placed that when landing the center of

gravity falls sufficiently far back of

the wheels to prevent any tendency to

nose over. The great weight of the

machine calls for shock absorbers of

very large capacity, these being carried

in streamline housings.

The L. W. F. Owl

is a double /uselage

type biplane power

ed with three Liber

ty 12-cylinder en

gines driving tractor

screws. It was in

tended for freight

carrying purposes,

but has been taken

over by the Anny

authorities for mili

tary use
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THE UNIFLOW STEAM ENGINE

HIS type of engine was described

in a recent paper by Mr. Henry

Billing, before the Manchester Associa

tion of Engineers, in England. It is a

single cylinder engine, the steam actu

ating which, when it does move, moves

in the same direction and in its ex

pansion back of the piston may be

taken as moving also in the same

direction. The piston of this engine

in total length is about 10 per cent less

than the length of stroke and the cyl

inder itself is a little over double the

stroke in length. Each end of the cyl

inder is provided with an inlet valve,

which must be of rapid opening and

closing action. Around the center of the

cylinder, with its walls forming an ex

ternal ring, is a steam conduit com

municating with the exhaust. This

The Unifiow engine condenses less

steam inside the cylinder than does a

compound engine, because the tempera

ture of the walls of the cylinder is kept

hot. 4 The exhaust ports are open only

a fraction of the time given in a com

pound engine, and it is precisely this

loss by internal condensation which has

been a source of bad economy in steam

engine practice. The engine has more

or less definite limitations. Thorough

condensation is needed so there must be

plenty of condensing water and the di

rection of rotation must be continuous.

The author of the paper says that for

reversing engines, such as those used

on steam windlasses, other types of en

gines are usually to be preferred. He

states that he is at work on a very large

engine, one of 60 inches diameter of

cylinder and of six feet stroke.
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Construction 0/ Unifiow steam engine cylinder

conduit communicates with the interior

of the cylinder by steam ports.

As the piston travels back and forth

it uncovers these ports at the end of

each stroke and they remain open for

about one-tenth of the stroke. This

feature is clear from the diagram of the

Cylinder and piston. There the arrow

shows the course of the steam on the left

end passing out into the exhaust. Re

ferring still to the cut it will be seen

that as the piston begins its return

stroke the ports will be closed and no

more steam can escape from that side

of the piston. The piston now completes

its stroke. The inlet valve on the left

side stays closed while that on the right

closes before the completion of the

piston stroke, not only to give expan

sion but to close the steam inlet before

the central ports are opened. As the

piston completes its stroke it uncovers

the central exhaust ports this time on

its right end and the greater part of

the steam which has actuated it rushes

out through the exhaust.

In each stroke a certain amount of

steam remains in the idle end of the

cylinder and this is compressed by the

piston forced against it. The action of

the exhaust port is quite comparable to

that of the auxiliary outlet port some

times used in internal combustion en

gines of the four-cycle type.

GAS MASKS IN PULP AND

PAPER MILLS

AS masks of a. nose-breathing type

with canisters containing special

chemicals are used in the digester house

of the Forest Products Laboratory to

give protection against sulphur dioxide.

These masks enable the operator to

make repairs under conditions other

wise unbearable and soon pay for

themselves in time saved. Masks of

this type are reported by the Bureau of

Mines to hold up against a 5 per cent

concentration of sulphur dioxide for

about 15 minutes. When it is realized

that 5 parts of sulphur dioxide to one

million parts of air can readily be de

tected, and that at a concentration of

150 parts of sulphur dioxide to one

million parts of air the air becomes

unbreathable, some idea can be gained

of the life of a canister even under ad

verse mill conditions. In addition to

their use in the sulphite mill, these

masks are of great assistance in the

bleach room, where they are worn con

tinuously during the mixing of the

breach liquor. Aside from monetary

considerations, the increased comfort

and safety of the workmen is sufficient

argument in favor of the addition of

gas masks to the regular mill equip

ment of up-to-date plants.

PICKLING AND CLEANING

CASTINGS

RON castings that require machining

must have the scale and sand re

moved. The common practice for do

ing this is to subject the castings to

what is known as a “Pickling Bath.”

Iron castings are usually pickled with

sulphuric acid and hydrofluoric acid,

the former being commonly used. The

pickling solution is usually made up of

1 part sulphuric acid to 10 parts of

water. When the scale is loose the

castings should be washed in hot water

and if the castings are small it is well

to immerse them in a soda solution for

a short time, to thoroughly neutralize

any acid. Hydrofluoric acid is usually

sold in three grades. The first contains

30%, the second 48%, and the third

52% acid, the balance of the solution

being water. The 30% solution is

what is usually employed for pickling

castings and 1 gallon should be mixed

with 20 to 25 gallons of water. Hydro

fluoric acid does not act upon iron ap

preciably but it does dissolve black

oxide of iron and sand and dissolves

them. The castings pickled in sul

phuric acid solution have a dull or

black surface. Those pickled in hydro

fluoric acid have a whiter and silvery

appearance. The castings pickled with

hydrofluoric acid have a much smooth

er surface and for that reason whenever

parts are to be polished or nickel plated,

the hydrofluoric acid is used. The hy

drofluoric acid bath is always used cold

but must be kept up above the freezing

point. The workman should always

use rubber gloves when handling hydro

fluoric acid, and if any is dropped or

splashed on the skin, it should be

washed off promptly with water and di

luted ammonia.

Brass castings may be cleaned by

mixing 3 parts of sulphuric acid and 2

parts of nitric acid by weight and add

to 1 quart of the mixture about a hand

ful of common table salt. While this

mixture is frequently used without be

ing diluted with water, it must be

handled with care, as it will attack the

human skin. This pickling solution

must be kept in an earthen-ware crock.

Hydrofluoric acid must be kept in a

lead carboy but diluted acid may be

kept in wooden tubs or vats. Hydro

fluoric acid must not be kept in glass

bottles, because it will eat glass, but in

rubber bottles.

The peeling of lacquer is usually

caused by the imperfect cleaning of the

metal surface before lacquering, al

though it may be caused by the use of a

lacquer not adapted for the purpose.

Lacquers containing “gums,” in addi

tion to the regular pyroxylin base, hold

more tenaciously, although not as tough

as a straight pyroxylin lacquer.
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METERING DIRECT CURRENT

An interesting system of metering

heavy direct current involves the use

of soft iron cores surrounding the elec

tric conductor. Each core is a ring or

rectangle and they are operated. in

pairs; on each one of the cores wire

coils are wound which connect to an al

ternating current ammeter. An alter

nating current is passed through these

A.CConn¢cf/an
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Metering heavy direct current

coils and through the ammeter. If no

current is passing in the main electric

conductor, the coils choke back prac

tically all the alternating current. If

current is passed through the main line,

which threads the coils, the cores be

come magnetized, passing lines of force,

and the choking effect of the cores and

coils on the subsidiary alternating cur

rent is decreased. Therefore, as more

and more current passes through the

main line more current in exact propor

tion thereto is recorded or registered by

the ammeter on the altemating current

line. The alternating current is very

small, of course, compared to the main

current so that a small instrument can

be used to measure a current of great

intensity.

HAVANA CENTRAL STATION

TO DOUBLE POWER-PLANT

CAPACITY

N account of a rapid growth of load

and the possibility of a still fur

ther growth in the next few years, the

Havana (Cuba) Electric Railway

Light & Power Company has just or

dered two 25,000 kw. Westinghouse

steam turbine-generators to double the

plant rating. At present there are, in

this plant, three 12,500 kw. generators

supplying a combined railway and pow

er load. In the original installation,

space had been provided for only one

additional unit, but now that the load

has become so great it was thought

necessary to increase the capacity still

more. Consequently the two 25,000

kw. units were ordered, one to be in

stalled in the space available, and the

other to replace one of the 12,500 kw.

units. By this means it is unnecessary

to extend the power plant buildings.

However, the 12,500 kw. unit is in per

fect operating condition and will prob

ably be utilized elsewhere.

The first unit will be installed and

will be in operation in 1921 and the

second one will be on the line in 1922.

The units are to be designed to operate

at 185 lbs. pressure, 150 deg. super

heat and 28 in. vacuum. In addition,

arrangements have been made to oper

ate this equipment at higher pressure

and superheats if desired at a later

time. To go with these turbine-gen

erators, Westinghouse-Le Blanc 56,

000 sq. ft. surface condensers and Le

Blanc air and circulating water pumps

have also been ordered. Each con

denser will have two circulating pumps

and divided water boxes so that one

half of the -condenser may be cleaned

while the other half is in operation.

This station, which is the largest in

Cuba, is modern in every respect and

has an operating economy which is

comparable with some of the best plants

in the United States. The average

fuel consumption is less than 2 lbs. of

coal per kw. hr. notwithstanding that

the plant has a low load factor. This

economy is due to the excellent opera

tion and maintenance afforded by the

management and operating engineers of

the plant.

WATER POWER IN ITALY

TALY’S lack of coal is often cited

as a handicap to the industries of

the country, but, in view of the water

power available for producing elec

tricity, coal may largely be dispensed

with. The Fiat motor works, which

are said to be the largest in Europe,

employ no coal whatsoever for driving

machinery, being supplied with elec

tricity generated by water-power in the

Alps. Even the steel works and forges

are operated entirely by electricity. The

hydro-electric generating plant is situ

ated on the Cenischia River, and by

large extensions to the plant, and by

increasing the size of the natural lake

on the top of Mont Cenis, it is esti

mated that a current of 200,000,000

kilowatts will shortly be available.

  

MULTIPLE CONNECTION

SWITCH

HE switch illustrated in our cut is

designed to prevent more than a

certain amount of current being taken

from a connection. A series of plugs

are provided, each of which has its fuse,

which blows out with an excess of cur

rent. The set of plugs and fuses are

to be enclosed in a locked box. The

  

Multiple connection switch

person using the system can only take

as much current as the particular fuse

appertaining to the plug will pass with

out blowing. Should more current be

required, the proper person must be

notified, who will unlock the box and

effect the desired connection. The in

ventor considers it adapted especially

to such service as that of a hotel room.

AN 11,000-VOLT SUBMARINE

CABLE

ROM the Teknish Ukeblad, we

learn that a Swedish firm has sup

plied two high-tension cables for the

Skars power station near Kristiansund,

in Norway. Each cable is nearly two

miles long and weighs 52 tons. It has

a sectional area of copper wire of 350

square millimeters in three separate

conductors. These are insulated with

impregnated paper and compressed to

form a cylindrical cable, wound with

impregnated paper and surrounded

with a 3/32-in. thick lead tube. This is

further strengthened with impregnated

jute, galvanized steel 'wire, and a final

coat of impregnated jute. The diam

eter of the finished cable is 2%

inches. This cable was tested in the

factory with a pressure of 40,000 volts,

and when placed in position it will

again be tested to a pressure of 25,

000 volts.
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VACUUM REGULATION OF

' X-RAY TUBES

VACUUM tube subjected to con

stant or long prolonged discharges,

as in X-ray practise, acquires a higher

vacuum with time; it is said to become

"hard”; this increases its penetrative

power but reduces its actinic power, it

does not work well in photographing

objects, and is inferior from the stand

point of radiography. Now good radio

graphic power is what is demanded in

modem X-ray work, so means have to

be provided to add gas to a hard tube

when it becomes unsatisfactory in pho

tographic power and quality.

In Fig. 1 is shown the Bauer valve,

by which the operator can admit gas.

The bent tube seen in the interior of

the larger tube contains mercury; in the

small outlet tube attached to its left

hand limb at the center is a plug of

porous substance, which may be car

bon. Air can make its way through it

but mercury cannot. To admit air so

as to diminish the vacuum, air is

pumped in by hand through the jet or

nipple seen at the top of the larger tube;

this depresses the mercury in the left

hand limb of the manometer tube, for

this is what the inner tube really is;

the porous plug is exposed and air

slowly enters into the X-ray tube, which

is connected to the lateral nipple of the

large tube. When enough has entered

the pressure is released and the mer

cury rises and once more covers the

plug and the air is cut off.

In Fig‘. 2 is shown an automatic valve

for doing the same thing and on the

same lines. In it the mercury in the

manometer tube is acted on by pressure

of the gas or air in the bulb, A. At E

is_the porous plug; if the air in the

bulb is heated the mercury sinks from

C to D or thereabouts, the plug is ex

posed and the air slowly enters through

the nipple, B, into the X-ray tube. If

the heat in A is reduced the mercury

rises and shuts off the plug so that no

more can enter. Fig. 3 shows the con

nections in the case of a Coolidge tube.

The valve is in parallel with the tube:

as the tube grows hard its resistance in

creases, more current goes through the

bulb, A, and the gas is heated. As the

tube gets softer its resistance .dimin

ishes, less current goes through A and

the gas in the bulb cools, the mercury

rises again and shuts off the plug. This

valve is the subject of a recent British

Domestic electric heaters for boiling

water and similar functions have had

their efficiency examined. The radiant

hot plate heater is about 40% ef

ficient and the enclosed hot plate sys

tem is slightly inferior to this, but for

high efficiency the self-contained kettle

with its own resistance coil shows dou

ble the efficiency or more of the best of

the others. As high as 95% efficiency

has been credited to it.

  

 

i Fig.3.

Vacuum regulation 0/ X-Ray tubes

ELECTRIC SHEARS

LECTRIC shears are on the market

driven by a motor which rotates at

the rate of 9,000 revolutions per min

ute. One of the blades is stationary and

the other vibrates at 9,000 oscillations

A NEW ELECTRIC VEHICLE

OME time ago Dr. Charles P.

Steinmetz, whose name is so well

known, announced the consummation of

his many years of study and experi

mentation in electric vehicles in the

form of a light-\veight electric truck.

The new vehicle is distinguished from

the conventional types by the method of

motor control, which gives compound

characteristics to the motor by a storage

cell floating on the field circuit. The

result of this control is claimed to be

speed maintenance, quick starting,

power saving in the field at large cur

rents and the feature of regeneration

both on down grades and on stopping.

The field and armature of the motor

revolve in opposite directions, each

driving one of the car wheels. In this

way motor weight is saved, the differ

ential is eliminated and the truck is as

a result simpler and more compact.

In England one of the London Com

panies has put upon the market a porta

ble electric rivet heater. It works on

the principle of the electric welder with

its transformer. The rivets to be heat

ed are placed between spring-adjusted

jaws completing a secondary circuit.

Two minor features are that the heat

is produced primarily in the central axis

of the rivets and the point of the rivet

which is the part to be expanded‘re

ceives the greatest heat because the re

sistance is greatest there and because

the greater mass of metal in the head

keeps that from getting so hot. The ef

fect of this is to put the heat where it

belongs at the end of the rivet, to keep

the head cool and to prevent scaling of

the surface. A ;{, in. rivet can be

heated in 20 seconds or less to higher

  

patent.

On the west coast of Norway, a re

gion familiar to North Cape tourists,

efforts are being made to introduce wire

less telephone lines. Norway has long

depended on its telephone system for

this region, where there is no railway

communication whatever, and where

much of her population is distributed.

New Sperry electric shears

to the minute. Its amplitude of motion

is only one-sixteenth of an inch, which

is a great element of safety for the op

erator. It will cut the finest or the

coarsest fabric, and on account of the

small amplitude of motion, it cannot

cut the operator’s hand or finger. Cloth

to be cut must be pushed down toward

the hinge of the shears.

temperature than is desirable. In nor

mal operation a 23 kilowatt machine

will appreciate such rivets up to rivet

ing heat in 10 seconds and a British

thermal unit will heat 19 such rivets.

At English rates this figures out 10c

a hundred rivets. The primary circuit

is broken when the rivet is removed

from the jaws.
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Special Appliances for Expediting Automobile

Repair Processes

A Description of Some of the Tools and Devices Developed to Aid the Automobile

Repairman by Reducing Time and Labor Required to Do Work Efliciently

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

HE production of enormous quan

tities of popular priced automobiles

has created a new industry and that is

the production of special tools, jigs and

fixtures for making repair work easier

on such makes of cars as are sold in

quantities. In the early days the re

pairman was forced to make his own

special fixtures because none were ob

tainable on the market and it was not

often a profitable thing to do because

it was seldom that enough automobiles

of one make would be received for re

pairs to warrant the expenditure of

money and labor. Now conditions are

changed and so many cars of certain

popular makes such as the Ford and

the Overland are used in even small

communities that almost any service

station is justified in stocking certain

fixtures.

Even the smallest shop should in

clude valve head and valve seat ream

ers, valve grinding tools, bushing ex

tractors, gear pullers and other devices

of that kind. Shops of greater preten

sions can now obtain engine supporting

stands, special cylinder boring tools,

rebabbitting jigs, piston chucks and

vises, connecting rods, aligning and re

babbitting fixtures and numerous others

that reduce labor and repair costs and

yet that can be procured at much lower

cost than they could make the devices

in their own shops because they are the

product of manufacturers specializing

on such tools and appliances.

The Ekern motor stand illustrated

herewith is one of the handiest devices

~
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Special lathe chuck for taming piston ring

grooves

of its kind for use in shops and garages

doing Ford car work. The Ford motor,

when taken from a car, can be fastened

to the stand by the two cap screws

which screw into the side of the motor

where the water inlet connection is fast

ened. The stand is so constructed that

  

the part screwed to the motor will re

volve in the clamp on the stand and can

be locked by tightening the lock—screw,

which will hold the motor in any posi

tion or angle desired to suit workman.

It is provided with two large trays

22"x24 ' for convenience, where the

workman can place his tools, motor and

axle parts. The stand is mounted on

three 4-inch diameter wheels. The rear

castor wheel is so constructed that by

pulling the plunger lock the castor will

swing up off of the floor and the stand

will then rest firmly on its legs. By

kicking the castor lever down the stand

will go back on its wheels and lock au

tomatically.

The work bench is also equipped

with a machinist’s vise, which has a 3

inch jaw with a 4-inch opening which

will handle any work required in over

hauling a Ford motor or axle, also other

kinds of work that will suggest itself to

the repairman. The work bench and

engine stand is 36 inches high and

takes 27x42 inches floor space, it

weighs but 120 pounds and can be

moved from one part of the shop to

the other or used on the road as part

of the equipment of an emergency re

pair car.

Useful Spanner Wrenches

There are various points in an auto
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|_Spea'al wrenches that are easily made by the autonwbie repainnan make it possible to remove stubborn bolt: and nuts with ease

mobile or gasoline engine that cannot be

reached handily with the usual form of

adjustable spanner wrenches. One of

these points is the packing nut on the

water pump which is generally hard

to reach and which is so large as to

require a special wrench. The simple

wrench shown at A in the accompany

ing illustration may be made by any

one handy with tools by cutting a piece

of 1/8th inch thick sheet steel to the

desired shape, then carefully fitting the

jaws so that they will be the exact size

of the nut on the stuffing box, by filing.

After the wrench is completed the jaws

should be case hardened. The handle

is made by riveting two pieces of fiber

to the bent portion or off-set of the

wrench.

When a number of nuts are to be re

moved from a point where the bolt

heads must be held from turning, as

those holding the lower portion of the

engine crank case to the upper part of

it or keeping a differential housing to

gether the speed wrench shown at D is

a very useful fitting that can be made

by any repair-man and will save its

small cost on a single job. It will

readily assemble or disassemble, any

flanged parts held together by a series of

bolts because it holds the head of the

bolt from turning while the nut is un

screwed or replaced. A socket wrench is

brazed or welded to the shank of a.

cheap bit stock or a simple bar of steel

may be bent to perform the same func

tions, and a handle placed on the end as

a hand The wrench that holds the

bolt head from turning is welded‘to the

end of a forged bar shaped something

like a hack saw frame and having a

bearing at the end opposite the head of

the wrench to receive the extension from

the bit stock. A spring is used between

the head of the movable socket wrench

and the bearing on the forged bar

carrying the fixed socket wrench.

This may be made as strong as de

sired and is intended to hold the wrmch

 

firmly in place on the nut. A stop-pin

may be placed in the bit stock if de

sired to keep the movable wrench from

backing out too far. When it is de

sired to move the wrench from one bolt

to another the spring is compressed by

pulling back on the bit stock and the

wrench may be readily withdrawn and

moved to a new bolt. If the movable

socket is made long enough it will hold

several nuts forming a magazine that

need not be emptied each time a nut

is removed from its bolt. The general
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Special tools for Hudson cars may be modi

fied for work on other makes

construction is clearly shown and the

design can be duplicated by one

possessing even a modicum of mechan

ical skill.

To fabricate a socket wrench is not

diflicult as the simple socket wrenches

to fit square or hexagon nuts may be

readily made as shown in the accom

panying illustration. With that method

it is necessary to secure a piece of seam

less pipe or tubing of a size just large

enough to go over the nut. For ex

ample, if a §{; inch square nut is to be

removed, the wrench must be made from

tubing having at least % inch inside

diameter. The end of the tube, when

heated to a red heat is placed over

the nut and then hammered down on

each facet, so that the tube end is ham

mered down and shaped to fit the nut at

the same time. If a deeper wrench is

desired, a piece of hexagon or square rod

of the proper size may be used as a

mandrel to form the required length of

socket. Seamless steel tubing is the best

material to use and after the wrench is

made it may be well to case harden the

formed end. The tube is cut to any de

sired length, six inches being the aver

age for ordinary work and a M; inch or

S/16 inch hole is drilled % inch from

the top end of the pipe through which

a short piece of iron or steel rod of the

proper size may be inserted as a handle.

In the case of a hexagon wrench

three holes are usually drilled through

the end to correspond with the facets

of the nut, one being placed below the

other in the handle end of the tube.

For a square wrench, it is only neces

sary to drill two holes, these being at

right angles to each other as indicated.

How Automobile Factories Help

It is remarkable how the various

automobile factories now co-operate

with the repair-man in giving service

to the owners of their cars. Some of the

special tools furnished by the Hudson

Motor Car Co. and described in a
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special pamphlet are intended pri

marily for work on the Super-Six but

there is no reason why modifications of

these tools should not prove valuable

to repairers of other makes of cars.

These tools are shown in accompany

ing illustrations and a brief recapitula

tion of their use follows:

Piston-Ring Spreader

This is a convenient tool used to in

stall or take out piston rings and its

use will prevent chance of breaking the

ring or burring the edges. It may be

used on any car.

Piston-Ring Binder

This device is used for compressing

rings into the cylinder. It is placed

about the piston and rings and the pis

ton is pushed into the cylinder. The

binder remains with its lower edge on

the top edge of the cylinder, and, of

course, drops off when the piston is

completely inserted.

Spicer Universal Companion-Flange

'Puller

This puller facilitates the removal of

companion flanges on any Spicer uni

versal, which flange is forced onto the

gearset mainshaft and rear-axle pinion

shaft to insure a perfect fit.

Valve-Tappet Adjusting Wrench

The wrench is designed to hook the

tappet from the back. The design of

the wrench gives more strength than is

found in the conventional type. It is

particularly applicable to the Hudson

because of the lack of clearance between

the valve tappet and the tappet-guide

clamp.

Valve-Reseating Tool

The tool illustrated is easy to operate

and is valuable in truing up the valve

seats after the motor has seen con

siderable service.

Piston Alignment Fixture

This device consists of a standard

cylinder block cut in half. To use, it

is bolted to the crank case and gives

an efficient means of lining up the pis

tons in reassembling a motor.

Connecting-Rod Bending Fork

This may be used in conjunction

with the piston alignment fixture for

lining up pistons. The slot is slipped

over the arm of the connecting-rod and

the leverage is sufficient to bend the

rod any desired amount.

Oil Reservoir Drain Plug Wrench

This wrench is made of ordinary

stock of cold-rolled square steel and is

used to remove oil reservoir drain plugs.

Valve Lifter

This lifter is forged out of machine

steel. It is equipped with a slip ring

so that, if necessary, the valve spring

may be held in a compressed position.

It may be used in practically any motor

with valves on its side.

Cylinder-Plate and Generator-Screw

Driver

A powerful driver has many uses in

any repair shop. The one illustrated

is designed particularly for use on valve

covers and generator-field coils, but

may be put to a number of other uses

where good leverage is required.

Rad/iator Outlet Hose Clamp

This simple tool greatly assists in

getting the hose line started back onto

the water pump when installing a de

mountable radiator.

_ Carbureter Packing Nut Wrench

Gasoline mileage is often reduced be

cause of leakage around the feed regu
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Tools that make hard jobs easier

lator of a carbureter. Tightening the

gland forces the packing closer around

the adjusting sleeve and prevents leaks.

This wrench is made for that purpose.

Gasoline-Tank Gauge Clamp Wrench

Tank gasoline gauges are often held

in position by a knurled cap which is

tightened securely in place at the fac

tory. Such a tool as the one illustrated

is required to remove it.

Cylinder-Head Lifter

In removing a cylinder head it is

often the case that some of the studs

bind. Necessary variation of manufac

turing limits create this condition. The

removal of the head may be greatly

facilitated by the use of lifter such as

the one illustrated.

Piston Chnck

After an,‘ internal combustion en

gine has run for a period of six months

to a year, depending upon the amount

of use it has received, the piston

rings will wear the ring grooves in the

piston, so that it is necessary to true

the ring grooves, eliminate the shoulders

fonned at their base and to fit new

piston rings to secure maximum engine

power and to keep the engine from

pumping oil. The ordinary method of

doing this by taking the piston off of

the connecting rod and chucking it in

a lathe, is of course, a practical method

but one that requires considerable time,

as the piston must be removed from

the rods before they are placed in the

chuck and afterwards re-assembled

when the job is completed.

The new piston chuck illustrated

makes it necessary to remove the wrist

pin and connecting rod from the piston,

as it may be chucked in the special

fitting with these parts in place.

Another advantage is that trouble from

cracking the piston, as some times oc

curs when the ordinary form of lathe

chuck is used, is prevented. The con

struction of this device and the method

of using it can be readily ascertained

by referring to the clear illustration

herewith.

The desirability of having repair

work done only in shops where time

saving fixtures are used must be appar

ent, as the experienced motorist realizes

that he is not paying for wasted time

when special tools are employed on his

work. It may take a certain class of

repairman several hours to drive a gear

from a shaft, often with serious conse

quences to both members. The real me

chanic uses a special gear puller that

accomplishes the work in one-quarter

the time and without danger of damag

ing the parts.

The manufacture of brass in Ger

many was first introduced in 1550 by

Erasmus Ebener, an artist of Num

berg, who prepared it by fusing copper

with the so-called tutia formacem. or

furnace cadmia. First made in Eng

land in 1781 by James Emerson ac

cording to one authority, but according

to another it is stated that Queen Eliza

beth granted a patent to William

Humphrey to search and mine for cala

mine for making all sorts of battery

\vares, cast works and wire of latten. in

1565.

Babbitt metal is named for Isaac

Babbitt, who was the first to use a soft

metal alloy in bearings. He patented

the use of soft metals in bearings in

1839, and claimed no particular mix

ture, but recommended one of 50 parts

of tin, 5 parts of antimony, and 1 part

of copper. This mixture is somewhat

softer than is now used.
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Burning Pulverized Fuel

NE of the claims made for the

Diesel engine was that it would

be run by dust, the dust being finely

pulverized fuel. Within the last few

years dust explosions in flour mills

have occurred. The fine dust and flour

produced in the mills mixing with the

air would form an explosive mixture,

and if ignited by any chance would

blow the building to pieces. Pulveri

zation of materials in technology has

greatly developed in recent times. It is

done on an enormous scale in the Port

land cement industry and the engineer

no longer regards the reduction of an

coal respectively. Many experiments

have been made in the utilizing of the

pulverized coal and the results have

been gradually getting better and better

and now it seems as if a good measure

of success has been attained. The great

point is to have the coal reduced to a

dust and to have it dry. The illustra

tion shows its use in an upright boiler.

The coal from the bunker descends

to a combined pulverizer and blower.

This reduces most of the coal to dust

and the draft of air rises from it into a

(lust separating chamber. In this

chamber all the coal over a certain size
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Boiler and accessories for burning pzilverized fuel

ore or other substances to a fine prod

uct as difficult. The flotation process

used for concentrating ores involving

the use of a mixture of oil and water,

and the purely mechanical flotation

process for purifying coal involve the

previous pulverization of the ores or

is caught and falls back into the pul

verizer to be again ground up. The

dust goes on with the blast and enters

the bottom of the furnace, where as it

issues from the nozzle it may be con

sidered as virtually a Bunsen burner

flame. The flames pass up between the

water-tubes first, through an econo

mizer where much of the residual heat

is imparted to the steam in the steam

chamber at the top of the boiler, and

the hot exhaust goes on its way to the

stack, passing through a tubular air

heater immediately below the stack.

This hot air is what supplies the com

bined pulverizer and blower with air.

At the bottom of the boiler there is a

superheater and on the left of the boiler

the steam pipe will be seen leading into

the superheater at its top. The super

heated steam leaves the superheater at

its base on the right of the boiler as

shown in the cut. When we remember

the enormous heaps of culm, which

hitherto were supposed to be valueless

but can be cheaply pulverized and puri

fied so as to give an excellent fuel in

dust form, the importance of this devel

opment will be recognized by all. It is

not only in boiler practice that such

fuel has been used, but in metallurgical

fumaces its use has been quite success

ful and it marks an important step in

advanced engineering.

OUTLINE DRAWINGS ON GLASS

- SLIDES

HE stereopticon is now so largely

used at technical and popular lec

tures that a simple method of making

line drawing slides to exhibit various

forms of mechanism and present tubu

lar matter may be of interest. All that

are needed are some ground glass

squares of the required size, these be

ing ground on one side only; a drawing

is made with a hard lead pencil on the

ground surface and when the outline is

finished properly, a coat of varnish is

spread over the ground surface, which

zit once converts it into a clear glass

with a fixed drawing upon it.

CADMIUM-LEAD SOLDER

Laboratory tests, together with manu

facturing experience, point to a com

position of 80 per cent lead, 10 per

cent tin and 10 per cent cadmium as

being practical for many of the pur

poses for which solder is required.

This solder has been tried in the manu

facture of tin cans, on roofing materials

and for electrical joirits with encourag

ing results in all cases. A test has also

been made of it in the manufacture of

automobile radiators with most satis

factory results.

The tensile strength of the cadmium

solder is about the same as that of 40-60

solder, but the ductility is approxi

mately twice that of the ordinary sold

ers. The point of complete liquation is

only slightly less than that of solders of

the ordinary composition, while the

range of solidification is considerably

greater. Because of the predominance

of lead in the cadmium solder, the price

of it is relatively low.—Metallurg/ical

and Chemirnl Engineering.
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LONDON AND PARIS AERIAL

PASSENGER SERVICE

HE progress of commercial avia

tion is more evident in Europe than

it is in America because the Europeans

were more familiar with work done by

aircraft in the late war than we are

here and there is greater interest in

aviation on the part of the public.

number of large Vickers-Vimy air

planes as illustrated, to start the ser

vice with. These planes provide ac

commodations for eleven passengers in

a palatial and comfortable cabin and

also have a carrying space capable of

carrying a half ton of baggage or other

express matter. The details of the air

plane are clearly shown and the in

  

Luxuriously appointed interior of Vickers-Vimy airplane cabin

People who were used to seeing

enemy aircraft over their cities as was

the case in London and Paris, really

recognize the fact that this method of

transportation is a practical one and

that it enables one to cover long dis

tances in much less time than any other

known means. A well-known concern

of London has recently instituted a

new Aerial Passenger Service between

London and Paris by purchasing a

terior of the cabin and the way it is

fitted up can be readily ascertained

from the clear photographs.

THE “MOSQUITO” AND “SPORT”

FARMAN AIRPLANES

N a recent issue we mentioned briefly

the small Farman monoplane called

the “Mosquito.” We have received fur

ther advices and are now able to com

plete the specification of the little plane

and are also giving the particulars of

the other French sport machine built by

H. & M. Farman and designated the

“Sport Farman.”

Specifications of the “Mosquito”:

Span, 5 meters (15.4 feet).

Speed, 110 kilometers (68.3 miles).

Useful load, 130 kilograms (286.1

lbs.)

Weight (machine empty), 240 kilo

grams (528.5 lbs.).

Engine, .30 h.p., A. B. C.

The sport Farman is a biplane and is

said to be one of the most practical and

handiest small planes ever built for the

man who wants to fly safely, econom

ically and regularly.

The specifications are:

Span, 7 meters (21.9 feet).

Length, 6 meters (18.2 feet).

Maximum speed, 130-140 kilometers

an hour (80-87 miles).

Motor, Rhone 40 h.p.

Useful load, 200 kilograms

lbs.).

Weight (empty), 400 kilograms (881

lbs.).

Landing speed, 60 kilometers (37

miles).

Chord, 1.5 meter (4.8 feet).

Total area, 20 square meters (215

sq. ft.)

It can be seen from the illustrations

herewith that it is the product of engi

neers and practical flyers who have

flown, studied aerodynamics, and built

-airplanes ever since the early days of

aviation. The “Sport Farman” is as

practical in its field and serviceable as

(440

any motor-cycle or car. The little bi-_

plane is primarily a “bus” that will fly

not only in the hands of a few experts

but of anyone who can fly and land an

ordinary training plane. It will, how

ever, do many things the training

  

Type 0/ airplane used in London and Paris aerial passenger service. This is a Vickers-Vimy model
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planes cannot do; for instance, it will

land in and get out of fields impossi

ble for any airplane that lands at speeds

of over 60 kilometers per hour (37

miles). It burns much less gas than the

average plane; as the actual cost of

gasoline to fly a kildmeter is 13 cen

times, or about 2 3/5 cents. It does not

for the wheel landing gear and the pro

vision of out-board wing supporting

floats, but it is the same in general con

struction as the Curtiss Wasp, which

established altitude records until these

were broken by Major Schroeder of

the Army Air Service. The former

record of a seaplane was 126 miles

 

Two popular Farman airplanes. The “Sport" model is shown in upper view and—the

"Mosquilo” below it

require a large crew of trained and

high-salaried mechanics. The owner of

a “Sport Farman” can line it up, oper

ate it, and keep it in commission him

self. The price of this machine is 13,

000 francs or about $2,600 at normal

exchange.

Many people have been awaiting the

small airplane of low horsepower, which

shall be economical to operate and

maintain. These enthusiasts have found

the call of the air irresistible; they will

fly this year and henceforth, just as in

past seasons they played polo or tennis

or rode to hounds or owned motor-boats

and racing cars. And it is a most en

couraging sign for the future of Avia

tion !—E. H. Lémonon, Paris. '

FAST HYDRO-AEROPLANE

HE accompanying illustration is

-that of the Curtiss Wasp, which was

recently piloted by Roland Rohlfs and

which established a new world’s record

for seaplanes in recent Navy trials

held at Rockaway, Long Island, by

travelling at the rate of 138 miles per

hour in its test flights. The machine is

the usual triplane construction with the

exception of the substitution of a float

Record-breaking hydro-aeroplane of Curtiss design owned by U. S. Navy

per hour, so it will be apparent that

this triplane design is not only very

efficient but that it gives promise of

great speed because of-the clean-cut

fuselage which is stream-lined to the

point where it offers a minimum of re

sistance.

During the period September 2, 1919,

to May 15, 1920, the Handley-Page

Continental Service (in conjunction

with Cie. Messageries Aériennes) car

ried 1,413 passengers, 79,317 lbs. of

freight and traveled 104,297 miles.

COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT IN

CHINA

N air mail service has just been

inaugurated between Peking and

Tientsin with Handley-Page biplanes

and in the initial flight mails and pas

sengers were carried, one of the latter

being Mr. B. F. Alston, the British

Minister to China. The Macao Aerial

Transport Co. is shortly starting a fly-

ing-boat service between Hong-Kong,

Macao and Canton, and via Swatow,

Amoy and Foochow to Shanghai. Cur

tiss H-16 type flying-boats fitted with

two 330 h.p. naval type low-compres

sion Liberty engines will be used. Be

yond the fact that permission has to

be obtained from the Rebel Govern

ment in Canton the service seems to be

in a fair way towards success. The

Hong-Kong Government seems to be

typically conservative in its views, and

in one case it took three weeks to get

permission for one machine to fly at

Hong-Kong, and then it had to be

towed outside the three-mile limit.

The little Henri Potez biplane,

type VIII, which was exhibited at the

last Paris Aero Show and which was

remarkable for the S0-h.p. Potez air

cooled engines, set with the crankshaft

at right angles to the line of flight and

:1 four-wheeled undercarriage, has been

flown at Le Bourget, France, by M.

Douchet. Seven flights were made, the

results of which gave every satisfac

tion, the machine, on landing, pulling

up after a run of about ten meters.

At the formal meeting of the Pan

American Aeronautical Congress at At

  

lantic City on May 20th, a statement

made by Mr. Burleson, the U. S. Post

master-General, was read. It was

claimed that the air mail service had

proved itself economical both as re

gards cost and time. In the first year

of its working 193,000 lbs. of letters

were carried, while in the year which

ended on May 20, 538,734 lbs. were

carried.

As a protest against lack of Govern

ment interest in domestic airplane pro

duction the Curtiss interests have closed

their Buffalo plant.
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COMBINATION HALL TREE

ROJECT No. 5 is a very easily

made and convenient Hall Tree, a

combination of hat and coat rack, um

brella and cane stand and electric lamp.

It exemplifies the simplest form of con

struction of slats and blocking. Omit

ting the lamp and umbrella features, it

is very useful as a costumer. It can

be modified to suit most any material

and has been built by the ungraded

class in our elementary department.

This form of construction we also use

in smaller models, that will be sub

mitted in subsequent issues. It is very

popular with the graduating classes in

the elementary schools. Sewing basket

stands, smoking sets and tabourets are

made of this construction.

It is customary to proceed in the or

der as arranged in the bill of materials,

however, this and the dimensions may

be varied to suit one’s convenience.

The slats A are selected for figure or

grains, they should be 2 to 3 inches

wide, by approximately six feet in

MANUAL ARTSAN1) CRAFTS
PROJECTS FOR THE SCHOOL, HOME Oil SHOP
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length. Chestnut, cypress, redwood,

white wood and most of the hard woods

make excellent material for these pro

jects. Their width is % to V2 inch less

than the block E.

The spreader rails B should be of

the same material but may be anything

as they are very little in evidence.

They should be the same width as the

slats. They may be omitted if a smaller

project is made by substituting a drop

pan shelf D of sufilcient dimensions.

They may be half lapped as shown at

B or one member may act as a cleat

across the grain of the shelf D, butt

joining the component pieces to the

cleat. The ends are beveled to suit the

slats. This is easily marked by spread

ing the slats to their respective posi

tions and holding the spreaders in po

sition to scribe the line where they meet.

It is fastened in place by four 1% inch

No. 12 blued round-head wood screws.

The umbrella ring C may be made

in two semi-circular pieces, and then

glued, as shown, or may be made as

  

’////, \\\‘\

shown in the alternative piece. The

holes in this last-mentioned part must

be 2 inches or larger and may be bored

with an expansive bit. For appear

ance sake they are made with a fret

turning or keyhole saw, larger than

necessary. It is secured in position

just the same as C.

The fixture block E may be any con

venient material with the corners

slightly chamferred, the ends are cut

pyramid shape, but left at least V2 inch

square on top and bottom to allow for

the %-inch hole that is bored with an

auger bit. Carefully locate the cen

ter on each end, bore one-half way

through the piece, using great care to

hold the bit parallel with all four

faces then bore from opposite end. It

is not absolutely essential that the holes

meet accurately, but it is excellent prac

tice and it will insure that the fixture

will set plumb if the V3-inch pipe nip

ple that is driven in the hole is true.

The extension wire is threaded through

this hole and nipple, then fastened to

the socket. Anyone selling these fix
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tures should be able to give the proper

instructions for this installation. The

wire frame K is made of any convenient

fiat 1/16 x V; or 3/16-inch round wire,

the ends are clamped between the block

E and the slats.

Assemble A to E, fasten each slat

with three 1%-inch No. 12 blued,

round-head wood screws then spring

out the slats to fasten D in position,

slide C into place. This location is

determined by the natural bend of the

material. The graceful curve of the

slats must be maintained by adjusting

the position of C until it does not

distort this curve.

The clothes hooks may be purchased

' IltrsavrscoqacaIa.

ll

in great variety. Brass hooks with

porcelain tips may be purchased at 15

cents each. They are decorated with

considerable engraving and contrast

very strikingly with a dark-stained

wood. The hooks may be made of

ash, oak, maple or even white wood if

the grain is parallel to the pins; that

is, the straight cut would be 60 degrees

to the fibers. They are fastened by

two 21,5-inch No. 10 blued, round

head wood screws, as indicated at B.

Stain and varnish as per directions for

projects in the May and June issues

of E\'F.R\'DAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE.

MISSION STYLE HALL SEAT

ROJECT N0. 6 is a mission style

Psettee designed for the front hall or

porch. The rails may be mortised or

dowelled with M;-inch dowel pins to

the posts. If mortised add 2 inches

to the lengths of D, E, F, G, H and J.

If mortises are used allow X; inch to

% inch for each shoulder in the width

and I/§ inch on each side for the thick

ness, thus a tenon for a %x3-inch

rail would be V; x2% inches to 21/2

inches wide by 1 inch long. If dowels

are used their centers would be V2 inch

—11/3 inches and 2% inches from the

edge of a 3-inch rail. A 2-inch rail

would only have two §/§-inch dowels

whose centers would be %; inch from

HALL SEAT

WITI1 LITATHERSEAT
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each edge in width. In the rails

marked G four dowels in each end

would suffice for two tenons 2 inches

wide, 1 inch from the edge would be

sufiicient. The rails marked D and E

may be omitted if desired, the rails G

and I would suffice.

The slats K or L are housed into

the rails V2 inch deep at each end their

full thickness. The slats K may be

made in two pieces, which will avoid

the necessity of fret sawing, the design

may be varied to suit one’s fancy. A

method described in the previous issue

of a series of holes and saw cuts may be

used. If the slats outlined at L are

used, stop chamfers will add to the ef

fect. Stop chamfers may also be used

on all comers and if carefully done al

ways repay for the extra amount of

work. Learn to gauge these chamfers

with a pencil held in the hand using

the nail of the second finger as a guide.

Always slide the finger away fro_m the

body, this will avoid running slivers

into the finger tips. The secret of stop

chamfering is to have them uniform,

small rather than large (approx. 45

degrees), and allow sufficient margin

at the ends, remembering you can al

ways take more off, if desired, but all

your regrets will never add to that

which is taken off if too much wood is

removed.
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The posts A are laid out to the fig

ures as shown in the front view. The

mortises are cut to dimensions given in

the paragraph on tenons. The mortises

when made by hand are always cut

first, the tenons always pared to fit the

mortises. All parts should be as

sembled and fitted together temporarily

to be sure that everything is correct be

fore glueing.

Assemble and glue the K or L slats

to the back rails F and B B, then add

the rear posts to these rails, inserting

G and D. Be sure to square the posts

with the rails. Let this remain in the

clamps until the glue sets from three
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to twelve hours according to the glue

used and the weather conditions. Now

proceed with the front, glue G and D

rails to the front posts. After the

glue is set the front section is glued

to the rear section.

The bottom is then fitted in and 8

clea.t_blocks are glued in the corners as

indicated at M. The blocks may also

be fastened in with flat head wood

screws, especially if the furniture is to

be used in damp climates. The seat

is then hinged with three 1%” x 1%”

brass butts as indicated in the perspec

tive. A leather seat may be added to

this following the suggestions for the

mission chair in the June edition. Sofa

pillows could be substituted for the

leather seat and would add a cosy and

artistic touch. This seat is hinged to

permit the interior to be used as a

receptacle for rubbers, etc. It should

be stained and varnished or painted to

correspond with the general color

scheme of its surroundings.

PHOTOGRAPH PROJECTOR

MADE FROM A CAMERA

By L. B. Robbins

HOSE who take Kodak pictures

must have a camera to do it with

and that same camera, if of the

focusing type, can be used to project

the prints to greatly enlarged propor

tions upon a white screen, exactly as a

magic lantern operates. The construc

tion of such a projector is simple and

inexpensive and will afiord hours of

amusement for the builder and friends

after vacation is over and the negatives

all printed. Mounted or unmounted

prints can be used as well as postcards

or magazine clippings’ and small ob

jects.

No definite dimensions are given be
cause of the many sizesiof cameras

that are used. But by referring to the

sketches, some idea of the proportions

of the projector can be gained and one

built accordingly to fit your own cam

era. Allowance is made in this de

vice for altering the distances between

picture and light and light and lens

so that focusing can be regulated to

suit the various sized pictures used.

The box must be considerably larger

than the camera and all joints well

closed to prevent escape of light and the

entire inside painted a dull black. This

can be accomplished by mixing lamp

black, turpentine and dryer to a thin

consistency.

_We will suppose that the box has

been chosen or built and you are ready

to fit it up to accommodate the camera.

It is arranged so the top will be wider

than the height as the majority of views

are taken the horizontal way of the

film.

First, cut a hole in the front of the

box somewhat larger than the camera

lens through which the image can be

projected. Cut it circular and in the

center of the end. Now measure the

length of the camera from the end of the

drop to the back and mark a distance

about 1 in. longer than that from the

lens hole in the box. This- is the lo

cation of the first of a series of wooden

uprights nailed to each side of the

box, inside, and exactly opposite each

other so to form runs 1 in. wide. Three

or four cleats each side will give suf

ficient number of runs for focusing the

camera from the light. Be sure the

cleats are nailed in perpendicular and

in true relation with each other so tha.

the runs are even and will hold tl‘

camera partition vertical and at right

angles to the sides of the box. Make

them of V; in. thick wood 1 in. wide.

The camera partition is made of a

single piece of soft wood just a trifle

thinner than the distance between the

cleats just mentioned and the same out

side dimensions as the inside of the

box. This must be made so it will fit

closely in the runs and keep any light

from being admitted to the front sec

tion of the box. Remove the back of

the camera and measure the opening

over which the film passes and cut an

opening the same size in the center

of the camera partition. Then nail a

strip of wood the thickness of the cam

era body beneath the opening to set

the camera on and one upright each

side of the opening which will just ac

commodate the camera between them

horizontally. To each of the uprights

fasten two spring buttons of brass.

These will serve to hold the camera in

position close to the partition and can

be released at will. A gasket of felt

between the back of the camera and

the edge of the opening will help to

exclude light at this joint.

Next comes the lamp base, made to

slide between the last upright cleat and

the back of the box. This is made of

a single piece of board somewhat nar

rower than the aforementioned space

and nearly as long as the inside width

of the box._ A horizontal cleat nailed

to each side of the box will act as a

guide to hold the base in position.

Place a light spiral spring near eadi

end of the base, between it and the end

of box and a large screw-eye down

through the center of the base which

will engage with the bottom of the box

when screwed down far enough. The

springs will always tend to keep the

base against the upright cleats but it

can be pressed back if desired and

held in position by means of the screw

eye sticking into the bottom of box.

Mount a 60-watt electric bulb near

each end of the base around which are

placed curved tin reflectors as shown.

Care must be taken to arrange the re

flectors so that no light is allowed to

shine directly from the bulbs into the

opening in the camera partition. Care

should be taken to direct all rays pos

sible to the back of the box, which can

only be done by experiment. When

the proper position of the reflectors is

reached, fasten them to the base with

tacks through several little lugs cut

in the bottom edge. Wire the bulbs in

parallel and connect to a regulation

lamp cord which passes out through a

small hole in the back of the box.

Now cut a rectangular hole in the

back of the box slightly larger than the

camera partition opening and plaoe

small overlapping battens completely

around it on the inside. Fit in a snug

fitting door hinged along the bottom.

Small runs of tin, to accommodate the

prints and pictures are tacked vertic

ally to the inside of this door as shown

in detail. Place a knob outside the

door for opening and closing. Be sure

and make a snug fit to exclude all light.

To allow the operator to make ad

justments, arrange the entire top of

the box to swing up. This can be done

by hinging it at the front edge and

hooking it at the rear when down in

position. Then by swinging it up, the

camera partition can be changed into

different runs as needed and the posi

tion of the lights altered. The perspec

tive sketch shows how the projector

looks when assembled. As before

stated, it is normally arranged to pro

ject pictures with the long way hori

zontal. To project one taken vertically,

simply place it in position and tip the

projector over on its side.

The distance for prints from the

holder to the opening in camera parti

tion is from 3 to 5 ins., depending on

their size. This can be altered by mov

ing the partition back or forward in the

runs and the distance of the lights can

be changed at the same time. Then the

focusing of the image upon the screen

is done with the rack and pinion regu

lating the lens of camera-. Once set

for one size of print it will not have to

be changed. To operate, first set the

print in the slides, shut the door and

turn on lights. Then focus as directed.
If the lights shine directlyiupon print

it will be seen in all detail upon the

screen greatly enlarged. When door is

opened to change prints much of the

heat generated by the lights will es

cape. Set prints in holder upside down.

TREATING CONCRETE

XPERIMENTS continue with

various methods for treating the

surfaces of concrete floors, principally

with a view to preventing excessive

dusting. Chemical hardeners appear to

be the most efficient. Such compounds

as magnesium fluosilicate, sodium sili

cate, and zinc sulfate, give fairly satis

factory results. Aluminum sulfate

treatment has given a floor which, after

nine months, still remains in satisfac

tory condition.
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ROTATING ELECTRIC FURNACE

HE electric furnace, which is shown in

the cut, is of the tipping clas; the pivot

on which it turns i.n the tipping process is

seen at the front comer of the base-plate.

At the rear of the furnace is the tipping

mechanism of standard type. At the rear

end, M, the body is carried by a pivot in

the axial line. In front the neck of the

fumace rests on a saddle with rollers, K.

The outlet, D, is provided with a cover, F,

to prevent loss of charge in the rotating of

the fumacr. From time to time, as may

Germany, during the war, had extensive

experience in substitutions. They formerly

used one-quarter of the world’s copper and a

large proportion of the aluminum. As far as

possible copper was replaced by steel. Alumi

num was replaced by zinc and it is said that

motors even were wound with it. Iron was

galvanized by exposure to vaporized zinc.

This produces no perceptible increase in thick

ness so that it can be used for screws without

danger of filling the thread. Cadmium was

a substitute for tin in solder. Ferrosilicon

was used for heavy resistance work, espe

cially in electric cookers and to replace nickel.

 

Rotating electric furnace

appear desirable, the furnace is rotated about

its axis. This rotation is effected by the

helical gear, M, and N, the front support,

which is the saddle already mentioned on the

top of the standard, G, holding the neck

of the furnace in position during the tum

ing. The effect of the tuming is to protect

the lining to some extent by preventing in

jurious localization of heat. Economy is also

supposed to be produced by the absorption

of the heat of the lining by the charge as it

comes in contact with the hot lining in all

parts of the interior. .

Volcanoes in the island of Java have a very

destructive form of eruption called “lahars."

In periods of inaction the crater fills with wa

ter, forming a lake; when the volcano starts

into activity, the first effect is to heat the

water to the boiling point; the hot water then

overflows the crater wall, making crevices in

its sides, and, carrying mud and rocks with

it, destroys life and everything it encounters.

In one instance the crater was a lake contain

ing some fifty millions of cubic yards of wa

ter. The eruption came, the hot water cut

an outlet for itself in the side of the crater,

poured down the mountain and killed fifty

thousand people, devastating a region fifteen

by twenty miles in area.

In electric apparatus cotton was replaced by

paper, and artificial cellulose silk for the nat

ural product. Enamel was used as an insu

lator. Bakelized paper was used for mica.

Resinous gums were found in the great for

ests on the Baltic and elsewhere. To econo

mize in the use of India rubber impregnated

paper was employed and mixtures of min

eral substances with sulphur and other sub

stances took the place of hard rubber. The

above, of course, is only a very small pro

portion of the substitutions.

Chloropicrine, one of the poisonous gases

used in the war, is cited as a good insecticide

and rat killer. It is especially recommended

for use on ships, on which the rats are apt

to be most troublesome and difficult to get

rid of.

The atmosphere has been found to follow

one law near the surface of the earth and an

other at high elevation. On the surface of

the earth the highest temperature is found at

the equator and the coldest or lowest tem

perature at the equator. But at high alti

tudes the low temperatures are over the equa

tor and the highest temperatures are over the

D0lar regions.

The tarry residue from the distillation oi

petroleum as a fuel possesses a higher calo

rific value than that of coal; one part of the

residue is equal to nearly twice its weight of

the solid fuel. It presents difficulties in util

ization as a fuel as it is liable to bum out the

fire box of a boiler; this trouble is overcome

to some extent by the use of brick lining.

The fire brick get hot and this in itself is a

good feature, as tending to maintain the com

bustion, while also protecting the shell of the

furnace. Enough air must be supplied to pre

vent the formation of smoke and also to pre

vent the deposition of coke upon the nozzle

of the burner. There is also some liabilit_v

to corrosive action on the tubes and flues of

a boiler in which it is used.

Italy and France are both much exercised

over the fuel situation; Italy B electrifying

her railroads and after eight years’ work on

the problem will effect a saving of one and a

half millions of tons per annum. The power

stations are to be placed along the slopes of

the Appennines and will utilize turf and lig

nite, for Italy has no coal mines. In France

the utilization of what they call white, green

and blue coal is actively debated. White coal

is the water power derived from glaciers and

snow-clad mountains, as the water streams

down the mountain sides, the name suggest

ing its origin. Green coal is the power from

rivers; extensive installations on the rivers of

France are already planned for early attack

by the engineers. Blue coal describes the util

ization of tidal power. The rise of the tide

in France is so great that it is particularly

available, and the utilization of its rise by ad

vanced constructions in the way of tidal mills

will do much to help along the cause.

The best course for aircraft to take in

strong wind to reach a given place in a short

est time has been investigated by a German

scientist, who finds that the curved course is

generally the best.

In the winter of 1915-1916 over 100 inches

of snow fell in the inland regions of New

England and only a little less on the coast.

The conclusion has been reached that the old

time New England winters of exceptional se

verity were no more numerous than at pres

ent, while it is believed, however, that the

famous winters of 1716-1717, 1786-1787 were

worse than any of recent times.

The sensibility of the human eye to the

most favorable conditions has been tried, and

it is found that the light of a candle at 27

kilometers distance is the extreme limit of the

optic range. The calculation is made that the

human eye is effected by 1.25 X 10° erg per

second, which is one and one-quarter bil

lionths of the energy unit.

The very ingenious suggestion for a scale

of purity of chemicals and other materials has

been proposed in Germany. One part of im

purity in ten is to be called the first grade,

one particle in a hundred is the second grade.

one particle in 1,000 is the third grade, and

so on, as far as desired. It will be seen that

each grade gives the numerical value of the

exponent of the power of ten expressing the

impurity. The first grade is 10‘, the second

grade will be 10', the third grade 10‘, and the

author feels that, when 10 or the one-mil

lionth of impurity, constituting the sixth

grade is reached, it is safe to stop.
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In England the methods of fixing the tax

ation of motor-cars has had a definite efiect

on the size and type of their engines, the

object being to get power without incurring

a heavy tax as a penalty. It is considered

that a moderate speed engine is the lightest

on account of its low inertia, the latter vary

ing with the square of the speed. Taxing

on n basis of the piston area has led to the

adoption of small bore, long stroke engine

cylinders, resulting in a heavy engine. The

cars themselves are heavy and hard on the

roads. In former times the ship duties used

to have the efiect of causing the shape of

ships to be govemed by considerations of

avoiding the full extent of the tax, and it is

said, that very bad models resulted from

these efforts.

Ambidexterity is discussed in one of our

contemporaries. Some years ago the novelist,

Charles Reade, came out strongly in behalf

of teaching children to use both hands indif

ferently. Our contemporary takes the ground

that it is not advisable to take any special

pains to teach it, as most ambidextrous work

is not symmetrical, one hand having to do

quite a different operation from the other.

Rowing a boat is one exception where ambi

dexterity applies.

In the latest battle cruisers building in

England it is hoped to get the weight of en

gine, boilers and water contents of the same

down to 74 pounds per shaft horse-power. In

destroyers, where every effort is made to re

duce the weight, this figure has been reduced

in some instances to 32 pounds. It is the

use of the high speed engine and of the tur

bine, which, of course, is also a high-speed

motor, that the weight has been so reduced.

Some of our photographic readers will be

interested in trying the following printing

process. A non-pigmented gelatine coated

paper, such as a carbon double transfer proc

ess paper, is used. It is sensitized by a solu

tion of one part of potassium bichromate in

a hundred parts of water with a little over

one-half part of copper sulphate (900 c.c. wa

ter; potassium bichromate 9 grams; copper

sulphate 5 grams). The solution is applied

with a sponge or brush. It is quite non-sen

sitive while wet. It is dried in the dark room

and is printed until the half lights show. As

long as it is dry, exposure to light must be

carefully avoided. It is washed copiously

until all the yellow disappears. By using a

1% solution of pyrogallol with 5 drops of

acetic acid to the ounce, a sepia colored de

velopment can be obtained. Equal parts of

pyragallol and of pyrocatechine in 200 parts

of water with 2 parts of tartaric acid and

about % of the volume of a 10% solution of

alum gives another color similar to that of

everyday photographs. To get a purple tint

a 1% solution of metaquinone or metol with

half the quantity of gallic acid may be used.

An English concern is introducing rules

graduated in what they call octaval notation

for the fractions of an inch. An inverted de

gree mark separates the octaval notation on

its -right from the regular notation in inches

on its left. The left hand or first figure of

octaval notation indicates eighths, the next

figure indicates 64ths, the next figure indi

cates 512ths and so on each figure indicating

the next highest power of eighths as" a depo

nent of a fraction. Thus, 0-234 would indi

cate 2/8 + 3/64 -l- 4/S12 of an inch.

In Australia there is great trouble due to

lack of standardization in the engineering

world. There are eight different specifications

for cement used by the railroad and public

works. There are twenty difierent voltages at

which electric power and light are supplied.

It is considered that the starting of industrial

manufacturing concerns in Australia is im

peded by this course.

  

VISCOSITY METER

HIS instrument, for which very accurate

results are daimed, is simplicity itself. A

cup with a handle and a ball fitting the same

are the essential elements. Three symmetri

cally placed projcctions, about one-thousandth

of an inch high, prevent absolute contact of

ball and cup. To use it the cup has some of

the oil to be tested placed in it and the ball

is placed in the cup. There must be enough

oil to fill the channel surrounding the edge

of the cup after the ball is in place. After

five or ten seconds’ application of firm pres

sure by the hand of the operator, the cup

with the hall in it is inverted, and the time

required for the ball to fall out- E taken. The

time required is directly proportional to the

viscosity of the oil. The action of the in

Viscosity meter

strument depends on the rate at which the

oil film thickens, and_the excess of oil in the

channel ensures accurate action of this factor.

Another way of using the instrument is to

totally immerse the ball in a vessel of oil and

to lower the cup over it, taking care to trap

no air. After the same pressing for five or

ten seconds, the time required for the ball to

drop, when the cup is raised, is taken and

gives the relative viscosity. For oils of low

viscosity the balance arrangement shown in

the cup is used. As just described the entire

weight of the ball is the detaching force. but

with the balance this force can be adjusted

by weights in the pan, so that any desired

fraction of the weight may come into action.

One-tenth or one-twentieth or other fraction

of the weight of the ball may be brought

into action to detach it and break up the

film. The viscosity figure is the quotient of

the time in seconds divided by the constant

of the instrument. The handle is insulated

so that the heat of the hand will not affect

the results.

To protect against mosquitos a French au

thority recommends cattle, who will monop

olize the bites. Our readers will remember

that footprints of cattle in wet ground, form

ing receptacles for water, have been recog

nized as an element in breeding mosquitos.

The protection of fish who will eat larvae is

recommended, and it is claimed that duck

weed, a. familiar water plant, will kill the

larvae of the anopheles mosquito.

Currents of electricity passed through the

earth from a generator or battery have been

used with considerable success in investigating

the geology of the ground. A fault has been

thus detected in strata and stratifications have

been followed out quite in detail and with

considerable accuracy.

GEAR WHEEL WITH REPLACEABLE

RIM

HE cut shows very clearly the construc

tion of this gear wheel whose rim on

which the teeth are carried is made in two

parts, each with a dovetailed rib around its

inner periphery. This rib or projection slips

into a corresponding groove on the periphery

of the central portion of the wheel. The wheel

Gear wheel with replaceable rim

is also made in two halves. Thus the toothed

sectors can be slid on and off, and are se

cured by transverse screws. This construc

tion makes the replacing of broken teeth a

simple matter. The broken or imperfect seg

ment Ls taken off and a new one put on,

without the necessity of making a new wheel

or of sending the entire wheel off to the shop

for repairs.

The rebuilding of the cities of France in

the devastated region is receiving a great deal

of attention and has created a new term for

the study of methods of reconstruction of

cities, “urbanism.” The determination is not

to neglect considerations of aestheticism, and

the right angles of the streets of Philadelphia

have been cited in France, as something to

be avoided.

Bricks made from a mixture of finely

ground and incinerated clay have been tried

in France. The clay is treated to a heat of

925 to 1,200 deg. C., in a rotating furnaoe. The

clay is wet down to slake any lime, which

may be present, is dried and mixed with the

cement. The mixture is wet down again,

and made into bricks in a press, which are

allowed to dry slowly.

In Alsace petroleum is produced to a not

inconsiderable extxnt. As far as the explora

tions have gone it is concluded that fifty

thousand tons a year can be produced for the

next fifty years. Since 1813 some 2,500 wells

have been sunk. It comes from depths of

100 to 700 yards. It is often impounded in

subterranean galleries, and is pumped there

from. It leaves the oil-bearing sands with

some ditficulty.

A famous meteorological station in British

India records one of the heaviest annual rain

falls in the world—10.81 meters, about 33 feet

per annum. But this is exceeded in the Sand

wich Islands; there in one year a precipita

tion of 14.27 meters was recorded, only a

little less than fifty feet. The greatest rainfall

in one day was 81 centimeters, about 32

inches. A curious thing in the same place is

that only ten miles may separate places of

abnormally heavy and of so little precipita

tion. Thus one station reports an annual fall

of over thirty feet of rain; ten miles distant

another station reports about four and a half

feet precipitation. In another instance sta

tions four miles apart report annual falls of

about thirty feet at one and less than five

feet at the other.

The British Navy is the largest single user

in the world of non-ferrous metals. They

have been having endless trouble with corro

sion of the condenser tubes. Of course in

this case almost inevitably brass or copper

comes in contact with iron or steel so as to

establish a galvanic couple with the liability

of rapid corrosion of the iron.‘

‘
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Two-Step Audio Frequency Amplifier

An amplifier, designed for maximum simplicity and minimum expense,

HE amplifier, to many experi

menters, represents a more diffi

cult problem than it really is,

though there are

which must not be overlooked. The

two-step type, described in this article,

was built in EvERvnAY’s laboratory so

that experimenters might see what can

be done in the way of an efficient in

strument, designed to fit the financial

resources and the shop equipment of

the average radio man.

Given the elements of an amplifier,

the tubes and sockets, transformers,

important points

 

for experimental worlz

By M. B. Sleeper

forth over the set there is sure to be

trouble from howling because of the

feed-back effects which will occur be

tween the grid and plate circuits. On

some equipment, elaborate precautions

are taken with grounded shields be

tween the steps, but no trouble was

experienced in this set.

The criticism may be made that bias

ing resistances, transformer condensers,

and other details have been omitted.

The answer is. simply that this set

worked as well as a manufactured am

plifier which was equipped with those

that the clock-wise direction is used, in

standard practice, for increasing what

ever is controlled. No pointers were

used as, for this purpose, they are not

essential and only add to the work.

On the rear, as can be seen from

Figs. 2 and 3, are the instruments

which make up the completed ampli

fier.

Tnusrnomz ]Acxs

Practically all a m p l i fi e r s are

equipped with telephone jacks instead

of binding posts. They permit a quick

  

Fig. 1.

rheostats, and jacks, there are almost

as many ways of arranging them as

there are constructors. In the drafting

room, a designer must justify every

part of his layout. If experimenters

would put themselves to this test, mak

ing themselves show a reason for each

step they take as they plan an instru

ment, they would be surprised in the

improvement both in the appearance

and results of their apparatus. The

mere fact that a thing “fits” does not

justify its place in the design.

Particularly in planning an ampli

fier, the circuit must be considered and

given an equal weight with the other

factors. If leads are run back and

things, and cost more than six times

as much as it did to make this one.

GENERAL DESIGN

Fig. 1 shows the front of the panel,

on which are the rheostats, jacks, and

observation windows. The upper jack,

of the double circuit type, allows the

telephones to be inserted directly in

the plate circuit of the detector. The

lower jack, at the left, is for the first

step, and the third, at the right, is for

the second step. A bakelite panel, S

by 10 by 1/§ in., was used for the panel.

Arrows above the rheostat handles

indicate the direction of turning for in

creased resistance. It should be noted

On the front of the panel are the rheostat controls, jacks for detector, first step and second step of amplifica

tion, and observation windows for the filaments

change from one step to another, and

can be used to change circuits which

would otherwise require elaborate

switches.

The jacks used for this set are of

the Federal type. The detector jack

is of the double circuit construction, as

shown in Fig. 7. Both the first and

second steps are closed circuit types, al

though it is better to use an open cir

cuit jack for the second step. Then,

though the filament of the second tube

is lighted, no plate current will be con

sumed by that tube when only the first

step is being used.

Because a %;-in. panel was used, a

little trouble was experienced in mount

___.i
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ing the jacks. This was overcome by

making the holes in the panel only

large enough to take the threaded por

tions of the front nuts, instead of the

regular way with the hexagonal parts

flush with the panel. This can be seen

from the side views, Fig. 3.

Rm-zosrars

Half a dozen difierent kinds of rheo

stats were tried and found unsatisfac

tory before the type finally adopted was

worked out. Rheostats are expensive

and most of them take up considerable

space on the panel. This design, shown

in Figs. 3 and 5, is very simple and

fitted in nicely with the other instru

ments. '

First, two pieces of I/§-in. bakelite

were cut to a size of 1% by 1 in. Then

the head of an 8-32 iron screw was

cut off, leaving the threaded part 1 in.

long. Next, the bakelite was put in

a vise, and the screw hammered down

on the four corners of the piece. This

made a series of regular depressions in

the bakelite, in which No. 24 Advance

wire was wound.

The mounting posts were cut from

3/16-in. square brass rod, threaded

with 6-32 tap for the screws through

the panel, and drilled for the screws

which hold the resistance units to the

posts.

the rheostats. Looking at them from

the front, the resistance windings are

open at the right, and connected to the

filament circuits at the left.

Aunro FREQUENCY Trumsr.-‘oxmr-zns

Federal transformers were selected for

this set, because of their small size and

  

TUBE Socxsr M0uN'r1Nc

In Fig. 3, the audion sockets can be

seen, and Figs. 5 and 6 show the

mounting panel. The sockets them

selves were made of 1 5/16-in. lengths

of brass tubing 1}/8 ins. inside diam

eter. Short lengths of threaded rod,

soldered to the tubes, were used to hold
  

_ __ “ JFigil. Rear view, showing the terininals /or oulridewcorinections, carried on a separate

bakelite panel

high efficiency. Still, they were too

large to mount directly on the panel

without too much crowding. Accord

ingly, eight pieces, % in. long, were

_ cut of %- by 3/16-in. brass tubing.

them down on the mounting panel.

A bakelite panel I/§-in. thick, 5 ins.

long and 2% ins. wide, was cut out

for the socket mounting. In this piece

were drilled the holes for the audion

 

Fig. 3. ' The methods 0/ mounting the trans/ormers and jacks are shown in these end views

The centers of the rheostat handles

are just 1% ins. below the centers of

the supporting posts. This made it

possible to use the upper transformer

Supports as stops for the rheostat con

tact arms. The contact arms are just

short enough so that they clear the

resistance element supporting posts,

and pass on to the unwound pcrtions

of the small bakelite pieces, opening

the filament circuits.

Flexible leads from the contact arms

provide connections to those sides of

These pieces, put on 8-32 machine

screws, act as spacers to hold the trans

formers back from the panel. This

gives the necessary room, under the

transformers, for the shafts of the rheo

stat controls. -

Also, the binding posts of the trans

formers are made even with the tenni

nals of the jacks, an advantage in wir

ing. The four posts hold the trans

former as rigidly as if it were directly

on the panel.

contact pins, socket mounting rods, and

contact spring screws. Experimenters

who use manufactured audion sockets

can readily change the arrangement of

the panel without departing from the

general idea.

To hold the socket panel to the main

panel, four brass angles were made

from %;- by 1/16-in. strip. Four

more were made at the same time to

hold the rear connection panel. When

holes must be drilled in parts of this

sort, it is always advisable to drill them

f
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before bending, to make the work

easier. These angles are held by the

same screws which hold the contact

springs, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Connections to the contact springs

were soldered to the heads of the screws

on the upper side of the panel. This

made the wiring easier than it would

have been to connect at the bottom,

though it called for clever manipula

tion of the soldering iron.

CONNECTION PANEL

Another V3-in. bakelite panel, 5 by

2% ins., was used for the connections.

As explained before, it is held by brass

angles to the socket mounting panel.

Three sets of terminals are provided

for connections to the input, or plate

circuit of the detector, and the A and

B batteries.

The terminal screws are slightly

staggered so that the wires will not in

terfere with each other. Lacking an

engraving machine, the letters were

 

  

Fig. 6.

  

Wmmc

One of the easiest ways to spoil the

appearance of an instrument is to wire

Fig. 5. Notice the construction of the rheastats and the way

  

the wires cut and bent in sharp angles.

This process takes a little extra time,

but it is well spent.

 

  

  

in which they are supported.

The posts which hold the transformers also act as stops /or the rheostat contact arms

it in a slipshod manner. Good Wiring

adds greatly to the looks of any ap

paratus. For this amplifier, No. 14

This view shows the brass angles which carry the tube panel and rear connection

panel

simply scratched deeply and filled with

white lead. Paraffin and zinc oxide

are easier to handle, but are apt to

melt out if the bakelite is heated while

the connections are being soldered.

INPUT " A +

Fig. T. Diagram 0/ connections for the two-step amplifier

bare copper wire was used. The wire

was first cut to 12-in. lengths, and

rolled straight between two boards.

Then, as each connection was made, the

distances were carefully measured, and

- B + -

Fig. 8.

A word of warning:—To judge from

the work of some experimenters, the

prevalent idea is that a joint must have

an ounce of solder to insure a perfect

connection. As a matter of fact, a drop

is as good as a pound, and looks far

better.

Where it was necessary to run two

wires close together, Empire tubing was

slipped over the wire. This was not

done throughout, however, because it

was not necessary, and Empire tubing

IS expensive.

Fig. 7 gives the amplifier circuit.

While it looks simple, there are numer

ous chances to make mistakes. It is

much easier to have the wiring right

the first time than to have to hunt

trouble and make changes.

Use or TI-IE AMPLIFIER

To use this amplifier with an audion

detector, it is only necessary to connect

the plate to the input terminal which

is joined to the transformer post

marked P 2, and the positive terminal

of the detector B battery to the P 1

(Concluded on page 358)

[ORDER

TUNER ‘

O-O

‘9A' ‘B"' OUTPUT

Wiring of the receiver, flf‘8‘Ui0‘llSl_\' de

scribed, with the amplifier
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The Radio Department

A Discussion of Current Topics of Interest to

Manufacturers and Experimenters.

“ HAT are you doing this sum

mer?” is a seasonable question

from one radio experimenter to another.

Perhaps the static and fading have dis

couraged you in favor of cooler pur

suits than groping through the X's for

the signals which are just too faint to

hear. Again, you may have found the

laboratory too warm,‘ or the heat of the

soldering iron, perhaps, has consumed

your ardor for radio work in the sum

mer time.

The manufacturers would like to

have radio a less seasonable business.

As matters stand now, the sales during

the months of June, July and August

average, according to some reports, as

low as ten per cent of the average

monthly business in November, De

cember, January and February.

To help equalize sales and produc

tion the year round, experimenters

should do all they can to buy in the

summer for their winter needs. The

average radio man does not realize

what a load is put upon the manu

facturers by the winter peak.

Considering first the interests of the

experimenters themselves, this peak is

largely responsible for slow deliveries

at a time when radio activities are at

their height. The only way to over

come this difficulty is for the manu

facturers and dealers to take the chance

of overstocking, and tying up large

amounts of money, hazardous under

takings in these times.

T0 meet the winter load, materials

and supplies must be purchased from

two or four months in advance. If the

manufacturers play safe in ordering,

they are quite apt to find themselves

caught by January without materials

and no prospect of getting them in time

to meet the complaints of their cus

tomers whose work is held up really

because of their own short-sightedness.

A few facts about the supply market

will give experimenters an idea of the

manufacturers’ problem. Machine

screws and nuts are almost impossible

to buy, in some cases because material

is hard to get, and, again, the demand

exceeds the supply to the extent that

many machine screw companies refuse

to accept orders. Magnet wire is even

harder to buy, particularly that requir

ing silk insulation. Copper, scarce

enough, is easier to get than silk, a

large part of which comes from Italy.

Bakelite and wooden cases take two,

three, or even four months to get. ac

cording to the nature and quantity of

the order. Freight shipments compli

cate matters still further, and add one

to three months to the date of delivery.

Summing up these facts, it is obvi

ously important for experimenters to

buy now if they want to have the

things they will need for the winter’s

work. Help the manufacturers and

dealers to smooth out the peak load.

HE commercial application of air

craft, tho it has made slow progress,

has made good in the transportation of

mail. In this connection much is be

ing done to increase the factor of

safety by the use of radio. It is now

possible to guide a machine through the

fog to the landing field, but, at the

present stage of development, the radio

operator in the airplane cannot de

termine his position over the field with

sufficient accuracy to enable the pilot

to bring the machine when the mist is

so dense that the ground cannot be

seen from a height of three or four

hundred feet.

What is needed now is some sort of a

radio barrage to surround the field, or

some means by which the pilot or radio

operator can tell when the machine is

directly over the landing field. Know

ing this, it would be comparatively safe

for an airplane to descend within a

short distance of the earth without risk

ing a collision with smokestacks or

church steeples.

Mail planes can now travel through

fogs which obscure the earth, being

guided by the radio compass. When the

supplementary device is brought out by

means of which planes can be brought

down safely, the mail and other aerial

service will be much more extensively

used.

ID you ever stop to think of the

efficiency of the telephone receiv

er? Offhand, what would you imagine

to be the ratio of the energy in the use

ful sound to the electrical energy in

the magnet? '

W. Hahnemann and H. Hecht have

found that, at frequencies between 500

and 1,000 cycles, the efficiency of a

sensitive receiver is from 0.1 to 1.0

per cent. There seems to be no like

lihood that anyone will soon bring out

an instrument to supplant the tele

phone receiver, but these figures cer

tainly show an opportunity for im

provement. The sensitiveness of the

ear can be appreciated when it is re

alized that the sensation of sound can

be produced by a fraction of the in

finitesimal energy picked up by the

radio antenna.

HERE will be several articles in

the August issue of Evi-znvnlw

which will appeal particularly to ex

perimenters. One is a. description of a

new inductance, similar in form, but

entirely difierent in the method of

winding from the ordinary concentrated

coils. In addition there will be tables

and other data conceming the use and

design of receiving inductances.

Many unusual features are incorpo

rated in the Uni-control receiver, built

by the Wireless Improvement Com

pany, which will be described next

month. Detailed photographs and cir

cuits will be given.

The article on loop antennas, prom

ised for this month, will be published

in the August number. There are

many design features about loop an

tennas which are not understood or at»

preciated by the experimenters. This

may account for their unpopularity,

tho, properly built and used, they give

excellent results. These points will be

covered in the coming article.

In addition, there will be other arti

cles on the construction of apparatus,

both for sending and receiving.

nuimmnnsuunnmmmuummunuimnmnmnnimimuuiiiiimi||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ..

BOOK REVIEWS

T11: How AND Wm! or Rmio Arimurus.

By H. W. Secor. 160 pages. Illustration.

9% in. by 6 in. Cloth bound. Published

by the Experimenting Publishing Co.,

New York City.

This book, made up largely of mate

rial which has been published in the

Electrical Experimenter Magazine, is

in a way a review of the various kinds

of instruments employed for various

purposes in radio transmitting and re

ceiving.

While there is a great deal of in

structive material in this book, it ap

pears that perhaps too much space has

been given to apparatus now obsolete,

a failing which is shared by the large

majority of books of radio work. While

such material has a very important

place, the radio experimenter demands

new material, forgetting the old as soon

as it has become common knowledge.

In the first five chapters, induction

coils, transformers, transmitting con

densers and inductances, and spark

gaps are described and their operation

explained. The following five chap

ters are devoted to receiving apparatus

and include a discussion of mechanical

and vacuum tube amplifiers.

The remainder of the book takes up

the measurement of wavelength and

decrement, construction of radio an

tennas and the calculation of induct

ances. _

There are, in this book, many points

of interest to both beginners and ad

vanced students. .

SUPER Rance R1-zcmvan. By M. B. Sleeper.

An illustrated pamphlet, 8% by 11 ins.

Published by the General Apparatus Co.,

_ New York City.

This pamphlet gives detailed scale

drawings for the construction of an E

range audion receiver for 6,000 to

20,000 meters, either damped or un

damped waves.

(Continued on page 358)
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Radio Equipment for Small Boats

The Advantages and Use of Radio Apparatus on Motor Boats

and Yachts. The Direction Finder is also discussed

HERE are, in general, two

classes of men who own motor

boats and small yachts——one

class has the conviction that nothing

should be installed unless it is abso

lutely essential; the other class is com

prised of men who want everything

which adds to convenience or safety.

Both classes fight shy of radio.

Although wireless equipment, even

on a boat which makes trips of con

siderable length, may not come under

the heading of necessities, it certainly

belongs among the devices of safety

and comfort. The reason that radio is

used on so few boats and yachts is

probably because of the technical un

derstanding which appears, to the un

informed, to be required for the opera

tion of a transmitter and receiver.

The technical part should not trouble

any man who has enough of an elec

trical and mechanical sense to master

the circuits and appliances of boat en

gines. As for the telegraph code, the

pleasure and interest in operating a

radio set is a sufficient incentive for

learning quickly the use of the dots

and dashes.

Of course, no one can form an ac

curate opinion regarding the utility of

a radio installation on his particular

craft until he knows something about

the apparatus and its use.

The boat owner whose son has a

radio station at home can, by mean_.;

 
 

 

Fig. 4. A 200-watt set, operating on storage

batteries or ship’: mains, from the Wireless

Specialty Company

 

of the wireless, keep in touch with af

fairs which require his attention but

not his presence. Messages can be

sent through commercial and govern

ment stations which are dotted along

the coast. These are augmented by the

great number of experimental stations

where the owners are always glad to

receive and relay messages without

charge. There are so many radio in

stallations now that a boat within

- transmitting range of land can almost

invariably reach one station or an

other.

Of still greater and more general ap

plication is the use of radio as a safety

device. The statements regarding com

munication with the land stations show

the ease with which a boat in distress

can obtain assistance. International

radio regulations require ship and com

mercial land stations to maintain a re

ceiving watch on 600 meters. The Z00

meter experimental wavelength is near

enough to 600 meters that private sta

tions are generally in tune for the call

ing wave.

Another feature, comparatively new,

is the direction finding stations which

are located at certain light houses, and

others, operated by the Navy, at the

harbors. Near any of these points it

is only necessary for a vessel to request

a bearing report, and, by triangulation

between two or more compass stations,

the ship is located and informed of its

Fig. 1.

at the right, 2 k. -w. This type of equipment, because 0/ its simplicity, is well adapted for use by inexperienced operators

Two Cutting and Washington installations for small boats. The set at the left operates on % k. 'w., and that
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position. If a direction finder is in

stalled on the boat, the operator can

obtain his own bearings on any land

station.

‘Several types of transmitting and re

ceiving sets are shown in the illustra

tions which accompany this article.

These are typical examples, though

there are many variations in design,

size and power.

Fig. 1 shows two installations of

Cutting and Washington equipment, the

one at the left on a Russian submarine

chaser, and at the right on the Noma,

a more spacious craft.

The sub chaser set 'w made up of

the transmitting panel, at the left, and

the receiver, at the right. On the table

are the detector and telegraph key, and

overhead, a lightning switch.

for the transmitter is supplied by a

motor generator, not in view.

A set of this type is suitable for 45 to

50 ft. boats or larger craft. The motor

generator, operating on 110 volts d. c.,

draws 1,500 watts from the line, and

delivers somewhat more than 500 watts,

500 cycles altemating current, to the

transmitter. When no generating sys

tem has been installed already, a small

engine, coupled directly to an a. c. gen

erator, can be furnished.

The transmitting range of the Cutting

and Washington V; k. w. set, when

used with the necessarily small antenna

of a SO ft. craft, is nonnally between 75

and 100 miles, although much greater

distances can be covered when a. very

sensitive receiving set is employed at

the land station. On larger yachts,

where higher and longer antennas can

 

Power '

be put up, the transmitting range is

considerably increased.

There are several advantages in this

type of set. No transformer is em.

ployed to step up the voltage. Conse

 

 
 

quently, there is no danger of injury

from high potentials. The usual open

spark gap is not used, but instead, a

closed type which is practically silent

in operation.

 

  

Fig. 2.

Fig. Larger boats can accommodate 2-k.w. installation such as this Radio Corporation

equipment
4» '

for motor boats and yachts

At the le/t, a radio pelorus or drrection finding loop. Right, a portable 250-watt transmitter and receiver
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For longer distance communication,

the 2 k. w. equipment, at the right of

Fig. 1, is designed. With it a more

complete receiver is fumished, capable

of operation over a wide range of wave

lengths. Communication over several

Another type of transmitter which

can be used for small craft, although it

is designed primarily as an auxiliary

for large sets, is shown in Fig. 4. The

input of this set is only 200 watts, per

mitting it to be run from the ship’s
 

Fig. 5. A receiver of great selectivity and sensitivity, suitable jar ship work

hundred miles can be carried on with

a suitably equipped land station.

Fig. 2, at the right, illustrates a 250

watt portable transmitter and receiver,

built by the Wireless Specialty Ap

paratus Company. The overall dimen

sions of the case, when closed, are 17%

by 15 by 10 ins., with a weight of 55

lbs., making it an excellent outfit for

small boats. All the necessary ap

paratus, with the exception of the gen

erator, are mounted in the case. The

U. S. Navy has used many of these

sets for landing parties, where com

munication back to the ship was neces

sary. '

Power can be supplied from a motor

generator, a belted generator, a com

bination gas engine and generator, or

a hand-operated generator, delivering

500-cycle a.c. current to the set. The

engine driven outfit is shown in Fig. 3.

A gasoline engine unit, complete in

itself, is provided. The engine is of

the single cylinder, four-cycle type,

mounted on a portable oak frame.

This unit weighs 130 'lbs., while the

portable hand—driven generator weighs

only 77 lbs.

An antenna of the usual type can be

used on shipboard, or a portable, um

brella type if, for any reason, the ap

paratus is to be carried ashore.

No switch is needed on the set to

change from transmitting to receiving

as there is an automatic control on the

telegraph key. When the key is up, in

the normal position, the receiving set is

connected. Pressing the key to send,

changes the circuit to the transmitter.

current or storage batteries if desired.

The dimensions over all are 44 by

19 by 15 ins. and the weight 210 lbs.

All the controls are at the front of the

receiver represents the most advanced

design. The efificiency of the tuning

circuits and the advantage gained by

the vacuum tubes, make possible the

reception of signals over very great

distances, depending, of course, upon

the power of the transmitter and the

size of the receiving antenna.

On the top of the case are the tele

phones and a crystal detector for

emergency use. Wavelengths from 150

to 6,800 meters can be received with

this set.

Only slight modifications are re

quired to make the set just described

suitable for loop reception, or radio

compass work. For this purpose, a

loop antenna or radio pelorus, Fig. 2',

is employed. A small compass is se

cured to the axis of the loop, near the

handle.

To determine the direction from

which signals are being sent, the pelo

rus is rotated until the signals are of

maximum intensity. Then the com

pass indicates the direction of their

origin. Such an equipment is of great

advantage, particularly on larger

yachts which must b,e piloted with

great care in fogs. Some ships have

gone for days without making any other

observations than those obtained by the

radio pelorus. Again, this apparatus

makes it possible to enter a harbor

when, otherwise, it would be necessary

to stand outside until the fog lifted.
 

Fig. 3.

panel, so that the set can be installed

in a corner or other convenient place

where it will occupy a minimum of

useful space.

In Fig. 5, a Wireless Specialty re

ceiving set, equipped with an audion

and one-step amplifier is shown. This

The Wireless Specialty generator unit can be used on boats not equipped to furnish

current for a radio transmitter

A 2-k.w. transmitter, manufactured

by the Radio Corporation of America,

is illustrated in Fig. 6. This is a

commercial type set, transmittting at

500 cycles with a quench spark gap or

synchronous rotary spark gap. The

(Continued on page 358)
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Tapping Single Layer Inductances

Describing a Met/rod of Tapping by Wbicb a Constant Percentage

Wavelength Increase Can be Obtained

V l \HE average experimenter in de

termining the tapping points for

a loose coupler or tuning coil,

generally follows some rule of thumb,

such as bringing out leads every ten

turns or so. When this is done, the

wavelength increases are larger at the

start, growing smaller.

For example, a loose coupler pri

mary or tuning coil is wound with No.

34 S.S.C. wire on a tube 5 ins. in diam

eter and 5 ins. long, tapped every 15

tums. The inductance at each tap will

be:

Tap Lcml. Tap L--ii-.

l 60,750 9 2,147,000

2 203,000 11 2,481,(XD

3 405,000 11 2,835,Ufi

4 628,000 12 .3,240,000

5 901,000 13 3,594,011)

6 1,195,000 14 4,001,000

7 1,499,(XX) 15 4,354,000

B 1,802,000

If the coil is used with a capacity of

0.0003 mfd., for example, the wave

lengths at the different taps will be:

Tap Wavelength Tap Wavelength

1 254 m. 9 1513 m.

2 465 10 1627

3 656 ll 1740

4 816 12 1860

5 977 13 1961

6 1126 14 2061

7 1263 15 Z158

8 1383

_ The percentage increase at each step

lS'

Tap Increase Tap Increase

i 9 8%

2 83% 10 7

3 41 ll 7

4 Z4 12 6

5 19 13 5

6 15 l4 5

7 12 15 4

8 9

How THE Consr/mr PERCENTAGE Is

Onrnmnn

The foregoing tables show clearly

that, when a coil is tapped at regular

intervals, the wavelength steps at the

beginning are large. However, the or

der, in a properly designed coil is re- ,

versed. That is, the wavelength in

creases are small, growing larger. This

is accomplished by making the per

centage of increase constant.

To accomplish this, the following

nile should be observed in tapping

coils. After deciding upon the percent

age of wavelength increase at each tap,

express the percentage as a decimal,

place a 1 before the decimal, square the

expression, multiply the decimal frac

tion by 0.7 keeping the 1 and, again

multiply that result by the length of

the first tap. The final value thus ob

tained will be the length of the second

tap, measuring from the start of the

winding.

This probably seems complicated,

but an example will clear up the diffi

culties. Suppose that a coil 3 ins. in

diameter is to be wound with No. 24

S.S.C. wire. The first tap should be

taken off about M4 in. from the start of

the winding. Let us assume that an

increase in wavelength of 20 per cent

is required at each tap. To find the

distance from the beginning of the

winding at which the second tap is to

be taken, the following process must

be carried out:

1. Express the percentage of increase

as a decimal.

.20

2. Place a l before the decimal.

1.20

3. Square the expression.

1.20 X 1.20 : 1..4400

4. Multiply the decimal by 0.7,

keeping the one.

(.44 X 0.7 : .308) 1.308 or 1.31

5. Multiply the result by the length

of the first tap.

M; in. X 1.31 : 0.328 or 0.33

of the subsequent taps can be figured.

It should be noted that the length of

each tap is measured, not from the pre

ceding tap, but from the start of the

winding.

In the accompanying table, the wave

length with antenna capacities of

0.0001 and 0.001 mfd. are shown to

illustrate that the percentage of wave

length increase is constant, independent

of the capacity. The percentages actu

ally obtained are shown. These agree

quite well, for it is impossible to wind

coils to give the exact calculated values.

To aid those who may not under

stand the process of obtaining the con

stant by which each tap is multiplied,

to give a certain percentage increase, a

table has been made for different val

ues. If, perhaps, a 10 per cent increase

is required, the length of the succeed

ing taps are found by multiplying their

predecessors by 1.147 in a manner

similar to that employed in the ex

ample.

The advantage of this method of

Ml'LTIPLIERS r-‘ox CONSTANT PERCENTAGE

WAVELENGTH INCREASE

Per cent Multiplier Per cent Multiplier

How rm: METHOD Wonxs Our 4 1-057 15 1-Z26

To show that the result of using this 3 5(5) fig:

method gives, for practical purposes, a ,0 1:147 30 1:483

constant percentage increase, with 12 1,173

TAPPING TABLE rox 20 PER CENT WAVELENGTH INCREASE

Tap Length X with Per cent X with Per cent

No. of Tap Turns Lm.-. 0.0001 Increase 0.001 Increase

Ins. mfd. mfd.

1 0.5 Z1 70,560 158 501

2 0.65 27 109,400 197 Z4 620 Z3

3 0.85 36 165,800 243 23 769 24

4 1.11 47 259,500 299 23 941 22

5 1.44 63 370,400 362 Z1 1144 21

6 1.87 79 564,500 448 21 1418 24

7 2.43 102 794,000 531 19 1681 19

8 3.16 133 1,111,000 626 18 1985 19

9 4.11 173 1,588,000 751 20 Z378 20

10 5.34 224 2,205,000 880 17 Z801 18

ll 6.94 291 3,034,000 1037 18 3278 18

12 9.12 383 4,098,000 1240 20 3814 17

small wavelength advances at the be

ginning of the coil, let us work out an

example.

Assume a coil 3% ins. in diameter,

10 ins. long, wound with N0. 24 S.S.C.

wire giving 42 turns per inch. The

problem is to find out at what turns

the taps are to be taken off. The

pamphlet “Inductance Tables”, by M.

B. Sleeper, will be found very helpful

in determining the inductance at each

tap, as it does away with all calcula

tions.

The first tap must be decided arbi

trarily. It should be small, about % in.

Therefore, in the table, we shall indi

cate the length of tap 1 as V2 in. Then,

following the example above, the length

tapping coils is that a much greater

selectivity is obtained with the first

part of the coil, than when the in

creases are incorrectly proportioned.

This applies to straight tuning coils

and loose couplers.

Many experimenters are under the

impression that the primary of a loose

coupler requires very close tuning, but

the adjustment of the secondary can

be rough. The opposite is true. The

resistance of the antenna and the earth

make the decrement of the primary

high. Therefore, the method of tap

ping just described can be used for the

primary. In the secondary circuit, how

ever, taps and a variable air condenser

are required, as the decrement is low.
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A PORTABLE RECEIVER

N excellent receiver, suitable for

those who want an inexpensive

radio set and one which can be easily

operated, is shown below. The set, of

the single circuit type, is made by the

Esbro Company.

When the cover is closed, the box

measures approximately 9 ins. long, 7

ins. wide and 6 ins. high, a convenient

size for carrying. On the panel are

the test buzzer and push button, in

ductance switch, and galena detector.

The detector construction is quite

interesting, for it is simple and at the

same time designed for universal ad

justment. The vertical post is in two

parts. A machine screw is threaded

tightly into the lower section. This

part is counterbored half way, and a

spring put over the screw and fitted

into the counterbore. The upper part

is also threaded and counterbored.

When the detector is assembled, the

upper part carrying the contact rod and

wire, is threaded onto the screw. Then

the concealed spring maintains a ten

sion on the upper section sufficient to

hold it wherever it is set.

Two binding posts are provided at

the front for a telegraph key by means

of which the test buzzer can be op

erated for code practice. The buzzer

battery is mounted beneath the panel.

All the instruments are mounted above

and below the panel, according to

standard practice. By unfastening six
 

screws, the set can be removed from

the box. '

With an antenna of 0.003 mfd., this

set tunes from 200 to 2,500 meters,

making it useful as a time signal re

The panel design is a big step for

ward, brought about by the persistent

demand for a 200-meter set with a

panel mounting. Moreover, all the

best and newest features are incorpo

 

  

ceiver, as well as for amateur and com

mercial short wave reception.

A NEW HYTONE TRANSMITTER

XPERIMENTERS will welcome

the introduction of a new type of

V2 k. w. transmitter equipped with the

Clapp-Eastham Hytone gap.

  

rated in this transmitter.

The % in. bakelite panel is 24 ins.

high and 16 ins. long. At the top are

the antenna and ground terminals, set

in heavy bushings, antenna radiation

meter, and controls for the oscillation

transformer coupling and primary in

ductance. The secondary inductance

is varied by a clip. On the lower part

of the panel is the Hytone gap, rede

signed for this set, and the driving

motor. ~

Behind the panel are the other in

struments. Bakelite strips are used to

support the nickel-plated ribbon of the

oscillation transformer. Five turns are

provided in the primary and 10 in the

secondary. Connections are made with

heavy copper braid. Insurance against

condenser trouble is obtained by the

use of a Dubilier mica condenser.

The output of the transmitter is ap

proximately 5 amperes in a 10-ohm an

tenna, giving 250 watts.

PRESS DISPATCHES FROM

NAUEN

ADIO press dispatches are sent out

daily from the high-powered sta

tion at Nauen, Germany, on the fol

lowing program:

At 9,400 meters, undamped waves.

at 2.30 P. M., and 9.00 P. M., Green

wich time. After each series on un

damped waves, the dispatches are re

peated on damped waves at 4,700

meters for stations not equipped to re

ceive undamped signals.

Experimenters should have no difli

culty in copying Nauen if they have :1

two-step amplifier. Many stations

along the Atlantic coast are able to

hear Nauen when they are using only

an audion detector.
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Knobs for Radio Equipment

Some side lights on knob design, with a very interesting conclusion

cave-man. Smaller than his fel

lows, he was in constant terror of

the heavy-handed tactics of his neigh

bors. One day, pursued by the chief

bully of his village, he attempted to

climb a tree, only to have the branch

which he grasped snap off in his hand.

Preservation is the first law of Nature,

IN prehistoric days there lived a

By Douglas Rlgney

motic push to the knob—and the

whistling C. W. fades.

It may be that the neglect of me

chanical design in amateur radio ap

paratus is due to the persistent and

pernicious theory that the amateur re

vels in “junk”, that he is supremely

pleased with a collection of wires and

coils, held together by the grace of

  

Views 0/ the Grebe dials, showing the details oj the new design

and in obedience to that law our midget

cave-man attempted to ward off the

giant, and in so doing tapped the giant

on the head with the branch of the

tree. What astonishment was his, to

see his brawny opponent sink to the

earth and lose forthwith all interest in

the proceedings. Thus came into be

ing man’s first weapon—the club.

Your city policeman carries a club,

but its relation to our cave-man's

truncheon represents generation upon

generation of improvement. The cave

man's weapon was a log, which hurt

his hand almost as much as it did his

opponent’s head. The patrolman’s

billy is a balanced, smoothed piece of

seasoned ash, which fits his hand like

a glove. Nor is it alone in weapons

that we find the ingenuity of man has

improved his implements. From the

common ax-handle to the finest dental

instrument, tools used manually are

made to fit the hand.

Let us now glance at the instruments

used in the latest and newest art

Radio. Behold, what a horrible col

lection of misfits are the knobs which

at present adom radio apparatus. Built

after the general pattern of a door

knob, they are excellent things to grasp.

One may hold them with the grip of

death. But let the operator after hav

ing finally tuned in a C. W. station at

tempt to release his grip on the knob!

Alas, his fingers have not the fine co

ordination of a Paderewski, and one

of them is sure to give a final spas

Providence. Surely the modern experi

menter in radio has outgrown such

superstitions. Such, at least, is the be

lief of A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., in

whose factory has been developed the

new type of knob, illustrated herewith.

Moulded of bakelite, these knobs are

fashioned in the form of a truncated

dial are moulded in one piece, and on

the back of the latter a groove is cut,

in which a stop is fitted, to limit the

swing of the dial. Imagine the action

of a cone-clutch, with the fingers and

knob forming the engaging members,

and you have the theory of the new

Grebe knob.

Consider also the appearance of this

knob, as compared with those formerly

in use. just as the cave-man finally

learned to smooth the knots and bark

from his club, so this new design has

eliminated the bumps and unsightly

warts which ordinarily form part of

knob design. A slightly knurled sur

face is the only non-slip device needed

with this type of knob. Pressure,

easily applied and relieved, does the

rest. A glance at the picture of the

CR-3 receiver, shown with the new

knobs attached, will give a good idea

of the improved appearance of appa

ratus using symmetrical dials and

knobs. Observe that the switch handles

and binding posts have been made to

conform in design to the knobs, adding

to the general effect.

These knobs are to be m ide standard

Grebe equipment in the near future,

and if the testimony of the few people

who have used them is to be credited,

they should prove very popular. They

are made for the modern amateur, who

desires apparatus in which efficiency of

  

The CR-3, fitted with the new scales and knob:

cone. One does not grasp them with

the strength of the fingers so much as

by the pressure of the weight of the

arm. By exerting this pressure, a firm

grip may be secured and when it is de

sired to release the knob, the operator

must merely draw back his arm, leav

ing the adjustment exactly as he de

sires it. In addition, the knob and its

operation and beauty of design are

given their proper values.

Be sure to read in The Radio De

partment, page 347, about the radio

manufacturers, and their problems.

If you expect them to make your prob

lems theirs, you must make their prob

lems yours.
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at Low Frequencies

Any Experimenter Can Make His Own Inductance Bridge by

Following the Instructions Given in This Article

as well as in the larger labora

tories, it is often desirable to have

at hand a quick and reliable means of

measuring small inductances. By a

simple modification of the Owen Alter

nating Current Inductance Bridge such

an instrument becomes available for the

measurement of " .inductance values

usually met with in radio telegraphy.

As will be seen later, by the proper

choice of the constants of the bridge,

one can be so constructed that the value

IN the work shop of the experimenter

By V. Lynde Freeman

two fixed capacities, C, and C2, the

fixed resistance r,, the two variable re

sistances r, and R, and the inductance

to be measured L. The alternating

electromotive force is applied to the

bridge through the transformer T to the

points A and C. This voltage causes

currents to flow in the two arms of the

bridge ABC and ADC. In order that

an audible signal be produced in the

indicating instrument, the frequency

of the supply current should be between

300 and 1,000 cycles per second.

  

ance, or resistance is equal to the cur

rent flowing through it multiplied by

its numerical value, we can calculate

the voltage across each of the arms of

the bridge in terms of its constants and

the currents through these arms. Table

1 gives the values of the various cur

rents impedances voltages, etc. in the

four arms of the bridge.

Expressing algebraically the con

dition to give zero voltage between B

and D as mentioned in the above para

graph, we have:—

B B

K

U1 Y1 $4545

l'|_ 5"“

Q O c

A O

Q OC?‘ \/ L P V

R
E; U

D D \ L

"z

~ oi. T ii 1
Ill Ill

I

AltQl‘l'\8'i’orFig. 1. The general circuit employed for measuring

inductance

of inductance of millihenries is given

by the value of resistance in tens of

ohms necessary to balance the bridge.

The inductance values determined by

this method are of course the low fre

quency values. For single layer or two

layer banked winding coils or other

coils of low distributed capacity, the

high and low frequency inductances do

not differ greatly.

Before describing a laboratory type

of bridge it may be well to go into the

theory of its operation.

Tmeonx" or OPERATION

A schematic diagram of this bridge

is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of the

Fig. 2.

When the resistances R and r, are

adjusted until the current from B to D

through the telephone receivers is zero,

the bridge is said to be balanced and

obviously the current i, in AB is equal

to the current in BC. Similarly, the

current i, in AD is equal to the cur

rent in DC. Since the current through

the telephones is zero the voltage BD

is equal to zero.

In order that this condition obtains

the ratio of voltage across AB to the

voltage across BC must be equal to the

ratio of the voltage across AD to the

voltage across DC.

Since the voltage across an imped

Diagram of the complete inductance bridge

 

Voltage AB Voltage AD

-—-— = —-— ..(1
Voltage BC Voltage DC )

Upon substituting the values from

Table 1 and solving the equations we

find that L=r, RC, . . . . . . . . .(4)

r2 r,

—— I — . . . . . . . . . . (5)

C, C0

For those readers who are interested _

in the way at which these results were

obtained the following is given:

Substituting the values of voltage

across the various arms from Table *1

in Equation (1) it becomes
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i, _ _ 1

_.- ..<R_._)
w C, ll) C._.

. = Tia)

11 rl 12 (r:+l "’ L)

1 1

(ll C, u.| C,

or —-i- = —-—i

r, r,+j an L

Clearing fractions

1', ‘ml. .1‘,

-1 -1’ = r. R -1—
C, to C, In 0) C,

Sincej = \/—1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(3)

and j’= —1

1‘, wL I‘,

-1-— + = r.R -1

u C, cu C w C,

Equating the real terms to reals and

the imaginary terms to imaginary,

those containing j, we have:

 

 

L

— = r,R

C1

_ r, _ r,

-“J =‘ J

1» C, C, w

Upon simplification this reduces to

L = r, RC, . . . . . . . (4)

r, r,

and ———= .......(5)

C, C,

As we can see from (4) the induct

ance varies directly with the resistance

R if r, and C, are constant.

Since (4) and (5) are independent

of frequency the operation of the bridge

is more or less independent of the wave

form of the applied electromotive force.

For this reason a buzzer or an induc

tion coil can be used to supply the

indicating current to the bridge.

DESCRIPTION or A TYPE or Buzzmz

FOR U51-1 IN rm; LABORATORY

Fig. 2 is a diagram of a bridge simi

lar to the one described but modified

to admit of better accuracy of opera

tion. The switch k short circuits the

resistance r,, and is used as a means for

direct reading in a sense in that the

changing the range of the bridge as will

be described later.

In order that the bridge may be

value of inductance in millihenries is

very closely equal to the resistance of

R in terms of ohms, we must choose the

constants in the following way. This

numerical example of course is but one

of the possible solutions but a bridge

based on these results has been made

up and found to give very good re

sults.

CALCULATION or Consmxrs

Let us assume the following values

of the constants with the switch k

open :

Fig. 3. Winding /or a non-inductive

resistance

C._.:2 microfarads:0.000002 farads

C2 = Ci

R = 10 ohms

L = 1 millihenry = 0.001 henry

Let x be so small that it may be

neglected except as explained later.

Substitution of these values in (4)

gives us at once the value of (r,,+r,)

(r,,—{—r,) x 10 x 0.000002 : 0.001

henry or 1 millihenry

from which (ro-{-r,) : 50 ohms.

It may be convenient to measure in

ductances of smaller values so we may

determine the value of this resistance

in arm BC of the bridge so that 1 milli

 

 

TABLE 1

Let w : 2 1r f (0 : angular velocity J = vector operator

j : V —-1 f : frequency of the supply current

Impedance Voltage

Bridge Arm Current Impedance expressed in the expressed in the

vector notation vector notation

1 1 _ t,

AB 1, —- O -J -—- -1

w C, w C, w C,

BC L, T1 . 1'1 + J O rl ‘1

1 l 1

AD 1, R2-<~) R—J—— a<R—1'—)

' C2 m C: w C-_~ w

DC ‘-2 \-/r2+‘"2L2 r:'l"'.l“’L ‘:(r2+j‘“L)

 

Note~—F0r a more complete treatment of the above, refer to Radio Telegraphy

by ]. Mills, Chapter I.

henry as before is balanced by 100

ohms at L. In this case the value re

sistance can be calculated as above.

r,x100x0.000002 = 0.001

henry or 1 millihenry

r, = S ohms

The switch k as seen from the figure

is arranged so that when it is open

the resistance in BC is S0 ohms and

when closed the resistance is 5 ohms.

This gives a greater range for measure

ments as explained later on in this

article.

Sounca or VOLTAGE

The alternating or pulsating voltage

for supplying the bridge may be ob

tained from an alternator or a small

medical induction coil, the primary of

which is connected in series with an

interrupter. A commutator having a

number of segments and driven by a

small motor can be used also. The

condenser shown in Fig. 2 is to reduce

the sparking of the contacts. The

number of interruptions of the circuit

per revolution of the commutator multi

plied by the revolutions of the motor

per second should be at least equal to

five hundred for good operation.

O'rm:R Avmumrus Usnn

Ordinary paper condensers similar

to those used by the telephone com

panies of proper capacity can be used

for C, and C,. If it is impossible to

obtain the desired size of condenser

the values of r, and r,, can be recal

culated as explained above.

The resistances r,, r,, r,,, and R

should be non-inductive and they can

be made up easily from small insulated

Advance resistance wire.

This wire is mentioned as its re

sistance varies only slightly with tem

perature. Fig. 3 shows the manner of

winding this wire upon a wooden man

dril so that it will be essentially non

inductive. The wire is adjusted to the

proper length for the desired resist

ance before it is wound up. Each of

these units is dipped in paraffin to

protect them from moisture. Resist

ance boxes can be made up from .1, 1.,

10. and 100 ohm units of this type

and mounted in boxes.

Commcnon Facrons

In order to compensate for the dis

tributed capacities in the bridge a small

inductance is connected in the arm

D C of the bridge at x. The induct

ance is very small and consists of a few

turns of wire on a core about 2 in.

in diameter. Upon closing the switch

P and applying the voltage to the

points A C of the bridge, the two re

sistances are adjusted until minimum

sound is heard in the telephones. The

value of R needed for balancing the

bridge is a correction factor Re which

must be subtracted from subsequent

readings of R taken on an inductance

to be measured.
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The Bureau of Standards Radio Classification

The System Used by the Bureau of Standards

to Classify Information on Radio Subjects

H. Radio Instruction

K.

H1.

H2.

Military

Commercial

H 3. Courses of study

H 4. Schools

Miscellaneous Radio Apparatus and

Methods

Transmitting sets

Arcs

Receiving sets

High voltage generators

Large current generators

Inductors

Condensers

Resistors

Spark gaps

Transformers

Amplifiers

Alternators, high-frequency

Induction coils

Detectors, crystal

Detectors, miscellaneous

Buzzers

Recording devices

Automatic devices

Telephone receivers

20. Interrupters

21. Modulating methods

22. Frequency changers

23. Protective devices

24. Rectifiers

25. Electric filters

26. Shielding and grounding

27. Laboratories

28. Manufacture

29. Impulse excitation

30. Switchboards

Radio Communication and Applications

High power

Continuous waves

Radiotelephony

Aircraft

Submarine

Navigation

Radio beacons

Commercial

Private

Traffic

Press

Stations

Installation

Operating

Interference

Railroad

Forestry

Mining

10 Mmmq

20. Naval

21. Amateur

22. Time Signals

23. Standard wave transmission

24. Photographs--Transmission of

25. Induction signalling

26. Ground telegraphy

27. Buzzerphone

28. Furnaces

29. Wired wireless

30. Duplex systems

31. Codes

32. Secrecy systems

33. Wave length assignment

34. Radio control system

35. Tree telegraphy

36. Historical

37. National developments

H1‘-1'—4'—1H|‘-1'—|'-0-1‘-|'—t'—4'—1'-1'-1‘—1\-0-15-tH\'—1\-1'-1'-t'—|'—|\-|\-1'-1H1“-1'-1\-4'-|'—|htH1r-Ih-1I-1r-1|-4|-in-n-1r-n-n-n-4!-1H»-nut-Ii-In-H-1|-in-1|-it-1|-tr-1|-4»-to-40-1

|-1|-1|-1|-Q.-1|-||-up-1’-aI-lb-4|-lhlb-ll-ll-‘I-lllll-I

..°°.*'.°‘!-".*‘.‘*‘.'\‘!-‘9:°.°°.*'.°*!-":F~.°’."‘!".°?°>'$"5"-"-‘"S°!"P."-’9°.".°'."‘:“$"$*‘r'

dio Miscellaneous

1. Bibliographies

or

E“WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

§"2“.<".N?“.o1°?°?'?‘l"‘§‘§"5"l"pI°9°?'?‘5"Z“5"§'Z'“

CLASSIFICATION OF RADIO

SUBJECTS

0 Wave Phenomena

Electromagnetic theory

Radiation and absorption

Transmission phenomena

Atmospherics

Directional properties

Waves on wires

W

ew+PP~9

B. Antennas

Elevated (condenser) antennas

tennas

Special types of antennas

Coil Aerials

Directive antennas

Direction finders

Ground connections

Constants of antenna

Artificial antennas

PWWUUWUJUUW

I°?°."'P‘l":*."‘

ctron tubes

Electron emission

Ionization phenomena

Properties of electron tubes

Electron tube generators

Electron tube detectors

Amplifiers

Radiotelephony wi t h electron

tubes

Regulator tubes

Modulators

Heterodyne

Applications to radio measure

ments

C 12. General.

DQOOOOQOQOO F59?warrvwr

D. Radio Measurements

. Wave length

Capacity

Dielectric Constant

Inductance

Resistance

Decrement

Phase difference (Power loss)

Current

Voltage

. Signal intensity

11. Cathode-ray oscillograph

12. Direction of waves

13. General

uoocoooououoo

5PPF9WPPP“

E. Properties of Materials

E 1. Insulating Materials

E 2. Electrolytes

E 3. Magnetic Materials

E 4. Conductors

F. Radio Theory

. Simple radio circuits

2. Coupled circuits

3. Resonance

Damping

Harmonics

Modulation

Beats

High-frequency resistance

Inductance

Capacity

Negative resistance

Rectification

Short Waves

Research

Suggested subjects

Programs

Personnel

'11 L-I

O00?'T.l"l|"-1'5l"'i'Tl'!l"l-1'!-1'51'!1'Tl

Q_r-Ir-In-no-n
1'-"_N:"5‘§"."'."‘.°I°?°.".°‘!"1"

2. Ground and underground an

2. Patents

3. Symbols

4. Terminology

5. Standardization (rules)

6. Legislation and regulation

7. Engineering precautions

8. Towers

9. Graphical methods

10. Tabla

11. Biographical

12. Non-technical

13. Societia

14. Reports of meetings

15. Design

16. Miscellaneous

17. Specifications

L. Electrical Subjects Related to Radio

Motor generators

Switches

Telephony

Batteries, primary

Batteries, secondary

Battery-charging devices

Thermophones

Generators

Relays

Transformers

Oscillographs

Galvanometers

Reactance Coils

Ammeters

Voltmeters

Electrodynamometers

Piezoelectric phenomena ‘

Submarine cable

Frequency meters

Wave form analysis

Telegraphy

Bridges

Mercury vapor tub'es

X-Ray tubes

Miscellaneous

iscellaneous

Visual signalling

Airplane mail service

Lightning

Photoelectric Prenomena

Vacuum apparatus

Mathematics

Mechanics

Sound

Heat

Light

Chemistry

, Infra-red signalling

. Submarine signalling

ggggggggggggggvrrrrrrhrrrrrhrrrvrrrrrr

5;;5PFF9P?PPF

Irwax TO CLASSIFICATION

Abacs—-see Graphical methods (K-9)

Aircraft (J-4) see also Transmitting (I-1)

and Receiving Apparatus (I-3)

Airplane—see Aircraft (J-4)

Airplane Mail Service (M-Z)

Alternators, high-frequency (I-12)

Amateur (J-21)

Ammeters (L-14)

Ammeters—Radio.

ment (D-7)

Amplifiers (electron tube) (C-6)

Amplifiers (miscellaneous) (I-11)

Antennas (B)

Apparatus—miscellaneous radio (I)

Applications—radio (J)

Applications of Electron tubes to Radjg

Measurements (C-ll)

Arcs (I-2)

Artificial antennas (B-9)

Atmospherics (A-4)

See Current Measure
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Audibility—see (A-4) Signal Intensity

(D-10)

Audions—see Electron Tubes (C)

Autodyne--see Beats (F-7)

Automatic devices (I-18)

Balloon-—see Aircraft (I-4)

Battery-charging devices (L-6)

Batteries, primary (L4)

Batteries, secondary (L-5)

Beats (F-7)

Bibliographies (K-1)

Biographical (K-11)

Braun tube—see Cathode-Ray Oscillograph

(D-11)

Bridges (L-22)

Buzzerphone (I-27)

Buzzers (I-16)

Capacitive coupling—see Coupled Circuits

(F-2)

Capacity--measurement (D-2)

Capacity—theory (F-10)

Cathode-ray oscillograph (D-11)

Cathode-ray tube—-see Cathode-Ray Oscil

lograph (D-11)

Chemistry (M-11)

Codes (I-31)

Cofl Aerials (B-4)—see also Direction Find

ers (B-6)

Induction Signalling (I-25)

Coils—properties of-see Inductors (I-6)

Commercial radio instruction (H-2)

Commercial radio communication (I-8)

Constants of antennas (B-8)

Condensers (I-7)

Conductors (E-4)

Continuous waves (I-2)—see also Electron

Tubes (C) Arcs (I-2) Altemators (I-12)

Corona—see Electrical Subjects—Miscellane

ous (L-25)

Courses of study (H-3)

Coupled circuits (F-2)

Current measurement (Radio) (D-8)

Damped waves-—see Spark Gaps (I-9)

Damping—theory (F-4)

Decrement (D-6)

Decremeters—see Decrement (D-6)

Design (K-15)

Detectors, crystal (I-14)

Detectors-—Electron Tube (C-5)

Detectors, miscellaneous (I-15) see also

Negative Resistance Theory (F-11)

Dielectric constant——measurement (D-3)

Dielectric loss—see Phase Difference (D-7)

Direction finders (B-6) see also Coil Aerials

_(B-4) Radio beacons (I-6)

Direction finding—see Aircraft (I-4) Di

rection Finders (B-6) Directional Prop

erties (A-5)

Direction of waves-—Measurement (D-12)

Directional properties of radio waves (A-5)

Directive antennas (B-5)

Dischargers-see Spark Gaps (I-9)

Duplex systems (I-30)

Eclipse phenornena—see Transmission Phe

nomena (A-3)

Eithoven—see Galvanometers (L-12) Re

cording devices (I-17)

Electrical filters (I-25)

Electrodynamometers (L- 16)

Electrolytes (E-2)

Electromagnetic theory (A-1)

Electron emission (C-1)

Electron relays-—see Electron Tubes—Am

plifiers (C-6)

Electron tube detectors (C-5)

Electron tube generators (C-4)

Electron tubes (C)

Elevated (condenser) antenna (B-1)

Engineering precautions (K-7)

Filters-—-electrical (I-25)

Fog Signalling-see Radio Beacons (I-7)

Forestry (I-17)

Frequency changers (I-22)

Frequency (Measurement)—see Radio Meas

urements—Wave Length (D)

Frequency meters (L-19)

Fullerphone—see Buzzerphone (I-27)

Furnaces (High-frequency) (I-28)

Galvanometers (L-12)

Gaps—see Spark (I-9) Arc (I-2)

Generators (L-8)

Graphical methods (K-9)

Ground connections (B-7)

Ground telegraphy (I-26)

Ground and underground antennas (B-2)

Harmonic analysis—see Wave-form analysis

(L-20)

Harmonics (F-S)

Heat (M-9)

Heterodyne (C-10) see also Beats (F-7)

High.-frequency alternators (I-12)

High-frequency oscillograph—seo Cathode

Ray Oscillograph (D-11)

High-frequency resistance (F-8)

High power radio communication (I-1), see

also Stations (I-12)

High-speed traffic-—see Automatic Devicu

(I-18)

High voltage generators (I-4), see also Rec

tifiers (I-24)

Historical (I-36)

Hot-Wire instruments—see Current Meas

urement (D-7)

Impulse excitation (I-29)

Incendiary radio—-see Engineering Precau

tiohs (K-7)

Inductance—Measurement (D-4)

Inducta.nce—Theory (F-9)

Induction coils (1-I3)

Induction signalling (I-25)

Inductive coupling-—see Coupled Circuits

(F-2)

Inductors (I-6)

Infra-red signalling (M-12)

Installation (I-13)

Instruction—Radio (H)

Insulating materials (E-1), see also Phase

Difference (D-7)

Interference (I-15)

[nterrupters (I-20)

Ionization Phenomena (C-2)

Kenotrons—see Electron Tuba (C)

Laboratories (I-27)

Lamps—see Electron Tubes (C)

Large current generators (I-5)

Legislation and regulation (K-6)

Light (M-10)

Lightning (M-3)

Longitude determination by radio—-see Time

signals (I-20)

Loops-—see Coil Aerials (B-4) and Direction

Finders (B-6)

Magnetic materials (E-3)

Manufacture (I-28)

Mathematics (M-6)

Measurements—-Radio (D)

Mechanics (M-7)

Mercury vapor tubes (L-23)

Meteorology—see Atmospherics (A-4)

Methods—Miscellaneous radio (I)

Military radio communication (I-19)

Military radio instruction (H-1), see also

Military Radio Communication (I-19)

Mining (I-18)

Miscellaneous—Ra.dio (K-16)

Miscellaneous electrical subjects (L-25)

Modulating methods (I-21)

Modulation-—Theory (F-6)

Modulation—see also Radiotelephony (I-3)

and (C-7)

Modulators—Electron tube (C-9)

Motor generators (L-1)

I

National developments—(radio) (I-37)

Naval radio communication (I-20)

Navigation—Radio applications to (I-6),

see also Submarine Radio (I-5)

Negative resistance—Theory (F-11)

Nomograms—see Graphical Methods (K-9)

Non-technical radio (K-12)

Operating (I-14)

Oscillation transformers-—see Transformers

(I— 10)

Oscillographs (L-11)

Quenched gaps—see Spark Gaps (I-9)

Patents (K-2)

Personnel (G-2)

Phase difierence (power loss) (D-7)

Photoelectric phenomena (M-4)

Photographs—Transmission of (I-24)

Piezoelectric phenomena (L-17)

Pliotrons——-see Electron Tubes (C)

Power loss-see Phase Difierence (D-7)

Power tubes—see Electron Tubes—Genero

tors (C-4)

Press traffic (I-11)

Private Radio Communication (I-9)

Programs (Research) (G-2)

Propagation—see Transmission Phenomena

(A-3)

Properties of electron tubes (C-3)

Properties of materials (E), see also Radio

Measurements (D)

‘Protective devices (I-23)

Radiation and reception (A-2)

Radiation-see also Transmission Phenomena

(A~3) .

Radio beacons (I-7), see also Direction

Finders (B-6)

Radio control system (I-34)

Radiotelephony (I-3)

Radiotelephony with electron tuba (C-7)

Railroad radio communication (I-16)

Reactance coils (L-13)

Received signals—see Signal Intensity (D-10)

Receiving sets (I-3)

Recording devices (1-17)

Reactification (F-12)

Rectifiers (I-24), see also Photoelectric Phe

nomena (M-4), Electron Tuba (C), De

tectors, Miscellaneous (I-15)

Regulator tubes (C-8)

Relays (L-9,‘

Reports of meetings (K-14)

Research—Radio (G)

Resistance measurement (D-5)

Resistors (I-8)

Resonance (F-3)

Resonance tra.nsforrners—see Transformers

(I-10)

Rotary gaps—see Spark Gaps (I-9)

Safety-—see Engineering Precautions (K-7)

Schools (radio) (H-4)

Secrecy systems-—Radio (I-32)

Shielding and Grounding (I-26)

Short waves (F-13)

Signal Corps—see Military Radio (I-19)

Signal intensity measurement (D-10)

Simple radio circuits (F-1)

Societies—Radio (K-13)

Sound (M-8), see also Signal Intensity

Measurement (D-10)

Spark gaps (I-9)

Special types of antennas (B-3)

Specifications (K-17)

Standard wave transmission (I-23)

Standardization (K-5)

Static—-see Atmospherics (A-4)

Stations (I-12)

Strays—see Atmospherics (A-4)

Submarine—Radio communication (I-5)

Submarine cable (L-18

Submarine signalling (__ -1,3)

Suggested subjects for research (G-1)

Switchboards —Radio (I-30)

Switches (L-2)

Symbols—Radio (K-3)

Tables (K-10)

Telegraphy (L-21)

Telephone receivers (1-19)

Telephony (wire) (L-3)

Terminology radio (K-4)

Theory—Radio (F)

Thermal ammeters—-see Current measure

ment (D-7)

'I‘hermionic tubes—see Electron Tubes (C)

Tl1(e£)m(>)couples—see Current Measurements

-s

Thermoelements-—see Current Measurement:

(D-8)

Thermophones (L-7)

Time Signals (I-22)

Towers—Radio (K-8)
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Traffic (I-10)

Traffic regulations/—-see Legislation (K-6)

Transformers (commercial) (L-10)

Transformers (radio) (I-10)

Transmission phenomena (A-3)

Transmitting a.pparatus—-see Stations (J-12)

Transmitting sets (I-1), see also Electron

Tube Generators (C-4)

Tree telegraphy (J-36)

Triodes—see Electron Tubes (C)

Tropical radio—see Interference (I-15)

Tubas—see Electron Tubes (C)

Tuning—see Resonance (F-3)

Ultraudions—-see Electron Tubes (Cl

Undamped waves—see Continuous Waves

(J-2), Electron Tubes (C), Arcs (I-2),

Alternators (I-12)

Vacuum tubes-—see Electron Tubes (C)

Vacuum apparatus (M-5)

Valves—see Electron Tubes (C)

Vibration galvanometers—see Galvanometers

(L-12)

Visual signalling (M-1)

Voltage measurement (D-9)

Voltmeters (L-15)

Wave form analysis (L-20)

Wave length measurement (D-1)

Wave length assignment (J-33)

Wave phenomena—Radio (A)'

Waves on wires (A-6)

Wired wireless (J-29)

X-Ray tubes (L-24)

HE foregoing classification and

index, published through the cour

tesy of Dr. S. W. Stratton, Director of

the Bureau of Standards, offers very

considerable advantages to those who

keep a file of notes and articles, or a

directory of publications in which radio

articles have appeared.

Dr. Stratton has stated that this is

not a final classification, and has asked

for suggestions on any subjects or

methods by which it can be made more

complete. In its present form, how

ever, it serves admirably the needs of

engineers and experimenters.

There are two methods of using the

classification. One is to purchase a

standard Irving-Pitt loose-leaf binder

which takes 8%- by 11-in. paper.

Heavy cardboard sheets, bearing the

classification letters, will serve for the

main divisions. Then clippings can

be pasted or fastened with rubber ce

ment to sheets bearing the subdivision

numbers. This system has the disad

vantages of being cumbersome, and re

quiring the cutting of the publications.

A better way is to keep the publica

tions intact, and simply note the name,

date, and page on a card arranged in a

small index.

RADIO EQUIPMENT FOR SMALL

BOATS

(Continued from page 350)

the handle at the front of the upper

panel. A set of this sort is generally

used on such boats as can accommodate

an operator, or where one of the crew

is capable of handling the radio ap

paratus.

 

BOOK REVIEW

(Continued from page 347)

The set is of the standardized panel

type so designed as to simplify to the

greatest extent the work of building a

long wave receiver.

The particular value of this pam

phlet lies in the fact that specific direc

tions are given on the condensers and

inductances so that the set can be de

pended upon to operate over its rated

range of wavelengths at maximum effi

ciency. With a set of this type and

a single wire 300 ft. long,» European

stations have been copied ‘clearly at

New York, without the use of an am

plifier.

 

TWO STEP AUDIO FREQUENCY

AMPLIFIER

(Continued from page 346)

side of the transformer. The detector

B battery is left in circuit, as no pro

vision is made on the amplifier to sup

ply the detector plate potential.

A quick adjustment of the amplifier

rheostats puts the set in operation, after

the detector has been adjusted. Often

times the operation is improved by

changing tubes, for, though they are

designed to have similar characteristics,

vacuum tubes do vary.

This amplifier can be used with the

radio frequency amplifier described in

the March, 1920, issue of Eveiurntn’

Encmnmuno. The audio frequency

amplifier is simply inserted in the de

tector circuit. With this combination,

signals which can be barely heard with

only a detector, come in so loudly that

the phones cannot be kept on the ears.

Fig. 8 gives a wiring diagram of the

amplifier used with the audion receiver

described in the March, 1920, issue.

A SIMPLE METHOD OF MEAS

URING INDUCTANCE AT

LOW FREQUENCIES

(Continued from page 355)

Msrnon or Pnocnmnuz

1. Determine the correction factor

RC as explained under corrections.

2. Calibration of the bridge.

Connect a standard inductance of

known value across the terminals UV

and readjust the resistances R and r,

until minimum sound is heard in the

receivers.

Subtract from the value of R ob

tained to produce balance the correc

tion factor Re. To obtain the multi

plying factor M of the bridge divide

the value of inductance in millihenrys

by the result obtained above.

Inductance in millihenrys

 

=-= M

R—Rc

This factor is approximately .1 when

the switch k is open and .01 when it

is closed.

MEASUREMENT or AN Ummown

Innucmncn

1. Obtain the value of the correc

tion factor Rc and the multiplying con

stant of the bridge M as explained

above.

2. Connect the inductance to be

measured to the terminals U and V of

the bridge and readjust R and r, until

a balance is obtained.

The unknown inductance is then cal

culated in the following way.

L in millihenrys : M (R,,—R,,)

where Ru is the value of R for balance

when L unknown is connected.

A numerical example may help to

illustrate the method. Suppose R,=

2 ohms. Let switch K be open. Con

nect a 1 millihenry coil to the ter

minals of the bridge and suppose the

value of R = 13 ohms. The multiply

ing constant of the bridge is then:

1 millihenry 1

= — = .091

13—2 11

Suppose now that when the un

known inductance is connected to U and

V and the resistance R necessary to

balance the bridge is 75 ohms, the in

ductance can be calculated as follows:

L = .091 (75-2)

I 6.64 millihenry

M:
 

 

former is mounted at the front on the

small center panel. The rotary gap is

carried on the shaft of the motor gen

erator. Insulated terminals and the

phase adjusting handle can be seen in

the side view.

Any one of three wavelengths, 300,

450 or 600 meters, can be selected by

In the April 7th issue of The Aeroplane.

under the handing “On American Credulity”

is suggested (by an American paper) the

transmission of power to an aeroplane in

flight by “wireless.”

Suppose two power-transmitting stations

are 10 miles apart, a machine can only be

five miles from the source of power, so the

wireless power-wave that reaches the ma

chine would have proceeded through space

five miles, not direct to the aeroplane but in

every direction. That is, the power-wave

reaching the machine would be part of huge

wave in the form of a sphere five miles in

radius (for of course wireless waves travel

through the earth as well as the atmosphere)

having a total area of 8,758,000,000 sq. ft.

If we assume the aerial on the machine

covers 10 sq. ft. the energy derived by the

1

receiving apparatus will be only ii-—

875,800,000

of the total transmitted from the source, or

only 0.000,000_.000,1l4 per cent. If the ma

chine requires a constant 400 h.p. the total

transmitted power will have to be 350,320.

0O0,000 h.p.

I think this will show what possibilities

this system has !——G. Gonoon Dsnoon.
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MAKING WOOD FIRE RESIS

TANT WITH PAINT

IRE retardent paints are the most

practical means so far discovered

by the Forest Products Laboratory by

which small amounts of wood can

economically be made fire resistant.

The only other known methods of de

creasing the inflammability of wood are

to keep it wet, or to inject into it certain

chemicals under pressure. These meth

ods, though more effective than paint

ing, are usually either impracticable or

too expensive to be considered.

Ordinary calcimine or whitewash

has proved in tests to be as fire resistant

as any paint covering tried. It is cheap

and convenient to use. Although it

will not prevent the buming of wood

exposed continuously to a high heat, a

good coat of calcimine on wood will de

crease the danger of a blaze spreading

from buming cigarettes, sparks, match

es, and similar small sources of fire.

Calcimine is, of course, more effective

for inside than for outside use.

For exterior use numerous patented

fire retardent paints are available. An

effective outdoor paint which has been

developed at the Forest Products La

boratory consists of linseed oil, zinc

borate, and chrome green. This paint

has maintained its fire-resisting prop

erties through more than three years of

exposure to the weather.

RUST PROOFING

HERE is a constant demand for

cheap, simple treatments of iron

and steel which will give uniform coat

ings which are rust-proof. Sherardizing

and galvanizing are well known, as is

also the Bower-Barff process, which

produces a surface composed mainly of

Fe3O,. To this list may be added the

recently improved phosphatic coatings

which seem to be cheaper than the

other processes and to give a uniform

ity of coating that is much in its favor.

The processing solution is composed

of phosphoric acid, iron phosphate and

manganese dioxide. The bath must be

used under controlled conditions and is

kept in constant circulation. The arti

cles are immersed for from one to two

and a half hours at a temperature of

210-212 degrees F. The treatment is

considered finished when the evolution

of gas ceases, whereupon the work is

dried and dipped in a paraffine oil mix

ture and afterwards set upon pans or

racks to drain. The materials treated

are said to be resistant to rust and stand

exposure very satisfactorily. The proc

ess is particularly adapted for the treat

ment of tools, motor parts, typewriter

parts, and other similar pieces which

should be rustproof and at the same

time attractive in appearance.—Scien

tiflc American.

  

  

"Today good

with Wright it was different.

pay. Next thing I knew

was a change and I was promoted to foreman

—at good money. too.

"And now the first bi

am superintendent, wit an income that

means independence. comforts and enjoy

ments at home—ail those things that make

life worth living.

"Wri ht is still at the same lob. an ex

ample o the tragedy of lack of training.

What a truth he spo e when he said today.

‘You've gone ‘way past me. Jim—and you

deserve to.‘ Heads win—every time!"

Yes. it's simply a question of training.

Your hands can't earn the money you need.

but your head can II you give it a chance.

TheinternationalCorrespondence Schools

have helped more than two million men and

women to win promotion. to earn more

money. to know the joy of getting ahead in

business and in life.

Isn't it about time to find out what they

can do for you?

You. too, can have the position you want

in the work of your choice, with an income

that will make possible money in the bank. a

home of our own. the comforts and luxuries

you wou d like to provide your family. No

matter what your age. your occu nation, your

education, or your means—you can do it!

All we ask is the chance to prove it—with

out obligation on your part or a penny of cost.

‘I'hat's fair. isn't it? Then mark and mail

this couD0n.

goal is reached—I
  

 

IRELES

  

mechanically and electrically perfect.

uses of standard radio instruments.

New York—11 Park Place

Chicago—1l4 So. Wells St.
  

“You've Gone W

  

 

We make n charge at 25¢ tor It

lS'll\|'lfi a nounon roosl t redeem

snle on a purchase of or moss.

You cannot get satisfaction from wireless instruments unless they are absolutely

perfect. The slightest imperfection in construction destroys

catalog and ofier for sale wireless apparatus of the highest quality, guaranteed to be

  

“When I had to 've up school to go to work I came to the plant seeking

any kind of a job—- was ]IiSt a young fellow without much thought about re

sponsibilities. They put me on the pay

assistant foreman then as now. He too

‘D0 well the job that's given you, lad,’ he said, ‘and in time you'll win out.’

"Well. I did my best at my routine work. but I soon realized that if ever I was going to get

ahead I must not only do my work well. but prepare for something better.

Scranton and found I could get exactly the course I needed to learn our business. I took it

up and began studying an hour or two each evening.

"Why, in just a little while my work took on a whole new meaning. Wright began giving

me the most particular obs—and asking my advice. And there came.

_ was made assistant foreman oi‘ a new department.

studying because I could see results and each dayi was applying what ilearnecl.

i~-‘I .||f “Q-‘an-1-_a1 -

 

1 ' 77

y Past Me, Jim

old Wright came to my office. All day the boys

had been dropping in to congratulate me on my promotion. But

roll and turned me over to Wright, an

a kindly interest in me from the first.

also. an increase in

 

 

So I wrote to
  

I ke t right on

hen there

  

  

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box eoasn, scaarrrou, rs.
Bxplaln without ohilgalin

the position. or In the sub eel. bolore which

I.‘LEL‘I'IlIOAI; IIGIIIII

Electrician

Electric Wiring

l Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running

Heavy Electric Traction

I Electrical Draftsman

lleotrls Incline

Telegra h Expert

I Pract ca TeIeph0IIy

IIOIIAIIOAL llfllillll

Mechanical Draftsman

Tooirnnker

Ship Draftsman

I Machine Shop Practice

Gas En neer

I CIVIL NGINEQ.

me, how I can ckuallfyklgr

mar .

OIIIIIOAL IIGIIIBI

SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

Show Card Writer

Outdoor SI Painter

RAILROA ER

ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

BUSINESS IAIAGIIBIT

Private Secretary

:00KKEEPEII. T '

tenegraplernnl yplsl

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Traffic Mann men!

Commercial sv

GOOD ENGIJSI-I

Gunmen School Suhlaets

 

Surveying and Mapping CIVIL SERVICE

III! l\‘0lllI‘I OB lNG‘ll Railway Mail Clerk

ARCHlT'ECT STATIONARY IIIGISIII

Arehlteeturui Draftsman Textile Overseer or Supt.

PLCIBIIG AID IIIATIIG AGIIOULTUIII lpnnlal

Sheet Metal WOIIOI Peultrylnlslng Irnnal

Navigator Aatnnehllaa Italian

Name

l Present "'5".

I Occupation

Street

| and No

City State.i_i._.

Get a copy of our complete wireless catalog and order all of your radio material

iiom one source of supply and save trouble.

Our 180 page combined Manual and Catalog illustrates and accurately describes the

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., INC.

St. Louie—1108 Pine St.

San Francisco—604 Mission St.

Please mention E\'F.RYI)AY E.\'Gl.\'I-ZIZRING .\i.\G.-\ZiNE

ANUAL
 

Ready May 25

their efliciency. We

  

No. K-12
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NAPIER’S RODS AND THEIR USE
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addition of 3 to 9. It can all be seen

in the cut. This gives 12. The 2 is

put down as the fourth figure of the

answer and the 1 is carried to the next

addition, giving 1 and 4 and 1 to be

added, making 6, the fifth number of

the answer. The last or left-hand num

ber of the product is 2. There is no

addition for the left hand number;

often there is 1 to be added to it from

the preceding addition, which may have

given 1 to carry.

The rods were sometimes made

square and the four sides used for dif

ferent sets of multiplications. It was

his practise with four-sided rods to put

the alternate sides in reverse; this iS

shown in the cut. The rods were very

popular in old times; at the tercente

nary of Sir Charles Napier, which was

_ _ celebrated in Edinburgh a few years

International Radio Telegraph Company ago, a number of Sets were exhibited,

326 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY which had come down from former

days. On square rods the numbers

were so selected that the sum of the

index numbers on alternate faces were

_ _, equal. The sequence of numbers 011

' J the four faces of the rods ran as fol

lows: 9, 8, 0, 1; 7, 9, 2, 0; 6, 9.

3, 0; 3, 4, 6, S and so on. They rim

ten to the set, and a typical size W85

2% inches long and 3/16 inch square.

Single tube Detector and Amplifier Units are among the most

useful of the Interchangeable panel instruments in the Interna

tional Experimental Apparatus Line.

READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

AUDION DETECTOR RTD-102-A . . . . . .$l5.00

SINGLE STAGE AMPLIFIER RTA-104-A . $26.00

F. O. B. NEW YORK CITY

Write to Department 21 for our new FREE six-page catalogue.
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Ewe’re Prompt ll I
>

i‘ You don't have to wait from three weeks to three

I

l
l

 

 

 

months, for the apparatus you order. On everything

except apparatus specially constructed to order, you'll

5""-' the I"="°fi¢ °5 When square rods with reversed fig

; Shipment Guaranteed Within Twenty-Four Hours 11"’-S are used. the top 111d¢1$ 58"" h”

1 to be omitted, and only mne squarrt

, AlI(IIOIIS and Amplifiers

  

put on each rod.

 

Audion Control . .$22

Without hull: or B

hatteriea:—

I Step Amplifier

Without Detector.$28

with Detector . . .$33

Z step Amplifier

Without Detector.$45

with Detector . . .$5O

TO MAKE A HOLE IN GLASS
Mounted on

l,“;“,,"§‘_"‘°,',',§’,l§ . MAKE a circle of clay or cemelll

gglridmgllxgz ' rather larger than the intended

points, fin- , hole; pour some kerosene into the cuP
,‘,,‘,,,h,§e“f, 2;’: thus formed‘, igtnilte Iilt, (place thlet pitlllls

or nus 9 - upon a mo eraey ar suppo ,

':i?_;.',°lpt1:l; Ii: ‘ with a stick rather smaller than the

“‘“' K°Y- A l hole required, and a hammer, strike 3

, rather sharp blow. This will leave B

j rough-edged hole, which may be

I smoothed with a file. Cold water is

said to answer even better than a blow

t bi -

Eli? .= ‘s3'.’s°o
poutpuld.

  

If You II!!! I brlaht. snappy. monthly bulletin flint molfll somvthinl: and us Ge In sumac.

NEW! An Adlntor for Tubula B lb fit kt: I d I I
and I00 our bent. Ifllfilont. llld Dr08IIlIlV0§_VII7'|'l\‘I'l'l¥l-:II:0I.—Ill:l'll:: antoo _D.0ll'\|1:r;

Radilco Agent:

 
‘ or 0 u '1 ' . .:F_c§,5g{;,Z,9 The Radio Engineering Co. Norm Calm,

l Riéh-nasal, v... Baltimore, Md. Street While phosphorus is an excellent in

 

  
gredient in bronzes if used properly, if

can likewise become harmful if not em

ployed in the right manner. Too mu?-l1

phosphorus in the copper and till

bronzes (without zinc in them) will

cause the tin to separate in hard “lib

spots.” When zinc is present in the

bronzes, a very small amount of phos

PRACTICALLY ANYTHING A RADIO MAN WANTS IS SOLD

AT TI-IE STORE OF THE

American Electro Technical Appliance Company

  

HERE ARE SOME OF THE INSTRUMENTS KEPT IN STOCK

Filament Ammulerl for Radio work, made b Roller-Smlth. 0-—l, 0—2 Amnores. Llst Price, $0.20

SP ECIAL $.90
Loose Couplers. $5.00. $|l).00. $|5.00. $l9.00. White Metal Dlnls. 3", 50¢.

Tuning Calls. 4.000 Meters. $4.75: L250 Meters, $3.50. B|m1|n' P05“ 9c_ |r|¢_ no ",1 19¢

Mggdpgk Variable Condensers, .00! MFD, $4.75: .0005, paragon Rhe°Su¢s_ $|_75_

D.F t Rh ll, $l.00. C‘.’r.’.:.'"a'..%:;‘.:':1?.%s;"';:r.s% .‘..'."."n§?".t?""- All ?h'i'w~-F»‘l‘~ -W Phone only can be employed. A larg
Oscillation Transformer (MIIFGDCIL Tyne). $5.00. Mlrwnl VT B"""- ¥7-°°- 5°°“°‘ '°' s""°' """°' ammmt ($311595 bl0Wh0l€S. The amount
Llghtnlnq Switch. "600 V”.-loo AMP., $42.94. _ Ilurdock E}/"rt 'SocFl,<;t. $I.l1sl::20l3=F0re@t Tyne. SI-50. _ ll s_

s‘go“'I-1:0‘?! 3/I6 T?/'6 '"1-hrmded smmk with Nu" gdrltiiilgte Sctolirli ot°"IlseForeit. I Murdock and Grebe of phosphol-us lo use ls as fo ow '

sWPIt'l|!.lIDI;l;l.I1l!, 3/I6 x3'I6 wlth Machine Screw. 20c Lmb‘1“|s'||\Lt’acltJ\p"1t;.r Amman" on "mm ‘V1-‘en no zlnc ls present’ about

AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE COMPANY per cent. When zinc is present, from

DEPT. EM, zss FULTON STREET NEW YORK CITY

0.01 to 0.02 per cent.

Please mention Eveavmw ENGINEERING Msoazme
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AUDIOTRON
The Original Tubular Vacuum Detector, Amplifier, Oscillator

NOW FREE FROM

ALL RESTRICTIONS

Dealers and Amateurs!—

 

AUDIOTRONS, recognized as the most sensitive de

tectors ever produced, are now offered for amateur and

experimental uses in radio communication without any

restrictions whatever. They are no longer limited to

audio frequency and can now be used as detectors and

oscillators as well as amplifiers.

All patent questions also have been definitely settled.

AUDIOTRON is the first and only amateur vacuum tube

licensed under Fleming. Vacuum tube patents are basic

and have been sustained by the Federal Courts.

Be sure to get genuine AUDIOTRONS. They outclass

any other form of detector and are absolutely free from

all legal restrictions or difliculties. These new uses make

it even more necessary to insist on the genuine. You

can always tell a real AUDIOTRON by the name

stamped plainly on the glass.

 

Insist on the name AUDIOTRQN on every tube you

purchase. Fully guaranteed by the AUDIOTRON Mfg.

Co. (Read the guaranty below.)

Your last chance for an

AUDIOTRON ,5::.':!:. DETECTOR

‘Manufacturing reasons make it im— BIB uqdoubtedly 31¢ greatest 0P‘

possible to continue the present portumty CV61‘ Offered to imam“?

hand made AUDIOTION. "id"? °P¢l'9-t°Y5

This type has a double filament of See Y0"? dell" at °nce or "dc"

special thorium tungsten and the

operating life is over 2.000 hours.

No special socket is required. The

electrical and mechanical dimen

sions result in a heavy plate current

and corresponding signal strength.

Plate voltage under 40.

The few thousand that will still be

produced, however, will be of the

same standard of excellence that

has characterized every Atm1o'I‘aox.

Already recognized as the most

sensitive detector on the market,

these few that still remain, with all

restrictions on amateur use lifted,

AUDIOTRON MFG. COMPANY

(Succzrxorr to the JUDIO TRON Sale: C0.)

Dept. V Lick Bldg.

direct. Be sure to benefit by this

last opportunity to secure a hand

made super-sensitive double fila

ment AUDIOTIION Detector, Ampli

fier, Oscillator.

$6.00 each

No Increase in price

The AL'D|0TRO.‘V Exclusive Guar

anty: Each and every AUDXOTBON

is guaranteed to arrive in good con

dition and to prove fully satisfac

tory. Replacement of unsatisfac

tory tubes will be made free of

charge.

San Francisco, California

Please menlion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING Mmazma
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NEW RADIO PRQDUCTS

and PERSQNAL SERVICE

'"' “ In endeavoring to give personal

service to our ever growing

clientele, we realize that new

and more modern products

make for the betterment and

improvement of radio work

and to this end we ofier you the

latest scientific achievement in

radio

DUO LATERAL WOUND COILS

made in several different sizes covering every wavelength, these

coils have staggered winding and a lower natural period, lower

high frequency resistance, very low distributed capacity, lower

D. C. resistance and higher self inductance, which makes it an

ideall part of any set and superior to all other coils for amate|n'

wor .

Radio Engineers have made extensive tests of these coils and give

them their highest recommendations.

ORDER BY CATALOG NUMBER AS LISTED

 

 

-er ,_
- j-n.»-.'__-35,.»-_.,‘~" ».

5 lillliiiii
  

Catalog Working Wavelength Inductance in List Price Each

Number Range in Meters Milllhenriea Unmounted

25 130 to 250 .045 .045 Q .90

35 1 80 to 450 .075 .073 I .00

50 250 to 700 .156 .15 1.10

75 _ 400 to 900 .36 .34 1 .20

100 500 to 1400 .06 .57 1.30

I 50 600 to 2000 1 .40 1 .35 1 .40

200 I 000 to 2500 2.50 2.30 I .50

250 l 200 Q0 3500 4.2 4. I .50

300 1 500 to 4500 6.25 6.1 I .80

400 2000 to 5000 10.02 10.2 2.00

500 3000 to 6000 17.0 17.3 2.20

600 4000 to I 0000 25.0 22.0 2.50

750 5000 to I 2000 38.0 35.3 2.70

1000 8000 t0 15000 72.5 00.3 2.90

1250 ‘I0000 to 20000 116.0 112.3 3.50

1500 15000 to 25000 171.5 102.2 4.00

We also carry a large stock of high grade electrical apparatus, includ

ing a very complete line of heating appliances.

You have our rnoat courteous invitation to spend a few moments in our

spacious show rooms and look over our complete stock. We will gladly

show you any instrument or part you may desire to examine. It will

be a revelation to you, besides it is part of our service.

OUR WORD OF HONOR TO YOU IS

OUR GUARANTEE. LET US PROVE IT.

Write Dept. F6 for literature and price lists

CONTINENTAL RADIO AND ELECTRIC CORP.

J. DiBIasi, Secy. J. Stantley, Treas.

6 Warren Street - - - New York

  

 

  

SUMMER CONSTRUCTION
oi that new radio set should incorporate new, emcient and inexpensive improvements, "ARBANBEE JACKS

AND PLUGS" accomplish such a purpose.

Use "ARRANBEE JACKS AND PLUGS"

for cutting in additional headsets; on re

ceiving or audion control panels in place

oi binding posts; ior miniature exocri

monial huarrl for conveniently variable

vacuum iuh~- or other circuits. and for

hundreds of other practical uses.

"ARRANBEE JACKS AND PLUGS" mi.-an s new era in construction of future radio instrulnenis. G0

lo your dealer NOW and ask him for them. lie will get them ior you ii‘ you want iheiu.

Mada by the makers oi the famous "ST.-\.\'DARD VT B.\T'l'ERY."

“ARRANBEE JACKS AND PLUGS," nickel plated, $1.50 per dozen.

RICHTER & BYRNE, Manufacturers

198 Roebling Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc., SOLE EASTERN AGENTS, 150 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK CITY.

  

Should you know ofwa worthy young man desirous of obtaining

a good technical education and making a good future for himself refer

him to our announcement on page 379 of this number.

 

 

SIMPLE APPLIANCE SAVES

LAMPS

By A. A. Michaud

UNDREDS of shop managers and

plant office managers are apt to

overlook the largest and most important

expense factor entering into lighting

costs and by drawing their attention to

it, they will eliminate the underlying

cause and in consequence, lower the

lighting bill considerably. This applies

to hundreds of cases where powerful

electric drop-lights are used in offices or

shop departments located directly below

a machine shop or other factory depart

ment, where considerable banging

around, moving of parts in process of

manufacture, trucking, or punch press

action, causes the floor to vibrate ex

cessively or jar quickly. The sudden

bang will invariably break the filament

or sever the wire in the lamp, directly

under the disturbance, and a new lamp

must then take its place. The filament

of Tungsten lamps are more fragile

than those of ordinary carbon lamps.

which are rapidly being superseded by

the more efficient type.

  

Spring suspension to save fragile lamps

An office using 40 250-volt, 200—\vatt

lamps, and located under a. machine I

shop (where only Light parts were being

manufactured) came under the writer's

observation, and it developed that :1

daily average of four lamps were re

placed at a cost of $1.75 each, or :1

total daily expense in that department

alone of $7.00. As this daily loss was

continued for a long time in an ofifice

with only 40 lights, located under a

machine shop making I/ight parts, the

reader will appreciate the great saving

to a company having many large offices

and shops that come directly under de

partments making heavy parts, and the

unnecessary expense incurred in some

cases must amount to thousands of dol

‘ lars annually. In fact, inasmuch as the

bad lamps are usually replaced by the

electrician or assistant before or after

office hours—there being nearly ade

quote light during the day from nearby

Please menlion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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lights not coming directly under the

cause of destruction—this unnecessary

expense is not likely to come under the

observation of a responsible person.

And, again, it is hardly necessary to

mention the inconvenience sometimes

felt when there is no light at all at a

time when it is most needed, as in the

case of sudden darkness brought about

by an impending storm, or at a time

when night work is required, in the

offices that use very little artificial light

during the day.

The accompanying drawing shows

the practical remedy that was adopted

several months ago by the concem using

only 40 large drop lights in their offices,

and the worth while saving has proved

its practicability, and at the present

time the lights in the shop are being

equipped with these springs.

BRUSH AND GAGE COM

BINATION

CONCERN in Springfield, Mass,

has brought out the gage illustrated

herewith. The brush serves to clean

the dirt from the hole to be gaged, and

it is claimed that, thus equipped, the

life of the gage is lengthened by not

coming in contact with a hole charged

with gritty substances. The bristles

  

Brush and gage combination I I

are of slightly varying lengths so that

when the brush is used in connection

with a thread gage they tend to clean out

the thread at both top and bottom. As

plug gages are usually finished to limits

of 1/10,000 of an inch with highly

polished surfaces, the importance of in

serting the gage into clean holes is im

portant as it reduces the time needed

for checking and refinishing due to

wear from grit.

DIE STOCK FOR SMALL DIES

N various classes of automobile and

electrical work and also in machin

ery making, it is necessary to thread

small screws or studs that cannot be

removed from the place in which they

are screwed very easily and which

would be difficult to handle with the

ordinary form of “T” handle die stock.

The tool illustrated is made by turn

ing down a piece of steel to the size

required to handle standard small,

round dies. The shank of the device is

a piece of pipe or tube, a %-in. gas

pipe being used in some cases, and this

(Continued on page 364)

 

  

THE NEW

A. R. Co Variable Condenser ‘
We offer Radio Men something out of

the ordinary in variable condensers.

This new model is a step ahead of its

rivals in that the plates are made of

aluminum and heavier than those

found in the average condensers. The

rotary plates are rounded at one end,

not the usual semi-circular type, thus

affording a straight line capacity,

which is a very valuable _feature in

Wave Meter work. The zero capacity

in an instrument of this type is con

siderably lower than that of usual con

densers.

Shaft on which rotary plates are mounted is carefully machined from tool

steel. Instrument can he quickly mounted in case or behind panel.

Made in two capacities, furnished unmounted only. with or without dial of

fine black moulded composition and bakelite knob. _

Backed up by Radisco guaranteed quality of workmanship and low price.

  

With Dial

Capacity Unrnounted 6: Knob

.0005 mf. $5.00 $6.00

.00l mf. 6.25 7.25

Shipping weight Z pounds.

Prices quoted do not include carrying

charges to Pacific Coast or duty paid

for Canadian use.

RADISCO AGENTS

paratus of proven merit. Look for the

Radisco trade mark on all parts you

buy and be sure of getting efficient

apparatus.

Below are listed a few of the reliable

firms who carry the RADISCQ COILS.

Better "B" Batteries and are our Agents for all other standard apparatus

carry only ap

of merit. ‘

COMMUNICATE YOUR WANTS TO THEM. l

ALBANY, N. Y. NEW ORLEANS, LA. I

E. L. Long, L. A. Rose,

21 Magnolia Terrace 121 Camp Street

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. NEWARK, N. J.

A. H. Corwin & Co.,

4 West Parlr Street.

NEWCASTLE, PA.

Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. Co.,

507 Florence Ave. “8I'IA"

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Philadelphia School of Wireless

Telegraphy,

Broad and Cherry Streets.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Rhode Island Elec. Equip. Co.,

45 Washington Street.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Radio Electric Co.,

Independent Radio Supply Co.,

118 So. New Jersey Ave.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Radio Engineering Co.,

614 North Calvert St.

BEINVILLE, QUEBEC, CAN.

Canadian Radio Mfg. Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

Atlantic Radio Co.,

88 Broad Street

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Kelly & Phillips Electric Co.,

312 Flathush Ave.

BRONX, NEW YORK

Amateur Wireless Equipment 3807 Fifth Ave.

C9,, SEATTLE, WASH.

1390 Prospect Ave. Northwest Radio Service Co.,

CHICAGO, ILL. 1801 Sixth Ave.

Chicago Radio Laboratories, SCRANTON» PA- ‘

1316 Carmen Ave. Shotton Radio Mfg. Co., .

EUREKA, PEORIA, P. O. Box 3,

ILLINOIS Branch 8 Kingsbury St.,

Klaus Radio Co. ~IlII1¢ll°Wl1- N- Y

KANSAS CITY, MO. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

McCreary Radio Supply, Electric Service Co.,

4-th and Delaware Streets 535 Armory Street

LOS ANGELILS, CALIF. TORONTO, ONT., CAN.

The Wireless Shop, The Vimy Supply Co.,

511 West Washington St. 585 College Street.

MONTREAL, CAN. WASHINGTON, D. C.

J. B. Miller, National Radio Supply Co.,

1600 Hutchinson St. 808 Ninth Street, N. W.

McKEESPORT, PA. WICHITA, KAN.

K. dc L. Electric Co., The Cosradio Co.,

421 Olive Sh-¢¢¢ 1725 Fairrnount Ave.

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY - Newark, New Jersey

Please mention Evenvnav Ezvcmeemnc MAGAZINE

.‘f
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ATTENTION AMATEURS

The only practical adapter

Price $1.50

RADISCO AGENCY

  

We make up sets to specifications

Made by the

AMATEUR WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO. N

I390 Prospect Ave., Bronx, N. Y. Q Y D

'

/Catalogue sent on receipt of 10¢, which

may be d e d u c t ed from first order. Dealers write for proposition

 

“Sparks” says:

“Lasting Satisfaction
is measured to a great extent by the initial quality of the

radio apparatus you purchase.’

Our high grade line of Standard-make Commercial and

Amateur Radio equipment embodies the latest ideas in

design and workmanship which assure you of lasting

satisfaction under all operating conditions.

Our Specialty

is rendering you such Service that you may always know

yo_ur interests will be looked after as to Quality and

price.

Call on us when in town. Your wants will be Quickly

and Satisfactorily looked after.

Our latest catalog is yours for 10 cents to cover postage.

Write for it today.

  

The International Electric Co.
Eugene Dynner, Pruldlnt

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

" .1‘ R di A -
9."m"'..,.1' ..°wi-.,'l -“ 226-A Fulton Street

 

 

  

  

PRECISION AUDION CONTROL UNITS

TYPE AU-1 DETECTOR PANEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24.00

TYPE AU-IX DETECTOR PANEL (For Tubular Audions) . . . . . . . $27.50

TYPE AU-3 TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $57.50

TYPE AU-4 TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER WITH DETECTOR. . . . . $67.50

Standard, compact instruments. mounted on dull grained finished Bakelite

panels, tubes behind the panels. All types one size, measuring 7%" by 8%" and

fitted in standard interchangeable cases measuring 4%" by 7%" by 8%” hand

rubbed mission finish, and provided with hinged cover permitting inspection and

tube renewals. _ _ _ _ _

All instruments arranged to be used with regenerative circuits and sold with

out tubes or plate batteries.

J. EDW. BROADBELT, JR.

Maker of PRECISION RADIO EQUIPMENT

553 E. Thirty-eighth Street Baltimore, Md.
  

BE SURE AND ORDER YOUR COPY I

OF EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE FOR AUGUST NOW TO INSURE GETTING IT

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

  

  

pipe is provided with a wooden or metal

handle. A pin through the handle is

used to secure that member to the

shank and care should be taken in

driving the pins at both ends of the

tool so that they will be put to one side

of the hole. This will hold the shank

from turning just as securely as though

they were driven right through the tube

Gas P/,ae_._ _

or Tubing

  

Die steak for small dies

and at the same time the bore of that

member is not restricted so that long

studs may be threaded. The central

hole is cut right through the handle

and it will be evident that very long

threaded pieces may be made as the rod

will pass into the handle as the die

feeds down. The various uses of such

a tool will suggest themselves to me

chanical men.

HANDY OILER FOR TOOLS

ANY workmen and mechanics al

low their tools to rust because of

the bother of oiling up a rag and rub

bing the tools over every time they leave

them. To be continually fussing with

an oil-can and an oily rag is more or

less inconvenient so here is a little kink

to relieve the situation.

Procure a small tin with a cover sim

ilar to a salve box. Then cut a strip of

felt or heavy flannel just a little wider

than the depth of the box and coil the

strip of cloth inside until the box is

completely filled. Press the layers to

gether and squeeze in as much of the

cloth as is necessary to make a compact

mass.

Then saturate this felt-filled box with

machine oil. When in the proper con

dition it will remind one of an ink-pad.

Then when a tool is to be oiled simply

remove the box cover and draw the tool

over the oily padding as much as neces

sary and the job is done without soiling

the hands. Replace cover on box when

not in use to keep out the dust.—L. B.

Robbins.
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Recognized as the largest and best

 

The G. A. Standardized Condenser

GIVES THAT DEGREE OF PRIDE AND SATISFACTION

YOU EXPECT FROM AN EXPENSIVE INSTRUMENT

While designed as a precision laboratory instrument, the G. A. STANDARDIZED

CONDENSERS are invariably the choice of those who require maximum efliciency

in receiving sets or vacuum tube transmitters.

Under actual comparison with condensers having moulded composition insula

tion. the signal strength and sharpness of tuning oi a receiver is greater with the

C. A. STANDARDIZED CONDENSERS. In vacuum tube transmitters, the radia

tion is increased as much as 20%, due to the perfect insulation oi the Bakelite

end plates.

other make.

The capacity ratio oi C. A. condensers is higher than that of any

The condenser can be mounted by securing the upper end plate to

the panel. Radisco or similar dials can be used.

SPECH-'ICATlONS:—SmaIi size, 0.0000I to 0.000585 mfd., 29 plates, height over shaft, 3_';§

ins. Large size. 0.0000I5 to 0.00l I5 mfd., 59 plates, height over shaft. 6% ins. 3/I6 in.

shaft protrudes I in.. threaded for 6/31 screw. End plates '4 in. Bakelite 3% Ins. diam.

PRlCE:—SmalI size. $6.85. Wt. 2 lbs. Large size, $l3.65, Wt. 4 lbs. Calibration curve for

either size, $0.50.

Send 3c stamp ior the G. A. Bulletin of Radio and Modal Supplies

‘CIA?
THE GENERAL APPARATUS COMPANY

4310-A Broadway at l83rd St.

OPEN UNTIL

NINE 0'CLOCI

EVERY

EVENING

BUY YOUR

SUPPLIES AT

Tl-IE G. A.

STORE

New York City

 

O, What a Pal

Z” was Mary, but say boy,

do you know an up-t0

the-minute radio in

stallation is SOME pal

too?

\/Ve manufacture high grade apparatus only.

Here is a good value—The Ace V.T. Socket—

with grid leak at $1.50 each. Better buy Ace

equipment than he sorry you did not. Ask your

dealer.

The Precision Equipment Company

2437 Gilbert Ave., Dept. B, Cincinnati, Ohio

PACENT ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Builders and specialists in Electrical, Radio

and Laboratory equipment.

SALES AGENTS

for

DUBILIER CONDENSI-IRS,

 

II
0

 

Federal

Radio

Accessories

Are the Recognized

STANDARDS for Their

Respective Uses.

BULLETIN 102 W.A.

Gives full description. Be

sides it contains valuable

information on

AMPLIFICATION

of Radio Signals

Send 6c in Stamps today and

receive this Bulletin.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH CO.

1756 Elmwood Avenue

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

REWINDING A. C. MOTORS

Dept. F, 900-902 Penna. Ave., N. W.,

DUO-LATERAL C0115,

GREBE APPARATUS,

MAGNAVOX PRODUCTS,

RAWSON METERS,

STANDARD VT BATTERIES,

and other first class equipment.

Tslonhons Bsslunan 58I0

150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Send ten cents for

descriptive catalogue to

Washington, D. C.

Subscribe to Everyday Engineering Magazine Now And You will Be Sure to Get Every Issue.

Page 294—BooIrs Given Away Free.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

And all methods for sonnet-tin snd reconnect srs

char shown in the ELE ICAL W0

ml . 66r;d:?n¢‘r£l1s Iléil detailed expianltllzgs

nary an reconnecting ps-ob

Blsii-trialans and Experimsnters I11] find this host

what th nun impti "The Elsatriesl
(“v(’:('la\'0$’.l_F‘iJf.Ig'l‘d:"2n1P;l)'I.0O. $4.00 .C.ssh with or-dc cl

HENRY F. BOSSHART

P. 0. Box OI Hnnnvood 8ts. Plttshur|a_ Pans,

See Special Otter On
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ACME 250

Boston—NewYork

"To IDQ Z

"Your slgs come in great here

OM. Am 25 miles north of New

York City. I only wish you could

exchange places for a night. All the

~ thirteen messages received OK.

‘Delivered the No. 1 by phone this A. M. Mrs. P was glad to receive ii,_

“I radiate only three amps now. Set isn't tuned up good at nil. Expect to get six amps

very soon and maybe then you will not have any trouble in getting me. (It's 180 miles.)

l "I know Boston pretty well OM. Was up there for a year with the United Fruit Co.'s Ships.

"73" to ail. Tell IAE I hear him but QRM bad from New York Clty."NAM‘E ON REQUEST.

(1 AE Uses an ACME TRANSFORMER)

ACME 12 KW-—l1OO MILES

"I have now used the Acmo V2 KW Transformer for about flvs months. During that period

I have worked the following stations outside of my district in spite of the bad conditions that

exist in New England and in spite of the fact that I am in the heart of a fairly large city.

ZBB 2BM 2BN 2DA ZJU ZKX 2'1‘! 2XH 3CC SCB SCC SDB 8DV 8DY SEN SEV 8JQ.

These are the stations actually worked and I have received numerous cards from all distances

up to 1100 miles. The record being Capleville, Tenn.. just 1100 miles, where I was copied

QSA with single auditron bulb and loose coupler." NAME ON REQUEST.

ACME 1 KW—l7OO MILES

“The following relay massage received from the “K ," after working him several times

while he was near Panama. Speaks mighty well for the 1 KW ACME TRANSFORMER.

‘Letter received through Hicks. Will be in Gulf of

Mexico 22nd. Listen for you 9 P. M. nightly. YOU

STRONG OFF PANAMA. Write upon return to New York.’ "

NAME ON REQUEST.

BULLETINS ON REQUEST

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY

24 Windsor Street Cambridge 39, Mass.

TRANSFORMER AND RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

 

  

 

St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

 

To the Radio Engineer

Radio Manufacturer

Radio Amateur

You cannot afford to do without the

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO

ENGINEERS

In it, you will find all the latest information on Transmitters,

Receivers, Bulbs, Radio Telephony, Elimination of Strays, and

every other important radio topic.

$9.00 (in U. S.)

Subscription per year{ 9.60 (abroad)

Address

Secretary,

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS

COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

Loose Couplers

Combination boa Cany

cr Puts and socuaries.

Send 4:: sump for Iii

ersturo which ll lurl

~I-0 lntsrolt Ylll.

J. F. ARNOLD *°‘E.EZt‘§fiZ;‘ ‘l31'J"""

 

 

  

RADIO APPARATUS

on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

Pull plrtia.Inrl lndtho BVABULLIIIIIQQQIQD

iomtonrsonipoo(laneonts—|tnmpu or coin.

J. DONALD VANDERCOOK

LOMBARD Ba: m ILLINOIS

  

 

SEMI-LUMINOUS PAINT

OON after the discovery of radium

by the Curies in 1898 certain

fluorescent and phosphorescent mineral

compounds were found to be so sensi

tive to the radio activity of this element

that they show luminescence when only

brought near it, actual contact being

unnecessary. A fine quality of zinc

sulphid known as Sidot’s blende proved

to be the most responsive, says W. S.

Andrews in the General Electric

Review. Sir William Crookes by the

invention of his ingenious spinthari

scope brought this phenomenon of

radio-active luminescence prominently

before the public eye. This device con

sists of a dark chamber enclosing a

disk of cardboard that is coated with

zinc sulphid. A small wire is fixed

above the disk so that one end of it is

very close to the sulphid but not touch

ing it and a microscopic speck of salt

of radium is attached to this end of

the wire. When this combination is

observed through a magnifying lens of

proper power, the zinc sulphid is seen

to be perpetually scintillating with in

numerable little stars in the vicinity of

the radium. This remarkable appear

ance is caused by the alpha rays that

are discharged from the radium with

tremendous velocity, some of which

bombard the sulphid like atomic can

non balls, every hit producing a flash

of light on the target.

A next obvious step was to mix a

very minute amount of radium salt

with finely powdered zinc sulphid so

that it might be combined with a suit

able adhesive and used as a self-lumi

nous paint. For a long time this paint

was looked upon only as an interesting

scientific curiosity, but during recent

years it has been applied in various

useful ways to make small objects con

stantly visible in the dark. For ex

ample, it is now used extensively on the

hands and dials of watches and clocks,

making it easy to tell the time in total

darkness; also on the pointers of aero

plane and prismatic compasses and

other instruments. One of its most re

cent and convenient applications is on

electric switch buttons, drop chain

sockets, etc., thereby guiding a person

directly to the switch in a dark room.

Phosphorescent Paint.

This radio-active self-luminous paint

must not be confounded with an article

that has been on the market for many

years under the name of “Balmain’s

luminous paint,” which was invented

by Professor Balmain, of the London

University, about the year 1875. The

base of the Balmain paint is a special

preparation of phosphorescent calcium

sulphid, and it requires the excitation

of a strong light to make it shine. It

absorbs the luminous radiation and then

emits it again as a soft phosphorescent

(Continued on page 368)

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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“THE ATLANTIC RADIO COMPANY VARIABLE CONl)ENSER”
 

THE “ARCO" VARIABLE

CONDENSER, illustrated

above, is made in two capaci

ties—.0005 Mfd. and .001 Mfcl.

5 The rotary plates are rounded

on one end, affording a straight

line capacity — a valuable fea

ture in wave meter work. The

condenser is furnished un

mounted only, but with the
2 2 * ’ ” T addition of Dial and Knob, if

desired. Dial is of moulded composition, scale in whi-te——0-l00 reading. Bakelite Knob.

We can guarantee this condenser in every way as to quality, reliability and satisfaction.

The low price is decidedly an innovation.

  

\

\

PRICE:

Capacity Uiunounted With Dial and Knob

.ooos Mid. $5.00 $6.00

.001 Mfd 6.25 7.25

"BULLETIN l4:'—describing and illustrating the best in RADIO

EQUIPMENT will be mailed upon receipt of l0 cents in stamps.

This amount may be deducted on your first order of $l.00 or over.

ATLANTIC RADIO CO., Inc.
Now England Distributors "Rldicco" Products

88 BROAD STREET BOSTON 9, MASS.
 

 

 

 

"ASK ANYONE WHO HAS USE) IT"

What Our Patrons Say:

“You manufacture a brand of

phones that surpass all of equal

price and most of higher price."

(Name on Request.)

Brandes

lwireless Headset

A More Comprehensive

WICONY SERVICE

The Radio Art has long known Wicony to stand for perfec

tion as applied to Navy, Army and Commercial radio apparatus.

  

The Radio Art will now know Wicony to stand for perfection ‘ ‘"°""°"- 1°” °'"'"- '7

as applied to specially designed amateur and experimental radio ‘ TRIAL ;m_o-it Bmgdu Wirrlzu

aPP="*""@- QFFER »_J.l'¢'.""r'/.'¢"»'iI'§,l. ‘ll? 3",-1-'

_ _ tiqnifss, cleanien arid dir

Radio Dealers, amateurs and experimenters have been freely ‘ W'¢'- If '""'"' '"' 4°-*1.‘-Y°'.‘ "' "°'
. . . . ‘ only tutu d but cnthunutw own

consulted. Therefore, this new service is really yours—-outlined llum——b_¢c 4:01;“ youfr money

' - - . also . we t
by men who would consider the matter from your point of view. , ;nf';“h-,’;_ ,,,"..mmj’,:d”,:',‘,"‘_.‘. Th:

_ _ _ . i two diapllragma, toned exactly alike,

Watch for further announcements in Radio periodicals. ‘ =""'Q"*"' "W -Hamil: and mm!
' bhirnng. Uud by many U. . Gov

. . l tr I pert d t br ad;DEALERS: It will pay you to write us now. § iy'?:ll¢g::_'ana’i¢a¢l»»i:: :i.:h‘oo‘l.r,-oavid

i by professional: and amateur: Ivory

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY '"'"§2~» war camera
Radio Engineers, Manufacturers and Distributors. . C 32 Uni", sun,’

47-B West Street New York City A lNC- R°"“'"'""'°"‘

WIRELESS RECEIVER Sl"I-TClALI.\‘TS
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RADIO APPARATUS

Distributors of reliable Radio

apparatus for experimenters

in every branch of the Radio

field!

.. - -1 "R mem

,=;-»-=.- ..:~ W.
Q "In carry an

oh ' immense

service
stoclr.

  

Honey-Comb Coils

LITZENDBAHT WIRE. (While they last.)

  
LL-75 330-1030 meters . . . . . . . . . . . . $l.B0

LL-100 450-1460 “ . . . . . . . . . $l.70

LL-150 660-2200 " . . . . . . $2.00

LL-200 030-2850 " $Z.l0

LL-250 1800-4000 " $2.30

LL—300 1550-4800 " $2.50

LL-400 2050-0300 " $2.80

LL-600 4000-12000 " $3.00

LL-750 5000-15000 " . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.20

LL-1000 6200-19000 " . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.50

LL-1250 7000-21000 " . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.90

Note :-—'l‘hese are the genuine DeForest lltz

coils.

Transmitting Condensers

  

(Dubilisr)

Type Watts Cap Price

D-100 250 .007 . . . . . . . . . . .. $I9.00

D-101 500 .001 . .. . . . . . .. $30.00

D-102 1000 .001 . . . . . . . . . . . . $45.00

D-103 1000 Spec. .007 . . . . . . . . . . . . $50.00

D-150 For C. W. or spsrlr coil trsns

mitters, .0024 MIL, 8000

volts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S 5.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Transmitting Transformers

(New Type Acme)

Acme 250 Wstt mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . $i8.00

" $50 “ unmounted . . . . . . . . .. $i3.00

" 500 " mounted . . . . . . . . . . .. $22.00

" 500 " unmounted . . . . . . . . .. l8.00

" 1000 “ mounted . . . . . . . . . . .. 33.00

" 1000 " unmounted . . . . . . . . .. $28.00

F. D. Pitts C0. Boston, Mass.

Continuous Wave, Power

Transformers

(For Wireless Telephone)

Acme 200 Watt C. W. Power trans.

unmounted. . . . . $l6.00

" 200 " C. W. Power trans.

mounted . . . . . . . $20.00

“ B0 " C. W. Power trans.

mounted . . . . . . . $l5.00

" 50 " C. W. Power trans. '

unmounted. . . . . $I2.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Modulation Transformers

(For Wireless Telephone)

Acme A-3 unmounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $4.50

“ A-3 semi-mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5.00

“ A-3 mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Quenched Gaps

Amrad G-1 1 K. W. type . . . . . . . . . ..$29.75

" G-I $4 K. W. type . . . . . . . . . .. $|8.85

" G-8 1,4 K. W. type . . . . . . . . . .. $l3.50

F. D. Pitts Co.

Important! Every article sent to

any part of the U. S. A. Postage

prepaid. We want yo\n' busi

ness. Send 6 cents in stamps for

new catalog.

F. D. PITTS C0., inc.

12 Park Square Dept. F.

BOSTON, lVlASS., U. S. A.

Boston, Mass.

  

  

nucrs ..':.~..:;..

. - Electrical

~ ... w-..... atalog

" .|us'r OFF THE PRESS

I75 Pages o! Wireless

Instruments  

Any radio amateur will tell you

t there is no catalog to take its

place, and that it is s Beacon

Light to guide you in the selection of

your apparatus.

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED

TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF I2: IN

STAMPS OR C0lN, which may be de

ducted on first dollar purchase.

Great cost of earning and low prices

prohibit distribution otherwise

What This Big Cstslog Contains

115 pp. Wireless Ap

l

l

l

l ~i2pp.MotuPl and

I psrstus tor Com

l

l

I

l

lI_\ nsinus ,

mereial s n d Ex

perimental use;

it pp. Raw Materiel;

I

I

l

lpp Flashlights; :

Ipp. Medical lit-I

I

I

I pp. Trsnsiormers ' "nu;

Opp Auto snd 329°-I mm?" ""1

Batteries:

tpp. Telezrspl Mpp. ilisctrieei sndl

instruments: Mechanics] Books. I

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.

Z44-240 Superior Street, Tole lo, Ohio

BURGESS BATTERY

COMPANY
HARRIS TRUST Bi.0G.- CHlCAGO,ll.l..

37PoRd)T"

  

“Trade Marl”

High grade Batteries made up in

single transparent Celluloid and

Pyralin cells for model and radio

work.

Special Batteries made to order

also duplicating of foreign bat

teries.

Prices on request.

ALBERT MULLER

8758 Queens Boulevard

Jamaica, Long island, N. Y

  

  

J

 

SEMI-LUMINOUS PAINT

(Continued from page 366)

glow which gradually fades away, so

that in the course of a few hours it

ceases to be visible until again excited

to phosphorescence. The self-luminous

radi-active paint differs entirely from

the above in containing within itself

its own exciting power, so that it con

tinues to shine indefinitely even when

kept in perpetual darkness.

Life of Radium.

The question is sometimes asked,

“How long will the self-luminous com

pound maintain its brightness?” Ac

cording to recent research the “half

period” decay of radium is 1750 years.

Based on this assumption, and taking

for example one gram of radium to

start with, one-half of this will dis

appear by spontaneous decomposition

in 1750 years, leaving half a gram.

During the next period of 1750 years

one-half of this remainder will disap

pear, leaving one-quarter gram, and so

on. It is thus evident that, for all

practical purposes, the life of the

radium content may be considered un

limited. Not so, however, with the

zinc sulphid, the quality of which in

itself is subject to considerable varia

tion according to its purity and the

method of its preparation. There ap

pears to be a certain amount of lumi

nous quality locked up, so to speak, in

the zinc sulphid. This quantum Oi

light-producing ability may be liber

ated and used up quickly and with high

intensity by strong excitation, or slowly

and with a lower intensity by a weaker

excitation. Therefore, assuming the

use of a uniform quality of zinc sul

phid, the useful life of a very bright

self-luminous compound will naturally

be shorter than that of a compound

showing a weaker luminescence will

depend on the percentage of radium

element mixed with the zinc sulphid.

 

Factors Determining Life of Luminous

Paint.

An incandescent lamp may be taken

as a familiar illustration of this argu

ment. We may compare the voltage

used on the lamp to the radium, and

the filament to the zinc sulphid. we

all know that an incandescent lamp

operated at a voltage well below nor

mal has a very long life and, Vi<I'3

versa, when it is operated at a voltagfl

much higher than normal its life ii

short. Thesc- results are practically

parallel with the results which obtain

in connection with self-lumious paint.

The normal voltage for an incandescent

lamp is arbitrarily described by condi

‘ tions under which it will produce H

satisfactory light for a reasonable num

ber of hours, and these same conditions

may be applied to the consideration of

a proper degree of brightness for self
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luminous radium-zinc compounds. If

a compound containing, say 100 micro

grams of radium element per gram of

zinc sulphid has a useful life of 20

years, it is reasonable to infer that by

doubling the radium content the lu

minescence will be increased about

twofold; but the useful life will be

halved, or reduced to 10 years.

The satisfactory luminescent in

tensity of a radio_-compound will de

pend largely on the purpose for which

it is used, this is also involving the

area of the luminous surface employed,

so that no fixed standard of light per

unit of surface can be adopted. For

army and navy purposes the United

States Government calls for a guar

antee on self-luminous paint that it

shall maintain an undiminished lumi

nosity for 2 years.

It is well known that the phenome

non of radio-activity is not confined to

radium. A product of thorium, known

as radio-thorium, is intensely radio

active, but it has a much shorter life

than radium, its half period of ex

istence being estimated at only 3 or 4

years. Meso-thorium, from which

radio-thorium is evolved, is a by-prod

uct of the incandescent gas mantle in

dustry and on account of its relative

cheapness as compared with radium it

is now being used extensively either

by itself or combined with radium in

the production of self-luminous paints.

UNITED STATES AND THE

WORLD

The United States has only 6 per

cent of the population of the world and

only 7 per cent of the land, yet it pro

duces:

20 per cent of the World’s supply of

Gold,

25 per cent of the World’s supply of

Wheat,

40 per cent of the World’s supply of

Iron and Steel,

40 per cent of the World’s supply of

Lead,

40 per cent of the World’s supply of

Silver,

50 per cent of the World’s supply of

Zinc,

52 per cent of the World’s supply of

Coal,

60 per cent of the World’s supply of

Cotton,

60 per cent of the World’s supply of

Copper,

60 per cent of the World’s supply of

Aluminum,

66 per cent of the World’s supply of

Oil,

75 per cent of the World’s supply of

Corn,

85 per cent of the World’s supply of

Automobiles.

  

A More improved

lNl)lCATlNG DIAL

This new dial made of same quality and

workmanship as our famous smaller one,

is marketed to fulfill the demand for a

dial to fit the standard M; inch Shaft.

Made of black polished composition with

radial lines and figures accurately en

graved and filled with brilliant white.

Diameter is 37/fi inches, and 3/16 inches

thick. Bevelled edge. Knob has set

screw to clamp shaft of instrument.

  

liioorhead Electron Belay New Style . . . . . .$6.00

a Inch am only 75¢. zvmi knob s|.so 5&3; ;‘§,',",.‘,’,“Q'°-‘i-' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "Pomul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

37/, inch dial only $I.00. With knob $1.70 Shipping weight 1 pound, Guaranteed. Licensed

Postpaid under Fleming and De Forest Patents.

OUR NEW CATALOG now ready for distribution contains 24 snappy

pages of news and descriptions of all standard Radio parts, including the

above indicating dial.

Sent anywhere upon receipt of 10:.

For sale at all Radisco Agencies and by

A. H. CORWIN & CO.

4 West Park Street Newark, N. J.

 

CAN YOU APFORD

TO EXPERIMENT
with apparatus without an established

reputation?

OUR PRODUCTS

Have earned an enviable reputation for

reliability during 13 years of continuous

manu facture.

OUR LINE

is most complete and is carried by

most good dealers.

OUR CATALOG

will be mailed for 6c stamps and our

prices are most reasonable-quality

considered. ‘

Clapp Eastham Co.

131 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass_

A

1,4 KW. PANEL TYPE I-IYTONE

TRANSMITTER. PRICE $250.00

  

  

  

 

TARY GAP
Belt-driven Well quenched

Solid balanced rotor Short leading snarl

Lama steel shaft Clear tone

Long brass hearing High Etlicloncy

COMPLETE $10.00

 

, Pollpcid

’ The WILCOX LABORATORIES inc.

Lansing Dept. D Michigan

Llsnirlv wrnsiisss m|.=¢.-mm
Fascinating and Educational Work—8lg 8alarlaa—Prapara Now

The United States Shipping Board is making heavy demands upon usforbodpo-trainedwirelessopez

atom. Travel all over the worlo. secure,!ree, unsurpassed living accoinmodations and earn a bigsalary

We Also Teach Morse (Wire) Telagraphy and Railway Ilncounflng

School oltabllohod 45 ycars. Endorsed by wireless. railway and telegraph officials

rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. '

Dodge’: Telegraph and Wireless institute

Catoiol Froo. Wrllo T03;

1&1 8|. Valparaiso, Indian:
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FOR the beginner

Amateur.

  

'.\

5

-_\~\

_'*?’l 

’ ' A NEW DETECTOR

That can either be used as a Panel Unit. as advocated

by this magazine or "on the table," and only one knob

la uaad for Position and Pressure. Instantly adillstabie

to any spot on the (natal. Price ineludee tested gains.

Ian fight; I5 ins. 32.50. Baee 5 ins. by 5 ins.

8 oupa .

Just write for information and Ill!

THE BARWICK RADIO SUPPLY CO.

89,'Britannia Ave. Hamilton, Ont., Can.

YOUR FUTURE?

IS ON

12 .__.

Tl-IE SEAS
‘I ii Be a

Ship

Officer

  

Join America's

Mighty Merchant Marine

Hundreds of flrst, second and third mates, masters

and captains are needed by the big shipping com

panies and America's great merchant marine.

Salaries up to $412 per month

and living expenses.

Ships flying the American flag pay the biggest

salariee oi any in the entire world.

Learn Navioatien at Home or on Board Bilp.

Captain Warren Sheppard's Course on Ocean

Coast and Lakes Navigation la now ready. It is

a life time of practice placed before you for quiak

mastery. Captain Sheppard was instructor for the

United States Shipping Board during the war.

All of his students received licenses-—fr0m third

mate to master. Not one tailed. He oflers this

same sure method to you at a very low price.

You cannot fail.

  

i~ \»iRn\n4nun\4a~
11» \m\‘m

An Inexpensive Radio

Receiving Set for Amateurs

Radio Receiving Station ofiers the easiest and least expensive

way to secure accurate, efficient and expertly designed apparatus

of usual DeForest superior quality. The set is complete; Aerial

and Ground connections, “Honey Comb” Tuning Coils, Crystal

Detector, Tuning Condenser, Head Telephones, all necessary wire,

insulators, back-board, base mounting, etc. Full instructions for

installing and operating accompany the apparatus. The beginner

can secure no better apparatus and with this set will gain practical

. knowledge and experience.

Our booklet, "How to Set Up an Amateur Radio Receiving Station"

explains this and other sets and gives much information for the

Sent postpaid for 10 cents s copy.

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. AND TEL. CO.

Inventors and Manufacturers of High Grade Radio Apparatus

1415 Sedgwicls Avenue, New York City

Lee DeForeat, lnc., 415 Market St., San Francisco

I I \.\- \ \\\v\vn\v #uynun;,\w#n\vna¢~

ll! \7ah\\‘7Ir\\\n\n\n4mrvi\4nt~

COMMON CAUSES OF AUTO

MOBILE NOISE

(Continued from page 299)

strips or candle wicking between the

lamp glass and its metal frame.

The points where the lamp brackets

attach to the frame should be inspected

to make sure that the bolts or rivets

which hold these are tight. Then test

the radiator retention bolts to see that

this is firmly held against the pads

upon which it rests on the frame. See

that the fan bearings are not worn un

duly and that all the fan blades are

tight, because a loose fan blade strik

ing the radiator will not only cause

considerable noise but will ultimately

wear through the radiator cooling sec

tion and permit loss of water.

If the cooling fan operates on plain

bearings, care should be taken that

these bearings are well lubricated as an

annoying squeak will develop if they

are dry. It will be evident that if the

radiator holding bolts or those which

hold the engine in place on the frame

are loose, that every time the car runs

over a rough pavement, noise will re

sult bccause a comparatively heavy

piece of machinery will be moved up

and down to take up the play caused

by the loose retention bolts. This move

ment may be only a small fraction of

an inch, yet the noise it will produce

will be large in proportion to the slight

degree of movement permitted. If

either the gear case or the engine base

is not securely bolted, a pronounced

pounding noise will be noticed that will

be intermittent in character, and will

be considerably more noticeable when

the car is operated over rough roads.

(To be continued)

  

in Radio work, this DeForest Simplified

  

Western Distributors

i No Seals - No Secrets

l ——BUT SERVICE!

Inspection of the interior of any Radio appara

tus bearing the mark:

reveals design and workmanship fully in keeping

with its outward a pearancc.

GREBE RADI apparatus is licensed under

the original Armstrong and Marconi patents.

Our guarantee is absolute and unconditional.

Each instrument must five satisfactory service.

Our interest in the purc aser docs not terminate

with the sale.

Ask your dealer to show you our line of super

grade apparatus.

A. H. GREBE & CO., lnc.

71 Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.

 

PRODUCING ALCOHOL FROM

WOOD

THE first step in the process of ob

taining alcohol from wood is di~

gestion at a pressure of 115 lb. for

fifteen minutes in dilute sulphuric acid.

The cooked wood is transferred to a

series of cylindrical cells so connected

that water may be passed through them

in rotation. From these cells an extract

called “acid juice” is obtained which

holds in solution practically all the

sugar mixed with other water-soluble

ingredients. This liquid is neutralized.

either with high-grade limestone or

slaked lime. Calcium sulphate is pro

duced, which requires about twelve

hours for settling. The clear juice is

drawn off and cooled to about 88 deg.

Fahr., yeast added, and the fermenta

tion carricd in the usual way. The

juice must be slightly acid, as ordinary

yeasts do not operate well in alkaline

solutions. By distillation the alcohol is

obtained, and may be readily refined.

 

Send for

HALCUN

Radio Catalogue

Full Line of H

Amateur Requirements

Halcun Radio Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Formerly Haller Cunningham

Elec. Co.

 

RADIO MEN

 

 

Valuable Booklet FREE

Fill eut the wupen below and return ta us. A ll-Ill

booklet talllna how you may become a ship oflasr at a

his salary will be sent you free. Don't delay. Omen

urgently needed.

FREE COUPON

World Technical Institute

Dept. 102 Fuller Bldgn, Jersey City, N. J.

Gent.lsnen:—Send to me tree booklet. "Your II‘ItIle ll

on the Seven Sms." (Write Plainly)

THE

Mutual Purchasers Association

will save you money on all

WIRELES APPARATUS

Write Dept. E10 /or details.

l Mutual Purchasers Association

2-4 Stone Street, New York

Plcase mcfliion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING l\lAGAZINE
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EFFECT OF OILS ON STRENGTH

OF GLUES IN PLYWOOD

LYWOOD may be used near ma

chinery and tanks with little likeli

hood of being dangerously weakened

by the action of oil or gasoline on the

glue joints. This fact is evident from

a test lately completed at the Forest

Products Laboratory. Plywood panels

glued with animal, vegetable, blood

albumin, and casein glues were im

mersed fornearly a year in engine oil

and gasoline. At regular intervals

specimens were removed from the

liquids and tested for joint strength.

All the glues weakened somewhat dur

ing the early part of the test, the animal

and vegetable glues more than the

casein and blood albumin glues. The

total loss of strength in any case, how

ever, was small enough to be negligible

under most conditions of service. A

glue shear strength of 100 to 125

pounds per square inch is considered

sufficient for practically any purpose

for which plywood is used. Only in

two or three instances did the strength

of the casein and blood albumin glues

tall below 150 pounds per square inch.

Engine oil, castor oil, and gasoline

seemed to have practically the same

eflect on the glue joints. During the

45 weeks’ test, the wood absorbed 60

per cent of its original weight in engine

oil and 70 per cent of its original

weight in gasoline. The absorption of

these oils did not cause any noticeable

swelling of the wood.

HOW TO DETECT PAPER IN

SHOES

HE substitution of paper for

leather in shoes is so well done,

that it is impossible to tell from ordi

nary observation whether paper is

used in the shoe or not. Even ex

perienced shoe buyers find it difficult

to tell and usually rely on the state

ment of the manufacturer. The Scien

tific American outlines a simple test

that is usually effective in determining

whether or not a shoe is all leather. If

paper is used, it is usually in the up

per sections of the heel. If the point of

a pocket knife is pressed on this part of

the shoe, with the width of the blade

parallel with the layer, it will readily

sink in if the heel is of paper, but

leather will resist quite heavy pressure

lrom the knife. If paper is found

here, it is good evidence that it has

been used elsewhere in the shoe. An

other test is to bend the counter in

ward. If it is of leather, it will at

once spring back into shape, but if

paper or fiber is used the counter will

remain bent. A similar test can be

applied to the toes of the shoe. If

the box is pressed in, it is so resilient

that it will spring back if of leather,

but will remain permanently dented if

made of paper.

 

 

 

man with the help

Drafismenliel

$35 to $100

a Week

Because of the importance of

hiswork the draftsman is paid

a big salary and is always in

line for advancement. The

draftsman’s pay is from $35 to $ioo a week.

A knowledge of drafting is the stepping stone

technical positions in the industrial

field paying as high as $50,000 a year.

to big

  

At l'l0me—ln Spare Time

as you would in actual practice

Get into this constructive branch of industry where big salaries are

paid. No previous training is necessary to become a capable drafts

of the Columbia School of Drafting. You can

master the practical lessons of our famous home study course, at

home, in spare time. You will be personally coached and instructed.

by mail, by Roy C. Claflin, president of the school, whose long experi

ence as a draftsman and teacher, especially qualifies him to give you

the training you need to become a successful Draftsman.

Become a Specialist

We not only give you thorough and practical training

in Mechanical Drafting, teaching you to make actual

drawings as you would in any drafting room, but the

additional benefit of a post-grad

uate course in some special branch

of drafting. A big field of oppor

tunity is thus opened to you as a

trained specialist in this profes

sion.

Draltsmen ll’:

needed in greater

numbers, and re

ceive better sala

ries than ever be

fore.

 
  

  
  

How “Columbia" Students Succeed

Students of the Columbia School of Draft

ing often secure positions at §2,000 or more

a year to start before C0lflplC‘lil\§_fl1C“C01ll‘£.

Hundreds of men and women with fIoium

bia" training are now making good with big

concerns all over the_eounti_-y. Many more

are needed for izplendid positions no_w open.

Here is what “ 0lumhia' training is doing

for some of our graduates: Laurence Johns

ton. over $5,000 a year; George Murray, $45

a week to start; G. Tangorra, $2,800 a year;

A. L. Gash. $140 a month to start; W. S.

Burfoot, $150 a month to start: T. R. Brown,

%_2,860 a year; R.

hese are only a few of a great number of

similar cases.

This Complete Drafting Equipment

Furnished

to studi»nt.~i of our school. The instruments are of

ltludnrd ‘.1; iiit‘|ili malts of the best quality, hilly

guuiuiteeti. and beooina

of the course. Every

course is

our property on completion

trumont. needed for the

included.

Fawkes, $3,700 a year.,

—-I-III_IiI'--III-I

Big Concerns Employ "Columbia” Graduate!

graduates in their drafting depuunenta because of

the Lhorough prnrllcll mining we rive which H1

nliles them lo step right into important. drafting

positions.

big drafting rooms everywhere.

graduate you are recognized as an experienced

draftsmm. not as n mere apprentice.

satisfied with 1 grinding, underpaid position when

there are hundreds of

to you in the big flelil of Drafting.

called upon to place trained drsftsmen more

rapidly than we cm produce them.

and how you can master this lucrative profession

Qf big 'iill&flP~l and steady advancement through

our lielil.

om. I146. nth at T Sts.. N. W-. Wuhlniitnn. D-0

The but concerns in America qnploy Columbia

Our diploma is the entering wedge into

As I Columbia

Why he

promising positions open

We are

Send This Coupon Today

Let us tell you the fascinating story of Drafting

Write today to

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Roy C. Olnflin, President

SCHOOL OF DRAFTING
c°LUM!?a|yAC. Clathn. Prvfldm

t. me. urn a 1' sen. N. w.
D” Wuhliiotvn. 0- 6

terested in our !lC\l_l'lll!'llI\lI‘ in Mechanical Ulllfling;

'}.,‘,,'§,'.': send rne Fire. ‘,2... iiiusii-iedliwu oIulrlicnlI"- mu.
rrioninln mm-, etc. i III1 llsoinlerenled in ihl! -was-ips-r-er-an-s

counn dhecled below: llechlnlcnl Drlifirii. U!‘ iii-eiii-i=:ii"ft.Iriuz

1, this fouuduuuri course and in complete in itmlf.I:‘

Aruhiucturnl Drafting. . . .. Ship Drafting

Automobile Drafting . . . . . . Statistical Droftinz.Qcflfl rafti . . . . . . . . Radio Drafting . . . . . . . l l '1

E1 cu D M Automotive Drafting . . . . . .

Hydrogrnphic Drafting. .' . .

Machine Design. . . . .

1 D siting--»i--~

§§Z'él’ii%¢i§iiim Dreflifls

Sheet Metal Drattlns - - - - - Y

D altin . Tool Dsaiim . . . . . .

, Shop Mathematics

page-m. Dr . . . . . Builders’ Course. . . .

Tgpographiflll ting.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Age...........Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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THE

RA D I O

REVIEW

A MONTHLY

RECORD OF

SCIENTIFIC

PROGRESS IN

RADIO

TELEGRAPHY AND

TELEPHONY

Monthly - Half-a-Crown

Single copies, post fr_ee_Zs.

9d. Annual Subscription.

post paid, 30/- post free.

THE RADIO REVIEW,

a new monthly magazine,

devoted entirely to the

technical side of radio

communication.

Edited by Professor G.

W. O. Hows, D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E., assisted by

PHILIP R. COURSEY,

B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E.

THE RADIO REVIEW

is the Authoritative ]our

nal of Wireless Research.

Contributions from the

pens of the World’s lead

ing Radio Scientists will

be a special exclusive

feature.

Editorial and Publishing Oficel

12-13, HENRIETTA STREET

LONDON, W.C. 2
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WHAT BAKELITE IS

AKELITE is a cellulose substi

tute which derived its name from

the inventor, Dr. L. H. Bakeland, of

Yonkers, United States of America,

who patented, in 1904 (Pat. No.

942699), the following process:

Equal weights of phenol (carbolic

acid) and formaldehyde (formalin)

are warmed together with an alkali,

the latter acting as condensing agent.

After cooling, the mixture forms two

layers, a lower one, which is an im

mediate condensation product, and an

upper layer, consisting of an aqueous

solution. The latter is poured off, and

the lower part of the mixture heated

above 100 deg. C., which causes the

formation of a third product, consisting

of a spongy porous mass; but, as in

this state, it would not be suitable for

many purposes, the last phase of the

process, which produces the third state

of mixture, is conducted in a closed

vessel (autoclave), at a temperature of

130-150 deg. C., under a pressure of

from 50-100 lb. per square inch, the

result of the pressure being a solid,

compact, non-porous mass, very simi

lar to the best celluloid. The specific

gravity of the finished product is 1.25,

the mass itself forms a material which

is not elastic, but a first-class insulator

of heat and electricity. The price of

Bakelite is lower than best celluloid,

casein and hard rubber. Of course,

the above procedure covers the princi

pal points of the process, which is actu

ally carried out under varied condi

tions, the condensing agents employed

are chosen from the groups of inor

ganic and organic acids, ammonia, am

monium carbonate, caustic alkali, al

kali carbonate, calcium, stronium or

calcium hydrate, anilin or pyrodin be

ing also used.

To remove the water formed during

condensation a water-soluble hygro

scopic salt, such as sodium or calcium

chlorid, is added during the main

phase of the process.

To produce very clear or colorless

condensation products of phenola and

aldehyde from the condensation prod

uct, which contains the coloring mat

ter, the latter is extracted by means of

ether and other related solvents (Pat.

No. 233395). The condensation proc

ess with application of solvents, is car

ried out as follows: Firstly, the con

densation produces a liquid material

(at ordinary temperature), this is solu

ble in alcohol, acetone or other similar

solvent; secondly, further heating pro

duces an intermediate product, which

is insoluble in the above solvents, but

which can be transformed into a hom

like mass by stopping the heating at a

certain temperature; while, thirdly, a

continued heating finally produces a

mass which is not fusible. This final

mass has remarkable properties; for

instance, it is not attacked by boiling

acids or alkaline solutions; only con

densed sulphuric acid decompose

Bakelite at boiling temperature.

Through treating wood, paper, or card

condensation product, these materials

may be covered with a lacquer-like

surface.

Bakelite is used in large quantities

for manufacturing billiard balls, han

dles, buttons, and almost any other

article which was formerly made from

celluloid only and is widely employed

in electrical work as an insulating sub

stance.

LIGHT CREOSOTE OILS IN

WOOD PRESERVATION

IGHT creosote oils properly in

jected into wood apparently will

prevent decay until the wood wears

out or until it checks so badly that the

untreated portions are exposed. Such

is the indication of service records col

lected by the Forest Products Lab

oratory on railway ties and telegraph

poles preserved with low boiling creo

sotes. Creosotes used in ties from 25

to 50 years ago were for the most pan

oils having 50 per cent or more dis

tilling below 23S°C., with a residue

not to exceed 25 per cent at 315°C.

The ties so treated lasted from 15 to

20 years, and failure was traceable in

most cases to mechanical wear, such

as rail cutting and spike killing. In

no case was failure found to be the

fault of the preservative.

Of 1558 telegraph poles in the Mont

gomery-New Orleans line, which were

pressure-treated with a light CI'€OSOlc

oil, 1049 poles were still sound after

16 years. In 91 per cent of the cases

of decay, the fungi had entered the

wood through checks and shakes. Rep

resentative sections in the Norfolk

Washington line showed that after 17

years service, of the 1614 poles in

spected, 1469 were sound, 92 decayed

at the top, and 105 decayed at the

ground line. The decay at the top

was caused chiefly by cutting off the

poles. In those decayed at the ground

line, the causes of failure, as deter

mined in 88 per cent of the cases, were

checks or shakes. Here again as in

the ties, the preservative outlasted the

mechanical life of the wood.

Unless some other factor than pro

tection from decay is considered im

portant, therefore, there is apparently

no need to specify high boiling oils.

The important point is that any coal

tar creosote which is not extremely low

boiling or extremely high boiling will

satisfactorily prevent decay, and in the

selection of an oil, factors such as

price, penetrability, and convenience_in

handling should receive greater con

sideration than moderate differences in

volatility.

OU cut enlo! perfect

noomton and freedom.

b'L'hnoter'n Sunoensorleu

and Jock Straps have

gnlnad their IldQ'lDfQlCl

mrvulu-its by quality.

wear. fit and low price.

If your d t Gum not cur! Sehnotari.

Accept No SI limbo. Belt. direct upon ro

ct-lpt. of 51-09

Nend tar booth! oi other mill no prion,

J. C. SCHNOTER CO.

I28 SIXTH AVE. D601 (E) N. Y. CITY
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FLEXIBLE SPOUT OILER

HE ordinary form of hand oiler

cannot be used for oiling all parts

of machinery because the oil holes are

sometimes placed ati points inaccessible

for the regular spout. Various forms

of spouts may be used but even these

sometimes are found wanting in reach

ing certain locations. A flexible spout

oiler that can be easily made by any

one capable of using a soldering iron

 

 

Baseof _ _
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Flexible spout oiler

and hack saw is illustrated in the ac

companying cut. The spout of the

ordinary oil can is cut in two pieces and

these pieces are soldered in a suitable

length of flexible metal tubing of which

various makes that are quite practical

are now marketed. The new spout,

which is composed of the two parts of

the old spout soldered into the flexible

tube can be bent into a variety of shapes

as indicated, and it is possible to in

ject oil to points that formerly would

be neglected because so hard to reach.

Magnesium is used in the manufac

ture of sound copper castings, because

of its ability to decompose the gases

formed by the copper in melt-gases

formed by the copper in melting. The

principal gas thus formed, carbon mon

oxide is attacked by the magnesium,

forming two solids, carbon and mag

nesium oxide. By the use of magne

sium, therefore, in small amounts, the

production of blow-holes in the casting

is eliminated.

In the Book Exodus, Moses is de

scribed ns making a bitter spring po

table by throwing into it the branch of

a tree. This particular spring or well,

it is thought, has possibly been identi

fied and on analysis its water has been

found to contain calcium sulphate in

solution. If into it there were thrown

branches of vegetation containing

oxalates, the lime salt would be pre

cipitated and the water would be there

by purified; this, it is thought, may

have been what occurred during the

days of the Pentatcuch.

  

‘7hz

foreman says

“I suppose it's because I used

them myselfwhen I was at the

bench, but it does seem as though the

best men in the shop have a prefer

ence for Starrett Tools.

"Of course, most of them sort of

got into the habit of relying on Star

rett for fine work when they were

apprentices and journeymen.

"Speaking of apprentices—that little red

book there, ‘The Starrett Book for Machinists’

Apprentices,’ has saved me more time and

helped more young fellows to leam how to do

things right than anything else in the shop.

“When a young lad asks me how to do

this or that, I usually tell him or show him,

and then ask him if he has one of those books.

I've noticed that as soon as he gets one of

them he doesn't have half so many questions

to ask.

"Starrett gets out another book, ‘The

Machinists’ Data Book,’ that's just about as

big a help to the experienced machinist.

got all the tables and formulas and so on that

he ever needs, and it isn't cluttered up with

a lot of engineers’ stufl that he doesn't use.

“Yes, I bought one of each of the books

down at the hardware store, as soon as they

They cost me seventy-five centscame out.

each, but they're worth it."

The L. S. STARRETT COMPANY

THE WORLD'S cm-zlirl-31‘ TOOLMAKERS

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

Machiniatl the world over have put

ihcir faith in Lhe accuracy of Starrett.

Tool: lor thirty-nine yuan. Write for

illultraicd Catalog No. 2i "Ma"

0---».-~~¢..v.\-pp-I-1
no-1. - mi-— .-_- ---vu

  

hut-he AB.0 dnnoal-also Olor

Pol.vvll0I"§:l'n. nine and.i‘wni.loaJaa

All graduation: are nrintod on white ooa stool from

r divided platen. Thane Seals are accurate and

Ii retain their aeeui-an indefinitely. They are not

elected he acids. alkaliea, water or noon. Iangth oi

each order.

Prior of the Richardson’; Polyphue Slide Bale, in

man. with I l00~pa¢u instruction Book, $2.00.

An ideal slide fllle. it la loI wind and an equal

toanyotherrulein arance. mouraaaaddurb

biiity. Bo convinced. our money will be promptly

refunded it you are not Ill-llflod.

Ind for our 40 pale catalogue oi supplies. It do

ocribee ruler rangingrirom 500 to 810 aadi. instructions

in Lon:-ithmn and innomoiry hoe with every catalogue.

Gll,S9YVQ” $i,ll'\i'<‘. RULE CO“ Niles. Mich.

uuuinmuuuma-immuImiiiiuiiiiinimiimi

AMBITIOUS

YOUNG MEN

WHO WANT A COLLEGE

EDUCATION CAN READ

OUR ANNOUNCEMENT ON

PAGE 379 TO ADVANTAGE

i.-........----i-if5r
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'i'H.A'1'B WHAT YOU'LL SAY when you no this new

bl-I111! Utflifl Cheat. Built with I solid oak frame.

and Joints that are not dovetailed, but lock—cornIod

for extra ltronnh. This cheat in I sturdy keeper oi

tools; bani-Drool, knock-proof, and weather-proof.

Auto-mechanic, electrician, lineman. will flnd the

rilhl house for hi: inoll ln this

UNION Utility Cheat

Note tray that liiu with

cover, yet ilts snugly when

cover is closed. Strong

handle. hlurea. hardware.

Write for Catalog

Drier: and name of

nearest dealer. Sold on

"Satisfaction or Money

Baclr" ruarantee. Write

for menial oirer.

  

  

  
UNION TOOL CHEST

170-. lM.. S4 lilll St. Rochuinr. N.Y.

roofcliisrs

  

    

FOR SALE
Two cell Electro-Medial-Battery, with lwliahed

all!-o base and ninliel-plated part; in bandgoms

hardwood box 9 r8: 6 inches: contains two metal

handles. fool.-pine. rlwnru electrode, pair 3 foot

cord: and 32 page book of ruuzeatlona and instrum

tiono i'or trutinz varloua diseases with iaradic eur

rontr at olactricitr absolutely new. Price 810.50.

Shipping Ielghl. 15 lba.

nmimiimmnuim

JOSEPH F. MATIS

316 Ealt 89th St. New York City
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This is not a Real Machine but a

  

With s Wading River

oufit, you, T00. 6811

build this perfect ex

hibition and experi

mental Itl :3

equipped compo

controls, dummy Lib

erty Engines, Paragon

Propellers—ovsry de

tail s perfect repro

duction oi’ the originsL

It is essy to build with

Wading River psrta.

  

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT BIPLANE

You can mske it from our complete unnsaemblsd outiits. What this builder ssys stsnds good

with all others who build this perfect model, F b 9 mm

G . , .

Have bed fine success with my Nieu ort Biplane. It has flown

181 feet. E. Waterhouss, 521 \5. Mo. St., El Paso, Texas.

SET OF ll SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MAC!-IINFS FOR $1.50

This set includes the Nieuport monoplane, Blerlot, Curtlss Hydroplane, Antionette, Langley

Tsndem, German Tsube, Deperdusln, Wright biplane, White Racer, White Flyer, and Champion

Bscer. Send 5c for our latest cstslogue containing illustrations oi models of Curtis: J.N.4-B,

B.P.A.D, Scout, De Havilend 4, Csproni Biplane, Hsndley Page, Sopwith Triplane and others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.

672-D Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

  

   

NOWYOU CAN FLY!

A REAL AEROPLANE AT LOW COST

  

Compressed Air

Motors

 

-‘-231

*3!"-',“"r'
s__

THE DELERAY D-5 SPORT PLANE

Wing Spun 18 ft. Speed 35-65 m.p.h.

Planned by men with 4 years’ experience in

Designing successful U. S. Government planes.

Equipped with 15 H.P. engine (practical

engineering made it possible for this biplane

to be flown with only 8 H.P.) Use your own

motorcycle engine if you wish.

Send $8.00 for complete set oi’ I8 lsrse dstsilsd

blueprints, actual duplicates oi’ our shop drawings,

showing snctiy how such psrt is msde and titted.

DELERAY AIRCRAFT WORKS

snnorumzs ENGINES PABT8

  

FREEPORT, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

 

  

  

HE new and lmproved Don't Scra Aluminum Parts

h fmet od 0 propellmg your 8.‘. them WIH1 so-Lmumvm. New. [rest wold

iodel aeroplane. Manufactured ,§‘,‘,'§,,§,““’,‘;‘,' {§,‘{',?{‘,’,{,,‘“,§,‘,‘,,,,§,‘,‘,‘.‘i“;'Z“‘“,;,,,,‘,’°'{§f,‘ ;‘,‘,'If

f the finest materials W0rk- l’.§‘£}sl.‘”‘l¥Jn'f2.i°'im°'i5%fi‘;‘Z“‘ éi°.,‘2;,1t"§'.,““=‘1.33i

18-nship guarant@¢d- 5p@¢ial E?fi‘l.£”£‘1iiL‘i’.‘l5f.°.“1§’Z.h“‘§';%l§i‘$’?i$’i2¥..;i;1iE‘ii'a

motor truck oompsnies.

S0-LUMINUM MANUFACTURING CO.

I790 Broadway New York

0urtiasliodAirplanes‘, ,1", an

umakem t. ...... ......,i... ...... M
ny from Umskell No. 1'!

lnrim S3 00). Ihlah includes

blueprints, wood, metals, rubber and spsoisl tools neces

sary. Send for this set quick and Mike Menu liking

"makeM Flying Airplanes for sale. Enormous demand.

Profits bit. Completed Plane sells at Sill and can be

made in 0 hours from Umakoll No. 17 Bel. All About

our 40 other UmakeM sets for making Airplanes, ’l\1ys.

Novelties. Work Benches and practical Baew Cuttins and

lliillins Lathes.

w- R.PRlCE, lr\c., oept. 11. umnlmvl Bld|., 121 5th Avq.. u.

What Every Mechanic Should Thoroughly Know

This book points out the stumbling blocks for mechanics to avoid in scqulrins

s complete understanding, es well as to show you HOW T0 G0 AT the resding

of a blus print drswlng.

Every phase of the seventy subjects is

ropellers for the above motors.

lend stamp for descriptive circu

ll‘ of these wonderful motors.

Ve manufacture everything for

he model aeroplane builder.

Iivc us a trial and be convinced.

HEC AEROPLANE CO.

[)2 East 49th St. New York City
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nun: PRINT
nnswmos

no into in detail, so thst any average

msn can masts with but little study. ary point is clesrly brought out with

sumcient sketches to describe each of the sctusl blue print drawing examples.

In isct. the illustrations sre practicslly sell explanatory.

Every mechsnlo needs this book, he his experience in mscbsnios limited or

long. Reed the following comment from s man who passes on from 60 ts 500

blue prints a day.

"I never thousht there was so much to know

In the readlns of a blue int drawing."

VVM. P. C0 AY, Plsnninéollspt. 113..

U. S. Rubber .'s Huh. Bhop.

This book contains Lbs most vitsl snd prsctlcsi informstion on the snbiset

of blue print rsedlns, and is the best and safest investment you eaa make.

Said for a copy to-day before you forget. YOU CANNOT IDBE, YOUR

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED.

PB-ICE:—Post ps.ld U. 8., $2.00; Cansds, 31.12; Tordlfl. $1.25.

I89 nssss—Sl1e 5 x 7'/Q Inches.

I-lsndsomely hound In cloth 226 Illustrations

54 months In the msklns.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, ‘I38 Rowland Blclg., Detroit, Mlchlgon

vmluu

EDh0\Tl0\—\l. INSTITUTE

  

 

ADVANCED ENGINEERING

N some of our contemporaries which

aim to popularize science by detail

ing fanciful schemes, we find many

queer things discussed with an ap

parent seriousness that must mislead

the non—technical readers into expect

ing great advancement in science and

engineering that really cannot take

place because natural and established

laws are defied. Our English con

temporary, The Aeroplane, discusses

one of these so-called discoveries in an

amusing vein and the discussion may

be of interest to some of our readers

who have lately taken us to task and

accused us of ultra-conservatism.

This accusation was made because

we have not published articles on mes

sages to Mars, negative gravity, wire

less transmission of large quantities oi

power and other advanced engineering

topics that are so far in advance that

they are way ahead of the knowledge

of our technical staff, who are all of

the “show me” kind and apt to give

more credit to an actual accomplish

ment of practical value than to prob

lematical and spectacular discoveries of

the future that have not yet material

ized. The matter would be amusing if

it were not for the fact that really seri

ous and dependable mechanical and

scientific publications are apt to br

judged by those examples of radical

thought and “yellow” scientific jour

nalism that issue from the presses in

such large quantities and that are con

sidered to be representative American

publications by our foreign contanpo

raries.

The Aeroplane, under the heading

“On American Credulity” goes on to

say: “In one of these curious, popular

scientific magazines which America has

produced in such large quantities, there

is quite a. long discussion on the p05

sibilities of the electrically-driven aertr

plane. This is based upon the opin

ions of two gentlemen, both of them

sufficiently well known by name and

reputation in American aviation cirdei

to assure their ideas being taken _f01'

what they are worth. One is a not 111

conspicuous member of the Aero Club

of America, and the other, is known

to fame as the creator of one of Amer

ica’s most amazing achievements in the

field of aeroplane construction. B0l_l1

of these ‘experts’ agree that the electri

cally-driven aeroplane is a p0ssibil1tl'~

“The scheme is that electrical gen"

erators are to be driven by petrol en

gines installed in the central body Of

the proposed aircraft. The power thui

generated is to be then distributed lo

a. number of electro-motors disposed 1"

convenient positions about the machine,

each driving an airscrew. One expéfi

suggests that there are other obvi0l15

ways of electrically driving an aerv

plane. One is to carry storage batterlfié

Please mention Evsnvmlr ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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supplying power to the motors, another

is to transfer electrical energy by a kind

of trolley dependent from the machine

and running on supply lines laid over

the route. A further possibility which

he suggests is that of transmitting ener

gy by wireless to the aeroplane.

“The petrol-electric system is, how

ever, regarded as the most practicable.

The great constancy of power and the

beautiful control of the screws which

can thus be obtained are among the

advantages claimed for this system,

and it is stated that ‘one thing is cer

tain—with this arrangement of gaso

line-electric propulsion we know it will r

work.’

“The beautiful simplicity of the idea

is quite apparent when one considers

that the machine, which is described, is

to be provided with two petrol engines,

each of 3,200 h.p., two generators, each

of 3,000 h.p., and electric motors of

undefined numbers, but of the same ag

gregate output. If we assume that

America can now produce aero-engines

of 3,000 h.p., each with a weight of

three pounds per h.p., it seems a little

unnecessary to add to that a further

electrical plant of twice that output

and weighing certainly not less than

25 lb. per h.p. Even American aero

plane designers have not yet succeeded

in building satisfactory aeroplanes with

power plants weighing over 50 lb. per

hip‘?!

Needless to say, the curious, popular

scientific magazine describing such ad

vanced aeronautical engineering was

not EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGA

ZINE.

The factories in the occupied regions

of Germany along the Rhine, have been

visited with a view to ascertain what

the enemy did in the production of

chemical products.

Rubber was made from acetone

which was reduced by aluminum and

hydroxyl to pinacone.. Water was re

moved from its molecule by distillation

under pressure. The distillate was

then heated to 600° C. four to six

months and the resulting product was a

synthetic rubber which was used for

tires and other purposes.

Gas mask charcoal was made from

pinewood. Small pieces were soaked

for at least thirty minutes in hydro

chloric acid with a little zinc chloric.

They were then carbonized in a long

muffie at a cherry red heat for six or

eight hours. The charcoal was then

washed with hydrochloric acid until

only a very little zinc was left. It was

then washed with water drained, dried

in vacuo at 70° to 80° C. and sifted

free from dust. Our readers will re

member, how, during the war, fruit pits

were industriously collected for making

gas mask charcoal.

 

 

 

Let Government Tests

Save You Gasoline!

Sparko-Gap Will Make Your Engine 37 Per Cent Better,

Save its Cost in Gasoline, or We Refund Your Money.

Let us prove to you, on your own car, that Sparlro-Gaps make your

motor 37 per cent better and save 10 to 35 per cent in gasoline. See

why they encl spark plug troubles and see why they were used as standard

equipment on all French airplanes. Check the U. S. Government tests on

your own car.

We don't want you to send us a single

penny now. Just fill in and mail the

attached coupon and we will send you

s SPARKO-GAP for each cylinder of

your car. Try them on your car for

30 days. Try them on the foulst,

sootiest, oilisst spark plug you can find.

'51rg’mtl(::myo°u':_ 22 spin. It lessens the necessity for gear shift

judge. It Sparko-Gaps don't give you

a smoother-running car, if they don’t

save half their cost in gasoline bills

during the month, send them back and

you won‘t be out one cent.

ii Sparlio-Guns Do Not End Your Snark

Plus Troubies—li They Do Not Make Your

Motor Run Smoother, Easier, Better—ll They

Do Not Save l0% to 35% Gasoline, Send

Them Back.

The Sparko-Gap

ls the Wireless

Quenched Gap

The Spsrko-Gap is not a new ides, but an

old ides applied in an ingenious new wsy.

made necessary by the iierce competition of

war. The Spsrko-Gap principle has been

used for years in wireless teiezraphy to give

twice the radius to sending outfits.

The Sparko-Gap condenses current/—devolops

a hotter, fatter, surer spark. It sends the

electric current through the spark plug in

one intense spark instead of in many weaker

oscillations.

The Sparko-Gap explodes 100% of gas and

tires even fouled plugs. The intense spark

insures 100% explosion and saves from 10%

to 35% in gasoline. It stops carbon forma

It fires plugs under all conditions,

when fouled by oil or carbon—even when the

porcelain is cracked. No miss flres—m0re

snsp—-—quicker pick-up.

The Sparko-Gap shows a visible spark. You

can see how each cylinder is firing and so

locate ignition trouble quickly. The Spsrko

Gav 15 easy to adlust. There are no holes

to bore, no attachments. All you have to

do is to screw one little thumb nut on top

Of SM-ll‘ spark plug. Just as if you were

mflkllll 11 spark plug connection.

Professor A. Press, Professor of Electrical

Enoineerins of Berkeley, Csiiiornis, w;1¢|m|

Sparko-Gan woriiins on U. S. subehsssrs.

Liberty airplane enolnes, Liberty mug Q"

|lnes, and ponuisr eommerelal motors in

Government Laboratories at Washinston. Hs

states that the Snsrlio-Gan will tin Dlups in

conditions two hundred and fifty times as

dlflicuit as will an ordinary ignition system

without them: so that plus: will fire no mat

"? MW dirty they are. and even with broken

poreelsins.

DON'T SEND§A PENNY

Remember, you don't send A single penny now. ‘Just mail the coupon and tell us the make

of your car and the number of cylinders. Doni. bother to write a check or money order

now. Simply pay the postman $1.50 for each Sparko-Gap when they arrive. Then try

them for 30 days on your car. If they do

not make your car noticeably better, send

slew back Ind every penny you paid will

e refunded. End your spark plug trouble;

now forever. Mail the coupon now. You

cant begin too early to get more power out

of your motor and more mileage out oi’

your gas.

Dealers—talre advantage of our ad.

vertising. W h R boffer. Send Forl|:\cro|Zt‘:‘it‘il:n.°n l owe

TRY THEM AT OUR RISK

SPARKO-GAP C0.

54 W. 39th SL. Dept. I0. New York City

&nd me . . . . . . .. Spsrko-Gaps on 30 dEiys'

trial (one for sch lind . I81.50 cad: onearrigi. lei-)is urlhl.-1l=.l’o'Zhfii‘i“ii

I :n0‘n";y"&¢ r1'flui‘>1t° Y-M11 Dlessed you will refund my

I My Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _

  

Street

SPARKO-GAP COMPANY
54 we“ 39th st. l City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. State . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

New York City Name of Csr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...E._.i.:._._i:i6

Mathematics Made Ea:
The Arcaseopo—t-he Oombtnadon Trish

with s Brain-—vri1i muit-iPl7. divide, s

grcsntaao and proportion, solve all prdrionu

trigouosnstry and geometry, drew symmetri

ellflsuremniot a:u.ow. Buooriorto slide

II-it Bimvlotoopcsis. A1sohJoludesA V 5

PAKINT TRIANGLE. PBUl‘llACIO!l and

THREE RULES. Used It Columbia Ulivssity

In-t Point. U. s. Acmsnfls Schools, etc. Only
\i.lO postnaid. Order today before you forget.

. Dept. U, L. J. LEISHMAN CO., Ogden, Utah

Dept. 10

      

Plvase mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

QT‘
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PREPARE NOW)

OUT THE COUNTRY.

Apply Immediately for my SPECIAL OFFER of this month.

H. K. BLATCNLEV Ii. 00.: CONSULTING ENGINEERS. Liberty Bulldlnl, I52 Temple 8t.. New Haven, Bonn.

Kindly send ms lull particulars of your Home Study Course.

  

$1.00 par Tirs allowed ii you bring us this Ad

soon§‘?r:AR
SERVICE STATION

(At Iaaralea and Far Rookauay)

LET US QUOTE YOU

any tire II1IlI.'IB.G We stoclt:—

OODYEAR
l"’“J’~‘ PENNSYLVANIA

'1e GOODRICH

GLOBE
E5T McCLARi-‘.N

r HORSE si-ioE RACINE

.,e NORWALK-CORD

MARTIN-CORD

IGHT KELLY-SPRINGFIELD

. (At New Yurli)

"l¢¢- UNITED STAT!-LS, etc.

Supplies AT COST to tire parrpns.

IT WILL PAY YOU to trade w|th:—

JAMAICA TIRE & RUBBER CO., INC.

I West 48iIl Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..N:w York

llslds and Fiushlnu Avenues . . . . ..lama|nn. N.Y.

I8 Central Avanus . . . . . . . . ..Far Boclaway, N. Y.

East Naln Strut . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pataloouus. N. Y.

“Largest, because we serve best".

IAVE

_ A High Grade

t,.~.‘* __ INNER TUBE FREE
“A 6000 MILES Guarantee

Economy Reconstructed Tiru niade

by our new special procfll I-W

guaranteed to give good service be

cause the best materials are used in

their construction. Our tires are

guaranteed for 6,000 miles and we

ivs a FIRST quality inner tube

res with evary nrs ordered from

us. Our tires are reinforced with

extra pllan of fabric making them

». _- strong so they resist punctures and

'1 -_. . biowouts.

LINER is ronmsmzn wrrn EACH CASING

AT no EXTRA cosr.
ESE PRICES mctunz CASINO. RELINER

AND ruaz.

 

MONEY!

  

ion ;1.is am s||_oo smv sis.|s
‘>QX3Y a.2s am; |I.25 sew. I5.50
ins/I 0.00 am-, i|.1s 361:5 |4.so
im |o.|o am/,, |2.2s am 14.50
mu 10.45 am/. I1-90
Its with your order whether a stra ht side or

ichor. plain or non-skid tread. Han a 1|:-omit

2 for each casing ordered. Bslsnoe C. O. D.

toot. to examination. 7% disemuit Ii full amount

sent with order. References furnished If desired.

UNITED ECONOMY TIRE C0.

I West dtiih Street New York Gib‘

t‘n\aIeM (‘mnmunltv Shops or

your own Umneu Club smh the $5 onrm You

nah Bleriot, Purtus. Stud and other Flying PI-ine

val Work Benches. Sewn!‘ litands. Stationary Backs

ail, Bonk 'Pi‘"UIIil Ark! rrul. Waaivnn War Tanlu

n Toya. Dogs Birds. uirrels. Ilaphanla. Rabbits.

l, Toads. Giraflu, Os ohos, Numbers. Lowers, I9

~41 Animals Doll I‘ur-nlture and hall Hnuns Prin

sol-r» h--L all Ilirlr toys and r-ow-IN.-s noI for ChvI|’m\l. Get

lma.In~M .. ~n llnrfl-d quick Iirvd »'nIn I'mnIu-M Morrow.

PRICE, lnc.. Bout. I7 UmnkoNIBIdI..121 5th lvQ.. N.V

 
W rt 4 In 1"

c ' u b Ina‘tlrn.:!llnns, <1:

signs. hlueprinu than you

Male Umahsld Money runnlnl

YOU ARE CAPABLE OF EARNING

$60 to $125 a week
AS ONE OF THE LEADING CONSULTING ENGINEERS OF THE EAST I know exactly

how to train men for positions of this kind. It is my SUCCESSFUL METHOD OF HOME

STUDY COMBINED WITH MY OWN PERSONAL A'I'l'ENTION THAT HAS PUT HUN

DREDS OF MY GRADUATES IN PROMINENT ELECTRICAL POSITIONS THROUGH

I
l

 

  

WANTED

Want ads for thousands of trained Auto

mobile Repairmen are appearing in all the

papers all over the Country. New Garages

and Shops are badly needed everywhere.

If you are earning less than $30 a week—

YOU SHOULD LEARN THIS TRADE.

You Can Earn

$150 to $400 a Month
Come to this school and learn. We teach

by actual practice on all kinds of cars.

A few _weeks time learning will fit you for

a position in a garage, service station, or

you can start in business for yourself.

(No colored enrollments solicited.)

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

DO IT TODAY SEND IN COUPON

BUFFALO AUTO SCHOOL, No. E.E.I.

463-471 Connecticut St., Buflnlo, N. Y.

Please send me full particulars of your complete

Automobile Course.

 

 

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Age . . . . . . ..

Street or R. F. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SHIP BY TRUCK

Motor Cartage.

One to Five-ton Trucks.

I-Iauls made to any point in

United States and Canada.

Rates by hour, clay or contract.

w. H. sounzrs

1561 Woodward Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

  

 

YouCan Save $50.00
By re:-over-lruz your old auto

ton Irnmn Yourself. We

mule rhese recovers to lit

nll mukea and 8 a n d u p

',';g;=',-,,*;,',,,=;',;;, . Parcels Pul rid

can rive a car can utlton. We furnlah In

Illructloril. Rnofn qulrtern lowed tnlethar

with rear t!iIi'I.lIIi. fasteners Ielilnndtrirkn. All com:-leap, Glyg

us the name. y:-nr arm modal nurnblr or III Clf lrid will lend
yon our entnlorrnn WI"! .-umnlns and qllu you exact . Q,‘

LIBERTY TOP It TIRE 00.. DOM. E3, Olnolllltl, 0.

‘____M‘ _
  

 

  

TESTING LUBRICATING OILS

FOR ACIDS

HAT a small quantity of fatty acid

in oil renders it unfit for lubricat

ing purposes is too well known to need

repeating, but how to ascertain its pres

ence, before irreparable injury has been

done is a more difficult problem. The

following is a simple method of testing

for acids, namely, its action upon sub

oxide of copper or red oxide. If the

red oxide is not at hand, the copper

scale or ash of the coppersmith may be

employed as it contains this suboxide.

Either of these substances is placed in

a white glass vessel, and covered with

the oil to be treated. If the latter con

tains a trace of acid, or any resinous

acid from rosin oil, with which it may

have been adulterated, the oil soon

turns green and that too nearest the

copper scales. A gentle heat hastens

the reaction, which in the cold, re

quires from 15 to 30 minutes. The test

is extremely delicate, and cannot re

sult in any doubt or erorr to those who

use it for the first time. An oil which

is not turned green by the copper scale

can unhesitatingly be pronounced ab- .

solutely free from acid. If there be

but little acid present the green color is

fainter, by more acid, intenser, and if

rosin has been added it is bluish. The

chemical reaction is this: The free

vegetable and fatty acids separated the

sub-oxides into oxide and metallic cop

per; the former then combines with the

acids to form greenish blue salt that

dissolves more or less in the oil and im

parts its color to it. The oxide of

copper does not answer as well as the

sub-oxide.

TEST GAS IN TUNNELS

NE of the problems that has de

veloped in connection with the

construction of the proposed vehicular

tunnel under the Hudson River between

New York and New Jersey, which will

be 9000 feet long, with an estimated

number of 2000 passenger cars and

trucks passing through per hour dur

ing the rush periods is the amount of

poisonous gas emitted by this long lint?

of machines. This is now an unknown

quantity and must be determined be

fore the construction can be undertaken.

so that provisions for proper ventilation

may be made.

To carry on experiments with a view

to ascertaining the amount of carbon

monoxide, which is the deadly gas dis

charged by automobiles, that is likely

to be emitted, the United States Bureau

of Mines has just requested an ap

propriation of $100,000 from Congress.

And at the same time Yale University.

New Haven, Conn., will construct all

experimental tunnel and cooperatively

attempt to determine whether the

amount of poisonous gases given off by

automobiles would be detrimental t0

life or endanger it in a long tunnel.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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GIANT ENGLISH SEAPLANE

CCORDING to Flugsport, a Ger

man aviation paper, a gigantic

seaplane is under construction at the

Barrow, England, works of Vickers,

Ltd. In its general outline the ma

chine is a long hull flying boat, with

overhanging biplane wings. Only ap

proximate dimensions are available at

this time, but the span is given as 300

ft., the overall length as 200 ft., the

overall height as 42 ft., and the wing

chord as 27 ft. The power plant is

fitted in four independent engine na

celles between the planes, each nacelle

carrying two Rolls-Royce Condor 600

hp. engines “end on” and driving a

tractor and four pushers, and the total

horsepower is 4,800. It is estimated that

the machine will be able to fly with

full load on two-thirds engine power.

The framework of the boat and of the

planes is entirely constructed of dura

lumin, while the planking of the hull

is made of Consuta, a special plywood

sewn with copper wire, which was de

veloped by Messrs. Saunders, the well

known yacht builders. The boat is

fitted with two decks and is extensively

furnished with passenger accommoda

tions, there being sixteen two-berth

cabins and a dining room in which in

case of emergency thirteen more pas

sengers can be accommodated. With

forty-five passengers, the cruising en

durance of the flying boat is estimated

at 1,400 statute miles. The designed

full speed is 110 m.p.h.

A NEW FOKKER MACHINE

HE new Fokker machine is con- , i

structed for commercial flying pur

poses. The wings are made on the

principle well known in Fokker’s other

designs, that is to say, without stay

wires. The wings are 60 centimeters

thick in the middle and are not cov

ered with fabric, but with three-ply

wood. The wing span is 16.1 meters,

the length of the machine being 11.55

meters. It travels at a speed of 170

kilometers per hour with a motor of

185 h.p.

This indicates, we were told, an im

mense saving in gasoline and oil, and

includes the advantage of light weight

in the motor and also great saving in

cost price as well as in use. The aero

plane itself weighs l,20O kg. and when

fully loaded 1,900 kg.

cargo it is calculated to reach a height

of 4,000 meters in 45 minutes.

There is a closed cabin for four

persons, the pilot and mechanic being

comfortably seated in front of the

cabin, and their seats are so arranged’

that small adjustments to the motor

can easily be carried out while in

flight. The motor is by the Bavarian

Motor Works at Munich and is of the

newest type. It is provided with an

arrangement by which it develops its

full power if desired at a height of;

With a full.
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“ALSOP

ALL-SPARK”

Make your plugs last indefinitely

May Be Attached to Any

Four-cylinder Car

Controlled from dash

THIS WONDERFUL DEVICE

insures a Hot Spark

Fires Old Carbon-choked

Plugs

NRU/EDFLIIV

¥"¥i'5‘

Develops Greater Power

Eliminates all Spark-Plug

Troubles

Increases Gasoline Mileage Puts new “Pep” in your car

The Installation of the "Alsop-All-Spark" Increases efiiciency and insures continued

driving when plugs crack or become dead.

$7.50
4 cylinder Type with

Money Bach GuaranteePrice

Write for descriptive literature NOW.

ALL-SPARK IGNITION CO., Inc.

  

i

i

>{§
,. “AQE” MOTORS

Are Powerful, Light, Reliable and Economical

weight I26 Pounds Fgrfy B_ H_ P_

V These motors embody all the features of engineering that an extensive

series oi tests proved necessary, and are the product of ripe judgment oi

practical airmen. The ideal power plant for the man building his own plane.

Descriptive Literature on Request.

H012/\cE; KEANE

..:.<?'"@F9’/0””

 

  

  

4,000 meters.

_ IN Factory

280 Madison Ave. North Band-1

,....

Right now is your opportunity to get into the greatest industry the World has ever known. Thousands of new

- DOSIIIUHS opemn u everywhere in IIIL3 attractive new hold. Never bciorc have ambitious men had such a

glorious chance. n Coupon at once-find out how our wonderful Courscin Practical Aeronautics will give you the

nowledge to enter this new field. Learn at home by mail during your spare time. _ ._

F Ri-.E BOOK COUPONEnornsonslilesnand tor Men—Blg Pay

ll you know Practical Aeronautics. sum o lug Airplane Cor- is-Ii-——Ii-—-1-i

p0l:lnIcI'3Y\ will vksnt ‘on. U%eai-u of Salaries are being paid Am"-|¢-rm School of Avmuon

tram g men. cta onee. '0 c _ I l - 431 S,I)1>flfb0the bi rvwnrds. Automobil: rnst”chk‘g°

movie istory will rt-peat itself in Aviation.

Special Otter NOW-Send Coupon

bod Coupon st ones (or I ll nplflmlars of our rs-mark.crop-I-1 * ‘r * Wlaevrilslso rt-.

Prepare NOW

for these positions

Aeronauthal Engineer

Aeronautical Instructor

Aaronautlcal Contractor

Aeroplane Repairman

As:rn|ilns|r\ Mnclinnio

1\Q'I’I||I||llI(" in-p<-vlor

I\l'I'II|'\|lIIIl‘ snlmunnn

At"l’fi\)llll'l(' .\~ne-mbltf

Aorophiiiu llulldor

D1-vtflldsa

Gflll0m€lZ Please send me tall particulars

ol your rs-rnsrksbie offer, also your new h‘

book 'Opportunit|1-sin thaAirp|ans l.sniIRy."

Ibis o assume .

l‘lOWb0ol' unltloll th Al la rd . -obllz-stlon. E‘-or-on-si'ss'-ndrpmsi -s'iip'§=“d'>as,.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVlA'l1ON

U1 S. Deavborn SI. Dept. 7435 Chicago
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An Open Letter to the Model Engineers

of America

  

Gentlemen :—

We trust you will excuse us in writing a letter directly to

you, but we feel that we have something to tell you which will

be to your advantage. We know that amateurs often find a l

difficulty in getting supplies, as the majority of firms do not

bother with these small things. We do. We are prepared to

quote prices for anything you may want in carrying on your

pastime of making models. We specialize in model ship fit

tings, castings, patterns, model boilers and boiler fittings. We

also have made arrangements to supply you with all the cast

ings in the rough or partly finished to construct the engines and

boilers described in this magazine by Wm. A. Helms.

Write us what you want and we will supply you. Until the

amount of business justifies a store we take orders by mail only,

and guarantee a prompt delivery. Hoping for your support,

we are

 

 

Sincerely yours,

THE AMERICAN MODEL SALES & MFG. CO.

601 Broadway, Telephone Spring 3337

NEW YORK CITY.

  

 

  

 

A Necessity for

Every Shop

“Tho Samson No. 8 Bsnel Pllaol " with a -
M levlrsze or 24 to 1, 1| intmdod tr: worm»:-'

rond the capseiw of the "Samson land

Punches," and will punch holes from ‘>5

to H; in. in soft. metal up to 12 Gauge.

Extra sets punches and dies size 54., 3/l6,

‘A. 5/l6, and 55 in. easily inserted

and removed, (maximum unchlng

cloloitv 8/16 in. through lfgaugs

soft metal.)

MODEL AIRPLANE ENGINES

3 Cylinder Rotary Compressed Air

Engines.

% in. bore, 1,4 in. strolls

X in. bore, )5 in. stroke

§§ in. bore, K in stroke

6 Cylinder rotary steam enginfl, steel

cylinders, tobin bronze pistons, alu

minum cranlc case.

K in. bore, K in. stroke

Send stamp for descriptive circular.

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 East 71st St. New York City

i 6 INCH BENCH LATHE U

  

  

  

  

Eq u ip p e d

wit h 3-16

inch Punch

and Die un- s <

less Otherwise Specified. F-0-B-FM‘-Kory

Cutnlvn '1! Complete Lino Bent on Request.

The Machine Appliance Corporation

35] Jay Street, Depl. Fmg. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

  

  

  

 

For Gillette Blades Ilse

The Big I-‘our Stropper

A few turns and one opera

tion gives perfect cutting

odle. Makes old blades new

and new blades better.

Guaranteed to give satisfac

tl_on or money refunded.

.\olhing to lose and awry

Lhing to gain in comfort.

Every blade should be strapped

hetore using. watch the barber

he knows. Sentpoetpaid $366

the United Slates for

Fiith Ave. and 2Ist St. Nnv York City

  

Model Shop Equipment

Castings or finished machine. Shop tools and

supplies. Designs for Model Boats. Drawings

of U. S. Destroyer. Ready for immediate

shipment. Stump for catalog.

  

l I anywhere /in

BREZAL. lnc., Distributors
I-luhn Nip. 00., 594 Elm St., Arlington, N. J.

 
 

 

  
Small Steam E ' es 1

D Boilers, Ga.sHIP in ‘Eln

~'., ¥"°' - - '*" ' ALUMINUM
ank , Model M -

...- §..,,§i,*'.‘E' 5.. .., |,,-5 can BE soweneo
r uiiniéoi mteigria or Wm‘
OT C ll

sum». R =-M fir» surnrnr mun ALUMINUM S0illEll
order. 192 Pages, over 200

illugffafiggl, FLOWS AT 500' FAHRENHEIT

MODERN ENGINE Q SUPPLY CO.

864 Monadnock Bldg"
REQUIRES NO FLUX

chi'“‘3°' m‘ Used by General Electric Company, Worthing

Speed Lsilie $7 Complete Swing lms. Mm. metal bed

Head has a three step eons. B die is hollow.

are No. 1 Morse Lav lhan Tail stock has

asaswtoods-pindieand o.lMorso&erahszn

enter. Spur osnter is furnished tor w turning.

arsolhiihsradebeariiigmotalandaro

‘gen: gear. 13:2 ismldlnstable to all posi

flfllll. It I lbmo OI. IAIJII
bed 81.00 per ad nal toot. M

I. l J. SPECIALTY C0.

262 8. Parks 8t.. Pontiaa,

     

ion PI-"III Company. Hale 6» Kilburn company,

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Gorp., National Lead

Company, and hundreds of other manuiacturers

and repair shops.

Instructions for using with each bar.

Price $3.00 per Pound in Halt Pound Bars.

Send Fifty Cents tor 2-Ounce Sample Bar.

  

VANDAM SPECIALTY COMPANY

Grand Central Palace, Dept. EE, New York City

  

Illi
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“Richards’ Made”

Complete Construction

Sets from which you

can build successful

sailing Models. Circu

lar tells the rest. Send

for it.

WM. RICHARDS

747 Tremont Ave. New York City

0H—Just what I wanted

Real Model Racing Yachts

Sails Faster Than You Can Wall

Sport for men and boys. Con

struction Set—complet.e—30 in.

lonfl. with Rigging, Fittings and

HEAVY LEAD KEEL, read! to

assemble. 5 screws, 20 brads and

Yacht is built. Also same Model

finished ready lo sa-ll. Said 25

cents and your dealer's name and

address for book "Model Yacht

Bailing," Just printed, giving full

instructions oi the Sport: How to

slil. rig. nautical terms. etc., ow.

New Yorlt Model Boat l Mfg. corporation

Dspi. EM, in Broadway New York City

MODEL ELECTRIC MOTOR

YOU

can build this working model. All parts

furnished complete with Blue Prints. No

Extras required. $2.00. Blue Prints only 25c.

' A. F. CASSEL

52 W. l30tl| Street. New York Olty

 
 

DRAFTING

Inventions and ideas Developed!

Mechanical, Electrical, Patent 0ic_e and

Engineering Drawings of Every Desuuption.

COMPETENT DRAFTSMENAT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM

Ill Nassau 8!. New York OR!

Telemann Badman 6589 

 
 

  

Your Prospective Customers

are listed in our Catalog oi 99% guaranteed

Mailing Lists. It also contains vital sug

gestions how to advertise and sell profitably

by mail. Counts and prices given on 9ClD

diflerent national Lists. covering all classes;

ior instance, Farmers, Noodle Mirs., Hard

ware Dlrs., Zinc Mines, etc. This 0dlul~

Us Ilfsnnu boob fin. Write for it.

Send Them Sales Leliers

You can produce sales or inquiries with

personal letters. Many concerns all over

U. 5. are profitably using Sales Letters

we wri|e."Send ior fru instructive

booklet, Vllll ofsolu Letters."

Ross-Gould
R1_ai|;ng

Lasts 5+. Louis

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Mechanical Drafting

 
 

EXPERT SE.RVlCE—REASONABLE

moumu-:s mvm-:0

E. W. HEANEY & CO.

2105 Monterey Avenue New York City

Telephone Fordharn 6249

Lathe Yon. slats a

as-adslcow

(hi and‘-“filling [nabs

trom makall ollflt Io. ll

which includes all Gail;

and 1: detail blueprints. Oomfloio ootflt 88. lees

following dimensions: Length over a I IL ll ing;

Breadth. 12 ln|.; Approximate weight, O5 lb.‘ Db—

sions ol worlrln surface oi’ milling Labia. I ins. lu 6 ins.

This lathe has n designed to moot the want sl laid

Makers who require a tool capable at very valid and ag

oursto work. It is self-acting and Bcow 0|!-ting. IR]

it all plain Mlllln work r be done, la well An mun. n my g. 4..

- nut many bor nn jobs herwloo vary dlfllcnlt. Adxiaa

W. R. PRICE, Inc., Dapl. I1, Umlltolfl Bldl., I27 Sth Avo..I|.Y

Please mention EVERYDAY Encrnm-rams Mmmzxm-:
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A SIX-CYLINDER AIR MOTOR

(Continued from page 314)

  
  

lifilfl-\V\\e9l‘:1.1"|_‘2'° "49’ - I I the pistons are to the top, the more

»'>-‘M,_,,,@’ G , efiective travel or stroke is obtained.

Q ‘ “"‘ g _ i_, Care should be taken that the pistons do

Joint - -' _ not hit the cylinder tops, as the engine

  

Those who take their work

most seriously are most like

ly to be found using Tycos \\

Temperature Instruments—

¢

Indicating, Recording and

  

will not rotate and the light connecting

rods may be bent. The front plate of

the crank case is machined from steel

' , or brass and carries a. flange by which

the propeller is driven. This engine

will swing a twenty-inch diameter two

blade screw, having a pitch of approxi

,mately 30 to 36 inches without any

difficulty and operates well on an aver

age air pressure of about one hundred

pounds. Obviously, the more air pres

sure supplied, the higher the rate of

revolutions and the greater the power

 

 

Controlling.

Among Tycos Products 3.l'(".

lndlutlee ThI'I0lllI\Ol'l

Reeordlul Tlierlolmen

Oontrelllne Therneneltt

Pyreuieten

Pressure Geuen

Tine Oentrels

Hygenehre

Hy Imeteri

Barometer:

Vlcluln Gnulll

Thernwlrllhe

Oll Teetlnl lenruineete

Lnhlrnhf! G|l“"'l"

Collnueel

“Youi'llV_H;ve to Have An

Aulo- Vwleel to Keep Up.”

' hn rel]! lbw hl . GI Ill - -
ni>ii.'=§§';.$-"'miii'§i°ri'-‘nu: smoother. inn iim-viin-“oi output will be. The motor will work

glidq up to the flninh line—lcndinI ull the txhne. .

Bu steel tires Ind nxlunndl low racing may. AI\0- on any air pressure that the usual typeWheel w-gone an well built. Not . . - Household Thernometnn

jun rattle-trepe. but high-grade. of airplane model air reservoir or tank Altllfllfl
lunetnntinl, heavy-duty wI¢<>nI- Actlnoiiieten

Carry1.000 pounds. lhurrlnl c_ere— Will C3,l'Ty. A SlIIlpIC CO1laI' 3

hilly selected. put together right.

__ Two Modeh_-mu You Pick small set screw is used to keep the taper

u:-dig’-dwI::iI ‘c---_ib-;_—¢Ji:;_‘»_i~: valve seat tight.

good for counting ll-I for hauling.

[ml an know your v'"i"»‘

I¢f7eQIlr8In0Il¥I_ Literature

, mulled anon min"!

lulwflluool Ouivorllbk Ieedelev

lathe neereetthliu ln Sada

can (old up or down on durehile

nivote.) If you event e roudeter jut

lining eiden up For erund wlqou

told sides down to (arm box-WIIWH.

Auto- Wheel Owner! Are

Club Memberl.

Writn for details. Send ncrpeeol

three -.-meter denim-I, mermonuq

which once carry the lute-Ibool.

We'l) put you on the rnnillly llllvl

Auto-Ihoel -' karma’ Tell!

about our big P ZE CON’l'lS1S.

  

After assembly, the engine should

be run on a lathe or drill press, by

holding the cylinders from turning and

rotating the crankshaft by catching it

in a chuck, supplying plenty of oil

and lapping in so that all parts will be

a good fit before the engine is used.

This running-in process makes for an

 

  

The Bufhh Ska co” easy running and well fitted engine mpafifgy

in s¢lr:l¢Ec_Il=:1|§_.:Ni,'rl";~.v;-u:"_-(i;<:-N-Y- and one that will_require a minimum " _, mflmomem '

(‘0l‘lSLllTlpil0Il of air. ' ' ‘ " " ‘

  

 

 

Are You Going to Give Up a College Education

BECAUSE YOU CAN’T AFFORD IT?

Will you allow yourself to go through life handicapped by the lack of technical

education, knowing that you can never attain the success that would have been yours

if you had gone to college?

NO!

If you have the stuff in you of which success is made you need not think of the cost

of going to colle e, for EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE will pay your expenses at

any University, ollege, Trade School or Correspondence School in the United States.

Everyday Engineering Will Finance Your Education

in return for all or a portion of your spare time. It may seem too good to be true, but it

is no less a fact—Fou_r years at college with all the opportunities of learning, with the

social life, which, in itself, is of tremendous importance in the life of every man.

To make arrangements for starting this coming fall, write immediately to the “Circu

lation Department”, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, stating the name of the

University to which you want to go, the course you are desirous of taking and the

approximate cost for the scholastic year.

Here is your chance. It is up to you to take this opportunity now.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 West 45th Street New York City, N. Y.
  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENciNi:i-:iitNG h/IAGAZINE
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Useful Books on

Mechanical Subjects
 

Elect:-o-Deposition of Metals

By George Langbein

and

William T. Brannt

The new eighth edition of this volume, which

has been completely revised, considerably en

larged and entirely reset, is now ready. It is a

complete and comprehensive treatise, written

from s scientific as well as practical standpoint

and especially intended for the practical work

man, wherein he can find advice and informa

tion regarding the objects to be plated while in

the bath as well as before and after electro

plating. This volume is the foremost hook on the

subject in the English language and covers

eiectro-plating and galvanoplastlc operations, the

deposition of metals by the contact and immer

sion processes, the coloring of metals, lacquering,

and the methods of grinding and polishing as

well as descriptions of the voltaic cells, dynamo

electric machines, thermoplles, and of the mats

rlals and processes used in every department of

the art. Particular attention has been paid to sl.l

important innovations, and it has been en

deavored to include all oi‘ the latest practical

methods of plating, as well as the most recent

machinery and apparatus. it is a ready book of

reference and a practical guide to the workshop.

Octavo, 875 Pages, 185 Illustrations.

Price $7.50

 

Complete Practical Machinist

By Joshua Rose

One of the heat-known books on machine shop

work, now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. it gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools,

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. It covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies.

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding, nnirking out work. machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

planations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the eamest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efllciency will be helped toward

using both head and hands to better advantage.

No machlnist's library is complete without this

volume.

547 Pages. 432 illustrations

Price $3.00

 

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of

Receipts and Processes

By William T. Brannt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. It is a collection of formulas snd

practical manipulations for the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and eiflciency of the recipes so that

with ordinary core as to quantities snd manipu

lniion the results may be implicitly relied upon.

it treats on alloys and smalgama: hardening,

tempering, annealing; hronzing and coloring;

casting and founding: cements; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling, polishing: decorating, ennmellng,

engraving. etching: eiectro-plating, brasinf. cop

pering, galvanizing, gliding, nickeling, slvering,

tinning. etc.: fluxes and utes, lacquers, paints

and vsmishes; solders and soldering: welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

niit and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

582 Pages. 82 Illustrations

Price $3.00

 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata

logue mailed free on request.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., lnc.

Publishers of Mechanical

and industrial Books

2 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

DETERMINING OIL FILM PRES

SURE

AIMS have been made that under

the heavy demands on journals

and the necessity of keeping them in

cool running condition, a properly com

pounded grease is safer in operation

than by the use of oil, no matter how

carefully the latter may be applied.

From the experiments of Beauchamp

Tower, a. British engineer, the “film of

oi1” theory was established. The in

stant that this film is broken and metal

‘"Pressure

$hu1‘- Off

 

Apparatus for determining oil film pressure

touched metal, all laws of lubrication

failed. Mr. Tower’s experiments also

show that there is a. best lubricant for

every class of service, ranging from the

heavy oils and greases, with high vis

cosity or “body” for great pressures,

and low velocity of rubbing, to the light

spindle oils for low pressures and high

velocities. Good judgment based on

experience is the best guide in the se

lection of the proper oil for each ser

vice.

The results of some of Mr. Tower's

experiments are interesting. In the ac

companying drawing is shown a simple

device showing the pressure on the oil

or grease film in a joumal box. A hole

was drilled in the cap of the box for

the purpose of applying oil at that

point. It was found that oil would not

enter there, and a bath was applied be

low the box, inserting a wood plug in

the hole. But this was always forced

out by the oil. Mr. Tower then con

nected a. pressure gauge and found that

\vhile the pressure on the journal was

100 lbs. per square inch, the pressure

gauge recorded an oil pressure of over

200 lbs. per square inch. Apparently

the journal with oil adhering to its sur

face serves as a pump constantly lifting

oil to the top. The adhesion of the oil

to the surface made it possible for the

pressure at the center to reach this very

high point. The importance to be at

tached to this is that journal boxes

should be constructed so as to admit-of

the pumping of the lubricant up the

side to the top. It is readily concluded

that if an ample supply of lubricant

can be maintained between rubbing

surfaces of fluid pressure twice as great

as the unit pressure on the journal,

there need be no concern as to the fail

ure of the film separating the metals.

STUDY OF ENGINE TESTS

HE National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics, Washington, has

just issued Report No. 46, “A Study of

Airplane Engine Tests.” It embodies

deductions drawn from results of many

tests made upon one engine in the alti

tude library of the Bureau of Stand

ards.

Three major variables are consid

ered; namely, speed, altitude and

power, as well as other variables, such

as best distribution, friction losses, car

buretion, etc.

The work shows that:

Power varies approximately with the

density of the air, decreasing with alti

tude. The heat supplied in the fuel

should be proportioned to the density

of the air, up to nearly 15,000 feet alti

tude, above this altitude a richer mix

ture should be supplied. The thermal

efliciency based on brake power is a

variable, but when based on the indi

cated power it is nearly a constant for

all speeds and altitudes. The sensible

heat in the exhaust varies somewhat,

but is closely related to the heat rejected

on the theoretical (Otto) cycle. The

pounds of fuel per B. H.P. per hour is

constant up to nearly 15,000 feet alti

tude, but increases at the higher alti

tudes as a richer mixture is required.

When fuel consumption is based on

B. H.P. it steadily rises with decrease

of density owing to the effect of a nearly

constant friction loss at a given speed.

In the production of nitric acid from

Chile saltpetre, acid sodium sulphate

has been a waste product. Recent ex

periments in melting with silica and

other substances used by the glass

maker have resulted in the production

of a clear greenish glass with a saving

of over one-half the sulphur in the salt.

If charcoal is added, some of the sul

phur mny be recovered as such, being

reduced from the sulphate. It has long

seemed as if silica, which may be com

mon sand, could be used as an acid to

expel other acids from their combina

tions. At high temperatures practically

no acid can resist it.

Plcase mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Moron BOATS mo Boar Morons. Design,

Construction, Operation and Repair. By

Victor W. Pagé, M. S. A. E. and A. Clark

Leitch, N. A. S24 pages, 6 in. by 9 in.

372 illustrations. The Norman W. Henley

Publishing Company, New York City.

This is a brand new book on motor

boats and should be of value to every

one interested in boats or engines. It

considers every phase of motor boating,

as it considers all details of modern

hulls and marine motors, deals ex

haustively with boat design and con

struction, design and installation of all

types of marine engines and gives ex

pert advice on boat and engine main

tenance and repair. Not only is boat

construction fully treated, but every

needed dimension is given for building

from complete yet simple plans, and

construction is considered step by step.

Everything from the selection of the

lumber and laying out the boat molds

to the finish of the completed craft is

outlined in detail. The boats described

have been built by the author and the

plans are right. The book has also a

special chapter on seaplanes and flying

boats and includes complete working

drawings for boat builders, giving full

instructions for building boats ranging

from a general utility 16-foot model to

a 25-foot raised cabin cruiser from

tested designs. It is divided into two

parts and is practically two books in

one binding. Part 1 deals with the

hull and fittings. Part 2, the Power

Plant and its auxiliaries. It is the

most complete book on motor boating
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PIOMPT DEIIIEIY

Polyphm Helm Direct Current lotus
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Discover

Your Talents

What Are You Best Fitted For?

Personal, Mental and Vocational analysis,

by Dr. S. S. George, M.A., Ph.D., former

U. 8. Army expert. Will help you know

your mind and what you are beat fitted for.

complete course of lute and an ail. with

1,500 vocations classified, will be ed to 70!!

on approval Bond 83.00 tor the course pout

paid. ll it la not satisfactory return it in five

days and we will refund your money. Address

The Vocational Guidance Institute

1255 nanny. low York 0111

  

CLEARTOIE PHONOGRAFNS

$4-00 to $200.00 Retail

Noodles 380 pet

'YgCA|~| MAKE

Bro Pnorrrs
Charging AuloStorage Batteries

$100 to $300 Profit

Every Month

Start New making BIG PROFITS.

RB Equipment most dmendohie on

the marke-t—no repairs, no burn-outa,

no expensive renewals—Dl!s biggest

profits with least expense-economical

to operate. never wears out.

  

It coats only loo to 150 each to

charm batteries the BB wa —cus

tamer pa 1 750 to $2.00. on out

thou Bro tal

An I'll Battery Charger lor

Every Slao Battery Bualnoss

- ofl
“'9 have examined t° date gig‘oi siiilooo. Motors n.a'

“i “J.‘.2‘t’t‘,.-'“l’;t"i'l".l..‘“é‘»=‘it°-.-“°“=»"~'»’°v'.
lo’. each. lieoorda. Needles, Sapphl-I0 Poilih

%"lo"‘¢"‘ " 'a'4“°“‘°‘Z.£'.'i.;'g'fi 0.. col)Ofll‘ - II! Ono: of ifs kind inpamerica. illurtrotlnl 88

  

By T.

S93

Tm: Er.scrR1cuiN’s I-Lwnv Boox.
O,Conm_ Sloane, Pb. D‘ 823 pages. Small Cash Payment Puts Any Ill Charger

In Your Garago—Chooso the Size You Hood

' ' . Fl ibl l th bindin . 6' ol no Mmhin alnuslratugns. fax brehcg b th £ /4 2:-tail)‘; dlqllgent Par: m Mark I croaa (X) on picture of H13 Charger you need

m- by 4/1 m- u I5 e Y c orman LUCKY ,3 Puouomupu co-PA," —t.hon tear out and mail this ad. All you need 1| the

small cash payment—you have almost a you to pay
W. Henley Publishing Co., New York. Export mm. Ml, n. ma BL. re. r..u.s.a

The Electrician’s Handy Book has

rapidly won its place in electrical

literature and has already had a large

clientele of readers. We note with in

terest this new edition which, while

including the original matter of the

book, has by extensive additions been

made thoroughly up to date. It has

filled a unique place in the literature

of the science and the additions with

their numerous illustrations operate to

maintain its very high standard. The

entire field of electricity is covered by

the text, and the numerous illustrations,

by their great clearness, facilitate its

clear descriptions of electrical theory,

operations and apparatus.
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Money-Back Guarantee. You run no risk. Write T0

DAY for inlormltlon.
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our Christmas ion now.
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BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Big opportunities NOW.

Iualify for this fascinat

ing profession. T h r o o

months’ course covers all

,., branches :

IOTION PlCTURE—60MilERCIAL—P0l>‘i‘l’RAlTURE

Camera-I and M nlertals lumuhed /rrr
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The book has a very full table of

contents and is thoroughly indexed. Its

very clear and systematic paragraphing

make quick reference very easy.

Succouiul Iilanulaciuron Home 189-I

ALI Lanna llu.\'i‘lla spare time umu wu

equip you for responsible poritim with a good

salary from the start. Railway ‘hallo In

rpectors advance rapidLy—-they work right with

railway otiidala who are constantly seeking copa

ble men. A pleasant poaltlon--!0u heoonn brood

mlndod—you travel and neo country. expenses paid.

!.B.T.l. instruction ls very lntere4ctng—it‘| sully

ualmiiatod. We arranze for position; no an llmit.

Those who started studying a in

months ago ilil poaitina hdu.

and they re on ma road lo mil

further advancement, so wnoq

tmmedlateb ior Booklet D (I

oeforr you turn this page

Sludani Blsimx lililiill l|s|it|ir,B vftalo IX

Practical inst-ruotion; modern equipment. Da or evening

claaoq; any terms. The School of Reoognmd Stipul

ority. Call or write for complete eataiot No. 50.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY 1

141 W. 3611: St., N. Y. 505 Slate St., Bltlyn.
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To the Man with an Idea

I_ ofier a comprehensive, ex

perienced, efficient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

hon.

Send _sketch, or_ model, and

description, for 3dVlC_c as to cost,

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly furnished without

charge.

ldy experience. and familiarity with

""011! "18. frequently enable me to

accurately advise clients as to prob

able patentability before they go on

B!!! expense.

Booklet of valuable information and

form for properly discloa-ing your idea,

free on request. Wnte today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

PJTENT LAWYER

144 Owen Building, Waahington, D. C.

 

 

Before dlsclosln your Invention U

anyone. send for blank form. “Evidence

or Conception," to be shrned and Wit

neeeed. Form and information eon

cernlng patents FREE.

LANCASTER AND ALLWINE

225 Ouray Bulldlni. Wuhlnnton. D.C.

Originator: cl the form "Evidence

0! Conception"

 

WILLIAM C.LINTON

Conaulting Engineer and Patent Attorney

“Invent.or’s Advlser" mulled free on

request. Glvea full lnlormatlon as to

Patents, Trade Marks and Their Cost.

Office:

364 University St.

Montreal, Canada

920 F St., N. W.

Waehington, D. C.

 

Competent Patent Service

By a Former Examlnln Oficlal of the U. S.

Patent flice

NORMAN T. WHITAKER

Lawyer and Engineer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

B ehOfi 67N $t.N Y EC]ran ma naen\l:Nv, cw or ty

Book OHPTENTS
Contains valuable informanon and avice to

lnVCnl0l'! on eecunng Patents. Send model

or sketch of your invention lor Free Opinion

oi lla patenlable nature. Prompt service.

Z0 years experience. Wnte today

TALBERTA TALBERT 435° TALBERT BLDG.,\Vaahin|loI\, D.C.

CELLULOID
SHEETING. PRINTING. MOULDING.

TURNING. DIE CUTTING

EXPERIMENTAL WORK, ETC.

NAPIER BROWNING CO.

105 w. mu. ST. NEW YORK CITY

 

 

 

Free

    

 

INVENTIONS DEVELOPED L

MODELS, EXPERIMENTS

Absolute Secrecy Guaranteed

CONSULTATION

Phone Barclay 9134 96 Warren Street

New York City

 

BOOK REVIEW

PROSPECTOR'S FIELD Boox AND Gum:-:. By

pH. S. Osborn. Ninth Edition. Revised

and enlarged by M. W. Von Bernewitz.

400 pages, 4% by 7% inches. Pocket

book style. Illustrated. Henry Carey

Baird & Co., Inc., New York.

Some idea of the scope of the ninth

edition may be gained from the fact

that a spirited introduction emphasizes

the necessity of prospectors receiving

some technical training. The chapter

on preliminary instruction covers the

fundamentals of a study of the earth’s

crust. Then follow discussions on

practical minerology, crystallography,

the value of the blowpipe in prospect

ing, surveying and chemical tests in the

Pains

ALBERT

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
Bend 10 centa coin or etalpa for 70-page

    

the national

Joy smoke

parch.
  

 

book on Btammerlng and Btutterlnl.

Ganae and Cure." It tells how I cured lyael!

atter etammerlng tor 20 years.

N. lone, ill Bugle Bldg, Indianapolis

 

field. Separate chapters are given to

the precious and base metals, also to

the non-metallic minerals. A general

rearrangement has been made, and the

metals or minerals found in associa

tion are considered together.

The chapter on the non-ferrous or

alloy group of minerals is entirely new,

being the best information available.

The section on oil has been expanded,

while the subject of oil-shale is new.

A new and little known, yet successful

method of prospecting for gold, is in

cluded, while surficial indications for

copper receive full attention. The

chapter on gems in the previous edition

has been rewritten and condensed on

that subject, but to it has been added

matters concerning gemstones used for

industrial purposes, such as abrasives.

A general chapter covers many useful

minerals and salts, the old matter be

ing amplified and brought up to date.

An important guide and suggestive

aid throughout the new book are the

many brief descriptions of ore deposits

of all minerals occurring in scattered

parts of the world. These have been

abstracted carefully, and tell how cer

tain minerals may be expected to be

found. No other prospector’s book

contains this class of information. An

other special feature is the lists of out

fits, prices and manipulation of the

apparatus. In the appendix will be

found numbers of useful tables, an ex

planation of the unit system of buying

and selling ores, and a complete glos

sary of mining and minerological terms.

The conclusion has been reached that cop

per is an advantageous constituent of steel.

Two samples are cited. One contained 0.86

per cent. of copper and the other .030 per

cent. copper. The first sample is better un

der all conditions with a higher yield-point,

higher ultimate stress and greater reduction

on area with a. slightly lower value for

elongation. Under the Brinell and Shore tests

and the Charpy impact test the sample with

the larger percentage of copper was the

harder. In its general effects copper in steel

is comparable to nickel which has been used

so much in the last few decades of metal

lurgical practice.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

 

THE

Wireless

World
The Oficial Organ of the

Wireless Society

of London

 

Commencing with April

3d, will be published fort

nightly in order to ade

qua-tely deal with the

increasing a m o u n t of

Wireless Experimental

and Research Work.

Full of Practical hints

and useful information

for Wireless Amateurs.

Extensive reports of the

Wireless S ocie ties of

Great Britain.

Annual Subscription 17s,

Post Free

Single Copies 9d, Poet Free

To be entirely up-to-date in your

knowledge of Wireless you

must be n subscriber to

The Wireless World.

To the Publisher,

The wireleaa World,

12-13 Henrietta St.,

London, WC2, England.

Please enter me as a aubacriber

to the Wireless World for the

period . . . . . . . ..to.........

for which l enclose . . . . . . . .

Name

Please write diatinctly.

  

Our exclusive

patented process

cuts out bite and
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BURGESS

ELECTRICAL

HAND
(called THE BURGESS BLUE BOOK, originally in blue-print form)

SHORT CUTS AND TIME SAVERS

Prepared in pocket sine especially for practical

men and those taking up the study of electricity.

Contains ilrailinas and diaarals sf electrical

isaeiiiasry—ovar 200 Ieraulas for ealsulatlea and

problems varied out shealaa In lsrnulsa are

used. From the personal note book of Yorke

Burgess while on all diflerent kinds of electrical

work covering a period cl nearly a quarter of a

century.

Electrlaal lain. lmaaias. Iastaedn sf calcula

tlea, ete. Slaialiflsd and Isle easy to undev

If not satisfactory.
  

  

TWO GOOD BOOKS

Model Engineering

By Henry Greenly

407 pages. B09 illustrations, cloth

Price 83 Postpaid

Model Making

By Raymond Francis Yates

400 pages. 30l illustrations, cloth

Price $3 postpaid

A postcard puts you on our mailing list.

SWANSON BROS.

Technical Book Service

I86 No. La Selle St., Chicago, III.

EASY to

LEARN at

Home Study

Oonrse based on

the years of [irnc'tI(1il

experience of Yorke Burgrwut

who lives pehvnfilll attention tn Ell ii

GH student. has placed huhdroiis of men

andbo slnbetterpositiona. B<-ginnorIgetem

ploynient a r taking the Burztrfl mun-o a short

whilr—over85%of students non-naaaed In electrical work.

For BEBIIIEIIS and EXPERIENCED IIEII
What You Should Learn and

The Way You Should Loam It

Wh the Basia! method Ia belt for ou—Resd what L. E.

Walking I. I. E10: Broctton. uai., one of the lore

rnrht Electrical Engineera in the U. S. and npioneer In

electric railvniy work. writes of the Bur on schnolr "It. is

indeed good that there has been eatah iahed a at-huol of

Electricity on so practical lines Free From The Frills of

thg general run of correspondence schools."

You ran: no GNIIGI-on wnfldent are IQ of Dial’ Iuccell um voun
IA'—IIY. cI\-II II you All IOT IITIIFI -‘HIV YO Lllll

_|.§1 IA IOI. Apparatus, Inauumenu, maunala.

¢==., an" la in the mm, Ir. earn“ has

id-: Ina aaaoll page look. ' uterine

ITV“ that oven person inureatad In om.-.

trinity suwior-4 any hranch or

tlac war! lhon hsva.

taina valulhla Inforn\at.l@

and aeorsa of lsuua

Ira. nun and

who no auaiiint

a eeeaa by

the Iurirll

Remarkable Book N-8

iricosrs YOU NOTHING

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

YORKE nuncsss, Supt.

 

Price $1.00

Send dollar hill, money order or checls. You take no chanca—money bacls ANY TIME

THE BURGESS COMPANY

Consulting Electrical Engineers

YQRKE BURGESS, Prelidcrlf

Engineering Division (Department I08) 750 E. 42nd Street,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. U. S. A.

  

BOOK

stand and renaliher. Easy to apply In practical

work. Iany valuable stunts net to he found

la any other heel. Of value to any electrical

man, whether Technical Graduate. Electrical

Engineer, Student or Practical Mali.

Electricians all over the world are sending for

this book. The nest complete aad valuable

hook of its kind published. Nuihiiig else like

it. II you have never seen this book it Ia

impossible for you to realise what you have

missed.

  

Professional Assistance

and Consultation

We solicit the patronage of inventors

and will give prompt, confidential

service in the perfection of ideas.

Complete drawings and plans pre

pared. Specialists in steam and gas

engine appliances.

Correspondence Invited.

L I Us Know Your Problem

Boll & Hoyt

366 Madison Ave. New Yorls, N. Y.

  

  

 

  
ATTENTION! PRACTICAL BOOKS FOR

PRACTICAL MEN _______

Get our set of l8 Books on Machine Shop Practice.

Contents: Glazing. Mathematical Tables. Shot?

Arithmetic for the Machliilst. Drawing, S(‘l'eW Cut

ting. Screws and Bolts, Milling Machine Tables,

Strexigtli of Materials and other information. Ma

china work. Price $5.15 per set prepaid.

Otis sot of 9 Books mi Electricity.‘ Ctiiilt-litxf

Dynamos. Mntnrs. Electric Railway.-i, Trsnsmissioii

of Power liilectrio Lighting, Telegraph and Tel

ephone, El:-ctzro Platinl, Armature and Magnet

Winding. Wiring Diagrams, etc. Price per set

$5.00 prepaid.

Automobile Guide. Price $l.80.

Dykes Automobile and Gasoline Engine Encyclo

pedia. Price $6.40.

Power Wagon Reference Book for 1020 and Power

Wagon Magazine. both for $5.00.

Storage Batu-rlrs Book 75¢.

Automobile Road Maps of every state in the

I‘iilon. 351: each state.

Send money orders or stamps.

UNION TECHNICAL BOOK C0.

4020 McPherson Avenue. St. Louis. lu., U. 8. A.

Barometrical Determination

of Heights

A practical method of baroinetrical levelling

and hypsometry. By F. -I. B. Cordelro. Sec

ond edition, revised and enlarged, 6 x 4 in.,

limp cloth, 50 cents.

Buchanan’:

Tables of Squares

Containing the square of every foot, inch, and

sixteenth of an inch between one-sixteenth of

an Inch and fifty feet. These tables will be

found to be of great value to all classes of

Engineers, $1.25.

French Measure and English

Equivalents

By John Brook. Giving equivalents in inches

and decimals of an Inch and Inches and frac

tions of an inch (to the nearest 64th + or -—)

or from 1 to 1000 millimetres, and 1 to 100

metres, and table of fractional parts of an

inch with corresponding decimals. 80 pages,

4 x 3 ins., limp cloth, 40 cents, net.

Metrical Tables

By Sir Guilford G. Molesworth.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged

VIII + 95 pages, 5 x 3 in., limp cloth,

75 cents, net.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN

 

‘Learn at He!

  

  

Employers everywhere are look

ing for skilled draftsmen. They are

offering splendid salaries, and good

positions are always open.

 

151 E. 42nd Sl.,'_ChIcago, Illinois 120E Liberty St. New York

No line offers reater opportunity for

advancement. rafting itself not only

commands good pg’, but it is the first step

toward successin echanical orStructural

Engineering or Architecture.

There is an easy delightful way in which

on can learn ri ht at home in spare time.

or 29 years t e International Corre

spondence Schools have been giving men

and women just the training they need

for success in Drafting and more than 200

other subjects. Hundreds of thousands

have step ed into good positions through

I. C. S. he p but never were opportunities

so great as now.

Let the_I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon below. _then mark and

mail it today. TI'll_S doesn't obligate you in the

least and it will bring you information that may

start you on a successful career. This is your

chance. Don’t let it slip by. Mark and mail this

coupon now.

_—1-i-_-1-.-- ..<|> I'M -.-Z Z

lllTEllllATl0l|Al. 00llllE8P0llllEll0E SBIIOULS

BOX E0873, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain without ob t me, howl can qualll I thposition‘. or in the sulIil:ct, olore which l mark kl at .

ILIUIIIUAL IIGIIIER

Electrician

Electric Wiring

Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running

Heavy Electric Traction

OIIIIIOAL EIIGIIIEBR

SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING MAN

Window Trimmer

Show Card Writer

Outdoor Sign Palasar

Electrical Draftsman RAILROADER

Elaeu-Ia Iaehlne Ihalgaar ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNERTalegrarh Expert

Practice Telephony

IBOIIANIIJAL ENGINEER

Mechaniul Draftsman

Ship Draftsman

Machine Shop Practlca

Toolmaker

Gas En neer

CIVIL NGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

ll NE lI‘0REI‘N OR EITR

A CHITECT

Arelslteetiiral Draltanaa

PLUIBIN0 All) IIBATIIG

Sheet Metal Worker

BUSINESS IAKAGEIEIT

Prlvate Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typlas

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Traffic Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk

Textile Overseer or Supt.

AGRICULTURE Spaalal

Ponitryllalalng Ifranfl

Navigator Aatonohilss Itallia

Name

Present FEB".

Ocmpaflo~

SW06!

and No.

C5‘Iii~hloi_i{

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

COLUMNS

Automobile owners,

advertisements of things they need.

but 7c a word; about 7 words per line.

the month to insure proper classification.

HA‘/E YOU ANYTHING TO BUY, SELL OR EXCHANGE?

mechanics, model makers, motor boat owners, radio and electrical

experimenters and students read these classified columns every month, looking for

Are you telling them what you have?

Advertisements should reach us by the first of‘

The cost is

 

Agents Wanted 

MAKE 0.00 NEXT SATURDAY. S erator for

I-‘ords sol in like wildilre. Used by Ford otor 0i‘.Iiciala

Makes any ord run like a Packard. Sio stalllnl and

bucking. Put ui&—in taut satisfa on. No holes

lo bore. Sell ts: ti» twelve ‘I day elli. Splendid Dfoflie

and exclusive territory. Write quick for information. Ad

dress Perrln Co., I041 Hayward Bldg.. Detroit. 34163!

AGENTS murme WEEKLY selling nun Do:

Inna Tires. Double e of tires, eliminate blowout an

mhctuuaea, gig repeater. Wondeaflul ogporltlunity tvov

e n elli, permanen , gro ng us essonce. Eaaetarn Auto Specialty Co.. Dept. S. Utica. N. Y.

WANTED—M lth F d cars to work home ferritory or usveleinarm 810010 $25 daily. Write for DAI

ticulars. Barrett Mom: Starter Mia. Co., 1111 Broad

way, New York City.

Automobile Accessories

VULCANIZE RUBBER without heat or tools. Whirl

wind seller to every Auto Owner. Further particulars

free. Muacatine Agency. E402. Muscantlns, Iowa.

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR AUTOMOBILES. We

furnish all parts and Moulds for makin them. Sample

Plate 400, Foreign Countries 60o. W dsor Spacialkv

Co.. 5419 Windsor Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Aviation

CONSULTING AERONAUTICAL AND AUTOMOTIVE

eera. Inventlma sod and devslo —Designa

prepared. Tests. Expert vice. Van M I Q Man.

Ciq Collqs, New Yuk.

Book:

BOOKS DELIVERED FREE. Write today for Illus

trated Guide Io the Latest Books. Wesley Mills Co..

Dept A. 500 Fifth Avenue. New York. N. Y.

Business Opportunities

FREE ill! Ii regarding ll! Slfllillll Blililll

cqmlr§§'“;a.i1'§=e enema, ' uasm. ‘vomit

SUBSTANTIAL Manufacturing corporation wants cap

able men to establish branch and manage salesman.

$800 to 81,500 necessary. Will allow expenses to Balti

more as explained. Address. Treasurer, 416 N. Howard

St.. Baltinuwa, Md.

WILL YOU IIELP——flnanclal1y—to place the best lack

Nut on the markatf (Cheap. needs little additional

machinery to manufacture. simple and positive.) How

many shares at 1.00 each will you buy. sub to

when. as and if I Bolph J. hckns. 1 West

49th St.._N. Y.

AIBITIOUS IEN—Graa8°i.hi| 0

money. You can make $5. to S10. 0 every day in your

spare time at home. Not a cheap scheme. agen or

soliciting proposition, but substantial business pans.

Invns ate this today. Address, Business. Box I15,

Fredon s, N. Y.

START a business of your own. 24 plans, 81.00. Jud

Tiliberg, Proctor. Varmint.

Cameras
~i

SEND favorite negative and I50 cents for a beautifully

mounted enlargement. guaranteed to please you or your

money refunded by return mall. Weatorn Portrait Co.,

2118 Kendall BL, Chicl-II. IIL

Chcmicals

EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORIES. fully 0ilui.pped—

$11.00 to 100.00. Payment Plan or Cash Descriptions

and actua photographs free. Write Dept. E-21. Lions

Scientino Institute. ‘Laboratory Outntica." Mt. Olive.

Pittshursh. Pa.

rtunitytomaks

 

Electrical

INSTANTANEOU8 Bot Water Heater attachable any

faucet. valuable hospitals. physicians. and dentists’ oiiioes,

barbera. and home use. Retail $60. Dealers $45. Victor

0. Ford Company, 250 West 54th St.. New York.

Ford Owner:

ronos min st MILES per gallon mm our mo
carburetors. Use cheapelt gasoline or half kerosene.

Start easy I? weather. Increased power. Styles for

all motora uns ow in high gear. Attach vourself.

Big profits in agents. Money back guarantee, 30 days‘

trial. Air-friction Carburetor Company. 600 Madison

St.. Daywn. Ohio.

FORD SPEED-POWER EQUIPMENT stocked: 4 Speed

Forward Auxili Transmissions. Doubles Puliin power,

increases speed 4 or 20%; I6 Valve Overhead ylinder

head; speed carburetors: camshaft. laton rings; light

pistons. crankshaft counterbalancea; gbh tension mag

netos; underaitmg fixtures: speed power evel gears; foot

accelerators; steering wheels; wirewht-els' disc wheels;

metal wheel discs: Ford Fire Chemical liiook and Lad

der; 15"-30" Double Universal Wheelbase Extension:

ll/5-2 ton Side S ing Additional Frame Work Uni

Complete Line 1 -5 ton Shaft-Chain Drive Uni

Racing Body; Comp eta Racing Cars $500.-$1150. B. V.

Ford Speed-Power Equipment Manufacturers. 250 West

54th St, New York.

Formula:

EXPERT CHEMIST will furnish Ibrmulaa. Proeusea

and Trade Secrets. All linea. Lists free. W. L.

Cummings. Ph.D.. 128-280 Gordon Ava.. Syramae, N. Y.

 

  

 

THE REGULATION POLICE WHISTLE is the highest

quality and loudest sounding whistle made. Can be hoard

four blocks and instantly attracts every Dullceflllll

within that distance. Sent pustnald on recelbt of 50c.

((:Spocial prices to Police Departments). Sharpe Mfg.

0,, Ijaterson. N. J.

POLICE KEYS are the heat and most convenient for

household use. Used by 20.000 pleased customers. As

sortment of four diiferent sizes aentfigsipaid on receipt

oqf 30c. Stamps accepted. Sharpe g. Co., Paterson.

FOR‘ 8ALE—17'lgn Boat without motor $1950.00 f.o.b.

or with an 80 "Roberts" $2400.00. R. L. Wells,

General Delivery, Cleveland. Ohio.

MOTOR BOAT POWER PLANT COMPLETE—Four

Cylinder, Fifteen H.P. Motor; Rear Starter; Magneto

and Carburetor: Clutch and Reverse Gear; Enclosed

Qpe; Spioer Universal Joint. Must sacrifice. Practically

ew. Price 1100.00 F.0.B. New York. Box 10. Every

day Bngineering Magazine.

CALIFORNIA FARMS FOR SALE.

E. R. Waite, Shawnee. Oklahoma,

Guinea Pigs

WANTED 5,000 baby guinea pigs 3 to 4 weeks old 00c

each. Who will raise them for us! Breeding stock

supplied at moderate ces. Western Reserve Animal

Industries. Drawer B. tation E, Cleveland, Ohio.

Help Wantrd

FIREIEN. BRAKEMEN. BAOOAGEMEN. $140-$200.

Colored Porters b Railroads everywhere. Experience

unnecessary. 898 . Bureau. East Sl:._ Loula, Ills. _

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Big pay. Er

perience unnecessary. details free. Press Reporting Syn

dicate, 534 St. Louis.

Instruction

INSTRUCTION. Drafting; Practical Courses; Instruc

tion free: Small Matiriai coat. Write Cincinnati In

du.sut'ri:)INnTraining School. 9225 Romper lane. Cincin

na .

Write for list.

 

 

 

 

Inventors

lNVENTORS—Wriie for our free illustrated guide book

and Evidence of Canoe tion Blank. Sd model or

sketch and description Invention for our opinion of its

tentabls nature free. Highest References. Prompt

Ervice. Reasonable Terms. VICTOR J. EVANS I

00.. 148 Ninth. Washington, D. C.

Male Help Wantrd

SALESMEN—Oity or Traveling. Experience u.une<2s

sary. Send for list of lines and full particulars. Pre

in spare time lo earn the big saisrlfle-—$2.500 to

10.000 a year. Employmmt services rendered members.

(lgtaltional ?filSll!!lSl1'l Training Association. Dept. I51-H.

(Ill!!

OETEOTIVES EARN BIO MONEY. Travel. unusual

ty. Write Johnson's Detective Oorree denca

ool, Desk I1, 232 Sheldon Ava, Grand Bapitg?Mich.

DETEOTIVES EARN BIO IONEY. Excellent oppor

tunity. 'l‘ravaL E rience We train you.

Particulars free. rite, American elective System,

I968 Broadway, N. Y.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn from Silo to

$200 par month and expenses. Travel if desired. Un

limited advancement. No age limit. We train you.

Poaltions furnished under guarantee. Write for Book

let CM-36. Standard Business Training Institute.

Buihlo, N. Y. 

Miscrllanrous

MULTIORAPHS, Addressographs, Duplicators, Sealers,

Folders. Less than half lprioe. Guaranteed one year.

Pruitt Company, I12-D. orth La Salle, Chicago, Ill.

SALES LETTERS written by Jacobus, The Man who

takes the Doubts out of Advertising. $3.50 each. ee

10.00. Jaoobua Advertising Service, 1078 Sanford Ave..

rvingmli. N. J.

WANT Goodall Pratt I4t.he, with Sawtable.

Heath. Somerville, Mass.

Motion Picture Plays <9 Supplios

92:-saoo PAID ANYONE for ideas. suggestions suitable

for photoplaya. Experience unnecessary; complete Dill.

line Free. Producers league, 580, St. Louis, Mo.

PHOTOPLAY8 WANTED. Big prices Daid. You can

write them. We show you how. Free particulars. Bax

Publishers, Box 175A-10 and 175A-1!. Chicago, Ill.

Motor-cycle:

USED AND REBUILT Indians, Excelsiors. Harleys.

Overhauled and tested by experts. Guaranteed and

ship on a rovai. We save you bis money. We

furnah Bank eferences. Send Stamp for Free List.

Floyd Clymer. Dept. 3. "Lar est Motorcycle Dealer in

Western America,’ Denver. olorado.

5.00 UP. GUARANTEED REBUILT MOTORCYCLES.

endcraon. Excelsior. Indian, Harley-Davidson. Bl

clea. $5.00 up. Tires and accessories at wholesale.

Ilustrated bulletin A free. Ash Motor Corporation,

162 N. Clinton Ave., Rochester. N. Y.

Opportunities

 

Pray, 102

 

 

PATENTS. Over 10 years’ practice: all communications

stric confidential; handbook on patents free on request;

spec! facilities for otilce COilsUllOilDllzi. lilunn 6: Co..

Patent Attorneys, 641 Woolworth Building. New York.

625 F Street, Waslllngion; Tower Building, Chicago;

Hobart Bldg.. 582 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.

PATENTS In all matters pertaining toinveution consult

National Institute of Inventors. ll8 Fulton Bt., New

York City. having three thousand members. Booklet free.

PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT. It may be valuable.

Wr1te me. No attorney's fee until payout ls ailowed.

Eatab. I882. "Inventor's Guide“ Free. Franklin H.

Bough, 510 Loan It Trust I31dg.. Washington. D. C.

DON'T lose your rights to patent protection. Before

dis_closiii¢ your invention to anyone and for blank form

“Lvidence of Conception" to be signed and witnessed.

Form and information concernln patents free. 1'4n

castor and Allwine, 237 Ouray ilulldlng, Washington.

ma H Originators of Form of "Evidence of Concep

n.

"INVENTORS RECORD" AND “SULLETIN" sent

without charge. My free blank form for disclosing your

invention simplifies procedure. &nd sketch or deeui

tion for preliminary advice. Wm. H. Mulligan, Raga:

grog Attorney, 394 Woodward Building, Washington,

 

DC.

PATENTS—Fees in installments. I-‘rank T. Fullm.

formerly Lieutenant, Engineers, Washington, D. C.

PATENT8—Prompt. personal. afiicient service by an .3.

tornay-at-law. skilled in all branches of Patent Prs¢u@_

Over I2 years‘ actual experience; full information upm

‘rne$.10est.DB.c P, Fishburne. 822 M00111 Bldg., Wuh.

n, . .

 

 

Phonograph:

BUILD YOUR OWN PIIONOGRAPlI—B fin‘,
furnish parts and cabinets. Writs iodaly‘ fltir freestructions. Associated Fhonograph Supply Co., DepL V,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

- Photo Developing

MAIL US 20o lib lze iilm f d rel
six velvet print: 0r“iYen'd six negftrive: u'.’,°“'.i’.‘.§200 Yul‘ 8llLDI'lli’lrl6 Or sang 401: for one 8 x 10 mounted

enlar omen m t. t vi . R PMFinis ing Co.. 283 g3ellpeArg.:, itedaniaeke, V0310“ m

Short Stories Wanted

SHORT STORIES. P ms, Pl , Em, wan Q
publication. I.iierary°?3urcau,'~lIB8 Hannifil, Moifd I

 

 

 

Srammering

‘ST-gilfiili-T-L-"‘)l;KElIl‘I’lI0 anal’ lStam}r‘nerIng cured at home.

ns c ve r . D al , I0Bank Building, °Wase§ingt.o|'1.wD on d 3 Pommu

Stamps

APPROVAL 00% disco t. Bf , lease. tag;bought. Lang. 1438-J uli‘9ih, cei0eCrl;n,°°IlliI!i0il. 8 DI

I-IAVE YOU SEEN THE STAMP HERALD? Finct

monthly, stair’-1111:‘ gapisrr Dullallaheél. Sunbroi-ilption Mu a

year. mon is 0 i hllflljn‘
Co., Dept. 17, IndlanapiJlis.&lnd.‘mD er d Pu

STAMPS FREE—60 ll dill’ t f thcollectors and 2e postage. §l-)mSwt:Iren setalilriglu-a_I0‘g hi’

gengarl: stamps 10c. Toledo Stamp Co., Toledo. Ohio.

 

Telegraph)‘ V

TELEGRAPI-IY (both Morse and Wireless) and Railway

accounting taught quickly. Tremendous demand. Big

salaries. Great opportunities. Oldest and largest school;

established 40 years. All expenses low--can earn 1

part. CM-alosae free. Dodse's Institute. P SL, v -

paraiso. Indiana.

 

 

Toys

AMERICAN MADE TOYS NEEDED. Homeworkers on

small scale and Manufacturers on large scale wanted to

manufacture Toy Soldiers , Navy, Machine Guns.

Cannons, War Ships, Indians, ow-boys. Wild Animals.

Whistlers and other toys and novelties. Greatest chance

for Industrial people to have an independent busing;

Enormous demand gives an unlimited field and great

future all over the United States. Canada and foreign

countries. Experience or tools not necessary. Hundred

and more made complete per hour. Casting forms, com

plete outfit from $3.00 up. We buy those goods all y-gr

paying fixed prices. For painted foods we oiler attrac

tive prices. Contracts made with reliable plrtiza. We

have connections all over the United Stain and goods

made with those Casting forms are badly needed by a.l.I

wholesale and retail dealers on account of I-he acaroiu

in these lines. Greatest upportunitv are oflered manu

facturers of American Made Toys. A strictly bnsinegg

proposition and no one need apply unless he means

business. in this case write for booklet and informa_

tion. fumislmi free. Toy Soldier Mfg. Co., 32 Union

Square, New York City.

Ty/>ewrz'ter Ribbons

TYPEWRITER RIBBON8. all typewriters. 50c. Abbi

Typewriter Company, 38 East 23rd St., New York. ‘

Watchr:

 

 

 

 

For Sale

PAINTS: Before you buy paint. secure list htavybodied

dampresistlng high grade oil paints: brick. cement,

stucm. wood: low prices, prompt shipments, careful at

tention, orders large or small. The many repent orders

received due to quality, service and fair dealing speak

for themselves. D?L Bl, Martlnek Paint Co., 005

Lexington Aft. N. . C.

AUTOMOBILE owu:as' rmzuo. laliur, money saver

$1 guaranteed. Kautch Sales Co., Stockton, Cal.

Patents

PATENTS—-Herbert Jenner. Patent Attorney and

Mechanical Expert. 622 F Si... Washington, D. C. I

report if a patent can he had and its exact cost Send

for circular.

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING. prices moderate. 11;

elude return posts. e when smding watimea. Workman

aiilig guaranteed. enry Dietrich. Watclunaker, Hamlet,

Wireless

WIRELESS PARTS. PROMPT DELIVERY.

1%’ swizstghdknob-ieglrneompleeteuificcin Swing pol"nh8v‘r1gh

acre ozen. e o -trie.w‘Charlotte, N. C. pm at WW, ec
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What ls Engineering?

 

WE are frequently called upon to define the functions of

an engineer, and to explain the term "ENGINEERING"

by outlining its scope and its limitations. The report

submitted by one of the committees of the American Society

of Civil Engineers gives definitions that are worthy of general

adoption because they answer the question: so often asked.

NC-INEERINC is the science and 'art of directing the great

sources of power in Nature to the use and convenience of

man. Engineering is an art and a science. It is a science

in so far as physical laws are its base, and an art in so far as

in the application of these laws the things designed and

constructed develop the spirit of progress, the creation of

wealth. and the well-being of all peoples. Engineering is

generally divided into four divisions: civil, mechanical, elec

trical and mining. The practice of engineering requires knowl

edge of physical laws, forces, and the materials of Nature.

The professional engineer is one who by reason of special

training, education and experience is qualified to design and

direct the construction of engineering work in one or more

of the major divisions of engineering.

NGINEERING is the creative science and art of applying

economically the mat eriale and forces of Nature to the use

and convenience of man. Engineering in the science of indus

trial effort, and the science and art of applying this effort for

the welfare of the public. An engineer is one versed in the

science and art of industrial effort made for the purpose of

public welfare.

ONE of these definitions state that an engineer must be

trained only in a special technical school or institute, or

that a successful engineer must have a degree from some seat

of learning. Engineering can be learned in the school _of

practical experience. but the great value of preliminary educa

tion is that the student becomes familiar with what has been

done, and why, without the inevitable waste of time that

always accompanies an education obtained solely by ex

perience. -

THE engineering world demands that anyone who wishes to

practice in any of the branches of this profession must

combine a good theoretical knowledge of basic principles with

a practical appreciation of how things are done. The former

can be obtained by study, the latter only by doing. The

engineer taught in both schools is the one who succeeds best,

and who accomplishes great things.

IT“.
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Useful Books on

Mechanical Subjects
 

Electro-Deposition of Metals

By George Langbein

and

William T. Brannt

The new eighth edition of this volume, which

has been completely revised, considerably en

larged and entirely reset, is now ready. it is a

complete and comprehensive treatise, written

from a scientific as well as practical standpoint

and especially intended for the practical work

man. wherein he can flnd advice and informa

tion regarding the objects to be plated while in

the bath as well as before and after electro

plating. This volume is the foremost book on the

subject in the English language and covers

electro-plating and gaivanoplastic operations, the

deposition of metals by the contact and immer

sion processes, the coloring of metals, iacquerlng.

and the methods of grinding and polishing as

well as descriptions of the voltaic cells, dynamo

electrlc machines, thermoplles, and of the mate

rials and processes used in every department of

the art. Particular attention has been paid to all

important innovations, and it has been en

deavored to include all of the latest practical

methods of plating, as well as the most recent

machinery and apparatus. It is s ready book of

reference and a practical guide to the workshop.

Octave, 875 Pages, 185 illustrations.

Price $7.50

~

Complete Practical Machinist

By Joshua Rose

One of the best-known hooks on machine shop

work, now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. it gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools.

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. It covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies,

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding, marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

planations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest msohsnic or machinist

seeking greater eflidiency will be helped toward

using both head and bands to better advantage.

N4: machinist’s library is complete without this

vo ume.

547 Pages. 432 Illustrations

Price $3.00

 

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of

Receipts and Processes

By William T. Brannt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. it is a collection of formulas and

practical manipulations for the working of all the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and efficiency of the recipes so that

with ordinary cure ss to quantities and manipu

lation tbs results may be implicitly relied upon.

it treats on alloys and amalgams: hardening,

tempering, annealing; bronzing and coloring;

casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling, polishing; decorating, enameling,

engraving. etching: electro-plating, brasin , cop

pering, galvanizing, gliding, nickeiing, s vering,

tinnlng, etc.; fluxes and lutes, lacquers, paints

and varnishes: seldom and soldering: welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mit and oxyacetylene welding. etc.

I82 Pages. 82 Illustrations

Price $3.00
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paid. No previous training i

master the practical lessons

cnce as a draftsman and tcac

drawings as y

Drafismeniiei

$35 to $100

a Week

Because of the importance of

hiswork the draftsman is paid

a big salary and is always in

line for advancement. The

draftsman’s pay is from $35 to

. if 1"

‘~_.

/mu runwa inn

A knowledge of drafting is the stepping stone

to big technical positions in the industrial

field paying as high as $50,000 a year.

At llome—ln Spare Time

as you would in actual practice

Get into this constructive branch of industry where big salaries are

s necessary to become a capable drafts

man with the help of the Columbia School of Drafting. You can

of our famous home study course, at

home,_in spare time. You wi1l_be personally coached and instructed.

by mail, by Roy C. Claflm, president of the school, whose long experi

her, especially qualifies him to give you

the training you need to become a successful Draftsman.

Become a Specialist

_We not only give you thorough and practical training

ill Mechanical Drafting, teaching you to make actual

ou would in any drafting room, but the

additional benefit of a post-grad

uate course in some special branch

of drafting. A big field of oppor

tunity is thus opened to you as a

trained specialist in this profes

sion.

Draftsman are

needed in greater

numbers, and re

ceive better sala

ries t h a n ever

before.

$100 a wcck.

 

    

    

Please

\

How “Columbia” Students Succeed

Students of the Columbia School of Draft-‘

ing often secure positions at §2,000 or more

a year to start before completing the course.

Hundreds of men and women with "Colum

bia" training are now making good with big

concerns all over the _country. Many more

are needed for s lcndid_ positions now op_cn.

Here is what “ olumbia’ training is doing

for some of our graduates: Laurence Johns

ton, over $5,000 a year; George Murray, $45

a week to start; G. Tangorra, $2,800 a year;

A. L. Gash $140 s month to start; W. S.

Burfoot, $l§0 a month to start; T. R. Brown,

€_2,860 a year; R. Fowkes, $3,700 a year.

hcse are only a few of a great number oi

similar cases.

This Complete Drafting Equipment

Furnished

to students of our schooL The instruments are of

standard American make of the best quality. fully

guaranteed. and become

of the com-w

course is

our property on completion

'-‘very trument needed for the

Big Concerns Employ “Columhia" Graduate:

The best concerns in America nploy Columbia

graduates in their drafting depsrtmmts because of

the thorough practical training vls give whioh sn

ables them to step right into important drafting

osltlons. Our diploma is the entering wedzs into

lg drafting rooms sverywhrs. As a Columbia

graduate you are recognised as an experienced

draftsman. not as a mere apprentice. Why» be

satisfied with s grinding, underpaid position when

there are hundreds of promising positims open

to you in tbs big field of Drafting. We are

called upon to Place trained draftamm more

rapidly than we can produce them.

Send This Coupon Todqy

Let us tell you the fescinstinr story cl Drafting

sad bow you can master this ucrstlvs profession

of big salaries and steady advancement through

our help. Writs today (0

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Row (' Gloflln. Prnidnn

Dept. H51, Hth It T Sts.. N. W., Washington. D.C.

CDLUIBIA SCHOOL or onarrmc

R01 0. Ulcflim Provides!

om. usz. mn 4. T su. N. w.

Washington. n. o.

I am lnlerrsled in your v-n-\,I< ei lrnlrlrg in Ihchnnirol Dumlrg

Plane send me Free, your illustrated hook of oerfleulars. testis.

m,,ni.|._ [Qrvnl etc. ism ulimintqrested lflihc nplcill post-sraniq-|.

course checled ha.-low: lM¢~|;hnmcll pr-mm, or lhghine or-;u,.,_

in the foundation course und is template in llaelf.)

A‘r-ehitsctural Drafting. . . . snip Dr . _ , _ _ , _ _ __
Automobile Drafting . . . . . . Statistical Draf

Electrical Drafting. . . . . . Radio Draftin _

A is Dgiaftinig. .f.‘.l. . Automotive Df]3fLal:n§_ , _ _ _

ac n rs ng Hydrographle _ _ __B eet Metal Di-filing Machine Design! um

Btrnstural DraftinI

Highw Drsftlnl- .

Patent afting . . . . . .

'i'opo¢ra.pbios1 D1-stun:

Name .

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Stats . . . . . . . _ .
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LEARN

At Home Quickly and Easily

IRELESS is the ‘hinge upon which swing the doors to

success. It is the very foundation of the road which

leads to many professions vast in scope, big in re

sponsibility, satisfying in progress and salary.

A trained Wireless Operator with initiative and ambition can

easily fulfill his ideals for a successful future; one including

a position filled with vital enterprise, adventure, and financial

success. '

Attractive Work— Alluring Salaries

Radio offers interesting work in pleasant environment, besides

substantial salaries. Radio Operators’ salaries start at $125 a

month with all living expenses—board, lodging, laundry, etc.

—paid. When totalled and added to salary, it means $200 or

more a month, at the very start. Advancement to higher posi

tions with bigger pay is readilv accomplished.

Travel Without Expense

If you are eager to travel, anxious to visit foreign countries and

increase your knowledge of world affairs, wireless offers unequalled

opportunities. On shipboard you are rated as an officer, living and

eating with the officers, and mingling with the passengers. All

without one cent’s expenw to youl Land Wireless positions are

just as attractive if you prefer them.

Send for Free Booklet

Our booklet “Wireless The Opportunity

of Today” contains much interesting and

valuable information. We have helped

hundreds of ambitious men and women;

how we can give you a thorough Wire

less training, in your spare time, at home,

by mail, and help you secure a worth

while position.

NATIONAL RAl)i0 INSTITIITE
Dept. 263 14th & U Su., N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. c.

Send Tlii-I Coupon Today

~‘_.i-‘\

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

and your Special instrument oifer.

  

l
Please mention Evmvnav ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

WIRELESS

the booklet explains how we did it, and .

Dent. 263. Nth Ii U 88., N. W., WlshIl|\OII. D. O.

Send me your FREE book, "Wireless the Op

portunity of Today." Tell me about your

Home Study Course in Wireless Teiegnphy

and ’1'elephony—the free post graduate course

Age . . . . . . . . .. Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. State . . . . . . . . . ..
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For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a de

mand for s hand book of mechani

cal instruction that would help

k avenge everyday man to do

the mew small jo ii of repair

work that are found around the

home and shop.

HINTS AND TIPS

Fox

AUTOMOBILISTS

mmwnsumsuannnonunon

ummumxmimnnmmmnwu
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VIFTOR W PAGI

®
EVERYDH IIGINEIRING $§lI55

IIORMAI w. usiuur rvsuuinno on
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For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

The book is ideal for the busy

man or woman who wants to

know about car operation and up

keep because of the economies

possible when an automobile is

intelligently operated. It con

tains many money saving hints.

  

IIOWIO MAKE &USE A SMAIJ.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

IFOIQANIC CIIIIMISTIY WITII DIRECTIONS

TQII ‘FEE UXSTRUCIIW NA SHALI LABORAIDIY

,3]

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

("D
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES:

nouns: w nrunsv rvnismisz cu
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For the Student Chemist

and Experimental

This book gives all the neces

sary iniormation f_or a well

grounded understanding of chem

istry. It will not only be a help,

but an inspiration to study fur

ther into this fascinating realm of

science.

SOLDERING & BRAZING

AUSEFUI. IIANDBOQK TOR MECHANICS

F1

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

@
EVERYDAY ENGINHRING SEIIIS

NORMAN w.ium.s1 vununmn: on

: writ as ‘KN an-an‘ win-vans

  

For the Mechanic and

Model Maker

This treatise gives all the nec

essary "kinks" that will enable

one to accomplish successful sol

dering. If a mechanic has not

succeeded in his solderin , this

book may tell him just W at he

needs to produce good work.

DESIGN DATA FOR RADD

TRANSMITIERS 8: RECEIVERS

LL of these Books are written in Sim

ple Non-technical Language and

contain Information of Real Value on

Subjects of Timely Interest.

RADIOl'lOOK'UPS

=4’
TRY TO SEND US FOUR NEW SUBSCRlBERS—

WITH YOUR OWN—SO WE CAN SEND YOU
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For the Radio Experiinenter

and Amateur

In this book-. the best circuits_ for

d.ifl'erent instruments and various

ui-poses have been carefully se

emed and grouped together. The
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MAKE AND DO THINGS

NUMBER 5

Heat Treating AlloyiSteels

/I Series of Simplified Articles Detailing tlze Various Met/zods of Heat Treating

Tlzis Installment Explains tlze Met/zods of Making

Microscopic and Clzemical Analysis in Determining

Modern Alloy Steels.

Carbon Content of Steel

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

PART IV.

T will be apparent to the reader that

I in a series of this nature it is not

possible to cover the broad field of

the metallurgy of iron and steel but be

fore dealing with the heat treatment of

alloy steels it will be well to describe

briefly the influence of various per

centages of carbon on the steel and also

to_explain how it is possible to deter

mine the chemical composition of the

steel by microscopic analysis which is

done as shown in Fig. 1

and chemical analysis

which is carried on by

means of either of the

combustion trains

shown at Figs. 2 and 3, _

The combustion

method is a very good

way of determining the

c a r b 0 n content by

chemical means. Dif

ferent tests are neces

sary to detect other al

loying elements, such

as nickel, chromium,

etc. Steel is a generic

term applied to a large

variety of iron alloys

which range from

wrought iron, which is

nearly carbonless at

one extreme and cast

iron, which is very high in carbon at the

other extreme. Steel differs from either

wrought or cast iron in that its nature

may be changed by heat treatment and

various intemal structural modifica

tions will take place either upon the ap

plication or abstraction of heat. Metal

that contains less -than .03% of carbon

is not known as steel but is termed

wrought iron or ingot iron, while a

metal that has over 1.80% of carbon is

cast iron. It will then be apparent that

the material we know as steel. ranges,

as far as its proportions of carbon are

concemed, within the limits mentioned

above.

Microscopic Analysis of Steel.

The use of the microscope in deter

mining the amount-of carbon and other

alloying elements in iron and steel is

of comparatively recent development.

The pioneer work was done by Dr.

Clifton Sorby, about fifty years ago.

and it is due to the researches of this

scientist that we know of the micro

structure of steel. At the present time

  

Fig. 1-—-Method 0] examining steel specimens under the microscope ta determine

micro-constituents

thirty differeint micro-constituents of

steel are known. The micro-structure,

which is produced by various heat treat

ments, enables one to determine very

accurately if the heat has improved the

metal or if it has damaged it as regards

to strength, endurance, and other physi

cal characteristics.

Before a piece of iron or steel can

be examined under the microscope a

small piece must be cut off the bar, then

this must be ground to an absolutely

level surface after which the piece must

be polished so as to remove all

scratches. This polishing process is

followed by etching the steel with vari

ous kinds of acid, depending upon the

micro-constituent that is to be looked

for and finally the small piece is

mounted on a glass slide or in a special

holder so it may be easily manipulated

for inspection under the microscope.

It is not necessary to go into details

regarding the polishing process, suffice

it to say that this must be very carefully

done, the piece being ground on a fine

emery wheel and then

polished by successive

stages in which a

start is made by using

a piece of medium

coarse emery cloth on

an absolutely fiat sur

face and then worked

down by using finer

grades of cloth succes

sively and performing

the final polishing

operation by holding

the specimen against :1

revolving block covered

with a damp canvas

-cloth charged with a

fine polishing medium

such as crocus, tripoli

powder or rouge.

-After the piece has

been polished it is

ready for etching. This is done by using

various etching fluids, the one best

adapted for general use being a satur

ated solution of picric acid in alcohol.

The etching operation consists of mov

ing the polished surface of the speci

men in the acid for a period of time

depending upon the nature of the ma

terial tested. This can only be de

termined by experience. The usual

time for a plain carbon steel is about

thirty seconds. If deeper etching is de-.

sired it may be necessary to immerse the

polished surface for a longer period.

A
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During the etching process, the lines of

demarcation between the various crys

tals are intensified as these cannot be

detected on the polished surface unless

it is etched. ,

Care must be taken that the scratches

made by the abrasive do not run always

Everyday Engineering Magazine for August

understand how the name pearlite was

given on account of the appearance of

that material which is similar to mother

of pearl under strong illumination.

It is possible to detect other elements

in steel and impurities in iron by the

microscope, for example: sulphur and

 

carbon steels and at that point if the

steel is in a soft or annealed condition

the structure shows no ferrite of

cementite but the mixture of pearlite.

The changes in the structure of steel

and the action of the iron and carbon

it contains may be stated about as fol

   

  

in the same direction when polishing. manganese forms manganous sulphide, lows: To start with we have pure

After the etching variety of iron, then

process, the crystals by adding a little

of which the metal is carbon we add a

composed are more New-/”’* little cementite. _At

sharply defined and 5"f@"Y~/5"‘ 7”W@'," ' this point we have

are apparently '4/¢”‘”"Y5"4’9¢": " neither free cemen

bounded by walls.

The etched specimen

is illuminated by a

powerful and con

centrated light which

does not illuminate

the walls or spaces

between the crystal

but yet brings out

the surface so that

w h e n ' v i e w e d

through the micro

scope, the illumi

nated crystals are

marked out by black

lines. The effect of

increasing the car

bon content of iron

is to produce gradu

ally augmenting

areas of a compound

known as pearlite,

and when the pro

  

Mercury Pressune

6auge - _ __

  
  

~, S///ca Tube; Kat/Jfance

“ ' .' /‘Z/mace»

A’/7eosfc_n'.‘ "

 
 

 
 

  

Z/'/7c../a/r I"

  

tite nor toally free

ferrite, but a. partial

mixture of both

known as pearlite

and so on up to the

  , __ point where suf
/?/7¢°5"""" F”’””“’ b b. ; :\ ficient carbon has

- u am sar //1 ‘.F l6.2 carbona’/ox/'a'e g ". been added so.there

I-' IS complete mixture

C11”-if/'¢5l/4"‘/5'/5t’ of cementite, and

Calcium Ch/or/de ~ . . iron and there is no

Jar‘. f/ecfr/c It/e’7_;-/,i(7,i:l:fA(.7\r’0fl0’7 7/be} free _ferrite or ce

' mentite and only

pearlite is shown.

When the carbon

contentexceeds .90%

we have the pearlite

stage and some ex

cess of cementite. If

th carbon should

 

  

; Was/ringflaff/e’ {Mew/F P/705p/70r/c/in/7ya'r/'de," r e a c h 6.06 %, we

Va/ye "V W /740/5 ff/-, would have only ce

F|G_3 as "79 0 e mentite in the mix
 

portion_ of carbon is

about .90%, all of

the ferrite or pure

iron has been re

placed by this new substance, known as

pearlite. If the carbon proportions are

augmented further, some of the pearlite

is in turn replaced by another constitu

ent known as cementite, and this ma

terial outlines the pearlite which tends

to arrange itself into a triangular form.

The accompanying illustrations at

Fig. 4, which are reproduced from the

Scientific American, show clearly the

appearance of pure iron after various

percentages of carbon have been added

to it. In a future installment, actual

reproduction of photo-micrographs will

be shown so that the reader will readily

0.396 CA RBON

FERRITE

Figs. 2 and 3—Typical combustion trains for detcrminin

chemical analysis

which shows up a dove gray under the

microscope.

Composition of Simple Carbon Steel

Steel is composed of pure iron or

variety of iron carbide (Fe3C, contain

ing 6.06% carbon, 93.04% iron) to

gether with various impurities in solu

tion. A certain amount of the carbide

‘will dissolve in iron and when that

definite amount is exceeded there will

-be precipitated free carbidewhich is

known as cementite. As previously

stated the point of complete saturation

is reached at .90% carbon in simple

0.790 CARBON

\~ PEARLITE I: CEMENTITE

g carbon content of steel by

  

ture, but it is not

available commer

cially as either cast

_ iron or steel. The

carbon content of a steel may be esti

mated by the metallurgist trained in

this work by the relative percentage of

the micro-constituents. As has been

previously pointed out, if .90% steel

will show all pearlite, one having half

of that amount or .4S% will show half

ferrite and half pearlite, while a steel of

1.50% carbon will show .90% pearlite

and .10% cementite. The micr0-con

stituents of annealed simple carbon

steel containing various percentages of

carbon can be readily approximated, by

the simple chart presented at Fig. 5,.

showing ferrite, pearlite and cementite.
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Chemical Analysis of Steel

Having explained in a simple way

’ how it is possible to determine the car

. bon content of steels by micro-analysis,

p an attempt will be made to show how

l the carbon content of steel is deter

‘ mined by the chemist using analytic

methods. It is believed that the reader

ig who is interested in the subject of heat

; treatment will be better able to under

_ stand the discussions which are to fol

% low, if he has some idea of how it is

  

I 2 3 4

Percentage of Carbon

H

§§IIIII|

\,_,,
\§§®§§§§I

amount of carbon contained in the steel

is determined.

The steel is divided into very fine

chips or coarse filings and is placed in

a small shallow “boat” or tray of clay

and then put into a combustion tube.

Various chemicals used in the train of

apparatus are for removing impurities

and moisture from the oxygen gas and

also from the carbon dioxide gas given

ofl by the combustion of the carbon

contained in the steel.

   

  

‘§§§!IIl

5 6 6.67

Fig. 5-Chart showing influence 0/ carbon percentage on character 0] micro-constituents

of annealed steel

possible for the chemist to determine

accurately how much carbon or other

alloying elements are in combination

with the iron to form steel.

' The arrangement of chemical appli

ances at Fig. 2 shows a combustion ap

paratus designed by C. N. Johnson,

and supplied by the Scientific Materials

Company. It is used for determining

the amount of carbon in iron or steel

by direct combustion and it is stated

that the elimination of all rubber stop

pers reduces the liability of gas leaks.

The electric furnace is of the resistance

type and can be supplied for either 110

or 220 volt circuits. It can be used

with either alternating or direct current.

The mercury gauge is used to detect

gas loss and stoppages in the apparatus.

The next is a safety jar which is filled

-with a potassium hydrate solution.

Then we have a new jar, one-half of

which is filled with anhydrous calcium

chloride and the other half with granu

lated soda lime. The next new jar is

provided for lump caustic potash.

The combustion tube, which is inside

of the furnace, is made of vitrified clay

and is provided with taper connectors

for the rubber sleeves which join one

end of the combustion tube to the new

jar and the other end to the tower.

The rheostat is used for the regulation

of the furnace temperature. The first

tower is used for granulated zinc, the

second tower is used for phosphoric

anhydride. The bulb for absorbing the

carbon dioxide gas, which is produced

by burning out the carbon from the

steel specimen in the combustion tube in

the presence of oxygen, is used for

weighing and it-is from this that the

The outfit shown at Fig. 3 is known

as a Fleming combustion apparatus, and

while it operates on practically the same

principle as ]ohnson’s combustion train

shown at Fig. 2, it differs from it in

some respects. It is stated that only

five minutes are required to make a

combustion test and that a feature of

the absorption tube is that there is no

possibility of the CO, or moisture es

caping even though the oxygen current

passes through the combustion tube at

the rate of 600 cubic centimeters per

minute. The apparatus consists of a

mercury pressure gauge to detect leaks

by falling pressure and stoppage by

rising pressure. Next is a washing bot

tle, then a calcium chloride jar which

is joined to a. mercury valve. The com

bustion tube is of silica and varies from

twenty-four to thirty inches long and

from three-fourths of an inch to seven

eighths of an inch inside diameter. The

furnace is the same type as shown at

Fig. 2,’ as is the current regulating

rheostat. The remainder of the appa

ratus performs the same functions as

in the outfit illustrated'above it.

It is not within the province of this

series to go into the methods used for

carbon determination because this can

be found in detail in text books de

voted to the subject. The reason for

presenting these combustion trains in

this article is to make clear to the

reader how it is possible to test the

steel and determine its composition as

relates to alloying elements accurately

by chemical analysis and the type of

apparatus that can be employed for that

purpose. The chemical test can be

checked up by a microscopic analysis

and there is no longer any guess work

in determining the amount of carbon or

any of the alloying elements ordinarily

used in connection with iron and steel

manufacture. In the next installment

the various critical points in plain car

bon steels will be described and the ef

fect of heat treating steel at points

other than those indicated to be best

will be considered.

(To be Continued)

UNUSUAL MONOPLANE

DESIGN

ATHER radical ideas on airplaiie

design are embodied in a machine

under construction by the Stout En

gineering Laboratories from designs of

William B. Stout, and reported in

Automotive Industries. It is called the

Stout bat-wing monoplane and its chief

characteristic is that all the machinery,

trussing, etc., is in the wing. The en

gine is set into the leading edge, the

passengers are enclosed between the

surfaces of the wing and every part

exposed to the air is designed to lift.

Central part of wing is thick and of

long chord, the tips are thin and nar

row. For this reason and on account

of the peculiar trussing inside, all

formed of plywood, the plane is said

to be exceptionally light. Not only

the frame, but the surface of the wing,

as well, is of strong, waterproof ve

neer, the surfacing being only 0.05 inch

thick and three-ply.

Each wing is supported on either

side by nine spars, and two of which

are said to be strong enough to sup

port the ship should the others be shot

away. The longest spars, with a

spread of 20 feet, weigh only 7%

pounds and supported in test over a

ton per pair without breakage. The

radiators pull into the wings when cold

altitudes are reached, and the heat from

them is utilized to warm the passen

gers and pilot. In the large type even

the landing gear is pulled into the

wing when the ship is ofi the ground.

A new ship of this type being laid

down has a span of 100 feet, a wing

depth of 7 feet at the center, and has

within it a compartment for mail,

bombs or passengers, as the case may

be, this cabin being 30 feet long, 6

feet high and 8 feet wide.

COMPOUNDS OF LEAD

Red lead, litharge, and white lead

are all compounds of lead. Litharge

and red lead are oxides of lead, except

that the red lead contains more oxygen

than the litharge. A still higher oxide

of lead called the peroxide is brown.

White lead is a basic carbonate of lead.

It will be appreciated, therefore, that

the compounds of lead are quite varied

in color.
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einto any chemical compound.

Electrons and the Constitution of the

tion of the atom is still unsettled

and is a subject for theorizing

and investigation. Perhaps the best

conception of it as it is now generally

accepted is to start with the hydrogen

atom. All atoms are supposed to be

made up of a nucleus which is charged

with positive electricity and holds with

in the limits of the atom one or more

electrons charged with negative elec

tricity. It is something like the solar

system in which the sun would repre

sent the nucleus and the planets the

electrons. The electron carries a

charge of negative electricity. Every

electron carries precisely the same

charge, so that we here have in nature

a_ fundamental unit of electric quan

tity. The positive charge of the nucleus

of an atom is equal to the sum of the

charges of the electrons of that atom.

Returning now to our hydrogen atom

IT is fair to say that the constitu

Chemical Atom

By Prof. T. ()’Conor,Sloane

under the e'arth’s surface. _A very con

venient way to think of an atom is to _

figure it as a sphere with the nucleus

in the center.

In the case of helium we may place

an electron at the North and South

Poles. We now may think of the sur

face of this sphere as divided into

eight equilateral spherical triangles

whose bases are 90° in angular meas

urement and lie upon the equator and

the apex of each of which is at the

North or South Pole. Now in addi

tion to the North and South Pole elec

trons, place an electron in the center

of each of these triangles and we will

have eight additional symmetrical

points indicated on the sphere. Such

points may be picked out easily on a

terrestial globe. The atom we have just

described would have ten electrons and

the nucleus would possess ten unit

charges of positive electricity. This

  

we must think of it as consisting of a

nucleus with a unit positive charge and

a single electron with a unit negative

charge. This makes a one sided struc

ture. There is no balance or equili

brium about it, therefore it cannot exist

alone, but must combine with another

atom so that the vacant space, as we

may term it, shall be taken care of.

We find, therefore, that hydrogen has

very high chemical affinities. Now

suppose that another electron is added

to the atom and that another positive

charge is added to the nucleus. Here

we have a perfectly balanced atom; it

is like a balance-beam with equal

weights at each end. This atom takes

care of itself, it combines with nothing

and cannot be forced into any combi

nation. Chemically speaking it is

found to be absolutely neutral and

without any affinity. It cannot enter

This

substance is helium. It is a ‘very light

gas and exists in considerable quantities

atom would be in perfect balance and

would be perfectly symmetrical. It

would combine with nothing, as there

is no vacant place upon it for another

atom to attach itself, and this describes

the atom of the element neon, a second

element without any affinity whatever.

If we examine the list of elements we

will find that from hydrogen to neon

inclusive there are precisely ten ele

ments taking them in the order of their

atomic weights. We shall give later

th_e list of the elements in their order,

one set of figures expressing their

numerical position as well as the num

ber of electrons in the atom of each

element, while the other row of figures

expresses their atomic weight. Suppose

now that we add eight more electrons

to our atom. These we may suppose

to lie in a sphere concentric with the

other and they involve the possession

»by it of eight more unit charges of

positive electricity by the nucleus.

Again we have perfect equilibrium.

\

This the atom of argon, another ele- '

ment absolutely without affinity. The

seventeenth of the elements in numeri

cal order is sodium and argon is the

eighteenth. Between hydrogen and

argon there come in sixteen elements

in numerical order, giving a total oil;

eighteen, including sodium and argon;

the numerical order of each elemflf

expresses its number of electrons. ‘If

we double the electrons of the argon

atom we double of course the positive

charges in the nucleus and we will

have a 36 electron atom, also perfectly‘

balanced and incapable of combining

with anything. This is the 36th ele

ment in the numerical order and is

called krypton. Between argon and

krypton come in thirty-four elements g

one for each additional electron, so as

to make an even series of numbers.’

Next adding eighteen electrons to

krypton we get xenon with fifty-four

electrons, and- finally by adding thirty

two electrons to the fifty-four xenon

we get the niton atom with eighty~si.\'

electrons. These are the six perfectly

balanced atoms which can combine

with nothing. Approximately the half

of the atomic weight 'of an element

gives the number of the electrons of its

atom in the series.

as if we had discovered the element to

fit it. Assuming the missing elements

to exist we find there is a total of

ninety-two elements. It will be evident

that there is a relation of the number

eight to atomic properties. As long

ago as 1864 Newlands had the idea of

chemical octaves and the number eight

appears in the modern table of atoms

very definitely.

The valency of an element indicates

the number of vacant electron spaces

in its atom. This is a general way

of putting it and from the popular

standpoint it is perhaps as good H5

any. We have seen that the hydrogen

atom has one vacant place where =1-I1

electron might fit. Hydrogen, there

fore, has only a valency of one or is a

monad element. The element oxygen

t has eight electrons in its atom. We

have seen that a ten electron atom i5

perfectly balanced and neutral; if we

subtract eight from ten we have two.

so that oxygen is‘ an element whose

atom is two electrons out of balanct

and is therefore a dyad or of twofold

valency. We may go right through
the list in this way and find that the S

vacant electron spaces correspond very

There are a very _

few vacant spaces counting each space .
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closely to the old time bonds, which

latter are still used in chemical for

mula.

Thus if an atom of oxygen combined

with hydrogen one atom of hydrogen

would take care of each vacant space.

A molecule would be formed containing

two atoms of hydrogen and one of

oxygen, which would be properly

expressed by the formula. H"O, and

that is, as our readers know, the for

mula of water.

But the most interesting thing about

' the electron theory of the constitution

of atoms is that we have an almost

complete list of elements found by

chemists and physicists successively

'increasing in atomic weight by almost

even additions, so_ as to lead to the

conclusion that starting with single

' electron hydrogen, then with two elec

tron helium, we can go right down the

list, each element having one more

-electron than its predecessor. Thus the

numerical position of an element in

this list tells us the number of elec

trons which it contains and tells us

the charge of its nucleus.

We have said that the atom is com

parable in structure to the planetary

system with the sun to represent the

nucleus. Whether the electrons have

independent motion within the limits

of the atom, and if so what such

motion is, we do not know.

Various illustrations have been given

of the relations of nucleus and electrons.

One authority says that if an atom were

ten meters in diameter the electron

would not exceed one-tenth of a milli

meter in diameter. This is one one

hundred-thousandths of ten meters. On

this conception the atom is princi

pally empty space, and its mass which

gives it weight and inertia is taken

as concentrated in the nucleus and this

leads to a very extraordinary conclu

sion. If it were possible to fill a cubic

inch with a nuclei of gold atoms in

close contact with each other the

weight would exceed three million tons.

The absolute size of an atom is

roughly estimated from various con

siderations, among others by observing

the interference colors of a soap bubble

film. Its thickness can be calculated.

When it is on the point of breaking

and the film on the top is at its

thinnest, showing black, it is taken

as being approximately a molecule in

thickness. The color of gold films

deposited on glass. which also may be

made extremely thin and the thickness

of the oil films floating on water all

give an idea of the possible size of a

molecule. A crude way to get at

this figure is by the use of the micro

scope, to determine the smallest quan

tity of dye that can be seen by man.

From these and other considerations

one conclusion reached is that the dia

meter of a molecule is less than a mil

‘lionth of a millimeter.

If a molecule is composed of the

smallest number of atoms compatible

with its valency we may get from the

above some idea of the size of an atom. _

An electron is defined as a corpuscule

of electricity. The possession of the

property of producing self induction

is taken as showing that electricity

possesses inertia or mass. It is taken

as almost certain that the mass of an

electron is entirely due to its charge

of electricity. This brings us to the

electric theory of matter, which states

that all matter is composed of elec

tricity coming pretty close to the old

doctrine of subjective ideality, and

bring us perilously near the point

where the words of Milton apply, and

we will "find no end in wandering

mazes lost.”

We have no exact knowledge of the

constitution of the nucleus. We know

that it is the seat of intense force, so

intense that chemical methods cannot

affect it. In radio-active emission

electrons are detached from the atom

forming beta and alpha particles; the

lattet are found to be helium gas, the

first of the six saturated or neutral

elements, with atomic weight of four.

This is taken as indicating a grouping

of positive electrons in the nucleus in

groups of two.

 

gine is efiected by means of compressed

air. As the boat in question, together

with other similar boats, has been en

tered for most of the coming season’s

motor boat races, it maybe confidently

expected that the above-mentioned

speed will be still further improved

upon. The accompanying illustration

shows how our own Liberty engine has

been installed in a very fast motor

boat of American design that made

speeds in the neighborhood of one mile

per minute in its trials. American

racing craft fitted with two Liberty

motors have attained speeds of over

75 miles per hour.

SYNTHETIC FUEL OIL

It is reported from Germany that

wartime experiments showed that the

distillation of lignite at a high tem

perature gave a liquid coal tar which

contained certain ingredients suitable

as a substitutte for gasoline, kerosene,

and lubricating oils. Through a new

process benzine and kerosene can be

obtained from liquid coal tar, which

has been distilled from lignite at a

lower temperature, and all industries

using lignite are urged to set up facilites

for generating this liquid coal tar and

thus secure synthetic products to supply

the lack _of the natural products. It'is

  

How the 400 H1’. U. S. Standard or Liberty motor is installed~in o speed boat hull

AIRPLANE ENGINES FOR

RACING BOATS

HE new motor boat built by M.

Despujols in Paris,which succeeded

in attaining a speed of 75 miles per

hour, is fitted with a Sunbeam-Coatalen

engine of the “Mata‘bele” type, suitably

modified for use in motor boats. For

motor boat purposes the engine is fitted

with an exhaust manifold of special

design, which acts as an efficient water

cooling arrangement. The engine is

mounted on special resilient mountings

and the drive is through a flexible

coupling to a gear box by which the

speed of the propeller is geared up to

3.000 r.p.m. The starting of the en

interesting to remark that at this time

when there is a shortage of fats in cen

tral Europe, German newspapers are

advertising a liquid soap containing a

percentage of alcohol for shaving pur-.

poses. This is undoubtedly a by

product.

Bismuth subnitrate has been a favorite

medicine for treatment of stomach troubles.

During the early part of the war all scources

of bismuth became exhausted and now it is

said that kaolin, the pure white clay used

in making fine porcelain, can act as a sub

stitute and has been demonstrated to be

efficacious in the treatment of stomach com

plaints. It certainly will be an innocent

medicine operating by its porosity. as it is

quite insoluble in the gastric juices.
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Industrial Niagara

How a Small Part of the Energy of the River Producing This Great

Waterfall Is Made To Do Useful Work

S we view the titanic waterfall of

ANiagara we are inspired by its

terrible thunder, entranced by

its omnipotence. We are indeed under

a spell—the spell of some inconceivable

yet ever-existing spirit—the “Spirit of

Niagara.” It toys with the

soul strings of the
 

Niagara Falls, one of Nature’: mar-uels, is being harnessed by

man and some of its titanic power diverted to useful work

most mundane observer,

and the strongest minded

are powerless to with

stand its aesthetic ap

peal. We look into the

awful depths below and

watch the crystal waters,

as if beckoned by some

unseen force, glide off

the apex and leap into

the terrible abyss. In

the stream below the

waters again become

peaceful and move with

a sluggish current on

down the gorge with

growing calmness to

again be churned into

turbulence by the witch

ery of the rapids below.

Back in the dim past,

the illiterate red man

gazed at this mighty

waterfall. He thought

not of its immeasurable

By Raymond Francis Yates

power. He cared not for its grandeur,

for in it he saw a spirit—he felt the

“Spirit of Niagara.” To satisfy his

superstition the fairest maiden in the

tribe, in a flower-bedecked canoe was

willingly sacrificed to the “Great

Spirit.” The red man’s wigwam has

vanished. Vanished is the smoke from

his campfire, for now, in ever-changing

measures, the smoke

of a hundred indus

tries mingles with the

mist of the mighty

waterfall. Gone are

the red man’s path

ways where now wind

great highways of

traffic. This mighty

waterfall has run re

lentlessly for count

less centuries. But

when the white man

came he invaded the

realm of the “God of

Waters” and wrested

the secret from him;

badethewaters to dash

and roar to a purpose.

Birth of the Project

It was in the year

1852 that the first

power project in Nia

gara Falls saw its

birth in the starting

of the Hydraulic Ca

nal. The canal which

now plays a very mo

mentous part in the
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Niagara power development extends

from the upper river to the banks of

the lower river, which gives its water

the same drop as the falls. With the

digging of the canal the Niagara Falls_

Hydraulic Power Company was incor

porated. At the outbreak of the Civil

War, operations on the canal and power

equipment were suspended, and for

years the water gushed over the clifl

unused. In 1877, new life was put

into the movement and four years later

the first electrical energy ever furnished‘

by the waters of Niagara was gener

ated. From that period the canal has

been enlarged and deepened many

times, for the men associated with the

movement\realized that the harnessing

of Niagara was no longer a venture but

a reality.

The two generating stations of the

Hydraulic Power Company stand hud

dled in the shadow of the towering cliff

within the roar of themighty Niagara

itself. It is from these two sturdy

structures of stone.and steel that near

ly 200,000 electrical horsepower is

launched, by a network of wires, to

meet the needs of the many industries Y .

all of which contribute to make Niagara

Falls a potent factor in the commercial

world. Many patrons of the Hydraulic

Power Company are situated on the

bank directly above the generating sta

tions, and, being so close, it is possible

for the company to supply the different

industries with power that is fitted to

their needs without the use of an ela

borate transmitting system.

 

View in one of the power houses, showing the tong line of generators driven by turbines jar below theill
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A few years ago the Hydraulic Power

Company installed 13,000 H.P. units

and it was then thought that this was

the limit of engineering. In fact, it

water passes into the power houses lo

cated on each side of the canal and

thence on to the penstocks. The pen

stocks, which are seven feet in diameter,

Power House
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Discharge 9vpe

Sectional plan view showing placing 0/ generators and turbines and how the

penstacks supply water from the intake canal to the water -wheels below

i Ins at that time. The penstocks feed

ing turbines were but nine feet in di

ameter and a solid column of water this

diameter was passing through the pen

stocks at a speed of three miles per

minute. 0

The latest units to be installed by

this company have a capacity of 37,500

H.P.; -nearly three times as large as '

their forerunners. The penstocks feed

ing these gigantic turbines are fourteen I ’

feet in diameter.

 

 

extend vertically for 180 feet below the

surface into a long, narrow pit over

which the building stands. At the end

of each penstock is adjusted a large

turbine with a long, vertical, steel shaft

which is connected to the generators in

the station above. After the water has

How Power is Utilized

Situated on the upper river about a

mile above the falls are two power ,

houses owned by the Niagara Falls i

Power Company, and which, if judged

l by the engineering problems that were .

met with in their construction, are two '

of the greatest man-made wonders of

l the age—veritable castles of volts and

amperes. They stand out rather boldly

with the slowly moving river in the

background, and as the setting sun

casts its rays on the crystal waters, our

thoughts are for an instant returned to

' the humble red man——to think these

. modern creations of science stand on

5. his very hunting grounds.

The water from which these stations

Operate is drawn from the river by a

short intake canal. From the canal the

Niagara River

N. F.' Power Co.

'\!

. O. 't \

she" We e 82°. .

Tflll Pace of

  

City of Niagara F0115

imparted its energy at a pressure of 55

pounds to the square inch to the tur

bine, it is discharged into a large tunnel

which carries it off under the city of

Niagara Falls for a distance of 7,000

feet, where it discharges into the lower

river almost directly under the famous

Steel Arch Bridge. This tunnel is 18

feet in diameter and the largest of its

kind in the world.

In Power House No. 1 of the Nia

gara Falls Power Company, which was

the first to be built, are ten generators

of the revolving field type, each with

its respective turbine and connecting

shaft. These machines have a capacity

of 5,000 horsepower each and generate

alternating current of 2,200 volts, two

phase, twenty-five cycles running at 250

revolutions per minute. At the side of

each generator is located a governor

which automatically operates the large

valves on the turbines below and there

by controlls the amount of water flow

ing through the turbines. This keeps

the generators running at a very uni

form speed, which is imperative. The

total weight of the revolving parts of

each machine is about 240,000 pounds.

This would naturally make the prob

lem of lubrication a difficult one. It

is accomplished in a very unique man

ner. At the extreme end of each shaft

is fastened a large metal disc which is

enclosed in a compartment of the tur

bine wheel case. Into this compart

ment water is forced at a great pressure

upward against the disc. This method

avoids hot bearings and reduces friction

to a minimum. A few feet beneath the

generators is placed another large bear

ing. This is a thrust bearing and con

sists mainly of two discs, one stationary

and the other connected to the shaft.

Between these two discs oil is forced

  

Plan of power plant development for _utilizing some of the potential power Of ‘he

Niagara River on both American and Canadian sides of the falls
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under a v e ry h e a v y pressure.

Power House No. 2 of the Niagara

Falls Power Company, which was com

pleted in 1904, is very similar to Power

House No. 1. The main difference is

in the last five machines which are of

the internal field construction. The

capacities of these machines are the

same as those of the revolving field

type. There are eleven generators in

this plant which makes the total output

55,000 horsepower. This com

bined with the 50,000 horse

power of Power-House No. 1

makes an output of 105,000

horsepower for the Niagara

Falls Power Company on the

American side of the river.

The company supplies local

service directly from the gener

ator bus-bars at generator

cycle and voltage. The electro

chemical processes operating

in the upper river district and

calling for direct current,

operate their own rotary con

verter stations. The factories

in the immediate neighborhood

of the power house are sup

plied by a system of under

ground cables. For long-dis

tance transmission the current

is taken from the generator

bus-bars and fed‘ to air-blast,

step-up transformers.

It leaves the trans

formers at 22,000

volts and is distrib

uted by a three-phase

system overhead to

Buffalo, Tonawanda

and Lockport.

Companies generat

ing power on the Ca

nadian side of the

river are: Canadian

Niagara Power Com

pany, the Electrical

Development Com

pany of Ontario and

the Ontario Power

Company. ‘ ,

The Ontario Power F,

Company employs a ,"

novel system for con- ‘

verting the power of

Niagara. This is

probably one of the

most interesting and

carefully p l an n e d

hydro-electric systems

in use today. About

a mile above the Horse Shoe Falls, at

the beginning of the rapids, is a large

forebay and screen house through which

the water passes into three large pipes

that lead to the power house located in

the gorge directly across from the

American Falls. These pipes, which

measure 6,200 feet in length and 18

feet in diameter, are the largest used

for hydro-electric purposes in the

world. At the top of the clifl, directly

above the generating station, the pipes

are each divided into eight smaller pen

stocks. Six of these are 9 feet in di

ameter and two are 30 inches in di

ameter. just before the larger pen

stocks enter the twin wheel turbines

which they drive, they are divided into

two separate branches, one for each

wheel of the turbine. The wheels of

the turbine revolve on a horizontal

shaft which is directly connected to a

  

The upper view shows one of the tail race outlets. The lower illustration is that

0] a 5,000 HP. generator and its driving turbine control apparatus

10,000 horsepower generating unit of

the revolving field type. These ma

chines run at 1871/2 revolutions per

minute and produce altemating current

of 25 cycles, 3-phase, at a potential of

12,000 volts.

Power Obtained Limited

As a result of the International

treaty, the Burton Act, between the

United States and Great Britain not
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more than 350,000 horsepowergenerated on the American side of the

river. In other words, not more than

20,000 cubic feet of water can be used

per second. At the present time only

15,600 cubic feet is being used. The

companies on the Canadian side are,

however, granted 36,000 feet per sec

ond. Of the power generated from this,

160,000 horsepower may be brought

into the United States.

The above is only a puny

fraction of the amount of

power it would be possible to

produce from the waters of

Niagara. The flow in the

river is approximately 222,000

cubic feet per second. This

great amount of water falling

300 feet in five miles, as it

does, would theoretically be

equivalent to 7,500,000 horse~

power!

N i a g a r a was America’s

greatest industrial ally in the

world war. It was an absolute

necessity to the development

_ and maintenance of our war

machine. It was responsible

for the whirr of a myriad of

wheels and nearly every in

- dustrial establishment in the

country was dependent upon it

to a greater or less extent.

Every great battleship

in our navy that cut

- 3‘ J; its way through the

blue waters of the

sea, every shell that
A whistled through the

air from her guns,

every torpedo that

rushed to its mark,

every submarine that

glided unseen beneath

the surface, and every

airplane that soared

aloft carried with it

one or more products

made possible by

Niagara.

1

Niagara as One of the

Allies

Without steel,

modern warfare as we

understand it, would

be impossible, as we

could have no battle

ships, artillery, shells,

submarines, railroads,

automobiles or war

planes. Steel is no longer a simple

mixtureof iron and carbon. The great

armor-piercing shells of today would

pass through such steel with ease.

Modern steel is extremely hard, resist

ant and tough. This is made possible

by the addition of certain alloys that

alter the physical properties of steel,

making it more tenacious. Niagara and

its abundant hydro-electric power,

through the medium of the wonderful
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- _ J 85 percent of the 28,000,000

tons of basil: open-hearth steel produced

annually in the United States. Ferro

silicon is very necessary in the pro

duction of certain grades of steel and

Niagara at present supplies the entire

demand of America. Every battleship

in our navy has many tons of ferro

chromium in its armor, as this is'the

essential hardening element in the

manufacture of annor-plate‘ as well as

arrnor-piercing projectiles.

A prominent English scientist cal

wulated that a modern 12-inch shell,

nith a velocity of

1,700 feet per second,

has twice the striking

force of an express

train traveling 45

miles per hour, yet

the shell has but

1/8000 the bulk of

the train. Such shells

pass through the 12

inch armor-plate of a

battleship with ease.

This is made possible

by the extreme hard

ness of the steel in the

nose of the shell.

When the metallurgist

was called upon to

produce steel with

such wonderful hard

ness, he accomplished

it only by the use

of ferro-chromium.

.\merica’s entire sup

ply of this invaluable

product is produced

within the fiery ra

diance of Niagara's

electric furnaces.

Production of Ferro

Silicon

‘A few years ago,

metallic silicon was a

rare element. Today

it is a common com

mercial article of in

estimable value to the

steel industry. Tons

and tons of this ma

terial are produced

annually in the fur

naces at Niagara.

Ferro-silicon, which

is produced by the

chemical union of

iron and silicon within the high heat

of the electric furnace, is practically in

dispensable in the production of high

grade castings by eliminating blow

holes. It is said that the greatly in

creased use of steel as building material

during the past twenty years is chiefly

due to ferro-silicon, which insures com

plete deoxidation of the steel. This

important alloy also enters into the pro

duction of sound iron castings. Silicon

is also used in the manufacture of a

special steel known as silicon-steel, and

this product is invaluable to the elec

trical industry. Silicon-steel is used in

all altemating-current apparatus and

it has figured greatly in the develop

ment and perfection of such apparatus

during the past fifteen years. It has

entirely replaced transformer iron in

the manufacture of electrical trans

formers. Silicon-steel saves many mil

lions of dollars annually in the United

States through the conservation of our

electrical energy, especially in alter

  

One of the gigantic turbines that is placed down in the wheel pits is shown above

the row 0/ generators that are driven by duplicates of this power producing unit

nating current transformer stations.

It can be said with absolute con

fidence that Niagara is the backbone

of the steel industry of the United

States. A cessation of the production

of ferro-silicon alone would result in

nothing less than a calamity to the steel

industry of America. The War De

partment’s specifications for shell steel

in munition contracts called for 0.20 to

0.30 percent silicon, with a correspond

ing percentage of ferro-chromium. If

  

Niagara could not supply these vital

products, we would be at the mercy of

the world, for without them we would

have no hard steel, and without hard

steel we would have no navy or coast

defense. Carbon steel is no longer

used in metal cutting, as it is not hard

enough and cannot cut if it becomes

heated. The ferro-alloy steels have

entirely replaced carbon-steel cutting

tools, not only because of their su

perior hardness and cutting power, but

because they can stand up under red

heat, which is essential for fast work

in steeltcutting.

In passing through

the large Government

munition plants we

can see 16-inch guns

being turned to diam

eter in the great lathes

while the ferro-alloy

cutt-ing tool is peeling

off curls of steel that

are red hot as they

fall. In fact, the

point of the tool itself

is at red heat, but it

continues to cut just

as efficiently as if it

were cool. Ferro

a 1 1 o y cutting tools

have tripled the out

put of every machine

shop in the country!

Abrasives an Import

aht Product

Of all the valuable

products of Niagara/s

electric frunaces, the

artificial abrasives,

aloxite, carborundum,

alundum and crystal

lon probably enter

into our daily life

most intimately, as

they form an indis

pensable part in every

manufacturing estab

lishment in the land

—in the world in

fact. These modern

artificial abrasives,

with their unprece

dented hardness and

wonderful cutting

power, are largely re

sponsible for the pres

ent-day automobile in

its great perfection

and moderate cost. Modern machines

and instruments are intricate and del

icate, and the lathe, with its steel cut

ting tool, can no longer be relied upon

to work with sufficierit accuracy. The

grinding wheel has superseded the steel

cutting tool and is capable of great ac

curacy—an accuracy figured in the

five-thousandths of an inch. In the

tannery we find it buffing leather; in

the stone-working industry ‘we find it

(Continued on page 470)
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Spark Test For Steel

exact nature of a bar of steel unless

microscopic or chemical tests are

made to give some index to its chem

ical composition and the nature of the

alloying elements used. john F. Kel

ler, in a paper read before the Indiana

Section of the S. A. E., describes some

interesting tests by which some approxi

mation of the nature of the steel may

be determined.

If a piece of steel is touched with

some pressure to an emery wheel re

volving at high speed it will throw off

a great number of sparks, characteristic

of the combustible elements in the

metal. If we could distinguish the dif

ferent sparks by their quantity or char

acteristics as caused by the different

elements in the metal, we might be

able to identify with a reasonable de

gree of accuracy iron or steel that

throws a characteristic spark.

Much time and money has been spent

in attempting to photograph the sparks

from different metals, but we have been

unable to get anything worth while;

therefore, we have resorted to the pen

(Figs. A to H, inclusive) in order to

furnish an illustration of the sparks

from different steels. While it is not

absolutely correct, nevertheless, it will

furnish some idea of what to look for.

IT is rather difficult to determine the

 

Diagrams showing various Jvpes of sparks

In making spark tests the following

conditions are essential: (1) Clean

cutting emery wheel running at a speed

of about 7,000 feet per minute; (2)

enough pressure on the wheel to throw

a few sparks only.

Suppose a piece of wrought iron (a)

almost free from carbon is held against

an emery wheel revolving at high speed;

the small heated particles thrown from

the wheel will follow a straight line,

which becomes broader and more lu

minous some distance from its source of

heat. If the particles are not all con

sumed, they fall to the floor, just as

do those from the meteorite or shooting

star. The broadening of the streak

of light is probably due to the action

of the oxygen of the air, requiring some

time to act. All commercial iron con

tains a small percentage of carbon;

this will be indicated by a branching

or forking of the luminous streak.

In the manufacture of steel, carbon

is added to iron; therefore, if we touch

a piece of mild steel (b) that contains

a small percentage of carbon, the effect

is at once noted by a division or fork

ing of the luminous streak. This is

probably due to the presence of carbon,

which is acted upon by the maximum

heat of the iron spark; this burns ex

 

O

plosively, causing several breaks in the

original heavy line.

With increase of carbon from 0.50

to 0.85 per cent, the iron spark lines

(c) diminish, becoming less conspicu

ous in proportion to the increase oi

carbon content; the forking of the lu~

minous streak occurs much more fre

quently, being subdivided by re

explosions from the smaller particles.

The lower the percentage of carbon.

the less will be the forking of the heavy

lines of light and the farther the sparle

will be thrown from their source of

heat.

In the higher grades of carbon tool

steel (d) the iron lines are practically

eliminated with increase of the erplo

sions and subdivisions, causing a beau

tiful display of figures. This is prob
ably duelto the iron and carbon be

coming united in such a manner that

they are easily attacked by the oxygen

of the air. Hence the danger of bum

ing carbon tool steel on the emery

wheel and in the fire.‘ It would be Well

to state here that the higher the per

centage of carbon, the more profuse

are the explosions, and the shorter is

the distance from the sparks to the

source of heat.

The spark shown at (e) is thrown

from high-speed steel. Practically all
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high-speed steel contains, in addition

to carbon, other alloying elements,

chiefly tungsten and chromium. This

steel contains about 65 per cent carbon,

but the particles show no trace of a

carbon spark whatever. It is probable

that the alloying are so thoroughly

combined with the carbon that they pre

vent its-explosion or burning. The

metal being much more refractive than

carbon steel, will endure high tempera

ture without scaling or burning, and

the temper is not drawn so easily as

in carbon steel. Considerable pressure

on the emery wheel is required to ignite

a spark. Its color is a dark yellow

owing to the chromium and tungsten.

The spark follows a straight line sim

ilar to iron, except that the broad streak

of light is more abrupt, with an occa

sional branching spark that is probably

due to manganese.

At (f) is represented a manganese

spark. This differs widely from the

carbon spark in that it seems to explode

at right angles to the direction in which

it is moving. Each spark is divided

and sub-divided into a number of re

explosions which are very distinct. An

illustration of this spark can be found

in cast iron high in manganese; the

spark from manganese steel is not so

distinct, yet to the trained eye it is

easily recognized by its branching ap

pearance, as indicated at (e) and (h).

This is probably due to the manganese

and other elements becoming so united

or combined as to prevent the free ex

plosion of the manganese.

The spark thrown from the oil grade

of “Mushett” steel (not the modem

high speed) is shown at (g). This

steel usually contains about 16 to 17

per cent tungsten, about 2 per cent

carbon and 2 per cent manganese. A

remarkable fact is that it shows no

trace of a. carbon spark and only an

occasional manganese spark. This

steel is easy to detect owing to the fact

that it requires considerable pressure

on the wheel. The particles follow a

broken line, and the color is a very

dark red with an occasional manganese

spark. The old “Mushett” steel is not

in general use since the introduction

of the modern high-speed steels, but

we found a great quantity of it among

old tools not in service, especially in

old-established factories. The steel

companies are glad to have such ma

terial at this time, owing to its high

percentage of tungsten.

At (h) is represented the spark

thrown from a special steel manufac

tured especially for magnets and,

therefore, known as magnet steel. This

is similar to the spark from high-speed

steel, except that it is of a lighter color

with a more profuse quantity of abrupt

luminous explosions and an occasional

branching manganese spark. The ex

plosions, however, occur at a shorter

distance from the source of heat than

do those of high-speed steel. We find

by this test that many of the penna

nent magnets in service today are.made

from carbon steel rather than from the

more expensive magnet stock.

NEW ENGLISH SIDE CURTAINS

N really bad weather, the ordinary

Cape cart hood offers little protec

tion unless side curtains are fitted. The

usual drawbacks to side curtains are

the difliculty of fitting them and the

problem of storing them when not in

use. To overcome these difficulties, Mr.

F. H. Hall, of Claverdon, Warwick,

England, ‘has designed and patented

side curtains which are permanently at

tached to the hood when not in use.

The top edges of the curtains are pref

erably sewn to the sides of the hood,

and the bottom edges fasten to the

body in the ordinary way when the

New English side curtains

curtains are in use. When the side

curtains are not required, the fasteners

on the body are released and the cur

tains swung up to the roof of the hood

and buttoned there._ The curtains may

be swung -up on to the outside of the

hood, but are preferably kept on the

inside. \Vhen the hood is put down,

the curtains fold up with the hood, and,

being of thin material, do not make the

hood bulky, the same hood envelope be

ing employed. By splitting the cur

tain into four sections, a separate sec

tion is left over each door, and thus

does not interfere with the ease of exit

or entrance. In this country, curtains

that are part of the top are common,

these sliding along wires strung from

one top bow to the other and are carried

at the back of the top in special pock

ets when not in use. The English idea

is not as sightly because the curtains

are visible in the top when not in use

but it ha the advantage of permitting

almost instant use of the curtains in

case a sudden shower comes up.

SCREWING DOWN GREASE

' CUPS

HERE is a right and wrong way

of doing even such a simple thing

as screwing down a grease cup. A very

common mistake is made in filling

grease cups by not squeezing the grease

down in the top of the cup. When the

cup is not properly filled, the first few

turns do not force the grease into the

bearings but simply compress it in the

grease cup. Figure 1 shows grease cup

not properly filled. The first few turns
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REVOLWNE SHAFT

Scre-wing down grease cups

will not send the grease into the bear

ing—but will compress it into the cup.

No part of the bearing is lubricated.

Because of this fact the man may think

he has done his part and greased the

bearings when in reality he has not.

Figure 2 shows another thing that hap

pens when the grease cup is carelessly

used. The bearing is only partially sup

plied with grease. The illustration at

Figure 3 shows the right way to handle

the grease cup. Screw the top down un

til the bearing is well filled or until it

can be plainly seen that the grease has

reached both ends of the bearing.

The United States Bureau of Standards

has been investigating the mixing of eon

crete. Cement and water were mixed for a

long period, 15 to 30 minutes, and to this

mixture were added the sand and stone con

stituents of the concrete. The usual way is

to mix all the constituents together for a

few minutes and then to put the mixture

in place. It was found that there was no

advantage by this preliminary mixing of

cement and water.
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of Automobile Nois

'- A Simplified Exposition for the Man Who Runs'His Own Car --.

Describing What Various Noises in an Automohile '

,’{ ‘:3.

us .- ‘

  
all, 1:4

Are Due -To and How To Eliminate Them V _'-- ._

' I By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

PART 2

Wear in Front Axle Parts

The points to inspect in the front

axle after that member has been jacked

up so that the weight of the car is off

of the wheels, are: first, fnake sure

that the wheels are properly adjusted.

If the front wheel bearings are insuffi

ciently tight, the wheel will move back

and forth on the steering spindle and

this will not only cause noise because

of loose bearings, but will also result

in the entire front end of the car vi

brating and any looseness in various

link joints will result in rattling. The

amount of play between the steering

knuckle and the steering knuckle bolt

should also be noted and if this is

more than a few thousandths of an

inch, the movement will produce

rattling.

There are a number of joints in the

tie-rod and drag link that will cause

rattling as soon as they are worn. The

tie-rod, which is the member that is

parallel with the front axle and that

joins the steering arms of the steering

knuckles together, has two joints, one

on each steering arm. The drag link,‘

which is the part that usually runs

parallel with the frame member and

which joins the steering arm_at the low

er end of the steering gear with the arm

on the -steering knuckle, also has two

joints, and as these four joints are ex

posed to dirt and dust in most cars, as

well as being subjected to considerable

strain, it is not unusual to find that

most of the rattling at the front end is

due to wear on these points. On most

cars the drag link members have ball.

ends so that a certain amount of take

up is possible for wear. This is not

true of the tie-rods of most cars, which

have points somewhat limited in bear

ing surface and which can only be ad

justed by the substitution of new bush

ings and new bolts.

One of the most prolific sources of

noise is a dry spring. The leaves of

which these are composed should move

relative to one another all the time that

the car is in use, so that if there is

considerable rust or lack of oil between

the springs, noise due to the rubbing

of dry metals will be evidenced. Prop

erly lubricated springs not only make

for noiseless operation, but also con

tribute materially to the easy riding

qualities of a car.

How to Lubricate Springs

The best method of lubricating a

spring is to remove it from the car and

to take it apart. This enables one to

clean off the rust deposits with emery

cloth or sandpaper and also makes it

possible to insure that grease can be

put on the working surfaces of the

leaves before they are reassembled.

There is a trick in connection with

taking a spring apart that the aver

age car owner might not, know. This

is to hold the spring parts together

with a heavy C clamp while the bolt

or rivet that passes through all of the

leaves to hold them together is removed.
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oil can. Some repair men use a mix

ture of paraffine wax and graphite for

spring lubrication but this can only be

applied properly when the springs are - I

taken apart and the leaf surfaces well '

cleaned of all rust.

Spring Shackles and Bolts

The spring shackles and spring

shackle bolts are also common of

fenders against quiet operation. Any

lost motion in the spring shackle will

result in rattling. The lubrication of

these shackle bolts and spring eyes is

apt to be neglected because of the in

accessible position of the grease cups,

In any event, they are not screwed

it-ittlii

fi

Typical brake operating linkage with actuating rods outside of frame. This is used

on some Overland models _

This C clamp is also used on reassem

bling to bring all parts of the spring

back together before the bolt or rivet

is reinserted. A graphite grease is

much better than oil for use between

spring leaves as it will fill minute

spaces in the surface of the metal.

Even if the oil finally works out, the

graphite remaining between the leaves

is an excellent lubricator.

A quick method of lubricating

springs is to pry the leaves apart with

a screw driver or a special tool made

for that purpose and insert oil or

graphite in the space provided in this

way. This does not insure as thorough

distribution of lubrication as the method

previously described and does not re

move 'the rust. It is sometimes pos

sible to clean out the space between the

spring leaves by spreading the leaves

apart and allowing kerosene to pene

trate the space. This kerosene can be

applied with a squirt gun or a hand

down with the regularity that is re

quired to prevent abnormal deprecia

tion.

The majority of car owners do not

take the trouble to lubricate the car._

properly until it begins to be noisy, at

which time it is really too late as the

damage has been done. The only

remedy for worn spring shackles and

shackle bolts is replacement with new

ones. Whenever depreciation in the

front or rear axle is found, the point

should be made clear that looseness will

not develop unless the various parts

are relieved of their share of the car

weight. If this is done, parts that ap

pear to be tight when examined with

the weight of the car holding them

together will be found to be quite loose

as soon as the car weight is lifted ofi.

It is only when operating on smooth

roads that these parts are u_niforml_v

loaded as when running on rough

roads, the car frame and load is con

\
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stantly shifted by being thrown up

ward every time the wheels pass over

an obstruction or go down into a hole

and it is under these conditions that

the noise is more apparent.

Brake Linkage

The linkage and rod connections

operating the brakes have a multitude

of minor joints that must receive oil

regularly and as these are under the

body for the most part, in the majority

of cases they receive no oil. This con

dition has been met by designers of up

to-date cars by using oilless bushings

at each rod end. Where ordinary

bearings are used, neglect of all these

bearing points will result in lost mo

tion. All the while that the car is in

operation, these rods rattle up and

down and while each one may only

make a little noise, they contribute to

a considerable rattle in the aggregate.

This lost motion ma be minimized by

using coil or scissors springs to keep

the rod end parts together.

Another point about the car that is

seldom suspected when tracing noise is

the muffier. This should not only be

tight at the brackets which hold it to

the car frame but it should be removed

and cleaned out occasionally as well

as tested to make sure that none of the

partitions or baffie plates in the interior

have been loosened or detached from

the muffler shell by a back fire or charge

exploding in the interior. The exhaust

connections at both the muffler end and

at the end of the exhaust manifold of

the engine should be looked after, as

a broken gasket or packing at either

of these points will cause the exhaust

gas to escape and as it is under con

siderable pressure it will cause a sharp,

hissing noise.

Cars that are provided with radius

rods are apt to be noisy because these

rods are lubricated at the points where

they are attached to the frame and

axle and these bearings, being difficult

to reach, are apt to be neglected. If

the car is a Hotchkiss drive form,

which is the name given to that trans

mission system where radius rods are

eliminated and where all braking and

driving stresses are taken through the

rear springs, it would be found that

the bolts and shackles of the spring

members will wear out much quicker

than in those types of cars where no

torque or radius rods are used to take

some of the stresses.

Control System Parts

There are various points in the con

trol system that may cause noisy op

eration. A steering column sometimes

becomes loose in the bracket by which

it is guided at the cowl or dash-board

and will cause a rattling noise. If the

steering post interior is not oiled reg

ularly, there will be a squeaking noise

every time the wheel is turned. The

clutch and brake pedals may be so

I
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loose on their bearings that they will

rattle and may also be loose enough

so that they even hit the floor boards

at the lower end of the slot in which

they are operated when they are not in

use, thus causing considerable rattling

noise. The emergency brake lever and

gear shift lever sometimes are loose

enough so that they hit against the

floor boards and it is not unusual to

find an emergency brake handle latch

rod loose enough so that it makes an

annoying little rattle.

Auxiliary Body Parts

A poorly fitted engine bonnet or

If the hood rubs on either the radiator

or cowl of the body, a squeak will re

sult, whereas, if the hood can move up

and down, a rattling noise will be the

result. The squeaks due to this cause

may be prevented by putting rubbing

strips of raw hide or webbing on the

lower ledges of both radiator and cowl.

Most cars are provided with material

of this nature which is in the form of

a lacing which is threaded back and

forth through holes punched in the

hood supporting ledges. If for any

reason, this lacing should break, it is

a simple matter to insert a new piece.

The windshield glass is sometimes
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needing lubrication on the Dodge Bras. car. No. 2 is cylinder oil. No. 4-—Transmis

sion compound. No. 5-—Light cup grease. No. o—Hea'uy cup grease. No. 9—

Differential or gearcase compound

hood will cause both a squeaking and

rattling noise, if the hood side re

tention clamps do not hold the hood

firmly in place, which sometimes hap

pens when the small springs lose their

tension or break. Even when the

clamps are in place, a certain degree of

motion is possible for the hood sides.

loose enough in its frame so that it will

move constantly, though very slightly,

all the time that the car is in motion.

If the movement is slight, a squeak‘ re

sults, whereas, if more movement takes

place, the glass hitting the metal sides

will cause a high-pitched rattle. This

can be prevented by re-packing the

'”“l.
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windshield frame so that the glass will

be a tight fit therein.

Loose registration number plates are

also a common cause of trouble. In

many cars, the plates are fitted directly

to the carrying brackets and as they

are of thin metal, and are usually sup

ported only at one end or the top, it

will be apparent that considerable noise -

will be caused by the other end strik

ing the metal parts attached to them.

A simple way to prevent this trouble

is to make sure that the plate is held

between leather or rubber washers and

to pack the metal part of the supporting

bracket where the plate hits with or

dinary friction tape, using enough to

make sure that the noise will be dead

ened. If the car is provided with shock

absorbers, it is well to note that any

loosening in the parts themselves or

in the brackets by which these are at

tached to the frame, will be instantly

audible.

BRAKE SH-AFT
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wheel with water so as to swell the

wood and then tightening the nuts that

hold the flanges together. Poorly ad

justed and worn brake bands, especially

those used on external brakes cannot

fail to produce a rattling noise by strik

ing the brake drums and care should

be taken that the brakes are always

properly adjusted.

If the brakes squeak when applied,

it is because the brake lining has be

come impregnated with particles of

sand and grit and these get into the

brake lining and of course cause a

loud squeak as they bear on the metal

drum. The only real remedy is to re

move the brake bands and clean off

the lining so that all of this noise mak

ing material will be removed. A tem

porary expedient is to put a few drops

of oil on the brake drum, but this should

not be done carelessly because if too

much oil is applied the brakes will

slip.

emznezncy
emu: LEVE

ADJUSTING TURN BUCKLE

Buick brake operating linkage using turnbuckle adjustment and brake rods inside of

the frame _

Wheels and Wheel Lugs

One of the most annoying squeaks

and one that is the hardest to locate by

the motorist is due to poorly-fitting,

rim retention lugs. There are twenty

four of these on the average automobile,

six being. used on each wheel and

looseness of any one will cause a con

stantly, re—occurring squeaking noise

every time the wheel turns. It is some

times impossible to prevent this squeak

ing even if the lugs are screwed in as

tightly as possible. This is because

the wedge portion of the lugs has worn

and the only remedy is to use new

lugs that will have wedges of the proper

size to take up the space between the

rim carrying the tire and that of the

felloe of the wheel.

Wood wheels sometimes squeak if

the spokes become small and are not a

good fit between the hub flanges. This

is a rare case and is produced by the

wood drying out or the flanges bed

ding into the spoke butts. It can

sometimes be cured by soaking the

In conclusion, it may be stated that

knocking and rattling noises are usually

caused by considerable lost motion be

tween two parts which should be firmly

held together. Squeaking sounds are

generally produced by limited movement

of dry parts against each other. In

most cases a knocking. or rattling may

be taken care of by tightening the

retention means, while squeaks may be

eliminated by the liberal use of prop

erly applied lubricants or by various

rubbing strips and packings of sound

proof material, such as wood, leather

or rubber.

Zinc, it is found, can be reduced from

its oxide by carbon in an atmosphere

of nitrogen. A temperature from 762°

to 1100° C. ‘is required. The easier

and more general reduction by carbon

monoxide requires only 350° C. and

the production of the carbon monoxide

from carbon and dioxide requires a

temperature of 450° C.

PRODUCER GAS FOR VEHICLES

OLID fuels offer the only method

whereby the high price of liquid

fuels can be countered. An English

engineer gives the distillation of coal

in the process of making coal gas as

an example and goes on to say that 1

ton of coal would propel a 5-ton steam

wagon about 160 miles, the fuel then

being completely destroyed. If sub

jected to distillation the 1 ton of coal

would give 13,000 cubic feet of coal

gas, and taking 250 cubic feet of this

gas as equal to 1 gallon of gasoline.

this would propel a 5-ton internal

combustion-engined vehicle 312 miles.

But after allowing for the fuel use for

the retort about 10 hundreweight of

coke would still remain, and at 3

pounds of coke per mile, a S-ton pro

ducer gas vehicle would run a further

373 miles on this, or a total of 685

road miles, as against 160 miles on 1

ton of coal burned directly.

‘A SIMPLE HORSE PO\/VER

FORMULA

NE of the automotive publications

describes simple horse power for

mulas that are remarkably simple and

that are claimed to have a low limit of

error. In fact, they are sufficiently ac

curate for making approximate calcu

lations when comparing one engine to

another quickly. The formulas are:

H.P. : B2 S

-————'i : for four cylinders.

3

H.P. : B2 S

‘a-— : for six cylinders.

2

H.P. : B25

€——-— : for eight cylinders.

1.5

H.P. : B2 S : for twelve cylinders.

The formula is not intended to be

used for extremely high speed- engines

or for engines having special power

producing elements such as multiple

valves, special timing and refinements

of that nature. In the above formulas,

initial B is the bore of the cylinder in
inches and Si the stroke of the piston

in inches. Care should be taken in

each case to use the proper divisor,

depending upon the number of cyl
inders. P

“Keep the motor cool” is not a good

tractor maxim, if kerosene fuel is used.

Both the motor and radiator water

should be kept hot because the fuel,

which is thicker than distillate, needs

much heat for good combustion; needs

also more needle valve opening, though

too rich a mixture means carbon, as

with lighter fuels. The trick is to start

with gasoline and continue with it till

the engine is thoroughly warmed for

smooth, economical running with kero

sene or distillate.
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INCREASING RANGE OF

MILLING MACHINE

  

' VERY useful kink for the ma

chinist was described in a recent

issue of the American Machinirt by O.

F. Kuhlman, and is illustrated here

with: Recently there came to his shop

the job of repairing a shaft and pinion,

the object being to use the same shaft

but to make a new pinion smaller in

diameter. The old pinion was next to

impossible _to remove from the shaft, so

‘VQ.

Z P/ecu vflX’! 0

fa/a’ Ato//045/20!’ '
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a strip of sheet steel or brass about

1/52nd inch thick between'them. The

four holes should be drilled and coun

tersunk for the various sizes of ‘tubing

the fixture is intended to handle. In

the most popular sizes the range of

size is M; inch, 5/16 inch, §»§ inch, and

%r inch. The twoparts may be held

together by suitable bolts.

After the holes are drilled, the small

pieces that are left of the.spacer mem

ber are taken away, because the only

Increasing range of milling machine

he decided to turn it down while in

place, to the new blank diameter and

cut the teeth without removing it. There

was no milling machine available to

handle a shaft 6 ft. long, so a Brown 8:

Sharpe miller was rigged as shown in

the sketch by putting long steel paral

lels on the platen, and attaching the

index centers to them. Two blocks are

set into the T-slot to keep the parallels

in line.

FLANGING COPPER TUBES

N automobile practice and in motor

boats, the fuel supply and oil lines

are usually made of copper tubing and

the joints where the tubing is attached

to the fittings are generally of the

simple tapering flange form. In this

construction the flat end of the tube

fits against a suitable tapered piece

which is the male member while the

female member or nut, screws against

the flange and keeps it steady.

It is not-difficult to make a simple

fixture for flanging various sizes of

tubing ordinarily used, if the sugges

tion given in the accompanying illus

tration is followed. Two flat pieces of

steel or iron are clamped together with

wf7',')ll?‘-__-'/i—

function of these is to insure enough

clearance between the tube clamps

while drilling so that the tubes to be

flanged will be securely held between

them. Punches are made as shown,

\
.
.
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Simple device /or flanging copper tubes

these having a pilot member which is

the size of the inside diameter of the

tube. The large portion of the punch

has a 45 degree shoulder or bevel so

that as the punch is driven into the

tube after it is properly clamped be
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tween the jaw pieces, the tube will be

flared out to correspond to the bevel on

the shoulder of the punch. The rod in

serted in the end of the punch is to

facilitate its removal and to steady it

while it is being driven into the tube.

The smaller diameter or pilot member

of the punch is to be a good fit in the

inside of the tube so that the tube will

not be closed in when the vise jaws are

clamped around it. It is a very simple

matter to make flanges on tubing with

this device and this can be done in any

ordinary form of vise.

The clamp bolts are loosened so that

the tube can be inserted, allowing

enough to project above the surface to

insure that the flanged portion will be

of suflicient length. After the clamp

bolts are tightened and the tubes se

curely held between the vise jaws, the

device is placed in a vise to hold the

tube and the suitable sized punch is

driven down the required distance to

form the flange.

Hard brass tubing should be an

nealed before an attempt is made to

form a flange on it as it is apt to give

trouble by cracking at the ends unless

this precaution is talfen. Ordinary

grades of copper tubes such as used on

fuel and oil lines are soft enough so

that flanges can be easily formed with

out annealing.

RESISTANCEOF STEEL TO

CUTTING

T a recent meeting of the Academy

of Sciences in Paris, a memoran

dum was presented from M. Ch. Fre

mont giving some interesting explana

tions regarding the phenomena attend

ant upon the cutting of metals, as fol

lows: For example, a steel having a

tensile strength of 107,000 lbs. per sq.

in., when calculated according to the

conventional rule universally used, that

is to say by dividing the maximum

stress by the original section, will wear

away and dull the cutting tool quite

rapidly, when another steel having a

tensile strength of 166,000 lbs. per sq.

in. can be cut easily and will not wear

the faces of the tool. The explanation

of the paradoxical phenomenon is to

be found by measuring the final resist

ance obtained in a tensile test of the

two steels.

By “final resistance” is meant that

which is obtained by dividing the re

sistance of the test piece at the moment

of rupture by the actual section at the

point of fracture, that is to say, the

reduced section of the test piece.‘ This



final resistance or stress is less than the

maximum stress which just preceded

it, but the final resistance per square

inch, on the other hand, is higher than

the resistance is ordinarily calculated,

because the actual reduced section at

the pm'n_t of fracture is less than that

of the original section.

DEVICE FOR SMALL DRILLS

HEN using an ordinary hand or

precision drill in connection with

small drills, it is very difficult to drill

a hole without breaking the drill sev

eral times unless great care is taken

in the operation. The simple fitting

shown in accompanying illustration

may be made by any man handy with

tools and is a tool that will make it

possible to drill holes in hard material

with small twist drills without break

  

Steadying device for small drills

ing them from the pressure needed to

insure penetration of the drill point.

The device is a simple clamp which

has a. slot at its upper end in which

the steadying handle of the drill press

is inserted. At the lower end, a screw

clamp fitting is mounted that just fits

above the chuck. A rod that slides in

a sleeve or bearing member is attached

to the clamp, the movement of this rod

being controlled by a stiff spring within

the sleeve.

It will be evident that a tool of this

nature will prevent the drill from

breaking because it will be difficult to

press too hard on the drill press and

the vibration that is evident with a tool

of this kind when using small drills is

prevented and another cause of break

age is eliminated.

EXTEMPORIZED AIR COM

PRESSOR

NE of our readers, Mr. William

B. Hunt of Montgomery, Ala-.

bama, sent in the accompanying sketch

showing how he has extemporized a

motorcycle engine that had outlived its

usefulness for its ‘legitimate purpose,

as an air compressor. While all de
tails are clearly shown in the drawing, ~ l

a few words of description may be of

value to those of our readers who would

like to make up a similar outfit. The

engine was a single cylinder type about

two horsepower and formerly served

as the propelling mechanism of an

Indian motorcycle. It is attached to

a wood bed, which is bolted to a work

bench and braced by % inch by 1 inch

strap iron extending from the motor

support plates to the bench. A new

head was made from a piece of solid

stock tapped with two holes, one of

whichlreceives the intake ball check

fitting, the other the outlet ball check

fitting from which the pipe extends to

the air tank under the bench. The air

in the tank was directed to the air hose

by another length of pipe in which a

gauge was placed to indicate the pres

sure in the tank. A shut-ofi valve was

interposed between the gauge and the

air hose coupling.

When it is necessary to blow up a

tire, this shut-off valve is opened, al

lowing the air to ‘flow through from

the tank to the air hose. Even if an

automatic coupling is fitted at the air

hose, it is advisable to use the shut-off

valve because this will prevent air leak

ing through at the joints in the air pipe

or hose. The same oil pump and oil

tank that served to lubricate the motor

when it was installed in the cycle frame

also serves to supply lubrication to the

engine in its new role. This as at

tached to the wall in a convenient place.

A few strokes of the pump will supply

sufficient oil for a extended period of

operation. The oil level is clearly

shown in the oil sight glass on the bot

tom of the motor crank case. The pump

is driven by any suitable means at a

speed of labout 300 r. p. m. -

If an electric motor is used for power
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Mr. Hunfstates that the

a new‘ solid head reduced 71 '

tion space sufficiently so that in ade

quate working pressure is provided to

blow up most sizes of automobile and

motorcycle types. When air is pumped

in this way, it ‘is advisable that a filter

ing device to be interposed in the air

line to remove 'any oil that may be pres

ent and that would tend to deteriorate

the rubber of tire tubes. If the piston.

rings are carefully fitted to the cylin

der, then very little oil will go bythe

piston and it may not be necessary

to supply the filtering fitting.

The inclusion of such a filter is

recommended by many manufacturers

of commercial tire inflating outfits, so

it would seem that it would be a valu

able addition to the scheme suggested

by our correspondent. The suggestion

illustrated should be easily followedby

any mechanical man and will supply

quantities of air for experimental work

or tire inflation purposes. A special

fitting is necessary to carry the driving

pulley on_the engine crank shaft, this

being turned from a piece of steel or

brass and adapted to fit the end of the

shaft instead of the driving sprocket

or the clutch assembly ordinarily at

tached at that point.
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Details of an extemporized air compressor outfit made from an old single cylinder motor

‘ cycle engine and a range boiler

as indicated in the sketch, it should be

provided with an automatic, or other

adjustable belt tension device and

should be fitted with a small enough

pulley so it can be run up to speed with

out driving the air compressor too fast.

It will be evident that the air compres

sor may be driven from a line shaft.

Medallions, coins and the like can l>¢

cast from the following alloy which will

reproduce all of the very finest details:

Tin 3 parts, lead 13 parts and bis

muth 6 parts. Another which is more

suitable for certain work contains less

lead but more bismuth, as follows: Tin

6 parts, lead 8 parts, bismuth 14 parts.

.__.__-.l._'-‘I;.‘.
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Simple Model Steam Engine and Boiler

A DOUBLE-ACTING ENGINE

the single acting oscillating engine

and have started the construction

of a boiler suitable to run those engines.

I conclude the latter in this article, as

it is also employed to generate the

steam for the double acting engine de

scribed in this instalment.

We come now to the double acting

oscillating cylinder. It requires only

a little more than half the momentum

of the single acting, as the only dead

points are those when the piston is at

the extreme ends of the stroke. The

double acting engines have therefore

almost twice as much power for the

IN the first article I have described

  

  

Component parts of Cyllfldfr

FlG.5

l MODEL DOUBLE A6TlNG

QSCILLATING ENGINE

Designed by Wm A.Helrns

  

Cut through Outside ofcyl nder

cylinder and bearing surfuu 5'h'r:3m_qbP:,:‘,_ on

Fl5.l H61 5'99"‘ 5 cl le t nnfcarnpletzd

H63 '°° 'i£=

Fl6.4

Construction

By Wm. A. Helms

PART H

same size of cylinder as the single act

ing ones and are less likely to stop

at reduced speed. This type of engine

economizes space and weight. They

are especially adapted for propelling

small power boats. The entire ma

chine is built low which is an import

ant factor in small boats. It is im

portant to use a rather heavy flywheel,

as experiments have shown that it is

required on an engine which has the

constant drag of a propeller to over

come.

The dimensions of the cylinder de

scribed here are 5/§ in. stroke by V2 in.

bore (see Figs. 1 and 5). As is usual

on engines of that kind it is made out

of a brass casting. The length with

  

  

D|mens'on ofstondurd
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Flywheel and crankshaft Fl6.7

out covers is 1 in., allowing M; in. for

the thickness of piston, 1/32 in. for

each of the spigots of the cover, and

the same distance left vacant at each

end. The diameter of the cylinder over

the flanges is V3 in. One of the most

difficult jobs to be accomplished by a

model engineer is the boring and fac

ing of the cylinder of a model engine,

as accurate work is required to make a

successful running model. This is

especially the case with beginners. As

there are several ways of doing it I will '

describe the method I believe to be the

easiest. In describing this I presume

the model engineer to be in possession

of a lathe, and drilling machine. A

shaper would also be very useful, but is

not necessary as the surface work can

be finished on a lathe.

Machinirzg Cylinder Casting

We take the casting and start with

the bore. To do this, we clamp the

casting on the saddle of the lathe and

use a boring bar. The cylinder flanges

being round are easily faced by using

a chuck. The bearing surface on the

cylinder is faced by using a small and

accurate angle plate. It is fastened to

the face plate and on this is placed the

cylinder, which is securely held by a

clamp. In order that the facing tool

can finish the face level, it is necessary

to first drill the hole for the cylinder

trunnion (see Figs. 4 and 6). The ut

most care should be used in setting up

the cylinder on the angle plate and I

recommend using a piece of smooth and

thin paper between the angle plate and

cylinder and other touching parts, so

as to keep the finished parts from be

ing burred. Then drill the steam ports

and drill and tap the flanges for the

bolts which hold the cylinder covers.

The latter are fastened to the cylinder

by six hexagon headed bolts of 1/10

in. diameter. The cover on the bottom

side of the cylinder is equipped with a

stuffing box for the piston rod. The

gland, is screwed direct into the boss of

the cylinder cover (see Figs. 1 and 5).

The boss is filled- with lamp cotton and

compressed by the gland so as to make

a steam tight fitting for the piston rod.

Piston and Piston Rod. i

The piston rod is made out of a

piece of %; in. steel rod, truly centered

to make sure that it is perfectly

straight. A thread is cut on both ends,

one to fit into the piston and the other

into the cross head. A small lock nut
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is employed to fasten the piston secure

ly to the piston rod. The cross head is

simply screwed into the lower end. The

piston itself is turned out of a solid

brass bar or out of a casting, and is

provided with a groove for the packing

to make a steam tight fitting with the

cylinder wall. ‘

The cross head is turned out of a M;

in. square brass rod. In the drawing it

is shown in one piece, but it is better

to cut the head horizontally to the di

ameter of the crankpin and secure the

cap with two screws. T-his is done to

obtain a good bearing for the crank

pin, as the double acting cylinder ex

erts the same strain at both the up and

down, movement of the piston.

Crankshaft and Flywheel

The crankpin is made out of I/§ in.

steel rod and is riveted into the bal

anced crank arm (see Fig. 7). The

latter is fitted into the crankshaft by a

small set screw. The crankshaft is

turned out of a 3/16 in. steel rod and

is fitted into the bearing of the stand

ard. It has been previously bored and

carefully rierned with a 3/16 in. ex

pansion riemer, parallel to the trun

nion bearing in the steam block and

vertical to the center line of the cylin

der (see Fig. 6). A small hole should

be drilled for the lubrication of the

crankshaft. The bearing is a long one

to insure a smooth running engine and

keep the crankshaft from troublesome

vibration. _

The flywheel is turned out of a cast

ing either iron or brass. The latter is

preferred as it is softer and makes a

better finish. It has a diameter of §*§

in. and is 5/16 in. wide on the rim. It

is secured to the crankshaft with 8
small set screw. i

The bearing surface‘ on the steam

block of the standard (Fig. 6) must be

made perfectly level and at right angles

to the boring of the crankshaft and

trunnion bearing. This is done in the

lathe by fastening the standard to the

face plate, using the trunnion bearing

to center it. At the same time cut the

circular grooves, which form the steam

and exhaust posts respectively.
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STATIONARYBOILER.PLATE‘Z

BYWAHELMS

Fl6.l0.FireBox.

FI6.8.Cross-SectionthroughBoiler

/5"

Fl6.7.LongitudinalSectionofBoiler

Engine Action Explained

The action of a double acting oscil

lating cylinder is easily explained h_\'

a close study of the drawings. The

steam block, which forms part of thé

standard contains two ports, drilled

from the back, one to receive the steam

pipe, the other the exhaust pipe. These

ports run into the circular grooves.

When the cylinder is placed in posi

tion and fastened to the standard with

the aid of the trunnion, as illustrated

in Fig. 4, and the cylinder is in vertical

position the port holes of the cylinder

are opposite the solid parts of the steam

block. As soon as the steam enters the

groove, the cylinder is moved and steam
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enters the port of the cylinder and

presses against the piston. By the same

motion the other port opens into the

second groove and discharges the used

steam. Reaching a vertical position the

steam ports are closed once more and

I/§ in. as indicated in Figs. 7 and 8,

showing sectional cuts of the complete

boiler.

Boiler Support and Flameguard

Next we take the boiler support and

  

Fl6.lL Inspection Door

the momentum of the flywheel carries it

over the dead center and the position

of the ports is reversed. In this way

the steam is admitted alternately at both

ends of the cylinder.

STATIONARY BOILER

AVING finished the boiler tube

and fittings as described in

the last issue of the magazine,

we start now with the construction of
  

Fl6.l4 Blank o‘FChimney — Support.

the baseboard, the flame guard, spirit

lamp, etc. The baseboard is made out

of a piece of hardwood 15 in. long, 5

in. wide and 54; in. thick. Having it

planed and the edges chamfered, to

give it a finished appearance, we screw

crosswise to the grain of the upper

piece two pieces of wood, 5 in. long, 1%

in. wide and V; in. thick, to form feet

and keep it from warping. This being

done, mark out the position of the drip

tray and recess the part to a depth of

  

FI6.l'Z. Blank of Drip Pan

fiameguard in hand. It is made out of

a piece of tin plate or Russian iron

about 1/32 in. thick, the latter being

\preferred. Having obtained a suitable

piece, cut a strip about 24 in. long and

.3 in. wide, mark out the developed plan

as shown in Fig. 9. Having this done

carefully we start by cutting out the

ventilation holes, a; the inspection door,

b; and the chimney support hole, c.

The firebox door opening, d; do not

cut out until after having bent the

guard to shape. Having cut the holes,

cut out the whole piece and smooth the

cuts with a file, special attention being

paid to the curved parts forming the

boiler saddles and slots for the screws

to hold the boiler in place. The key

hole slot for the firebox door is made by

drilling two holes, a 3/16 in. one and

below it a 3/32 in. one and finish up

with a small round file. Next we drill

the 1/16 in. rivet holes, f; and bend

the guard to shape.

The fiameguard ‘is fastened to the

baseboard by two angle pieces 8 in long.

They can be made out of strips of brass

and bent to shape and are riveted to

each side of the boiler support. Before

doing this drill four holes in each for

securing it to the baseboard. The ven

tilation holes may be covered on the in

side with fine copper gauze.

Firebox Door

The firebox door is made out of No.

 

  

, in. pieces.

16 gauge sheet brass cut and filed to

the size shown in Fig. 10. Drill a %

in. hole in the position indicated for

ventilation purposes and drill and file

the slot for the alcohol supply tube of

the lamp. The X; in. edge piece is also

cut out of a piece of No. 16 sheet brass

and sweated to the door, after which it

is necessary to carefully clean the edges.

The door handle is made out of a piece

of No. 14 gauge brass wire, the ends

of which are flattened out and riveted

to the door, after having been previous

ly bent to shape. For rivets we use

copper wire.

against splitting it is very good to first

anneal the wire. We finish the door

by drilling and tapping a 1/16 in. hole

to receive a small screw, which is in

tended to fit into the keyhole of the

flameguard, to hold the boiler in place.

Inspection Door

Now we come to the inspection door,

the dimensions of which are shown in

Fig. 11. It is provided to light the

lamp and adjust the wicks, etc., with

out removing the lamp. Like the fire

box door it is made out of No. 16 gauge

sheet brass. It is held in place by two

catch-pieces. One is riveted into place.

the other one is free to slide. The lat

ter is kept in place by a screw which

travels in a special slot and the tail

piece, which slides under the heads of

two screws. Before attaching the catch

pieces to the door it is necessary to bend

them as shown.

Drip Pan and Chimney Support

This brings us to the drip pan. It

is cut out of the same material as the

boiler support, to the size shown in

Fig. 12. The ends are bent up and

the joints are soldered on the inside.

In Figs. 7 and 8 the pan is shown in

position. It is provided to protect the

baseboard against the heat of the flame

and against fire, should any spirit over

flow and become ignited.

Our next step is the construction of

the chimney and its support. They are

jimade out of stout tin plate, by care

,-F fully marking and cutting out the de

veloped planes shown in Figs. 13 and

14. Then drill the rivet holes and bend

them to shape. It is advisable to first

rivet the chimney onto the support be

fore riveting the latter to the flame

guard. Copper wire rivets are being

employed.

Details of Spirit Lamp

The spirit lamp which is shown in

place in Figs. 7 and 8 and in plan in

Fig. 15, is the last part to be finished.

For its construction we require two

lengths of brass tubing—one 3/16 in.
ire," diameter and 10, 11/16 in. long, and

the other % in. diameter and S in.

long. The latter is cut into four 1, %

Into each one drill a 3/16

in. hole 7/32 in. from each end to take

To insure the heads »
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the supply pipe. Having done this

take the small tube and file a small

hole at each side in the place designat

ed, with a small round file, to allow the

spirit to flow into the wick tube. Then

we slip the latter into position, hav

ing previously plugged the bottom of

the tubes with brass discs, well soldered

into place. After having the wick tubes

carefully lined up, we solder the joints,

taking care to make a good job. The

end of the supply pipe must also be

closed by sweating a X4 in. brass plug

into it. The bottom and sides of the

spirit tank are made of tin plate cut to

the dimensions shown in Fig. 16. Aft'er

having drilled the hole for the supply

pipe we bend the sides up and solder

the joints on the inside. Next we put

the supply pipe into place, allowing 2

in. of it to project into the reservoir and

solder it to the bottom. The top is

made out of the same material and

soldered into place after having the

filler boss sweated into place. A hole

to act as ventilator is drilled into the

filler plug, to allow the escape of vapor,

which would otherwise create a pres

sure which would cause an overflow in

the wick tube. , .

TESTING LEATHER

NE of the most useful of the many

bureaus established by the Gov

ernment is the Bureau of Standards.

One of the important functions of this

bureau is making investigations of va

rious materials and collating data that

is of great value to industry and to

all branches of engineering. As an

example of the work that is done and

the various forms of machinery that

are exploited, we present herewith

-views of two special leather testing ma

chines. One of these is a tensile testing

machine that measures the elongation

and ultimate strength of various grades

of harness, shoe and belting leather.

  

As will be apparent, specimens from

various parts of hides and from va

rious forms of hides may be measured

and those having the best physical

characteristics recommended to the in
dustry using such leather. i

Another interesting and simple ma

chine is that developed to determine

the durability and endurance of sole

leather. This machine subjects the ma

terial tested to a strain similar to that

obtained in actual service. The mech

anism is relatively simple. The op

erating wheel is driven by a chain drive

and suitable reduction gearing from a

small electric motor. The leather or

pomposition material to be_tested are

attached to the rim of this wheel, which’

bears upon a disk covered with abra

sive material. A band brake keeps

the disk from‘ moving too freely and

the leather is called upon to rub over

the surface of the disk as it rotates

with an action similar to that a shoe

sple receives on a pavement.

A brush is provided to loosen up

particles of leather from the abrasive

material and a suction blower draws the

dust down into a bag. The general

construction of both machines may be

readily ascertained from the accom

papying photographs.

The tensile machine consists of two

carriages moving on the machine bed,

one of these being attached to a spring

balance, the other to a threaded rod,

which passes through the tail stock of

the machine and which is screwed up

automatically by a small electric motor

placed on the machine bed. Each one

of the carriages is provided with a

suitable clamp or chuck to receive the

leather specimens and the ultimate

strength is indicated by the dial of

the machine, while the elongation may

be easily measured with calipers.

CRUCIBLES OF REFRACTOEY

MATERIALS

URING the past month the mak

ing of crucibles from highly re

fractory oxides and minerals has been

investigated by the Bureau of Stand

ards. It has been found possible to

make such crucibles without the use

of clay or binder, which would tend to

reduce the refractoriness of the finished

product. One method is to make the

crucible with the use of water by tamp

ing the plastic mass inside of a fire Clay

mold lined with plast'er—of-paris. When

the mold and crucible are fired to a

red heat, the plaster-of-paris disin

tegrates and permits the crucible, which

is then fairly strong, to be removed

from the mold. The crucible is then

fired to a high temperature in order to

give it the necessary density and

strength. The other method is to mix

linseed oil with a refractory oxide and

then to shape the crucible inside a de

tachable metal shell; the crucible is

then baked in the shell in a core oven.

a similar process to that employed in

the baking of cores for castings. After

the baking, the shell is removed and

the crucible fired to a high temperature.

which results in a burning out of the

temporary carbonaceous binder and a

sintcring of the refractory oxides, thus

forming a dense, strong, and highly re

fractory crucible. Working in this way.

crucibles have been produced from

titanium dioxide, zirconium dioxide.

and carborundum fire sand.

In casting brass in sand, if the gatr

breaks off in the mold, it usually in

dicates that the metal is not good. Such

a breakage shows that the metal is red.

short and breaks while cooling. The

difficulty may be caused by the pres

ence of sulphur, antimony, arsenic or

other foreign elements in the metal.

Bronze or composition acts in the same

manner as brass.

Special marhinery developed by the U. S. Bureau of Standards for testing harness and shoe leather
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A NEW LAPPING COMPOUND

OR securing good fits in iron, steel

and other hard metal parts, the lap

ping process is often used. Lapping

of main and connecting rod bearings,

however, has been practically out of

the question because of the tendency

for the hard abrasive to stick in the

soft bearing material, or the shaft, and

continue to grind after the lapping op

eration has been completed. It is prac

tically impossible to wash the shaft or

bearing free of these lapping or grind

ing compounds and consequently car

borundum and emery have not been

used.

Recently a new type of compound
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scrape the usual bearing. It is soluble

in oil, or it can be removed with gaso

line or kerosene after the lapping op

eration is completed. It cannot be

used in grinding valves, or lapping in

pistons and rings, as it does not work

‘on iron or steel and carborundum and

emery compounds are best for such use.

The method of using this compound

is to bore or cast the solid bearings or

bushings to a light driving fit on the

shaft and grind in Timesaver. This is

applied very thinly and with plenty of

oil. It is ground or lapped with a

turning motion. After a few twists

have been given, the shaft is cleaned

and fresh compound applied. A num

Diagrams showing how new bearing metal lapping compound may be used

has been brought out, especiitlly

adapted to soft metals, which breaks

down after it has_been in.use for a

short time. It is composed of large

and small crystals, the cutting surface

being the large crystal, and the small

crystal being a neutralizing substance:

When the large crystal has been worn

down so that the short crystals are in

contact with the rubbing surfaces, these

are broken up and due to their neutral

izing action, destroy the cutting quali

ties of the entire compound. This ac

1i0n generally requires about 10 min

utes.

This product is sold under the name

QT Timesaver, and does not contain any

l0rm of emery, carborundum, or glass.

It is stated that an 80 or 90 per cent

bearing can be secured with it in about

one-fourth of the time required to

ber of other methods can be utilized.

Fig. 1 shows car with engine in place

and the bottom half of crankcase re

moved. The connecting rods being

fitted to the crankshaft are in the re

verse position, that is, hanging down.

Obviously, the only types of engines on

which this can be done are those in

which the heads are detachable so‘ the

pistons and rods may be removed with

out dismantling the engine or remov

ing the crankshaft. -

Enough shims are removed and con

necting rods boltéd'up,~ just snug with

bearing compound and oil in the bear

ing, and rocked back and forth a few

minutes, tightening the nuts as the

babbitt grinds out. If one application

does not produce the desired surface,

repeat operation. A few minutes will

generally produce desired results.
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Fig. 2 shows crankcase, upper half

and cylinder block inverted. Place on

stand or box, crankshaft roughly fitted

to main bearings and compound ap

plied, cap bolted in place lightly, shaft

rotated to belt connection with a line

shaft or electric motor, then caps

screwed down a little tighter and shaft

rotated until bearings show a good sur

face. Several applications may be

necessary.

Fig. 3 shows rods being fitted to the

crankshaft. The crankshaft is held in

a vise or special holder, rod bolted on

with compound applied to bearing.

Rock back and forth a few minutes.

tighten up as babbitt grinds out, re

moving shim if necessary until fit is

obtained.

It is claimed that bearings produced

-in this manner do not have to be as

sembled as tightly as a scraped bear

ing, so there are no high spots to wear

off and the bearing if properly done,

is a finished job. There is no abrading

action on the steel shaft.

Fig. 4 shows a crankshaft in a lathe,

all rods assembled on shaft, one shim

removed at a time and assembled so as

to turn free, but not tight, and bearing

compound put in the bearings with oil.

small end connecting rods resting and

free to slide on sheet metal plate or

board, clamped to the lathe bed with

C clamps. The crankshaft is rotated

by a lathe dog fitting face plate slot

and is supported so it rotates freely on

the lathe centers The lathe is rotated

at moderate speed and all rods are

fitted at the same time. Shims removed

and nuts tightened as the babbitt grinds

out, until a perfect fit is obtained.

0

A QUENCHED GAP AS A SPARK

INTENSIFIER

OR some time past it has been

knovm that the insertion of an

auxiliary gap in the secondary circuit

leading from the coil or magneto to

the spark plug would result in the

spark overcoming any obstacles in its

path that ordinarily would prevent

sparking. The sparko-gap is similar

in construction to the quenched gap

used in radio work and is a simple

device that can be used with any spark

plug and which is said to permit a plug

to spark even if it is short-circuited

with oil or carbon.

These claims are supported by Gov

ernment tests and trials that have been

made with this device applied to in

ternal combustion engines. used on all
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forms of automotive vehicles, running

from motorcycles to airplanes. These

tests have indicated that the device has

merit and that plugs that would be

inoperative without it will function un

der disadvantageous conditions if

equipped with a device of this nature.

 

Quenchcd gap spark intensifier

The device is inexpensive and may

be easily applied by any motorist, as

it calls for no electrical or mechanical

knowledge. There is nothing about the

device to give trouble after it is once

installed because of its simple and

strong construction.

SIMPLE SPRING OILER

HE importance of keeping the

springs of an automobile lubricated

is not realized by the average motorist

and it is often neglected because of

the trouble involved in getting the oil

in between the leaves. The spring oiler

shown affords a simple and easy

method of having oil flow between the

Device for ailing spring leaves

leaves. To use the device, the car

weight is taken from the springs by

lifting the car frame directly with a

jack so that there is no strain on the

springs except the hanging load of the

axles. The wedge portion of the spring

oiler is driven in the spaces between

the leaves by a few taps of a hammer,

and any oil that is supplied to the

groove on the wedge of the device by a

hand oil can will naturally fiow to the

points requiring lubrication. .

  

, A BUSHING EXTRACTOR

HE simple tool illustrated quickly

and easily removes the steering

knuckle, spindle arm and spring bush

ings in a Ford front axle. It is made

of steel and nicely finished. It may

also be used for Dodge, Dort, Chevro

let and Overland cars. It is valuable

to the repairman and the owner who

does his own work. When removing

the steering knuckle bushings it is not

necessary to remove the wheel. The

way the tool works is obvious. The

forked end has sufficient spring so it

can be inserted in the knuckle through

the hole in the other bushing, then the

ends spread out as shown and bear on

both sides of the bushing so that the
  

-An effective bushing extractor

force of the hammer blows is directed

equally on all sides of the metal, pre

venting cramping or binding due to a

one-sided thrust, as is the case if an

ordinary punch is used to force it out

and thus making for easier removal.

TESTING INNER TUBES OF

AUTOMOBILE TIRES

E illustrate in the cut a simple

method of rapidly testing the in

ner tube of a tire. The tube is blown up

to a sufficient pressure to hold its shape,

/ ' Ha?‘ P//7 //1 Wa//

 

  

How to test inner tubes for minute leaks

when set up resting against a wall as

shown. A hatpin is stuck into the

wall above it so as to just touch the

rubber at the highest part of the tube.

The smallest possible leak will show

in five minutes by the tube sinking

away from the pin. It is far more

sensitive and a much quicker way of

testing a tire than the method of hang

ing it up over night. It is fair to say

that, if it does not sink from the pin

in five minutes, it is airtight.

EXTENSION PADS FOR FORD

‘PEDALS

HE pedal control group of the

Ford car was evidently designed

for persons with very small feet because

the pedal pads are placed so close to

gether that an ordinary man-sized foot

C/ufc/land /7;

5/ow5peea" .'
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Extensions for Ford control pedals

covers at least two of them. It is some

what disconcerting to put on the slow

speed and reverse at the same time and

does not enable one to make much

progress. Extension pedals or rather

foot pads which are shown in accom

panying illustration make this control

group a really practical one that can be

operated without confusion. The center

or reverse pedal has an extension which

raises the foot pad above the level of the

other two. For the clutch and brake

pedals, special wide foot pads that are

corrugated and that furnish a good firm

grip for the foot are provided. The

ends of these pads are bent up so that

it is impossible for the foot to slip off

of the foot pad. A number of accidents

that have occurred in the past happened

because the operator’s feet slipped off

V of the control pedals at the critical time

or from not being able to get the reverse

pedal down far enough without apply

ing the slow speed pedal at the same

time. These new appliances are sold

at a low price and can be easily applied

by any one and have considerable value

for operators of this popular machine.

The extensions are attached to the foot

pads by the clamping members il

lustrated, which are fitted to the pad

and which firmly clamp the pedal.

CLOGGED MUFFLER

CLOGGED muffier-is a distinct

cause of loss of power. \Vhen the

constricted passages inside the muffler

become clogged with carbon or soot, a

back pressure is set 'up and the engine

has to work against this pressure. Tap

the muffler several times lightly with

a hammer, then start the engine and

blow out the loosened carbon. Occa

sionally the muffier should be taken

apart and thoroughly cleaned of car

bon and the small holes in the baffle

plates opened up with a pointed tool.
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A Simplified Exposition Defining the Principles Involved in Mechanical Switching

and How the Needs of a Large City Can Be Met Adequately

By Recently Developed Mechanism

N its elements a mechanical switch

- board is nothing more or less than

a combination of apparatus in

which a mechanically propelled cord

associates itself with the terminals of

your line when you remove the receiver

from the hook, and then, under the con

trol of the electrical impulses sent out

by your calling dial, automatically as

sociates the other end of this connect

ing cord with the terminals of the line

with which you wish to connect. In

other words, we substitute a machine

for the operator, who now picks up a

cord and inserts one plug in the jack

of your telephone line, and upon learn

ing the number required plugs the other

end of the cord into the jack of the

line you are calling.

Connecting

Cable

 

 

Fig. 1-Desk telephone for automatic exchange system

The above is a fair pen picture of

what takes place in the small town

where there is no exchange. When we

come to the larger places, however,

where there are a number of central

oflices, the chances are that the majority

of your calls will be for subscribers

connected to exchanges other than

By Kenneth Alton

your own. It then becomes necessary

for this mechanical switchboard, and

the manual as well, to perform an in

termediate operation, which consists of

selecting a trunk line leading to the

exchange in which your wanted sub

scriber is located. The diflerence here

is that your mechanical operator, in

stead of connecting you direct to your

subscriber, picks out an idle trunk to

the exchange wanted, and another me

chanical operator at that point picks

up your connection and through its

mechanical connecting cord associates

it with the line you want.

The calling dial of a simple instru

ment which is illustrated in Fig. 1 is

located at the subscriber’s station. In

the case of a desk-stand, it is mounted

on the base as shown, and

in the case of a wall set,

on the face of the set it

self, as outlined at Fig. 2.

It is so designed that by

manipulating a finger

wheel electrical impulses

are sent out over your line

corresponding with the

numerals or letters ap

pearing in the holes. When

used in the larger cities,

the dial will bear certain

letters of the alphabet, in

addition to the numerals,

and in the smaller centers

numerals only may be em

ployed. A dial suitable

for use in a large city is

shown at Fig. 3. In mak

ing a call the subscriber

will, of course, refer to the

telephone directory, and

he will find in the new

directory that the central

office name is printed

somewhat differently from

heretofore. Typical ex

amples of the new form of

listing telephone numbers

are shown below:

Argent Co., 1400

Bway.. . .GREley S513

- Argentina, Brazil &

Chile Shipping Co., 70 Wall,

H.ANover 0307

Argentine Genl. Consulate, 17

Batry. Pl . . . . . . . . . ..RECtor 6946

Argentine Impt. 8: Expt. Corp.,

Prod. Ex . . . . . . . . . . .BROad 1768

Argentine Mercantile Corp., 42

Bway. . . . . . . . . . . . ..BROad 5066

Argentine Naval Commission,

2 W. 67 . . . . . . . ..COLumbus 5623

Argentine Quebracho Co., 80

Maiden La . . . . . . . . . . ._]OHn 1652

Argentine Railway Co., ZS

Broad . . . . . . . . . . . . .BROad 1383

Argentine Trading Co., 1164

Bway. . . . . . . . . .MAD Sq 1871

Argeres Bros., Restrnt., 86 6th

Ave. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SPRing 53.37

These conform to the present man

ual listings, except that the first three

letters of the office names are set out

prominently. Simple as this change

in the form of listing appears, until

it was developed by the Bell System

experts, no satisfactory system of des

ignating telephone numbers for ma

chine switching systems for large cities,

such as New York, Chicago, Boston

and Philadelphia, was known.

One advantage of this plan is that

it does not necessitate the abandonment

of all the existing manual designations.

For manual operation it leaves them

substantially as at present. For ma

chine switching operation the same

form of listing is used in the directory,

a clear indication being given as to

the portion of the listing which should

i ' 7;a/15m//e/2‘
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Fig. 2—Ammgement of dial on -wall set

be dialed in making an automatic call.

The maze of connections and dupli

cations of detail of the latest systems

is apt to be confusing to the reader not

entirely familiar with modern telephone

switchboard practice, but the basic

principles of mechanical selection in

volved can be easily understood by

following the description given and

studying the diagrams of a simple sys

tem consisting of only a few subscribers

and a correspondingly few parts of

I
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the mechanism. T_he_rnore complicated

systems used in large cities are a. re

finement and logical development of

the system described which will suffice

to bring out enough of the basic prin

ciples so the reader can obtain an idea

of the way the system works.

Function of Calling Dial

The automatic systems must have

some arrangement at each end of the

line so the subscriber qm call any

party desired without any other_ aid,

and suitable mechanism must be pro

vided so connection will be established

with the desired party at a central sta

tion. The arrangement at the sub

scriber’s end was formerly a series of

push-buttons, but at the present time

a much more satisfactory and positive .

device does the calling. This is a

numbered dial, previously explained,

attached to the base of a desk telephone

of tlie usual form. The numbers around

the edge of the dial range from 0 to 9’

  

Fig. 3—Ca.lling dial for large city exchanges

and may also have letters adjacent, as

in Fig. .3, thus enabling any combina

tion of figures to be selected. The neat

dial is all that is visible at the outside

of the instrument, but some very in

genious mechanism is hidden inside the

telephone base and is actuated by the

dial. At the edge of the dial there

is a little fixed hook or finger stop.

-In calling a number, the finger is

placed in one of the openings in the

upper dial, directly above a specific

_ number, then the dial is rotated in a

clockwise direction toward the fixed

stop, until its motion is arrested when

the finger is removed. Then the dial,

which has been turned against the re

sistance of a torsion spring, is returned

to its starting place, but in so doing a

toothed segment rotating with the dial

makes a certain number of _electrical

contacts corresponding to the number

at which the dial was released. Thus,

if the dial was released when the fin

ger in hole No. 7 came against the

finger stop, the contacts would send

seven distinct impulses over the line

to the central exchange, where a spe

cial electromagnetic selective device

moves contacting fingers over suitable

  

. . . v

connections arranged so the desired Cl!‘

cuit is brought in action. The calling

of any number composed of more than

one figure is accompanied by inserting

the finger in the dial, rotating it to _

the fixed stop and releasing it for each

number in succession, as shown in
Fig. 4. l

What the Automatic Selector Does

The operation of an automatic se

lector at the exchange will be under

stood by referring to Fig. 5, which is

a simple selector or circuit finder for

an exchange of ten subscribers. The

subscriber’s lines, or circuits, terminate

in ten pairs of plates or “bank contacts”

arranged on the arc of a circle and

numbered from 1 to 10, respectively.

A ratchet wheel, R, is arranged with

its center at the center of the arc

formed by the contacts and carries a

pair of springs. W, technically termed

a wiper. The line for subscriber No. 1,

for instance, by whom it is supposed

this instrument will be used, ‘is repre

sented as being connected not only to

the first pair of “bank contacts,” but

also to the wiper, to the rotary mag

nets and to the release and rotary push

buttons. .

Suppose that subscriber No. 1

wishes to connect to'line No. 2. To

do this he presses twice (theoretically

speaking) the rotary button (Rot. B)

in the drawing, located at his telephone.

This closes the circuit from the bat

tery through the rotary magnet. Every

time the circuit is completed the rotary

magnet is energized and attracts an

armature (A). This armature, which '

carries a pawl or finger (P), at its

end. which engages the

ratchet wheel (R) and

moves it, as well as the

wiper (W), one step each

time the armature is at

tracted. Consequently,

when A has been attracted

and released twice in suc

ccssion, the wiper, W, will

have been moved from its

normal position at the left

of the first pair of con

tacts and will rest on pair

No. 2 of the bank con

tacts, thereby bridging the

gap between the terminals

of lines No. 1 and No. 2.

By means not shown in

the diagram, subscriber

No. 2 will be signaled

and called to answer his

telephone. The arrange

ment of the apparatus is

such that when the conver

sation is finished and call

ing subscriber No. 1 hangs up his re

ceiver, the release magnet (Rel. Mag. in

cut) will be momentarily energized and

so- attract its armature. This will pull

the retaining dog (D) out of engage

ment with the ratchet wheel, which is

thcn returned to its normal position by

\
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a clock spring. In a ~~--t----= , , ,

subscriber N0. 1 could -.~'*L.i*‘iT‘.

of the other nine "subscribers of"'the

system, and they, in turn, could call

any other party by using their

ments in the manner indicated. The

proper sequence of electrical impulses

for the actuating rotary control magnet I

is automatically sent by the spring

propelled drum and dial at the sub

scriber’s instrument.

  

H

  

Fig. 4—H0w calling dial is -worked

How a Complex Selector Switch Works,

Let us consider next the action of

a selector switch suitable for a 100

subscriber exchange. The details of

this selector mechanism are illustrated

at Fig. 6. The line terminals to the

number of 100 pairs will now fill

ten “bank rows,” with ten pairs of

contacts in each row, The ten rows

are superposed as shown.

to the second contact in this row would

be 12; the next 13, etc. The number

of the line connected to the second. .

pair of contacts in the second row from‘,
  

Fig. 5—Operalion 0/ automatic telephone selector

the bottom would be 22, that imme

diately above it would be 32, etc. It

is evident that by this arrangement in

a system of 100 lines each subscriber'>'

number would contain two digits; the

first digit would indicate in which

horizontal row of bank contacts his

line terminals could be found and the

0

The num- - *

ber of the line connected to the -

pair of contacts in the lower row would ‘ -

be 11; the number of the line connecte<l“;-Q,
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Fig. 6-—Diagram showing automatic selulor for 100

subscriber exchange

second figure would indicate the exact

pair of contacts in this row.

An idea of the method pursued in

obtaining a certain connection in a

system of this capacity (100 sub

scribers) may be had by considering

that each subscriber circuit or line of

two wires is connected to a pair of

the "bank contacts” and to a connect

ing machine, technically termed a

"connector switch,” somewhat after the

method depicted in the cut, which

shows the connection for station 11.

The important feature of the connector

switch is the ratchet wheel or hub (R),

which carries the wiper (W), already

described in connection with the sim

Die diagram at Fig. 5.

The actuating rotary magnet is rep

resented by Rot. Mag. with its anna-‘

lure at (A) and pawl (P), also the

dog (D), for the retention of the ratch

et after each rotary step; The shaft

upon which the. ratchet is mounted is

extended and carries another ratchet

(YR), called the “vertical ratchet.”

The vertical magnet is adapted to at

tract the vertical armature (VA), which

carries on its end the pawl (VP), ar

ranged to engage the vertical ratchet

and raise the shaft. By means of it

the wiper is raised ‘automatically one

step whenever the magnet attracts its

armature. The vertical dog (VD) is

adapted to drop into place each time

the ratchet is raised one step and thus

retain the wiper in position. It is thus

evident that by means of the vertical

pawl and ratchet the wiper may be

raised to a point opposite to any one

of the ten horizontal rows of “bank

contact" pairs and then, by actuating
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the rotary pawl and ratchet, the shaft

may be rotated until the wiper rests on

any desired pair of bank contacts in

that horizontal row. Thus, if the ver

tical magnet should be intermittently

energized three times and the rotary

magnet intermittently energized five

times, the wiper should be raised to

the third horizontal row of bank con

tacts and rotated five steps, thus con

necting line No. ll to line No. 35.

The apparatus, o,f\course, is so ar

ranged that subsczpoer No. 11 may in

termittently energize the vertical and

rotary magnets and control the move

mcnts of the wiper so that he can talk

to any of the other? ninety-nine sub

scribers at will by turning the dial on

his telephone, as has been previously

explained.

In a commercial telephone exchange

of the automatic type there are several

connector switches capable of serving

each subscriber, the operation of one

being intermittent upon that of the

preceding one. If it were desired to

have the lines so arranged that all the

subscribers could talk at once it would

be necessary to have fifty connector

switches, which would provide for fifty

separate conversations between 100

parties. In general, it may be said that

in the average automatic exchange it

is not necessary to have connector

switches for every subscriber, but just

sufficient to handle the calls at the

busiest period of the day. Usually 20

per cent of the number of subscribers

is taken as the proper number of con

nector switches to employ, but these

may be augmented according to the

demands made upon the exchange. The

 

Fig. 7-Diagram showing all connections 0/ 100 .tuh_

Automatic Exchange '

actual wiring in connection with a

typical selector switch is shown at Fig.

7, and the various circuits may be

easily followed by the student. The

principles of operation should be well

understood, in view of the explanations

previously given. Obviously, a com

plete presentation is not within the

scope of a magazine of this character,

as it would call for specialized knowl

edge that few of our readers possess.

INCANDESCENT LAMP WITH

DUAL BASE _

NEW double-base lamp by means

of which household appliances

and fixtures may be used simultaneous- '

ly' from the same outlet without the use

of double plugs or adapters has been de

veloped by E. O. Schweitzer, chief test

ing engineer of the Commonwealth Edi

son Co., of Chicago. The lamp may be

made up in any style and capacity. The

lead-in wires are those used for the

standard 500-watt lamp and continue

through the bulb from base to base, the

lamp filament. being tapped off from

them. The lx, /,1! wires, which are

formed into an étipansion loop to elimi

nate strain due to unequal contraction

and expansion of the lamp elements,

are made with a quarter twist to pro
vide clearance for the filament anchors. l ’

Exhaustion is carried out through a

concealed tube within one of the bases,

con_t_ig1,_ues Electrical World, thus mak

ing . lipless lamp. By the addition of

a light brass shell beaded at each end

any standard shade holder may be

used. The extra attachment to the

lamp may be made by using a socket

screwed to its tee base.‘
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A Light Four Cylinder AiriMotor

For Model .Airplanes

By Clifford A. Butterworth

FOUR cylinder, light-weight com

pressed air motor for use in a

model airplane is shown in the

accompanying drawings. When prop

erly made this motor should weigh

about 4% ounces, and will have sum

cient power to drive a 12 or 14 inch

diameter propeller. It is §/g inch bore

by Y2 inch stroke, with overhead rotary

valves. This type of valve is the only

kind that can be used on an engine of

this size. Furthermore it is very simple

in construction, and there are no fiat

surfaces to be finished as with the or

dinary slide valve.

The cylinders are turned from §4; inch

cold rolled steel. They should be fin

ished as smooth as possible by reaming

and polishing. Drill the lower ex

haust holes before doing the polishing.

When drilling the inlet and exhaust

ports in the top of the cylinder care

must be taken to drill them at the

exact angle indicated. The best way to

do this is to mount a §/3 inch pin in a

O

I

  

block at an angle of 45 degrees, as de

tailed in Fig. 6, and hold the cylinders

on this when drilling the ports. The

lower end of the cylinder is threaded

with a forty thread’ to take the ring

shown in Fig. 1.

The connecting rods are made from

pg inch steel or brass. The lower half

of the big end is riveted on carefully

after the rod has been put in place on

the crankshaft.

The plate to which the cylinders are

fastened is made of 1/16 inch steel

bent over at the edges to increase the

stiffness. The cylinders are held on by

means of the ring,' Fig. 1. Another

method of fastening them is shown in

Fig. S. They are clamped down with

small steel strips and screws.

The crankshaft is of the built-up

type. The shaft is % inch drill rod,

the crank webs are made from % to

3/16 inch steel, pinned on with 1/32

inch pins. The bushings are brass, the

design for the two end ones is shown in

Mi _

,.
BUSHING f'lG.Z

Fig. 2. The center bushing is only §§

inch in length, and is split to permit its

being placed on the shaft.

The bearing supports, Fig. 3, -are

made of %, by 1/16 inch flat steel, bent

on the forming dieshown in Fig. 4.

The center support is made only }§

inch across the top instead of 1%

inches, and must also be bent out to

clear the cylinder clamping rings. The

bushings are clamped in place with N0.

2-56 screws as shown. The same size

screws are also used to fasten the sup

ports to the plate.

The valve shaft is turned from M,

inch steel rod. It should fit the holes

in the cylinders as tightly as possible

without undue friction. The packing

grooves are wound with oil-soaked

thread or soft string before it is put in

place. It is driven by bevel gears at

one-half the crankshaft speed. The

large gear is % inch in diameter, the

smaller ones %. The bracket supporting

the gear shaft is made from M; by 1/16

inch steel. The air pipes are brass tub

ing of % inch outside diameter. A ball

thrust bearing can be mounted at the

front end of the crankshaft if desired.
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Assembly view of very light /our-cylinder air motor using rotary overhead valve at top and details of cylinder, piston, and connect:-1;

rods below
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Detail: of crankshaft, valve shalt and engine base of four-cylinder air motor

COMMERCIAL AVIATION IN

GERMANY

IE Deutsche Luft-Rederei has

now published its first annual re

port of flying activities. According to

the figures, 13 twin-engined and 71

single-engined mail aircraft trans

ported 3,000 passengers and 100 tons

of mail and other cargo on the six regu

lar lines: —— Berlin - Leipzig - Weimar

(Opened Feb. Sth, distance, 250 km.:

mean flying time, 2 hr. 18 min.; num

her of flights, 893). Berlin-Hamburg

(March lst, 260 km., 2 hr. 10 min., 571

flights). Berlin-Rhineland-Westphalia

(April 15tli, 490 km., 4 hr. with inter

mediate landings at Hannover and

Braunschweig, 402 flights). Berlin

Warnemiinde (April 15th, 220 km., 1

hr. 55 min., 159 flights). Berlin

Swinemiinde (July 5th, 175 km., 1 hr.

15 min., 132 flights). Hamburg

Westerland, Island Sylt (July Sth, 175

krn., 1 hr. 15 min.); besides 1,389

other flights. Ninety-five per cent of

all flights were completed.

With the Government gasoline sup

ply ceasing all flights except occasional

ones stopped on Aug. 1st. In July

flights were made over the sea sur

roundings of Berlin each Thursday in

G class aeroplanes, and week-end trips

to the Swinemiinde sea resort. Dur

ing the fairs in Leipzig a service to

Berlin was maintained and numerous

other flights carried out with single

and twin-engined aircraft to all parts

of Germany. Exhibitions in connec

tion with passenger flights were ar

ranged at the aerodromes of 'Dresden,

Leipzig and Gelsenkirchen.

SOFT WOOD PROPELLERS

T is reported that German airplane

constructors, instead of using ma

hogany and walnut for propellers, are

using softer woods of different kinds

laminated together. Experiments made

to determine the strength of these pro

pellers show that with the wood skil

fully compacted together these pro

pellers are as diflicult to break as the

best hardwood propellers. It must be

remembered that the extreme strain

necessarily makes the life of even the

best propeller comparatively short, and

there is something to be said for the

view that efficient and durable pro

pellers may be made from comparative

ly cheap timber so easily obtained.

HOW TO DISTINGUISH MA

HOGANY AND WALNUT

FROM RED GUM

N the manufacture of furniture and

cabinets a great deal of red gum is

used as an imitation of mahogany or

Circassian walnut. When red gum is

properly finished it can be made to

look so much like either of these woods

that only by very careful observation

can the true be distinguished from the

substitute. There is a very distinct dif

ference, however, between red gum and

mahogany or walnut. "This difference

lies in the size of the pores. In ma

hogany, Circassian walnut, and black

walnut the pores are so large that they

can be seen very distinctly on a

smoothly-cut surface of the end grain,

where they appear as minute openings

smaller than pin holes but visible with

out magnification. On surfaced faces

the pores appear as fine grooves, run

ning parallel with the grain. They are

even visible through the vamish, ap

pearing as dark lines. In red gum the

pores are much smaller and can be seen

only with a magnifying glass.
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SCHEME FOR AIR COOLING

HE accompanying illustration de

picts a scheme for air cooling small

engines which depends on the ejector

action of the exhaust gases to draw

til‘ around the cylinders. The inventor

believes that this scheme will save the

power that is used by the usual form

of cooling fan which runs from one

half to one horsepower with the engine

running at high speed. The advantage
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wheel element and the cylinders are

provided with vertical instead of hori

zontal flanges. It is doubtful if the

exhaust gases issuing from the silencer

would have sufficient speed to induce

much of an air draft through the cool

ing cowl. This is an English invention.

STUMP-SAWING MACHINE

STUMP-SAWING machine, in

vented by Arthur Hamilton of

.7-L2 COHDULTGRS

PLAN

New system of air cooling auto engines

advanced by the inventor is that there

are no moving parts in the cooling sys

tem other than the moving gases, and

that the waste gas is made to do more

useful work instead of being discharged

into the air after it leaves the cylinders.

The scheme is a simple one, the cyl

inders being enclosed by a sheet metal

cowl having partitions to deflect air

around each one of the cylinders. This

is a modification of the well-known

Franklin system of air cooling used in

this country, with the exception of that

on that type the air is drawn through

the cylinder jackets by a blower fly

  

Harrisburg, Ark., is portably mounted

so that it can be readily drawn across a

field and brought into proper position

for operating upon any desired stump.

The saw is reciprocably operated by

cables which are run over rollers on

arms depending from an overhead

frame. The cables are attached to a

reciprocating cross-head, which is driv

en back and forth by a pittman and

drive wheel, which is driven by a gas

engine. The machine is operated by

one man, with the saving of all the

back-breaking work incident to the op

Recently devised stump-sawing machine
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eration of a cross-cut saw. Not the

least of the advantages of the device is

that it may be operated very close to

the ground—Lester L. Sargent.

NEW ENGLISH VALVE DESIGNS

ENEVER inventors try to

make improvements in internal

combustion engines, the point of attack

is nearly always the valves or their

operating mechanism. Two new British

patents were recently reported in En»

gineering, of ‘London, that should be of

interest to those of our readers who are

following intemal-combustion engine

design progress. The object of the in

vention of S. S. Guy of Wolverhamp

ton, shown at the left in accompanying

illustration, is to provide for adequate

and automatic lubrication of enclosed,

valve-operating mechanism and its as

sociated parts. The invention consists

in providing the casing enclosing the i

valve mechanism with openings com

municating with the crank-case and

outer atinosphere. The openings H1

ready provided in the top of the crank

case to accommodate the valve rockfif

arms may be sufficient to allow of the

oil mist entering the casing. The top

of the crank-case 2, to which the casing

3 enclosing the valve-operating meth

anism is secured, is formed With

holes 4, in addition to the openings for

the rocker arm 6. The breather orifices

7 are formed in the upper part of the

casing 3, and are fitted with gauze C3-P5

easily detachable for cleaning purp05@5~

By this arrangement the aspiratory Ci

fect produced by the action of the pis

ton on the oil mist in the crank-C859

causes the said mist to pass through the

casing .3 so that while the engine is
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running there is a constant circulation

of the oil mist in the said casing.

Messrs. D. E. Tumer of London

and E. B. Ware of Tottenham have de

vised an oscillating valve as shown at

the right of illustration herewith. The

invention relates to valvular arrange

ments for internal-combustion engines

of the kind in which an oscillating

spherical or part spherical valve is

mounted to oscillate in a head in the

cylinder by means of cams. According

to the invention, the valve is actuated in'

its essential movements by cam mech

anism through the medium of tappet

NEW FUEL FEED DEVICE

HE Sparton Fuel Feeder introduces

a. principle thus far never com

mercially applied to a fuel feed—posi

tive force generated in the combustion

chamber so applied as to pump fuel

in direct proportion to the motor’s needs.

Instead of employing a vacuum created

by suction from the intake manifold,

the Fuel Feeder pumps direct from the

supply tank the moment cylinder com

pression takes place.

The mechanism is housed in a small

cylindrical tank, which is to be mounted

under the hood. It has few moving

  

New English valve designs

rods adapted to bear thereon so as to

control the admission of fuel to, and

the exhaust of the products of com

bustion from the cylinder. The hollow

spherical casing a, carrying the valve

b, is flanged at a” and at a‘, where it is

secured to the cylinder c. To the flange

:1.’ is secured a suitable casing d, to

contain the cam-actuating mechanism.

The valve b is mounted on tnmnions

e. The oscillating movements of the

valve b are efiected by cams g mounted

on spindles f, f, passing through and

supported by the casing d enclosing

the cam-actuating mechanism. Each

cam spindle f, f, is provided with a

cam g adapted to act on a tappet rod h

supported by the cam casing and inter

posed between the cam g and a projec

tion i on the oscillating valve b. The

tappet rods are telescopic, and the two

tubular portions thereof are kept ex

tended by a spring h‘, which is always

under compression. The cams g, g,

are arranged centrally of their spindles

f, f, and effect the movement of the

valve. The valve spindles f, are geared

together as shown at j. The valve b,

when moved upward on one side of the

supporting trunnion e, will admit fuel

through the inlet port i, and when

raised on the opposite side will un

cover the exhaust port m.

 

To remove ink marks, such as writing, from

celluloid, light rubbing with a rag moistened

with acetone is efiectual. After removal of

the ink marks, it may be necessary to polish

the surface with a dry cloth.

parts, and should be strong and dur

able. The compression pressure pushes

a small piston down against a. spring

and on the up-stroke of the piston it

acts just as any plunger pump does
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Fuel feed device

and draws in gasoline through the

check valve which opens to give access

to the main fuel container. On the

down-stroke the discharge check valve

leaves its seat and the gasoline pre

viously pumped into the cylinder is
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forced into the tank. As soon as the

fuel rises enough to lift the float, it

closes ofi' the pressure pipe and the

pump is inoperative until the level be

comes low enough to allow the float to

drop and again open the control valve.

Simple compression furnishes the

pumping power, the action of the Fuel

Feeder is not only positive but it va

ries directly with the engine load. Ref

erence to the mechanical drawing will

make clear how the float and cut-off

mechanism maintains a constant fuel

level and thus insures a full fuel sup

ply that is under automatic control.

TWO-PIECE PISTON

HE accompanying illustration

shows an internal combustion .en

gine piston that has been devised in

England. It is composed of two dis

tinct parts, the upper part or piston

proper which takes the thrust of the

explosion and the lower slipper or

guide member to take the thrust of the

connecting rod The slipper member

is securely fastened to the wrist pin but

the piston member has a certain degree

of movement and can adjust itself to

the bore of the cylinder. It is claimed

that the separation of the two mem

bers assists in materially reducing the

.\
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Two-piece engine

temperature of the guide member and

results in improved lubrication of the

part that is subject to the greatest side

thrust.

Both sections are held together by

the wrist pin which passes through

wide bushings extending through bosses

on both parts of the piston. As should

be expected, the larger part of the

bearing area is on the portion of the

piston subject to the explosion pressure.

 

A cement for mending hard rubber and

similar materials is made by melting one

part of rosin and adding to it one half of

its weight of india rubber cut into small

pieces, slowly with constant mixing, taking

care to do it at as low a heat as possible.

To use it melt and apply keeping the parts

under strong pressure for several hours.
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DETERMINATION OF _MINUTE

LENGTH CHANGES IN

BRIDGE MEMBERS

HE note given by a vibrating wire,

whose ends are absolutely secured,

will vary greatly for a change in the

distance between the ends which may

be brought about by any cause. In a

wire a yard long, a change of distance

between its points of attachment of as

little as 1 / 100th of an inch may change

the note nearly one-fifth. This shows

how exceedingly delicate a base is given
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The fundamental note of this wire

being known, the number of its vibra

tions per second is also known. The

observer moves the bridge back and

forth until the notes given by the two

wires are of exactly the same pitch.

This is done while the bridge member

or strut is loaded and unloaded. Each

time a different note wil be given, the

member of vibrations is noted, and by

application of a simple formula the

change in length of the wire, f, is de

termined with extreme accuracy. The

 

Method of determination of minute length changes in bridge members

for length measurements. In the dia

gram, f represents the wire secured to

a member of a bridge-truss, which in

stress of wind or of load, changes in

length. The diagram illustrates the

connections clearly.

A source of direct current is supposed

to be somewhere in the system. If the

key, c, is depressed and released it will

set thewire, f, into vibration as the

electromagnct, k, acts upon it just as if

it had been machanically vibrated. By

listening with the telephone receiver, h,

the note of the vibrating wire will be

heard as it reproduces by induction its

vibration in the circuit of the electro

magnet, g. For perfect quietude, the

hearer may be stationed in a distant

place. ‘Alongside him is a second

stretched wire, c, with a movable bridge.

above method implies a more or less

musical ear. This qualification is dis

pensed with by introducing a micro

phone at d, and closing the switch, b.

The string, e, is then plucked by hand

and if, by proper placing of the bridge,

it is in tune with f,' the latter will be

thrown into vibration by the action of

the current passing through the coils of

the magnet, k, and by the magnet, g,

and the note will be reproduced in the

telephone. The bridge of the wire, e,

is shifted back and forth until the in

duced note is at its loudest. This point

gives the number of vibrations of the

wire, f. The formula is a simple one,

except that certain constants, such as

the specific gravity and the coefficient

of elasticity of the wire have to be

known with great exactness.
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ELECTRIC L I GH T I N G IN

CREASES EFFICIENCY OF

LAYING HENS

LECTRIC lighting is being util

ized to increase the efficiency of

the laying hen, according to a writer

in Edison Current Topics, published

by the Southern California Edison

Company. For several years experi

ments have been made and the results

obtained have been so satisfactory that

almost all the poultry breeders are now

increasing their egg production from 35

to 70 per cent during the off season by

lighting the chicken pens in the early

morning hours before daylight. Some

of the poultry journals make the state

ment that in some parts of the Middle

West there has been such a large in

crease in the egg production in what

was the off season, that during the past

year the off-season production exceeded

the regular supply during the regular

laying season. '

Beginning about the fifteenth of Oc~

tober, the lights are turned on in the

chicken houses at 3:30 M. to get

the hens off the roosts; they are im

mediately fed. The egg production de

pends on the amount of warmth and

food supplied to the hens in the early

part of the day- As soon as the hen is

properly warmed and properly fed, she

goes on the nest. If the stock is left

to get off the roosts after daylight dur

ing the winter, the egg production drops

off after the days grow shorter. This

lighting in continued, if the chickens

remain in good physical condition, un

til about the fifteenth of February

After that time, the lights are not

turned on until about 4:00 A. M. and

a month later the artificial lighting is

discontinued altogether for the season.

The amount of light used per square

foot varies and seems to be a matter of

the individual opinion of each rancher.

The average, however, is about one

watt for every fifty square feet of floor

surface.

In Norway, a great deal of interest

is being excited by the use of electric

smelting. It is believed by some that

this is a clue to the future development

of the iron industry there. It is pro

posed in one place to construct electric

works capable of producing 80,000 tons

of iron per annum, as far as possible

from Norwegian ores and utilizing
water power for the purpose. I
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HAND INSTRUMF.N'I‘S FOR

MEASURING ANGLES

HIS apparatus, which compares

with the sextant or other reflecting

instrument of that type, is based upon

the use of reflecting prisms. They are

mounted- upon a circular plate whose

periphery carries a scale of angular

measurements. The prism, P2, con

sists of two right-angle pieces secured

face to face as shown, with reflecting

surfaces of silver deposited upon the

two faces in contact. This prism is

mounted so as to rotate freely, the

angular scale, T, turning with it. The

spindle is received by the handle A, of

the instrument. This is shown clearly

in Fig. 2. The prism, P,, has a sil

vered face and the dotted lines indicate

line with the first one. The angular

reading is then taken giving the angle

between the two objects. The instru

ment can be used for vertical or hori

zontal angles and as made is remark

ably compact. '

LOSSES IN CAR GENERATORS

NE of the most popular systems of

regulating current generation in

small dynamos of the automobile type

used for storage battery charging is the

third brush system and while the prac

tical value of this system cannot be

questioned it appears that dynamos reg

ulated by this means are not as efficient

at all speeds as those having other
l methods of control, such as speed gov

ernors. The matter was considered by

 

Diagrams defining principles of instruments for measuring angles

the course of rays from a distant object

when the scale is set at zero. The rays

are reflected from the silverecl surfaces,

S, and S,, and are brought by refrac

tion back into line. P3, represents

another prism also with reflecting sur

faces, the one at S3, being very thin so

that it can be seen through by the ob

server. With his eye at 0 the observer

by direct vision looking through the

prisms P3, P, and P2, sees a distant

object. By turning the prism P2, differ

ent objects are brought into the field

of view, and the reading of the angular

displacement on the scale gives the an

gular distance of the object.

Looking at Fig. 2, it will be seen that

by reflection the observer sees the object

directly opposite to him. Rays from it

strike the oblique face on the right of

the prism, P3, are reflected from that

face to the face, S,, and fence the ob

server’s eye. To determine the angle

between two distant objects one of them

is brought into the direct field of view

by double reflection in the prism, P3.

The prism, P2, is then rotated until

the other distant object is brought into

' a writer in Automotive Industries in a

recent issue. He cites the current out

put of a typical shunt wound machine

running at 1200 r.p.m. as 110 amperes,

at 8 volts potential, if the only loss to

be considered was armature winding

resistance.

Brush loss brings the current down to

75 amps; .reacta.nce to 55 amps; field

distortion to 32 amps; and then chang

ing the excitation from shunt to third

brush reduces it to the final rate, 14

amps. -

In ordinary non-interpole generators,

commutation is improved by shifting

the brushes forward under the tip of

the leading pole, thereby bringing the

coils undergoing commutation into an

assisting field. But in the third brush

machine under load condition, shifting

either forward or back of neutral, brings

the coils into an unfavorable field.

This indicates why the output of this

class of machine may change SO per

cent after being installed on the car in

case the brushes are not well ground in.

From the theory that was given the

following operating points are deduced:

- large farmers.

1. Poor connection in the charging

line increases the amperes output.

2. Increasing the main brush or third

brush width, decreases the Output.

_3. Setting the third brush to give

higher output than normal is dangerous

because the trailing edges of the main

brushes will be burned away, resulting

in still higher output.

4. Setting the main brushes ahead of

the m:inufacturer’s position is danger

ous because a larger field current will

be drawn for a given output.

5. Setting the main brushes back of

neutral is dangerous because it will

cause heavy short circuit currents to

flow through the main brushes, eating

away the trailing edge.

6._ Setting the brushes on neutral by

finding the position of “no rotation,”

with only armature current flowing, is

correct only with generators having

symmetrical pole faces; that is, equal

airgaps at the entering and trailing

edges. ,

The third brush regulating system is

very simple and even if it does-not per

' mit of maximum efficiency, it gives

much less trouble than centrifugal gov

ernors_or voltage regulators of various

types Incorporating vibrators and con

tact points and its use on the greater

part of the product of American man

ufacturersis proof of its practical merit

and reliability.

ELECTRICITY APPLIED TO AG

RICULTURE IN GERMANY

UMMING up an article in the

Journal of the Royal Society of‘

Arls on the use of electricity in agri

culture, with special reference to its

development in Germany, a writer in

the Journal of the Franklin Institute

says that there has been an astonishing

increase in the application of electricity

to agricultural operations in Germany.

In Saxony, at least, electricity was thus

employed to a larger extent by small

or moderate holders rather than by

Rural co—operative so

cieties are common. In 1901 there was

one; in 1913 more than 600- Some so

cieties develop electrical current them

selves, while others merely distribute it.

(1) The British farmer feeds from

40 to 50 persons; the German farmer

feeds from 70 to 75 persons.

(2) The British farmer grows 15

tons of corn; the German farmer grows

33 tons.

(3) The British farmer grows 11

tons of potatoes; the German farmer

grows 55 tons.

(4) The British farmer produces 4

tons of meat; the German farmer pro

duces 4% tons.

A chief factor in favor of the Ger

man farmer is his increased use of

artificial fertilizers.
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ANY amateurs and experiment

ers, and others for that matter,

have small articles they wish to nickel

plate, or probably have tried to plate

with little or no success. It is for these

I have prepared this article. Also for

the benefit of the experimenter that has

not had the advantages of a chemical

education, I have omitted all chemical

formulas. The formula given here is,

at the present time, in use by a num

ber of commercial houses and is giv

ing good results.

For the average experimenter, a one

or two-gallon glass or crockery jar is

of suflicient size. To each gallon of

water, add nine ounces of nickel sul

phate, one tablespoon of boracic acid

and about one-half pound of salt. The

latter is used to make the solution a

better conductor of electricity.

Amrnefer.

Brass or \

Copper /?Od5\‘\‘\_A“~.

. /‘//'c/re/ P/afesii
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The Process of Nickel Plating

How the Amateur Can Do Good Work With Simple flpparatus

L. M. Blakey

in the plating solution. Wherever pos

sible a small buffer should be used and

objects should be highly polished, if a

bright, smooth surface is desired in the

end. Next a strong solution of lye

water should be prepared in a metal

bucket or pan—other than aluminum

-—placed over a fire and allowed to

approach the boiling point. Also a

solution of potassium or sodium cya

nide should be prepared in a glass or

crockery jar. The potassium cyanide

is more desirable than the sodium, be

cause it is more active, but the latter

is very satisfactory. Caution»-Do not
breathe the fumes or get any of thei

solution in your mouth, because it is

a deadly poison. Always keep the jar

covered when not in use.

Now the polished screws or objects

—if small—should be fastened on a

L‘

ya/iheasfaf

\ \ -

\&\/1rf/c/es

Be/ng P/afea’

Fig. 1.

The electricity may be supplied by

one, two or three dry cells, but a stor

age battery is more desirable. The

rate of plating may vary from three to

ten amperes, according to the size of

the objects to be plated. For best re

sults an amrneter and simple battery

rheostat (Fig. 1) should be used to

gauge and regulate the flow of current,

but these are not absolutely necessary.

Ten to thirty minutes will be required

to plate an object, depending on the

thickness of the layer of nickel desired.

It is advisable to plate at a slow rate,

for if a high rate is used, there is a

tendency to “pile” the nickel on, caus

ing a rough brownish surface. It is

also desirable to keep the solution in

motion while the current is on.

The reason so many fail to plate ob

jects successfully is because the metal

is not properly prepared before placing

  

How small articles may be electro-plated by the amateur

wire or placed in a wire basket and

immersed in the hot lye solution for

two or three minutes. When removed,

they should be thoroughly washed in

clear cold water and placed in the cya

nide solution for the sa.me length of

time, after which they are again washed

and placed in the plating solution. Do

‘not touch the articles with the hands

after the washing is begun, for the oil

from the body will probably cause the

nickel to peel. All objects to be plated

should be placed on rod B—-(Fig. 1)

and the nickel plates—which may be

secured from some chemical house, or

maybe some old heavily plated article

found aroundthe shop, on rod A. The

rods should be separated three or four

inches. After a few minutes, if a dull

brownish or whitish color is noticed

you must reduce the flow of current

Metals other than brass or copper

should be copper plated before nickel

plating, as copper will fasten itself to

iron, etc., much more readily than

nickel can. For this purpose‘ use a

copper sulphate solution.

After plating remove objects and

wash immediately in clear cold water,

then place in hot water for a minute.

This prevents streaking and the ob

jects will dry at once. They are now

ready for the final polishing and use.

If the above has been carefully fol

lowed there is no reason why you

should not be rewarded with a perfect

and lasting job.

FLAT PANELS AND NO SURFACE

CHECKS BY MAXIMUM-HU

MIDITY METHOD

F panels are over-dried their ten

dency toward warping and twisting

is greatly increased. The lower the

moisture content the more the warp.

The short time required for drying pan

els, varying from a few hours for thin

panels to a few days for thick ones,

makes it impracticable to make actual

determinations of moisture content to

decide when the material has reached

the desired degree of dryness.

An automatic method of insuring the

proper moisture content in dried panels

'is proposed by the Forest Products

Laboratory. This is what may be called

the “maximum-humidity method,” in

which the relative humidity of the air

in the kiln or drying room is regulated

so as to remain at the highest level

which will permit the wood to dry to

the desired degree (and no further) in

a reasonable length of time. By this

method checking of face veneer is also

prevented.

The maximum - humidity method

lends itself to the most convenient and

economical handling of the pa.nel-dry

ing operation. As there is little danger

of over-drying, the stock may be left in

the drying chamber for any reasonable

length of time beyond the minimum re

quired. Thus, thin panels and thick

panels may be taken from the press and

placed in the kiln at the same time and

removed at the same time, even though

the thin panels dried much quicker.

For panels made up of normally dry

veneer, a kiln temperature of 120 de

grees F. throughout the drying period is

a good schedule to follow. If with this

temperature the humidity is maintained

at 46 per cent, the panels will come uni

formly to a final moisture content of

about 8 per cent within a reasonable

drying period.
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NICKEL PLATING SOLUTION

AGOOD nickel plating solution follows:

Nickel Sulphate . . . . . . . . ..l00parts

Ammonium Tartrate, neutral.. 72 parts

Tannin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.5 parts

Dissolve the nickel salt and the tartrate in

half a quart of hot water and add the

tannin, previously dissolved in a little ether;

mix and dilute with water to a volume of

two quarts.

 

OXIDIZING COPPER

LEAN the piece with caustic soda solu

tion, then treat with weak nitric acid.

Finally immerse in a solution of antimony

chloride in hydrochloric acid. It gives a

tint bordering on violet.

TO REMOVE RUST SPOTS FROM

CLOTH

PLACE the part, on which the spot is, in

a saucer, containing a mixture of one

part of hydrochloric acid and three parts of

water. After the spot disappears the goods

must be thoroughly rinsed out with abundant

water and washed. If the spot is of long

standing or if someone has used Javelle

Water on it, a 1S per cent solution of tin

salt (stannous chloride) is recommended ap

plied as above and followed by thorough

rinsing and washing. No acid or salt must

be left in the goods.

 

BLUE-PRINT PAPER

The two following solutions are separately

prepared. 1

Ammonio-citrate of Iron . . . . .. 25 parts

Distilled Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..100 parts

2

Potassium Ferricyanid . . . . . . . .. 45poi1s

Distilled Water . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l00 parts

The two solutions are mixed, filtered and

immediately spread on paper free from all

sizing. It is to be dried before use and all

the operations should be conducted in the

absence of actinic light. After the paper has

been exposed under the negative, it is washed

until the yellow tint completely disappears.

To accelerate the operation the prints may

be placed for a few seconds in a bath com

posed of :

Chloride of Lime (bleaching powder) lpart

Hydrochloric Acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 parts

Distilled Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .200 parts

The prints are finally thoroughly washed

and dried.

SEALING WAX FOR BOTTLES

Melt together the following:

Rosin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 parts

Lanoline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 parts

To remove it from the bottles when they

are to be opened it may‘be melted in -a

dame and wiped off with a cloth.

ABSORBTION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

Satisfactory results in the absorbtion of

this verv dangerously poisonous gas have

been obtained by the use of the following

mixture:

 

 

Manganese Binoxide . . . . . . . . . ..,...S0%

Cobalt Oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..15%

Copper Oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..30%

Silver Oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5%

It may be used in gas masks wherever

there E danger of its evolution. The mix

ture loses in efficacy by -the absorbtion of

humidity from the air.

2
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ENAMELED LETTERING ON GLASS

The following procss may be used for

lettering glass bottles in chemical labora

tories and the light.

Red Lead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15 parts

Zinc Oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 parts

Borax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 parts

Cryolite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 parts

The letters are painted on the glass with

vamish. The mixture is dusted on with a

bit of waste and it is then placed in a

mufile and the enamel brought to fusion and

the bottle allowed to slowly cool. Many

laboratories have their own muffle furnaces.

A much simpler process is to use a solu

tion of sodium silicate (water glass) in which

there is rubbed up some very finely powdered

red lead. The inscription is painted on with

this mixture, and it is said that after a few

days it becomes very firmly adherent.

CLEANING METAL SURFACES

'I‘O remove oxides from metallic surfaces,

a weak solution of sulphuric acid fol

lowed by rinsing and drying in saw-dust

may often be used. Another method is to

plunge the object into a solution of per

fectly neutral stannous chloride leaving it

there for two hours. wash and dry as above.

The stannous chloride may be made by db

solving tin in hydrochloric acid until the acid

is saturated. Pure tin such as is used for

 

wrapping chocolate may be employed.

 

ALUMINUM SOLDER

Zinc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .70 parts

Tin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..30 parts

Silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 parts

Copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 parts

The zinc and tin are first melted and the

silver and copper are then added, preferably

melted together as an alloy.

 

CEMENT FOR ATTACHING INDIA

- RUBBER TO METALS

Shellac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..10 grams

Ammonia, 22“ . . . . ..lO0 cu. centimeters

This solution requires long standing, sev

eral weeks being necessary; it should be per

fectly limpid at the end of this time. Parts

by weight may be substituted for the above.

 

CASEIN GLUE

Casein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..35 parts

Slaked Lime in Powder . . . . . ..30 parts

Sodium Silicate (water glass).. .20 parts

Ammonia, 22° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S parts

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 parts

Rub up the casein with the sodium sili

cate, add the lime previously moistened with

the water and then add the ammonia.

 

CEMENT FOR PI-IOTOGRAPHIC FILMS

HILE sealing wax will serve as an ex

pedient for this purpose, the follow

ing is a formula for home-made cement.

Some old photographic films may be used to

supply the celluloid. They are to be thor

oughly washed in warm water to remove

every trace of gelatine. They are then dried

and dissolved in acetone to which it is well

to add some amyl acetate. The formula is

given as follows:

Acetone . . . . . . . . . . . ..S0 cu. centimeters

Amy] Acetate . . . . . . ..S0 cu. centimeters

Celluloid from old films . . . . . ..2 grams

If the above are all taken as parts by

weight the formula will work perfectly.
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PREPARING CANVAS FOR OIL

PAINTING

HE canvas is first stretched on its frame

in the regular way. It is next sized;

for this purpose a solution of glue may be

applied or a solution of starch. The latter

is made by stirring 25 parts of starch with

1,000 parts of cold water, which is then

brought to boiling. When the canvas thus

treated is perfectly dry it is smoothed ofl

with ground pumice applied with a bit of

cotton. After this it is given a coat of oil

color, white or slightly yellow; the oil color

should have two thirds of its volume of

turpentine mixed with it. ‘

 

REMOVING PAINT FROM WOOD

CAUSTIC soda solution, while very effec

tive in removing paint raises the grain

of the wood and also soaks into it so that

it is almost impossible to remove it. The

following formula is recommended for re

moving paint:

Kerosene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25 parts

Acetone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..150 parts

Ordinary Alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . ..300 parts

Benzine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .550 parts

The kerosene is dissolved in the beiizine.

The acetone is then added and last of all

the alcohol. It is said that it works very

rapidly. It is brushed over the paint and

allowed to stand for a little while when the

latter can be scraped ofi easily.

CEMENT FOR A'I'I‘ACHING COPPER

TO PORCELAIN

Caustic Soda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 parts

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 parts

_ When dissolved, add to the above little by

little, 30 parts of resin._ _When the cement

is to be used _mix with it its own weight of

plaster of pans and apply at once.

OXIDIZING COPPER

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1,000 parts

Powdered Orpiment (Arsenious Sul

phide) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 parts

Crystalized Sodium Carbonate. .20 parts

Boil for a few minutes and immerse in it

the object to be oxidized or bronzed, con

stantly moving it about. When darkened

sufficiently, wash and dry.

Remember that the bath is very poisonous.

BRONZING ZINC

Prepare the two following solutions:

Potassium.-Sodium Tartrate... 30 parts

Caustic Soda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 parts

Warm Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..250 parts

In another vessel dissolve 35 parts of

copper sulphate in 250 parts of warm water.

The second. solution is slowly poured into

the first with constant stirring with a glass

rod or stick of wood, until any precipitate,

which forms, is redissolved.

A brush, free from all metal winding, is

used to apply the solution to the zinc sur

face;_ the first color which shows is violet

but it soon develops a brown color, and

must be immediately washed copiously the

instant the desired tint is attained. It is

well to varnish the metal after it is abso

lutely dry.

 

 

 

 

For liquid glue soak good glue in cold

water for twelve hours and then liquefy by

heat. Add to the solution one tenth of its

volume of water glass solution.
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How to Get More Mileage

A,_Concise Exposition of Some of the Factors Governing Fuel Consumption of Auto

mobile Motors and Points to Observe to Secure Most Economical Use of Gasoline

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

LD timers in the automobile

0 business can remember the

time when gasoline was a drug

on the market and when it could be

procured for a few cents a gallon. For

a number of years the best gasoline

could be bought for ten and eleven

cents, even after automobiles began to

be used in quantities. The automobile,

however, is not the only piece of auto

motive apparatus that uses liquid fuel,

nor is it the only one that has increased

greatly in numbers during the past dec- ‘

ade. In addition to the demands made

upon the fuel producers by the auto

mobile, we have an additional demand

created by the increasing use of motor

boats, farm tractors, small farm power

plants, isolated electric lighting plants,

and even the airplane, all of which use

the more volatile constituents derived

from fuel oil in their engines. In ad

dition to the consumption of the re

fined products, we fmd a greatly in

creased consumption of the fuel or burn

ing oil due to the use of oil burning lo

comotives and ship boilers and naturally

any oil burned in this way cannot be

refined or become available for use by

the engines requiring a more volatile

fuel. ‘

A careful study of the statistics in a
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Petroleum "Institute, shows that the

amount of crude oil available during

the period of very low-priced gasoline

was so great as to excuse for the time

being any expenditure of effort on the

part of the automotive engineer. to con

serve fuel. That time is past. Today,

we are facing a problem both from the

automotive engineer’s and the oil man’s

aspect of an insufficient production of

crude oil to meet with the great de

mands being made upon it. It would

seem that at the present time, the prob

lem of the automotive engineer is to

build engines and so design the cars

they are to drive that instead of going

from 7 to 12 miles on a gallon of gas

oline, the car will go from 20 to 30

miles on the same amount. Another

problem is not only to construct en

gines to burn refined oil produced from

petroleum but also to contrive power

plants that wi/ll work efficiently on al

cohol or certain synthetic or manu

factured fuels that have been broached

as substitutes for petroleum.

It is not possible, however, to do this

designing ovemight and meanwhile

there are several million automobiles

and other pieces of automotive appa

ratus that were designed initially for

the purpose of utilizing volatile liquid

cannot throw an investment represent

ing thousands of dollars in some in

stances, into discard, even if a new en

gine and fuel suitable for it were de

veloped in the near future. All such

people can do is to do the best they

can with the equipment they have and

to try and conserve the available sup

ply of fuel that their engines will op

erate on.

It is possible for a careful car owner

to off-set the augmenting cost of gaso

line in many cases, if he will make sure

that all parts of his car, which con

tribute to the fuel consumption, are

working properly. There are various

factors that contribute to the waste of

gasoline that has been almost universal

in times past and which, of course, was

largely due to the low cost at which it

could be obtained. It is possible for

any motorist to reduce the fuel cost per

mile by eliminating various sources oi

waste that make a demand on the motor.

Illustrations are presented to show a

few of the common points about an

automobile that demand attention if the

motorist wishes to conserve gasoline.

Obviously, one of the most common

causes of waste is in poor carburetion

and even in cars of recent development,

we find manifold designs and carbure

tors that use more gasoline than they
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should. Changing a manifold is a

problem that requires the services of an

expert engineer but it _is not a serious

matter to provide heating means by

which either cooling water or exhaust

gases may be supplied to heating ele

ments attached to the unheated mani

fold. Motor fuels of today are not as

volatile as those marketed several years

ago, so a man who owns a type of car

dating back more than a few years,

should be careful to see that all pre

cautions are taken to not only supply

warm air to primary air intake of the

carburetor but also to heat the mani

fold to assist in vaporization. The car

buretor should be carefully inspected

to see that there is no leakage at the

float control needle valve which will

permit a slow flooding to take place and

a loss of gasoline from the mixing

chamber.

One should be sure that the car

buretor is properly adjusted. If it is

of the non-adjustable, spray nozzle type

of carburetor, an expert should be en

gaged to try and see if a smaller size

of jet will not give adequate results. If

the carburetor has an air adjustment,

it should be remembered that after the

motor gets started and heats up that it

is possible to supply more air to the

mixture than can be used advantage

Ously with a cold motor.

This mistake made by most men in

adjusting a carburetor is to supply a

mixture that is too rich in order to per

mit rapid acceleration and easy start

ing. The point that shouldbe con

sidered, is to set the carburetor with

maximum economy because there

should be no difficulty in starting the

Plan view of King eight-cylinder chassis showing location of parts to inspect in the search to eliminate wasted power

engine and instead of depending on a

rapid acceleration or pick-up of the

motor and adjusting the carburetor to

supply a rich mixture, the motorist

should use the change speed gearing

which has been provided for a specific

purpose and shift to a lower speed

when it is desired to make a quick get

a-way in traffic instead of having the

carburetor set “rich” so that the car

will accelerate on the high gear.

Even if the carburetor is adjusted

properly, if the ignition system is not

functioning as it should, or if for any

reason the spark occurring in the cyl

indcrs is not of sufficient intensity, or

properly timed, it will require a wider

throttle opening and consequently a

greater consumption of gasoline to ob

tain sufficient power from the motor

to drive the car at the desired speed.

In other words, one must supply a rich,

easily ignited mixture to compensate

for a weakened ignition spark. As most

cars are now equipped with self-start

ers, there is no excuse for running an

engine idly when the car is not in mo

tion so this cause of waste is easily

eliminated.

To get the maximum amount of pow

er from an internal combustion engine,

it is evident that it must be in proper

working order. If any of the bearings

are fitted too tightly, or if lubrication

is inadequate, there will be considerable

friction that must be overcome by burn

ing an extra amount of gasoline. Valves

should be ground in and properly

timed, there should be no carbon in the

cylinder head or on the piston top.

The piston rings must be in good con

dition because it is essential that the

  

compression pressure be maintained to

the point of maximum efficiency.

The working pressure obtained by

burning combustible gas in a cylinder

depends upon the amount of compres

sion prior to ignition. If the engine is

designed to operate on seventy pounds

compression, a leakage by the pistons,

piston rings, or because of score marks

in the cylinder walls, will reduce its

compression and in some cases even cut

it in half. Obviously this will reduce

the efficiency of the engine because

there will be diminished force to the

explosion and it will call for a greater

throttle opening and a larger amount

of gas to produce anywhere near the

amount of, power needed for average

running conditions.

It is importzfnt to inspect all parts of

the ignition system, making sure that

the spark plugs have the proper gap

between the electrodes and also that

points in the timing device are clean

and in correct adjustment. Positive

and energetic ignition has a very great

bearing on gasoline economy. This is

not usually understood. In examining

the various parts of the transmission

system, the clutch spring tension should

be such that there is no slipping and

the various portions of the clutch that

transmit power must be functioning

properly because a slipping clutch al

ways means power wasted.

Various bearings on the running

gear, especially those in the rear axle,

are apt to be neglected as far as lu

brication is concerned. Tight bearings

or binding brakes hold the car back

and increase the amount of frictional

(Continued on page 429)
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AEROMARINE AIR YACHT

HTHOUGH the yacht has a wing

spread of 104 feet, there have

been larger flying boats used in the

American and British navies, and it is

not in size that the Aeromarine yacht

is most noteworthy. It is in features

that make the big ship a yacht rather

than a boat—refinements like wind and

waterproof cabins, large ports screened

with curtains, electric lights, comfort

able wicker chairs, ventilators and fur

nishings—that the new craft excels.

In the bow of the big yacht, which

is painted pure white, is a cockpit

which is used for observation purposes.

It affords an unobstructed view. Just

behind this in the top of the hull is a

sliding door. This leads into the main

passenger cabin, beautifully furnished,

roomy, and comfortable. This compart

ment contains six wicker chairs ar

ranged two by two with an aisle be

tween. Each passenger has a circular

window of celluloid eighteen inches in

diameter to himself. A sliding door

connects with the front cockpit, so that

passengers need not go up the stairs to

reach it.

To the rear of the big cabin but

ahead of the front wing beam is a

space for baggage or mail. Behind that

is another compartment corresponding

to the chart room of a yacht, in which

pilot and mechanic sit together. The

roof of their compartment is raised

above that of the main cabin so that

they have a clear view ahead. Beneath

this compartment are the gasoline and

oil tanks. The pilot and mechanic are

located under the upper wing close to

the two Liberty motors, which are set

a short distance on either side of the

hull in the gap between the wings.

The propellers are set in front of the

wings. From the pilot’s compartment

a door opens direct to the lower wing so

that the mechanic can reach the motors

while in flight. A dual control system

is used to enable a ifilot and pilot

mechanician to alternate in handling

the “ship” in long flights.

Behind the pilots, and also behind

the great wings, is another commodious

cabin in the hull. This is not quite so

large as the main cabin, for it is de

signed to seat four passengers. Large

windows enable the voyagers to watch

the earth or clouds passing by. The

great plane deserves the description of

air yacht or cruiser not only on ac

count of its size and beauty, but because

of the distance which its large gasoline

carrying capaci_ty enables it to cover in

a single flight. The boat has a. high

speed of 85 miles an hour and a low

or landing speed of 50 miles. Fuel

 

  

gasoline—carrying capacity is 230 gal

lons and her oil capacity twenty gal

lons. Fully loaded she weighs 12,823

pounds. Without passengers, fuel, etc.,

she weighs 8,456 pounds. »

SEWING MACHINE OILS

HE best oil for lubricating sewing

machines and other delicate mech

anism is composed of 3 ounces recti

fied benzoline, 1 ounce foreign oil of

lavender and 9 ounces pale oil of al

monds, which are well mixed together

and filtered. A good mixture is 3

ounces petroleum, 9 ounces pale nut

 

 

 

View of Aeromarine air yacht hull, showing cabin and location of power plants

and oil supply for four hours may be

carried in addition to the full load of

twelve persons each of an estimated

weight of 180 pounds and 620 pounds

of mail, freight or baggage.

The air yacht has an upper wing

spread of 104 feet and a lower wing

of 75 feet, giving her a total of 1,397

square feet of supporting surface, not

including that of elevators and stabi

lizer. Her height is 18 feet 9 inches

and length S0 feet. Two Liberty twelve

cylinder motors totalling 660 horse

power drive her through the air. Her

oil, 40 to SO drops essential oil oi

almonds, all of which are mixed to

gether and filtered. A very good light

oil is made of 2 parts sperm oil and 1

part petroleum. Another method is to

take a light oil, mix it with eight times

its weight of absolute alcohol and put

it in a retort. This mixture is boiled

for ten minutes, poured off and allowed

to cool. It is then evaporated until it

is reduced to 1/5 of its original volume,

at which time it is ready for use. It

should be kept in well-stoppered bot

tles and is suitable for the finest work.

  

Aeromarirze air yacht under way on the surface of the water preparatory to taking ofi
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Simple Kite Photography

By L. B. Robbins

UCH interest has been aroused

regarding aerial photography

since the war. Remarkable

pictures were taken from airplanes and

observation balloons, but as the general

public does not own either one of these

things, we can confine our efiorts to

photographing from kites. All the es

sentials of aerial photography can be

enjoyed with a common kodak, either

the folding or the box kind, and a good

kite capable of lifting four or five

pounds will be sufficient to carry all

the apparatus you will require.

As the modern kite is capable of lift

ing about 3/10 of a pound to each

K/fe Br/a’/e"':

How the camera

is carried from

the kite string.

/Shuffer

,1 "f/as)‘/c 80/1a’

5 0r.5pr/by

._5crew Eye

“7E1clr

shows a. good way to suspend the

camera. Lash a smooth ring to the

kite string just in front of the bridle.

Then make a harness of heavy cord so

the camera will hang lens down and tie

the top of the harness to a second ring.

This ring is then attached to a light

but stout line which passes through the

ring on the kite string. After the kite

is flying the desired height, pull gently

on the free end of the camera string

and raise the camera to the ring on the

kite string. Then lash the camera

string to the place where the kite string

is fastened or held.

The methods of releasing or snap

‘."/1’/fe Sir/nq

-H0/Is ting Sfr/rig

Style of release used to automatically

operate cable release on folding cameras

A drop ofac/a’

on sfr/3:9}

Box Kodak.

 

Another Method

for Box Camera

How ramera may be operated for simple kite photography experiments

square foot of surface, a kite of 20

sq. ft. area will do the trick. Use a

tailless or box kite if possible, other

wise be sure the one you do use is as

steady as it is possible to make it.

The whole trick in kite photography

is to raise the camera to the desired

height and then release the shutter of

the camera at a time when all possible

scenery is within range of the lens.

The higher the camera is raised above

the ground the shorter the exposure it

will be necessary to give the film or

plate. Also, with a short exposure,

there will be less liability to blur the

picture by ‘sudden whirling of the

camera or lurching of the kite.

Choose a bright day and a time when

the sun rides high so it will not shine

in the lens. This will also make your

pictures sharper with the short exposure

it is necessary to give them. The sketch

ping the shutter are many, but the most

simple for our use are illustrated in

the sketch. There is an attachment on

the market which will operate the shut

ter of a folding kodak having what is

termed a “cable release”. This is set

to work from 10 seconds to more than

a minute. By using this you can set

it for the greatest length of time pos

sible and then hoist the camera to the

kite in ample time for the shutter to

open and make the picture. By a little

ingenuity, this can be adapted to op

erate the shutter on a box camera.

Two other methods for working the

box camera shutter are also shown.

One is to tie the shutter over with a

piece of cotton string to a tack in that

comer of the camera. A second tack

is then driven in the opposite corner

and an elastic band" or light spiral

spring run from the shutter to it. When

427

the camera is ready to raise to the kite

the string is touched with a drop or

two of strong acid. Then in the course

of a few moments, the acid will eat

through and rot the string so that the

pull from the spring will break it and

pull the shutter lever over and make the

exposure.

The other method is one that will

enable one to estimate the duration of

time a little closer. Arrange a spring

the same as just explained. Then lead

a string in the opposite direction,

through an eye and hang a vial or

other container which will hold an

ounce or two of water. Drill a small

hole in the bottom. When filled this

should hold the shutter closed against

the tension of the spring. A certain

quantity of water will drip away in a

certain length of time so when the bal

ance between the weight of the water

and the spring tension has been re

versed, the shutter will be snapped.

Other methods may be suggested to the

experimenter which can be adapted to

his own case.

Of course, the camera will have to

be lowered after each exposure and a

fresh film turned in place. Films are

preferred to plates because of their not

being liable to breakage if the camera

receives a shock in flight or in lower

ing to the ground.

NEW TRIANGLE

HE triangle illustrated will cer

tainly be appreciated by draftsmen

and others who have occasion to use

tools of this nature, because it com

bines in one simple piece of apparatus

the usual form of triangle and also a

protractor. The protractor scale is riv

eted to the movable piece of the tri

  

New English triangle and protractor com

binatian

angle, which is hinged to the lower

end of the fixed piece. A clamp de

vice is attached to the fixed piece so

that the scale may be locked in any

desired position. Any desired angle

from zero to 90 degrees may be ob

tained by this tool, which means one

device will do the work of several fixed

side triangles and a protractor.
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HE successful operation of any

direct current dynamo depends

very extensively upon good com

mutation. The commutator and brushes

on a dynamo are its most troublesome

parts, so if a motor could be designed

to operate without these features a big

improvement would be made in the de

sign of dynamo-electric machinery.

When motors do not commutate prop

erly there is sparking between the com

mutator and brushes. Continued spark

ing is destructive to

the commutator and

brushes in that it

burns them badly

and causes them to

wear unevenly

which, in turn,

makes, the matter

worse as this con

dition continues.

To simplify the

explanation of the

operation ‘of a com

mutator it might be

said that its function

is the same as that

of a switch; to make

and break a circuit.

N 0 w , w h e n the

brush leaves contact

with one segment

and passes to the

next, ‘the brush en

deavors to draw the

current to segment 2,

but the current

w h i c h had been

passing through seg

ment 1 to the brush refuses to be inter

rupted so suddenly. This is due to

the inertia of the current. As a result

when the brush has left the first seg

ment, the current continues to flow, but

not through a metallic or carbon medi

um but through‘ air in the form of a

spark (just as it does when you open

a knife switch).

At some moment the brush short-cir

cuits a coil and it is at this time that

the current in the coil is reversed and

this should be done without sparking

if the machine is to run etficiently and

for a long term of years. The success

of this operation depends upon whether

the current in the short-circuited coil

has been reversed or not before the

brush leaves the first segment of the

coil. If the current has changed its

direction of flow all well and good, but

if not, sparking will result.

Due to the fact that the short-cir

cuited coil is carrying a current, a mag

;Neu7‘ra/ P/ane

% [Ommufaf/ng

" Plane

 

Electric Motor

By N. M. Ferris

netic field is set up which tends to pre

vent the reversal of the current by gen

erating a counter electromotive force.

This reverse voltage is caused by the

changing field surrounding the coil

under commutation. The field is made

to vary in magneto motive force by the

reducing of the current flowing through

the coil which takes place as _the com

mutator moves from the position in

which the coil carries the greatest cur

rent, as shown in Fig. 1, to that in

Comrnufa/_/on

/ Begin/ng

 

Diagrams explaining commutation and showing its influence on motor action

which it carries much less current,

shown in Fig. 2, because, as can be

seen by the arrows, the current divides

at M, part going through the coil and

the remainder through the segment 2

to the brush. The self-induction resists

the quick change of direction of the

current in the short-circuited coil as,

we might say, momentum resists the

quick stopping of the motion of a heavy

body such as. a heavy ocean liner.

As an analogy we can say that the

different directions of revolution of the

propeller represent the field poles; the

motion of the ship can be compared

with the direction of current flow in the

coil. Now if we rotate the propeller

in a clockwise direction the ship will

move forward, but when we suddenly

stop the propeller from rotating in this

direction and cause it to revolve in a

counter-clockwise direction, it will take

some time for the ship to stop and

change its direction of motion. Thus,

" t Commutation and What itMeans to

Ccrnmu/afion
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even if the coil is cutting lines of force

of a different polarity it will take some

time for the current to change its direc

tion of flow.

Referring to Fig. 3, we see that coil

F has passed the neutral plane and is

beginning to cut more lines of force

which-tends to set up a flow of current

in such a direction as to come out at

the segment 2, but the self—inducti0n

of the coil prevents this from taking

place, consequently the current in the

'\ coil is at zero. A

(qmmuipf/0/7 current then com

Ha/fway F/ms/1 mences to flow in

" the opposite direc

tion to which it did

before, but just as

the brush is about to

leave segment 1, the

current is but small

compared with that

flowing in the other

coils, so it will di

vide at S, part going

through the coils (as

indicated by the ar

rows in Fig. 4) and

the remainder

through the lead to

segment 1.

It can readily be

seen that if the

brush is to break

connection with seg

ment 1 under these

conditions, that the

coil F will be thrown

into series with the

other coils on ‘the

right of the armature. At once the

current will rise from almost nothing

to a maximum, which cannot take place

as quickly as the machine requires and

as a result some of the current jump5

across the air gap between segment 1

and the brush, causing the spark. The

greater the speed at which the coil

undergoes commutation, the greater the

effect of induction.

In a machine of slow speed and low

voltage the commonest way to remedy

this trouble is by means of the “YB

ristance method”, as it is called. T0

obtain sparkless commutation by thifi

method the current in the coil is caused

to reverse by the variation of the con

tact resistance between the brushes and

the commutator. Carbon brushes are

always used in this method becaustf

their resistance is very great compared

I with that of the individual coil.

The second method is by generating

a counter electromotive force in the
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short-circuited coil which will assist

in reversing the current in that coil.

This opposing voltage must be as great

as that which is generated by self-in

duction. This method is well adapted

to high speed machines carrying con

siderable current. There are two ways

of producing a counter electromotive in

the coil under commutation. Until re

cently the only method of generating

an opposing voltage in ‘the short-cir

cuited coil of a machine was to shift

the brushes slightly in the opposite di

rection to that of rotation. In a gen

erator the brushes are shifted forward

or in the same direction of rotation.

End View Showing Brush

Holders and Commutator

  

known as the “interpole” or "commu

tating pole” method. Principally, it

consists of a very narrow magnetic pole

placed between each of the main field

poles. The interpoles are wound with

heavy copper wire and are in series

with each other and with the armature

as illustrated in Fig. 6. If the load

increases, causing a greater current to

flow into the armature it must also pass

through the interpoles, thereby increas

ing their strength which would, in turn,

tend to generate a greater voltage in

the short-circuited coil to counteract

the excessive flow of current in this

coil. which would result in sparking.

5 Longitudinal

Section Showing Motor Parts

Sectional views 0/ typical vehicle motor showing commutator and brushes

This is done so that the coil under short

circuit will be cutting the lines of force

of the trailing pole as shown in Fig. 5.

In this way a voltage is generated op

posing that which has been forcing cur

rent through the coil, which in tum

aids in reversing the current.

The angle through which the brushes

are shifted depends upon the load of

the machine and is found by trial. The

greater the load, the greater the shift

ing angle. The brushes must not be

shifted too far because this also will

cause sparking owing to the fact that

the opposing voltage will have to drop

to normal value before the brush leaves

the segment, which is impossible.

In a machine which is subject to

quick and great changes of load, it is

Impossible to place the brushes in such

ll position as to obtain sparkless com

mutation, at all times. When con

fronted with this obstacle the brushes

flre placed in the mean load commutat

-lng plane. That is to say, they are so

Placed that no sparking takes place

\\'l1en the machine is running at the

average load. If the load is greater or

lesser than average, sparking will re

fult The brightness of the spark and

its destructive ability will be greatest

“lien operating at the farthest from

11"’-ffige load in either direction, i.e.,

alme or below average

During the past few years a much

better means of generating a counter

Qlectromotive force in the short-cir

‘?\1\lBd_coil has been developed. It is

These poles work automatically, al

ways neutralizing the effect of self-in

duction. The number of ampere turns

in these interpoles are determined by

the manufacturer according to the H.P.

of the machine and thereafter adjust

ment is unnecessary. A greater range

of speed and load can be had with this

type than with a machine Without inter

poles.

HOW TO. GET MORE MILEAGE

(Continued from page 425)

resistance that the engine power must

overcome. The rear axle, differential

housing and change speed gearing

should be filled with a medium weight,

special transmission lubrication and

not a heavy fibrous grease because a

heavy grease at these points will cause

a certain amount of friction and con

tribute its small quota to the total pow

er loss.

Improperly inflated tires will make

for greater power consumption. A

motorist can easily tell this by noting

the amount of effort it takes to move a

car by moving it with even one tire

partly deflated and how easily a car

moves when all the tires are blown up

to the proper point. If a car is driven

in a district where there are some hills,

it is always well to stop the motor while

the car is going down the hill and allow

the car to coast down by relieving the

clutch. Some motorists have a mis

taken idea that they are saving gaso

line if they keep their clutch in and cut

out the ignition. Positively, this is not

making one iota of saving because the

pistons are drawing in a charge of gas

through the carburetor all the while

that the engine is turning over, even

though this gas is not exploded. This

practice is a valuable one in cooling an

over-heated engine, but is not of any

value in saving gasoline. In order to

determine if brakes are adjusted prop

erly, or if there is undue friction in the

axles or power transmission parts, the

car should be tested from time to time

by having it coast down a slight grade

and seeing how far it will run without

power.

Even such a trivial thing as driving

with the top down and wind-shield

open will have material influence on

the fuel consumption, especially on a

long trip or if the car is running against

the wind. By proper attention to the

details enumerated, it is often possible

to make a material saving in fuel con

sumption.

LITMUS TEST PAPERS

IT'MUS test papers are widely used

in the chemical industry for indi

cating acid or alkaline reactions. Lit

mus paper may be prepared by rubbing

good litmus with a little hot water in a

mortar, pouring the mixture into an

evaporating basin; add water until the

proportion is half pint water to 1 ounce

litmus; cover up so as to keep warm for

an hour, then filter the liquor and pour

fresh hot water on the residue. This is

boiled, covered as before, and allowed

to stand. The operation is repeated a_

second time and if much color comes, a

third time. The first solution is kept

separate from the second and the third,

which may be mixed together. The first

one will not require evaporation, but

the others may be so far reduced in

quantity that when a piece of blotting

or filtering paper is dipped into them

and dried they will impart a blue

color of sufficient intensity for use.

Blotting paper or any unsized paper of

good color and moderate thickness may

be used. The paper is cut into con

venient size and dipped into the solu

tion. The paper used should be free

from earthy matter or carbonate of

lime. Pour the litmus solution in a

plate and draw the slips of paper

through it so the liquid will coat both

sides, allow excess liquid to drip and

hang across lines to dry. The tint

should be a distinct blue. When the

paper is dry it should be tied up in

bundles and preserved from both air

and light. A glass stoppered bottle is

best suited for the purpose of holding

test papers, and if a piece of black

paper is pasted around the outside of

the bottle the light will be excluded.
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How to Make a Horizontal Sundial

LTHOUGH sundials are not used

for indicating the time, they are

of great interest to those who

are scientifically bent, and in this

short article the writer gives some

simple instructions for making a circu

lar horizontal dial.

First of all procure a piece of soft

white wood about V;-inch thick, and

about 10 inches square. Draw on this

a circle 9 inches diameter with a pen

cil compass, and cut round along this

line with a fretsaw, the resulting cir

cular piece of wood being shown at A

in Fig. 1. Now scribe a circle 7 inches

diameter with an old pair of dividers,

on this, as shown in Fig. 3. Cut out a

slot 3% inches long and %; inch wide

with a fretsaw, which is to take the

gnomon or style Fig. 2.

This gnomon, or style, should next

be fitted to the circular wooden base

by inserting the bottom into the slot B

and gluing well into place as shown in

Fig. 4. Care must be taken to ensure

that the style is fixed exactly at right

angles to the dial board. This can be

done by testing it with a setsquare,

first one side and then the other.

Now the dial is practically finished,

excepting the mark

ings to record the

time.

The two lines rep

resenting noon can

be scribed with a

sharp penknife, as

shown in Figs. 3

and 4 on the north

side of style, i.e.,

the direction to

which the style is

pointing. The rea

son for these two

lines %; in. apart, is

to allow for the

thickness o f t h e

style. The lines for

6 a.m. and 6 p.m.

can be scribed as

shown. The inter

vening hours had

better be found by

t r i a 1, although if

those shown in Fig.

3 be transferred they

will be approximate

ly correct.

The best way to

do this is to place

the dial perfectly

level with the aid of

a. spirit level, on a

suitable support in

the garden where the

sun shines all day,

so th at the noon

By James W. Bulman

marking is pointing to the north. Se

p lect a sunny day and with the aid of a

 

A vertical mam: 0; English design that in

dicates both summer and winter tinu

Perspective View at the Complete Sundial

 

good watch showing meantime, (i.e.,

one hour slower than summer time)

and adding or subtracting so many

minutes to allow for the equation of

time, endeavor to mark the half-hours.

and hours. Supposing you wish to

calibrate this sundial on August 1, you

would have to add 6 minutes to the

time shown on the watch.

The dial being temporarily fixed as

before stated, a mark should be made

every half-hour with a fine pointed

pencil, and when all the hours and

half hours between 4 a.m. and 8 p.m.

are obtained they can be scribed on

with a penknife and the figures put on

as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The sundial is now complete and

should be given a thin coat of any

good transparaent varnish and left to

dry for at least two days. When dry

it can be permanently fixed on the top

of a stout wood pole or fancy pillar in

a sunny position, care being taken to

get it exactly level and pointing to the

north. Fig. 4 shows the finished dial

on a wooden pole.

The following table gives the ap

proximate equation of time for the first

of every month throughout the year:—

Min

Jan. 1st + 3

Feb. 1st + 13%

March lst + 12%

April 1st —{- 4

May 1st- — 3

June 1st — 2%

July 1st —{— 3‘;

August 1st + 6

Sept. lst —- 0

Oct. 1st — 10

Nov. 1st — 16

Dec. 1st — 10

The plus sign in

dicates that the

equation of time is

to be added to the

meantime and the

minus sign that it is

to be subtracted.

Times for interven

ing d a t e s can be

found in any nauti

cal almanac.—]uni

or Mechanics and

Electricity, London.

 

It is interesting t0

note that American

Sperry gyroscopic

compasses are to be

installed in two

steamships being

built in Great Brit

ain.
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'The Lhifitor Garden

HERE is considerable interest

I at the present time on the part

of gardeners and owners of small

estates in small-sized tractors that may

be used for work where one of the

ordinary, medium-duty tractors could

not be employed profitably. The utili

tor machine, which is shown in accom

panying illustration, is a good example

of this type of light machine. It is

controlled by an operator walking be

hind it or riding a light cultivator

through the medium of control levers

mounted on grips that in turn are car

ried on extended handle-bars that re

semble those used on various types of

agricultural implements that must be

guided by an operator. The machine

is exceptionally compact in construc

tion and of light weight. The sec

tional view at Fig. 1, which is a lon

gitudinal part section, and that at

Fig. 2, which is a cross section taken

from the end, shows the arrangements

of the various parts of the mechanism

very clearly. The engine is a single

cylinder, four-cycle type having a de

tachable cylinder head.

The bore is 3% inches, the stroke

4% inches and the nonnal speed 1,200

revolutions per minute. It is rated as

delivering from 2 to 4 horsepower at

the belt and 1% to 2 on the drawbar.

lt is fitted with a Kingston Model Y

carburetor, and is intended to be op

erated on gasoline fuel. Ignition is

by Eisemann high-tension magneto.

Another feature is the use of detachable

Gasoline Tank F:ll¢rC0;\

rims. These rims are fitted with dif

ferent kinds of lugs, according to the

work to be done, and when it is de

sired to change the lug equipment, the

complete rim is changed by means of

a few bolts rather than by the tedious

process of bolting and unbolting each

lug individually.

There are standard types of rims, for

cultivating, plowing and lawn-mowing,

respectively. Other departures from

garden-tractor construction are found

in the use of heavier fly-wheels and

the use of more weight and strength

generally. It is claimed, also, that the

hitching of implements to the utilitor

has been simplified to a marked degree.

The transmission is fitted with Fafnir

bearings, while the axle bearings are

of the company’s own make. Final

drive is by internal gear, the gear ra

tio between the motor and the wheels

being 35 to 1. The drive wheels are

23% inches high and are so spaced that

the overall width is 17% inches. A

belt pulley 4% inches in diameter is

furnished. The weight of the utilitor

is 700 pounds.

The fuel tank is carried above the

engine, while the usual form of water

cooling radiator is carried at the front

end of the tractor. A gear on the en

gine crankshaft drives a spur gear,

which transmits power to the clutch

casing. This spur gear forms an in

termediate reduction of speed, the final

reduction being obtained between the

pinions on the ends of the clutch cross

'Tractor

shaft and the large internal gears that

are attached to and drive the traction

wheels. The clutch is controlled by

handles at the right and left of the

machine, there being two clutching ef

fects provided, so that either wheel may

be driven independently of the other,

or both driven together. This handle

clutch control is obviously necessary to

make for easy steering of the tractor,

as it renders the machine straight steer

ing and does not require the operator

to exert any strength in attempting to

swing it around by the leverage ob

tained by the long handle-bars.

The tractor will run in a straight

line when both clutches are engaged

and will turn in one direction or the

other depending upon which clutch is

engaged. Ignition is by high-tension

magneto, and the engine is easily

started with a starting handle that

forms part of one of the engine fly

wheels. Engine cooling is by the

therrno-sylphon system, and there are

_very liberal water spaces provided

around the cylinder and cylinder head.

While this machine is light in weight,

it has been proportioned with due re

gard to continuous duty, and it is stated

that it will have a drawbar pull equiva

lent to one horse. A belt pulley is at

tached to the crankshaft end and will

enable the machine to be used for sta

tionary power purposes within its ca

pacity. Obviously, it could be coupled

up to any other form of machine that

did not require more than 4 or 5 horse

power in the same manner.
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FISHING FROM A BLIMP

NE of the features of the dirigible

() balloon is that it is possible to

balance the load carried by the gas bag

so accurately that the balloon may be

readily moved to any desired level. As"

is well known to balloonists, the lift

ing power of the gas contained in the

bag may be balanced so accurately by

using ballast that may be easily dis

posed of, such as water or sand, that

ll balloon may be made to rise by

 

A FRENCH AVIETTE

T various times we have published

short items detailing experiments

that are being carried on in France with

small airplanes intended to be propelled

by man power. Inasmuch as a prize

of some value has been offered by one

of the Paris newspapers for flights with

machines of this kind, there is consid

erable activity on the part of French

experimenters in devising these light

aircraft. One of these, which is shown

 

disposing of such a small quantity as

a few ounces of the ballast.

The expert aeronauts in charge of

the blimp depicted in the accompany

ing illustration finally succeeded in

making an accurate enough balance so

that the bag remained suspended just

far enough above the surface of the

water so the car carrying the aviators

was near enough to the surface to per

mit of casting out the lines and making

a reasonably good catch of fish, if one

is to believe the evidence presented by

the photograph. Those of our readers

who are not interested in fish stories

will surely appreciate the intimate view

afforded of the three-cylinder, air

cooled power plant and general ar

rangement of the car and its relation

to the gas bag.

 

For drilling holes in glass hardened steel

drills can be employed which are supplied

with a solution of camphor in turpentine.

It is recommended to work the drills back

and forth; this, of course, would apply only

to flat drills.

  

and from this a round leather belt

runs over pulleys to the two four-blade

' tractor screws mounted on a light

framework-at the front end of the bi

cycle. When pedaled briskly enough,

in addition to the degree of movement

produced by the tractive effect of the

bicycle wheel on the ground, there is

an added thrust obtained from the ro

tating air screws. The advantage

claimed for this dual driving system

is that it is easy to secure sufficient

speed to lift the machine from the

ground. Reports indicate that machines

of this nature have made short flights

under favorable conditions of a few

yards.

Anyone who is familiar with the

principles of aerodynamics will not be

lieve that the limited amount of power

produced by a man will be enough to

keep a machine off the ground a suffi

cient length of time so that practical

flights can be made by this means. As

a continual power-producing proposi

tion, the average man is able to exert

one-eighth of a horsepower. For short

periods a human being may exert two

or three times this amount.

Even the maximum amount that a

man can exert, and it makes no differ

'ence what kind of mechanical gearing

is employed, will not be sufficient to

propel an airplane of even the lightest

form through the air for any distance.

A machine of the type illustrated must

always remain a scientific plaything,

  

Typical French avielte or flying bicycle

in the accompanying illustration, is

stated to have made short hops of a

few yards several feet above the ground.

As will be apparent, an ordinary

safety bicycle forms the basis of the

device, and to this a light monoplane

wing structure has been fastened. A

belt pulley is secured to the rear wheel

 

rather than becoming a device having

any real value.

RECORD PARACHUTE JUMP

ERGEANT BOTTRIELL of Mc

Cook Field recently made a record

parachute descent from an aeroplane

at 19,500 feet. The aeroplane, piloted
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by Sergeant Madan, climbed to an alti

tude marked by the indicator as 19,500

feet. Bottriell climbed out on the fu

selage to make his jump. The wind

caught his parachute and pulled him

through the tail of the machine, tearing

the rudder. He bruised the muscles

of his arm and strained the ligaments.

Bottriell landed safely near German

town, ten miles west of there, with his

parachute ripped where it had been in

contact _with the tail wires of the plane.

COMPLETELY ENCLOSED AIR

PLANE FUSELAGE FOR HIGH

ALTITUDE FLIGHTS

N an interesting article in our

' French contemporary, Le Génie

Civil, an eminent French scientist, de

scribes a type of airplane having com

pletely enclosed power plants and pas

senger compartment as shown in ac

companying illustration. The air plane

is a modified Bréguet passenger-carry

ing type provided with a completely en

closed fuselage, within which the pas

sengers, the crew and the engines are

accommodated, and within which the

air pressure at all altitudes is main

tained at that of the ground level

value by means of a pump. With this

arrangement it is claimed that not only,

are the occupants of the machine prac

tically unaffected by the rarefaction

of the air at very high altitudes, but

the engines are likewise supplied with

their full quantity of oxygen at all

heights, while as an additional advan

tage the compression and decompres

sion reaction on the passengers and

crew resulting from a rapid descent or

ascent are avoided. The fuselage, it

“ill be seen, is, so far as the condi

tions prevailing in its interior are con

cerned, quite comparable with the body

of a submarine, except that whereas

the latter may have to withstand an ex

ternal pressure of three or four atmos

pheres the fuselage skin has to with

stand an internal pressure of not more

than half an atmosphere.

The Bréguet high-altitude biplane

fuselage is equipped with four Bréguet

‘. Prope//er

lrU€/ Tank;

I‘/'0” yanks i‘, /l/if /n/a/re f0

', S upercnarger

"c/an/1

L.

Bugatti motors B on the system exhib

ited at the Paris Aeronautical Salon

last December. The total horse

power developed is 950. All four mo

tors drive the one screw A, and should

one or other of them develop a defect

it is automatically cut out by a clutch

C. The radiator is shown at D, the

oil tanks at E, and the fuel tank at F.

A turbo-compressor G, presumably of

the Rateau type, driven by the exhaust

gases of the engines, draws in air from

wings, and various wing arrangements

have been tried to get more lifting

surface than it is possible to obtain

with the usual biplane or triplane ar

rangement and without having too great

a wing spread.

The latest multiplane machine to be

constructed full size is now being ex

hibited at Langley Field, Va., prepara

tory to a series of flying tests. It is

a unique affair, as will be seen from

accompanying illustration. The main
  

Unusual multipl/me design having three sets of Ii/ting surfaces

the outside and supplies it both to the

engines and the compartment in which

the pilot and passengers are placed.

The usual expedient of supplying oxy

gen, if breathing becomes difficult, can

be utilized just as required if the super

charger could not supply air enough for

the four engines and the passengers.

The physiological effects of ascents

to high altitudes are now fairly well un

derstood, and

bearing have been made the subjects

of considerable research by the medical

officers attached to the air services of

this and other countries.

EXPFRIMENTAL MULTIPLANE

OR some time past some aeronau

tical designers have favored air

planes hnving more than three sets of

(Cabin for P//of

/ Passenger ‘\\

/ Comparfmenf

‘Engine Comparfmenf

  

in their aeronautical.

(‘Fuse/aqe 5/veafh/n_g

part of the machine consists of a tri

plane arrangement, but right behind

this and arranged midway between the

triplane wings is a biplane arrange

ment. Evidently the designer of this

machine has endeavored to get more

wing surface with a minimum of inter

ference. Whether he has succeeded or

not remains to be proved. The fact

is that this machine has plenty of power

——two engines for propellers and one

engine for a tractor screw, so there is

no question of its ability to fly, even

though its efficiency may be in doubt.

 

To preserve the softness and flexibility of

india rubber coats, overshoes, and the like,

it is recommended to immerse them in water

which has been boiled, so as to be free of

dissolved air, and to keep the whole in a

dark place without extremes of temperature.

(Rear Bu/knead

I/W/he/ess Sef)

‘ [mpennage

. W/re/ess Operafor

Completely enclosed airplane fuselage for high altitude flights designed by Bréguet
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ELECTRIC BOUDOIR LAMP

HIS lamp has been designed for

the average novice to make. It is

extremely simple in construction and

requires very little knowledge of elec

tricity, and that may be leamed by in

quiring of,the party selling the electric

fixture, how to connect the wires to the

proper terminals within the socket fix

ture. The important consideration be

ing to keep the wires well insulated

and from coming into contact with one

another.

The bracket A is ,best laid out by

taking a sheet of paper,(drawing paper

or light card board) 6%, wide by 14"

long folding it thru the center length

wise to 3% x 14, then draw one half

the design on it. Now cut out the pat

tern folded and when opened it is sure

to be symetrical with the center line

well defined and true- Tack this pat

tern to, and trace its shape carefully

on “A”- It is essential that the brack

et A and two brackets B are cut to the

correct length, 14 inches, and should

have one straight edge with both ends

square at 90 degrees to the true edge.
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MANUAL ARTS AND C
. PROJECTS FOR THE SCHOOL, HOME OR SHOP
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-are given in all cases.

  

The pattern is slightly changed by

laying off }/2 the thickness of the ma

terial used, on each side of the center

line (the crease made by folding). This

allowance is made so that when the

brackets B are nailed or glued on to A

all four sides will be approximately the

same from the centerline. Suggestions

are offered for three different contours

for the brackets. These will suggest

others. It is very gratifying to design

one’s own. The principal dimensions

Contour No. 1

requires an expansive bit, set to 1%"

dia., the holes bored as indicated, and

using a fret or turning saw.

No. 2 requires a 1" bit. The centers

may be located by counting the squares,

each one represents M; of an inch. The

rest of the contour may be made with a

cross cut saw if a rip saw is not con

venient. No. 3 is made with a saw

only and may be hollowed as shown

with a chisel (bevel side in) or a spoke

shave. Coarse sandpaper or file will

smooth the edges. The whole project

should be sandpapered with No. 1

followed by No. 10 carefully dusted
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before staining or finishing.

A saw-kerf or groove is made in A

along the center line to permit the two

wires to be concealed before B is at

tached. Care must be taken if B is

nailed to A not to pierce the wire in

sulation. It is therefore safer to glue B

to A, or depend on nailing the base C

and the cap D to the brackets A and B.

The base C is then laid out. Cut

2% x %; or thereabouts x 8" long, half

lap them at the center making a cross,

figure C, then shape them as shown. A

sketch of the half lapped joint is shown.

This is easily made by notching each

piece C so that one part crosses the

other at 90 degrees or at right angles.

Bisect the 8" lengths, lay out V; the

thickness of the stock on each side of

the center. Place the piece that crossm

over the lines thereby checking up the

lines. If correct, gauge the depth of

the cut out X», the thickness of the

stock. If this joint is made first it

eliminates any possibility of making the

common mistake of having one side

upside down. Keeping them in posi

tion, lay out the recessed bottoms. This
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is made by measuring 1" from each

end, then sawing M," deep, tapering

from O art the center to Z," near the

ends. The reason for this is that the

surplus material may easily be chiselled

out with a slicing cut. After the model

is assembled, it is then advisable to

pare a slight clearance at this point so

that only the four outer pads or feet

may rest on any surface such as a table

top. A Xi" hole must be drilled at this

place and thru the cap for the wire to

lead thru.

The cap D and the base C are nailed

to the brackets A and B with 8 1%",

No. 18 wire brads carefully centered

so that they will not protrude thru the

sides. The socket base E is then lo

cated and fastened with two oval

headed l"'No. 12 wood screws. The

wires are fastened each to their respec

tive binding posts, properly tightened.

It will be found convenient to always

make the loop end turn in the same

direction as the nut of the binding post

tightens, as this tends to draw in the

ends of the wire, especially when flexi

ble cord wire (niulti-strand wire) is

used. The opposite end of this cord

or wire must have a socket plug to fit

into the wall or chandelier socket.

The bulb is inserted, of any candle

power desired up to 100-watt. The

shade frame may be a lateral ring at

the top of the fringe with three or four

braces of 3/32nd round wire clamped

 

between the socket E and the cap D.

The double loop arrangement as shown

may be purchased for 15 cents or easily

made of 1/16" brass wire.

The shade G may be made of silk,

cretonne or crepe paper of an infinite

number of designs. If fringed with

beads it will surely commend itself to

anyone. The stand may be stained ‘to

suit ones fancy, left a dull stain or

waxed with a floor wax to a polish. A

small can of colored varnish, such_as

japalac, will give a fair finish with two

coats. Allowing the first coat to dry

thoroughly, then sandpaper carefully.

Dust well before applying the second

coat. Keep the project in a dry place

free from dust when varnishing it.

See the second article for other meth

ods of finishing.

RIAGAZINE OR DICTIONARY

STAND

HIS“ project was designed for the

advanced worker and handy boy.

It looks particularly well"in chestnut,

whitewood, redwood, cypress, oak or

ash. It may be used for a magazine

stand, book rack or dictionary rest.

The construction is of the conventional

type using mortised and tenoned posts

and rails with the three lower shelves

adjustable. An extra shelf may be

added if desired. The shelves in the

latter case may be spaced 4" for the

upper one to lay the magazines or cur

®wmUO@>
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rent newspapers flat, the next 6%" for

small text books, another 8%” for an .

ordinary text book and the last 12%"

for books the size of the standard dic

tionaries.
The rail tenons are showniin the de

tail. They will be mitered at 45 de

grees as indicated when they come in

contact with each other. Three-eights

of an inch dowels may be used instead

of the mortise and tenon joint. Many

cabinet makers use this method espe

cially where single pieces of furniture

are made mostly of handwork.

When gauging the mortises care

should be taken not to scratch beyond

the shoulders, so that no gauge marks

will show after assembling the parts.

Bore a series of holes with an augur

bit that just fits the width of the mor

tise. A Stanley bit jig is surely worth

the price, and will positively insure ex

cellent results. It may be also used to

em-ploy the dowel method of construc

tion. Many cabinet makers and prac

tical carpenters use the dowel method,

using two or three ~)/8-in. dowels 2 ins.

long instead of the tenons. The cen

ters of the dowels may be located by

driving in small brads, cutting off‘ the

heads with nippers, then pressing the

adjoining surfaces accurately against

these brad joints. Using the intersec

tion of the lines produced by the gauges

and a squared penciled line is the com

mon method. The slats are usually
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housed into the back rails their full

thickness width about %" deep.

The mortises are shown §»§" wide but

may be increased 1/16" to %;" to ac

commodate a V2" bit. It is advisable

to gauge these mortises on two adjacent

corners of each post, taking care not

to gauge beyond where the rail cover,

as the scratch marks are disfiguring in

the finished product and are always

more prominent when stained and var

nished. A series of holes bored care

fully within the gauge lines will facili

tate the removal of the desired material.

The slats are usually housed into

the rails for V2" to 1" deep. A housed

joint differs from a tenoned joint in

the fact that it has no shoulders. In

other words, it is mortised into its com

ponent its full thickness and usually

its full width. The reader will observe

that the rail is omitted in the front at

the top. Also that the lower rails at

the front and back butt up to the lower

shelf. -

The upper and lower shelf corners

are cut out to fit the posts and will

butt the rails, thus will be approxi

mately 1S§{;" long. The other shelves

are also cut out at the comers to fit

the posts so that they will butt up to the

side slats. All shelves should be uni

formly back %;" from_ the front edge

of the posts, front‘ and rear. Sand

paper carefully with the grain, remov

ing all surplus glue at the joints.

The June edition of this magazine

gives a number of suggestions for mak

' ing different, very inexpensive stains

with turpentine, kerosene, gasoline,

water and vinegar. ‘Diamond dyes

mixed with alcohol or shellac will also

produce stains that will prove satis

factory on chestnut, whitewood and

basswood.

The following method of finishing

is one of the very best to be recom

mended: Stain the project with a bi

cromate of potash diluted with water

followed by an application of Wheeler’s

No. 7 filler for mahogany. This will

develop a wonderful mahogany red

especially on whitewood. Let this dry

for 24 hours- 2. Then apply a coat

of white or orange shellac. Let this dry

for 6 hours. Smooth carefully with

No. O steel wool. 3. Dust thoroughly‘,

apply a coat of Glidden’s varnish

(Glidden’s hard oil finish varnish).

Let this dry for 48 hours. 4. Rub

down with crude oil and fine pumice

thoroughly, wipe clean and dry. 5

Apply second coat of varnish, allowing

it to dry for 48 hours or more. 6. If

a brilliant lustre is desired, rub down

well‘ with crude oil and pumice. If a

smooth, dull finish is wanted, rub down

with pumice and water. Remove all

pumice and moisture with a dry flannel

cloth. The method of fuming oak with

ammonia will be described in a subse

quent article.
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USEFUL scale for weighing mail

or other very light things may be

easily made from odds and ends that

can be found in any experimenter’s

work-shop. Any wide-mouth glass jar,

such as a water tumbler, jam or pickle

jar, is used to hold the water in which

the balance floats. A small glass test

tube is weighed with a little lead or

with iron filings so that it will float

vertically in the water. The test tube

is fitted with a cork and a piece of

light cardboard about three or four

inches square is attached to the cork

by means of glue or sealing wax, but

care should be taken to center the cork

in the middle of the cardboard scale.

The scale is a sheet of paper which

is pasted up the length of the test tube.

The test tube is floated in .the water

with the scale pan or cork in place

and a mark is made to indicate the

flotation level with waterproof drawing

ink, this mark being indicated by a

figure 0. The rest of the scale is

marked by procuring weights of known

value and placing them on the card

board scale pan. For example, a weight

of one ounce will sink the test tube

a certain amount. The figure one is

placed opposite the line that indicates

this new leveL The amount of weight

is increased and new markings are

made at the various levels to show-the

amount of “weight supported by the

scale. '
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- HE small lift truck of unique

N but simple design illustrated can

be quickly and cheaply con

structed by anyone handy with tools, It

will prove serviceable in the small shop

or factory. The truck will lift and

carry weights up to a ton. In addition

to its extreme simplicity, it has the

added advantage over most of the com

mercial models of lift trucks of being

able to turn within its own length,

making it particularly adaptable to

crowded quarters. The truck described

was for use in a small printing estab

lishment and the dimensions could be

altered to meet other conditions.

The “sliding wedge” principle was

employed to obtain the “lift.” Two

2x4 pieces 40 inches long were used in

making the two sets of bearing sur

faces. These pieces were sawed, as is

indicated in Fig. 1, so that there was a

“pitch” of two inches. The two in

clined surfaces were then planed down

until they were perfectly smooth. Two

pieces of 2x4 20 inches long were then

cut and the undercarriage of the truck

assembled, as in Fig. 2. Screws were
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A Simple Balance
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After the main indications are made.

the intermediate marks that lI1(llCLllt'

y- and %-ounce subdivisions can be

put in by dividing the main lines

 

 

equally. After the balance is finished

and properly calibrated, one or W0

coats of white shellac varnish is sp

plied to preserve the scale against the

action of the water.
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used in assembly and where they \Wf@

driven through the thin edges of the

wedges the heads were countersunk be

low the surface to prevent scratching

the upper member. It will be noticed

that the 2x4 on the heavy end of the

wedges was set upright and mortised

into the ends two inches to allow a pr0

jection equal tothe thickness of the

cross-member on the other end.

Two tongue supports were made oi

strap iron, as shown in Fig. 3. Each

support consisted of two pieces, one 11

V-shaped piece, fastened to the 2x4 by

a bolt passing through both ends and

through the timber. The other part was

a longitudinal brace, anchored to the

wood by a bolt and riveted to the V

An upright projection was drilled to

receive the tongue bolt. It is desirable

that the two tongue supports be made

of rather heavy material and that they

be bolted rigidly in place to the from

upright 2x4 of the truck undercarriage.

as considerable strain is imposed on

them.

The tongue may be of hardwood.

IV/x1y2", or be made of a section of
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iron pipe about .36 inches long. In

either case a hand hold of heavy strap

iron should be made and bolted to the

end. The other end should be bolted

betyveen the two tongue supports, allow

ing as little side-play as possible.

Next the top may be constructed.

This is done by nailing boards to the

two top wedges, as shown in Fig. 4,

taking care that the wedges are spaced

exactly as the lower ones and are kept

parallel. Two small boards are then

nailed or screwed to the inside of each

of the top wedges (Fig. 4) to serve as

guides. The top may then be placed on

the base. If there is any tendency toward

"binding” between the two parts this

must be corrected by planing. The four

wedge surfaces should then be greased

with axle grease so that there is per

fect freedom of movement between

them.

A strip of strap iron long enough to

reach from the front edge of the truck

top to a point about two-thirds up the

handle is now required. One end is

drilled and riveted to a door hinge

(Fig. 5). The other end is split with

a cold chisel, the two ends twisted at

right angles and drilled so that they can

be bolted to the tongue.

The truck is now complete excepting‘

for wheels. Large castors with double

wheels, of very heavy construction, such

as are obtainable at any hardware store,

were used. Four castors were employed.

arranged as shown at B. The two

Details of easily made shop truck

rear castors were placed on the extreme

corners of the truck so that the weight

of the load bore directly on them, with

little strain on the thin ends of the bot

tom wedges. The front castors were

placed side by side in the center of the

truck, which was permitted by the

heavier construction of this end of the

undercarriage. Each of these castors

was rated at 500 pounds capacity, mak

ing a combined capacity of a ton

The use of castors, rather than

wheels, saved the complication of a

movable axle for guiding the truck and

made it possible to move the truck in

any direction or to turn it within its

own length._ This was found to be a

decided advantage.

In operation the tongue was pushed

back, sliding the top back about half

its length. The truck was then pushed

under a platform, built according to

standard practice, just high enough off

the floor to allow the truck to get under.

The platform carries the load. Then

the tongue is pulled forward until the

wedge action causes the top to engage

the platform. Then a quick pull of the

tongue shoves the bottom of the truck

back under the load, raising it clear of

the fioor. In lowering the load, a quick

pull should be given to the bottom of

the tongue.

It was found that the end of the

tongue moved about twenty inches in

raising the top an inch, so that a pull

of 50 pounds on the tongue would raise

a load of 1,000 pounds (not allowing

for loss by friction). It can readily be

seen that the truck can be made much

more substantial if sheet metal and

angle iron are used instead of wood in

the construction.

PRACTICE IN ASSEMBLING

AUTOMOBILE WORM-GEAR

DRIVES

N the assembly of worm-gear drives

for automobiles it is the custom to

offset the wheel relative to the worm

a few thousandths of an inch sidewise.

The object of this is to counteract the

inevitable looseness which there is in

the ball or roller bearings, not only of

the differential but of the worm itself.

There necessarily must be a very slight

looseness in any bearing, otherwise it

could not run freely. According to an

engineer well versed in the design of

worm drives, this sidewise assembly is

of little importance in ordinary com

mercial truck work, but in gears for

electric vehicles where the elimination

of noise is an important factor, this

sidewise assembling has to be very

carefully done. It is generally sup

posed that worm-gears run quietly, and

compared with internal gear drives

they do, but they produce enough noise

so that this factor must be considered

in the design of drives for electric

pleasure cars. which must run almost

noiselessly.—Mach.in ery.
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SIMPLE SPANNER WRENCH

WE have already had occasion to illus

trate a couple of adjustable spanners

and in the accompanying article we show

another form. In this a hexagonal hole at

the end receives the nut and a screw actuated

__‘_fnIlml' IIIIII11 \\

  

by a knurled nut and with a notch in its

end of 60° opening, is screwed back and

forth so as to grip the nut as clearly shows

in the cut. A feather and groove device is

provided to prevent the screw from tuming.

 

In Arizona there is a small perfectly cir

cular lake, called the Meteor Crater, which

is supposed tohave been fonned by the fall

and explosion of an aerolite. Fragments

of meteoric iron.are scattered around it. It

is taken as being what may be called a lunar

crater, as the craters on the moon are un

doubtedly in large part due to the fall of

meteorites.

 

Experiments which have shown that the

Jl'€S€IlCB of carbon dioxide gas is favorable to

Jlflllt life have been carried out in Germany.

The exhaust gases from an internal combus

tion engine plant at a blast fumace were

caused to act upon vegetation, and the result

was a great increase in yield. It actually sug

gested a way of regenerating burned coal. It

in a sense established a reproduction of the '

carboniferous era. It was calculated that a

blast furnace producing 1,000 tons of pig

iron per day could supply gas for the culti

vation of 4,000 tons of potatoes. Tomatoes

yielded three times the normal, cucumbers

twice the normal, and equally good results

were obtained by supplying the gas through

perforated pipes traversing the plot. The

first tests were done in a sort of cold frame

with a mixture of the gases with an equal

volume of atmospheric air.

 

It has been found that ostrich eggs last

for many weeks without any particular care.

Eggs sent from Africa to France were edible

after more than three months. The volume

of one egg is put at about three pints.

 

A snow storm made it possible to deter

mine the weight of soil transported as dust

by the wind. It was in -Madison, Wis., that

the snow was observed to be colored a

brownish red. By collecting the snow, melt

ing it and evaporating the resulting water,

it was a simple mat-ter to determine the dust

in any given quantity. It amounted to near

ly seventy-five grains of dust to the square

yard. The mineralogical characteristics and

chemical composition of the dust pointed

to New Mexico and Arizona as the place

of origin, involving a transfer of fifteen hun

dred miles. The weight of soil thus trans

ported over this great distance in the one

storm was put at a million tons.

 

Petroleum has been found in Greece, and

this time by the engineer officers of the

French army, certainly a more beneficial op

eration than fighting. One oi the wells

bored gives 50 barrels of oil a day.

In the cuts are shown two simple methods

of filtering lubricating oil which in service

gets charged with bits of brass and steel so

as to greatly impair its value for a second

use. In the first one charcoal is placed in

a special wire basket and below it is a bag

or diaphragm of cloth and the oil is shown

as it pours through the two and drips into

lower compartment. It is so pure as to be

available for a second use. In the next cut

the oil is syphoned through a heavy wick

which may be plaited or twisted out of a

ball of lamp wick. As long as one end of

the wick is longer than the other and a

difference of level is maintained between the

two vessels of wire, the fluid will pass

through the pores of the wick from the

higher to the lower level and be perfectly

purified in such passage.

 

The soaring flight of birds which is most

frequent in the tropical regions has been

examined by scientists lately and it has been

found that the air has a vertical ascend

ing component in the regions where this

flight is mostly observed. In other words, the

wind blows vertically upwards hard enough

to keep the birds in suspension, as in the case

of a parachute. The conclusion is new that

the wind in these regions nearly always has

a vertical component in places; to find and

use it the birds seem to be limited to the

zones having these ascending components. Of

course, the.object of the bird is to keep in

the rising zone and if its flight enters a de

scending zone it will turn its course and re

cover its zone of supporting air. This

accounts for their apparently unaccounted for

tums, and the old idea expounded by Lang

ley, that the soaring can be accounted for

by the sudden changes in velocity of the

wind is pretty definitely abandoned by these -

observers.

GAS METER

AN interesting meter for registering the

flow of gas is shown in our illustration.

The level of water in the two tanks, A and

B, when gas is passing through the dia

phragm lying in the pipe directly above the

tank, the course of which gas is indicated

  

by the arrow, will vary with the amount of

gas passing. The water in A will be de

pressed and that in B will rise. A pump in

C keeps the level invariable in the two tanks

pumping out of B into A through a water

meter D. The reading of the water meter

will vary with the difference of pressure ex

erted by the gas upon the two tanks and

will give the measure of the gas flowing.

’/////////mnu\t\\\“*‘§\

FLUID LEVEL INDICATOR

HE apparatus shown in the cuts is de

signed to show the level of water or of

other fluid in a tank by the use of a float

ing ball. The point involved is that a stuff

ing box with its ‘attendant friction is dis

pensed with. A magnet of the shape of an

approximate circle is attached to the axle

of the floating ball. A soft iron partition

cuts ofi the interior of the tank, as shown

on the right of the section of the tank, and

  

the magnet on the shaft of the floating ball

has its poles close to it. An identical nug

net is mounterlon a shaft in line with 1118

other shaft and carries a second magnet with

its poles also close to the iron diaph!‘&8Il1

The effect of this is that the outer magnfl

follows with great accuracy the motions oi

the interior one and thus the position of tbt

float is given free from all inaccuracy which

might be occasioned by friction. Especialll'

bad would be the friction of a stuffing b0X.

which this construction dispenses with. _Il

contains a hint which might be utilized In

other appliances.

 

A catalyzer of good power is made by

precipitating silver on a base of asbestos 0!

similar inert substance. At the tempemtuffl

of 250° C. this will effect the oxidation in

air of many organic substances. Calcined

alum has also been found quite powerful.

 

In Germany the great gas holders BR

cheaply protected from rusting by putting

a layer of oil less than half an inch thick on

the water in the tank. As the holder rises

it carries up with it a coating of the Q11

which protects it perfectly. The expense 1§

a small fraction of that of painting. 01

course, the part which does not descend into

the water must be painted.

 

The Czecho-Slovak Republic by the Peace

Treaty after the world war has been awarded

free transit on the Elbe and Oder Rivers to

Hamburg and Stettin. It has now been

decided by the Prague Government to cami

ize the middle Elbe and to connect it with

the Danube and the Oder.

way will connect three great seas, the North

Sea, through the Elbe by Hamburg, lb?

Baltic by the Oder through Stettin, and thy

Black Sea through the Danube. This, It

will be seen, givm waterway from the Medi

terranean to the waters in the North 07

Europe.

 

This water- '
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Armco iron, made by the American Roll

ing Mill Co., has been elaborately reported

on in France. It was found to be 99.8 per

cent pure, with only traces of impurities.‘ It

was found to weld easily, to resist corrosion,

and to be of good electric conductivity. Of

French home products electrolytic iron ap

proaches it in characteristics. One of the

products made from electrolytic iron is weld

less tubing. Electrolytic iron is so pure that

it answers for the manufacture of crucible

steel, where Swedish iron has long been em

ployed. Succas has not yet been attained

in the manufacture of electrolytic sheets.

By cutting a wedge-shaped piece out of

a cork which is too large for a bottle, the

question can be made to fit per

fectly. It is the upper end which is sup»

posed to be thus treated and the reversed

cork can then enter the neck of the bottle.

cork in

Of 100 horses in the United States 82 are

of the heavy order, 53 Percherons, 12 Bel

gian and 5 or 6 English. This type of al

most giant horse is said to fail in the United

States in a few generations, so that impor

tations of new stock are constantly needed.

The Percheron and two or three other breeds

are said to have suffered but little in the

war; other kinds were badly reduced in}

number.

From New Caledonia comes the tale of

the utilization of the deer. It seems that

these animals have increased until they have

become a plague, just as the rabbits in Aus

tralia have. Now they are being utilized as

material for canned food products. One

provision house is cited as using them to

supply canned venison. The hunters are

paid 25 francs apiece and the carcases are

brought in by the truck load.

The use of a spectroscope with quartz

prisms for the study of the ultra-violet spec

trum has been quite successful in the hands

of Drs. L. and Eugene Bloch. The spectra

were produced by the electric spark between

electrodes of the metal to be studied. As an

advance on this method the same investi

gators are using fluorite prisms and to avoid

the slight absorption of the ultra-violet rays

by the air are conducting the work in a

vacuum. An exposure of five to ten min

utes is given and aluminum or mercury lines

are used as the standard or basis of work.

The death of a French scientist is noted.

He was engaged in the investigation of the

effects of war gases on the human system

and fell a victim to his work. The soil of

the earth was found to possess an absorbing

power for the gases in question, so that by

a proper disposition it is sometimes possible

to dispense with gas-masks. The best way

to dispense with them and the most obvious

would seem to be not to go to war.

Iron has long been protected from rusting

by various processes based on the formation

on the surface of an oxide, usuaUy or always

the magnetic oxide. The well-known Bow

ers-Barff process, in which the treatment with

steam at a high temperature is utilized, ef

fects the deposition of such an oxide. From

Italy comes the description of an electrolytic

method of giving a protective coating to

iron. A bath of sodium ferrite is employed.

The piece to be coated is the anode. The

passage of a current gives it a surface very

sensitive to oxidation. The current after a

while is reversed and the iron then receives

a firm coating of oxide, so as to be protected

from rusting. The sodium ferrite is pro

duced and maintained in the bath by the

normal action of the current. Black mag

netic oxide of iron, Fe.=O., is the form of

protective coating produced.
 

The action of air on the funnels of steam

ships has been investigated and it has been

found that the air is in comprmsion over

only about 78° of the front portion of the

smoke stack. There is a slight depression

on other parts of the smoke stack so that a

component reverse in direction to the wind

results.

Synthetic pig iron is now being produced

in the electric furnace. Steel turnings are

melted along with charcoal and basic slag.

The composition of the resulting pig iron,

which may run up approximately to 4%

carbon, can be greatly modified by the in

gredients of the charge. One furnace pro

duces from 80 to 100 tons per 24 hours,

using 675 kilowatt-hours per ton; 5 kilo

grarm of electrode and 80 kilograms of coke

per ton are used. Charcoal in small pieces

of about the fineness of the turnings, works

very well and it is advisable to treat the

melted chzirge in a mixer before casting. It

E found to give excellent material for malle

able iron castings.

 

 

An odd instance of the change of view

is reported from Sumatra. Normally the

tiger is not a favorite neighbor, but on this

island a palm tree is cultivated, whose fruit

is a favorite with the wild pigs, and the

result has been a plague of wild swine. Now

it is considered good policy to protect, for a

while at least, the tiger, until he kills off

the too numerous porcine population.

 

The maximum theoretical flight and the

speed which is theoretically possible for aero

planes has been investigated by M. Rateau.

I-Ie finds that it is extremely diflicult to es

tablish the possibility of a flight of 4,300

miles without descent to earth. The flight

would have to be at an elevation of five

miles for ten hours. As maximum theoreti

cal limit of speed he gives a little less than

300 miles an hour. These figures are of only

theoretical interest.
 

The French are giving much attention to

the finding of substances fit for the manu

facture of paper pulp. Pine tree needles

have been suggested, and waste products of

the wine press have been tried; the latter

is to be exploited on the large scale in Spain.

In the French colonies, notably in Algiers.

it is believed that paper pulp can be made

and exported as such, to be made into paper

in the mother country. Alfalfa is produced

in great quantities in Africa, and it is pos

sible to increase the area devoted to it.

Hitherto England has been the principal con

sumer of this crop.
 

It is claimed that radioactive substances

have a fertilizing value for plant life. The

residues from the manufacture of radium

preparations have been used as fertilizers

with beneficial results. It is believed that

they increase the root development, activate

the nitrating ferments, and favor the chemi

cal reactions of the soil and of ordinary

fertilizers, playing the role of stimulants

Animals fed with food sterilized at a high

temperature die of starvation with definite

symptoms, which have received the name

of avitaminosis. This fact has led to the

theory that vitamines are formed in the in

testinal tract by the action of bacteria. It

has long been known that bacteria played

an important role in the life of animals,

human and others. A completely sterilized

animal would soon die.

 

The French have long been famous for

their artificial cultivation of oysters. Dur

ing the war this industry suffered severely.

Now attention has been directed to the nat

ural beds, and it is claimed that there is to

be found in them a source of large revenue.

It is stated that hitherto nine-tenths of the

possible oyster harvest has been lost by

neglect of the natural beds.

 

The presure produced by the blow of a

whip lash has been investigated by a French

humanitarian. By receiving the blows of a

whip lash on a surface of soft clay and meas

uring the depth of penetration, it was a sim

ple matter to determine how many kilo

grams or pounds were required to effect the

same result by simple pressure. The force

of the blow was found to be far higher than

supposed; it varied from 72 to over 300

pounds. The plea is made to spare the un

complaining servant of man and to prac

tise kindness and restraint in the use of the

often brutal whip.

 

The action of ultra-violet rays on vita

mines has been recently studied. The vita

mines required for growth of immature

beings, such as infants, are destroyed by

eight hours exposure to the light. It is

therefore asked if the sterilization of milk

by the ultra-violet light may not impair its

value as a food, especially for infants, who

depend so largely upon it for their growth

and nourishment.

 

X-rays have been applied to the disclosuie

of ancient paintings. In old times a paint

ing was often obliterated by a coat of ground

color and a second painting made on the

new surface. Now by the use of the X-ray

some of these ancient paintings have been

photographed through the overlying and

more recent picture with interesting and im

portant results. In one case an absolutely

invisible picture has been radiographed and

in another case numerous restorations and

changes in a painting by an old master

have been disclosed. It is believed that the

same method may prove of value for the

study of palimpsests, manuscripts which

have been erased so as to permit the parch

ment to be used for other writing. Often

it happens that the old erased matter can

be brought to the light of day, and in this

way priceless finds are possible.

 

Australia has long been pictured as in

great part a desolate area surrounded by a

margin of fertile country. Preliminary op

erations for extensive irrigation work are

now in progress. The water which it is pro

posed to utilize flows between two cliffs,

several hundred feet high which approach

each other until they are only separated by

about 150 yards. By closing the gap with a

concrete dam the water will be impounded

and a great reservoir will be formed. The

first section of the work will be sufficient to

provide water for the irrigation of 10,000

to 12,000 acres. It is at least ‘a beginning of

what may become a very extensive develop

ment. The operations are in the state of

Queensland and in the same district, the

Government is investigating the develop

ment of the great magnetic iron ore deposits

at Mount Biggendena There is also an

enormous coal field there and other iron

deposits.
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The. Design and Use of Loop Antennas

A Discussion of t/ze Problems [11‘U0i‘U8d in t/ze Design and in the
B Operation, at Maximum Efliciency, of L001) Antennas

LOOP, or coil antenna, or, as the

British call it, a frame aerial,

is not merely a solenoid or pan

cake arrangement of wire. The loop

has very definite characteristics, con

trolled by the mechanical dimensions,

the frequency at which it is used, and

the circuits connected to it. Experi

menters may know that these things are

true, but few understand the process

of actually designing a loop, or how

to use it.

In the first place, let us see for what

purposes a loop can be used. Below

are the most common ones:

1. Short-distance reception.

2. Long-distance reception.

3. Direction finding.

4. Directional transmission.

1. A properly designed loop is good

for short-distance reception, particu

larly on 200 meters, for, as will be

shown later, the efficiency is higher at

short wavelengths. This type of work

calls for a small loop, 2 or 3 feet square,

which can be mounted over the operat

ing table. An audion detector will per

mit reception over several miles from

a spark coil.

In cities and harbors a great deal of

receiving can be done on a small loop

from ships and 200-meter stations. The

directional effect helps to reduce in

terference.

2. Long-distance reception requires

a multi-stage amplifier or a very large

loop, 10 to 15 feet square. If possible,

a loop should be set up indoors, as

moisture and dust tend to reduce the

insulation between the turns. In gen

eral, a straight antenna of the single

wire type is much better because it is

easier to erect and is more efficient. On

the other hand. local interference, if

not in the line of direction of the loop,

is reduced.

3. Loops used as direction finders,

like those for other purposes, must be

designed for the wavelength range over

which they are to operate. ‘

4. For transmitting, the loop is not

By M. B. Sleeper

as good as a straight antenna because

of its low resistance.' However, it is

well adapted to vacuum tube transmit

ters, and extremely interesting experi

ments, either in telegraphy or telephony,

can be conducted -with it. Spark coils

have also been used in the loops, and

quite successfully.

In the following paragraphs we shall

.consider the design factors which in

fluence the inductance, natural period

and resistance of a loop.

HIGHER EFFICIENCY AT SHORT W.-was

In order to set up a current in a

loop there must be a difference in po

tential between the two sides. If equal

potentials are set up in both sides of

the loop at the same time, no current

will flow. In a loop this difference is

brought about by the time which

elapses between the cutting of the near

side and the cutting of the far side by

the lines of force radiated from the

transmitter. Increasing the size of the

loop increases the time difference and

the potential difference.

Also, since the speed of the waves is

constant, the shorter the wavelength,

the greater is the fraction of a cycle

through which the wave will pass while

it is travelling from the near side to

the far side of the loop.

To make this more clear, suppose

we have a loop the vertical ‘sides of

which are 4 feet apart, receiving a 200

meter wave. The difference in phase of

the approaching alternating current

wave as it cuts the two sides is only

2.5 degrees. If the wavelength is in

creased to 2,000 meters, this difference

is only 0.25 degrees.

This does not mean, however, that

any loop operates more efficiently as

the wavelength is decreased, for each

loop has its own maximum response

frequency, but the overall efficiency of

a short wave loop is greater than that

of a long wave loop. At the same time

the peak of a curve of the reception

factor plotted against wavelength oc

curs at the short wave end of the curve.

In /actual practice it is found that

a loop should not be operated at less

than 1.5 to 2.0 times its natural wave

length.

THE RECEPTION FACTOR

In experimenting with loops some

measure of efficiency is necessary. This

is called the reception factor, given by

the expression

 

NaL

Reception Factor : ,

1\’R

N : Number of turns on the

loop.

a I Area enclosed by a turn,

L : Inductance of the loop,

A : Wavelength of the incom

ing signals,

and R : Effective resistance of thfi

loop at A.

To determine the 'efficiency of a loop

over a range of wavelengths the recep

tion factor is determined at a number

of wavelengths and plotted against

those wavelengths.

TESTS l\/IADE ON LooPs

In the EVERYDAY ENon~n~:ER1.\*c

Laboratory a series of tests on 2-, 4-, 6

and 8-foot loops were made to find

the correct size, number of turns and

spacing for various wavelengths.

It was necessary to work backwards

building the loops first and then de

termining their characteristics. A

complete summary of the data taken

will not be given here, for, while it

would be interesting, the purpose of

this article is to give a method of de

signing loops for maximum efficiency.

First of all, experiments were madc

to find out what effect, if any, tht

spacing had upon the reception factor

Obviously, a. larger number of turns

were required, when the spacing war‘

increased, to keep the inductance con

stant. This increased the value of N.‘ l

but it also increased R very rapidly.

An average of the results showed that.
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f0; the square 5010n0id type 1000, whid; 4-foot loop _ The foregoing tables show, with quite

was used in all tests, the best spacing Tug“ wa"§|s'";;‘gth R°°ep2u?(',‘oFa°t°r 1* d°8_1'e¢ °f 0CCu"1¢_)'» 31'? wavelength

was that given in T0010 1_ lo 450 3'10‘) at which a loop of given size and _num

15 800 3:700 ber of turns, with the spacing indicated

TABLE 1- Z0 1,200 ‘ 4,300 in 'lable 1, will operate at maximum

SP/K-‘ING 0? T"-'*'5-_ 25 1.450 4,700 eficiency. All these loops were made

L°°p 5p“°!"5 _ 3° 1-60° 590° with No. 20 bare copper wire. Differ

Z ft. 0.1 In. 35 1,8(D 5.300 h 1 . . . 1

4 .. 03 .. 40 2,000 5,500 ent p ysica conditions in the aboratory

6 “ 0,5 " _ 45 2,140 5,050 or operating room will, of course, bring

3 “ 0-6 “ 50 2.220 5,750 about variations in the results obtained,

but Table 2 is a very safe guide. Space

limitations made it impossible to make

tests on larger loops, but few experi

menters are so fortunately situated that

they can have more than an 8-foot loop.

The efficiency decreases rapidly below

the maximum efficiency wavelength

given in Table 2. Above these values

the efficiency drops off slowly, the curve

being much more steep for loops of

few turns.

To determine the size of loop for

receiving a given wavelength, deter

mine the reception factor for that wave

length with the different sized loops.

Select the loop that shows the maximum

reception factor for the required wave

length.

SIZE or Wnu~:

Although tests were not made to de

termine the advantage gained by the

use of high-frequency cable over solid

wire, the results obtained with ordi

nary inductances will hold for loops

as well. These show that, at wave

lengths below 1,000 meters, the cable

gives a lower resistance. Above 1,000

meters, the resistance is about the same

until, above 2,000 meters, solid wire

is superior to cable, even though a size

' as large as 3 .\: 10 No. 38 is used.

TUNING CIRCUITS FOR RECEIVING

During these tests all tuning was

done with only a variable condenser

shunted across the loop. The circuit

for ordinary reception should be that

used for the secondary of a. loose coup

ler, replacing the secondary coil by the

loop. The condenser should be of the

0.0005 mfd. type, certainly not over

 

. . . . 0.001 mfd
A I nd d he E E . ' . .oop a mountmg use 11¢ I -ueryday ngmeemig Laboratory The msulatlon of the, Condenser ls

Next, loops of the sizes listed were 6-foot loop _ of particular importance in loop recep

Woulld with fifty '¢111'I15, using the 5P81I- Tmsns Wavzlgngth R°°ep4u5"(‘)‘OFa°t°' tion, for a leaky, low-resistance conden

mg Val‘-105 in Fig _1- Then, taking 05 10 000 5:000 ser reduces the efficiency of the loop,

5"‘? tums flt 8 ¢1m°,_ the W8-Velfiflgth 15 950 5,400 the sharpness of tuning, and the volt

was determined at which the reception 20 1,400 5,900 age applied t0 the grid, which reduces

factor _was maximum. The results are fig 9% the signal strength,

Elven 111 Table 2- 35 2:150 8’700 For um’-lateral direction finding a

TABLE 2. 40 2,300 o_QQQ small coil should be put in series with

WAVEIENGTBS FOR MAXIMUM RECEPTION 45 2,700 9,100 one lead from the loop to the conden

HCTOR 5° 3900 990° ser. This is for coupling with a coil

2-foot loop 8-foot loop cted t 1 t ' d
Tums Wavelength Reception Factor Turns Wavelength Reception Factor Conne 0. 3' ,regu_ar an enna an

5 200 1,300 5 500 4,509 _ ground, as explained in the November

it; zso 2,ooo 10 900 5,800 December issue of EVERYDAY.

42$ 3,100 15 1,300 6,300
20 550 4,500 20 1,700 6,900 BALANCING Our DISTORTION

25 700 5.000 25 2,100 7,600 Because of the interference from

fig $288 5% £88 buildings and other objects, a loop does

I ,» . , - . - - _
40 L080 MOO 40 3500 8,000 not always giie a true directional read

45 1,230 5000 45 3300 7,500 ing. This is also due to the antenna

so 1,320 2,200 so 4.000 6.700 (C07’lZ'L1‘l1l€d on page 451)
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\ Equipment for the Radio Station

A Standardized Panel Receiver, and an Interesting Type of

Transmitter for 200-Meter Work

By Stuart D. Dimond and John -A. Hall

HE receiving set shown in the

accompanying photographs was

constructed along lines suggested

by articles which have previously ap

peared in EVERYDAY ENGINEERING.

The builder has followed certain sug

gestions which appeared in -several

editorials to the effect that all raw ma

terials, parts, and instruments used, be

those regularly carried in stock by most

dealers in radio goods. This idea, it is

argued, if generally followed by ama

teur experimenters would benefit both

the dealer and the buyer. The ad

vantages of standardization are self

apparent.

GENERAL

The units shown in. the pictures were

built one at a time and each section,

beginning with the tuner, was put into

service as soon as completed. This im

mediately demonstrated the value of

the standardized panel idea. The only

radio apparatus the writer had when

the set was started was a crystal detec

tor, single slide tuner and head phones,

so upon completion of the tuner panel

it was immediately connected up and

used. The condenser panels were then

completed and put into service, the sec

panels has been made into an audion

detector unit, very much like that

shown in the June number for use with

the Heterodyne Waveineter. It dif

fers from the one mentioned in that

the knob of the Paragon rheostat was

The connections between panels are

made with No. 14 bare copper wire as

can be plainly seen in Fig. 2.

The set has been in use since last

December with very satisfactory re

sults.

  

Fig. 1—The two blank panels are to be used later /or an audion detector and amplifier

replaced by one of the type used on

the panels shown in the photographs,

 

Fig. 2—A ‘view 0)‘ the instruments mounted at the rear

tion with the buzzer test, phone con

nections, and fixed condenser being

completed last. It was thought that

six panels would be enough for some

time to come so supports were made

to take care of this number. Since the

photos were taken\one of the blank

and the window for the audion is a

vertical slot about an inch long by an

eighth wide having 'an oval brass plate

over it with a slot in it coinciding with

that in the panel. This plate is

fastened to the bakelite with two 2-56

R. H. brass machine screws.

TI-IE PANELS AND METHOD or

MQUNTING

The standardized panel idea is that

already set forth in previous numbers

of this Magazine, with a slight change

in the method of joining the units.

The panels are all S x S x Mg" bake

lite. The holes for thd supporting

screws are drilled M," from each edge

at the corners. The drilling was done

accurately by means of a small tem

plate of sheet brass.

Pieces of heavy sheet brass exactly

one inch square, with four holes all

drilled the same distance from the

comers, are used to join the panels.

The holes were drilled with the same

template used in drilling the corner

holes in the bakelite panels. This in

sures accurate alignment with no spaces

between the panels, making for neat

appearance. These pieces show clearly

in the photograph. They are inter

changeable and can be used at either

the center or edge of a group or panels

No. 6-32 R. H. brass machine screws.

%" long, are used to bolt the panels

together.

The supports are made of bus bar

copper 38" wide soldered together to

form an angle, and braced and bent as

shown. Holes are drilled and tapped

at the proper points to coincide with

those in the panels. Number 6-32

screws are used.
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TUNER PANEL

The tuner is the popular de Forest

Signal Corps type of coupler, and the

primary and secondary switches are

of the same make. No further descrip

tion will be given. as these parts are

familiar to all experimenters.

CONDENSER PANEL

The secondary condenser is an

eleven plate Illinois variable. This

condenser comes with the shaft drilled

and tapped for a 6-32 machine screw

making it an easy matter to use either

an Army or Navy type of knob in place

the rotor of this instrument, so that a

knob similar to the others used in the

set could be applied.

The condenser dials are those usually

furnished with unmounted condensers

and are fastened to the bakelite with

2-56 R. H. brass machine screws. The

stops for the pointers are brass fumi

ture nails driven into holes in the

bakelite a trifle smaller than the nails

themselves.

PHONE CONNECTION AND BUZZER

Ti-zsr PANEL '
I

The details of this unit may not be
 

Fig. 3—-There is very little about this set to suggest the old home-made

apparatus experimenters used to make

of the one regularly furnished with the

condenser. A condenser of larger ca

pacity was at first used across the sec

ondary of the tuner, but as the set is

only used on amateur wavelengths the

smaller condenser is now used with

better results.

The primary condenser is a 42 plate

Murdock of the panel mounting

type and is provided with a .\Iidget

switch so placed that closing the switch

short-circuits the condenser. It was

necessary to drill and tap the shaft of

of interest to the majority of readers

who are probably using audions, but

the amateur using the crystal detector

may find points of interest.

The buzzer is the Century type, re

moved from its base and fastened

directly to the panel. Below the buz

zer are two sockets taking bayonet

plugs of the type used on the lighting

systems of automobiles. These plugs

and sockets are for the head-phone

connections, and have proven very sat

isfactory. They do not cost as much

as the plug‘ and jack arrangements

used in expensive sets but give as good

service as any others. Above the buz

zer are two switches, companions of» the

plugs and sockets. One ‘of these is

tumed on to close the buzzer circuit

continuously while locating the required

sensitive spot on the crystal; the other,

is to connect and disconnect the small

fixed condenser, mounted on the rear '

of the panel, connected in parallel with

the_head telephones. The small push

button above the switches is for the

usual buzzer test during operation of

the set. A small flashlight cell is

mounted on the rear of the panel in

spring brass clips. This cell furnishes

the current for the buzzer test.

The connections used with the crys

tal detector are of the usual sort, but it

is understood, of course, that the pan

els shown can be connected in what

ever manner the builder chooses, this

being one of the advantages of the

standardized panel type of construc

tion.

Tnr. 200-METER TRANSMITTER

The 200-meter transmitter, shown in

Fig. 4, will be of interest to those who

are considering the construction of a set

which is semi-portable, compact, and

which requires a. minimum of table or

floor space. This set recently took

first prize in the amateur apparatus

building contest held by the St. Paul

Radio Club at the local Y. M. C. A.

The frame is made, with the excep

tion of the top cross pieces, entirely of

angle iron, enameled black. The legs

or corner pieces are of 3/l6- x 1-in.

angle iron about 26 in. in length. The

square in the bottom is of %;- x 1-in.

angle iron, bent into a 15-in. square,

after sawing three-comered pieces out

of one side to enable it to be bent. The

corners were then welded and the

square drilled and bolted to the legs.

X;-in. machine bolts were used through

out. The square top of the frame is

made of hard wood with a cross section

of %;- x 2-in.

that zi closed iron circuit here would

absorb a great deal of the energy in the

primary circuit.

The transformer used is a 1 k.w.

Acme, type H 1, which gives a secon

dary voltage of approximately 15,000.

There is a cross piece in the bottom of

the frame on whichtwo of the legs of

the transformer rest, the other two rest

ing on the side of the frame.

A Thordarson oil-immersed, bakelite

dielectric condenser is used. It is held

by straps made of l/16- x 1/2-in. cop

per, in the rear left hand corner of the

frame.

The rotary gap motor used is one

which the writer believes is the best for

this use which can be had. It is an

Emerson variable speed universal mo

tor, 1/25 h.p., 110 volts, 4,500 r.p.m.

At highest speed this motor is slight

J‘~».

It is needless to remark i



  

ly overloaded as it draws 1.3 am

peres on test, being rated at one

ampere, but does not heat appreciably

until it has run continuously for fifteen

or twenty minutes. The disc used is

an 8-tooth Thordardson, with the

electrodes widened out to 5/§ in. by

riveting X;-in. pieces of aluminum on

both sides and filing to_the shape of

the electrodes. Since the bore of the

disc was only %;-in., and could not be

enlarged due to the construction of the

brass hub, the motor shaft which was

originally Y2 in. was turned down to

fit. The disc is enclosed in a case

made of M1-in. black sheet bakelite.

The inside dimensions are 9 x 9 x-1%

in. The case is mounted on the pulley

end housing of the motor, by machine

screws which pass through the back of

the case, then through spacers made

of ;{;-in fibre rod ;{;-in. long, and into

threaded holes in‘ the motor housing.

A hole in the back of the case is made

a driving fit on the bearing box of the

motor which projects conveniently

about one inch from the housing. The

fixed electrodes are of %;- X 5/§-in. cop

per bus bar and slide in slotted bake

lite blocks which, in turn, are screwed

on the sides of the case, 90 degrees

apart. A set screw in the side of these

blocks clamps the electrode in any de

sired position. The fixed electrodes are

each fitted with four copper cooling

flanges, and are tapped at the end for

a machine screw which clamps the

connection strip between 1-in. copper

washers. Directly opposite the spark

ing points, a 2-in. hole is cut in the

front of the case. These inspection

holes are normally closed with bake

lite discs which are clamped in place

by threaded knobs on projecting studs.

The oscillation transformer is wound

with 7/8- x .1/32-in. brass ribbon on

X;-in. bakelite supports, with a spac

ing of 1% in. in the primary and

-")1;-in. in the ‘secondary. The primary

has three turns and the secondary eight.

The secondary slides on a 1-in. hard

rubber rod and may be clamped to any

desired coupling by a large bakelite

knob carrying a threaded stud which

passes through a block in the secondary

hub.

The leads are of 1-in. Belden cop

per braid in the primary, and % in. in

the secondary circuit. Where they con

nect to condenser, spark gap, and oscil

lation transformer, 1-in. copper wash

ers are used.

The radiation ammeter was origin

ally a Roller Smith O to 2%-ampere

hot-wire instrument with a suitable

shunt enabling the meter to indicate up

to 5 amperes. While satisfactory, it

has since been replaced with a meter

having a scale reading to 10 amperes.

It is a model 425 Weston thermo

ammeter which came to hand after the

set had been completed. It is of prac

tically the same size so the panel needed

no altering.

The switchboard »is of %-in. slate

with a dull black finish. It is mounted

on the front of the frame with machine

screws. It carries a single-pole, single

throw knife switch for shorting out the

radiation meter when no reading is

desired, a radiation ammeter as de

scribed above, a double-pole, single

throw switch with 20-ampere cartridge

fuses for the main a. c. line, a single

pole, double-throw switch for changing

from % to 1 k. w., andposts for power and key connections.

The wiring for the motor circuit is

of No. 14 lead-covered duplex, with the

lead covering grounded. Leads from

switchboard to transformer are No. 10

rubber-covered wire in V2-in. flexible

metallic conduit, with suitable condu

lets at the terminals.

also grounded.

Such a combination of transmitter ;

and receiver makes an excellent equip- .

ment for 200-meter communication.

 

The Radio Department

A Discussion of Current Topics of Interest to [Manufacturers

and Experimenters

OL. W. A. BISHOP, lecturing to

the Cadets in one of the American

trying schools, said, "Get all you can

from what others teach you. When you

go on the other side, you will forget it

all, and learn for yourselves.”

This is applicable as well to the

process of developing new devices or

methods. The’ successful man, after

learning the principles involved, stud

ies the work of others. Then, putting

that aside, he starts on a new course,

basing his work on the fundamentals,

and guiding his course by the results

of other investigators.

The inventor of the linotype ma

chine, for example, studied typesetting

methods’ to learn what was required.

Then, instead of making a new sort

of composing stick, or working out an

improvement in type cases, he envolved

a new principle, a system of casting

type to order, it might be called.

Altho it is far more difficult, the

latter method of inventing is general

ly more successful than attempts to

improve the results of others. Ex

perimenters will increase the net value

of their work if they bear this princi

ple in mind.

TELEPHONE jacks and plugs are

coming into very wide use. So

much so, in fact, that it is time for

someone to bring out a less expensive

type of plug than those now on the

market. If a man pays five dollars for

a pair of telephones, and excellent ones

can be bought at that price, he does not

like to spend nearly three dollars for

a plug and jack to connect them.

The fact that the ordinary types have

been used for many years, does not

mean that a less expensive and equally

good type cannot be made. One dollar

is enough to pay and the company that

markets a plug and jack at this price

will find the demand enormous.

Some departure from the usual de

sign will probably be necessary. The

great difficulty in making the ordinary

plug is due to the concentric construc

tion of the terminals. This can be

overcome by a change in design. If

this is done, a different style of jack

will be required, but one operating on

the same general principles.

Experimenters are rapidly learning

that many circuits can be used and op

erated by changes effected by the in

sertion or removal of the telephone

plug. The A. H. Grebe Company has

gone farther than the others in this

respect. They not only control the

plate circuits of their amplifiers but

the filament circuits as well by the plug

and jack method.

WO months ago, there appeared

an article in EVERYDAY on the

standardization of apparatus design

A number of companies wrote, in re

sponse, that they were interested in the

idea, and would like to be informed re

garding any developments.

That is rather characteristic of radio

men. The appeal of the article was for

ideas, and not simply interest. Perhaps

the experimenters can help, for they art

the ones to be pleased, ultimately.

Consider the binding post. There

are innumerable ways of making con

nections, but 99 percent of them have

outstanding disadvantages. They turn

when the thumb nut is tightened, or the

thumbnuts are lost, or they do not grip

the wires, or do not hold more than one

wire securely. Posts which do not have

these faults are extremely expensive.

Is there no one who can submit a

design which will be labelled “OK” by

experimenters, and which the manu

facturers will not veto as being too dif

ficult to make? The switch, such as is

used for inductance control, is another

detail that has never been worked out

in a satisfactory manner. Someone

must have a solution.

Other ]')€ll'lIS\l1€E(l the same treatment

EVERYDAY would like to publish some

of the ideas which its readers must have

if they will only submit them.

The conduit is ”
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A Radio Telephone Operating On Six Volts

The De Forest Company Calls This a Buzzer Radiop/zone, T/zo the Name

Seems Misleading Until You Understand the Set

HE elimination of the B bat

tery has been the dream of many

an experimenter who has gone

thru the usual hardships which ac

company the use of a high-potential

battery for the plate supply of an au

dion. Tests made on the buzzer ra

diophone seem to indicate that still

another step forward has been made.

And there will be many a radio man

who will reproach himself for not hav

ing thought of it before.

 

the wavelength of the set. It is inter

esting to note that ordinary three-ele

ment tubes are employed as rectifiers.

The grid and plate of each tube are

connected together to form one side,

twhile the filament serves as the other.

The grid condenser, on the lower

part of the panel, is adjusted for maxi

mum modulation, or the clearest

speech. A hot-wire ammeter indicates

the radiation.

In operation, after the preliminary

No motor-generators or high potential batteries are needed to operate this set

In a few words, this new set is fitted

with a buzzer transformer, operating

on 6 volts, which gives a very high

voltage on the secondary. The alter

nating current produced in this way

is rectified by means of two tubes,

smoothed out thru choke coils and ap

plied to the transmitting tube.

The set is shown in the accompany

ing illustration. At the top, the tuning

inductance is barely visible behind the

panel. In the left-hand corner the

transmitting tube, marked OSC, is

mounted. Two tubes, indicated by

RECT, are located on either side of

the antenna condenser which controls

adjustments have been made, the

switch at the right is pushed up to talk.

This connects one battery to the buz

zer, which vibrates at a low and steady

pitch as long as the transmitter is in

use. To listen-in, the switch is put

down, stopping the buzzer and chang

ing the antenna and ground to the re

ceiving apparatus. '

With two 6-volt storage batteries,

this complete set weighs only 60

pounds. _ _

Many advantages of this set w1ll ap

peal to those who use radio for other

than purely experimental work. Under

conditions where a motor-generator is

out of the question, this method of

supplying plate voltage offers no dis

advantages. A high potential can be

obtained from the buzzer with a cor

respondingly heavy plate current, yet

only a small storage battery is needed.

The weight and space of the buzzer are,

of course, much smaller than of a

motor-generator.

One of the great objections to radio

apparatus on motor boats has been that

no current supply was available on

board, or that only low-voltage direct

current was obtainable from the gen

erating system. With this equipment,

however, batteries can be carried aboard

readily, or the ship’s current can he

used to charge the batteries.

For portable work, also, the buzzer

radiophone is well adapted, and can

be employed under many conditions

where other types of equipment would

be out of the question.

A suggestion given in connection

with this set will be helpful for other

portable installations, too; namely, that

a heavy spike, driven into the trunk

of a green tree, makes an excellent

ground for radio apparatus when used

in the field.

CONCRETE RADIO MASTS

Believed to be the highest concrete

masts in the world, the towers of the

new Japanese stations are 660 feet

high. They are being made at To

micka-cho, where the stations for which

they are to be used will operate with

the United States. The estimated daily

capacity of these stations is 8,000

words each way.

Within the next two years, if all

the present plans for commercial radio

are carried out, an amount of traffic

never dreamed of ten years ago will

be handled by the high-powered sta

tions.

USING VARIOMETERS

Variometers are rapidly increasing

in popularity, especially for short wave

receivers. Experimenters do not seem

to understand, however, that, as a

method of varying inductance, the vari

ometer is quite limited, unless the usual

proportions are greatly increased.

It is not practical, for example, to

replace a tuning condenser by a vari

ometer to give the close adjustments be

tween taps on a coil, unless the taps

are taken off at very short intervals.

With the ordinary methods of con

struction, the variation of inductance

obtained does not exceed the inductance

of one of the variometer coils.
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T is very doubtful if Faraday or

Henry would recognize the induc

tances now used for radio recep

tion. Many 'men have contributed to

the development of these coils, carrying

them thru from the long, single-layer

types to the present low resistance, low

capacity, concentrated coils.

There are certain factors which must

be considered in designing coils for

radio receivers. The most important

are listed below in the order of their

value, looking at the subject from the

A New Development in Tuning Inductances

Designed on a New Principle, the G. A. Standardized Inductance: Represent

. a Distinct Advance in Coil Construction

'By K. H.-Stark

The new coils, described in this ar

ticle, were designed to meet, as fully

as possible, the various raquirements,

with particular reference to efficiency,

because radio experimenters are rapid

ly developing an extreme fastidious

ness in the selection of their equipment.

The first problem is to get a max

imum inductanee from a given length

of wire. Decreasing the size of the

wire makes the turns per inch larger,

and increases the inductance, but it

also makes the resistance higher. Wind

them. On this basis, the attempt was

made to put a 2-ft. solenoid in a 1-in.

space without sacrificing the electrical

efficiency, and gaining the mechanical

advantages of a small, self-supporting

coil.

How this was done can be seen from

the accompanying illustrations. This

coil is merely a telescoped solenoid,

the sections of which are separated by

an air dielectric. This means that,

with the turns of each section close to

gether, the inductance per section is

 

Fig. 1—A coil only 0.2 in. wide, tapped at

every layer

point of view of the manufacturer of

radio equipment for experimenters.

1. Price.

2. Possibility of quantity produc

tion.

3. High frequency resistance.

4. Mechanical dimensions.

5. Distributed capacity.

6. Ease of mounting. _

7. Novelty of appearance.

Others, possibly, would put them in

a different order. Certainly price and

quantity production come first. Then

the popularity of a coil -will depend

upon its efficiency, its adaptability to

various uses, and its general appear

ance. "

Thus it can be seen that the devel

opment of a new inductance of com

mercial value is no small problem. In

any coil all the factors cannot be met

entirely, but an average must be struck.

Fig. 2-A high inductance coil, not tapped

ing coils in a multilayer form makes

the inductance large, and the resistance

and capacity as well. Spacing the

turns, as is done in the different types

of cross-wound coils, brings down the

capacity—and the inductance, while

the resistance goes up, for a given in

ductance, because more wire is needed.

Another source of loss is due to the

insulation and binding varnish. A

perfect coil would be one in which

the layers are separated entirely by

air.

It seems like an affair which is best

settled by shaking it up and taking

out what comes to the top. Here, how

ever, is a solution.

The G. A. Standardized inductances

are a development of the ordinary

single layer solenoid, which, in elec

trical efficiency, is equal to any of the

other types, and superior to most of

Fig. 3—Th1‘s type can be fitted with a shaft

to rotate it

high. The total inductance, because of

the close interlinking of the fields of

the sections, is many times greater than

that of an equivalent single-layer sole

noid. There is practically no capacity,

because of the spacing between sec

tions, and because of the low dielectric

constant of air. However, since air

is a perfect insulator, there is no loss,

indicated by an increased high fre

quency resistance, as in the case of

coils wound with paper between the

layers, or unspaced coils where the

bare wires are separated only by silk

or cotton insulation. Moreover, the

losses due to varnish are greatly re

duced because only the outer surfaces

are coated lightly. The crossing of one

wire over another is reduced to eleven

times per turn, making a further de

crease in electrical losses, and also in

the possibility of short circuits. This
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latter defect is guarded against, too, by -

using double silk covered wire.

The actual method of winding these

coils is as follows:

First the supporting tube is slipped

on a mandrel, in the winding machine.

Then, by the manipulation of a lever

on the machine, two sets of pins, one

on each side of the tube, are sprung

out, fitting snugly against the ends of

the tube. When the end of the wire

has been fastened, and the machine

started, the mandrel is rotated for one

turn, during which time the wire is

wound back and forth around the pins.

Next, the mandrel is revolved at a

higher speed, and one layer of wire

wound across the tube, over the cross

winding. Subsequent sections are wound
    

tion is that less space is required when

the coil is rotated on a shaft, than when

it is swtmg from a support at the side.

Several ways of mounting the coils

are employed. The simplest, when rods

are used as supports, is to set a wooden

disc inside the tube. Another method

is to set two bakelite discs, of a dia.

meter equal to that of the tube, at each

end of the tube, and draw them together

with machine screws. The discs fit in

side the loops of the cross winding.

Other means, not ready for publica

tion. are also employed.

Tm: SELECTION or INDUCTANCE mp

CAPACITY VALVES

CCOMPANYING this article is

a table showing the wavelengths

Fig. 4—Front and side views of the “telescoped solenoid” inductance

[in a similar manner, first the cross,

and then the straight winding. Upon

‘ completion, the pins are drawn in, and

the coil. removed from the mandrel. g

The illustrations show the project

ing cross wires where they were put

around the pins, and make clear the

method of spacing the sections by

means of the cross windings. Due to

the binding effect of each section upon

those beneath, these coils possess great

mechanical strength. By turning over

the loops under the outside section, the

turns are efiectively prevented from be
coming loose. Aicoat of thin varnish,

On the outer surfaces of the coil, com

-, pletes the work.

In the patent application a modifica

tion is described, of the type shown in

Fig. 3. This is to take a shaft, so that

the coil can be rotated, as in the case

Of a loose coupler secondary or a vario

meter. An advantage of the construc

obtained with various capacities from

0.00001 to 0.002 mfd., and inductances

of 0.02 to 200 millihenries. This is

very useful in determining the induct

ance arid capacity required for a given

wavelength. -

It should be noted that coils for radio

work, unless it is otherwise stated, are

rated at their effective inductance, and

allowances must be made, in accurate

calculations, for the distributed capaci

ty. With these new coils, for all or

dinary design purposes, this effect can

be disregarded. To determine the dis

tributed capacity of a coil, the follow

ing proceedure will be found simple,

tho for small capacity measurements

the instruments must be very accurately

calitrated.

1. Connect the coil to a small ca

pacity, about 0.0002 mfd., and measure

the wavelength of the circuit.

2. Increase the condenser to about

0.001 mfd., and measure the wave

length.

3. Substitute the wavelength and

condenser capacity found in 2 in the

equation A’, : 3552L C2.

4. Substitute the wavelength and

condenser capacity found in 1 in the

equation )3, = 3552L C2.

5. Subtract the equation in 4 from

the equation in 3.

6. Solve for L. This gives the

true inductance of the coil.

7. Substitute the value of L in the

equation )3:

C :'_
 

__ C21

3552L

and solve for C. This gives the value

of the distributed capacity.

For example, a coil, connected with

a condenser of 0.0002 mfd., gives a

wavelength of 7,299 meters. With

0.001 mfd., it gives 13,380 meters.

Substituting in 3,

195,440,400 : 3553 X L X 0.001

or 195,440,400 = 3.5S2L

Substituting in 4 »

53,245,401 : 3552 X L X 0.0002

or 53,245,401 2 .7104L.

Subtracting 4‘ from 3

' 195,440,400 _—_ 3.5S20L

53,245,401 : .7104L

142,194,999 - 2.8416L

Then :2 50,000,000 cms.

To find the distributed capacity,

substitute the value of L in 7. Then

7,2992’

C _—_ —————————— — 0.0002,

3552 X 50,000,000

53,245,401

C : —- 0.0002,

17 7,600,000,000

C = 0.0003 — 0.0002,

or '

C : 0.0001,

which is the distributed capacity of the

coil.

When inductance is measured by the

wavemeter method, the capacity across

the inductance being measured should

be large. Otherwise, the distributed

capacity will make a considerable error

in the inductance value found. To

show this, let us use the foregoing ex»

ample. With the coil described above,

the wavelength, with a condenser of

0.0002 mfd., was found to be 7,299
meters. The apparent inductance V

would be ),=1

Lam» :"W

ssszc,

53,245,401

3552 X 0.0002

L,,,,,,. :t 75,000,000 cms.

which shows an error of 50% in the

apparent inductance. With the larger

capacity value, however.

195,440,400

L,,,,,,. :ji

3552 X 0.00l

LBW. : 55,000,000 cms.

which is an error of only 10%.
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Wavelength, Inductance,

C 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.20

0.00001 . . . . .. 21 30 33 33 42 46 50 53 57 60 65 71 ' 75 30 34

0.00002 . . . . . . . 33 42 46 53 60 65 71 75 30 34 92 100 107 113 119

0.00003. .. . .. . 46 52 57 65 73 30 36 92 93 103 113 122 131 139 146

0.00004 . . . . . . . 53 60 65 75 34 92 100 107 113 119 131 141 151 160 169

0.00005 . . . . . . . 60 67 73 34 94 103 112 119 126 133 146 153 169 179 139

0.00006 . . . . . . . 65 73 30 92 103 113 122 131 139 140 160 173 135 196 207

0 00007 . . . . . .. 71 79 36 100 112 122 132 141 150 153 173 137 200 212 223

0.00003 . . . . . . . 75 34 92 107 119 131 141 151 160 169 135 200 213 226 233

0.00009 . . . . . . . 30 39 93 113 126 139 150 160 170 179 196 212 226 240 253

0 00010. .. . 34 94 103 119 133 146 153 169 179 139 207 223 233 253 267

0.00012. . _ 92 103 113 131 146 160 173 135 196 207 226 244 261 277 292

0.00014 . . . . . . . 100 112 122 141 153 173 137 200 212 223 244 264 232 299 315

0.00016. . 107 119 131 151 169 135 200 213 226 233 261 232 302 320 337

0.00013. . 113 126 139 160 179 196 212 226 240 253 277 299 320 339 353

0.00020. . 119 133 146 169 139 .207 223 233 253 267 292 315 337 353 377

I

0.00025 133 149 163 133 211 231 249 267 233 ' 293 326 353 377 400 421

0.00030 . . . . . . . 146 163 179 206 231 253 273 292 310 326 353 336 413 433 462

0.00040 . . . . . . . 169 133 206 233 267 292 315 337 353 377 413 446 477 506 533
0.00050 133 211 231 267 293 326 353 377 400 421 462 449 533 1 565 596

0.00060 . . . . . .. 206 231 253 292 326 353 336 413 433 , 462 506 546 534 619 653

0.00070. . 223 249 273 315 353 336 417 446 473 499 546 590 631 669 705

0.00030. . 233 267 292 337 377 413 446 477 506 533 534 631 674 715 754

0.00090. . 253 233 310 353 400 433 473 506 536 565 619 669 715 759 300

0.00100 . . . . . . . 267 293 326 377 421 462 499 533 565 596 653 705 754 300 343

0 .001 10 230 313 342 395 442 434 523 559 593 625 635 740 791 339 334

0.00120 . . . . . . . 292 326 353 413 462 506 546 534 619 653 715 772 326 376 923

0.00130 . . . . . . . 304 340 372 430 431 526 569 611 645 630 744 304 359 912 961

0.00140 . . . . . .. 315 353 336 446 499 546 590 631 669 705 772 334 392 946 997

0.00150 326 365 400 462 516 565 611 653 690 730 300 364 923 979 1,032

0.00160 . . . . . .. 337 377 413 477 533 534 631 674 715 754 326 392 954 1,011 1,062

0.00170 . . . . . .. 343 339 426 491 550 502 650 695 737 777 351 920 933 1,042 1,099

0.00130 353 400 433 506 565 619 669 715 759 300 376 946 1,011 1,073 1,131

0.00190 . . . . . . . 367 411 450 520 531 637 637 735 730 322 900 972 1,041 1,102 1,162

0.00200 377 421 462 533 596 653 705 754 300 343 923 997 1,066 1,131 1,192

C 2.5 . 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 3.0 9.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 13.0 20.0 25.0

293 326 377 421 462 499 533 565 596 653 705 754 300 343 942

421 462 533 596 653 705 754 300 343 923 997 1,066 1,131 1,192 1,333 1

516 566 653 730 300 364 923 979 1,032 1,131 1,221 1,306 1,335 1,460 1,6312 1

596 653 754 343 923 997 1,066 1,131 1,192 1,306 1,410 1,509 1,599 1,636 1,335 1

663 730 343 942 1,032 1,115 1,192 1,264 1,333 1,460 1,577 1,636 1,733 1,335 2,103 1

730 300» 923 1,032 1,131 1,221 1,306 1,335 1,460 1,599 1,727 1,346 1,959 2,065 2,30

739 364 997 1,115 1,221 1,320 1,410 1,496 1,577 1,727 1,366 1,995 2,116 2,230 2,493

343 923 1,066 1,192 1,306 1,410 1,509 1,599 1,636 1,346 1,995 2,133 2,262 2,334 2,660

394 979 1,131 1,264 1,335 1,496 1,599 1,696 1,733 1,959 2,116 2,262 2,399 2.529 2,327

942 1,032 1,192 1,333 1,460 1,577 1,636 1,733 1,335 2,065 2,230 2,334 2,529 2,665 2,930

1,032 1,131 1,306 1,460 1,599 1,727 1,346 1,959 2,065 2,262 2,443 2,612 2,770 2,920 3,264

1,115 1,221 1,410 1,577 1,727 1,346 1,995 2,116 2,230 2,443 2,639 2,321 2,992 3,164 3,526

1,192 1,306 1,509 1,636 1,346 1,995 2,133 2,262 2,334 2,612 2,321 3,016 3,199 3,372 3.770

1,264 1,335 1,599 1,733 1,959 2,116 2,262 2,399 2,529 2,770 2,992 3,199 3,392 3,576 3,993

1,333 1,460 1,636 1,335 2,065 2,230 2,334 2,529 2,665 2,920 3,154 3,372 3,576 3,770- 4,214

1,490 1,632 1,335 2,103 2,303 2,493 2,665 2,327 2,930 3,264 3,526 3,770 3,993 4,214 4,713

1,632 1,733 2,065 2,303 2,529 2,732 2,920 3,097 3,264 3,576 3,363 4,129 4,379 4,617 5,161

1,335 2,065 2,334 2,665 2,920 3,154 3,372 3,576" 3,770 4,129 4,460 4,763 5,057 5,331 5,960

2,103 2,330 2,665 ‘2,930 3,264 3,526 3,770 3,993 4,214 4,617 4,937 5,331 5,654 5,960 6,663

. 2,303 2,529 2,920 3,264 3,573 3,363 4,129 4,379 4,617 5,057 5,462 5,340 6.192 6,529 7,2913 1

. 2,493 2,732 3,154 3,526 3,363 4,172 4,460 4,731 4,937 5,462 5,900 6,306 6,693 7,052 7,385 1

0. 2,665 2,920 3,372 3,770 4,129 4,460 4,763 5,057 5,331 5,340 6,306 6,741 7,152 7,539 8,99

0. 2,327 3,097 3,576 4,000 4,379 4,731 5,057 5,364 5,654 6,192 6,693 7,152 7,537 7,996 3,010

0.00 2,930 3,264 3,770 4,214 4,617 4,937 5,331 5,654 5,960 6,529 7,052 7,539 7,996 3,429 9,423

0.00110 . . . . . .. 3,125 3,424 3,953 4,420 4,342 5,230 5,591 5,930 6,251 6,343 7,396 7,909 8,386 3,310 9,330

0.00120.. 3,264 3,576 4,129 4,617 5,057 5,462 5,340 6,192 6,529 7,152 7,724 3,261 3,761 9,233 10.300

0.00130 3,393 3,722 4,293 4,305 5,264 5,635 6,109 6,449 6,796 7,444 3,040 3,594 9,119 9,611 10,750

0.00140 3,526 3,363 4,460 4,937 5,462 5,900 6,306 6,693 7,052 7,724 3,344 3,922 9,459 9,973 11,150

0.00150 ..... .. 3,650 3,993 4,617 5,161 5,654 6,109 6,529 6,902 7,299 7,996 3,637 9,233 9,794 10,320 11.540

0.00160 . . . . . .. 3,770 4,129 4.763 5,331 5,340 6,306 6,741 7,152 7,539 3,261 3,922 9,536 10,110 10,660 11,900 1

0.00170 . . . . . .. 3,335 4,256 4,915 5,495 6,020 6,502 6,949 7,373 7,771 3,511 9,196 9,323 10,420 10,990 12.290

0.00130 . . . . . .. 3,993 4,379 5,057 5,654 6,192 6,693 7,152 7,537 7,996 3,761 9,459 10,110 10,730 11,310 12.640

0.00190 4,103 4,500 5,196 5,309, 6,365 6,372 7,334 7,796 3,215 9,000 9.721 10,410 11,020 11,620 12,990

0.00200 4,214 4,617 5,331 5,960 6,529 7,052 7,539 7,996 3,429 9,230 9,973 10,660 11,310 11,920 13.330

4--It
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and Capacity Table

0.25

94

133

163

189

211

2311

249

267

283

298

326

353

377

400

421

471

516

5,161

10,320

10,830

11,310

11,770

12,210

12,640

13,060

13,460

13,850

14,230

0.30

103

146

179

%7

231

253

273

292

310

326

358

387

413

438

462

2,920

3,576

3,770

4,129

4,460

4,768

4,057

5,331

5,960

6,529

7,539

8,429

9,233

9,973

10,660

11,310

11,920

12,500

13,060

13,590

14,100

14,600

15,090

15,540

15,990

16,430

16,860

0.40

119

169

%7

238

267

292

315

337

358

377

413
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4,000
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8,429

9,423

10,320

1 1,150

11,9%

12,640

13,330

13,980

14,600

15,%0

15,770

16,3%

16,860

17,370

17,880

18,370

18,850

0.50

133

189

231

267

298

326

353 '

377

4%

421

462

499

10,3%

11,310

12,210

13,060

13,850

14.600

15,310

15,990

16,650

17,270

17,880

18,460

19,040

19,590

20.120

20.650
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3,526

3,862

4,172

4,731
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The Uni - Control Receiver
A Set, Built By tlzle Wireless Impro-bement Company, Which

Is Controlled By a Single Adjustment

HERE is an inherent disadvan—

tage in the usual type of radio

receiving apparatus in that, while

listening in, only such stations are

heard as may be transmitting on the

wavelength to which the receiving is

tuned. To overcome this difficulty,

Mr. Roy E. Thompson of the \Vire

less Improvement Co. designed the uni

control set described in this article.

As may be implied from the name

the uni-control receiver is designed

to be operated by the adjustment of

a single handle, shown in Fig. 1, at

the lower left-hand corner of the panel.

For listening in, this handle is con

tinuously revolved by a motor con

nected thru a worm gear and flexible

shaft to the single adjustment. When

the motor is started the set is slowly

tuned over a range of 300 to 3,000 me

ters. When a station is heard, the op

erator merely switches off the motor and

makes a close adjustment of the tuning

by means of the handle.

This summarizes the operation of

the uni-control receiver.

There are several distinct advantages

in the use of a set of this type. In

the first place, it assures the reception

of any call which is transmitted at a

wavelength in the range of the receiver.

If equipment of this sort were generally

call on a wave which another station,

also sending, was not using and the

calling operator could depend upon the

  

ceiver are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

Fig. 2 shows the front of the set with

panes removed; Fig. 3 is a top view,

Fig. 1. A complete Uni~C0ntrol Receiver installation, with motor switch and speed control

reception of his signals. While it may

not be advantageous to reduce the re

sponsibility of the radio operator to

too great an extent, it is certain that

 

Fig. 2.

adopted, the disadvantage of a single

calling wave would be overcome, with

the result that interference would be

greatly reduced, as a station could

The main panel removed, showing the arrangement on the sub-panel

this type of set would increase the ef

fectiveness of an operator inclined to

be indifferent in carrying out his duties.

Detailed views of the uni-control re

and Fig. 4, the front, with the wave

length indicating dial removed.

The circuit employed with. the set

is of the untuned secondary type. The

primary inductance is divided into two

sections, one with twenty-six taps

brought off at short intervals and the

other with nine larger steps. The lat

ter coil is broken by four dead-end

switches. A coupling control is pro

vided between the secondary and the

primary coils, so that the signal’s

strength can be varied.

On the shaft which carries the wave

length indicating dial there is a switch

which moves over two concentric sets

of segments which are connected to the

large steps on the inductance. A small

sector of the inner circle goes to the

variable condenser and on to the

small step switch mounted at the

rear lower left-hand corner of the sub

panel. Both the condenser and small

step switch are continuously rotated as

long as the wavelength indicated dial

shaft is being turned. The condenser,

however, is only used for short wave

reception when the switches are in a

position for minimum inductance.

When this point has been passed—that

is, the wavelength increased from the

minimum to the maximum value obtain

able with the full capacity of the con

denser-—the inductance is increased by

cutting in more turns of the small set

tion. The wavelength is still further

increased until the end of the small step
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switch is reached. At this point it

moves on to zero, but the first large

step of inductance is cut in. Again

the small step switch is rotated until

it passes from maximum to minimum

ordinary antenna, as well as electro

magnetically, due to the true loop

action.

This effect can be overcome, except

in extreme cases, by the use of a con

  

Fig. 3. Looking down on the top of the set, the inductance, dead-end switch, and

condenser can be seen

as another large section of the coil is

brought into circuit. In this way a

continual variation from the low wave

length obtained by the use of the series

condenser is slowly accomplished until

all of the small steps and all the large

steps of inductance are in use.

In Fig. 4 the large gear is clearly

shown. At the upper right-hand comer

is the gear which rotates the va

riable condenser. Down in the left

hand corner there' is a s_et of beveled

gears, to one of which is secured the

flexible shaft from the motor. The other

beveled gear is on the shaft which

drives, thru a spur gear, the large con

trolling gear. On this shaft, also, is

the switch arm for the small step

switch, the points of which are just

visible below the beveled gear.

Fig. 3 illustrates the tuning induct

ance and dead-end switches; it also

makes more clear the relation of the

driving gears.

Fitted to the shaft carrying the large

gear is a dial divided into 300 sections,

opposite which a calibration can be

made after the receiving is set up with

a particular antenna.

The manual control of the wave

length adjustment is rather interesting;

by pushing in the handle, the beveled

gear is disengaged from that on the

flexible shaft, so that the motor is not

rotated when the adjustment is con

trolled by hand.

LOOP ANTENNAS

(Continued from page 441)

effect of the loop;_that is, signals are

received electrostatically, as with an

denser made with two opposite semi

circular plates and one semi-circular

movable plate. By tuming the shaft,

the movable plate is brought over

either stationary one. The movable

 

TRANSMIT'l‘l.NG wrrn A LooP

The usual sending apparatus can be

used with a loop. The primary of the

oscillation transformer should be in se

ries with the condenser and spark gap,

with the spark coil across the gap. The

secondary of the oscillation transformer

goes to the terminals of the loop, with

a small condenser in one of the leads.

This should be adjustable, by some

means, for sharp tuning. A satisfac

tory method is to make up a variable

air condenser having a large separa

tion between the plates and heavy in

sulationl This can be shunted around

the fixed condenser.

When an audion transmitter is em

ployed, the loop can be tapped at the

middle and connected in a manner sim

ilar to that employed for the hetero

dyne wavemeter, described in the June,

1920, issue of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING.

Other circuits are shown in “Radio

Hook-Ups," by M. B. Sleeper.

Heavy wire is needed for the loop

winding. Using two or more wires in

parallel has been found satisfactory.

THE RADIO REGISTRY

All kinds of opportunities are coming

up in radio work, not only in the United

States but in foreign countries as well.

Men to fill these positions cannot be

located readily, but they will be found

through the Radio Register. The fol

 

Fig. 4. With the indicating dial removed, the switch segments are visible

plate is connected to the ground, one

fixed plate to one terminal of the loop

and the other plate to the other loop

terminal. By adjusting the position

of the movable plate with respect to

the fixed ones, the antenna effect and

resulting distortion can be balanced out.

lowing information, clearly written, is

needed for proper registration:

N-"me. Address. Engineer or Experi

menter. Age. Experience. Special quali

fications. Radio station owned, if any.

Address your letters to the Radio De

partment, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING.

. r
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HE immense value of model

making to engineering develop

ment was probably never better

illustrated than in the case of__the de

' signing of the very novel and interest

ing type of pneumatic drill illustrated

herewith and described in a recent issue

of the Model Engineer and Electrician

of London. The inventor and patentee

is Mr. Charles Desoutter, whose name

will be remembered as the constructor

of several successful compressed air

and CO2 power driven model aero

planes just before the war. It was

from experience gained in making the

small single and two cylinder engines

for these models that Mr. Desoutter

realized the possibilities in the improve

ment of the design of the pneumatic

drills in general use. .

The power of these small motors was

remarkable, bearing in mind the small

bore of the cylinders and light weight.

The same characteristics apply to this

new drill. It weighs only one pound,

fourteen ounces, and the cylinders, of

which there are five, are 7-16th in.

bore, yet there is sufficient power to

enable one to penetrate a V2-in. mild

steel plate with a M,-in. drill in 28

seconds.

The machine takes the form of a

cylinder 4 ins. long by 1§/3 ins. di

ameter, from which the chuck pro

trudes. This is grasped in the palm of

the hand and the air is controlled_by

a press button placed in the head of

the drill. Being so light and operated

by one hand it proves to be an enormous

time and labor saver for all types of

constructional work where it is incon

venient or impossible to employ a bench

drilling machine or the usual form of

breast drill. For the same power, the

electric or usual type of pneumatic

drills generally require two hands to

operate and consequently a second man

is often needed on the job to hold and

adjust the work being drilled.

The drill is wonderfully efficient

where the consumption of air is con

cerned, taking only four cubic feet per

minute at a pressure of 80 lbs. per sq.

in. It requires. only a small diameter

feed tube and is practically vibration

less. '

The drill essentially consists of the

casing, control, actuating mechanism,

bearing and drill chuck. The casing

is a steel tube within which the parts

are assembled, leaving only the control

button, the air connection and the chuck

protruding. This casing is knurled

for convenience of handling. The con

trol consists of a slide valve actuated

by a press button, which has automatic

return to the off position.

The actuating mechanism consists of

a block of five cylinder of 7-16th in.

bore and 1%th in. stroke, disposed

An Interesting Type of Pneumatic Drill

symmetrically with respect to a central

axis, and with their bores parallel to

one another (see Fig. 1). Within each

cylinder is a hollow piston, which has

two working faces on the lower end.

These fit a specially shaped cam, to be

described later. The working faces or

slides are cut spirally on a special ma

chine. The design of these pistons is

shown in accompanying plate.

The cam, shown at 3, is machined

from one piece of steel; incorporated

with it is the conical extension for the

. Air

3 ‘Confral

  

Cut showing small size of pneumatic drill

chuck; the central members of the ball

race; the double spiral working face

which produces the rotary motion; a

groove, the purpose of which is ex

plained later, and a keyed drive for the

valve. The cam is mounted so as to

rotate about the central axis, partly in

side the recessed portion of the cylinder

block. The pistons are operated in suc

cession, and controlled by a distribu

tion valve. It will be seen that on the

down stroke (which takes place whilst

the pistons are on the left-hand spiral

side of the cam) the cam will be given

a rotary motion in the usual direction

for drills. The pistons on the other, or

right-hand, spiral face will be pushed

upwards, the exhaust being operated by

the distributing valve.

This valve is of the rotary type and

is illustrated at 6. It works on the

circular valve face in the centre of the

cylinder head shown at 11. As each

piston reaches the top and then the

bottom of its stroke, the valve auto

matically admits air in the first case,

and permits the exhaust to take place

when the bottom of the stroke is

reached. This occurs with each cylin

der in succession. There being five

cylinders and pistons, a continuous mo

tion is thus given to the cam. At the

bottom of each stroke two small ports

are exposed in each cylinder, which

allow oil to he blown on to the cam face

and ball race. The purpose of the

groove previously referred to is to ac

commodate a pin protruding from the

extension of each piston. If the drill

is rotated by hand these pins cause the

pistons to follow the contour of the

cam. If the pins were not there the

pistons would be left at the top of the

stroke. ' ‘

The cylinder heads, valve face, inlet

and exhaust ports are all in one piece,

shown at 11. As previously mentioned

the valve is of the rotary type, thus

doing away with the loss of time in

separable from reciprocating valves.

The only working parts of this rotary

valve are the actual distributing faces,

and the wear on these parts is min

imized by the special device described

later. As explained, the valve works

in the cylinder head, and uneven wear

is prevented by making it integral with

a long stem reaching the length of the

cylinder block. The lower end of the

center stem is a sliding fit in a sleeve

which is keyed to the center of the

cam. The drive from the sleeve to the

valve stem is through a mechanical

lifting device which is balanced by the

pressure on the valve. This practically

eliminates friction on the valve face

and consequent wear.

The cam rotates in a large ball bear

ing of which it forms the central mem

ber. Two large diameter outer races

fitted with balls of ample size complete

the essentials of the bearing, which

hard practical testing has proved to

have an ample margin of strength and

wearing qualities for the work de

manded of it. The thin steel ring

shown at 5, is a distance piece clamped

between the outer races and forms the

only adjustment required. These are

in varying thickness by .0005 in. and

if the bearing requires adjustment a

thinner or thicker one is put in as the

case may be. Thus it will be seen that

the race can be taken apart and put

together again with a minimum of

trouble and no risk of mal-adjustment.

The internals of the drill are kept

in place by the screwed control valve

housing, 9, and the screwed disc, 10.

These screw at the top and bottom of

the steel casing respectively. The coni

cal end of the cam protrudes from the

lower end of the drill and is fitted with

a No. 1 Jacob’s chuck. This is kept

on by a taper-fit and screw.

A very important factor in the ef

ficiency of the drill as far as air con

sumption is concerned is the arrange

ment of employing one valve to control

five cylinders, thus reducing leakage to

a minimum. Loss of air is also pre

vented by having the valve parts di

rectly on top of each cylinder. Fric

tion on the valve face is reduced to an

insignificant amount because a balanc

ing device is provided. Another im

portant point is the .fact that the spe

cially shaped cam gives a longer effec
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tive piston stroke than can be produced

by a crank.

It will be observed that the form of

construction of the cylinder block pre

sents a means of getting the maximum

power in the smallest space practicable.

As they lie together, the cylinders of

course do not occupy anything like the

space of a motor _of the projecting cyl

inders type, nor is there any wasted

space. The original arrangement of

the cylinders gives great strength for a

minimum of metal, and the fact that the

cylinder heads, valve pockets, and inlet

and exhaust parts, are all in one part.

together with the employment of hollow

Three P/Sran,’in P/ace 1"-.
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waste air when it is laid down. .

Wear on the distributing valve and

valve faces is negligible, due both to

the balancing device and the combina

tion of metals used. The foregoing de

scription is of one particular machine

incorporating the Desoutter Patents in

pressure fluid operated drills and other

rotary tools. We understand that drills

of a larger capacity are now under con

struction and it is intended to apply

the principle to such other tools as

pneumatic spanners for motor car erec

tion ( with reduction wonn drive in the

head and reverse), tapping machines,

reaming machines. etc.

exists due to the great weight of the

water above them.

The diving amior illustrated is made

of steel and bronze and is so very heavy

that a derrick is required to raise and

lower this massive bulk into the water.

An eye is provided in the top of the

headpiece which engages the hook at

the end of the fall line.

With the ordinary form of diving ar

mor the water pressure is resisted by

intemal air pressure inside of the suit,

but as there is a limit to the amount of

air pressure that a man can resist, it

will be apparent that the depth to

which he can go depends entirely upon

5fee/ ofShell

ofDevice

P/in Bears ,
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Distance P/ece
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The Dcsoutter pneumatic drill mechanism shows how experience gained in model-making was applied in developing a practical tool

pistons, contributes to this end. Vibra

tion is practically eliminated by using

five instead of an even number of

' cylinders.

Experience has proved that wear is

practically negligible. The first ex

perimental model, after two years’ hard

use, showed no signs of wear on the

cam or piston slides, and the circum

ferential wear on the pistons was not

discernible. The control valve is of the

slide valve type, controlled by a push

button. There is no spring in the con

trol mechanism. The rod of the press

button acts as a piston, working

through a small leather gland, the

working pressure being used to force

this outwards, and thus automatically

closing the control valve. The drill

cannot therefore continue to work and

DEEP-SEA DIVING ARMOR

HE ordinary form of diving armor

generally used limits the diver’s

work to depths where the water pressure

will not be great enough to crush the

diver’s body, which receives but little

reinforcement from -the rubber material

of which the ordinary suit is composed,

unless it is distended with compressed

air. Many ships carrying rich cargoes

have been sunk in water that is much

too deep to be invaded by a diver in

the usual form of armor, because he

cannot work under too high air pres

sure. New forms of diving armor are

being constantly invented which give

the operator more protection and which

enable him to reach ships that are so

far down that a terrible water pressure

his powers of resistance to the air pres

sure. . If the diving armor itself is

structurally strong and can resist the

pressure, the diver can be supplied with

air at a very slight pressure, not much

above normal, that will pennit him to

work to much better advantage.

The armor shown was invented with

the main object in view of permitting

salvaging operations on the numerous

vessels that were sunk during the war

in water too deep to be reached by or

dinary means. Special clamps are pro

vided at the ends of the arm containers

which are worked from inside of the

armor. These are shaped so that or

dinary tools may be held and some

work done. At each side of the head

piece, above the breast, are two elec

tric lights which are intended to assist

F"
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in illuminating the parts of the vessel

on which the diver is to work.

The armpieces and legpieces are

movable, special joints being provided

for permitting some movement and at

the same time to keep out the water.

The suit is ribbed in order to increase

its stiffness without correspondingly

concentrated formaldehyde solution,

commercially known as formalin, to a

pint of water. Similarly, the proper

concentration of solium salicylate may

be obtained by dissolving three tea

spoonfuls of the pure chemical (a pow

der) to a pint of \vater.

An ordinary thin-walled drinking

 

Diving armor of great strength makes deep-sea diving practical

increasing the weight. As is usual, a

telephone is carried inside of the'armor

with which the diver communicates

with the persons above in charge of

the air machinery or other apparatus.

SOLUTIONS FOR KILLING

FLIES’

HE United States Government

makes the following suggestion for

the destruction of house flies: Formal

dehyde and solium salicylate are the

two best fly poisons.

to arsenic. They have their advantages

for household use. They are not a

poison to children; they are convenient

to handle, their dilutions are simple

and they attract the flies.

A formaldehyde solution of approxi

mately the correct strength may be made

by adding three teaspoonfuls of the

Both are superior .

glass is filled or partially filled with

the solution. A saucer, or small plate,

in which is placed a piece of white

blotting paper cut the size of the dish,

is put bottom up over the glass. The

whole is then quickly inverted, a match

placed under the edge of the glass and

the container is ready for use. As the

solution dries‘ out of the saucer the

liquid seal at the edge of the glass is

broken and more liquid flows into the

lower receptacle. Thus the paper is

always kept moist.

Other Simple Pf("l‘(’l1lt'U(?.\‘

Any odor pleasing to man is offen

sive to the fly and vice versa, and will

drive them away.

Take five cents worth of oil of lav

ender, mix it with the same quantity of

water, put in a common glass atomizer

and spray it around the rooms where

flies are. In the dining room spray it

5-=2?

lavishly even on the table linen. The

odor is very disagreeable to flies but

refreshing to most people.

Geranium,

and white clover are offensive to flies.

They especially dislike the odor of

honeysuckle and hop blossoms.

According to a French scientist, flies

have intense hatred _for the color blue.

Rooms decorated in blue will help to

keep out the flies.

Mix together one tablespoonful of

cream, one of ground black pepper and

one of brown sugar- This mixture is

poisonous to flies. Put in a saucer.

darken the room except one window

and in that set the saucer.

To clear the house of flies, burn py

rethrum powder. This stupefies the flies.

but they must be swept up and burned.

Borax is especially valuable around

farms and out of doors. One pound oi

borax to twelve bushels of manure will

be found desirable as a. poison without

injuring its manurial qualities or fann

stock. Scatter the borax over the

manure and sprinkle with water.

Lyre, chloride of lime, or copperas

(sulphate of iron) dissolved in water.

crude carbolic acid, or any kind of dis

infectant may be used in vaults.

In Milwaukee, advantage was taken of the

heavy ice formation in shallow water for

driving piles ifor port improvement. In the

place where they were to be driven, the water

was so shallow that to float pile drivers into

position dredging would have been required.

but in winter the water froze, and where it

was but a foot in depth, the ground be

neath it also froze. Timbers 12 inches square

were laid upon the ice and on these the pile

drivers and appurtenances were rolled out

into position. A hole for each pile was

started through the ice and frozen ground by

, a steam jet, this operation taking about 0

minutes. The piles were then driven with

complete success and with perfect alignment.

It is considered that the work done took half

the time that would have been required with

floating derricks. Some of the piles were

driven with a batter of 30°.

Among the German “erasatz” or substitu

tion experiments some of the most value were

those involving the use of steel for copper

or brass. Promising results are expected for

some uses from nitrogenized iron. If iron

is exposedat a proper heat to a current of

ammonical gas, the hydrogen of the ammonia

reduces any oxide of iron which may be

present and the nitrogen combines with the

iron, producing a metal of distinctive proper

ties which, it is thought, may prove avail

able for steam turbine vanes.

Experiments have been conducted in Eng

land with the Brikctt regenerative pro

peller for vessels. Naturally, a. propeller

inparts a whirl to the water in which it is

rotating and the regenerative propeller is a

fixed one, ~which, not rotating, and placed

behind the main propeller, takes much of

the whirl out of the water, thereby in

creasing the useful axial thrust of the ro

tating propeller. The largest vessel it has

been tried on so far is of 600 h. p. and it is

claimed that as much as 20 per cent of the

indicated h. p. may be saved by its use.

The regenerative propeller may be somewhat

less in diameter than is the main propeller.

mignonette, heliotrope l
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HARDENING FILES AND RASPS '

HE hardening of files is an inter

esting operation. Files are hardened

only, not drawn. They are heated in a

lead pot, and in reality there is a cer

tain amount of letting down the tem

per, for the files are removed from the

cooling bath before they are cold. The

files before hardening are coated with

some preparation to keep the lead from

sticking to the teeth. Whiting and

wood alcohol is one of the commonest

preparations though, due to the pres

ent high cost of the latter, water is now

used extensively for the mixture—the

water dries a little slower. Helpers or

boys dip the files in the mixture and

stand them up to dry, standing them

against heated racks. It is highly im

portant for the safety of the hardeners

that there be no trace of moisture on

the files when dipped. One of the most

efficient arrangements for this work is

a conveyor using a. wire mesh belt,

power driven, with the loading position

close to the coating tank and the deliv

ery at the lead pot. During its travel

the belt passes through a gas or steam

heated oven that is kept at a predeter~ ‘

mined heat for the assumed drying of ‘

the coating; the speed of travel is also

variable if necessary.

The files are suspended in the lead 1

by driving them in handles that in turn

are suspended from cross pieces over the ‘

pot. The hardener always has a suf

ficient number ahead to give all a

chance to heat thoroughly and slowly.

Under the best systems two men work

in a team and harden in the neighbor

hood of 300 dozen medium sized files

in a day, one man doing the dipping ,

and the other the straightening. The

old fashioned way was for one man to

do both these operations, and while he

did them well and rapidly the produc

tion was far less, due to the extra

movements he must make.

The lead, of course, is kept at a red

heat. Its surface is covered with pul

verized charcoal or other substance to

keep it from oxidizing. In connection

with the conveyor

above, a saving of fuel was discovered

in the files being so warm as they were

plunged——a file as \varm as could be

held in the hand would not chill the

lead to the extent that one of atmos

pheric temperature would—the heat re

quired to raise the file to a drying tem

perature was saved and utilized, mak

ing the process one of pre-heating as

well as drying.

Salt water is used for quenching the

heated files. It is a medium that has

not yet been superseded. The brine is

made very heavy; salt added to the 1

water until it will absorb no more. 5

This heavy quenching bath cools bet

ter than water alone because it does not

fly away from the plunged file as does A

(Continued on page 456)
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It takes but a moment—to mark the career of your choice,

sign your name, clip out and mail.

Yet that simple act has started more than two million men

and women toward success.

In city, town and country all over the world men are living

contented lives in happy, prosperous homes—because they

clipped this coupon.

In every line of business and industry, in shops, stores, offices,

factories, in mines and on railroads, men are holding important

positions and receiving splendid salaries—because they clipped

this coupon.

Clerks have become sales, advertising and business managers,

mechanics have become foremen, superintendents and engi

neers, carpenters have become architects and contractors,

men and boys have risen from nothing at all to places

of responsibility——because they clipped this coupon.

You have seen it in almost every

magazine you have looked at for years.

An while you have been passing it by

more than ten thousand men and women

each month have been making it the first

stepping stone to real success in life .

Willvyou still turn away from oppor

tunity . Can you still go on, putting in

your days at the same rind, getting the

same pay envelope wit the same insuf

ficien sum, trying to keep up the con

stant fi ht against a soaring cost of

living, w en such a little thing can be

the means of changing your whole life ?

You can have the osition you want

in the work you like host, a salary that

will give you and your family the home,

the comforts, the little luxuries you

would like them to have. No matter

what your age, your occupation, your

education, or your means—you can do it!

All we ask is the chance to prove it.

That's fair, isn't it? Then mark and

mail this coupon. There's no obligation

and not a penny of cost. It's a little thing

that takes but a moment, but it’s the

most important thing you can do today.

DO it now !
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We’re Prompt!

You don't have to wait from three wool“ to three

months, for the nppnrntul you order. On everything

except nppnrntus specially constructed to order, you ll

 

have the benefit of

Shipment Guaranteed Within Twenty-Four Hours

’ Audions and Amplifiers

batteries:—

  

ltuliun marble

b n n a , with

a o l i d ollvor

 

the lighter medium; it makes better

contact with the file just as the liquid

lead in the heating pot makes a far bet

ter contact than would the coals of a

fire.

Files are subject to bending or warp

ing in the cooling bath just as other ar

ticles of carbon steel and for the same

reasons, though system and quantity

production and supervision have elimi

10'AmPere nated to an extent many of the causes

_ Rem Kg of warping, against which the hardener
A“d‘°" C°““'°l ‘:22 M t d y of a few odd pieces must battle. The

without bulb or °““ ° °‘ straightener has been mentioned and

his duties are to correct the worst of

I Step Amplifier

without Detector.$28

with Detector . . .$33

Z Step Amplifier

Without Detector.$45

with Detector . . .$5O

the crookedness which occurs after due

precautions have been taken in manu

facture, delivering a file that is com

mercially straight.

To the blacksmith, the idea of

straightening a piece which is glass

hard and not drawn seems an impossi

bility. It-is a trick of the file trade,

and so well acquired that the straight

ener rarely breaks a file. While the file

  

i s h e d in

brushed broil

or n i c k e l .

Absolutely DO

side play in

this Key. A

great big apo

cial at $6.50

b n r contnct

p 0 int 0 , fin

pollpnld. l
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Rf,‘,li‘°‘,’ "3"" ' ' ' 514 is yet warm, before it entirely ceases to
Cg:-$3‘,-lg?-},|,§; The Rad“) Engineering Co' Nfiflh cilwfl sizzle it is withdrawn and quickly in

Riehrhond, vs. Balt|m°l'e, Md- S17?“ spected; if a crook shows up, the file is
    

bent the required amount and cooled

in a way that will fix this shape perma

nently. For this purpose the workman

uses a fiat brush which he dips in a

tank of water and applies to the side

of the file that he wishes to contract.

Half round files are the most trouble

some in hardening because of the un

equal area of surface and the back. To

overcome this the hardener bends the

file slightly before he dips it in the

brine, an amount which his experience

tells him will be needed to counteract

the “draw” of the greater cooling sur

face on the back. The hardening proc

ess leaves a very slight oxidization and

there is a little grit left from the coat

ing, all of which must be removed to

make a neat appearing file. Stiff

brushes are used for some of this work

but the great volume of files are cleaned

in a steam cleaning device, which shoots

a spray of steam, water and a little of

the finest sand against the surface of

the files.

Rasps are made of a low grade of

steel, primarily because steel of higher

carbon will not stand the bending and

compression which a rasp tooth must

without breaking. So low in carbon is

this steel that only the thin points of

the teeth harden at all, but this is suf

ficient for the work rasps have to do.

They are cut with a round nose chisel

this leaves a half round gouge in the

fiat surface of the blank and the metal

thus thrown up forms the tooth, the end

of the chisel making the straight side.

Formerly rasp teeth were cut by hand

by the workman, who sat before a bench

on which the rasp was strapped down

and who used a hand chisel which he

drove by a short-handled hammer hav

(Concluded on page 457)
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The only practical adapter
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ing a peculiar bludgeon-shaped head I

weighing several pounds. The work

man spaced the teeth by eye, a wonder

fully regular piece of work. The rasp

cutting machine now entirely replaces

the handwork. In finishing, the tops of

the teeth are evened off by a grinding

machine, which passes across the sur- |

face of the rasp.-—Canadian Black- ‘

smith.

ARTIFICIAL GLACIERS IN 'l‘Hl-I

HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS

O secure a permanent supply of

water in the form of a glacial

stream, the inhabitants of the Karako

rum Range of the Himalayas proceed

as follows: A high point in a valley

is selected and a.species of dam is built

across it. Alternate layers of straw,

pine tree needles, charcoal and the like

are laid across the valley in the sum

mer and just before snow is to be ex

pected a lot of coarse gravel is put on

top. The snow which accumulates back

of the structure is covered in the early

spring with straw and on this a layer

of earth is placed. This is kept up

for five or six years, and eventually a

glacier is formed, which will last for

forty years, giving a constant stream

all summer long as well as in the win

ter months, if it is not too cold.

STRANGE USE FOR SHEARS

NE of the strange aftennaths of

the war is noted in a request re

cently received by an American shear

maker from a firm in Korea for quo

tations on shears to be used in cutting

the tusks of hippopotamus, with the

added injunction from them that, as

the shears were to be used while the

animals sleep, they must be really sharp

ones and capable of quick action. The

general conclusion of the man in the

street would seem to be that the aver

age maker would prefer to manufac

ture the shears than be called upon

to use them.

TESTING THERMOMETERS

WITH MOLTEN METAL

NEW thermometer comparator has

been devised by the U. S. Bureau

of Standards that is electrically heated

and that utilizes stirred molten metal to

secure uniformity of temperature.

The distribution of temperature is

uniform to an infinitely small calcula

tion of 0.1 degree C over a length of

approximately 35 centimeters, from a

point 10 centimeters below the top of

the bath.

The thermometers are encased in thin

closed-end steel tubes which are dipped

into the molten metal. Scientists have

pronounced the newly designed compar

ator as quite efficient for the testing of

thermometers in the interval 300 to 550

degrees C. The Bureau of Standards

contemplates frequent use of the ma

chine in the pointing and testing of

thermometers by manufacturers.

 

  

AUDIOTRON

The Original Tubular Vacuum Detector, Amplifier, Oscillator

~',_;“’,"?'~’*'" NOW FREE FROM

ALL RESTRICTIONS

Dealers and Amateurs I-—

AUDIOTRONS, recognized as the

most sensitive detectors ever pro

duced, are now licensed under

Fleming Patent No. 803684 to be

used only for amateur and experi

mental uses in radio communica

tion. _They are no longer limited

to audio frequency and can now be

used as detectors and oscillators

as well as amplifiers.

All patent questions have been

definitely settled. Vacuum tube

patents are basic and have been

sustained by the Federal Courts.

Be sure to get genuine AUDIO

TRONS. They outclass any other

form of detector and are absolute

ly free from all legal restrictions

or difliculties. These new uses

make it even more necessary to in

sist on the genuine. You can al

ways tell a real AUDIOTRON by

the name stamped plainly on the

ass. '

nsist on the name AUDIOTRON

on every tube you purchase. Fully

guaranteed by the AUDIOTRON

lMfg). C0. (Read the guaranty be

(l'i'£'.
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Your last cliance for an

AUDIOTRON ""‘"""‘* DETECTORfilament

Manufacturing reasons mske it im ossible to

continue the present hand made AU IOTRON.

This type hss s double filament of special

thorium tungsten snd the opersting life is

over 2,000 hours. No special socket is re

quired. The electrical snd mechsnicsl dimen

sions result in s hesvy plate current and

corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage

under 40. '

The few thousand that will still be produced,

will be of the ssme stsndsrd of excellence

that hss chsrscterized every AUDIOTRON.

Alresdy recognised ss the rnost sensitive de

tector on the msrket, these few that still

remsin, with all restrictions on amateur use

lifted, sre undoubtedly the greatest oppor

tunity ever offered to amateur rsdio operators.

See your dealer st once or order direct. Be sure

to benefit b this lsst opportunity to secure

s hsnd ms e super-sensitive double filsment

AUDIOTRON Detector, Amplifier, Oscillstor.

$6.00 ouch

No lneroan in ri_co

The AUDIOTRON Ext: usive Guaranty.

Each and every AUDIOTRON is gusrsnteed

to arrive in good condition and to prove fully

sstisfsctory. Re lsceinent of

tubes will be ms e free of char e. The only

tube satisfactory enough to stsn s guarantee.

AUDIOTRON MFG. COMPANY I>=P=-\' Lick B-“ding

(Successors to the AUDIOTRON Sales Co.) Sen Francisco, California

Dealers—

Get in touch with the AUDIO

TRON Mfg. Co. st once. We

will give you full information

about settlement of all patent

difficulties. You will also be

interested in our new proposi

tion for wide swslre dealers.

After the present supply is ex

hsusted, new types of AUDIO

TRON, msnufsctured entirely

by machinery, will be offered

for ssle. Our extensive adver

tising during the Fall will es

tsblish definitely the superiority

of the AUDIOTRON and will

creste new slles for you. Be

sure to take sdvsntsge of our

full co-operation st once. Pre

psre to cssh in on the AUDIO

TRON reputation, established

since 1915.

unugi|f;¢g°|-y Write us today for lull details.

 

 

 

 

  

  

MAKE YOUR OWN REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

USE WILCOX VARIOMETER PARTS

I“ - SET N0. TWO con

talns all parts for

varlometer including s

3" dial.

Prlco $5.00 Postpsld

SET N0. ONE con

tains carefully turned

wooden parts as 11

lustrated.

Price $2.50 Postpaid
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RADIO

Mail Order Service

Our claim of “Personal Service to the Consumer” has been more than upheld and

we have pleased our many clients by our prompt and courteous attention to their

wants.

Our early success along these lines, has prompted us to establish a Mail Order Depart

ment, so that out-of-town Radio Men can realize and feel the strength of our service

and know that when they order a piece of apparatus they can get it at once and not

have to wait until it is manufactured or otherwise secured. We carry a complete

stock and list some of the more important instruments below:

AUDION CONTROL PANELS

Radio Craft detector unit . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$I5.00

Radio Craft 2 step amplifier . . . . . . . 50.00

Radio Craft detector and 2 step amplifier 70.00

RORA Grebe detector unit . . . . . . . . . . . .. il.00

RORH Grebe detector unit with batteries I7.00

1’ 400 De Forest Unit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l2.00

P 401 De Forest Unit, with oak finished

cabinet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l4.75

P 402 De Forest Unit with 40 Volt "B"

Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22.00

P500 De Forest Audion, Ultra Audion,

complete with 40 V. “B" Battery.... 25.00

DETECTORS (Crystal)

RPDB Grebe Single . . . . . . . . . .

D101 De Forest with crystal .

  . $2.75

. 2.80

AMCO Crystal Detector . . . . . .. l.75

Tested galena crystals mounted ready for

use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

GRIDLEAKS

Marconi complete with holder and leak. . $l.00

  

  

BUZZERS

55 Mesco Buzzer . . . . . . . .. . $2.25

Century Buzzer .. . 2.25

251 Nickelplated .. .00

CONDENSERS

General Radio 182A...

C. V. 500 De Forest ..

366 Murdock . . . . . ..

  

  

367 Murdock . . . . . . . .. 4.75

368 Murdock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.75

F800 Clapp Eastham . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.50

F800 A Clapp Easthnnl . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.50

SOCKETS

156 General Radio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $|.75

550 Murdock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. L00

S.1. Radio Service. . .. . . . . . . . . . . l.20

R300 De Forest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.50

HOT WIRE AMMETERS

General Radio No. 127 0-1 or 0-2% Am

peres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5.00

Roller Smith 0-21/2 Amperes . . . . . . . . . .. 7.00

Extra Shunts .05 Amp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .75

 

 

ROCA Grebe Condenser and leak . . . . . .. 1.60 MB" BA’;-|'ER]§

LOOSE CQUPLERS 506 Amer. Eveready 2259 V. 1,0 Amp. . .. $3.50

Arnold sooo meter loose coupler .s22.so ~623 5"3}1<1,§'% 22‘/=1 ‘- gig
(YE F673 3000 meter coupler. . . . . l4.00 7625 Bv xatbtler es { 3.25

Signal No. R21 3000 meter couple l0.50 cyclone 22% ‘$035 es Amp I-no

()sC[|__LATlQN TRANSFORMERS 9281 Cyclone 221,3; \'. 10 Amp . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

International TXL—100A . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$|6.75 AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS

Signal R13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |0.lJ0 _-\cm9_gpeclnlly mounted _ _ . . . . . . , . . _ , $5_g0

463 M dArl§TF;1§gAmsdvsv1T§°li1rl§w $4 so i.~‘£.'.‘1.»°.;“&’I.‘.‘.’.".“f‘:“?.::::::::::.....::..: ‘#158
urocswcsn upF658 Clapp.Eastham, three pole with _ Druo LATERAL COILS -

bakelite antenna post . . . . . . . . . .. I2.50 L 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ ' - ‘ ~- 5 -9°

AMPLIFIERS 50

BORE Grebe single step audio frequency 75

amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$23.00 100

ROBJ Grebe 2 step amplifier with vanl 150

switch control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45.00 200

ROBG Grebe detector and one step am- 25o.___

pllfler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43.00 300. .

RORD Grebe detector and two step il.Il1- 400,,

pllfler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65.00 ' 500..

Radio Craft Co." two step amplifier . . . . . . 50.00 l 600. .

Radio Craft Co. detector and two step ‘ 750..

amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70.00 l 1000 . . . . . .

P200 De Forest two step amplifier with 1250 , _ , _ _ _ ,_

"B" Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70.50 . 1500 _ _ , , , . _ , . . _ _ ,. _ , , _ _ , . . _ _ . . ..

HONEY COMB COILS

L. 25 . . . . . . .. SL40 L. 100 . . . . . . .. $I.70 L. 300 . . . . . . .. $2.i0 L. T50 . . . . . . .. $2.80

35 . . . . . . .. l.45 150 . . . . . . .. L80 400 . . . . . . .. 2.25 1000 3.00

50 . . . . . . .. l.52 200 . . . . . . .. |.90 500 . . . . . . .. 2.40 1250 . . . . . . .. 3.35

75 . . . . . . .. l.60 250 . . . . . . .. 2.00 600 . . . . . . .. 2.65 1500 . . . . . . .. 3.60

lnstrumellts and parts listed above will be sent postpaid to any part of the United Staten.

Our word 0! honor to you is our guarantee.

CONTINENTAL RADIO

J. Di BLASI, Secretary

Dept. F-6

 

  

No. 7623—Price $1.35

6 WARREN STREET

Let us prove it.

AND ELECTRIC CORP.

J. STANTLEY, Treasurer

NEW YORK

Ask Your Dealer for these

“Standard Products”

Miniature Jack and Plug—Price $1.50 Per Dozen

RICHTER & BYRNE, Manufacturers

I98 Roebling St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pacent Electric Co., Inc., Sole Eastern Agents

 

150 Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

 

I 7ShouldI yoil know of a worthy young marl desirous of obtaining

good technical education and making a good future for himself refer

IIITI to our announcement on page 474 of this number.

  

MAKING PAINT LOOK LIKE

ENAMEL

O make white paint look like

enamel; take a piece of caustic

soda, the size of marble and dissolve

thoroughly in half a wineglassful of

spirits of turpentine, and add this to a

2-lb. tin of white zinc paint; stir well,

and it is ready for use. VVhen dry, it

will be found to have a glossy surface

which almost equals enamel.

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF TIM

BER CUT FROM LIVE AND

DEAD TREES

REJUDICE exists in certain quar

ters against the use of timber cut

from dead trees, and some purchase

specifications insist that only timber cut

from live trees will be acceptable. As

a matter of fact when sound dead trees

are sawed into lumber, and the weath

ered or charred outside is cut away.

there is no method known to the For

est Products Laboratory by which the

lumber can be_ distinguished from that

cut from live trees, except that the lum

ber from dead trees may be partly

seasoned when sawed.

All the information available at the

laboratory indicates that timber cut

froln insect or fire-killed trees is just

as good for any structural purpose as

that cut from live trees of similar qual

ity, providing the wood has not been

subsequently injured by decay or fur

ther insect attack. If a tree stands on

the stump too long after it is killed,

the sapwood is likely to become de
cayed-orilladly infested by wood-boring

insects; and in time the heartwood also

will be similarly affected. The same

thing is true of logs cut from live trees

and not properly cared for. Until the

wood becomes affected by these destruc

tive agents, dead tree wood should be

just as strong and just as durable as

sound live tree wood.

In considering the subject it may be

useful to remember that the heartwood

of\a living tree is entirely dead, and

in the sapwood only zl comparativel_v

few cells are living. Most of the wood

cut from trees is dead, therefore, re

gardless of whether the tree itself is liv

ing or not. Such being the case, pur

chase specifications, instead of provid

ing that material must not be from dead

trees, should state that material show

ing evidence of decay or insect infesta

tion exceeding a specified limit will not

be accepted.

 

EASY METHOD OF CLEANING

A CLOCK

HEN a clock stops it is a mis

take to suppose that it must at

once be taken to the workshop for

repairs. In most cases clocks cease

running because of the accumulation

of dust particles which clog the bear

ings. It is not even needful to take

Please mcllfiorl EVERYDAY E.\'(2INEERl.\IG l\l.\GAZ1XI-I
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the clock to pieces to clean it if a simple

plan outlined in the Scientific American

is followed which will be found to work

very well. Soak a piece of cotton wool

in kerosene and place this in a small

saucer, a canister lid, or anything simi

lar. Then put this in the case of the

clock under the works. Close up, and

at the end of twenty-four hours, ex

amine the cotton wool. It will be found

to be covered with black specks; these

are the dust particles brought down

by the fumes of the kerosene. Wind

the clock up and it will start away

again. Where the works of the clock

are in an enclosed case a few drops of

kerosene should be poured through the

small hole which is present in the metal

covering. Tum the clock about a while

 

so that the kerosene is distributed and i

after an interval, it is extremely likely

that the works will commence their

normal operations again.

A I\'O.\'-REMOVABLE SCRE\\'

SIMPLE suggestion is given in the .

cut for holding a screw in a place

inaccessible for the hand. The screw

is stuck through a piece of cardboard,

such as a strip of a visiting card, and

held thus in any corner or other awk

ward place; it is started with a screw

driver, and the instant it has taken

Holding Screw

in Place Hard

lo Reach.

$17

screw with head so

i+ can be screwed in

one direction only.

.4 simple method 0] starting a screw shown

in upper illustration and a non-removabl.‘

screw depicted below it

hold the paper is pulled away and

the screw is driven h_ome by turning it

as usual. Another clever idea is shown

in the next cuts, it is a screw which

cannot be unscrewed. The slot is filed

away, as shown, so that the screw

driver can only take hold in one direc

tion, as shown, this direction is the

driving one. An attempt to withdraw

it will fail, because the screw-driver

will slip around, as it evidently can

not get any grip on the angular faces.

 

J
i
i

l

l

I
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RADIO PROGRESS
  Progress in Radio means the efficient

elimination of unnecessary, old and

inefificient apparatus and in producing

instruments full of life and vigor,

quality, workmanship and service;

something necessary to the modern

station of today; something that is an

improvement over the old methods:

Ti“ A. R. Co.

Amplifying Transformer

is distinctly a step forward, a step

toward the goal of efficiency. In de

signing this piece of apparatus, par

ticular reference was given to the

correct ratio of impedence and turns

between primary and secondary.

Another feature which makes this

transformer a desirable piece of ap

paratus, is the simple but very effec

tive mounting of Bakelite strips, supporting the laminated closed core and coil,

which allow for quick mounting in case or on panel. -

The_primary and secondary leads are indicated by engraving on the bakelite

The price does not do justice to the reliability and high service quality of

A-4 Amplifying Transformer, list price $5.00

does not include carrying charges on one pound or duty paid for use in Canada.

RADISCO AGENTS carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look for the Radisco trade

mark on all parts you buy and he sure of getting eflicient apparatus.

a few of the reliable firms who carry Radisco products; A. R. C0.

Amplifying Transformers and are our agents for all other standard apparatus of merii.

COMMUNICATE YOUR WANTS TO THEM

mounting strips.

this product.

Below are llSlt'(

ALBANY, N. Y.

E. L. Long,

ZI Magnolia Terrace.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Independent Radio Supply Co.,

118 South New Jersey Ave.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Radio Engineering Co.,

614 North Culvert St.

BEINVILLE, QUEBEC, CAN.

Canadian Radio Mfg. Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

-Atlantic Radio Co.,

88 Broad Street.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Kelly 8: Phillips Electric Co.,

312 Hatbunh Avenue.

BRONX, NEW YORK

Amateur Wireleu Equipment Co.,

1390 Prospect Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Chicago Radio Laboratories,

1316 Carmen Avenue.

EUREKA, PEORIA,

ILLINOIS

Klaus Radio Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

McCreary Radio Supply,

Fourth and Delaware Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

The Wireless Shop,

511 West Washington St.

MONTREAL, CAN.

.I. B. Miller,

1600 Hutchison St.

MeKEESPORT, PA.

K. & L. Electric Co.,

427 Olive Street.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

L. A. Rose,

I21 Camp Street.

NEWARK, N. J.

A. H. Corwin & Co.,

4 West Park Street.

NEWCASTLE, PA.

Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. Co.,

507 Florence Ave. “8HA"

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Philadelphia School of Wireless

Telegraphy,

Broad and Cherry Streets.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Rhode Island Elec. Equip. Co.,

45 Washington Street.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Radio Electric Co.,

3807 Fifth Avenue.

SEATTLE, WASH.

Northwest Radio Service Co.,

609 Fourth Avenue.

SCRANTON, PA.

Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,

P. 0. Box 3

Branch 8 Kingshury St.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Electric Service Co.,

585 Armory Street.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

The Benwood Specialty Co.,

3424 Olive Street.

TORONTO, ONT., CAN.,

The Vimy Supply Co.,

585 College Street.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

National Radio Supply Co.,

808 9th St., N. W.

WICHITA, KAN.

The Cosradio Co.,

I725 Fairmount Ave.

Responsible Dealers: Write for interesting sales proposition on

Radisco apparatus

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with

: Newark, New JerseyRADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
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RADIO ‘APPARATUS

Distributors of reliable Radio

apparatus for experimenters

I in every branch of the Radio

field!

"Pittsco"

The sign

of

service.

  

Honey-Comb Coils

LITZENDRAHT WIRE. (While they iaat.)

  

LL-75 330-1030 meters . . . . . . . . . . .. SLED

LL-100 450-1400 " .. $|.70

LL—150 660-2200 " . $2.00

LL-200 930-2850 " . $2.l0

LL-250 1800-4000 " $2.30

LL-300 1550-4800 " . $2.50

LL-400 2050-6300 “ . $2.80

LL-600 4000-12000 " . $3.00

LL-750 5000-15000 " . . . . .. $3.20

LL—l000 6200-19000 " . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.50

LL-I250 7000-21000 “ . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.90

liiI8ote:—These are the genuine DeForest iitz

co .

Transmitting Condensers

(Duhllier)

Type Watts Cap Price

D-100 250 .007 . . . . . . . . . . .. $19.00

D-101 500 .007 . . . . . . . . . . .. $30.00

D402 1000 .007 . . . . . . . . . . . . $45.00

D-103 1000 Spec. .007 . . . . . . . . . . . . $50.00

D-150 For C. W. or spark coil trans

mitters, .0024 M1, 8000

volts . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . 8 5.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Transmitting Transformers

(New Type Acme)

  

Acme 250 Watt mounted . . . . . . . . . . .. $I8.00

" 250 " unmounted . . . . . . . . .. $l3.00

" 500 " mounted . . . . . . . 22.00

“ 500 " unmounted . . . . . . . . .. l8.00

“ 1000 " mounted . . . . . . . . . . .. 33.00

“ 1000 " unmounted . . . . . . . . .. $28.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Continuous Wave, Power

Transfonners

(For Wireless Telephone)

Acme 200 Watt C. W. Power trans.

unmounted.... . $i6.00

" 200 “ C. W. Power trans.

mounted . . . . . .. $20.00

" 50 " C. W. Power trans.

mounted . . . . . . . $|5.00

" 50 “ C. W. Power trans.

unmounted..... $i2.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Modulation Transformers

(Fer Wireless Telephone)

kcme A-3 unmounted . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .. $4.50

" A-3 semi-mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5.00

" A-3 mounted . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Quenched Gaps

0-1 1 K. W. type . . . . . . . . . ..s-20.75

" c-2 1,4 K. w. type ......... .. $13.35

0-3 14 K. w. type......... .. $13.50

.7. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

rnportant! Every article sent to

my part of the U. S. A. Postage

rrepaid. We want your busi

ness. Send 6 cents in stamps for

new catalog.

1". D. PITTS CO., Inc.

.2 Park Square Dept. F.

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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Indicating

Q UAL IT Y

 
 

The Corwin

Indicating Dial

recognized by Radio Men as a

popular and needy addition to

any set, has been further im

proved and now comes in two

sizes, three inches and three and

seven-eight inches in diameter.

This larger dial (3%; in.) fills

the general demand for an indi

cator to fit the standard one-quar

ter inch shaft; quality and work

manship better than ever.

3 in. dial only, 75c.

W i t ll ls n 0 b $1.30

37$ in. dial only, $1.00

with lrnoh $1.70

Sent postpaid anywhere.

I1‘HillI!IllIiliil1III1![iIlIlllllillilllIllllllllill[IlllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllHilllillllIlIll1llllII1IIIlllIIIIIIIllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllll

  

For sale at all Radisco

Agencies

Ten cents brings our latest cata

log to you, describing the above

dial and all standard radio ap

paratus.

A. H. CORWIN & C0.

Dept. F5, 4 West Parlr Street

NEWARK, N. J.

lllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIllllIIIIIIIllIlllllIllIlllIllllllllllllIIllHillIllllllllllllIlllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllll

  

lllilll

  

511llllllllllllllllIllIIllIIIIIIiIIlIlIIIIIIllIlIIlIl1IIlIIIlIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllillzlllzlhlllillfillig

“POROX”
"Trade Marl“

High grade Batteries made up in

single transparent Celluloid and

Pyralin cells for model and radio

work.

Special Batteries made to order

also duplicating of foreign bat

teries.

 

 

 

Prices on request.

ALBERT MULLER

8758 Queens Boulevard

Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.

  

  

  

 

 

ADJUSTING SPRING DIES

READER has had difficulty in

adjusting spring dies. That is to

say, from his description, he tightened

up only one of the adjusting screws and

so broke the die. He assumes that the

adjusting screws should be only tight

ened up sufficiently to hold the die in

collet or stock. There is, however, con

siderably more in the matter than this,

and perhaps a. note on how to adjust

such dies will be of help to not a few.

There are several types of circular

die capable of a fine adjustment, of

which the most general is the spring

die. This type of die is not an adjust

able die so-called. An adjustable die

is a spring die having a self-contained

adjustment which is generally the sub

ject of a patent. These usually are

made so that, when free of adjustment,

they spring to under size, and have,

therefore, some kind of grub screw, set

screw, or bolt, which opens them out to

size and maintains them at that size.

The device is part of the die. To use

such dies it is only necessary to fasten

them in a collet, stock, or even a chuck,

which in all cases prevents them spring

ing open further under cut, and they

can then be removed from the holder

and put back again, with the assurance

that they will cut to the set size again

without any readjustment. This is be

cause they cannot be closed in any

further on account of the locking action

of their self-contained adjustment.

'11:. 11111111”?/7

/C

Fig. 1. Diagram showing method of adjust

ing spring die:

The spring die relies for its means

of adjustment on several screws (usu

ally three), which are part of the holder

and may be therefore part of a collet, or

stock. . It is one of these which is under

consideration. Fig. 1 is a sketch show

ing this kind of adjustment wherein, at

the top, a section of the collet, stock, or

other kind of holder is given, in which

the die is shown in edge elevation. The

centre view is on the face of a spring

die, which is in its holder. This die has

three cutting edges, whereasthe view at

the bottom shows a similar die having

four cutting edges, to which the same

particulars as to adjustment apply.

These dies are made split, as at C in

the bottom view, and are hardened and

tempered all over to a degree necessary

(Continued on page 462)
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THE G. A. TIME RECEIVER
Has a wave length range from 200 to 2500 Meters

 

  

A complete portable crystal receiver furnished in a satin Flemish oak-finished cabinet,

with hinged cover, snap catch and carrying handle.

Very sharp tuning for a set of this type is obtained on all wavdcngths by using a

single layer solenoid type inductance with taps divided to eliminate dead end effects and yet

secure selectivity. A nifty universal adjusted detector with a standard Army-Navy type

Arlington tested galena crystal puts the signals in the head set with the highest intensity

and a permanency of adjustment that is appreciated. A hynote buzzer with push allows

detector setting to be easily obtained when set is used in the field. Additional binding posts

for a key incorporates the advantage of buzzer code practice. A set that comes to you

complete in itself and with materials for a G. A. standardized long range antenna as well

as a pair of 2,000-ohm Murdock No. 55 Telephones for

$ 25.°_°

SEND Jc STAMP FOR G. A. BULLETIN OF RADIO AND MODEL SUPPLIES

BUY YOUR OPEN UNTIL

SUPPLIES AT NINE 0'CLOCK

THE G. A. EVERY

STORE . . EVENING

"rm-: GENERAL APPARATUS COMPANY i _ _
4310-A aaoanwar AT raa-a s'r|u=.|-:'r NEW YORK cm! s"""’ “‘ W """ '° "’ '

  

  

   

Q.S.T.deA§=

LET'S SING

(TUNE, Battle Hymn of the Republic)

Mine ears have heard the signals

From a dozen different lands,

From Greenland's icy mountains

To Sahara's burning sands;

From the land of cherry blossoms

To where Mount Sorata stands.

And I've learned a thing or two.

CHORUS

Q. R. X., I’m going to tell you.

Q. R. X., I'm going to tell you,

Q. R. X., I'm going to tell you,

How you can get them, too.

  

Radio

Accessories

Are the Recognized

STANDARDS for Their

Respective Uses.

BULLETIN 102 W.A.

Gives full description. Be

sides it contains valuable

information on

AMPLIFICATION

of Radio Signals

Send 6c in Stamps today and

receive this Bulletin.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH CO.

1756 Elmwood Avenue

BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

This spasm continued next month. Watch our ads, they are “different."

So are our instruments. It's to our mutual advantage to get acquainted.

"You may pay more, but you can't buy better."

  

DEALERS: If you don't stock Ace equipment you are missing a good line.

TI-IE PRECISION EQUIPMENT COMPANY

  

2437 Gilbert Ave., Dept. B Cincinnati, Ohio

  

 
  

That Radio Instrument

when you are looking for some distinct part of a radio station and you;

have been unable to locate it elsewhere, come to us and you will find it

here, anything in radio that is a necessity, we have it.

 

 

Apparatus of all responsible manufacturers, whose quality and service have been A~ csproven. And all methods hr sonnectln and ramn~

> clear IBII lll (ho ELI ICAL W0

Here are some of the Instruments kept in stock: ""1" - U 1‘-lillfllfll Wish dfllllfld Gflflllllllll

. ,. ovary rewlndlng an reoonnectIn| poblqn.
IE2 R:I:;’r:_Of‘k.L|:ll;rl:'! SwI:I‘l§§hP".P"°:|II)::%|:lI/l::X?'.ALB Illll Mlchllld SHOW. find gl uni

|.m'- <':¢u:|m. isIooI s|u.oo. s|s.oo. s|a.oo. sntui-| Poiltl. in-.' toé. izé and 201:. I¥;‘f’e'f';§_'_'t}'_'§'_‘j,'j",,,f;§‘_“ “'°° °"" "“" “"1" "

Tll‘ll3|'Igz.COl|l. 4.000 Ietors $4.75; L250 Isters. HENRY F_ BOSSHART

nut-noes Variable Ooadonsen. .oo| ma. $4.75: All rm v/mlm Press Books. 9- °- 3" 5' """\'"' 3"-. """'""'Il- "III

.0005, $3.75. Marconi VT Bulbs. $7.00: Socket lor Same, L50.

DeForest Varlahls Condensers Always On Hand. Murdock VT Socket. $l.00: DeForost Tyne. l.50.

Flxed Condensers. .002 ltd. 700: .003. 901:. Western Eloctrlo Phones, $l2.D0.

Oselllstlon Transtermer (Iurdoelt Tyne). $5.00. Complete Qtock of Del-'orest, Murdock and Grebe

Llgltlln Switch. 800 V-I00 A|n|.. $6.94. Manufacture.

Swltoh sluts. 3/l6"x3/I8". Threaded Shank with Loads of other Avlaratus on Hand.
~-~=-=- I A NEW DETECTOR

The above list does not do justice to our complete stock and it c_ann_ot be appreciated

unless you send for our catalog, which will he sent to all who wish it upon receipt of nil "3 ‘ml? .b:"“,','£1 "_'h.‘“Pb:‘°‘.E§ 2%‘-null‘,

by till

10°‘ -, la used for Poaltlon and Pressure. Instantly adluslable

‘ to any not on the uysul. Prlos Inoludos tasted ealna.

AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE COMPANY T ,"P'.,,,.‘R_%._“’ ”" "“ "-‘°' ”'" ‘ '“ "' ‘ ‘"*

DEPT. EM., zss FULTON STREET NEW YORK cmr - 1"" '"“' '°' '"'°'""'"°" -"4 "-1

‘rm-: BARWICK RADIO SUPPLY co.

Djrltannla Ava. Hamilton, Ont., Can
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C W
ACME APPARATUS

POWER TRANSFORMERS

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS

FILAMENT HEATING TRANSFORMERS

11/2 HENRY CHOKE COILS

ACME C. W. POWER TRANSFORMERS are designed for use with rectifying

tubes for supplying D. C. voltage and current and for heating filaments.

. . T t , M t d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$20.00WET: TTEEZIS:-lizi, Ciii-‘en Snd Coil Assembled . . . . . .. 16.00

50 Watt C. W. Power Transformer, Mounted . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00

50 Watt C. W. Power Transformer, Core and Coil Assembled . . . . . . . . 12.00

The ACME A-3 MODULATION TRANSFORMER in correctly designed ‘for

Radio Telephony Without distortion of speech and for maximum modulation

A-3 Fully mounted with engraved bakelite panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00

A-3 Assembled with supports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.00

A-3 Core and Coil Assembled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.50

The ACME FILAMENT TRANSFORMER is designed for llO volts 60 cycles

and to deliver current at two voltages of 8 and l0 volts each.

- ' T t ,50 tt F ll M t d . . . . . . . . ..$l2.00

22:22 ¥2lZZ‘.§2§ iiiiiifii ri222¢Z?l‘.Z§Z, so ¥..f.‘..2', ¢.I‘..’....i°&‘I.‘u'i Assembled. 9.00

ACME ll/2 HENRY CHOKE COll_.S are designed for use in the D. C.

circuit when modulating.

11/; Henry Choke, 500 milampere capacity, Semi-mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00

11/, Henry Choke, 150 milumpere capacity, Seini~inounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00

With two separate coils $2 extra in each else.

DISTRIBUTED BY ALL LEADING DEALERS

PRICES ON LARGER SIZES ON APPLICATION

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY

24 WINDSOR STREET CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS

Up-Ta-Date Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers

 

To the Radio Engineer

Radio Manufacturer

Radio Amateur

You cannot aitord to do without the

PROCEEDINGS or THE INSTITUTE or RADIO

ENGINEERS -

ln it, you will find all the latest information on Transmitters,

Receivers, Bulbs, Radio Telephony, Elimination of Strays, and

every other important radio topic.

$9.00 (in U. S.)

Subscription per year{ 9-60 (abroad)

Address

Secretary.

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS

COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

 

 

RADIO APPARATUS

on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

puuaslsnullli BVAIULLI1'nlssanlsoQsxllennesbsdlnsurlb-—summu0|n.

J. DONALD VANDERCOOK

LOMBARD In an ILLINOIS

Loose Couplers

Csnlinstiu Lsnsl C0!!

n0 ler PIN ul scussslies.

Bond 40 ltsmli '0? 11""

ersturl which Is sun

~I0 Interest I'll.

2082 Lexington Av., N.Y.

Established I910
J. F. ARNOLD

 

ADJUSTING SPRING DIES

(Continued from page 460)

for cutting. In addition to this the

temper is drawn to a blue or spring

temper at the points shown shaded in

both views, in order that they may be

the more flexible at the springing

points, and therefore less likely to snap.

The temper colors are not usually pre

served, but are polished away to give

the die a finish. As shown in the bot

tom view, the edges of the split are

beveled at the outside of die to an

angle corresponding to the point of the

opening screw (shown at b in the mid

dle view). If, therefore, this screw is

driven down, it opens the die out. To

check this opening out, two Screws, a,

are provided on either side of the open

ing screw. These screws are usually

fiat on point and only bear against the

fiat edge (or periphery) of the die.

All the screws are usually hardened.

The die can be held, therefore, to the

extent it is necessary to open it out by

means of b up to the point that the

edges come into contact with a, a on

either side, and it is there held rigid.

Putting such a die in its holder, it

will be found that, as made and tem

pered, it stands, unsprung either way, at

about correct size. First, draw all the

screws slightly (not right out, of

course), but so that the points of a, a

are drawn below the inner surface of

holder, and the point of b in such posi

tion that the die will slip in without

being opened out. When it is right

home, the screw, b, is first driven‘ until

it just holds the die and no"more. The

screws a, a are then driven till they just

hold the die, taking care that both are

on its surface with about even pressure.

In this position the die should cut to

size, but if a test cut shows it cutting

oversize, the sc_re\v, b, should be drawn

slightly and the screws, a, a, set down

evenly till they both again bear on the

die. This closes it and another test

can be made. If, on the other hand, it

cuts under-size, the two screws, a, a,

are first withdrawn an even distance

and the screw. b, driven until it just

holds the die rigid, which will result in

opening it out.

In the better class of spring die they

are made with a‘ taper bevel at the

edges of the split, as shown in the top

view of Fig. 1. These dies should only

be put in the holder one way, and are

often polished only on one side, and

that the outside, in order readily to dis

tinguish which way they go in. It will

be noticed that the smaller end of the

bevel goes in first, so that, when the

screw, b, is driven to just hold the die,

it cannot drop out of the holder unle:\=.

it be sprung out to allow the inner ends

of bevel to clear the point of b. \Vhen,

therefore, the screws, a, a, are duly ad

justed the die can neither tum nor

(Concluded on page 464)

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAcAzini~;
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TwoNewVacuumTubeUnits

Both units are designed to incorpo

rate the Standard “4-prong”

Vacuum Tube. Beautifully en

graved Bakelite Panel, Oak Base.

Ready for immediate delivery.

WE TAKE PLEASURE

In announcing the opening of a

branch store of the Atlantic Radio

Co., at 15 Temple Street, Portland,

.\Ic.. under the management of Mr.

II. \\"'. ‘a ner. Northern New(:l:2l_i:,lT England iimhiteurs will welcome this LSTAGE AMPLIFIER

opportunity for expedited ship- PRICE $18-0°

nients.

READ THIS I-E-TTER= Roclicstcr, .\*. Y., Jtfllc 30, 1920.

Atlantic Radio Co.

G:-n!lcmcn:—! rt-{sh to tluink you for the wry prompt service which you gave me on

my last ordcr and for your ability to dcliwr at once just -what was wantcd. Such service as

l rec¢'i'z'cd is so unusual that I cannot refrain from thanking you. The goods you sent were

all pcrfrct and the best of the kind I have yet semi.

l'cr3- truly yours,

  

(Name on request.)

"BUl-I.ETIl\' I4" -108 pages——over I00 illustrations—sent upon receipt of ten

cents. A Rebate Certificate good for I0 cents on first dollar order is inclosed.

ATLANTIC RADIO COMPANY

88 Broad St., Incorporated Portland Branch——

Boston 9, Mala. 15 Temple St, Portland, Me.

"Ask anyone who has used it"

Users Are Provera

“_I have also asked some of my

friends all of whom say,

‘BRANDES? _S_ure, get them:

They Wlll positively pay for

themselves‘ ". (Name on request.)

Brancles
U

Wireless Headset

"Superior," 2000 ohms, $1

Tu-I out Br dos IVircle

TRIAL Rirceivcrs agdiiist any othefi

QFFER m_akc. Test them for sunri

tizgcness, cleamess and dis

tance. If within tcn days you're not

only Jtliligtd but cntl|usia.rtic otter

thcm—bac comes your money :vithout

<1 <IIl_e‘stion. Prom" for 3'0ur.rr'lf the /ine

qualitv, the “matched tone." The two

d"lPl"¢H9"-V. toned exactly alike,

strengthen the _\‘lfl'7l¢ll.t' and prevent

 

 

 
  

  

A More Comprehensive

WICONY SERVICE

The Radio Art has long known Wicony to stand for perfec

tion aa applied to Navy, Army and Commercial radio apparatus.

  

The Radio Art will now know Wicony to stand for perfection

as applied to specially designed amateur and experimental radio

apparatus.

Radio Dealers, amateurs and experimenters have been freely

consulted. Therefore, this new service is really yours—0utlined

by men who would consider the matter from your point of view.

Watch for further announcements in Radio periodicals.

blurring. Used by many U. S. Govern

DEALERS: It will pay you to write us now.

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
Radio Engineers, Manufacturers and Distributors.

47-B West Street New York City

men! experts and_c.rprrts abroad; by

colleges and technical schools; and by

flrafcssionals and amateurs evrryulhcre.

SEND 4c FOR CATALOGUE M

C. 32 Union Square,

INC. Room BZZ, New York

 

 

lVi'rclcss Receiver Specialists
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Ground connections, "Honey Comb"

Inexpensive Radio

Receiving Set for Amateurs

OR the beginner in Radio w

Amateur, this DeI"orest Audion-Unit Radio Receiving

Station 0Il'ers an easy and inexpensive way to secure

accurate, eiflclent and expertly designed apparatus of usual

Del-‘orest superior quality. The set is complete; Aerial and

Tuning Coils, Audion

or, Tuning and Grid Condensers, Head Telephones,

cessary wire, insulators, back-board, base mounting,

Full instructions for installing and operating accom

the apparatus. The beginner can secure no better

apparatus and with this set will gain practical knowledge

and experience.

Our booklet, "How to Set Up an Amateur Radio Re

ceiving Station" explnins this and other sets and gives

much information for the Amateur.
Sent postpaid for

cents a copy.

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. AND TEL. CO.

Inyentors and Manufacturers of

High Grade Radio Apparatus

I415 Sedgwick Avenue, New York City

Lee DeForest Inc., 451 Third St., San Francisco

Western Distributors

ork or the experienced,

1

\ not w nun gvm IWf:;_
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No Seals~No Secrets

—BUT SER VICE
Inspection oi the interior oi’ any Radio appara

Lus bearing the mark:

<1 ill)
reveals design and workmanship fully in keeping

with its outward appearance.

GREBE RADIO apparatus is licensed under the

original Armstrong and Marconi patents.

Our guarantee is absolute and unconditional.

Each instrument must give satisfactory sorvic

Our Interest in the purchaser does not terminate

with the sale.

Ask your denier to show you our line of super-grads

It he doesn't curry ll'l8 yet write us torapparatus.

catalogue, mentioning his name.

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.

 

 
 

Tube Control Detector Panel Z. R. D. .$l3.00

One Stage Amplifier Panel Z. R. A. . .

CLAPP-EASTHAM“COMPANY

TUBE CONTROL PANELS

of unit size, 5'/6" High 4%” Wide

Beauty and convenience have been

incorporated in the design of these

Paneb to an unusual degree. The

detector panel has a plug connec

tion for the telephones which takes

your regular phone tips. The am- »

plifier panel has binding posts

making it very easy to connect

two of these together as a two

stage amplifier. Both instruments

will give you the utmost value for

your money and the name Clapp

Eastham Co. engraved on the .

bakelite panel carries with it al

most 13 years development ex

perience in the Radio Field. Cata

logs mailed for oc stamps.

Order one or both panels

1509 from your dealer to-clay

Cambridge, Mass.
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RADIO MEN

THE

Mutual Purchasers Association

will save you money on all

WIRELESS APPARATUS

Write Dept. E10 for details.

J Mutual Purchasers Association

_!

2-4 Stone Street, New York

8.

taught thoroughly and auickly.

Great opportunities for a vnncement.

school; established 48 Years. _

way. Radio, and Government oflicinls.

Catalog free.
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TELEGRAPHY
(Both Morse nmi Wireless and RAILWAY ACCOUNTING

Big salaries now paid.

Oldest and largest

71 Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.

~

opportunities to earn large portion.

DODGE'C INSTITUTE

Endorsed by Teleilfllph, Rail

Expenscs low -

749 C Street. Valnrnlso. Ind.

 

 

 

ADJUSTING SPRING DIES

(Continued from page 462)

come out. It will be clear now that the

use of any two, or only one, screw to

hold a spring die is a source of danger.

and may easily resultin the die split

ting. All three screws must be in action,

otherwise the contrivance is unsuitable,

and the cutting strain of the die put on

its spring, which is obviously a mistake.

Some dies, which are usually expen

sive patterns, are made self-adjusting

and locked both ways, so that they

could be used in hand without any in

jury resulting, but spring dies must

never be so used. And indeed most of

the ordinary patterns of adjustable dies

require a holder, as they tend to open

out when set to work unconfined. Never

put a spring die in a chuck and trust

to the holding power of the chuck, as

this is likely to result in fracture, the

setting not being rigid like that which

has been described.—Model Enghxeu

and Electrician, London.

 

GUIDING AIRPLANES BY

WIRELESS ,

IT has been known for some years

past that stronger wireless signals

could be received when the top and

bottom wires of a rectangular aerial

were pointed in a direct line toward

the sending station, whereas the sig

nals were very much weaker when the

aerial was placed so that the top and

bottom wires were at right angles, or

broadside on to the sending station.

At intermediate positions of the rect

angle the signals varied in strength

from practically nothing,‘ when at right

angles, to the maximum strength when

directional to the sending station.

The rapid tuming about of large

aerial in that manner is not practicable;

therefore, the Marconi Company erects

two independent triangular or rect

angular aerials fixed with their planes

at right angles, and connects them to

the direction-finder box, which may be

said to reproduce the external condi

tions in a small space. Inside the

box there are two fixed “field” coils

mounted in planes at right angles and

connected to the aerial wires. Within

these fixed coils is a rotatable “search”

coil. This portion of the apparatus

combines the signals received on the

two aerials so that the movable “search"

coil is influenced by them when in a

plabe directed toward the sending sta

tion, but is unaffected when it occu

pies a position in a plane that is lo

cated at right angles to that direction.

The dial of the finder is calibrated

from O degrees to 360 degrees, and is

arranged so that the direction of the

incoming signals is due north when

the direction-pointer is at O degrees.

When signals have been obtained, the

apparatus is tuned to the proper wave

length as in ordinary wireless reception.
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By rotating the handle of the direction

finder, the strength of the signals in

the telephone headgear will be heard

to vary. The maximum strength will

beheard at points diametrically oppo

site on the scale, and between these

positions the sound gradually decreases

until at two other opposite points, mid

way between the maximum positions,

there is silence.

Since at the present time it is not

possible for one direction-finding sta

tion to determine from the received sig

nals alone the distance of their origin,

but only their direction, it is necessary

to make use of two or more stations

separated by a considerable distance.

Such stations having obtained the di

rections of the transmitting station, in

this case, the airplane, it is only neces

sary for the control station to plot these

directions on the map, when the point

of intersection will give the position

required.-—Illustrated London News.

REMOVING BROKEN TAP

HE extraction of a broken tap bolt

is a problem occurring sometimes

in the machine shop. One way of ex

tracting the piece is to drill a hole in

it and to back it out with a left-handed

 

  

 

  

fhere are 2100 tools listed

in the Starrett Catalog

tools of the highest qual

ity. Write for Catalog

No. 21 “MB.”

_ -If K?) /|iA(.KS.-\‘-A's

_,\.

“—That’s why I say he

knows his trade.”

“Look at his tools spread out on

that planer bed. Every one’s got

the Starrett trade mark on it.

It’s a pretty safe guess that a

man with Starrett Tools, knows

how to use ’em.”

“Guess you’re right. I’ve worked

around considerable, and every

where I’ve been, I’ve noticed that

the high-class men use Starrett

Tools. It’s easy to see why. You’ve

simply got to have good tools for

first-rate wor .”

“Starrett’s name on a tool is enough

for me. I’ve been using them since

I was an a prentice, and I know I

can depen on ’em. When I’m on

a high-grade job—or just an ordi

nary one, for that matter—give me

a Starrett Tool.”

THE L. S. STARRETT COMPANY

The World's Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hack

Saws Unequalled

ATHOL, MASS.

  

    

  
-.- -v. newervuv-1-vied‘ -re

— -- - ~-----.- -V---.5."-"'."ZI

haatle AB.CandD|ulere.lanaC'lor

Pi‘-Ililillll . liiolarithm. Bins and Tanglit Boalea.

All araduationa are printed on white coated ateei from

I dlflded Plates. These Bcalee are accurate and

mam their accuracy indefinitely. They are not

aleuied I1! acids. alkallea. water or lrsaae. lnngth oi

rule 10". A 100 Dlle lnatruetion Book. which teaches

all t-hare h to know about alide rulfle. la lent with

each order.

Price at the Richardson’: Polyphue slide Rm‘, in

caae. with a 100-page Instruction Book, 82.00.

An ideal alide rule. lt la law priced and an equal

rm? lg-‘III nil‘; oi: aranen, aaouraq and dura

. can c .refunded ii you are not t:il'.n§'<'i.’°°’ flu M Romp“,

 

 

Sud for our I0 page catalogue of I\!PDll!l. It de- i

aaibea rul r [in fr 500 10 each.

in Illlllitlgia :1 with nay catalogue.

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO., Niles, Mich.

instructions

  

  

THAT'S THE

ECONOMY of

nwninz a Union

Tool Cheat-—-ii.

outlast! the ordi

nary chest so

many years. The

garage man. the

auto machinist,

the car owner

will find the

right "house" tor

his tools in this

Union Garlle

Chest

175 tools can be conveniently packed, carried and

locked in it. Don't. you want a tool cheat. Lhat is

durable, compact, neatly arranged and oi‘ the finest

workmanship? Let. us tell ou more about Union

Tool Cheats—sold on "Satis action or Money Back”

guru-anteo—24 styles to choose tram.

WRITE FOR FREE C ATALO G

UNION TOOL CHEST 60.. Inc.

.~

  

Rochester.

N. Y.

34 M Ill

Street
  

 
  

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

la the Only Publication That Meets the Needs of the Experimenter

tap. We illustrate a much simpler way.

A hole is drilled in the broken bolt

Broken Bolt or Set

Screw drilled for

Tr iangulor End.

Specil Tool

1' \T*:~a

. ~~_"lF

Seciionof End

Details of special drift pin or pumih fl"

removing broken stud bolts

and to turn it out, a three-cornered

punch, such as shown, is employed.

This must be well tempered, so as to

cut into the sides of the hole and give

a good grip. A hole one-third of the

diameter of the bolt will suflice. The

extracting tool can be made from an

old tap or reamer, whose square head

gives the hold for a wrench or spanner.

and Home Mechanic. lt Tells How to Make and Do Things,

and Why Things Are Done. Subscribe Now.

Please mention Evsnvnav ENGINEERING l\I.>.<;.-xzms
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-DUCK’S =.’?.°i>ZZ..

Elecincal

and Wieleu

JUST OFF THE PRESS

Ill Pogo; of Wlrclou

lnnlrunlonh

Any radio amateur will tell you

there is no catalog to take its place,

and that it is a Beacon Light to

guide you in the selection of your ap

paratus.

THIS UNRIVALLED C A T A L O G

MAILED TO ANYONE UPON RE

CEIPT OF 12c IN STAMPS OR COIN,

which may be deducted on first dollar

purchase.

Great cost of catalog and low prices

prohibit distribution o t h e r w i e e

What This Big Catalog ContainsI I

I I

I 175 pp. Wireless Ap- 42 pp. Motors and I

I paratus for Com- Dynamos; |

mfifclfll 8115 151- 8 pp. Flashlights; |

l verlmellwl 11891 2 pp. Medical Bat

| 10 pp. Raw Material; ‘flies; I

l 3 pp. Ammeters and

i Voltmeters; I

I

I

20 pp. Electrical and l

Instruments; Mechanical Books. I

._.__ .___..__ ____.-..._____.._.__..__ I

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.

244-24¢ Superior Street, Toledo, ou

2 pp. Transformers:

9 pp. Auto and Sig.

Batteries:

8 pp. Telegraph

 

Youa FUTURE

IS ON THE SEAS

. ,
-

'i"\i Be a

  

Mighty Merchant Marine

Hundreds of flrst, second and third mates, masters

and captains are needed by the big shipping com

panies and America's great merchant marine.

Salaries up to $412 per month

and living expenses.

Ships flying the American flag pay the biggest

salaries oi’ any in the cntire world.

Learn Navigation at Home or,on Board Ship.

Captain Warren Sheppard's Course on Ocean.

Coast and Lakes Navigation is now ready. it is

a lire time of practice placed before you for quick

mastery. Captain Sheppard was instructor tor the

United States Shipping Board during the war.

All oi’ his students received licenses-from third

mate to master. Not one failed. He offers this

same sure method to you at a very low price.

You cannot fall.

Valuable Booklet FREE

Fill out the coupon below and return to us. A 36-page

inmklct telling how you may become a ship otlicer at a

big salary will be sent you tree. Don’t delay. Offlcers

urgently neetlcd.

FREE COUPON

w;§iJ'¥§Zi§}liZ§i"i}}§muis " A

Dept. 102 Fuller BlcIg., Jersey City, N. J.

Gmitlemen:~!~'e|nl to me frcc booklet, "Your Future Is

on the Seven Sean." (Write Plainly)

Name

Address

  

THE

RAD I O ~

REVIEW

A MONTHLY

RECORD OF

SCIENTIFIC

PROGRESS IN '

RADIO

TELEGRAPHY AND

TELEPHONY

Monthly - Half~a-Crown

Single copies, post free 2s.

9d. A n n u a l Subscription,

post paid, 30/- post free.

THE RADIO REVIEW,

a new monthly magazine,

devoted entirely to the

technical side of radio

communication.

Edited by Professor G.

W. O. Hows, D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E., assisted by

PHILIP R. COURSEY,

B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E.

THE RADIO REVIEW

is the Authoritative ]our

nal of Wireless Research.

Contributions from the

pens of the World’s lead

ing Radio Scientists are a

special exclusive feature.

 

Editorial and Publishing Oflices

12-13, HENRIETTA STREET

LONDON, W.C. 2

 

 

 

S'CHNO]E'R1S'

SUSPENsoRIE$

OU can eniflr Perfect

i vree.r."flt and low price.

mi slxrn AVE. Dent. us) u. v. curv

  

loomiort and freedom.

ii your 1111118151 dove I10! 86-rry Bchnotefs.

Schnooer's Susperiwriee

and Jock Straps have

Aooept No lulrtitllht. Belt direct upon re

ceipt of $1.00.

gained their Wide-epreld

eiend for booklet of other etylea led Dricoe,
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METALS WITH RADIOACTIVE

PROPERTIES

N addition to the ordinary radio

active substances, which are all

closely related to uranium and thorium,

two elements of the lightest atomic

weights known, only two of the light

metals of relatively small atomic

weights, potassium and rubidium, seem

to be radioactive to a certain extent.

The nature of this latter radioactivity

is by no means understood, while a

great deal is known as to the character

of the ordinary radioactivity. In case

of the radium and the other radioactive

elements there is certainly a decay of

atoms. As regards potassium and

rubidium, we have no definite evidence

of any decay. In discussing these prob

lems in the Physikalische Zeitschrift

some time ago, Otto Hahn and the late

Martin Rothenbach point out that,

while several investigators are _con

vinced that these alkali metals emit

beta rays, alpha rays have not been

discovered; it is, on the other hand,

striking that the potassium suit deposits

of Strassfurt are rich in helium.

The radioactivity ' of the alkali

metals might be due to some impurity;

but no impurity has been traced, and

the radioactivity observed is always

proportional to the potassium percent

age; e. g., the intensity of the radiation

from potassium, which was first ob

served by N. Campbell at Cambridge

in 1906, is very small; yet it was con

sidered to be at least ten times stronger

than that from rubidium. Hahn and

Rothenbach made their experiments es

pecially on the sulfates of potassium.

rubidium and caesium, with the aid of

electroscopes of unusually large dimen

sions. The following are the conclu

sions at which they arrived: There is

no indication of the presence in rubid

ium of some isotope; the beta rays

from rubidium to uranium as 1:15,

and rubidium to thorium as 1:10; the

life period of potassium would prob

ably be from three to seven times longer

than that of rubidium. Speculations

have been made by others as to a pos

sible production of strontium from ru

bidium, calcium from potassium and

barium from caesium; but such specu

lations appear to be quite arbitrary

for the present.

Much di§appoint_ment has been experienced

in the use of caustic soda (concentrated lyei

for cleaning out obstructed sewer pipes. It

is recommended to use a hot solution in

stead of the usual cold one; this will dis

solve much which the cold solution will not

affect. It may be kept hot in a stopped

pipe in many cases by pouring boiling water

over the outside of the pipe. This especially

may be taken as applying to the cleaning

out of a trap.

To attach mica to cast iron. as in stove

doors, a cement made of slaked lime mixed

with a saturated solution of borax in water

is recommended. It should be given plenty

of time to dry before being exposed to heat.
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NIORE ABOUT THE HANDLEY‘ . . .

‘ PAGE WING DISCOVERY This I8 not a Real Machine but a

of the discovery in wing forms
_ _~- 1

made recently by the Technical D_6- with 1 Wadinj River __ _ . en E 1 P

partment of Handley Page, Ltd., will ::hfl‘i.“rl:u.”:fo:c.‘ :1: V ' '~ p,§,,u'§f-,'.':'.,,;“§1'l

be interested to hear that the Airco hlbitlon and uver:- -. éfllcluolu gffhflo "P1

D. H.-9, fitted with an experimental set :'u'1',",',¢“,',‘§',j§';,,ml,§1fl: ;_ g _ 1&1; my to build with

of the new wings, has been flown with °°l"°'l- ""1"" 14'” ' ‘mu’ 3"" ""1"

apparent success. No official account * -

Of the vfpeflment has been issued. nor BUILD AND FLY A iviom-:1. NIEUPORT scour BIPLANE

1135 any lnfofmallon b9€Tl !'€€€lV6d fl'0m You out make it from our complete unusauiblod outlll. What this builder says sllnda good

anybody connected with the firm, but Iith all other: who build thiu perfect model. Feb 9 mm.

“ C'id*‘**“'°°d -*"°d'°"“* <E"g‘=*“d> 52.". "1" '.:“:v':..:::"..:".;‘."tc°':.”"§:'"t. if ‘"'.“°"
is an air ort and is 0 n to the road 9' ' ' °' " "°' flu"

. . p ’ pe . ’ SET OF ll SCALE DRAWlN(B OF BEST KNOWN MACHINE FOR $1.50

intelligent observers are occasional] '
_ . _y Thin not includes the Nleuport monopiane, Bleriot. CUHJBQ Hydroplane, Antionetin, Langley

able to obtain a glimpse of what is €:clld0lIl|s06:lh;l1fTlI.IbQ,POPGl'dUl‘l:l,wfllhl:)lFnlf;1O,lml8’}1lCGl','“'hé§GL‘Fl]:Ibll‘l?‘lC§l%Illa!

‘ ' Of. en C OI’ our lwl‘ Cl OIUG COD I I Ill fl OBI O B1 C O “fl . . - ,

Occurnng theta According to the ac" 8.P.A.D. Scout, De Hnvliiiud 4, Cuproni Biplane, Bandley Page, Sopwith Triplnne and others.

count of an eye-witness writing in the WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO

.-l l ., th D.H.-9, 'h' h, 'geiircfigillywknofivn, nonnalllii leavegstlife 872'!) B'”dw‘y Brooklyn’ N‘ Y‘

ground at a high speed after a rea

sonably long run, lifted at about 30

miles an hour with the new wings, and

only travelled a few yards before lift

ing. Also, it seemed to continue climb

ing at about the same speed. So far

as could be seen, it handled quite nor

mally when in the air. Presumably,

the experimental flights were made with

the machine dead light, but, even so,

the low lifting and climbing speed was

abnormal. Thus one is led to believe

that the initial tests were successful.

  

 NOW vouiicmw FLY!

A REALEAEROPLANE AT LOW COST i Compressed Air

. Motors

THE DELERAY D-5 SPORT PLANE

Wing Span 17 ft. Speed 39-65 ni.p.b.

Planned by men with many years’ experience

in designing successful U. S. Government planes.

Equipped with 15 H.P. engine (practical

engineering made it possible for this biplane

to be flown with only 8 H.P.) Use your own

motorcycle engine ii you wish.

Send $6.00 for complete not 0! 25 llrie ileuiili-ti

blueiirliiu, arliiiil iliiplir-lies of our shop drilWllIllt!.

niiuwiiii; 1'Xli(‘l-J)‘ iiow elcli part. ll made and flturd.

DELERAY AIRCRAFT WORKS

AEROPLANES ENGINES PART-\‘

A NEW PARACHUTE

ECENTLY tests were carried out

at Villacoublay, France, with a

new parachute, designed to allow light,

delicate and valuable articles to be

dropped from aircraft without damage.

It has been designed by MM. Bour- I.-REEPOR1-_ LONG |s|_AND_ N_ y_

gecis and Debreuil, and the experiments ,, _

carried out under Lieut. Robin (of the

  

HE new and improved
I

S. T. Ae.) from a Breguet biplane AVIATION F REE method of propelling your

were perfectly successful. l"f°l'ma"°“ model aeroplane. Manufactured

The parachute in being dropped from :°_,'f“:::"":f;|=::'.=f::_'°},:']':',',':,',:°",,,,"':,:§",,.1',1 of the finest materials. Work

the aeroplane falls at its normal speed §22".'i"..‘.."_“t.'_‘_'.‘.'.;.’§,'.' '81.“-Y1’-'~°.-’~"~'i§¢'§-_-"3-'-E:-"3'i#-'~"I'\I'-'~ mfl11Sl'liP guaranteed. ' Special
to about 15 meters from the ground. """“'§'§i¢ii'ieii='::n'i>';i.';i-niiviiiriou propellers for the above motors.

At this point an antenna, carrying at ~i‘ °"'°'“=° Send stamp for descriptive circu

lar of these wonderful motors.

We manufacture everything for

the model aeroplane builder.

Give us a trial and be convinced.

its extremity a weightiof 500 grammes, Pichlres p-.4.

comes in contact with the ground, BY ELEc1.mc".Y

thereby relieving the parachute of most A eomplete set of two machineo

of the weight and allowing the actual :;1;l'l:,;'_‘§(‘;_""}‘,‘,:,,°,,“§',l,':';‘_°’,‘,§,:§’;'. .
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It is One Thing to

Desire—and Another

to Determine

Almost everybody ,WANT$ a good

joi>—l>ut not so many? have the WILL

~TO DO what is necessary to get it.

Ask Yourself Theae Queltione:—

Are you ambitious? Do you like machinery? Do

you want an opportunity to ualify for a better Job

—with prospects or earning ORE MONEY? Would

a poeition with shorter hours interest you? IF YOUR

ANSWER IS YES-—

We would advise you to see us at once.—

Don’t be a misfit

THINK BIG-—You can let whet you want ii you

go Illa" it the rllht way.

KNOWLEDGE—ls the BIG answer to your chance

to earn BIG MONEY.

SUCCESS—Ie the result of knowing how.

THINK THIS OVEB—-This is your opportunity.

WE TEACH YOU THE HOW-—0f the blllult in

dustry the World has ever known.

AU'I'0MOBILISM—hn no limit as in how BIG~IIn

amount oi money you can earn.

TAKE THIS 0PPOR'I‘UNl'l'Y—lo start yourself on

e career of use!u1neas——ma.IIe UD your mind to

BECOME AN AUTO EXPERT-—aIId make yourself

what you would like to bc—A BIG SUCCESS

li you know how you cannot (all.

It your present occupation offers you no chance oi’

promotion our advice to you ls—come at once and

LEARN THE AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS.

Yours for It big success

BUFFAID AUTO SCHOOL

~ Buffalo, New York

P.S.—Ii' you cannot cell send us your name for

lull particulars.

MONEY!

A High Grade,

INNER TUBE FREE

6000 MILES Guarantee

Economy Beouutruoud Tina Iudo

hy our new special prooeu are

ruaranteed to rive good union be

cause the beet material: are used in

their construction. Our tiru are

guaranteed for 0,600 milee and we

give e FIRST qualiu inner tube

true with every tire ordered nun

us. Our tiree are reinforced with

extra plies of hhrie making than

stwnl In they ruin Mmcturea and

blowoute.

RILINIZB Ill TUB-NISHID WITH EACI CASINO

AT NO EXTRA C081‘.

THESE PRICES INCLUDE OASIN9. RELINEII

AND TUBE.

JILIO 35:4‘ Sl$.l5

ll.” 8814 | l3.50

. I450

III»

4 .

Bi-no with your OPII whether

olinchar, plain I‘ nan-slid trend.

of gator eaeh cuinl ordered. Balance 0. 0. D.

sub to exeminatimi. 1% discount it full uannt

ia out with order. Retceneee furnished it desired.

UNITED ECONOMY TIRE 66.

205 Went 48th Street New York GIU

HE accompanying illustration,

which is reproduced from an

English motoring print, The

Autocar, shows a car dash-board that

has a collection of instruments not

usually found on an automobile, yet

which serve their 0wner’s purpose of

carrying on various experiments in con

nection with engine and car perform

ance while the car is in use. In other

words, the tests and determinations can

be made under actual operating condi

tions on the road and can be depended

on to be of real practical value. The

owner of the car so fitted, Captain,W.

Gordon Aston, is an ardent experiment

er and writer on technical subjects, so

his reasons for the use of two instru

on rr_=_~:>mz:
GAILIZ

U16-U11

COU.'iT!l

 

ments usually associated only with air

 

SHIP BY TRUCK

Motor Cartage.

One to Five-ton Trucks.

Haule made to any point in

United States and Canada.

Rates by hour. day or contract.

W. H. SQUIRFS

I561 Woodward Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

 

craft should be of particular interest

to those of our readers who have an in

quiring turn of mind.

The dash-board equipment is unusu

ally complete and some of the instru

ments are of real value in the everyday

operation of the car as well as for re

search work. There is an oil pressure

gauge, a revolution counter, a clock, an

electric switchboard with ammeter, a

voltmeter, a discharge ammeter, a tele

thermometer for the top of the radiator,

a tele-thermometer for the bottom of

ditto, a road speed indicator, an aneroid

barometer and, finally, an air speed

indicator.
 

YouCan Save $50.00

  

“Most of the people whose eyes are

caught by any accessory showroom in

the garage seem to be able to under

stand all the instruments with the ex

ception of the barometer and the air

speed indicator: these, for the most

part, they look upon as owing their

 

Airplane Instruments on a Car

presence solely to the fact that the dials

really look rather nice and “set ofi” the

dash-board very handsomely. They are

quite surprised when I tell them that

I find these two almost as interesting

as the rest of the other things put to

gether, for they cannot see what pos

sible use they can be. This attitude is

so general that I am in hopes that this

short article may not be out of place.

Estimating Gradients

Dealing first with the barometer, this

is employed simply as a means of ac

curately measuring gradients. Since

it performs this function very capably,

it is to most people extremely disap

  

‘ Cowlboard of English aviation and automobile enthusiasts’ car shows Pfrlcligal use 0]

several airplane instruments

pointing, because it notably fails to

record the “miles of one in six” that one

hears so freely talked of. The dial is

marked with the usual “Inches of Mer

cury,” so that it can be used to con

firm one’s opinion of the weather, and

outside of these figures are calibrations

readlng down to 20 ft. As a matter of

fact, with a little practice one can

read down to 10 ft. quite easily, and a

closer approximation than this is rarely

required. Outside the main dial is a

movable annular dial, also finely cali

brated, and bearing a zero mark. On

one side of this the figures and spacings

are red, showing descent; on the other

black, showing ascent.

The modus operandi is as follows:

At the foot or top of a hill (the Car

need only be slowed down for this pur

pose) the speedometer trip and the

barometer are both set to zero. The

former reads in tenths of a mile, and a

certain amount of judgment has to be

By recoverlnl your old auto

um frame Youraelf. We

make these recover! Ln fit

:.'.'..:".:*:.".::'.*? $3_ 46 ,'.*_',;,,‘{.,,,‘;.,5
Any _ Ion that

can rive a car can utlt on. We iurnieh in

atruclhnl. Root an-no rear curtain, r-or-on -om and ugifieiih Ii>iiI'p'i=i‘:“di::

ul tho name your and model number of your car and we will lend

you our unions with sample: and quota you exact price.

UBIITY T0? I Till! 60-. Dent. E3. Glnelnnti. 0.
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used in connection with it. For in

stance, .6 may be shown whilst the car ' - - _- ~ -—-/ -so ~

is on the hill, whilst .1 would not be put - , s . *1‘ '* "I 1"?-:!=,“‘=

5*up until its foot or its crest had been

passed by fifty yards or so. Hence it

is necessary, at the top or the bottom

of the hill, as the case may be, to go on

running until the higher figure is

shown, and then make a suitable de

duction. In the meantime, the aneroid

barometer, having been started at zero,

has shown the vertical height traversed,

so that the calculation is a very ele

mentary one. As an instance, the hill

outside Henley (\Vhite Hill, I think it

is called) is .65 mile long, and rises

220 ft. The gradient is, roughly, there

fore, 1 in 16, though as a rule I have

heard it described generally as 1 in 12,

frequently as 1 in 10, and once or twice

as 1 in 8. This shows how deceptive

the eye may be.

 

“ACE” MOTORS

Y _ _ _ ,‘ l Are Powerful, Light, Reliable and Economical

i\o\v for the air speed indicator. The 1 w,i||,¢ 125 pound, port, 3_ H_ p_

realfreatsfin why It ls .0“ the I am _ These motors embody all the features of engineering that an extensive 1

HOE or 6 IIIOIIICIII g0lI1g IO dlSC 0S€. I X series of tests provecl necessary, and are the product of ripe judgment of

will merely say that it is a, scientific ‘ A practical airmen. The ideal power plant for the man building his own plane.

reason In COIIIICCIIOII with Wl1lCh l'€- ‘l Descriptive Literature on Request.

search has not yet been started. The air B

speed indicator being in position, how

Importanceof Wind Resistance

 

ever, I find it so interesting for a sec- ‘

ondary reason that even if I were not ,‘
. . ' s-1 omgoing to put it to other uses, I should I, 28'0M.a:|iaonc.Ava. '"'- N0l'tli\.cBt::zh

still consider it well worth dash-board __ V _ V g V If" l"""d

 

room; although it is somewhat large in

dimensions, it is amazingly light in

weight. It reads from 10 m. p. h. to

70 m. p. h. It is almost superfious to

say that it is dead accurate. I tried it

very early one morning when there was

not a breath of air stirring and smoke

from a cigarette went up vertically, and

found that from ten to fifty (and just

over!) it read mile for mile with the

speedometer (previously checked and

adjusted).

Air Speeds and Car Speed;

It is almost a truism that at low and

moderate speeds, the atmospheric re

sistance of _a car can be dismissed from

serious consideration, but these speeds

are air speeds and not road speeds, and

it is desirable to have, therefore, a straw

or two to show which way the wind

blows. How often one is apt to think,

“How nicely the car is going,” when

the fact of the matter is that it has got

a twenty-mile wind smack on the back

panel, and, conversely, “She does not

seem to be pulling so well to-night;

never had to change gear so early be

fore on this hill!” when all the time the

 

 

Fits Bearing Surfaces Without Scraping

IMESAVER Compound is the modern bearing abrasive that

turns to a lubricant after a few minutes’ cutting. Produces

perfect surfaces in any size or type of babbitt, brass or bronze bear

ing. Contains no emery, carborundum or glass, will not cut or

scratch iron or steel and will not injure any part of the motor or

machinery. Effects savings of from 500% to 3000%. S_end $1.50

for trial can. Money back if not satisfied.

M. T. K. SALES CORPORATION

296 Andrews St. Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturers, M. K. T. Products Co., Seattle, Wash.

 

 

little engine is battling with a stifi

head wind. Now, the air speed i£di- FOR SALE D R A F T I N G

i£1‘%3;J"“Fi§‘i‘é§ifi;i 1"";"§i!"=;"d. ~~;=- 1>~=;~1~»-<1»
but I have already seen it ~<h<>w fifty :i':.'ii.»".:'.*%:'."‘.'ai'.a:.-. “it.-.. §s:;‘s;".:2::.*..":;i.."ii:i =-'.‘i-'-‘l1‘i-I'.'i>--"-‘i'-313%:i1‘§$i>‘3..;i-5-“.2
when the road speed indicator would $5‘;-c;,§,,§,° ,f;,‘{,';' ,,}),{‘,°5},‘f.§,i‘},”‘,§{*‘*,'11“‘,,;,-§' 12‘ COMPETENTDRAFTSMENATY°UR5ERvlCE

only bid twenty-five‘ and I have seen 318 E. natal???" F. MA’IE:S\1 York City Ill Nsssss I8‘; G. HAGsTn”::I Ysrl Olty
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INDUSTRIAL NIAGARA

(Continued from page 399)

cutting marble and granite; in the ma

chine shop we find it accomplishing a

hundred tasks; in the steel plant we

find it grinding rails, armor-plate and

armor-piercing projectiles; in the glass

factory we find it cutting glass, and

even in the der1tist’s chair we feel it

whirring against our teeth as it cuts

into them. Of all the wheels of indus

try, the grinding wheel is probably the

busiest. It fulfills a thousand tasks.

It is hard for one to realize its impor

tance—its absolute necessity.

Modern'industry owes to the grind

ing wheel what transportation owes to

steam and electricity. Without Niagara

we would have no modern abrasives.

The diamond would still hold its own,

and emery, with its poor abrasive qual

ities, would still be in use. The auto

mobile, as well as the airplane, to

which we attached so much importance

in the late war, would still be in the

embryo state. The modern high-pow

ered gas engine, with its perfect-fitting

pistons and high compression, would be

an unattainable dream. Ferro-manga

nese is so extremely hard that it cannot

be cut with steel tools, and were it not

for the grinding wheel we would not

be able to use this valuable material

which is employed in many industries.

Aluminum Production

Before the pulsating might of Ni

agara had been lashed to the service of

mankind, aluminum was a metallic

rarity. Today aluminum is one of the

most common metals and plays an im

portant part in our daily life. The

automobile owes much to aluminum. It

is used in castings of every description

where lightness is sought without any

sacrifice in mechanical durability. This

makes it particularly adaptable for use

on the airplane and it is destined to

play a very important part in the de

velopment of aircraft. In fact, alumi

num is employed on the present-day

airplane wherever possible.

Vanadium steel bears the distinction

of being the hardest alloy steel known

to commerce. Without it our annament

would suffer considerably. This ma

terial was made possible by a process

which employs aluminum as its oxidiz

ing agent. It is fast replacing copper

as a conductor in high-voltage trans

mission lines and it is found to be much

more economical. The wonderful weld

ing mixture of thermit would be utterly

impossible without aluminum as one of

its constituent ingredients. Fifty-five

thousand horsepower is used in the

electrolytic production of aluminum at

Niagara Falls.

Artificial Graphite

A few years ago the world obtained

its supply of graphite by mining it. The

 

natural product is very- impure and en

ptirely unsuitable for many processes

that involve the use of graphite. Today

artificial graphite is being produced in

electric furnaces at Niagara Falls.

Being created under a chlorific influence

of 7,500 degrees Fahrenheit, this

man-made graphite has a purity that

closely approaches 100 per cent, as all

the elements which would contaminate

it are vaporized in the terrific tempera

ture necessary for its production. Ar

tificial graphite finds many uses and its

part in the military establishment of

the nation is an important one. One of

its important uses at the present time

is in the manufacture of smokeless gun

powder, where it is absolutely neces

sary. The granular product also finds

broad use as paint pigment and dry-cell

filler. In fact, artificial graphite

brought the dry cell from an undepend

able makeshift to a reliable commercial

commodity. Due to its wonderful

purity and its unapproachable unctu

ousness, Niagara-made graphite, when

blended with oil, makes a lubricating

grease that is one of the most efficient

anti-friction compounds ever origi

nated. Graphite finds its most impor

tant uses when it is moulded into elec

trodes for electro-chemical and electro

therrnic processes. One of the foremost

electro-chemical authorities in the

United States once said that the de

velopment of electro-chemistry would

have been as impossible without artifi

cial graphite electrodes, as the perfec

tion of electric lighting would have

been without the dynamo. This is a

very true statement and it is extremely

difficult for one to realize what it means

to the country.

Nearly all of our metals are refined

electro-chemically and numerous other

elements that are absolutely necessary

are products of electrolysis. Before

the advent of artificial graphite, plat

inum was largely used for electrodes,

but it is now possible to dispense with

it, owing to the great adaptability of

graphite. Graphite is employed in most

every electrolytic cell in America and

previous to the war, it was used in every

electro-chemical process in continental

Europe.

Chemicals Produced Economically

Benzol is another important product

of Niagara. One of the derivatives of

benzol is toluene. When toluene is

treated with sulphuric and nitric acids,

trinitrotoluene is produced. This sub

stance has a much more restless mole

cule than nitro-glycerine and is far

more violent as an explosive. Benzol

is an important substance in the aniline

dye industry.

Chlorine is produced abundantly at

Niagara and can be compressed and

stored under pressure in steel bottles in

the liquid state. Chlorine has far more

\

\l

humane uses than the sufiocating of

men on the battlefield. It is impor

tant to the arts and sciences, and is also

the most powerful bleaching agent

known. Without chlorine we would

have no white paper to write upon and

our white clothes would come back

from the laundry a tinted yellow.

Chlorine is used in the production of

many chlorites and chlorates that are

indispensable to the country. Hypo

chlorite is used in sterilizing the water

supply of every city. Carbon tetra

chloride is one of the most efficient fire

extinguishers ever discovered. Chlorine

products are also used in the steriliza

tion and bleaching.of surgical cotton.

Niagara produces more alkaline

products than any other community in

the world. These alkaline substances

are used in the manufacture of mercer

ized cotton, explosives, medicines, dyes

and in the refining of oils. Metallic

sodium is a Niagara-made product of

great importance. Sodium cyanide is

necessary in gold and silver refining,

and sodium peroxide is used to purify

air and increase the oxygen content,

especially in submarines. Phosphorus

which is produced abundantly at

Niagara is used in the manufacture of

phosphorus bronze, and it is also used

as a deoxidizer in other non-ferro

alloys.

A great manufacturer of automobiles

contemplated an output of 1000 cars

per day during the year of 1917, and it

was estimated that if he had been de

prived of carborundum, aluminum,

high-speed tool steel and oxy-acetylene,

which are products of Niagara, that he

could not have produced 100 cars per

day with the same force of men he em

ployed in making 1000 cars per day.

This is a vivid illustration of Niagara’s

importance to the industry of the coun

try. .

Among the other important chemical

products manufactured at Niagara

Falls are sodium, caustic soda, chlo

rates of potash and soda, chloroform.

carbon tetrachloride, bleaching powder,

phosphorus, hydrochloric acid, sodium

peroxide, formaldehyde, titanium. fer

ro-manganese and caustic potash.

 

STERILIZING AIR BY

ELECTRICITY

We have already had occasion to note

the removal of dust from gases by the

use of a highly charged system of con

ductors hanging vertically in tubes

through which the current of gas went.

Recent experiments in drawing air

through a copper tube in whose axis :1

wire was maintained at a negative po

tential of 50,000 volts referred to the

potential of the tube showed that the

air thereby could be rendered absolutely

sterile, so that absolutely no bacteria

could be found in it.
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Useful Electrical Appliances for the

Household

NE. of the greatest time and labor

savers ever introduced in the

household is the electric current and its

uses are manifold. Numerous and

practical devices are marketed for per

forming almost any desired household

task by the aid of the electric current.

The accompanying illustration shows

some recently developed appliances

that seem to have advantages warrant

ing their use. The insert heater for

range boilers permits of obtaining a

supply of hot water when it is too

warm to operate the coal-burning

range, to which such a boiler is usually

"F/ec fr/C

- /nserf "

Wafer Heafer

_ Shell of

B0//er

Asbes/_as

‘ 'Cover/ng

_____, \_ Cold Wafer

f .

D

5.:'.'z"@@

Electrical Wa+erHea’rer

for Range Boiler

 

capacity. This development is along

the lines noted in these columns where

electric current has been used for gen

erating steam for various purposes by

heating boilers, this development being

especially notable in Switzerland.

Sometimes only small quantities of

hot water are needed and they are re

quired at once, so that the instantaneous

electric water heater, which can be put

in any ordinary cold water pipe line,

should be valuable. The main portion

of the heater is a cylinder of porcelain

and the body is provided with a series

of tubular passages which are connected

‘ Simple instantaneous

Hot Wa’rerHea+er

, I Freezer Operaf/ing

6ear/ng

Useful electrical appliances for the household

connected. As there is a tendency in

many kitchens to use electric stoves to

the exclusion of those burning either

solid or gaseous fuel for cooking pur

poses, the insert heater, which is a

small and modified form of resistance

heater, would, of course, be used as a

permanent installation. As will be ap

parent, it is a simple matter for the

makers to supply heaters suitable for

any kind of current or of any desired

in series with each other by suitable

caps-placed at the top and bottom of

the pipe. The cold water enters the

first passage either from the water pipe

or any suitable hose connection, flowing

through the different passages where it

is heated, and from the last passage it

goes to the faucets. All of the passages

are provided with metal resistance coils

made of non-corrosive material. These

are connected in series and the group of

heating elements is connected to the cur

rent supply sources by a simple switch

which is operated simultaneously with

the faucet. As soon as the faucet is

opened to the hot water position, con

tact is established and the metal coils

quickly become heated and impart their

heat to the water passing through them.

Another appliance that will be voted

for enthusiastically by the younger

members of the family is the combined

ice cream freezer and ice-cracking ma

chine illustrated. The entire mechan

ism operates by a small electric motor

and both the cream freezer and ice

cracking machine are installed on a

solid base so that the device will re

main rigid in operation. Simple gear

ing is provided for turning the freezer

and ice cracker and a clutch arrange

ment is incorporated so that either ma

chine may be driven independently of

the other. Electric motors supplied can

be built to operate on either altemating

or direct current, and while the freezer

shown is one of larger capacity than

would be needed in the ordinary fam

ily it can be made in smaller sizes suit

able for family use. One of the ad

vantages is that no belts are used, the

motor being directly connected to the

main power shaft through a series of

reduction gears which are well pro

tected.

PREVENTING INFECTION OF

SMALL WOUNDS

SMALL cut or scratch on the

hands, if not properly cared for,

may become infected and cause serious

trouble. If the wound, after being

thoroughly cleansed, is sealed with

pyroxyline, which may be obtained in

liquid form in any drug store, a film

is formed over it which prevents in

fection. Great care should be taken

that no dirt or foreign substance is

left in the wound.

DO NOT USE STEAM IN AIR

BAGS

NE repair man has asked if it

() would be all right to use steam

instead of air pressure in bags used

for sectional repairs to eliminate the

necessity of curing on an inside vul

canizer.

It is not advisable to use an ordi

nary air bag for this purpose for the

reason that it is not constructed for

use as a steam container. As it has no

outlet, condensation would result and

water would form in the bag. Never

apply the section to an inside patch

vulcanizer to finish the cure. The

time specified gives 40 pounds steam"

pressure with Goodyear repair ma

terial without the aid of the inside

patch vulcanizer.

‘-J
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AIRPLANE INSTRUMENTS

ON A CAR

(Concluded from page 469)

it at twenty or so when I was doubling

It also indicates very

clearly that, if you are wind jamming

and you want to save petrol, a good way

is to give the road to :1 big limousine,

and then hang on behind as close as

you dare. It further shows why some

times you come in with the radiator

very hot, whereas after the same run on

other occasions the water is quite cool.

The air speed indicator is of the us

ual aircraft typc employing a pilot head

coupled up to the instrument with rub

ber tubes. The head has to be fixed a

little out-board of the car so as not to

be subject to interference of air flow

caused by radiator, mudguards, and so

on, but need not be so far out as to be

unsightly, owing to the comparatively

low speeds that have to be dealt with.

Strictly speaking, of course, the speeds

shown on the air speed indicator should

be corrected for atmospheric tempera

ture and pressure; but the changes in

these are relatively so small that they

do not mater, especially as the road

speed indicator only shows the rota

tional speed of the wheel, and not the

translational velocity of the car.”

OVERHEATING REDUCES

STRENGTH OF ANIMAL

GLUE

HAT long continued heating re

duces the strength of animal glue

solutions is demonstrated by the fol

lowing test made at the Forest Products

Laboratory. Solutions of a high grade

joint glue and a veneer grade glue were

heated for 48 hours at 104, 140 and

176 degrees Fahrenheit, and tested

every few hours during this period for

strength and viscosity.

In the first 7 hours of heating at 176

degrees the veneer glue lost approxi

mately one-half its joint strength, and

the high grade glue joints weakened

almost as much. The greatest loss in

the strength of the glue joints occurred

at this temperature. In the solutions

kept at 104 degrees there was a. sudden

drop in the strength of the joints made

with the high grade glue after .31 hours

of heating, due possibly to a combina

tion of bacterial and chemical action.

The veneer glue joints showed a more

gradual decrease at this temperature.

The most favorable of the thfee tem

peratures tricd was 140 degrees, but

even at this temperature an appreciable

weakening in both glues was noted at

the end of 7 hours, and longer heating

caused greater loss.

The viscosity of the high grade glue

declined more rapidly than that of the

veneer glue, but at the end of the heat

 

ing test the viscosity of the high grade
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-tight so that no water can work in‘

 

glue still averaged higher than that of

the veneer glue. Covered glue pots

were used in this experiment. When

open glue pots are used the loss in

strength caused by the heat is less ap

parent, since the loss is compensated

to some extent by evaporation of the

water. On the other hand, the concen

tration of the glue solution through

evaporation is an expensive means ofi

gaining strength.

 

TO PREVENT RUSTY RIMS

FROM DAMAGING *

lCASINGS

RON rust eats into canvas very

quickly and for this reason the rims

should be examined and cleaned a few

times each season. Assuming that the

rim is clean, as it should be when the‘

tire is attached, it may be kept so in

definitely if proper attention is given

to keep the rims straight, and if the

locking nut on the valve stem is drawni

through the hole in the rim. If, on

inspection, the rim is found to be rusty.‘

even though merely in small spots, the

rust should be sandpapered off and thel

rim given a coat of graphite or thin

shellac. Ordinarily, stove polish, which
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preventing rust and making it easy to hm" om“: 15’ schwck Sm“ '

sea W. are st- ‘
remove a tire in case of an emergency.

Any dent or bent in a rim should be

corrected as soon as discovered, for if

the bend is inward a great strain is

brought on the bend and side of the

casing. If the bend happens to be out

ward, there is a fine chance for water,

oil and dirt to work in between tire

and rim. .

 

 
  

RECORDING INSTRUMENT FOR

CARS

DETROIT inventor has patented

an instrument to be installed in 11

motor vehicle that provides a continu

ous record of every period of use of ii

car. In brief, it consists of a strip of

ruled record paper moved by clock

work. A suitable marking device is

attached to the speedometer of the com

bination. The mark left on the record

sheet shows the speed at wliich the car

was travelling at any indicated time,

as the paper strip is divided into days

hours and minutes. This device is be

lieved to be of yalue to operators of

taxicabs where meters are not required

by local ordinances and also to owners

of expensive automobiles driven b_\

chauffeurs, not to mention the possibili

ties in the motor truck field.

 

Directional wireless stations are being

erected in various places along the Pacific

Coast from San Diego to Alaska and others

are being established to carry ships through

the Delta of the Mississippi River to the

port of New Orleans.
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BURGESS

ELECTRICAL

HAND - BOOK
(called THE BURGESS BLUE BOOK, originally in blue-print form)

SHORT CUTS AND TIME SAVERS

Discover

Your Talents

What Are You Best Fitted For?

Personal, Mental and Vocational analysis,

by Dr. S. S. George, M.A., Ph.D., former

I U. S. Army expert. Will help you know

' your mind and what you are best titled for.

Complete course of taste and analysis. with

1,500 vocation: classified, will be mailed to you

on approval. Bend $3.00 tor the courae post

pald. Ii’ it is not satisfactory return it in live

‘ days and we will refund your money. Addreu

The Vocational Guidance Institute

2285 Broadway. Mel York GR!

 

Prepared in pocket size especially for practical stand and remember. Easy to apply in practical

men and those Inking up the study of electricity. work. Many valuable stunts not to he found

Contains drawinea and diagrams of electrical in any other book. Of value m any electrical

  

macl\l||ery—over 200 lormulaz for calculation and man, whether Technical Graduate. Electrical P""'/\

problems worked out showing hear formula: are Distinct-r, Student or Practical Man. ' $110 AMOIIIII TO SIBII AS

RmIwoyTrafiicMM‘ Fmm the WHOM‘ now bmk M Yorke Electricians all over tho world are sending for

Inspector

  

Burllcss while on all (IIfl(.‘I'EIIl kinds oi electrical ml‘ book TM mo“ "mm." Md yum“.

"°"‘ “"'°"“‘ ' P""°d °' “""1~Y ‘ °“""" °' ‘ mu 01 lta kind published. Nothing: else like

“Mary” it. If you have never seen this book it is

Electrical lawn. formulas. method: of calcuia- impossible for you to realize what you have

tlon. etc. Simplified and made eaay to under- missed.

Price $1.00

Send dollar bill, money order or check. You take no chance—money back ANY TIME

if not satisfactory.

THE BURGESS COMPANY

Consulting Electrical Engineers

YORKE BURGESS, President

Engineering Division (Department I09) 750 E. 42nd Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

  
ALI Tlflll-I lUN‘!‘$' I91-To IIIII IIUQ Illa

aqmpyontorrcnmllhll nmwllapae

salary from the nan. In ‘heme la

npeetorn advance rapidly—t.hey Iotl rum with

railway em-um who are ennet-anti: leaking empa

hle raeu. A pleasant poaitlou—ynu become hood

minded—you travel and see country. exnensm paid

!.B.'!‘.I. instruction la very in\¢aadn|—lt'a eaefll

eaatmllnad. We arrange for position; no no l1nl£_

Those Iho started atudyinl I in

months alo fill poeitlaa hlai.

and thefreontheroadaesdll

'urthet advancemnn. — Irlh

rnmedlately for Booklet D ll

Iinrr you turn this page

undue lull!!! Imaili lmiI¢'_||m|. ry

 

 

 

Are You Going to Give Up a CoIIegeEducation

BECAUSE YOU CAN'T AFFORD IT?

Will you allow yourself to go through life handicapped by the lack of technical

education, knowing that you can never attain the success that would have been yours

if you had gone to college? ‘

NO!

If you have the stufi in you of which success is made you need not think of the cost

of g0lng to college, for EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE will pay your expenses at

any University, College, Trade School or Correspondence School in the United States.

Everyday Engineering Will Finance Your Education

in return for all or a portion of your spare time. It may seem too good to be true, but it

Is no less a fact—Four years at college with all the opportunities of learning, with the

social lIfe, which, in itself, is of tremendous importance in the life of every man.

To make arrangements for starting this coming fall, write immediately to the “Circu

lation Department”, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, stating the name of the

University to which you want to go, the course you are desirous of taking and the

approximate cost for the scholastic year.

Here is your chance. It is up to you to take this opportunity now.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 West 45th Street New York City, N. Y.

 

  

BE SURE AND ORDER YOUR SEPTEMBER COPY

OF EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE EARLY

IN ADDITION TO ALL THE USUAL FEATURES AND DEPARTMENTS THERE WILL BE SEVERAL SPECIAL

ARTICLES DETAILING RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EXPERIMENTAL AND COMMERCIAL AVIATION, IN

EUROPE AS WELL AS AMERICA. _ WHY NOT SUBSCRIBE AND BE SURE OF RECEIVING EVERY COPY

AS ISSUED? SEE OUR SPECIAL OFFER ON PAGE 388. VALUABLE BOOKS GIVEN AWAY.
 

 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINI-:
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WHAT A MODEL AERO CLUB

DOES

BY BERTRAM POND

Corresponding Secretary

HE war is over, at least for a

while, and the war-time crimp put

into the model aeroplane world is fast

straightening out. As evidence to this

fact, let me tell you of a few things

which the Illinois Model Aero Club

has accomplished in the short space of

one year.

A banquet was given last March, a

year ago, as a “send off” and to the

success of the contests to come. The

summer was marked by a world's rec

ord passing from Mr. Pease to Mr.

Sweitzer, who made a'flight R. O. G.

of 4029 feet. The usual annual series

of contests for the handsome Laird

Weaver Trophy was won by Mr. Wm.

Sweitzer. Mr. R. Jaros won the am

ateur duration prize. The prize for

amateur distance was won by .\Ir. j.

Kroviak. The famed Villard Trophy,

muchly polished and lacquered, is now

a permanent part of the I. M. A. C.

collection of trophies. The Aerial Age

Medals were all won by I. M. A. C.

members, and medals formed an im

portant part of the time keeping equip

ment of the lucky ones.

The winter has been marked by

some very important events for 'the

Club. A scale model contest, Aero

Show exhibit, exhibitions at Marshall

Field & Co. on various occasions, a

series of contests for 10" models, a

series of lectures on “Model Design

ing,” and a show of a few of our models

before a Pathe camera man were the

winter’s most notable activities.

The annual scale model contest was

held Dec. Sth, 1919. Among the mod

els entered were an “Ansaldo 1” and an

S. E. 5 and an Albatross C. V. The

model making the best duration flight

was given 50% and the other models

in proportion. The best workmanship

was given 25% and the others in pro

portion. The model constructed most

nearly like the drawing or plan of the

original machine, which the contestant

was required to furnish, received 25%

and the others proportionately. S. E S

took first in workmanship and follow

ing the original design, the Albatross

flew longest, but the “Ansaldo 1”—

judged a close second in all three char

acteristics-—-won a handsomely en

graved shield given by Mr. Brock by

having the highest average for the three

points considered. Had these models

been constructed in time, I am sure the

Aerial Age Cup, for scale models would

have had a fine chance of seeing

Chicago.

A big boost was given the model

game by the Chicago Aero Show, where

the models created more of a sensation

than the big machines. Members of

the I. M. A. C. kept slow flying indoor

tractor models circling in the air above

the crowds most of the time during the

show. The outdoor models and the

scale models were hung around above

the Club's booth and a large case of

accessories of all sorts stood across the

booth. New members were secured,

and many orders for models were taken.

A series of indoor contests for 10"

R. O. C. duration machines, with two

prizes for each contest was held from

January to April. Along with these

contests a series of lectures was given

on model designing by as many old

flyers as could be found. The last

talk. which was a very good one, on the

“General Design of Flying Models”

will be printed in a' later issue.

The Club gave several exhibitions of

flying models at Marshall Field 8: Co.

during the Holidays and was rewarded

by a fine feed and several new mem

bers were attained. The more enthu

siastic members of the Club waded out

to the flying field some time ago to have

a Pathe man make some pictures for

Reel Twenty-Six to be shown all over

the country. The pictures were quite

good considering the mire.

With many of the old members gone,

the success of the Club during a very

hard year is nothing short of remark

able. The Club remains unchallenged

as the foremost model club in the coun

try and the holder of 9/l0ths of all the

\vorld’s records and another cup.

VULCANIZATION OF RUBBER

AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

T is found possible to calculate and

apply a series of rising tempera

tures such that the vulcanization time

curve for any rubber-sulphur mixture

may be made a straight line, the slope

of which is dependent on the tempera

tures employed and the amount of cata

lyst present (compare this J, 1916,

643). To obtain the best physical prop

erties by vulcanization at constant tem

perature, sulphur must be present in

the mixture in such amount that its

active mass is not decreased sufficiently

to diminish the rate of reaction appre

ciably before the desired vulcanization

coefficient is attained. With rubber

sulphur mixtures containing 5 per cent

or less of total sulphur, the physical

properties of the mixture after vulcani

zation at a series of rising tempera

tures are inferior to those given by vul

canization at constant temperature;

this is true particularly for vulcaniza

tion coefficients of 2.8 or more. For

Hevea rubber the optimum vulcaniza

tion coefficient probably lies between

1.7 and 2.8. The coefficients recom

mended by various authorities are

found to be excessive, and unless the

history of the vulcanization phenome

non is fully known it is unsafe to judge

samples solely on the basis of their

 

  

Learn Drafting

draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement.

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a

young man because drafting itself not only com

mands good pay, but it is the first step toward

success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering

or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of

work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right at home in spare

time. For 29 years the International Correspond

ence Schools have been giving boysjust the train

ing they need for success in Drafting and more

than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have

stepped into good positions ii1I'0lII.'h I. C. S. help.

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work_you

like best in the coupon. then mark and _matl_ it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring

you information that may start you on a success

ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it SIID

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

-1-—i-__47‘l||°uy nu‘!------i-1

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6089-B , SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without ohl attn me, howl can qualify for t.hO

position, or In the sub ect, etore which I mark X.

ICLIIITITIIUAL EIGINEEI f‘IlI§II(‘AIi ENGIIEEII

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

' Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Window Trimmer

Electric Car Running $h0W Curd Wfllif

Heavy Electric Traction Outdoor Sign Painter

Electrical Drllllrlunn RAILROADER

Electric Iarlulne In-signer

Telegra II Expert

Practical, Telephony

Ilil‘llANl(‘AI. IIZMIINIIIII

Mechanical DIIIIIIIIIB

Ship Dnflamnn

Machine Shop Practice

Toolrnalner

Gal Engineer

CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

IL‘! l‘0lll€I'N Oll I§h'i.i'll

AIlCI~Il'I‘E('.'I‘

lrelllloclnrll Draftsman

PLLIIIING ANII IIEATIIIG

Sheet Metal Worker

Navigator

II.I.USTI(ATOl(

DESIGNER

Iil‘Sl.\'l';S.\l IANAIIEIEIT

Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Slenographor and Typlll

Cerf. Pub. Accountant

Traffic Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGIIIII

‘ CIVIL SERVICE

t Railway Mail Clerk

Tutllo Ovoraeer or Supt.

AlIIlI(‘UI.'I'Ulll'. Spllllll

Poullryllnhlng French

Automobile: Italian

Name

Prexn‘ 7 - I5 -I O

Occupation

Street

and No.

__Stnle

EXPERIMENTAL

-SCI%E*NCE -

sulphur content.—]0ur. Sor. Chem.

Ind.

'CHE)iISTRY

~.,__ \. ..

1 -Pn\'s‘1cs
v ,_» 1 ‘

RAD!-" /H \o‘
‘E.

All that its name implies

THE scientific magazine of experimental and

practically applied science. Subscribe NOW.

$1.50 yearly. 15c a copy at most news

stands. Literature on request.

Experimental Science Publishing Companv,

710 14th St.. Washington. D. C.

Please mention EVERYDAY Eucmazamc Macazmx
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Ti__iE H.
i

E. BOUCHER MFG. co.

150 Lafayette Street _

1; NEW YORK CITY "

  

QENERAL MODEL MAKERS

Marine Models a Specialty

  

 

BUILD and FLY YOUR own MODl-ll. AIRPLANE

PROPELLERS _ _

Dia. Weight Propeller Pitch PHI-'8

5" 1% oz. B" $0.40 each

7‘/" Racing 2% oz. ll" .45 each

F2" Heavy Load 4 oz. 11" .50 each

8" Racing 2 to 21/, oz. 18" .55 each

9" Racing 3% oz. 16" .60 each

9%” Heavy Load 6 to 8 oz. 12” .65 each

10" Racing 3‘/1 oz. 22" .70 each

Prices include postage.

We can supply propellers either right or left con

structed on scientific basis by specially_ constructed

machinery. Guaranteed to work. A trial will con

vincc. Send five cents for catalogue of finished

airplanes and parts.

MODEL MAKERS SUPPLY COMPANY

Everyday Engineering Magazine

Box HDH 2 West 45th Street

New York City

WHEELS

No. 22. Aluminum with imita

tion rubber tires, weight one

third ounce, diameter 1%".

Price—$0.50 pair.
 

Allurninuri-i with real

rubber tires, weight one ounce,

diameter 2". Price—-$0.75 per

pair. .

No. 23.

  

 

THE AMERICAN

MODEL SALES AND MFG. CO.

601 Broadway New York City

SHIP FITTINGS.

RAW MATERIALS

BOILERS

PATTERNS

MODELS

CASTINGS

 

MAIL ORDERS ONLY
 

' PROMPT

SERVICE

TELEPHONE

SPRING 3337

 

iv'i‘3'§E‘Is'?"€x'$El=’5h‘£Fii2 wE£1i1mu,g~,NPg_Igg~¢~. Moggm

Absolute Secrecy Guaranteed EXPEIJMEN-I-AL WORK. 21-Q

CONSULTATION

EL CELLULQID

NAPIER BROWNING co.

none Barclay 9134 98 Warren Street I05 W.40th ST. NEW YORK CITY

New York City

  

  

 

5.:

Tm, SH!-ZE'I‘~IRON AND COPPER PLATE Worm

ER. A Practical Workshop Companion by

Leroy J. Blinn, Master Mechanic; New,

Enlarged Edition. 334 pages, 5 x 7;;

inches; cloth binding. 207 illustrations.

Published by Henry Carey Baird & Co.,

Inc., 2 W. 45th Street, New'York City.

This volume is a new and enlarged

edition of one of the most popular

books on metal-plate work ever pub

lished in this country. It has helped

many to solve their everyday problems

in that line and should be within reach

of every metal worker for ready refer

ence. With it you need never be at zi

loss to describe a pattern, to solve a

point in practical geometry or to know

the right varnish or cement to use, or

the strength of any material.

The present edition has been en

larged by the addition of many new

pattem problems which deal more par

ticularly with triangulation and mod

ern skylight work. As zi result, that

department of the book, valuable here

tofore, is now considerably improved.

As geometrical problems never become

obsolete and as pattern cutting is based

on that science, the original problems

are as correct and useful as ever and

have therefore been retained. The fol

lowing brief summary gives a good idea

of the scope of the work:

Rules for Describing Patterns. Prac

tical Geometry. Mensuration of Sur

faces. Mensuration of Solids and Ca

pacities of Bodies. Tables of \Veights,

etc. Tables of Circumferences of Cir

cles to the Nearest Fraction of Practi

cal Measurement; also the Areas of

Circles in Inches and Decimal Parts;

Likewise in Feet and Decimal Parts, as

may be Required. Practical Receipts.

Varnishes—Miscellaneous. Lacquers.

Miscellaneous Cements. Important

Metallic Alloys. Miscellaneous Re

ceipts. Strength of -Materials. Tables

of Strength of Materials. Supplemen

tary Pattern Problems. Index.

A noteworthy feature is the treat

ment of metallic alloys and solders

which gives to the worker just the in

formation he very often needs; the more

important seams or joints used in plate

work and the various ways of making

them are illustrated and described.

There are hints _for tempering and for

other operations and manipulations for

everyday use in the workshop, also

numerous useful tables which furnish

ready aid and save much time. Valu

able receipts of all kinds round out a

most complete work. The publisher

states that experts have carefully gone

over the receipts and tables to insure

their accuracy. The book covers a wide

field and covers it exceptionally well.

P1<'u.\‘<' mrntimi FNFRYD.-\Y ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Ex1>i:sim:Nrsi. Wnu:i.r.ss Srsnons, Tnznt

Timosv, DmicN, CONSTRUCTION AND Or

ERATION. By P. E. Edelinan, E. E. 390

pages, 5 x 7.

by Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.,

No. 2 W. 45th Street, New York City.

 

167 illustrations. Published i

The new 1920 revised and enlarged _

edition of this book gives the theory,

design, construction and operation, in

cluding Wireless Telephony, Vacuum

Tube and Quenched Spark Systems.

This book tells how to make apparatus .

to not only hear telephoned and tele

graphed radio messages, but also to

make simple equipment that works for

transmission over reasonably long dis

tances. Then there is a host of new

information included. The first and

only book to give you all the recent im

portant radio improvements, some of

which have never been published.

This volume anticipates every need

of the reader who wants the gist of the

art, its principles, simplified calcula

tions, apparatus dimensions and under

standable directions for efficient opera

tion, as it contains special chapters on: 1

Nature of Wireless Transmission,

Aerials, Coil and Sub-Service Systems,

Grounds and Lightning Protection, The

Transmitter and Resonance, Wave

length, Capacity and Oscillation Cir

cuits, Transformers and Spark Coils,

Construction Details, Auxiliary Appa

ratus, Condensers and Capacities, In

ductances, Spark Gaps, Radiation In

dicators and Measurements, Advanced

Systems. Vacuum Valves and Circuits,

Tube Radiotelephones, The Receiving

Station, Detectors, Sensitive Indicators

for Receiving Sets, Tuning and Inter

ference Prevention, Special Receiving

Sets, Receiving Condensers, Construc

tion of Receiving lnductances, Making l

the \Vireless Set Work, Miscellaneous

Applications, Time and Weather Sig

nals, Radio-communication, Patent

Rights of the Experimenter.

One of the features'evident on in

spection of this book is the clarity of

presentation. The amateur is told how

things are done without recourse to ab

truse and confusing mathematics and

all types of apparatus are illustrated

without limitation to any special com

pany types as in non-independent pub

lications. It is a complete understand

able treatise of modern radio practice

and is especially recommended to those

of our readers who are experimenters

rather than engineers.

Auromoiiru: Srss-rmc, LIGHTING AND Io

Nn'ioN SYSTEMS. By Victor W: Page.

815 pages, 5 by 7% inches; 425 illustra

tions. Published by the Norman W. Hen

ley Publishing Co., 2 W. 45th St., New

York City. _

This is a revised and enlarged edi

tion of a book on automobile starting,

lighting and ignition system practice,

written with special reference to the

requirements of the reader desiring

. 364 Monadnoeh Bldg,

 

MODEL AIRPLANE ENGlNES

3 Cylinder Rotary Compressed Air

Engines.

% in. bore, 3‘ in. stroke

K in. bore, K in. sh-else

Q‘ in. bore, K in stroke

6 Cylinder rotary steam engines, steel

cylinders, tobin bronze pistons. alu

minum cranl: case.

K in. bore, K in. stroke

Sad stamp for descriptive elreular.

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 East 71st St. New York City

011-]ust what I wanted

Real Model Racing Yachts

_ Sails Faster Than You Can Wall

\ for mm and boys. Gon

  

struction Sot—4.~omplsto-80 in.

ions. with R nt,

HEAVY LEA EEL. road! to

assemble. 5 screws, 20 brads and

Yacht is built. Also same Model

iinlshsd read! to sail. Bmd Zil

cents and your doslei-‘s name sad

sddrus for book "Model Yacht

Hlllinr." lust printed. sivlns full

instructions of the Sport: How M

ssil. ris. nautical terms. etc., we

NII VII Model Boat I Mtg. Corporation

DQIL E-. ll DIOIIIII NII York clfl

Iitflllfl I-Ilfl

 

MODEL ELECTRIC MOTOR

YOU

csn bulld this working model. All parts

tumlshod complete with Blue Prints. No

Extras required. 82.00. Blue Prints only 25c.

' A. F. CABSEL

52 W. |30tl| Street. New Yorii City

  

Small Steam E 'nes I

B_OlICl'I, Gas i Gaso e Ea

qnnes H.P. and U .

saks. nmps, Model -

. ers' Supplies. Get our hi

;) Catalogue, _sent Po "

J/)7 ‘ for l$c (coin ferred or

‘hi ~ Stamps. Re unded am
-» order. 192 Pages, over 200

illustrations.

MODERN ENGINE I SUPPLY CO.

Chicago. IIL

  

  

P‘.

  

I. I J. SPECIALTY GO

as: s. Parks 8t.. Pisuss, nus.

  

 

Lathe Y~==_;“-_';,;_;
B

(.\m.in| and ‘filling lama

inn Uinsksl outfit Io. ll

Osstlalwhich tneludss s.ll

and ll detail hlnsprinta Ouniflslo enflt II. Ion

iollawtns dimensions: Innnh ovsr all, 1 it, 11 ills.;

Breadth. ll i.ns.; Apweximato wclaht. 106 lI.: Daise

simsdwor surfsosut Il1ll1ll|tlI)ll,lll-\l.b10lll

‘Hill lsths liss n dssilnsd to moot the wants st Isdol

llsasss who rennin s tool osplbis or very vsrtol sad ss

oursts work. It l.s sol!-setlns sad Bcsw Oittiiu. Wlta

it I" plain Iillin Iorl can he done, as well as Illlkiflfiril only to do

s [feat many be ns jobs olhnriile val’! diiiicuit Ad sss

vs. n. PIICI. |nc.. Dent. i1. umsusin s|ss., 121 srli Avs..I.v

am‘35\=>’l00aWee
arconr A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Big opportunities NOW.

Justify for this fascinat

ing profession. Three

months’ course covers all

branches:

IOTIOI PIGTURE—CONMERCiAL—PORTRAiTURE

Camera: and Alalertals /umtshed /rec

Practical instruction; modern equipmmt. Day or svminl

dsssq; ossy tsrms. 'i'hs School or Recognized Sundi

ortu. Call or write for complete trltllos N0. 20.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

141 W. 36th SL, N. Y. 505 State St., Blslyn.

 

  

 

A Necessity for

Every Shop

"Tho Salses Is. I loss! Psssl," with s newc

M1evIrnnsruu1.istmsn4s<irerwsrsso

pied t-la espasiq of ms "Samson llssl

ssehos." and will punm holes from 56

to§l.s.inson.msuluswiz(.'suze.

ktrssofilnndin and dire siu 1p\.3/I6,

K. 5/II. NM K in easily tnsrrteii

and removed, (iaulruuis [lUl\\"lli!i[

mi EGO in. throusl 12 gauge

E q is ip p e d

in i’ t h 3-I6.

inch Punch

and Die un- A -_ W

less Otherwise Specified. F-Q-E FM‘-1°"!

Untolos 11 Consists Lino lent on Rsqsosl.

The Machine Appliance Corporation

35l Jsy Street, Dept. Eng. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THE EXPERlMEN'I'ER'S SHOP
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SHOP T0015 AND EQUIPMENT

Rough and machined castings for 6" lsths

DESIGNS FOR MODEL BOATS

Drswlnss oi famous ML-50 British Destroyer

Bend stamp iur catalog

HUHN MFG. CO.. 550 Elll 8t.. ARLINGTON. N. I.

 

“RlCHARDS’ MADE"

Boys, you can build and

race them. So can “Dad”

Complete construction sets

of SAILING MODEL

YACHTS. Circular tells

the rest.

WM. RICHARDS

747 Tremont Ave., New Yorlr City

Mechanical Drafting

EXPERT SERVICE—REASONABLE

INQUIRIES INVITED

E. W. HEANEY & CO.

2105 Monterey Avenue New York City

Telephone Fordham 6249

  

 

  

 

 

Your Prospective Customers

are lined in our Csislogoi 99% gusrsnieel

Msiling Lists. ii also contains riisl sug

gestions how to sdvenise and sell profirsbly

by mail. Counts snd prices given on fill)

diflerent nsiionsl Lists. covering all classes;

for instance, Farmers, Noodle Mirs.. Harl

wsre Dlrs., Zinc Mines, eic. This valu

lls nfnrnrr book fvu. Write ior it.

Send Them Sales Letters

Yon can produce sales or inquiries with

personal letters. Many concems all over

U. 5. sre profitably using Sales Letters

we write. “Send for fru instructive

btbllet, VIII! efialu Lsrurl."

Ross-Gould
Hailing

Lssfs $1. Louis
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To the Man with an Idea

I offer a comprehensive, ex

perienced, efiicient service for

his prompt, legal protection and

the development of his proposi

tion.

Send sketch, or model, and

description, for advice as to cost,

search through prior United

States patents, etc. Preliminary

advice gladly furnished without

charge.

My experience, and familiarity with

various arts, frequently enable me to

accurately advise clients an to prob

able patentability before they go to

any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and

form for properly disclosing your idea,

free on request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN

PATENT LAWYER

144 Owen Buildinl, Washington, D. C

_ Before disclosing your invention to

anyone. send for blank iorin. “Evidence

of Conception," to be siiriied and wit

fleased. Form and Information eon

cernlng patents FREE.

Originator: 0/ the form "Evldmu

or (‘nnrr~oIi|,y|"

 

 WILLIAM C. LINTON S

Coneulting Engineer and Patent Attorney

"Inventor's Adviser" mailed free on

request. Glres full Information as to

Patents, Trade Marks and Their Cost.

Office:

364 University St.

Montreal, Canada

  

920 F St., N. W.

Washington, D. C.

 

Competent Patent Service

By a Former Examining Offieial of the U. S.

Patent Office

NORMAN T. WHITAKER

Lawyer and Engineer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Brunch Oflice, 87 Nauau St. New York City

iivouiium iNvi‘rEi)

 

Contains valuable information and advice to

inventors on securing Patents. Send model

or sketch of your invention for Free Opinion

of its patentahle nature. Prompt service.

Z0 years experience. \Vrile today

'IALBERT& TALBERT 4859 TALBERT BLD(l,\Va1hin|Ion.D.C.

 

Professional Assistance

and Consultation

We aolicit the patronage of inventors

and will give prompt, confidential

service in the perfection of ideas

Complete drawings and plans pre

pared. Specialists in steam and gnu

engine appliances.

Correspondence Invited.

Let Us Know Your Problem

Bell & Hoyt

IllllIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllIIlIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllltllllllillllhlllllllIIIYIIIIIlllllIIItIilllllllllliillllllllili

BOOK REVIEWS
IllIllllllllllllltllllllilllllIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllfllIIHlllllllllllllllllllllilllllhllfllllilllllllIl||IllIlIllll|iII\IIiHltliti

easily understood explanatory matter

relating to all types of automobile

electrical systems. Elementary electri

cal principles are considered before an

attempt is_made to discuss the features

5 ‘ , of the various systems. The basic prin

ciples are clearly stated and illustrated

with simple diagrams. Over 200 wir

ing diagrams are presented. All the

leading systems of starting, lighting

and ignition have been described and

illustrated with the cooperation of the

experts employed by the manufacturers.

Complete data are given for locating

troubles in all systems, and full direc

tions are given for making repairs.

Various accessories operated by electric

current, such as electrical gear shifts,

brake actuation, signaling devices, vul

canizers, etc., are also described. An

idea. of the material presented _in the

book will be obtained from the chapter

heads which are as follows: Elemen

; tary Electricity; Battery and Coil

Ignition Methods; Magneto Ignition

Systems; Elementary Electric Starter

Principles; Typical Starting and Light

ing Systems; Starting System Faults

and Their Systematic Location; Mis

cellaneous Electrical Devices; Late

Ford and Maxwell Electrical Systems;

the Hudson-Delco and Two-Unit Delco

Systems; The Dodge Brothers’ Ignition

Starting-Lighting System; The Stutz

Remy and Mitchell-Remy Systems;

Bijur-Roamer Electrical Systems; De

sign of Electrical Measuring Instru

ments and Use in Testing; 1917-1918

Wiring Diagrams of Popular Cars;

1919-1920 Wiring Diagrams of Popu

lar Cars, Electrical System Details

192O Cars. This is :1 standard work

l author keeps pace with all new de

‘ velopments in the great industry and

branch of engineering he represents.

This book should be in the hands of

  

 

TO PRESERVE FISHING LINES

 

 

on this subject by a recognized author- -

‘ ity and the new edition shows that the i

anyoneinterested in automobile repziir- l

ing, as the diagrams alone are invalu- ‘

able and wortli the cost of the book. .

 

the national

joy smoke

Our exclusive

patented process

cuts Out bite and

parch.

Piimisi

ALBE

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
send I0 cents coin or stamps for 70-page

oook on Stammerlng and Stuttering. "Its

Gaiiu and cure." It tells how l cured inyaeii

after utaminerln: for 20 years.

Benjamin N. Bogue, 911 Bogiie Bldg, Indianapolis

 

  

THE

Wireless

World
The Official Organ of the

Wireless Society

of London

 

Commencing with April

3d, will be published fort

nightly in order to ade

quately de al with the

increasing a m ou n t of

Wireless Experimental

and Research Work.

Full of Practical hints

and useful information

for Wireless Amateurs.

Extensive reports of the

Wireless Societies of

Great Britain.

Annual Subscription 17s,

366 Madison Ave. New York, N. Y.

To preserve fishing lines and the like im

pregnation with copper stearate is recom

mended. First soak the line in a five per

or in distilled water.

and immerse in a two per cent solution of

; copper sulphate. The effect is to precipitate

the copper stearate in the pores of the fibre

and the treatment is said to have a. high

degree of permanency.

The following is the formula for a metal

cleaning liquid, which has had considerable

popularity.

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500 parts

Ammonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 parts

Castile Soap in Powder . . . . . ..lO0 parts

Tripoli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .250 parts

It may be perfumed with 5 parts essence

of mirbane.

cent solution of Castile soap in rain waterRub off the surplus

Post Free

Single Copies 9d, Poet Free

To be entirely up-to-date in your

knowledge of Wircleu you

must he n euhscriher to

The Wireless World.

To the Publisher,

The Wirelell World,

12-13 Henrietta St.,

London, WCZ, England.

Please enter me an a luheeriher

to the Wireless World for the

period . . . . . . . . . to . . . . . . . . .

for which l enclole . . . . . . . .

Name

Address

Please write distinctly.

~_
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

COLUMNS

advertisements of things they need.

but 7c a word; about 7 words per line.

the month to insure proper classification.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO BUY, SELL OR EXCHANGE?

Automobile owners, mechanics, model makers, motor boat owners, radio and electrical

experimenters and students read these classified columns every month, looking for

Are you tolling them what you have? The coat is

Advertisements should reach us by the first of

 

Agcnls l/Vanted

NEXT 8ATUROAV. Specdcrator for

Used by Ford Motor oiiicials.

Makes any Ford run like a Packard. Bio stalling and

huciting. Put on q\ilt'k—lfiaLlIll. aatlsfact on. l\o holes

to bore. Sell ten m twelve a day easy. Splendid profile

and exclusive territory. Write quick for information. Ad

dress Perrin Co., I047 Hayward Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

AGENTS MAKING 5200 WEEKLY selliriit Bull D0!

inner Tires. Double life of tires. eliminate blowout and

punctures. Big rcpcatel. Wonderful opportunity toy estab

llsh independent. permanent, growing business. Writ: st

once. Eastern Auto Specialty Co., Dept. S. Ltica. N. Y.

 

MAKE $30.00

Fords selling like wildfire.

WANTED—Mi-u with l-'oril cars to imrk_ home torri

iory or travel; ram $10 to $25 daily. \\rite_~__for par

ticulars. Barrett Motor Starter Mfg. Co., 1744 Broad

way, New York City.
WOULD YEARMROUND quick ten" interest You?

Dent. 51, Martinek Company. 405 Lexington Avenue,

New York.

BIC MONEY and fast sales.

initials for his auto. You charge 50; make $1-35»

Ten orders daily clay. Write for particulars and free

Every‘ owner buys gold

 

 

samples. American Monogram Co.. Dept. ‘I2, Glen

Ridge. N. .1.

Aulomnbilc Accessories

VULCANIZE aliases without heat or tools. Whirl

wind seller to every Auto Owner. Pilrther particulars

free. Muacatine Agency._I-2402, Muscathie, lowa__

8TORAOE BATTERIES FOR AUTOMOBILES. We

furnish all parts and Moulds for makin them. Sample

Plate -ilk‘. I-‘orelln Countries 50¢. lndsov Specially

Co., 5419 Windsor Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Aviation

CONSULTING AERONAUTICAL and Automotive En

gineers. Inventions arial_\'1.rd and developed. Designs

prepared. Team. Expert advice. Van Muiiiliig It Marx,

City College, .\'<-w York.

Books

BOOKS DELIVERED FREE.

trated Guide to the Latest Books. Wt-sit-y Mills Co..

Dept. A, 500 Fifth Avenue. New York._.\. ll‘.

Business Opportunities

FREE information regardln large earnings, Raising

Canaries for pastime. Bird and, Lyunhavun,_Vi_rgiiiia._

SUBSTANTIAL Manuiacturing cor‘porsllon wants cap

able men to establish ‘branch an manage salesmen.

$300 U7 $1.500 ncccssa . Will allow elllensos to Balti

more as explained. A dress. Treasuria-, 416 N. Howard

SL. Baltimore. Md._

AMBITIOUB MEN asp this opportunity to make

money. You can make $5.00 to Si0.00 every day in your

spare time at home. Not. a cheap scheme, agi-ncy or

soliciting proposition, but substantial btlsiiiess |)l'tII!.

investigate this today. Address, Business, Box 175,

I~‘re<ionla, N. Y.

START a business of your o\vn.— 24 plans.‘ $1.00.! Joel

Tlllberg, Proctor. Vermont.

SUBSTANTIAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

wants capable men to establish brarwh rnrl m~na1.:e

salesmen. $300 to $2000 nccessary. Will allow expenses

to Baltimore as explained. Addraia. Mr. Clemmer, 803

N. Eutaw St., Baltimore. Md.

 

 

Write today for Illus

 

    

 

Farm ulas ;
Exiissr CHEMIST wlllifuriilsh ruriuulis, Processor 1

  

 

and Trade Sis.-re I lines. Lists free. W._ 1_a

Cuniniiiiizs. I'll l>., i _’0 Gordon Ave., Syfaouse. .\. \.

for Sale

MOTOR BOAT POWER PLANT COMPLETE—Four

cyunnsr, Pinon l1.P. Motor; Rear Starter; Magneto

and Carburetor; Clutch and Reverse Gear; Enclosed

bps; Ratio: Univsrsai Joint. Must sacrifice. Practically

I\sI. lliltl.0O l‘.O.l'l. New York. Boa I0. Every

day lnginsering Magaxins.

Guinea Pigs

WANTED—6,000 baby guinos pigs 8 to 4 weeks old 60::

each. Who will raise thuln for us? Brceding stuck

supplied at nwdt-rate prices. Western Reserve Arilmal

liiuustrics._l)rawer .i.i._$uiiion I5, C_leveland,vOlilo.

Help_ll’anted

WR'lTE7 for newspapers and magaxinos. Big pay. Ex

perielioe unneccsaary. details lroc. .l.‘reas ltcporting syn

uloatu, 5154* l.0iils.

1n'z'cnl0r$

lNVENTOR8—'-Write for our free illustrated guide book

and hviucuco oi Conception Blank. Bend model or

sketch and descrlpzlou or invention for our opinion of its

pateniabla nature free.‘ Iiigni-st l(£'lEI‘€IIi:t:a. Pruinpt

Uerrlcc. Reasonable Tr.-rnis. Vii.-‘PUB J. .l:I\'ANS er,

CO., H5 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

 

 

INVENTOhe MANUAL. NOW TO MAKE A PATENT

PAY is a work Ul bD¢(.'lll interest to hive.-ntors in per

fei-tlng tin-ir liiveiitlotis, taking out their pat/ants, and

disposing of them. ii is not in any sense a Patent

Solicitor s circular nor a t'atcnl. Bro-.er's iidvertisclnont.

Nu lt.l\L'l'llnt'IIlL'l-L5 of iiiiy description appear in the

work. it is a book containing a quarter of a century’:

experience of a successful invcnwr, together with notes

based upon the experiences of niany other inventors. 120

paiics. Price $1.25 postpaid. The Norman W. Henley

l’ubii_sliliig_L‘o., 2 West 45th Street. New York.

‘IWO VOLUMES on MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS bi’

G. D. liiaoox are works every lnveuwr should have fur

rrfcrciice. If the thing you want has been invented.

it is illuslratcd in thus roluiues. if it hasn't been

invented, then you'll lind in it thc neiiruit things to

vihat you want, sonic mou.-niciit or lit-vice thiit will apply

in your cast-, perhaps; ur which will give you a key irom

which to work. No books cu-r published are oi’ more

real valuu to the inventor. drsfianisn or practical ine

cnsnic than this sct of books. Price pcr volume each

$4.00 prepaid. The .\'onnsn \'\'. Heuicy l’ublisii.ng Co.,

‘.' Wt-st (otli Sires-t, New York.

Mule Help Wanted

SALESMEN-City or Traveling. Experience unneces

aary, Bend for list of liuvn and full particulars. I'rc

piirs in span: time to earn the big sala.ries—$‘.!.500 to

10,000 a year. Employment services rendered m('.lllJt‘Ya.

l'atioiial Saieaiiieirs Training Association. Dcpl. I57-K,

Chicago, Ill.

OETECTIVES EARN ’ sic‘ uonsvfrrf-en,‘ unusual

Opportunity. Write Johnson's Detective Corresponrlt-rice

School. Deck 17, 232 Sheldon Ava, Grand Rapids, Micli.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Excellent oppar

tunity. Travel. Ekpv.-rlcilco unneceosar . We train you.

Particulars free. Write, American eteciive System.

I963 Broadway, N. '

 

  

Comoros

SEND favorite negative and 50 cents for s beautifully

mounted enlargement, guaranteed to plcaae you or your

inunq refunded by return mail. Westcrn Portrait Co.,

2118 Kendall St., Chicago. Ill.

"__ Chemicals

EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORIES, fully equlppcd—

$l1.00 to $100.00. la.-on-lit l'l-n or (lash. l)o-crlpiions

and actual photographs free. Write Dept. E-27, Lions

Scitiflc Institute, "Laboratory Outfitters," Mt. Oliver,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHART OF CHEMICAL SOLUBILITIES. 375 chemicals

listed. Bang it in your laboratory. Useful. Wislleu.

3118 Ilth Street, Washington, D. C.

Dog:

8PORT8MEN—Trained beagles. rabbit, fox, coon, skunk,

squirrel and opossum dogs. bird dogs, pet and farm dogs.

.-wine, rabbits, plgoons. pheasants, goats. 100 varieties

blooded nook. Circulars 10c. Violet Hill Kennels,

lurk. Pennsylvania.

Electrical

INSTANTANEOUS Hot Water Heater, attachable any

faucet, valuable hospital . physicians, and dentists‘ oilici-s,

barbers, and home use. Retail $60. De ers $45. Victor

0. I-‘ord Company. 250 West Mth St., l\ew York.

Ford Owners

F_0RD SPEED-POWER EOUIPMENT stocked: 4 Speed

I-orward Auxiliary Trlilslnlssiullii, Doubles Pulling power,

lnrrcases speed 40 or 20%; 16 Valve Overhead Cylinder

head; weed carburetors: camshaft, piston rings; light

pistons, crankshaft counterbalancea; high tension mag

nctos; underslung fixtures; apeod power bevel gears: foul.

accelerators‘ sioerin wheels; wire-wheels‘ disc wheels;

metal wheei_dlaca: ord I-‘ire Chsmical Hook and Lari

der; 15"-SO Double Universal Wheelbase Extension;

1%-2 ton Side B ring Additional Frame Work Ilnlts;

Complete Idne 1 -ii ton Shaft-Chain Drive Units;

Racing Body: Complete Racing Cars $500.-11750. B. V.

Fwd SDI-‘ed-PIWEP Equipment Manufacturers. 250 West

filth BL. Nut York.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn from $110 Us

$200 per month and expenses. Travel if dmlred. Un

limited advancement. No ago limit. We train you.

Position furnished lIl\(lt'I' Illsraiitcc. Write for Book

let CM-36. Standard Business Training Instituto,

Builalo, N. Y.
FITRVEMEN, Brakemen, Baizgsgi-iuen. 8140*-$2lJ7i):*Col0Ted

Porters by Railroads everywhere. Experience unneces

airy. 895 Ry:_I3_ureau, East St. Louis, lll.

./Misc://aneous

FIVE MASTER KEYS and Novel Key Chain $1.00.

Open hundreds of diflerent. locks and replace hundreds

of dlflerent keys. Recommended b Iocksmltiis, real

estate men. and dctectlvcs. Master 'ey Co., 33 Man

listtan Building, llillwaulicc, Wis.

SUPERIOR SANITARY CUSNIONS. Sell at bascball

 

parks, race tracks, lalr_s. circuses. etc. Samplc 15c

tpsid. Bu ierlor Sanitary Cushion Company, 419

oston Block, inneapolis.

iooo —LETTERHEAD8. enielopcs, cards, @wTts.'sol

Samples. E. M._0rvis, Hackensack. N. J.

I WANT $200.00 to complete model and putt-nr sauna.

This is not a charitable loan, but a strictly limitless

grgposllloll with good returns. A. C. Backer, P. 0.

x 97, South Coventry, Conn.

llioiion Picture Pla.-_vs and Supplies

925-saoo PAID ANYONE my ideas, suggestions .-.un=b1i>

for pbutoplays. Experience unnecessary; complete out

llno Free. Producers League, 530, St.‘Inuis, Mo.
in-Fororijvs WANTED.VBlg grllces paid._You can

write them. We show you how. ee particulars. Rex

Publisliers, Box 175A-10 and 175A-ll. Chicago, Ill.

Motorcyclvs

F-25.00 UP. GUARANTEED REBUILT MOTORCYCLES.

lleiidcrsori. Excelsior, Indian. Ilailcy-Davidson. Ill

<-ycles. £5.00 up. Tires and accessories at wholesale,

lllustrair-<1 bulletin A free. Ash Motor Corporation,

I62 .\'. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Opporlmiilics

At"roii'01iii;i-:—0w.\'i:n.s' FRIEND, labor. money saver

$1 guaranteed, Kautch Sales Co., Stockton. Cal.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pa-tents

_ Jenner, Patent Attorney and

Aluchanical Expert. 622 l-‘ St., Washington. D. C. I

It‘I)0I'l. ii a pau-ni. can be had and its exact cost. Send

for l'lfi"lllll‘.

PATENTS. Over 70 years‘ practice; all communications

strictly cuniidentlal; handbook on patents frce on request;

spcclal facilities for oflloc consultations. Munn & Co.,

}'_sti-nt Attorneys, 641 Woolworth Building, New York.

615 l-‘ Street. V_llashiugton;_ Tower Building, Chicago;

"WIT! Bldl. 582 Msrketfhtreet. Ban Francisco, Calii.
P_ATENT8.4>lnTall'mattrrs pertaining lolnveiiilon consult

.\ai.lonal lnst.tuie of Inventors, 118 Fulton BL, New

\'_ork CILV. haviiii: three thousand members. Booklet free.

"INVENTOR 7RECORlI"_s.nd “Bullctin" acnt’ vi-iiiuiit

charge. My ee blank form for disclosing your inven

"W simplifies procedure. at-ud sketch or description

7'11’ preliminary advice. Wm. Ii. Mulligan, Registered

Attorney, 394 Wootliwsrd Building, Wauliingwri, 1)_ c,

PATENTS - Herbert

 

 

PATENT what you Blivcnt. It may beivaluable. Write

we M attorney's so until patent is lllOWt*tl. Emu.

fig?-I‘>"lflEcl]1lror's ‘(gill-ids" Free. Franklin H. Bough

an ust iris-. “'lalllngi.on. n. c. '

PATENT8—I-‘oes in installments. Frank T. Fuller.

fomicrly Lieutenant. Engineers. Washington. D. C.

PAT5NT3*—PY0II1 l-. Dcrsonal. ficlent service b an

attorneg-at-law. s llcd in all branches of Patent Prac

tics. rcr I2 years actual experience; full information

t. B. I’. ,.\‘l\t_>:>:1mni"ra’u‘e_s~D. C. Fishburue. 32" McGill Bldg,

I-‘"_5N‘T F085 your rirhu to Datent Protection. bdore
r_l_l~.4-l_osim: your invention to an no send for blank form

FE\'l(lel'lt‘t' cf Conception" to signcd mg wim,“,¢_

orm and information concernin patents free. La“.

“l""i' Ind AUWIIIO. 287 Ouray liulldlng. Washington,

D. C. Originators of the form "Evidence of Conception."

Phonographs

suilo voun own Pnoiosnaen-Bi; saving. w.

furnish parts and cabinets. Write today for free in

(1)\'3g_'=latsd Phonorraon Supply 00.. Dent. V.

Pholo De":/eloping

MAIL U8 20-: with any size film for development and

ll! Yclvfl Prints. Or send six negatives a ' size and
20$ for six prints. Or send 40c for one 8 xnli] mounted

en lrirom nt. Pro , f ,1-‘inlshlnse 00.. zsamliuiufvfif‘ n'.'3'§.§iu, ill‘-’.“°k° P"°'°

Short Stories Wanted

SHORT STORIES. Poems. Yllya. Etc-. are wanted for

publication. Lltorary Bureau, 166 Hannibal, Mo.

Stammcring

ST-STU-T-T-TERING and Stammcring cured at home.

instructive booklet free. Walter McDonald, I03 Potomac

Bank Buildln¢.lVashinltou. D. C.

STAMMERERS. My course‘ of private Tessona is in

expensive and will correct your impediments. Samuel

I-J. ltobblns, 246 Huntington Avenue. Boston.

Stamps

APPROVAL 60% discount. Reference please. Stamps

bought. Lang. 1433-J 59th. Clcso, Illinois.

I-IAVE YOU SEEN THE STAMP HERALD! Finest

monthly stamp paper published. Subscription 500 a

year. 3 months trial for I00. Stamp Harald Publishing

Co., Dept. E, Indianapolis. Ind.

STAMPS FREE-:607all dli’i‘arent tor the names of two

collectors and 2c postafii 30 Sweden stamps l0c. 20

{gcilgil-IA! B1-Imp! 10c. Iedo Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Telegraphy

TELEGRAPHY (both Morse and \Vlrcless) and Railway

accounting taught quickly. '.l‘rc/mendous demand. Big

salaries. Great opportunities. Oldest and largest school;

established 46 years. All expenses low—-can earn large

part. Catalogue free. Dodge's Institute. I’. St., Val

puralso, Indiana,

 

 

Toys

AMERICAN MADE TOYS NEEDED. Honicworlrcra on

small scale and Manufacturers on large scale wanted to

manufacture Tog Soldiers, Armg, Navy, Machine Guns,

Cannons, War hips, ludisns, ow-boys, Wild Animals,

Whistlers and other toys and novelties. Greatest chance

for Industrial people to have an independent business.

Enormous demand irlves sn unlimited fleld and great

future all over tho United States, Canada and foreign

countries. Experience or tools not necessary. Hundred

and more made complete per hour. Casting forms. oom

plete outflt from $3.00 up. We buy these goods all year

paying ilxcd prlccs. For painted goods We 0il'cr attrac

tiro prices. Contracts made with reliable parties. We

have connections all over the United States and goods

made with these Casting forms are badly needed by all

wholesale and retail dcalers on account of the scarcity

in those lines. Greatest opp-irtunlts is oflcrctl ni-inu

iacturcrs of American Made Toys. A strictly business

proposition and no one need apply unless ho means

business. In this case write for booklet and informa

tion, furnished free. Toy Soldier Mfg. Co., 32 Union

Square. New York City.

Wireless

WIRELESS PARTS. PROMPT DELIVERY. Standard

1%" switch knob-lever complete 350. Switch points with

screws 25c dozen. State panel thickness. Novotoy Elec

tric, Charlotte. N. C.
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New Patent of Sherwin Cody’s

1.

Makes Perfect English Easy '

‘F In 15 Minutes a Day . -- '

An amazing new method that corrects bad habits in speizch and writing at once

English in everyday life can

not be overestimated. Today

the ability to speak and write cor

rectly and forcefully has come to be

a commercial necessity. It is the in

valuable weapon with which every

is striving for success

must be equipped. Business demands

men who can write and talk straight

THE tremendous value of good

man who

from the shoulder,

Couree a Great

Help

"1 cannot too hilhly

recommend it. and I

would advise any

younl persona who are

compelled to leave

school at an earl: ale

to take this course.

They will be Ireatly

benefited by the lea

sons in Composition.

Spelling, and the read

inl of lood literature.

I deonaidar Hie tltuie

an money we span.

—Paul It. Snyder. Sau

gertles, N. Y. -

Moat lntereatin

Device for Sel

Education

"Your 100 per cent.

Self-Correctinl COW"

in Enaliih Laniulle is

the nneet and moat in

teresting device for self

edueation I have ever

tried.

"The ayitom of check

ing up written work ia

absolutely infallible for

ihowina up errors. and

tiie student can im

mediately atart i.ii to

correct his weak points.

for theae leaaona will

show him eaaoti what

they are."-—-U. . Pry.

Baltimore, Md.

No Others That

Com are With

0\ll'I

"I am quite familiar

with your works and

honestly I do not be

lieve there are any

other publications in

the field that can be

gin no compare with

yours. along the line of

plain. simple Elllllah

composition.-—hi1w to

make people talk in a

straightforward way on

ape — Walter D.

gfoody, formerly Mana

 

aer Chiealo Association

of Commerce, Chiealo.

Illinois.

No Method Equal

To Youra

"I hope you will be

very sueeeasful in plac

ina your l00 per oent.

Self - Oorreetin Courle

in English in t e hands

of a ltljllf number lof

younl ui ness peep e.

It would be a wlendld

thin ii it could be

stud ed carefully by an

equal number of older

 

 

_hogany desk.

 

and straight

to the point,

without mak

ing mistakes

in grammar,

punctuation,

pronuncia

tion, spelling,

and without

using weak

0 v e r-u s e d

words. Busi

nessdemand:

such men and

is paying for

them.

The differ

ence between

weak, incor

rect English,

andcrisp,vig

orous English

is the differ

ence between

the high stool

and the ma

When one

stops to con

sider that

byactualtest

 

Good Fziglieh in Buemeu

A well-known millionaire once

said, “I know of no ability more

valuable to the business man than

the ability to speak and write good

English." He knew what he was

talking about—-Language Power

wins every time. All business is a

game of buying and selling. Ev

eryone has something to sell,

whether it be buttons or brains.

What you are selling makes no

difi'erence—you cannot be a good

trader unless you tell others zrhar

you have in o way that will make

them want to buy it. You must

convince the buyer that what

you have to sell is worth more to

him than the money he is paying

for it. Words are the weapons

with which you fight your every

day battles. It is the man who

uses these weapons that achieves

success. The man who by the cor

rectness and energy of his lan

guage can sway men's minds at

will is the man who gains recog

nition and position. He is the

man who comes out on top. Yig

orous language, whether written

or spoken. is the force that gets

things done. it is the force that

makes friends and holds them, it

is the force that carries men up

the road to success.

Good English la An

Investment

The words you use are an adver

 

 

the average

man in busi

ness is 61 per

cent. efficient in the

vital points of En

glish the need for a

method of teaching

correct English is ap

parent.

After twenty years

of scientific research

and study Mr. Sher

win Cody, pcrha s

the best-known teach

er of practical En

glish in the country,

as perfected his

amazing “too per

cent. Self-Correcting

System" and places it

at your disposal.

Only 15 Minutes

e Day

 

been cut down by several hundred per cent.

Fifteen minutes s are time each day, gives

you a command 0 language that enables you

to compete with men who have spent years

in school and college studying for this key

to social and business success. You need no

longer work under the terrible handicap of

poor English—Mr. Cody's great invention

places Language Power within your reach.

The 100% Self-Correcting Method

On October 15th, i918, Mr. Cody was grant

ed a patent on his unique device. He went

to great corporations and examined the em

ployees and talked with the employers. He

examined the methods in use in schools. From

the data thus acquired, he has built his en

tire system. He has worked on the basis that

good English can be taught only by making

the strident form the "Habit" of correctness.

The ioo per cent. Self-Correcting system ac

complishes this with most astounding effec

tiveness. It seems almost like magic. You

write your lesson, whatever it may be, spell

ing, punctuation, grammar, letter writing.

etc., in the space provided, then you see un

derneath just how Mr. Cody would correct

it. You mark your errors, and try the same

lesson later to see how many errors you have

overcome. You see at a glance where you

have improved. You know at every step just

where you stand. It is as if Mr. Cody stood

at your elbow every minute to correct and

help you. Progress is unbelievably rapid. In

recent tests student: of Mr. Cody’: method

improved more in five weeks than student: of

other method: did in two years. And the

wonderful part about it all is that only

fifteen minutes of your spare tiine each day

are necessary.

tisement of yourself and your

worth. Spoken and written they

are the sure index of your charac

ter. The use of ordinary words

makes people re ard you in an ordinary light: to

appear at your est_, you must use the best lan

guage ssible. It is by their language that _rn_en

are _|u ged more than by_any other characteristic.

The use of precise, epi ammatie. hard~hitting

words is the indication 0 a self-confident, inde

pendent, mentally alert man. Remember. people

are watching you every minute. The impresson

you make depends on what you say and how you

say it. The impression you make on other people

can either be your greatest asset or your gravest

liability.

A New Booklet Free

Mr. Cod has written a new book of immense

interest. n it he explains his 100 r cent. Self

Correcting Method, shows how an why it was

evolved, and gives the results it has produced.

lie defines Language Power and shows you how

you can acquire it in fifteen minutes of fasci

nating study a day, and why you_.rhaiild ac uirc

it. I you want to get ahead, this book wil be

.1 revelation to you.

Write to-day. Every day you put it off means

an actual lose to_you. Don't needleeal handicap

yourself by using poor English. lgetaeh the

coupon below and mail it at once, or just write

:i postal card, but do it now.

SHERWIN CODY SCHOOL OF ENGLISH

 

   

  

people.

"The ability to use

the Enllish language

correctly is a fine asset

for anyone. ‘and ea

pacially thoae who are

onaaaod in business.

"l do not believe

there is anything, in

which the usual uni

nesr ivoriier is

flclent aa in the power

of expression. I know

of no method at all

equal to this by which

that power can be

enlaraed."—C. R. Heb

ble. Executive Secre

tary. Cincinnati Gigg

ao de

ber of Commerce.

cinnati, Ohio.

T h i s astonishing

invention upsets all

the old standards of

teaching. By careful

analysis Mr. Cody

discovered all the

faults embodied in

the old methods and

has remedied them.

Useless rules, h a rd

to remember, imprac

tical definitions,

lengthy uninterest

ing exercises have all

been cast aside. The

time usually required

for a comprehensive

study of English has

258 News Bldg. Rochester, N. Y

Sherwin Cody School of English,

258 News Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Please send rne at once New Free Book

explaining about the “I09 per ¢¢m_ gen".

Correcting" Course in English.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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METAL VS. WOOD IN AIRPLANILS

HEN John B. Moisant built his all metal monoplane at

Mineola, Long lsland, over a decade ago, he little

dreamed that he was proposing a method of aircraft

construction that was destined to receive serious consideration

and practical application in a World War, that even at that

time was being thought of by the nation that has made the

greatest progress in metal airplane construction. There is

no doubt that the commercial airplane of the future will be

made largely of metal, just as the ocean liners and modern

steam locomotives, passenger and freight cars are. not for

getting the automobile and motor truck.

L. M. CLEMENT

Radio Engineering

HE all metal internally trussed monoplane of German

construction now being demonstrated in this country.

which has made commendable flights, has given the engineer

and aviation enthusiast a glimpse of what is possible in real

commercial aviation. The performance of airplanes operating

on this principle of construction enables one to entirely revise

former operating costs, and economical aerial transportation

becomes more feasible. The new streamlined all metal mono

planes are just as far ahead of the externally braced wood and

fabric biplanes as the automobile is superior to the prairie

schooner as a method of transportation.

METAL has many advantages over wood as a structural

material in various classes of work. Metal does not

swell due to moisture or contract when moisture dries out,

The new Duralumin or other aluminum

great strength and light weight.

Metal is fireproof, wood is not. While metal parts can be

fabricated easily, that material cannot be worked rapidly

and economically without expensive machinery. When large

outputs are involved, metal airplanes will be built cheaper

than wood and fabric ones. Steel will be used ‘for many

parts now made of wood, and at less cost.

as wood does.

magnesium alloys combine

OOD, however, is a cheap, strong, and easily obtainable

structural material that is ideal for experimental and

development work. because it is so easily worked with simple

tools. No expensive dies or special machinery are re

quired to work it, and wood and fabric as well, can be

treated with chemicals so they are practically fireproof. When

types and designs change rapidly, wood is a good material for

airplane framing. When aeroplanes can be produced in

quantities as are motor cars, then metal machines will be

justified on the cost basis alone.
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A. W. WICKS. Electrical Engineer

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER

xx

Let Me SendYou aValuable Electricautf i ~

FREE! ~
T){2/

  

Presiden t and Director

WICKS ELECTRICAL INSTITUTE

431 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 2246, Chicago

Without any obligation on me. please send mc your

Free Book explaining the opportunities in Electricity;

also particulars about your Course and Free Electrical

Outfit offer.

Name________________________________________________ __

Position _____________________________ __ Age __________ __Street N0____________________________________________ __

City_,., __________________________ __Stat€ ___________ ._

\

trician and as an

pleasantstudy and practicalexperimenting

right in your own home you should very

quickly prepare yourself for a good elec

trical position or for a business of your

own. I have already helped hundreds to

getout of small-paying, no-future jobs. C.

A. Walker says: "Offered a fine position."

J. Obeslo says: "Have a chance to run city

electric plant." E. Vogel writes: Success

fully installing electrical systems."

Here Is the Opportunity
LOOK AT INTY RECORD—Think of

what it means to have An Electrical Engi

neer teach you persona1ly—a man who has

been through the mill and knows just what you

need to win such success as his from years of

actual experience in the

electrical industry. He

knows, too. what points

employers are looking

outfit consists

of the same type of stand

ard electrical tools and instruments that

I have used in m work as a practical Elec

lectrical Engineer.

Mail the Opportunity Coupon below and I will

send you full particulars about this remarkably

liberal offer explaining how you can get this standard, working

electrical outfit, absolutely free. I will also tell you how you can

Learn Electricity
I Will Teach You Myselt—By Mail l

I am a practical Electrical Engineer of twenty-five years’ experience.

practical experience I have prepared a thorough, up-to-date course of home-study in

struction which is easy and quick to learn.

personal guidance throughout the entire course.

struction of my students over to assistants or employees. And to master this course 'requires no sacrifice on your part. You don't even need to give up your present Job. \ ‘

By devoting a part of your spare time to I taught and advised them. I can give p _ IN

Unlimited Consulting Service—FREE

You can call on me for advice at any time and I will

gladly furnish it—free.

success not only while you're my student. but as long

as you are in the electrical business.

in landing a job.

the electrical business on your own_ hook I will show

you how togo about it—give you pointers on how to

pick out a good location, the equipment you will need.

how to train men under you, how to figure on contract

work and solicit business personally and by mail. In

short, l will stand by you to WIN.

 

 

 

\§\§§\

This

From this

You are under my

l do not turn any part of the in

I teach you myself.

  

  

you the same kind of personal instruction—

and am willing to boost you to a better job ~—-

and bigger pay just asl have helped and

am helping others. Justa little determination

on your part, backed on with earnest effort.

That's all you need. I'll then see to it person

ally that you get just the kind of practical in

struction that an electrician must have in order

to succeed. The cost is small— the terms are

easy.

for in their men and he tells you how to develop

these points. l

_Here is a certain way to win promotion and

big pay: __]ust spend one hour. at home, each

evening with this “easy-to-learn" practical

course. You can prepare yourself to operate light

ing and ower plants, direct electrical construction,

install ynamos. motors. switchboards and othe1'_

types of electrical systems.

I will work with you for your

I will help you

If at any time you want to go into

WRITE!
This is your chance for a successful future.

Don'tpa:-isit up. Act. Take thefirststep toward

real success now. Mail the coupon or a post

card for my free b00k—it tells all. Also get full

particulars about my remarkable Free Elec

trical Outfit offer. No obligation on you. Act

today.

A. W. WICKS, Electrical Engineer

President and Director

Wicks Electrical Institute

Please mention Evllvnair Enomansmc MAGAZINE
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The very day you are proficient in any branch of engineering.

, you will find scores of concerns ready to pay you the full value of

4 your services. Never before such a demand for good technical men

as now. Not nearly enough men are prepared for the

  

good jobs that are waiting.

And—in the hours you ordinarily waste you can soon equip yourself for a “big pay

job.” Don’t put this off—at least send for information about Chicago “Tech” train

ing. Let us give you the facts about the branch you would like to take up. See cou

pon below. Mark, sign and mail it now.

Master a Paying Profession

By Home Study
N0 longer is it necessary to spend years at college

to get a technical education. Home study under the

Chicago “Tech“ experts will give you the practical

training which is wanted in great manufacturing con

cerns—in engineering and architects’ offices—by rail

roads and contractors—it will make you proficient in

the shortest practicable time. Look into this now.

Get the facts. Let us tell you about our method and

how we can give you the training which means

largely increased earning power. Send the coupon—

$60 to $150
a Week

"We want the men and we'll pay all they're worth"

is what _einployers_ say today_—and you know what

engineering specialists are making. How better could

you use your leisure hours than to get in line foi

one _of these high-class positions that are actually

begging for good men?

If you select Draftsmanship or Plan Reading we

send you free, a test lesson which enables you to see

how simple, complete and thorough our instruction

is and to test it out before you enroll. Whatever

course you ask for information on, you get a com

plete, plainly written

catalog which explains , V,‘

every detail. Noobligation on _\'<m

for asking this

Just send the

coupon.

  

Chicago “Tech” Training

Will Make You Expert

By the Chicago “Tech" method you train under practical engineers,

contractors and experts—men who teach you the methods used in actual

work. No time wasted on unnecessary studies. And you get the same

courses by mail that you would get if you came to the College. Every

lesson is taught, every exercise is read and every examination is corrected

individually by members of our faculty. You are kept on the right track, steadily

advanced and prepared to take your place among experienced, technically trained men.

Learn about this home study method which has put hundreds and hundreds

of ambitious men in high positions. Just put X in [] opposite the name of

the one you want the facts about—and sign and mail the coupon. This

simple act may mean a turning point in your career—the start toward bigger

. things—a better job—a higher position. It costs nothing to get this in

formation—so act now-—today.

Chicago Technical College, 949_ Chicago “Tech” Bldg., Chicago,'_lll.

  

pit-Irv,-—

Without obligation on my part, please send free and postpaid, instructions on how I can become an ex

pert in subject marked below: -

1 Architectural Drafting [] Surveying [] Plan Readin§—Bttildi'ng|

] Machine Drafting [] Designing [] Eatimatin uildi

g Electrical Drafting Contracting—Bnildinga Plan R ' —M inery

1 [ I [ l

l I I [ ]

Structural Drafting Auto. Engineering §lum_bing—d otiniating

eatingzan ventilatingSheet Metal Drafting S’

earn

_ Aero. Engineering

Topographic Drafting 'Gas Engines ngirieenng

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .State

Free Trial Lesson Included when inquiry is for Draftsmanship or Plan Reading.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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-le~etro—therarveut.ice—X-ra_va, etc.

tian a CWITIDIFIO I26 our ready reference index ol the complete

ibrary This index has been nlanned to render easily aensnlhle

all the van infnrmarlnn nnntained in the I0 e)l'I'rl¢-ql wra

Vhrre are over 13.500 (‘rose re-fnrantrl. Y0!

find what vmi want to know Instantly

oonnoctlona. uistafiron vertera—i-eetiiieta. etc,

$1 a NUMBER

$1 a MONTH

They will help you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an

electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on.

The WHOLE SET sent

foryourinspecfion

The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket

handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

You can carry each volume with you until you have mastered its con

3,500 pages of actual information and 4,700 illustrations.

see these books and put them into actual use you will never again want to

Try it at our expense.

  

  

ICDIS.

be without them.

TO EARN MORE—LEARN MORE
 

It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—ask

them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work——study them—piek

up some information that ‘will increase your earning ability. '

entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides.

Keep them for seven days and if you do not decide

without them, return them to us and owe us nothing.

\Vhen ou decide to keep them you only have to pay $I.00 down and remit the

i'$9.00 on the easy payment of $l_00 a mnnth till paid for.

It will pay you many times over.

tested

balance o

Use the coupon to get the books.

What Users Say:

Become a Sunarintsnaant

Eu-kins Gulila are worth double their

price I have been able to secure hllhar

pay and a better position with their aid.

K W Menard

Supt. Brallno Light 5 Power Plant.

I-Irairine. Minn.

$5.000 Saved

The tan doliua I Lnvestod In Hawkins

Electrical Guidwe netted the LVIXIULI-LY

by Ihom I am employed somewhere

around $5.000.

The knowledge iiained lrrvrn miir hmka

enabled me to save a transformer house.

whereas a yea: llv I should have

thought inynell in great danxar and

have run.

Use this Ieiulr as vou please as I am

truly thankful for having the little won

dera A L. Inatar, Ophsr. Colo.

Handv in Ca"!

The great beauty d them ls that vnu

can carry them in mu: Docket That

Iuite me tor I never Iani to be without

them P‘ S (‘nIlii‘ia

111;-|1ard.mn Engineering Co., Ra.rt.ford.

I‘1I'|v\

mi

  
  

place electricity at your fingers’ ends.

cover every subject, principle, theory, prob

lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri

cally. Every subject is indexed so that

can turn right to it. They are a study course and

a reference guide in one, written in plain every day

language—no wasted words—only w_

know—full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge

T_he g_uides are a complete course in electrical el

gineering.

 

 
 

by using your set oi

HAWKINS Electrical

Guides Every Day.

They tell you lust what

you need to know. ‘

  

They

you

at you need to

FREE

Once you

 

We will ship you the

Pure gold does not object to being

that you can't get along

THEO. AUDEL 8: C0.

72 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y,

THIS COUPON BRINGS THE GUID§

 

 

TNEO. AUDEL I COIPAIIV

72 Flttl Avenue. N, Y_

Plea" Iuhmll me It! 111,‘); Q‘

Hawkins Illectrieai Guidea ips-ta. I1

uehl. Ship at once. ,pn-;.-M lb. 1° nun

bore. I! satistacu? I agree to sand yoq 1,

oacgugi-)li1LI:6vl:!l1]UId‘0'l..Id.u. D mun" nu! ya“ '1

sluiaturc

Oscillation
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l Go as Higha YouLe

3 No Limit to Salaries in Aviation

No other industry offers the wonderful chances for big money-making that the

Airplane Industry offers to ambitious men today. Trained men are needed immediately to

fill big paying jobs. The airplane has come to stay-— it will soon be a part of our everyday life.

The men who get in now are the ones that will cash in big. Look at the “big fellows” in the

automobile game today. They represent power and wealth because they got in early—you can

do the same in aviation and you have an advantage because you can be trained before you start.

~ Thousands of Airplane

MechanicsNeeded “‘i‘-‘-‘é‘1‘if-‘i’-"$5
the dozens. Trans

portation, passenger carrying, and mail carr ing lines are being opened up

everywhere. This means men, men, men. rained men only are wanted~

, __ A _ - men who know what's what. Ten times the number of men now engaged in

|>.|m-an Newu|>nper"l~1xtrna" this work are needed. Jobs with big pay are waiting for men to fill them just as

"K ‘,"F""A"°, soon as they are trained. Why don't you prepare for one of these big jobs now?

Here Are a Few Jobs That Will Pay $50.00 to $250.00 a Week:

Aeronautical Instructor Aeronautical Engineer Aeronautical Contractor Airplane Repairman

Airplane lieclnanician Airplane inspector Airplane Saleaman Airplane Assembler Airplane Builder

He (lies? ‘£r|1it\t2\l1'i:tl)1fte work you an

. your spare time is all

InYourSpareTime gg:,,;',*=g;{,-,'
is simplified for home instruction and is endorsed by airplane

_.~ W K manufacturers, aeronautical experts, aviators and the lead

-‘\ "Q" 5°'°"-""""\I" -‘\"I"""** ing aero clubs. Any man that can read English can under

-~ r o stand it. The Lessons are self-explanatory and are made plain

as day with Blueprints, Diagrams, etc. Our Advisory Council

and instructors are behind you all the time giving you every

thing you must know. The entire field of Practical Aeronautics

and Science of Aviation is laid right before

your eyes. You are bound to succeed with 0

this training. This means for you a man's

size job with a man's size pay. Th,

  

  

  

_ _ send for our big IS “mm,
~ s "°:“ S~“°‘"*"g (301; on 0. .§.&:~*:2i

--A —- 0f0nn<>I'1Imi¢i¢8 L‘l.sin°'¢hZ‘A'?q’§l’-1'35 p Dent-7496

A N81’ J(|b—Tb0 A6118‘ POIIHIRH Industrv. It Q31 S_ Deafhgfn St

' ” = -' _; _ '. _. ._ - . FR ' shows what other chins“

men have done in v,i;"hg:‘m';b"§:;'g"ng“this fascinating field and what yofu can do, toczi hb.?;‘|_. flliiitieiin-i<');§ponuni‘:i¢>_: in

tgivesa isto some ar emanu acturers an t e ll’ a|_1e_ uslry" an Y0"-'
dealers in airplanes andgsorhe of the jobs that I SPECMC L'"“'°" °“"'

are open to trained men. With the book we

will send you a special offer that you will be /

glad to know about This special offer may be ~ Name. ._ . .withdrawn at any time without notice. Send

the coupon now and take advantage of this offer. / 4,”, S,-American School at Aviation /ca I it A

View In an Airplane Factory Dent. 7496 -481 S. Dearborll st.. Cllltllll

  

Plvas." munliun F\'|PRYn.\\' F\<;1\l-jl-‘RlN<; .\i\ii\Zi\‘|-I V I
I .
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WHAT USERS SAY

“The Renulife Violet Ray High Fm

quency Generator is superior in efficiency

because of its perfect character and con

trol of current. compactness and perfect

insulation. The smallness and lightness

of Electrode holder is also a great ad

vantage." "Tho doctor told mo that the

trouble was hardening of the arteries. I

would not be without it for all the money

in the world." "I cannot recommend it

too highlv ." "I have been using mine now

for a week for Sciatica and I am highlv

pleased with results." "I think it is one

of the best little machines that was ever

invented." "I have used it with excellent

rmults for the rrqitoration of hair and stiff

and sore rheumatic fimrer joints." "Am

well pleased with the Generator. and the

kind treatment received from vour Com

panv." "My Generator has stopped my

neuritis." "Every house should have a

Renulife Violet Ray High Frequency

Generator for the treatment of Nouralziaz

Neuritis: Sore Throat; Kernels in Neck;

Cramps: Headache: Stiff Neck Mus

cular Sorenem; Rheumatism : Paralysis

—in short, pain ol all kinds."—M. D.

"I have been much relieved by the use of

your Violet RAY Generator."

“lt is fine for insomnia."

"I find it such a help in nervousnem."

"I would not part with it for five times the

price. It is sure a little wonder."

"I am more than pleased with the

Generator. the whole family are using it."

THIS TYPE of Violet Ray instru

ment makes possible a light,convenient

handle and permits large efiicient

units to be used contained in hand

some c;1S€.

OUR NEW BOOK

JUST OUT. This latest edition

~ explains in detail. with many illus

trations. the uses and benefits of

* Violet Ray. You should have

one. Free for the asking.

SEND FOR BOOK l

1,

 
 

ii‘

T

 

 

_~

71.7}.

V \Y. '

0

is a
Arecognized scientific effective means of handling your own case is afforded

by the RENULIFE VIOLET RAY HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR. It

is so designed and made that anyone can apply the wonderful corrective,

upbuilding forces of the VIOLET RAY. This pleasant POWERFUL form

of electricity has done and is doing wonders in relieving and eliminating

ain and suffering. You owe it to yourself to inveatigate—find out the

acts. Get our new booklet explaining the nature of the Violet Ray-its

uaea, benefits, and applicationa—send the coupon below at once.

THOUSANDS OF VOLTS

No Shot.-k—No Harm—Simply Great Benefits

Current from your light socket is transformed

into the most powerful. efiective purifying

Health and Beauty giving agency; yet as pain

less and pleasant as a ray of sunshine. Made

safe for usein any home. on infant or weakest

invalid. Attacks the dccp seated source of

diseases, at the same time relieving the aches

and pains which may be the annoying symp

toms. Lcarn how this modern form of elec

tricity—-The Violet Ray—so acceptable to the

human body actually saturates the whole system

with invigorating life-laden forces. bringing back

normal conditions. You may treat thc local area

but results arc not confined to that part alone

the blood. nerves. tissues are revitalized. toned

and restored.

Send for the Booklet—full of information—that

tells the story so you can understand it.

Natures Own Aid

What is the strange relation between electricity and

life? Some declare electricity is life. We do not know.

But life cells do welcome and respond marvelously to

electricity in the form of Violet Rays. it works with

nature to restore where many other methods fail. It

treats fundamentally and therefore is specified by

physicians for a wide range of ailments—for rheuma

tism. neuritis. nerve and blood disorders—etc.. ctc.—

both chronic and acute. Sec the list on coupon and

ask for full particulars. Blood is brought to area

treated—-enriched and purified—assimulation and

digestion improvcd—functions restored to normal.

Combines the benefits of electricity. vibration. ex

ercise, stimulation, and oxidation. Get the informa

tion as to what you may expect from the Violet Ray.

Its astonishing low price places it within the reach of

all. The Trial Plan provrs its value. in actual use.

Receive full information by return mail.

Renulife Electric Co., Inc.

1909 Marquette Building, Detroit, Mich.

Chicago om.-¢, Room 410, I23 West Mad|'son

  

LOWEST PRICED

High Class Sales

Distributors Write

l .

OZONE

:IIIIIIIIIIIII-II-IIIIII: Efficient for Propoaition

: COUPON FOR BOOK : .1 VIOLET R1‘-Y5 t

I and Special Information : ‘ 5,,.,.,,,| ~

5' RENULIFE suzcrmc co.. I Modsh for

I 1909 Marquette Bldg., Detroit, Mich. : 9- Home

. Pl:-Q-ie semi wlthuul 0l)lll{iIllUIl, your t)()1|k "nlflllll," n and

I expls nlng Yiolot Ray treatments with Renulifr UenQI'- ;\

I sf-Ira. aim LIIVF full particulars as to Its application for I f ~ Profe’.

‘ Ilivnv '\ chi-cktrl bQl0W. I ‘

5 TREATS SUCCESSFULLY : *'°"°'
I -.Ab'<ceases ..:"-‘at-l\a|Nlvi-uralgis ..Obemtv d . U33

-.Am_'rn'll .. ulmg air ..Pni ||.Ah omgg

-.A ' ..l'..' A ' '~ ~ | ‘. ' 'U -.Ak“ie"(‘;‘~ic|eI'O8l! '()'lT5‘l‘r'1‘L!‘ om . at I

: -,:i1l~li|:=-“:1 _ l;;n.'|g- __P§|..9 I

'0 H ‘ “ ..(;l ll‘Q -.ilr‘i\iv1'l'iIils. ..l“Q\'j‘:Y'l(|l'Th()l(l§ . l’iTvp| hf. I

- . lqltI)IlChlll1 .ll iy ._\'\'|‘i i:u|natl!\m I

I :.i!iiliI1|':"‘I: ..lfl|£fl"":llv' Pam
.

I --l:él'l\rrh ..l_v\-iovnnia iiiflnn Iii“-3-99 -

I \* _ ..| *im(-"can “Sore 'lnv-.iu' ant] u

.. ilwinms __l,-womotor Thr-mt l)|Ilt.";s3,,'§ '

I ..ll-imlriilf ,»'\r.-,1-it H39,-,,;-,,

..Du~nf:w -s and . l.u uh.‘-:0 __T .<~l|,'y|-ha u
I _ .

hm Inseuaen ..N rvutrl v\fl'ec. __\&. till Eyes U

- ..l".v'zc-m.-| l.lOl'l~t __\v....k|¢., ‘

I A l'ifl'~lI"\'l"i l’I"'l- ..Nem-sluts ..V‘uris "yd I ..

. talc ..Nl'l.ll'llls Moles I,

I Name I

- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , I-Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... -

:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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RepairiiigAutos ~ I
HOUSANDS of men everywhere are doing the same.

Many are fgetting more than this. Some are opening

garages 0 their own. Why don't you get into the

auto game too? Men in other lines with a little mechan

ical ability have doubled their earnings after getting into

the fascinating field of auto construction and repairing.

Ten times the number of men now engaged in the busi

ness are needed. Fine, big paying jobs are waiting for

men who "know" to fill them. Read below and find out how you can fit

yourself to hold one of these big, man's size jobs in your spare time,

without going away from home at a cost of only 10¢ a day. /. '

" I ‘-J do

be Q1

Leam at Home --- 1
No need to pay for an expensive course " -

that will take you away from home. . -.

You can learn the auto game at a cost

of one-tenth the expense of going away

to sch0oL You don't have to serve an

apprenticeship either. Use spare time

only and keep right on with your pres

ent work. This Library of Automobile

Engineering and Tractor Information

will make an expert out of you and fit

you for the biggest kind of job. It is

in six thick volumes, with 2600 pages

and 2300 pictures, plans, diagrams and

blueprints. etc. Every part of every

well known car is explained. They

teach you everything the best auto

schools teach.

Fifteen great auto engineers prepared

these money-making books for men K

like you. You don't have to know a thing about cars _ _

to understand them. Every page is written in plain, »\_ t’
everyday language and they begin right at the begin c

ning. With every set we give FREE a consulting meni

bership in our society. You can write our engineers

any time and get their help on any proposition on

which you get stuck

FREE Examination!
Mail the coupon for free examination. Don't send any money.

We will ship the books (all 6 volumes) by express collect and you

can have a whole week to use them as if they were your own. Give

them every test_you can think of. Trike them to your shop. Show

them to your friends and ship them back at our expense if you

don't want to keep thent It you do keep the books to help you

earn more, send us only 82$). You can send the balance of the

$29.80 price the same way-—S'$.0O each month. Only a (lime a day.

This is your chance to double your eamin|zs—earn two dollars
in the same time it takes to ‘get one now. The coupon is ’ _ H __ i _ ' _

Dont e.» ' y ~ ,_,.,.
your start. MAI IT TODAY.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Money— DePt.A-356. CHICAGO. u.s. A.

Just

 

 

 

-*"'.I 1" .. I A ' ‘i

  
  

  

Everything About Autos

Automobile Motors; Welding; Motor Con

struction and Repair; Carburetors and Set

tings; Valves. Cooling; Lubrication: Fly

Wheels; Clutch; Transmission; Final Drive;

Steering; Frames; Tires; Vulcanizing; lg

nition; Starting and Lighting Systems;

Shop Kinks: Commercial Garage Design

and Equipment; Electrics; Storage Batter

ies; Care and Repair of Motorcycles; Com

mercial Trucks; Gasoline Tractors.

12 Blueprints of Electric

Wiring Diagrams

  

  

I-I-2----I

K“ -I-' Q ii
F‘

II-II

Please send me the 6-volume set of Automobile Engineering for 7 :

, I

Mail |

days examination. shipping charges collect. If I decide to buy I will

' I h's

send $280 within 7days and balance at the rate of S-'i.00a month

until 529.30 has been paid. Then ou will send me a receipt show

American Technical

ing that the _set of books and the onsiilting Membership are mine

and fully paid for. If I want to get along without the books, I will

notify you after 7 days to send for them at your expense.

Z?

5.5.

Reference . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Society 3 Chicago 1Z1iPl;se Fill Out All Linea

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINI

I n
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Examine Them Free
The sixth edition of Modern Shop Practice is now off the press.

Let us send you the six volumes for seven days’ free examination

—-not a penny in advance. See how 27 mechanical engineers.

designers, and specialists in shop methods have given you the

benefit of their vast experience. Read what they say about pro

duction, metallurgy, welding, tool making, tool design, die mak

ing, metal stamping, foundry work, forging, pattern making,

mechanical and machine drawing, speed lathes, planers, metal

drillers, grinders, milling machines, stamping machines, die

presses, etc. Then after free examination, send the books back

unless you are convinced they will raise your pay.

The more you know about machine

shop practice, the more money you

will earn. Don’t depend on your

hands alone to earn your pay. Make your head work for you.

Equip yourself with knowledge that designs machinery, that

does the big work. These six massive volumes tell everything

you want to know about every phase of shop work. Written in

clear, non-technical language.

Only a Dime a Day

These six magnificent volumes are flexibly bound in American

Morocco, gold stamped. Contain 2300 pages, 2500 illustrations,

photographs, drawings, explanatory diagrams, tables, etc. Up

to-date labor saving methods that big manufacturers have spent

thousands of dollars to learn. Facts that you can use in your

every day work at once. Examine the books free. Then if

satisfied, pay for them at rate of 10c a day.

No Money in Advance
Not a cent in advance. See the books in your own home first. Read

them for seven whole days before you decide. Make no deposit—

assume no obligation. If you are not more than satisfied—send them

back and you won't owe a cent. If you are sure they will raise your

pay—send only

*f,f,-f§’a;,",,‘,*‘,‘,§';n§*_,f_f,‘,; AMERICAN TECHNICAL socn-:'rv

a month until the Dept. M-356 CHICAGO, ll. 8. A.

special introduc- |— — — — — — - - — - — - - - -\

tory price of $29.80

has b e e n paid.

(Regular price

$45.00.) With each

\'€t we give you

Free a year's Con

suiting Member

~hip in the Amer

ican Technical So

ciety. (Worth

$l2.) Mail coupon

for the books now.

§end no money.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY |

DQIL I-356. CHICAGO. U. 8. A.

Please send me the ulx-volume Iet of "Modern Shop Pram I

flea" for seven days’ examination, lhlpnlug charges gull“-g

IH daddcto buy, 1 will ma szso within seven am and I
balance It $8 I month until $29.80 hll been paid. Then

you will send me a receipt uhowlnl that the an of books |

and the Consulting Membership are mine, and fully Did

for. If l think I can get along without the bookn, I will

return them at your expense lfter seven days. l

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I

llefrrenuo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L _ _ _ - - - - - - -----.--J

Atldresls , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . _ .

Please mrntion Evsnvn/w ENGINEERING M.AoAzn~m
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§ a matter of fact

Your first R-E-A-L cigarette

pleasure will come with Camels!

  

OU’LL swing into the Camel proces

sion as easily and as delightedly as any

of the thousands of smokers who have

found these cigarettes an absolute revela

tion in quality, in refreshing flavor, in

‘\ mellow rnildness and in body!

' I Camels are unlike any cigarette you ever

puffed. They are a creation——an expert

blend of choice Turkish and choiceDomestic

tobaccos. As sure as you are a foot high

you will prefer Camels blend to either kind

of tobacco smoked straight!

Camels fit in with your cigarette desires

just one hundred per cent! The satisfaction

they impart to smokers is simply joyous.

Camels will not tire your taste! And,

Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty after

taste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor.

You’ll prove out our enthusiasm

when you compare Camels with

any cigarette in the world at any

price !

Camels are sold everywhere in

sclentifically sealed packages of

20 cigarettes for .70 cents; or ten

packages (J00 ciflarettes) in a

glaasine-paper-covered car

ton. We strongly recom

mend this carton for the

home or ofiice supply

or when you trlvel.

 

 

R. _I. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

Plmse nmnion EVERYD.-\V ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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Keep lt

For $4.00

Per Month

A Finer Typewriter

at a Fair Przce

The Oliver Typewriter—Was $l00—Now $64

The Guarantee of a $2,000,000 Company that it ls the Identical Model

Be your own salesman and earn $36. You

get the identical typewriter formerly priced

$100—not a cent’s alteration in value. The

finest, the most expensive, the latest Oliver

Model. Old methods were wasteful. Our new

plan is way in advance. It is in keeping with

new economic tendencies. It does away with

waste. Inflated prices are doomed forever.

During the war we learned that it was

unnecessary to have great numbers of travel

ing salesmen and numerous, expensive branch

houses throughout the country. We were also

able to discontinue many other superfluous,

costly sales methods. You benefit by these

savings.

Brand New—Latest Model

Do not confuse this with offers of earlier

models, rebuilt or second-hand.

Note the signature of this adver

tisement. This is a $2,000,000

COHCGPH. ‘

We offer ‘how Olivers at half

price because we have put type

writer selling on an efiicient,

scientific basis. '

You can now deal direct- sell

to yourself, with no one to influ- _

ence you. This puts the Oliver on a merit test.

You Save. $36 Now

This is the first time in history that a new

standard $100 typewriter has been offered for

$04. Remember, we do not offer a substitute

model, cheaper nor different. But the same

splendid Oliver used by the big concerns.

Over 800,000 Olivers have been sold.

 

  

m-nnnnn

W(,;;‘,';+,',",ZJ.-.4.-‘<<>

 

 

Pro-War Price $100

Now $64__;-~»<»;?.1..',.‘.¢..=..

We ship direct from the factory to you. No

money down—no red-ta e. Try the Oliver

Nine at our expense. I you decide to keep

1t, send us $4 sex month. If you return it,

we even refun the out-going transportation

charges. You are not placedunder the slight

est obligation. That’s our whole plan.

We rely on your judgment. We know you don't

want to pay double. And who wants a lesser type

writer? You may have an Oliver for free trial by

checking the coupon below. Or you may ask for

further information.

An Amazing Book

All the secrets of the typewriter world are revealed

in our startling book entitled “The High Cost of

Typewriters-The Reason and the Remedy"—sent

free if you mail the coupon now. Also our catalog.

Order your free-trial Oliver—or ask for further in
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What is New in Aviation

A Review of Foreign Post-War Airplane Designs S/towing the Great

‘ Strides Made Toward the Eventual Development

of Commercial Aeronautics Abroad

By Victor W. Page, M. S. A. E.

PART I

HE airplane development that

has been noted during the past

year has been mainly of a com

mercial character, and while no radical

changes have been noted in the design

there has been a greater realization of

underlying aerodynamical principles,

so that practically all of the airplanes

of modern development show that rules

of practice as relates to design are

fairly well appreciated by engineers.

The airplanes of the present time are

good examples of the best engineering

practice, and designers are now con

cerned with problems incidental to mak

ing airplanes more efficient. As a re

sult, many excellent machines designed

especially for commercial work have

been produced by airplane constructors

all over the world.

At a recent aero show held in

England, only three out of about thirty

machines exhibited were military types.

Of the number remaining, two were

small, single seaters of low power in

tended for sporting purposes, and one

a racing machine pure and simple. Of

the remaining craft, over half of the

number were provided with enclosed

cabin accommodations for the pas

sengers. This indicates that there is a

decided tendency towards providing

comfort for passengers who may desire

to travel by air. It is now an accepted

principle of design, that cabins must

be provided on commercial passenger

carrying machines, but there is con

siderable difference of opinion as to

how these cabins should be arranged.

It is not a difficult proposition to de

sign a very efficient cabin on machines

having two or more motors mounted be

tween the planes. In such machines

practically the entire front and central

portions of the fuselage are available

for passenger accommodation.

In most of the multi-engine ma

chines, it is possible to extend the pas

senger accommodations from a point

forward of the leading edge of the

wing to a point some distance aft of the

trailing edge. The quarters for the

pilot are usually in the nose of the

fuselage. It is not such a simple mat

ter to design a cabin for passenger

carrying on machines using but one

engine. In one system of construction

the pilot can be placed ahead of the

passengers, in others he must be placed

at the rear. Considering the matter

from the pilot’s point of view, the for

ward position is undoubtedly pre

ferred on account of providing superior

opportunities for observation.

In the matter of power plants, prac

tically all of the machines that are be

ing offered at the present time for com

mercial or sporting purposes, use the

fixed cylinder engines. While the ro

tary engine has many good features, it

is apparent that it is not as economical

in fuel and oil consumption or as en

during as the more conventional types

are, so that one need not expect to see

the rotary engines widely adopted in

civil aviation.

One of the points on which con

siderable work is being done is in re

ducing the risks of fire by better power

plant installation and by taking pre

cautions, such as using fire-proof tanks

and fire-proof bulk heads in fuselages

when the engine is installed in that

member. The advantage of the fire

proof tank is that it safeguards the

possibility of fire following a crash and

  

Its proportions are so good thatThe Bristol Triplane Pullman express compared to a small single seater biplane l-0 show ils massive size.

this comparison is neressary to bring out its large size which would not be evident otherwise
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also reduces the liability of the ma

chine catching fire while in the air.

Care should be taken with carburetor

placing so that any gasoline that may

flow out of it will drip clear of the ma

chine and not collect around the power

plant. Then again, special pains should

be taken in the installation of electric

wiring and placing of ignition units.

Gauze screens to prevent back-firing of

the engine through the carburetor are

also installed in the induction mani

fold.

The newer types of machines show

that metal is being more seriously con

sidered» as structural material for air

planes as they are commercialized. The

work done on the development of all

metal airplanes by the Germans has

certainly influenced the designers of

other countries to use metal in the con

struction of various parts of their ma

chines. While it has not been impos

sible in the past to build machines

entirely of metal, the designers have

found that in the period of constantly

changing designs that the usual wood

and fabric structure was better. An

other thing that is noted in the newer

machines is the attention being paid

to the elimination of parasitic resistance

by the elimination of struts and wiring

bracing and the use of internal braces

in fuselages and wing structures.

Another feature that must become

more popular as airplanes are com

mercialized, is the building of airplanes

of unit parts as much as possible, so

that in event of damage to one part, it

will not be necessary to remove or scrap

the adjoining pieces. For example, on

a one-piece fuselage such as a mono

coque construction, any real damage to

any part of the fuselage usually calls

for a complete new one. If a fuselage

was built in two or more sections, as is

noted on some of the newer machines,

then only that section that is damaged

need be replaced. The fuselage may

be made in three pieces, the front one

being_comprised of the engine housing,

the middle one, the passenger cabin

and the aft portion, the tail end sup

porting the empennage.

Another thing that can be changed

to advantage, is the method of instal

ling the engines, so that many parts

must be removed before the engine can

be taken out of the fuselage. It would

seem that a desirable change in design

would be to have the engine compart

ment so built that it could be released

from the fuselage as a unit when re

  

 

per horsepower is gradually growing

and this of course will make for more

economical airplane operation. ln ma

chines intended for speed or war use.

a loading of ten pounds per horse

power was considered as an extreme

that should not be exceeded. This oi

course meant that speed and climbing

ability increased very much, but thaw

the load carrying capabilities were re

duced. In very few instances in coni

mercial work, is such performance, i.e..

high speed and rate of climb, a matter

of .vital importance, but the main thing

to be considered is economy of flight.

The value of a saving in time between

a machine capable of travelling at a

speed of 150 miles per hour and carry

ing a load of only 5 or 6 poundsper

horsepower, with that capable of doing

100 miles per hour that can carry 20

pounds per horsepower, is not sufficient

to make the extra speed worth the ad

ded cost.
  

Side view 0] the Brirtol Triplane Pullman express xhnwing dam by which passenger»

enter cabin

pairs were necessary and a new power

unit installed in its place so that the

machine would not be laid up for ex

tended periods. Engine trouble will

undoubtedly be one of the main roa

sons for putting airplanes out of com

mission, while if the easily renewable

power units were available, any firm

using a number of airplanes for com

mercial work could make the repairs

needed at their leisure and install sub

stitute spare power plants to keep the

planes in commission.

In studying the specifications of the

new machines, we find that the loading

It would-seem that commercial air

planes that are capable of a speed of

100 miles per hour would be superior

to any existing means of commercial

transportation, such as locomotives.

steamships, or automobiles. The loco

motive is the only transportation agent

that is capable of carrying passenger

continuously at speeds anywhere ap

proaching the airplane and in ITIOSI

cases its maximum average speed i.

but little more than half the velocity

that can be maintained by the airplane.

Commercial aviation can not be ex

(Contirmed on page 504)

  

View of the JLo all metal internally trussed monoplane, an aircraft of German design and development that is recognized as the mflrl
rfliczent and economically operated airplane type yet built for com mvrrinl use i
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A BATTERY CHARGING UUTFI1;

'LL garage men are interested in

battery charging as it is a profit

able source of income if a

charging appliance can be obtained

that is economical to operate in regards

to both current consumption and up

keep expense. There have been nu

merous types of rectifiers made for

C rrenf

sivmlr \

Brushes --.

Qommufa/or/' V

Compact battery charging outfit

garage use, all of which have advan

tages. Many garages are successfully

using the motor generator type of

charging set and this has been proven

to be an economical means of charging

batteries. It is stated by makers, that

devices of this kind do not need any

manipulation or special bulbs as some

types of rectifiers do and also that they

will charge for extended periods with

out b_ulb renewals as are sometimes

needed in rectifiers of the bulb type.

The outfit shown in the accompany

ing illustration consists of an alternat

ing current motor which drives a direct

current generator. The two electrical

machines are mounted together on a

substantial base and in a casing which

insures that both machines will be kept

in absolute alignment. The switch

board rheostat is carried above the

motor generator unit and carries vari

ous appliances, clearly illustrated, these

consisting of D.C. and A.C. switches

and regulating rheostat, an ampere

meter and test lamp.

There are four binding posts- or ter

minals at the switchboard, alternating

the current going to the two upper bind

ing posts, this being taken from the

lighting or power lines in the garage,

while to let forth direct current which

is generated by the dynamo, is taken

from the two lower binding posts and

directed to the charging line. The di

rect current armature and the A.C.

motor rotor are supported at each end

by ball bearings, which is a refinement

of design of considerable value on

equipment that must be continuously

operated.

Another illustration shows the sim

ple means of regulating the current

supplied to batteries by the rheostat,

while the view of the battery room

shows a modified form of this battery

charging outfit that can be used in con

nection with a number of rheostats,

whenever a large number of batteries

are being charged.

The small outfit has a capacity for

charging from one to ten six or twelve

\'olt batteries. The larger outfit, which

is used in connection with the four rheo

stats and switchboards, will charge 32

batteries. It will develop at the gen

erator end 60 to 70 volts and 30

amperes. The d y n a m o is driven

 

Battery room rhau.-mg mvmllalrun 0] rotary-converter for battery charging purposes
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by a five horsepower motor.‘_

It will be evident that by the use

of one of. these sets that absolutely di

rect current is generated, which battery

makers claim is more suited for battery

charging purposes. The function of a

rectifier is to divide the alternating cur

rent so that the battery is really charged

in a series of impulses or beats, so that

the batteries will last longer when

charged by apparatus supplying a con

Battery charging current is easily regulated

tinuous direct current, than those in

which the alternating current is recti

fied and which deliver a pulsating di

rect current to the battery charging

lines.

With a device of the form illustrated.

it is claimed that it is possible to charge

batteries at a cost of from four to twelve

cents each for current. The garage men

will readily appreciate that this offers

a source of profit inasmuch as the bat

teries when charged do not require con

tinuous supervision but need only peri

odical inspection. One of the many

features in operating a successful bat

tery charging set is to use dependable

charging equipment and the only way

one can obtain the best charging results

is by careful investigation of the dif

ferent appliances on the market. Many

sets similar to those illustrated have

been sold and are now in daily use and
are giving good results. i

What is claimed as a long distance speed

record for airplanes has recently been re

ported from Italy, where a biplane with a

750 h. p. twelve cylinder Fiat engine carry

ing two passengers in addition to the pilot.

went from Turin to Rome a distance of

388 miles in two hours and 15 minutes, an

average speed of over 172 m. p. h. The

same machine a few days previously, carry

ing four passengers and a pilot, was credited

with a speed of 161.5 m. p. h. The latter

flight was made in an aerodome so that the

effect of wind was eliminated.

£
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HE small magnetic leakage

transformer described below was

designed to furnish a stepped

down voltage of 30 or 60 for experi

mental work with an arc struck be

tween two half-inch standard carbons,

which would cause no undue distur

bance on the 110 volt 60 cycle house

circuit to which the transformer pri

mary was connected. There will be suf

ficient current at 30 volts, to operate a

small arc and of course a more intense

one at 60; the contacting of the car

bons to strike the arc causes only a

light flicker on a forty watt lamp on

the same branch—very much less dis

turbance than the running of a frac

tional horse-power induction motor.

The windings allow for about five

amperes at 60 volts and five or ten at

30, depending upon whether one or two

coils are used, in the secondary; this is

suflicient for ordinary purposes though

the transformer is not of suficient ca

pacity for an electric furnace or other

heavy work. An interesting experi

ment is to strip the wood off an ordin

ary pencil, break the lead in half and

attach the two pieces to the 30 volt

terminals, using a single secondary coil.

A small but energetic arc will be struck
 

  

By H. H. Parker

Drawing: by the Author

which will throw off considerable light.

Here is a suggestion for the model

making enthusiast: a miniature search

light operated by small pencil carbons

should prove most realistic and give

an intense light.

The transformer as described is de

signed for either 110 or 220 volts by

connecting the two primary coils in

parallel or series; the secondary volt

ages will be the same in each case. The

standard frequency of 60 cycles is pro

vided for; other frequencies require a

change in the cross section of the core,

as explained later. The secondary

winding is in two coils also; they may

be connected in series or parallel or

used separately.

To start with, we have the well

known transformer equation:

E x 1000000000

T___ i_.___

4.44 x f x B x A

Where “T” is the number of primary

tums,

“f” the frequency,

“B” the magnetic flux through

the core,

“A” the area of core cross-sec

tion.

  

  

  

  

  

  

‘ i fii'3(l0-Watt Arc Light Transformer

It is assumed that the core will be

built of “stove” iron, the most easily

obtained material; for such iron, “B"

is usually given a value of 40,000. If

transformer iron or silicon steel can be

obtained, a smaller core may be used,

for “B” will then be 60,000 or more.

Our core will be given an area of two

square inches, making it 1% inches

wide and 1% inches thick. With “f”

at 60 and “B” 40,000 the above equa

tion gives 516 as the number of turns

required; we will use 500.

If other material is used for the core,

as-mentioned abov_e, or a different fre

quency, the following core areas are

suggested:

With “B” at 60,000 and “f” still at

60, “A” will be 1.37 sq. in.; a core

one inch wide and 1% inches thick

would do. The number of turns would

be the same.

At a frequency of 25 cycles, “B” 40,

000, “T” 500, “A” would be 4.95 sq.

in., requiring a core 2 by 2% inches.

At 25 cycles with “B” 60,000, “A”

would then be 3.3 sq. in. and the core

would be 1% by 2% sq. ins.

For a difierent frequency or value of

“B,” substitute the values in the above

equation, with “T” at 500.

D¢fa//6 300 Kfiff Trans furmdr0?/11//.\', J00 Waff Arc Trans former

Fig.l.60'~Core,'Stove'|ron,070'l5 or l¢ss,lf transformer

iron or silicon steel usedxross section may be reduced

See Text.

Fig.2 Assembling the Core How tho two legs

and one yoke are built up round o wooden form
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Construction of Core

Taking up the core, primary and

secondary windings in order: for the

core, get some black stove iron, as thin

as possible, though it generally runs

about 0.025 inch in thickness. If ob

tainable, regulate transformer iron or

silicon steel will be better and a smaller

core may be used as mentioned above.

Have this iron cut up, if possible, into

strips an inch and a quarter wide; the

amount required depends upon the

thickness of the iron. Then cut up

the strips in two lengths for the core

and yoke pieces, to the dimensions given

in Fig. 1; pile them up, clamp in a

the bothersome inside end is eliminated.

Make Ia wooden winding mandrel as

shown in Fig. 3, the core being 1% by

1% inches to allow room for the tape

wrapping on the coils. One flange of

the jig should be adjustable; for wind

ing the first section it should be placed

M4 inch from the end flange; after the

first section is wound it is moved along

to allow for winding the second section

of the same width.

Prepare some sheets like those in

Fig. 4, of thin fibre shellacked card

board or other insulating material.

Thread one of these spacers on the No.

17 wire, then the loose jig flange and

300 Waff Fansformer

llllllllfiiill

J

lilllilil‘l

lllllllllpp

l l

Fig.7 Transformer Com lete

(Except for Connection

vise and file the ends even and square,

then separate and give one side of each

a thin coat of shellac. When dry as

semble the two cores and one yoke

around the wooden form shown in Fig.

2, being careful to stagger the joints.

The other yoke must be left off until

the windings are in place, when the

pieces are pushed into place separately.

The pile should be 1§/3 inches high

when tightly compressed; clamp the two

legs to the board “B” and remove the

board “A.” ‘This frees the yoke, which

may be clamped or held in a vise while

the legs are freed from board "B.”

Round the corners of the legs ver_v

slightly, then wrap tightly with black

friction tape, always keeping a clamp

just above the tape as it is wound on.

Wind on Ya single layer of cambric

“armature” tape on each leg, release

the yoke and clamping only the corners,

wrap this also with friction tape. Give

the whole several coats of shellac,

especially the taped legs where the

windings will be located.

How to Jllake the Primary Coils

Now for the primary: we will use

two coils, connected in parallel for 110

and in series for 220,volts; two No. 17

dcc wires in parallel _will carry about

three amperes and 1000 turns of this

will he used. in two coils of 500 turns

and each coil wound in two sections of

25'0' turns’ each. Winding in this man

ner subdivides the E. M. F. in the coils

and as both ends are on the outside.

  

nel)

then pull through and measure off

tabout 224 feet of the wire, enough for

250 turns approximately. Without cut

ting the wire slip the spacer and flange

over the mandrel, with the wire just

measured off OUTSIDE; then wind it

temporarily around the OUTER end of

the mandrel, screw the flange in place

M; inch from the other end, lay some

friction tape in the groove on each side

to hold the sections temporarily when

wound and wind on 250 turns; the wire

is fed from the spool while the first

portion measured ofi stays on the man

drel and revolves with it. This wind

ing may be performed upon a lathe or

a made-up winding jig or even simply

by hand. As it is bothersome to keep

track of the exact number of turns, if

a revolution counter is at hand it may

be attached to the rear end of the lathe

spindle as shown in Fig. 5 or to the

shaft of the winding jig. A weight

clamped to the body keeps it from turn

ing 'with its spindle.

One section being wound, stay the

loose end and move the flange along for

its second position; the first section will

usually remain in place without taping.

Wind off the outer portion of the wire

on to another mandrel or spool; it will

be necessary to pull it through the

flange or if the latter is made in two

parts and screwed together this trouble

will be obviated. The wire being re

wound, the second section of the coil

is ready for winding, but be sure to

wind this in the OPPOSITE DIREC

TION from the first, otherwise the

two sections will neutralize each other.

Another method would be to wind the

two sections, separately and opposite,

then solder the inner ends together, but

while this might be practicable with the

No. 17 wire, the secondary wire is much

heavier and might cause difficulty in -

making a smooth joint; the joint would

also have to be specially insulated.

The two sections being wotmd, bind

them temporarily with the friction tape

and slip off the mandrel; the coil will

then look like Fig. 6. Solder flexible

leads to the coil and as it is convenient

to have both leads leave the coil in the

same direction, solder one reversed as

shown. Insulate the joints and then

soak the whole coil in shellac and bake

in an oven. When dry and hard wrap

the coil in cambric or insulating tape

(Do not use black friction tape) be

ginning the wrapping under the leads

and working away from them around

the coil and back over them. Secure

the tape with a few stitches and give

the tape several coats of shellac. Mark

the corn-spending end of each coil so

that they may be properly connected in

series or parallel.

Winding Secondary Coils

The secondary coils are wound in the

same way but they will be harder to

wind as the wire, No. 12 dcc is rather

stiff. Each coil will contain 136 turns

in two sections, 68 turns, or about 60

feet, to the section. As the leads should

always be carried to some kind of con

nection panel and as flexible secondary

leads would have to be rather heavy, it

would be best to carry out the No. 12

wire itself to the panel; the No. 17 wire,

being smaller, would he in danger of

being broken.

If the builder desired a different

secondary voltage, the number of turns

could be varied in accordance with the

proportion

Primary EMF: Secondary EMF=

No. tums in primary: No. turns in

secondary.

After all the coils are thoroughly

baked dry, they are slipped over the

legs of the core; if a coil should stick,

taper off the end of the wooden winding

mandrel and drive it into the coil to

open‘it slightly. The two primary coils

are on one leg and the secondary on the

other; this arrangement is best for the

purpose the transformer is to be used

for, as there will be a certain amount of

magnetic leakage when the secondary

terminals are shorted, which will assist

in cutting down fluctuations in the

house circuit. To complete the core

assembly, the remaining yoke pieces are

pushed into place across the top of the

core, the corners clamped, the yoke

taped and the clamps released for good.

Fig. 7 shows the transformer complete,

but no connection panel or mounting

is shown.
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Utilizing Auto Motor Power for

Driving Machinery

NUMBER of appliances have

been constructed to make use of

the power of engines of Ford and other

cars, for driving machinery. All may

be practical, but some are better

adapted to the work than others. The

better types of these devices are in

stalled at the front of the engines, hav-.

ing power take-off mechanism or trans

mitters that are firmly attached to the

frame of the car. The type for trans

mitting power that is directly con

nected to the crank—shaft of the engine,

by a coupling that remains permanently

on the crank-shaft, has been previously

described in Evmumav ENGINEERING

MAGAZINE. In a recent issue an ex

temporized rigging was described by

which an automobile furnished power

for a factory. The accompanying il

lustration shows two methods that will

interest our readers as they are easily

carried out and while it is not an eco

nomical proposition to use an automo

bile as a power plant as a permanent in

stallation yet for intermittent or emer

Showingiihe Power

Running oCirculcir

Wood Sow

End and Side Views of Pitond Arron ement of Pulleys and

 

gency work, it is well to know that

this can be done without injury to the

car mechanism.

In one type of power take-off or

transmitter, the power is taken from the

rear wheels.

in the car are necessary. The trans

mitter consists of a pair of jacks con

nected to a shaft having three pulleys,

two being of one size and the third or

center pulley a smaller size. The trans

mitter is placed under the rear axle and

with the jacks the wheels are lifted and

positioned so the tires bear against the

faces of the two outer pulleys. The

engine is started, the high speed clutch

engaged and the rear wheels drive the

pulleys and shaft. Power for driving

machinery is taken from the center

pulley. A governor is not used, the

regular spark and throttle affording

control. Because of friction, the power

delivered at the rear wheels is not as

large as with the type coupled to the

engine. No statement is made by the

manufacturers as to the power obtained
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Shutting for Home Mode Power Aticic ment Using Ford Motor

for Power byUtiIizing Frictional Adhesion of Tires to Pulleys.
 

To use this no changes"

for useful work, but apparently it is

adequate for the purpose desired. The

manufacturer claims that the power ob

tained will drive wood saws, concrete

mixers, grinders and other machinery

of a like type.

A home-made transmitter was dciscribed in a recent issue of the Auto

mobile Journal and the owner claims

that he operates a small shop with

power from his car. When not in use

on the road, the car is backed into a

shed adjoining the shop, at the back

end of which a concrete pit has been

made. In this pit are two short lengths

of shafting supported by suitable bear

ings, the shafting being spaced about

24 inches apart. The front shaft carries

a pulley at each end to engage the faces

of the wheel tires. The rear shaft

carries the two pulleys for engaging

the wheel tires and a pulley for run

ning a belt to a line shaft in the shop.

Slots are cut in the floor so that the car

may be backed into them, the wheels

engaging the pulleys of the power trans

mitter.

The wheels are held in place by the

weight of the car and the width of the

slots. The owner makes the suggestion

that the car may be anchored at the

sides to keep the tires from working

against the slots, but if flat-faced pul

leys perfectly leveled are used he claims

little trouble will be experienced. Hard

wood blocks placed under the pillow

blocks of the bearings serve as cushions

and the method of obtaining power is

the same as with the device shown

above it.

 

It is said that from the days of Han

nibal to the days of Waterloo, the size

of an army was restricted by pestilence.

Preventive medicine has made enor

mous strides in the last few years and

armies are now subjected to the most

active and eflicient methods for pre

venting all diseases. This, on its face,

has a humanitarian aspect, but the

result has been to make possible the

use of the enormous armies of the late

war that caused the enormously greater

loss of life and production of misery

than in the olden times. While chem

istry is thus busy saving lives, it has

been calculated that in the late war over

30% of casualites among the United

States troops were due to chemical gas

attacks. Chemistry bids fair to be an

increasing factor in offensive warfare

in the future.

 

Camphor moth halls and tobacco have

been used for preserving woolen goods and

furs from moths during the summer. Neither

of these have been proved to be really effec

tive. The French wrap the article in news

papers, and it is quite a possible theory that

the odor of printers’ ink plays a part in

the precipitation of the goods from destruc

tion. »
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A GIANT GERMAN AIRSHIP

N interesting report on German

progress in aviation has been made

by Col. William Hensley of the bal

loon and airship division of the Air

Service. Col. Hensley flew to Scot

land on the return trip of the R-34

through the courtesy of the British

Government, and shortly thereafter de

parted for Germany. He reports that

the Germans gave him every oppor

tunity to see the various creations in

heavier and lighter-than-air craft and

afforded him an opportunity to pilot

the giant passenger airship Bodensee.

He was shown through the Zeppelin

works at Lowenthal, where he saw the

giant L-72 which was designed and

constructed for the sole purpose of

bombing New York. He sought out

the pilot of this machine, learning that

this man was the coolest, most daring

and eflicient of German war pilots and

had successfully bombed London ten

times, raked Dunkirk and caused great

havoc on the Russian front early in the

war.

The enormous airship is unique in

many ways. To camouflage it to the

minimum of visibility, the belly is

painted black, its sides are splotched

with cloud-effect gray, while the top is

painted a medium amber color. At be

tween 5,000 and 10,000 feet these col

ors fit in almost perfectly with the sky.

The L-72 is 779 ft. long, has an 89-ft.

beam and is 95 ft high. It is pro

pelled by six 260 h.p. Maybach engines

at a speed of 91 m.p.h. and the ca

pacity of its fuel tanks is 11,000 gal.,

which gives a cruising radius of 9,500

miles. The hydrogen capacity is

2,470,000 cu. ft. and the total lifting

power is 86 tons, with 50 tons of this

available as dispensable lifting power.

The L-72 was designed to carry 5%

tons of bombs in addition to the crew,

fuel supplies and stores.—Air Service

News Letter. 

A Steam Traveling Crane

A Suggestion for the Model Maker Who Wishes to Maka an Interesting WorkingModel of Unusual Design

ITH the coming of winter

again and inclement weather,

when one feels the comfort of

being indoors, we all begin to look for

something interesting to take up our

attention. And for some readers of

EVERYDAY Encrmzmzmc who no doubt

are interested in mechanical work there

is pleasant entertainment in their work

shops, be it merely a few tools and a.

collection of odds and ends or the

splendidly equipped workshops of

those more fortunate, who had more

cash at their disposal.

The question of what to make is

often a tiresome one for some inexperi

enced model makers, and how to go

about it and what is required in the way

of material is a source of worry to the
inexperienced. A“ i

A very interesting model to build and

operate is a steam crane. It is not too

diflicult to be beyond the average ama

'teur mechanic and requires but a. few

{feet of track to run on, is a compact

fmodel with a variety of motions and

{the material necessary is very modest

?and requires but ,a small outlay.

I shall endeavor to describe this little

cllgillfi and begin with a summa.ry of

the material required, which in the

case of the engine described is as fol

:lows:- - ~

A piece of seamless brass tube 9 in.

long, 3 in. in diameter for the boiler.

Two discs of brass cut to fit the inside

of the tube should be of 3/32 in. in

thickness for the top and bottom. A

piece of seamless brass tube 6 in. long,

1% in. in dia.meter,‘,3/3,2 in. thick for _

the control flue. Four pieces of brass

tube about 2 in. long. Standard %; in.

brass pipe is very good for the cross

water tubes. A piece of V2 in. hard

wood l0 in. long, 5 in. wide for the

lcrane deck. About 1 sq. ft. % in. sheet

brass for the main bearings of the

engine. Two cylinders V; in. bore, $4

stroke. These can be obtained in cast

“ By T. s. M. Stirling

ings and built up, or bought already

finished. The question of cylinders

can be best dealt with to suit the re

quirements of the individual. Double

,acting oscillating cylinders can be used

with excellent results, or two slide valve

cylinders. I would recommend ready

made slide valve cylinders and the link

motion reversing gear of the large ma.

chines can easily be left out, if so de

sired, and the load controlled in lower

ing by the hand brake. If one has a

lathe in the workshop the castings of

cylinders can be made up and finished

with ease, the necessary data for the

operation being usually furnished by

the makers. An internal gear 3 in. in

diameter and a pinion of the same

pitch V2 in. in diameter. Two bevel

gears V2 in. in diameter, 3/16 in. hole,

completes the swinging motion. One

gear 3 in. in diameter and pinion V2 in.

in diameter for the hoisting motion.

These were obtained from an old tele

phone magneto, the pinion being bushed

to fit the crankshaft. Six other bevel

gears are required for the traveling mo

tion; these should be % in. in diam

eter, 3/16 in. hole and the same pitch.

Also, there are four locomotive trailing

wheels 1% in. in diameter on tread,

but any size near that which would be

suitable. Some M, in. steam pipe and

various odds and ends to be found in

the scrap box. . _

The base or deck was first prepared;

it was cut from the piece of hardwood

_ L0 in. x 5 in., as shown in Fig. 1. The

circular portion is the position the

boiler _is to occupy; it was planed and

sandpapered smooth and given a coat

of oil.

The truck was now built, the wheels

were mounted‘ on axles 3/16 in. in

diameter silver steel and 4% in. long.

The wheels were already tapped for

3/16 in. axles when bought. Four axle

boxes were made from scrap brass, and

drilled 3/16 in. for axles and two I/§ in.

holes to take %; in. bolts for fastening

to under side of truck. The bolts were

made from I/§ in. brass wire and nuts

were made by drilling down the center

of a piece of small hexagon brass rod

and cutting ofi % in. pieces with a.

hack saw, afterward filing them up on

faces. The dimensions and shape of

axle boxes are shown in Fig. 2.

The wooden deck can be smoothed

and finished up to suit the builder; if

it happens to be mahogany a coat of oil

looks very well, or it can be left and

given a. coat of paint to match the re

mainder of the engine.

The truck deck was made 6 in. long

and 5 in. wide. The axles were slipped

in the boxes and the boxes set on the

upturned truck deck. Boxes were bolted

on a distance of 1% in. from the ends

of the deck and wide enough apart to

allow axles to run freely. One of the

V; in. bevel gears -was slipped on the

rear axle and for the present left loose,

having been fitted with set-screw pre

viously.

g The internal gear was now screwed

to the truck with its center on the cen

ter of the deck. A center hole was.

drilled to take the 3/16 in. shaft which

is to drive the truck in the traveling

motion and form ‘a pivot for the swing
ing of the craneideck. A brass bush

ing was fitted in the hole for the 3/16

in. shaft to pass through—just a small

bushing long enough to pass through

the hardwood and driven in the hole

with a. good tight fit. Two collars

fitted with set-screws are necessary to

hold the shaft in the required position.

The small horizontal drive shaft be

low the truck was now fitted up; a short

piece of silver steel 3/16 in. in diam

eter made the shaft and the bevel wheels

on each end were fastened with set

screws. Two small bearings were made

from some scrap brass to carry the

shaft. The arrangement of the gearing.

truck and deck is shown in Fig. 3.

ar
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The main engine frames are made

from the 1/§ in. sheet brass cut to the

shape and dimensions shown in Fig. 5.

The base of the frames were riveted

through fiat plates, as shown in Fig. 5,

and they were drilled to take bolts to

fasten them to the crane deck.

The shaft holes must be drilled in

positions suitable to the diameter of

gears used. If desired, small collars

can be sweated onto the brass frames

where the shafts pass through to make

a larger bearing surface, and oil holes

drilled. It makes a nice substantial

job when done in this way. The wind

ing drum was cast from babbitt metal,

with a rim for the band brake, as shown

in Fig. 6.

A built-up crankshaft is used very

nicely, and it is easily made from 3/16

cut from V; in. key steel made V; in.

in. steel for the shaft. The webs are

wide and % in. thick, drilled and

slipped on the shaft, and crank pins

inserted. The whole thing is then well

silver soldered, the pieces being after

ward cut out between the webs and the

little crankshaft ‘filed up and finished

with emery cloth. The dimensions are

left to be made to suit the occasion

and cylinders used.

The sliding gears which drive the

swinging, traveling and hoisting mo

tions are shown in Fig. 7. The keys

for the gears to slide on were made by

taking a piece of 3/32 in. square steel

and riveting it to the shaft with three

3/64 in. pins, afterward cutting out

the corresponding keyway in the gears

with a small warding file.

The frames were set up on the deck,

which proved a little tedious on account

of getting the various gears meshing

and running nicely together. Fig. 7

shows relative position of the parts.

The cylinders used were set upon feet

and bolted to the deck with four % in.

bolts and small guide bars, and cross

head shoes were made, but these are

not really necessary with so small cyl

inders. The throttle was an ordinary

plug cock fitted with a small steel han

dle, which had a very good appearance.

Drain cocks were fitted and operated by

small levers between the cylinders. The

levers and quadrant were made of

brass; the arrangement of the levers and

bars and gearshifts are shown in Fig. 7.

All the joints in the boiler were silver

soldered, and this proved very satisfac

tory. The central flue was drilled in

four places below the water line, and

the four cross water tubes silver sold

ered in, as shown in Fig. 4. The holes

in the top and bottom plate of the boiler

were drilled around and cut out with

the chisel and filed up to fit control flue.

The control flue was now silver soldered

to the two plates, the lower end being

kept flush with the outside of the plate,

and the upper end allowed to project

through a little. These joints were all

soldered on the water side and a liberal

allowance of solder used.

The top and bottom were now silver

soldered to the brass boiler barrel, pre

viously drilling a % in. hole for safety

valve in the top plate. The fire door

was drilled around and cut out and the

little door made from sheet brass and

the firebox lined around the inside with

fire clay. Three angle plates were made

for fastening the boiler to the deck. The

little safety valve was made from scrap

with little trouble and works satisfac

torily.

Two smokestacks were made from

1/32 in. plate and fits snugly over cen

tral- flue, where it projects at the top.

Pressure gauge, water gauge, blow

down cock, check valve and try cocks

were bought articles, and they do not

repay one for the trouble of making

them.

In spite of the fact that the boiler de

sign is somewhat unconventional, it

steams very well, and when fired with

a small kerosene vapor burner main

tains 1S pounds pressure quite easily

and “pops” in most practical fashion

at 20 pounds pressure. It was tested

to 50 pounds in a thorough hydrostatic

test, and 15 pounds is ample to make

the little engine run at a furious rate.

The boom was built up of oak and

makes a smart looking and practical

job. The arrangement of the cylinders,

various shafts and gearing, gear shafts

and levers can best be decided by the

circumstances and the material at one’s

disposal. Small brass chain makes a

nice looking hoisting line and fits

nicely on the drum.

The whole machine was painted a

dull gray with a few black trimmings

and bright parts. There was a little

hand boiler feed pump used to keep up

the water, but the writer observed some

good drawings of feed pumps in a re

cent issue of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

and in consequence did not deem it nec

essary to give a description of the pump

used in this case.

The little crane makes an interesting

model to construct, and is a most enter

taining engine to watch in operation.

A NEW ROTARY STEAM

ENGINE

OR many generations mechanical

engineers of considerable renown

have spent several days, months, and

years in continued efforts to perfect a

Rotary Steam Engine, the seed and

germ of which was planted by James

Watt before his death a century ago.

Watt declared that his slide-valve en

gine was only an approximate machine

and that the ultimate engine would, if

necessary, be a Rotary engine, but such

an engine, even the great Watt was un

able to build.

Briefly described, the Bannon Rotary

illustrated Steam Motor is a very com

pact steam engine and in its construc

tion there is used only about one-fifth

the materials of a slide-valve engine of

the same horsepower. It is claimed that

its compactness effects a saving not only

in the material and labor used in its

construction, but also a saving in foun

dations required in space in the engine

room. The most startling thing about

this engine is that it has only three

moving parts; an eccentric piston keyed

to the drive shaft and two sliding gates

which operate with their ends forming

  

The engine rotor

contact with the periphery of the piston.

These three simple moving parts are

the heart and soul of the engine and

any man, whether a mechanic or not,

can quickly tear down and rebuild a

Bannon engine, because it is so simple

and easily understood. On the shaft

of the two-cylinder engine there are two

of these eccentric pistons, 180 degrees

apart, which balances the shaft per-'

  

Engine with and plate removed

iectly and eliminates all possibility of

rust or any bearing surface. The en

gine has positively no reciproc-iting

action to overcome and consequently no

loss of steam and fuel which is always

experienced in overcoming the recipro

cal action of slide-valve engines.

Possibly for the first time the accel

eration and momentum of the piston is

a decided advantage in the rotary

engine as this piston moves always and

continually in the same direction;

whereas in the slide-valve engine these

mechanical principles are a decided

disadvantage inasmuch as the piston

must be stopped and started twice in

each revolution.

This Rotary engine is not at all like

a Turbine inasmuch as the Turbine de

iives its power from the Kinetic energy

of the steam, while the Rotary engine

operates on the steam expansion, and

it will start off with any load that it

will carry subsequently; this a Tur

bine was never known to do.

I“.
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SCREW-DRIVER STUNTS

NEW ratchet screw-driver recently

developed has a pistol grip, as

shown in accompanying illustration.

This tool gives the user absolute con

trol over the screw. It enables him to

see exactly what he is doing, and get

suflicient pressure to hold the blade

in the screw slot firmly. The pistol

grip gives the user a positive grip at

all times. It does not matter whether

the hands are oily, wet, tired or cold,

One Hand Screw

Driver for use

in bad corners.

Spring Finger

Member

  

Screwdriver stunts

the comfortable shape of this handle

gives the user certain control over the

stubborn screw. The operation of the

driver is simple. Only one hand is

required, and it will work in any po

sition. On the upper part of the blade,

a convenient distance from the handle,

is a knurled ferrule. With this an

easily run screw may be quickly run in

or out, without taking the hand off

the handle. The blade is chrome nickel

steel, heat-treated to give the most

durable tip. The tip is cross-ground

to prevmit slipping from the screw slot.

The one-handed man will find no

difficulty now in driving screws, and

his two-handed brother will be able

to operate the‘screw-driver in corners

and in restricted spaces where there

is no room for a holding hand-there's

many a place like that on motor boats,

machinery and automobiles and also

about the homes and shop. This de

vice, made from spring steel, is so

shaped that its fingers hold a screw in

place on the end of a screw-driver. The

upper part of the screw holder is se

cured to the screw-driver blade.

A,small hand mirror will reflect light

to any dark corner.
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DRILL EXTENSION

WO forms of drill extensions are

shown in accompanying illus

trations that can be easily applied when

it is desired to drill a hole in a place

that cannot be reached with a drill of

the ordinary type and length. A rod

of the proper size for the extension is

selected and a hole drilled in the end

to the size of the drill, a method shown

at A. After the hole is drilled a portion

is cut away and a flat end is filed on

the drill shank to fit a flat in the ex

tension socket. This makes it pos

sible to drive the drill positively and

also makes it possible to fit another

one if the drill is broken as i_s often the

case when the small diameter drills

are used in extension shanks. Of

course, it is possible to braze or solder

a drill in the extension but when sol

dering is used the drill may turn in the

socket and break the solder bond. If

the drill is brazed, the parts are some

times raised to a sufficiently high tem

perature to draw the temper and these

must be re-hardened after the brazing

o eration is complete. It is more dif

cult to replace a broken drill when it

is fast in place by either soldering or

brazing.

Another modification which is not as

well known as that previously described

In this the extension rod

I ‘Saw Cufs,

»"' @

is shown at B.

Stion A"A

  

, s/we/Me/a/‘: A

|‘5fee//‘Pod

  

Drill extension» _

is drilled just as in the previous in

stance but the drill is held in place

by a different method. Two saw cuts

are made in the end of the rod, these

being at right angles to each other so

that the en_d is really divided into

four sections. A taper thread is cut on

the end of the rod before the slotting

operation takes place. A piece of sheet

steel is forced in the lower end'of one

of the slots and acts as a driving mem

ber against which the flattened portion

of the drill is placed. By tightening

down on the nut the device acts just

like a chuck and the four jaws

are clamped tightly against the drill.

 

.clamps by which it is easy
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As there is more elasticity to the

jaws one extension shank will take

drills that may vary slightly in

diameter such as the body and tap

size. An advantage of this form of

extension is that by spreading the ends

of the jaws apart and dressing them

down for %th of an inch or so inside

with a file as a square hole is obtained,

the extension can be used for turning

a tap and one extension shank not only

holds the tap drill and body drill but

also can be used for turning the tap

and making the thread in the hole it

necessary.

COMBINATION GAS BURNER

HE accompany illustration

shows a very simple form of gas

bumer that is made up of ordinary

standard pipe fittings. This is a com

bination bumer that can be used to

GA: Bonus

Combination gas bumer

give_a flame of large volume and low

heating value, such as is often timfls

needed in the shop, or it may be em

ployed to give a blast flame for brazing.

depending on which section of the hum

er IS used.

DRILL PRESS KINKS

BAND_ iron and ordinary bulk Q1"

special screws form excellgnl

_ to secure

work to the drill press table for drill

1ng._ They may be quickly attached to

the table or to the angle plate and may

be bent up from §(, or l-inch by 2-inelt

flat iron stock by any one who know

enough to heat the iron to the proper

temperature, and then bending it b\'

placing in a vise and hammering to thi

required form. Case-handened, cup

po1nt,_ special screws are excellgnt

clamping members. Another useful de

vice which is not difficult to make and

which can be profitably added to the

shop equipment is a centering jig which

is especially valuable if one has a. con»

siderable number of short piegeg Qf

{~
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round stock to center for turning or

threading in the lathe. A conical de

pression is placed in the base and a

movable cone casting carries a special

center punch in a suitable centrally

placed bearing. This cone is attached

to a sliding ann that is prevented from

turning on the vertical shaft b_v a key

Centering jig for short round bars shown at left.

While this form is suitable for vari

ous kinds of light work, it is not well

adapted for work where there is con

siderable thrust, such as metal spin

ning. For work of this nature the live

center shown as No. 2 is best adapted,

because, in addition to the other fea

tures of the simpler type shown above

 

Simple drill press clamp outlined

at right

attached to the arm boss that slides with

that member in a guiding key-way

machined in the upright. It will be

evident that cones will automatically

center stock various diameters and

that a suitable blow on the center punch

will indicate the central point at the

end of the round bar.

 

_ LIVE CENTERS

W0 useful and simple forms of

live centers for use on wood turn

ing and some forms of spinning lathes

are shown in the simple diagrams here

with. The type illustrated as No. 1

consists of the usual form of taper

shank (B) to fit the tail stock or head

  

1,//4

stock, as the case may be. It is pro

vided with a groove (G) machined

around the surface on which the spur

portion (A) revolves. A pin (C) fits

into the groove and keeps the spur

portion from coming ofi'. The oil hole

(F) is provided so that the bearing

portion of the device may be adequately

lubricated.

it, it includes a ball thrust bearing

(D), which revolves with considerably

less friction under heavy loads than a

plain bearing would.

  

,-6¢ar¢d Wheel

' of Lawn Mower

from a home-made pattern. The driv

ing wheel is held by a bolt which has

shoulders on it and a separate collar is

placed between the gear and the end of

the supporting bracket. This collar

should be made less in width than the

distance from the inside of the gear

web to the shoulder on the bolt in order

that the wheel will be free running. A

crank is rnade by bending up some flat

bar stock and is riveted to the outside

driving gear as depicted at Figure No.

3. A suitable handle is provided at

the end of the crank by which it may

be turned.

The part sectional view at Figure

No. 2 shows the gears in mesh while

the general construction of the device,

which can be altered to suit individual

requirements, can be readily ascertained

by inspection of the assembled view.

POROUS CONDITIONS AFTER

CURING

NE repair man has complained

several times about the porous

conditions of repair jobs after curing.

Upon investigation the fault was

found to be damaged bead molds. The

bead molds had been battered and

bent until they would no longer fit

the cavity snugly and would not slide

forward. The sectional mold being

tapered, the beads wedged before being

placed into position. The clinch on

the bead held the casing firmly and

did not allow it to rest on the bottom

mold of the cavity.—Goodyear News.

Drawings showing how old lawn mower may be used to make emery grinder

EXTEMPORIZED EMERY

GRINDER

NY one who is handy with tools and

that has an old lawn mower that

he does not know what to do with, can

make an emery grinder that will be

very useful for rough work. The drive

wheel of the_lawn mower, which is the

large wheel on the side and its internal

gear are used to turn the pinion that

normally is fastened to the cutter axle.

The bearing for the pinion shaft can be

easily made from flat-bar stock having

holes machined in it, in which bush

ings are placed for bearings or a simple

cast metal supporter may be made
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The United States Bureau of Standards

has been investigating the mixing of con

crete. Cement and water were mixed for a

long period, 15 to 30 minutes, and to this

mixture were added the sand and stone con

stituents of the concrete. 'I'he usual way is

to mix all the constituents together for a

few minutes and then to put the mixture

in place. It was found that there was no

advantage by this preliminary mixing of

cement and water.

An interesting report from Portugal puts

the total world production of corkwood at

396,832,000 pounds, of which 45% is pro

duced in Portugal, 30% in Spain, 5% in

France and Italy, and 20% in Algeria and

Tunis.
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Oil-Burning Locomotives

HE use of fuel oil as a standard

combustible for locomotives is a

more familiar practice in the Western

than in the Eastern States. From the

standpoint of the passenger it is most

desirable, as the action of the burners

can be and is so regulated by the fire

man that there is a complete absence

of smoke; cinders, of course, are also

lacking. We give two cuts in this issue

showing the distribution of parts in

an installation on the Santa Fé sys

tem, and we give some of the results

obtained in exhaustive tests recently

carried out on that road.

The specific gravity of the oil was

0.958, a. gallon weighing almost eight

pounds (7.88 pounds at 110 degrees

F.). It contained 18,550 British Ther

mal Units per pound.

The oil flame is known to be very

severe on the metal of the fire chamber

of the boiler, and even bricks succumb

to its cutting action. Special oil bricks

are supplied for general use in oil fires.

Yet, all things being taken into account,

it was found best to dispense with

brick arches in the fire chamber, so

as to leave it more open for inspection

and to avoid the liability of bricks

falling out of the arch and interfering

with the operation of the blast pipe.

In some trials the burner was placed

in the back of the fire chamber, in

others in the front. Sometimes the

seams of the boiler plates were pro

tected by bricks.

The cuts accompanying this article

are in such detail as to be self-explana

tory.

Practically the same quantity of oil

was burned per hour, whatever variety

of apparatus was used, the brick arch

construction being slightly less eco

nomical; 3,100 to 3,240 pounds per

hour running time were the range of

consumption. The water evaporated

per pound of oil ranged from 14.06

to 14.60 pounds, which shows an efifi

ciency of from 73.5 to 76.4 per cent,

a very satisfactory result.

In the total figures recorded it is

interesting to notice the great variation

in oil consumed according to the con

ditions of the trip. In some cases less

than half as much was recorded, but

the efficiency figures in all cases came

out very close to each other, as has

just been shown.

While we may all be longing for the

day when the locomotive engine will be

relegated to the scrap-heap, and when

electricity will do all the propulsion

on our roads, the engine in question

will not disappear for many years, so

every effort to make it a better and

more economical prime motor will be

welcomed by the engineering world.
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THE BUSY IGNITION SYSTEM

HE spark plug used for ignition

purposes is one of the most im

portant parts of the automotive power

plant and when one considers the work

it must do, it is remarkable that it will

work for the extended periods it does

without giving trouble. It is subject

to alternate heating and cooling and

must deliver a large number of sparks

across its points as the accompanying

table shows. The contact points of the

primary timer also have some work to

do because they must open and close

for every spark that takes place at any

of the plugs. Thus on a six cylinder

engine, the contacts must make and

break a circuit 3,000 times a minute,

or 50 times per second at an engine

speed of 1,000 r.p.m. Similarly, the

induction coil must‘ transform a. low

voltage battery current to a high volt

age secondary current each time the

contact points separate. Owing to me

chanical and electrical limitations, it is

usual to provide two sets of breaker

points and two induction coils for high

speed engines having more than six

cylinders.

The heat generated in the cylinder

at the instant of combustion is intense.

The temperatures will vary from 3,000

to perhaps 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit,

which intensity is illustrated by com

paring the heat at which steel fuses, or

about 2,550 Fahrenheit. The mean tem

perature of the cylinder is much lower
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Diagram showing arrangement 0/ piping for oil-burning locomotive
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because it is reduced as the piston de

scends for the power stroke, is cooled

somewhat by the exhaust stroke, and is

cooled decidedly during the intake or

suction stroke and to some degree while

the cool fuel gas is being compressed.

While the engine is in motion these

cycles are repeated. The tabulation

shows that with engine speed of 1,000

revolutions there will be an average of

500 power impulses for each cylinder,

and an average of 8.33 ignition sparks

created a second. This may appear to

be comparatively slow, but from 1,800

to 2,400 revolutions a minute is not un

common with standard automobile

engines, and from 3,000 to 3,600 is

sometimes reached with racing car
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Ignition Ignition Ignition Ignition

Power Sparls a Sparks a Sparks a Sparks a

Engine Impulses Minute a Minute an Second a Second an

No. Cyl. R. P. M. a Minute Cylinder Engine Cylinder Engine

I 1000 500 500 S00 8 . 33 8. 33

2 1000 1000 S00 1000 8.33 16.66

4 1000 2000 500 2000 8.33 33.33

6 1000 3000 500 3000 8.33 50.00

8 1000 4000 S00 4000 8.33 66. 66

12 1000 6000 500 6000 ,8. 33 100.00

 

develop less power than engines with

valves in the heads.

WHY WE TEMPER STEEL

N the vast majority of cases the

writers who deal with the heat treat

ment of steel, when outlining the proc

ess of tempering, state that the object

is to soften the steel. They say that

Back /fend

000";/'ee.t',-alilé Copper

/irru/e
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Firebox arrangement of oil-bunting locomotive

engines. The maximum stated would

be approximately 29 power impulses a

second to a cylinder. But the term

power impulses does not represent the

rapidity of the consumption of the fuel

in the cylinder. Considering the period

of combustion, if the engine_is running

1,000 revolutions a minute and each

cylinder has 500 power impulses the

time for each impulse revolution is

slightly more than 1/6 second and if

the spark is made 15 degrees advanced

or before top center, and with 360 de-Y

grees for a revolution, the time for

ignition would be 15/360, which allows

1/24 of the time for one revolution, or

1/144th of a second, for the gas to burn

and create the expansive within the

cylinder. This is so brief a period that

it is not possible to make comparison.

Yet -in that time the electric spark must

create a. flame that will spread through

every part of the combustion head. If

the combustion chamber is irregular the

flame will not be uniform in its progress

in all directions from the electrodes of

the spark plug, which is held to be the

reason why L and T-head cylinder

engines are either slower in action or

steel, when heated to the required hard

ening temperature, becomes too hard

and that therefore it is necessary to

draw the temper in order to soften the

steel. This is a common error—a fail

ure to distinguish between the hardness

and brittleness in the steel, two entirely

different qualities.

Hardened steel is tempered in order

to make it less brittle, but unfortunately

the tempering process also softens the

steel to some extent.

REPAIR POINTERS

HEN adjusting overhead valve

clearances it is just as well to

leave final adjustments until the cylin

der head, as in the Chevrolet, etc., is'

firmly bolted down. The new gasket

will give considerably as the engine

warms up.

When setting ignition by the head

center position of the fly-wheel it is

sometimes advisable to look at the pis

ton, as fly-wheels are not always in

their original position.

Try hard oil on cylinder head gas

kets instead of shellac.

IMPORTANCE OF BRUSHES

PPROXIMATELY 90 per cent of

starting and generator trouble is

caused by lack of proper attention to

brushes. A number of holders are so

constructed that when the brushes wear

out they wear on the commutator,

causing it to groove. Yet there are

many persons using automobiles every

day who do not know what a brush

is or that they have brushes on their

starting motor and lighting generators

and magnetos. Few realize the impor

tance of the brush to automobile effi

ciency. A brush is the heart of the

lighting and starting system. Without

proper brush contact, or with poor com

mutation, one would be unable to start

the car, to have a lighting system, and.

where a distributor is used, to run it.

Lighting and starting systems were

. first installed on pleasure cars in 1912.

Now they are placed not only on all

pleasure cars, but on some makes and

sizes of motor trucks and tractors.

There are about a thousand kinds of

brushes manufactured, varying in size

from one-eighth of an inch square to

2% inches square. Their carrying ca

pacity varies from 30 to 300 amperes

a square inch.

Brushes are made of copper gauze,

or compounds of graphite, carbon and

copper, depending upon the contact re

sistance and current required. The

metal types contain from 15 to 90 per

cent copper. Brushes other than the

copper gauze type—the graphite com

pound brushes—go through a compli

cated process before they are ready for

the market. The materials are first

transformed into a fine powder, which

is placed into mixing machines. This

mixture is put into hydraulic presses,

where it is subjected to a pressure of

from 150 to 500 tons, and pressed into

blocks varying in thickness from one

quarter to 1% inches. The blocks are

then placed in furnaces giving a ter

rific and constant heat. They are left

in the ovens for from seven to fourteen

days, after which they are permitted

to cool gradually. When the blocks

are cold the ovens are unpacked and

the blocks are sent to the cutting de

partment and cut into the numerous

sizes and shapes. Next they are

brought to the drilling department,

where holes are drilled with -minute

care in order that they may be assem

bled with the copper wires or “pig

tails,” which are either spun, riveted,

screwed or soldered on to the brushes.
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WHAT IS NEW IN AVIATION

(Continued from page 492)

pected to make real progress until it

demonstrates that it provides speed,

combined with economy and safe trans

portation. During the war, the De

Haviland No. 4 biplane equipped with

a 400 horsepower engine was capable

of carrying a pilot, ob

server and a few machine

guns and necessary am

munition. By sacrificing

both speed and climb, it

may be loaded with a

few hundred pounds of

bombs. When this bi

plane was converted to

mail carrying purposes,

it required a 400 horse

power engine, to carry a

pilot and less than 500

pounds of mail. Recent

performances o f al l -

metal, -intemally trussed

monoplanes, show that

it is possible, with but

180 horsepower to carry

1,000 pounds of mail at

practically the same

speed.

There is no question

but that the capabilities

of airplanes have been

known for some time

past, but it has also been

appreciated that operat

ing costs have been so as

to retard civil aviation

development. The ex

p en se of operating a

plane equipped with two

400 horsepower engines

that use about forty gal

Ions of gasoline per hour

and 21. correspondingly Side elevations 0/ some of the best known English commercial airplane designs

large amount of lubricat

ing oil, would bring the fuel cost, with

the present price of gasoline, to about

$30.00 per hour. Lubricating oil for

the same period would cost about $5.00

per hour and the depreciation of the

airplane of the usual wood and fabric

construction, might easily equal all the

other operating expenses.

It is apparent that commercial avia

tion cannot be made practical if high

operating costs are to prevail. The all

metal, internally trussed monoplane

previously mentioned, has made a non

stop trip from Omaha to Philadelphia,

a distance of about 1,400 miles in 11

hours and has carried three people that

distance with an average gasoline con

sumption of about ten miles to the gal

lon. It has been stated that in the De

Haviland war-plane, that over 230

horsepower was expended in propelling

parts that offer a parasitic resistance

and that only 90 horsepower was ex

pended to actually support the machine

by the wings. On the newer types of

commercial airplanes, every effort is

being made to develop wings that will

have high lift at comparatively low

speeds and that will eliminate all pos

sible waste of power by eliminating ex

terior parts that do not contribute to

the sustentation of the airplane or its

propulsion.

The monoplane construction made

possible by the internally trussed wings,
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which is one of the most efficient of

modern airplanes, provides a structure

that is possessed of a greater aero

dynamical efliciency than any form of

multi-plane can have. It is reasonable

to believe that as airplane development

progresses, we will find that machines

of the future will be able to carry con

siderably more than their own weight.

This has not been true in the past, as

in the case of the DeHaviland mail

plane, we have a total weight of 3,200

pounds, of which only Vgth or 400

pounds represented useful paying load.

Considerable interest is being displayed

in designing types of air craft that will

carry express matter economically and

the writer feels safe in saying that it

will not be long before it will be pos

sible to carry material of that nature

on long distance trips cheaper by air

craft than it is by road with motor

trucks at the present time.

The advantages of all-metal con

struction and the elimination of bracing

wires are many. One of the most im

portant of these is that once an airplane

of this kind is assembled that there is

no possibility of losing its adjustment.

In the present types of wood and fabric

airplanes it is necessary to check up the

alignment of the wings periodically and

to go over all of the bracing wires every

day to make sure that these are in

proper condition and not too tight or

too loose. The new

method of metal air

plane construction means

that it beomes a struc

ture that cannot be

changed in form by any

service for which it was

designed. It may be

compared to a bridge.

which when once com

pleted, preserves its form

and needs but little at

tention to maintain it.

Another advantage of

the all-metal construc

tion is that a plane of

this type may be left ex

posed to the weather.

which will have no more

effect on it than it has

on modern motor ve

hicles, or other automo

tive equipment. It is

not only in economy of

operation that planes of

this construction offer

advantages, but also in

that cost of maintenance

is greatly reduced.

Bristol Triplane Pull

man Express

The “Bristol”

man Triplane, whidi

can travel at over 130

m.p.h combines with

high speed luxurious

comfort for its passen

gers, reliability and absolute safety.

With two only of its four engines in

operation, flying speed can be main

tained. The roomy Pullman saloon.

tastefully decorated and electrically

lighted and heated, is seven feet in

height and is fitted with comfortable

fauteuils for the 14 passengers carried,

in addition to the pilot and engineer.

The gasoline tankage is sufficient to

allow of a non-stop flight of 600 miles.

The ordinary uncorrected air speed

readings show a maximum speed of

some 134 m.p.h. With the engines at

little more than half throttle the speed

recorded was in excess of 100 m.p.h.

No actual figures were taken at the

time of these tests concerning the climb,

but it was said that it climbed much

more like a fighting machine than a

passenger plane. Especially satis

factory was the fact that the lnadjine

on every occasion took ofi from the

ground within, at the most, 180 yards

after the engines had been let out,

whilst a similar run after landing was

er" a’

Pull
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Interior vie-w of the cabin 0/ the Vickers

Vinny commercial shows luxurious appoint

ments for passengers and pilot's seat in nose

experienced. The whole of the first

half of the fuselage is formed into a

commodious and luxurious cabin, pro

viding accommodations for 14 passen

gers in addition to the pilot and en

gineer, the latter occupying the extreme

fore part of the cabin. The cabin is 7

ft. in height, and a central gangway

affords access to the comfortable fau

teuils which, though removable are nor

mally placed on either side of the cabin.

Large Triplex glass windows are pro

vided for the convenience of each pas

senger, and an adequate system of heat

ing and lighting by means of electricity

is installed.

The question of ventilation has also

been carefully studied. Any or all of

the seats may be removed for the con

veyance of mails or cargo and a total

space of S70 cubic feet can thus be

made available.

In addition to the two pilots the ma

chine is capable of lifting a load of

  

[nc/osed

(Man np
/'/oagf

Boa/Hon/”

How the door 0] the Vickers Vimy com

mercial airplane folds down to permit pas

sengers to step into the cabin in the fuselage

2,700 lbs. with fuel for five hours’

flight, or alternatively 4,000 lbs. with

fuel for two and a half hours’ flight.

These figures are based on an economi

cal speed of from 100 to 105 m.p.h.,

i. e., at three-quarter throttle giving a

sufficient reserve of power to reach a

maximum speed of 125 m.p.h or more

if necessary. All three planes are given

a sweep back and a dihedral angle, but

are not staggered. Balanced ailerons

are fitted to the top and middle wings.

The tail is of the biplane type with

three fins and rudders. The four en

gines, each of 410 h.p., are mounted

two in tandem on each side of the fuse

lage on the middle plane, and each unit

drives a tractor and pusher screw.

Handley-Page Model

The machine is a medium size twin

engined biplane, specially designed for

commercial use, having an exception

;/’0 wer P/anf
  

/Pusher Screw

The seat back of-one of the Sopwith models

folds down on the arm rests to give the pas

senger a higher seat if desired

ally large carrying capacity and reserve

of power. The particular machine

shown has two Napier-Lion engines,

but these may be replaced by either the

Liberty engine or Rolls-Royce “Eagle”

VIII. The fuselage provides one large

saloon or cargo space, which is entirely

free from wires, tubes or internal struc

ture of any description. The planes

are arranged to fold, thus allowing the

storage of the machine in a very small

space, and owing to the special design

of the wings, the overall height of the

machine is kept smaller than usual.

The weight of the machine fully loaded

is 12,000 lbs.—which includes fuel for

6% hours’ flying and a useful load. in

addition of the crew, of 3,200 lbs.

The planes follow the same general

arrangement as previously employed on

the large four-engine machines. The

spans of the top and bottom planes are

(Continued on page S61)
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HE readers who have built the

engines described in the past is

sues successfully have no doubt,

after a time, experienced a lack of in

terest in the model in its present state.

They would not be good model en

- gineers if they did not try to improve

upon it, especially as they become more

efficient in the use of the tools. The

first step taken is usually to add some

arrangement to make the engine run in

either direction. Therefore I shall deal

in this article with the reversing ar

rangement of the single acting oscillat

ing engines and with the multiple cyl

inder type.

It is extremely simple to reverse

oscillating cylinders. It is this reason

which makes them sometimes prefer

able in model work. Reversing can be

accomplished by two different means.

(1.) By employing a four-way cock,

which is placed between the boiler and

the engine. (Fig. 1 clearly shows the

principle.)

(2.) By a false port face, which ac

cording to its construction is either

placed between the cylinder and steam

block (see Fig. 2) or at the back of

the steam block (see Fig. 3). The

ports are so arranged that the moment

the reversing plate is moved it instantly

changes the direction of the steam

While theoretically the four-way

cock seems to be the simplest method,

the model engineer who undertakes to

make one will find it to be a very

troublesome task, especially for the be

ginner. For this reason I will pass

this method and come to the reversing

plates.

To make the reversing plate shown

in Fig. 2, we take a %; in. or S/32 in.

piece of sheet brass and cut out the

false port face to the shape given in

Fig. 2A. Having finished this we find

the center for the pivot pin hole and

take the distance from the center of the

pivot pin to the center of the cylinder

steam port, and describe a circle on

the false port using the center of the

pivot pin as center of the circle with

that distance as radius. The three port

holes of the reversing plate are found

on that radius.

Having found the centers of the

steam ports and drilled them, we recess

the outlined grooves to half the thick

ness of the plate and drill the pivot

pin hole. The only difference in the

construction of the reversing engine be

sides the reversing plate is the arrange

ment of the steam ports in the steam

Simple Model Steam Engine and Boiler

Construction

By Wm. A. Helms

PART Ill

block. They are placed vertical to the

center of the line instead of on either

side (see Fig. 2b). Fig. 2c shows a

cut through the reversing plate, and

Fig. 2d the reversing plate placed on

the steam block to give a clear view of

the different steam ports and of the

passage of the steam.

The third and simplest method for

reversing an oscillating cylinder also

employs a reversing plate, but the lat

ter is placed on the outside of the steam

block instead of between the steam

block and cylinder (see Figs. 3 and 4).

This makes it necessary to face the

steam block on both sides. The only

difference in the port holes is an ad

ditional port for the entrance of the

steam. The latter is drilled half way

into the back of the steam block a little

 

Reverse

Fl6.l.Revers'ing Oscillating En irie by Meansof

ofa Four Way ock

 

  

Reversing Oscillating Engine by Means of a

Reversing Plate

above the pivot pin. This hole meets

the steam passage which is drilled

through the side of the steam block

(see Figs. 3A and 3B). Fig. 3C shows

a front view of the reversing plate. The

shaded portion is to be recessed to half

the thickness of the plate. Fig. 3D is

a section cut of ‘the reversing plate.

Figs. 3E and 3F show how the move

ment of the reversing plate changes the

direction of the steam. Fig. 4 gives a

sectional cut of a single acting single

cylinder oscillating steam engine with

reversing plate attached.

THE TWIN CYLINDER OSCIL

LATING ENGINE

We have now finished the single

acting single cylinder oscillating en

gines and come to the twin cylinder

Cy/,-,,de, 3 , -SfeamBlack

Fl6.4. Section ofSingle Cylinder Reversible

Oscillating Engine

 

4.---‘Revers/hg P/aleSfeam B/ac/r_:

H i
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A B C

l

F l6.‘.'>.

Reversing Oscillating Engine by a

Differen Typeof Reversing Plate
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type. Fig. 1A gives a front view of the

engine with the left cylinder removed

to show the steam block and the main

frame which are cast in one piece. The

dimensions of the latter are given in

Figs. 2A and 2B. Fig. 1B shows a cut

through the center of the engine with

the left cylinder in place and Fig. 1C

shows a top view of the engine with

the left cylinder removed.

This engine is an ideal type to pro

pel model boats as large as three feet,

as the height of the engine is as low

as possible. It is 2;/3 in. from the base

to the cylinder top. Another important

factor is that the weight of the engine

is kept very low. The main frame is

a light bronze or brass casting. The

dimensions of the cylinders are V; in.

bore by }§ in. stroke. They can be

either built up as described in the July

issue or turned out of a bronze casting.

Fig. 3A shows a cut through the cyl

inder, piston connecting rod, and cross

head. Fig. 3B shows the outside of the

cylinder with the steam port and bear

ing surface. Fig. 4 shows the com

ponent parts of the cylinder and gives

their dimensions. Note that the cross

heads are halved to prevent angular

thrust on the crank pin.

The flywheel is exceedingly heavy,

with the weight placed in the rim to

insure a steady and smooth running

engine. Fig. S gives the dimensions of

the flywheel, crankshaft and crank pin.

The crankshaft is made out of a 3/16

in. steel rod. The crank pin is either

turned out of _a casting or out of a

piece of brass.

In the next article I shall describe a

suitable boiler for this engine and a 39

in. cabin cruiser which uses the boiler

and engine as its steam plant.

NEW EGYPTIAN OIL FIELD

ROSPECTS of a good supply of

oil fuel for Egypt are very prom

ising. At the beginning of the war

the Anglo-Egyptian Oilfields was the

only one of the various companies

formed to search for oil in Egypt that

remained in operation, and down to

1914 the only finds of importance had

been at Gensah, where none of the

gushers that had been struck had given

anything like a permanent yield. But

the new field discovered in 1914 at

Hurgada has been proved to be of

singularly regular formation, and its

yield has steadily increased, until, ac

cording to recent reports, it now stands

at over 15,000 tons of crude oil a

month. Meanwhile, the Suez refinery

has been enlarged and there is every

reason to hope that as much oil will

shortly be available for internal con

sumption as can be dealt with by the

company’s existing facilities.
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SIMPLE VALVE-GRINDING

TOOL

OTORISTS and repairmen who

have tried to grind in the valves

in the rear cylinder of the Ford engine

realize that it is somewhat of a task to

oscillate the valve head with the usual

form of valve-grinding tool that will

handle all of the other valves properly.

_,-Ford Dash

|, Crank Hand/all

“~P/ns I?/vered in

  

.4 simple valve grinding tool

A simple tool that may be easily made

is illustrated herewith. This may be

bent up of cold-rolled steel stock 5/16

or M; inch in diameter. The shape of

the tool can be readily ascertained by

referring to the sketch. A slight off-set

is provided to carry the hand rest,

which may be made of a small door

knob or easily tumed out of hard wood

for the purpose. This hand rest should

be of free fit on the upwardly extending

off-set. A grinding handle is provided

and the pins which fit in the holes in

the valve head are easily inserted in a

slightly flattened section and are riveted

in place.

SELF-CLEANING SPARK-PLUG.

HE B-G spark plug, which is

shown herewith, is a practical self

cleaning type that has been widely used

in aircraft work and that is now being

offered to automobilists. The points are

cleaned by the gas movement produced

by the peculiar construction. Some de

gree of cooling is provided by means of

Sfeel7/1/mb/c;

, Vern‘;; M/ca,~',-' If

Pat /ring Cone;

M/ca Core;

Washer.

spindle;

/fllmng/A/U‘/iii

-1
? a

if/ecfrode

A self-cleaning spark plug

air vents to the chamber surrounding

the steel thimble. As the exploding

gases are in contact with this thimble,

  

the internal heat is conducted to the out

side and dissipated. A cavity may be

noted near the bottom, extending up into

the steel thimble to a point near the cen

ter, where the space is filled by the

mica insulation. Into this cavity four

gas inlets extend, in addition to the gap

around the sparking point. During the

compression stroke, fuel gas is forced

through all of the entrances into the

cavity and with sufficient speed through

the spark gap to clean it thoroughly just

prior to ignition, it is claimed. When

the spark jumps, the gas within the

plug explodes, along with the charge in

the cylinder, and during the power and

scavenging strokes the confined and ex

panding gases rush out of the plug cav

ity and blow out any carbon or oil that

may have accumulated.

A STRONG AUTOMOBILE LOCK

HE ever-increasing activities of the

car-thief naturally call attention to

devices designed to curb the crook’s

ambitions in a number of ways. One of

such locks shown in accompanying il

lustration operates by making it im

possible to turn the steering wheel of

the car after the lock had been closed.

Sfvcr/nq
_ ._.-‘

\./ _
llirl, » _ I _‘ - Column

§=.
- dfeering

Posf

\~(\\*

A strong automobile lock

The lock is secured to the steering

column by a hole drilled through it as

well as through the steering tube or post

and locking action is by means of a

steel pin which enters hole in steering

tube. The location of the device, imme

diately under the steering wheel, makes

it easy of access. The locking plunger

is engaged by closing down the remov

able cap piece which is held by a hinge

joint at one end and a lock at the other.

When the device is in the unlocked

position the cap is swung back and the

spring pressed plunger comes out of the

hole made to receive it in the steering

post.

From the standpoint of traffic au

thorities this mode of automobile theft

  

  

prevention has a number of advantage.-.

one of which is that its application d0cs

not make it altogether impossible to

move the car for a short distance, as in

case of fire or other emergency. The

thief, however, even though he might

succeed in starting the car, could pro

ceed only in a straight line, something

which would make it very difficult to get

away with the car.

ELECTRIC ARC SOLDERING BIT

HE following description of a

novel soldering bit that can be

easily made by the experimenter is by

B. A. Briggs and is reproduced from a

current issue of Power. Most electric

soldering irons are constructed so that

they are heated by the current passing

(urban, >/'rrrm'Im/

V’ ‘//o/e fa Remove N//rnfe

  

Arc heated soldering bit

through a resistance coil inclosed in a

tube attached to the top of the iron.

The illustration shows an electric sol

dering iron that is heated by an electric

arc in the iron itself. A hole is bored

in the center of the iron having a diam

eter equal to the outside diameter of

the tube of a battery bushing down to

where the iron begins to taper. A stand

ard battery porcelain bushing B is

placed in the hole and a §/§—inch arc

lamp carbon C is placed in the bushing

and allowed to come down in contact

with the bottom of the hole, then the

carbon is withdrawn about 1/; in. to

establish the arc. The iron should be

connected to a 110-volt circuit and re

sistance enough connected in series to

keep the current down to between two

and three amperes. About 30 ohms will

be sufficient. This resistance may be

made of about 600 feet of No. 18 B. fr

S. iron wire and connected in the cir

cuit, as in the figure. The soldering iron

is connected to the circuit with the posi

tive terminal on the carbon, as shown in

the illustration. The carbon is held in

place in the bushing by small metal

wedges, and adjustment of the carbon

is made by tapping it ‘down to give the

desired length of arc. A second hole is

bored at right angles to the first so as

to allow the arctto be cleaned of the

nitrate that forms around it.

----"I'?1u
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SUPPLEMENTARY

CARBURETOR

HE electric motor starter has not

made the progress abroad that it

has in this country and many cars are

used in England and France that have

no means of starting the engine other

than the usual hand crank. As many

trucks in this country are not fitted

with electric starting means, a descrip

tion of a device which is used in Eng

land to facilitate starting the engine

should be of interest. This is known

 

.' "\. N 

‘g bsarbe/1/ /nfake

Packing , . i Han/,"01a'

Pr./m/ng Can  

  

  

_\ “ Screen

“Pei Cock

Supplementary carburetor

as the Blake supplementary carburetor

and is an extremely simple fitting, the

construction of which can be readily

ascertained by studying the sectional

view in the accompanying illustration.

The fitting is made of tubing having

a detachable pepper-box top at one end

and a cock at the lower end. The tube

is fitted with packing material which is

used to vary the suction for different

engines by being packed in more or

less tightly as conditions demand. The

top is formed in the shape of a cup and

it will be apparent that any gasoline or

ether used as priming fuel dropped

into the depression will sink down into

the absorbent packing material, which

may be asbestos fiber or of similar sub

stance. The cock is opened when it is

desired to start the engine, and air en

tering in through the holes in the top of

the device will become instantly satu

rated with fuel particles in passing

through the packing material, which

naturally has become soaked with fuel.

The device screws into the center of

the intake manifold and is readily in

stalled on practically all engines. On

those forms where the manifold is cast

integral with the cylinder block and

the carburetor bolts against the block,

the supplementary carburetor may be

fastened into the carburetor by being

placed between the throttle valve of that

member and the passage in the cylinder

block. A device of this kind can be

fitted on engines that are equipped with

electric starters, as it will make start

ing much easier in cold weather or

clamp weather and reduce the strain on

tilt-3 automobile battery.

A FOOT BRAKE ACCESSORY

HE attachment shown in the illus

tration is interesting, as it provides

a simple means of holding a Ford car

on steep gradients. It consists of a

ratchet clamped by a screw to the arm

of the brake pedal and a wire loop

hinged to a small bracket screwed to

the footboard. When the brake pedal is

depressed the loop falls into one of the

notches in the ratchet and locks the

pedal in that position. To unlock the

device the pedal is depressed slightly,

when the loop may be lifted out of en

gagement and swivelled back out of the

way against the floor. In cases where a

thick floor mat is used, the position of

the loop can be raised slightly by fitting

it into another pair of holes in its

bracket. The device is of English

origin.

IMPROVEMENTS IN VALVE

MECHANISM

UCH ingenuity has been displayed

in making the valve actuating

mechanism of the modem car as silent

as possible, and there is no doubt that a

quiet running engine appeals enor

mously to the average owner-driver.

One of the difficulties of obtaining si

lent valve mechanism is the necessity

  

A Ford font brake accessory

for clearance between the valve stem

and the valve tappet. The coupling here

described has been designed expressly

to give quiet running by an English in

ventor.

The illustration, which is taken from

the Autocar, is self-explanatory and, as

will be seen, the ordinary tappet is re

placed by a pair of blocks with special

curved faces. These curves are struck

from centers eccentric to a line drawn

through the pivot centers of. the blocks.

The blocks are mounted on spherical

ends attached to the valve stem and

valve tappet and are held apart by‘ a

light spring. The action is as follows:

When the valve is at rest, the blocks

are in contact eccentric to their pivot

centers, but when pressure is applied

that is, when the valve is being raised—

the curved faces are caused to roll to

gether until the point of contact is con

centric with a direct line of pressure.

In the arrangement shown, the blocks

are of circular formation, and a tongue

and groove are used to maintain the

blocks in correct relation.

The device shown at B is intended to

prevent air leaks, rattle and wear in the

exposed valve mechanism of engines

made several years ago, before the im

portance of enclosing the valve operat

ing mechanism was recognized. The

construction is very simple, an oil

soaked felt washer being carried in a

special stamped cup member held in

place against the cylinder by the valve

spring as indicated. It is specially

good for engines having worn inlet

valve guides.

  

Improvements in valve mechanism

l'UIl\'TS TO WATCH

SBESTOS packing is used on the

flanged joints of the exhaust pipe.

These gaskets can be had in various

sizes to fit standard manifold. connec

tions. If they are not available asbes

-tos board will answer the same purpose.

It should be soaked in water and

rubbed with graphite before it is put

in place. Inlet manifold joints can be

made tight with shellac.

The joints in the cooling system, such

as unions, flange elbows, etc., may be

smeared with read lead and oil. At

this season of the year, the owner

should go carefully over the water con

nections to make sure they are tight.

It is a good plan to get under the car

occasionally and inspect the radiator

for small leaks. There is but one real

remedy for such leaks, solder.

CASING MUST BE DRY BEFORE

REPAIRING

ERTAIN porous conditions re

sulting from moisture in the

casing to be repaired can often be

traced to numerous tread cuts through

which water has penetrated and soaked

the fabric of the carcass. Before re

pairing, casings should be carefulli

inspected for tread cuts and consequent

moisture in the carcass and allowed

sufficient time to dry thoroughly. If

there is moisture. in the casing when

it is built up the heat applied in cur

ing will cause steam t0- form between

the piles and the result will be bUbhit‘.~

and an imperfect cure. -- (7nod_w»nr

News.

At Lakehurst, N. J., a hangar for rigid dir- -

igibles is being built whose inside dimen

sions are 803 ft. by 262 ft. floor area and

172 ft. in height. It will be the largest roof

in America with an absolutely. clear space

below it. for, of course there can be no

intermediate supports.
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The Romance of Tungsten

CASUAL look at the filament

of the incandescent lamp in

your library or at the tiny

spark coil or breaker box contacts on

your automobile brings no suggestion

of the romance of science which lies

back of those devices. It is the ro

mance of tungsten, one of the heaviest

of metals, a metal nearly 140 years old

but which resisted the efforts of man

kind to make use of it in its pure state

for about 130 years.

But the service pure tungsten has

rendered the world in the last decade

since it was “conquered” is almost too

great for calculation. Tungsten in its

various forms reduced America’s elec

tric light bill a billion dollars a year

and more than double the usefulness

of the incandescent lamp. Ductile tung

sten kept the automobile industry alive

during the war. It helped make pos

sible the Coolidge x-ray tube with

tungsten targets which tremendously

increased the value of the x-ray ma

chine to mankind. With it the pliotron

was built so that wireless telephony

could be developed to a useful and de

pendable point. With it the tungar

rectifier was created so that owners of

automobiles could charge their cars in

their own garages by simply plugging

By E. W. Davidson

into a light socket. With it phono

graph needles are being made more

than 50 times as good as the steel and

the fibre needles, heretofore the best

that could be produced.

Tungsten bullets might have served

in the recent war as projectiles hard

enough to pierce the heaviest armor the

Germans could put on their air-craft,

.1HIIIIIIIIIIII"||||"|"“|“||||||||"|“||"||"|"||||"H"|l|l|"||IllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllIllIllIIIIIIIYIYIHIIIIKIIIIlg

This Hardest and Heaviest of Metals E

Was Brittle and There/ore Unw0rk

able in Its Pure State. for MoreThan a Century After Its Discovery

Until Dr. W. D. Coolidge Made It

Ductile. Tungsten Saves This Na

tion Alone a Billion Dollars on Its

Annual Electric Light Bill and

Otherwise Benefits Mankind — :

Enrron.
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for a few were made to prove their use

fulness in that capacity, but the plan

to use them was given up after a less

expensive way to accomplish the re

sult was discovered.

Before the war only a few thousand

tons of tungsten ore were mined in all

the world and the price of raw tung

sten ranged around 90 cents a. pound;

but with the war came a tremendous

demand for tool steel hard enough to

work at high speed though red hot.
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Tungsten was required as an alloy to

make such steel.

The price rose steeply when the sup

ply diminished before the sudden de

mand until it reached $7 or $8 a

pound. The world’s production in

1918 mounted to 35,800 tons. The

control over the sources of it was S9

per cent American and 35 per cent

British. The price and production

slumped with the end of the war until

today raw tungsten can be bought for

a little over a dollar a pound.

Most of the adaptions for tungsten

are due to a discovery made by Dr. W.

D. Coolidge, a physicist in the research

laboratory of the General Electric Com

pany of Schenectady. He was the first

man to find a way to work this lTl0Sl

brittle of metals. He made it ductile

and thereby hangs this tale.

For about 100 years tungsten had

been known before it was put to any

use whatever, even as a mere alloy.

Its presence was first noticed by Scheele

and Bergman in 1781. They found

traces of it in a metal called scheelite

and coined the name “tungsten” for it

from the Swedish “tung” meaning

weighty and “sten” for stone. In 1783

three Spaniards discovered tungsten in

the mineral Wolfram. To this day

 

 

The slugs

 

This Ml?‘

Pressing tungsten powder under 16 tons pressure into 16 by % by M;

inch slugs. This is the first stage in working tungsten.

are too crumbly to be handled

Putting a tungsten slug into treating “bottle” where an electric cw

rent is passed through it in a hydrogen atmosphere.

the tungsten a degree stronger

______‘_, _.______ _~
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there is little tungsten taken from any metals, the difference which nonplussed

other minerals. It is found in small

quantities in Cumberland, England;

Limoges, France; and in parts of Con

necticut and North Carolina, but most

of it comes from Colorado, and China.

Extracted from these minerals and

pulverized, tungsten was found useful

in certain steel alloys. Mixed with an

adhesive it was made into lamp fila

ments that were efficient but exceeding

ly fragile. However no metallurgist

was able to discover a way to work

tungsten separately. This was because

in pure metallic fonn it is absolutely

brittle. It confounded all experts with

its utter intractibility. The established

processes in working other metals

proved useless with tungsten.

Perhaps it was this very thing which

finally brought about the harnessing of

this valuable metal. Because it had so

steadfastly refused for more than 100

years to respond to the arts of the

metallurgist, Dr. Coolidge, with the in

stinct of the true scientist pioneering in

untrodden fields, tried ways that any

metallurgist would have thought an

idle waste of time. The result was that

after long eflort and many failures he

finally made tungsten ductile and work

able so that it could even be drawn like

wire down almost to the gossamer fine

ness of spider’s web and still be strong

enough to permit its winding and curl

ing into almost any shape. When he

had done that he had conquered tung

sten and made possible many devices

which could never have been built

without ductile tungsten.

The radical difierence in workability

between tungsten and normally ductile

the scientific world for more than a.

century may be explained thus: Pure

tungsten pressed into bars is brittle

after the very treatment which makes

 

 

Dr. W. D. Coolidge who made tungsten

ductile. In this photograph he holds part of

the Portable X-ray which is another of his

triumphs

other metals most ductile. It differs

from all other ductile metals in that

when composed of grains it is extremely

brittle at “room temperature,” but is

ductile at this temperature when

fibrous.

 
 

Many an experimenter had sought

to work tungsten mechanically. But

none had ever succeeded in getting this

intractable metal into a form suitable

for mechanical working. Moissan, by

an electric furnace method, obtained

tungsten in a porous condition which

could be slightly compressed and the

pores closed up by hammering when

hot. However nobody in the world

suspected at that time that if tungsten

could be obtained and put into suit

able condition and then mechanically

worked at suitable temperature, its in

herently brittle nature would gradually

disappear. But nobody knew how

even to make a start upon the problem

of working tungsten.

To make any ordinary metal soft it

is heated above its annealing point and

then cooled down to room temperature.

Doing this to tungsten however left it

as brittle as ever. Violating all

metallurgical rules and working for

years with utmost patience, Coolidge

discovered the astonishing fact that the

only way to make tungsten ductile was

to mash tungsten’s grains out into

fibrosity and thus make the metal

ductile cold and this he did by first

heating it to a degree below its an

nealing point and then mechanically

working it with infinite pains at a vari

ety of heats each cooler than the one

before until the metal got down to

room temperature. A similar treat

ment, if applied to ordinary metals

would destroy their ductility. He

worked out a process which, if fol

lowed without the slightest deviation,

stretched the grains out. thus attaining

 

  

Squirting pulverized tungsten ore into furnace which removes oxygen

and produces pure tungsten in powder form ready for compression

into bars which are hammered and then drawn into finest wire

The operation of putting red hot tungsten bar through one of the many swagers whose revolving hammers chatter on all sides of the bar

reducing it to smaller and smaller diameter is shown at the right
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ductility. But if the working varied

from his process, failure resulted. The

tungsten would smash to flinders at a

stroke when it got cold. This elaborate

and delicately measured system of

working tungsten is a scientific tri

umph. Thus was tungsten finally

made ductile.

The greatest immediate use for it

was in the making of elec

tric lamp filaments. Previ

 

the beam at 1193 pounds. Its tensile

strength is startingly high. After it

has been worked down to drawn wire

of about a thousandth of an inch di

ameter its tensile strength is no less

than 600,000 pounds per square inch

of cross section. This is greater than

the best piano wire.

To produce tungsten from the sheelite

 

ously the best filament was

made of fine tungsten pow

der, mixed with a binder

into a plastic mass which

was squirted through fine

dies to produce fragile

“wire.”

This was an enormous

improvement over the old

style carbon filament,

thanks to the facts that

tungsten, with a melting

point of 3350 degrees Cen

tigrade will stand more heat

than other metals and its

vapor tension is so low

that even under tremendous

heats its volatile decompo

sition is slow. Tungsten

even in this form made so

good a lamp that it saved

the American public a bil

lion dollars a~year on its

electric light bill. But fila

ments of those days could

not withstand the slightest

 

 

jar during the process of

manufacture. They neces

sarily could not be strongly mounted in

lamps.

Pure tungsten, on the other hand,

drawn into filaments can stand almost

anything. For one thing it is heavier

than any other metal. Whereas wrought

iron weighs 490 pounds per cubic foot,

and lead 708. pounds. tungsten tips

 

After tungsten has been swaged down Io heavy wire, the drawing

Winding the tungsten wire into incandescent lamp filament coils

or wolframite the ore is fused with

alkali carbonates and the fusion dis

solved in water. This may be changed

to tungstic oxide by adding acid. The

oxide, a yellow precipitate, is then

filtered off. The tungsten oxide is pur

ified to any desired degree by dissolv

ing it in ammonia and then precipitat

 

Iing by adding acid, followed by filter

ing and washing.

To use tungsten in lamp manu

facture, it is dried, mixed with thorium

nitrate solution and then thinned with

water into a batter. This is dried and

heated at 2000 degrees Fahrenheit for

an hour in a silica or fire clay crucible

to agglomerate the fine particles into

coarser ones. This mixture

is reduced by hydrogen at

1800 _ degrees Fahrenheit

into tungsten metal pow

der.

The reduced tungsten

powder is poured into a

steel mould which is a slab

whose face bears a groove

a quarter of an inch wide

and deep. Under hydrau

lic-pressure of 16 tons per

square inch this groove full

of powder is pressed into an

ingot 16 by X, by X; inches.

The pressure has been ex

erted on the sides of this

ingot, not the ends. The

ingot at this stage is too

fragile to handle.

The slug next goes into

an electric furnace where it

is baked at about 2400 de

grees Fahrenheit. Now it

is strong enough to handle.

It is then sintered in a

hydrogen atmosphere, the

bar being heated for 10 to

15 minutes to about 5000‘

Fahrenheit by the passage

of an electric current through it.

The bar, though brittle when cold, is

ready to be worked. It is heated to

about 2800 degrees Fahrenheit, and

passed through the revolving dies of a

swaging hammer which reduces its size

and produce it in rods growing smaller

and smaller and necessarily longer and
  

process begins. Here it is being drawn through a gas flame and then

through a die reducing it /rom 0.030 to 0.014 inches.

and llmrnughly ductile by this time hut is for too large for lamp

filaments and mus! he drawn down again

thousandths of

It is tough hair.

Drawing tungsten down to finest proportions, about four ten

an inch is one-sixteenth of the size of fine human

It is used as filament in smallest “bug” lamps.

tungsten passes through lubricant, then through gas furnace zrhirk

has a Iiinmmid die at its end nearest the operator

The thread 0."
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longer as the metal goes through one

swaging after another until it gets

down to a diameter of three hundredths

of an inch. It is now a metal that is

ductile and its strength has increased

with leaps and bounds so that at a

diameter of three hundredths of an inch

it can stand a pull in the proportion of

215,000 pounds per square inch of its

diameter.

But it is still too large for lamp

filaments though wound on drums it

appears hardly coarser than linen

thread. So it starts into the process

of being drawn down by successive

stages through diamond dies of smaller

and smaller sizes, to any degree of

fineness needed. On the drawing ma

chines it unwinds from the feeding

spool, passes through a lubricant, runs

through a small gas furnace to attain

red heat, negotiates the infinitesimal

“eye” in the fragment of diamond

clamped in its course, and is wound on

a receiving spool ready for use.

Various of these fine sizes of tung

sten wire are used for lamps of wide

range of powers, the finest of them all

being used for the tiniest of lamps

such as “bug-lights” on automobiles

and in flash lights. The diameter of

this is 0.004 of an inch. It is six times

finer than human hair. The original

pressed ingot 16 inches long would pro

duce more than 250 miles of such wire.

Tungsten wire thus produced is what

has made the incandescent lamp the

thing of power and service it is today

in the form of the well known Mazda.

The metal is worked in various other

ways for its various other uses, but it

never could have been had not Dr.

Coolidge spent years in experimenting

with it beyond the point where the

scientists and metallurgists of the world

had written the word “impossible.”

ELECTRICALLY PROPELLED

BATH CHAIR

ISITORS at various shore resorts

in this country that do not wish

to exert themselves on the board

walks are usually seated in light chairs

pushed about by an attendant, who

walks behind the chair or who is

astride a. bicycle attached to it, depend

ing upon the construction of the con

veyance in question. The accompany

ing illustration shows a simple elec

trically propelled chair which renders

the occupant independent of any ex

ternal source of power.

A light storage battery is carried in

a special compartment at the feet of

the occupant. The rear wheels are op

erated by a light-power electric motor,

which is controlled by a simple switch

conveniently placed at the side of the

occupant. Two forms of brakes are

provided, one of which is electrical, the

other being controlled by the foot. The

device is steered by a simple form of

tiller and the control is So easy that

anyone can learn to operate it after

a few minutes’ instruction.

As the speed of this self-propelled

bath chair is very low, not being more

than a walking pace, even if the chair

should collide with some obstruction,

due to the inexperience of the operator,

no appreciable damage to either the

vehicle or the driver will result.

possible to attain higher speeds with

such a heavy vehicle than could be se

cured with the usual form of solid rub

ber or cushion tire. Such a design

also makes it possible to use the same

size tire on the front and rear wheels.

The chassis developed by this tire com

pany has been equipped with a special

type of car body and is being used

  

An electrically-propelled bath chair 0/ English design

A SIX-WHEELED VEHICLE

XPERIMENTS have been carried

on by one of the large tire manu

facturing companies that have resulted

in the development of a special form

of six-wheel vehicle in which the usual

rear axle is replaced by a truck com

in an experimental way to determine

its capabilities for passenger transport.

The body will accommodate forty

four passengers comfortably if only its

seating capacity is utilized, but if stand

ing room is called on also, it is claimed

that ninety people can be carried. The

body has a side-door entrance and exit

  

A six-wheeled motor vehicle now in process of development

posed of two axles, each of which is

provided with its own driving gearing

and which are driven from the power

plant at the front end in the usual man

ner. The use of four rear wheels

makes it possible to carry very heavy

loads on the pneumatic tires without

using tires of excessively large size.

The use of pneumatic tires makes it

and is operated on a “pay-as-you-enter”

basis. It has the usual features with

which any tram-car or omnibus is pro

vided, such as adjustable windows, up

holstered seats, electric lighting and

signal arrangement, etc. The power

plant is a six-cylinder, 75-h.p. gasoline

engine which is mounted at the front

end of the body.
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SAND-MIXING MACHINE

NEW sand-mixing machine to re

place manual labor in mixing sand

which has been employed in foundry

molding has been invented by Russell

C. Stokes of Portland, Ore. The mix

ing is done by a rotatable drum having

sharply pitched. spiral blades; these

blades are arranged in a manner to

allow them to engage and cast mate

rial toward the center of the path of

travel of the body of the machine. A

series of fingers around the central cir

cumferential portion of the drum cast

the sand rearwardly in the path of

travel in granular condition. The mix

ing fingers are hinged and are spring

controlled, so that the springs will not

be broken should they meet with any

unusual resistance. In such cases an

automatic mechanism operatively con

nected with the fingers releases the

drum from operative movement. The

drum is operated by an electric motor.

Less power is required than would be

necessary for blades arranged only to

stir the sand.—Lester L. Sargent.

PARTIAL COMBUSTION TYPE

CARBURETOR

RECENTLY patented form of

kerosene vaporized of the partial

combustion type is shown in accom

panying illustration which is the in

vention of an English experimenter, E.

W. Thomas of Luton. The construc

tion may be easily understood by re

ferring to the accompanying reproduc

  

USEFUL AND INTERESTING

INVENTIDNS

" AUTOMOTIVE 'MECHANICAL'ELECTRICAL- §\
HUIIIIIHIHlllllllllllllllltllltlllllllHllllllllllllllllllllliilllIllllIlllllllllllllHllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllflllllltltlllllllllllflllllllllNIIKUHIIIIIllllllllllllllltlllllllllllltlllltIltllllllIlMll)\t\\‘%”m"I"“‘“‘“w

tion of the patent office drawing. This

is a vaporizer of the form in which a

portion of the fuel is burnt for the

purpose of vaporizing the main part.

The oil is supplied through a float

chamber A of the usual form, and

passes to the jet B and the wick cham

ber C. A supply of air is drawn,

through the flap valve D, into the wick
  

Partial combustion type carburetor

chamber, and there supports the com

bustion of part of the oil. The prod

ucts of combustion pass, by the passage

E, to the neighborhood of the jet and

by the opening F to the exterior of the

vaporizer G. These latter escape by

the ports H. Battles K K are arranged

to intercept unvaporized oil, while air

for the combustion of the resultant gas

  

admitted at L, because the vapor com

ing from the producer portion is much

too rich for energetic combustion in

the explosion chamber of the engine

and it must be thinned down by ad

mitting auxiliary air.

THE “WEB” NUT

HE ordinary hexagon nut is such

a common object that few people

give a thought as to whether it is the

last word on the subject. As a matter

of fact, an English firm has brought

out an improved nut for which several

advantages are claimed, especially for

use in connection with aircraft. The

general arrangement of the “Web” nut,

as it is called, can be gathered from the

sketch. It consists of a barrel with a

flange at the lower end, and four webs

arranged at right angles. The webs

permit of the nut being screwed up or

loosened by means of the special span

ner, which is simply a short tube (with

slots to fit the webs) attached to a

handle, and the positive grip which is

obtained makes the nut easier to tighten

or slacken than is the ordinary nut.

It will be noticed that four slots are

cut between the webs. Apart from the

fact that this lightens the nut to a oer

tain extent, it also permits of the nut

performing the double function of nut

and lock-out. When used on metal it

is claimed that slight oxidization is per

mitted opposite the slots, and this is

sufficient to prevent the nut working

loose. Again, when used on wood, the
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nut when screwed up allows the wood

to swell into the slots just sufficiently

to hold the nut and prevent it turning.

As the nuts weigh less than those of

C — l 

  

Plon Vlewof Nut

The web nut

 

A

ordinary design, and in ordinary cases

render the use of a lock-nut unneces

sary, it is possible to save a consider

able weight by their use. The nuts are

made in a wide range of sizes.

ELECTRIC Moron SCOOTER

HE experimental model of electric

scooter illustrated here has been

brought out in England and will attain

a speed of 14 m.p.h. and cover about

40 miles on a single charging of the

storage battery. The frame of the

scooter is of duplex tubular construc

tion so that a cradle is formed in the

center of the frame. A % hp. electric

motor, which with a reducing gear

forms a single unit is bolted to the

the battery to be charged without re

moving it. The control of the current

from the battery to the motor is ob

tained by turning the right grip on

the handle bar. A motorcycle saddle

and footboards of ample size are in

cluded in the equipment.

A MOLDING MACHINE WHICH

WHICH THROWS THE SAND

It will be possible before long to

pour a casting without the use of a

mold, so rapid are present advances.

We have molding machines which do

the work of several molders and now

we have a sand throwing machine for

filling molds. The experienced molder

knows the effect and the practical value

of throwing the sand in place, a hand

ful at a time. So thrown the sand needs

no further ramming. A machine to do

this more expeditiously and with equal

precision has been designed, and, after

passing the test of several months ex

perience in some of the Chicago found

ries, has been put on the market.

The sand is thrown on the mold

with considerable force by mechanical

means. Hence a large quantity can be

handled in a unit of time, so that fin

ished molds should be turned out quick

ly. Obviously the density of the ram

ming can be regulated by controlling

the speed of the impeller. The essential

element of the machine is the throwing

head, which is mounted on a double

jointed arm, allowing it to be swung

  

An electrically-propelled motor scooter

rear part of the frame and drives the

rear wheel which is 12 in. in diameter,

through a small chain. It is expected

that the diameter of the wheels will be

increased to 18 ins. when the scooter

is regularly placed on the market and

the motor may be incorporated in the

rear wheel. The battery which delivers

current at 8 volts, weighs about 112

lbs. The cradle formed by the spread

ing of the two frame members supports

the battery, which is readily detachable

from the frame and can be moved on

rollers to the charging point. It is ex

pected that a charging plug will be pro

vided on the frame of the commercial

machines, thus making it possible for

into any required position over the

mold. This head is connected by a

shaft to an electric motor which runs

at high speed. It is cast with three

arms, on one side of which is a pair

of brackets, to which the impeller is

bolted.

When in use, the whole of the head

is enclosed in a combination cast-iron

and sheet-iron hood. The sand enter

ing from a chute at the top, is violently

ejected by the rapidly revolving im

peller through a hole in the underside

of the hood. For ordinary gray iron,

a suitable speed is from 1,200 to 1,400

revolutions a minute; for steel castings

a higher speed is required. The sand

may be rammed at densities over the

difierent parts of the pattern by passing

the head slowly or quickly over the

parts. Two standard types, one a trac

tor, the other stationary, are con

structed.—Sc"ientific American.

SCREW FILLER CAPS

'I"O prevent loss of the cap when

disconnected, it is provided with a

jointed link, one end of which is hinged

to a lug within the filler-neck, the

other end being hinged to lugs on a

member rotatable within the screwed

  

Screw filler cap

cap as outlined in accompanying illus

tration. When the end of the cap is

of metal, this member may rotate

around a pin in the end face of the

cap. When the end of the cap is a

glass disc, the member can be, as

shown, a. ring retained between the

cap. The jointed link permits the cap,

when unscrewed, to be swtmg clear of

the filler aperture and also to accom

modate itself to the location of the cap

on the filler neck for engagement of

the threaded parts This forms the

subject of a recent British patent.

It has been seriously suggested that

to economize in heating a house the

chimney area, where open fires are used,

should be restricted. It is claimed that

with a large open chimney five to ten

changes of air per hour may occur.

Smoking chimneys are recognized as a

source of great discomfort and damage

from contamination of the air. Fre

quently it is said that there is a great

loss of fuel due to the carbonaceous

smoky particles, but one writer says

that smokeless chimneys may indicate

waste also if they are kept smokeless by

the introduction of a great excess of air.

Smoke, it is claimed by the same writer,

only indicates one or two per cent waste

of fuel, a smokeless chimney may in

dicate much more. The open-hearth

fire, however, is coming to its own, as

some recent experiments by the English

Fuel Research Board show that 60 to

70 per cent of the heat in an open fire

is usefully employed in warming the

room itself and the general fabric of

the building. Of the total heat of the

coal no less than 20 to 25 per cent goes

out into the room as radiant energy and

with coke as much as 35 per cent may

be so radiant.
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Common Forms of Keys Used in Mechanical W01"/z and Suggestions

for Making Keyways Without Special Mac/zine Tools

automobiles and other automotive

apparatus, numerous parts which

must be removed from the pieces to

which they are fastened and by which

they are actuated when the mechanism

is dismantled are held by a method of

fastening called “keying.” Various

forms of keys are shown at Fig. 1, that

at A being a form made from ordinary

key stock which may have either round

ed ends or square ends depending upon

whether the key is to set into a keyway

I“f\Cl]lI16d into the center of the shaft

or at one end. If the keyway comes

IN all machinery, and especially in
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How Taper Pins

i are Used

 

  

* How o Round Key is Installed

to holol Gear to Shaft

Fig. 1—Common forms of keys used in

mechanical work

in the middle of the shaft, a round end

key such as shown at A is generally

used. If the keyway is at the end of

the shaft, the key is apt to be a form

having square ends or it may be slightly

tapering on its upper face and have

a projection at its outer end by which

it may be removed. Such a key is

called a gib key. Key stock is procured

in various standard sizes and is usually

made smooth enough when manufac

tured so that no great amount of fitting

is nccded to insert it in the keyway.

 

By Kenneth Alton

The key shown at B is known as the

Woodruff key and is a very popular

form in automobile and even in ma

chinery construction. It is commonly

used for securing such parts as gears,

cams, and rocker arms to shafts. The

taper pin shown at C is a favorite

method of retaining brake actuating

and control levers to the shaft operat

ing them. The straight, round pin

shown at D may be used in two ways;

it may be driven entirely through a hole

in the shaft and the hub of the lever

and then headed over or it may be

driven into a drilled hole which is

made after the gear or piece it is to hold

is in place on the shaft, the hole being

drilled in such a way that half of it is

in the gear and the other half in the

shaft. The use of a taper pin is clearly

shown while that of the round pin or

key shown at D is also outlined. The

half round keyway for the Woodruff

key is shown in the taper end of thc

shaft outlined in Fig. 3 as is the method

of making a template to obtain the

radius of the Woodrufi keyway when

it is desired to fit a new Woodruff key

or to determine the size of the keyway

if the old key is lost.

The method of making the taper pin

lock is a simple one. A straight hole

is drilled through the boss of the lever

and the shaft, the drill size being thc

same as that of the small end of the

taper pin. Taper reamers may be ob

tained to conform to the taper of stand

ard taper pins and these are employed

to produce the correct taper in the

straight hole in order that the corre

sponding taper pins may be a tight

drive fit in both shaft and lever boss.

Laying Out a Keyu/ay

The method of laying out a keyway

when the rounded end key shown at

Fig. 1 A, is to be placed in a shaft is

shown at Fig. 2 A. The outline of the

key is scribed on the shaft, care being

taken to have the curved end a half

circle whose radius is equal to half the

width of the key. For example, if the

key is supposed to be one-quarter inch

wide and two inches long the first op

eration will be to describe a straight

line along the shaft and to indicate

thereon the useful length of the key,

which is that of the straight portion,

by center punch marks on the line. The

dividers are then set to one-eighth inch

radius and circles are drawn using the

punch marks as centers. The sides of

the circles are then joined by lines

parallel to the center line. The next

operation is to drill a series of holes

into the shaft with a 7/32" drill as

shown at Fig. 2 B. These are cut out

by means of chisels such as shown at

Fig. 2 C. The operation is started

with a narrow chisel, followed through

with the medium width chisels and fin

ished off with the wide one which is

accurately ground to the correct width

of the keyways. A piece of quarter

inch keystock is then obtained cut to

the proper length and the ends rounded

off with a file or on an emery wheel.

to conform to the shape of the key
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For-ms of Chisels

used in Cutting

Koyways

Q‘-"ti°
Rou hin O t K2 W f9 en ofua Shgftay G

, Chiseling Slot

Finishing a Key Wav ¢+ the

and of cw Shaft

I'ig. 2—Ho-w to lay out and cut a keyway

without machinery

way. The method outlined is, of course,

used only in a small shop where regular

keyway cutting machinery is not avail

able, as would be the case in an ex

perimental or‘auto repair shop where

milling machines or shapers are not

included in the tool equipment. The

method of making a keyway in the and

of the shaft is similar to that for mak

ing one in the middle of the shaft ex

cept that it is much easier to chisel out

the keyway with a cape chisel and fin

ish it with a file as shown at Fig. 2 D.
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Woodruff Keying System

The Woodruff key may be obtained

in a wide variety of sizes and in differ

ent materials. It is a very simple form

to make if a key of the right size is

not available. A very satisfactory

Woodruff form key may be made from

a bar of round stock of the desired ma

tem parts, gears, cams and similar com

ponents of machinery.

Each year sees the use of more and

more Woodruff keys for fastening gears

and similar parts to round shafts, for

which reason the various sizes are of

considerable interest. A table gives the

various sizes which are referred to in

   

How Template is made to

make Key of Flat Stock

Trying Key for Fit
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How Key Way is Cu+

in the Shofr
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How Key is used

Fig. 3—l)iagrams showing the Woodrufi keying system Hut is widely med in

automotive appliances

terial and radius as indicated at Fig.

4, in views A to F, inclusive. The first

step is to saw into the end of the rod

as shown at A, then to cut into the side

of the rod with the saw as shown at B,

this permits the piece of stock to break

away as shown at C. Of course, the

key is cut wider than the keyway it is

to fit as well as longer than the regular

size key. The operation of filing the

sides and face to produce the finished

key shown at F is easily accomplished.

The keyway for a Woodruff key can

be cut accurately only by a special

milling cutter of the proper size made

for the purpose. It is not necessary to

have a milling machine to use this mill

ing cutter as very satisfactory results

can be obtained by putting it in a lathe

or drill press chuck. The depth to which

the cutter is fed into the shaft is out

lined in an accompanying illustration.

The key is then placed in the keyway

and the hub of the part it is to retain

is forced over the key and shaft as

shown in the lower part of Fig. 3.

Care must be taken when fitting any

form of retaining pin or key to have

it a tight fit in its keyway because if

keys are fitted so loosely that some de

gree of movement is permitted between

them and the keyway there will be

motion between the shaft and the part

it drives and sufficient movement may

develop so the key will be sheared off.

This applies especially to keys sub

jected to variable or shock loads as in

those employed for holding flywheels.

driving wheel hubs. transmission sys

the sketch above it, the letters in the

table corresponding with those in the

figure. There are 30 standard and

many special sizes. These sizes vary

from .5—inch diameter and .0625-inch

thickness up to 1.5-inch diameter and

  

Fig. 4—How a Woodrufi key may be cut

from round bar stock

.375-inch thickness. The general shape

of the keys is that of a coin cut into

halves, although to be exact the half

is not complete, as the sketch shows.

The key is set down into the shaft less

than its full depth by almost the

amount of its thickness, so that the

portion projecting above the shaft and

into the gear or other part is nearly

square in section. One great advantage

of this form over a square ended key is

the ease of placing or removals, as-a

slight tapping on one end causes the

semi-circular form to rock in its seat

and one end to rise out of the key seat,

until it projects enough to be picked out

with a pair of pliers or the fingers.

GERMAN METAL AIRPLANES

E have illustrated various types

of metal airplanes in these col

umns, these being of German Junker

design but there has been but very

tle_ information available about the

salient points of construction. The

technical department of the British Air

Ministry has recently described two

models which cannot fail to be of in

terest to those following aviation pro

gress, an armored two-seater biplane.

type J-1, and a single-seater pursuit

monoplane, type D-1. Both are con

structed entirely of metal and have

cantilever wings. This firm has also

produced a commercial six-seater cabin

monoplane, which has been illustrated

in a previous issue. Its construction is

undoubtedly similar.

The wings have a deep section with

a thick, round leading edge. This is

also probably a “high lift” section.

They do not have spars, as the term is

generally understood, but have a

rather large number of tubes running

through the wing. In both types these

tubes support the top and bottom sur

faces. The biplane has ten such tubes

in the upper wing and six in the lower.

With the exception of two in each wing,

they are arranged in pairs, that is to

say, one under the top surface of the

wing is directly over one on the low

er surface. They are braoed to each

other within the wing by smaller tubes

in such a way as to form a Warren

truss between any two spar tubes. In

the monoplane there are seven spar

tubes, not in pairs, but evenly spaced

when viewed from above but the brac

ing is the same. This construction is

of suflicient strength to carry the bend

ing moments due -to the cantilever

design. The fuselage of the biplane is

made in two parts: an armor box con

taining the crew and engine, and a

tail section built up of duralumin tubes

in the form of a box girder and cloth

covered. The pilot is under the center

section and a square opening is cut in

the upper wing for him to see through.

The landing gear and center sections

with their struts form a unit. The

struts at the center section are the only

ones on the machine. There is one pair

on each side sloping outward and run

ning from the lower wing roots to the

upper center section. They are braced

by another pair on each side, which

cross to make an X and have the same

fitting at the upper plane as the first

pair. At their base they join the

fuselage.

The metal used both for bracing and

covering is duralumin. The covering

of the wings is corrugated with the

grooves running parallel to the line of

flight. The sheet used for wing cover

ing on the biplane is 0.015 in. thick

and weighs 3.65 oz. per sq. ft. On the

monoplane it is 0.014 in. thick. The

lit-_
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bracing is of the same material, but

steel is used generally for fittings.

The brief specifications of these two

machines are:

D-1: Type, single-seater, pursuit

monoplane; engine, 160 hp., Mercedes;

span, 29 ft. 2 in.; length, overall, 22

ft.; total wing area, 158.8 sq. ft.; speed,

140 m.p.h.

I-1: Type, two-seater, armored bi

plane; engine, 230-hp., Benz; span,

top 55 ft., bottom 35 ft. 7 in.; length,

overall, 29 ft. 8 in.; height, overall,

11 ft. 9 in.; weight, empty 3724 lbs.;

useful load, 845 lbs.; wing loading

8.5 lbs. per sq. ft.; power loading 19.9

lbs. per hp.

in severe road tests, had a remarkably

low record of failures.

A study of .these figures reveals some

‘rather unexpected causes of trouble.

While the treatment to which the valves

are subjected is severe and it is not sur

prising that they should be responsible

for nearly 12 per cent of the failures,

the breakdowns resulting from the

cylinders themselves is unexpected.

This is accounted for in the author’s

opinion by defects in the casting or

the modification of working conditions

by the high temperature which occurs

in the interior of the cylinder. Steel

cylinders are not responsible for a

single retirement. Another interesting

  

No. of Key Diameter

a. b c d

1 . 500 . 0625 . 0312 . 0468

2 . 500 . 0937 . 0468 .0468

3 . 500 . 1250 . 0625 . 0937

4 . 625 . 0937 . 0468 .0625

5 .625 .1250 .0625 .0625

6 .625 . 1562 . 0781 .0625

7 .750 .1259 .0625 .0625

8 . 750 . 1562 . 0781 . 0625

9 . 750 . 1875 . 0937 .0625

10 . 875 . 1562 . 0781 . 0625

11 .875 . 1875 .0937 .0625

12 .875 .2187 . 1094 .0625

A . 875 . 2500 . 1250 . 0625

13 1 .000 . 1875 .0937 .0625

14 1 .000 . 2187 . 1094 .0625

15 1 .000 . 2500 .1250 .0625

B 1.000 .3125 .1562 .0625

16 1 . 125 . 1875 .0937 .0781

17 1.125 .2187 .1094 .0781

18 1 . 125 .2500 .1250 .0781

C 1 .125 . 3125 . 1562 .0781

19 1 .250 . 1875 .0937 .0781

20 1 . 250 . 2187 . 1094 . 0781

21 1,250 . 2500 .1250 . 0781

D 1 .250 . 3125 . 1562 .0781

E 1. 250 . 3750 1875 . 0781

22 1 .375 .2500 . 1250 . 0937

23 1 .375 . 3125 . 1562 .0937

F 1 . 375 . 3750 .1875 .0937

24 1 . 500 .2500 . 1250 .1094

25 1 . 500 .3125 . 1562 .1094

G 1 . 500 . 3750 1875 . 1094

Table of Woodrufl key sizes and standard dimensions

CAUSE OF RACING CAR

FAILURES

N La Vie Automobile, Robert Faroux

presents some interesting figures on

the defects resulting in the failure or

withdrawal of racing automobiles in the

past decade. The article gives the re

sults of a careful study of failures of

cars in 84 tests and 1,000 cases of

withdrawal from races and trials. The

engine was the ofiender in a majority

of the cases, while tires, which are

often considered the weak spot of a car

point is the low percentage of retire

ments caused by tire trouble. Even at

speeds in excess of 70 miles per hr. they

were responsible for less than 3 per

cent of the retirements or less than the

clutch or the rear axle.

The causes of trouble as tabulated by

Mr. Faroux are given as follows:

Engine

Valves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119

Cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105

Connecting-rods . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

Cooling system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

 

Crankshaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57

Ignition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47

Lubrication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

Camshaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Carburetor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

Distribution gear . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Crankcase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Flywheel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544

Transmission

Clutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

Gearbox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

Transmission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24

Torque Tube . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Universal Joints . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Differential . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Rear axle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187

Chassis

Steering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45

Springs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63

Bl'3.l{6S . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . 0. . . . 9

Tires and rims . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27

Fuel Tank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

Oil tank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218

From the foregoing it will be evident

that much of value can be learned from

racing cars and that the experience

gained by their builders can be applied

to good advantage in constructing cars

for commercial purposes because a

single race may show up defective de

sign or material that severe testing on

the road ' under ordinary conditions

would not make evident in a reasonable

length of time.

 

IODINE AND BROMINE

Iodine and bromine are importan!

elements and have extensive uses in

pharmacy and technology. The great

proportion of iodine has come from the

nitrate deposits of Chile and its ex

traction from sea-weed was an impor

tant French industry, which is menaced

by the - obtaining of iodine from

mineral sources, and also by the use of

kelp and sea-weed as a fertilizer, which

deprives the manufacturer of that

source. Much interest is developing

in the direct chemical treatment of sea

weed for the extraction of these ele

ments because preliminary burning or

incineration of sea-weed involves loss.

The object is to extract the mineral ele

ments, potassium salts, iodine, and

bromine without destroying the organic

matter. In California, by application

of fermentation, acetic, propionic and

butyric acids, acetone and ethylic ether

have been produced. It has been pro

posed also, to make horse feed out of it

Dry distillation can be used to get tar.

formic and acetic acids.
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The Bienvenu Heater

ANY are the combustibles which

have been proposed to take care

of the coal crisis, and still more nu

merous the systems of heating appa

ratus which have seen the light of day

since the war. Peat, lignite and va

rious artificial fuels have supplied our

stoves and furnaces, and their more

extended and rational use has helped

in the crisis which confronted all of

us, but more especially nations like

France and Italy. This coal shortage

crisis has by no means been disposed

of, and there is every reason to still

search for palliatives for the evil which

is sure to last some time.

To supplement illuminating gas, on

which many people have depended, and

which is unobtainable in many places,

.l\,h>"

ii Fuel Tank

Feedpipe -

._ ""FeedP/pe

Coup//'ngNu7‘-' H6-_l

~' ‘P/afes fir spreading

f/ames

-‘ A ---Upper fqbefbr

‘~._“‘Nuf

_ - ‘Feed Pipe

vapor/zaf/‘on

The expenditure of the fuel is slight,

if we realize that it only burns 4%

quarts of oil in ten or twelve hours,

according to the intensity of the heat,

and that it is capable of boiling 135

quarts of water in 20 minutes.

It is composed of two parts: the oil

tank and the burner proper. The

reservoir, Fig. 1, has a capacity of

about five quarts, it is provided with

a regulator cock placed at its lowest

part. A supply pipe effects the com

munication with the heater by means

of screw couplings.

.The burner, Fig. 2, is a hollow cast

ing, a sort of rectangular box, covered

with asbestos, and whose bottom is per

forated with ventilating openings.

This recipient measures 6 inches to

F/re flax,

| ‘ nfheefmefa/base

  

Box base of,‘/i

burner -'

 

Details 0/ the Bienvenu ail burner for stove:

a very simple little apparatus has been

invented in France, “The Bienvenu

Heater,” adapted to all kinds of stoves,

cooking ranges, boilers, etc. Supplied

with heavy petroleum or kerosene this

heater produces the gas which it burns,

giving a blue flame free from carbon

and producing neither smoke nor dust.

It burns a mixture of 80 per cent of air

and 20 per cent of oil. It is easy

enough to get fuel oil, wherever one

may be, whereas other combustibles are

not always easy to obtain. The heater

has no delicate or incumbering parts

and is easy to transport. It has the

advantage over some petroleum fur

naces now in use of giving an intense

heat, due to the special spreading

plates which are fixed in the path of

the flames, as shown in accompanying

illustration at Fig. 2.

8 inches long and 4 inches wide and

2 inches deep. It contains a U-tube

communicating with another tube of

the same shape placed above it. The

upper or vaporization tube carries two

movable plates, designed to spread the

flame and heat the vaporizing tubes,

the lower tube is provided with two

small orifices for the gas to escape

through.

The very simple installation takes

hardly three minutes. The heater hav

ing been placed in the fire box of the

stove, Fig. 3, or under the boiler to

be heated, the oil font is attached

to the wall at a certain height. If

it is placed at about five feet above

the level of the heater, the pressure

giving the maximum of heat will be

obtained. The font and burner are

connected by the supply pipe, the

couplings are carefully screwed up

with a wrench to avoid any leakage

of oil. Next the font is filled with

filtered oil, the base cock being closed.

To light it a little wood alcohol or

gasoline is poured into the burner cas

ing and is lighted. This heats the

upper tube to a high temperature.

When this is effected a tum is given

the regulating cock on the font which

is at once shut off. A small quantity

of oil escapes, which is vaporized in

its passage through the heated tube

and begins to escape by the orifices in

the lower tube in the form of gas.

Next the cock is opened to let the oil

run down, and the gas is lighted, tak

ing care to place the plates directly

above the flames which they have to

spread. These plates being adjustable,

make it possible to direct the flame on

the hearth, on the furnace or for the

heating of water.

Before using the apparatus one must

test the openings with a pin to see if

they are obstructed, which would give

an irregular and flickering flame. The

burner must also be placed exactly

level in the stove. When through with

the heater and before it cools to any

extent, a little cold water may be

poured over it, which is all the clean

ing it needs. The Bienvenu Heater is

made in different sizes, according to

the use to be made of it, whether for

home use or for industrial purposes.

The smaller sizes, such as we describe

here, suffices for daily requirements in

private houses, cooking meals, heating

an apartment, a garage, heating the

radiators of automobiles, etc. They

will be of great use in country houses,

on the farm, on motor boats and num

erous other uses.

LARGEST STEAM TURBINE

HE largest steam turbine ever

built, developing 100,000 horse

power, has been installed in a street

railway power house at New York City.

It is said to be the first three-cylinder

cross—compound unit in America. Su

perheated steam at 250-lb. pressure

enters the high-pressure element and

exhausts into the two low-pressure ele

ments in parallel, condensing at 29

inch vacuum. At full load, the unit

takes 826,000 pounds of steam an hour.

All the elements which in an emergency

can be used independently, run at 1,500

r.p.m. driving 25-cycle three-phase gen

erators of 20,000 kw. each at 11,000

volts. The three generators combined

have a two-hour overload capacity of

70,000 kw. The installation occupies

a floor space 52 by S0 feet.

 

The production of nitric acid by synthesis

from air has hitherto been very low in

eoonomy, as low as 2%% efficiency. Mr.

Ferdinand Gros has endeavored to increase

the economy of the process by drying the

air perfectly, enriching it with oxygen and

by these methods apparently is succeeding

materially in perfecting the process.

A’_

4"
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ELECTRIC DRY-TYPE GLUE

POT

HE Westinghouse Electric & Man

ufacturing Company has placed

upon the market as an addition to its

line an electrically heated dry-type

glue pot, in a two-quart size. This

glue pot is solidly constructed, consist

ing of a glue vessel of copper contained

inside of a steel case. The glue pot

may be easily removed for cleaning.

This vessel fits snugly, making a per

fect thermal contact with the heating

element. There are many points of

advantage and improvement of this line

of dry-type glue pot over all other forms

of heating glue. Among the most im

portant are:

  

Westinghouse electric dry-type glue pot

The water bath is eliminated. With

the old wet-type there was always dan

ger of the water evaporating and burn

ing the glue and the heater burning out.

With the dry-type glue pot the current

can be applied continuously without

any danger of the heater burning out or

the glue becoming overheated. The

single-heat constant in-put heater gives

the correct working temperature to the

glue for continuous operation of the

dry-type glue pot. The necessity of

continuous additions of water and the

inconvenience and sloppiness of the

water bath are entirely eliminated. The

new dry-type glue pot is more efficient

because the glue is heated directly and

none of the energy is required to heat a

water bath.

There is a great saving in time be

cause the glue is heated directly and

held at the proper temperature without

attention.

AN ELECTRIC ATOMIZER

HERE has recently been placed

on the market an electric atomizer

which is suitable for use in hospitals,

schools, sickroorns, and in a variety of

other places. It is suitable for sweet

ening cellars or ice boxes when formal

dehyde is added to the water in the

atomizer. The atomizer consists of a

small brass bowl which contains"-a

heating element imbedded in insulat

ing material. The apparatus is mount

ed on a wooden base and is supplied

with a cord and suitable attachment

plug. In use, the bowl is filled with

water and a few drops of perfume or

disinfectant are added as desired. The

boiling of the water drives ofl' the

liquid in the form of vapor, thus

humidifying, perfuming or disinfecting

the room.

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMIS

SION LINES

CCORDING to a French engineer,

writing in Revue Generale de

l’ELecm'cité, distances of 400 to 500

miles can be spanned with a transmis

sion line by making use of the so

called “quarter-wave” construction.

Such a line has the usual two con

ductors for single phase and three for

three-phase, but frequency, capacity

and inductance have such values that

at no load the line is in resonance. The

current must be maintained nearly con

stant at the generating end, and con

stant voltage will be received at the

other, with reasonable regulation, effi

ciency and conductor cost.

ELECTROLYTIC IRON

E have had occasion to speak

several times of electrolytic iron.

Another application of it for automo

bile repair work was carried out suc

cessfully during the war. It was found

possible to deposit a layer of iron, up

to about one-twelfth of an inch in

thickness, on any cylindrical surface

of wrought iron or steel. The metal

adheres so that it cannot be chipped

off. It can be subjected to red heat

without apparent deterioration and can

be carbonized and hardened in the

regular methods of heat treatment. It

enables many minor parts to be re

claimed. The greatest limitation to its

use lies in the fact that it cannot be

deposited satisfactorily on cast iron or

aluminum. The best solution was

found to be ferrous ammonium sul

phate, seventy-five grams to the liter,

with a one-tenth ampere current per

30 square c.m.’s of surface. The

anode was made up of Swedish iron

wire, woven into a sort of basket, so

as to surround the work as nearly con

centrically as possible. It was carried

on a rocker arm and kept in motion.

and to it were attached two celluloid

cones so as to produce constant circula

tion of the solution. Constant renewal

of the electrolyte in the vicinity of the

surface of the work was thus ensured.

NON-ARCING OIL SWITCH

N ingenious oil switch for blowing

up the arc is illustrated here. The

current from the terminals A and B

divides into two parts, being conducted

by the double conductors to the plate C.

  

Non-arcing oil rwitch

uniting the lower ends of the two con

ductors between which the current di

vides itself. The plates C C coming

in contact with D in the oil bath close

the circuit. The conductors are curved

onto a sort of solenoid and this create.

a field designed to blow out any arc

which may form on breaking the con

tact."

Aqueous emulsions containing 2.5 per

cent of mineral oil have been found to

be excellent lubricators. It is quite an

interesting thing because of the high

expense of lubricating oils, which con

stantly continues to, or threatens, to.

increase.

The well known singing or musical

flame is being applied for the detection

of fire-damp in mines. A flame con

tained in a tube is adjusted so as to be

almost a singing flame, to be, as it mnv

be expressed, on the edge of giving it

note A very small amount of marsh

gas or fire-damp in the air will so alter

the flame as to start it to sing, giving ;.

very audible warning of danger.
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At the Republican National Conven

tion in Chicago locomotive headlights

of the electric arc type with a parabolic

reflector were used and made possible

the taking of motion pictures there. To

diffuse the light the plate glass in front

 

laminate convention hall

of the reflectors was oiled and ground

and the light in the great hall is de

scribed as approximating to white day

light. As a test of the reflector the

sun's rays reflected therefrom burned a

hole through a three-inch plank in four

minutes.

Considerable attention has been

given to experiments with wired-wire

less transmission. It is partly a prac

tical question in the line of supply.

Thus in the year 1918 the United

States were only good for eight thou

sand miles of twisted insulated wire

per month. Under the conditions of the

war this was far too little. The bare

wire used in wired-wireless not only

disposes of the necessity for braiding

and insulation, but also occupies a very

much less space in trains and ships

holds. It works across rivers and un

derground and the general lines of

wireless transmission are followed with

it and frequency as high as one million

cycles per second has been employed.

It has been successfully used across

the Potomac River. The best Atlantic

-table of today is only good for a fre

quency of ten cycles per second, and

for fifty to eighty volts potential.

. Albert Hall in London, which oc

cupies somewhat the same place in Lon

don life that the Madison Square Gar

den does in New York City, has changed

its lighting system from arc lights to

one thousand watt Mazda lamps.

In the United States one hundred

and eighty-three millions of incandes

cent lamps were produced in 1919,

three million less than in the preceding

year. In 1918, 11 per cent of the

lamps made had carbon filaments and

in 1919 only 7 per cent have them.

Twenty-seven million gas filled lamps

were produced in 1919 and twenty

three million in 19l8. The average

candle power is on the increase.

A company with over $20,000,000.00

capital is being organized in England

for the fixation of nitrogen. They will

probably use a modified Haber process

and propose to start off with a daily

production of one hundred tons of am

monia salts and ultimately to produce

as high as four hundredand fifty thou

sand tons of ammonium sulphate per

annum. Ammonia products are oxi

dized, if desired, to give nitrates and

they have very important use as such

for explosives.

From the far East there are numer

ous reports of the development of elec

tric power. In japan some thousand

miles of high voltage transmission lines

are to be built within the next two years,

presumably of the steel tower construc

tion and possibly using aluminum con

ductors. From Korea and from Cochin,

China reports of extensive electric in

stallations in prospect are also given.

Some experiments with simple appa

ratus are shown in our cuts. In the

first one a needle is thrust into a cork

and on the cork is poised a paper ar

row of the shape and folding shown on

the right of the cut. When in posi

tion the least thing will cause the ar

row to turn and its delicacy may be

tested by a stick of sealing wax, which,

Cork Supporfin In ‘

/Yeea’/e '

  

rubbed against the coat sleeve, will

become electrified and will attract the

point of the arrow when held near to it.

Next a tumbler is inverted over the

poised arrow and the glass of the tum

bler is electrified by rubbing it with

a silk handkerchief or_ a piece of fur.

This electrification is local, and the

arrow will turn so that its longest end

points to the electrified portion of the

glass, and by turning the glass around

the arrow will also rotate.

The next cut shows a simple electro

scope. A strip of tinfoil is suspended

on a bent iron wire within a glass, as

shown, and a pie tin is placed over

the mouth of the glass, holding the

wire in place. If an electrified object.

such as a stick of sealing waxwhich

has been rubbed with silk, wool or any

animal substance, is touched to the

plate, the latter will become electrified,

as will also the strip of tinfoil and

the ends of the latter will diverge. This

/ron Mr -

F0/ded 77n _ 1

Fa//Sfnp" - -

  

illustrates the principle of the electro

scope, and the reader can refine the

construction by using Dutch foil, or

even gold leaf, for the strip and a neater

suspending arrangement than that

shown. The wire may go through the

center of a block of wood, preferably

parafined, which should fit the mouth

of the glass.

The fact that hot iron is not mag

netic is used in the next experiment

to produce rotation of a wheel. The

hub of the wheel is of cork, spokes are

of copper wire and the rim is of soft

iron. It is carried by a needle whose

lower end rests on a plate of glass and

is kept in position by a glass bead

stuck to the glass plate with a little

shellac or sealing wax. Care must be

taken that none of this cement pene

trates within the hole of the bead. A

little metal brace keeps the needle ver

tical, and the greatest care must be

taken to so adjust the wheel that it shall

be in as nearly perfect balance as pos

sible. A permanent magnet is placed

on a block of wood in the position in

dicated as shown and a spirit lamp

heats the wire as near the magnet as

possible. Some experimenting will

have to be done to determine the exact

relation of parts and care must be spe

Copper5p;;es",'

Soft‘/ron

M/'6 f?/'m

  

cially taken not to heat the permanent

magnet. The heat of the lamp depolar

izes the rim of the wheel in front of

the magnet so that it is no longer ut

tracted, but the more distant part of

the rim, which has not yet been heated,

is attracted, so that the wheel turns in

the direction indicated by the arrows.

J
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Photographing Projectiles in Motion

HE death in 1904 of Etienne

Jules Marey, the eminent French

photographer,

removed from the

stage an investigator

who had done more

to advance the de

velopment of instan

taneous photography

in the scientific field

than any of his pred

cessors. After

Maybiedge’s v e r y

elaborate work Ma

rey’s great advance

came as a direct

simplification a n d

not only that but he

gave far superior re

sults. In Paris to

day the Marcy In

stitute is largely de

voted to the class of

work which it is fair

to say originated

with Marcy.

Our illustrations

show the apparatus

and equipment for photo

graphing projectiles in

flight. We have already

had occasion in our columns

to speak of induction coil

and Leyden jar spark pho

tography which gives an in

credible number of expo

sures in a unit of time. The

standard speed of motion

picture work may be taken

at 16 exposures per second.

In the work on the flight of

projectiles as many as

15,000 photographs per sec

ond are taken, nearly 1,000

times as many. Thus it

Fig. 4-/ipparatus set up for photographing bullets in flight

/nducf/an C0/I/1 I arge Capac/‘fy

will be seen that if the projectile had a

velocity of even 3,000 feet per second,

Condenser ,'
/

FlG.l

Where e/ecfr/c spar/rs fa/rep/ace

(and facus ofmirror

Res/'sfance; Z 0w CZpac/fy
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which is very high, there would be 5

exposures given for each foot of its

progress.

The diagram Fig.

1 shows the electric

apparatus for pro

ducing the cascade

of sparks. B is an

induction coil, C is

a large capacity con

denser, E is the

spark gap in paral

lel with a small ca

pacity condenser C’.

At I is indicated a

switch. Referring

now to Fig. 2, in

which the optical

system is shown, the

spark gap is located

at E in the focus of

a parabolic minor.

This mirror reflects

a parallel sheaf of

rays to the condens

ing lens which con

verges them upon

the objective O of the

camera. The path of the

projectile is indicated by

the dotted line tt and P

represents the projectile. lt

will be seen that the camera

can photograph the pro

jectile at any point within

the diameter of the cylin

drical beam of light re

flected from the mirror M.

A. blast of air impinges

upon the spark gap so as to

prevent the formation of an

arc. The diameter of the

mirror M is 16 ins. By a

simple inertia. apparatus

operated by the recoil of the

I 1"-_:>;\_ \

  

Fig. S—Obser'ver preparing to fire bullet across field 0] camera
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piece discharged, pistol, rifle, or can

non, a film of paper is pierced and a

contact made which closes the electric

circuit and starts the stream of sparks.

After the bullet has passed across the

sheaf of rays it will have been photo

graphed many times. Finally it cuts

a wire, thus opening the circuit for

stopping the sparks.

Within the camera K there is a light

cylinder of duraluminum which rotates

12,000 turns a minute and a cinemato

graph film is wound upon this cylin

der, whose speed of travel exceeds 300

feet per second. This film, it will be

~easQani

Ht

  

the heavier side of the disc to lag be

hind and so partially wind up the

spring. The degree to which the spring

is wound up measures the acceleration.

Any tendency of the disc to oscillate is

checked by a magnetic field at right

angles to the plane of the disc.’ Besides

these parts there is what is called “the

compensating balance” which causes

the instrument to record absolutely cor

rectly, even when traveling around rail

way curves, or when on a road heavily

cambered to one side or the other. The

copper disc is shown at D; it has a hole

cut in it near the circumference which

oeeshaaekhu

Fig. 6—Series of photographs showing bullet as it leaves muzzle of gun and

escaping gases from powder explosion

observed, can give from 5,000 to 25,000

images a second. Thus in studying

the projectile fired from a 37 mm. gun,

a frequency of 5,000 exposures per sec

ond was employed. The motor-driven

camera and cylinder carrying the film

are shown in Fig. 3, and the general

apparatus with which the sub-director,

Dr. L. Bull, photographed bullets in

flight is shown in Fig. 4. The photo

graph at Fig. 6 shows the projectile of

a 37 millimeter gun as it leaves the

muzzle of the gun for the first few

inches of the flight. Fig. 5 shows the

observer preparing to fire a rifle bullet

across the field that it may he photo

graphed.

THE WIMPERIS ACCELERO

METER

DIAGRAMMATIC representation

of the mechanism of the in

strument is shown in the illustration.

To make a measurement of the tractive

effort necessary to overcome the resist

ance to motion, the instrument is leveled

on the floor of the car by means of the

adjustable leg, and then when the car is

coasting the indication of the needle

gives the reading in pounds per ton.

The general nature of the internal me

chanism may be described as a lop

sided copper disc, mounted on a vertical

axis and controlled in its rotation by a

coiled spring. Any acceleration causes

has the effect of throwing the center of

gravity slightly out of the center of the

figure. On the pivot of the disc is fast

ened a spur wheel which gears in with

another equal spur wheel, mounted on a

parallel axis and carrying the pointer

N. This pointer moves over a scale,

not shown in the diagram. It will be

seen that there is a small permanent

magnet placed so as to damp the mo

tions of the copper disc without having

any of the sticking qualities which ac

company frictional damping. The

spring, which is called up by the rota

tion of the disc, is not shown, but lies

Dir-action cl‘ Nation

in the horizontal plane just above the

disc. In later forms of the instrument

the arrangement described above has

been varied slightly, but not so as to

effect in any way the general principle

of working. It had not been possible

to include in the paper a description of

more than a few of the tests which have

been carried out, but the general con

clusions which have been so far reached

may be set out as follows:

(1) By the use of the accelerometer

the road resistance of different kinds

of roads or tracks, under various

weather conditions, can be measured

and compared;

(2) The amount of air resistance

due to various fonns of vehicle can be

at once determined;

(3) The mechanical and thermal

efficiency of the engine at various

speeds can be obtained under real

working conditions;

(4) The brake horsepower exerted

by the engine when running at various

speeds on the road can be easily ob

tained;

(5) It is possible to trace step by

step the losses of power in transmis

sion;

(6) It is possible to make a definite

allowance for motor vehicles which are

specified to show a given fuel economy

(such as gross-ton-miles per gallon of

fuel), and which may have to run their

tests on exceptionally heavy roads;

(7) Lastly, the use of the accelero

meter enables a useful interpretation to

be given to speed and efficiency tests

which are carried out on specially pre

pared motor tracts, having character

istics different from those of the ordin

ary highway at unrestricted speeds.

An English contemporary speaks of a

ship’s cooking range, fired by heavy fuel oil.

It very appropriately is on an oil tanker,

the Narragansett. Its small size six feet long

and two feet wide with a single bumer sup

plied by means of compressed air at a pres

sure of 45 lbs. to the square inch, indicates

its efficiency, at it proved capable of pre

paring meals for 100 people. There is a

special air pressure pump or compressor for

the range.

  

Details of the Wirnperis Accelerometer
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DUPLEX LOCOMOTIVES

E have already had occasion to

mention a recent modification in

locomotive practice in which an old en

gine and underbody was placed under

the tender to be supplied with steam

from the regular engine boiler, and we

illustrate in the present issue such a

locomotive. The underbody (or what

in the automobile is called the chassis)

of a locomotive engine is coupled back‘

of the main engine and the steam chests

are connected with the main steam sup

ply. On this underbody is mounted

the body of a regular tender, carrying

the supply of water and coal. While

it makes a big draught on the boiler,

  

which may be in reasonably good con

dition but are too light for modern

practice. If the system wins sufficient

approval, there is little doubt that new

engines will be built on this system.

NEW AIRPLANE WING RIB

XTREME altitudes—the objective

of Major R. W. Schroeder and

aviators of like ambitions—are not to

overshadow another problem of aero

nautics, that of multiplying the speed

range of airplanes. A new type of

airplane rib developed by the U. S.

Bureau of Standards, by varying the

angle of attack, is capable of making

greater speed than hitherto possible

ifiear offng/he
- - -

\/ ‘ ‘" 1

‘ Tmnfoffender
Steam Fr/irie‘

Drawing showing arrangement of steam cylinders for driving tender

it is found that the duplex engine can

be run for nearly an hour without pull

ing down the steam pressure unduly.

In practice the tender-engine is cut off

or throttled down when not needed, but

in ascending heavy grades the pulling

power of the engine can be greatly in

creased until the grade is surmounted.

The writer has gone up a grade on

the Canadian Pacific Railroad where

as many as five locomotives were re

quired to get the train up the incline.

On one road a three-inch pipe supplies

steam for the tender, taking it directly

from a superheater. American engines

are so often seen blowing off steam

from their safety valves that they at

least suggest a steaming capacity in

excess of the requirements of the en

gine. In these cases it is evident that

the extra engine under the tender can

be taken care of as regards its steam

supply. For the present most of this

work has been done with old engines

 

with the prevailing wings and was re

ported recently by S. R. Winters in the

Scientific American.

Described as the Parker variable

camber wing, the newly designed equip

ment recognizes the principle of con

struction that if the angle of attack

can be efficiently varied from a very

small to a very large angle, a wide

range of speeds is possible. The prop

erties of the type of wing usually seen

are held responsible for the restricted

speed of airplanes.

Among the features of the rib struc

ture of the Parker variable-camber

wing are: Deformation regularly with

the load up to the unit flying load,

then remains rigid under further ap

plications of weight, being strong

enough to stand up under several times

its normal load without failure. Sim

ple, fool-proof and easily manufactured

are the virtues claimed for the wing.

Metal construction is necessary in the

new type of rib; other portions of

the machine, such as spars, bracing

wires and struts, are not altered. The

essential parts of the new wing are:

Channel shaped strips forming upper

and lower surfaces of the rib between

the spars; compression links are oi

channel section, also, and fixed to Outer

channels by pins, allowing necessary

angular motion between links and

strips; the tension links are flat strips

of steel attached to the same pins which

carry the compression links.

A radical departure from the pre

vailing type of wings, these links in

streamline position carry no load, but

in a. lifting attitude they straighten out

and make a truss of the rib, thus pre

venting further deformation under

loads. The links in the first two and

last two panels are slotted to permit

of the insertion of reserve links. A

tail piece is fixed in shape, riveted to

the upper strip and constructed to

slide over the rear spar. A spring is

placed between the rear spar and the

tail piece, this spring being used as

a tension attachmentto the rear spar

and the front compression member oi

the tail piece.

A NEW ITALIAN AIRSHIP

CCORDING to the Italian GGZZCII

do Z’./lviazione of recent date, lllc

new Italian semi-rigid T34, known as

“Roma”, has given excellent results on

test flights at Campiano. The ship.

due to Comm. Useulli, has a capacity

of 34,000 cu. m. (nearly 1,200,000 cu

ft.), is 128 m. (422 ft.) long, and has

a maximum overall height of 27.5 m.

(90 ft.). She is powered by six An

saldo-San Giorgio twelve-cylinder V en

gines of 500 h.p. each, or may be fitted

with an alternative power plant of 12
Si. P. A. engines of 250 h.p.

Cruising with two engines (1,000

h.p.) the speed is said to be 85 km. h..

and with the full 3,000 h.p. a speed in

the neighborhood of 130 km. h. is ex

pected. The disposable load is stated

to be approximately 19 tons. Depend

ing upon the length of the journey to

be undertaken, the “Roma” can carry

from S0 to 100 passengers.
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A Series of Simplified Articles Detailing the Various Methods of Heat Treating

This Installment Explains the Critical Range

and Why It Varies in Steels of Dzferent Carbon Content

By Victor W. Page, M.S.A. E.

Modern Alloy Steels.

PART 5

Meaning of Critical Points

F we heat up simple steel pieces of

any composition containing less

than .40 carbon, three points are

observed, even though the piece is al

lowed to remain in the furnace where

the temperature of the steel does not

change for a few minutes.

These are the critical points of heat

ing and are indicated on tempera

ture chart as Ac,, AC2‘ and Ac_,.

On cooling the piece it will be

found that there are three similar

points, where the temperature of the

steel does not become less, or it may

even appear to rise. These are the

recalescent points and are indicated as

Ars, Ar,, and Ar,. These points are

about 70 degrees Fahrenheit lower than

the ascending points indicated by Ac,

which are known as the decalescent

points. This variation in temperature

results from a certain amount of lag,

which is due to the time consumed in

the molecular change which takes place

!80O

I742

I700

  

in the internal structure of the steel and

which critical point represents altera

tions in the internal molecular arrange

ment of the steel, which are now well

known to heat-treating experts.

These critical points may be under

stood by considering the case of water,

which when heated to 212 degrees

Fahrenheit, does not become any higher

in temperature even though the heating

process is continued until it is all

steam, still at 212 degrees Fahrenheit.

After this point, the rise continues, but

in the process 760 B. t. u. of heat have

been consumed on account of the struc

tural change in the water, during which

it changes from liquid to a vapor. In

steel that has more-than .40 carbon,

for example, steel containing .90 car

bon, which may be considered as the

saturation point, we find that three

critical points have combined into one

and in particularly high carbon steels

we note that there are two critical

points.

To explain the reason for the vari

ous critical points occuring in steel of

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!III
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different carbon contents, the reader

would _be led into a discussion of the

allotropic theory of iron-carbon alloys,

which is not within the scope of a series

of simplified discussions of this nature

as it cannot be explained without the

use of technical terminology. In sim

ple language, the phenomena producing

the critical points may be explained as

follows:

When low carbon steel is heated to

about 735 degrees Centigrade, or 1,355

degrees Fahrenheit, the pearlite in steel

changes and absorbs heat and becomes

a micro-constituent called austenite.

The ferrite or iron is slower to trans

form, but by continuing the heating

process it eventually changes into aus

tenite also. For example, in a .67 car

bon steel with about 25% ferrite, this

micro-constituent is not transformed to

austenite until a temperature of 1,415

degrees Fahrenheit is reached. The

lower the proportion of carbon in the

steel, the higher we find this latter tem

perature.
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Diagram showing the approximate position of critical points of cooling for steels of varying carbon content.
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When pearlite only is present, as in

.90 carbon steel, the change is com

pleted with the transformation of pearl

ite at a temperature in the neighbor

hood of 1,350 degrees Fahrenheit.

When the carbon content is higher than

this, the pearlite first changes at about

1,350 degrees and the free cementite

present, much later. In 1.50% carbon

steel, the transformation does not take

place until a temperature of 1,690 de

grees Fahrenheit is reached.

It may seem to the non-technical

reader, that the matter of critical points

has been stressed unduly in this series

of discussions, but it is believed that

when the facts are fully appreciated,

that the importance of treating steels of

various compositions, at most suitable

temperatures will be fully recognized.

To use a homely simile, if a housewife

removes a loaf of cake or bread from

the oven before it is cooked through,

the interior of this loaf will be found

to be a paste or dough, which does not

have any of the qualities of the outer,

cooked skin. The same thing applies

to steel, as really heat treating is merely

a process of cooking the material in

order to efiect certain internal and sur

face structural changes. These struc

tural changes in the molecular arrange

ment of the micro-constituents are pro

duced by heat and as we have seen,

different changes in the molecular ar

rangement take place at different de

grees of heat.

The purpose of cooling the steel more

or less rapidly is to fix the desired in

temal structure so that it will remain

a characteristic of the piece after heat

treating; just as the object of baking

dough into bread is to turn a soft, pasty

substance that is not eatable, into one

that is harder and that has been

changed chemically so that it can be

assimilated by the digestic organs. The

object of heat treating steel is to take

material that may be soft and easily

worked on machines in its annealed

condition and by proper heat treatment,

change it into a strong and hard mate

rial on which further machining proc

esses or changes of form would be diffi

cult. It is easier to mold dough into

the form of loaves before it is baked

than after it has undergone the heating

process. For the same reason, it is

easier to machine steel while it is soft

than after it has been hardened by any

of the heat treating processes described

in a preceding installment.

A study of the foregoing will show

that improvement in the quality or

physical proportions of any alloy steel,

can only be brought about by heating

the steel to, or beyond the critical point,

at which the molecular change takes

place and then quenching it in brine

water or oil, depending on the degree

of hardness desired and the chemical

composition of the alloy.

If steel is heated to a temperature

below the critical point and then

quenched in any cooling medium, it

will be found that the structure of the

steel will not be what is desired, nor

will the grain be properly refined. If

steel is heated to temperatures higher

than those determined to be the change

point, and then quenched, we find that

this will result in hardening the steel,

but it will have a much coarser grain

than if the quenching had been done

at the top of the critical range.

Even the old-time rule-of-thumb

steel hardener recognized that the finer
 

 

ments that will bring out the superior

qualities of these alloys.

It is not only necessary to heat the

steel to the proper temperature, but it

is also important that the heating be

performed uniformly. A loaf of bread

cannot be baked by throwing it into a

hot fire, it must be placed in an oven

and the temperature of the oven main

tained at a certain heat for a certain

period to complete the baking process.

It is exactly the same with steel. If a

cold piece of steel is thrown into a rag

ing hot furnace, the temperature of

Photo-micrograph: showing the microstructure 0/ annealed iron and steel

the grain of the steel, the stronger it

was and it is understood that to obtain

the maximum refinement of grain, the

heating and cooling qualities of any

special grade of steel must be deter

mined by scientific means and the treat

ment or heating operation confined as

closely as possible with respect to the

critical range of temperatures. The

reader will see that careless heat treat

ment will impair the quality of the

treated parts. There is no use of pay

ing the high prices asked for alloy steels

unless one will follow the heat treat

which is above the critical range, the

transformation of the pearlite and fer

rite, or later, the cementite into aus

tenite is rushed beyond the capacity

of steel to withstand it, and this con

dition is more critical, the higher the

carbon content of the alloy.

The molecular expansion which oc

curs may be so rapid as to cause crack

ing or fracture of the steel pieces. Then

again, if the flame or source of heat

acts directly upon the work, the trans

formation will take place on the sur

face long before it takes place at the
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core, inasmuch as this will produce a

core having certain characteristics and

the skin having widely different ones.

It is apparent that cracking or warp

ing of the piece must ensue as a result.

This explains why muffle furnaces

and lead or salt baths give better hard

ening results than heating the steel in

a forge fire or an unprotected blast

flame would. Then again, in a lead

or salt bath, upon the introduction of a

piece of cold work, the salt or metal

solidifies to a degree about the surface

of the work and melts away from it

slowly as the piece becomes heated

throughout, and in this way serves to

help in slowing down the transforma

tion period.

It is found advisable to pre-heat cer

tain grades of steel to a medium tem

perature before they are inserted in the

hardening furnace, as this assists in

having the steel pass through this criti

cal range without damage. While

cracking or fracture due to improper

heat treatment may not be a serious

matter in the case of a simple tool or

an inexpensive automobile part, it will

be apparent that it is a matter of con

siderable moment and a source of great

expense if it takes place on a die, for

example, used in drop-forging, or metal

stamping, on which a month or more

of a skilled mechanic’s time has been

expended.

The changes of structure in steel

brought about by heat treatment have

been summarized by Brinnell as fol

lows:

Changes of Structure Brought About

by Heat Treatment

1. When a piece of steel, hardened

or unhardened, is heated to the upper

critical point, Ac,, all previous crystal

lization, however coarse or however dis

torted by cold work, is obliterated and

replaced by the finest structure which

the metal is capable of assuming, the

structure of burnt steel being the only

exception, save that in steels of .2 car

bon or lower a multiple treatment of

some kind is often necessary (the fer

rite, pearlite and cementite is changed

to austenite).

2. When a piece of steel, hardened

or unhardened, after being heated to

Ac, is allowed to cool slowly it retains

the fine structure which it had acquired

at that temperature. It then possesses

the finest structure which unhardened

steel is capable of assuming. (The

austenite reverts to the original pearlite

and ferrite but the grains, however

coarse originally, become now the finest

and best distributed possible.)

3. When a piece of steel, hardened

or unhardened, after being heated -to

Ac_., is suddenly cooled by quenching in

cold water; for instance, it is fully

hardened and retains the fine grain

acquired at that temperature. The

metal then possesses the finest struc

ture which hardened steel is capable of

assuming. The austenite which tends

to rapidly revert through several stages

to pearlite, etc., is trapped before reach

ing the soft pearlite stage and the re

sulting structure, depending on the car

bon content and the alloying chromium,

nickel, manganese or other elements, is

either composed of martensite, the hard

est stage in steel, except cementite; and

the condition of greatest volume, t2'oos

tite, which is softer than martensite or

sorbite, which is softer still. But in

each of these conditions the_structure

is the finest possible.

4. When a piece of steel, hardened

or unhardened, is heated to a tempera

ture above Ac, and cooled slowly, the

metal whose crystallization has been

obliterated by its passage through Ac,

crystallizes again, the crystals or grains

increasing in size until Ar, is reached

below which there is no further growth.

If the steel is heated above Ac, and

allowed to cool to Ac, again and there

quenched, it will be fully hardened but

its structure will be coarser than if it

had been quenched from Ac, without

having been heated higher.

5. The higher the temperature above

Ac, from which the steel is cooled or

quenched the coarser the grain.

6. The slower the cooling from above

Ac,,, the coarser the grain.

7. When a piece of hardened steel

is heated to a temperature below Ac,

some of its cementite is changed spon

taneously into pearlite and the metal is

thereby softened. This tendency in

creases with the temperature and is

greatest at Ac,. This transformation,

however, is not accompanied by a

change in the dimensions of the grain.

Researches in which the writer took

part and the recent work of Professors

Howe and Zimmerschied have devel

oped that:—

1. When a piece of steel, hardened

and slowly cooled or unhardened is

heated to the temperature Ac,, the ce

mentite existing in the pearlite struc

ture is radically altered from the previ

ous laminated form to the globular state

and the resultant is thereby softened

and rendered ductile, though the size

of the grain is unchanged.

2. When a piece of steel previously

heated to Ac, and then either hardened

or allowed to cool slowly is thereupon

heated to Ac, and allowed to cool slow

ly the resultant structure shows globu

lar cementite and is the softest and

most ductile that steel may assume, the

size of the grain being the smallest

possible.

Brief Review of Steel Composition

Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon

in its simplest form and is not found

in nature. Steel has been defined as

iron which is malleable or that is capa

ble of hardening by sudden cooling.

This metal is a modified form of iron

that has more carbon than malleable or

wrought iron and considerably less

than cast iron. This is not an exact

statement of fact, because some of the

modern so-called steels have as low a

carbon content as wrought iron. The

properties of the various forms of steel

that have been adapted to industria.l

uses naturally vary according to

amount and nature of the alloying ele

ments. We have learned that low car

bon or mild steel contains from five

hundredths of one per cent to three

tenths of one per cent carbon. This

carbon content is too low to have the

steel hardened by quenching after the

steel has been brought to a cherry-red

heat unless the steel is subjected to a

carburizing process to increase the car

bon content at the surface, and then,

of course, only the surface hardens.

Steel containing from three-tenths of

one per cent to eight-tenths of one per

cent carbon is known as “medium car

bon” steel and may be hardened to some

extent by the quenching process. If the

carbon content is from eight-tenths of

one per cent to two per cent, we have

what is known as “high carbon” steel,

which is capable of being rendered very

hard and at the same time brittle by

heating to the required temperature and

cooling suddenly by quenching in oil,

water or brine, depending upon the de

gree of hardness desired and the use for

which the steel is intended. The harsh

er the action of the quenching medium,

brine being the one used to obtain

maximum hardness, the more brittle the

steel becomes.

Alloy Steels

Alloy steels have now come into ex

tensive use due to the great advances

that have been made in the automotive

industry. In the development of the

automobile and aircraft it has been

necessary for engineers to design parts

that would be light in weight and yet

possess much more strength than could

be obtained by using ordinary com

mercial grades of steel and iron.

Among some of the elements which

have been used in combination with

carbon and iron are found manganese,

nickel, chromium, vanadium, tungsten

and molybdenum. The use of these

elements either alone or in combination

is to produce qualities of strength and

hardness combined with ductility. The

various natural properties imparted by

the alloying elements may be greatly

increased by intelligent heat treatment

or may be entirely nullified by im

proper heat treatment.

The ordinary grade of nickel steel

contains about one-quarter of one per

cent carbon and 3 to 3% per cent of

(Continued on page 551)
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European Sport Planes

Some Recently Developed Small Airplanes for the Individual Flier

have built sport machines of sev

eral models, each one being very

different from any of the others. All

these planes are designed to meet the

requirements of a quick get-away, a

fast climb, and a high speed combined

with a low landing speed, to ensure

the greatest possible degree of safety.

The design and construction embrace

light weight and economical upkeep to

I CUROPEAN builders of airplanes

Fig. 1.

the highest degree consistent with the

above qualities. Our Paris correspond

ent has sent details and photographs

that will be interesting to the readers

of EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

who are following aeronautical devel

opments.

A Clean.-cut Monoplane

The French Morane-Saulnier, Para

sol, A. R. Type, shown at Fig. 1,

has a fuselage of a good streamline

shape; the nose and front are covered

with aluminium, doors in the side giv

ing access to the engine, the remainder

being covered with linen. This “Para

sol” is a two-seater tandem, the pilot

being in front the passenger and im

mediately behind the engine. The bod)"

tapers to a vertical strut at the rear, on

which the rudder is hinged; the fuse

lage is simple and as lightly constructed

as possible. The motor is an 80 h.p.

Rhone provided with dual ignition. The

landing gear is composed of a chassis

of streamlined steel tubing welded by

the oxy-acetylene process. Rubber

shock absorbers bind the axle to the

struts. The landing wheels have big

tires to enable it to land on rough

ground. The empennage is composed

By E. H. Lemonon

of a non-lifting fixed stabilizer, to

which are fastened the elevator flaps.

The ailerons are connected to the con

trol-stick by rigid connecting rods, actu

ating shafts passing through the wings.

The Morane-Saulnier is very quick

in answering to the controls, and capa

ble of performing any “stunt”. It flies

at 153 kilometers (95.1 miles) an hour

as a maximum speed, with a minimum

of 80 kilometers (49.7 miles), and will

  

The Moran:-Saulnier Parasol A. R. Type Monoplan-e

equipped with a 50 h.p. Gnome engine

as a “rouleur” or penguin for prelimi

nary training. The wing spread was

reduced and the ailerons left otf so the

embryo pilot could not leave the

ground.

The specifications are as follows:

Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 m. 565

Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 m. 767

Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 m. 405

Total area . . . . . . . . . . . 21 + sq. meters

Weight of machine empty.4OO kgs.

Weight of fuel . . . . . . . . . . 67 kgs.

Weight, useful . . . . . . . . .160 kgs.

Weight, total . . . . . . . . . . .627 kgs.

Load per sq. m. . . . . . . . . . 28 kgs. 630

Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .80 h.p. Rhone

Weight per h.p. . . . . . . . . . 7 kgs. 840

The Dutch Spyker V. 3 Type

The well-known Dutch firm “Trom

penburg” of Amsterdam, who built the

famous “Spyker” car, is also building

two models of planes, one of which is

shown at Fig. 2. The manager i~

Henry Wynmalen, the pre-war aviator.

The latest model is illustrated and

the specifications are as follows:

Span (upper and lower) . . . 8 m. 10

Total length . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 in. 10

Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 m. 60

Total area . . . . . . . . . . . .20 sq. m. 280

Weight empty . . . . . . . . . . .350 kgs.

 

Fig. 2.

climb to 6,000 meters. American

pilots trained at Issoudoun will remem

ber a modified form of this plane

The Dutch Spyker V-3 Type Biplane

Useful load . . . . . . . . . . . . .350 kgs.

Total weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 kgs.

Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . .Spyker 130 h.p.
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Maximum speed . . . . . . . .190 km. hour

Minimum speed . . . . . . . . 80 km. hour

Duration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 hours

Safety factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

The Spyker engine is a 9-cylinder

rotary engine of French Clerget type,

giving 135 h.p. at 1100/1200 revolu

tions per minute. The bore is of 120

mm. and the stroke of 160 mm. Valves

are mechanically operated' by push

rods, one exhaust and one inlet valve

being provided. The pistons are of

aluminum alloy. Hollow connecting

rods are used with fixed gudgeon pins

floating in bronze bushings in the pis

ton. Cylinders are all steel and in

tegrally machined, including the

flanges. The ignition is of dual type

and the total weight is of 138 kilo

grammes.

 

The Ital/ian Nieuport-Macchi“ M. 16

Sport Plane

This is a single-seater with a bi

plane body, a pusher screw, and a

monoplane tail. The smallness“ of its

dimensions and the low power of the

engine are so unusual that it has been

called “the air motor-cycle”. The up

per wings are fixed to the double ca

bane, whereas the lower are attached

to the fuselage, which is of rigid trellis

construction, and though of a simple

construction, is very strong. The fuse

lage itself is fitted with a comfortable

g cockpit for the pilot.

This compact craft, shown at Fig. 3,

was originally built for sporting pur

poses, but it can be used for training

cadets as it is inexpensive as well as

for perfecting the already qualified

pilots. The machine is said to be very

manoeuvrable and is easily handled.

Those are the specifications:

Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 m.

Total length . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 m. 20

" I

  

. The Italian Nieuport-Marrhi M-lb sport plane

Surface . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 s. in.

Engine . . . . . . . . . . .30 h.p., 3 cylinder

Weight (empty) . . . . . . . . . . . 160 kgs.

Loading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 kgs.

Air endurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 hours

Highest speed . . . . . . 130 km. per hour

Climb at 1,800 m. in 26 min. 30 sec.

The Macchi Company has also built

the M. 16 flying boat shown at Fig. 4.

which is of absolutely the same type as

the preceding one, except that a twin

cylinder engine is used. The two floats

can be easily substituted for the wheels

of the landing gear shown on the land

machine.

The Italian K. 6 40 H.P. Triplum’

Ricci Bros. of Naples have built a

single-seater sport plane that is very

small, it is the “R. 6 40 h.p. triplane”

and has also been called the “flivver"'

of the air. Its construction is shown

(Continued on page 533)
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SLAT FURNITURE

HIS method of construction is spe

cially adaptable for boys that have

that manly desire to create worthy proj

ects for the home. It is excellent for be

ginners, as it trains the hand and the

eye in a most skilful manner. For de

veloping the ability to saw accurately,

it has no equal, as a boy appreciates the

fact that all his efiorts count. Quick,

concrete results stimulate the youth

more than any other fact, therefore a

boy just naturally glories in watching

the growth of his own handiwork. The

more one studies these problems from

the educational as well as the practical

aspect, the more it is appreciated that

to keep a boy interested results in a

development of skill, stamina and cour

age. Skill is acquired by diligent and

intelligent practice, stamina from prop

erly directed energy, courage is bom of

repeated successes.

These projects are especially designed

to develop the art of sawing close to the

line, thereby eliminating that tedious

monotony of chopping, cutting, scraping

and planing to the line. With a little

concentration (called care) one can

Flo. l.

~__IABWREI §Q_TQp

Flo Z

.§TAND

MANUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS
PROJECTS FOR THE SCHOOL, HOME OR SHOP
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soon acquire the skill to saw within a

sixteenth of an inch from the line. Be

gin by marking across the grain with a

pencil sharpened flat similar to a knife,

using the try square to guide the lines.

Squaring around the stock so that the

lines will remain parallel to the saw cut

on all four surfaces is an excellent guide

for all; even the expert uses this method

when he is particular or wishes to elim

inate any possible chance of a “slip up.”

Therefore it will surely repay the ama

teur to draw the lines on all four sur

faces until he finds himself so skilful

that he can saw both straight and square

by sighting.

The design at Fig. 1 is an octag

onal Taboret, very useful when used as

a sewing basket, smoking stand, or

plant pedestal. This project requires a

little more than S square (board) feet:

No. 1, 1 piece, %" x 12" x 33" to 36",

and 1 piece, No. 2, ;{," x 12" x 36"

long. Establish the working edge

(standard edge so called) straight,

smooth and square on No. 1 piece, then

carefully gauge a line on both sides

1%" from the working edge. In most

cases with experienced workers, both

HEXAGONAL 5Toot

ALL DlMEN.'>lON3 In lwrfllb
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edges are planed straight, square and

smooth, then gauged from both edges.

This saves a little time in the operation.

Rip saw near the line, allowing not less

than 1/16 of an inch, watching the

lines on both sides.

Time may be saved by laying out the

position of the shelves and cutting these

pieces to length before cutting to width.

Now lay out the octagon as indicated

in Fig. 4. There are several ways to do

this. This method is given because it

may be done by the compass or the

radius may be laid off by the rule on

the sides of the square. First, establish

the working edge, then lay out the

square as large as the stock is wide,-—

that is, the width of board after truing

up will determine the size of the square

(shelves). Then draw diagonals as in

dicated, the distance from this intersec

tion to the corner which equals the

radius as shown in Fig. 4, rising all

four corners of the square as centers of

their respective arcs. The shelves may

be laid out separately or one may be cut

out, planed true, then used as a pattern

to draw out the others. Care must be

taken to have them match; that is, when

5
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planed (temporarily nail them together

and plane as one) they should be so

marked that they remain in the same

relation to one another. If this is not

done the legs will not lay straight, but

be slightly bowed. This may be done

by marking the corresponding corner of

each shelf. By sawing accurately to

the line 90% of the work is accom

plished. When sawing or planing be

sure to go with the grain, especially at

the corners as indicated by the small

arrows, Figs. 4 and 5.

The legs are nailed on to the shelves

with two 1%" to 2" No. 16 wire brads.

‘These should be lock nailed, as ex

plained in the next project, at each

place of contact. Care must be taken

and trials made frequently to insure

that the shelves set perfectly level (hori

zontal with the fioor) as the project

stands upright.

The designs at Figs. 2 and 3 are of

practically the same construction and

need but little additional instruction.

The principal difference between Fig. 1

and Figs. 2 and 3 is that the legs do not

project above the top but are nailed to

a header which allows the top shelf to

project. This gives a more finished ap

pearance, also extra strength. The top

shelf is fastened by wood screws that

protrude upward through the header.

The lower shelf of Fig. 2 is bevelled

to fit the flare of the legs. The header

and lower shelf of Fig. 3 are bevelled

likewise. This method permits cham

fering the edges of the top shelf as de

scribed and diagrarnatically shown in

t'AcHbouAnr=-tum»
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the next issue. Set the brad heads in

about 1/16 of an inch. Putty of the

same color as the stain should fill the

holes. Stain the project as desired. See

the former issue for a number of home

made .stains and methods of applica

tion. It may then be finished with 1 or

2 coats of shellac, wax or varnish as

described in the August edition.

PRISCILLA SEWING STAND

HIS sewing stand is a very attrac

tive and convenient receptacle for

mother’s or sister’s fancy work and em

broidery. The appreciation shown by

them surely compensates for the little

time and expense required in its con

struction. A handy person can produce

one of these stands in an incredibly short

time. One especially apt in woodwork

can easily complete this project in 8 to

10 hours, including the staining. Chest

nut wood is particularly recommended

for this project, as it has very attrac

tive grain and exemplifies the antique;

also it is soft and easily planed and cut.

Select two pieces of stock §»§" to %"

x 10" x 31", temporarily nail together,

establish the working edge, then square

the ends to length. If the sawing is ac

curately done, it need only be sand

papered with No. 2, then with fine

sand-paper when the project is com

plete. If the design of Fig. 3 is used a

cross-cut saw will suffice for the entire

job, including the handle K of the

tray, which may be made similar to M

and then nailed or glued on the tray

partition.
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The fronts B a.nd top C, Fig. 4, are

made to extend beyond the sides A to

give it the Colonial aspect and are lock

nailed, as indicated in Fig. 2, with nine

1%- to 2-inch No. 16 wire brads set

and puttied. The bottom D is a plain

butt joint depending only on the nailing

as indicated. The covers E are hinged

at the top with_two g4," x ;{¢" brass butt

hinges. Care must be taken to allow

for the proper bevelling for the joint.

The spreader F must be substantial, as

it may be used as a foot rest. If this

component is made diamond shape or

even square, set with the diagonal ver

tical, it will add to its appearance. A

strip %" by approximately 2" with

chamfered corners will suffice. This

also acts as a brace for the legs of the

stand.

The tray, Fig. 5, is simply butt

jointed, then lock nailed with approx

imately 36 1%-inch N_o. 16 wire brads.

The partitions are in number and posi

tion to suit one’s fancy and are usually

used to hold the scissors, thread.

needles, etc. Of course this tray is re

movable, allowing access to the space

beneath that is used to hold the fancy

work. When in a hurry, this fancy

work may be placed on top of the tray.

Two cleats running the full length of

the tray should be glued or bradded to

hold the tray in place, or four small

blocks, approximately %" x 1" x 1",

may be glued in the corners in lieu of

the cleats. Some folks prefer that the

tray be minus the handle so that the

(Continued on page 566)
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ACTIVE NITROGEN

NITROGEN may be described as one of

the most peculiar of the elements. Un

der ordinary conditions, when it is isolated

or in the elemental condition, it is quite

difficult to make it combine with another

element. But ln its combinations it goes to

both ends of the scale, forming ammonium

compounds by combining with hydrogen and

at the other end combining with oxygen.

The alkali and alkaloids which it forms are

very powerful basis and these are due to

its hydrogen combinations; its oxygen com

binations lead to nitric acid, one of the most

powerful of the mineral acids. Recently an

allotropic form of the nitrogen has been

studied called active nitrogen. By passing

the normally almost inert gas through a

tube, in which a cascade of Lyden jar dis

charges are maintained, the gas glows and

is said to be activated. The glow persists

for a while. Ordinarily nitrogen gas forms

a good atmosphere in which to preserve

phosphorous, sulphur, selenium and other

elements, but if the activated and glowing

nitrogen as it leaves the part of the tube in

which a spark is produced is caused to pass

over many of the elements strong reactions

occur which are not always understood. Or

dinarily sulphur is a very inert substance as

far as nitrogen is concerned, but it reacts

with a blue flame or glow with active nitro

gen and it green material is deposited on

the sides of the tube. This is thought to be

mainly nitrogen sulphide. Arsenic gives a

green glow and produces arsenic nitride. If

the glowing nitrogen is passed over metallic

sodium the metal may be said to bum, form

ing the nitride, and similar results are main

tained with other metals. Mercury, as might

have been anticipated, produces an explosive

compound. Nitric oxide acts in a most

enigmatic manner forming, when mixed with

active nitrogen, a higher oxide, the peroxide.

There has been considerable controversy as

to whether the nitrogen must be chemically

pure to be capable of activation. Minute

traces of oxygen seemed to have a favorable

catalytic eflect and a number of other gases

in minute quantities increase the reaction

and to produce it in any quantity about 1/10

of 1 per cent of one of the catalyzing gases

must be present. '

 

THE SMOKE PROBLEM OF SALT

LAKE CITY

ALT LAKE CITY feels that its atmos

phere is subject to contamination from

smelters, the nearest of which is eight miles

distant. Sulphur dioxide is discharged from

these smelters throughout the year, and as

it is a true gas it diffuses into the atmos

phere. The United States Bureau of Mines

is co-operating with the State of Utah in

the City of Salt Lake in the investigation of

the condition of its atmosphere with refer

ence to this impurity. From the data ob

tained it appears that there is only about

0.1 part or less per million of the obnoxious

gas in the air. It is believed that much of

this is due to the chimneys of the city, which

discharge at least fifteen tons of sulphurous

acid into the air daily. Even with all this

it leaves the air many times purer than the

London, San Francisco or Berlin air. An

interesting feature of the work was the col

lecting of samples of air at different high
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levels by the use of an aeroplane. These

latter investigations were not so extensive

as might have been desired, but they show

great purity in the upper layers of the

atmosphere. The general purity of the air

so far as sulphurous acid is concemed was

proved by all the tests.

CEMENT FOR FASTENING BRASS T0

GLASS

R cementing brass to glass the following

recipe will be found to answer very well:

Take resin soap, made by boiling one part

caustic soda and three parts of resin in five

of water, and knead it into half the quantity

of plaster of paris. This cement is used

largely for fastening the brass tops on glass

lamps. It is very strong, is not acted upon

by petroleum, bears heat very well and

hardens in one-half to three-quarters of an

hour. By substituting zinc white, white

lead or slacked lime for plaster of paris, it

hardens more slowly. Water attacks only

the surface of this cement. As it sets shortly

after mixing, only as much as may be needed

for immediate use should be made at one

time.

FATS FOR SOLDERING

ANY workers who use the soldering

iron to any extent prefer a soldering

paste instead of the fluid. To them the

following will be of interest:

1. Soldering fat or grease is commonly a

mixture of resin and tallow with the addition

of a small quantity of ammoniac. It is

particularly adapted to the soldering of

tinned ware, because it is easily wiped off

the surface after the joint is made, whereas

if resin were used alone the scraping might

remove some of the tin and spoil the job.

2. The following is a. well tried recipe for

soldering grease: In a pot of sufficient size

and over a slow fire melt together 500 parts

of olive oil and 400 parts of tallow, then

stir in slowly Z50 parts of resin in powdered

form and let the whole boil up once. Then

let it cool and add 125 parts of saturated

solution of sal ammoniac, stirring the while.

When cool this preparation will be ready

for use.

PLASTIC DRESSING FOR WOUNDS

AND BURNS

INDUSTRIAL plants are now using the

ambrine treatment for burns, scalds and

all surface wounds which proved very suc

ccssful for casualties incurred in the world

war.

The dressing is a compound of wax and

resin, and is solid when cold. It is heated

to about 150 degrees Fahrenheit and applied

by means of a special atomizer, or it_can be

gently daubed on with a soft brush. A

plastic dressing, impervious to air, is thus

formed, which does not adhere to the wound

and which promotes the healing process

without appreciable contraction. Disfigure

ment and scars are prevented to a greater

extent than was possible under the old

methods.

TO WELD SPRING STEEL

N experienced blacksmith has used for

years the following in welding steel

springs: Just before the steel comes to a

welding heat. he placed a small piece of

Russian sheet iron—such as stove bodies are .

made of-on the joint; this melts and runs

into the joint so that the weld is perfect.

This Russian iron undoubtedly acts the same

as welding plates which are made of iron

wire mesh screen impregnated with a fluxing

compound.

BELT CEMENT

PUT 15 pounds of best glue in I. kettlt

and pour over it 5 gallons of cold water

Let it stand a few hours or over night in a

cold room, after which dissolve by gentle

heat. Stir in one pint of Venice turpentine

and add one gallon of Martin’s belt cement

Cook for four or five hours by gentle heat.

being careful not to boil the mixture. A

water or steam jacketed kettle should be

used to avoid burning. If too thick, mi.\

with water.

MARKING GRADUATED _ SURFACES

HE scale is vamished over with a little

thin shellac varnish, so as to sink into

all the cuts. When this is dry, a black

varnish of lamp-black and shellac is spread

on, so as to fill all the cuts. This is allowed

to thoroughly dry. When hard, the work

is driven in the lathe, and the superfluous

vamish polished ofi with the fine flour emery

cloth until only that in the cuts is left. This

gives a very distinct marking and fine finish

to scale.

A new way of determining the lead in

copper is the placing of a small amount of

it in a cavity in a positive graphite electrode

of an arc. When a current is tumed on the

lead line is watched on the spectroscope and

the time required for its disappearance gives

the basis for the estimation. Fourteen to Z27

seconds are cited as the time required for

different amounts and the determination is

accurate enough for factory work.

A direct way of determining mercury con

sists of suspending n coil of copper gauns in

the solution which is kept in motion until

all the mercury is precipitated thereon. It

is then washed and dried and weighed; it is

then heated in an atmosphere of hydrogen

and weighed for a second time. The loss

is mercury; as little as one-tenth of a milli

gram of mercury can be thus detected.

The S. J. Peachy cold vulcanizing proces

for India rubber has attracted much atten

tion. A solution of India rubber in benzole

or naphtha is charged with sulphuretted

hydrogen so as to be completely or partly

saturated. In another vessel a solution of

sulphurous oxide in the same solvent is

prepared and the two are mixed. This

forms a stiff jelly and on evaporation of the

solvent fully vulcanized rubber is obtained.

Its quality and degree of vulcanization are

said to be perfect. It can be used to pro

duce a leather substitute by mixing it with

scraps of leather, and such material, used

for the soles of shoes, is said to be more

durable than true leather. It can be made

to act as a cement so that it is quite pos

sible to make such an article as a pair of

shoes without a single stitch in them. It is

very fully protected by patents.
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EUROPEAN SPORT PLANES

(Continued from page 529)

at Fig. S and the specifications are:

Span (upper and lower) . . . . 3 m. 50

Total length . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 m. 75

Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 m. 30

Total area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 s. m.

Weight empty . . . . . . . . . . . . .150 kgs.

Useful load . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .110 kgs.

Total weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .260 kgs.

Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Anza.ni 40 h.p.

Maximum speed . . . . .150 km. perhr.

Minimum speed . . . . . . 40 km. per hr.

Duration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3 hours

Safety . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

Weight of load . . . . . . . . . 175 kgs.

Total weight . . . . . . . . . . .340 kgs.

Load per sq. m. . . . . . . . . . 33 kgs. 300

Load per h.p.... . . .. 9kgs. 710

Maximum speed . . . . . . . . . . .81 miles

Endurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 hours

Of the planes illustrated and de

scribed, the small Macchi-Nieuport

seaplane would seem to be a type that

could be easily made by the amateur

mechanic and that would be an excel

lent type for any one who wishes to

teach himself to fly with minimum

danger.

Fig. o.

The Austrian W.I\'.F. Sport Plane

The Wiener Karosserie und Flugzen

fabrik of Vienna have built a sport

plane which flies very well and was

designed by Ober Ingenieur F. Gchie

ferl to meet the demand for a small

single-seater aeroplane, the actual run

ning costs of which would be reduced

to the minimum. The engine is a Ger

man Fiero engine, 3 cylinders W. Type

similar to the Anzani “Channel" type.

The two valves (inlet and exhaust) of

each cylinder are overhead, worked by .

a single rocker.

The fuselage has four longerons and

is entirely covered with linen. The

front stagger is very apparent, and

gives good visibility to the pilot. The

wings are braced with single strand

wire; the ailerons are fitted on upper

plane. Its specifications follow:

Span (upper plane) . . . . . . .. 5 m. 50

Span (lower plane) . . . . . . . . 5 m. 50

Length overall . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 m. 40

Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 m. 10

Total area . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 sq. in. 24

Engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hiero 33 h.p.

\/Veight empty . . . . . . . . . .165 kgs.

The Austrian W.K.F. sport plane

bers are of duraluminurn. The longe

rons are of U shape, forming the out

line of the body. The fittings are of

sheet steel. The landing gear has been

designed for greatest factor of safety.

The chassis has four wheels to reduce

danger of tuming over, and is con

structed very strongly.

The unique arrangement of the en

gine, which is located vertically at the

front of the fuselage, necessitates a

gear transmission to the propeller shaft.

A brake operated by the pilot permits

a quick stop of the machine from roll

ing after landing. This machine lands

at 25 miles per hour, and recently a

landing was made at Le Bourget aero

drome, France, in which the plane came

to a full stop in 33 feet. This ma

chine carries two persons, the passenger

seat being at the center of gravity so

that the machine may be flown as a

single-seater without disturbing its bal~

ance. It is equipped with dual con

trols.

Specifications: Span, upper wing

26 feet; span, lower wing, 21 feet:

lmgth, total, 18 feet; area of wings.

204.7 square feet; weight, empty, 485

pounds; useful load, 440 pounds;

weight, loaded, 925 pounds; weight pe:

square foot, 4.5 pounds.

This aeroplane may be used by am

sportsman as it is handled almost as

easily as an automobile. It is extreme

ly economical and will last a lcmg time

Its construction permits use under all

climate conditions, and it is much more

enduring than any wood and f8.l)I'l(

construction would be.

The Henry Potez Type A-4 motor

V !, Prope//er Dr/ve
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The Potez Type VIII biplane has an unconventional engine installation

POTEZ TYPE VIII BIPLANE

HIS is the little biplane which has

been making a name for itself in

France. It is a sport-type aeroplane,

equipped with the Potez 4-cylinder, air

cooled engine of SO horsepower. This

aeroplane is all metal, the fuselage con

sisting of sections of duraluminum, se

cured to the longerons similar to the

construction of a ship. It makes a

very substantial and rigid construction

and, of course, will not deteriorate. All

the surfaces and wing frame work mem

J landing 6ear

used in this aeroplane is of very simple

design and is strongly built. It is the

first of its kind, being constructed sim

ilar to an automobile engine. It is a

4-cylinder type, air cooled and gives

50 horsepower. By its unusual location

a uniform cooling is given each cylin

der. The crankcase is vertical, the pro

peller shaft connecting at the top end

with the crankshaft by gears. The

weight of the engine is given as 220

pounds; r.p.m. of engine, normal, 2,

200; r.p.m. of propeller, 1,100. Fuel

consumption, 3.9 gallons per hour.
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A 25-Inch Spread Monoplane

By H. c. Ellis

HE fuselage of this simple and

easily made model is cut from a

piece of Balsa 21 in. long, 3 in.

wide and V; in. in thickness. A por

tion of the fuselage is cut away as

shown in the drawing to admit the rub

ber motor. This is best accomplished

by using a sharp knife and care should

be taken in cutting the Balsa or too

much may be cut out, thereby weaken

ing the fuselage.

The propeller is 8 in. in diameter

and has a pitch of 22 in. Sheet brass,

1/16 in. thick, is used for a propeller

hanger and is shaped and bound to the

fuselage as shown in the drawing. A

cover the planes with paper which may

be purchased from several of the model

supply houses selling model aeroplane

supplies. After the wing is covered the

dope should be applied. The main

plane is fastened to the fuselage by a

rubber band, a simple and secure meth

od of fastening that has the advantage

of economy and yet that permits the

main plane to be shifted to secure cor

rect balance.

After the rubber motor has been

placed on the motor and propeller

hooks, the sides of the fuselage may

be covered over with bamboo paper,

which is doped or varnished, to seal the

  

The completed model of the simple 25-inch spread monoplane

plain bearing propeller shaft is used

as a mounting for the propeller. The

rear rubber hook is of 1/16 in. steel

rod which is bent to shape, and fastened

to the rear of the fuselage by binding

and gluing as shown in the drawing.

Ten feet of %; in. flat rubber is used

for the motive power.

The landing gear is constructed of

I/§ in. reed and is shaped and bound

to the fuselage at the points shown in

the drawing. A 1/16 in. steel axle,

threaded and fitted with nuts, is bound

and glued to the landing gear. The

wheels are 2 in. in diameter. There

are several types of wheels on the mar

ket that may be used. The fuselage

is drilled at the points shown to take

the tail skid which is l/§ in. reed.

The stabilizer and rudder are cut

from 1/§ in. Balsa. Small nails or

brads and glue are used to fasten them

to the fuselage. Solid ribs of 1/16 in.

spruce or Balsa are used in the con

struction of the main plane. Dowels

I/§ in. in diameter is used for the spars

in the main plane. The edges of the

main plane are of %; in. reed. Care

should be taken in assembling the main

plane so as not to have it warped. The

ribs should be glued to the spars and

reed wing edges. After the glue is dry,

opening in which the rubber motor is

placed and obtain a smooth, unbroken

fuselage with minimum air resistance.

STATISTICS SHOW FLYING IS

SAFE

HE airplane is the fastest machine

man has ever built, but fast as it

is, it has not yet caught up with its

reputation for danger. That reputa

tion was acquired when the plane was

in its infancy, when man was just be

ginning to master the air, and in the

mind of the average man it has not yet

been downed. One reason why this be

lief in the danger of aviation persists,

is that man has clung to the earth for

ages untold and it does not seem quite

natural to him suddenly to take to the

all’.

Just as people a few years ago re

garded airmen, so prehistoric races

must have regarded the first men to

venture on water in coracles. The aver

age busy man has no time to read of

the exact science of aeronautics which

now has made the airplane safe. He

sees in the papers occasionally a story

of an airplane accident and reads it,

not stopping to think of the thousands

of miles safely flown that day by other

planes. But he probably skips a few

briefer accounts of accidents to auto

mobiles because these are too common

to interest him.

In substantiating this statement that

airplanes are safe we find our best

argument in statistics collected here and

abroad by governments. It should be

borne in mind that these figures deal

principally with land machines, and

that flying boats are admittedly safer

than airplanes. The reason for this is

that flying boats can always land on

water while airplanes are dependent on

landing fields which, at the present

time, are ‘far from numerous. The fly

ing boat is not compelled to fly high

for safety’s sake.

two or three feet above water for hours

when fog or low clouds make high fly

ing hazardous. The boat can always

land safely if the fog descends to the

water or becomes too thick, while the

airplane is not so fortunate.

The British Air Ministery, to get

back to the subject, collected statistics

on all commercial flying in that coun

try for the last seven months of 1919.

The results amazed even pilots and

engineers who had long regarded the

risk in flying as negligible. The fig

ures covered 35,330 flights by 403

machines of a total time in the air of

8,368 hours, during which time S93,

O00 miles were traveled. In all this

flying in good weather and bad, one

passenger was killed in every 16,666

passenger hours in the air. To put it

differently a single passenger might

expect to fly about 1,180,000 miles—

47 times around the world—before be

coming the victim of a fatal crash.

That sounds utterly absurd to the

landsman, yet the British Government

stands back of the figures.

The pilots, who tested experimental

planes, did stunt flying and ran other

unnecessary risks, showed .48 deaths

per thousand hours, as compared to the

passenger rate of .06 per thousand

hours.

Coming nearer home, figures com

piled by the Post Office Department

show to the end of 1919, 405,000 miles

flown with the loss of three pilots.

These pilots, of course, ran many risks,

for they carried the mail through rain,

snow, and fog that blinded them.

Even in training pilots the figures

are exceedingly low. From the begin

ning of the war until the end of 1918,

17,690 men learned to fly in the U. S.

Air Service. They spent 705,243 hours

in the air. One man was killed in

every 2,310 hours, or one to about

every 160,000 miles. With these posi

tive proofs of aviation’s safety before

us, American airplane manufacturers

are going ahead building planes, con

fident that the realization will soon

come everywhere that man can take

care of himself as surely in the realm of

the birds as in the realm of the fishes.

It can skim along
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NEW SYSTEM OF PUSHING BARGES

N interesting system has been developed

for pushing barges. A substitute for

the tug boat, the_Constant pusher, is illus

trated, as regards the principle of its opera

tion herewith. The general principle is clear

from the cut. The smaller part contains the

engine and propeller. The securing of the

two together is done by T-headed bolts which

are indicated projecting from the head of

the pusher. Four of them are shown. These

bolts enter through a slot into a vertical

channel at the apex of the reetrant angle

\\,j|Illllll|lll|Illllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

BY PROF. T- O'CONOR SLOANE
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The Germans, during the war-time

scarcity of coal, have employed unbumed

bricks in building. It is claimed that five

or six weeks of drying of bricks made with

the proper color of clay will give material

adapted for ordinary house construction.

It is exciting considerable attention in

England. Of course, such bricks are very

much cheaper than the bumed bricks.

Plaster adheres to them perfectly and they

are not found to be objectionable from

dampness.

in the stern of the barge. When the two

parts have been brought as close together as

possible the T-bolts, whose heads hitherto

ha‘ve lain in the vertical plane and which

passed through the slot into the channel, are

turned through 90°, which brings the T-heads

across the slot. The two sections of the

boat are then drawn together, by nuts from

the interior of the pusher, connecting the

two units solidly together. The idea is that

the pusher can be shifted around from one

hull to another so as to keep one hullmotion and doing work while the other is

being loaded or unloaded as the case may

be. On the old Morris Canal in this country

the canal boats used to be made in two

sections bolted together, capable of rapid

detachment from each other. They_ were

pulled by animal power. On the Mississippi

River in this country the pushing of cargo

barges has been very extensively applied.

It has been found that the industrial pro

duction of helium for use in balloons at

Fort Worth and Petrolia, Texas, is so ex

pensive as to be impractical. It cost more

to manufacture the gas than to build the

airship. Six millions of dollars have al

ready been spent on the plants.

Coke ovens are subject to several kinds

of corrosion due to impurities in the coke

Sodium chloride and sodium sulphate have

generally to be looked for and as they

volatilize owing to the heat of the charge

penetrate and this integrates the brick lin

ing. Iron oxide has been found in the

bricks, probably due to the volatilization of

the iron in the coal as iron chloride by re

action with the sodium chloride. This also

is a source of injury. Silica bricks have been

found to measurably solve the problem.

Considerable attention is now given to

the shaking or beating of cement bags to

recover the cement ordinarily adhering to

them after emptying. By a recent con

crete road contractor in Wisconsin one

million cement sacks were cleaned and

thereby two hundred barrels of cement

were recovered. The sacks were reduced

in weght to one-half or one-third their

weight before cleaning so that the freight

on the retum bags was reduced.

A red coloring matter used by the Chi

nese in coloring food products, notably

cheese, has long been kept a secret. It is

now found that it is produced by the cul

tivation on rice of microscopic fungus.

This fungus attacks the grains of rice, and‘

penetrates them, so that when they are

ground up an effectual and innocuous red

coloring material is produced. As far as the

investigation has gone the secret of the

preparation is in the conditions of tem

perature and humidity required for the suc

cessful cultivation of the fungus.

ADJUSTABLE WRENCH

THE spanner or wrench which we illus

trate has its jaw, B, pushed up against

the nut or bolt which may be between it

and the upper jaw by the movement of the

handle, which has a cam-shaped end. The

link, C, is an auxiliary for drawing back the

jaw, B, when the handle is pulled in the

other direction. There are several holes in

the shaft of the wrench so that the handle,

A, can be shifted up and down to accom

modate difierent sized objects.

The Minister of Public Works of Buenos

Ayres has been presented with a report of

experience with a gliding boat on the Lam

bert system. It is understood that the re

port is very favorable and that the adop

tion of this system is recommended for

river use on many rivers of the Argentine.

It is proposed to construct the boats in

go;/emment shops. importing the machinery

on v.
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Lignite briquettes are to be placed on

the Canadian market, it is hoped, under the

auspices of the Alberta Govemment. The

Govemment experts are working on a

method to extract tar from the oil-bearing

sands of Alberta to use in the cementing

of the briquettes.

 

A very curious coincidence, and it may

eventually prove to be more, is that the

magnetic elements, iron, nickel, and cobalt

have nearly the same atomic weights, name

ly: 55.8, 58-7, and S9. Manganese is also

slightly magnetic and its atomic weight is

54.9. A new magnetic copper-manganese»

aluminum alloy has an average atomic weight

of 56.3.

 

Electrolytic iron has been investigated by

the chief research chemist of the British

Ministry of Munitions. It is found that

this iron is not so pure as it is generally

supposed to be, and it may contain pin

holes, lumps of included matter, cracks, de

veloped and incipient. He thinks that these

troubles can be largely eliminated, by con

trol of the deposition process, but as at

present produced it is not considered a safe

iron from the engineering standpoint.

 

A question of pressure per unit area came

up at a recent discussion at a meeting of the

British Royal Institute. If the edges of two

knife blades are pressed together the area

in contact is so small that there is no trouble

in producing a pressure of over 300 tons to

the square inch. The same may be pro

duced in a Brinnell hardness tester. The

gas pressure in large calibre guns rarely ex

ceeds 20 tons to the square inch, which is

about 2,500 atmospheres. It is calculated

that if a hole 56 miles deep were made in

the earth the pressure at its lower point

would be about 24.000 atmospheres and the

pressure at the center of the earth is put at

about 6,000 tons to the square inch. Pres

sures comparable to these and temperatures

in the neighborhood of l7,000° have been

momentarily obtained in making diamonds.

It is evident that the sinking of the pro

posed 12-mile shaft for purposes of investi

gation may involve very serious problems.

 

From all parts of the world news is be

ing received of the appraisal of available

waterpower. In Brazil 148 waterpowers are

reported which could supply 30 millions of

horsepower. From Canada comes a report

that the Government of Ontario proposes to

spend 17 millions of dollars in waterpower

development. In the State of Washington

100 miles from the city of Seattle, a 36,000

kilowatt power station for that region is

being installed upon the Stagit River. The

power line will work at 160,000,000 volts.

From Iceland comes the estimate of 1.000

millions available horsepower and the Ice

land Waterfall Commission may grant a

concession to a Dano-Norwegian company

for the utilization of waterpower for the

production of nitrogen and for an electri

fication of the whole island. It is even pro

posed to construct a 200-kilometer electric

railway running from the port of Reykjavik

to the East through the agricultural district,

which will be, when constructed, the first

Icelandic railroad.
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It is interesting to note that American

Sperry gyroscopic compasses are to be in

stalled in two steamships being built in

Great Britain.

ELECTRICAL METER

N apparatus for indicating the strength

4- of an electric current whose construc

tion is such that the indicating hand can

rotate practically through 360° is illustrated

in the cut. A disc made of soft iron is

shown provided with an index hand. The

flange B follows the spiral periphery of the
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which was lifted up together with the side

walk, which it supported, through a distance

of about eight inches. No harm was done.

On the restoration of the column to its -

proper position by melting out the ice, the

the top was made water-tight, so as to pre

vent the recurrence of the accident.

 

IMPROVED FILLET

I-IE very simple improvement in flexible

or wax fillet for pattem makers has

been deemed worth a patent. It will be
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disc. The controlling magnet has a pole C

whose windings are indicated by D and op

posite there is a double pole EE. Between

its parts the periphery of the disc and its

flange rotates. A spiral spring F pulls the

disc in one direction so as to make the index

hand indicate O when no current is passing,

but when the current passes the magnet pulls

against the pull of the spring and the whole

is calibrated so that the movements of the

index hand gives the amperage.

The Germans have developed great in

genuity in the production of substitutions

(“Ersatz"), and one of their patents pro

poses the making of artificial silk from mus

cular tissue of animals. The flesh is mace

rated in a particular solution which separates

the muscular fabrics by dissolving the ma

terial which cements them together. This

givas filaments, short and flexible, which are

tramferred to a liquid which straightens

them as if by a species of tanning. The

fibers which are several inches long have been

made into artificial silk. They can be im

pregnated with india rubber so as to make

a fabric impervious to water. The artificial

silk thus prepared can be used for the manu

facture of insulating fibre, balloon cloth and

the like. It is said that it can be made

quite dieaply.

In a recent lecture before the London

Chemical Society the fact was noted that it

would be possible to produce 10,500,000

cubic feet of helium per annum at Calgary,

Can. The cost of the plant would be less

than five million dollars and the gas would

be produced at not more than $0.04 a cubic

foot. This, of course, is the gas which will

have to be used in dirigibles, sooner or later

as it removes the risk of fire. In the valley

of the Fraser River in Westem British

America, a flow of natural gas has been

found containing 99% of nitrogen. This

gives a raw material for the fixation of

nitrogen which may eventually prove of

great importance.

The Railway Committee of the American

Railway Engineer Association in examining

the tensile strength of old rails got as high

a reading as 57,000 lbs. per square inch in

the flange of an 85-lb. rail that had been

in servioe some nineteen years. This indi

cates an absence of any flaws and shows

that if the right material is put into rails

and if rightly handled in the manufacturing

process, flaws will not develop.

It has been found in San Franckco Har

bor that while a creosoted pile would not

be attacked by the teredo, yet if a piece of

untreated wood is nailed to it the teredo

will enter the untreated wood and will grow

to the length of an inch or more and will

then bore into the creosoted pile. The zone

of greatest activity was where the pile

emerges from the bottom and it rapidly de

creases from that point upward. The teredo

never enters it below the mud.

Ninety-five per cent of the total known

vanadium in the world is in a mine in Peru,

known as Minas Raga on the eastern slope of

the Andes not far from the great Cerro de

Pasco mine. There is supposed to be in sight

in this mine ore enough to supply eighteen

thousand tons of metal. The ore averages

about 10 per cent vanadium.

It is stated that lightning strikes loamy

soil twenty-two times where it strikes a

chalk soil, such as exists in the South of

England, one time. A sandy soil has an

intermediate liability to lightning stroke.

There has naturally been a great increase

in India rubber plantations, so much so that

the question of what to do with the seetb

of the tree has come up. It is found that

the kernels of the seeds of the Para rubber

tree are rich in oil, resembling linseed oil,

and the oil cake left after the extraction of

the oil is a good food for cattle.

In Iceland there has been reported a very

violent earthquake affecting the port of

Reykjabik. Iceland has undoubtedly suf

fered more from volcanic and seismic dis

turbances than any other equal area of the

earth's surface. 'I‘he volcanoes have had a

way of pouring out vast quantities of gravel,

ruining the arable land which at the best is

limited there. Recently Iceland has been at

tracting considerable attention as a possible

field for the exploration of water power, the

perpetual ice and snow deposits on its moun

tains oflering great possibilities in this direc

tion.

In Canada there has been published a table

of the durability of furs, which originated

with a Comell University professor. Twenty

three different furs are dted, the sea and

land otters and the Wolverine, the fierce

‘rodent called the glutton, being most dur

able. Those three are taken u having a

durability of 100%. At the other end of

the line is the rabbit skin with only one

half of 1% durability attributed to it. In

other words, the much used rabbit skin is

200 times inferior in resisting wear to the

three furs named above. Other much used

skins are seal skin 80%, martin and skunk

botyh 70%, sable 65%, muskrat 45%, ermine

Z5 0.

The remains of a fossil elephant have been

found in the Chagny sands near Lyons,

France. The bones are almost complete and

the elephant was over 13 ft. high, with tusks

slightly curved only and nearly 8 ft. long.

In France it has been found that the laun

dresses are very subject to consumption and

that tuberculosis is responsible for half their

deaths. This is attributed to infection from

clothes, which have been worn by consump

tives, bedclothes from their beds and the

like. It is recommended that such articles

should be at once plunged into_ disinfecting

solutions before going to the laundress.

A curiosity in freezing occurred in Phila

delphia. A cast iron column supporting an

elevated sidewalk gradually filled with water

from rain. In the cold weather it started

to freeze and in its expansion the ice was

extruded from the bottom of the column

seen that by having a cord located in the

heart of the fillet, 0, as shown, the manipu

lation, the fastening and the strength of

the fillet will be materially increased.

The American Locomotive Co. has been

building locomotive engines at Schenectady

for the Italian State Railways. Each is fitted

with an apparatus for buming pulverized

fuel, similar to those installed on the Lehigh

Valley Railroad, where mixtures of anthra

cite and soft coal are in use. In Italy lignite

is to be used and its analysis in round num

bers is, ash 10%, volatile matter 40%, fixed

carbon 30%, and water 20%. This analysis

brings out the poor quality of lignite as a

fuel, but Italy has little or no coal of her_

OWII.

The" Rolls-Royce Automobile Works, at

Derby, England, have recently been v'sited

by the English Institute of Automobile En

gineers. The works cover an area of be

tween twenty and thirty acres. The output

is about thirty-five cars per week. This is

a great contrast to the American quantity

production of cars, which runs up to thou

sands in a week in a single factory. This is

actually a hand-made car and the comment

on the methods by an English authority is

to the efiect that it is built up of machine

parts finished manually, and that much of

the labor in this connection seems to be

superluous, and the same is said about a

number of refinements which the car em

bodies.

The erosion of guns ha been studied dur

ing the war and an approach has been made

to the cause. During firing a hardening of

the surface of the bore takes place, especially

on the driving surface of the lands but which

effects lands and grooves alike and spreads

to the powder chamber. This induces the

formation of small cracks, which marks the

beginning of the erosion. Even a few rounds

bring about this damaging hardening of the

metal of the bore. The getting rid of it

can be done only, as far as known, by the

use of steel which will not be so efiected.

In petroleum wells where the air lift is

used, it is said that the inflow of water is

increased and that an emulsion is produced

with heavy oils. If the water present is

between 5% and 20%, it separates with

much dificulty. In one case, however, the

separation of the water was effected by

giving an additional 20% of water which

made the breaking up of the emulsion easy.

A"
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A Short Wave Regenerative Receiver

Easily Made Is This 150- to 600-Meter Set, Fitted With a

OW that the experimenters are

getting on the scratch line for

the long distance, short wave

work for which everyone is preparing,

every man wants a regenerative set.

There is a certain amount of choice be

tween various circuits in use at present,

but if the majority favors the type using

no condenser in the secondary, it is

Tickler Coil for Amplification

By M. B. Sleeper

Illurtrationr by the Author

filament furnishes the capacity, a small

amount, about 0.00002 mfd., but

enough to make the secondary circuit

oscillatory. To tune to 300 meters with

such a capacity, requires only 1.3 mh.

inductance.

Because the tube is depended upon

to fumish the capacity, a large varia

tion in inductance is required to cover

 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Figs. 1 and 2 show the front and rear

of the receiver, mounted on a panel 5

by 10 by 3/16 ins., with a complete

circuit in Fig. 3. In the primary, the

thirteen taps give a. wavelength range,

with a 0.0003 mfd. antenna, up to 600

meters. On the first secondary tap, a

0.0005 mfd. condenser will give a range

 

  

 

  

Fig 1. A regenerative receiver mounted on a 5- by 10-in. panel

probably because the manufacturers

have specialized on it.

While we are on the subject of the

variometer-tuned secondary set, it

might be well to clear up a question

that seems to lurk unspoken in the

minds of many experimenters—a sort

of skeleton in the closet question, igno

rance of which no one wants to admit.

“What does the secondary variometer

do? How can it tune the circuit to a

given wavelength, when there is no

capacity in the circuit ?” Yet the vari

ometer does tune, and very sharply.

The answer is simply this: The

condenser effect between the grid and

any considerable wavelength range.

Since only a part of the inductance is

adjustable, the balance acting as the

coupling coil, the variation of the in

ductance and, consequently, the wave

length range, is quite limited.

Therefore, to make the set of wider

utility, the equipment described in this

article is designed to operate with a

0.0005 mfd. variable condenser in the

secondary circuit.

Again, a straight tickler coil is em

ployed instead of a tuned plate circuit.

The reason is a constructional one. A

tickler is much easier to make than a

variometer.

of approximately 150 to 450 meters,

and on the second tap, 250 to 700

meters. Thus the set is adapted not

only to 200-meter work, but to the re

ception of 600-meter commercial sta

tions as well.

In the plate circuit of the audion the

tickler is connected, preferably with a

0.001 mfd. fixed condenser around the

telephones and B battery, although this

is not shown.

THE PRIMARY Con.

A tube 3% ins. in diameter and 2%

ins. long is needed for the primary coil.

This is wound for 1.7 ins. with 20 No.
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38 high frequency cable, giving 38

turns per inch, or a total of 65 turns.

These are tapped as follows:

Tap 1. .lSth tum Tap 8. .40th tum

  

Short, threaded brass pillars or

angles of ;{;- by 1/16-in. brass strip

can be used to mount the primary tube.

This must be accurately and securely

fixed. Otherwise, because of the small

E-—*~|~|-|~

  

Fig. 3. Connections for the regenerative receiver

Tap 2. .18th tum Tap 9. .45th turn

Tap 3. .21st turn Tap 10. .SOth turn

Tap 4. .24th turn Tap 11. .55th turn

Tap 5. .27th turn Tap 12. .60th turn

Tap 6. .30th turn Tap 13. .65th turn

Tap 1. .3501 tum

clearance, the secondary coil will touch

the primary tube.

Tm-: Ssconnnmv Cou1>1.n~1c Con. AND

Trcxm-:2 Con.

The construction of the secondary
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take one washer, the adjusting knob,

and a nut to clamp the handle against

the washer. Then, from the other end,

the rod is threaded to within the thick

ness of the panel from the other threads.

The washer under the handle bears

against the front of the panel, while the

other washer bears against the rear,

leaving the unthreaded part of the rod

to run in the hole in the panel. A lock

nut holds the rear washer in place, and

maintans a small amount of friction.

Two sets of,nuts hold the coil in

position on the shaft.

Empire or soft rubber tubing, can be

wound afound the shaft and brought

off to the terminals.

Sscommnv Lommo Con.

The secondary loading coil, in series

with the coupling coil, provided coup

ling to the tickler, independent of the

primary-secondary coupling. The tube

is 1% ins. long by 3% ins. in diameter,

wound for 1 in. with 20 No. 38 cable.

Starting at the rear end near the tickler.

a tap is taken ofi' at the tenth turn, and

connected to the first point of the sec
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Fig. 2. This shows the mounted coils on the rear of the panel

Two methods of tapping can be em

ployed. One is to wind the coils with

out taps. Then mark with ink where

the taps should be. Unwind the wire,

scrape at each marked point, and solder

on leads. The other way is to bring

out a loop for each tap, and tie aknot

in the loop. This holds the wire se

curely at the tapping point while the

coil is being wound. When the work

is completed, the loops are cut‘ to the

proper length and soldered to the

switch points. A better method is to

make short loops, and use No. 14 bare

copper wire leads to the points and

other connections.

coupling coil and tickler are identical,

both as to the method of mounting and

the size of the coils. The tubes are

3 ins. in diameter, and 1% ins. long,

wound with 20 N0. 38 high frequency

cable. Each section is }{; in. long, with

a separation of §/§ in. between them.

If the bearing at the panel is care

fully made, no rear support will be re

quired for the shaft of either the coup

ling or tickler coil. For each coil, two

brass washers, 34; in. in diameter and

3/16 in. thick are cut and threaded at

the center with an 8-32 tap. The brass

shaft, of 3/16 in. rod, is threaded at

one end for a distance great enough to

ondary switch, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

This coil should be mounted in a

manner similar to that used for the

primary. With this coil completed and

in place, and the set carefully connected

with No. 14 bare copper wire, all joints

soldered, the set is ready for use. A

condenser, mounted as shown in some

of the preceding articles, and a vacuum

tube mounting, complete the set. If

5- by 5-in. panels are used for the

audion and condenser, the set can be

made up neatly with the 5- by 10-in.

panel below, and the two smaller ones

above.

(Continued on page S47)

Leads, run in.
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English Radio Equipment

Details of Radio Apparatus from Marconi's ireless

MERICAN opinions of English

Aradio equipment vary between

the conviction that they are far

behind the times to beliefs that they

are considerably in the lead. Mr.

Philip R. Coursey of London has been

kind enough to furnish EVERYDAY EN

GINEERING with photographs, circuits,

and data on some of the apparatus

built by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph

Company, Ltd. This article, and others

to follow, will show the American ex

Fig. 1

periinenters and engineers just what is

going on across the ocean.

The % and 1% k. w. tube trans

mitters have been selected for the first

article, as there is now such interest in

this type of equipment. These sets are

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, with diagram

of connections for the % k. w. set in

Fig. 3.

The first striking feature of con

struction is the cabinet style of mount

ing. When the set is not in use, the

operating table is turned up, completely

enclosing the apparatus. A door is

also provided to cover the vacuum tube

section, to keep the brilliant light from

the eyes of the operator.

It will be seen that the V2 k. w. set

The % k. w. installation looks quite different from

I-he American sets

Telegraph Company, Ltd.

has three panels, one at the left carry

ing the transmitter controls and an

tenna current meter, the center panel

for the tubes, and the right hand panel

for the receiving set and six-step am

plifier.

Upon going over the circuit in Fig. 3,

it will be found that there are points

of similarity as well as difference be

tween this set and the conventional

types employed by American manu

facturers. Starting at the input side,

Fig. 2.

the potential on which the set operates

is 85 volts at 150 cycles. The primaries

and secondaries of the filament light

ing transformers, 13 and 12, and 26

and 25 are designed to step down the

85 volts to 10 volts. The practice of

operating filaments on a. c. is not new,

but seldom used here.

Through transformer 28, 27, 500

volts are applied to the plates of the

oscillating tube, 8, and the modulating

tube, 11. In this circuit a single recti

fier, 24, is placed. Because of the high

frequency, 150 cycles, of the supply

current, it is only necessary to use one

rectifier. Condensers 21 and 23, oi

0.25 to 0.5 mfd., shunt out any alter

nating current component. and the

modulation choke coil, of about 1.5

henries, also smooths out the intermit

tent rectified current.

The modulation tube, 11, connected

in the usual manner, can be controlled

by a telephone transmitter, 16, or, for

modulated telegraph sending, a buzzer.

17, according to the position of switch,

18. A key, 19, is used with the buzzer.

When, however, the set is operating on

undamped wave telegraphy, the send

ing is done by key 20, which, during

 

.4 1% k. w. set which can be depended upon to cover

500 nautical miles

telephone or buzzer modulation, is kept

closed.

A plate current ammeter, indicating

the current through the oscillator tube.

8, is connected between the plates. The

air-core high frequency choke coil, 9.

prevents the high frequency current in

the oscillating circuit from backing up

into supply circuit.

Distinctly different from American

practice are the antenna and oscillation

circuits. The lack of variable con

densers is particularly noticeable. Di

rect coupling to the antenna is obtained

by the switch from the plate lead, in

which condenser, 7, of about 0.01 mfd.,

is connected. This prevents the short

circuiting of the direct current tn the
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ground, but passes the high frequency

current. Coupling to the grid is ob

tained by coil 3 in the grid circuit.

The condenser 6 and the resistance 5

constitute a leak circuit. A plug switch

gives a rough adjustment of the an

tenna wavelength, and a variometer, 1,

a fine control.

In the ground circuit, a few tums of

wire, 4, are coupled to a coil which is

in series with the radiation ammeter.

The tuning adjustments can he seen

operates the modulation buzzer. When

the change-over switch, mounted at the

left of the center panel, is put on re

ceive, the transmitting instruments are

disconnected from the supply line, but

a considerable charge is retained in the

smoothing out condensers. Therefore.

an insulated discharge button is pro

vided, between the center and right

hand panels, to short circuit the con

densers. This does away with the pos

sibility of being shocked if any of the

ometer is used, but rough and fine taps.

one at the end, and the other at the

front. The plate coupling plug is also

inserted at these taps. The grid coup

ling coil is at the left hand end.

An interesting refinement is the

modulation transformer. The primary

coil has a center tap which acts as a

common return for the transmitter, con

nected at one end, and the buzzer, with

the key in series, at the other end of

the primary winding. A battery is in

  

RSV»,

2.0 s I2

Fig. 3. Complete diagram 0/ the V; k. w. tube transmitter. This varies from the circuit of the 1% k. w. set only in small details

in Fig. 1, on the left hand panel. At

the top is the antenna variometer, with

the two plugs, for the antenna and plate

connections, and 9 jacks, while below

are the grid coil and radiation meter.

On the center panel, the transmitting

tubes are mounted at the outside, with

the rectifier at the center,‘and, above,

the plate current meter. Changes from

buzzer to telephone modulation are ef

fected by the upper two-pole switch,

just at the right of the tube panel.

Two keys are furnished for the tele

graph sending. The larger is for un

damped wave work, while the smaller

live parts are touched just after trans

rnitting.

The transmitting range, on 1,000 to

2,000 meters, is conservatively esti

mated by the manufacturers as 100,

130, and 300 nautical miles for tele

phone, buzzer, and undamped wave

sending, when an antenna 220 ft. long

by 100 ft. high, having a natural period

of at least 360 meters, is employed.

Essentially, the 1.5 k. w. set is simi

lar to the 0.5 k. w. type just described.

As shown in Fig. 2, the inductance is

outside the cabinet. No antenna vari

serted in the common return. There

fore, no switch is needed to change

from telephone to buzzer modulation.

This set, operating at 1,200 to 3,000

meters on an antenna having a nat

ural period of about 400 meters, is

rated at 250, 350, and 500 nautical

miles for telephone, buzzer modulated,

and undamped wave transmitting re

spectively.

In the succeeding articles, British

amplifiers, receivers, airplane appa

ratus, and other transmitting sets will

be described and illustrated.

 

RESISTANCE BOXES

HERE are many uses in the labora

tory for small resistance boxes such

as shown in the accompanying illustra

tion. \Vhile this one is of a manufac

tured type, they can be made easily and

inexpensively.

For resistances up to 10 ohms, if only

a small current-carrying capacity is re

quired, No. 30 Advance wire can be

used. It is only necessary to make a

small loop for each 1—ohm step, solder

ing the ends to the switch points under

neath the panel. Such a winding, if the

sides of the loops are close together, is

practically non-inductive.

  When larger wire or more resistance

per step is needed, the wire can be

wound in the usual non-inductive man

ner on a small thin piece of bakelite.

Fibre should not be used as it absorbs

moisture.

These little boxes are adaptable to

antenna resistance measurements if a

small vacuum tube generator is used to

excite the antenna.

It is not necessary to make them non

inductive if only direct-current meas

urements are to be made. Then the wire

may be wound on short lengths of hard

rubber or bakelite rod.
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HE General Radio Company,

specializing on laboratory equip

ment of high precision, has re

cently brought out three instruments of

special interest to experimenters. From

the photographs and description a

number of excellent ideas can be ob

tained also for the construction in the

experimenter’s shop of equipment for

his own work.

Smxnanns or INDUCTANCE.

In Fig. 1 is shown the standard in

ductance made with values of 0.05,

0.20, 1.0, and 5.0 mhs.

The design of this standard by means

of which extreme accuracy is obtained

is quite interesting. Those who have

attempted to build cylindrical coils

of exact values appreciate the difficul

ties attaining to construction of stand

ards of that type. Moreover such coils

have large outside magnetic fields, a

factor which introduces considerable

errors into measurements.

Both of these difficulties have been

overcome in the General Radio induct

ance standards. As can be seen from

Fig. 1, two D-shaped coils are used

one of which is mounted below the

main supporting plate and the other

on a circular bakelite plate. High

Precision Radio Measuring Instruments

Instruments from the General Radio Company Which Combine

Utility with Great Accuracy

of winding is referred to as astatic.

Practically no metal is in the field

of the coils with the exception of the

 

necessary to give the accuracy which is

not obtainable by ordinary manufactur

ing methods. This is obtained by vary

  

Fig. 3. The simplest circuit, with the fewest instruments, is employed for this

zvavemeter

necessary non-magnetic screws and ing the mutual inductance between the

nuts. The formwound coils are bound

with tape to prevent any change in their

 

Fig. Z. The design 0/ this condenser, giving great strength and low losses, is

quite unusual

frequency cable is of course employed

to give a low high frequency resistance.

The shape of these coils produces a

very small external field.

shape and are firmly secured to the

bakelite plates.

When the instrument is assembled a

The form final adjustment of the inductance is

coils. For this purpose the four Screws

which hold the upper-round bakelite

plate are loosened and the plate rotated

until an exact value is obtained. The

accuracy of this adjustment gives a

value of inductance having less than

one tenth of 1% error.

The continuous capacity of the two

small sizes is 2.5 amps., the 1.0 mh.

coil, 2 amps., and 5.0 mhs. coils, 1 amp.

A PRECISION CONDENSER.

For laboratory measurements the

ordinary condensers show losses and

variations in adjustment which are 1'10!

in evidence when the condenser is used

for ordinary receiving work. Not only

must the bearings be absolutely accurate

to insure an unchangeable calibration

but a vernier adjustment is necessary.

and losses through insulation between

the fixed and movable plates must be

negligible to give the lowest possible

phase difierence.

The General Radio condenser is con

structed to attain the ultimate in these

respects. Heavy aluminum plates wide

ly spaced are the first steps toward per

manence of adjustment. The support

ing pillars as shown in Fig. 2 giver:

a strength to assure the calibration

against variation from jars and hard

use. Aluminum end plates are provided

but the insulation between them and the

rotating plates is not located at the bear

ings according to usual practice, but at
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points in a weak dielectric field. As

little insulating material as possible is

used to keep down losses from this

source. Conical brass bearings with a

steel shaft tend to reduce wearing.

An interesting feature is the worm

adjustment of the rotating plates. At

first thought it might appear that con

siderable play would be present between

the worm and gear, either from inaccur

acies of manufacture or wear under use.

Such an occurrence is guarded against

moves the variable plates one division

on the large scale, the setting of the

condenser can be read to one part in

twenty-five hundred of a semicircle.

The copper lined mahogany case in

which the condenser is mounted pro

vides perfect shielding. This case fits

into a strong carrying box furnished

with a handle and lock.

As a result of the care employed in

the design and construction of the pre

cision condenser it can be seen for pur

  

Fig. I. An exact value 0/ inductance is obtained by adjusting the mutual in

ductance between the upper and lower coils

by using a spring tension to hold the

worm against the gear. This method

is similar to that employed in the pre

cision dividing engines.

The scale on the main shaft covers

180% but it is divided into twenty-five

equal parts. On the worm shaft is a

second scale of one hundred equal di

visions. Since a rotation of the worm

poses of measurement that the con

denser is equivalent to twc parallel

condensers, one fixed, containing all the

losses and the other a perfect variable

condenser. Potentials of one thousand

volts can be employed without danger

of a breakdown. A calibration curve

made from twenty-six points readable

with an accuracy of one tenth of 1% is

supplied with the variable condenser.

T111-: PRECISION WAVEMETER.

This wavemeter, to eliminate errors

and variations due to elaborate circuits,

contains only a condenser, of the type

just described, a type 425 Weston ther

mogalvanometer, and the inductance

coil. With five coils a range of 75 to 24,

000 meters can be obtained. No exciting

means is furnished, for, in accurate

work, such excitation is not required.

The use of a buzzer calls for a special

calibration, when it is in use, and at

best causes errors of too great a' magni

tude for such a precision instrument.

By the elimination of losses in the

condenser and wiring, and by winding

the inductance coils with high fre

quency cable in a manner to make the

distributed capacity minimum, an ac

curacy is obtained which permjts the

determination of the resonance point for

undamped waves to less than one-half

a division on the vernier scale, which is

equivalent in wavelength to 1 part in

10,000.

The wavemeter is carried in a ma

hogany case, fitting in a strong white

wood carrying box which also holds the

coils and calibration data. Mahogany

boxes, with bakelite ends, are used to

mount the inductances. The general de

sign of the instrument is intended to com

bine strength with accuracy of reading.

The wavelength calibration is made

at 24 points for each coil, and a ca

pacity calibration at 26 points on the

condenser is also furnished.

 

BOOK REVIEWS‘

Wnu-:u-zss TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. By

H. M. Dowsett, M.I.E.E. 33! pages, 30$

illustrations, cloth bound, 8% by 5% ins.

Published by The Wireless Press, Ltd.,

American representatives, The Wireless

Press, Inc., New York City.

The sub-title of this book, “first

principles, present practice, and test

ing”, summarizes the contents, for, in

a practical and useful way, these

phases of radio are treated, making it

a valuable book for experimenters in

general and operators in particular.

In the first two chapters, electrical

phenomena are discussed, serving as an

introduction to the three following

chapters which take up spark discharge

apparatus, continuous wave generators,

and the vacuum tube. The sixth chap

ter is devoted to high speed communica

tion methods.

Ten chapters, constituting the bal

ance of the valume, describe the prin

ciples involved, and various methods

employed to measure current and elec

tromotive force, resistance, capacity, in

ductance, frequency, dielectric strength,

decrement, and the direction, distance,

and strength of received signals.

The value of this book lies not in

new material presented. but in the prac

tical nature of the treatment.

AN Euzcrnon Tune TRANSMITTER or Con

PLETELY MODULATED WAVES. Scientific

Papers of the Bureau of Standards No.

381. By Lewis M. Hull, Associate Physi

cist. 13 pages, 9 illustrations, paper cover,

10 by 7 ins. Sold by the Superintendent

of Documents, Govemment Printing Ofiice,

Washington, D. C. Price Sc.

Of interest to experimenters, as well

as engineers, is this new paper from

the Bureau, for it describes a vacuum

tube set which uses 500-cycle alternat

ing current for the plate voltage supply.

In this way, complete modulation is

obtained, and no control tube is re

quired. Although capacity, direct, or

inductive coupling can be used from

the generating circuit, inductive coup

ling was used for this set. An effi

ciency from the plate voltage step-up

transformer to the antenna of 35% was

obtained. Constants and dimensions

for the instruments are given.

It is interesting to note that hetero

dyne reception is required in connec

tion with this transmitter.

WIRELESS 'rRANSM.'ISSION OI’ PHOTOGQIAPHS,

second edition. By Marcus S. Martin.

143 pages, 77 illustrations, cloth bound,

8% by 5% ins. Published by The Wire

less Press, Ltd., American representatives,

The Wireless Press, Inc., New York City.

To .\lr. .\iartin’s unique book on the

transmission of photographs by radio

has been added, in the second edition,

a discussion of the Nernst lamp, data

on films, and enlarging, and notes on

optical lenses which enhance consider

ably the value of the original manu

script.

While no practical use has been

made of photograph transmission, Mr.

Martin sets forth the details of what

he and others have accomplished, and

opens to experimenters and inventors a

most fascinating field of work. More

over, a solution of the problem, capable

of commercial application, would be of

great value to newspapers, as it would

enable them to reproduce photographs

and news, from distant sources, simul

taneously. '

NOTICE

Do not fail to read the announce

ment of the Transatlantic Sending

Tests on page 544. If you are not in

a position to participate in these tests

yourself, you can at least assist another

man who wants to try. The accom

plishment of this feat will be the great

est achievement of experimental radio

communication.

If you can’t assist in one way, you

can in another. Get in on it somehow.
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ExperimentalTransatlantic Sending Tests

‘T/ze Next Long Distance Record for a 200-Meter Set'Will be Trans

mitting Across the Atlantic. “Everyday Engineering"

is Making Arrangements for the Tests

O cross the Atlantic ocean, by

N one means or another, has called

forth the greatest skill and dar

ing in several lines of engineering work.

Columbus in his sailing ship, Fickett

in his ‘steam propeller vessel, Marconi

with his radio signals, Read piloting a

flying boat, Alcock and Brown in a

land machine, and, last of all, the crew

of the British dirigible, have made their

marks in the history of the pioneers, as

well as in engineering accomplishments.

It is hoped that, during the coming

winter, the next transatlantic conquest

will be recorded, that is, the transmis

sion, from a 200-meter, 1 "k. w. experi

mental station, of radio messages to

England.

At first thought, there might seem to

be no real purpose for this work, and

no useful result attained by it. The

same judgment might be rendered of

the Olympic contests. There is always

the desire in the heart of every man to

do something first. But of more im

portance than that is the fact of being

first to attain the degree of efficiency

or proficiency required for the task.

The first experimenter. to transmit

across the Atlantic will set a new stand

ard for 200-meter sets. His name will

never be forgotten as long as there are

radio experimenters.

Of real benefit to everyone engaged

in the work, however, will be the pub

licity thus obtained through the news

papers all over the country. The in

creased interest in the work of the

experimenters, and the respect which

they will command will greatly

strengthen their position.

This is the reason that EVERYDAY

ENGINEERING is making the first pro

posal for the attempt, and is working

out plans which will insure the co-op

eration of English receiving stations.

Announcement is made now to give

everyone sufficient time to prepare for

the tests, which will start on February

1, 1921. The elements of the contest

are as follows:

1. Any man, or group of men, can

enter. In the latter case, credit will be

given to the man who engineers the

work. Those connected with radio com

panies may enter if they carry on as

individuals apart from the organiza

tions in which they are employed.

2. The only limits on the transmit

ter are that the input, measured at the

source of power supply, shall not ex

ceed 1 k. w., and the wavelength shall

' not exceed 200 meters.

3. Those wishing to enter the contest

must communicate with the Radio Edi

tor, Evnnvonv, ENGINEERING MAGA

ZINE, in order to be allotted places in

the schedule, the details of which will

be announced later.

4. Names for entry in the schedule

will be accepted up to November 15.

1920. Suggestions for the method of

conducting the tests will be entertained

until October 15, 1920. Complete de

tails of the schedule will appear in the

January, 1921, issue of EVERYDAY, in

circulation on the first of December.

This allows two months before the tests

are made. News of the preparations

will be published as fast as they are

completed.

5. Prizes to be awarded by indi

viduals and manufacturers, and the

conditions under which they are to be

given, will also be published. '

CAN You ENTER "rm: Com1>1~;rrr1oN?

Special efforts of this sort are neces

sarily expensive. -There are experi

menters who will not be dismayed by

the cost of fitting up and carrying out

tests to obtain the high degree of effi

ciency required. Others may feel that

their present equipment is suficient.

So many times, however, contests are

won by those who work with limited

facilities, who do their utmost with

what they have. There will be some

contestants who will apply to friends to

help them. In some towns, civic pride

will prompt contributions in an effort

to bring the honor of achievement to

that locality.

As is true in all engineering efforts,

the man with the greatest energy and

resourcefulness will win.

REGISTRY 1-‘ox rm: CONTESTS

Individuals, groups of workers, and

clubs should send in their names as

soon as possible so that there will not

be any confusion near the closing date.

The following information must be

given:

1. Name of contestant, individuals

comprising group and man supervising

the work.

2. Address and call of station, if

already in operation. -

3. Longest transmission ever accom

plished on 200 meters with 1 k. w. by

operator.

4. .Type of transmitter to be used.

(An answer to this question is requested

but not required.)

As fast as they are received, names

of entrants will be published in EVERY

DAY. The January, 1921, issue will

contain a complete list of the contest

ants.

PRIZES

To promote the interest in this con~

test, individuals, clubs and manufac

turers are urged to offer prizes to the

winner, either unconditionally or under

such circumstances as may be set forth

by the donor. Many manufacturers

will undoubtedly wish to create interest

in their products by offering prizes if

some of their products are used by the

successful contestant.

POSSIBILITIES or ACCOMPLISHLIENI

When it is considered that commer

cial transatlantic stations use several

hundred kilowatts to transmit across

the ocean, it may seem that the pro

posal to use only 1 k. w. is rather far

fetched.

In 1901, Marconi did it with 25 k. vs.

To be sure, it was on a long wavelength.

and at the shortest separation between

this continent and England. Never

theless, the English experimenters who

will co-operate with us have wonder»

fully sensitive receiving apparatus.

Mr. Philip R. Coursey, of the Rad-io

Review and Wireless World, whose aid

has been requested in handling the re

ceiving arrangements, will have nt

difficulty in enlisting the most flblt

English operators and the best equipped

stations.

BOOK REVIEW

Pancrrcn. AMIATEUR Wnu-zmzss Srarrons

Compiled by the Editor of The Wiltliir

Age. 136 pages, profusely illustrated

paper cover, 9 by 6 ins. Published by

The Wireless Press, Inc., New York City

Mr. J. Andrew White, who selected

the material for this volume, calls it an

“experience book”, containing the best

ideas of thirty-three experimenters.

Each of the forty-seven chapters takes

up a separate problem, giving instruc

tions and illustrations of the method>

required. No special sequence is fol

lowed, as in a text book, for this is

simply a collection of helpful and in

teresting ideas, most of which concern

the actual construction of radio ap

paratus.

There are chapters on regenerative

receivers, long wave sets, different types

of panel receivers, amplifiers, detector

construction, instrument details, and

installation notes in the first half of the

book. The second half deals with send

ing equipment such as panel transmit

ters, transformer design, vacuum tube

transmitters, spark gaps, keys, and

other instruments.
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SMALL DUBILIER MICA

CONDENSERS

WO types of small mica condensers,

distributed by the Pacent Electric

Company, are shown in the accompany

ing illustration. The open type, at the

left, is made in various sizes for use in

receiving circuits and vacuum tube‘

transmitters. In transmitting sets, they

are useful to shunt around the grid leak,

to keep the high-voltage plate potential

out of the antenna tuning inductance,

and for similar purposes.

' The larger condenser, enclosed in an

  

aluminum case, is for smoothing out di

rect current or rectified alternating cur

rent. The capacity is 0.25 mfd. One

terminal of the condenser is grounded to

the case, while the other is connected to

the protruding screw in the bakelite top.

Lugs on the base are drilled so that it

can be fastened down readily on the

table or inside a cabinet.

BOOK REVIEW

EMERGENCY WAR TRAINING ron Raolo Ms

CHANICS AND Ramo Om-zanoas. Issued by

the Federal Board for Vocational Training,

C. A. Prosser, Director. 75 pages, 8 illus

trations, paper cover, 9 by 6 ins. Pub

lished at the Govemment Printing Office,

Washington, D. C. -

Written in 1918 for the purpose of

training men who were waiting to be

called into the army, to prepare them

for radio work, this book has com

pleted the work for which it was in

tended. However, it is still valuable

to those, particularly, who are learning

the code, or teaching others.

It contains twenty-four pages of op

erating exercises, carrying the lessons

from simple words to complete mes

sages in the form of army communica

tions, in a quantity which precludes the

possibility of memorization from con

tinued use.

The questions on theory and operat

ing will be found helpful to those pre

paring for examinations.

Instruments for _Undamped Wave

Transmitting Sets

OR some time articles have been

published, papers written, and ar

guments put forth concerning inter

ference on short waves. The conclu

sion is invariably that interference will

he remedied through the general adop

tion of undamped waves transmitting

sets. But, with the articles, papers,

and arguments, the reduction of Q R M

stops, because of the difficulty in buy

ing equipment at reasonable prices

which cannot be made in the ordinary

experimenter’s shop. This same diffi

culty is responsible for the limited use

of the radio telephone.

The number of possible circuits for

tube transmitters is running a close

race with the methods of copying P O Z

with one bulb.

Experimenters who have listened on

a particularly good night and have ex

perienced the painful process of copy

ing long distance through the beehive

of broadly tuned 200-meter stations are

looking forward for the ray of hope

which will light the way to the grave

of Q R M.

More than that, we all want to speak

as well as buzz, but there is the stone

wall of high voltage plate potential.

Tubes can be purchased at reason

able prices as well as the other parts

of the set, but a motor generator, if it

can be obtained at all, represents a

small fortune. To surmount this dif

ficulty is like making a boy with a

spark understand that, when he is go

ing, the other stations must call it a

day.

Now, however, a new instrument.

from the Acme Apparatus Company, is

on the market which makes it possible,

to use the words of the manufacturer,

to change the common ordinary garden

variety of 110-volt, 60 cycle current.

to high voltage direct current of the cor

rect value to supply the plate potential

for vacuum tubes. Furthermore, the

  

cost of device is even within the reach

of those who haven’t a wage earner in

the family. The new instrument, a

transformer, is shown in the accom

panying illustration. The primary is

wound for 110 volts, and the secondary

to give two voltages each of 550 for

the 200-watt tubes and 325 volts for

the SO-watt tubes. The secondary

winding is connected to tworectifying

tubes utilizing both sides of the cycle.

A.

AC1’; t'p'wmAir°u's"co

unnnil H!-I

RE ® ~PHI.® @°‘

om -

The pulsating direct current is then

smoothed out by means of a condenser

and series choke coils of one and one

half henries.

This transformer has in addition two

other "windings which give 12 volts

each, one for lighting the filaments of

the rectifying tubes and the other for

lighting the filaments of the power

tubes. Both of these windings are pro

vided with center taps. The rectifying

tube filament winding is tapped so that

the plate current is distributed to both

halves of the filament, thereby prevent

ing one-half of the filament there being

overheated by this additional current.

The power winding is tapped in the

center so that the grid circuit will not

become alternately positive and nega

tive. Thus the oscillations in the trans

mitter are not modulated at any low

multiple of the alternating current sup

ply frequency. The manufacturers of

this transformer also build supplemen

tary equipment, including large choke

coils, telephone modulation transform

ers, and separate filament heating

transformers, the last being used where

it is desirable to heat the filaments from

110 volts a. c. instead of a low voltage
direct current supply. V

A system of wireless telegraphy for

press messages is shortly to be estab

lished between Helsingfor and Copen

hagen. Though the Danish arrange

ments are now complete, the Finnish

military authorities have not yet given

their consent to the use of the Finnish

wireless stations.
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Variometer or Coupling Coils

Small, Pancake Coils Are Used on this Variometer to Replace the

HE design of the coils for the

variometer described in this ar

ticle is not greatly superior to

the ball and hollow winding types but

it offers some new thoughts for the ex

perimenters and a different method of

making a simple variometer where

winding forms for the usual sort are

not available. Actually this vari

ometer is a modification of the figure 8

windings, in that the two halves of the

figure 8 coils are replaced by two cir

cular coils wound in opposite directions.

Usual Ball Types

sembling the parts, and, second, how

small wire could be without rendering

the coil too secure. The latter factor

is important for the size of the coils is

limited and it is necessary to use small

wire in order to obtain a fair amount

of inductance. Otherwise, with too

small an inductance, this type of wind

ing would not be practical. As a matter

of fact it was found that No. 26 S.S.C.

wire could be used without involving

any great difliculties.

The winding form, Fig. 1, is made

    

  

     
  

 

  

  

  

  

\\\§
s\ ~

in easily when the partswere assembled

To wind the coil, the main section

was fitted in the chuck. The end plate.

with its pin in place, set against the

face, and the tail stock moved up 50'

that the end plate was held firml}

against the main section. Then a fini

wire was held in the saw cut and the

winding started by putting the end of

the wire through the slot in the end

plate. As the winding progressed, the

fine wire was pushed into the cut.

When the groove was full, the fine wire

  

I

Fig. 1, le/t. The front 0] the panel of the completed variometer. Right. Cross sectional views of the farm used Iar winding the coils

Fig. 1 shows the front of the com

pleted instrument and, at the right,

sectional views of the device employed

in winding the pancake coils. Fig. 2

illustrates the appearance of the rear

and side of the instrument, while in

Fig. 3 there is a wiring diagram.

Essentially, the variometer is made

up _of a set of stationary coils in front

of which another set is rotated. For

experimental purposes, a 360-degree

scale was used, divided into 200 parts.

However, only one-half a revolution is

needed to pass from minimum to max

imum, so that a scale of 100 divisions,

180 degrees, is sufficient.

The coils are the most interesting

and the only difficult part of the instru

ment. A number of experiments were

made at the Everyday Engineering

Laboratory on windings of this sort to

determine first, if it was possible to

make up a small pancake coil which

would be self-supporting and would

not be damaged during work of as

I'll

in two parts, a main section which is

put in the chuck of the lathe, and an

end plate held by a center in the tail

stock, and pinned to the other section.

The form used for this work was cut

from brass rod 1% ins. in diameter.

The face of the main section was first

turned true and smooth. Then it was

cut back the thickness of the wire and

turned down to three-fourths of an

inch. The slight ledge on which the

wire was wound was turned at an angle

of 45 degrees to the face, and the

protruding face was slightly counter

bored and a saw cut made as shown in

the cross-sectional views. The end

plate is merely a washer with a slot cut

in five-eighths of an inch. This work

done the two parts were put together

with the slot of one opposite the saw cut

in the other, and a hole drilled just in

side the circumference of the protruding

face. A pin was then driven into the

end plate and the hole in the main sec

tion drilled out so that the pin slipped

was brought around and twisted so tha:

the coils could not unwind. Cutting off

the wire and bending the end backward

completed the coil.

The next step was to push back the

tail stock and withdraw the end plate.

Just a touch on'the binding wire and

the coil slipped off the face of the main

section. Finally the coil was dipped in

very hot beeswax. After cooling, it

was found that the coil, though wound

with No. 26 wire, was quite strong and

firm.

The next step in constructing the

variometer was to cut out a bak€lllL

strip 5 ins. long and % in. wide, to act

as the support of the stationary coil:

and a bearing for the shaft which con

trolled the moveable coils. The strip

was drilled, as shown in Fig. 2, for the

screws, the shaft, and the holes through

which threads were passed to bind the

coils in place. Four more holes were

drilled to take the terminals of the

coils. They were made fairly large to
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allow for variations in the position of

the terminals. It will be seen that the

ends of the coils are bent back square

ly. This was done by holding the

At this point, flexible leads were

soldered to the terminals of the coils.

It will be readily understood that con

siderable caution was necessary to pre

sh
Fig. 3. At the left, the connections for a variometer. On the right, a diagram for coupling coils

coil with a pair of parallel jaw pliers

while the wire is being bent. Other

wise, the turns would have come loose.

The coils were 2% ins. apart, center

to center. Another strip four and one

eighth inches long and three-fourth inch

wide was cut out to carry the moveable

coils. These were fastened on in the

same way.

vent the coil from coming apart during

the soldering process. It was found,

however, that since the binding threads

were near the terminal points, they

held the wires well enough so that, al

though the beeswax became soft, the

turns did not come apart. A very hot

soldering iron was used, so that just

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

a touch was necessary to make the

joint.

Details of the assembly are given in

Figs. 1 and 2. The bakelite strip for

the rotating coils is held by a nut

against a % in. length of % in. round

rod, which is, in turn, locked by a

second nut. Two washers were put on

at the rear nut to act as spacers, so

that the moveable coils were held 1/16

in. from the stationary coils. A washer

and lock nuts on the end of the shaft

kept the moveable section in place.

It will be noted that a 360 degrees

scale divided into 200 parts is employed

at the front. This is not necessary be

cause only a half-revolution is required

to pass from a maximum negative 11:11

tual inductance to a maximum positive

mutual. The panel measures S x 5 ins.

and, to insure sufficient strength, should

be 3/16 or % in. thick.

This type of variometer can be used

as a coupling coil by connecting the

windings as shown in Fig. 3. Then

four binding posts will be necessary,

two for the coils acting as a primary

coupling inductance, and two for the

other set of coils serving as the sec

ondary coupling inductance. Again.

this can be used as a secondary coupl

ing and tickler coil.

 

Fig. 2. Rear and side views of the instrument as it appears when finished, except for the connecting wires

 

REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

(Continued from page 539)

OPERATION

Tuning in the primary circuit, ac

complished by the 13-point switch, will

be found quite sharp. The secondary

condenser, giving a facile control over

a considerable range, saves just the

amount of time which, with a receiver

less easy to handle, causes the loss of a

call. The coupling to the primary is

usually made tight for listening-in, and

loosened for sharp tuning.

If the tickler leads are of the correct

polarity, regeneration can be readily

adjusted, and will need practically no

changing from 200 to 600 meters, an

other advantage‘ over the tuned plate

circuit which must be fixed for each

signal.

Complaints about poor operation can

often be traced to wornout B batteries.

When anything goes wrong, the plate

batteries should be examined first of all.
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The Radio Department

A Discussion of Current Topics of Interest to Experimenters

and Manufacturers

NCE more experimental radio is

having its preliminary yawn and

stretch portending the resumption of

activities. The demand for antenna

wire and _insulators is starting on the

up-grade, ewhich precedes a steep curve,

to be followizd by a flattening that op

erators willgrecognize by the saturation

of the ether‘;

Just now, several thousand minds

are formulating plans for the “real

transmitter" or the “real receiver”

which several thousand pairs of hands

will make this winter. The accom

panying pairs of ears are close to the

ground, and pairs of eyes are carefully

searching for the signs of the times

which will indicate the optimum course

leading to the paragon of efficiency.

This is the season at which the wise

acre, who has something so radically

excellent that he won’t let anyone see

it, first makes his appearance.

should be carefully avoided as an un

desirable denizen of'the radio woods.

New things never come from such men.

If they have any ideas, they are always

borrowed from someone who is not so

selfish as to be secretive.

But to return to the “paragon sets.”

For sending, we shall have with us the

spark coil and transformer, as always,

and a new crop of vacuum tube trans

mitters. However, vacuum tube sets are

now split up into several classes,

namely, undamped wave, telephone,

buzzer modulated, and a newcomer, the

a.c. plate voltage type.

Since few of us can have everything,

we must decide how we can get the

most‘ for what we have to give. The

telephone is all very well for its in

tended purpose, but those who are out

for distance will not select it. Un

damped waves are too difficult to han

dle at the receiving end. Thus we find

the choice lying between the buzzer

modulated and the a.c. plate voltage

types.

Buzzer modulation, if the set is op

erated on 110 volts a.c., calls for a

step-up transformer for the plates, a

step-down transformer for the filaments,

smoothing-out coils and condensers, rec

tifier tubes, a modulation transformer,

and a large choke coil. And there will

be many to use them, too.

However, the man who wants most

for least will have,.instead of all the

instruments just listed, a step-up trans

former to change 110 volts a.c. to about

350 or 500, and a step-down trans

former to give eight or ten volts for the

filaments. Then he will apply the high

voltage to the plates of as many tubes

as he can get, connected in parallel,

wire them to an oscillating circuit, and

He‘

transmit on a 200-meter wave, modu

lated at 60 cycles or whatever is the

frequency of his a.c. supply.

The note, to be sure, will be low, but

the tuning extremely sharp, and the dis

tance greater than that accomplished

with the same tubes in a buzzer modu

lated circuit.

Experiments are now being conduct

ed in the Evnmmav Enonmnnmc Lab

oratory, on a set of this sort, equipped

with a step-up transformer which also

doubles the frequency. The work has

not progressed to a point at which the

success of the frequency doubler is as

sured, but a very interesting article on

a set using alternating current on the

plate will appear in the October num

ber.

Mr. A. H. Wood, _]r., has written an

article for those who prefer the buzzer

modulated and telephone set which will

also appear in the October issue.

The regenerative receiver, for short

wave work, will be even more popular

this winter. Among the more advanced

experimenters the Armstrong short wave

radio frequency amplifier is promised

wider use. Although it has been de

scribed in various periodicals, it has

not received the favor which it merits.

An article on this type of set is under

way, and will probably be found in the

October issue.

As for the man who is looking for

ward to Transatlantic work: If he

wants the best, he will have a separate

oscillator for undamped wave recep

tion, and, perhaps, a few steps of radio

frequency amplification, augmented by

two or three stages of audio frequency

amplifiers.

Designs for the tuning instruments

and amplifiers will appear in EVERY

DAY in the last issues of 1920.

HOSE who attempt the Trans

atlantic sending tests will have

enough to keep them busy up to the

first of February, 1921. The sugges

tion regarding a.c. plate supply offers a

new possibility for long distance work.

Experimenters are urged to send in

their ideas as to the way the schedule

should be arranged and the winner se

lected, for it is desired that all experi

menters share in the decisions as to the

conduct of the tests, since they are open

to all experimenters.

HERE are two things which every

radio man should do as soon as he

has his antenna up—he should measure

the capacity of his antenna, and, if he

is going to send, the resistance at 200

meters. It is impossible to design a

receiver without knowing the capacity,

just as it is meaningless to talk about

two amperes or ten amperes in the an

tenna when the resistance is unknown.

Also, it is desirable to measure the nat

ural period so that the set can be op

erated at as little as possible above the

natural period of the antenna.

Without this data, no experimenter

can talk intelligently about his station.

These three measurements, and simple

ways of making them have been taken

up in recent issues of EVERYDAY.

The man who talks and writes of

antenna capacity and watts in the an

tenna has progressed a long way past

the experimenter who looks blank when

these terms are used.

ADIO experimenters as a whole are

strictly practical, putting to their

own use the efforts and products of

others. From this great group of boys

and men there are being and will be

developed a few real scientists, men who

seek knowledge because it is useful, in

contrast to the many who confine their

interests to useful knowledge.

A note of appreciation and under

standing of such men is sounded in the

conclusion of a booklet published by

The American Telephone Company and

The Western Electric Company, sup

plementing an exhibit prepared by them

to reproduce the fundamental discov

eries of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries which paved the way for the

successful development of the wireless

telephone.

“The efforts of the host of practical

scientists throughout the world who are

advancing the wireless art by the in

vention and development of better radio

devices are manifested by the state of

the art itself, but the work of the pio

neer scientists, which has been of equal

and perhaps greater value, is not so

obvious.

neers is often overlooked by the very

people, the public, who benefit most by

their work. For instance, it is not very

apparent that a Henry seeking to un

derstand the laws of the electro-magnet.

or a Faraday absorbed in the trans

formation which a beam of light under

goes in traversing a magnetic field, or

a Maxwell, who, with paper and pm

cil, is making guesses as to the structure

of the ether, is doing a work without

which there could be no wireless tele

phone. This is a fact we cannot bear

too much in mind. The number of

Henrys and Faradays and Maxwells

of whom the world is in possession at

any one time is very limited, and be

cause their labors, if not immediatelv

are certain eventually to find manyplications, they should be given everv

aid and encouragement. Of this prin

ciple, the history of the wireless tele

phone IS merely typical. By altering a

few names and statements of fact, and

in no wise changing the underlying

thought, any one of many practical ap_

Indeed, the work of these pio-'
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plications and processes might be sub

stituted above for the wireless tele

phone. Take, for example, the incan

descent lamp, the X-ray, radium, anti

septics and antitoxins, the fixation of

nitrogen, and the modern methods of

soil fertilization,—in every case we

would find the evidence pointing to the

conclusion that the abstract scientist

and the reclusive philosopher of one

generation are preparing the way for

the technician of the next; that the

scientific laboratory of one generation

becomes the workshop of the next, that

the “useless” theory of one is the prac

tice of the next; in a word, that for

guiding all research there is no higher

principle than this,—‘Know the truth,

and the truth shall make you free.’ ”

THE RADIO CLUB OF

BROOKLYN

HE Radio Club of Brooklyn, lnc.,

is an organization composed en

tirely of radio amateurs. All full mem—

bers have first grade commercial li

censes and all have more or less com

plete sets of apparatus. During the

past winter several lectures have been

given in the meetings by authorities on

amateur radio telegraphy and teleph

ony. Mr. Hewitt has been kind

enough to describe his old set at Al

bany, with which he worked thirty-nine

States in the Union, and gave various

valuable hints on efficient rigs of all

kinds; also, Mr. Earle Dannals, Chief

Radio Electrician, U.S.N., has given

some highly interesting and eye-open

ing talks on “Amateur Radio Tele

phones, Frequency Tuners, and the

Theory of the Action of the Vacuum

Tube, and on how to adjust Radio

Spark Transmitters.”

The members of the Brooklyn Radio

Club have access to one of the best

General Radio Wavemeters obtainable.

There is a committee composed of some

of the more experienced members of

the club, which is at the service of any

member should his transmitter need

tuning. This committee is in com

munication with the Radio Inspector

and it is its business to see that all the

transmitters of members are adjusted in

accordance with the law and at the

highest point of efficiency.

One of the primary purposes of the

Radio Club is to raise the standards of

its members in their ability as opera

tors, and in the operation of their

stations.

Meetings are held every other Friday

night in the rooms kindly loaned by

Mr. Warren S. Benson at N0. 4 Fuller

Place, Brooklyn. All amateurs inter

ested are advised and invited to come

any meeting night, or communicate with

the Secretary, Mr. Lloyd jacquet, at

478-A 16th Street, Brooklyn. Tele

phone South 5649-W.

THE RADIO ASSOCIATION

WESTERN NEW YORK

HE Radio Association of Western

New York, with headquarters in

Buffalo, held its serni-monthly meeting

recently at its new rooms, at 389 High

Street, corner Jefferson. This Radio

Club has a large number of members

who live in surrounding towns and who

attend meetings regularly. The new

impetus given radio work since the war

has enabled the club to expand, both

financially and in membership. The

constitution and by-laws of this club

are worked out in a clear and efficient

manner and the club will be glad to

mail a copy upon written request to any

amateurs desiring the same for organ

ization purposes. Any other radio club

granting the same privilege to this club

will be gratefully thanked.

The constitution calls for the sus

pension of meetings during the summer

months, but the members have decided

to continue meetings for the purpose of

a summer campaign for members. It

is planned to have every radio enthu

siast enrolled in the club before the fall

relay work starts, so that Buffalo will

again be on the radio relay map.

OF Plans were laid to hold a luncheon

and to invite and interest the prospec

tive members in the organization. Any

one wishing to do any long-distance

work is bound to give full co-operation

in order to reduce to a minimum the

troublesome interference of the past.

This club is desirous of subscribing to

a club directory giving the name _of

club, location of same and the name

and address of the secretary. All other

radio clubs please write to the editor

of this magazine and make a similar

request.

Address communications to John G.

Rieger, President, 15 Fairview Place.

or Elmer H. Kumpf, Secretary, 41 Am

sterdam Avenue, Bufialo, N. Y.

We are informed by a Danish reader

that the wireless station at Lyngby

(near Copenhagen) transmits press to

CQ at 11 a. m. G. M. T. on a wave

length of 4,100 metres C. W. and

Meteorologica.l reports at 7.50 a. m..

1.50 p. m. and 6.50 p. m. G. M. T. on

5,000 metres C. W.

Between the hours of 9 a. m. and 1

p. m., and 9 p. m. and 1 a. m. G. M. T.,

this station works with Stonehaven on

3,400 metres.

Detector and Amplifier Units

HE Clapp-Eastham Company, al

ways on the watch for new appara

tus in keeping with the demands of the

experimenters, has brought out the de

tector and amplifier units shown in the

accompanying illustrations. It is under

  

stood that a regenerative receiver, of a

design conforming with these units,

will be ready for the fall.

Both instruments are mounted on

bakelite panels 4% by 5% by % in.

Binding posts are arranged so that

jumpers from one panel to another can

be used, thus simplifying the wiring at

the front of the set. At the rear, regular

bus wiring, with Empire cloth tubing,

is employed.‘ This feature and the ar

rangement of the instruments makes the

rear of the set as attractive as the front.

Quite original is the method of con

necting the telephones to the detector. A

small jack is provided into which the

cord tips can be pushed. This does

away with a special plug to which the

leads would have to be soldered; and

leaves the tips so that they can be used

for any other methods of connection.

Another feature of these units is a

new back-mounted rheostat by which

the filament brilliancy is controlled.

Binding posts are arranged so that

either series or parallel connections can

be used for the detector and one or more

stages of amplification.
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Small Dirigible for Commercial Use

HE small airship which is shown in

the accompanying drawing has the

distinction of being the first commer

cial airship to be sold in the United

States. It is known as the Pony

Blimp. The builders had in view the

need for small, efficient, inexpensive

airships, which might be used for com

mercial service or for purposes of sport.

[n the tests which have been carried

on it has demonstrated its worthiness

showing a quick response to the pro

peller and the controls, and decided

economy in operation.

The Blimp is 95 feet long, has a

maximum diameter of 28 feet and a

height of 40 feet. Its volume is 35,000

cubic feet. The car, which is 12 feet

in length can accommodate a crew of

two people. Driven by its 40 horse

power engine, it has a maximum speed

of 40 miles per hour, and a range, at

full speed, of 400 miles, with a ceiling

at 6,000 feet. This means that with

two men aboard, and at an elevation

of 6,000 feet, it can travel some 400

miles at a speed in still air of 40 miles

per hour. Of course, by taking ad

vantage of favorable winds, with the

motor idle, the fuel may be conserved

and the total range under such condi

tions may be increased considerably

over 400 miles. For landing, the

Blimp is equipped with mooring har

ness and anchors which permit ground

stops to be made when desired for the

replenishment of gas and supplies. The

useful lift was 935 pounds, this includ

ing passengers, ballast, anchor. drag

rope, parachutes and fuel.

The 40 h.p. Ace engine (modified

for airship use) consumed approxi

L/cense Number;
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mately 24 lbs. (nearly 4 gal.) of fuel

per hour when running full out (about

2,000 r.p.m.) It throttles down nicely

and runs with very little vibration.

The fuselage is a wood veneer con

struction, light but substantial, nor

mally holding two persons, but wide

enough to accommodate a third passen

ger in the rear seat. There is plenty

of space for wireless and other small

apparatus. The drag rope is carried

in a box in the nose. A small pontoon

bumper which fits the single skid may

be carried or not, as desired. A small

size harpoon anchor has been developed

for this ship on the same principle as

has been successful in larger airships.

A new design of fuel pump is for

pumping gasoline from the car up to

the tanks. The same pump may be

used for pumping fuel up a hose when

towing the balloon. For oversea use

a sea anchor is recommended consist

ing of one flexible unit of the Goodyear

design. A rubber shock-absorber is

used with either a sea or land anchor.

This airship is in no sense a toy.

Although no larger than a medium size

spherical and not as large as a stand

ard type R kite balloon, this little air

ship carries a power plant large enough

and efficient means of control to give it

perfect freedom of motion in any ordi

nary wind, and in cruising radius it is

in a class with ships many times its

size. In the trials the ship handled

very easily and conveniently, there be

ing no appreciable troubles developed.

The quick maneuvering qualities were

particularly noticeable, it being possi

ble to make sharp turns An angle of

ascent of 42 degrees was obtained, and

an angle of descent of 35 degrees.
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Landing the ship was exceptionally

easy, it being handled on one occasion

in a light breeze, by a ground crew of

only two men.

AIRPLANE ECONOMY

LTHOUGH a great deal has been

heard of the efliciency of the aero

engine, yet it is not so generally re

alized that the latter can vie with a

car engine, even on the score of miles

per gallon. A fair average petrol con

sumption for a stationary water-cooled

engine would be about six pints per

brake horsepower per hour. This

means that a 30 h.p. engine would con

sume 2% gallons per hour. A single

seater aeroplane with this engine would

be capable of anything from 70 to 90

m.p.h., and at the lower figure the mile

age per gallon works out at 31. In

actual practice results equal to this

have been obtained, for in a non-stop

flight from London to Turin, a distance

of 650 miles, made by Mr. B. Hinkler.

in nine and a half hours, on a Baby

Avro fitted with a 30 h.p. Green en

gine and Zenith carburetor, the total

petrol consumption was 20 gallons.

giving a mileage per gallon of 32%, at

an average speed of 68.4 m.p.h. This

particular journey was the first of a

series which totalled a distance of 2,250

miles covered in 34% hours for a total

petrol consumption of 75 gallons, the

average distance per gallon being thirty

miles, and the average speed 65 m.p.h.

It is interesting to note that the four

cylinder 30 h.p. Green engine used on

this flight was built in 1910, and was

used in an early Avro triplane and later

in the first Avro tractor biplane. Since

its original appearance it has been

fitted with aluminum pistons and a

special camshaft.
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HEAT TREATING ALLOY

STEELS

PART 5

(Continued from page 527)

nickel. The steel has a high tensile

strength, a high limit of elasticity and

great hardness and because of this,

battleship armor is made of it. It is also

popular for automobile driving shafts.

A manganese steel may contain as

high as 12 per cent manganese and 1%

carbon. This steel is too hard to be

machined by ordinary edge—cutting

tools. At the same time, it possesses

great ductility and strength.

Chrome steel has a chromium con

tent varying from 1 to 2 per cent and

a carbon content ranging from eight

tenths of one per cent to 2 per cent.

Nickel is often introduced, making

what is known as a chrome nickel steel

which is widely used in the manufac

ture of automobile and other machinery

parts, such as crankshafts, transmission

gears, etc. When this steel is hard

ened by sudden cooling and then tem

pered it has great hardness without

being brittle. '

A steel containing from .5 per cent

to 20 per cent of tungsten and from

one-half of one_per cent to 2 per cent

of carbon is known as a “tungsten”

steel. This has great magnetic reten

tivity and for this reason is widely used

for permanent magnets in various forms

of electrical appliances. Another good

quality of tungsten steel is that it will

retain its temper even at a red heat and

for this reason it is capable of wide

application for lathe, shaper and planer

tools or for machining highly resisting

alloy steel that would turn the edge of

the ordinary carbon steel tool.

Molybdenum steel has about the

same properties as tungsten steel, but

less alloying element is required to ob

tain the same result. One per cent of

molybdenum has the same effect as

twice the amount of tungsten.

Vanadium is also used in alloy steel

and it imparts the quality of making

the steel practically fatigue-proof, i. e.,

parts made of vanadium steel have

many of the good qualities found in

chrome steel, with the additional one

of being greatly resistant to vibratory

stresses.

 

  

 

  

“Keep Your Eye on Jim!”

“It's not alone what a man does during working hours, but outside

of working l1ours—th-at determines his future. There are plenty of

men who do a good job while they’re at it, but who work with one

eye on the clock and one ear cocked for the whistle. They long for

that loaf at noon and for that evening hour in the bowling alley.

They are good workers and they'll always be just that-—ten years

from now they are likely to be right where they are today.

“But when you see a man putting in his noon hour learning more about his

work, you see a man that won’t stay down. His job today is just a stepping

stone to something better. He'll never be satisfied until he bits the top. And

he'll get there, because he's the kind ol’ man we want in this firm's responsi

ble positions.

"Every important man in this plant won out

in the same way. Our treasurer used to be a

bookkeeper. The sales manager started in a

branch office up state. The factory superin

tendent was at a lathe a few years ago. The

chief designer rose from the bottom in the

draftingroom. Thetrafticmanagerwasaclerk.

"All these men won their advancements

through spare time study with thelnternational

Correspondenceschools. Today they are earn

ing four or five times—yes. some oi’ them ten

timesnsrnuchmoneyaswhentheycamewithus.

"That's why I say that Jim there is one of

our future executives. Keep your eye on him.

Give him every chance~he'll make good!"

Employers everywhere are looking for men

who really want to get ahead. If you want to

make more money. show your employer that

you're trying to be worth more money. If you

want more responsibility. show him you're

willing to prepare yourself for it.

For 29 years the International Correspond

ence Schools have been training men and

women right in their own homes after supper,

or whenever they had a little time to spare.

More than two million have stepped up in just

this way. Over 110.000 are studying now. Ten

thousand are starting every month. Can you

afford to let another priceless hourpass without

making your start toward something better?

Here is all we ask—withoutcost. withoutobliga

tion. mark and mail this coupon._ It's a little

thingthat takes but a moment, but it's the most

important thing you can do today. Do it now!

  

perfect. The

mechanically and electrically perfect.

Get a copy of our complete wireless catalog and order all of your radio material

from one source of supply and save trouble.

Our 180 page combined Manual and Catalog illustrates and accurately describes tho

use of standard radio instruments.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., INC.

New Yorlr—l7 Pnrh Plano

Chicngo—l I4 So. Weill St.

You can always depend on a man like Jim. I

IRELESS

We make I charge of 250 Ill‘ I

issuing 1 coupon rmlpi radiol

ahla on a nurchun at $5 or QIN

You cannot get satisfaction from wireless instruments unless they are absolut.

slightest imperfection in construction destroys their efliciency. 0

catalog and offer for sale wireless apparatus of the highest quality, guaranteed to be

 

  

TERllATl0liA|. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

i ——i —-nan our nuu:— 1 1i

m
Bo: 6090-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, Without ohligatlng me, how I can qualify for

the position, or in the subiect, '.'\El0TB which I mark X.

KLECTRIVAL IIGINBEII (‘llElll(‘A|i IENGINBHI

Electrician SALESMANSI-III’

Electric wiflng ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Show Curd Writer

Electric Car Running Outdoor Sign Plintar

RAILROADER

1 ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

‘ BUS|Nl£§S llA.\'.\(iE!EN'l'

Private Seqelary

BOOKKEEPER

Stenogrnphor and Typht

Cert. Pub. Accounrnnr

Traffic Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

(‘airman School Subject;

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk

STATIONAIIY ENGINEER

Textile On-rum-er or Supt.

Heavy Electric Traction

I Electrical Drnltnmnn

Blootrlo ltlehino lIe|I|lnr

Telegraph Expert

l Pr-nctica Telephony

M lI2t‘lIA K IIYA Ii El\'(il.YEl'Tll

Mechanical Dntrlmnn

V Toolmnker

Ship Draftsman

I Machine Shop Practice

Gus Engineer

Cl\'lL ENGINEER

I Surveying and Mapping

IIINE l‘fillEM‘.\ OB lZNU‘ll

ARCHITECT

Arahltratnral Drlltlrnnn

 

l‘IiUlll|l.\G AID "EATING AGIIICULTUIKE Q Spulni

Sheet Metal W0rke\‘ I'oul|.rylhi|tul' _I Frauen

Navigator Autonohilu I lulu

name

l Present 7-“M.

I Occupation

Street

I lI1dND. __

l City smei ___,

ANUAL

No. K-12

Ready May 25

  

 
  

St. Louio—1l08 Pine St.

San I-‘rnncilco—604 Minion St.

  
  

It is not the purpose of this series

to go deeply into the metallurgy of

steel, bu't it has been necessary to con

sider the subject briefiy in order that

the reader interested in heat treating

may appreciate the many varieties of

steel that he may be called upon to

handle and so that he will realize that

a method of treatment that will be very

effective with one form may be detri

mental to good results in working with

another steel alloy of different char

acter. -

(To be continued)
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We're Prompt!

You don't have to wait from three weelu to thr

montha, for the apparatus you order. On everything

except apparatus specially constructed to order, you'll

have the benefit of

Shipment Guaranteed Within Twenty-Four Hours

Auclions and Amplifiers

Audion Control . .$22

without bulb or B

batteriea:—

l Step Amplifier

Without Detector.$28

with Detector . . .$33

Z Step Amplifier ' _ f,l’;§°'“'1,',',' '1:

Without Detector.$45 E A T A I ‘M. av‘ A

with Detector . . .$5O

Mounted o n

Italian marble

h a a 0 . with

a o l l d ailvar

b a r contact

po in t a , fin

i a h a d in

bruahed braaa

or n i a k e l .

t bi ape

Zffi‘ .¢ ‘um
Postpaid.

II you want a brlaln. snappy. monthly bulletin that mean; something; and an lo h alalaoa.

NEWIAIACN1 Tbl Qlbo—Il : ol—alle
and I00 Ilr O'l|l0l°:ll\| ‘hull .:alltl‘valy vlhlaanoll-I-*raa(“—i:|a0r:la'ta llalmf!
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2%,‘; :35; The Radio Engineering Co. North mm,

m;.»...'....‘Z|‘. Va. Baltimore, Md. Street
 

ATTENTION AMATEURS

, The only practical adapter

~“T\ * ii
\

Price $1.50

RADISCO AGENCY

We make up sets to specifications

Made by the

AMATEUR WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO. N

1390 Prospect Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 4 Y D

Catalogue aent on receipt of 10c, which

may he d e d u c t ed from first order. Dealora wrlta for proposition

 
 

PACENT ELECTRIC RECOGNIZED AS THE

COMPANY LARGEST AND “iiiEZST

w ill

place out of

town pros

Buiiders and specialists in Electrical. Radio

and Laboratory equipment.

SALES AGENTS PH15 in

for ' positions

 

 

 

WHY BEARINGS HEAT

NE of the most annoying and dis

concerting things that can happen

to an engineer, or others in charge of

machinery, is an experience with a

bearing on an important piece of ma

chinery which is heating.

If a bearing on a new piece of ma

chinery persists in heating and the op

erator is satisfied that the oil he is using

is not too light or too heavy, then the

bearing may be out of line, or perhaps

it has been designed with insufficient

clearance. Overheating may also re

sult when the clearance is too great.

and trouble may follow because the

bearing has high and low spots upon

its surface. A very frequent cause of

bearings running hot is foreign matter

which may owe its presence in the bear

ing to any number of causes.

Faulty oil distribution is probably

the cause of overheating as frequently

as anything else. The oil may be fed

into the bearing at the wrong point,

or perhaps the grooves do not convey

the oil to all parts of the bearing.

Again, the feed pipe may not be of

.sufficient size to supply the bearing

with an adequate amount of oil or the

oil reservoir may be too small to per

mit of proper cooling. We have known

many cases where a hot bearing was

caused through an obstruction in the

oil supply pipe restricting the flow of

oil.

Unsuitable bearing materials and

bearings which are not large enough to

carry the loads brought upon them are

often the cause of heating, and all the

more annoying because they do not

readily suggest themselves as the root

of the trouble.

The sudden heating of an erstwhile

well-behaved bearing may be due to

recent rebabbitting or readjustment;

that is, the clearance may be set care

lessly, the interior surface may be im

perfectly finished or the oil grooves

may be improperly cut. A reduction

in the amount of oil supplied to a bear

ing such as that brought about by a

partially plugged feed line, the lower

ing of the oil level in a crankcase or

reservoir of a ring-oiled bearing or the

glazing of a lubricating pad may also

cause a bearing to heat.

When the supply of oil is completely

interrupted, overheating will prove es

pecially serious and rapid. The supply

of oil may be cut ofi through a feed

pipe becoming plugged or through the

oil reservoir running dry. Broken ring

oilers, glazed pads, pads which have

fallen away from the journal and the

congealing of the oil in a system also

cut off the oil supply. Dirt suddenly

entering the bearing with the oil or

from outside sources usually results in

overheating. The more abrasive ma

terials cause heating because thev

roughen the journal and bearing, but

the softer materials are usually found

enabling

them to

pay expen

DUBILIER CONDENSER-5.

DUO-LATERAL COIIJ,

GREBE APPARATUS

:::e';s:°.=.<.a22"*"- r Se andsrannuua v'r BKITERIFS, Hon-_

and other first class equipment. ' .. . WP!" 5°?

Telephone Boelunan EHO

150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Catalogue.

900-902 Penna. Ave, N.W., Wuhington, D.C.
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to have plugged the oil grooves and

cut off the oil supply.

If the proper oil in sufficient quan

tities is being fed to the bearing, over

heating must be due to mechanical dis

arrangements. For example, a bearing

may have become knocked out of line

or the bearing cap may have worked

loose. Overheating may result from

the bearing having become badly worn

due to the above causes. Excessive

loads are a common cause of hot bear

ings. A tightened belt or a shaft which

has been sprung through dirt building

up between the teeth of gears might be

mentioned in this connection. Excessive

loads may be thrown on the main bear

ings of the steam engine through in

sufficient cushioning in the steam cylin

der, and too high compression in the

intemal-combustion engine has been

known to bring about the same result.

The only way to obviate the con

tinued heating of a bearing is to cor

rect the underlying mechanical faults

to which it is due. If sudden and un

expected heating occurs, any imperfec

tions in the lubricating system should

be set right, and when it is due to me

chanical troubles, these should be cor

rected at once. Do not try to “manage

somehow" with a heated bearing.

Many preparations and devices have

been recommended for reducing the

temperatures of hot bearings, but these

makeshifts are as ineffective as medi

cines given to cure a broken leg. If

a suitable oil.will not keep a bearing’

cool, it is time to make some repairs.

Lubrication.

BAKELITE USED FOR AIR

PLANE PROPELLERS

SERIES of tests with Bakelite pro

pellers has recently been completed

by the Army Air Service. The results

are reported to have been satisfactory.

Several designs of propellers were used,

but the micarta construction was more

serviceable. These propellers were

made by coating-sheets of duck with

Bakelite, then pressing five or six of

these sheets tightly together to form a

board that is sawed out in the shape

of a propeller lamination just as wood

laminations are cut. The Bakelite is

then molded to an exact angle in a spe

cial mold under pressure at 350 de

grees F.

The advantages discovered in the

army tests are: Uniformity of texture,

strength, absence of warping, elasticity,

absence of metal hub, uniformity of all

propellers made frorn the same mold,

proof against abrasion, proof against

moisture, including oil; freedom from

checking and splitting, adjustable pitch

feature resulting partly from elasticity,

ease and rapidity of manufacture once

the molds are completed.

AUDIOTRON

The Original Tubular Vacuum Detector, Amplifier, Oscillator

NOW FREE FROM

ALL RESTRICTIONS

Dealers and Amateurs !——

AUDIOTRONS, recognized as the

most sensitive detectors ever pro

duced, are now licensed under

Fleming Patent No. 803684 to be

used only for amateur and experi

mental uses in radio communica

tion. They are no longer limited

to audio frequency and can now be

used as detectors and oscillators

as well as amplifiers.

All patent questions have been

definitely settled. Vacuum tube

patents are basic and have been

sustained by the Federal Courts.

Be sure to get genuine AUDIO

TRONS. They outclasa any other

form of detector and are absolute

ly free from all legal restrictions

or difficulties. These new uses

make it even more necessary to in

sist on the genuine. You can al

ways tell a real AUDIOTRON by

the name stamped plainly on the

lass.

nsist on the name AUDIOTRON

on every tube you purchase. Fully

guaranteed by the AUDIOTRON

Mfg. Co. (Read the guaranty be

low.)

Your last chance for an

Aumolnon ';:.:.“.'.':.':.‘.'* Drrrcron
Manufacturing reasons make it im oclible to

continue the present hand made AU IOTRON.

Thin type has a double filament of special

thorium tungsten and the operating life u

over 2,000 hours. No special socket in ro

quired. The electrical and mechanical dimen

lions result in n heavy plate current and

corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage

under 40.

The few thousand that will etill be produced,

will be of the same standard of excellence

that has characterized every AUDIOTRON.

Already recognized as the most sensitive de

tector on the market, these few that still

remlin, with all restrictions on amateur use

lifted. Ire undoubtedly the greatest oppor

tunity ever offered to amateur radio operators.

See your dealer at once or order direct. Be sure

to benefit b this last opportunity to secure

n hand ma e super-sensitive double filament

AUDIOTRON Detector, Amplifier, Oscillator.

$6.00 each

No Increase in

The AUDIOTRON Exc usive Guaranty:

Each and every AUDIOTRON is guaranteed

to arrive in good condition and to prove fully

latisfactory. Replacement of unsatisfactory

tubes will be made free of char e. The only

tube satisfactory enough to ntan a guarantee.

AUDIOTRON MFG, COMPANY Dept.V Lick Building

(Successors w the AUDIOTRON SIIES Co.) San Franciww. California

Dealers

Get in touch with the AUDIO

TRON Mfg. Co. at once. We

will give you full lnfonnltion

about settlement of all pltent

dificultieu. You will ll.» bi,

interested in our new proppgj.

tion for wide awoke dealers.

After the present supply is ex

hlulfld, new types of AUDIO

TRON, manufactured entirely

by machinery, will be offered

for sale. Our extensive adver

tising during the Fall will es

tibliah definitely the superiority

of the AUDIOTRON and will

create new sales for you. Be

lure to take advantage of our

full co-operation at once. Pre

"-ce pare to cash in on the AUDIO

TRON reputation, estlblilhed

since 1915.

Write us today for full details.

 
  

OVER A THOUSAND
Amateurs have taken advantage of our offer of

INSTALLMENT PLAN
purchase of ANY piece of ANY make of npparatuo parts, supplies and raw

materials. If you are not receiving the "RVA" BULLETIN, you should send

ten cents for it and receive the September_iacue as the first one (a I6 page

issue) together with a loose leaf binder, Bargain supplements, etc.

J. DONALD VANDERCOOK & CO.

3 North York Street

ELMHURST ILLINOIS
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The Performance of Radisco Coils

Long

II

VERY radio man

knows that the service

derived from universal

wound coils has been

proven to be more efficient

than bank wound or pan

cake inductances.

  

As a performer in long

wave reception they rank

highest, the curve illus

trated herewith proves our

contention; this curve pre

pared by a first district

_ man shows the actual per

formance of Radisco Coils

for long wave work.

The main features to be

considered in purchasing

coils, is the correct design,

size of wire and character

of insulation, another im

portant point is structural

strength, and last but not

least is price consistent

with the cost of manu

facture.

VVave VVork
 

5
4illlilii

Radisco Coils combine correct design and material, good appearance and reasonable

strength, with creditable performance and prices that are not excessive. Made in

17 sizes, tapped and plain; wave length range from 200 to 20,000 meters; priced

from 70c to $4.85.

You can duplicate such work with a set of these inductances, which can be had

from any of our agents listed below.

In purchasing these coils be sure that the trade mark “RADISCO" is on every one

you buy and be sure of getting serviceable apparatus of proven merit.

ALBANY, N. Y.

E. L. Long,

21 Magnolia Terrace

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Independent Radio Supply Co.,

118 So. New Jersey Ave.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Rndio Engineering‘ Co.,

814 o. Calvert St.

BIENVILLE, QUEBEC, CAN.

Canadian Radio Mfg. Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

Atlantic Radio Co.,

88 Broad Street

Branch 15 Temple St., Portland, Maine

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Kelly l Phillipa Electric Co.,

312 Flathush Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Chicago Radio Laboratories,

1316 Carmen Ave.

EUREKA, PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Klaus Radio Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

McCreary Radio Supply,

4th & Delaware Ste.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

The Wireless Shop,

511 W. Washington St.

McKEESPORT, PA.

K. 8: L. Electric Co.,

427 Olive Street

NEW ORLEANLS, kA.

NEWARK, N. J.

A. H. Corwin & Co.

4 Welt Park Street

Rose.

121 Cnmp Street

Responsible dealers:

NEWCASTLE, PA.

Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. Co.

507 Florence Ave.

"SHA"

OMAHA, NEBR.

O-B Radio Supply Co.,

408 Brown Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Philadelphia School of Wirless Tclegrnphy.

Broad and Cherry Strootl

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Rhoda Inland Elec. Equip. Co.

45 Wnchington Street

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Radio Electric Co.,

3807 5th Ave.

SEATTLE, WASH.

Northwest Radio Service Co.,

IBOI SIXIII Ave.

SCRANTON, PA.

Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,

P. O. Box 3

Branch, 8 Kingebury St., Jamestown, N. Y.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Electric Service Co.,

585 Armory Street

ST. LOUIS. MO.

The Benwood Specialty Co.,

3424 Olive Street

TORONTO, ONT., CAN.

The Vimy Supply Co.,

585 College Street

WICHITA, KAN.

The Coorndlo Co.,

1725 Fairmount Ave.

Write for interesting

sales proposition on Radisco apparatus

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, or do not give you the

desired information on these coils, communicate with

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, Newark, New Jersey

~ment‘

Please mention EVERYl'lAY ENGINEERING M\c.\zI.\'|-“.

 

COMPARING MAGNETO AND

BATTERY IGNITION

ONSIDERABLE interest has often

been expressed by engineers as to

the relative power output of engines

equipped with magneto and battery ig

nition, respectively. This question

came up in the work of the Bureau of

Aircraft Production, and in connection

with it a test was made at 1\IcCool:

Fild, Dayton, Ohio, for the purpose

of determining the performance of :1

180-h.p. Hispano-Suiza engine when

equipped with Dixie magneto and when

equipped with special Delco battery ig

nition. The difference in performance

was so slight that only one power curve

was plotted. (Engine Report No. 155.

page 6.) This is in line with previous

comparative tests made at l\IcCook

Field with both battery and magneto

ignition; it was found that battery ig

nition and magneto ignition would give

practically the same power on the same

engine. The gasoline consumption

also was found to be practically the

same.

As regards weight, two magneto.-.

each weighing 14% pounds, one start

ing magneto of 6 pounds and one

switch of 1 pound, make a total of 36

pounds, while for the Delco battery

ignition, two Delco units, including dis

tributors, breakers, coils, etc., weigh

together 30 pounds, ignition battery

10 pounds and switch and regulator 2

pounds, giving a total for battery igni

tion of 42 pounds, or 6 pounds in favor

of the magneto.

AIR SERVICE AERIAL

AMBULANCE

HE new ambulance has a fuselage

designed primarily for the trans

portation of the sick or wounded, pro

viding space for two litter patients. a

medical attendant and a pilot.

The basis for this new ambulance

is the DH-4 aeroplane, with several

modifications. The landing gear has

been moved forward about twelve

inches and the dihedral angle increased

to 2.75 per cent. The wings have a

12-inch stagger and the angle of inci

dence is 3 degrees.

Necessary accommodations for the

wounded are provided by increasing the

depth of the fuselage behind the pilot’s

seat and dividing the space thus pro

vided into an upper and lower com

partment by means of a longitudinal

partition. These compartments are

reached through doors running their

entire length, opening on the side of the

fuselage. Each compartment is fur

nished with a Stokes litter, which can

be securely fastened in its compartment

and is easily handled by two men. Ade

quate light and ventilation is provided

by means of windows in each compan
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At Home Quickly and Easily

IRELESS is the hinge upon which swing the doors to

success. It is the very foundation of the road which

leads to many professions, vast in scope, big in re

sponsibility, satisfying in progress and salary.

A trained Wireless Operator with initiative and ambition can

easily fulfill his ideals for a successful future; one including

a position filled with vital enterprise, adventure. and financial

success.

Attractive Work—Alluring Salaries

Radio offers interesting work in pleasant environment, besides

substantial salaries. Radio Operators’ salaries start at $125 a

month with all living expenses—board, lodging, laundry, etc.

—paid. When totalled and added to salary, it means

$200 or more a month, at the very start. Advancement to

higher positions with bigger pay is readily accomplished. One

of our recent graduates is getting $6,000 a year.

Travel Without Expense

If you are eager to travel, anxious to visit foreign countries and in- 4

crease your knowledge of world affairs, wireless offers unequalled

opportunities. On shipboard you are rated as an officer, living and

eating with the officers, and mingling with the passengers. All without

one cent’s expense to you! Land Wireless positions are just as attrac

tive if you prefer them.

. - \ Instrument Furnished Every Student

e,__.-*,,~~-5.-\ We furnish all necessary books and equipment with our course.

' Our famous l\'atrometer—automatic transmitting and receiving set

” ' is-among this outfit. This instrument sends

' -""" ' you messages at varying speeds just as you

would receive them from distant wireless

stations—and is operated entirely without

the use of “aerials". -'

  

 

 

---¢4»~In.-.

BOOKLET FREE—It explains how we helped

hundreds of ambitious men and women, and

how we can give you a thorough Wireless

training in your spare time. at home, by mail.

and help you secure a worth-while position.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Dept- 278 14th & u Sts., N. W.,WASHINGTON, 1). c.

SEND THIS COUPON

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Dept. 21s 14 & u St|., N. w., WASHINGTON, 0. c.

uuonuunuunuununnuunun“

Send me your FREE book “Wireless The Opportunity of Today". Tell

me about your Home Study Course in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.

—the free post-graduate course—and your Special Instrument Ofier.

171...... 0.,-"1-‘nu Fxrwnvnav FNQINI-‘FRING MAGAZINF" I
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LET’S FINISH THAT SONG

(Continuation of last

month's storm)

(Tu.ne—Battle Hymn

of the Republic)

First you write a little letter.

It's addressed to Doctor Ace.

You will never find one better

For he always sets the pace.

He will give you all the data

So you may get in the “racc".

Then you'll get the signals loo.

EXPERIMENTERS—Ask your dealer about our high grade goods including latest

C-W Apparatus.

DEALERS—You are missing the ACE line if you fail to have our goods in stock.

Ace Apparatus sells itseIf—REMEMBER—

“You may pay more. But you can’! buy better.”

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO.

Dept. B, 2437 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

 

 

That Radio Instrument

when you are looking for some distinct port of n radio olnfion and you;

have been unable to locate it elsewhere, come to us and you will find it

hare, anything in radio that is n necessity, we have it.

Appnrnluo of ull rooponoihlo manufacturers, whole quality nnd norvlce have boon

proven.

Here are some of tho Inntrumenll kept In flock:

Fllonoot Annular: for lhdlo Work, nnlo U Bvlltoh Polnh. I/|0"x3/ll" ulth llnohlno 8oro\v.

loilor Illth I-I. 0-2 Alllroo. Llat Prleo 200 For Dot.

SI-i0 Inch Whlh Iotnl Dlnln 8". 50¢.

Ilnllnl Pooh. 00. I00. I20 and 200.

Pu-llvn Ilhoutnll. 86.75.

DoFou-out Ilhoostato. $l.00.

All tho Wlrolocn Frau Books.

Inroonl VT Bulbs. 97.00: Bockot for Sumo. L50.

Murdock VT Socket. $l.00; DoForo:t Tyne, L50.

Wmtorn Eloctrlo Phonon, $l1.00.

Complete 8toolt of DuFo|-out, Murdock and Grebe

Manufacture.

Loud! of other Aoonrntua on Hand.

Loon emu-ml H.031 o|o.n. um. sap‘. .00

Tull“ OOIB. 4.000 Motors .752 I. I000".

infirm‘: Vnrlnhlo Gondonorl, .001 am. 04.15;

om $3.75.
On I-land.DoForon Vnrlnblo Gonuonsm Alw

Flud Oondonun. .002 ltd. 700' . 8. 00o.

Oulllatlon Transformer (Iurdufi Tang‘ $0.00.

Llqhtnln Switch. 600 V-I00 A|np.. .

8v1':to:| aolgto, 3/l0"x3/I6”, Throallod Shank with

u . o n.

Tho above lint doe: not do justice to our complete stock and It cannot ho npprocloted

unleu you lend for our catalog, which will he cont to all who wish It upon receipt of

10c.

AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPLIANCE COMPANY

DEPT. EM., 235 FULTON STREET NEW YORK CITY

 

 

STUDY WIRELESS

in BOSTON

THE CENTER OF EDUCATION

Under former U. S. Radio Inspector for New England District.

We teach both SPARK and ARC telegraphy and the WIRELESS

TELEPHONE.

Best equipped Radio School in New England. Positions secured

for graduates. Massachusetts Radio men are in demand by all

radio operating companies. Send for free literature.

FALL TERM BEGINS srr 1'. 13th

1 BOYLSTON ST. BeaI,§',,6,,

There has been a telegraph school at 18 Boylston St.

over 18 years.

MASSACHUSETTS RADIO AND TELEGRAPH SCHOOL

Arthur Bntcholler R. F. Trop

G. R. Entwistle

 

RADIO APPARATUS

Distributors of reliable Radio

apparatus for experimenters

in every branch of the Radio

"Pittoco"

The oign

of

service.

Honey-Comb Coils

LITZENDRAHT WIRE. (While they Inn.)

LL-75 830-1030 meters . . . . . . . . . . . . SLIO

LL~l00 450-1460 "

LL-150 000-Z200 "

LL-200 030-2850 "

LL-250 1300-4000 "

LL-300 1550-4800 "

LL-400 Z050-0300 "

LL-B00 4000-12000 "

LL-700 5000-15000 "

LL-1000 0200-10000 “

LL-1250 7000-21000 " . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.90

lIlVoto:—'.l‘heso are the genuine DeForest lit:

co s.

Transmitting Condenser:

(Dubllior)

Typo Watts Cap Prim

D-100 250 .007 . . . . . . . . . . . . $l9.00

D-101 500 .001 . . . . . . . . . . . . $30.00

D-102 1000 .007 . . . . . . . . . . . . $45.00

D-108 1000 Spec. .001 . . . . . . . . . . .. $50.00

D-150 For C. W. or spark coll trons

mlttorl, .0024 ME, 8000

volts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 5.00

F. D. Pitta Co. Boston, Mass.

Transmitting Transformers

(Now Typo Acme)

Acme 250 Watt mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . $I$.00

" 250 " unmounted . . . . . . . . . . $|3.00

" 500 " mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.00

“ 500 " unmounted . . . . . . . . . . 00I0.

" 1000 " mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . 333.00

" 1000 " unmounted . . . . . . . . . . $28.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Continuous Wave, Power

Transformers

(For Wlrelou Telephone)

At-me 200 Watt C. W. Power trans.

unmounted. . . . . $l6.00

" 200 " C. W. Power trans.

mounted . . . . . . . $20.00

50 " C. W. Power trans.

mounted . . . . . . . $l5.00

50 " C. W. Power trans.

unmounted. . . . . $I2.00

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Modulation Transformers

(For Wireless Telephone)

Acmo A-8 unmounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.50

“ A-3 neml-mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5.00

" A-3 mounted

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Quenched Gaps

Amrnd G-1 1 K. W. type . . . . . . . . . ..$29.7.':

" G-2 % K. WV. type . . . . . . . . . .. $|B.85

" G-3 56, K. W. typo . . . . . . . . . .. $l3.50

F. D. Pitts Co. Boston, Mass.

Important! Every article sent to

any part of the U. S. A. Postage

prepaid. We want your busi

ness. Send 6 cents in stamps for

new catalog.

F. D. PITTS CO., Inc.

12 Park Square Dept. F.

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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Indicating

Q UAL IT Y

  

The Corwin

Indicating Dial

recognized by Radio Men as a

popular and needy addition to

any set, has been further im

proved and now comes in two

sizes, three inches and three and

seven-eight inches in diameter.

This larger dial (3% in.) fills

the general demand for an indi

cator to fit the standard one-quar

ter inch shaft; quality and work

manship better than ever.

3 in. dial only, 15c.

W i t b k n 0 b $1.30

3% in. dial only, $1.00

with knob $1.70

Sent postpsid anywhere.

For sale at all Radisco

Agencies

Ten cents brings our latest cata

log to you, describing the above

dial and all standard radio ap

paratus.

A. I-I. CORWIN & C0.

Dept. F5, 4 West Psrli Street

NEWARK, N. J.
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“POROX”
“Trude Mark"

High grade Batteries mode up in

single transparent Celluloid Ind

Pyrslin cells for model and radio

work.

Special Batteries rnsde to order

also duplicating of foreign bet

teries.

Prices on request.

ALBERT MULLQ

8758 Queens Boulevard

Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.

  

  

+ Any radio amateur will tell yon

 

 

READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

“ ” Super Sensitive Radio Phones

Latest Improved

Adjustable Steel

Reed Cone Dia

Phrasm T 7 P e

Light weight 10

ounce, t h e

most com

fortable and

most sensi

tive phone

i n t h e

world.

BRITISH ADMIRALTY STANDARD

4,000 Qhms . . . . . . . . . . . .

8,000 "

. . . . . . PRICE $20.00

" 22.00

Resistanees from 5 Ohms to 24,000 Ohms to Special Qrder

ALSO WESTERN ELECTRIC VT-1 TUBES AT $11.00

AND VT-2 AT $19.00 EACH

RAWSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

DUCK'S =2'.°1>.‘.2..

.‘i..'.i"v%‘.i.‘.l atalog

JUST OFF THE PRESS

I75 Pages of Wireless

Instruments

there is no catalog to take its place,

and that it is a Beacon Light to

guide yon in the selection of your sp

paratus.

THIS UNRIVALLED C A T A L O G

MAILED TO ANYONE UPON RE

CEIPT‘ OF 12c IN STAMPS OR COIN,

which may be deducted on first dollar

purchase.

Greet cost of catalog und low prices

prohibit distribution o t h e r w i s e

Whst This Big Catalog Contains

 

175 pp. Wireless Ap

I

I

I 42 pp. Motors a n d

I puratus for Com

I
I

I

Dynamos ;

8 pp. Flashlights :mercial and Bx

perlmental use;  
10 pp Raw Material‘ 2 pp] Medical Bat‘

- - ter es;

2 pp. Transformers; 3
pp. Ainmeters and

9 iiiiittiiiiiiizaud Sm‘ v°"m°'°“i I

8 pp. Telegraph 20 pp. Electrical and I

 

I instruments; - Mechanical Books. |

l

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK C0.

Z44-246 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio
  

TELEGRAPI-IYE
(Both Morse and Wireless nnd RAILWAY ACCOUNTING

taught thoroughly and uickly. Big salaries now paid. ,

Great opportunities for n vnncement. Oldest and largest 1

school; established 46 years. Endorsed by Telegzraph. Riiil- ,

way. Radio. and Government otfieials. Ex noes low —

opportunities to earn large portion. (‘analog rec.

DODliE'8 INSTITUTE 749 0 Bti-est. Vslssrslss. Ind.

“J?

"ASK ANYON TV!-I0 HAS USED IT"

USERS ARE PROVERS

“My Brandes sets brought in Coast

stations louder and clearer than the

other phones with which the sta

tion was supplied." (Name on re

quest.)

Brandes

Wireless Headset

  

Superior. 2000 olims, $7

TRIAL Ilécrt out Brande: lVlH.‘l)i‘SS

ecrit/er: against any at er

OFFER make. Test them for renn

tivcnnr, clearncxs and dis

tance. I it-{thin ten days you're not

only .\'IlHS£t.'d but cnlhusiastic 0':'r‘r

them—bac come: your money without

o quertion. Prove for yourself the

fins quality, the "matched tone.’ Thr

two diaphragmr, toned exactly alikn

strengthen the signal: and prevent

blurring. Used by many U. S. Gar‘

crmnent expert: and expert: abroad,"

by college: and technical schools; and

by professionals and amateurs r'1't'r_\'

where.

SEND 4c FOR CATALOG M

C. BRANDES {,2 ""5" SW"
F oom BZZ, New Yorlt

WIRELESS RECEIVER SPECIALISTS
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l ACME

AMPLIFIER $13.00

DETECTOR 10.00

ACME

AMPLIFYING [

TRANSFORMER \

THESE?

Ask your dealer to show them to you

Ask us to send you our bulletins

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY

24 WINDSOR STREET,

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers

- DELIVERIES ARE INVERSELY PROPOR

TIONAL TO DEMAND. ORDER NOW!
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E TUBE CONTROL PANELS

of unit size, 5%" High 4‘/é" Wide

Beauty and convenience have been

incorporated in the design of these

Panels to an unusual degree. The

detector panel has a plug connec

tion for the telephones which takes

your regular phone tips. The am

plifier panel has binding posts

making it very easy to connect

two of these together as a two

stage amplifier. Both instruments

will give you the utmost value for

your money and the name Clapp

Eastham Co. engraved on the

bakelite panel carries with it al

most l3 years development ex

perience 'm the Radio Field. Cata

logs mailed for 6c stamps.

Order one or both panels

from your dealer to-day

TUBE COITIOL PAIIEI.

nP£ ZIP w

uwmfl M

  

Tube Control Detector Panel Z. R. D. .$13.00

One Stage Amplifier Panel Z. R. A. . . 18.00

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY

131 Main Street Cambridge, Mass.
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MAKE YOUR OWN REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

' USE WILCOX VARIOMETER PARTS

. -.v._ - I ..|
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SET N0. ONE con- . _LA

talns carefully turned P P"

wooden parts as ll

lustrated. 3" dlnl.

', -r- Price $5.00 Postpaid

LANSING, MICH.

"SET N0. TWO con

tains all parts for

variometer lneludlng a

"_
E
E

5

If

.-~-=rt" . WHAT CALORIZINOL is i

EVERAI_I>_years ago one of the large

electric companies instituted a re

search for the development of SOIIlr

processes of treatment that would ren

der metals more resistant to oxidation

at high temperatures. At the present

time the process has reached a stage

where this company is using it regu

larly; it has been tried out in several

other connections, notably that of soot

blo\vers already mentioned, and ll

seems so promising that a company

has been formed for the sole purpose

of commercializing it.

The process to which the -name

“calorizing”"has been applied depends

upon the high heat resistance of alu

minum oxide. The parts to be treated

are packed to a retort with an alumina

mixture and other chemicals whose

identity is not for the present divulged;

hydrogen gas is introduced into the re

tort, and the temperature is then

brought gradually up to 1,650 degrees

Fahrenheit in the electric furnace. After

holding the heat at this point for u

' -4

proper time, the retort is allowed to _

cool slowly, the introduction of the hy

drogen still continuing. When cold, the

treated parts are withdrawn and

cleaned. It is then found that the alu

mina has penetrated the surface metal

of the treated parts to a greater or

less degree, depending upon the time

through which the process is allowed

to extend. A homogeneous protective

alloy is thus formed with the surface

metal, not unlike an amalgam. This

alloy shell is strongly resistant to the

oxidizing influence of heat, and at the

same time no physical change is ap

parent in the calorized portion of the

metal, with the exception of the mild

anneal resulting from the heating in

the furnace. In particular, there is not

the slightest tendency of the protective

shell to strip or otherwise to behave as

anything other than an integral part

with the metal beneath it.

Where high temperatures in combus

tion are employed, ranging up to 1,800

degrees Fahrenheit, calorized metal is

said to give most excellent results. The

ideal temperatures for its use range

from 1,100 to 1,750 degrees Fahrenheit.

and at 1,800 degrees the resistance to

oxidation from heat very slowly dimin

ishes. Close-grained cast iron, black

and wrought iron, steel, nickel, nickel

steel, brass, bronze and copper have

been successfully calorized and a much

longer life incorporated in their use

in high temperatures. A large appli

cation is seen in relation to calorizing

of annealing and carbonizing boxes.

pyrometer protection-tubes, retorts.

super-heaters, vaporizers, burner col

lars, pipe and tubing and a multitude

of other uses among many industries

Calorizing is not a preventive of atmos

pheric oxidation or oxidation front

moisture.
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PEDIGREES

Have you ever traced your pedigree?

If you have, you probably discovered that you are the lineal descendant of some great family

or individual whose achievements have stood out in history.

How you swelled with pride when you traced the red blood in your veins, the blood of these

wonderfully aristocratic men and women.

Just as you take pride in your pedigree, we take pride in ours; going back to the very begin

ning of the business world, we find _that our pedigree runs to the most royal of all royalty.

The l-louse of Service

From the very start we have devoted our time to “Service”: we have breathed it, lived it,

talked it, and as we grow our ideal grows with us—we uphold our pedigree, our one doctrine

to all who will let us.

Not only have we traced our pedigree, but the pedigree of our apparatus.

Pedigreed apparatus is the best you can buy, no better can be had, old established, tried and

true, instruments of quality, that will give you service at all times.

Why not come to us for the next instrument you need and we will show you—-just what we

mean by pedigree.

We list one of the most complete stocks of Radio apparatus; which includes every manufac

turer of responsibility.

Our special department of small parts, just installed, is unique in the fact that we cater to

accessories in radio, every necessary part, including Contact oints, switch points, knobs,

switches, bushings, etc.; you should not fail to see our special isplay of these parts, in the

first show case on the right as you enter our showrooms.

You can secure a more comprehensive idea of our service, individual and mail order, by pay

ing us a visit or sending twenty-five cents for catalog, the cost of which will be deducted

from the first order of five dollars.

If you are looking for something in electrical apparatus, we have it, including a most com

plete line of heating appliances.

From Nothing to Something

9

YOU w1i.L no IT

YOU WILL DO IT

YOU WILL DO I'I'

YOU wn.1. no IT

Watch next month ’s issue

Our word of honor to you is our guarantee. Let us prove it.

CONTINENTAL RADIO AND ELECTRIC CORP.

J. 0| BLASI, Secretary J. smuru-:v, -r.-......-.,

DEPT. F.6. e WARREN STREET NEW YORK

 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M.-\(;.».zmr".
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DeForest Portable Buzzer

“Radi0ph0ne"*
Type OT-5

WIRELESS Telephone for Automobiles, Motor

Aand Sail Boats, Camps, Surveying and Explor

ing Parties, Forest Patrol, Farms,

isolated places.

{I4

 

 

and all

Operates on two 6-volt storage

batteries; no outside source of power required.

Easily transported; entire Transmitter, including

batteries, weighs less than 60 pounds. Range on

ordinary Amateur aerial, is 5 to 10 miles; can be

materially exceeded under proper conditions. Op

erates with any suitable Receiver and Audion De

tecier; with or without Audion Amplifier, depending

Sn ltheirange to be covered and loudness of reception

es re .

Without Storage Batteries

Including Vacuum Tubes $135.00

F. 0. B.—New York

Investigate this novl l;oForest production now.

once to insure onrly

Price

Order nt

"'Rndiophone" iiillvery; either thru your regular

nun, cQpyflghwd_ dealer or direct from us.

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. CO., 1415 Sedgwick Av... New York City

Inventors and Manufacturers of High Grade Radio Apparatus

Lee DeForest, Inc., 415 Third St., Sun Francisco, Western Distributor:

. V\\V\'!:\\\i *1 tinnynn9gnr~

='_~¥._=¢-—““ 1 gxiiliilréémlgigi iAsk Your Dealer for these

“Standard Products”

W
Miniature Jack and Plug-—Price $1.50 Per Dozen

RICHTER & BYRNE, Manufacturers

I98 Roebling St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pacent Electric Co., Inc., Solo Eastern Agents

I50 Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

  

No. 7623——Price $1.35

Federal

Radio

Accessories

Are the Recognized

STANDARDS for Their

  

 

 

 

RADIO MEN

THE

Mutual Purchasers Association

will love you money on all

WIRELI=3S APPARATUS

Write Dept‘. E10 for details.

Mutual Purchasers Association

2-4 Stone Street, New York

 

R t_ Use‘. 55.3/INDING A. C. MOTOR

“P” we our """""" '°'“M'~

BULLE'I'iN 102 W.A. fl. fi.é‘..-r.II'.-i=.' .'.'.‘i“ ...'-.':i“:.i'..-:=*+".:..'...rP
Gives full description. Be- "M '“"“""'“"" "m- M %"...."£

sides it contains valuable

exactly whlt tho llllll lmflien ‘Tho

information on

AMPLIFICATION

(C.0.D.—U.B.A. only).

HENRY F. BOSSHART

P. 0. Box II llonsrood Stu. Plttnburfli. Penn.

A NEW DETECTOR

 

. . ‘i‘tuton.nulthsrbouudusP|.nniUnlt.u|dvooa\oo

of Radlo Slgnals by this lion-ulna or "on the tabla," and only mo knob

_ is used for Pqklon and Preoauro. lnlllntl! ldiilstobh

Send 6c in Stamps today and '§“'.",'P°' 1',";',‘",n':¢“_}’.'}~,lI£'I1i‘~h':_I":'I;-lira:

receive this Bulletin. ‘ °"'°' "
Jrivr wrllo for information and Hot

THE BARWICK RADIO SUPPLY CO.

89 Britannia Ave. Hamilton, Ont-. Con

Loose Couplers

Coinlinsliu Lulu Clip

». 1-... ..i ...-.-i...

Send lo at-amp ht lit

erature which is lllll

~MIDMIBCIUI.

2082 Lexington Av., N.Y.

J‘ F‘ Established 1910

FEDERAL TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH CO.

1756 Elmwood Avenue

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

We want a subscription agent in every Radio

Association throughout the country. Liberal

terms. Address

Circulation Manager, Everyday Engineering

Magazine, 2 West 45th St., New York City.
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INDIA AND BRAZIL MICA

ICA commonly occurs in pegma

tites, which consist of large crys

tals of feldspar and quartz, mica con

stituting but a small proportion of the

total rock mined. Much of the fe1d~

spar thus thrown out during the proc

ess of mining is pure and of high qual

ity, and the Bureau of Mines has

suggested that much of it could be

utilized for ceramic purposes. _ En

couragement is given to such utiliza

tion by the fact that several mines Dun

worked for mica’ were formerly operated

for the production of feldspar. Where

mines are not readily accessible to rail

roads feldspar utilization might not be

feasible, for it is a much lower priced

product than mica and cannot, there

fore, bear as heavy transportation ex

pense. Where mines are located close

to railroads, however, such utilization

would tend to reduce the cost of mica

mining and at the same time assist in

the solution of the waste-disposal

problem. .

Methods of mining mica in India

are very primitive. In place of using

explosives, fires are built and water

thrown on the heated rock surface.

Iron wedges are driven into the cracks

thus formed, and the rock masses re

duced and removed. After separation

from adhering rock, the mica “books”

are taken from the pits by women or

coolies, who carry them on their head.-‘

to the cobbing sheds. The cobbed and

sorted mica. is carried in baskets on

bullock carts to the main offices, some

of which are distant a seven-day trip

from the mines. India mica is of very

high quality, and, for the most part,

the trimming and grading are done

much more carefully than in America.

The principal mica deposits of Bra

zil are situated in the states of Bahia.

Sao Paulo, Goyaz and Minas Gereas.

Some of them are of wide extent and
sufficiently rich in mica to render min-I‘

ing operations attractive. Production

increased from 1,435 kilos, valued at

$1,152, in 1910, to 15,348 kilos, valued

at $12,964, in 1914, and to 53,743

kilos, valued at $55,859, in 1916. Ex

ports from the state of Sao Paulo alone

in 1917 amounted to 10,771 kilos and

in 1918 to 11,604 kilos (1 kilo equals

2.2 pounds). The product is shipped

to England, France, Germany, Italy

and the United States.

The best product of Brazil is termed

“ruby clear mica,” which, according to

some experts, compares favorably with

India ruby mica. In view of the in

creasing demand for electrical mica,

the quality of the Brazilian product

justifies greater development, but the

deposits are handicapped by poor trans

portation. Thus in 1912 the mica was

worth only one-eighth to one-twelfth

as much in the Sao Paulo market as

when delivered in England.-—U. S.

Bureau of Mines.

Please mention Evmvnsv Enoimzmim: Msoszmc
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(Continued from page 505)

equal and a dihedral angle is given to

the bottom plane only. The ailerons

are constructed on the firm’s patented

system of balance which was first fitted

to the large four-engine machine, with

the result that this large machine can

easily be controlled by one pilot with

out the use of servo motors or other

contrivance. The overall span of the

planes is 75 ft. and there is no stagger.

lt is proposed in a short time to fit the

new high lift plane system which has

been evolved by this firm. Experiments

along these lines are proceeding.

The fuselage is devoted entirely to

carrying the crew, passengers and for

cargo. The pilot and engineer are

seated on the extreme nose of the ma

chine in a comfortable cockpit, in

which all engine controls, instruments

and other apparatus necessary for the

working of the machine are arranged

within easy reach of the pilot or en

gineer, as required. The dashboard

carries a full set of instruments, and

provision is made for Marconi wireless

gear to be fitted if required. Both

pilots and engineer’s seats are comfort

ably upholstered, and the rudder bar is

adjustable both as to height and dis

tance from the pilot. A partition im

mediately to the rear of the pilot di

vides the forward cockpit from the

main fuselage saloon or cargo space.

This saloon occupies three complete

bays of the fuselage and measures 4 ft.

6 ins. wide by 6 ft. high by 22 ft. long.

The whole of this space is provided

with flooring which is of a new type,

considerably lighter and stronger than

previously used. Adjustable Triplex

Safety Glass windows are fitted in the

sides of the fuselage, and seating ac

commodation provided for 15 passen

gers, each of the passengers having a

window immediately next to him.

Tl

As previously mentioned, no struts I

or internal structure of any description

occur throughout this saloon. A large

side door is provided for access to the

saloon, and steps are provided which

can be adjusted to position from inside

the saloon if necessary. For cargo pur

poses, trap doors can be arranged in

the cargo space, as required. The fuse

lage is constructed in three sections.

The front section comprises the pilot’s

cockpit, with all the instruments and

controls. The second section contains

the passenger saloon or cargo space,

and the third and last section extends

from the rear end of the saloon to the

rudder post, either of these sections

being easily changeable.

The engine nacelle framework is of

steel tube, and is so arranged that the

engine stands outside the wing hinges.

The gasoline tanks are carried on the

same framework but behind ‘the en

(Continued on page 563)

  

Richardson’s Polyphase Slide R

-.,

Auunulul'lll mo lrlull-i’ A u.

Polyphnu Sonia, fnyuithm, lino and ‘haunt Sonia.

All greduntionn an printed on white coned noel from

onlino divided plum. Than Belles are uxrurlte and

L nuu U mun

will "Olin their accuracy indefinitely. They are not

nihetol by midn. nlnlieu. water or noun. of

rule 10'. A 100 page instruction Book. which tuohu

l.li than in to know about slide rulon. in lent with

each order.

Prion oi the Richardson’: Polrphuo Slide Bull. in ‘

can. with 5 I00-page instruction Book, 82.00.

Ah ilnl niida rule. it in low priced and an equal

to any other rulo in lW6uuoa. loourmy and dun.

bilir. Io convinced. Your money will be promptly

refunded if you are not satisfied.

Feud for our 40 page cntnlozuo of IIIUDIIOI. It de

scribe! rulu ranlin from 500 to 810 ouch. Inntructiom

in [logarithms nod ouomciry tree with ovary mulolue.

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO., Niles, Mich.

“What you want to

  

 

 

know is right here”

That’: why machinists are buying the Starrett Data

Book.

-~and only those things—ready for use when you want

them.

drill and tap sizes, screw and gear cutting, decimal

equivalents, etc.—all in a handy book that you can

keep in your kit or curry in your pocket, ready for

constant reference.

Bound in red Athol leather, 180 pages.

Price 75c at your hardware dealer's or direct from us.

Ask for Catalog 21 "MB" too, it's free.

THE L. S. STARRETT COMPANY

it's practical. Just the things you want to know

information about cutting speeds, change gears,

Size -HQ x 7.

The World’: Greatest Toolmakers

Mfrs. of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL MASS, ,,_,,
  

 

 

    

Ll l{D

knock - proof,

weather-Drool. i.hiei~i1rooi—

that’! what You'll any when

you sec this handy, compact

UNION GARAGE

TOOL CHEST -

Union Tool Cheats are _

durable. handsome. of the ,

b es i. workmanship and

tines! material. There are

24 size: and styles to

choose trom—a.n economical cheat for ov mechanism

needs. Sold on "Satisfaction or Money- usir" gnar

t‘ .M w WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

and let us tell you more about Union Tool Cheat-I.

UNION TOOL CHEST 60., Inc.

S '1‘
Bans - woof.
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EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

ls the Only Publication That Meets the Needs of the Experimenter

and Home Mechanic. It Tells How to Make and Do Things,

and Why Things Are Done. Subscribe Now.

 

Please mention Evrzravn/w Ermrusrznrnc I\'l.~\GAZINE
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MODEL AIRPLANE ENGINES

3 Cylinder Rotary Compressed Air

Engines.

§fi in.-bore, % in. ctrolso

K in. boro, )5 in. ctrolro

Q‘ in. bore, K in stroke

6 Cylinder rotary steam engines, stool

cylinders, tobin bronze piltons, alu

minum crank case.

1,~§ in. bore, §§ in. utrolco

Sand clump for doocriptlvo circular.

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO.

415 East 71st St. New York City

  

THE EXPERIMENTE.R'S SHOP
   

Rough and machined outings for 6" lathe

DESIGNS FOR MODEL BOATS

Drawings of humus .\lL-80 British Destroyer

Send sumo for catalog

MUHN IFG. 00-. 582 Elm St-. ARLINGTON. N. I.

 

‘OI-I—-Just What 1 Wanted

Real Model Racing Yachts

Sails Factor Than You Can Walk

Sport for Men and Boys. Con

struction S e t. -— complete -— 30

INCHES LONG, WITH RIG

-. GING. FITTINGS and HEAVY

' LEAD KEEL, ready to assernble.

5 SCREWS. 20 BEADS and Yacht

is built. Also same Model finished

ready in silll. Just printed, book

on ".\iodel Yacht Sailing." sent

(or 25¢". and your dealer's name

and ndrlress. girlmz full instruc

tions oi the Sport; how to sail.

rig, nautlvnl terms. etc., etc.

Now Yorlr Model loot In Mfg. Corporation

Dent. EM, I8 Broadway New York City

 

“Richards’ Made”

Complete Construction

Sets from which you

can build successful

SAILING Movers. Cir

cular tells the rest.

Send for it.

W M . R I C H A R D S

747 Tremont Ave. New York City

  

Small Steam Engines and Boilers

GAS and GASOLINE ENGINES

. }§H P. uo: Pumps, Gun, Model
i'- Makers’ Supplies, Culinp, Etc.

Cululoz and List Still for 15c

Slomirs (or coin preferred.)

Modern Eflllno it Sunnly co.

342 Illonadnock Block. Chicano

  

  

 

Real Radio Apparatus

  

Standard and Special

To the amateur and experimenter desiring Standard

apparatus, we ofi'er our complete line such as we supply

to the U. S. Navy and Army, high grade commercial

and foreign governmental institutions.

Our Radio and Audio Frequency-Multi-Stage ampli

fiers represent the highest development in this line.

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
Radio Engineero—Manufactu|-era and Distributors

47 West Street New York

“Contractors to the U. S. Navy and War Depts."

 

"cw" EQUIPMENT I

MOTOR GENERATOR SET

Direct coupled, 4 bearing unit. Drive Motor of induction type.

l I0 v., A. C. S. P., compound wound D. C. Generator, 48 com

mutator bars, output 500 v., I75-Z00 watts, continuous. Set

mounted on substantial oak base and furnished complete with

field rheostat regulating output voltage. Delivery .Oct. I, I920.

Price F. O. B. Boston, $130.00

D. C. GENERATOR

Output 500 v., I75-2.00 watts. Delivery Oct. I. I920.

Price $70.00

SPECIAL S. P. A. C. MOTOR

Rated at M1. H.P.——Operates on I I0 volts, 60 v. A. C. current.

Draws 4.5 amguaranteed to develop l/3 H.P. continuously.

peres, I750 R.P.M. Price $27.50

"Bulletin I4"—-108 pagoa—over 100 iIlustrationa—sent upon receipt of

ten cents. A Rebate Certificate good for 10 cent:

on first dollar order is incloned

ATLANTIC RADIO CO.
INCORPORATED

Portland Brunch:

15 Temple Street, Portland, Me.

 

Main Office:

83 Broad Street, Boston, Macs.

 

  

MODEL ELECTRIC MOTOR

YOU

  

 

 

EEESURE AND ORDER YOUR OCTOBER COPY

OF EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE EARLY
 

can build lhlS working model. All parts

furnished complete with Blue Prints. No

Extras required. $2.00. Blue Prints only 25¢.

A. F. GASSEL

52 W. |30th Street. New York City

WHY NOT SUBSCRIBE AND BE SURE OF RECEIVING EVERY COPY AS ISSUED.

SEE OUR SPECIAL OFFER ON PAGE 572. VALUABLE BOOKS GIVEN AWAY.

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
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WHAT IS NEW IN AVIATION

(Continued from page 561)

gines, and a fireproof partition is ar

ranged between the tank and the en

gine. No bracing wires or struts pass

through the fuel tanks, and both the

engine and tank are very readily re

movable when required. The oil tank

is immediately behind the engine, and

the radiator is of the nose type carried

in front of the engine. The whole of

the engine unit, tanks, etc., are covered

with a stream-line aluminum cowling

circular in cross section.

The undercarriage is similar in de

sign to that used so successfully on the

large four-engine Handley-Page ma

chines, and consists of two entirely

separate units, each unit having two

wheels, one below the engine and the

other near the fuselage, and all mem

bers are universally jointed so as to

allow for any movement of either shock

absorber. No portion of the under

carriage projects below the fuselage and

thus any arrangement for dropping

nails, etc., from the fuselage will not

be interfered with. The tail skid is of

the usual type, with the exception that

it is kept almost entirely within the

fuselage, thus considerably reducing

head resistance.

A monoplane tail is fitted of ample

size, and carries the usual elevators.

The vertical surfaces consist of a mono

plane fin and balanced rudder arranged

on the center line of the fuselage. The

elevators are unbalanced, but are care

fully proportioned so as to reduce the

load on the pilot’s hand, and in addi

tion, hand-adjusting gear is provided

for the tail plane itself, whereby the

pilot can alter the trim of the machine

at any time during the flight.

Vickers Commercial and Amphibian

Since its first inception the Vimy

Commercial has been altered and im

proved in several respects. The large

cabin with seating accommodation for

9-10 passengers, is built upon the fa

mous Saunders “Consuta” principle

with the layers of plywood sewn to

gether, a form of construction which

has proved very strong and durable.

This construction also has the advan

tage that there is no internal cross brac

ing in the cabin, which is, therefore,

particularly roomy and comfortable.

There are eight wicker seats arranged

along the sides of the cabin, and a,

ninth wooden seat is placed on the star

board side, opposite the entrance door.

The pilot’s cockpit is entered through

two doors in the forward bulkhead of

the cabin, and below this is a space for

cargo, mail or luggage. A separate

door in the port side enables the cargo

to be loaded or unloaded without incon

veniencing the passengers in the slight

est. For long non-stop flights two pilots

(Continued on page 564)
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BOOKS

They Will RaiselYour Pay—

ORDER ON 5-DAY TRIAL
The books listed below will perfect you in your chosen trad%pave way

to obtain the big positi0ns—the fat pay envelopes.

guage—easy to read—-easy to understand.ian

Written in non-technical

We will send any book post

paid——you benefit five days—if not entirely satisfied return the books and

your money will be refunded in full.

Shop Practice

  

' I A l Books

EEFMETAL

WORKERS’ l B h s e t Metal

*1‘ I W o r k e r s’

Manual,

..Lsiitherette $2.00

Oxy-Acetylene

Welding and

Cutting

.-1-filih9l'UttB $l.75

Sound Welds

. . . . . . .Cloth $2.00

Slide Rule and

Logarithmic

Tables

..Lssthsretto $2.00

Handbook for Millwrlghts . . . . . . ..Cloth $2.00

Modern Blacksmithlng . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.25

Machine Shop Practice . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $2.00

Mechanical Drawing and Machine De

sign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cioth $2.00

Pattern Making . . . . . . . . . . ..Lesthsrette $1.50

Carpentry

and Building Books

Modern Carpentry, 2 vols . . . . . . ..Cloth 2.50

The Steel Square, 2 vols . . . . . . . ..Cloth 2.50

Wooden Boat and Shipbullding...Cloth $l.50

Modern Estimator and Contractors’

Guide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cioih $l.50

Light and Ilenvy Timber Framlng.Cloth $2.00

Builders’ Architectural Drswlng..Ciotli $2.00

Concretes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cloth $l.50

Practical Bungalows and Cotiages.Cioth $l.00

Hodgson’s Low Cost American Homes. .. $l.00

Practical Course in Roof Framlng.Cloth $l.50

Stnlr Building and Hand Balling..Cioth $1.25

Electrical Books

(Leatherette Bindings)

Practical Applied Electricity . . . . . . . . .. $2.50

Motion Picture Operation . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $l.75

Altemsting Current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $l.75

Electric Motor Control Systems . . . . . . .. $I.75

Wiring Diagram and Descriptions... .. . $l.75

Electrical Tables and Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . $l.75

Armature and Magnet Winding . . . . . . . .. $l.75

Modern Electrical Construction . . . . . . .. $l.75

Modern Electric Illumination . . . . . . . . .. $l.75

Electricians‘ Operating and Testing

Manual . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $l.75

Drake's Electrical Dictionary . . . . . . . . . . . $1.75

Electric Motors, Direct, Alternating.... $I.75

Electrical Measurements and Meier Test

ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $l.75

Drake's Telephone Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . $l.75

Modern American Telephony . . . . . . . . . .. $2.00

Easy Electrical Experiments . . . . ..Cloth $l.25

Wibrelekss Telegraph and Telephone Hanttil-I s

oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cio L25

Telegraphy Self-Taught . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.25

.

Steam Engineering

Books

Swlngle's Handbook for Steam Engineers

and Electricians . . . . . . . . . . Leatherette $3.50

Order direct from this page.

Complete Examination Questions and

Answers for Marina snd Stationary

Engineers .Lestherette $2.00

Steam Boilers . . . . . . . . . . . ..Leaihsrstte $2.00

Swinglo's Catechism of Steam, Gas and

Electrical Engineering. . . . .Lesthorette $l.50

Painting Books

Scene Painting and Bulletin Art..Clot.h $3.50

A Show st She’ Cords . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $3.50

Sign Painting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $3.50

Strong's Book of Designs. . . Leatherette $3.50

  

Siguist'8 Alphabets . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.50

Modern Palnter’s Cyclopedia . . . . ..Cloth $l.50

Automobile Painting . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.25

Estimates, Costs and Profits, House

Painting and interior Dee0rltlng.Cioth $l.25

New Hardwood Finishing . . . . . . ..Cloth $I.25

The Amateur Artist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cloth $l.50

New Stencils snd Their Use . . . . ..Cloth $I.25

Automobile Books

Automobile Ignition, by H. P. Manly

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Leatherette $2.00

Automobile Starting and Lighting, by

H. P. Manly . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lost.herette $i.75

Brookes' Automobile Handbook

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Leaiherette $2.00

The Ford Motor Car, Truck and Tractor,

by H. P. Manly . . . . . . . . ..Leatherette $I.75

Starting and Lighting Troubles, Remedies

and Repairs, by H. P. Manly

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Leatherette $3.00

Automobile Battery, Care and Repair,

by H. P. Manly . . . . . . . . ..Leatherette $2.00

Automobile Catechism and Repair

Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leatherette $i.50

Tires and Vulcanlzing, by H. H. Tuilord

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cloth $2.00

Practical Gas and Oil Engine Handbook

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lesthsrette $l.75

Automobile Upkeep and Repair, by H. P.

Manly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $1.50

Motorcycle Handbook, by H. P. Manly

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.50

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting, by

H. P. Manly . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Lentherette $l.75

General Instruction

and Reference Books

Practical Bricklsying, Sell’-Taught.Cloth $i.25

Practical Stonomssonry, Bel!-Taught

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cloth $i.25

Practical, Up-to-Date Plumbing...Cioth $l.50

Hot Water Heating . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.50

Elementary Chemistry, Self-Taught.Clotl1 $I.25

Complete Courses in Civil Service..Cloth $l.50

Standard Cyclopedia oi Bsclpos...Cloth $i.50

American Star Speaker . . . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.50

New Modern Language

Books

By Prof. P. S. Allen, University oi Chicago

French without a Teacher . . . . . . ..Cloth $l.25

Spanish without s. Teacher . . . . . ..Cloth $I.25

German without a Teacher . . . . . ..Cloth $l.25

Everyday French (Easy Conversation)..$l.25

Everyday Spanish (Easy Conversation). $l.25

si-:i-: ALSO oun OTHER AD 0N PAGE. s

QRDER DIRECT FROM THIS PAGE—ON

OUR MONEY-BACK PLAN

The books listed above are only s few oi the msny in

our catalogue. which you will receive promptly sftsr

filling out and mailing us the attached coupon. For

quick action order direct from this psgo—cross nsms

oi each book wanted and send in with the price

quoted. We cprepay postage and send the books on

our money-bi plan.

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & C0.
PUBLISHERS

I014 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Drake Books Arc For Sale at All Book Stores

A
Mail Coupon for Free Catalog

Your Guide to Home Study

  

s. co.FRED!-1RlCK -1- DRAKE
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Ifi all others who build this perfect model.

181 foal.

IIOBI.

C72-D Broadway
  

ARE YOU

an aeronautical

Student

Draftsman

Designer

Constructor

Pilot

Mechanician

  

Then you need the new set of blueprints

showing how the

DELERAY “MlDGE'l'" SPORTPLANE

ls built. These drawings, prepared by BX

perta, clearly and accurately show every part

I of the aeroplane.

5|an—l 7 it.

  

Welght—6o0 lbs.
\.sn||tl|—I5 It. 8nsed—39-55 m.lI.h.

C lie set of 21 large blueprints sent lm;

- -‘Shin on receipt of moo.

DELERAY AIRCRAFT WORKS

Freeport, Long Island. N. Y.

Airplanes i Ellllflfli
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degraph Pictures
BY ELECTRICITY »’

A couplets set of two machines

I its marvelous cut for '

$19.50. Instru Q. Byli

' and useful. picture

dent Wilson was tele

ol by these mnchinca. Pie

gue tel phing is the eominl

ldcnee. rite today.

LL l:lISllllAN (‘.0 Bud. L 0IlII- Dub
 

You and Shimc'ub instructions. da

ma e aims. uuqmm mm m
llaksllrnahsllllonoyrunning

Umshlficmnmutylhqsor

i'nrmyuur0IIIInuhI0lIbwit:thollentfl\.. You

usnnskslbriot. Spun sthnflypqngnqg

also rnl Wan Icahn. I.ands.ltatiunr7 lads,

Burma, Boot Troughs. Arts. Wlgms, War Tub

Actirn Ton mm umu nmmu. n-sum
mim, Theda, Grafles Osfichos. Numbers, Int-torl, it

Jolson Animals Dell Furniture and Doll Hounl Prin
clpll dealers bu all mm toys and novelties now r Ch | e _ on
your Umnkefl shop -“ma quick and Fnln nmnsiwi M0‘l1:Il.n.‘

W. ll. PRICE, lne.. Dom. l 1 Umnkoll Bldg.,l21 Bth Avo.. NJ.

MODEL ENGINE CASTINGS

For engines described in previous numbers oi

"Everyday Engineering." Castings made in

Bronze or "Durulite." Model water pumps

also supplied.

J. E. CARRINGTON

49 So. Clinton St. East Orange, N. J.

  

This is not a Real Machine but a

Wading River 4--Foot Scale Model NC-4

 

 

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT BIPLANE

Io! can nah it from our complete unsssemblod outfits.

Have had fine success with lny Nlou or! Blpllno. It has flown

E. Wnterhouso, BI!

SET OF ll SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MACHINES FOR $1.50

This sot includes the Nieuport monoplane, Blorlot, Curtiss Hydroplsne, Antionetto, Langley

tandem, German Tanbc, Dopsrdusin, Wright biplane, White Racer, White Iiyer, and Ch ion

Bend 6c for our lstest catalogue containing illustrations of models of Curtlss J.N. -B,

l.P.A.D. Scout. Do Havlland 4, Ouproni Biplane, Hsndley Page, Bopwlth Triplsne and others.

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
  

  

  

any Engines, Paragon

Prepellon—every do

ull s perfect rewo

ductiou of the original.

It is essy to build with

Wsdlng River part.

  

  

What this builder says stands good

Fob. 9, 1919.

  

. Mo. St, El Paco, Texas.

 

 

Brooklyn, N. Y.
  

Compressed Air

Motors
  

HE new and improved

method of propelling your

model aeroplane. Manufactured

of the finest materials. Work

manship guaranteed. Special

propellers for the above motors.

Send stamp for descriptive circu

lar of these wonderful motors.

We manufacture everything for

the model aeroplane builder.

Give us a trial and be convinced.

HEC AEROPLANE CO.

302 East 49th St. New York City

  

Mathematics Made Eas
Aronseooo—-the Combination 'l‘ri|.ns'ic

with a Brain—wfll multiply. divide. figure sEresutago and pro u, solve all wdflems ‘ O

trigonometry nn geometry. draw symmetri

Ini figures. pm ares. em Bunerior to sill

e. Bisnfloto opecute. Also includzns

AREN'T THIANGIJ. PRWPRA Ind

El BILE8. Used st Columbia Urn

Isa! Poht, U. B. Aaronsutic Schools. ow,

$1.0‘ pesipnld. Order imlsy before you f

Dept. U. L. J. LEISHMAN CO., Ogden. toll

Mechanical Drafting

EXPERT SERVICE-REASONABLE

mquuur-;s mvrrzn

E. w. HEANEY A co.

2105 Monterey Avenue New York Clfi

Telephone Fordhurn 6249

U

 

 

WHAT IS NEW IN AVIATION

(Continued from page 563)

may be carried, and dual control is

fitted as standard.

Should it be desired to use the ma

chine as a cargo carrier, this can easily

be done by removing the seats, when

the cabin affords a roomy space for

goods and merchandise. The capacity

of the Vimy-Commercial when thus

fitted is 1% tons. It will therefore be

seen that quite a considerable cargo can

be transported by air at the—compara

tively—high speed of 100 m.p.h. The

machine has an endurance of five

hours, and the petrol consumption is

35 gallons per hour.

There is little doubt that the “Vik

ing amphibian machine exhibited by

Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., will cause

considerable interest, not only on ac

count of its combination landing

gear, which allows it to alight on and

start from either land or water, but also

because as a. flying-boat, this machine

represents a departure from standard

practice, its hull design being consider

a_bly out of the ordinary. The flying

boat hull of the “Viking” has a pro

nounced Vee bottom both forward and

aft of the step. Two retractable land

wheels are mounted one on each side of

the boat. These are operated from the

pilot’s cockpit, and can be raised and

lowered during flight. If, therefore,

the machine is used, as it would be,

chiefly over sea. but has to make land

going journeys, in the course of its du

ties, it is able, should necessity arise,

of alighting safely on an ordinary aero

drome.

A “conservatory” roof is fitted over

the top of the boat, inside which the

three passengers and two pilots are

comfortably housed. If it is desired to

use the boat for cargo carrying, three

of the seats can be removed, when a

space of 76 cu. ft. is available for com

mercial load. The engine, a 560 hp.

Rolls-Royce “Eagle,” Mark VIII, is

mounted high in the gap between the

planes and drives a small diameter

four-bladed air-screw (pusher). The

“Viking” has an overall length of 32

ft. and a span of 46 ft. Fully loaded.

in flying trim, the weight is 4,545 lbs.

(Part 2 in October issue)

 

For photographing on textile fabrics the

following bath may be used: Alcohol, 95%,

500 parts; gum mastic 2% parts, gum ben

zoin S parts, cadmium chloride 15 pans.

The material is immersed in the bath for

one minute, the excess removed between two

pieces of blotting paper, and it is allowed

to dry. It is sensitized by immersion in a

5% solution of silver nitrate, drained off

after spreading on a plate of glass and al

lowed to dry in the dark room. The regular

printing process is followed, but the printing

is carried further than with paper as the

strength of the image is reduced in the fix

ing. It is toned in the following bath: Gold

chloride 1 part, sodium borate 30 parts,

water 1,000 parts. It is fixed in a 10%

solution of hyposulphite.
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LAMP BULBS AS FIRE EXTIN

GUISHERS

URNT-OUT electric lamp bulbs

can be tumed into cheap and ef

fective fire extinguishers by filling them

with some such solution as twenty

parts of calcium chloride and five parts

of salt in seventy-five parts of water

or with carbon tetrachloride which is

often sold under various trade names

for filling small hand extinguishers.

The bulbs are filled by immersing them

in the solution and breaking off the

tips with a pair of pliers. The air

having been largely exhausted from

them, they will fill quickly and stay

filled. To use the filled lamp bulb is

thrown forcibly to the base of the fiame

so it will be broken and thus liberate

the gas-forming liquid. Carbon tetra

chloride is much more effective than

calcium chloride, salt and water, hut

is more expensive.

AIR-DRIED PEAT

T a recent meeting in Toronto, a

report was presented showing that

the simple process of excavation,

maceration and spreading peat, allow

ing the sun to do the drying and curing

of the peat, produced the best results.

The excavated peat contains about 88

per cent moisture, and none of this

water need be removed mechanically.

The peat is spread on the surface of

the ground, usually on a part of the bog

which has been cleared and drained.

The drying and curing takes from two

to four weeks to complete. Towards

the end of this time the peat is turned

over and a few days later is coned or

stacked in hollow piles, and in a short

time the peat is ready for marketing.

MEASURING CARBON CONTENT

OF STEEL

HE Bureau of Standards, in Tech

nologic Paper "No. 141, entitled

“An Electrolytic Resistance Method for

Determining Carbon in Steel,” de

scribed methods and apparatus for rap

idly and accurately determining carbon

in steel by absorbing in a solution of

barium hydroxide the carbon dioxide

resulting from direct combustion of the

metal in oxygen and deducting the car

bon content from the change in elec

trical resistance of the barium h_vdrox

ide solution.

Winnipeg, Canada, is in hopes that

it will eventually become an ocean port

by using the waters of the Red River.

The mayor of that city has predicted

that in twenty years’ time seagoing

ships will navigate the Red River and

.\Vinnipeg will become the Liverpool of

Canada.

“ACE” MOTORS

Are Powerful, Light, Reliable and Economical

Weight 126 Pounds Forty B. H. P.

These motors embody all the features of engineering that an extensive

series of teats proved necessary, and are the product of ripe judgment of

practical airmen. The ideal power plant for the man building his own plane.

Descriptive Literature on Request.

HODACE KEANE

ISlles Ofllce 5 Factory

280 Madison Ave. IN‘ North Beach

Loni Inland

 

 

 

Grind in

Your Bearings Ti”

HE discovery of TIMESAVER

Compound, the new hearing

  

mos V

abrasive that will not charge the ‘I’. $0

spindle or imbed in the soft meta-l, #0 >Q

made practicable the fitting of bear

\ing surfaces by grinding in.

Because of the vastly superior“ character of the finished

product and the great savings in time and labor effected,

TIMESAVER Compound has revolutionized shop prac

tice on this important operation.

Send $1.50 for a trial can and convince yourself of

these facts. Six can cartons $9.00, twelve can cartons

$18.00. '

M. T. K. SALES CORPORATION
296 Andrews Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturerx M. T. K. Product: Co., Seattle, Warh.

  

 

DRAFTING

lnventions and Ideas Developed!

FOR. SALE
Rotary—Spark-Gap, with 4 to 6 volt. hi

compound wound D. C. motor, rotary d being

One unwound henahrmer

One-inch spark coll. prio

speed.

Mechanical, Eleet_n'cal, Pllent Dice and

Engineering Dnwlnge of Every Delcsiprien.

COMPETENTDRAFTSMENAT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM

Ill than 8%. New York OIU

Televlwne BeeLmAn 6680

made of bakelite. $8.00.

with lamlnatlons. .80.

Lically new, $5.00. Tu: Edwards huuers; some high

tone. at .50 each. One large buzzer at .35. 12

volr. colored bulbs with sockets at .11 etch.

JOSEPH F. MATIS

316 E. 89th St. New York City
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Useful Books on

MechanicalSubjects

Electro-Deposition of Metals

By George Langbein

and

William T. Brannt

The new eighth edition of this volume, which

has been completely revised, considerably en

larged and entirely reset, is now ready.‘ it is a

complete and comprehensive treatise, written

from a scientific as well as practical standpoint

and especially intended for the practical work

man, wherein he can find advice and informa

tion regarding the objects to be plated while in

the bath as well as before and after electro

plating. This volume is the foremost book on the

subject in the English language and covers

eiectro-plating and galvanoplastlc operations, the

deposition of metals by the contact and immer

sion processes, the coloring of metals, lscquering,

and the methods of grinding and polishing as

well as descriptions of the veltaic cells, dynamo

electric machines, thermopiles, and of the mate

rials and processes used in every department of

the art. Particular attention has been paid to all

important innovations, and it has been en

deavored to include all of the latest practical

methods of plating, as well as the most recent

machinery and apparatus. it is a ready book of

reference and a practical guide to the workshop.

Octavo, 875 Pages, 185 Illustrations.

Price $7.50

~

Complete Practical Machinist

By Joshua Rose

One of the best-known books on machine shop

work, now in its twentieth edition, and written

for the practical workman in the language of

the workshop. it gives full practical instructions

on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools,

both hand and machine, and tells how the work

should be properly done. It covers lathe work,

vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies,

hardening and tempering, the making and use

of tools, tool grinding. marking out work, machine

tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex

planations are as clean-cut as the tools they

describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist

seeking greater efflciency will be helped toward

using both head and bands to batter advantage.

No machinist's library is complete without this

volume.

547 Pages. 432 illustrations

Price $3.00

~

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of

Receipts and Processes

By William T. Brannt

This volume is a valuable work of reference

and instruction for all engaged in the working

of metals. It is a collection of formulas and

practical manipulations for the working of ail the

metals and alloys including the decoration and

beautifying of articles manufactured from them.

The utmost pains have been taken to insure the

accuracy and efiiciency of the recipes so that

with ordinary cure as to quantities and manipu

lation the results may be implicitly relied upon.

It treats on alloys and amalgams; hardening,

tempering, annealing; bronzing and coloring;

casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind

ing, pickling, polishing; decorating, enameling,

engraving, etching; electro-plating, brasing, cop

perlng, galvanizing, gliding, nickeiing, silverlng,

tinnlng, etc.; flutes and lutes, lacquers, paints

and varnishes; solders and soldering; welding and

welding compounds. To the new edition has been

added several new chapters on die-casting, ther

mit and oxyacetylene welding, etc.

582 Pages. 82 illustrations

Price $3.00

r~

descriptive cata

 

Send for our new 48-page
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HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., inc.

Publishers of Mechanical

and industrial Books

Z West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

HIS question is being asked by an ever

increasing number of men and women who

realize that a better understanding of busi

ness law means an addition to their income.

One needs specialized knowledge today to be

thoroughly successi'ul—whetber for one’s self

or for his employer. You are badly handi

capped unless you KNOW JUST HOW T0

HANDLE YOURSELF at every turn.

Are you in—or going‘ into—~

business-~—entering a partner

ship—building a house—buy

ing or selling property—em

ploying agcnts—suing or being

sued—in doubt on any legal

point?

Ever-increasing opportunities arc ahead of the man

who keeps himself abreast of the times. During the

period of industrial and social readjustment through

which we are passing, every man and woman is facing

constantly changing conditions. The courts have

made new and very definite rulings concerning busi

ness relations between employer and employee, and

between buyer and seller, and those who remain in

ignorance of the fundamental laws on which these

rulings are based are in constant danger of commit

ting mistakes which may rosult in great loss.

Know the Law and Be Safe

While it would be impossible and impracticable for

the uvcra e man or woman to consult a lawyer cori

cernlrii: e hundreds of questions which are con

stantiy arising in one’s daily aflairs, the Virginia,

School of Business Law has compiled a course which

makes it possible for every one to gain a complete

and thorough knowledge of law as applied to the

everyday problems of the individual.

This course. which is divided inw ten treatises and

which covers Corporations, Partnerships, Contracts,

Sales, Agency, Real Estate, Wills, Bills, Notes and

Checks, Bankruptcy, etc., has been prepared by the

Hon. George Bosman, of the Virginia Bar, s special

ist in business law, to meet the needs of the average

man and woman. ‘" it is not cluttered with legal

phrasoology and does not waste time in lengthy dis

cussions of theories, but in plain, concise language it

fully covers all questions. " A few moments a day.

devoted lo tho study of this course or reference to it

when you find it necessary, will put you in posses

sl0i'i of facts which may save much litigation and

thousands of dollars. " The COUPONS ACCOM

PANYING THE (‘OURSE will sh" you many an

uttoriioy’s foe

I0 Coupons for I0 Questions

With each subscription in this course there will be

sent 10 LEGAL-AD ICE COUPONS. each one en

titling the bolder to a legal oninion on any subject

and to the same sort of im artlsl advice which he

might expect if he walked to an attorney's oflice

and paid him his fee. These coupons are good for

two (2) years and may be used by the subscriber as

desired. The service he will receive in exchange for

any one of these coupons may alone be worth the

entire cost of the course.

A Service of Great Value

 

 

MANUAL ARTS AND CRAFTS

(Continued from page 531)

fancy work may be stored on top of the

tray more conveniently. “Local option”

may determine that.

An additional till may be made suffi

ciently short, approximately 15%" long

x 5%" outside dimensions and fastened

in the center with a. round-head wood

-screw as a. pivot in the center division.

This would take the place of the lower

tray and therefore be more desirable

for some. Another method that may be

employed is to fasten one corner of the

till by the foregoing method. This

-would give a little more accessibility.

If you take a board representing the

till, you may very easily ascertain the

amount required for clearance to swing

the till clear in either position.

The handle M, Fig. 6, is easily made,

requiring only a. saw of almost any de

scription, by keeping the lines nearly

straight, it will be more in keeping with

the general design. It may be modified

by slightly curving these lines concave

or convex with a. spoke-shave or knife.

A block or smoothing plane will also

do this if held askew, i. e., that is, the

cutter being about 45 degrees to the cut.

This project is stained in a. weathered

oak, or old English oak color, then pol

ished with one or two applications of

beeswax cut in turpentine, will give a

finish very near to the old Colonial

fumiture so much sought for.

SHORTAGE OF MOTOR FUEL

SERIOUS

A short cut to the exact information you want.

No useless instruction or verbiage. No wasted effort.

A Practical. Accurate, Complete Guide to Everyday

Business Aflairs. Prompt advice and guidance in

all troublous matters. Dependable counsel on any

l0 Questions of Law which may cause you anxiety

within the ncxt two years. A direct guide to the

correct settlement and handling of any mooted legal

question. A sure means of forging ahead by being

better informed than your competitor.

Pin 810 to this coupon below and mail it to us to

day. Your check will do. The complete set of 10

Lessons will come to you by return mail, along with

10 Ingal-Advice Coupons, each one of which will

entitle you to an authoritative opinion on a single

subject. " if, after live days’ examination, you

would rntlier have your money, ship the 10 Lessons

and 10 Coupons hack to us and we will make full re

fund—gladly and without question.

Just send in the coupon below (omitting the 810.00

payment if you like) and we will, without cost or

obligation to you, send you a full, detailed d9gcflp

tion of the course and the service we offer.

Virginia School of Business Law

352 New Kim Building. Portsmouth, Virginia

T/rim-||T||TsF»'<Ti>E‘or_r;TsGrs_s ET_
352 New Klrn Building. Portsmouth. Virginia.

Enclosed ilnd $10. Send me your complete course

of l0 Lessons in Business Law along with 10 Cou

pons, epch one of which will entitle me to an au

thoritat we opinion on some legal point or question

of my choosing; these Ctillpmis to be used within

two years. Should l decide, after 5 days’ examina

tion. to return course and coupons you agree to at

once refund my $l0 payment.

Name

Address

Date Ev. E. Oct. 1920

HE gasoline shortage in the Pa

cific Northwest is rapidly becoming

acute. For the past month it has been

with difficulty that the three large oil

companies operating in that territory

have been able to provide sufficient

gasoline for the most necessary of oc

cupations. The rationing system has

been in effect for a. month and in gen

eral has limited trucks to purchases of

ten gallons and pleasure cars to tank

fuls of three gallons. Only vehicles

operated by fire and police departments

and doctors have been able to secure

unlimited supplies. The Standard Oil

Co., Shell Co. and Union Oil Co. do

not offer any hope for permanent relief

from the shortage until in the middle

of the summer at the very earliest, with

possibilities that strict economy will be

necessary until next fall. The reasons

ascribed to the shortage are insuffi

ciency of supply of the oil obtainable

in Califomia oil fields. Besides affect

ing hundreds by shortage of the gaso

line supply, the lack of fuel oil is also

embarrassing a great many manufac

turers in that, since they are equipped

to burn fuel oil, it is with difiicultv

that they are able to rapidly make

changes that will provide for this lat

ter situation may be the substitution of

powdered coal or producer gas.

Please mention Evmvoav ENGINEERING Macazms

~/
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THE

Wireless

World
The Oficinl Organ of the

Wireless Society

of London

 

Commencing with April

3d, will be published fort

nightly in order to ado

quately dc al with the

increasing amount of

W i r e I eas Experimental

and Research Work.

Full of Practical hints

and useful information

for Wireless Amateurs.

Extensive reports of the

Wireless Societies of

Great Britain.

Annual Subscription 17:,

Post Free

Single Copier 9d, Post Froo

To ho ontiroly up-to-dnh in your

knowledge of Wirelou you

must he n subscriber to

The Wireless World.

To tho Publisher,

Tho Wireless World,

12-I3 Henrietta St.,

London, WC2, England.

Plonoo enter me no n ouhocrihor

to the Wireless World for the

period . . . . . . . . . to . . . . . . . . .

for which I enclose . . . . . . . .

Name

Addreu

Please write distinctly.

- - - Q - ¢ - . - . - . - . . - . . .

 

  

and Army operators.

“The Radio Telegrapher”
Official Organ

UNITED RADIO TELEGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION

Room 303

44 Broad Street, New York

Read about what's going on among the Commercial. Navy

ON SHIPBOARD

AT SHORE STATIONS

AT HOME AND ABROAD

Subscription $1.50 yearly, I5 cents n copy.

HOW FAST CAN A YACHT SAIL?

ENERALLY speaking, the speed

of yachts is over-rated, says the

Scientific American, and you may

safely take from 20 to 30 per cent ofi

when your friend tells you that his

craft has done so and so. On the other

hand, there are some well-authenticated

records of high speed made by racing

yachts under favorable conditions,

which show the best of them to be won

derful examples of the science and ‘craft ,

of shipbuilding. The maximum speed

of a yacht, supposing that her model =

and the cut of her sails are correct, is

dependent upon certain adventitious

conditions, such as the right kind of

wind, the sea and (above all) the skip

per. The ideal conditions for speed

are when a yacht is reaching in a

smooth sea with the wind over the

quarter—that is,.well abaft the beam—

and with everything set that she can

carry, without an excessive angle of

heel. ‘

A well-known authority, Major B.

Heckstall Smith, author of “The Com

plete Yachtsman,” in answer to the

question, “How fast can a racing yacht

sail?” states that at full speed a racing

schooner about 105 feet on the waterline

can do about 15.8 knots. This would

be in a strong breeze, with the wind

on the quarter. Assuming that this

speed is about right, as he believes, he

tells us that with exactly the same

breeze a 90-footer can go 14.2 knots;

a 75-footer, 13.4 knots; a 60-footer, 12

knots; a S0-footer, 10.9 knots; a 36

footer, 9 knots, and a 20-foot boat,

7 knots.

SOAP FROM LIGNITE TAR OILS

XPERIMENTS, which have been

said to have a satisfactory result,

have been carried out in the laboratory

of the Siemens Works in Berlin, with

a view to converting lignite tar oils

into fatty acids by the action of ozone. .

Similar experiments, carried out on a

large scale by a process introduced by

the city of \Viesbaden, have led to

equally satisfactory results.

  

$1.75 in Canada; $2.00 foreign.
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Mechanical

Engineering
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Learn at Home!

Employers everywhere are looking for

men with mechanical ability. Splendid sal

nries and rapid advancement are offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in

which you can learn right at home in

spare time. For 29 years the Interna

tional Correspondence Schools have been

giving men and women just the training

they need for success in mechanical engi

neering and more than 200 other subjects.

Hundreds of thousands have stepped into

good positions through I. C. S. help, but

never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon below. then mark and mail

lttoday. This doesn't obligate you in the lent

I and it will bring you Information that will start

you on a_suc_cessIul career. This is your chance.

Doll’! I8! It SIID by. Mark and mail this coupon nan:

i-iiiiq-I‘; 091- Huh __ - Z _

I INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6091B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain without obllgatlng me, how I can qualify for

the position, or lu the subject, before which I mnrlt X.

BLIOTRIOAL EIGIIIIII Olllllfiflr EIGIIIII

Elecrrlclnn SALESMANSHIP

Elcctrlc \Vlr-ing ADVERTISING MAN’
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Il§l'llA N ICAL ENGINEER

Mechnnlcnl Drnllnlnnn

Shlp Drnlumnn

Mnchlnn Shop Pflcllco

Toolrnnker

Gnl En Inner

CIVIL NGINEER

l Surveying nnd Mapping

II! ll HlllIlI'N (Ill INTI

ARCHITECT

Ar-ehlteeturnl lh-alt:-on

PLUIIIING A.\'Il IIIIIATINII

Sheet Metal \Vorlrer

IIIISINESB IAIAGEIIE) l‘

Prlvnto Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Stenogrnnhor Ind Typht

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Trntllc Management
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CIVIL SERVICE
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Your Prospective Customers

are lined in our Catalogol 99% guaranteed

Mailing Liars. It also contain: vital lug

gertiunr haw to advertise and lell profitably

by mall. Counts and price! given on Q11’:

diflerenl nllionnl Linn. covering nll classes.

lor instance, Farmers, Noodle HIrr.. Hurt

ware DIn., Zinc Mince, etc. TM: valu

Un nfuenu book fvu. Write for It.

Send Them Sales Letter:

Yon can produce nles or Inquiries Inn

peroonnl Ieners. Many concerns all oven

U. 3. are profitably using Sales Lenten

Ie write.“Send for fen instructive

booklet, Vnlru ol Salli lenn- °'

Ross-Gould
MGINNRIIQ

ISTS St. Louis V
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It is One Thing to

Desire—and Another

to Determine

Almost everybody WANTS n good

job—hut not so many have the WILL

T0 DO what is necessary to get it.

Ask Yourself These Questr'ons:——

Arc you ambitious? Do you like machinery! Do

you want an opportunity to qualify for a better job

—wlth prospects of earning MORE MONEY! Would

n position with shorter hours Interest you? IF YOUR

ANSWER IS YES—

We would advise you to see us at once.—

Don’! be n misfit

THINK BIG—You can net. what you want it you

go after it the rizht way.

KNOWLEDGE—Is the BIG answer to your chance

to eam BIG MONEY.

SUCCE8S—Is the result oi’ knowing how.

THINK THIS OVER-—'i‘bls is your opportuniw.

WE TEACH YOU THE HOW—-0! the billest Ln

dustry the World has ever known.

AUTOMOBILlSM—has no limit as to how BIG an

amount. oi money you can earn.

TAKE THIS 0PPORTUN'i'1'Y—t0 start yoursel! on

n career of useiuineaa—make up your mind to

BECOME AN AUTO EXPER'I‘——lnd make yourself

what you would like to bo—A BIG SUCCESS—

If you know how you cannot. (ail.

Ii your present. occupation offers you no chance of

romotlon our advice to you Is—c0n1e at once and

ARN THE AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS.

Yours i'orr_a big success

BUFFAID AUTO SCHOOL

Buflalo, New York

P.B.—Ii' you cannot cull send us your name for

full particulnru.
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Q..f~..‘1’.‘.‘."f11.85,
REDUCE TIRE COST

5000 Mile Guarantee

Akron Quality Tires u-o maria tn meet

the increasing demand for recon

llrllcted urea which are indwpenunfa

to the mnintennnco oi’ the auto indus

. Thcrr went economy I: your per

eonll I vantage. To Infl\lYB‘~Jl'(vpQl'l,

built. Ind cnrciully nclccr good;

nlwnys order Akron Ounllry Tirol

Shippod direct lroin factory in you.
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34:4 .._$l1.85

34x-1,‘-1 __.. 13.55

351:4}; _ 13.90

36x4%._. 14.50

35x5_._. 15.45

3'/'x5._._. 16.50

Relinor Free With Every Tire

State whether straight side or clincher

dooired. Send $2 deposit for each tire

ordered. balance C. O. D. subject to

e1_nmfnntion. If you send fullarnount

Ilthorder. deduct 5 per cent discount.

AKRON RUBBER CO

Roboy and Roosevelt

CHICAGO, ILL,

  

 

A High Grade

INNER TUBE FREE

0000 MILES Guarantee

lieonomy Ileouutruotod Tine node

by our new ll nrooeu are

nurunlood to vo lood service be

cauuthsheutmsteri sereusodin

their construction. tires are

guaranteed for 0.000 miles snd we

gs n FIRST quality inner tube

with nary Ore ordered from

us. Our tires are rsinlonod with

extra plies of hhrlo making them

ltronl so they ruin Dllllotures mo

blowout-s.
\\r

RELINH IS TURN!

ET N0 XTIEA

THESE PRIG 8 INCLUD OASING, RELINER
AND rues.

11.1! 51:4 $11.00 mu r|s.|5
ms an u.-25 sun . ruo

r 4 nil? gs 4 ii‘: luo
I - I - x 4.50

Ian 10.45 34: *7. run
with your order whathcr s straight side or

r. plain or non-skid tread.

WITH EACH CASING

COST.

Bend n deposit
of Ldfor each casing ordered. Bllnnca C. 0. D.

ab to examination. 7% discount if full amount

is not with nrdflr. Ron-rrncu furnished ll douired.

UNITED ECONOMY TIRE 00.

105 Wort mu Strut New York Oily
 

 
 

  

 

LABORATORIES

How many times have you wished

that you had a real Chemical Labora

tory—one that you could call your

own, in which you could perform the

experiments that are found in various

magazines, text books, etc., or with

which you could study chemistry by

act_ual practice?

We can gratify your wish whether

you are just a beginner or one ex

perienced in the line, for we sell

Laboratories from $6.50 up to $109.25.

Write for free circular and be con

. vinccd.

ZIEGLER EXPERIMENTAL

LABORATORY

47 Judson St. Rochester, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

“ A ;{MAGAZlNE DEVOTED

_ T0‘"Al\/IATEUR \lif'IREl_.ESS

- Official Qrgan: .-’lme!i(m| Razlio Relay League:

. New Developments,C.“'.'l-ransmission,

- Vacuum Tube Circuits, Regenerative

Receivers, Underground and Loop

Antennas. Radiotelephony: Relaying,

Operzriing Department Work. all

A.R.R.L. News; l‘-iutmorous Stones by

Th_c_ Did Man.» Ali these and many

I mnr-. are included in QST.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER '0

Regular price $2.00 pcr year, Z0 cents .

per copy. lnirocluctory rale: 7~monihs -

subscription io|_.$l and attached coupon.

PIN A DOLLAR. BILL V TQCOUPON

AND MAIL IT TODAY]

_ W-_._'___ u_-5 .____ _

RETURN COUPON

American Radio Relay League,

Hartlord, Conn.

Enclosed find $l ; please enter my trial subscrip

tion to QST for 7 months.

NBITIE , c_
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All that its name implies

THE scientific magazine of experimental and

practically applied science. Subscribe NOW.

$1.50 yearly. 15c a copy at most news

stands. Literature on requmt. ‘

Experimental Science Publishing Company,

7l0 Hth Sh. Washington, D. C.

You Can Save $50.00

By rucnvorlnx your old auto

lop Ir-rune yourself. Wu

rnnlo than rscovurn w fit

8 6 a n d u
I110

Any Ion that ° flab Pal

tun rive I cur can utit on. We furnish ln
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ELECTRO-DEPOSITION or Mr:'r.u.s. By George

Langbein. Translated with additions by

William F. Brannt. 875 pages, 6% by 9%

inches; I85 illustrations. Published by

Henry Carey Baird & Co., Inc., 2 W. 45th

St., New York City.

This is_the eighth edition of the

present work, which has been revised.

enlarged and entirely reset. The book

illustrates and describes processes and

apparatus used in plating and finish

ing metals. It is written in simple

language with special reference to the

needs of the practical plater and metal

finisher, and gives hundreds of tested

formulas for solutions, many of which

have heretofore been considered trade

secrets. It discusses electro-plating.

galvanizing, metal coloring, lacquering.

and electrotyping, and covers the his

tory and theory of electro-meta.llurg_\i.

The translator has added considerable

matter to the original work, particu

larly in the chapter on “Apparatus and

Instruments” and in the section on

“Useful Tables.” The present volume

describes new developments in machin

ery and apparatus for this work, such

as the latest types of plating machines.

ball bearing grinding and polishing

lathes, sand-blast apparatus for clean

ing, and lacquer spraying by com

pressed air. It also treats of the use

of electrically heated japanning and

lacquer baking ovens. In fact, a

rather careful inspection of this work

fails to disclose the lack of any in

formation that an electro-plater or

electrotyper should have in ascertaining

the theory of his trade or carrying it

out in a practical way. It may be

fairly said that this work is a thor

ough and complete exposition of the

modern theory and practice of electro

deposition of all metals.

 

BOOK ON BRASS MAKING

The Bridgeport Brass Company,

Bridgeport, Conn., has issued a finely

printed and profusely illustratfi his

torical book extending to 80 pages.

setting forth a brief history of the

ancient art of brass making, and its

early, and even recent, method of pro

duction, contrasted with that.0f the

electric furnace process, a twentieth

century achievement which has reached

its culmination in the extensive works

of the enterprising company. The

record of the possibilities of the electric

furnace from the bulk of the work, and

the processes are minutely described,

Of special interest is"thc section <16

voted to the Laboratory and Research

department, an institution'in itself, the

scientific work of which makes it pog-_

sible to control closely the pr-ope]-ties
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of the products passing through the

plant. The publication of this work

is a marked deviation from the tradi

tions of the brass industry by making

an open book of the practices and pro

cesses of brass making.

Ono/mic PIOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPERS. By

Samuel Wein. Two volumes in one, with

indexes; 128 pages. Published by Forty

second Street Commercial Studio, New

York, 1920.

The first and second chapters of

this book treat of organic developers

and dye sensitizers, giving specifica

tions from patents and other sources

of a large number of developers,

French, German, etc. In several cases

a description is given of how to pre

pare the developers and sensitizers.

The third chapter gives the chemical

formulae of organic developers in

which bond diagrams are used and

full chemical formulae are given. Then

there comes a list of the developers in

three columns, the first column devoted

to the trade names, the second to the

chemical names and the third to the

chemical formula. -

The first volume has atable of con

tents and index; the second volume,

divided into eight chapters, has no con

tents, but has its index. The following

list of chapter headings gives the topics

covered: Developing, Factorial Dc

velopment, Bleaching and Intensifica

tion, Toning, The Diazotype Process,

Recovery of Silver From the Hypo.

Photographic Bronze and Plaster

Plaques.

It is not necessary for us to review

this part, as the titles clearly show the

ground covered. It is not clear why

so small a book should be divided into

two.volumes nor why the second volume

has no contents table. The first volume

has one. There are two indexes, one

for each volume.

SHOP PRACTICE roa Hour: MECHANICS. By

Raymond Franck Yates. 320 pages, 6 by

9 inches, 309 illustrations. Published by

Norman W. Henley Publishing Co., 2 West

45th Street, New York City.

A thoroughly practical and helpful

book prepared especially for those who

have had little or no experience in shop

work. The introduction is given over

to an elementary explanation of the

fundamentals of mechanical science.

This is followed by several chapters on

the use of small ‘tools and mechanical

measuring instruments. Elementary

and more advanced lathe work is

treated in detail and directions given

for the construction of a number of

useful show appliances. Drilling and

reaming, heat treatment of tool steel,

special lathe operations, pattern mak

(Conlinucd on page 573)
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—yes, but n migh? easy one for

the Auto - Vlhool. ou rnsy not

want so many to ride. but you can

be sure the Auto - Whool will hsul

them surely. When the boys sec

the Auto-Whoa! they'll want u ride.

Seasoned uh steel tires und
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“illCnttin and lliul Loths

trom mskrhl nsitflt Io ll

  

B9 3 lll'3llSlli3ll .

Make $30 to $75 a Week

Your name snd address on the coupon brings this

great Cyclopedia of Drawing without u penny down.

nv only nct shipping charges when books l!I'l’lVL'.

With these books and n low price "school set"oi’drnw

ing instruments, obtainable st nny store, n man can

become master of drawing and earn $30 to $75 weeltly.

LEARN A1’ HOIIlE—Go0d pBlri_ni! positions open

everywhere. _ln_tcnse setivity in msnuta. uring,

railroading. building, etc., ciills for more drni tsrnen.

Shipped on 7 Days’ FREE Trial

GYBLOPEIIIA OF DRAWING

 

  

 

Personal, Mental and Vocational analysis,

by Dr. S. 8. George, M.A., Ph.D., former

U. B. Army expert. Will help you know

your mind and what you nro best titled lor.

Oomploto oonrso oi tests sad snslysis. with

1.500 mentions clsssiiied. will be msilod to you

on spproul. Band $3.00 tor the eourss post

psid. if it is not sstlstsctory return it in flvo

dun and we will refund your money. Address

The Vocational Guidance institute

2255 Brosilwsy. New York Glty

No. I indudm 10Outfit mu M

signs. I ply wood. hsntwsrs,

modisniesl ports and sary

thinl to 0 s 880 ‘lby Gir

sus sot lueludlns Animll Wssm sud s Wsgon sod:

drown by two ilrli loiniod snimois with Clown Eldon

I9 Wild and Dompsils Animals. ii I and yiunpins

Donksyl with riders und other Circus This sot

is s rod hot Mon Molar and sevsrnl io an work

with Umohll No. st the ssme time. 0 for fnmliiss.

toy clubs und schools. Send I10 lor this sst. Dssiors

buy Christmas toys now.

WJI. PRICE. lnc.. Dflflt. 11. Umuhnll Bldg . I-2‘! Ills Av!" NJ.

4 Volumes. I650 Pages. Thousands oi Illustrations.

Bound in nnine American morocco. Pages 5% 18%

inches. overs all hrnnches of Drafting—Archl

tecturo, Electrics], Structural Steel Sheet Metal,

etc. Teaches pen-and-ink rendering, lettering, free

hsnd, perspective, shades and shadows, working

shop drawings, machine daign, etc., etc.

0 I Q onth it you keep the3 borizks. Tlgilpon ex lnins offer,

gooii only within borders of U. S. and snads.

Froo Momhorohlp in This 8ooloty.—A Consulting

Membership given Iroo with each set.—worth 812.00.

AMERICIN TEGIIIIOII. SUCIETY

- Dept. D-350 Chicago

’— I — — —

AMERICAN

TEOHNICML

PFGIETY

Dill. D-SIG

Ghlsoli. U. 8. A.

Please und Cyclopedia of

Drawing for 7 tiny!’ examina

tion, sliippinl shsrgss collect.

, I will ssnd 81.80 within 1 dus

and $8 s month until 81910 is

psid, or notify yon snd hold boon

. subject to your order. Title not la pass

to mo until fully nsld.

Reference. . .
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1 407-.50lmp.

  

_-Big i§§g§tter)7Char§in9

§.iii'fjth.ihéilB3Z.=Bi11l91'YCllB1'99T’{
I Start your own battery busineaa NOW. Make S150

ncnt business. Othera are do

', Profit: eanilygay (or outfit. Abno

luve I:-nap c Guarantee N0

t>Xpernl'e renllrn or re lacementa.

Rona 74 hour-na dl! il. Mendy ‘iii.

' . for (ull tori-mi.-111“.

  

 

Pelyphase Meier:

9 aml .’t pltave. A. (1.. 920 r.

|u1»..t1.'-0 It l'.M.. Cnlnplelr

Irilh In-0 ntuI pullry.

Emil‘! ieleralen '6 II,‘ I $46.50

“"""lY.!!L.€JL'§ili“F.f;.1Z"""' I" - $66-5°
11,-.1»;-em».-1-.

$v.l0amo.-

I I

I5I..I0amp $26.50 3 I-'5 - $98-50

.».......».. $31.50 1 '-’
s ar. $116.50

ii0v,2‘/;arnp- $31.50 _ , I l.P
IIOv,5amv...$52-50 i;':“I:n:_:w$Gl.3'6_50 5 |_,_

40 v, 12 amp. - » $52.50

no “av, amp. $67.50

40v. 25 amp. - -IIOv,i8arnp

  

  

1 sPt~:lc|:.|§h1_ _

/4 1|.|>..._...
ll, III. III- ‘

Cfllllilfl “'1 Ill! W I'M

MONEY BACK

  

IIOv,26amp.il0v,50amp.~-*---- $116.50

IIIIIUILIIL  

  

'. D   

MAKE SIM T0$350 EVERY MONTH

  

to $350 Clear Profit every mouth with t.l:ti| EB Charger. ,

Recharges 32 6-volt bntteriee. or equivalent, at one .

time. Costa 10c to 15c each. Owner paya 750 tn

$2.00. Figure the Prnllta. You can make BIG

PROFITS and build I. per1na- - -

.2.‘ .1 .1.

-‘>57 AOI1 ‘Q1 ~_

3

  

 

   

  

Iltl it—\'()U can. too.

Small Cash Payment Brlnge

You Thla Money-Maker

Blilnce on 1-an! monthly u-rma.

  

 

 

  

:21
  

profltnblu lncomc. Write romiti _.___

"id

  

Hobart Brother: Company

_ Box EE94. Troy. Ohio

g,,¢.-mfai no-un Sim-r WI:

_,-1. ...,. .- ..»'.'

  

 

ALUMINUM

CAN BE SOLDERED

with

SUPREME BRAND ALUMINUM SOLDER

FLOWS AT 500' FAHRENHZIT

REQUIRES NO FLUX

Used by General Electric Company, Worthin|~

ton Pump Company, Hale B. Kilburn Company,

Bethlehem Shipbuilding C0rp., National Lead

Company, and hundreds of other manufacturers

an‘d repair shops.

Instruction! for using with each bar.

Price $3.00 per Pound in Hall Pound Bare.

Send Filty Cent; tor 2-Ounce Sample Bar.

VANDAM SPECIALTY COMPANY

Grand Central Palace, Dept. EE, New York City

AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED

Sparko-Gap is :1 nnti0nnll_\' advertised

automobile and motor bout nccessory—al

most essential with |)l'(ZS9lli-(lily power gas

—tested and proved by United States ex

perts, the French Government, electrical

engineers and users everywhere.

Can be installed in two minutes without tools

or adiuatmenta. Demonstrates ita merit in the

first tive minutes of driving.

Universal market. big profits and chances to

establish own business without any investment.

Still l few territories open.

We want the right ninn anti don't. ask for any

guarantee or stock order. Hustle anti enthusiasm

the only requirements. Write at once for tor

ritory still open.

SPARKO-CAP COMPANY

54 West 39th Street. New York City

TI-IE OCTOBER NUMBER OF EVERPYDAY-ENGINEERI

NEW MOTOIl$
lirecl Carnal Melon

ii0 or 22> volts, I). C . shunt wound.

I750 R. I’ M. With bur pullry and

alarting II-il

1/4 'r'a..L'.."2'.i..". $28-50

I/4 h'ii..'L"-‘i'-"I. $28-5°

I/1 ar. .. - $53-50 /z"‘"'"'

. . .$82.50

. . $124.50

. . $142.50

. . $218.50

IIITE POI CITILOG. lllfillli II IOTBIS IIU GEIEIATOIS

  

$lllPl‘llG mus: ’.‘.",£...""";.,.'.".'*..."..:.'.'l.""........""“'........‘-.§’*.‘1'..‘.’
llANUl'AA'.‘l’Ul‘t£Rl' DIBTIUIUTG

 

  

FIGTOIIY GIIIIIITEEI

Ill. SIZES

PROMPT EIWEIY

Single Phase Melon

Ittmeo Vtlllv. A. (3.. 60 i_wl<-.

hum R)’. M. IIIII pullvy

I/4 ‘l-.I.~...”!.:~..‘i'.‘.'$:'.. $28-5°

‘/4 '-‘-'-’:.“.'.'".'"'""'.‘ $28-5°

$46.50

1/1:2’.-.':'."$:‘:.‘.".:i."' $54-5°

I i‘,.Li'a'."3::1'.;'*r . $74.50

!~.-..'~.:z-'."."'-'.‘.“"r*'. $126-5°

a $146.50

5 $188-5°

IISHIIG Ilflllll I010”

.t.u- 1.» 5 0

-
I\ 1'-.n.< hm

Ie|,Vi Dill

  

‘ /1 ll. P. lahcliea. lull  

  

  

  

  

 

NOW 35cts EACH

MODEL LIBRARYISERIES

The Study of Electricity tor Boglnnen.I.

2. Dry Batteries, How to Make Them.

3. Electrical Circuit: and Diagrams. Part I.

4. Electric Bells. Annunclatora and Alarms.

5. Modern Primary Batteries.

6. Experimenting with Induction Collt.

7. Electric Gas Igniting Apparatus.

B. Small Accumulatora. How to Make and Ute.

9. Model Steam Engine Design.

iii. Practical Electrics.

Ii. Inventions, How to Protect and Sell Them.

I2. Woodwork Joints. How to Make and Ute.

I3. The Fireman’: Guide to the Care oi Boilers.

I4. The Slide Valve Simply Explained.

I5. The Magneto Telephone.

l6. The Corllst Engine and its Management.

I7. Making Wireless Outlita. '

I8. Wireless Telephone Construction.

I9. The Wimshnrst Machine, Hour to Malta it.

20. Simple Experiments in Static Electricity.

2|. Small Electrical Measuring Instruments.

22. Electrical Circuits and Diagrams, Part 2.

23. Induction Coils, How to Make Them.

24. Model Vaudeville Theatres.

25. Alternating Currents, Simply Explained.

26. How to Build a 20 tout Bl-plane Glider.

27. A B C at the Steam Engine.

28. Simple Soldering, Hard and Solt.

29. Telegraphy for Beginnen.

30. Low Voltage Lighting with Storage Batteries.

33. House Wiring for Electric Lllllit.

34. Magnets and Magnetism.

36. Small Windmills and How to Make Them.

37. Collin‘s Wireless Plans. Part I.

38 Collin‘; Wireless Plans, Part 2.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN

Publishers of Technical Books

I22 E. Liberty Street New York

TWO GOOD BOOKS

Designs for Small Dynamos

and Motors

By Cecil P. Poole

I86 pages containing designs for ma

chines ranging from I/6 h.p. to Z kw.

Fully illustrated, cloth.

Price $2 poatpaid

Model Making

By Raymond Francis Yates

400 pages, 30l illustrations, cloth

Price $3 postpaid

A ])OtiI('l\I’tI puts you on our tnaillntt list.

SWANSON BROS.

Technical Book Service

I86 No. La Salle St., Chicago, III.

  

 

THE

RADIO i

REVIEW

A MONTHLY

RECORD OF

SCIENTIFIC

PROGRESS IN

RADIO

TELEGRAPHY AND

TELEPHONY

Monthly - Half-a~Crow11

Single copies, post free 2s.

9d. Annual Subscription,

post paid, 30/- post free.

THERADIOREVIEW,

a new monthly magazine,

devoted entirely to the

technical side of radio

communication.

Edited by Professor G.

W. O. Howe, D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E., assisted by

PHILIP R. COURSEY,

B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E.

THE RADIO REVIEW

is the Authoritative ]our

nal of Wireless Research.

Contributions from the

pens of the World’s lead

ing Radio Scientists are a

special exclusive feature.

Editorial and Publishing Oflicee

I2-13, HENRIETTA STREET

LONDON, W.C. 2

 

S'CHNOIER'S

$USPENs0RiES

  

SPECIAL APPEAL TO MODEL MAKING ENTI-IUSIASTS

  

NG MAGAZINE WILL MAKE

YOU can enioy parieot

..--en Icomrort and freedom.

5ct1n0v.er'a Suavéflaoriee

and Joel Strap have

/.~ rained their wide-gonad

D0911 iarltr by quallw.

wear. fit and low pet“,

n'1ma“:ii1td$ “ii?-=°‘ii1'»’ s(mup0Ql“""'
o u 1| . at-,1ceipt or 81.00. W

Bend Ier booklet of other mica and prim;

it your

Aooept

J. C. SCI-INOTER CO.

aze atxrit AVE. Dept. IE) n. r. cnv

.___
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ELECTRICAL

.HAND-BOOK
(called THE BURGESS BLUE BOOK, originally in blue-print form)

SHORT CUTS AND TIME SAVERS

stand and remember. Easy to apply in practical

work. tiny valuable stunts set to be found

is any other book. Of rsluo in any electrical

man, whether 'I'r-4.-hnlcal Graduate, Electrical

Duineer, Student or Practical Man.

Electricians all ore! the world are sending for

this book. The nest complete and valuable

book of its llnd published. Nothing else like

it. If you have never st-en this book it is

impossible for you to realise what you have

BURGESS

Prt-pared in pocket size especially for practical

men and those taking up I-he stud)‘ of electricity.

Contains drawings and diasranis oi electrical

niaclilnery—over 200 formulas for calculation and

problems worked out slieivlse hoe formulas are

used. From the personal note book of Yorke

Burgess while on all different kinds of electrical

work covering a period of nearly a quarter oi a

century.

Electrical laws. ierisulss. methods of calcula

tlen. etc. Simplified and siade easy to under- nilsacd.

Price $1.00

Send dollar hill, money ordcr or check. You talsc no chance-—inoncy back ANY TIME

if not satisfactory.

Tl-IE BURGESS COMPANY

Consulting Electrical Engineers

YORKE BURGESS. President

Engineering Division (Department 209) 753 E. 42nd Street,

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS. U. S. A.

 

 

BUSINESS PRACTICE and ITS ACCOUNTING
 

New and up-to-date course of instruction BY CORRESPONDENCE. Complete

with full legal forms and illustrations oi! all accounting principles. Highest pro

fessional endorsement. Indispensable for success in business today. Gives an

understanding oi! economic conditions underlying business success.—Not excelled

it equalled in thoroughness, but concise and to the point. 15 years‘ practical ex

perience training apprentices and students for accounting and business. Graduates

make good from beginning and advance rapidly afterwards. Write for circular,

mentioning this periodical.

HENRY HEITMANN, Poughkccpsic, New York.

PATENTS

Before disclosing your lnvgnflgn gu

anyone. send for blank form, "Evidence

of Cwceot-Ion." to be silncd and wit

ncssed. Form and information cui

mrnins Datents FREE.

LANCASTER AND ALLWINE

215 Ouray Building. Waslllnston. 0.0.

Originators of the Iorrn "Evidence

of flovirfiilimt"

 

Gas, Gasoline and Oil Engines

BY GARDNER D. H-iscox. Revised by Vicroit

W. PAGE. Just issued new revised and _en

larged edition. Every user of a gas engine

needs this boolt. Simple, instructive and

right up-to-date. The only complete work

on the subject. Tells all about intemal

combustion engineering, treating exhaustive

ly on the design, construction and practical

application of all forms of gas, gasoline.

kerosene and crude petroleum-oil engines.

Illustrated by over 400 engravings, many

s ecially made from engineering drawings,

al in correct proportion. Nearly 700 octavo

pages and 500 engravings.

Price, net, $3.00

 

WILLIAM C.LINTON

Consulting Engineer and Potent Attorney

"Inventor's Adviser“ insllcd free on

request. Gives full information as to

Patents, Trade Marks and Their Cost.

Oflicoa

364 University St.

Montreal, Canada

Miodern Gas Tractor, Its Con

szo F s , N. w. _ _ _ _I. struction, Utility, Operation

Washington, D. C.

BOQRQHPATENTS
and Repair.

By Vtcroit W. Pact.

on the design and construction of farm trac

tors and tractor power-plants. and gives com

Treats exhaustively

    

Contains valuable inlominbon and advice to

inventors on securing Patents. Send model

or alcetcli oi your invention lot Free Qpinion

oi its pateniable nature. Prompt service.

Z0 years experience. \Vrite today

TALBERT& TALBERT -I850 TALBERT BlD(L.Wasliin|toe. D.C.

  

Competent Patent Service

B7 a Former Exaininin Otficial of the U. S.

Patent Dffice

NORMAN T. WHITAKER

Lawyer. and Engineer

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

  

plete instructions on their care. operation

and repair. All types and sizes of gasoline

kerosene and oil tractors are described, and

every phase of traction engineering practice

fully covered. Invaluable to all desirin

reliable information on gas motor propelled

traction engines and their use. Second

edition revised by much additional matter.

5}/4 x 7%. _Cloth. 504 pages, 228 illustra

tions. 3 folding plates.

Price , $2.50

~i

Published and for Sale by

The Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.

 

 

  

4; '91

Good Bye, Boys!

“Today I dropped in for a last word with

the boys at the office. And as I saw Toi_n

and Dave there at the same old desk it

came to me suddenly that they had been

there just so the day I came with the firm

four years ago.

"When I started here _I was Put at s desk and

given certain routine things to do. But after a

few months Ibczan to realize that Iwas nothing

but a human machine and that I couldn't expect

to advance that way.

"So I wrote to Scranton and arranged for a

spare time study course that would give ine spe

cial training for our work. Why. do you know. it

gave me a whole new interest in our busi_ne_ss?

In a few months I was given more responsibility

and more money. Since then I've had three in

creases. six months ago I was put in charge of my

department, and now my big chance has come

l‘m to be manager of our Western branch at $5.000

a iyilefir! It just shows what spare time training

w o." -

If you want to make more money, show your employer

you're trying to be worth more money. If you want a hig

gcr job, show him you're willing to prepare for ii.

There's ii simple, can way to do It. For 29 years the

International Correspon ence Schools have been training

men and women right in their own homes whenever they

had a little time to spare. More than two million have

stepped up in lust this way. More than 100,000 are study

ing now. Ten thousand are starting every month.

Can you afford to let another priceless hour pass with

out finding out what the I. C. S. can do for you Y Here is

all we ask-without cost, without obligation, mark and

mail this coupon.

_-i-__-ivy.“ .01» H.-F l.1__i

INTERNATIONAL UUIIIIESPUNUENUE SCIIUOLS

sox e092-s, SCRANTON, PA.

Expluln, without ohll aiin me. howl can qualify for the

position, or In the sub ect. lore which I mark X.

UIIEIK‘-AI. EIIGIIIBEIIlII.F.l"I'lll(TlIr EHIIIIIEII

Electrician SALESMANSHIP

Electric Wiring ADVERTISING MAN

Electric Lighting Window Trimmer

Show Card WriterElectric Car Running

Outdoor SIIII PllnhrHeavy Electric Traction

Electrical Draftsman RAILROADER

Electric Iaelilnc Designer ILLUSTRATOR

Telegraph Expert DESIGNER

Practical Telephony BUSINESS IAIAGEIBIT

II'>l‘llA.\'I(‘AL KIGIIBIII. Private S¢Cl‘€(Il'!

Mechanical Drahaman IIOOKKEEPER

Ship Draftsman Stcnographer and Typist

Cert. Pub. Accountant

Traffic Management

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY Blliillillli

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mall Clerk

Textile Overseer or Supt.

A(iItl0Ul.'l‘Ultlll Spaniel

I'ault.r_vRaIaing French

Automobiles Ilallaa

Machine Shop Pritllce

Toolmsker

Gas En lnecr

CIVIL NGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

IIINE I-'0ItI'lI‘N 0|! ElIG‘ll

ARCHITECT

Arrliltr-alnral Ilraltanan

PLUIBING AND IIELTIIIR

Sheet Metal Worker

Navilltor

Name.m_i_E _

Present

Occupation

7-In-in

Street .

-nuNo-_~

filty _ __ _ ._ State__ 

The Universal Triangle
Ono simple, inexpensive.

tool that replaces all triangles

and Drotractors.

Presents at once, 90, 60,

45. and 30 degree angles to

either side of the vertical

without inverting or rs-setting.

'I'hunib~iiut secures adjust

mvnl at any shale and facili

tates handling.

Vernier reads sixths of a

ages.

nexcelled for utility

regardless of price.

Used and endorsed

by practical men mu

I118 manufacturers

7"!‘ I-I19 DI-st flvo

Years.

"The hand}

est tool ever

fllfcred to

drafts

men." /

'l‘ra.n|

  

  

Brandi New York Clly

2 West 45th Street New York, U. S. A. Dar

ent.

7". $2 Postpaid, EDWIN Z, LESH Dayton. Ohio

Plvnsr mrnlimi EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M/t(;,\Zu».;;;
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A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS

ANY ONE OF THESE BOOKS VVILL BE SENT FREE FOR

EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION WHEN SENT

DIRECT TO US AND NOT THROUGH AN AGENT

 

   

HOME MECHANICS

WORKSHOPCommon
  

TELLS HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL

ILICTRICAL ARI! XICIIAIIICAL ‘IIIINGS

IPKILUDING NUMEROUS SIIOP RINK!

.3]

ANDREW JACKSON JR.

(D
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

nosiuaii vv HIIILII rvstisniisu on

I. -in us nu sviussv. new roan

l

For the Handy Man in the

Home or Shop

There has always been a de

mand for a hand hook of mechani

cal instruction that would help

the average everydaz man to do

the many small jo s of repair

worlrtliat are found around the

home and shop.

RADIOHOOK'UPS

Ahflllll I061 ADVANCED CIRCUITS

OIWVIBAIIPLIIIIBAIDTRAISIIIH1

IN IAHID AID IIIMHPID WAVI WDRKI

'1!)

H. I. SLIIPIR

©
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

iuoiwiau w.iunui.sv YURI-Illlllfl ‘co

I wen 4! nu !1IlI1.NI\I voan

  

For the Radio Experimenter

and Amateur

In this boolq the best cireuitsfor

different instruments and various

urposes have been carefully se

ected and grouped together. The

result is a comprehensive summary

of radio circuit diagrams for every

purpose. _

A special feature of this book is

the explanations which accompany

each circuit. giving construction or

operating details.

HINTS AND TIPS

FOR

AUTOMOBILI STS

)III1'ISM!DGlIIII!UI‘ARIAII!OPERA‘l'IOI

AINIOCAIIOIAIDIDAIIGDAMIIIGIB

‘W

YTIUR. W PAGI

®
svsirviinr siloiiuesiiisc sniiss

IOIKAI W» IIIIULII IUII-lllli no

I ill? OI Til II’IIl'I_ III IOII

  

For the Automobile Owner

or Driver

The book is ideal for the busy

man or woman who wants to

know about car operation and up

lseep_ because of the economies

ossible when an automobile is

intelligently operated. It con

tains many money saving hints.

  

  

HOWIDMAKE Si USE A SMALL

CHEMICAL LABORATORY

  

AN INTRODUCTION TO ‘HIE STUDY OF

INORGANIC CIILMISYIY WITH DIRECTIONS

IQ TIE EHRIKTIQUA SHALL LAIURAIOIT

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING S “HES;

uoassul w. iusiuisr rususuiiio co

i wssv .1 nu ssarn. usw roan
  

For the Student Chemist

and Experimenter

This hook gives all the neces

sary information for a well

grounded understanding of chem

istry. It will not only be a help,

but an ins iraiion to study fur

ther into this fascinating realm of

science.

LL of these Books are written in Sim

ple Non-technical Language and

contain Information of Real Value on

Subjects of Timely Interest.

TRY TO SEND US FOUR NEW SUBSCRIBERS—

WITH YOUR OWN—-SO WE CAN SEND YOU

THE SET OF SIX BOOKS

Fill Out the Special Blank Below

Check OE the Title Desired and Mail with Your

Remittance

Special Circular Describing These Books

- Sent on Request

The Experience and Knowledge of Experts

Condensed and Simplified for the Handy Man

—the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter.

  

SOLDERING & BRAZING

AUSEFUL IIANDBOQII FOR MECHANICS

 

’FJ

‘F! RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES "

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES

NOIHAII iv surutsv rvs|.|i-sun: co

I III! us nu SIllI'I_ nsw val!@ 7
For the Mechanic and

Model Makes

This treatise gives all the nec

essary "hinks"_ that will enable

oiie_ to accomplish successful sol

dering. It a mechanic has not

succeeded in his solderin , this

book may tell him just w at he

needs to produce good work.

DESIGN DATA I'D]! RADD

S[IPI£)fl'I'1K)D$ FOR DISIGIIDC APHRAII

%HlliDAEEAIlIAPHWlII!HACI'II

‘Q

H ISLIBPIR

©
EVBRYW I$I!lIilING SERIES

NQIMAI w. III!-II rvaunzino as

s wsss as -us IIIIII. Isis seal

  

For the Radio Engineer and

student

In Design Data, radio experi

menters are given Inch infras

tion, readily aeoesible, as so make

it possible for than to have modern

and highly efident eqnipn-ieut and

W 81!! ¢I1c~he¢ possible results

from the instruments they make

or buy.

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

2 WEST 45TH STREET

SERIES OF I-IANDBOOKS

Cheek eff title deired here

~

NEW YORK CITY 1

You may enter my subscription to EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

I-IOME MECHANICS

WORKSHOP COMPANION

nmrs AND TIPS FOR
2 AUTOMOBILISTSfor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. years at $2.00 per year (Canada, $2.25; foreign, $2.50). Please

let this start with the

according to your special ofier send me copy of book checked ofi‘.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . .

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOVV

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . issue.

(Date of issue) 3

I enclose $ . . . . . . . . . . . . .., and

Please mention EVI-'.RYD.~\\' ENGINEERING M.-\(;AziNi:

HOVV TO MAKE AND USE A

SMALL CHEMICAL

LABORATORY

—~

4 SOLDERING AND BRAZING I

5 \ RADIO HOOK-UPS |

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO

5 TRANSMITTERS AND

RECEIVERS
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(Continued from page 569)

ing, grinding, and grinding operations,

home foundry work, etc., make up the

rest of the volume. The book omits

nothing that will be of use to those who

use tools or to those who wish to learn

the use of tools. The great number of

clear engravings add much to the text

matter and to the value of the volume

as a visual instructor. This book tells

how to do mechanical work in a way

that everyone can understand and every

mechanical experimenter, model maker,

machinist apprentice or handy man

will find much information of value by

a careful perusal of its interesting text

and illustrations.

iN\‘EN‘!'lONS, THEIR PURCHASE AND SALE.

By William E. Bafi, Patent Attomey. 230

pages S by 8. Published by D. Van Nos

trand Company, 25 Park Place, New York

City.

This book is essentially a manual on

the marketing of inventions and it

views the subject from various angles.

it is a book of business policy and is

intended to enlighten inventors and

others about plans by which inventions

may he profitably exploited. It should

be particularly valuable for busy people

in every line desirous of understanding

ihe nature of patent property in inven

tions. It will appeal to the capitalist

or manufacturer as well as to the in

ventor. It gives information on how to

gauge the value of an invention and

how to exploit the patents to best ad

vantage. As the author is a well-known

specialist in patent law, the material is

of a helpful, practical nature that _ap

peals particularly to mechanical men.

USING ENGINE AS A BRAKE

HE motor-car driver should not

forget that his car has three brakes.

If he puts the gears in second speed

and cuts off the spark, steep grades will

have no tenor for him. He should

shut off the engine and slide into sec

ond as he rolls across the ridge, but

should not drive in second. The spark

can be shut off if the throttle will not

close. Then with a six-cylinder car,

six compression brakes are gained and

the engine is cooling in the meantime.

If necessary, a gentle touch of the serv

ice or emergency brake now and then

generally will hold nicely. At times

an abrupt or long drop will call for

low instead of second in compression.

On all but the steepest grades this will

hold the car with but very little use

of the brakes, and will keep the brakes

in reserve for real emergencies.

Put hard soap on lag screws, wood

screws or any screw for wood. It will

surprise you how much easier they will

go in.

  

Buy Direct from

Manufacturer

and Save Money

    

  

Plays Victor, Columbia, Edison and

Emerson Records

Send $1.00 Iodly

Columbia Sales Company
53 Academy St., Dept. 691, Newark, N. J.

Pam
the national

joy smoke

Our exclusive

patented process

cuts out bite and

porch.ALBE

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
Bond 10 cont: coin or stamp: for 70-page

book on Stammorlng and Stuttering. “it:

Geno and Gun." It toll: how I cured Iiyueit

after stouimerlng for 20 yearn.

Benjallil N. Rope, 912 Bogus Bldg, lldianaporu

 

iArmy Dress Shoe

“For Work or Dress Wear"

Here's the identical shoe Uncle Sam O. K.'d

- - . _ . for dress wear in the

' ' army. Handsome, comfort

able, wears like iron.

Don’t confuse this genu

ine dress shoe with

inferior shoes that sell

for less. Real economy

~ means not sav

ing a few pen

  

nies on _ t_i1 e

original

c o s 1; .

" b u t_ in

getting

1 soOnly n _ "'l°n‘¢hY 3

On Arrival. Postage Free “or '

RELIABLE MAIL ORDER 60..

Dent. 93. 25 Huntlniton Avo.. Bolton, I7, Mus.

Send . . . . . . . . . . .. naii-a. postage free. I'll my the

postmun on arrival. .Mmiey back it X want it.

Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Size . . . . . . . . . . . .

A $25 PHONOGRAPH FOR $10.98
Hear the Great Artist: in your Home

Greatest Phonogrnph Bargain Ever Ofiered. Send SI Only

  

AMBITIOUS MEN

Send for Our Free Catalog of Home

Study. Books on All Mechanical

and Electrical Subjects

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUB. CO.

2 W. 45th Street New York City

  

 

 

Plays allMakesofRecor1a

Any Size or Cut

 
 

Special features are: clear, sweet

toned sound box, silent, power

ful spring motor, automatic regu

lator, starter and stopper. Cabinet

finished in Colonial mahogany.

The metal parts highly nickeled.

Will last a life time and is fully

guaranteed in every respect.

Phonograph will be shipped upon

receipt of $1.00; you pay the balance,

$9.98, after you get the phonograph.

OUT OUT AND IAIL AT ONCE

COLUMBIA SALES COMPANY

53 Aoadoln St, Bout. 69!, Newark. N. J.

Gentleman: nclosed find $1. Ship at once one

guaranteed phonograph. ll’ sltlafnctory, I urea to

Ilia balance. $9.98. after I receive the machine.

not satliifactory i will return the same, and you will

refund my money.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

  

  

  

  

  

  

Tho Best Diamond

Bargains in 75 Years

Never in nearly Kola century business exiohoneo have

no odor-ed Inch nmuiirr bargain: as llllrinl nrovnlllnl rlr.-en.

This dlllllflhd banking houuo nu-I .: over si.ooo,ooo oil |-ml
nanny on hi : I grads jewelry. Unpold loan: mun. be lold.

Why Pay Ful Prices
Customers low-ru prove lromendwuq nvliip. Everything aunt

o1 lwvrovai. Try tn mutzh for $0 ger cent more.

Wrlto for Latest I1If[I|'l Lint. and Your nuno nod nildrooo

lor latest barniii lill. No obllllllnnn. Wrlto todny—1umn.

100- Do Roy‘ lono. 9566 Do Roy Iullli

'_' Q-ii; 0990-04 Pm om.-a Pituourdl. Po.

‘ll/errnellbvzpevvni-oi ~- Bonito Pitllbuvfl’, H-/I--Morin

Nari.-i-not flank, llnwi. but onpcw. Pbtuburgh. Po.

  

 
 

.3“; /-£244, SufiI Made to your measure,

payublc after received

._ Perfect fit, fine goods and tailoring,

,’ $20 loving, allguarantced or no pay.

Slllploo Froo. Every man wanting to

..ress well and save money should write

at once for our beautiful free book of

cloth sunplns and correct fashions, explain

_lI'lI everything. Write letter or postal,

Just my "Send me your samples" and get

everything by return mail free. Important

to every man. Write today sure.

PARK TAILORING COMPANY

D69! 274 Chicago, ILL

am'35~>’l00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Em-% Big opportunities NOW.

§ P Iunilfy for this fascia“

-*‘~\$‘1-< ing profession. '1‘ h r e o

:-'.“‘ months‘ course covers ail

oranchlot

HGIION Pl0TURE—GOMMERGlAL—POBTlAlTURE

Comoros and Material: ,/Ilflll-Illld /Yu

Practical instruction; modern equipment D or Ofdlliil

iuuoiollrtornu. Th Schlofkeoop Simulgritv. Coll or write for ogmploaomtniq No. lo,

 

 

  

  

  

 

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

ifl w._seni §:_.. N. Y. _ 505_S}otLS}.. B512.
   

Basketry and Craft Materials

l-‘ree catalogue, Reeds, raifla, wooden bases.

chair cane, dyes, hooks, tools for work in

leather, beads, stenciillng, wood block printing,

china, glass painting, painted wood, weaving,

carving, jewelry, copper, pottery.

LOUIS STOUGHTON

2| Everett Station

DRAKE

Allston, Boston 34, lieu
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FREEING A SEIZED ENGINE

CCASIONALLY the repairer re

ceives a call to start a seized en

H' E‘ CO‘ gine that has resisted the best efforts

150 Lafayette street of the owner of the car. _At such tifD€>

the repairer must exercise the utmost

NEW YORK Cr!-‘Y ingenuity, for the owner has generally

tried all the easy and well-known meth

ods before the repairer arrives.

. In such cases the first thing to do

Marine Models a spe¢lal[-y is to make sure that it is the engme

and not some other part of the trans~

mission or rear axle that is at fault.

The rear wheels should be jacked up

and the emergency brake released and

the gear shift lever placed in neutral

The wheels should turn freely and

there should be no binding in the rear

axle system

The spark plugs should be removed

PROPELLERS . =. c ‘~ -
Weight Propeller Pitsh Price y ‘ t 0_r the cornpression_taps turned _to re

y R _ 01- 111*" 3°-1g 1 “ ‘ ‘ . lieve the compression. Then if the
' icing , oz. ' - ‘ , _ . _ .

, guyy Load 2 m gy 3:. lg; :22: .7 1 crank cannot be turned over by hand

acing . . _ 7 I '_ .

Ruin: 31, °,_ 15: 50 "ch -. - or by means of the starter, or by the

Helvy I-old 6 to 8 01- 12,, ~ -55 ""1 Y " * _ ’ two working together, the car may be

Racing _3‘/1 oz. 22 .70 each . H h . h

Price: include postage. ~. t0W€(l W1 I C g€3.l‘S In lg and I 6

can supply propellers either right or left con- clutch di5engaged_ A5 Soon as the car

structed on scientific basis by specially constructed

machinery. Guaranteed to work. A trial will con- WHEELS has attained some momentum the clutch

vince. Send five cents for catalogue of finished ma)’ be allowed to engage gentllh care

airplanes and parts. 553;,’f.;,,.,§l“‘3i‘;f:f“..‘1‘.§‘,,,“‘fi.§:: to be taken not to allow a sudden mo

MODEL MAKERS SUPPLY COMPANY g1:iri_;5I_'518=baif_ilm=‘=' 1%"- tion, which might strip the gears in the

Everyday Engineering Magazine N 23 M minum WM ml rear axle or even break a shaft.
Box HDH 2 West 45th Street n;i{b=i- ~tires‘,uweig|ht one ounce, If this does not free the engine, kero

New York City g§‘;{.‘_‘"°' 2‘ p"°°"‘°'75 P" sene can~ be poured into the cylinders

and allowed to remain for a couple of

hours. This will have a tendency to

dissolve any old oil which may have

gummed the pistons to the cylinder

walls. Then the car may be towed

again and an attempt made to turn

over the engine by engaging the high

gear. The engine can be turned over

° ' more easily in high than in low gear

because it does not have to revolve so

601 Broadway New York City rapidly‘

After one has succeeded in turning

over the engine the drain cock in the

bottom of the crankcase should be

opened and the mixture of kerosene and

old oil drained out. Then the new

oil should be added, the radiator

should be filled with hot water in or

der to expand the cylinders and the

spark plugs replaced. After starting

the engine it should be run slowly un
ii der its own ower for some little time.

MAIL ORDERS ONLY in order thatpthe new oil may work to

all parts of the engine and to allow the

engine to work out some of its stiffness

PROMPT l TE]-ZEPHONE Sometimes water leaks into the cylin

SERVICE SPRING 3331 ders and rusts the pistons fast to the

cylinder walls. There is also a possi

bility of moisture condensing within

the cylindeis if the car is allowed to

remain standing in a damp place with

out being used.

 

 

 

 

CELLULOID
SHEET] NC. PRINTING. MOULDING.

  

INVENTIONS DEVELOPED L If th ' ' fitted with -
MODELS, EXPERIMENTS TURNING. on-: CU1TlNG e engme ls a remo‘

“"0".” sun" Gnnmud gXp£|uM£_N1‘A1_ wQ|u;_ |=_-1-c, able head, as is now used on many cars.

NAP|ER BROWNING co_ it iS Oi-lI€I1 but .tl‘l€ W(?I‘l{ Of half 1111
CONSULTATION ios w.‘°lh sr. NEW YORK crrv hour to remove the cylinder head and

mm“ hm.“ nu 96 w'"°" s""' ascertain if the pistons are stuck in the

‘ .New York Clry l

Plmrr mrnlion F.\'i:iwo.w ENGINEERING ;\iAG.AZINE
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cylinders. The movement, of course,

will be very slight, but if the pistons

are not rusted to the cylinder walls

some slight movement should be obtain

able. 0

If only one piston is tight, it may be

possible to remove the lower half of

the crankcase and take off the cap

of the connecting rod of the tight pis

ton. If there is sufficient room in the

crankcase, the connecting rod can be

tied to one side and the engine used to

drive the car home on three cylinders.

Or the tight piston may be driven out

of the cylinder with a block of wood.

The wire leading to the spark plug of

the seized cylinder should be grounded

when attempting to run the engine on

three cylinders.

It is sometimes possible to rap each

piston separately with a block of wood

at the same time that the strain is ap

plied to the starting crank, thus releas

ing the pistons from the cylinders and

allowing a film of lubricating oil to

penetrate between the parts.

On some cars the rim of the flywheel

is exposed so that it may be gripped

with a heavy wrench and the wrench

used to assist in turning over the crank

shaft. If one man lies on the bonnet

over the engine and pulls up on the

starting crank, at the same time that

the car is being towed, the simultaneous

strain at both ends of the crankshaft

will often be enough to start the move

ment of the pistons in the cylinders.

\Vhen the car is in the garage and

compressed air is available, this may

be forced into the cylinders through an

air valve made from a discarded tire,

a valve and a broken spark plug. If

an air pressure of 100 pounds a square

inch is exerted over an area on the

top of the piston of 15 square inches,

this should be sufficient to start it. Of

course, the poppet valves will have to

be closed while the air is being ad

mitted into the cylinder.—Automobile

Journal.

DESCENT AT 450 MILES PER

HOUR

IEUT. WEISS of the French Army

was attempting to establish a

height record recently, but unexpectedly

found his supply of oxygen virtually

exhausted. The Paris correspondent

of the Morning Post states that at the

moment he was at 8,000 meters and

his only chance of safety was to nose

dive. For a certain number of seconds

he achieved a speed of 450 miles per

hour, and actually traversed 4,300

yards of descent in thirty seconds. The

machine was injured as a result of the

strain, and certain portions of the wings

were torn ofi', while some supports also

were broken before he was able to flat

ten out the machine for landing.

 

[EARN DRAFTING

  

 

 

Draftsmenfiel

$35 to $100

a Week

Because of the importance of

hiswork the draftsman is paid

a big salary and is always in

line for advancement. The

draftsman‘s pay is‘from $35 to $ioo a week.

A knowledge of drafting is the stepping stone

to big technical positions in the industrial

field paying as high as $50,000 a year.

  

At l'lome—ln Spare Time

as you would in actual practice

Get into this constructive branch of industry where big salaries are

paid. No previous training is necessary to become a capable drafts

man with the help of the Columbia School of Drafting. You can

master the practical lessons of our famous home study course, at

home, in spare time. You will be personally coached and instructed.

by mail, by Roy C. Claflin, president of the school, whose long experi

ence as a draftsman and teacher, especially qualifies him to give you

the training you need to become a successful Draftsman.

 

 

Become a Specialist

We not only give you thorough and practical training

in Mechanical Drafting, teaching you to make actual

drawings as you would in any drafting room, but the

additional benefit of a post-grad

uate course in some special branch

of drafting. A big field of oppor

tunity is thus opened to you as a

trained specialist in this profes

sion.

Dr aftsmen are

needed in greater

numbers, and re

ceive better cala

ries t h is n ever

  

  

  

  

How “Columbia" Students Succeed

Students of the Columbia School of Draft-'

ing often secure positions at $2.000 or more

a year to start before C0ll1PlCllIIg‘tl'il! ‘course.

Hundreds of men and woiiien with ‘Colum

bin" training are now making good with big

concerns all over the_counti_'y_. Many more

are needed for splendid positions no_w op_en.

Here is what "Columbia" training is doing

for some of our graduates: Laurence Johnr

ton, over $5,000 a year; George Murray, $45

a week to start: G. Tangorra, $2,800 a year;

A. L. Gash, $140 a month to start; W. S.

Burfoot. $150 a month to start; T. R. Brown,

2,860 a year; R. Fawkes, $3,700 a year.

hese are only a few of a great number of

similar crises.

This Complete Drafting Equipment

Furnished

to student-s of our school. The iiistruineuts are of

otsndud American iiisks ol the best quality, fully

ginriuiteod, and become

or the course. Every

iourso is ilicllldod.

our pi-operu uii completion

truinsrit needed tor the

Big Concerns Employ "Columbia" Graduate:

The but concerns in America employ Cfllllmbll

graduates in their drafting departments because of

the thorough practical trliniiii W0 IIYB Whlfll K1‘

ables them to step right into important drafting

positions. Our diploma is the entering wedge into

big drafting rooms everywhere. As I Colunibin

lrlduate you no recognized as on experienced

draftsman, not on s mere apprentice. Why be

piitlsfled with s grinding, underpaid position when

there are hundreds of Dfflmlslng p0slllor|s_ open

to you in the big field of Drafting. Vie are

called upon to place trained drsftsi-iii-n more

rapidly than we can Droduce them.

$¢nd This Coupon Today

Let us tell you the isaeinatinz story of Drafting

and how you can master this lucrative profession

of big salaries and stead? 'd“m“°l!!90l Ulfoillh

our help. Write todly to

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Roy O Ulaflin. President

Dent. H58. Nth Gt T Sts., N. W., Wsshiiwtoli. 0-C

coi.uuaiA sciiooi. or oiurriua

ROI U. Uldlulf :;¢|‘d:"w

, use, mii it -.. . .Du‘ Wuhliigtui. 9- 0

ta (Ad I ll I lrllnlnl I I chi!-iltl|Dl' lltiiiiizlin-aii'<i' mo 'i'Pr';‘f',°.-1;: iili‘aot-Iliad b00nk @i'i>-rusui-i--. i--ill’

lsoninls, terms, etc. l um nlso Interested ll'I_lho specinlpolt-Irldunte

rlc ehocked below: ilechlnicll Drilling, or Mlchlnn Dru gin‘

mhs (ouniiuuon C0uI"lO and iii collzpllll in unit.)

AI&|toctunIDrni't.inl--- Shh Dflfllhl . . . . . . . . . . .

Lllhlnobllo Drama; . . . . . . Slotlstioll Drifting ,

Radio Drafting . . . . . . . . . . .

Automotive Drafting . . . . . .

llvclrogrsphie nruunr. . ..

Machine Design. . .

'l‘uolDesi&!1..... .

S1109 Mnthemotiu. . .

Builders’ Uouros . . . . . . . . ..

TODIUNDIIUII Drlfllnl . . .

Nuns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Age . . . . . . . . . . . Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Bun . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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HENLEY’S

  

  

MOTOR BQATS AND BOAT'I\/IOTORS

By Victor W. Pagé, and A. Clarlr Leich. (6 x 9.)

opages. 372 illustrations. Cloth. Price

Indispensable for owners. users, repriirmen or operators of

motor boats and marine engines.

SHOP PRACTICE FOR HOME MECHANICS

By Raymond Francis Yates. (6 x 9.) 324 pages,

309 illus. Cloth. Price $3.00.

Deals with SI'll.’lll tools and uizichines such as lll\)$tf eiii-~

ployed about the home shop.

STARTING, LIGHTING AND IGNITION

SYSTEMS

By Victor W Page’. 815 pages. 492 specially

made engravings. I920 Edition, Revised and

Enlarged. Price $3.00.

A practical treatise on latest tiutomobilc starting, lighting

and ignition system practice. Over zoo wiring diagrams

are shown in both technical and nontechnical forms. Coiii

plete data is given for locating troubles in all systems, the

various steps being considered in a logical way for those

without expert electrical knowledge. All ignition systems

receive full consideration. starting with the simplest bat

tery zind coil forms found on early cars to the modern

short-contact timer and iii.-igneto methods used with the

latest eight and twelve-cylinder motors.

ABRASIVFS AND ABRASIVE WHEELS

By Fred B. Jacobs. 340 pages, 200 illustrations.

Price $3.00.

A new book for everyone interested in abrasives or grind

ing. A careful reading of the book will not only make

mechanics better able to use abrasives intelligently, but it

will also tell the shop superintendent of many short cuts

and efficiency-increasing kinks. The economic advantage

in using large grinding wheels are fully explained, together

with many other things that will tend to give the superin

tendent or workman a keen insight into abrasive engineer

ing.

HENLEY’S TWENTIETH CENTURY BOOK

OF RECIPES, FORMULAS AND PRO

CESSES

Edited by Gardner D. Hiscox. 1920 edition.

Cloth binding. Price $4.00.

The most valuable teclinochemical formulae book published,

including over io,ooo selected scientific, chemical, techno

logical and practical recipes and processes. This book of

Soo pages is the most complete book of recipes ever pub

lished. giving thousands of recipes for the manufacture of

t valuable articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, practical

ideas and secret processes are revealed within its pages.

It covers every branch of the useful arts arid tells thou

sands of ways of making money and is just the book every

one should have at this command.

LIQUID AIR AND THE LIQUEFACTION

OF GASES

By T. O’Conor Sloane. 400 pages fully illus

trated. (l920.) Price $3.00.

The third revised edition of this book has just been issued.

Much new niaterial is added to it; and the all-important

uses of liquid air and gas processes in modern industry.

in the production especially of nitrogen compounds, are

described. The book gives the history of the theory, dis

covery. and manufacture of Liquid Air. and contains ziii

illustrated description of all the experiments that have ex

cited the wonder of audiences all over the country. It

shows how liquid air, like water, is carried hundreds of

miles and is handled in open buckets.

.., __._.____ -

New Practical Books

These Are the Books You Should Procure

All Up-to-date and Reliable

Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE—I920 Catalogue of

Practical Books—Send for a Copy

The Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.

2 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK

MODERN ELECTROPLATING

By Kenneth M. Coggeshall. 350 pages, I42 illus

trations. Price $3.00.

Anyone interested in practical plating and metal finishing

\\‘flllhfil'ld this book :1 valuzible guide and complete manual

o i e art.

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS STATIONS

By P. E. Edelman, E. E. (5 is 7) 390 pages,

167 illus. Cloth. Price $2.50.

Answers every queslioii—clears up ITl)‘SI€I'lL‘> of things

radio, you have often wondered about.

THE MODEL T FORD CAR, ITS CON

STRUCTION, OPERATION AND RE

PAIR, INCLUDING THE FORDSON

FARM TRACTOR, F. A. LIGI-I'IIi"=4:G AND

STARTING SYSTEM, FORD MOTOR

TRUCK

By Victor W. Page. 410 pages, 153 illustrations,

2 large folding plates Price $2.00.

This is the most complete and practical instruction book

ever published on the Ford car and Fordson tractor. To

the i920 Revised Edition matter has been added on the

Ford Truck and Tractor Conversion Sets and Genuine

Fordson Tractor. All parts are described. All repair

processes illustrated and fully explained. \\'ritten so all

can understand—no theory, no guesswork. New Edition.

MODEL MAKING

By Raymond Francis Yates. 400 pages,

301 illustrations. Price $3.00.

A new book for the mechanic and model maker. This is

the first book of its kind to be published in this country

and all those interested in model engineering should have

a copy. The first eight chapters are devoted to such sub

jects as Silver Soldcring, Heat Treatment of Steel. Lathe

Work, Pattern Making, Grinding, etc. The remaining

twenty-four chapters describe the construction of various

models such as rapid fire naval guns, speed boats, model

steam engines, turbines, etc.

ELECTRICIANS HANDY BOOK

By Prof. T. O'Conor Sloane. B40 pages, 600 en

gravings, handsomely bound in cloth. I920 edi

tion. Price $4.00.

This work has just been revised and much enlarged. It is

intended for the practical electrician who has to make

things go. The entire field of electricity is covered within

its pages. It is a work of the most modern practice, writ

ten in a clear, comprehensive manner, and covers the sub

ject thoroughly, beginning at the A B C of the subject.

and gradually takes you to the more advanced branches of

the science. It teaches you just what you should know

about electricity. A practical work for the practical man.

WESTINGHOUSE E. T. AIR-BRAKE IN

STRUCTION POCKET - BOOK CATE

CHISM

By Wm. W. Wood, Air-Brake Instructor. Cloth.

1920 edition. Price $2.50.

A practical work containing examination questions and

answers on the E. T. Equipment. Covering what the E. T.

Brake is. How it should be operated. \Vhat to do when

defective. Not .1 question can be asked of the engineman

up for promotion on either the No. 5 or the No. 6 E. T.

cquipiiient that is not risked and answered in the book. If

_vou wzint to thoroughly understand the E. T. equipment

get :1 copy of this book. lt covers every detail. Makes

air-brake troubles and examinations easy. Fully illustrated

with colored plates, showing various pressures.  

i-i-.  
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Let 111$

wrk for you

VVORK for Kings and Queens.

I work for the President of the

United States.

Q womh {om ihe Qmohiteeio

who buiid uoum ohu oemobemo.

I work for the Surveyors

and Engineers who make your

bis bridges and subways p93

sible. -

I have a Mathematical key

board with the characters and

symbols used in higher and

lower Mathematics, and for

Enaineeriné, Mechanics, etc.

I AM INVALUABLE TO THE

sruosur or MATHEMATICS, ENGI

NEERING, CHEMISTRY, AND Mao

ICINE, AS I CARRY THE cura

ACTERS AND SYMBOLS IN EVERY

PROFESSl0N——EVERY SCIENCE.

I "speak" every language,

from Eskimo Indian to Kata

Kana Japanese.

I use "speak" advisedly,

because I literally make your

writing talk--as these sam

ples of my work show.

 

 

The above paragraphs were written on one Multiplex and

give a very limited example of tlie work that can be done on

this unique “writing machine"—the only “writing machine"

in existence. Just examine the Multiplex and you'll find

that it is as great an improvement over the ordinary type

writer as the fountain pen is over the old-fashioned quill.

 

Also an Aluminum

PORTABLE Model

For traveling — for

Home. Weighs about

ll lbs. Full capacity.

Aslt for special

folder.

  

The Hammond Typewriter Co.

585A E. 69th Street New York City

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

 

 

  

h'HhIi'6's'ii‘>‘
Standard “Writing Machine"

Over 365

Different Type-Sets

Including All Languages to Select From

Any one of which may be substituted in u few

seconds: “Jul! Turn the Knob"

I have shown you a few proofs of my versatility in

the various types in the column opposite.

I think you will agree with me, when you see me, that

no other typewriter ran do what I do.

I\'o other typewriter can make your writing “TALK.”

No other typewriter can INSTANTLY change from

one style of type, or from one language to another.

Multiplex Hammond Reasons

Variety of writing beyond the ordinary‘? _

All sorts of type and languages on O E Multiplex.

Automatically unitorm type impressions without a culti~

vated touch.

Permanently perfect alignment. _

Any width of paper, and writes cards flat without bending.

Large type, small type, medium type—all on ONE Multiplex.

. Aluminum Portable, travellers‘ and home model.

There are more than sixteen _(l6) things I can do that can

not be done nii any other writing machine; and it will pay

you to

Mail the Coupon for FREE BOOKLET

“How President Wilson Frightened the

Lords at Midnight"

sorePP?

I-*7Tr‘

\Ve will also send you our Caliph of Morocco

amphlet,“People Who Count." King and Queen of Norway

Thousands of prominent men Cardinal Merry del Val

and women in all walks of Sir James Matthew Barrie

life, and in all four corners

of the globe, prefer and per

sonally use the Multiplex.

Note this partial list:

President Wilson

green Alexandra of England

ng and Crown Prince of

Sweden Etc., Etc.

r——$Q—$—$1—Q——$———$

MAIL FOR FREE BOOKLBT8

' HAMMOND TYPEWRITER company

sssa Em em. St., New York dary.

Please send, entirely free and without obligation. the litera

ture mentioned in your advertisemi-nt in Everyday Engineering.

Walt Mason

Wallace Irwin

William Dean Howells

Bertha M. Clay

John Kendrick Bangs

Leigh Mitchell Hodges

Prof. L. A. Loireaux

  



 

 

  

You can getan extra half

dollar or more for every dollar you

earn now. No overtime work 1S necessary.

Just your regular timeand a set of Modern Machine Shop

Practice will turn the trick. Read how to get these famous

books by 27 shop experts that will help you make three or four

dollars with the same effort it takes you to get two dollars now.

ii.‘éit.l{.2£1~[A(jllllql; i"i...l,"l‘§lii

SHOP

PRACTICE

Shop Work, Shop These books explain

Kinks, Gear Cutting, and tell you everything

Lathes and Screw Ma- connected with Shop

6 big volumes bound in genuine Ameri

can Morocco. 2300 pages and more than

2500 photographs, plans, drawings, etc.

  

  

chines, Planers, Millers, Work; more than a thou

sand different subjects.

Not a thing is missed

not the smallest detail.

They cover everything,

from the simplest machine oper

ation to the most difficult tool

sign, Foundry Work, Molding, and die making propositionsycu

Malleable Practice, Forging, Heat Treatment of Steel, An- will ever be up against. They will make a chop expert

nealing,Hardening,PatternMaking,Mechanical Drawing, out of you in your spare time and it will only cost you

Machine Drawing, Design of Machines, Auto.Shop Work. 7 cents a day to buy the books after a weeks’ free use.

Kilt Cl-ll‘ IXPIITS Ilse One Q

With eve set of these books we give ab
I

solutely ree, one years’ consulting mem- _

bership in the Am€flC3H Technical Society. It Don't send any m<>nev- Just the coupon ls all you

usually sells for $1g_()()_ This entitles you to need. We will ship the books express collect and

  

Jigs, Shop Management,

Metallurgy,Weld1ng, Die

Making, Laying OutDies,

Tool Making, HighS eed

Steel, Thread Cutting, illing

V Cutters, Punch Work, Tool De

ll

  

  

  

  

  

' -I ' ' ' ' You can use them a whole week in your own home or shop
write m at any time Wlthm a year and ask just asif they were yoiirown. Try tofind sometough prop

ol-“: experts, advice about anything connected osition they won't explain. Show them to the other men

With shop WOI‘l{ that you don’t understand. in yoursh0p——give them every test you can think ofand.

send them back at our expense if you don't want to

keep them. lf you do want the books to help you

earn more, like thousands of other men have SEND

0/ .l

t 2:. -"~
C-. <-‘ - d , d l $2.30 Y dth bi'.ll- iE o Z-it s§‘e‘§oSt°<i"ui‘s‘§>§’Z‘i;i’i$-.>i_sop§iZ'e°i’ii‘ei‘§i“mew°ey "'5

Q .
2 ‘J: IE8 ——$2.00 each month. Begin now to get COUPON

= VJ gig’. ahead—doitthespeedyway,too. This

€ Q— ‘ " ' Coupon is your ticket on the Speedy

' : E Q__ Li tag route. MAIL IT TODAY.

-. lg g £5 35;. annicaii neiiiuui. _l

V Q W § l 5'§§ ‘°"'"'°""'M'”'s iineniciui ncniiiul. '

s °~ ' f|:','_‘:_G,°"u' SOCIETY Doll-M-35-I I.

. . E.‘ Q_ ;_, 33> cinczioo. iii. u. s. A. .l._

E is _ iii __Ml>(leaseSshendlnie the sixwolumeset=» to l‘ T can l as: he ‘°"fi‘it‘. s r t

~ . £ E ' ' ' d6Cld:)ltgr|?I.1lr;',IWi‘ll selhrii s'§.so§v'yriiii8in°°eeven F‘

1 z. LL ‘;_-5 ,_ - _and balance at$2p0 a month until ‘-1.80 hasbeen _ ‘

at-’-A Q —- Q I Then you will send me a receipt showing that t e set of hook! -

= Z S I § the Consu1tlng_Membershlp are mine, and fully paid for. IIIIQIII

E V) E ll 5' ;ff)tg€tse3l(e)ggd§\!yl;ll0lllI the books, I will return them at your expense |

' er v .

' ' Q. L‘ "- ' '
E :2 -- Q25 Name.......................................................... ........ I

9 I/J g .' -V Address.............................................................. .. I

£_ l

é Q_ EL Reference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ................ .. I

nu O S

Q I:
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Now is the Time . .
*° Get Readll 7°" gguiiiifgllabinlgegictah iihtteegreab

Bigger Pay est activity in its history. Every day

hundreds of men in small positions are

raised to bigger responsibilities and bigger pay. A search

is being made everywhere for men who have the neces

sary training to assume these new responsibilities.

A MoGraw-Hill Home TheMcGra,w-HillHome

Study Course Will Study Courses are

P"°pa"° Y°" quicmy isgyifegs iinisaacriiig

the great fields oi engineering which they cover. No

space is wasted with higher mathematics and theory.

Only facts, written so that you can understand them.

About one hundred thousand men are now using them as

a daily guide. They are equally valuable to the expert

and the beginner. -

Not One Cent in Advance

Small Monthly Payments if You Are Satisfied

No matter what your age is, where you are located,

or how limited your means, you can succeed through one

of the McGraw-Hill Home Study Courses. Everyone

contains a complete education on the subject covered.

No matter how much you might pay for books or

courses you cannot acquire knowledge that will advance

you more rapidly and surely than a McGraw-Hill Home

Study Course.

_ r " ._ Power Plant Library

 
 

.- _1-31¢ Q1 3'2 -‘-_.._.~_-._.'-_ Power plant practice complete, in

'.i;_;;; -i.

'. ‘ ._ - ' eluding mathematics. boilers, engines.

_- "" ~_' , - ". electricity, turbines and refrigeration.

Now the most used engineers’ library

in existence. Has enabled thousands

of men to pass the most rigid exam

inations. 2,500 ea, 1,500 illustrs~

tions. Eight han some volumes, bound

in the tough T pattern of cloth, a.

durable as eather. Price SIB. layelilc

$2.00 per month.

Factory Management

"-1:
A set of books written bymleacllna

authorities. to help men fit t maelvee

to take complete charge of the shop or

factory. Covers industrial organiza

tion. administration, purchasing.

manufacturing costs and accounts.

engineering of shops, factories and

power plants. 0 volumes 2.300 pages.

fully ll ustrated. Bound in semi-iiexi

hie hratol. Price $20. plyahle $2

In tea daye and $8 oer month.

' Croft Library of

Practical Electricity

Without question of more practical

value than anything of the iiind ever

attempted in the world of electricity.

Enables you to know electricity as el

peria know it. Mathematics. practical

electricity. electrical machinery, cen

tral atationa. wiring for light and

power. wiring of finished buildings.

illumination. 8 flexible volumes.

pocket size, 3.000 pages. Price 920.

payable $2 in l0 days and S3 per

month.

iron and Steel library

The h h positions in the great iron

and ates world are now attainable

through this library which is written

by authorities actually engaged in this

worlr. Metallurgy, foundry work, blast

furnaces construction, operation and

products. refractories. A complete

iron and steel library. Seven volumes.

over 8.000 ages. Fully illustrated.

Price" comp ete $24. Durable $3 per

men .

Vs‘'__,A'-‘

 
 

  

Courses Must Go llp

Machine Shop

Library

Machine shop practice complete.

Written by eight practical men, well

known in tho machine shop world.

Now the standard in America. No

other set of books on the snbiect ever

equalled it in popularity. Mathema

tics. drawing and design. composition

and heat treatment of steel gears.

tool work, grinding, iigs and fixtures,

screw mach es dies, etc. 9 volumes.

3,000 pages. Frlce $20. payable $2

In i0 days and $3 per month.

Metal Mining Library

Herein is brought together in nine

flexibly-bound volumes the very meat

of metal mining practice in America.

Baminationa. principles of mining.

timbering. thousands of working de

tails. ore dressing. surveying, account

ing. costs. All the information you

need to reach the high positions in the

mining world. The most intricate

problems solved by plain words and

illustrations. Price $24. payable $3

ler month.

Goal Mining library

Coal mining and eoiliery ractice

complete, including outside an inside

work—boih mechanics and engineer

ing. Of assistance to every man in the

business, from the lowest aid man to

the operator. It ia now bolted upon

as a necessity, and ea containing the

secrets of success in coal mining. 8

volumes. 3.000 pages. 1.700 llus

trations. Prloe 8 0. payable 82 in Ill

lily: and $3 ler month.

Radclifi'e's Electricity

A three-volume compact set of books

on the practical aide of electricity. In

question-and-answer form. for quick

reference. This course il somewhat

condensed. and will be found of

special value to those interested in

electricity as used in power plants.

700 pages of facts, illustrated and

carefully indexed. Prlee Oil. payable

6| per month.

llny Library Shipped on Ten Days’ Trial-—

At Our Expense. Merely Return the Coupon

Look at the illustrations of the libraries at the left and right

of this page. Then refer to the coupon, check the library you

want, flll out the blank spaces carefully and return to us,

receiving the books, go over them carefully. Keep them ten gun

days. See how much knowledge you can gain from them within

ten days. if then you decide you cannot afford to be without

them, send us the small monthly payments called for.

hns advanced 300% and is still going up. This is your chance

to procure it Mctirnw-Hill study course at the old price.

Pay only

$1 to $3

per l have checlted below:

month Oroii a Electrlel

ifyw are l'..‘:l"i..:l'.';"t'.

satisfied '°"" ""“" '-"""

  

After

Paper

  

  
Signature . . . . . .

Residence address

Your emlloyer ...~.

Hie address

McGRAW-HILL BOOK 60.. Inc-. 239 W. 39th st N Y

Gentlemen: Send for ten. days’ free inspection the Llbrari

. 820—psyable $3 pg; mqnm

Maelli Sh L hr _ - _Iron l'il°tl srigl Libra §§‘i_‘,',’iy§i',if. §§ flfif ,‘§§,,‘}§§"

$'Z4— blMary. I;_,!ol_l;”.3bl°;>er month.

. $l6—pa [1]

Fabto hiannosmen , $:o_;,,_§:|,;:

per month.

per month

Radcll e‘ El ii . P" '1'°'}i11

If 5'"3l“¢\°l’Y I‘Wlll“sLl$i(%rsE6;1gi"a?:i)i}eiiisieri)t

If not wantedthe same amou t l11 will return the ii?>$>ksni\‘iX]'y;r‘:ui-lnéixlpexi-|aB?'

Glty Ind State. ..

"Hr o=euneilon.....,.................... ..... ..r.ue-an
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MOTOR BOATS AND BOAT MOTORS

By Victor W. Page, and A. Clarls Leich. (6 x 9.)

524 pages. 372 illustrations. Cloth. Price

$4.00.

Indispensable for owners, users, rcpairmen or operators of

motor boats and marine engines.

SHOP PRACTICE’ FOR HOME MECHANICS

By Raymond Francis Yates. (6 I 9.) 324 pages,

309 illus. Cloth. Price $3.00.

Deals with small tools and machines such as those em

ployed about the home shop.

STARTING, LIGHTING AND IGNITION

SYSTEMS

By Victor W Page. 815 pages. 492 specially

made engravings. 1920 Edition, Revised and

Enlarged. Price $3.00.

A ractical treatise on latest automobile starting, lighting

an ignition system ractice. Over zoo wiring diagrams

are shown in both tec nical and nontechnical forms. Com

plete data is given for locating troubles in all systems, the

various steps being considered in a logical way for those

without expert electrical knowledge. All ignition systems

receive full consideration, starting with the simplest bat

tery and coil forms found on early cars to the modern

short-contact timer and magneto methods used with the

latest eight and twelve-cylinder motors.

ABRASIVES AND ABRASIVE WHEELS

By Fred B. Jacobs. 340 pages, 200 illustrations.

Price $3.00.

A new book for everyone interested in abrasives or grind

ing. A careful reading of the book will not only make

mechanics better able to use abrasives intelligently, but it

will also tell the shop superintendent of many short cuts

and efliciency-increasing inks. The economic advantage

in using large grinding wheels are fully explained. together

with many other things that will tend to give the superin

tendent or workman a keen insight into abrasive engineer

ing. _

HENLEY’S TWENTIETH CENTURY BOOK

OF RECIPES, FORMULAS AND PRO

CESSES

Edited by Gardner D. Hiscox. I920 edition.

Cloth binding. Price $4.00.

The most valuable technochemical formulae book published,

including over 10,000 selected scientific, chemical, techno

logical and practical recipes and processes. This book of

800 pages is the most complete book of recipes ever pub

lished, giving thousands of recipes for the manufacture of

valuable articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, practical

ideas and secret processes are revealed within its pages.

It covers every branch of the useful arts and tells thou

sands of ways of making money and is just the book every

one should have at his command.

LIQUID AIR‘ AND THE LIQUEFACTION

OF GASES

By T. O'Conor Sloane. 400 pages fully illus

trated. (l920.) Price $3.00.

The third revised edition of this book has just been issued.

Much new material is added to it; and the all-important

uses of liquid air and gas processes in modern industry,

in the production especially of nitrogen compounds, are

described. The book gives the history of the theory, dis

- covery, and manufacture of Liquid Air, and contains an

illustrated description of all the experiments that have ex

cited the wondcr of audiences all over the country. It

shows how liquid air, like water, is carried hundreds of

miles and is handled in open buckets.

New Practical Books

These Are the Books You Should Procure

All Up-to-date and Reliable

Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE—l920 Catalogue of

Practical Books—Send for a Copy

The Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.

2 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK

MODERN ELECTROPLATING

By Kenneth M. Coggeshall. 350 pages, 142 illus

-trations. Price $3.00.

Anyone interested in practical plating and metal finishin
wfillhfind this book a valuable guide and_ complete manuail

o t e art.

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS STATIONS

By P. E. Edelman, E. E. (5 x 7) 390 pages,

167 illus. Cloth. Price $2.50.

Answers every question-—clears up mysteries of things

radio, you have often wondered about.

THE MODEL T FORD CAR, ITS CON

STRUCTION, OPERATION AND RE

PAIR, INCLUDING THE FORDSON

FARM TRACTOR, F. A. LIGHTING AND

STARTING SYSTEM, FORD MOTOR

TRUCK

By Victor W. Pago. 410 pages, 153 illustrations,

2 large folding plates. Price $2.00.

This is the most complete and practical instruction book

ever published on the Ford car and Fordson tractor. To

the 1920 Revised Edition matter has been added on the

Ford Truck and Tractor Conversion Sets and Genuine

Fordson Tractor. All parts are described. All repair

processes illustrated and fully explained. Written so all

can understand—no theory, no guesswork. New Edition.

MODEL MAKING

By Raymond Francis Yates.

301 illustrations. Price $3.00.

A new book for the mechanic and model maker. This is

the first book of its kind to be published in this country

and all those interested in model engineering should have

.1 copy. The first eight chapters are devoted to such sub

jects as Silver Soldering, Heat Treatment of Steel, Lathe

Work, Pattern Making, Grinding, .etc. The remaining

twenty-four chapters describe the construction of various

models such as rapid fire naval guns, speed boats, model

steam engines, turbines, etc.

ELECTRICIAN’S HANDY BOOK

By Prof. T. O'Conor Sloane. 840 pages, 600 en

gravings, handsomely bound in cloth. 1920 edi
tion. Price $4.00. I

This work has just been revised and much enlarged. It is

intended for the practical electrician who has to make

things go. The entire field of electricity is covered within

its pages. It is a work of the most modern practice, writ

ten in a clear, comprehensive manner, and covers the sub

ject thoroughly, beginning at the A B C of the subject.

and gradually takes you to the more advanced branches of

the science. It teaches you just what you should know

about electricity. A practical work for the practical man.

WESTINGHOUSE E. T. AIR-BRAKE IN

STRUCTION POCKET - BOOK CATE

CHISM

By Wm. W. Wood, Air-Brake Instructor. Cloth.

1920 edition. Price $2.50.

A practical work containing examination questions and

answers on the E. T. E uipment. Covering what the E. T.

Brake is. How it shou d be operated. What to do when

defective. Not a question can be asked of the engineman

up for promotion on either the No. 5 or the No. 6 E. T.

equipment that is not asked and answered in the book. If

_\'ou want to thoroughly understand the E. T. equipment

get a copy of this book. It covers every detail. Makes

air-brake troubles and examinations easy. Fully illustrated

with colored plates, showing various pressures.

400 pages,

  

  



Ir. Charles I’. Steinmetz,

  

Chief Consulting Engineer

of the General Electric

Company, has said that,

“The world needsmen who

know something of elec

tricity, of the operations

and control of electrical

power. It needs men more

every year, its very exist

ence depends on the elec

trician."—Electrical Exper

imenter, June, 1919.

  

W at a Knowledge of Electricity

Would Mean to YOU

A real job with a man’s size salary—-that’s what it would mean. It’s easy to get it if you know

electricity. Electricity is the biggest force in the world today.

It

It’s one of the best paying fields

man can get into. lust see what the great Steinmetz says about electricity—“the very existence of the world depends

on the electrician.” 'That‘s the kind _of business to be in for real money making. Get into it as quick as you can

traiii yourself at h0nie—in your spare time.

  

  

  

cal Requirements; Theory, Calculation. Designs and

ment of _

Alternating Current Machinery;

sion;

boards and Switching; _Stoi'age Batteries; _A6plied

Electro-Chemistry; Electric Elevators; Electric ’

ing and Heating; Wireless Telegraphy and Teleph

  

The Cyclopedia of

Applied Electricity
The world’s greatest electrical books will fit you to hold the

biggest kind of a job. They were written by the engineers

and experts that helped to make electricity what it is today. These men

know what you need. They give you 50 years of electrical experience

at your fi_iiger tips. Plain, everyday language and thousands of pictures

make everything as simple as A B C. Glance over the partial list of

what the books contain and see our otter that gives thein to you a whole

\\'c-ek free. Mail the coupon today.

Reduced Price-Year to Pay

The regular price of this great library is $7.50 a volume—-$60.00 for the set of 8 volumes. For

;i limited time though you can have the whole set for $34.80 ‘and take almost a year to pay for

tht-ni. This is less than one cent a day) for each volume. Entire set sent for FREE examination

-no money in ad\'.'iiice—ret_urn thc_ ooks at _our egtpense if you don't like them. Mill UIO

Coupon Now. Don’t he satisfied with an ordinary 10b when ti big one is open to you.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Dept. E-356 CHICAGO, lLL., U. S. A.

Mail this

Coupon,

  

G r e a t , B i g

V 0 L U M E S

3800 Pages—2600 Pictures

Clearly Covering

Elements of_ Electricity; _Electrical MB3§flfCmCfli§;

Electric \Viring and Lighting; Underwriter’s Electri

of Direct Current Generators and

Motors; Ty cs of Generators and Motors; Manage

Eectrieal Machinery; Electric Lighting:

Power Transmis

Electric Railways; Power Stations; Switch

(‘niistruction
  

  

eld

nny; Land nnrl Fulmiarine Telegraphy.

, .

1
¢

. / Auiorlenii

Y Tceiinieni

Society

Dent. E-356

Chicago, lii..

U. .A.

Pit-use send me the

Cyclovedil of Ap

Dlled Electricity for 7

days’ examination. shigpint
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